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Announcements and News
Visit this page for SYSVIEW news and information about conferences and community events.

End of Service (EoS)
SYSVIEW Performance Management v16 will reach EoS on June 30, 2024. No additional updates are planned
for the product and the product documentation. For the latest product documentation, see the SYSVIEW
Performance Management v17 documentation. For more information about EoS dates, see Product Lifecycle -
Mainframe Software on the Broadcom Support website.

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: April, June, and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Prague, Czech Republic (April 18-20), in Plano,
Texas (June 13-15), and virtually on October 3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who will share the latest
technical education and product demos and respond to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational
events are a great way to network with peers and experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented
in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of
End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM installed, we
recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see the IBM
documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
With SYSVIEW, you can increase efficiency and can improve system performance by anticipating issues sooner,
analyzing them faster, and automating corrective action. In addition to providing access to the right data across many
systems and subsystems, this product turns your data into meaningful and actionable insights that help you better
understand what is going on across your hybrid IT environment.

This release notes article explains the key features and details for SYSVIEW Release 16.0.

NOTE

To learn about changes to prior releases, select one of the following links:

• Changes for SYSVIEW Release 15.0
• Changes for SYSVIEW Release 14.2

For earlier releases, go to techdocs.broadcom.com and click the Legacy Bookshelves and PDFs button.

Continuous Delivery
Broadcom company is pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery (CD) release of
SYSVIEW. We enhance this version using the CD model, which provides new features and product fixes to you faster with
easier deployment.

In the CD release model:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled where possible to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. An explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are released. For more information about these programs, go to validate.broadcom.com.

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limit exposure to additional features being applied in a production environment.
These changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After full integration and regression testing with other Broadcom products, the enhancement and product fixes are added
into the Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), ensuring product quality and the integrity of your environment. CARS
is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and implement a proactive
maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

IMPORTANT
We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product maintenance. This service
uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes.
You can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which eliminates time
consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support Portal.

New Features
Learn about the latest features of and enhancements to SYSVIEW 16.0.

For SYSVIEW 16.0, we are transitioning from an Incremental Release model to a Continuous Delivery (CD) release
model. The CD model provides new product features as individual PTFs that are separate from product fixes. This
approach lets you select which service stream elements you want to apply.
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You are not required to apply all new features in the CD release model; however, Broadcom recommends that you stay
current with new features and maintenance. SMP/E dependencies still apply when selectively applying maintenance.

For more information, see Continuous Delivery.

New IMS Transaction and Region Summary Metrics (Feature PTF LU06585)

This feature PTF enhances the SYSVIEW Option for IMS by providing additional metrics or IMS Transaction Detail
records and IMS Region Summary records.

Feature PTF LU06585 contains the following enhancements and changes:

The IMS transaction record formatting module GSVPF034 has been updated to display the following new fields.

Table 1: Transaction Detail record updates (SMF 255-34)

New Metric Description

IMTR_CNT_Syncpoint Total syncpoint count

IMTR_CLK_Sync_Elapsed Syncpoint elapsed time

IMTR_CLK_OSAM_Sync Total OSAM syncpoint time

IMTR_CLK_VSAM Sync Total VSAM syncpoint time

The IMS region summary record formatting module GSVPF035 has been updated to display the following new fields.

Table 2: Region Summary record updates (SMF 255-35)

New Metric Description

IMRA_Sync_Elapsed Total syncpoint elapsed time

IMRA_DB2_Elapsed Total Db2 elapsed time

IMRA_MQ_Elapsed Total MQ elapsed time

IMRA_DB2_SQL Total Db2 SQL calls

IMRA_Syncpoint Total syncpoint count

IMRA_OSAM_Sync Total OSAM syncpoint time

IMRA_VSAM_Sync Total VSAM syncpoint time

IMRA_Appl_Elapsed Total application elapsed time

CICS TS 6.1 GA Compatibility Support (PTF LU06165)

PTF LU06165 contains the following change in support of CICS TS 6.1 GA:

Removed data
collection metrics

The following data collection metrics, which were obsoleted in CICS TS 6.1, have been removed from
SYSVIEW 16.0:

Metric Description DFHGROUP MCT

SOCPSCT Create persistent socket requests DFHSOCK 291

SOPSHWM Persistent socket HWM DFHSOCK 293

When SYSVIEW is monitoring a CICS TS 6.1 region, these obsoleted metrics will be ignored:
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• Thresholds set on these metrics will not be processed.
• The fields associated with these metrics in SYSVIEW Option for CICS SMF records will contain a value

of zero.

New Level Set 16.0.03 PTF Now Available (PTF LU04778)

PTF LU04778 applies all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to SYSVIEW modification level 16.0.03.

• A Level Set PTF provides you with an easy method to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to
a specific modification level.

• The PTF PREREQs all published PTFs.

Db2 and IMS Updates / Product Name and Copyright Changes (PTF LU04570)

PTF LU04570 contains the following enhancements and changes:

New IBM Db2 SMF record formatters
The following SMF record formatters were added to format and display IBM Db2 SMF records:
SMF Type:

100
Description: IBM Db2 statistics

SMF Type:
101
Description: IBM Db2 accounting

These formatters are driven by drilling down into an SMF record from the SMFLOG command.

Updated IMSDBASE command
The following field was added to the IMSDBASE command:

• Auth
Database authorization state

New diagnostic GMILIST command
A diagnostic GMILIST command was added to display information about commands marked eligible for the GMI
interface.

IMPORTANT
The GMILIST command is an internal product diagnostic command whose function and content are
subject to change without notice. Use the command only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

Updated product registration name
The name that SYSVIEW uses to register itself with z/OS has changed from "CA SYSVIEW" to "SYSVIEW". This
change will be observed in the SMF type 89 record and resulting SCRT reports that read those records.

Updated copyright year
The copyright year in SYSVIEW was updated to 2022.

New IMS Filtering Criteria (Feature PTF LU04281)

Feature PTF LU04281 provides SYSVIEW users with the ability to specify filtering criteria on the IMSTRACE display.
Trace data can now be limited to only events that match all of the filter criteria. Providing filters helps to prevent the trace
buffer from filling up prematurely with unwanted data that would otherwise limit the duration of the trace.

This feature PTF contains the following enhancements:

Enhanced filtering on the IMSTRACE display
You can now filter trace data using the following criteria:
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• JobMask
Job name or job name mask

• TranMask
Transaction name or transaction name mask

• PSBMask
PSB name or PSB name mask

• UidMask
User ID or User ID mask

• TermMask
Terminal name or terminal name mask

• PSTId
PST ID in the range of 1 to 4095

Filter criteria are conjoined with AND to determine a match, so only data matching all filter criteria will be recorded.
All masked fields allow for a variable length mask character at the end of the string. No other masking patterns are
supported.

• The maximum trace interval increases from 1 hour to 12 hours.
• In the Info Area section of the IMSTRACE display, a new BufUse field was added to indicate the percentage of the

buffer in use, or percentage full.

CICS TS 6.1 ETP22 Open Beta Support (Feature PTF LU04206)

Feature PTF LU04206 provides compatibility support for IBM CICS Transaction Server (TS) version 6.1 ETP22 Open
Beta, enabling early adopters of the beta to monitor CICS with SYSVIEW.

In addition to CICS TS 6.1 ETP22 Open Beta support, the following enhancements were added to support the Open Beta:

Enhanced CICS transaction detail (CTRANLOG) SMF record
The following updates were made to the CICS transaction detail (CTRANLOG) SMF record or were made to
support the changes to the SMF record.

• The following field was added to the CICS transaction detail (CTRANLOG) SMF record:
– MNS_SOFLAG

Socket flags
The field was added to the GSVSMF27 maclib member.

• The SMF record formatter for the CTRANLOG command was updated to display the new SMF field on the
SMFRPT display when an SMF record is selected.

• The following variable was added to EXPLORE Report Writer:
– C_SOFLAG

Socket flags
The variable was added to the GSVSMF27 report sample member.

• The following variable was added to Easytrieve:
– MNS_SOFLAG

Socket flags
The variable was added to the GSVSMF27 Easytrieve macro member.

New Product PTF Risk Assessment (Feature PTF LU03781)

Feature PTF LU03781 adds Product PTF Risk Analysis capabilities to SYSVIEW. This feature combines Broadcom PTF
tracking elements from your runtime SYSVIEW XML library with maintenance data from your product SMP/E installation
CSI library.
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Product PTF Risk Assessment shows this information for all Broadcom Mainframe products that have the necessary XML
data available. Not all Broadcom Mainframe products update XML data for all previous and new fixes at the same time.
To determine if the product supports Product PTF Risk Assessment, see the individual Broadcom Mainframe product
documentation.

Product PTF Risk Assessment lets you analyze the risk level for the following items:

• The number of SYSMODs with no runtime tracking element.
• The number of SYSMODs that were not applied.
• The number of SYSMODs that were not received.
• The number of APARs that were applied but were not superseded by a PTF.
• The number of at-risk SYSMODs that are defined as HIPER.
• The number of at-risk SYSMODs that are defined to have a security or integrity exposure (SECINT) that were applied.
• The number of at-risk SYSMODs that have PE resolving PTFs (PRP) that were not applied.
• The number of at-risk SYSMODs that are defined as a small programming enhancement (SPE) that were not applied.
• The number of at-risk SYSMODs that are defined as a level set PTF that were not applied.

The risk levels are defined in the PTFS command help documentation.

This feature PTF offers the following enhancements and changes:

New commands:
PTFLIST

The PTFLIST command displays a list of predefined product PTF analysis definitions. A product PTF
analysis definition contains the syntax parameters that are required to invoke the PTFS, MODIDS and
CSIQUERY commands. The predefined definitions let you invoke the PTFS and MODIDS commands so
that you can analyze specific products easily.
The product PTF analysis definitions are located in the new SVWXPTFL parmlib member.

Enhanced commands:
PTFS

The PTFS command was enhanced with a new SUMMARY screen. System administrators can use the
new screen to display risk assessments for the PTFs that were not applied or were applied incorrectly.
The existing PTFS command introduced in a previous delivery, which displayed a detailed Product PTF
Analysis, is now known as the DETAIL screen, and is the default display behavior for the command.
The SUMMARY and DETAIL screens can be accessed with a new SUMMARY/DETAIL command
parameter or by overtyping the Mode information area field.

Datacom Option Command Enhancements (PTF LU03526)

PTF LU03526 contains the following enhancements to the SYSVIEW Datacom Option:

Enhanced commands:
DCINDEX

Contains the following new fields:
Format

The format of the index. The field is populated only when value of TVer is greater than zero (0).
The field is valid starting at Datacom r15.1 with SO15152 applied.

TVer
Contains the table version (generation level) of the table. This field is valid starting at Datacom
r15.1.

DCBUFP
Contains the following new field:
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Ratio
The ratio of Use-5+ to Use-1 buffer references.

For more information, see Datacom Enhancements.

CICS TS 6.1 ETP17 Open Beta Support (Feature PTF LU03433)

Feature PTF LU03433 contains the following enhancements and changes:

Enhanced CICS JVM Server monitoring and data collection:

• The following data collection metrics were added for monitoring CICS JVM Servers:
– CJSCLSA

JVM server class stg allocated
– CJSCLSA%

JVM server class stg alloc pct of heap
– CJSCLSU

JVM server class stg used
– CJSCLSU%

JVM server class stg used pct
– CJSCODA

JVM server code cache allocated
– CJSCODA%

JVM server code cache alloc pct of heap
– CJSCODU

JVM server code cache used
– CJSCODU%

JVM server code cache used pct
– CJSDATA

JVM server data cache allocated
– CJSDATA%

JVM server data cache alloc pct of heap
– CJSDATU

JVM server data cache used
– CJSDATU%

JVM server data cache used pct
– CJSGCMEV

JVM server GC major events
– CJSGCMHP

JVM server GC major heap freed
– CJSGCNEV

JVM server GC minor events
– CJSGCNHP

JVM server GC minor heap freed
– CJSHEAP

JVM server heap size
– CJSHEAP%

JVM server heap size in use pct
– CJSINUS%

JVM server threads in use pct
– CJSINUSE
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JVM server threads in use
– CJSLIMIT

JVM server thread limit
– CJSOCC

JVM server occupancy at last GC
– CJSOCC%

JVM server occupancy pct at last GC
– CJSREQS

JVM server requests
– CJSSHRF

JVM server shared class cache free
– CJSSHRF%

JVM server shared class cache free pct
– CJSSHRS

JVM server shared class cache size
– CJSSHRU

JVM server shared class cache used
– CJSSHRU%

JVM server shared class cache used pct
– CJSSTAT

JVM server status
– CJSSYSU

JVM server system threads in use
– CJSSYSW

JVM server system thread waits
– CJSWAITS

JVM server thread waits
• This feature PTF also contains the following changes that relate to the new data collection metrics for

monitoring CICS JVM Servers:
– The VARCICS parmlib member contains the new metrics.
– All new metrics appear on the VARS command.
– If you are running Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI), SYSVIEW sends the following metrics to MOI

by default:
CJSCLSA%, CJSCLSU%, CJSCODA%, CJSCODU%, CJSDATA%, CJSDATU%, CJSGCMEV,
CJSGCMHP, CJSGCNEV, CJSGCNHP, CJSHEAP%, CJSINUS%, CJSOCC%, CJSREQS, CJSSHRU%

– To enable or disable metrics for MOI, modify the definitions in your SITE SVWYVARS parmlib member.
Specify TSD (enable) or NOTSD (disable).

• The CSTATES parmlib member was updated with sample definitions for the new CICS JVM Server metrics.
• The CTHRESH parmlib member was updated with sample definitions for the new CICS JVM Server metrics.
• The CSTATUS command was updated to show CICS JVM Server metrics.
• The following data collection schedule event was added to control the collection of CICS JVM Server data and

its frequency:
– SYSTEM-JVMSERVER

CICS JVM servers
• The CSCHEDUL command was updated to show the new schedule event.
• The SCHDCICS parmlib member was updated to specify a default schedule definition. If a schedule event is

not found for SYSTEM-JVMSERVER, an event is added for you when SYSVIEW initializes in the CICS region.
The SYSTEM-JVMSERVER schedule event is disabled by default. To enable CICS JVM Server data
collection, either enable the SYSTEM-JVMSERVER event on CSCHEDUL (warm start) or enable the
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SYSTEM-JVMSERVER event in the SCHDCICS parmlib member (cold start). The SYSTEM-JVMSERVER
schedule event is required to be enabled for the new CICS JVM Server metric data collection.

• The following configuration option was added to control the sending of CICS JVM Server data from SYSVIEW
to data subscribers such as Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI):
– Parmlib: SVWCTSD

Option: CICS-JVMSERVER
Default: Enabled

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider of time series data to subscribers. The
option controls at the CICS region level whether subscriptions to CICS JVM Server data are honored and
provided.

• The following configuration option was added to control the sending of CICS JVM Server data from SYSVIEW
to subscribers of the data such as Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI):
– Parmlib: SVWXTSD

Option: CICS-JVMSERVER
Default: Enabled

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider of time series data to subscribers. The
option controls at the system level whether subscriptions to CICS JVM Server data are honored and provided.
Setting the value to "DISABLE" will override the setting at the CICS region level.

• The following commands were updated to show a new CicsJvmServer data collection topic and statistics:
CTSDSTAT, TSDSTATS, ZDMSTATS

Enhanced CICS File monitoring and data collection:

• The following system data collection metrics were added for monitoring CICS Files:
– FILSBUFW

File buffer waits (interval)
– FILSREQS

File requests (interval)
– FILSSTRW

File string waits (interval)
– FILSUSE%

File data table used pct
• This feature PTF also contains the following changes that relate to the new data collection metrics for

monitoring CICS Files:
– The VARCICS parmlib member was updated with the new metrics.
– All new metrics appear on the VARS command.
– If you are running Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI), SYSVIEW sends the following metrics to MOI

by default:
FILSBUFW, FILSREQS, FILSSTRW, FILSUSE%

– To enable or disable metrics for MOI, modify the definitions in your SITE SVWYVARS parmlib member.
Specify TSD (enable) or NOTSD (disable).

– To ensure proper delivery of these new SYSVIEW metrics to MOI, ensure you have the latest MOI 2.0.06
Interim Enhancement (delivered through Broadcom Support) in place.

• The CTHRESH parmlib member was updated with sample definitions for the new CICS File metrics.
• The following configuration option was added to control the sending of CICS File data from SYSVIEW to data

subscribers such as Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI):
– Parmlib: SVWCTSD

Option: CICS-File
Default: Enabled
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The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider of time series data to subscribers. The
option controls at the CICS region level whether subscriptions to CICS File data are honored and provided.

• The following configuration option was added to control the sending of CICS File data from SYSVIEW to
subscribers of the data such as Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI):
– Parmlib: SVWXTSD

Option: CICS-File
Default: Enabled

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider of time series data to subscribers. The
option controls at the system level whether subscriptions to CICS File data are honored and provided. Setting
the value to "DISABLE" overrides the setting at the CICS region level.

• The following commands were updated to show a new CicsFile data collection topic and statistics:
CTSDSTAT, TSDSTATS, ZDMSTATS

Enhanced CICS TCB Pool monitoring and data collection:

• The following data collection metrics were added for monitoring CICS TCB Pools:
– TCBPATT

TCBs attached
– TCBPATT%

TCBs attached pct of limit
– TCBPDLYM

TCB requests delayed due to limit
– TCBPLIM

TCB pool limit
– TCBPMISW

TCB mismatch waits
– TCBPUSE

TCBs in use
– TCBPUSE%

TCBs in use pct of limit
• This feature PTF also contains the following changes that relate to the new data collection metrics for

monitoring CICS TCB Pools:
– The VARCICS parmlib member was updated with the new metrics.
– All new metrics appear on the VARS command.
– If you are running Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI), SYSVIEW sends the following metrics to MOI

by default:
TCBPATT%, TCBPUSE%

– To enable or disable metrics for MOI, modify the definitions in your SITE SVWYVARS parmlib member.
Specify TSD (enable) or NOTSD (disable).

– To ensure proper delivery of these new SYSVIEW metrics to MOI, ensure you have the latest MOI 2.0.06
Interim Enhancement (delivered through Broadcom Support) in place.

• The CTHRESH parmlib member was updated with sample definitions for the new CICS TCB Pool metrics.
• The following data collection schedule event was added to control the collection of CICS TCB Pool data and its

frequency:
SYSTEM-TCBPOOLS
CICS TCB Pools

• The CSCHEDUL command was updated to show the new schedule event.
• The SCHDCICS parmlib member was updated to specify a default schedule definition. If a schedule event is

not found for SYSTEM-TCBPOOLS, an event is added for you when SYSVIEW initializes in the CICS region.
• The SYSTEM-TCBPOOLS schedule event is disabled by default. To enable CICS TCB Pool data collection,

either enable the SYSTEM-TCBPOOLS event on CSCHEDUL (warm start) or enable the SYSTEM-
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TCBPOOLS event in the SCHDCICS parmlib member (cold start). The SYSTEM-TCBPOOLS schedule event
is required to be enabled for the new CICS TCB Pool metric data collection.

• The following configuration option was added to control the sending of CICS TCB Pool data from SYSVIEW
to data subscribers such as Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI):
– Parmlib: SVWCTSD

Option: CICS-TcbPool
Default: Enabled

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider of time series data to subscribers. The
option controls at the CICS region level whether subscriptions to CICS TCB Pool data are honored and
provided.

• The following configuration option was added to control the sending of CICS TCB Pool data from SYSVIEW
to data subscribers such as Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI):
– Parmlib: SVWXTSD

Option: CICS-TcbPool
Default: Enabled

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider of time series data to subscribers. The
option controls at the system level whether subscriptions to CICS TCB Pool data are honored and provided.
Setting the value to "DISABLE" overrides the setting at the CICS region level.

• The following commands were updated to show a new CicsTcbPool data collection topic and statistics:
CTSDSTAT, TSDSTATS, ZDMSTATS

Enhanced CICS IP Socket monitoring and data collection:

• The following data collection metrics were added for monitoring CICS IP Sockets:
– CSOCK%

CICS active IP sockets pct
– CSOCKACT

CICS active IP sockets
– CSOCKMAX

CICS maximum IP sockets
• This feature PTF also contains the following changes that relate to the new data collection metrics for

monitoring CICS IP Sockets:
– The VARCICS parmlib member was updated with the new metrics.
– All new metrics appear on the VARS command. By default, SYSVIEW does not send the above metrics

to Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI) by default if using MOI. To enable or disable metrics for
MOI, modify the definitions in your SITE SVWYVARS parmlib member. Specify TSD (enable) or NOTSD
(disable).

– To ensure proper delivery of these new SYSVIEW metrics to MOI, ensure you have the latest MOI 2.0.06
Interim Enhancement (delivered through Broadcom Support) in place.

• The CTHRESH parmlib member was updated with sample definitions for the new CICS IP Sockets metrics.
• Updated CICS system data interval (CSYSDATA) SMF record.

The following updates were made to the CICS system data interval (CSYSDATA) SMF record or were made to
support the changes to the SMF record:
– The following fields were added to the CICS system interval data (CSYSDATA) SMF record:

• CSID_CICS_MaxSock
Max IP sockets

• CSID_CICS_ActSock
Active IP sockets

• CSID_CICS_ActSockP
Active IP sockets pct

The fields were added to the GSVSMF28 maclib member.
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The SMF record formatter for the CSYSDATA command was updated to display the new SMF field on the
SMFRPT when an SMF record is selected.

• The following variables were added to Explore Report Writer:
– CICS_MaxSock

Max IP sockets
– CICS_ActSock

Active IP sockets
– CICS_ActSockP

Active IP sockets pct
The variables were added to the GSVSMF28 report sample member.

• The following variables were added to Easytrieve:
– C28D_CICS_MaxSock

Max IP sockets
– C28D_CICS_ActSock

Active IP sockets
– C28D_CICS_ActSockP

Active IP sockets pct
The variables were added to the GSVSMF28 Easytrieve macro member.

New CICS commands:
CDFHCNV

Displays the contents of the CICS DFHCNV conversion table.
CTAGS

Displays defined CICS region tagging.
The command requires CICS TS 6.1 or higher.

For more information about the new commands, see CICS Commands.
Enhanced CICS commands:

CJVMSERV
Contains the following new fields:

• ShrFree
Shared class cche free

• ShrSize
Shared class cache size

Updated CICS messages

• Message ID CICS001E was replaced with new message ID CICS025E. Message ID CICS025E provides more
descriptive information than message ID CICS001E.
Message ID CICS001E and CICS025E are session related messages that appear in a user's message area
and LISTLOG. Neither message appears on the console or on the system log. It is unlikely you must update
any automation rules for the messages as they do not appear in locations where automation observes them.

Simplified configuration for APM-only SYSVIEW installations:
SYSVIEW can now be configured to run in an APM-only mode. To configure SYSVIEW to run in APM-only mode,
you disable all SYSVIEW components and options except CEAPM. When running in APM-only mode, SYSVIEW
provides metric data and tracing capability for APM. However, most other SYSVIEW functionality is disabled.
To simplify the process of configuring SYSVIEW to function in APM-only mode, this PTF provides the following
enhancements and changes:

• New SVWCAPM parmlib member
SVWCAPM overrides the settings that are specified in the SVWCOPTS parmlib member when running in
APM-only mode.
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SYSVIEW reads and processes the SVWCAPM parmlib member only when the following conditions are true:
– The following system configuration options are specified in the *.CNM4SCFG library GSVXssid member:

• Option-CEAPM: Yes
• Option-CICS: No

– The following CICS configuration option is specified in the *.CNM4BPRM library SVWCOPTS member:
• CEAPM-ENABLE: Yes

When SYSVIEW detects the configurations, the following events occur:
a. SYSVIEW processes the SVWCOPTS parmlib member and sets the default values for a typical, full

SYSVIEW installation.
b. SYSVIEW processes the SVWCAPM parmlib member and overrides the settings that were specified

previously in the SWVCOPTS parmlib member, which optimizes SYSVIEW for an APM-only installation.
SYSVIEW does not read from the SVWCAPM parmlib member for full SYSVIEW installations and can be
ignored. For example, the following system configuration options are specified in the *.CNM4SCFG library
GSVXssid member:
– Option-CEAPM: No
– Option-CICS: Yes
SYSVIEW does not read from the SVWCAPM parmlib member for full SYSVIEW installations that are also
running APM and can be ignored. For example, the following system configuration options are specified in the
*.CNM4SCFG library GSVXssid member:
– Option-CEAPM: Yes
– Option-CICS: Yes

Alert Central Connector Integration (Feature PTF LU03359)

Feature PTF LU03359 provides Alert Central integration capabilities to SYSVIEW. Alerts can be sent to Alert Central
optionally as part of exception processing.

Alert Central (AC) is a new component that extends our automation solution to have alert management capabilities. AC
provides more insightful information about mainframe alerts, which helps to reduce the overall time to resolve problems.
Alert Central contains the following key features:

• Consolidates alerts using an intuitive and modern web interface
• Empowers users with meaningful data around alerts, including historical information
• Integrates alerts directly with OPS/MVS, NetMaster and SYSVIEW, and available APIs to support additional products
• Streamlines existing workflows for problem identification, investigation, and incident resolution
• Enables quick interaction between Operations and SMEs on problem handover and escalation, including integrating

with main ITSM tools to support auto ticketing

Alert Central is included with an OPS/MVS license. For more information, see the Alert Central documentation.

Feature PTF LU03359 contains the following enhancements and changes:

Updated state/threshold commands to specify Alert Central options:
The following fields were added to all state/threshold commands to specify if an alert is to be sent to Alert Central
and if Alert Central is to open a ticket for the alert:
ACNotify

Specifies if a notification is to be sent to Alert Central when the trigger level is satisfied.
ACTicket

Specifies if Alert Central should attempt to open a ticket for the event.
The following commands contain the new fields: CSTATES, CTHRESH, IMSSTATE, IMSTHRSH, JVMSTATE,
MQSTATES, MQTHRESH, STATES, TCPSTATE, TCPTHRSH, and THRESH. For more information about the
fields, see the articles that correspond with each of these commands.
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Updated state/threshold commands with new information area fields:
The following information area fields were added to most state/threshold commands to show the high-level status
of alerting features:
Status

Displays the status of exception action processing.
Possible values:

• ACTIVE
If an exception rule is exceeded, the requested actions are processed.

• INACTIVE
If an exception rule is exceeded, the requested actions are not processed.

OPS/MVS
Displays the status of event notification to OPS/MVS.
Possible values:

• ACTIVE
Event notification is enabled and the OPS/MVS ) API events process is active.

• INACTIVE
Event notification is enabled, but the OPS/MVS ) API events process is inactive or not available.

• DISABLED
The event notification process is disabled. The OPSMVS-EVENT-NOTIFICATION configuration option
is set to NO.

Alert Central
Displays the status of event notification to Alert Central.
Possible values:

• ACTIVE
Event notification is enabled and Alert Central is active.

• INACTIVE
Event notification is enabled but Alert Central is inactive.

• NOTINSTALLED
Event notification is enabled but Alert Central is not installed.

• PAUSED
Event notification is enabled but Alert Central is paused.

• QUIESCING
Event notification is enabled but Alert Central is quiescing.

• STOPPING
Event notification is enabled but Alert Central is stopping.

• DISABLED
Event notification process is disabled. The Alert-Central-Notification configuration option is set to NO.

The following commands contain the new information fields: IMSSTATE, IMSTHRSH, JVMSTATE,
MQSTATES, MQTHRESH, STATES, TCPSTATE, TCPTHRSH, and THRESH.

New SYSDATA parmlib option that controls Alert Central notification:
Option: Alert-Central-Notification
When an exception alert is triggered based on a defined threshold or state rule, multiple actions can be taken.
One action is to send an event notification to Alert Central.
For more information, see SYSDATA.

New SVWCOPTS parmlib option that controls Alert Central notification:
Option: Alert-Central-Notification
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When an exception alert is triggered based on a defined threshold or state rule, multiple actions can be taken.
One action is to send an event notification to Alert Central.
For more information, see SVWCOPTS.

IMS Component Enhancements (Feature PTF LU02954)

Feature PTF LU02954 enhances the SYSVIEW IMS component. The PTF provides additional metrics for IMS Transaction
Detail records and IMS Region Summary records. The PTF also provides minor changes to the information that is shown
for IMS threshold variables (VARS IMS command).

Feature PTF LU02954 contains the following enhancements and changes:

• The Transction Detail Record (SMF 255-34) contains the following new metrics:
– IMTR_CNT_Lock_HWM

Syncpoint lock High Water Mark
– IMTR_CNT_Lock_Total

Total syncpoint locks
– IMTR_CNT_DB2_SQL

Total DB2 SQL calls
– IMTR_CLK_UNKN_Elapsed

Unknown ESS elasped time
– IMTR_CLK_DB2_Elapsed

DB2 elasped time
– IMTR_CLK_MQ_Elapsed

MQ elasped time
– IMTR_CLK_WOLA_Elapsed

WOLA elapsed time
– IMTR_CLK_Last_DLI

Last DLI call elapsed time
– IMTR_ESS_SST

SubSystem Type (UNKN, DB2, MQ, WOLA)
The IMS transaction record formatting module GSVPF034 was updated to display the new fields.

• The Region Summary Record (SMF 255-35) contains the following new metrics:
– IMRA_Lock_HWM

Syncpoint lock HWM
– IMRA_Lock_Total

Total syncpoint locks
– IMRA_Last_DLI

Last DLI call elapsed time
– IMRA_Max_DLI_DB

Max DLI DB call time
– IMRA_Max_DLI_DC

Max DLI DC (MSG) call time
– IMRA_Max_ESS

Max ESS call time
The IMS region summary record formatting module GSVPF035 was updated to display the new fields.

• TheTaskEnd and System columns now populate the VARS IMS display to indicate when an IMS threshold variable is
processed.
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New Product PTF Analysis (Feature PTF LU03153)

Feature PTF LU03153 adds Product PTF Analysis capabilities to SYSVIEW. This feature combines Broadcom PTF
tracking elements from your run-time SYSVIEW XML library with maintenance data from your product SMP/E installation
CSI library.

Product PTF Analysis shows this information for all Broadcom Mainframe products that have the necessary XML data
available. Not all Broadcom Mainframe products update XML data for all previous and new fixes at the same time. For
more information, see your Broadcom Mainframe product documentation.

PTF Analysis lets Broadcom Mainframe product system administrators and product users perform the following tasks:

• Determine the applied PTFs and APARs.
• View detailed descriptions of published PTFs.
• Compare the PTFs that are applied on each LPAR using the Cross-System component.
• View detailed SYSMOD information from the SMP/E CSI data set that was used during installation and maintenance.

PTF Analysis helps Systems Adminitrators ensure that the maintenance for their Broadcom software products is up to
date and was rolled out to the runtime libraries on all systems correctly. PTF analysis also helps Systems Administrators
easily identify the PTFs that were installed and the risk that is posed by the PTFs that were not installed or rolled out.

This feature contains the following enhancements and changes:

New commands:
PTFS

Analyzes PTFs that were published using SMP/E. Product PTF Analysis combines tracking elements
from your run-time XMLLIB with maintenance data that is found in your product SMP/E installation CSI
library.
By default, the SYSVIEW XML library data set name is populated in this command for analysis of
SYSVIEW PTFs. To use this command to view Product PTF Analysis information for other Broadcom
Mainframe products, substitute that product's XML library and CSI data set name.
The PTFS command was added to MENU SMPE.

XMLLIB
Shows the SYSVIEW XML library concatenation that is specified by the XMLLIB system configuration
options.

Enhanced commands:
DETAILS

Contains a new XML parameter. The DETAILS XML command takes a specified XML input data set and
prints the structures that the z/OS XML System Service parser created.

LIBCACHE
Contains a new Xmllib information area field that indicates the library caching status of the XML library.

LIBS
Contains new XMLLIB entries that show the SYSVIEW XML library concatenation that is specified by the
XMLLIB system configuration options.

LIBVIEW
Contains the following new type parameter arguments:
Type:

*
View the contents of any fully qualified data set.

Type:
XMLLIB
View the contents of a SYSVIEW XML library member.
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New SYSVIEW XMLLIB system configuration options:
The following system configuration options were added to point the SYSVIEW runtime to a SYSVIEW XML library
runtime concatenation:
Dsn-System-XMLLIB

Specifies the data set name of the XML library.
Valid Values:

Any valid data set name
Default Value:

NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4XML
Sharing:

Sharable with multiple SYSVIEW instances/systems.
Security:

All users must have read access to the data set.
Concatenation:

• 1. User data set (if defined)
• 2. Site data set (if defined)
• 3. System data set

Dsn-Site-XMLLIB
Specifies the data set name of the site XML library.
Valid Values:

Any valid data set name
Default Value:

NONE
Sharing:

Sharable with multiple SYSVIEW instances/systems.
Security:

All users must have read access to the data set.
Concatenation:

• 1. User data set (if defined)
• 2. Site data set (if defined)
• 3. System data set

IMPORTANT
A SMP/E managed XML library (sysviewhlq.CNM4XML) existed before this PTF. However, no
requirement existed to create a runtime copy of the library. After this PTF is applied, create a runtime
copy of the SMP/E managed XML library, and regularly deploy the SMP/E library into the runtime when
any SYSVIEW maintenance is applied. Specify the runtime XML library on the Dsn-System-XMLLIB
system configuration option, which allows SYSVIEW to locate the current PTF tracking information that
is contained in the XML library for analysis using the PTFS command.

For information about specifying the options, see SYSVIEW System Configuration Options.
New XMLLIB library caching option:

The following option was added to control library caching for the XML library:
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LibCache-Xmllib
Specifies whether members from the specific library type are cached. When a library member is cached,
a subsequent read request for the same member does not require I/O or a data set to be allocated. The
read request is satisfied from the cache.
Valid values:

Yes:
Cache library members

No:
Do not cache library members

Default:
No

For information about specifying the option, see Options.

z/OS 2.5 Compatibility Support and RMF Updates (Feature PTF LU02875)

Feature PTF LU02875 contains support for z/OS 2.5 and updates to RMF.

z/OS 2.5 support:

• The SDSF compatibility menu and command exit were updated to associate SDSF commands added with z/
OS 2.5 with a SYSVIEW command. The following SYSVIEW commands were added:

SDSF Command SYSVIEW Command

LLS LINKSETS

MEM DUMP

CFD PLEXCPL

SVC SVCTABLE

SYSP IPLINFO

CS COMMON

PC PCLIST

AD ASLIST

• A new JES2 2.5 configuration module that is named GSVBJ250 was added.
• New z/OS and JES2 2.5 map modules

A set of z/OS and JES2 2.5 control block map modules that are named SVWX725 and SVWJ2725 were
added. Also, a set of sample jobs that are named JES2MAPS and JES3MAPS that are missing from
CNM4BSAM were added to let you create your own map modules.

• IPCONFIG command updated
The following new TCP parameters from z/OS 2.5 and prior z/OS releases now display:
– SMF Type 119 parameters:

• ZertDetailByPolicy
• ZertSummary

– Global Configuration parameters:
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• Aggregation
• AutoIQDC
• DelayJoinIpsec
• IkedRequired
• MonIpSec
• PolicyRequired
• ZertSrvByPolicy

– Zert parameters:
• INTVL
• SYNCVAL

– Network Monitor Configuration parameter:
• ZertSum

For more information about the configuration parameters, see the SYSVIEW online help or the SYSVIEW
Command Reference Guide.

• SMFTYPE command and parmlib member updated
The SMFTYPE command and its associated parmlib member were updated with descriptions of new SMF type
119 subtypes.

• Updated SMF record type 70 subtype 1 formatter
New fields that were added in z/OS 2.5 and older releases from the SMF record type 70 subtype 1 now display
with the SMFRPT command when selecting a record from the SMFLOG command.

New RMF commands:
RMCRYACC

Displays information about cryptographic processors that are configured in accelerator mode.
RMCRYOVW

Displays overview information about cryptographic hardware.
RMCRYPKC

Displays activity information about cryptographic hardware that is configured in PKCS11 coprocessor
mode.

RMEADM
Displays Extended Asynchronous Data Mover (EADM) statistics.

RMFSLIST
Displays zFS statistics for file systems.

RMFSSTAT
Displays zFS system and cache statistics.

RMJSTAT
Displays job state delay analysis.

RMPCIE
Displays information about Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) functions.

For more information, see Event Capture Option Enhancements.
z/OS enhancements:

• New z/OS commands:
– CPUSUM

Displays PR/SM level CPU utilization collected and summarized by the MVS data collector over a user
specified interval up to one hour.

– SMSAGGRG
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Displays the names and attributes of SMS aggregate groups that are defined in the active SMS
configuration.

– SMSCLOUD
Displays the names and attributes of SMS cloud constructs defined in the active SMS configuration.

– SMSINFO
Displays active SMS subsystem and DFSMS configuration information.

For more information, see z/OS Commands.
• Enhanced z/OS commands:

– IPTCONN
Displays TLS 1.3 information. The following fields can show the new values that are listed:
• TLSSSL

• TLS13
– TLSCiph

• TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
• TLS_AES_256_GCM_SHA256
• TLS_CHACHA20_POLY1305_SHA256

– PRIVATE
Displays a new IEP field on the ALLOC and INUSE screen. The IEP field indicates if Instruction Execution
Protection is active for a given storage allocation.

– GPRIVATE
Displays a new IEP field. The IEP field indicates if Instruction Execution Protection is active for a given
storage allocation.

• Updated CAMAT CLIST member
Updated to correctly invoke Mainframe Application Tuner with fewer manual updates.

Service unit monitoring enhancements:

• The following service unit MVS data collection metrics were added:
– JOBCPUSR

PU service units per second
– JOBIOCSR

I/O service units per second
– JOBMSOSR

MSO service units per second
– JOBSRBSR

SRB service units per second
– JOBWMSSR

Service units per second
– WLSCPUSR

CPU service units per second
– WLSIOCSR

I/O service units per second
– WLSMSOSR

MSO service units per second
– WLSSRBSR

SRB service units per second
– WLSWMSSR

Service units per second
• Enhanced commands:

– ACTJOB
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Displays the new service unit metrics added with this PTF.
– ACTSUM and WORKLOAD

Displays the following new fields:
• CPUSR

CPU service units per second
• IOSR

I/O service units per second
• MSOSR

MSO service units per second
• SRBSR

SRB service units per second
• WMSSR

Service units per second

Job State Delay Analysis monitoring enhancements:

• New Job State Delay MVSDATA configuration option named Monitor-Job-Delays.
The option lets you specify if job using and delay states are to be monitored. For more information, see
MVSDATA.

• New Job State Delay MVS data collection metrics.
The following metrics were added.
– JSACT%

Job state active or delayed pct
– JSDCPU%

Job delayed by CPU pct
– JSDDEV%

Job delayed by device pct
– JSDELAY%

Job delayed pct
– JSDENQ%

Job delayed by enqueue pct
– JSDHSM%

Job delayed by HSM pct
– JSDJES%

Job delayed by JES pct
– JSDOMNT%

Job delayed by OPER mount pct
– JSDOMSG%

Job delayed by OPER message pct
– JSDOPER%

Job delayed by OPER pct
– JSDSHRS%

Job delayed for shared storage pct
– JSDSTG%

Job delayed by paging or swapping pct
– JSDSUBS%

Job delayed by subsystem pct
– JSDXCF%

Job delayed by XCF pct
– JSIDLE%
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Job state idle pct
– JSSAMPLE

Job state samples
– JSSWAP%

Job state swapped-out pct
– JSSWAR%

Job state swapped-out ready
– JSUCPU%

Job using CPU pct
– JSUDEV%

Job using device pct
– JSUNK%

Job state unknown pct
– JSUSING%

Job using pc
• Enhanced commands:

– ACTJOB
Displays the new Job State Delay metrics that were added with this PTF.

– ACTSUM
Displays the following new fields:
• JSACT%

Job state active or delayed pct
• JSDCPU%

Job delayed by CPU pct
• JSDDEV%

Job delayed by device pct
• JSDELAY%

Job delayed pct
• JSDENQ%

Job delayed by enqueue pct
• JSDHSM%

Job delayed by HSM pct
• JSDJES%

Job delayed by JES pct
• JSDOMNT%

Job delayed by OPER mount pct
• JSDOMSG%

Job delayed by OPER message pct
• JSDOPER%

Job delayed by OPER pct
• JSDSHRS%

Job delayed for shared storage pct
• JSDSTG%

Job delayed by paging or swapping pct
• JSDSUBS%

Job delayed by subsystem pct
• JSDXCF%

Job delayed by XCF pct
• JSIDLE%
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Job state idle pct JSSAMPLE Job state samples
• JSSWAP%

Job state swapped-out pct
• JSSWAR%

Job state swapped-out ready
• JSUCPU%

Job using CPU pct
• JSUDEV%

Job using device pct
• JSUNK%

Job state unknown pct
• JSUSING%

Job using pct

New Level Set 16.0.02 PTF Now Available (PTF LU02620)

PTF LU02620 applies all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to SYSVIEW modification level 16.0.02.

• A Level Set PTF provides you with an easy method to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to
a specific modification level.

• The PTF PREREQs all published PTFs.

New zEDC Hardware Compression Exploitation for Log Streams (Feature PTF LU02534)

Feature PTF LU02534 lets SYSVIEW exploit zEnterprise Data Compression (zEDC) hardware assisted compression
when writing and reading SMF data to and from SYSVIEW log streams. This PTF also lets SYSVIEW exploit zEDC when
reading directly from IMB SMF log streams. Utilizing zEDC, SYSVIEW can read and write SMF data from and to log
streams at a lower CPU utilization with shorter response times.

To enable zEDC compression, the optional zEDC Express adaptor PCIe card that is introduced on the IBM zEC12/zBC12
or the zEDC Integrated Accelerator introduced on the IBM z15 is required.

After you apply this PTF, SYSVIEW defaults to zEDC hardware compression when the correct hardware configuration is
detected. Otherwise, SYSVIEW uses software compression (the prior default).

Feature PTF LU02534 contains the following enhancements and changes:

zEDC support for all SYSVIEW managed SMF log streams

• All SYSVIEW SMF log streams were enhanced to write data that is compressed with zEDC.
• All SYSVIEW commands that read SYSVIEW SMF data from SYSVIEW log streams were enhanced to read

data that was compressed with zEDC. The following commands were enhanced:
– AUDITLOG, CEITLOG, CSYSDATA, CTGLOG, CTRANLOG, CTRANSUM, HCLOG, IMSOMAT,

IMSRSLOG, IMSTLOG, IMSTSUM, LGBROWSE, MQRLOG, OPERLOG, PLOTLOG, SMFLOG, XLOG,
and ZCNRLOG.

By default, log stream data written after applying this PTF is no longer readable by prior maintenance levels
and releases of SYSVIEW. zEDC data read by prior maintenance levels and releases of SYSVIEW will be
skipped and not displayed. If you are sharing SYSVIEW log streams between systems with the Coupling
Facility, consider disabling SYSVIEW's usage of zEDC until this maintenance is rolled out to all shared
systems by setting the zEnterpriseDataCompression option to NO (discussed later in this topic).

• The SYSVIEW LOGR subsystem exit GSVXLGEX (alias GSVXLGXG) was enhanced to read SYSVIEW log
streams that contain SMF data that was compressed with zEDC. Also, the LOGR exit was enhanced to read
the IBM SMF log stream directly when it was compressed with zEDC.

• The following SYSVIEW parmlib members contain new parameters:
– LOGGER
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The SMFRecordBlockCompression option was added to the LOGGER parmlib member to let you specify
the data compression method to use when SMF records are written to SYSVIEW-managed log streams.
For more information, see LOGGER.

– OPTIONS
The zEnterpriseDataCompression option was added to the OPTIONS parmlib member to let you specify
to use ZEDC for data compression when the required hardware is available. For more information, see
OPTIONS.

zEDC support for IBM SMF
The SMFLOG command was enhanced to read the IBM SMF log stream directly when the SMF data is
compressed using zEDC. Previously, SYSVIEW supported only reading from IBM SMF log streams, but not when
it was compressed with zEDC.

New ZEDC command
Formats and displays zEDC information that the DISPLAY IQP MVS command provides.

Updated the DEVICES menu
Added the ZEDC command to the DEVICES menu.

New Product Module Analysis and z/OS Updates (Feature PTF LU02191)

Feature PTF LU02191 provides SYSVIEW system administrators and users with product module analysis commands.
The commands let users compare their current run-time load libraries with maintenance data that is found in product SMP/
E installation CSIs. This PTF also provides updates to z/OS commands and other functionality.

This feature PTF offers the following enhancements and changes:

New product analysis commands:
Product module analysis combines module identification information from your run-time load libraries with
maintenance data that is found in your product SMP/E installation CSI.
Product module analysis lets SYSVIEW system administrators and users perform the following tasks:

• Display the current module identification information for each module in your product run-time loadlib.
• Compare the fix-level of run-time module and the RMID that is found in the SMP/E CSI to determine if the

maintenance level of the module is correct.
• Compare the run-time modules on each LPAR using the SYSVIEW Cross-System component.

SYSVIEW contains the following updates to support product module analysis:
DSN-SYSTEM-CSI configuration option:

A new configuration option that lets you specify the name of the SYSVIEW SMP/E CSI data set. Add this
option to your system configuration parmlib member to take full advantage of the product module analysis
feature. For more information, see SYSVIEW System Configuration Options.

New commands:
CSIQUERY

Formats and displays data that is returned from an SMP/E CSI GIMAPI QUERY command
request. Detailed information can be viewed from any SMP/E CSI data set.

MODIDS
Compares the module identification information that is found in Broadcom product load modules
from your run-time loadlib with maintenance data that is found in your product SMP/E installation
CSI data set. Differences between the run-time and SMP/E are reported. Detailed information
can be viewed for any Broadcom product that is installed with SMP/E and uses the standard
Broadcom module identification header.
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New menus:
SMPE

Contains the new CSIQUERY and MODIDS commands.
MVS

Links to the new SMPE menu.
Updated menus:

ADMIN
Links to the new SMPE menu.

Enhanced SMF record formatter and ISV assignments:
Several SMF record formatters were updated to display new or existing information in SMF records that was
previously not displayed by SYSVIEW. The formatters are driven by drilling down into an SMF record from the
SMFLOG command.
SMF type 30

Several new or existing fields are now formatted and displayed from the following sections:

• Automatic Restart Management
• Counter Data
• CPU Accounting
• Identification
• I/O Activity
• Performance
• Storage and Paging
• zEDC Usage Statistics

SMF type 70 subtype 2
Added support for formatting SMF record type 70 subtype 2. Several fields in the following sections are
now formatted and displayed:

• Cryptographic CCA
• Coprocessor ICSF Services

SMF type 74 subtype 1, 4
Several new or existing I/O related fields are now formatted and displayed.

SMF type 89
One new Tailored Fit Pricing Solution Id related field is now being formatted and displayed.

SMF type 90 subtype 40
Several new or existing System Recovery Boost related fields are now formatted and displayed.

SMF type 92 subtype 12, 13
One new 64-bit storage map related field is now being formatted and displayed.

The SMF extended record types above type 255 have reserved assignments similar to the standard SMF record
types. The following updates were made to indicate the assignment of extended record types:

• Updated the IBM column on the SMFDATA and the SMFTYPE commands to show a value of ISV for extended
SMF records types 1536-2047. The value of ISV indicates that the record type is reserved for Independent
Software Vendor use.

Enhanced JES commands:
The following JES commands were enhanced:
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JESSET
Contains a new JOB function named ZAP. The function removes all traces of a job structure from the
JES2 job queue by a specified JES job number or JES job ID. This is being secured with a new ZAPJ
action code for the JOBNAME resource.

JOUTCLAS
Contains a new field that is named Compress. The field indicates whether data that is written to an output
class is compressed.

JPLEX
Contains new line commands that let you stop (PCNVT) and start (SCNVT) the conversation phase
processing of JES2 members.

ZAP line command
The JHELDQUE, JJOBQUE, JOBSUM, JOUTQUE, JTRANQUE, LISTINP commands contain a ZAP line
command that removes all traces of a job structure from the JES2 job queue.

AllFiles toggle
The JOUTPUTW, LISTFILE, OUTPUT commands contain an AllFiles toggle in the information area to
control if all input and output JES files are displayed.

JES2 destination validation
The JHELDQUE, JJOBQUE, JOBSUM, JOUTQUE, JTRANQUE, LISTINP commands now validate the
JES2 destination before altering the destination. When the command cannot validate the destination,
GSV3701W message is issued.

New and enhanced USS commands:
SYSVIEW contains the following new USS function commands:
UFSMNT

Mount UNIX file systems
UFUNMT

Unmount UNIX file systems
The following USS commands were enhanced:
DSCAT

Added line commands MOUNT, UNMOUNT, and UNMIMMED to mount, unmount, and immediately
unmount file systems.

UFILESYS
Added line commands UNMOUNT and UNMIMMED to unmount and immediately unmount file systems.

Enhanced z/OS commands:
The following z/OS commands were enhanced:
DSCAT

Contains a new field named VolC. The field shows the volume count of the data sets that reside on a
DASD.

IPLINFO
The command display contains the following new parameters:
ICSF

Specifies the suffix of the ICSF on z/OS, CSFPRMxx
ICSFPROC

Specifies the name of the ICSF started task PROC
SOLUT

Specifies the Tailored Fit Pricing Solution Id
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Updates to STATE and THRESHOLD parmlib documentation:
All STATE and THRESHOLD parmlib members contain the following updates:

• Documented the associated schedule event for metric groups.
• Provided documentation and examples for metric resource values.

CICS TS 6.1 ETP13 Open Beta Support (Feature PTF LU02000)

Feature PTF LU02000 contains the following enhancements and changes:

• Compatibility support for IBM CICS Transaction Server (TS) version 6.1 ETP13 Open Beta.
• In addition to support for the open beta, Feature PTF LU02000 contains the following enhancements:
Enhanced commands:

The following commands were enhanced:

• The CEITLOG, CSYSDATA, CTRANLOG, CTRANSUM, XLOG log stream browsing commands were
enhanced to support logical GROUP processing.
– New syntax parameter: GROUP

Specifies a logical group name of type CICSPLEX that contains a list of CICS jobnames to be displayed.
Syntax: GROUP group
When the GROUP parameter is not specified, the CICSGROUP profile setting is used as the default.

– Added Group to the FILTER input panel.
– Updated the processing of the JOBNAME syntax parameter.

Specifies the jobname that is to be displayed.
Syntax: JOBNAME jobname | group
The jobname can be specified as a group (in addition to the previously existing specific and generic
jobnames)
• Logical group name containing a list of CICS jobnames.
• Logical group type = CICSPLEX
• Syntax: >group

NOTE
For XLOG, the updates apply to only Owner CICS records.

• CJVMSERV
The following fields were added to the CJVMSERV command:
– CodeUsed

Code cache memory used
– CodeAlloc

Code cache memory allocated
– DataUsed

Data cache memory used
– DataAlloc

Data cache memory allocated
– ClassUsed

Class storage memory used
– ClassAlloc

Class storage memory allocated
• CSIT

The command was updated to display the following new CICS System Initialization Table (SIT) parameter:
– SDTMEMLIMIT
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Shared data table memory limit
• The CKTCB, CSIT, CTRACE commands were updated in response to the IBM Words Matter initiative.

IBM CICS updated terms that do not promote the use of inclusive language in IT. SYSVIEW updated the
following terms to correspond with the changes made by IBM CICS:
– Master

New term: Main
– Slave

New Term: Worker
• CICS file UNENABLED status was added to several commands.

The following enhancements were made to allow CICS files to correctly display a status of UNENABLED:
– Updated the Enabled field on the CFILES command to show UNENABLE for a CICS file that is

UNENABLED.
– Updated the EnaStatus field on the CDATATBL command to show UNENABLE for a CICS file that is

UNENABLED.
– Updated the FILEENA data collection metric to show UNENABLED for a CICS file that is UNENABLED.
– Updated the FILEENA definition in the CSTATES parmlib member to add STATE UNENABLED, which

defaults to STATUS WARNING. If you customized the CSTATES parmlib member in the SITE parmlib, we
recommended that you add the STATE UNENABLED definition to the SITE parmlib member (cold start) or
CSTATES command (warm start).

Enhanced CICS transaction detail (CTRANLOG) SMF record formatter:
The CICS transaction detail (CTRANLOG) SMF record formatter was updated to show TS queue names in hex
format in addition to the previously existing character format. A "QueueNameHex" field was added to "Temporary
Storage" section to show the hex formatted TS queue names.

Enhanced CICS Unit-of-work time monitoring:
The following updates were made to monitor the elapsed time a unit-of-work (UOW) has been in its current state
or since the start of the UOW:

• Added UOWTime field to CTASKS.
Specifies the elapsed time or age of the unit-of-work. This is the time since the UOW entered its current state,
or since the start of the UOW.
This is a real-time only metric. No historical information is maintained since the execution time only exists while
the transaction is executing. A real-time or dynamic threshold definition can be created and will be evaluated in
real-time.
Metric: UOWTIME

• Added UOWTIME data collection metric.

New REXX DUMP Function and Session Storage Usage Monitoring (PTF LU01896)

PTF LU01896 contains the following updates and changes:

New REXX DUMP function:
Extracts virtual storage contents, at a specified address for a given length, into a REXX EXEC variable.

New diagnostic LISTSTG REXX command:
Displays session storage allocations that can help diagnose SYSVIEW storage issues. The command can be
invoked using an STG line command on the ASADMIN, SRVRSTAT, and USERS commands. LISTSTG is an
internal, product diagnostic command. The functionality and content for the command can change without notice.
Use the command only at the direction of Technical Support.

New EMAILTO Command (PTF LU01353)

PTF LU01353 provides a new command named EMAILTO.
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The command lets SYSVIEW users send the current command display as a text file attachment to an email. Users can
send the email to one email address or to a logical group of email addresses, such as a distribution list.

NOTE
The EMAILTO command was available to SYSVIEW users previously from the Broadcom Communities website.
To use the EMAILTO command that is packaged with this PTF, you must uninstall the previous version before
you apply the PTF. For more information, see Migrating from 15.0 to 16.0.

IBM MQ Command Standardization (Feature PTF LU01064)

In an ongoing effort to standardize the processing of IBM MQ commands, Feature PTF LU01064 provides enhancements
and changes to the SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ.

Feature PTF LU01064 contains the following enhancements and changes:

IBM MQ command standardization:
SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ commands were enhanced to have a standardized set of functionality, similar to
that of the SYSVIEW Option for CICS. The commands contain the following changes:
SYSTEM and XSYSTEM command modes

:
The modes were added to MQ commands that did not previously support the SYSTEM and XSYSTEM
command modes.

OBJGROUP, GROUP, and XSGROUP command groups
:
The group modes were added to MQ commands that did not previously support the OBJGROUP,
GROUP, and XSGROUP command groups.

NOTE
For a complete list of the commands that were enhanced with one or more of the command mode and
command groups changes, see IBM MQ Command Standardization in IBM MQ Commands.

IBM MQ security standardization:
IBM MQ commands contain changes to security processing using MQSSET. Update actions in the form of
subcommands, line commands, and input field changes now invoke MQSSET instead of invoking MQSC
commands directly. The MQSSET command performs the updates using MQSC commands.

NOTE
For a complete list of the commands that were enhanced using MQSSET, see IBM MQ Command
Standardization in IBM MQ Commands.

New IBM MQ profile general keywords:
The following profile general keywords were added to alter the default behavior of SYSVIEW IBM MQ commands:
MQGROUP

Specifies the default MQ logical group name
MQMODE

Specifies the MQ display mode
New and enhanced MQ logical groups on the GROUPS command:

The following SYSVIEW Option for WebSphere MQ related logical groups were added or enhanced:
MQPROC

Added logical group to specify a group of IBM MQ processes.
MQBPOOL

Updated logical group to accept QMGR instances.
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MQCHAN
Updated logical group to accept QMGR instances and to allow member exclusion.

MQPSET
Updated logical group to accept QMGR instances.

MQQUEUE
Updated logical group to accept QMGR instances and to allow member exclusion.

All updates to the logical groups can be specified in the GROUPS parmlib member, in addition to the GROUPS
command. The MQSSET command was updated to accept all new group updates.

Enhanced MQSSET command:
The MQSSET command contains the following enhancements:

• Multiple parameters can be altered in a single command invocation. New ALTSTART and ALTEND keywords
were added to the command to signal the start and the end of multiple keyword value pair parameters.

• A LOG DEFINE parameter was added to define new logs.
• A CFSTRUCT RESET parameter was added to reset the coupling facility structure status.

New fields:
The following fields were added:
CERTLABL

The following commands were enhanced to display a new CERTLABL field. The field shows the
certificate label of the channel definition:

• MQCHAN, MQCHCRCV, MQCHCSND, MQCHRCV, MQCHRQSR, MQCHSCON, MQCHSNDR,
MQCHSRVR, MQALTER, and MQDEFINE.

STA
TCHL
The following commands were enhanced to display a new STATCHL field. The field shows whether
statistics data is to be collected for the channel:

• MQCHAN, MQCHCRCV, MQCHCSND, MQCHRCV, MQCHRQSR, MQCHSNDR, MQCHSRVR,
MQALTER, and MQDEFINE.

SPLPROT
The following commands were enhanced to display a new SPLPROT field. The field shows the security
policy protection:

• MQCHAN, MQCHRCV, MQCHRQSR, MQCHSNDR, MQCHSRVR, MQALTER, and MQDEFINE.

MQALTER and MQMGR commands
:
The MQALTER and MQMGR commands were enhanced to display the following new fields:
CertLabl

Certificate label
CertQSGL

QSG certificate label
ConnAuth

Connection Authorization
StatACls

Statistics - auto CLUSDR
StatChl

Statistics - channel
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MQBUFFER command
:
The MQBUFFER command was enhanced to display the following new fields:
PageClas

Displays the size of the buffer
LPageCls

Displays the original value of the PageClas

Updated z/OSMF Configuration Workflows (Feature PTF LU00958)

Feature PTF LU00958 contains the following enhancements to SYSVIEW z/OSMF configuration workflows:

• The workflows were updated to no longer require a template repository for registering product templates. This design
aligns with how other Broadcom Mainframe products deliver configuration workflows.

• All installation scenarios (upgrade or new installation) were consolidated into one workflow. The upgrade steps are
skipped for a new installation.

• Product variables were added to the workflows to provide more flexibility in customizing the configuration.
• Sample RACF, TSS, and ACF2 security definitions for all the started tasks are provided to facilitate new installations.

For more information, see Configure SYSVIEW Using z/OSMF Workflows.

New CICS Transaction Gateway Monitoring (Feature PTF LU00951)

Feature PTF LU00951 contains enhancements and changes that let SYSVIEW monitor IBM CICS Transaction Gateway
for z/OS (CTG). The CTG monitoring that is delivered by this feature PTF is provided by the SYSVIEW Option for CICS.
The CICS option must be licensed to allow CTG monitoring to function.

SYSVIEW supports monitoring CTG servers that are deployed only in a remote mode topology, where the CTG daemon
runs on z/OS. SYSVIEW supports IBM CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS v9.1.0 and higher.

Feature PTF LU00951 contains the following enhancements and changes:

New CTG system configuration option:
SYSVIEW contains a new system configuration option named Component-CTG. The option controls whether
the SYSVIEW for CTG monitoring component is enabled. The CTG monitoring delivered in this feature PTF
is included with the SYSVIEW Option for CICS license. However, SYSVIEW users do not need to enable the
Option-CICS system configuration option to allow CTG monitoring to function. Because SYSVIEW uses JVM
Data Collector Agent technology to monitor CTG instances, the Component-JVM system configuration option
must also be enabled. For more information, see SYSVIEW System Configuration Options.

Enhanced JVM Data Collector Agent:

• The JVM data collector agent was enhanced to monitor CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) daemons that
are running in remote mode on z/OS systems. You configure the JVM agent to monitor the CTG address
spaces that you want to monitor. After you configure the JVM agent, SYSVIEW can display data about the
CTG address spaces that you are monitoring using new CTG commands.
For information about how to configure the agent on CTG instances, see Configure the JVM Data Collector
Agent.

NOTE
SYSVIEW supports monitoring CTG servers that are deployed only in a remote mode topology,
where the CTG daemon runs on z/OS. CICS Transaction Gateway 9.1.0 (or later) must be running
on z/OS to allow the JVM agent to monitor and collect data from CTG address spaces.

• SYSVIEW contains a new JVM Data Collector configuration option named monctg. The option controls
whether the agent provides real-time CTG statistics. When the option is not enabled, general JVM monitoring
is available. For more information, see Options for the JVM Data Collector Agent.
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New CICS commands:
CTGLIST

Dynamically discovers all CTG daemons running in a remote mode topology on z/OS systems and
displays them in a list. The command shows server performance information for each CTG instance. In
addition, high-level CTG configuration information is displayed.

CTGLOG
Displays CICS Transaction Gateway SMF type 111 records. The command lets you sort and filter
historical CTG SMF records.

CTG
LSRVR
Displays configuration information and real-time statistics for logical CTG servers.

CTGSET
Provides a set of functions that let you take action against active CICS Transaction Gateway address
spaces.

CTGSRVR
Displays a list of CICS servers to which CTG is connected. It displays real-time statistics and
configuration information for all connection types. For example, IPIC and EXCI.

CTGWEBSV
Displays configuration information and real-time statistics for CTG web services.

For more detailed information about the new commands, see CICS Commands.
Enhanced SMF type 111 record formatter:

The formatter used to display CTG SMF type 111 records in a formatted report was enhanced. The formatter was
enhanced to display new fields and sections added to the SMF 111 record, along with overall formatting changes
including adding a table of contents.
A Select line command on the CTGLOG command invokes the SMF 111 record formatter for the selected record.

New CICSTG ASIType:
An ASIType named CICSTG was added to allow SYSVIEW commands to identify CTG address spaces. The
value CICSTG appears in the ASIType column on the ASLIST and the ACTIVITY displays when SYSVIEW
identifies that an address space is a CTG address space.

New CTG menus:
MENU CTG

:
Displays the CTG commands that can be accessed from the CICS menu.

MENU CTGMODIF
:
Displays a list of z/OS MVS MODIFY commands that can be issued against CTG address spaces. You
access MENU CTGMODIF from the CTG menu.

Enhanced display commands:
The following commands contain a new data field named CTG that support CTG monitoring:

• CMDACT
• SYSTEMS

For more information, see z/OS Commands.
New CAPLIB member:

GSVYCTG
:
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Captures and displays historical information about CTG address spaces so that SYSVIEW users can
diagnose CTG.

Enhanced SYSVIEW SECURITY command:
The command contains the following new command groups:
GSVCTG

The command group contains all new CTG commands.
GSVCTGA

The command group contains only the CTGSET command. The CTGSET command lets you alter CTG
resources.

New online help topic:
A new help topic that is named CICS Transaction Gateway SMF Records was added to the TOPICS command.
The topic defines CICS Transaction Gateway SMF records (Type 111) and how they work. The topic also explains
how to configure CTG to write to SMF and how to collect and view the records.

NOTE
For information about how to configure SYSVIEW to monitor CICS Transaction Gateway instances, see
Configure CICS Transaction Gateway Monitoring.

In addition to the CTG enhancements, this feature PTF contains the following enhancements:

New address space context variables and fields:
The following SYSVIEW substitution variables were added:
G$CASIType

Current target address space type
G$CASISubTyp

e
Current target address space subtype

New elements in the JSON Context section of the SYSVIEW REST API:
currentAsiType

Current target address space type
currentAsiSubType

Current target address space type and subtype
currentTCB

Current target task control block (TCB)
currentProcessId

Current target process identifier (PID)

CICS TS 6.1 ETP10 Open Beta Support (Feature PTF LU00894)

Feature PTF LU00894 Compatibility support for IBM CICS Transaction Server (TS) version 6.1 ETP10 Open Beta.

In addition to CICS TS 6.1 ETP10 Open Beta support, the following enhancements were added:

Enhanced CICS transaction detail (CTRANLOG) SMF record.
The following updates were made to the CICS transaction detail (CTRANLOG) SMF record or were made to
support the changes to the SMF record:

• The following field was added to the CICS transaction detail (CTRANLOG) SMF record:
– MNS_SOTLSLVL

Inbound TLS level
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The field was added to the GSVSMF27 maclib member.
• The SMF record formatter for the CTRANLOG command was updated to display the new SMF field on the

SMFRPT when an SMF record is selected.
• The following variable was added to Explore Report Writer:

– C_SOTLSLVL
Inbound TLS level
The variable was added to the GSVSMF27 report sample member.

• The following variable was added to Easytrieve:
– MNS_SOTLSLVL

Inbound TLS level
The variable was added to the GSVSMF27 Easytrieve macro member.

Data Collection Exception RULETYPE and TRIGLVL Enhancements (Feature PTF LU00849)

Feature PTF LU00849 enhances SYSVIEW data collection exception processing. The feature PTF provides SYSVIEW
users with new threshold rule types and new state/threshold trigger levels.

Feature PTF LU00849 contains the following enhancements and changes:

New threshold exception rules for data collection metrics:

• New rule types:
– ABOVE
– BELOW
The new rule types were added to the previously existing rule types (CHANGE, LOWER, and UPPER). The
ABOVE and BELOW rule types behave in a manner that is similar to the UPPER and LOWER rule types.
However, instead of using averages to determine an exception, ABOVE and BELOW rely on a metric to be
above or below the defined limit for the entire duration to be considered an exception.

• The following SYSVIEW commands were enhanced to allow a rule type of ABOVE or BELOW in the RuleType
field on a threshold definition: CTHRESH, IMSTHRSH, MQSTHRSH, TCPTHRSH, and THRESH.

• The following SYSVIEW parmlib members were enhanced to allow a rule type of ABOVE and BELOW on the
RULETYPE parameter of a DEFINE threshold definition statement: CTHRESH, IMSTHRSH, MQSTHRSH,
MVSTHRSH, and TCPTHRSH.

NOTE
For more information, see New Threshold Exception Rules Types for Evaluating Data Collection Metrics
in Data Collection Enhancements.

New NOTNORM state/threshold exception trigger level:
A new state and threshold exception trigger level that is named NOTNORM was added to the previously existing
state and threshold exception trigger levels (CHANGE, HIGH, NONE, PROBLEM, STATUS, TRACE, and
WARNING). The NOTNORM trigger level causes state and threshold exceptions to occur when the status value
changes or the status value is greater than NORMAL.

• The following commands were enhanced to allow a trigger level of NOTNORM in the TrigLvl field on a state or
threshold definition: CSTATES, CTHRESH, IMSSTATE, IMSTHRSH, JVMSTATE, MQSTATES, MQTHRESH,
STATES, TCPSTATE, TCPTHRSH, and THRESH.

• The following parmlib members were enhanced to allow a trigger level of NOTNORM on the TRIGLVL
parameter of a DEFINE state and threshold definition statement: CSTATES, CTHRESH, IMSSTATE,
IMSTHRSH, MQSSTATE, MQSTHRSH, MVSSTATE, MVSTHRSH, SVWOSTAT, TCPSTATE, and
TCPTHRSH.

NOTE
For information about configuring the NOTNORM state/threshold exception trigger level, see the
corresponding article for the parmlib member in the Administrating section of this documentation.
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New NOTNORM state/threshold exception capture trigger level:
A new state and threshold exception capture level that is named NOTNORM was added to the previously existing
state and threshold exception capture trigger levels (CHANGE, HIGH, NONE, PROBLEM, STATUS, TRACE, and
WARNING). The NOTNORM capture trigger level causes state and threshold captures to occur when the status
value changes or the status value is greater than NORMAL.

• The following commands were enhanced to allow a capture trigger level of NOTNORM in the CapLevel field
on a state or threshold definition: CSTATES, CTHRESH, IMSSTATE, IMSTHRSH, JVMSTATE, MQSTATES,
MQTHRESH, STATES, TCPSTATE, TCPTHRSH, and THRESH.

• The following parmlib members were enhanced to allow a capture trigger level of NOTNORM on the
CAPLEVEL parameter of a DEFINE state and threshold definition statement: CSTATES, CTHRESH,
IMSSTATE, IMSTHRSH, MQSSTATE, MQSTHRSH, MVSSTATE, MVSTHRSH, SVWOSTAT, TCPSTATE, and
TCPTHRSH.

NOTE
For information about configuring the NOTNORM state/threshold exception capture trigger level, see
the corresponding article for the parmlib member in the Administrating section of this documentation.

Enhanced SYSVIEW commands:
The following SYSVIEW commands were enhanced:
Alert commands show threshold rule types ABOVE and BELOW:

The RuleType field of the following alert commands were enhanced to display threshold exception rule
types ABOVE and BELOW: ALERTS, CALERTS, IMSALERT, JVMALERT, MQALERTS, and TCPALERT.

METRIC command accepts threshold rule types ABOVE and BELOW:
The RULETYPE parameter of the METRIC command was enhanced to accept rule type values of
ABOVE and BELOW in addition to the previously existing parameters (CHANGE, LOWER, STATE, and
UPPER).

VARS command displays if a rule type is used for a metric:
The following fields were added to the VARS command to indicate if a metric has a state/threshold
exception definition for each rule type:
RTAbove

Rule type above defined
RTBelow

Rule type below defined
RTChange

Rule type change defined
RTLower

Rule type lower defined
RTState

Rule type state defined
RTUpper

Rule type upper defined
CSTATUS command displays exception rule types ABOVE and BELOW:

The RuleType field of the CSTATUS command was enhanced to show a value of ABOVE and BELOW for
threshold exceptions of those types.

XLOG command displays exception rule types ABOVE and BELOW:
The Rule field of the XLOG command was enhanced to show a value of ABOVE and BELOW for
threshold exceptions of those types. Also, when a record is selected on the XLOG command the resulting
SMF record report was updated to show rules types of ABOVE and BELOW.
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Updated exception SMF record GSVSMF03 and reporting:
The following updates were made to the exception SMF record macro GSVSMF03 and the reporting on the SMF
record:

• The following equates were added to the exception SMF macro:
– ZTED_RuleType_Above

Above limit threshold
– ZTED_RuleType_Below

Below limit threshold
The equates were added to the GSVSMF03 maclib member.

• The following exception ID Options (variables) were updated in Explore Report Writer to show a rule type
value of ABOVE and BELOW:
– RULETYPE

Threshold rule type
• The following exception equates were added in Easytrieve to show a rule type value of ABOVE and BELOW:

– ZTED_RuleType_Above
Above limit threshold

– ZTED_RuleType_Below
Below limit threshold

Updated CICS transaction detail SMF record GSVSMF27 and reporting:

• The following equates were added to the exception SMF macro:
– MNSTHS_Type_Above

Above limit threshold
– MNSTHS_Type_Below

Below limit threshold
The equates were added to the GSVSMF27 maclib member.

• The following CICS transaction detail ID Options (variables) were updated in Explore Report Writer to show a
rule type value of ABOVE and BELOW:
– THS_Type

Threshold rule type
The variables were added to the GSVSMF27 report sample member.

• The following CICS transaction detail equates (variables) were added in Easytrieve to show a rule type value
of ABOVE and BELOW:
– MNSTHS_Type_Above

Above limit threshold
– MNSTHS_Type_Below

Below limit threshold
The variables were added to the GSVSMF27 Easytrieve macro member.

Updated Threshold and State Definitions help topic:
The SYSVIEW online help topic that is named Threshold and State Definitions was updated to describe
threshold rule types ABOVE and BELOW in detail in addition to the previously existing rule types. You can read
the article in the Broadcom Tech Docs portal by clicking here.

NOTE
To learn more about SYSVIEW exception definitions, along with in-depth discussions about rule types and
trigger levels, see the video named Exception Processing: Rule Types and Trigger Levels in the Videos
article.
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Support for the IBM Function Registry for z/OS (Feature PTF LU00630)

Feature PTF LU00630 provides support for the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. SYSVIEW now registers with the IBM
Function Registry for z/OS. The product contains new commands that let SYSVIEW users display IBM Function Registry
foe z/OS information.

Feature PTF LU00630 contains the following enhancements:

New FXE command:
The FXE command lets SYSVIEW users display information about vendors, products, and functions in IBM
Function Registry for z/OS. Also, the command help for the FXE command contains a link to submit jobs that run
the IBM FXEPRINT utility, which provides similar information.

New DETAILS FXE command:
The DETAILS FXE Command lets SYSVIEW users display detailed reports about one or more vendors, products,
and functions in the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. The DETAILS FXE command is issued as a result of
selecting an entry on the FXE command.

SYSVIEW registers with IBM Function Registry for z/OS:
SYSVIEW now registers with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. As a result, entries for SYSVIEW and its
components display on the FXE command.

• To register with IBM Function Registry for z/OS, Common Components and Services 15.0 (CCS) and CCS
maintenance PTF SO15973 are required.

• The FXE command and the DETAILS FXE command function without CCS maintenance PTF SO15973.
However, when you do not apply the CCS maintenance, SYSVIEW does not appear on the FXE command
and the DETAILS FXE command.

CICS Connection, Dump, Purge, and Monitoring Enhancements (Feature PTF LU00595)

Feature PTF LU00595 enhances the capabilities of SYSVIEW to monitor CICS remote connections, CICS dumps, and
CICS TCLASS purge. Data collection metrics were added, SMF records contain additional data, and displays were
enhanced.

Feature PTF LU00595 contains the following enhancements and changes:

New remote connection CICS data collection metrics.
The following remote connection CICS data collection metrics were added to the SVWYVARS parmlib member:
CONNBIDS

CONNECTION Bids sent
CONNDEL

CONNECTION Delete requests
CONNDL

CONNECTION DLI requests
CONNFC

CONNECTION File control requests
CONNIC

CONNECTION Interval control requests
CONNLINK

CONNECTION Allocates for link
CONNPC

CONNECTION Program control requests
CONNREJ

CONNECTION Requests rejected
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CONNREQS
CONNECTION Requests attempted

CONNTC
CONNECTION Transaction routing requests

CONNTD
CONNECTION Transient data requests

CONNTS
CONNECTION Temporary storage requests

For more information, see CICS Enhancements.
The metrics can be sent to MOI. You control CICS remote connection data that is sent to MOI using the following
new parmlib configuration options.
Parmlib:

SVWXTSD
Option: Cics-Connection
Description: Enable CICS connection data globally
For more information, see SVWXTSD.

Parmlib:
SVWCTSD
Option: Cics-Connection
Description: Enable CICS connection data per CICS
For more information, see SVWCTSD.

New dump CICS data collection metrics.
The following dump CICS data collection metrics were added to the SVWYVARS parmlib member:
CDMPSSYS

CICS system dumps suppressed
CDMPSTRN

CICS transaction dumps suppressed
CDMPSUPP

CICS dumps suppressed
CDUMPS

CICS dumps taken
For more information, see GSVSMF28 - CICS System Interval Data Record.

Enhanced dump data in CICS system interval (CSYSDATA) SMF record.
The following updates were made to the CICS system interval (CSYSDATA) SMF record or were made to support
the changes to the SMF record:

• The following fields were added to the CICS system interval (CSYSDATA) SMF record:
– CSID_CICS_CDMPSSYS

System dumps suppressed
– CSID_CICS_CDMPSTRN

Transaction dumps suppressed
– CSID_CICS_CDMPSUPP

Dumps suppressed
– CSID_CICS_Dumps

Dumps taken
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The fields were added to the GSVSMF28 maclib member. For more information, see GSVSMF28 - CICS
System Interval Data Record.

• The SMF record formatter for the CSYSDATA command was updated to display the new CICS dump SMF
fields on the SMFRPT when an SMF record is selected.

• The following CICS dump variables were added to EXPLORE Report Writer to support the new SMF fields:
– CICS_CDMPSSYS

System dumps suppressed
– CICS_CDMPSTRN

Transaction dumps suppressed
– CICS_CDMPSUPP

Dumps suppressed
– CICS_Dumps

Dumps taken
The variables were added to the GSVSMF28 report sample member. For more information, see Reporting
Enhancements.

• The following CICS dump variables were added to Easytrieve:
– C28D_CICS_CDMPSUPP

System dumps suppressed
– C28D_CICS_CDMPSTRN

Transaction dumps suppressed
– C28D_CICS_CDMPSSYS

Dumps suppressed
– C28D_CICS_Dumps

Dumps taken
The variables were added to the GSVSMF28 Easytrieve macro member.

New TCLASS purge CICS data collection metrics.
The following TCLASS purge CICS data collection metrics were added to the SVWYVARS parmlib member:
TCLSPURG

TCLASS transactions purged
TCLSPURI

TCLASS transactions purged immediately
TCLSPURQ

TCLASS transactions purged while queuing
For more information, see CICS Enhancements.

New CTCLASS line command to view transactions defined to a TCLASS.
A Select line command was added to the CTCLASS command to enable navigation to the CTRANS command
and display all defined transactions that belong to the selected class.

CPU and Storage Monitoring Enhancements (Feature PTF LU00548)

Feature PTF LU00548 contains the following enhancements and changes:

New CPU metrics:
SYSVIEW contains the following new z/OS CPU metrics:

• CPU%RSHR
• CPUPWT

For more information, see z/OS Commands.
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New data collection metrics:
SYSVIEW contains new data collection metrics to enhance support for real storage. For more information, see
Data Collection Enhancements.

New dashboards:
REALSTG

Displays information about real storage
New commands:

PETS
Displays information about Pause Elements that are in use

PROCINFO
Displays processor information from the IBM Large Processor System Performance Reference (LSPR)

Enhanced PRISM command:
The PRISM command was enhanced to display LPAR summary processor weight information on the processor
summary line. The processor summary line is a row of data that contains Addr=ALL and Type=[processor
type] .
processor type:

CP
General Purpose

IFA
Integrated Facility for Applications

IIP
Integrated Information Processor

ICF
Internal Coupling Facility

IFL
Integrated Facility for Linux

Currently, various data fields are not populated on the LPAR processor summary line. After you apply PTF
LU00548, the following data fields are populated with the LPAR summary weights across logical online
processors of the same type:

• Processing weight
• CrW

Current weight
• MpW

Minimum processing weight
• MxW

Maximum processing weight
• PmaWt

Pricing management adjustment weight
• PolarWt

Polarization weight

The PRISM command was updated to contain the following new fields:
RShr%

Shows the busy percentage for the processor relative share
RShr-Graph

Shows the percent graph for the processor relative share
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RShrStat
Shows the busy status for the processor relative share

FIND subcommand enhancements to the DUMP command to support searching virtual storage:
The FIND subcommand contains the following new parameters:

• LIMIT
• ENDADDRESS

Also, the subcommand now supports searching 64-bit virtual storage. For more information, see z/OS
Commands.

Enhanced commands to support Storage Instruction Execution Protection status:
The following commands were enhanced to display a new "I" column that indicates the Instruction Execution
Protection (IEP) status of the displayed virtual storage.

• DUMP
• SNAP

Enhanced external line command conditional logic:
SYSVIEW contains new IF logic for eternally defined line commands. The enhancement lets you perform
conditional validation before issuing commands.
The LINECMDS member contains a new keyword named IFREJect and new parameters named expression and
reason. For more information, see LINECMDS.

New online help topics:
CPU%, CPU%LPAR, CPU%RSHR, what is the difference?

Describes the different ways SYSVIEW represents processor busy percentages. You can also view the
new article here in the SYSVIEW Tech Docs.

Translate Tables
Describes how to use SYSVIEW character translate tables. You can also view new article here in the
SYSVIEW Tech Docs.

CICS TS 6.1 ETP7 Open Beta Support (Feature PTF SO16292)

Feature PTF SO16292 contains the following enhancements and changes:

• Compatibility support for IBM CICS Transaction Server (TS) version 6.1 ETP7 Open Beta.
• In addition to support for the CICS TS 6.1 ETP7 Open Beta, the following enhancements were added:

– The following data collection metrics were added to support CICS TS 6.1:
EPCDSA%

Extended IPE CICS DSA pct used of limit
EPCDSAMX

Extended IPE CICS DSA max free block
EPUDSA%

Extended IPE USER DSA pct used of limit
EPUDSAMX

Extended IPE USER DSA max free block
PCDSA%

PCDSA percent used of limit
PCDSAMAX

IPE CICS DSA max free block
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PUDSA%
PUDSA percent used of limit

PUDSAMAX
IPE USER DSA max free block

SOSEPCDS
Short On Storage count - EPCDSA

SOSEPUDS
Short On Storage count - EPUDSA

SOSPCDSA
Short On Storage count - PCDSA

SOSPUDSA
Short On Storage count - PUDSA

NOTE

• The SMF record for CSYSDATA (GSVSMF28) was enhanced to contain the new metrics.
• Also, several fields were added to the SYSVIEW CICS System Interval SMF record. The GSVSMF28

sample report member was updated with the new definitions. For more information, see Reporting
Enhancements.

– New CDSAS Instruction Execution Protection fields:
IEP (Instruction Execution Protection) status fields were added to the CDSAS command display to support CICS
TS 6.1. There is one additional field in the information area and one in the data area. Both fields show the status
(ACTIVE/INACTIVE) of IEP.

– New CICSMP74 member was added to the SAMPLIB:
The CICSMP74 member was added to the SAMPLIB. Use the CICSMP74 sample member to create a CICS TS 6.1
map member to map CICS DSECTs in storage using the MAP command.

– The XSGROUP parameter was added to all XSYSTEM CICS commands:
An XSGROUP parameter was added to all CICS commands that support XSYSTEM. The parameter takes an
argument that determines the remote systems to be displayed. The list of systems is defined by an XSSYSTEM
group on the GROUPS command display.

– New CTCLASS Purge fields:
PurgImm and Purged fields were added to the command display. PurgImm represents the number of transactions
that are purged immediately for a given class. Purged represents the number of transactions that are purged while
queuing for a given class.

– New GSVCMAPS member was added to the MAPLIB:
The GSVCMAPS member was added to the MAPLIB. The GSVCMAPS map member is for internal use and should
be used only at the direction of Broadcom support.

New Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing (Feature PTF SO16108)

Feature PTF SO16108 enhances the SYSVIEW Event Capture Option to contain a new component named Dynamic
SMF Log stream Browsing (DSLB). DSLB allows records being written to SMF to be collected and logged in one or more
SYSVIEW log streams, based on a subscription list.

The log stream contents can be used for reporting or can be viewed online using several SYSVIEW log stream browsing
commands.

Writing SMF records to a single end point can result in the following issues:
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• Elongated processing time when searching for specific record types and subtypes that have a low frequency.
• Low frequency record types and subtypes are lost or removed from a log stream based on the size and retention

period for the log stream.
• High frequency record types and subtypes dominate or overwhelm a log stream forcing out low frequency records.

Publishing SMF records to multiple log streams based on the record type and the subtype subscriptions can alleviate the
issues:

• Low frequency record types and subtypes can be written to a dedicated log stream. This allows for retention over a
much longer period of time.

• Processing time that is required to process specific record types and subtypes is lower.
• Log streams dedicated to higher frequency records are not adversely affected.  The retention periods of the records in

these log streams are lower. The total time span of the records in the log stream are less.

NOTE
The SYSVIEW Event Capture Option is required to use the DSLB component.

Feature PTF SO16108 contains the following enhancements and changes:

New SVWVDSLB parmlib member:
An SVWVDSLB parmlib member was added to control the behavior of the logging of SMF records performed
by the new component. The new parmlib member accepts logging definitions in a manner that is similar to the
existing SMFDATA parmlib member. However, there is now another control to specify where to log the SMF
records. There is information about how to migrate from the SMFDATA parmlib member to the SVWVDSLB
parmlib member in the Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing help topic, as well as on the SYSVIEW Tech Docs
Portal. Migration is not required, but is recommended when you want to use the new component.

New DSMFLOGS command:
A DSMFLOGS command was added as a display interface to view and modify the SYSVIEW Dynamic SMF Log
stream Browsing definitions.

New DSMFSET command:
A DSMFSET command was added as a command line interface to interact with the SYSVIEW Dynamic SMF Log
stream Browsing component.

New SMFDATA parmlib option:
The following configuration option was added to the SMFDATA parmlib member:
DynamicSMFLogstreamDefinitions   NONE|WARM|COLD

                                                                        

     NONE - No definitions will be loaded

                                                                        

     WARM - Definitions will be loaded from the CA SYSVIEW

            persistent data store. Definitions will be

            merged with existing entries.

                                                                        

     COLD - Definitions will be loaded from the CA SYSVIEW

            parmlib member SVWVDSLB. Existing entries

            will be removed.

Subcommands removed from the SMFDATA command:
Before the availability of the SYSVIEW Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing component, SYSVIEW users
used the SMFDATA commands subcommands to specify logging and suppression information. The following
SMFDATA subcommands were removed:
LOG

Enable record logging by type.
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NOLOG
Disable record logging by type.

NOSUPPRE
Disable suppression by type.

SUPPRESS
Enable suppression by type.

NOTE
The DSMFLOGS and DSMFSET commands replace the removed subcommands.

Line commands removed from the SMFDATA command:
Before the availability of the SYSVIEW Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing component, SYSVIEW users used
the SMFDATA line commands to specify logging and suppression information. The following SMFDATA line
commands were removed:
LOG

Activate record logging.
NOLOG

Inactivate record logging.
NOSUPPre

Inactivate record suppression.
SUPPress

Activate record suppression.

NOTE
The DSMFLOGS and DSMFSET commands replace the removed line commands.

Removed SMFDATA security resource type:
The SYSVIEW security resource type SMFDATA was removed. The resource type was not replaced. The new
Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing commands DSMFLOGS, DSMFSET, and their subcommands and actions
can be fully secured in the Commands section.

New help topic for Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing:
A help topic that is named Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing was added to the TOPICS command. The topic
describes how the DSLB functions, changes to existing functionality, migrating from existing functionality to new
functionality, and examples of how to use the new component. You can also read the new article here.

Copyright update
The SYSVIEW copyright year was updated to 2021.

New z/OS Connect Enterprise Edition Monitoring (Feature PTF SO16018)

Feature PTF SO16018 contains the following enhancements to support z/OS Connect Enterprise Edition (zCN)
monitoring:

Enhanced JVM data collection:
The JVM Data Collector Agent was enhanced to monitor z/OS Connect. The agent is required to be configured
in each z/OS Connect instance that is to be monitored. After the agent is configured, SYSVIEW can display data
about the monitored z/OS Connect on several new displays.

NOTE
The JVM Data Collector Agent requires z/OS Connect Enterprise Edition 3.0.x to support zCN
monitoring.

There are several new z/OS Connect specific options that can be specified when configuring the JVM Data
Collector Agent. For more information about the options, see z/OS Connect Interceptors in JVM Data Collection.
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New zCN commands:
ZCNAPIS

Displays information about APIs defined in your z/OS Connect servers. The command contains the status
and several statistics about the APIs.

ZCNLIST
Displays a list of active z/OS Connect servers running on your system. The command contains
configuration and resource usage information about your z/OS Connect servers.

ZCNRLOG
Displays a log of z/OS Connect request SMF records. Statistics display for each request such as date,
time, target URI, and elapsed time.

ZCNSERV
Displays information about services that are defined in your z/OS Connect servers. The command
contains the status and several other statistics about the services.

ZCNSET
Lets you interact with the JVM Agent that is running on your z/OS Connect servers. Using the command
you can control the status of various z/OS Connect resources.

ZCNSOR
Displays information about z/OS Connect Systems of Record. The command contains a list of service
providers with which the server communicated and statistics about the resources that the Systems of
Records used.

ZCNURIS
Displays information about z/OS Connect URIs. The command lets you view real-time statistics about all
unique API endpoints.

New ZOSCONNECT ASIType:
A new ASIType was added to allow various SYSVIEW commands to easily identify z/OS Connect address
spaces. A new ZOSCONNECT ASIType appears in the ASIType column on ASLIST and ACTIVITY when a z/OS
Connect was identified.

New ZCN menu:
A new ZCN menu was added. The menu is found under the JVM and JVMLE menus, and contains a new
submenu for zCN named ZCN. The new menu can be accessed directly by issuing the MENU ZCN command.

New online help topics:
How to Configure a JVM Data Collector Agent

:
The topic describes how to configure the SYSVIEW JVM Data Collector Agent, which is required to
monitor z/OS Connect servers. The help topic was added to the TOPICS command.

z/OS Connect SMF Records:
The topic describes the z/OS Connect type 123 SMF record, how to determine if they are being logged,
and where they can be viewed. The help topic was added to the TOPICS command.

For more information, see Configure z/OS Connect Monitoring.

This feature PTF also includes the following enhancements:

Updated FTPCA command:
The FTPCA command was enhanced to issue a warning message when SFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol) is
not used to transfer data. With SFTP, you transfer data in an encrypted format. SFTP is recommended over FTP
(File Transfer Protocol) because SFTP lets you transfer data securely. When you attempt to use FTP, warning
message FTPC023A displays to urge you to consider using SFTP. The message displays only when the Confirm
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option is set to YES. There is no change to the behavior of the command other than the content of the FTPC023A
message when FTP is used.

New TESTIT command:
A new TESTIT command was added for testing and diagnostic purposes. Users should use the command only at
the direction of support.

New IBM Debug for z/OS Integration with CICS (Feature PTF SO15433)

Feature PTF SO15433 provides the following enhancements:

• IBM Debug for z/OS integration with CICS application debuggers
SYSVIEW now supports the capability to integrate IBM Debug for z/OS with CICS application debuggers.
The following option is added for debugging tools:
– APPLICATION-DEBUGGER-IBM-DEBUG
For more information, see CICS Application Debugger Integration.

New IMS Transaction Trace Capability (Feature PTF SO15210)

Feature PTF SO15210 contains the following enhancements to support tracing IMS transactions.

• With this PTF, the SYSVIEW Option for IMS supports the ability to trace IMS transactions by capturing DC Monitor
events into a trace buffer, which allows for real-time analysis of bottlenecks that might be affecting the transaction
lifetime. Start time and elapsed time for each event displays in chronological order.
Trace data can be filtered by using the SELECT command on any of the following display fields:
– Transaction Name
– PSB Name
– Dependent Region Name
– PST Id
– User Id
– Terminal Name
– Event Name
After the trace completes, it can be exported into a persistent data store for historical reference.

• New IMS commands:
IMSTRACE

The command lets you start and stop an IMS trace containing formatted DC Monitor event data for the targeted
IMS subsystem. After you collect the data, the command lets you export the data to the IMS DATALIB for
historical reference.

IMSLIST
The command lets you display a list of IMS DC Monitor event traces that are stored in the IMS Datalib (IMSDLIB).
Traces are saved using the EXPORT sub-command from IMSTRACE. The formatted trace can be displayed
using the SELECT line command.

For more information, see IMS Commands.
• Enhanced commands:
LIBS

The command now includes IMSDLIB. IMSDLIB is the library where the IMS Datalib stores trace data.
STATUS

The command now includes IMSDLIB. IMSDLIB is the library where the IMS Datalib stores trace data.
• New library type:
IMSDLIB

The library where the IMS Datalib stores trace data.
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New z/OS Container Extension (zCX) Monitoring (Feature PTF SO15081)

Feature PTF SO15081 contains the following enhancements to support monitoring IBM z/OS Container Extensions (zCX):

New zCX commands:
ZCXLIST

The ZCXLIST command dynamically discovers all zCX instances on the system and displays the
instances in a list. Address space level performance information displays for each zCX instance. In
addition, high-level zCX configuration information displays. For example, logical CPU provisioning,
disk space allocation, storage allocation, and network configuration. The ZCXLIST command supports
displaying one or more zCX instances in the same LPAR and multiple LPARs (XSYSTEM).

ZCXCPU
The ZCXCPU command displays a breakdown of the logical CPU utilization per logical CPU task in the
zCX address space. It also displays the utilization of the other tasks in the zCX address space and a
rollup of all tasks. The command supports displaying CPU information from one zCX instance (LOCAL),
multiple zCXs in the same LPAR (SYSTEM) or multiple LPARs (XSYSTEM).

ZCXDISK
The ZCXDISK command displays a list of disks (VSAM data sets) that are assigned to a zCX instance.
The size of the disk and the encryption status of the backing VSAM data set also displays. The command
supports displaying disk information from one zCX instance (LOCAL), multiple zCXs in the same LPAR
(SYSTEM) or multiple LPARs (XSYSTEM).

Enhanced WORKLOAD groups:
The WORKLOAD feature was enhanced to summarize workload by address space type and subtype. The
enhancement allows WORKLOAD logical groups to be defined to monitor groups of jobs by their type. For
example, CICS, MQ, and IMS. This is pertinent to zCX because zCX is a valid address space type and zCX
address spaces can be summarized together without the need for a common jobname mask.

• New ASITYPE command:
The ASITYPE command displays a list of all valid address space types and subtypes that can be used in
WORKLOAD groups. SYSVIEW uses the program name (for example, PGM=program) to determine the
address space type, and a few other techniques for address spaces running JVMs. As such, the associated
program name for each address space type and subtype is listed.

• Enhanced WORKLOAD Summarization:
Previously, the WORKLOAD feature summarized workload by only job names. The PTF provides the following
changes:
– Previously, WORKLOAD logical groups used the following format on the GROUPS command:

• jobtype.jobname
• jobtype:

generic, JOB, SYS, STC, TSU, INI, ATX, or OTX
• jobname:

generic, partial generic, or specific
– After you apply the PTF, in addition to the jobtype.jobname format, WORKLOAD logical groups uses the

following format on the GROUPS command:
• asitype.asisubtype.jobname:

• asitype:
See the new ASITYPE command for a list of types.

• asisubtype:
See the new ASITYPE command for a list of subtypes.

• jobname:
generic, partially generic, or specific jobnames.
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NOTE
The previously existing jobtype.jobname and the new asitype.asisubtype.jobname
syntax are now both supported in parallel.

– New MVSDATA configuration options:
The following configuration options were added to the MVSDATA parmlib member. The new configuration
options control the data collection behavior for the new WORKLOAD group conventions.
• Monitor-Workload-Summary-ASI

Default: No
Specify the option if job workload summarization data collection is to be performed using address space
identification data as the matching data key for members defined in logical groups of type WORKLOAD.

• Monitor-Workload-Summary-TypeJobname
Default: Yes
Specify the option if job workload summarization data collection is to be performed using jobtype
and jobname as the matching data key for members defined in logical groups of type WORKLOAD.
If Monitor-Workload-Summary was set to YES prior to this PTF, then workload summarization was
performed using jobtype and jobname.

NOTE
To enable the new address space type monitoring WORKLOAD feature in the MVSDATA data
collector, set the following options in the MVSDATA parmlib member in the SITE parmlib data set:

• Monitor-Workload-Summary Yes
• Monitor-Workload-Summary-ASI Yes

The Monitor-Workload-Summary-ASI and Monitor-Workload-Summary-TypeJobname
summarization can be performed at the same time.

– Enhanced WORKLOAD groups commands:
The following commands were enhanced to display address space type, subtype, and program with the
addition of the following fields:
• ACTIVITY:

ASIType, ASISubType, Program
• ACTSUM:

TypeJobname, ASTypeSubJobname

New CICS Commands for CEDA and CEMT; CTCLASS Enhancements (Feature PTF SO14894)

Feature PTF SO14894 contains the following enhancements to the SYSVIEW Option for CICS:

New CICS commands:
CCEDA

The command lets SYSVIEW users issue CEDA commands against CICS regions without logging in
to the CICS region. The CCEDA command behaves in a manner that is similar to the CEDA command.
However, the CCEDA command returns output information from CICS and displays the data to SYSVIEW
users.

CCEMT
The command lets SYSVIEW users issue CEMT commands against CICS regions without logging in to
the CICS region. The CCEMT command behaves in a manner that is similar to the CEMT command.
However, the CCEMT command returns output information from CICS and displays the data to SYSVIEW
users.

Enhanced CICS commands:
CICSSET

The TCLASS function for the CICSSET command now supports altering the CICS TCLASS attribute
PURGETHRESH with a new PURGE parameter. SYSVIEW users can issue the command to multiple
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CICS regions that reside on the same LPAR, multiple LPARS, and groups of CICS regions using logical
groups.

CTCLASS
SYSVIEW users can now alter (over write) the current value of the CICS TCLASS attribute that is named
PURGETHRESH that displays on the CTCLASS command in the PurgLim field.

NOTE
For more information, see CICS Commands.

New Level Set 16.0.01 PTF Now Available (PTF SO14696)

PTF SO14696 applies all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to SYSVIEW modification level 16.0.01.

• A Level Set PTF provides you with an easy method to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to
a specific modification level.

• The PTF PREREQs all published PTFs.

New Application Server Address Space with REST API (Feature PTF SO14533)

Feature PTF SO14533 contains the following enhancements to the SYSVIEW base product:

• A SYSVIEW Application Server Address Space (SYSVAPPS) that houses Java-based applications.
The first application to be delivered and housed in the Application Server Address Space is the SYSVIEW REST API.
The REST API receives HTTPS requests from client applications and invokes the native eXternal Data Interface (XDI)
to queue requests to the SYSVUSER Address Space for execution.

• A sample SYSVAPPS PROC for the Application Server STC in the CNM4BSAM library.
• Sample JCL in member GSVUAPSI of the CNM4BSAM library that is used to create run-time directories for the

Application Server.
The member is used in lieu of the INST0009 member in SAMPJCL where the INSTALL process executed previously.

• Sample JCL in member GSVUAPSM of the CNM4BSAM library that can be used to refresh the Application Server run-
time libraries when maintenance is applied.
The member is used in lieu of the MAINT009 member in SAMPJCL where the INSTALL process executed previously.

• A ZDMSTATS command that lets you view configuration and statistical information for SYSVIEW data collection
categories that use the CCS Data Mover.

• A ZDMSET command that lets you set attributes and control SYSVIEW usage of the CCS Data Mover.
• Updates to the SPACE command that require a <volser> to be passed as a parameter.

The SPACE command displays DASD allocation and free space information for a specified list of volsers. The update
helps to prevent the need to obtain space data for all DASD devices when no parameter was specified.
To retain the previous behavior after you apply this PTF, set the default parameter to the variable length mask
character in your user profile as illustrated by the following example:
SET DEFAULTPARMS,&VLMC,SPACE

• Updates to the UDIRTREE command that require a parameter and either a directory path or a file system name.
The UDIRTREE command displays a directory tree for all directories that are found below the directory that is specified
as a parameter. The command was modified such that users must specify USS pathname. Previously, the user's
current working directory was used as the pathname, if not specified. In many cases, using the default directory
resulted in long command execution times and resulted in information that was not desired. Additional options are
available to interrupt the command execution based on a timeout value.
To retain the previous behavior after you apply this PTF, if you are using your home directory, set the path to ‘*’ in your
user profile as illustrated by the following example:
SET DEFAULTPARMS,*,UDIRTREE
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NOTE

• For information about deploying and configuring the Application Server, see Configure and Deploy the
SYSVIEW Application Server.

• For information about using the REST API, see Getting Started with the SYSVIEW REST API.

CTRANLOG FILTER / CICSDATA MODIFY Enhancements (Feature PTF SO13989)

Feature PTF SO13989 contains the following enhancements to the SYSVIEW Option for CICS:

• Changes and enhancements to the behavior of the CTRANLOG command.
– The CTRANLOG TRAN parameter no longer filters records matching either the transaction ID value (TRAN) or the

originating transaction ID value (OTRAN). The TRAN parameter now matches only on the transaction ID value.
– The CTRANLOG command supports a new OTRAN parameter that filters records matching either the transaction

ID value (TRAN) or the originating transaction ID value (OTRAN).
– The FILTER subcommand lets users specify the TRAN and OTRAN values on a panel.

• Changes and enhancements to CICS monitoring definitions using the MODIFY CICSDATA operator command.
The CICS option now contains a MODIFY CICSDATA command that can be issued using an MVS modify operator
command to the SYSVIEW main address services space.

Support for JES2 Spool and Basic/Large Dataset Encryption (Feature PTF SO13927)

Feature PTF SO13927 contains the following enhancements:

• The LISTFILE command now supports the capability to identify compressed and encrypted SPOOL data sets.
The LISTFILE command now contains the following data fields:

Compressed:
Indicates whether the SPOOL data set is compressed.

Comp%:
The compression ratio when the SPOOL is compressed.

PreComp:
The byte size of the data set before compression.

PostComp:
The byte size of the data set after compression.

Encrypted:
Indicates whether the SPOOL data set is encrypted.

KeyLabel:
The encryption key label used to encrypt and decrypt the SPOOL data set.

NOTE
For more information about the LISTFILE command and the LISTFILE command data fields, see the online
help.

• The DSINFO command now supports the capability to identify encrypted PDSE, basic, and large format data sets.

Compatibility Support for CICS TS 5.6 (Feature PTF SO13538)

Feature PTF SO13538 contains the following enhancements to provide Compatibility Support for CICS TS 5.6:
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• The following data collection metrics were added to support CICS TS 5.6. In addition, the SMF records for
CTRANSUM (GSVSMF25), CTRANLOG (GSVSMF27), and CSYSDATA (GSVSMF28) were enhanced to contain the
new metrics that are described in the following table:

Metric Description DFHGROUP MCT

SMMVSSWT z/OS storage wait time DFHTASK 274

XSVFYPWD Password verification wait time DFHTASK 435

XSVFYBAS Basic auth token verification DFHTASK 438

XSVFYKER Kerberos verification wait time DFHTASK 439

XSVFYJWT JSON web token verification DFHTASK 440

• The feature PTF provides the following new command displays:
CDATATBL

A new CDATATBL command display was added to display statistic and definition information for CICS files
defined as data tables.

CHOSTS
A new CHOSTS command display was added to display CICS virtual host information.

• The feature PTF provides the following enhanced command displays:
CDBCTL

The CDBCTL command display was enhanced from displaying connection information for a single CICS region to
displaying connection information from multiple CICS regions (SYSTEM) or from multiple LPARs (XSYSTEM).

CEITRACE
The CEITRACE command display was enhanced with a new TraceLimit column. The value in this column sets
a limit on the maximum number of Exec Interface trace segments that are allowed per CICS transaction detail
record. The default value is 1000, and has a valid range of 1-100000. After the limit is exceeded, all subsequent
trace segments are summarized into a single entry. Prior to this enhancement, there was no trace segment
limit. The associated CEITRACE parmlib member was also updated with a new trace definition attribute named
TRACELIMIT that performs the same function.

CREMOTE
The CREMOTE command display was enhanced from displaying definitions from a single CICS region to
displaying definitions from multiple CICS regions (SYSTEM) or from multiple LPARs (XSYSTEM). Also, the Select
line command drill-down was removed because the drill-down panel data is now available in new fields on the
CREMOTE display.

• The feature PTF adds transaction execution-time monitoring. Transaction execution-time monitoring is useful in
identifying looping tasks that appear to not use CPU. There are occasions when task CPU counters are not updated
for looping tasks and an alternate monitoring method is required to identify them:

CTASKS
The CTASKS command display was enhanced to display a new field, ExecTime. The ExecTime field contains the
elapsed time since the task was last dispatched.

EXECTIME
The EXECTIME data collection metric was added. The metric represents the elapsed time since the task was last
dispatched. The metric is valid for only dynamic threshold processing of running tasks (TRANDYN). This metric is
not valid for completed tasks (TRANEND).

• The feature PTF provides the following enhancements to the CICS transaction cancellation process:
– The following configuration options were removed from the SVWCOPTS parmlib member:

• SET-TASK-AS-MODIFY
• SET-TASK-TRANID
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If the configuration options are not removed from the SVWCOPTS parmlib member, the following messages are
issued during the initialization process:
GSVC045W (GSVI) Configuration option SET-TASK-AS-MODIFY is obsolete

GSVC045W (GSVI) Configuration option SET-TASK-TRANID is obsolete

– The CANCEL and KILL actions contain progressive attempts to terminate the requested task. A CEKL request
was added as an extra progressive action. It is recommended to review any current transaction threshold cancel
definitions regarding this enhanced functionality.
The CEKL transaction does not require install definitions. CEKL is issued as a MODIFY command to an operating
system console. A CICS terminal definition is not required. The userid assigned to SYSVIEW Option for CICS must
have the authority to issue this MODIFY command for the target CICS region.
The CEKL transaction is part of the CICS console interface and executes on a dedicated CICS internal TCB. The
CEKL transaction can process commands when the rest of the CICS region is unresponsive.

NOTE
For more information, see CICS Configuration.

Enhanced Db2 Active Thread Use Identification (Feature PTF SO12721)

Feature PTF SO12721 provides the following enhancements to the DBTHCONT command and the DBTHACT command:

• The DBTHCONT command contains the following new fields:
DSGroup

The DSGroup field displays the name of the data sharing group to which a Db2 subsystem belongs.
Jobname

The Jobname field displays the job name of the Db2 subsystem.
ACE

The ACE field displays the address of the Agent Control Element for the thread.
• The DBTHCONT display now contains a SELECT line command.

The SELECT line command invokes the DETAILS command so that you can display detailed information about the
thread.

• The DBTHACT display now contains a CONT line command.
The CONT line command invokes the DBTHCONT command so that you can display information about active thread
contentions that relate to the selected thread.

External Data Interface (XDI) Infrastructure (Feature PTF SO12125)

Feature PTF SO12125 is a foundational feature PTF that provides infrastructure updates that introduce the new eXternal
Data Interface (XDI). The new XDI infrastructure allows future external services to access SYSVIEW data. Feature PTF
SO12125 provides the following enhancements:

• A new XDI subtask on the ASADMIN display for the user interface (SYSVUSER) address space. The SVW$USER
parmil member was updated to include a commented out START XDI, so the XDI subtask does not start automatically.

• A new SVWXXDI parmlib member containing XDI subtask initialization options.
• A new interface type of XDI that can be restricted in security. The DEFAULT User Group allows all interfaces by

default.
• A new SERVER_REQUEST Audit Event to log resource and command usage each time a server request is made.

Requests coming from the XDI are processed by the SERVSEC subtask in the SYSVUSER address space.
• A new CmdRow column on the CAPEVENT display to show the command row number.
• A new XDIUSERS command. XDIUSERS is a diagnostic command that lets application developers view information

about applications that are connecting to SYSVIEW through the eXternal Data Interface (XDI).
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MQLOGS, MQPAGE, MQPARMS Encryption/zHyperWrite Status (Feature PTF SO12050)

Feature PTF SO12050 provides the following enhancements:

• The MQLOGS Command now displays fields that show the status of encryption and zHyperWrite.
• The MQPAGE Command now displays a field that shows the encryption status.
• The MQPARMS Command now displays the MQ parameter values for MAXCNOFF and MQPARMS.
• The MQPSSECX data collection metric was removed.

NOTE
For more information, see IBM MQ Commands in IBM MQ Enhancements.

New SMFLIM Command Fields to Support z/OS 2.4 (Feature PTF SO12051)

Feature PTF SO12051 provides the following enhancements:

• The SMFLIM command was enhanced to display additional z/OS SMFLIMxx activated parmlib definitions that were
introduced in z/OS 2.4.
For more information, see Base Product Commands.

CICS Application Debugger Integration (Feature PTF SO11875)

Feature PTF SO11875 provides the following enhancements:

• Integration is now possible with CICS application debuggers. For more information, see CICS Application Debugger
Integration.

• The CTASKS and CTRANLOG commands contain new fields that show debugger activity. For more information, see
CICS Commands.

• New options were added for debugging tools:
– APPLICATION-DEBUGGER-XPEDITER
– THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-APP-DEBUG
– THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-APP-DEBUG-CANCEL
For more information, see SVWCOPTS.

New Db2 Commands for System Summary and Thread Contention (Feature PTF SO11865)

Feature PTF SO11865 provides the following enhancements:

• New commands display information about DB2 systems:
DBSYSSUM

command displays a system status overview of the DB2 address space.
DBTHCONT

command displays the active DB2 thread contentions.
DETAILS DBSYSSUM

command shows a DETAIL display for DB2 system statistics.
For more information, see DB2 Enhancements.

IMSLOGR PARMLIB Updates (Feature PTF SO11642)

Feature PTF SO11642 provides the following enhancements:
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• The IMSEVENT command was added to this release. The command lets you display, modify, or both the DC Monitor
event data that you want to include in the summary and detail trace data that is contained in the IMS transaction
records.

• Removes the obsolete IMSLOGR PARMLIB option named ACTIVATE-DC-MONITOR. Install the IMSMON User Exit
GSVPDCMX into the IMS region to enable summary and detail trace data in the IMS transaction records.

• Replaces the obsolete IMSLOGR PARMLIB PROCESS-DCM-TYPE, PROCESS-DCBMP-TYPE, and PROCESS-
DCDBT-TYPE options with more meaningful MONITOR-<eventname> options that describe the events that are
requested.

• The IMSLOGRS display now contains the following fields:
– IMTSLogStream – Displays the name of the Transaction Summary record log stream.
– TSumSMFW – Indicates that transaction summary records are written to SMF.

z15 Instruction Set Updates (Feature PTF SO11632)

Feature PTF SO11632 provides the following enhancements:

• The OPCODES command table was updated to include all instructions up to the z15 architecture.
• The DISASSEM command was updated to include all new instruction formats.
• The copyright year for SYSVIEW was updated to 2020.

New Commands for MQ Shared Message Data Set (SMDS) Performance Data (Feature PTF SO11028)

This Feature PTF provides the following enhancements:

• Updated the SMF record formatter for MQ SMDS statistics. For more information, see SMF Records and Descriptions.
The SMF record formatting module (GSVVF115) has been updated to process SMF 115, subtype 2 records containing
segments for SMDS data. You can use the SMFRPT command to see SMDS statistics such as space management
activity and usage, buffer pool activity and usage, and I/O activity.

• New MQCFSMDS command was added for MQ Coupling Facility SMDS Status.
The MQCFSMDS command displays SMDS status information for coupling facility (CF) structures that are associated
with a queue manager that is part of a queue sharing group.

• New MQCFSMCO command was added for MQ Coupling Facility SMDS Connections.
The MQCFSMCO command displays information about SMDS connections for CF structures that are associated with
a queue manager that is part of a queue sharing group.

• MQPERF command now shows SMDS statistics.
The MQPERF command was enhanced to include SMDS performance statistics similar to what is contained in the
SMF 115, subtype 2 record. 

External Line Command and Security Conversion Infrastructure (Feature PTF SO10853)

This foundational feature PTF provides the following enhancements:

• Easier distribution of SYSVIEW enhancements through the delivery of separate external line command PARMLIB
members by component

• An updated security conversion utility that defaults to FAIL when users access new commands. The default was
previously ALLOW. This new default is consistent with the Continuous Delivery model of disabling new features by
default.

z15 Boost, Address Space Layout Randomization, DASD Models (Feature PTF SO10680)

This Feature PTF provides the following enhancements:

• Enhancements to z15 System Recovery Boost.
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The IBM z15 introduced System Recovery Boost to allow accelerated shutdown and startup of guests running on the
z15. The following enhancements were introduced to display statistics about the new boost feature when used on a z/
OS guest:
– New BOOST command was added to display boost statistics.
– New SMF record formatter was added for boost records (type 90 subtype 40).
– IPLINFO command was updated to display boost parameter configuration.

• Enhancements to z/OS 2.4 Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR).
z/OS 2.4 introduced ASLR to increase operating system security. The following enhancements were made to display
ASLR information on active address spaces and the effect ASLR has on those spaces:
– ASLIST command was updated to display the status of private regions participating in ASLR.
– REGION command was updated to display the status of private regions participating in ASLR, how much private

storage is lost due to ASLR, and the altered starting addresses of the private regions.
– PVTUSAGE command was updated to display how much private storage is lost to due to ASLR.
– SAFAUTH command was updated to display the status of the ASLR exemption rule.

• Enhancements to DASD model name reporting.
A few commands were enhanced to display DASD model names. Prior to this enhancement, only the DASD unit
was displayed for a given volume. DASD models 3390-9, 3390-27, and 3390-54 all report as unit 3390-9. It was not
possible to determine the model based on the unit. With these enhancements, you can now easily identify models:
– DASD command was updated to display the model name and cylinder count.
– SMSVOLS command was updated to the display model name.
– SPACE command was updated to display the model name.

Improved Distribution of Product Enhancements by Component (Feature PTF SO10497)

This is a foundational feature PTF thatallows for easier continuous-delivery distribution of SYSVIEW enhancements by
component.

Support for the CICS TS 5.6 Open Beta (Feature PTF SO10316)

This PTF provides support for the CICS TS 5.6 Open Beta.

Support for IBM z/OS 2.4 (Feature PTF SO10197)

To support IBM z/OS 2.4, these enhancements were made:

• The SDSF migration menu was updated to show additional commands.
• The SDSF command exit was updated to include additional synonyms that equate to SYSVIEW command names. For

more information, see SDSF Migration.
• The LGSTREAM command was updated to support a single-system Couple Data Set (CDS). For more information,

see z/OS Commands.

Enhancements to the SYSVIEW Option for IMS (Feature PTF SO10098)

This PTF includes IMS and SMF reporting enhancements. IMS Enhancements To better support IMS, these
enhancements were made:
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• New IMS transaction summary (IMTS) record was added. You can create this record at a user-defined interval to
record historical information on average transactions or transaction group wait times for various resources. The data
can be logged to an MVS log stream, SMF, or both. 

• New IMSTSUM command was added for displaying IMS transaction summary data.
• New formatting module was added for IMTS data. You can use this new module, GSVPF036, to format records

selected from the IMSTSUM display or to select new SMF 255:036 records from the SMFLOG display.
• New SCHEDULE event was added for collecting IMTS data. You can use this new event, IMS-TSUM-RECORDS, to

schedule the collection of IMTS data at a specific interval. The default interval is 15 minutes.  
• New sample IMTS reports were added:

– For Report Writer in the IMS04 member located in the CNM4RSAM parmlib
– For Easytrieve in the IMSTSUM member located in the CNM4ZSAM parmlib

For more information, see IMS Enhancements. SMF Reporting Enhancements To better support SMF reporting, Explore
Report Writer now includes many of the fields in the SYSVIEW IMTS SMF record:

• Transaction Summary (subtype 36)

These additional fields are defined as variables in Report Writer. You can import these variable definitions into a report
with a single control statement. All the variables are documented with example syntax and examples for ease of use.For
more information, see Reporting Enhancements.

Enhancements to the SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ (Feature PTF SO09589)

To better support IBM MQ, these enhancements were made

• New commands for the MQ coupling facility (CF) were added.
• New parameter was added for altering and defining MQ CF structures.
• Several MQ displays are now enabled for cross-system data.
• All MQ queue types now have GET/PUT state processing enabled.
• Monitoring status of MQ requests is now shown on the MQLIST display.

For more information, see IBM MQ Enhancements.

Enhancements to Explore Report Writer (Feature PTF SO09013)

To better support SMF reporting, Explore Report Writer now includes many of the fields in these SYSVIEW CICS SMF
records:

• Transaction Summary (subtype 25)
• System Interval Data (subtype 28)

These additional fields are defined as variables in Report Writer sample members. You can import these variable
definitions into a report with a single control statement. All the variables are documented with example syntax and
examples for ease of use. These new variables replace others that are now deprecated but still supported. You can now
create a report that includes information such as the report title and column headings only once at the beginning of the
report output. Simply specify a value of 0 (zero) on the LINECOUNT command. For more information, see Reporting
Enhancements.

Enhanced Support for the RUCSA and Support for CICS Bundles / Enqueue Models (Feature PTF SO09059)

To better support the Restricted Use CSA, new data fields for RUCSA information were added to several command
displays and RUCSA data collection metrics were added.To support CICS bundles and enqueue models, these
commands were added:
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• CBUNDLES
• CBUNDPAR
• CENQMOD

For information, see CICS Commands.

Ability to Generate WTO Message When IMSSPOC Command Is Issued (Feature PTF SO08793)

Using this new SPOC-WTO option, you can generate a Write-to-Operator (WTO) message whenever a user issues
an IMSSPOC command. For more information, see IMS Configuration. Dynamic Upgrade of Profiles (GA Release
Enhancement) User profiles are dynamically converted the first-time users log into SYSVIEW after an upgrade. For more
information, see Run the SYSVIEW INSTALL SAMPJCL Member. Changes to/Removal of MIB-Related Commands (GA
Release Enhancement) Because the MIB tool is no longer available, enhancements were made to base product, TCP/IP,
z/OS, and cross system commands. For more information, see:

• Base Product Commands
• Cross System Support Enhancements
• z/OS Commands

Removal of Support for Products No Longer Supported (GA Release Enhancement)

• Datacom 12.0 Because Broadcom dropped support for this product, SYSVIEW no longer supports it. As a result,
changes were made to the commands for that component.

• Datacom CICS Service Facility 14.0 Because Broadcom dropped support for this product, SYSVIEW no longer
supports it.

• CICS transaction metrics in CICS TS 5.1 and above Because they are no longer supported by CICS TS 5.1 and
above, some metrics were deleted from SYSVIEW. For more information, see CICS Enhancements.

• IBM products Because IBM dropped support for the following products, SYSVIEW no longer supports them:
– CICS TS 4.1
– CICS TS 4.2
– IMS 13.1
– WebSphere MQ 7.1.0
– z/OS 2.1

Automatic Monitoring of Private Storage Usage (GA Release Enhancement)

Because z/OS now provides private storage usage data, SYSVIEW automatically monitors private storage usage. For
more information, see z/OS Configuration.

Base Product Enhancements
The following enhancements were made to the base product:

Enhancements to SYSVIEW base product commands
For more information, see Base Product Commands.

New SDSF command synonyms
For more information, see SDSF Migration.

Security conversion
The Security Conversion utility, member GSVUCSEC in the CNM4BSAM library, was modified to fail new
commands by default. This change is consistent with the Continuous Delivery model of having new features that
are disabled by default. You can modify the SYSIN input to the utility when you want to allow new commands by
default.
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External line commands
Product definitions for external line commands are now delivered in multiple GSV*LCMD PARMLIB members.
These members should not be altered. Continue to use the LINECMDS PARMLIB member for any site-specific or
customized line command definitions.

Base Product Commands
SYSVIEW contains updates and enhancements to base product commands.

Support for IBM CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS

SYSVIEW contains the following command enhancements to support IBM CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS (CTG).

CMDACT
The command contains a new data field named CTG. The field displays the total number of commands that were
issued that belong to the CTG component.

Commands to Support IMS Transaction Tracing

The LIBS and STATUS commands were updated to include IMSDLIB. IMSDLIB is a new library type that the IMS Datalib
uses to store trace data.

Commands to Support z/OS Container Extensions

SYSVIEW contains the following new and enhanced commands that support z/OS Container Extensions.

ASITYPES
The ASITYPES command shows the rules that SYSVIEW uses to assign address space identification types,
subtypes, and attributes to address spaces.

Commands to Support CCS Data Mover

SYSVIEW contains the following new and enhanced commands that support the CCS Data Mover component.

ZDMSET
The ZDMSET command lets you set attributes and control SYSVIEW's usage of the CCS Data Mover component.

ZDMSTATS
SYSVIEW uses the CCS Data Mover to send data from SYSVIEW to subscribers of specific categories. The
ZDMSTATS command lets SYSVIEW users view configuration and statistical information for SYSVIEW data
collection categories that utilize CCS Data Mover. SYSVIEW users can also use the ZDMSTATS command to
dynamically alter the attributes of the SYSVIEW Data Mover process and categories.

TSDSTATS
The TSDSTATS was enhanced to contain a new subcommand that is named BYPASS | NOBYPASS and a new
data field named Bypass.

• BYPASS subcommand: Indicates or specifies whether attempts to write data using CCS Data Mover will be
bypassed.

• Bypass data field: When BYPASS is specified, the field specifies if data writes are to be bypassed for the
category, category type, or globally for all categories.

New SMFLIM Command Fields to Support z/OS 2.4

The SMFLIM command was enhanced to display z/OS SMFLIMxx activated parmlib definitions that were introduced in z/
OS 2.4. The following fields were added to the SMFLIM command fields:
SAFCheck

Specifies an installation-defined SAF resource name in the FACILITY class.
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ReqRegLo/ReqRegHi
Specifies a value or a range of values to be compared to the REGION size.

ReqMemLimLo/ReqMemLimHi
Specifies a value or a range of values to be compared to the MEMLIMIT size.

DsLimitNum
Overrides the maximum number of user-key data spaces and hiperspaces for this address space.

DsLimitSize
Overrides the maximum combined size of all user-key data spaces and hiperspaces for this address space.

JobMsg
Specifies whether the IEF043I message appears in the job log.

Support for z15 Machine Instructions

The following base product commands were enhanced to support z15 machine instructions:

OPCODES
The OPCODES command table contains all the instructions that are included in the z15 architecture.

DISASSEM
The DISASSEM command contains all new z15 instruction formats.

Miscellaneous New Base Commands

This release of SYSVIEW contains the following new base commands:

EMAILTO
Lets SYSVIEW users send the current command display as a text file attachment to an email. Users can send the
email to one email address or to a logical group of email addresses, such as a distribution list.

MIB Tool Decommissioned

The following commands were enhanced because the Management Information Base (MIB) tool is no longer available.

LIBCACHE
The Displays a list of SYSVIEW library members that were cached.

• The MIBLIB library type is no longer valid for this command.
• The status indicated for the Miblib library type was removed from the information section of the command

display. The status indicator shows whether the specific library type participates in library caching.

LIBS
Displays information about product libraries and data sets.

• USER, SITE, and SYSTEM data sets that are defined as MIBLIB library types were removed from the LIBS
command display.

LIBVIEW
Displays the contents of a library member.

• The MIBLIB library type is no longer valid for this command.

MODIFY
Displays SET command options and their current values in the command line.

• The following profile SET keywords are no longer valid for this command:
– MIBDSN - data set name of a personal MIB library
– MIBLIB - alias of MIBDSN
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QUERY
Displays the value of a SET keyword.

• The following profile SET keywords are no longer valid for this command:
– MIBDSN - data set name of a personal MIB library
– MIBLIB - alias of MIBDSN

SET
Functions as a command line interface to change your profile.

• The following profile SET keywords are no longer valid for this command:
– MIBDSN - sets the name of your personal MIB library data set
– MIBLIB - alias of MIBDSN

STATUS
Displays various product and environment information.

• The data set information for the MIBLIB library type was removed from the "Data Sets" section of the
command display.

VLFIELD
Displays and modifies the display lengths of fields that are defined as variable-length fields.
The following variable-length field types were removed:
MIBCOMMUNITY

MIB community
MIBDESCR

MIB description
MIBENUM

MIB enumerator
MIBHOSTNAME

MIB host name
MIBINDEX

MIB index name
MIBNAME

MIB name
MIBOID

MIB OID
MIBSTRUCTURE

MIB structure
MIBSYNTAX

MIB syntax
MIBVALUE

MIB value
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SDSF Migration
The following SDSF command synonyms that redirect to a SYSVIEW command were added to the SYSVIEW SDSF
command exit and the SDSF menu to aid those who are familiar with SDSF commands:

SDSF Command SYSVIEW Command

AD ASLIST

APF APFLIST

AS ACTSUM

BPXO USYSCONF

CFC CFUSER

CFD PLEXCPL

CFS CFSTRUCT

CS COMMON

CSR VSMTRACK DETAIL; SELECT ENDDATE NB

DEV DASD, ONLINE

DYNX DYNEXIT

EMCS LISTCONS

ENQ ENQUEUE

ENQC CONFLICT

ENQD ENQDSN

FS UFILESYS

JES JPLEX

JRJ JOBSUM

LLS LINKSETS

LPA LPALIST (menu only)

LPD LPA

MEM DUMP

NA IPUSERS

PC PCLIST

PROC PROCLIST

REPC WMREPORT

RGRP WMRSCE

SMSG SMSGROUP

SMSV SMSVOLS

SRVC WMCLASS

SSI SUBSYS

SVC SVCTABLE

SYM SYSSYM

SYSP IPLINFO
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SDSF Command SYSVIEW Command

VMAP REGION

WKLD WMWORK

WLM WMPOLICY (menu only)

XCFM PLEXMBRS

Datacom Enhancements
The SYSVIEW Option for Datacom contains the following enhancements and changes.

Enhanced Datacom Commands

The Datacom option contains the following enhanced commands:

Enhanced commands:
DCBUFP

Contains the following new field:
Ratio

The ratio of Use-5+ to Use-1 buffer references.
DCINDEX

Contains the following new fields:
Format:

Index format value, where a value of 1 represents the original index format. A value of 2
represents the newer index format, which offers improved performance. The field displays data
for only systems running Datacom 15.1 with maintenance SO15152 applied.

TVer:
Index table version. Displays data for only systems running Datacom 15.1.

Deprecated Datacom Command Fields

Broadcom dropped support for Datacom 12.0 and SYSVIEW no longer supports it. The following commands were
updated to reflect the removal of support for Datacom 12.0:

DCBUFFER
The following fields were removed from the command:

• NoBuf
• ReExp

DCLIST
The following fields were removed from the command:

• SUBID
• SVC
• SysTbl

DCMUFS
The following fields were removed from the command:

• SubID
• SVC
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DCSYSTEM
The following fields were removed from the command:

• Entries
• Entries Used
• Key Element Reorg
• Memory Allocs
• Overflow
• Sets Processed
• Spills
• Temp Index Entries
• Temp Index Sets

DCXCF
The following fields were removed from the command:

• Direction

CICS Enhancements
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS was enhanced with the following updates:

Support for CICS TS 6.1

The option for CICS contains the following enhancements to support CICS TS 6.1:

• The following fields were added to the CICS transaction detail (CTRANLOG) SMF record:
MNS_SOTLSLVL

Inbound TLS level
The field was added to the GSVSMF27 mac lib member.

MNS_SOFLAG
Socket flags
The field was added to the GSVSMF27 mac lib member.

• The following fields were added to the CICS system interval (CSYSDATA) SMF record:
CSID_CICS_CDMPSSYS

System dumps suppressed
CSID_CICS_CDMPSTRN

Transaction dumps suppressed
CSID_CICS_CDMPSUPP

Dumps suppressed
CSID_CICS_Dumps

Dumps taken
The fields were added to the GSVSMF28 mac lib member. For more information, see GSVSMF28 - CICS System
Interval Data Record.

• New CICSMP74 member was added to the SAMPLIB:
Use the CICSMP74 sample member to create a CICS TS 6.1 map member to map CICS DSECTs in storage using the
MAP command.

Metrics to Support CICS Dumps, Transaction Classes, and Remote Connections

The option for CICS contains the following new metrics:
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The following metrics were added to the option for CICS to let you monitor total dumps that are taken and total dumps
suppressed:

CDMPSSYS
:
CICS system dumps suppressed

CDMPSTRN
:
CICS transaction dumps suppressed

CDMPSUPP
:
CICS dumps suppressed

CDUMPS
:
CICS dumps taken

The following metrics were added to the option for CICS to let you monitor transactions that were purged based on CICS
transaction class definitions:

TCLSPURG
:
TCLASS transactions purged

TCLSPURI
:
TCLASS transactions purged immediately

TCLSPURQ
:
TCLASS transactions purged while queuing

The following metrics were added to the option for CICS to let you monitor CICS remote connections:

CONNBIDS
:
CONNECTION Bids sent

CONNFC
:
CONNECTION File control requests

CONNIC
:
CONNECTION Interval control requests

CONNLINK
:
CONNECTION Allocates for link

CONNPC
:
CONNECTION Program control requests

CONNTD
:
CONNECTION Transient data requests

CONNTS
:
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CONNECTION Temporary storage requests
CONNTC

:
CONNECTION Transaction routing requests

CONNDL
:
CONNECTION DLI requests

CONNREQS
:
CONNECTION Requests attempted

CONNREJ
:
CONNECTION Requests rejected

CONNDEL
:
CONNECTION Delete requests

Support for CICS TS 5.6

SYSVIEW now supports CICS TS 5.6.

The CICS option contains the following new metrics:

Metric Description DFHGROUP MCT

SMMVSSWT z/OS storage wait time DFHTASK 274
XSVFYBAS Basic auth token verification wait time DFHTASK 438
XSVFYJWT JSON web token verification wait time DFHTASK 440
XSVFYKER Kerberos verification wait time DFHTASK 439
XSVFYPWD Password verification wait time DFHTASK 435

Datacom CICS Service Facility

Because Broadcom dropped support for the following product, SYSVIEW no longer supports it:

• Datacom CICS Service Facility 14.0

Deleted CICS Transaction Metrics
The following SYSVIEW metrics were deleted because they are no longer supported by CICS TS 5.1 and above:

DB2WAIT
:
DB2 wait time

EJBCRECT
:
Bean creations calls

EJBMTHCT
:
Bean method calls
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EJBREMCT
:
Bean removal calls

EJBSACCT
:
Bean activations

EJBSPACT
:
Bean passivations

EJBTOTCT
:
Bean requests

J8CPUT
:
CPU time - J8 TCB

J9CPUT
:
CPU time - J9 TCB

MAXHTDLY
:
CICS MAXHPTCBS delay time

MAXJTDLY
:
CICS MAXJVMTCBS delay time

MLXSSCTM
:
CPU time - XML system services

CICS Commands
The commands for the SYSVIEW Option for CICS were updated as follows:

New CICS Commands

The following commands provide support to CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS (CTG):

CTGLIST:
Dynamically discovers all CTG daemons running in a remote mode topology on z/OS systems and displays
them in a list. The command shows server performance information for each CTG instance. Also, high-level CTG
configuration information displays.
Some of the fields on this display can be viewed from a TOTAL or INTERVAL perspective, where the field
contains the value over the time range specified:
TOTAL

Contains the value that is calculated since the CTG instance was initialized.
INTERVAL

Contains the value for the current statistics interval as defined by the CTG instance.
Line commands are available to navigate to other CTG displays and take actions against the CTG instance. For
example, resetting the health value, enabling and disabling request monitoring exits, and shutting down the CTG
instance.
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The command supports displaying one or more CTG instances in the same system and multiple systems
(XSYSTEM).

CTGLSRVR:
Lists logical servers that are defined by each CTG instance. Logical servers’ statistics and configuration
information like request counts and CICS servers that the logical server connection is mapped to are displayed.
Some of the fields on this display can be viewed from a TOTAL or INTERVAL perspective, where the field
contains the value over the time range specified:
TOTAL

Contains the value that is calculated since the CTG instance was initialized.
INTERVAL

Contains the value for the current statistics interval as defined by the CTG instance.
The command supports displaying logical servers for one or more CTG instances in the same system and
multiple systems (XSYSTEM).

CTGLOG:
Displays a log of CTG SMF type 111 records. The records contain information over a statistics interval, as defined
in the CTG instance. Statistics display for each record such as date, time, request counts, and average response
times. Each record can be drilled down into to see a greater level of detailed data.
The command uses an SMF log stream as its source of SMF records. For more information about logging and
viewing of CTG SMF records, see CICS Transaction Gateway SMF Records.

CTGSET:
A function command that lets users perform administrative functions on a given CTG instance. For example, the
CTGSET command can start and stop IPIC connections to CICS servers, reset the health of the CTG instance,
and modify the trace level inside the CTG instance.
The CTGSET command supports performing functions on one or more CTG instances in the same system and
multiple systems (XSYSTEM).

CTGSRVR:
Lists all CICS server connections that are defined and in use by each CTG instance. Statistics display for each
connection such as request counts, average response times, and connection failures.
The command contains the following screens that contain fields that are specific to the connection type specified:
SUMMARY

Displays fields that are common among all connection types
IPIC

Displays fields that are specific to IPIC connections
EXCI

Displays fields that are specific to IPIC connections
Some of the fields on this display can be viewed from a TOTAL or INTERVAL perspective, where the field
contains the value over the time range specified:
TOTAL

Contains the value that is calculated since the CTG instance was initialized.
INTERVAL

Contains the value for the current statistics interval as defined by the CTG instance.
The command supports displaying CICS server connections for one or more CTG instances in the same LPAR
system and multiple LPARs systems (XSYSTEM).

CTGWEBSV:
Lists web services that are defined by each CTG instance. Statistics and configuration information display for
each web service such as request counts, average response times, and web service URIs.
The command supports displaying web services for one or more CTG instances in the same system and multiple
systems (XSYSTEM).
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The following CICS commands provide new functionality:

CBUNDLES
Displays information about an installed CICS BUNDLE resource.

CBUNDPAR
Displays information about the resources that are contained in an installed CICS BUNDLE resource.

CCEDA
Provides an easy method of executing CICS CEDA requests and displaying the resulting response data. The
CEDA requests can be sent to multiple CICS regions.

CCEMT
Provides an easy method of executing CICS CEMT requests and displaying the resulting response data. The
CEMT requests can be sent to multiple CICS regions.

CDATATBL
Displays statistic and definition information for CICS files that are defined as data tables. With the command, you
can also manage CICS Data Table definitions.

CENQMOD
Displays information about enqueue model definitions.

CDFHCNV
Displays the contents of the CICS DFHCNV conversion table. The command can be used to view and compare
CICS data conversion definitions.
The command supports displaying data from one CICS region (REGION), multiple CICS regions in the same
LPAR (SYSTEM), or or multiple LPARs (XSYSTEM).

CHOSTS
Displays information about and lets you manage CICS virtual hosts. You define CICS virtual hosts using the
URIMAP resource definition object.

CTAGS
Displays defined CICS region tagging. CICS regions can be tagged to help identify the purpose of the region. A
CICS YAML file is used to create tagging definitions.
The command requires CICS TS 6.1 or higher.
The command supports displaying data from one CICS region (REGION), multiple CICS regions in the same
LPAR (SYSTEM), or or multiple LPARs (XSYSTEM).

Enhanced CICS Commands

The following CICS commands were enhanced:

CICSSET
The CICSSET command was enhanced to let users modify the purge threshold value that is associated with a
specified transaction class.

CTCLASS
The CTCLASS (CICS transaction class) command was enhanced to let users modify the purge threshold value
that is associated with the transaction class.

CICSLOGR
The CICSLOGR command was enhanced to contain a new data field named zDMWrite. The zDMWrite field
displays the number of records that were written to the CCS Data Mover.

CTSDSTAT
The CTSDSTAT command was enhanced to contain a new subcommand that is named BYPASS | NOBYPASS
and a new data field named Bypass.
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• BYPASS subcommand: Indicates or specifies whether attempts to write data using CCS Data Mover are
bypassed.

• Bypass data field: When BYPASS is specified, the field specifies if data writes are to be bypassed for the
category, category type, or globally for all categories.

CEITRACE
The CEITRACE command display was enhanced with a new TraceLimit column. The value in this column sets
a limit on the maximum number of Exec Interface trace segments that are allowed per CICS transaction detail
record. The default value is 1000, and has a valid range of 1-100000. After the limit is exceeded, all subsequent
trace segments are summarized into a single entry. Before this enhancement, a trace segment limit did not
exist. The associated CEITRACE parmlib member was also updated with a new trace definition attribute named
TRACELIMIT that performs the same function.

CICSDATA
The CICSDATA command was enhanced to let you issue a MODIFY subcommand to the SYSVIEW main address
services space. With the command, you can reload CICS monitoring definitions without the requirement of a
SYSVIEW session.

NOTE
For more information, see CICSDATA Data Collection Subtask Setup.

CREMOTE
The CREMOTE command display was enhanced from displaying definitions from a single CICS region to
displaying definitions from multiple CICS regions (SYSTEM) or from multiple LPARs (XSYSTEM). Also, the Select
line command drill-down was removed because the drill-down panel data is now available in new fields on the
CREMOTE display.

CTASKS
The CTASKS command display was enhanced to display a new field, ExecTime. The ExecTime field contains the
elapsed time since the task was last dispatched.

CTRANLOG

• The CTRANLOG TRAN parameter no longer filters records matching either the transaction ID value (TRAN) or
the originating transaction ID value (OTRAN). The TRAN parameter now matches only on the transaction ID
value.

• The CTRANLOG command supports a new OTRAN parameter that filters records matching either the
transaction ID value (TRAN) or the originating transaction ID value (OTRAN).

• The FILTER subcommand lets users specify the TRAN and OTRAN values on a panel.

New Fields Show Debugger Activity

The new Debug data field was added to the following commands to indicate whether an application debugger is active for:

• The transaction (on the CTASKS display)
• During the execution of the transaction (on the CTRANLOG display)

The following values are possible:

Blank:
not active

DEBUG:
active

Support for CICS TS 6.1

The CICS option contains the following enhancements to support CICS TS 6.1:
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• The SMF record formatter for the CTRANLOG command was updated to display the new SMF field on the SMFRPT
when an SMF record is selected.

• New CDSAS Instruction Execution Protection fields:
IEP (Instruction Execution Protection) status fields were added to the CDSAS command display to support CICS TS
6.1. There is one more field in the information area and one in the data area. Both fields show the status (ACTIVE/
INACTIVE) of IEP.

• The XSGROUP parameter was added to all XSYSTEM CICS commands:
An XSGROUP parameter was added to all CICS commands that support XSYSTEM. The parameter takes an
argument that determines the remote systems to be displayed. The list of systems is defined by an XSSYSTEM group
on the GROUPS command display.

• New CTCLASS Purge fields:
PurgImm and Purged fields were added to the command display. PurgImm represents the number of transactions that
are purged immediately for a given class. Purged represents the number of transactions that are purged while queuing
for a given class.

Change in Fields Supported by CICS TS 5.1

The data fields that are described in the following table were removed from the CTRANDEG command because they are
no longer supported by CICS TS 5.1 and above:

J8CPUT:
CPU time - J8 TCB

J9CPUT:
CPU time - J9 TCB

MLXSSCTM:
CPU time - XML system services

MAXHTDLY:
CICS MAXHPTCBS delay time

MAXJTDLY:
CICS MAXJVMTCBS delay time

DB2WAIT:
DB2 wait time

Deleted CICS Commands

The CICS commands that are described in the following topics were deleted.

Change in Commands Supported by CICS TS 5.1

The following commands were deleted:

CJVMS
The command was deleted because it is no longer supported by CICS TS 5.1 and above. As an alternative
command, use the CJVMSERV command, which provides information about CICS JVM servers.

CICS Configuration
The following configuration enhancements were made to this release of SYSVIEW.

Support for CICS TS 6.1

The following data collection metrics were added to support CICS TS 6.1:
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EPCDSA%
Extended IPE CICS DSA pct used of limit

EPCDSAMX
Extended IPE CICS DSA max free block

EPUDSA%
Extended IPE USER DSA pct used of limit

EPUDSAMX
Extended IPE USER DSA max free block

PCDSA%
PCDSA percent used of limit

PCDSAMAX
IPE CICS DSA max free block

PUDSA%
PUDSA percent used of limit

PUDSAMAX
IPE USER DSA max free block

SOSEPCDS
Short On Storage count - EPCDSA

SOSEPUDS
Short On Storage count - EPUDSA

SOSPCDSA
Short On Storage count - PCDSA

SOSPUDSA
Short On Storage count - PUDSA

The SMF record for CSYSDATA (GSVSMF28) was enhanced to contain the new metrics.

New Data Collection Metrics

The CTASKS command contains the following new data collection metrics:

EXECTIME:
The EXECTIME data collection metric was added to the CTASKS command. The EXECTIME metric represents
the elapsed time since the task was last dispatched. The metric is valid for only dynamic threshold processing of
running tasks (TRANDYN). This metric is not valid for completed tasks (TRANEND).

Changes to Parmlib Members

The following topics describe changes to various parmlib members.

Removed Duplication of Threshold Dynamic Control

The following configuration option was removed from the SVWCOPTS parmlib member:

• THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC

The option is no longer needed because the same control is provided in the TRAN-THRESHOLDS function of the
SYSVIEW Option for CICS scheduler.
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CICS Transaction Cancellation Process Changes

The following configuration options were removed from the SVWCOPTS parmlib member:

• SET-TASK-AS-MODIFY
• SET-TASK-TRANID

If you do not remove the configuration options from the SVWCOPTS parmlib member, the following messages are issued
during the initialization process:

GSVC045W (GSVI) Configuration option SET-TASK-AS-MODIFY is obsolete

GSVC045W (GSVI) Configuration option SET-TASK-TRANID is obsolete 

SYSVIEW Option for CICS uses the CICS CEKL transaction cancellation process. The CEKL transaction requires no
install definitions. CEKL is issued as a MODIFY command to an operating system console. No CICS terminal definition is
required. The userid assigned to SYSVIEW Option for CICS must have the authority to issue MODIFY commands for the
target CICS region.

The CEKL transaction is part of the CICS console interface and executes on a dedicated CICS internal TCB. The CEKL
transaction lets you process commands when the rest of the CICS region is unresponsive.

NOTE
The CANCEL and KILL actions contain progressive attempts to terminate the requested task. A CEKL request
was added as an extra progressive action. We recommend that you review any current transaction threshold
cancel definitions regarding this enhanced functionality.

CICS Transaction Cancellation Methods

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS supplies the following methods to cancel CICS transactions:

PURge:
Purge the selected task.
Method:
CEKL SET TASK(number) PURGE

FORcepur:
Force purge the selected task.
Method:
CEKL SET TASK(number) FORCEPURGE

Cancel:
Cancel the selected task.
Progressive methods:

• Attempt to cancel looping transaction utilizing the CICS runaway task process.
• If the task still exists, then request the CICS dispatcher to cancel the task, with a possible escalation to cancel

with force.
• If the task still exists, then:

CEKL SET TASK(number) FORCEPURGE.

Kill:
Kill the selected task.
Progressive methods:

• Attempt to cancel looping transaction utilizing the CICS runaway task process.
• If the task still exists, then request the CICS dispatcher to cancel the task with force.
• If the task still exists, then:

CEKL SET TASK(number) KILL
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CKill | CICSKill:
Kill the selected task.
Method:
CEKL SET TASK(number) KILL
A PURGE or FORCEPUR should be attempted before issuing a CKILL.

Cross System Support Enhanced
Because the MIB tool is no longer available, the following enhancement was made:

XSSTATUS Command

The XSSTATUS command displays various product and environment information from any active SYSVIEW cross-system
servers reachable in the network.

• The data set information for the library type MIBLIB was removed from the "Data Sets" section of the command
display.

Data Collection Enhancements
Data collection was enhanced in this release of SYSVIEW.

New Threshold Exception Rules Types for Evaluating Data Collection Metrics

The following threshold exception rule types were added:

ABOVE
The ABOVE limit rule type defines the upper warning and problem limit values that a collected metric can use. If
the metric value exceeds the warning or problem limit values for each collection interval for a specified duration,
defined actions can be triggered that are associated with the definition.

BELOW
The BELOW limit rule type defines the lower warning and problem limit values that a collected metric can use.
If the metric value exceeds the warning or problem limit values for each collection interval for a specified or
duration, defined actions can be triggered that are associated with the definition.

You specify the new rule types when defining thresholds using the following threshold commands and parmlib members:

Commands:

• CTHRESH
• IMSTHRSH
• MQSTHRSH
• TCPTHRSH
• THRESH

Parmlib members:

• CTHRESH
• IMSTHRSH
• MQSTHRSH
• MVSTHRSH
• TCPTHRSH
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New Data Collection Metrics for Current Processor Weight

The following metrics were added to enhance support for LPAR summary processor weight information:

CPU%RSHR:
CPU - Relative share pct

CPUPWT:
CPU - Current processor weight

New Data Collection Metrics for Real Storage

The following data collection metrics were added to enhance support for real storage:

STGRUSE%:
Real storage used pct

STGRUSED:
Real storage used

STGRFRE%:
Real storage free pct

STGRFREE:
Real storage free

STGRCSA:
Real storage used by CSA

STGRLPA:
Real storage used by PLPA/MLPA

STGRLSQA:
Real storage used by LSQA

STGRSQA:
Real storage used by SQA

New Data Collection Metrics for MVS

The following data collection metrics were added to enhance support the RUCSA (restricted use common service area):
ERUCSA:

E-RUCSA storage used
ERUCSA%:

E-RUCSA storage used pct
ERUCSAF:

E-RUCSA storage free (unused)
ERUCSAM:

E-RUCSA storage max free block
ERUCSAS:

E-RUCSA storage size
JOBERCSA:

E-RUCSA storage used
JOBRCSA:

RUCSA storage used
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RUCSA:
RUCSA storage used

RUCSA%:
RUCSA storage used pct

RUCSAF:
RUCSA storage free (unused)

RUCSAM:
RUCSA storage max free block

RUCSAS:
RUCSA storage size

WLSERCSA:
E-RUCSA storage used

WLSRCSA:
RUCSA storage used

DB2 Enhancements
SYSVIEW for Db2 contains the enhancements that are described in this article.

New Db2 Commands

The following new commands were added:

DBSYSSUM:
Displays a system status overview of the Db2 address space.

DBTHCONT:
Displays the active Db2 thread contentions.

DETAILS DBSYSSUM:
Shows a DETAIL display for Db2 system statistics.

Enhanced Db2 Commands

The following Db2 commands were enhanced:

• The DBTHCONT command contains the following new fields:
DSGroup:

The DSGroup field displays the name of the data sharing group to which a Db2 subsystem belongs.
Jobname:

The Jobname field displays the job name of the Db2 subsystem.
ACE:

The ACE field displays the address of the Agent Control Element for the thread.
• The DBTHCONT display now contains a SELECT line command.

The SELECT line command invokes the DETAILS command so that you can display detailed information about the
thread.

• The DBTHACT display now contains a CONT line command.
The CONT line command invokes the DBTHCONT command so that you can display information about active thread
contentions that relate to the selected thread.
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New SMF Record Formatters

The following SMF record formatters were added to format and display IBM Db2 SMF records:

SMF Type:
100
Description: IBM Db2 statistics

SMF Type:
101
Description: IBM Db2 accounting

Event Capture Option Enhancements
The SYSVIEW Event Capture Option contains new, enhanced, and changed commands.

New Commands

The Event Capture Option contains the following new commands:

• DSMFLOGS and DSMFSET
Interfaces that let you view and modify SYSVIEW Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing definitions. The Dynamic SMF
Log Stream Browsing component lets you perform the following tasks:
– Collect and publish SMF records that subscribe to log streams.
– Create multiple Dynamic SMF Log stream definitions that subscribe to SMF records by type and subtype.
– Suppress unwanted SMF records from being written to IBM SMF data sets and log streams.

New RMF Commands

The Event Capture Option contains the following new RMF commands. SYSVIEW users can issue the commands on z/
OS 2.4 and later operating systems.

• RMCRYACC
Displays activity information about cryptographic hardware that is configured in accelerator mode. Use the command to
investigate performance problems that are related to the usage of cryptographic accelerators.

• RMCRYOVW
Displays information about cryptographic hardware. Use the command to detect the types of cryptographic hardware
that is running on your systems and to help you analyze how the hardware is performing.

• RMCRYPKC
Displays activity information about cryptographic hardware that is configured in PKCS11 coprocessor mode. Use the
command to investigate performance problems that relate to using cryptographic PKCS11 coprocessors.

• RMEADM
Displays historical information that is contained in the RMF Sysplex Data Retrieval Service Extended Asynchronous
Data Mover (EADM) Data Table (ERBSCMG3). The table contains information about the following SMF 74, subtype 10
records:
– SCM EADM device information - R7410DI DSECT

• RMFSLIST
Provides information and statistics about zFS file systems that are or were mounted in the Sysplex or LPAR.

• RMFSSTAT
Displays zFS system and cache statistics.

• RMJSTAT
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Displays job state delay analysis information. Use the command to investigate performance problems that are related
to job delays and to perform job state analysis. SYSVIEW users can issue the command on all of the operating
systems that SYSVIEW 16.0 supports (z/OS 2.2 and later).

• RMPCIE
Displays information about Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) functions that are configured on
LPARs.

Enhanced Commands

The Capture Command contains the following enhanced commands:

• CAPEVENT
The following field was added to the CAPEVENT command:
– CmdRow:

The CmdRow field uniquely identifies a command type row (CMD).
• SMFDATA

The SMFDATA command now displays statistical information about data that the SYSVIEW Dynamic SMF Log Stream
Browsing component gathers. The Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing component lets you perform the following
tasks:
– Collect and publish SMF records to subscribing log streams.
– Create multiple Dynamic SMF Log stream definitions that subscribe to SMF records by type and subtype.
– Suppress unwanted SMF records from being written to IBM SMF data sets and log streams.
– Use the DSMFLOGS and DSMFSET commands to view and control SYSVIEW Dynamic SMF Log Stream

Browsing definitions.
• SMFLOG

A new record formatting tool is provided to create a report for z/OS Connect Enterprise Edition version 1 and 2 SMF
Type 123, subtype 1 records.

Removed Subcommands and Line Commands

The following subcommands were removed from the SMFDATA command:

• LOG
Enable record logging by type.

• NOLOG
Disable record logging by type.

• NOSUPPRE
Disable suppression by type.

• SUPPRESS
Enable suppression by type.

NOTE
The DSMFLOGS and DSMFSET commands replace the removed subcommands.

The following line commands were removed from the SMFDATA command:

• LOG
Activate record logging.

• NOLOG
Inactivate record logging.

• NOSUPPre
Inactivate record suppression.

• SUPPress
Activate record suppression.
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NOTE
The DSMFLOGS and DSMFSET commands replace the removed line commands.

Graphical User Interface (GUI) Enhancements
The SYSVIEW GMI component provides a modern GMI Windows GUI interface for accessing and using SYSVIEW. This
interface was enhanced as follows:

Objects Enhanced

• New object zooms:
– DB2LIST

• System Summary
• Thread Contentions

Objects Added

• CA SYSVIEW\Administration
– ZDMSTATS: zData Mover statistics

• CA SYSVIEW\Capture\Log Streams
– DSMFLOGs: Dynamic SMF log streams

• CA SYSVIEW\CICS\Administration
– CCEDA: CICS CEDA command response
– CCEMT: CICS CEMT command response

• CA SYSVIEW\CICS\Status
– CENQMOD: CICS enqueue models

• CA SYSVIEW\CICS\Resources
– CBUNDLES: CICS bundles
– CBUNDPAR: CICS bundle parts
– CHOSTS: CICS virtual hosts

• CA SYSVIEW\CICS\File Resources
– CDATATBL: CICS data tables

• CA SYSVIEW\CICS\CICS Transaction Gateway
– CTGLIST: CICS Transaction Gateway list
– CTGLOG: CICS Transaction Gateway log
– CTGLSRVR: CTG logical server connections
– CTGSRVR: CTG CICS server connections
– CTGWEBSV: CTG web services

• CA SYSVIEW\Databases\DB2
– DBTHCONT: DB2 Active thread contentions
– DBSYSSUM: DB2 system summary

• CA SYSVIEW\Databases\IMS\History
– IMSTSUM: Transaction summary log

• CA SYSVIEW\IMS\Status
– IMSEVENT: IMS monitor events status

• CA SYSVIEW\IMS\Traces
– IMSTLIST: IMS trace list
– IMSTRACE: IMS monitor trace

• CA SYSVIEW\IMS\History
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– IMSTSUM: IMS transaction summary
• CA SYSVIEW\JVM and Language Environment\z/OS Connect

– ZCNAPIS: z/OS Connect APIs
– ZCNLIST: z/OS Connect server list
– ZCNRLOG: z/OS Connect request log
– ZCNSERV: z/OS Connect services
– ZCNSOR: z/OS Connect Systems of Record
– ZCNURIS: z/OS Connect URIs

• CA SYSVIEW\MQ\Coupling Facility
– MQCFSTRU: CF structures
– MQCFBACK: CF backup status
– MQCFCONN: CF connection status
– MQCFSMCO: CF SMDS connections
– MQCFSMDS: CF SMDS status
– MQCFSUMM: CF summary status

• CA SYSVIEW\MQ\Configuration
– MQCFSTRU: CF structures

• CA SYSVIEW\MQ\Status
– MQCFBACK: CF backup status
– MQCFCONN: CF connection status
– MQCFSMCO: CF SMDS connections
– MQCFSMDS: CF SMDS status
– MQCFSUMM: CF summary status

• CA SYSVIEW\zOS\Address Space
– PETS: Pause element tokens

• CA SYSVIEW\zOS\CPU
– CPUSUM: CPU summary
– PROCINFO: Processor information

• CA SYSVIEW\zOS\Devices
– ZEDC: zEDC Information

• CA SYSVIEW\zOS\DFSMS System Managed Storage
– SMSAGGRG: SMS aggregate groups
– SMSCLOUD: SMS clouds
– SMSINFO: SMS configuration information

• CA SYSVIEW\zOS\Performance and Status\Status
– BOOST: System Recovery Boost

• CA SYSVIEW\zOS\RMF Resource Mgmt Facilities
– RMCRYACC: RMF crypto accelerator activity
– RMCRYOVW: RMF crypto hardware overview
– RMCRYPKC: RMF crypto PKCS11 activity
– RMEADM: RMF Extended asynch data mover
– RMFSLIST: RMF zFS file system information
– RMFSSTAT: RMF zFS System Statistics
– RMJSTAT: RMF job state delay analysis
– RMPCIE: RMF PCIE function information

• CA SYSVIEW\zOS\SMP/E
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– MODIDS: Module Analysis
– PTFS: Product PTFs

• CA SYSVIEW\zOS\System\System Definitions
– FXE: IBM Function Registry for z/OS

• CA SYSVIEW\zOS\USS\z/OS Container Extensions
– ZCXCPU: z/OS Container Extensions CPU
– ZCXDISK: z/OS Container Extensions disks
– ZCXLIST: z/OS Container Extensions list

Objects Deleted

• CA SYSVIEW\CICS\Java Virtual Machines
– CJVMS object

IBM MQ Enhancements
The IBM MQ Option for SYSVIEW was enhanced. For details, see IBM MQ Commands and IBM MQ Configuration.

IBM MQ Commands
The commands for the SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ were enhanced as described in the following topics.

New Commands

SYSVIEW contains the following new commands to support IBM MQ:

Support for Coupling Facility (CF) Structures

The following new commands display information about CF structures that are associated with a queue manager that is
part of a queue sharing group:

MQCFBACK
Displays backup status information.

MQCFCONN
Displays connection status information.

MQCFSMCO
Displays information about SMDS connections.

MQCFSMDS
Displays shared message data set (SMDS) status information.

MQCFSTRU
Displays configuration information.

MQCFSUMM
Displays summary status information.

Enhanced Commands

SYSVIEW contains the following enhanced commands to support IBM MQ:

Support for Encryption and zHyperWrite Status

The MQLOG Command now displays fields that show the status of encryption and zHyperWrite.
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• The MQLOG command was enhanced to display the encryption status of a log data set. A new column, Encrypted,
was added to display the encryption status. This feature is new with IBM MQ for z/OS 9.1.4, and is populated only
when applicable for queue managers at this version or newer.

• The MQLOG command was enhanced to display the zHyperWrite status of a log data set. A new column, HyperWr,
was added to display the zHyperWrite status. This feature is new with IBM MQ for z/OS 9.1.2, and is populated only
when applicable for queue managers at this version or newer.

• The MQPAGE command was enhanced to display the encryption status of a page set. A new column, Encrypt, was
added to display the encryption status. This feature is new with IBM MQ for z/OS 9.1.4, and is populated only when
applicable for queue managers at this version or newer.

• The MQPARMS command was enhanced to display the MQ parameter value for ZHYWRITE, which represents
zHyperWrite active log writes. The value can be dynamically altered on the command display. This feature is new with
IBM MQ for z/OS 9.1.2, and displays only when applicable for queue managers at this version or newer.

Miscellaneous MQ Command Enhancements

The following MQ commands contain miscellaneous changes or enhancements:

MQPARMS
:
The command was enhanced to display the MQ parameter value for MAXCNOFF, which represents the maximum
concurrent log offload tasks. This feature is new with WebSphere MQ 8.0.0, and displays only when applicable for
queue managers at this version or newer.

MQALTER
:
The command now supports buffer pools.

MQBUFFER
The command contains the following new fields:
PageClas

Displays the size of the buffer (for example, FIXED4KB) or ABOVE/BELOW when the value was
changed.

LPageCls
Displays the original value of the PageClas when the change was detected at restart.

IBM MQ Command Standardization

SYSVIEW IBM MQ commands were enhanced to standardize processing that is in a manner that is similar to that of IBM
CICS command processing.

The following table describes enhanced and updated IBM MQ commands and the modes, group types, and security
options they support.

Modes Groups Security

Command SYSTEM XSYSTEM OBJGROUP GROUP XSGROUP MQSSET

MQBUFFER Yes Yes New Yes New New

MQCFBACK Yes Yes na Yes New New

MQCFCONN Yes Yes na Yes New na

MQCFSMCO Yes Yes na Yes New New

MQCFSMDS Yes Yes na Yes New New

MQCFSTRU Yes Yes na Yes New New
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Modes Groups Security

Command SYSTEM XSYSTEM OBJGROUP GROUP XSGROUP MQSSET

MQCFSUMM Yes Yes na Yes New New

MQCHAN Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

MQCHAUTH Yes New na Yes New na

MQCHSTAT Yes Yes New Yes New New

MQLIST na Yes na Yes New New

MQLOGS Yes Yes na Yes New New

MQPAGE Yes Yes New Yes New New

MQPARMS New New na New New New

MQPROC New New New New New New

MQPUBSUB Yes Yes na Yes New New

MQQLOCAL Yes Yes Yes* New** New New

MQQPERF Yes New Yes* New New New

MQQUEUE New New New New New New

MQQUSERS New New New New New New

MQRSTAT na Yes na New New New

MQSBSTAT Yes na na Yes na na

MQSTGCL New New na New New New

MQTUSERS Yes na na Yes na na

MQUSERS New New na New New na

New
The command contains new, changed, or enhanced functionality since the last release of SYSVIEW.

Yes
The functionality already exists. The behavior of the command did not change since the last release of SYSVIEW.

na
The functionality does not apply to the command.

* and **
See the notes for the commands under Groups.

Modes

The commands that are listed under Modes were enhanced or changed.

• The commands now support the REGION, SYSTEM, and XSYSTEM execution modes.
SYSTEM

The commands listed support displaying data on the same system (SYSTEM) and can display objects based on
logical groups.
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XSYSTEM
The commands listed support displaying cross-system data (XSYSTEM | XSDATA) and can display objects based
on logical groups.

• The commands listed now support displaying data from only monitored queue managers and support the (new)
MQGROUP and MQMODE profile variables.

• The commands listed now support MQQMGR logical groups in the SYSTEM and XSYSTEM modes using the GROUP
parameter. The enhanced support lets you filter data from queue managers in the specified group.

• The commands listed now support displaying data from only monitored queue managers.
• The commands listed now support the (new) MQGROUP and MQMODE profile variables. For more information about

the profile variables, see IBM MQ Configuration.

Groups

The commands that are listed under Groups were enhanced or changed.

OBJGROUP
The commands that are listed support the OBJGROUP command parameter. For more information, see
Enhanced Group Processing Command Parameters.

GROUP
The commands listed support MQQMGR logical groups in the SYSTEM and XSYSTEM modes using the GROUP
parameter. The enhanced support lets you filter data from queue managers in the specified group.

XSGROUP
The commands that are listed contain a new XSGROUP parameter. The parameter specifies an XSSYSTEM
logical group name that can override the XSGROUP profile variable for the execution of the command, which
lets you use different cross-system groups dynamically. For more information, see Enhanced Group Processing
Command Parameters.

MQQPERF
The MQQPERF command contains a group parameter named QGROUP. The command now supports the new
OBJGROUP parameter and the QGROUP parameter.

MQQLOCAL
The GROUP parameter for MQQLOCAL changed. Previously, the GROUP parameter was a group of type
MQQUEUE. However, the GROUP parameter was enhanced to the new standard of type MQQMGR. The
command now supports the new standard OBJGROUP parameter to refer to a group of type MQQUEUE.

Security

• The commands that are listed contain changes to security processing using MQSSET. For more information, see
Security Processing Changes to MQ Display Commands.

Enhanced MQ Function Commands

The following MQ function commands were enhanced:

MQSSET

• Uses the LOG command to define new logs.
• Supports instance qualifiers for groups.
• Supports resetting the status of the coupling facility structure.
• Supports the capability to optionally specify multiple parameters when using the ALTer function. For example:

ALTER NAME xyz ALTStart parameter1 parmvalue1 parameter2 parmvalue2... parameterN parmvalueN ALTEnd
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Security Processing Changes to MQ Display Commands

Update actions in the form of subcommands, line commands, and input field changes now invoke MQSSET instead
of invoking MQSC commands directly. The MQSSET command performs the updates using MQSC commands.
Administrators might have limited access to MQ commands to prevent users from making updates to objects. Access can
now be given to use the MQSSET command, and security for updates can be implemented by securing access to the
MQSSET command.

Each MQSSET subcommand corresponds to an MQ object type. For example, when the display is showing PROCESS
objects, you can secure the MQSSET PROCESS subcommand to prevent updates to all PROCESS objects.

IMPORTANT
Line commands, such as MQALTER and MQCLEAR, can invoke other MQ commands to take actions against
MQ objects on MQ display commands. SYSVIEW users must secure the line commands separately.

New Parameter for Altering and Defining MQ CF Structures

Use the new CFSTRUCT parameter under the following conditions:

• On the MQALTER command, to alter the attributes of MQ CF structures
• On the MQDEFINE command, to define MQ CF structures

Monitoring Status of MQ Requests Now Shown

The MQLIST command display now includes a ReqStat field that shows the request monitoring status.

SMDS Performance Statistics Now Shown

The MQPERF command was enhanced to include SMDS performance statistics similar to what is contained in the SMF
115, subtype 2 record.

Enhanced Group Processing

The SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ contains enhancements to group processing.

New Group Types

The option contains the following new group types:

• MQPROC

Enhanced Group Types

The following group types now let you exclude specific members:

• MQCHAN
• MQQUEUE

Enhanced Group Processing Command Parameters

The following command parameters were enhanced or added:

OBJGROUP

• When an MQ command displays channels, the parameter specifies the name of a logical group of type
MQCHAN, which lets you filter channels using the specified group.

• When an MQ command displays procedures, the parameter specifies the name of a logical group of type
MQPROC, which lets you filter processes using the specified group.

• When an MQ command displays queues, the parameter specifies the name of a logical group of type
MQQUEUE, which lets you filter queues using the specified group.
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XSGROUP

• Specifies the name of a group of type XSSYSTEM that contains the list of systems from where data is to be
retrieved.

IBM MQ Configuration
The following configuration enhancements were made to the SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ:

Profile Changes

New Profile General MQ Keywords

The option for IBM MQ contains the following new profile general MQ keywords:

MQGROUP
Specifies the default MQ logical group name. The logical group contains a list of MQ queue managers to be
displayed. The available groups with type MQQMGR appear on the GROUPS command.
The default MQ logical group name is used when a user does not specify a group name when entering a
command with the "GROUP name" parameter.
The keyword contains the following values:
NONE

Sets a value in your profile that indicates that the keyword should have no value, which prevents the
keyword from reverting to the default value.

DEFAULT
Deletes the value in your profile and reverts to the default value for the keyword.

MQMODE
Specifies the MQ display mode.
The keyword contains the following values:
REGION

Displays information from only the currently selected MQ queue manager address space.
SYSTEM

Displays combined information from all MQ queue manager address spaces.
DEFAULT: REGION
Use the value DEFAULT to delete the value in your profile and revert to the default value for the keyword.

MQ Data Collection

Queue Data Collection Enhancements

All MQ queue types now have state processing that is enabled. Previously, only local queues were eligible for exception
processing. The following types of queues are now supported:

QALIAS
:
Alias queue

QCLUSTER
:
Cluster queue

QLOCAL
:
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Local queue
QMODEL

:
Model queue

QREMOTE
:
Remote queue

The following metrics are now eligible for all queue types:

MQQGETST
:
GET enabled status

MQQPUTST
:
PUT enabled status

Page Set Data Collection Enhancements

The MQPSSECX data collection metric was removed.

• The MQ data collection metric MQPSSECX, which represents the count of secondary extents before restart, has not
been populated with data since WebSphere MQ 6.0. The metric is now obsolete and has been removed.

IMS Enhancements
The SYSVIEW Option for IMS was enhanced. For details, see IMS Commands and IMS Configuration.

IMS Commands
The following IMS enhancements were made to this release.

New Commands

SYSVIEW Option for IMS contains the following new commands:

IMSEVENT:
The command lets you display, modify, or both the DC Monitor event data that you want to include in the summary
and detail trace data of the IMS transaction records.

IMSTLIST:
The command lets you display a list of IMS DC Monitor event traces that are stored in the IMS Datalib (IMSDLIB).
Traces are saved using the EXPORT sub-command from IMSTRACE. The formatted trace can be displayed
using the SELECT line command. You can use the command to perform the following tasks:

• Display a list of archived and exported traces.
• View and delete any of the listed traces.

IMSTRACE:
The command lets you start and stop an IMS trace containing formatted DC Monitor event data for the targeted
IMS subsystem. After you collect the data, the command lets you export the data to the IMS DATALIB for
historical reference. You can use the command to perform the following tasks:
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• Specify the size of the trace buffer.
• Specify the time duration for the trace.
• Start the trace.
• Optionally, stop the trace before the time interval expires.
• View the trace data real-time.
• Export the trace data after the trace completes.

IMSTSUM:
The command lets you display IMS transaction summary (IMTS) records that were logged to the IMTS log
stream. The command behaves similarly to other commands that you use to view log stream data. For example,
CTRANSUM, CTRANLOG, IMSTLOG, and IMSRSLOG.

IMS Configuration
The following configuration item was enhanced for this release:

Generation of WTO Message When IMSSPOC Command Is Issued

Using this new SPOC-WTO option, you can generate a Write-to-Operator (WTO) message whenever a user issues an
IMSSPOC command. This new message, IMS$093I, identifies the following:

• the user who issued the command
• the IMS PLEX name and IMS ID that the command was routed to
• the command text
• the return code/reason code returned when the command was executed

IMS Transaction Summary Records Can Be Created

To enable the creation of IMS transaction summary records, you must make the following updates to parmlib members:

• In IMSLOGR, define the log stream name and determine if you want SMF records.
• In SCHDIMS, define the IMS-TSUM-RECORDS event.
• In SMFTYPE, add the new formatting module GSVPF036 for the SMF 255:036 record.
• In LGLOOKUP, add the new IMTS log stream.

JVM Enhancements
The SYSVIEW JVM component contains the following enhancements:

New z/OS Connect Commands

SYSVIEW contains the following new z/OS Connect commands:

ZCNAPIS
:
Displays information about APIs defined in your z/OS Connect servers. The command contains the status and
several statistics about the APIs.

ZCNLIST
:
Displays a list of active z/OS Connect servers that are running on your system. The command contains
configuration and resource usage information about your z/OS Connect servers.

ZCNSERV
:
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Displays information about services that are defined in your z/OS Connect servers. The command contains the
status and several other statistics about the services.

ZCNRLOG
:
Displays a log of z/OS Connect request SMF records. Statistics display for each request such as date, time, target
URI, and elapsed time.

ZCNSET
:
Lets you interact with the JVM Agent that is running on your z/OS Connect servers. Using the command that you
can control the status of various z/OS Connect resources.

ZCNSOR
:
Displays information about z/OS Connect Systems of Record. The command contains a list of service providers
with which the server communicated and statistics about the resources that the Systems of Records used.

ZCNURIS
:
Displays information about z/OS Connect URIs. The command lets you view real-time statistics about all unique
API endpoints.

Removed from Product
The following items have been either removed or deprecated for this release:

Supported Software

SYSVIEW no longer supports the following IBM products because IBM dropped support for the products:

• CICS TS 4.1
• CICS TS 4.2
• IMS 13.1
• WebSphere MQ 7.1.0
• z/OS 2.1

SYSVIEW no longer supports the following Broadcom products because Broadcom dropped support for the products:

• Datacom 12.0
• Datacom CICS Service Facility 14.0

Reporting Enhancements
The following enhancements were made to the reporting functionality:

Support for CICS TS 6.1

SYSVIEW contains the following enhancements to support for CICS TS 6.1:

• The following variables were added to Explore Report Writer:
C_SOTLSLVL

Inbound TLS level
The variable was added to the GSVSMF27 report sample member.
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C_SOFLAG
Socket flags
The variable was added to the GSVSMF27 report sample member.

• The following variables were added to Easytrieve:
MNS_SOTLSLVL

Inbound TLS level
The variable was added to the GSVSMF27 Easytrieve macro member.

MNS_SOFLAG
Socket flags
The variable was added to the GSVSMF27 Easytrieve macro member.

• Fields were added to the SYSVIEW CICS System Interval SMF record.
The GSVSMF28 sample report member was updated with the new definitions. For more information, see New Fields in
the SYSVIEW CICS System Interval SMF Record (Explore Report Writer).

New CICS System Interval Data Variables (Explore Report Writer)

The following variables were added to CICS System Interval Data Variables. The variables were added to enhance the
capability of Explore Report Writer to create reports that track CICS transaction dumps.

CICS_DUMPS
:
CICS - dumps taken

CICS_CDMPSSYS
:
CICS - system dumps suppressed

CICS_CDMPSTRN
:
CICS - transaction dumps suppressed

CICS_CDMPSUPP
:
CICS - dumps suppressed

For more information about the variables and detailed information about CICS System Interval Data Variables, see CICS
System Interval Data Variables.

New Fields in the SYSVIEW CICS System Interval SMF Record (Explore Report Writer)

To support CICS TS 6.1, the following fields were added to the SYSVIEW CICS System Interval SMF record, and the
GSVSMF28 sample report member was updated with the new definitions.

Variable Description

DSA_PCDSA_SIZE PCDSA - size (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PCDSA_ALLOC PCDSA - allocated (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PCDSA_FREE PCDSA - free (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PCDSA_MFB PCDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_PCDSA_AVAIL PCDSA - available (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PCDSA_LIMIT PCDSA - limit (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PCDSA_LPCT PCDSA - percent of size (TS 6.1+)
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Variable Description

DSA_PCDSA_SOSC PCDSA - short on storage count (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_SIZE PUDSA - size (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_ALLOC PUDSA - allocated (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_FREE PUDSA - free (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_MFB PUDSA - max free block (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_AVAIL PUDSA - available (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_LIMIT PUDSA - limit (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_LPCT PUDSA - percent of size (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_SOSC PUDSA - short on storage count (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_SIZE EPCDSA - size (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_ALLOC EPCDSA - allocated (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_FREE EPCDSA - free (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_MFB EPCDSA - max free block (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_AVAIL EPCDSA - available (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_LIMIT EPCDSA - limit (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_LPCT EPCDSA - percent of size (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_SOSC EPCDSA - short on storage count (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_SIZE EPUDSA - size (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_ALLOC EPUDSA - allocated (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_FREE EPUDSA - free (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_MFB EPUDSA - max free block (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_AVAIL EPUDSA - available (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_LIMIT EPUDSA - limit (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_LPCT EPUDSA - percent of size (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_SOSC EPUDSA - short on storage count (TS 6.1+)

TEMP_TSMAIN TS - main storage in use (decimal units)

New Fields in the SYSVIEW CICS Transaction Detail SMF Record (Explore Report Writer)

To support CICS TS 5.6, the following fields were added to the SYSVIEW CICS Transaction Detail SMF record, and the
GSVSMF27 sample report member was updated with the new definitions.

Variable Description

C_XSVFYPWD_TM (DFHTASK 435) (TS 5.6+) password verification wait time

C_XSVFYKER_TM (DFHTASK 439) (TS 5.6+) Kerberos verification wait time

C_XSVFYBAS_TM (DFHTASK 440) (TS 5.6+) basic auth token verify wait time

C_XSVFYJWT_TM (DFHTASK 441) (TS 5.6+) JSON web token verify wait time

New Variable Definitions for SMF Records (Explore Report Writer)
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To better support SMF reporting, these new sample members define the available fields in SYSVIEW SMF records:

• GSVSMF25 member defines the CICS Transaction Summary SMF record (subtype 25) fields.
• GSVSMF28 member defines the CICS System Interval Data SMF record (subtype 28) fields.
• GSVSMF36 member defines the IMS Transaction Summary SMF Record (subtype 36) fields.

For more information, see Tailor Reports Using Variables.

New Sample Reports New Variable Definitions for SMF Records (Explore Report Writer)

These new sample reports are formatted like SYSVIEW command displays:

• The CTRANLOG report (generated using the CICS031 sample report member) mimics the SYSVIEW CTRANLOG
command display.

• The CSYSDATA report (generated using the CICS032 sample report member) mimics the SYSVIEW CSYSDATA
command display.

• The CTRANSUM report (generated using the CICS033 sample report member) mimics the SYSVIEW CTRANSUM
command display.

• The IMSTSUM report (generated using the IMS04 sample report member) mimics the SYSVIEW IMSTSUM command
display.

For more information, see Sample Reports.

New Option to Avoid Repeated Header Information New Variable Definitions for SMF Records (Explore Report Writer)

You can specify a 0 (zero) on the LINECOUNT command to implement the new No Logical Page Break option. This
option prints an entire report on a single logical page and includes headers such as report titles and column headings only
once at the beginning of the report. For more information, see LINECOUNT Command-Set Lines Per Page.

Removal of MVS012 Sample Report New Variable Definitions for SMF Records (Explore Report Writer)

The MVS012 sample report was removed because it relies on SMF data that is no longer populated as of z/OS 1.13. To
see which MVS reports are available, go to MVS Sample Reports.

New Variable Definitions for SMF Records (Easytrieve)

To better support SMF reporting, these new sample macro members define the available fields in SYSVIEW CICS SMF
records:

• GSVSMF36 macro member defines the IMS transaction summary SMF record (subtype 36) fields.

New Sample Reports (Easytrieve)

To better support reporting, a new sample report was created:

• The IMSTSUM sample report mimics a portion of the SYSVIEW IMSTSUM command display.

TCP/IP Enhancements
The TCP/IP Option for SYSVIEW has been enhanced.

The following commands were removed from this release because the Management Information Base (MIB) tool is no
longer available:

MIBBROWS
Displays the Management Information Block structure that is created by MIB definitions in the MIBLIB data set.

MIBINFO
Displays a detailed MIB definition about a selected object identifier (OID) or OID name in a MIB member.

MIBLIST
Displays the contents of the MIBLIST parmlib member.
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MIBWALK
Displays OIDs, along with their associated values from a specified MIB. The command "walks" the MIB issuing
SNMP GET NEXT requests to retrieve all the available information.

z/OS Enhancements
The z/OS (base product) component of SYSVIEW was enhanced. For details, see z/OS Commands and z/OS
Configuration.

z/OS Commands
The following enhancements were made to z/OS commands in this release:

Support for Job State Delay Analysis

The following z/OS commands contain new data fields:

ACTSUM

• JOBCPUSR
CPU service units per second

• JOBIOCSR
I/O service units per second

• JOBMSOSR
MSO service units per second

• JOBSRBSR
SRB service units per second

• JOBWMSSR
Service units per second

• JSACT%
Job state active or delayed pct

• JSDCPU%
Job delayed by CPU pct

• JSDDEV%
Job delayed by device pct

• JSDELAY%
Job delayed pct

• JSDENQ%
Job delayed by enqueue pct

• JSDHSM%
Job delayed by HSM pct

• JSDJES%
Job delayed by JES pct

• JSDOMNT%
Job delayed by OPER mount pct

WORKLOAD

• CPUSR
CPU service units per second

• IOCSR
I/O service units per second

• MSOSR
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MSO service units per second
• SRBSR

SRB service units per second
• WMSSR

Service units per second

The ACTJOB command contains the following new metrics:

• JOBCPUSR
CPU service units per second

• JOBIOCSR
I/O service units per second

• JOBMSOSR
MSO service units per second

• JOBSRBSR
SRB service units per second

• JOBWMSSR
Service units per second

• JSACT%
Job state active or delayed pct

• JSDCPU%
Job delayed by CPU pct

• JSDDEV%
Job delayed by device pct

• JSDELAY%
Job delayed pct

• JSDENQ%
Job delayed by enqueue pct

• JSDHSM%
Job delayed by HSM pct

• JSDJES%
Job delayed by JES pct

• JSDOMNT%
Job delayed by OPER mount pct

• JSDOMSG%
Job delayed by OPER message pct

• JSDOPER%
Job delayed by OPER pct

• JSDSHRS%
Job delayed for shared storage pct

• JSDSTG%
Job delayed by paging or swapping pct

• JSDSUBS%
Job delayed by subsystem pct

• JSDXCF%
Job delayed by XCF pct

• JSIDLE%
Job state idle pct

• JSSAMPLE
Job state samples

• JSSWAP%
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Job state swapped-out pct
• JSSWAR%

Job state swapped-out ready
• JSUCPU%

Job using CPU pct
• JSUDEV%

Job using device pct
• JSUNK%

Job state unknown pct
• JSUSING%

Job using pct

Support for Service Unit Monitoring

The following service unit MVS data collection metrics were added:

• JOBCPUSR
CPU service units per second

• JOBIOCSR
I/O service units per second

• JOBMSOSR
MSO service units per second

• JOBSRBSR
SRB service units per second

• JOBWMSSR
Service units per second

• WLSCPUSR
CPU service units per second

• WLSIOCSR
I/O service units per second

• WLSMSOSR
MSO service units per second

• WLSSRBSR
SRB service units per second

• WLSWMSSR
Service units per second

Enhanced commands:

ACTJOB:
Displays the new service unit metrics that were added in the previous sectiont.

ACTSUM
and WORKLOAD:
Display the following new fields:

• CPUSR
CPU service units per second

• IOSR
I/O service units per second

• MSOSR
MSO service units per second

• SRBSR
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SRB service units per second
• WMSSR

Service units per second

Support for Additional SMS Commands

SYSVIEW contains the following new commands to support SMS:

SMSAGGRG
Displays the names and attributes of the aggregate groups that have been defined in the active SMS
configuration.

SMSCLOUD
Displays the names and attributes of the cloud constructs that were defined in the active SMS configuration.

SMSINFO
Displays DFSMS information that is obtained from the IBM Data Facility Area (DFA) and the SMS Subsystem
Interface (SSI)

CPU Utilization Summary Command

The following command was added to display and summarize CPU utilization information that the MVSDATA data
collector collected:

CPUSUM
Displays CPU utilization for a user-defined summarization interval of up to one hour. By default, all logical CPUs
display utilization and configuration data. The command is cross-system that is enabled, which allows for the
display of summarized logical CPU utilization and configuration data for multiple z/OS systems at one time.

Support for Product Module and PTF Analysis

Product module and PTF analysis combines module identification and PTF information from your run-time loadlib with
maintenance data that is found in your product SMP/E installation CSI library. The following commands were added to
provide support to product module analysis functionality:

CSIQUERY
The command displays data that is returned from an SMP/E GIMAPI QUERY command request. The data is
stored in a VSAM data set called the Consolidated Software Inventory (CSI).

• Users can view detailed information from any SMP/E CSI data set.
• The query can retrieve data from one or more zones that are contained in the CSI.
• SYSVIEW APIs can be used to query information from the CSIs.

MODIDS
The command analyzes the module identification information that can be found in Broadcom product load
modules.
Product module analysis combines module identification information from your run-time loadlib with maintenance
data that is found in the SMP/E installation CSI library for your product.

PTFS:
Analyzes PTFs that were published using SMP/E. Product PTF Analysis combines tracking elements from your
run-time XMLLIB with maintenance data that is found in your product SMP/E installation CSI library.
By default, the SYSVIEW XML library data set name is populated in this command for analysis of SYSVIEW
PTFs. To use this command to view Product PTF Analysis information for other Broadcom products, substitute
that product's XML library and CSI data set name.
The PTFS command was added to MENU SMPE.
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XMLLIB:
Shows the SYSVIEW XML library concatenation that is specified by the XMLLIB system configuration options.

Support for IBM CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS

SYSVIEW contains the following command enhancements to support IBM CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS.

CMDACT
The command contains a new data field named CTG. The field shows the total number of CTG commands that
were issued in the past 24 hours.

SYSTEMS
The command contains a new data field named CTG. The data field indicates whether the CTG component was
enabled.

Support for the IBM Function Registry for z/OS

SYSVIEW contains the following commands that support the IBM Function Registry for z/OS:

FXE
The command lets you display information in a tabular format about vendors, products, and functions in IBM
Function Registry for z/OS.

DETAILS FXE
The command lets you display detailed reports about one or more vendors, products, and functions in the IBM
Function Registry for z/OS.

Support for Searching Virtual Storage

The DUMP subcommand named FIND was enhanced to allow SYSVIEW users to search for strings in 64-bit virtual
storage. The following parameters were added to let users specify the range of storage to search:

• LIMIT:
Specifies the maximum number of bytes to search.

• ENDADDRESS:
Specifies the ending address to search.

Support for z/OS Container Extensions

To provide support for z/OS container extensions, the following commands were enhanced:

• The ACTIVITY command contains the following new data fields:
– ASIType:

Address Space Identification type.
– ASISubType:

Address Space Identification subtype.
– Program:

The module name from the PGM= parameter of the EXEC statement.
• The ACTSUM command contains the following new data fields:

– ASTypeSubJobname:
The ASTypeSubJobname field represents the concatenated values of the address space identifier type, the address
space identifier subtype, and the jobname. The value of the ASTypeSubJobname field displays using the following
format:
AsiType.AsiSubtype.Jobname

Support for System Recovery Boost
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• To show the status of the IBM Z System Recovery Boost process, the BOOST command was added.
• To allow a system programmer to easily determine the LPAR System Recovery Boost configuration, a new field was

added to the IPLINFO command.
• To support boost records, a new SMF record formatter was added (type 90 subtype 40).

Information Provided About Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR)

ASLIST
New fields show the ASLR status for each address space.

PVTUSAGE
New fields show how the ASLR feature affects the available private storage of an address space.

REGION
New fields show the ASLR feature status and its effect for each storage region name.

SAFAUTH
New field shows the status of the ASLR exemption rule. This status helps you determine if the SAF rule affects
your user ID.

More Information Provided About DASD 3390-9 Units

DASD
New fields show the unit model name and number of cylinders on the volume.

SMSVOLS
New field shows the unit model name.

SPACE
New field shows the unit model name.

Support for the Single-System Logger Couple Data Set (CDS) Format

To support the new single-system logger (CDS) introduced with IBM z/OS 2.4, the LGSTREAM command was enhanced.
This command lists the log streams in system logger policy that are active on the current system. Prior to this CDS, all log
stream definitions were visible to all systems within the sysplex. Now, the CDS can segregate logger policies by LPAR.
Because of this change, the cross-system capability of the LGSTREAM command was revised to gather data from all
systems within a sysplex rather than just one system per sysplex.

Improved Support for the Restricted Use CSA (RUCSA)

To better support the RUCSA, the following commands were enhanced:

ACTIVITY
New fields show the amount of RUCSA and extended RUCSA storage that is used by the job.

ACTJOB
New fields show the amount of RUCSA and E-RUCSA storage used.

ACTSUM
New fields show the amount of RUCSA and E-RUCSA storage allocated.

ASLIST
New field indicates whether the address space is authorized for the use of RUCSA.

ASPERF
New field shows the RUCSA storage that is used by the job.

COMMON
New lines in the Information section show data on the RUCSA and E-RUCSA storage areas and status of the
RUCSA. When the LIST parameter is used, the resulting display shows information about RUCSA and E-RUCSA
regions.
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IPLINFO
New system parameter shows information about the RUCSA.

REGION
New lines show information about the RUCSA and E-RUCSA storage regions.

VSMTRACK
New lines in the Information section show data on the RUCSA and E-RUCSA storage areas and status of the
RUCSA.

WORKLOAD
New fields show the amount of RUCSA and E-RUCSA storage that is used by the group.

Change in Available Tools

Because the MIB tool is no longer available, the MIBLIB command was removed. This command displayed your personal
MIBLIB library, the site MIBLIB library, and the system MIBLIB library.

z/OS Configuration
The following z/OS configuration enhancements were made to this release of SYSVIEW:

Changes to Parmlib Members

Private Storage Monitoring Always Active Now

Because private storage monitoring is always active as a part of address space and job monitoring, the Monitor-Private-
Storage configuration option was removed from the MVSDATA parmlib member.

Improved Support for Restricted Use CSA

To improve support for the RUCSA, a definition was added to the SAFAUTH parmlib to indicate whether a userid has
RUCSA authorization. For more information, see SAFAUTH.

Release Comparison
This table compares the key features in recent releases for SYSVIEW:

Key Feature Release 16.0 Release 15.0 Release 14.2

Product PTF Risk Assessment Yes No No
Product PTF Analysis Yes No No
Product Module Analysis Yes No No
Integration with DX APM (SaaS) Yes No No
Support for CICS TS 6.1 Yes No No
Support for CICS TS 5.6 Yes No No
Dynamic generation of profiles Yes No No
z/OSMF provisioning Yes No No
JVM state monitoring Yes Yes No
JVM data collection for insights into garbage collection and
memory management

Yes Yes No

Support for CICS TS 5.5 Yes Yes No
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Key Feature Release 16.0 Release 15.0 Release 14.2

Product Support for IBM MQ 9.1 Yes Yes No
Auto-Discovery of Java Virtual Machines (JVMs) Running on z/OS Yes Yes No
Language Environment displays that show configuration and
storage usage

Yes Yes No

Online Historical Trending and Summarization of RMF System-
Level Data

Yes Yes No

Product Support for z/OS 2.3 Yes Yes Yes
Support for SMF Record Types Beyond 255 Yes Yes No
Workload Activity Summarization Display Yes Yes No
JES2 SNA NJE Application Status Display Yes Yes No
Correlation of CICS Transactions Started with a Remote System/
LPAR Destination using Cross-Enterprise APM

Yes Yes No

Correlation of CICS Transactions Started on the Same System/
LPAR Regardless of Data Option

Yes Yes No

CICS Data Collection Support for Software AG Natural Requests Yes Yes No
Report Writer Support of the CICS Transaction Detail Record
(SMF255(27)) Record

Yes Yes No

Group MSU Consumption Monitoring Yes Yes No
Integration with SYSVIEW for Db2 for Active and Historical Thread
Analysis

Yes Yes No

Enhanced CICS Displays Providing Degradation Analysis
Comparisons by Transaction and Time Frame

Yes Yes No

Introduced Machine Learning Capabilities Yes Yes Yes
Added Multiple SYSVIEW-specific GMI Factory Dashboards Yes Yes Yes
Added Support in SYSVIEW for Cross-Enterprise APM GUIDs to
be Tracked Across CICS Regions Spanning Multiple Systems

Yes Yes Yes

Added Data Collection Function that Allows for the Collection and
Monitoring of the WLM Performance Index (WLMPI)

Yes Yes Yes

Enhanced Data Collection Documentation Yes Yes Yes
Introduced Context-sensitive Menu of Available Commands with
Line Command Assist

Yes Yes Yes

Delivered Short Training Videos Targeted at an Inexperienced
User

Yes Yes Yes

Provided Ability to Trace CICS Transactions and Analyze the
Results

Yes Yes Yes

Reduced Default-enabled Data Collection Yes Yes Yes
Provided Log Stream Browsing Filter Capability Yes Yes Yes

NOTE
To view supported versions of software for each release, go to Supported Software and Broadcom Products.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.
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The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• SYSVIEW Community

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval Maintenance
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom
Mainframe product maintenance over the Internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote
Broadcom server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort that
is needed to find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System
Programmer, Sentara Healthcare.

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom product maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended Service for z/OS and preventive services

With the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run
regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this new service to download maintenance and dramatically
reduce the time that is needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval documentation in the Mainframe Common Maintenance
Procedures documentation.

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.
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Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with SYSVIEW:

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

Cursor width and blink rate
Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

High contrast schemes
Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

Volume
Sets the computer sound up or down.

Text-to-Speech
Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky
keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Third-party Software Agreements
The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the SYSVIEW
product (the “Licensed Product”). The term “Broadcom” refers solely to the Broadcom Inc. corporate affiliate that
distributes the Licensed Product. The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the noted OSS and may also only
use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom will make source code available for applicable
OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com including your name, address, the product
name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom and its corporate affiliates disclaim all warranties
and liability arising from or related to any use of the OSS.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the attached zip file.
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Product Names and Abbreviations
The SYSVIEW documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• SYSVIEW® Performance Management (SYSVIEW)
• Alert Central
• Brightside
• CA 1® Tape Management (CA 1)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• CA MASTER
• DX Application Performance Management (APM)
• ASTEX™ Performance (ASTEX)
• Chorus™ Software Manager
• Common Components and Services for z/OS (CCS)
• CREWS™ Catalog Recovery (CREWS)
• Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management (Cross-Enterprise APM)
• Data Content Discovery (DCD)
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Datacom® CICS Services (Datacom CICS Services)
• Datacom®/DB (Datacom/DB)
• Disk™ Backup and Restore (Disk)
• DX Application Performance Management (DX APM)
• Easytrieve® Report Generator (Easytrieve)
• Encryption Key Manager
• Explore® Performance Management for z/VM (Explore PM for z/VM)
• Graphical Management Interface (GMI)
• Global SubSystem (GSS)
• Health Checker
• IBM® CICS® (CICS)
• IBM® Db2® (Db2)
• IBM® GENER/OL
• IBM® IMS™ (IMS)
• IBM® MQ (MQ)
• IBM® Resource Access Control Facility (RACF)
• IBM® z/OS® Management Facility (z/OSMF)
• IBM® z/OS® Operating System (z/OS)
• Ideal for Datacom
• IDMS™

• IDMS™ /DB (IDMS/DB)
• License Management Program (LMP)
• MasterCat™ VSAM Catalog Management (MasterCat)
• Mainframe Application Tuner (MAT)
• Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI)
• Mainframe Resource Intelligence (MRI)
• Mainframe Security Insights Platform (Security Insights)
• MIA Tape Sharing (MIA)
• MII Data Sharing (MII)
• MIM™ Resource Sharing (MIM)
• NetMaster®
• OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
• PDSMAN® PDS Library Management (PDSMAN)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Roscoe® Interactive Environment (Roscoe)
• Service Desk Manager
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval (SMP/E)
• Storage Resource Manager (SRM)
• SymDump® System (SymDump)
• SYSVIEW Datacom® Option (SYSVIEW CA Datacom Option)
• SYSVIEW Option for CICS (SYSVIEW Option for CICS)
• SYSVIEW Option for IMS (SYSVIEW Option for IMS)
• SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP (SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP)
• SYSVIEW Option for WebSphere MQ (SYSVIEW Option for Websphere MQ)
• SYSVIEW® for DB2 (SYSVIEW for DB2)
• Tape Encryption
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret for z/OS)
• TLMS® Tape Management (TLMS)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager (Vantage SRM)
• View® (View)
• Vtape™ Virtual Tape System (Vtape)
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Getting Started
SYSVIEW is a z/OS performance monitoring and management solution for your z/OS system environment that provides
24x7 monitoring of your mainframe environment and critical business transactions. SYSVIEW is a single installed product
providing real-time and historical data to monitor and manage z/OS, CICS, IMS, TCP, and MQ. Integration with other
Broadcom z/OS mainframe performance monitoring solutions, including SYSVIEW Performance Management Option for
DB2 and IDMS PM, provides additional metrics in a single, easy-to-use interface.

SYSVIEW lets you set thresholds for proactive performance monitoring purposes. Based on thresholds that you set,
SYSVIEW generates alerts when a resource exceeds a usage limit or a resource is in an undesirable state. You might
want to get alerts when events like these occur:

• The percentage of CPU usage is greater than 90.
• The amount of free common storage is less than 256 KB.
• The CICS production region CICSPROD is in the INACTIVE state.
• The critical IBM MQ channel is in the STOPPED state.

In addition to generating an alert, SYSVIEW logs the event and issues a warning message that can, in turn, trigger
automated operations. In addition, an event notification can be sent directly to OPS/MVS (OPS/MVS).

To give you a comprehensive enterprise view of your entire mainframe network, SYSVIEW uses cross-system
communication that lets you monitor and manage all your connected systems from a single location.

Using a customizable dashboard that is provided in the machine learning capabilities of SYSVIEW, you can dynamically
view trends, alerts, and anomalies in your system performance and analyze them to predict and then proactively mitigate
problems before they happen.

Additional features of SYSVIEW include:

• Data display through various interfaces including VTAM, TSO, ISPF, and CICS, and a web interface that shows system
data on a customizable dashboard.

• A REXX API that you can use for data extraction and integration with other Broadcom products such as OPS/MVS.
• Using Explore Report Writer, a reporting tool for creating customized reports on SYSVIEW and other SMF-formatted

data.
• Reduced total cost of ownership (TCO) by using IBM System z Integrated Information Processors (zIIPs).

For each component and option, SYSVIEW provides data collection and/or toolkit commands. These commands let you
see, without leaving SYSVIEW, information about resources such as z/OS systems, JES, and CICS and take actions on
them.

Roles and Responsibilities

The information that SYSVIEW provides is useful to just about anyone who logs in to a mainframe. For example:

• Systems programmers
• Application developers
• Administrators of subsystems such as CICS, MQ, and TCP
• Network Operations Center (NOC) engineers
• Network administrators
• Systems performance engineer
• Operators
• Automation engineers
• Storage administrators
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SYSVIEW Components

Out of the box, SYSVIEW comes with these components:

• Base Product (z/OS) Component of SYSVIEW: Lets you monitor your z/OS system, JES, Workload Manager, and
UNIX System Services resources.

• UNIX System Services (USS): Lets you monitor and manage USS resources such as processes, mounted file
systems, and Interprocess Communication (IPC) resources.
– z/OS Container Extensions (ZCX): Lets you monitor and manage container address spaces, display container CPU

configuration and usage, disk configuration, and provides an interface to secure shell into the container. You must
enable the USS component to use this feature.

• Java Virtual Machine and Language Environment (JVM): Lets you identify and monitor Java workloads, and analyze
JVM resource consumption at the system level.
– z/OS Connect (ZCN): Lets you monitor and manage ZCN address spaces that are running on your z/OS systems.

For example, you can monitor and manage ZCN servers, APIs, and view statistics about the status and the health
of the services that are running on your ZCN address spaces.

• Broadcom products:
– SYSVIEW Cross-System Services (XSYSTEM): A SYSVIEW feature that lets you manage all the systems in your

network from one location.
– SYSVIEW for Db2: Lets you gather and display Db2 information.
– MIM: Provides a set of commands that display MIM information such as ENQ activity and tape device status.
– Roscoe: Monitors the resources such as user activity and response times.
– CA Health Checker (HCHECK): Helps you diagnose and resolve potential configuration problems, resulting in a

more efficient SYSVIEW system.
– IDMS: Provides a set of commands that display IDMS information such as IDMS address spaces, transactions, and

databases.

For further functionality, SYSVIEW offers these add-on options:

• Option for CICS
• Option for IBM MQ
• Option for IMS
• Option for TCP/IP
• Option for Datacom
• Cross-Enterprise APM
• Event Capture

For information on which products SYSVIEW supports, see Supported Software and Broadcom Products.

Integration with Other Broadcom Products

These products integrate with SYSVIEW:

• Cross-Enterprise APM
• MAT
• NetMaster
• OPS/MVS
• Vantage

Base Product (z/OS) Component of SYSVIEW
The base product component of SYSVIEW provides in-depth real-time performance information about hundreds of
essential resources, including system status and configuration, real and virtual storage, DASD and tape devices, address
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and data spaces, consoles, conflicts, and more. Intuitive problem analysis and powerful commands enable problem
resolution.

The base product component consists of these subcomponents:

Base Subcomponent: Data Collection

This subcomponent monitors MVS resources such as:

• Channel path utilization and status
• CICS region execution status
• CPU utilization statistics
• CPU status
• JES node connection status
• Job (address space) utilization statistics and status
• Job (address space) required status
• System data collection
• Unix System Services metrics
• VTAM Application ID Status
• performance index metric for Workload Manager

For more information, see MVS Data Collection.

Base Subcomponent: z/OS Toolkit

This subcomponent displays information on the following system resources:

• System status, including:
– Number of active address spaces
– CPU usage for z/OS, PR/SM, LPARs
– Enqueue conflicts
– System console, log, and master trace table
– Reserved DASD devices
– Availability of the VTAM applications

• Devices, including:
– Device allocation status
– Catalogs
– I/O configurations
– DASD and tape units
– Volume information (VTOC and extents)
– Cache controllers

• Storage, including:
– Common storage: CSA, ECSA, SQA, ESQA, orphaned
– Data spaces
– Expanded storage
– Page and swap data sets
– Real storage frames
– Private storage

• Sysplex, including:
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– Automatic Restart Manager (ARM)
– Couple data sets
– Groups and members
– Paths
– Pending messages
– Systems in the sysplex

• Coupling Facility, including:
– Configuration
– I/O paths
– Processors
– Structures
– Users

• Address spaces, including:
– Allocated data sets
– Allocated devices
– Loaded modules
– Storage-common, expanded, private, real, pages
– Tasks

In addition, you use the z/OS Toolkit to perform actions such as:

• Manage virtual and real storage, including:
– Display storage by address or symbol
– Map storage to control block or DSECT
– Alter storage of any type

• Display and alter DASD records for:
– Data sets: extents, PDS member, and CSECT name
– JES spool
– Volumes: all extents, VTOC, VTOC index, volume labels

• Perform administrative tasks:
– Common configuration tasks such as adding and deleting APF, dump, and linklist data sets.
– Specific actions such as enabling and disabling link pack areas, and dumping and switching SMF data sets.

Base Subcomponent: JES Toolkit

This subcomponent supports both JES2 and JES3 and provides this functionality:

• Job management for monitoring and managing:
– Active address spaces
– Input/output queues
– Initiators
– Input job priorities
– Job classes

• Output management for monitoring and managing:
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– Job summary
– Output files
– Job classes
– Output classes
– Output descriptors
– Output queues
– Spool volumes
– SYSLOG

• Device management for viewing and controlling devices specific to JES such as:
– Internal readers
– NJE and RJE lines
– Nodes
– Offloaders
– Printers
– Punches
– Readers
– Spool volumes

• Resource definitions for viewing:
– Resource usage overview, such as JOEs, JQEs, and JES buffers
– Logon information
– Network paths
– Remote devices
– VTAM sessions

In addition, you use the JES toolkit to perform administrative tasks such as:

• Common configuration tasks such as starting and stopping initiators and printers.
• Specific actions such as formatting spool volumes and releasing jobs and output.

Base Subcomponent: Workload Manager (WLM) Toolkit

This subcomponent lets you monitor and manage the following WLM resources:

• WLM policy and definitions as a graphical tree structure
• Workload activity resource data
• Workload activity delay data by address space
• Graphs of workload activity delay data by address space
• WLM group information and independent and dependent enclave CPU usage by address space
• Service class and service class period information
• Workload activity delay data by service class
• Workload activity response time distribution data
• Group definition and group values
• WLM service policy information
• Report class information
• Workload activity response time data
• Resource group definitions
• Subsystem and classification rules
• Summary of the workload activity response time and delay data
• Workload definition information
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Base Subcomponent: GMI

For information about this base subcomponent, see Integrate with GMI.

Base Subcomponent: System Condition Monitor (SCM)

This subcomponent provides the following functionality:

• Provides a color-coded, high-level summary of the resources currently being monitored. The SCM tells you at a glance
where the problems are, so you do not have to search multiple areas to find problem sources.

• Enables helpdesk staff and operators to notify the appropriate people when a problem exists. System programmers
can drill down and can find the source of the problem.

• Displays a list of all your subsystems and resources, such as DASD, file systems, and CICS regions, on the primary
SCM screen. Each entry that is listed is color-coded to indicate if a problem exists there and its severity. From that
screen, you can drill down to see more detail.

• Describes problems and provides positive statements about system health, such as “No TAPE devices require
attention.”

• Uses intelligent modules (IMODs) written in compiled REXX with additional Broadcom-supplied functions. These
IMODs communicate with the monitored subsystems and can be used to automate system monitoring and regulate
resources or to create your own online reports on system activities.

IMPORTANT

New releases of SYSVIEW come with IMOD libraries that overlay and therefore replace the IMOD libraries from
the previous release. If you modify the IMOD libraries, create a site-specific IMOD library for those locally written
modules.

Java Virtual Machine and Language Environment
Java virtual machine (JVM) and Language Environment (LE) monitoring lets you automatically discover JVMs and
proactively monitor them, which provides SYSPLEX-wide performance insights, with general availability.

Many organizations struggle to identify and quantify the Java workloads running on their z/OS systems. By installing a
SYSVIEW data collector inside each JVM of interest, SYSVIEW can provide deeper insights into memory management
and JVM garbage collection processes.

JVM and LE monitoring contains the following elements:

Data Collection

You can use JVM and LE monitoring to collect data on:

• JVM active state monitoring

JVM and LE Toolkit

The JVM displays show:

• Active JVMs running on z/OS
• Information about JVMs including:

– Properties
– Options and arguments
– Threads executing within them
– Stack traces for specific threads
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– JVM garbage collection policy and statistics
– Memory- and heap-related metrics for JVMs
– JVM management beans information

The LE displays show:

• The z/OS Language Environment variables and runtime options and their values for each enclave
• Information about heap storage allocation for each LE enclave

For information about the toolkit commands that are available for JVM and LE monitoring, complete one of the following
tasks:

• At the SYSVIEW command line, enter this command to go to the JVM and LE Menu:
MENU JVMLE

• At the SYSVIEW command line, enter this command to display all the SYSVIEW commands:
COMMANDS

Then, enter this command to see only the CICS commands:
SELECT FEATURE = JVM

z/OS Connect Enterprise Edition (zCN)

With SYSVIEW JVM and LE you can perform the following tasks:

• Display the following types of information in SYSVIEW:
– List of active z/OS Connect servers running on z/OS
– Configuration information. For example:

• Server name
• Version
• Host name
• Configuration directory

– Status of APIs and services
– Real-time statistics. For example:

• Total request count
• Failed and timed-out request count
• Request and response lengths
• Request timings
• System of Record timings

– Systems of Record identifier and resource
– SMF type 123 version 1 and 2 records

• View the SYSVIEW zCN commands that are available from the zCN menu. To open the zCN menu, open the
SYSVIEW command line and issue the following command:
MENU ZCN

• With zCN, you can capture SMF type 123 records to view information about requests. You can view and format the
records in SYSVIEW. For more information, see z/OS Connect SMF Records.

SYSVIEW Option for CICS
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS lets you proactively monitor and gain SYSPLEX-wide detail and historical insights into
your CICS environment. To gather these insights, SYSVIEW installs a data collector inside each CICS region of interest,
resulting in deeper insights into CICS region performance and availability, with transaction performance and rates. Being
tightly coupled with CICS also lets SYSVIEW directly modify CICS resources. For example, canceling a transaction,
closing a file, or deleting temporary storage queues.
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When delivering critical functionality to your customers, you want to reduce or eliminate application outages, abends, logic
errors, and performance issues that often lead to frustrated customers, lost revenue, and unexpected costs. SYSVIEW
Option for CICS helps you identify and resolve CICS-based application failures quickly, making the monitored applications
more reliable.

The Option for CICS offers:

• CICS transaction degradation that allows you to locate offending transactions quickly by summarizing in aggregate
statistics such as the number of abends and the response time for each transaction over a specified interval. You can
request the statistics for one CICS region, a defined group of regions or regions across systems, and can display the
data by transaction or transaction group.

• Transaction wait analysis that lets you drill down into the root cause of the performance degradation of an individual
transaction or a defined group of transactions. The analysis shows the transaction lifetime that is broken down by
dispatch and suspend time. For each suspend time, this feature displays a list of transaction wait reasons that can lead
you to other SYSVIEW commands for further analysis or action.

• Historical information for transactions that you can view on SYSVIEW displays. This feature includes both detailed and
summarized transaction history, and CICS system information contained in log streams. You can search and filter this
information easily and create sample and custom CICS reports from the log streams using Explore Report Writer.

• CICS exec interface trace that helps you diagnose application transactions with bad performance. You can set up
summary and detailed traces that are enabled automatically when a transaction that meets predefined criteria starts
to execute. These traces are disabled automatically after a set number of executions. The resulting trace reports are
offloaded to a special log stream that you can access easily from the trace definition.

• CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) monitoring that allows you to view real-time and historical statistics about your CTG
address spaces.

Data Collection

You can use this option to collect the following types of data:

• Region statistics
• Region status conditions
• Remote system connections
• Facilities
• Defined file information
• IP connections
• Pipelines
• Programs
• Sockets
• Transient data queues
• Terminal status
• Transaction classes
• Transaction status
• Transactions required
• Transaction summary statistics
• Transaction exception processing

For more information, see CICS Data Collection.

CICS Toolkit

The CICS displays show the following information:

• Status information, including:
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– Active and suspended tasks: transactions running on the system
– Degradation wait analysis: where transactions have been spending most of their time, which provides a bottleneck

analysis
– CICS domains
– Dump statistics
– Enqueues and enqueue pools
– Automatic initiate descriptors (AIDS)
– Interval control elements (ICE)

• Storage information, including:
– DSAs - Contains the extents, subpools, and elements.
– Subspace areas - Provides transaction isolation. The display shows who is using which subspaces.
– Temporary storage.

• Information about the following CICS resources:
– Global user exits
– Files
– Journals/logs
– Kernel tasks
– LSR pools
– Programs
– System Initialization Tables
– MRO/ISC links
– Transaction classes
– Transient data
– Terminals
– Timers
– Transactions
– VSAM files

• Datacom CICS Services information, which includes statistics on:
– Users
– Load modules
– Trace
– Return codes
– Requests
– URT
– TCB tasks
– TCB usage
– TCB usage
– TCB start I/O

• Historical data, in the following forms:
– System interval analysis, which shows the CICS region as a whole.
– Detailed transaction log, which includes each transaction.
– Transaction interval summary.
– Exception log, which shows CICS exceptions and the alerts that are generated by SYSVIEW.

You can use this toolkit to perform administrative tasks such as:
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• Resource management functions
• Automated Response Time Management (ARTM). Based on a target that you define, SYSVIEW adjusts the priority of

the transaction to meet target response time.
• Transaction cancellation at shutdown. SYSVIEW can cancel a transaction automatically, and the region shuts down

cleanly.
• CICS dump management. SYSVIEW extends the normal CICS suppression policies by providing suppression that is

based on transaction name, terminal name, or program name.
• CICS SMF 110 record suppression. SYSVIEW lets you suppress records by transaction name.
• Interface to operator commands. You can overtype a field to modify a CICS resource. For example:

– Cancel a CICS transaction.
– Open or close a file.
– Delete temporary storage queues.

For information about the toolkit commands that are available with the Option for CICS, issue one of the following
commands:

• At the SYSVIEW command line, enter this command to go to the CICS Menu:
MENU CICS

• At the SYSVIEW command line, enter this command to display all the SYSVIEW commands:
COMMANDS

Then, enter this command to see only the CICS commands:
SELECT FEATURE = CICS

CTG Toolkit

You can use the toolkit to display the following information:

• Interval and lifetime-based statistics from the following resource groups:
– Connection manager, including:

• Allocated connection managers
• Timed out connection managers
• Peak number of connection managers

– CICS servers, including:
• IPIC and EXCI server connections
• Requests processed
• Response time
• Request/response data lengths
• Connection failures

– Gateway daemons, including:
• CTG health
• CTG status
• Requests processed
• Interval configuration
• Response times
• Request failures

– Protocol handlers, including:
• TCP, SSL, HTTP, and HTTPS protocol handlers' bind address and port

– System environment, including:
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• JVM garbage collection count
• JVM garbage collection time
• Memory usage

– Worker threads, including:
• Allocated worker threads
• Timed out worker threads
• Peak number of worker threads

– Web services, including:
• Web service URIs
• Requests processed
• Response time
• Request/response data lengths

• Formatted CTG SMF 111 records

SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ
The SYSVIEW Option for WebSphere MQ is a comprehensive mainframe monitoring and management tool for IBM
WebSphere MQ Series that can help you diagnose problems in your system. You can use this option to monitor and
control MQ objects including queue managers, channels, and all types of queues.

SYSVIEW Option for WebSphere MQ gathers historical information on those objects as well as the tasks and subsystems
that are connected to a particular queue manager, and MQ global performance statistics for each queue manager across
multiple systems. You can view this information online or can compile it into a batch report.

This option has two parts:

Data Collection

You can use this option to collect data on:

• Buffer pool utilization
• Channel utilization and status
• Distributed queuing statistics for channel initiators
• Page set statistics
• Queue manager statistics and status
• Queue statistics

For more information, see IBM MQ Data Collection.

IBM MQ Toolkit

You can use this toolkit to display information on:
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• Active threads
• Buffer pools
• Channels
• Cluster queue managers
• Distributed queue managers
• Indoubt threads
• Logs
• MQI requests
• Name lists
• Page sets
• Processes
• Queues
• Security
• Storage classes
• Subscriptions
• Topics
• Traces
• Users and connections

You can use this toolkit to perform administrative tasks:

• Common MQ configuration tasks such as alter, define, and delete objects such as queues, processes, and channels.
• Specific actions such as starting and stopping channels, queue managers, and channel initiators; browsing and editing

queues; and resuming and suspending cluster queue managers.

For information about the toolkit commands that are available with the Option for IBM MQ, complete one of the following
tasks:

• At the SYSVIEW command line, enter this command to go to the IBM MQ Menu:
MENU MQ

• At the SYSVIEW command line, enter this command to display all the SYSVIEW commands:
COMMANDS

Then, enter this command to see only the IBM MQ commands:
SELECT FEATURE = MQSERIES

SYSVIEW Option for IMS
The SYSVIEW Option for IMS is a comprehensive real-time and historical performance monitor that monitors all IMS
Transaction Manager and database resources.

The option also displays performance information that is associated with control regions, transactions, programs, internal
resource lock manager (IRLM) locks, and program specification blocks. You can display this information in summary or
detail form to get a better understanding of resource usage. Using its historical analysis features, you can troubleshoot
problems by displaying a wait analysis that is associated with the performance of transactions and IMS log records online.

You can use the option to monitor:

• The throughput of control and dependent regions by establishing thresholds for CPU, I/O count, transaction response
times, and more.

• IMS resources such as buffer pools, IRLM subsystems locks, and conflicts.
• Region Occupancy Percentage for full function WFI and non-WFI Message Regions, batch message processing

programs (BMPs), and CICS DBT regions.
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An optional DC Monitor exit allows detail data to be included in the SYSVIEW SMF records created for IMS transactions.
This detail data includes the PCB name that is associated with a DL/I call, the function type, the first 48 bytes of the I/O
area for database calls, the database segment name associated with the call.

The option displays rich information for IMS-dependent regions including status and statistics, and provides a single
point of control for type-1 and type-2 IMS commands. You can perform actions such as stopping transactions and
easily navigate to external subsystems such as MQ AND CICS. In addition, this option provides the following historical
information that you can view online or can compile into a batch report:

• An hourly summary of transaction usage for the last 24 hours.
• Degradation analysis summarizing the time that is spent by various IMS resources and exception records.
• Detailed transaction log and region summary log that is contained in DASD log streams.

This option has two parts:

Data Collection

This option lets you collect data on:

• Balance groups
• Buffer pools
• Control regions
• Databases
• Dependent regions
• External subsystems
• Locks
• Logical terminals
• Open Transaction Manager Access (OTMA)
• Overflow Sequential Access Method (OSAM)
• Transactions

For more information, see IMS Data Collection.

Toolkit

You can use this toolkit to issue commands that are related to the data listed and to resources such as:

• Classes
• Connections
• Exits
• Latches
• Lines
• Logs
• Message queues
• Nodes
• Program specification blocks (PSBs)

For information about the toolkit commands that are available with the Option for IMS, complete one of the following tasks:

• At the SYSVIEW command line, enter this command to go to the IMS Menu:
MENU IMS

• At the SYSVIEW command line, enter this command to display all the SYSVIEW commands:
COMMANDS

Then, enter this command to see only the IMS commands:
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SELECT FEATURE = IMS

SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP
The SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP helps you diagnose problems with TCP/IP-based applications by letting you proactively
monitor your mainframe TCP/IP stacks and applications on z/OS and the Communications Storage Manager (CSM). The
option provides basic discovery of your TCP/IP configuration definitions and enables you to view TCP/IP configuration
data, so you can monitor whether your TCP/IP stack, devices, links, interfaces are performing properly. You can also
check for any error messages, dumps, or LOGREC events.

You can use this option to see if your server applications are listening for connections and display a list of jobs that
currently have established TCP or UDP connections. You can also use this option to PING the remote address or issue
a TSO Route command to show all the nodes the connection is traversing. In addition, the Option for TCP/IP supports
TN3270 and TELNET, a NETSTAT interface, and CSM statistics such as global buffer pools, global storage, owners, and
status.

This option has two parts:

Data Collection

This option lets you collect data on:

• TCP/IP stacks
• Communication Storage Manager (CSM)

For more information, see TCP/IP Data Collection.

TCP/IP Toolkit

You can use this toolkit to display:

• Configuration information about TCP, UDP, IP, IPv6, SMF, and other TCP/IP settings
• Performance statistics
• Jobs using IP resources
• TCP listeners
• TCP socket connections
• UDP socket connections
• TN3270 connections
• Reserved ports
• TCP devices/links/interfaces
• Enterprise Extender
• Communication Storage Manager (CSM)
• interface for displaying NETSTAT data

For information about the toolkit commands that are available with the Option for TCP/IP, complete one of the following
tasks:

• At the SYSVIEW command line, enter this command to go to the Network and TCP/IP Menu:
MENU TCP

• At the SYSVIEW command line, enter this command to display all the SYSVIEW commands:
COMMANDS

Then, enter this command to see only the TCP/IP commands:
SELECT FEATURE = TCPIP
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Datacom Option
The Datacom Option in SYSVIEW supports the Datacom/DB database product.

Datacom Toolkit

This toolkit makes Datacom information available through SYSVIEW displays, eliminating the need to run batch Datacom
CXX reports. This Datacom information includes:

• Directory information, which includes statistics on:
– Database
– Areas
– Tables
– Elements
– Keys
– Columns
– Volumes
– Data sets

• Multi-user facility information, which includes statistics on:
– Accounting
– Areas
– Buffers
– Databases
– Logs
– Options
– Requests
– Tables
– Tasks
– XCF

Use this toolkit to perform the administrative action to cancel Datacom tasks.

For toolkit commands that are available with the Datacom Option, complete one of the following tasks:

• At the SYSVIEW command line, enter this command to go to the Datacom Menu:
 MENU DATACOM 

• At the SYSVIEW command line, enter this command to display all the SYSVIEW commands:
 COMMANDS

Then, enter this command to see only the Datacom commands:
 SELECT FEATURE = DATACOM 

SYSVIEW Option for APM
The SYSVIEW Option for APM enables mainframe application monitoring and management from a distributed platform
interface.

SYSVIEW Performance Management provides SYSVIEW and APM users with integration with Application Performance
Management (APM) to provide the following capabilities:

Extend transaction tracing into CICS and IMS
Increases end-to-end visibility for quickly isolating transaction performance problems.
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Integrate dashboards to monitor mainframe performance metrics
Delivers mainframe statistics and metrics into APM. Dashboards enable a side-by-side view of data from the
mainframe and other managed platforms.

The integration lets you gather CICS and IMS transaction trace data and dashboard data using one the following
solutions:
Integrate with APM using the DX Application Performance Management DX APM - Mainframe Integration
Extension

Use this solution to integrate with APM SaaS 21.11 or later. To integrate SYSVIEW with DX-APM, install z/OS
APM Bridge.

Integrate with APM using the Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management Cross-Enterprise APM
Agent

Use this solution to integrate with any previous version of APM. To integrate SYSVIEW with Cross-Enterprise
APM, license the Option for Cross-Enterprise APM.

NOTE
If you are installing SYSVIEW integration with APM for the first time, implement the latest architecture. The
latest architecture uses z/OS APM Bridge and DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension. Going forward, all
Broadcom development efforts toward SYSVIEW integration with APM will focus on the new architecture.

For more detailed information about the integration, see Integrate with APM.

For information about how to install z/OS APM Bridge, see z/OS APM Bridge Requirements and z/OS APM Bridge
Installation Process.

SYSVIEW Event Capture Option
The SYSVIEW Event Capture Option allows for the capture of historical data providing immediate insight into issues.
You can capture data manually, on a set schedule, or whenever a threshold is exceeded. Then you can use this data to
analyze the cause of past system events and performance issues for problem determination and systems tuning. This
option extends the value of the z/OS, CICS, IMS, MQ, and TCP/IP data collection because it captures the status or look of
the system at the time of an alert, and having that information can help in troubleshooting later.

Example Usage:

• Manually invoke an event capture to gather a series of defined SYSVIEW commands, both when the system or a
transaction is running normally and again, when the system is running poorly. Having these two snapshots enables you
to quickly and easily compare the metrics in both situations and determine what is different, leading to identification of
the root cause and prevention of future occurrences.

• Use the SYSVIEW scheduling capabilities to regularly schedule an event capture to occur, collecting “heartbeat”
type information from a defined list of SYSVIEW commands. Scrolling through the captures, you can see the system
behavior at those intervals and any growth or decline of resources.

• When you are using the Event Capture Option in conjunction with thresholds, SYSVIEW can capture a defined list of
SYSVIEW commands automatically whenever a threshold is exceeded. You can review, sort, and filter this data later
on SYSVIEW displays and more quickly identify root cause across multiple LPARS at one time.

• When working on an issue, use the Event Capture Option to capture each SYSVIEW display manually as you progress
through the panels. Often the system is faster than humans, so it is important to capture all of that data immediately
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while the problem is occurring. You can review the information later at your leisure to identify and address the root
cause.

• When a SYSVIEW threshold is exceeded, the Event Capture Option can invoke a MAT measurement against the
offending workload; for example, a CICS transaction or batch job. This feature enables you to gather the detailed
information that MAT provides while the issue is occurring, rather than requiring you to recreate it.

• Use the Event Capture Option to send email notifications on exceptions or thresholds, passing critical system
information about the exception to the email group or individuals.

• Use the Event Capture Option to capture SMF records that you can view on SYSVIEW displays.

This option has two parts:

Data Collection

The Event Capture Option collects two types of information:

• Event - SYSVIEW command displays are captured and can be viewed later. For more information, see How the Event
Capture Option Works.

• SMF - The Systems Management Facility (SMF) provides an extra source of historical data. Captured SMF records are
stored in a SYSVIEW log stream for convenient online viewing. For more information, see SMF Event Capture Subtask
Setup.

Toolkit

You can view the data that SYSVIEW collects, along with RMF data collected by the IBM Resource Measurement Facility
(RMF), on SYSVIEW command displays.

NOTE
To populate SYSVIEW command displays with RMF historical data, RMF and RMF Monitor III must be active on
your system.

To see the commands available with the Event Capture Option, complete one of the following tasks:

• To go to the Event Capture menu, go to the SYSVIEW command line and enter this command:
MENU CAPTURE

• To see a list of all the Event Capture (event, SMF, and RMF) commands, complete the following tasks:
a. Go to the SYSVIEW command line and enter this command:

COMMANDS

b. Then, enter this command to see only the Event Capture commands:
SELECT FEATURE = CAPTURE

• To go to the Resource Measurement Facility menu to see just the RMF commands, go to the SYSVIEW command line
and enter this command:
MENU RMF

Interfaces for Viewing SYSVIEW Data
You can run and access SYSVIEW using several different interfaces.

Terminal interfaces
Run and access SYSVIEW from the following 3270 Terminal Interfaces: VTAM, TSO, ISPF, CICS, and Roscoe.

3270 interface
Lets you run SYSVIEW in a dedicated mode from any local 3270 device that is physically attached to the system.
This interface makes it possible for you to use SYSVIEW even when TSO, VTAM, and JES2/JES3 are not active.

Batch interface
Runs SYSVIEW as a batch job.
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REXX API interface
Gathers information from SYSVIEW that displays for use in other programs. You access the API using TSO/
E REXX.

REST API interface
Gathers information from SYSVIEW displays for use in other programs. You access the API using endpoints that
are provided by the SYSVIEW REST Server.

SYSVIEW Option for CICS Monitor Exit interface
Lets you customize your CICS applications for passing information to SYSVIEW.

Console interface
Executes SYSVIEW commands and displays the output on the console.

GUI interface
Lets you view system data on a customizable dashboard through the GMI.
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Server and Integration Overview
SYSVIEW is a performance monitoring and management tool for your z/OS system environment. Operators, systems
programmers, performance analysts, and end users can use it to monitor and manage the following resources:

• Datacom/DB
• CICS
• DB2
• IBM MQ
• IDMS
• IMS
• JES2
• JES3
• JES3plus

• JVM
• TCP/IP
• USS
• z/OS
• z/OS Connect

NOTE

For more information about product components and options, see the SYSVIEW online help. For other
questions, visit Broadcom support and search for SYSVIEW.

Server Overview

SYSVIEW Server is designed to provide data to other Broadcom software products. All customers are eligible to run
the SYSVIEW Server. The SYSVIEW 3270 interfaces are available for use by the SYSVIEW Server only customer.
Functionality is limited. The SYSVIEW Server functionality is automatically available when you are running SYSVIEW with
any of the licensed options. Multiple copies of SYSVIEW are not required.

Licensed Options:
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• SYSVIEW Cross-Enterprise APM Option
• SYSVIEW Datacom Option
• SYSVIEW Event Capture Option
• SYSVIEW Option for CICS
• SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ
• SYSVIEW Option for IMS
• SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP
• z/OS

Integration with Other Broadcom Products

The following Broadcom products integrate with SYSVIEW:

Service Desk Manager
When Service Desk Manager is installed, you can allow SYSVIEW to open Service Desk Manager requests
for unexpected product ABENDs. This capability provides your organization with an immediately recorded
notification of the identified problem. You can then address the situation before it causes more serious problems
with SYSVIEW that could affect the ability to monitor the system performance.
Note: For more information, see the Service Desk Manager documentation.

OPS/MVS
When OPS/MVS is installed, SYSVIEW can send event notifications to OPS/MVS.

SymDump
SymDump uses the SYSVIEW technology to generate diagnostic reports during a dump capture. Output from
any SYSVIEW command can be captured and written to the dump data set for later viewing. Using report control
statements in the SymDump library, you can control exactly which reports are produced for each type of dump.
SymDump communicates with SYSVIEW using the GSS component of Common Components and Services.
Install GSS before capturing or viewing dumps.

DX Application Performance Management
SYSVIEW integration with DX Application Performance Management provides the following features:

• CICS Transaction Tracing
SYSVIEW extends DX Application Performance Management Transaction Tracing into CICS. This increases
end-to-end visibility for quickly isolating transaction performance problems.

• IMS Transaction Tracing
SYSVIEW extends DX Application Performance Management Transaction Tracing into SYSVIEW PM Option
for IMS. This increases end-to-end visibility for quickly isolating transaction performance problems.

• Introscope Dashboards
The Dashboard integration between SYSVIEW and DX Application Performance Management brings
mainframe statistics and metrics into the DX Application Performance Management bus. Dashboards enable a
side-by-side view of data from the mainframe and other managed platforms.

DX APM
SYSVIEW integration with DX APM provides the following features:

• Extends application tracing into CICS and IMS
Increases end-to-end visibility for quickly isolating transaction performance problems.

• Integrates dashboards to monitor mainframe performance metrics
Delivers mainframe statistics and metrics into APM. Dashboards enable a side-by-side view of data from the
mainframe and other managed platforms.

• Allows for increased throughput (over Cross-Enterprise APM) of IMS and CICS transaction tracing detail
records.
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SYSVIEW integration with DX APM requires z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB). For more information, see Integrating
SYSVIEW with APM.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security Administrator for access
• Storage Administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems Programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquired your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:
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Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Hiper Notifications

Sign up for HIPER notifications for all Broadcom products on the Broadcom Support website so that you receive
notification of potential problems for your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to HIPER and other product
notifications like security advisories within the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Subscriptions under MY
ACCOUNT. Select the alerts that you want and Submit.
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Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

SYSVIEW Requirements
Review the software and hardware that is required to install SYSVIEW.

The software and hardware requirements are described in the following articles.

Required Software
This article describes the software requirements for SYSVIEW 16.0.

Option/Component Product Supported Releases Dropped

z/OS, JES2, JES3 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 2.2Base
JES3plus 1.0.0, 1.1.0 None
CICS Transaction Server 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 6.1 5.1, 5.2, 5.3CICS (SYSVIEW Option for

CICS)
Datacom CICS Service Facility 15.0, 15.1 None
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Option/Component Product Supported Releases Dropped

DATACOM (SYSVIEW Datacom
Option)

Datacom 14.0, 15.0, 15.1 None

DB2 (SYSVIEW for Db2) Requires the following Database
Management Solutions for Db2 products:
SYSVIEW for Db2
Database Management Solutions for Db2
Xmanager
Database Management Solutions for Db2
Xnet

17.0, 18.0, 19.0, 20.0 None

IDMS (IDMS component) IDMS Performance Monitor 18.5, 19.0 None
IMS (SYSVIEW Option for IMS) IMS 14.1, 15.1, 15.2, 15.3 13.1
JVM and LE Monitoring
component

Java (IBM Semeru Runtime Certified
Edition)

11 (Java 11.0.x) None

Java (IBM SDK for z/OS, Java Technology
Edition)

8 (Java 1.8.x) 7.1 (Java 1.7.x),
7 (Java 1.7.x)

z/OS Connect Enterprise Edition 3.0.x None
MQ (SYSVIEW Option for IBM
MQ)

IBM MQ for z/OS 9.1.x, 9.2.x 8.0.x, 9.0.x

Supported Software and Broadcom Products
The following topics describe the subsystem software and Broadcom products that SYSVIEW supports:

CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

CICS CTG 9.3.0 Yes no no no no no no no no no no

CICS CTG 9.2.0 Yes no no no no no no no no no no

CICS CTG 9.1.0 Yes no no no no no no no no no no

CICS Transaction Server for z/OS

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

CICS TS 6.1 Yes no no no no no no no no no no

CICS TS 5.6 Yes no no no no no no no no no no

CICS TS 5.5 Yes Yes no no no no no no no no no

CICS TS 5.4 Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no no

CICS TS 5.3 Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no

CICS TS 5.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no

CICS TS 5.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no

CICS TS 4.2 no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no

CICS TS 4.1 no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

CICS TS 3.2 no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

CICS TS 3.1 no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

CICS TS 2.3 no no no no no no no no no Yes Yes

DB2

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

SYSVIEW for Db2 20.0 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no

SYSVIEW for Db2 19.0 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no

SYSVIEW for Db2 18.0 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no

Insight DPM for DB2 17.0 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no

Insight DPM for DB2 16.0 no no no no Yes Yes no no no no no

Insight DPM for DB2 15.0 no no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no

Insight DPM for DB2 14.5 no no no no no Yes Yes Yes no no no

Insight DPM for DB2 14.0 no no no no no Yes Yes Yes no no no

DX APM (SaaS)

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

DX APM SaaS 21.11 Yes no no no no no no no no no no

IBM MQ for z/OS and WebSphere MQ

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

IBM MQ for z/OS 9.2.x Yes no no no no no no no no no no

IBM MQ for z/OS 9.1.x Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no no

IBM MQ for z/OS 9.0.x Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no

WebSphere MQ 8.0.0 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no

WebSphere MQ 7.1 no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no

WebSphere MQ 7.0.1 no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

WebSphere MQ 7.0 no no no no no no no no Yes Yes Yes

WebSphere MQ 6.0 no no no no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

IBM z/OS and JES2

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

IBM z/OS 2.5 Yes Yes no no no no no no no no no

IBM z/OS 2.4 Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no no

IBM z/OS 2.3 Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no no
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SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

IBM z/OS 2.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no

IBM z/OS 2.1 no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no

IBM z/OS 1.13 no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no

IBM z/OS 1.12 no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no

IBM z/OS 1.11 no no no no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

IBM z/OS 1.10 no no no no no no no no Yes Yes Yes

IBM z/OS 1.9 no no no no no no no no no Yes Yes

IBM z/OS 1.8 no no no no no no no no no Yes Yes

IMS

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

IMS 15.3.x Yes Yes no no no no no no no no no

IMS 15.2.x Yes Yes no no no no no no no no no

IMS 15.1 Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no no

IMS 14.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no

IMS 13.1 no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no

IMS 12.1 no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no

IMS 11.1 no no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

IMS 10.1 no no no no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

IMS 9.1 no no no no no no no no Yes Yes Yes

IMS 8.1 no no no no no no no no no Yes Yes

Java

IBM Semeru Runtime Certified Edition

IBM SDK for z/OS, Java Technology Edition

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

SDK Version 11 (Java
11.0.x)

Yes no no no no no no no no no no

SDK Version 8 (Java 1.8.x) Yes Yes no no no no no no no no no

SDK Version 7.1 (Java
1.7.x)

Yes Yes no no no no no no no no no

SDK Version 7 (Java 1.7.x) Yes Yes no no no no no no no no no
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z/OS Connect Enterprise Edition

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

z/OS Connect Enterprise
Edition 3.0.x

Yes no no no no no no no no no no

JES3

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

JES3 2.5 Yes Yes no no no no no no no no no

JES3 2.4 Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no no

JES3 2.3 Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no no

JES3 2.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no

JES3 2.1 no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no

JES3 1.13 no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no

JES3 1.12 no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no

JES3 1.11 no no no no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

JES3 1.10 no no no no no no no no Yes Yes Yes

JES3plus

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

JES3plus 1.1.0 Yes Yes no no no no no no no no no

JES3plus 1.0.0 Yes Yes no no no no no no no no no

Cross-Enterprise APM

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

Cross-Enterprise APM 10.5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no

Cross-Enterprise APM 10.3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no

Cross-Enterprise APM 10.2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no

Cross-Enterprise APM 10.0 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no

Cross-Enterprise APM 9.7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no

Cross-Enterprise APM 9.6 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no

Cross-Enterprise APM 9.5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no

Cross-Enterprise APM 9.1 no no no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes no no

CA Wily APM 13.0 no no no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes no no

CA Wily APM 12.7 SP1 no no no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no

CA Wily APM 12.5 no no no no no no no no no no Yes
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Datacom

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

Datacom 15.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no

Datacom 15.0 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no

Datacom 14.0 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no

Datacom 12.0 no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Datacom 11.0 no no no no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Datacom CICS Services

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

Datacom CSF 15.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no

Datacom CSF 15.0 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no

Datacom CSF 14.0 no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no

Datacom CSF 11.0 no no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

IDMS

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

IDMS Performance Monitor
19.0

Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no

IDMS Performance Monitor
18.5

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no no no

MOI

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

Mainframe Operational
Intelligence 2.1.x

Yes Yes no no no no no no no no no

Mainframe Operational
Intelligence 2.0.x

Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no no

Mainframe Operational
Intelligence 1.0.x

Yes Yes Yes no no no no no no no no

Vantage GMI Interface

SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

Vantage GMI 14.1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no

Vantage GMI 14.0 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no

Vantage GMI 12.7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no

Vantage GMI 12.6 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes no no no
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SYSVIEW Release 16.0 15.0 14.2 14.1 14.0 13.9 13.7 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.5

Vantage GMI 12.5 no no no no no no Yes Yes Yes Yes no

Vantage GMI 12.0 SP3 no no no no no no no no no no Yes

Common Components and Services Requirements
SYSVIEW requires various Common Components and Services (CCS) components.

Required Components

The CCS components that are used with SYSVIEW are described in the following list:

NOTE

• If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services may already be installed.
• For information on CCS FMIDs, see CCS for z/OS Component Requirements.

CAIRIM
Prepares your operating system environment for all Broadcom applications and starts them. The common driver
for a collection of dynamic initialization routines eliminates the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and
other installation requirements that are commonly encountered when installing systems applications.
Integral parts of CAIRIM are CAISSF, LMP, and zIIP Enablement Services.
CAISSF

Provides an external security mechanism for controlling and monitoring access to all system and
application resource processes. CAISSF is integrated into many Broadcom enterprise applications and
is also used by other CCS services. CAISSF provides security services for user logon, resource access
control, process use control, and recording and monitoring of violation activity.

LMP
Provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed software and is provided as
a part of CAIRIM. After CAIRIM is installed, you have access to Broadcom Support for all LMP-supported
products.

zIIP Enablement Services
Provides a common service for Broadcom products to allow their code to run on zIIP processors, if
available.

CAICCI
Provides Broadcom enterprise applications with a common communications software layer that insulates the
applications from dealing with protocol specifics, error recovery, and system connection establishment.

GSS
GSS is part of CCS and is installed with it.
To make full use of some of your product features, you must have GSS installed at your site. GSS is required for
the following features:

• System Condition Monitor (SCM)
• Console Interface
• Information modules (IMOD) to provide automation for system monitoring when thresholds are exceeded

For information about customizing GSS, see Administrating.
CA Health Checker Common Service

Provides a simple and consistent method for Broadcom products to create health checks to run under the IBM
Health Checker for z/OS. The IBM Health Checker for z/OS helps you identify potential problems in your z/OS
environment by checking system or product parameters and system status against recommended settings.
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Broadcom joined other vendors to create checks for Broadcom z/OS products. SYSVIEW health checks are
activated automatically on the target system when the product is started on a system where the following
components are installed and configured:

• CA Health Checker Common Service
• IBM Health Checker for z/OS

For more information about installing the CA Health Checker Common Service, see the CCS documentation. For
more information about the IBM Health Checker for z/OS, see the IBM Health Checker for z/OS User Guide.

CA Master
The CAMASTER address space is an early IPL, limited function, permanent system address space. CAMASTER
provides a set of operating system level services that any Broadcom product can use.
CAMASTER provides the capability for privileged Broadcom components to:

1. Register the non-space switch PC function routines that can be used instead of SVC routines, or to provide
persistent access to component-specific function routines through the hardware assisted program-call
mechanism.

2. Use persistent private storage that the CAMASTER address space provides to eliminate the need for using z/
OS common storage resources such as ESQA or ECSA. This private storage is provided through CAMASTER
space switch PC storage management services or explicit STORAGE OBTAIN using the CAMASTER ALET in
AR ASC mode.

3. Provide a Broadcom-owned permanent system address space from which to anchor our product objects, such
as public access data spaces.

In short, CAMASTER can help Broadcom products reduce their ECSA usage, avoid using user SVCs, and avoid
using the IBM *MASTER* address space.

License the Product

The License Management Program (LMP) tracks licensed software in a standardized and automated way. LMP uses
common real-time enforcement software to validate the user configuration. LMP reports on activities that are related to the
license, usage, and financials of Broadcom products.

Your product is licensed with an LMP key. You acquire the LMP key with one of the following methods:

• From your product media
• With Pax ESD
• From Broadcom Support

You code Common Components and Services LMP statements to license this product on each system that uses this
product.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that Common Components and Services Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) is installed on the system.
2. Add product license LMP codes from the product's Key Certificate as LMP statements in the CAIRIM KEYS member.
3. Start the CAS9 procedure at the next IPL. Alternatively, if you do not want to wait for the next IPL, complete

the following steps:
a. Create a special CAS9 procedure under a different name with the following settings:

• PARMLIB and AUTOCMDS DD statements set to DUMMY
• KEYS DD statement set to the KEYS member with the newly added LMP key statements

b. Start the special procedure.
The product is licensed on the system.
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KEYS Member - Add Execution Key

Add the LMP execution key, provided on your product key certificate, to the CAIRIM parameters. This execution key
ensures the proper initialization.

To define a LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, modify the KEYS member.

This sample parameter structure for the KEYS member has the following format:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss)

LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

The parameter definitions are as follows:

PROD(pp)
Specifies the two-character product code. This code agrees with the product code in use by the CAIRIM
initialization parameters for any earlier releases (if applicable).

Values for pp are as follows:

FU
Indicates SYSVIEW

FV
Indicates SYSVIEW Option for CICS

FW
Indicates SYSVIEWDatacom Option

2G
Indicates SYSVIEW Event Capture Option

IE
Indicates SYSVIEW for DB2

JE
Indicates SYSVIEW Option for WebSphere MQ

PH
Indicates SYSVIEW Option for IMS

JD
Indicates SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP

11
Indicates SYSVIEW for DX Application Performance Management

DATE(ddmmmyy)

Specifies the LMP licensing agreement expiration date, for example, 13MAR12.

CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss)

tttt
Specifies the CPU type on which LMP is to run, for example, 3090.

mmmm
Specifies the CPU model on which LMP is to run, for example, 600.

NOTE
If the CPU type and or model require fewer than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused
characters.

LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)
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Specifies the execution key (kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk) needed to run LMP. The key certificate that is shipped with each LMP
software solution provides this LMP execution key.

Example: Add LMP Execution Key

The following example shows a control statement for the LMP execution software parameter:

PROD(<productcode>) DATE(27JUN12) CPU(2097-E26 /370623)

LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZD6)

In this example, with your product running on the specified CPU, the LMP licensing agreement will expire on June 27,
2012. The product code and execution key values are different when you install your product at your site.

NOTE

See the CCS documentation for:

• The procedure to define the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters
• Details about the features and associated utilities of CAIRIM

LMP Key Certificate

Examine the License Management Program (LMP) key certificate. Your certificate contains the following information:

Product Name
Defines the trademarked or registered name of your product as licensed for the designated site and CPUs.

Product Code
Defines a two-character code that corresponds to the product.

Supplement
Defines the reference number of your license for a facility and has the following format:
nnnnnn-nnn

This format differs slightly inside and outside North America and, sometimes, the reference number may not be
provided.

CPU ID
Defines the code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation of this product is valid.

Execution Key
Defines an encrypted code that is required by LMP for installing your product. During installation, it is referred to
as the LMP code.

Expiration Date
Defines the date that your license expires and has the following format:
ddmmmyy

Example: 21Mar12

Technical Contact
Defines the name of the designated technical contact at your site who is responsible for the installation and
maintenance of your product. Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence to this person.

MIS Director
Defines the name of the Director of MIS or the person who performs such a function at your site. If the title but not
the name of the individual is indicated on the certificate, supply the actual name when correcting and verifying the
certificate.

CPU Location
Defines the address of the building in which the CPU is installed.
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CCS for z/OS Component Requirements
This section describes the Common Components and Services (CCS) components and their corresponding FMIDs that
are required by SYSVIEW to perform various functions.

This section describes the Common Components and Services (CCS) components and their corresponding FMIDs that
are required by SYSVIEW to perform various functions.

NOTE
For complete and current information, see the CCS documentation.

LMP (License Management Program)

The following CCS component is required to validate base product licensing for SYSVIEW:

Component:
CAIRIM

CCS 15.0 FMID:
CAS9F00

CA Master

The following CCS component is required for the SYSVIEW interface to the CAMASTER services:

Component:
CA Master

CCS 15.0 FMID:
CAS9F00

Interface to IBM Health Checker

The following CCS component is required for the SYSVIEW interface to the IBM Health Checker:

Component:
CA Health Checker Common Service

CCS 15.0 FMID:
CAS9F00

NOTE
For information about required setup and configuration steps, see the Administrating content in the CCS
documentation.

zIIP Enablement Services

The following CCS component is required for the SYSVIEW interface to the zIIP Enablement Services:

Component:
CAIRIM

CCS 15.0 FMID:
CAS9F00

SYSVIEW for Db2
To use the SYSVIEW for Db2 component of SYSVIEW Performance Management, complete the checks in this article.

To use the SYSVIEW for Db2 component, do the following checks:
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• The following products are installed on your system:
– SYSVIEW for Db2 Version 20.0.0 or above
– Database Management Solutions for Db2 Xmanager Version 14.0.0 or above
– Database Management Solutions for Db2 Xnet Version 14.0.0 or above

• The XNET agent is configured to start.
• The XNET agent is configured to use PassTickets
• PassTickets are configured with the external security manager.

NOTE
For more information, see Interfacing with External Security.

GMI Software Requirements
To use the SYSVIEW Vantage GMI component, the following products must be installed on your system:

• Vantage Windows Client Release 12.7.0 and above or MTC-M Release 14.0 and above
• Vantage Release 12.7.0 and above
• SYSVIEW User Address Space:

– XSystem eXternal Session Server
This session server provides Vantage GMI access to SYSVIEW using the external server for establishing the user
sessions.

– CAICCI
This service provides the communications protocol.

For more information, see Administrating.
• IBM REXX Library is required for the SYSLOG and OUTPUT objects.

IBM REXX Library Requirements
The REXX library is required for the following uses:

• The IPCONFIG, IPSTATS, and IPDEVICE commands
• The DASHBOARD command
• The SYSLOG and OUTPUT objects under GMI

The Alternate Library for REXX is free and lets you run REXX compiled code without having to purchase the Library
for REXX on zSeries. The Alternate Library for REXX is included with z/OS V1R9, or you can access it through IBM
documentation.

Security Requirements
SYSVIEW interfaces with external security and requires SAF authorizations to certain resources before starting the
product.

For detailed SAF requirements, see Configure SAF Authorizations.

SYSVIEW internal security provides and controls the user access to SYSVIEW and its commands and command groups.

For detailed security requirements, see Securing.

Storage Requirements
Verify that you have the following storage available:
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• For an ESD installation, 30 cylinders for the download of the SYSVIEW product package.
• For the installation and setup:
Installation:

372 cylinders
SMP/E temporary libraries:

372 cylinders

USS Space Requirements
Ensure that you have sufficient free space in the USS file system that you are using for Pax ESD to hold the directory that
the pax command and its contents create. You need approximately 3.5 times the pax file size in free space.

If you do not have sufficient free space, you receive error message EDC5133I.

Concurrent Releases
This article describes concurrent release requirements.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment.

• If you acquired your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Memory Requirements
Ensure that you have the following memory available:

• 1208 KB of private area storage with all options active.
Most of this storage is allocated above the 16-MB line. Maximum storage requirements depend upon which of the
product commands is entered. You can reduce private area storage requirements by placing reentrant SYSVIEW
modules in the pageable link pack area.

• 1 KB of common storage area (CSA)
• 500 KB of extended CSA with all options active on a permanent basis for all users.

More extended CSA is required for short periods (less than one second) to transfer data from other address spaces to
the SYSVIEW address space.

Performance Considerations
We recommend that you associate SYSVIEW service address spaces with the WLM service class SYSSTC. Minimally,
SYSVIEW service address spaces supporting data collection subtasks should execute at a dispatch priority equal to or
higher than monitored subsystems.
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NOTE

Do not run SYSVIEW service address spaces with the attributes of a discretionary workload. Doing so can result
in the negative performance of monitored subsystems and the z/OS system overall.

Example:

The SYSVIEW for CICS data collector executes within each monitored CICS region. During initialization, each CICS
data collector connects to a specific CICS logger task running in a SYSVIEW Main Services address space or SYSVIEW
Auxiliary Services address space. The CICS logger task is responsible for logging of all the historical data that is
collected for a CICS region. You can view the SYSVIEW for CICS logger task as an extension of the CICS address space.

When each CICS transaction terminates, the SYSVIEW for CICS data collector creates an SMF record to record the
resource usage and activities that are associated with the execution of the transaction. The SMF record is queued to a
waiting SYSVIEW for CICS logger task that executes in a SYSVIEW services address space.

The SYSVIEW Main or Auxiliary Services address space must execute using a dispatching priority that is equal to or
greater than that of the associated CICS regions. This dispatching priority ensures that the CICS logger task is able to
keep pace with one or more connected CICS regions. If the dispatching priority that is associated with the SYSVIEW
services address space is lower than that of the connected CICS regions, the connected CICS regions can overload the
SYSVIEW for CICS logger task. Data can be lost or discarded.

By default, SYSVIEW sets its service address spaces to use the system-supplied service class SYSSTC. This setting
occurs at address space initialization. For more information, see the WLM-Service-Class parameter in SYSVIEW parmlib
member OPTIONS. For more detail about SYSVIEW service address spaces and their subtasks, see the topics in this
section Product Server Address Spaces and Subtasks.

Available Options
Enabling options means that you can use their respective commands and, by default, access them from the SYSVIEW
main menu. During installation, you specify an OPTIONS value for each option. (OPTIONS is a modifiable GSVIINST
parameter that is specified in the SAMPJCL(INSTALL) member.) Each SYSVIEW option is listed in the following table,
with its LMP code and OPTIONS value. The table also includes installation and customization requirements for each
option.

Options OPTIONS Value LMP Code Installation and Customization Requirements

Base (z/OS) MVS FU Complete the installation process. No additional
installation or customization is required.

SYSVIEW Option for CICS CICS FV Complete the installation process. Complete the
installation steps for SYSVIEW Option for CICS.

SYSVIEW Datacom Option DATACOM FW Complete the installation process. No additional
installation or customization is required.

For information about defining the SYSVIEW Datacom
Option address spaces, see Administrating.

TCP/IP TCPIP JD Complete the installation process. No additional
installation or customization is required.

SYSVIEW Option for IMS IMS PH Complete the installation process. No additional
installation or customization is required.

SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ MQSERIES JE Complete the installation process. No additional
installation or customization is required.

SYSVIEW Event Capture Option CAPTURE 2G Complete the installation process. No additional
installation or customization is required.
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Options OPTIONS Value LMP Code Installation and Customization Requirements

Cross-Enterprise APM CEAPM 11 Complete the installation process. Additional steps are
required.

Note: IBM APAR #PI50364 is required for CICS
TS 5.2. If not applied, a transaction executing on a
remote system as the result of an EXEC CICS LINK
SYSID(sysid) request may wait on a short-on-storage
condition at transaction completion.

Available Components
Enabling components means that you can use their respective commands and, by default, access them from the
SYSVIEW main menu. During installation, you specify a COMPONENTS value for each component. (COMPONENTS is
a modifiable GSVIINST parameter that is specified in the SAMPJCL(INSTALL) member.) Each SYSVIEW component is
listed in the following table, along with its corresponding LMP code and COMPONENTS value. The table also includes
installation and customization requirements for each component.

NOTE
To customize components, follow the procedures in Administrating.

Component COMPONENTS Value LMP Code Installation and Customization Requirements

MIM MIM FU Complete the installation process. No additional installation or
customization is required.

Roscoe ROSCOE FU Complete the installation process.
Note: For information about installing the Roscoe monitor, see
Administrating.

SYSVIEW
Option for CICS
Transaction
Gateway

CTG FV Complete the installation process.
Note: For more information, see Configure CICS Transaction
Gateway Monitoring.

SYSVIEW for Db2 DB2 IE Complete the installation process. More external security setup
is required for PassTickets.
Notes:

• For information about configuring SYSVIEW for DB2, see
Administrating.

• For information about the required PassTicket setup, see
PassTicket Configuration.

SYSVIEW for IDMS IDMS GY Complete the installation process. Use of this component
requires the IDMS Performance Monitor.

Cross-System XSYSTEM FU Review the XSYSTEM and SYSNAMES parmlib members and
complete the installation process. No additional installation
or customization is required. Note: For the list of parmlib
members and components for which they are valid, see
Administrating.

IBM Health Checker HCHECK FU No additional installation or customization is required.
JVM and LE JVM FU Complete the installation process. Optionally assign JVM

application names to SYSVIEW.
USS USS FU Complete the installation process. No additional installation or

customization is required.
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IBM RMF
SYSVIEW uses the data IBM Resource Measurement Facility (RMF) provides for the SYSVIEW RMF displays. RMF and
RMF Monitor III must be active to gather the data for the SYSVIEW displays.

Access the MVS/QuickRef Interface
The Chicago-Soft MVS/QuickRef product interface provides access to the MVS/QuickRef database. SYSVIEW lets
you interface with the MVS/QuickRef database. The MVS/QuickRef database is queried by a direct program call to an
interface program in the MVS/QuickRef load library.

The SYSVIEW QUICKREF command is the interface to the MVS/QuickRef database. SYSVIEW requires that the MVS/
QuickRef load library be available using the standard search order for loading modules to be able to use the QUICKREF
command.

To ensure that the ISPF interface for SYSVIEW can access the MVS/QuickRef interface, one of the following points must
be true:

• The MVS/QuickRef load library is part of the LNKLST concatenation.
• The MVS/QuickRef load library is in the STEPLIB for the TSO user address space.
• The MVS/QuickRef load library is in the TASKLIB for the TSO user address space.
• The MVS/QuickRef load library is in the ISPLLIB for the TSO user address space.

NOTE
If the SYSVIEW load library is in the same STEPLIB, TASKLIB, or ISPLLIB as MVS/QuickRef, the MVS/
QuickRef load library must be APF-authorized in addition to the SYSVIEW load library.

To ensure that the TSO interface for SYSVIEW can access the MVS/QuickRef interface, one of the following points must
be true:

• The MVS/QuickRef load library is part of the LNKLST concatenation.
• The MVS/QuickRef load library is in the STEPLIB for the TSO user address space.
• The MVS/QuickRef load library is in the TASKLIB for the TSO user address space.

NOTE
If the SYSVIEW load library is in the same STEPLIB or TASKLIB as MVS/QuickRef, the MVS/QuickRef load
library must be APF-authorized in addition to the SYSVIEW load library.

To ensure that the VTAM interface for SYSVIEW can access the MVS/QuickRef interface, one of the following points must
be true:

• The MVS/QuickRef load library is part of the LNKLST concatenation.
• The MVS/QuickRef load library is in the STEPLIB for the SYSVIEW User Interface address space (SYSVUSER).
• The MVS/QuickRef load library is in the TASKLIB for the SYSVIEW User Interface address space (SYSVUSER).

NOTE

If the SYSVIEW load library is in the same STEPLIB or TASKLIB as MVS/QuickRef, the MVS/QuickRef load
library must be APF-authorized in addition to the SYSVIEW load library.

The use of TASKLIB requires the calling program of SYSVIEW to allocate a TASKLIB DD, dynamically or by
JCL, ATTACH a subtask that points to the allocated TASKLIB.

z/OS APM Bridge Requirements
All system hardware and software requirements must be met before installing, upgrading, and maintaining z/OS APM
Bridge (ZAB).
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z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB) is middleware software that resides on z/OS. It enhances SYSVIEW integration with DX APM.
The integration lets you extend application tracing into CICS and IMS. Install ZAB only if you are integrating SYSVIEW
with DX APM.

Extending transaction tracing and dashboard integration capabilities using DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension are
not dependent on each other. For example, if you do not plan to use transaction tracing, configure and deploy only the
SYSVIEW REST API. The ZAB components are not required for dashboard integration.

Hardware and Environment Requirements

The ZAB installation requires 300 MB of free disk space on each LPAR where you plan to install, configure, and deploy
ZAB.

Software Requirements

ZAB requires the following minimum software:

• SYSVIEW Performance Management Version 16.0 or later, with the latest maintenance applied. For more information,
see Installing.

IMPORTANT
For SYSVIEW V16.0 installations, if you do not install the latest maintenance, PTF SO14533 and PTF
LU03805 are required.

– Install and configure the SYSVIEW Option for CICS, the SYSVIEW Option for IMS, or both to trace transactions.
– Configure the CICS data collector on all CICS regions that are part of your CICS transaction tracing strategy. For

more information, see CICS Data Collection.
– Configure an IMS Monitor Exit on all IMS regions that are part of your IMS transaction tracing strategy. For more

information, see IMSMON User Exit.
• Common Components and Services (CCS) Version 15.0, with the latest maintenance applied. ZAB requires only the

CCS component that is named CCS Data Mover, which is contained in CCS USS Based Services. For information
about installing Common Components and Services, see Installing in the Common Components and Services
documentation. For information about how to deploy and configure CCS Data Mover, see Deploy and Configure CCS
Data Mover in the CCS documentation.

• SYSVIEW REST API. Configure and deploy the API to track performance using DX APM - Mainframe Integration
Extension dashboards. For more information, see Configure and Deploy the SYSVIEW Application Server.

• DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) Version 21.11 (DX APM). For information about installing DX
APM and the DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension, see DX APM - Mainframe Integration in the DX Application
Performance Management documentation.

• (Optional) OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) Version 14.0 with the latest maintenance
applied. Integrating OPS/MVS with ZAB lets OPS/MVS users and ZAB users view ZAB status events in the OPS/MVS
Console. To learn more about the integration, see Integrate ZAB with OPS/MVS. For information about installing OPS/
MVS, see Installing in the OPS/MVS documentation.

• Java 8 or higher, 64-bit.

z/OS APM Bridge Installation Process
This article provides an overview of the phases that are required to install, configure, and deploy z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB).

ZAB is a Java-based application that consists of a Java jar file and two configuration files. All files must reside in the same
USS directory that is backed by a zFS. The directory cannot be shared by an LPAR. To run the Java jar, a JCL procedure
(PROC) must be located in a partitioned data set (PDS) that is configured to reference the USS directory where the jar
and configuration files reside.

Set up and run the ZAB environment in the following phases:
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Installation
Place the ZAB objects that are contained in the installation pax file into an installation location. You install ZAB
manually using SMP/E JCL or you install ZAB automatically using Chorus Software Manager (CSM).

Configuration
Specify the configuration settings for each of the individual runtime instances of ZAB that you plan to run.

Deployment
Copy the required ZAB objects from the installation location to a specific runtime instance location, as specified in
the configuration phase, and customize the application based on the configuration settings.

The following variables describe the data set names and directories that are used in the phases:
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yourUSSpaxdirectory
:
Specifies the path to where you want to extract your pax file.

installCSI
:
Specifies the SMP/E installation environment.

installationUSSDir
:
Specifies the high-level directory path for the USS location of the installation.

prodHLQ:
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) of the product installation.

installDSN
:
Specifies the PDS where the installation JCLs are extracted for the manual installation process.

runtimeDSN
:
Specifies the runtime DSN of the PDS for a specific ZAB instance.

runtimeUSSDir
:
Specifies the runtime USS location for a specific ZAB instance.

deployDS:
Specifies the data set to be used after installation to configure and deploy the ZAB instance or instances.

Installation Method
SYSVIEW supports the following installation methods:

• z/OSMF
• Native SMP/E JCL
• CSM

z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB) supports the following installation methods:

• Native SMP/E JCL
• CSM

Next step: Go to the procedure for the installation method you choose:

• Install Products Using z/OSMF
• Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
• Install Products Using CSM

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
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users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:
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NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Description Role

Apply required maintenance
for Common Components
and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)

The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your
installed CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation
for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed,
specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems Programmer

Configure z/OSMF The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary
source of information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM
documentation in a separate browser tab for reference during installation of your
products using z/OSMF Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to
enable z/OSMF Software Update for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related
maintenance before you begin the installation process.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator,
Domain Administrator

Configure z/OSMF security
for ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF

Configure security in your ESM to authorize users and resources. To prevent
SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, make
sure that you have added the Digicert Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF
keyring. For information, see Import Product Information into z/OSMF.

Security Administrator

Confirm installer privileges Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges
in z/OS. Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS)
directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product
that has USS components, the installer's user ID must have access to
the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For
UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security Administrator

Address USS requirements • Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the
unpack steps.

• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for
the z/OSMF pax installation process.

• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately
3.5 times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49
MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have
sufficient free space, error messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or
EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can occur.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval

Lets you receive and download maintenance on a regular cadence or build
custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical, recommended, all,
or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when installing
maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.
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As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -
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  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:
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• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary
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 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>
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NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
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BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname/sysview/cnm4g00.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute the workflows for the software being deployed Most products have at least one of the following workflows:
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Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Configuration Workflows
Configures a new software instance or an existing software instance. For example, an upgrade workflow updates
an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.
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Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*
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//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.
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Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:
//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/
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mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133
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2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *
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//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
Learn how to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the following UNZIPJCL job procedure to
copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that the pax command
or ESDUNPAX sample JCL created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL:
– Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
– If the z/OS Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:
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• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/
smp/classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set. You should use a unique HLQ
for each expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.
The UNZIPJCL job is edited.

3. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. Use the members in this data set to perform the product installation.

Choose a Product to Complete the SMP/E Installation
To complete the SMP/E installation, see the following product-specific articles.

SYSVIEW
Complete the steps that are described in the articles in the following sections:

• Run the SYSVIEW INSTALL SAMPJCL Member
• Run the SYSVIEW Installation Jobs

z/OS APM Bridge
Complete the steps in Run the z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB) Installation Job.

Run the SYSVIEW INSTALL SAMPJCL Member
The SYSVIEW INSTALL job in the installation library SAMPJCL generates the JCL stream necessary to install SYSVIEW.

The following steps contain instructions for modifying the SYSVIEW INSTALL job to meet the needs of your site.

1. Obtain the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the data set that was used to allocate SAMPJCL, which cannot exceed 24
characters.

2. Specify the INSTALL Job Parameters.
3. Modify the following JOB statement in INSTALL to the requirements of your site:

//INSTALL JOB (00000000),'SYSVIEW',CLASS=A

4. Modify the following SYSLIB statement in INSTALL to replace the high-level qualifier of sysview with the qualifier you
chose when you unloaded the installation library:
//SYSLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sysview.SAMPJCL

5. Modify the parameters in INSTALL.
The INSTALL job stream contains the parameters that determine how SYSVIEW is installed. You can change these
values in the generated job stream before the step where they are used.

6. Submit the INSTALL job.
The job is submitted to the internal reader, and the job stream is generated.

The job name that you specified on the JOBNAME parameter is the output from the assembly. If you did not specify a job
name, the job output is INST0000.

IMPORTANT
Your TSO enqueues on the sysview.SAMPJCL while the members are edited. Therefore, end the edit session to
release the data set to allow the job to execute.
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Output from SMP/E Installation

After the INSTALL job completes successfully, the job creates the members that are listed in the following table:

Job/Procedure SAMPLIB Purpose

INST0001 None Deletes, allocates, and initializes the data sets.

INST0002 None Allocates and mounts the z/FS release dependent data set.

INST0003 None Performs the SMP/E functions RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT. Ensure that
SMPJHOME PATH refers to the location of your JAVA runtime.

Specify the INSTALL Job Parameters

As part of completing the SMP/E installation of SYSVIEW, you must run the SYSVIEW INSTALL SAMPJCL member,
which requires you to first specify parameters for the GSVIINST macro.

Specify the GSVIINST macro parameters before you submit the INSTALL job. You can modify the following GSVIINST
parameters:

INSTLIB
Names the current installation library data set. Be sure that you use the same high-level qualifier you used in the
SYSLIB statement. See the step Modify and Run the Job INSTALL.
Default: sysview.SAMPJCL

SOURCE=source
Specifies the source installation method type.
Values:
ESD

Provides the Electronic Software Delivery DASD file.
CSM

Installed with Chorus Software Manager or z/OSMF.
RTHLQ

Specifies the high-level qualifier to use for allocating the run-time data sets.
The value of the RTHLQ parameter cannot be identical to the value of the SMPEHLQ parameter.
Limit: The length of RTHLQ must not exceed 24 characters.
Default: RTHLQ=CAI.SYSVIEW

SITEDSN
Specifies whether to use a set of site libraries for maintaining your customized library members.
The site data sets can be reused and carried forward when you migrate or update to a new release of SYSVIEW.
Values:
YES

Generates the sample job INST0005. This job creates a set of site libraries and updates the sample
GSVX* System configuration member accordingly.

NO
The sample job INST0005 is not generated.

dsn_hlq
Specify the high-level qualifier for an existing set of site libraries.
The low-level qualifier of CNM4Bnnn will be appended to the dsn_hlq specified. The INST0005 job is
not generated and the sample GSVX* System configuration member is updated using the existing site
HLQ.

Default: SITEDSN=YES
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DELETE
Specifies the parameter for indicating whether to generate a DELETE request for each new library before
allocation. Specify YES or NO. If you are reinstalling to an existing set of libraries, specify DELETE=NO.
Default: DELETE=YES

DASDVOL
Specifies the volume serial number (volser) of the volume on which to allocate data sets.

SMS
Specifies the parameter for defining whether SMS is used for the data set allocation. Specify YES or NO. If you
specify YES, specify an SMS storage class on the STORCLAS parameter.
Default: SMS=NO

SMSVOL
Specifies the volume serial number (volser) of the volume that is used to allocate the SMS data sets.

NOTE
Some sites do not allow the volser to be specified for SMS.

STORCLAS
Specifies the SMS storage class that is used when you have specified YES on the SMS parameter.

DSKUNIT
Specifies the disk unit type.
Default: DSKUNIT=SYSDA

WRKUNIT
Specifies the disk work unit type.
Default: WRKUNIT=SYSDA

OLDPROF
If you are migrating from SYSVIEW 15.0 or an older version, specify the name of the profile data set from the
previous version to allow dynamic profile conversion to occur.
If you are not migrating from 15.0 or older, or, you are migrating from 16.0, specify NONE.
Values:
old-profile

Specify the value from the System Configuration member for 'Dsn-System-PROFILE' from your
previous release to allow profiles to be converted dynamically.

NONE
Specify NONE if profiles are not being migrated from a previous release.

Default: Old-Profile/NONE
BLKSZU

Specifies the block size that is used when allocating data sets with an undefined record length. Use this
parameter for allocating the load library data sets.
Default: BLKSZU=6144

BLKSZFB
Specifies the block size that is used when allocating fixed block data sets.
Default: BLKSZFB=0

BLKSZVB
Specifies the block size that is used when allocating variable block data sets.
Default: BLKSZVB=25600

ZFSHLQ
Specifies the high-level qualifier for the z/FS data set created during the installation process.
Syntax:
zfshlq.fmid.ZFS
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fmid
Contains the SYSVIEW SMP/E fmid.

Default: ZFSHLQ=OMVS.SYSVIEW
PATHPREFIX

Specifies the pathname prefix for the mount point of the z/FS data sets. After the path prefix you specify,
SYSVIEW appends /sysview/fmid.
Default: PATHPREFIX=/cai
Example:
PATHPREFIX=/cai,

Resolves to the following mount point:
/cai/sysview/fmid

fmid
Contains the SYSVIEW SMP/E fmid.

LSDATACL
Specifies the SMS Data Class that is used for the log stream allocations. For optimal performance, use a data
class that has a CI size of 24K (24,576).

SMPEHLQ
Specifies the HLQ for the SMP/E libraries.
The value of the SMPEHLQ parameter cannot be identical to the value of the RTHLQ parameter.
Default: SMPEHLQ=SMPE.SYSVIEW

SMPNTSHL
Specifies the USS directory where the Pax file resides. This parameter sets the SMPNTS location for the SMP/E
RECEIVE FROMNTS.

SMPETZ
Specifies the SMP/E target zone.
Default: SMPETZ=CAIT

SMPEDZ
Specifies the SMP/E distribution zone.
Default: SMPEDZ=CAID

SMPEVOL
Specifies the volume where you allocate the internal SMP/E and target data sets.

DLIBVOL
Specifies the volume where you allocate the SMP/E distribution data sets.

SMPEUNIT
Specifies the unit type for the SMPEVOL specified volume.

DLIBUNIT
Specifies the unit type for the DLIBVOL specified volume.

CEEHLQ
Specifies the C language environment high-level qualifier at your site. This high-level qualifier is used to
generate a DD statement in the SYSVIEW started task procedures for the following data set, which must be
APF authorized. If this data set is not in LINKLIST, it must also be allocated in TSO address spaces to use the
SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP.
Example:
DD DSN=ceehlq.SCEERUN

IMSHLQ
Specifies the IMS high-level qualifier for your site. If multiple releases of IMS are being used, specify the highest
level. This high-level qualifier is used to generate a DD statement in the SYSVIEW started task procedures for the
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following data set, which must be APF authorized. If this data set is not in LINKLIST, it must also be allocated in
TSO address spaces to use the SYSVIEW Option for IMS from the SYSVIEW ISPF and TSO interfaces.
Example:
DD DSN=imshlq.SDFSRESL

MQSHLQ
Specifies IBM MQ high-level qualifier for your site. If multiple releases of IBM MQ are being used, specify the
highest level. This high-level qualifier is used to generate DD statements in the SYSVIEW started task procedures
for the following data sets, which must be APF authorized. If these data sets are not in LINKLIST, they must also
be allocated in TSO address spaces to use the SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ from the SYSVIEW ISPF and TSO
interfaces.
Example:
DD DSN=mqshlq.SCSQAUTH

DD DSN=mqshlq.SCSQANLE

SYSTCPD
Specifies the name of the system TCP/IP configuration file. This parameter can also be coded as a Hierarchical
File System (HFS) path.
Default: TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA

TCPMBR
Specifies the member name from the TCP/IP data set (if any).

NOTE
This parameter is required only if the data set specified on the SYSTCPD parameter is a PDS.

Default: None
OPTIONS

Specifies to enable those options that are licensed to the customer. The options include the base product.
Specifying an option value lets you use the option commands. By default, you can access commands for the
option from the SYSVIEW main menu.

NOTE
Specify at least one option.

Table 3: OPTIONS Values

Value Option LMP Code Installation/Customization
Requirements

CAPTURE | NOCAPTURE SYSVIEW Event Capture Option 2G Complete the installation process. No
additional installation or customization is
required.

CICS | NOCICS SYSVIEW Option for CICS FV Complete the installation process.
Complete the installation steps for
SYSVIEW Option for CICS.

DATACOM | NODATACOM SYSVIEW Datacom Option FW Complete the installation process.
For information about defining the
SYSVIEW Datacom Option address
spaces, see Datacom Member.

IMS | NOIMS SYSVIEW Option for IMS PH Complete the installation process. No
additional installation or customization is
required.

MVS | NOMVS SYSVIEW Option for MVS FU Complete the installation process. No
additional installation or customization is
required.
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Value Option LMP Code Installation/Customization
Requirements

MQ | NOMQ SYSVIEW Option for WebSphere MQ JE Complete the installation process. No
additional installation or customization is
required.

TCPIP | NOTCPIP SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP JD Complete the installation process. No
additional installation or customization is
required.

APM | NOAPM Cross-Enterprise APM or z/OS APM
Bridge

11 Complete the installation process.
Additional steps are required.

COMPONENTS
Specifies the SYSVIEW components that you want to enable. By default, you can view commands for all
components from the SYSVIEW main menu, but you can only use commands from enabled components.

NOTE
To determine which components can be enabled, reference the LMP license requirements in the
following table of values.

Complete the SYSVIEW installation before installing or customizing components.

Table 4: COMPONENTS Values

Value Component LMP Code Installation/Customization Requirements

CTG | NOCTG SYSVIEW Option for CICS
Transaction Gateway

FV Complete the installation process. Additional steps are
required. For more information, see Configure CICS
Transaction Gateway Monitoring.

DB2 | NODB2 SYSVIEW for Db2 FU Complete the installation process. More external security setup
is required for PassTickets.

• For information about configuring SYSVIEW for Db2, see
Integrate with SYSVIEW for Db2.

• For information about the required PassTicket setup, see
PassTicket Configuration.

HCHECK |
NOHCHECK

SYSVIEW Health Check FU No additional installation or customization is required.

IDMS | NOIDMS SYSVIEW for IDMS FU Complete the installation process. Use of this component
requires the IDMS Performance Monitor.

JVM | NOJVM SYSVIEW for JVM FU Complete the installation process. Optionally assign JVM
application names to SYSVIEW.

MIM | NOMIM SYSVIEW for MIM FU Complete the installation process. No additional installation or
customization is required.

ROSCOE |
NOROSCOE

SYSVIEW for Roscoe FU Complete the installation process. Additional steps are
required. For information about installing the Roscoe monitor,
see Integrate with Roscoe.

USS | NOUSS SYSVIEW for UNIX System
Services

FU Complete the installation process. No additional installation or
customization is required.

XSYSTEM |
NOXSYSTEM

SYSVIEW Cross-System None Review the XSYSTEM and SYSNAMES parmlib members and
complete the installation process. No additional installation or
customization is required. For the list of parmlib members and
components for which they are valid, see Administrating.
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SSID
Specifies the suffix for the System Configuration Options member name in the system configuration library.
Use GSVX if it is not already in use by another product. The same subsystem can share multiple releases of
SYSVIEW.
Default: SSID=GSVX

SITEID=siteid
Specifies the Broadcom customer site ID used when contacting technical support. Use this site ID to FTP
information to Broadcom.

JOBNAME
Specifies the job name that is used when creating a JOB statement for installation jobs. If no parameter is
specified, the name of the installation member is used.

NAME
Specifies the programmer name that is specified on the JOB statement.

ACCT
Specifies the account number when it is necessary to build a JOB statement.
Default: ACCT=(000000000)

NOTIFY
Specifies the user ID that is notified when the job completes. If NO is specified, this parameter is not generated on
the JOB statement.
Default: NOTIFY=NO

CLASS
Specifies the job class for use on the JOB statement.
Default: CLASS=A

MSGCLASS
Specifies the message class for use on the JOB statement.
Default: MSGCLASS=A

MSGLEVEL
Specifies the message level for use on the JOB statement.
Default: MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

ROUTE
Generates the following route statement:
/*ROUTE PRINT userid

If NO is specified, this statement is not generated.
Default: ROUTE=NO

SYSAFF
Generates the following system affinity statement:
/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=sysname

If NO is specified, this statement is not generated.
Default: SYSAFF=NO

TIME
Specifies a value to have a TIME= parameter added to the jobcards for each of the generated INSTnnnn JCL
members.

OUTC
Specifies the output class for use with SYSOUT.
Default: OUTC=*

ASMPGM
Specifies the name of the program that is used to assemble modules. Possible values are IEV90 and ASMA90.
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Default: ASMPGM=ASMA90
LINKPGM

Specifies the name of the program that is used to link-edit modules.
Default: LINKPGM=IEWL

INSTALL Job Output

The following table shows the members that are created during the installation.

Near the end of the installation, the job INST0110 copies selected members from SAMPJCL to other sample data sets for
future use. The copied members are shown with a member name in the SAMPLIB column.

Job/Procedure SAMPLIB Purpose

INST0004 None Creates a set of run-time libraries.

INST0005 None Creates the set of SITE libraries.

INST0006 None Creates the JVM Data Collector Agent run-time directory.

INST0007 None Creates a run-time Profile Data Library.

INST0008 None Creates a run-time DATALIB.

INST0009 None Creates a run-time directory for the Application Server.

INST0011 None Copies System Configuration Options member to the System Configuration data set.

INST0020 None Creates a run-time IMS DATALIB.

INST0030 CAPINDEX Initializes the Event Capture index data set.

INST0031 None Defines the GSS IMOD library.

INST0032 None Loads and compiles IMOD source modules into the GSS IMOD library.

INST0040 LOGRADTT Allocates log stream Audit.

INST0041 LOGRPLOT Allocates log stream Plot.

INST0042 LOGRXLOG Allocates log stream Xlog.

INST0043 LOGRSMFD Allocates log stream SMFD.

INST0044 LOGRCICS Allocates log stream CICS.

INST0045 LOGRIMTR Allocates log stream IMS.

INST0046 LOGRMQHR Allocates log stream MQ.

INST0050 CNVTSECU Converts the security data set.

INST0060 CSDUTIL Defines the CICS CSD objects.

INST0061 None Link edits CICS object members to create a load module to format the CICS internal
trace table entries.

INST0110 None Copies sample members to specific libraries for future use.

USRM0001 None USERMOD to assemble and link the default subsystem ID (SSID).

USRM0002 None Sample USERMOD to re-assemble the default translate tables.

USRM0004 None Sample USERMOD to re-assemble the SYSVIEW JES2 offsets table.

IVP00001 None Verifies the installation. This installation verification program can be executed when the
installation is complete and SYSVIEW is started.

ASMCMDX ASMCMDX Assembles the command exit.
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Job/Procedure SAMPLIB Purpose

ASMSDSFX ASMSDSFX Assembles the SDSF command exit.

CFSTRUCT CFSTRUCT Sample JCL to define a Coupling Facility structure for log streams.

CICSJCL CICSJCL Sample CICS JCL statements for CICS monitoring.

CICSMAPS CICSMAPS Assembles the CICS DSECT maps.

EXPRPT EXPRPT Sample JCL for EXPLORE Report Writer.

EZREPORT EZREPORT Sample JCL for Easytrieve report.

IMODLOAD IMODLOAD Utility job to copy and compile IMODS into the SYSVIEW IMOD library.

IMSMAPS IMSMAPS Assembles the IMS DSECT maps.

MAINT009 None Refreshes the run-time directory for the Application Server after maintenance is applied.

NM450CAR None Download Recommended Service (CARS) ASSIGN statements.

NM460RCH None SMP/E Receive HOLDDATA

NM470RCM None SMP/E Receive of Downloaded PTFs

NM480APM None SMP/E Apply of Downloaded PTFs

NM490ACM None SMP/E Accept of Downloaded PTFs

SYSVAPPS SYSVAPPS The SYSVIEW Application Server startup procedure.

SYSVAUX SYSVAUX The SYSVIEW auxiliary services startup procedure.

SYSVIEW SYSVIEW The SYSVIEW main services startup procedure.

SYSVLCL SYSVLCL The SYSVIEW local 3270 interface startup procedure.

SYSVUSER SYSVUSER The SYSVIEW user address space startup procedure.

Run the SYSVIEW Installation Jobs
After you run the SYSVIEW INSTALL SAMPJCL member, the job populates the SAMPJCL with the following members:

INST0001
Deletes, allocates, and initializes the SYSVIEW and SMP/E libraries, which must be completed before the
libraries can be populated.

INST0002
Allocates and mounts the z/FS release dependent data set. The job creates the z/FS data set, directories, and
mount point for the new SYSVIEW release.

IMPORTANT
Keep the file system mounted and permanently available.

If you need information about how to manage the z/FS for the JVM data collector agent, watch the video that is
named JVM Data Collector Agent.

INST0003
Receives, applies, and accepts SMP/E Functions.

Submit and run SAMPJCL members INST0001, INST0002, and INST0003 in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until
the previous job completes successfully.

1. Review the INST0001 member in the sysview.SAMPJCL data set to ensure all the files that are referenced in the job
are correct.

2. Submit the member INST0001.
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When the job ends with a condition code of 0, the libraries are successfully allocated and ready to be populated.
If INST0001 does not complete with condition code 0, analyze the output and correct any errors or warnings that
display. Repeat Step 1 and resubmit member INST0001.

3. Review the INST0002 member in the sysview.SAMPJCL data set to ensure all the names and parameters are correct.
4. Specify the allocation type:

Set ZFS='TRUE' for the z/FS files
Set ZFS='FALSE' for the HFS files

5. Submit the member INST0002
This member contains and runs the following steps. Each step must complete with a return code of zero:

UNMOUNT
Unmounts an existing z/FS.
This step lets you execute the job again. The return code is forced to zero.

DELDIR
Deletes the specific release directory.
This step lets you execute the job again. The return code is forced to zero.

DELZFS
Deletes the z/FS.
This step lets you execute the job again. The return code is forced to zero.

ALLOCZFS
Allocates the z/FS data set.

FORMAT
Formats the z/FS data set.

MAKEDIR1
Creates the required directory structure for the mount point.

MOUNT
Mounts the z/FS data set at the specified directory.

MAKEDIR2
Creates the /CNM4BJAR/CA directory structure.

MAKEDIR3
Creates the /CNM4JVMD/CA directory structure.

When the job ends with a return code of 0, the z/FS release dependent data set is successfully allocated and
mounted.

NOTE

• Ensure that your SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx) PARMLIB member is updated to mount this file system
after a system IPL.

• This mount point should be mounted in only read/write mode, MODE(RDWR), on the system where the
maintenance is applied as it is an SMP/E target directory.

• If you are running the JVM component, the mount point should be mounted on all other systems in read-
only mode, MODE(READ), so the Z/FS may be shared by multiple systems.

If INST0002 does not complete with return code 0, analyze the output and correct any errors or warnings that display.
Repeat Steps 3 and 4 and resubmit member INST0002.

6. Review the INST0003 member in the sysview.SAMPJCL data set to ensure all the files that the job references are
correct.

7. Make sure the SMPNTS PATH name points to the directory location where the PAX file resides.
8. Submit the member INST0003.

When the job ends with a condition code of 4 or less, the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT functions have been
performed.
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If INST0003 does not complete with a condition code of 4 or less, analyze the output and correct any errors or
warnings that display. Repeat Steps 6 and 7 and resubmit member INST0003.

Next step: Clean Up the USS Directory.

Run the z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB) Installation Job
Complete the ZAB installation by editing and submitting the ZABINSTL member that is contained in the SAMPJCL data
set. SAMPJCL was created in Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set.

1. Edit the job card to the requirements of your site.
2. Edit the SET symbol variables with your configuration parameters.

Modify the following parameters as required:
INSTLDSN

Specifies the data set name containing this JCL (ZABINSTL and others). It is the name of the data set that you
are currently editing. It is used by the JCLLIB statement so that all installation PROCs are discovered.

PRODHLQ
Specifies the product data set HLQ for the SMP/E target and distribution libraries. By default, the HLQ is used for
all other data sets that the installation allocates. The value of this parameter cannot exceed 26 characters.

GLBLHLQ
Specifies the SMP/E HLQ for the SMPLOG, SMPPTS, and CSI data sets.
Default: The value specified for PRODHLQ.

CAIT0HLQ
Specifies the SMP/E HLQ for the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, SMPSTS data
sets.
Default: The value specified for PRODHLQ.

ZNCAIT0
Specifies the target zone name in CSI.
Default: CAIT0.

ZNCAID0
Specifies the distribution zone name in CSI.
Default: CAID0.

VOLINFO
Specifies the data sets to use to allocate the product and SMP/E control data sets. If you are using SMS, enter
your MGMTCLAS, STORCLAS, and DATACLAS settings. Otherwise, enter your VOL=SER and UNIT settings.
One statement or the other is required.

USSFSHLQ
Specifies the HLQ to use to create the USS file system (ZFS) data set.
Default: The value specified for PRODHLQ.

SMS Class Statements
Specify all of the following values:
USSMGMCL

Specifies the management class to use to allocate the USS file system with IDCAMS. If you are using
SMS, enter your MGMTCLAS(). If you are not using SMS, comment out this line, uncomment the
USSMGMCL=VOLUME() line, and specify a volser.

USSSTRCL
Specifies the storage class to use to allocate the USS file system with IDCAMS. If you are using
SMS, enter your STORCLAS(). If you are not using SMS, comment out this line and uncomment the
USSSTRCL=’’ line to specify a null string.
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USSDTACL
Specifies the data class to use to allocate the USS file system with IDCAMS. If you are using SMS, enter
your DATACLAS(). If you are not using SMS, comment out this line and uncomment the USSDTACL=’’
line to specify a null string.

CSIMGMCL
Specifies the management class to use to allocate the SMP/E CSI with IDCAMS. If you are using SMS, enter your
MGMTCLAS(). Otherwise, enter your VOLUME().
Default: The value specified for USSMGMCL.

CSISTRCL
Specifies the storage class to use to allocate the SMP/E CSI with IDCAMS. If you are using SMS, enter your
STORCLAS(). Otherwise, enter an empty string ''.
Default: The value specified for USSSTRCL

CSIDTACL
Specifies the data class to use to allocate the SMP/E CSI with IDCAMS. If you are using SMS, enter your
DATACLAS(). Otherwise, enter an empty string ''.
Default: The value specified for USSDTACL.

SMPETEMP
Specifies the SMP/E HLQ to use for the SMPTLIB data sets.

IMPORTANT
When you specify .CAI as the last node of SMPETEMP, and PRODHLQ is specified to a similar value
without the .CAI node, problems can occur and the product might not install successfully. The following
example illustrates parameters that can cause the installation to fail:
PRODHLQ = ABC.DEF
SMPETEMP= ABE.DEF.CAI

Default: The value specified for PRODHLQ.
DISKUNIT

Specifies the disk unit name to use in SMP/E DDDEF statements to allocate temporary work files.
Default: SYSALLDA

INUSSDIR
Specifies the high-level directory path to use for the USS location of the installation (installationUSSDir). The
value of INUSSDIR must not exceed 56 characters, must not end with the '/' character, and must be contained in
single quotes.
Example: '/u/users/zab/zab100'

JVHMPTH
Specifies the USS path of the Java 8 or higher, 64-bit home directory. The value of JVHMPTH must end with the '/'
character and must be contained in single quotes.
Example: '/usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64/'

SMPNTSHL
Specifies the high-level portion of the SMPNTS directory path where you extracted your pax archive
(yourUSSpaxdirectory). The value of SMPNTSHL must end with the '/' character and must be inside single
quotes.
Example: '/u/users/zab/' where the extracted pax directory is /u/users/zab/ZAB10G0/.

3. Submit the job.
When the job completes successfully, ZAB is installed.
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NOTE
ZABINSTL is transactional. If the job fails for any reason, a cleanup step executes that deletes data sets that
the job allocated. If failures occur, you can rerun the ZABINSTL JCL multiple times without having to delete the
allocated data sets manually. If the installation is successful, the job bypasses the last cleanup step.

Next step: Clean Up the USS Directory.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.
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WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:
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1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.
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WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
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3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.
The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.

4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:
– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update

Product.
– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right

and select the Update Product Releases link.
5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:

– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
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nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.
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Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
Learn how to install product maintenance (receive, apply, accept) using SMP/E JCL.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. After you complete the maintenance
process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available from Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance for
ongoing preventive maintenance and in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy, use one of the
following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Eliminates the manual steps that are required to download PTFs and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The
orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. All PTFs and their requisites are downloaded
automatically and received to your system. With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests
for maintenance on demand or as scheduled jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading
maintenance.
We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance.

Use the Service Order Online Interface
Creates a service order request online from secure Broadcom download servers. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes. However, it
cannot be automated.
Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your
system.

Build the PTF package from Broadcom Support
Lets you download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually
select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility
to unpackage and receive the files. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without
the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP).
To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the
CAUNZIP requirements.

To build the PTF package from Broadcom Support, select the PTFs manually and then use the CAUNZIP utility to
unpackage and receive the files as described in the following procedure:

NOTE
If you used SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval or the Service Order online interface to download and receive
maintenance, ignore the steps in the following procedure. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

1. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.
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3. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

4. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

5. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

6. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

7. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the NM4SEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

11. Open the SAMPJCL member NM460RCH for SYSVIEW or ZAB60RCH for z/OS APM Bridge in an edit session and
execute the NM4SEDIT macro from the command line.

NOTE
Update NM460RCH for SYSVIEW or ZAB60RCH for z/OS APM Bridge SAMPJCL to download the
HOLDDATA file.

NM460RCH for SYSVIEW or ZAB60RCH for z/OS APM Bridge is customized.
12. Submit NM460RCH for SYSVIEW or ZAB60RCH for z/OS APM Bridge.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.
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WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member NM480APM for SYSVIEW or ZAB80APM for z/OS APM Bridge in an edit session and
execute the NM4SEDIT macro from the command line.
NM480APM for SYSVIEW or ZAB80APM for z/OS APM Bridge is customized.

2. Submit NM480APM for SYSVIEW or ZAB80APM for z/OS APM Bridge.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member NM490ACM for SYSVIEW or ZAB90ACM for z/OS APM Bridge in an edit
session and execute the NM4SEDIT macro from the command line.
NM490ACM for SYSVIEW or ZAB90ACM for z/OS APM Bridge is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit NM490ACM for SYSVIEW or ZAB90ACM for z/OS APM Bridge.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member NM450CAR for SYSVIEW or ZAB50CAR for z/OS APM Bridge in an edit session,
update NM450CAR for SYSVIEW or ZAB50CAR for z/OS APM Bridge SAMPJCL to download your ASSIGN
statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the NM4SEDIT macro from the command line.
NM450CAR for SYSVIEW or ZAB50CAR for z/OS APM Bridge is customized.

2. Submit NM450CAR for SYSVIEW or ZAB50CAR for z/OS APM Bridge.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member NM470RCM for SYSVIEW or ZAB70RCM for z/OS APM Bridge in an edit session,
manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the NM4SEDIT
macro from the command line.
NM470RCM for SYSVIEW or ZAB70RCM for z/OS APM Bridge is customized.

4. Submit NM470RCM for SYSVIEW or ZAB70RCM for z/OS APM Bridge.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member NM480APM for SYSVIEW or ZAB80APM for z/OS APM Bridge in an edit session and
execute the NM4SEDIT macro from the command line.
NM480APM for SYSVIEW or ZAB80APM for z/OS APM Bridge is customized.

6. Submit NM480APM for SYSVIEW or ZAB80APM for z/OS APM Bridge.
The CARS PTFs are applied.
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7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member NM490ACM for SYSVIEW or ZAB90ACM for z/OS APM Bridge in an edit
session and execute the NM4SEDIT macro from the command line.
NM490ACM for SYSVIEW or ZAB90ACM for z/OS APM Bridge is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit NM490ACM for SYSVIEW or ZAB90ACM for z/OS APM Bridge.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
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MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the
message compiler for each language.

MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Complete the Configuration Tasks
After your product installation and maintenance tasks are complete, you configure your product for deployment and
execution.

The configuration process tailors the product run-time environment for use on a specific z/OS system.

You can configure SYSVIEW using z/OSMF workflows or manually using SMP/E JCL. However, you can configure z/
OS APM Bridge only manually using SMP/E JCL.
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Configure SYSVIEW Using z/OSMF Workflows
After you install SYSVIEW on a mainframe system, you can use z/OSMF workflows to configure the product software
instance. z/OSMF workflows help automate the deployment and configuration of a product instance. z/OSMF helps
system programmers with minimal mainframe experience to perform these tasks. Using z/OSMF workflows significantly
reduces the time that is required to perform these tasks.

All installation scenarios (upgrade or new installation) are consolidated into one workflow. The upgrade steps are skipped
for a new installation.

To configure your product using z/OSMF workflows, complete the following tasks:

Address z/OSMF Prerequisites

Ensure that your site has configured z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center and addressed the z/OSMF
security requirements for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable. Apply all z/OSMF related product maintenance
to ensure that the workflows are available for use.

Register the Workflow

To make the product workflows available for execution, you must first register them in z/OSMF as described in the
following procedure. This task is typically performed by an experienced systems programmer.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select the Workflows tile.
3. Select Create Workflow from the Actions menu.

The Create Workflow panel appears.
4. Workflows are distributed in the CNM4XML SMP/E target library. Select the PDS member named GSVG00GX .

Copy the member, in binary format, to an existing USS directory that can be registered in the Workflow Definition
File field.
Example:
/<yourdirectory>/workflows/sysview160.xml

5. (Optional) Properties file templates are distributed in the CNM4XML SMP/E target library. Select the PDS member
named GSVG00GP .
a. Edit the properties file as required for your system. You use the file to customize product instances and automate

workflow execution, which saves time and effort when deploying multiple standardized product instances.
NOTE
The values in the properties file override the default values for the workflow variables.

For more information about the variables that the properties file contains, see Assign Values for Variables.
b. Copy the member, in binary format, to the same USS directory that you used to register the workflow definition file.

Example:
/<yourdirectory>/workflows/sysview160.properties

c. After you edit the variables and copy the properties file to the USS directory in binary format, enter the USS path in
the Workflow Variable Input File.

6. Select the System where the workflow runs.
7. Specify a unique Workflow name.
8. Select or enter an Owner user ID, and select Assign all steps to owner user ID.
9. Select Finish.

The workflow is registered in z/OSMF. The workflow is available for execution to deploy and configure your product.
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Execute the Workflow

The following procedure describes how to execute the steps in the workflow to create a configured instance for your
product.

IMPORTANT
Before you execute the workflow steps, provide a valid JOB statement that includes your ACCOUNTINFO and
MSGCLASS information. Do not use the default MSGCLASS value. For more information about customizing the
JOB statement for z/OSMF workflows, see the IBM documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select the Workflows tile.
3. Select your product workflow that you registered from the workflow list.

The required steps for execution are listed.
4. Execute the steps in order.

TIP
For general information about how to execute z/OSMF workflow steps, refer to the IBM documentation.

5. Perform the following steps to execute each step individually:
a. Double-click the title of the step.
b. Select the Perform tab.
c. Review the step contents and update the input values as required.
d. Select Next.
e. Repeat step c and step d to complete all items until the option Finish is available.
f. Select Finish.

After you execute each step, the step is marked as Complete

The workflow is executed and your product is configured.

Next Step
After you complete configuration of your product with z/OSMF workflows, start and verify the instance. For more
information, see Prepare to Start SYSVIEW.

Assign Values for Variables
As a domain administrator or senior systems programmer, assign values for variables to meet the CA SYSVIEW
configuration requirements in the z/OSMF web interface. When you register the template in z/OSMF, you review and edit
the values for the following list of variables.

General Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_USSTMP

Label: Temporary Directory in USS
Abstract: Path for a temporary directory in USS
Category: General
Description: Specifies the path to a temporary directory that is used in USS for the work files generated during
configuration.
Default: /tmp

CA_SYSVIEW_DASDVOL
Label: DASDVOL
Abstract: Volume name used to allocate data sets
Category: General
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Description: Specifies the DASD volume used to allocate the SAMPJCL and other data sets.
Default: na

CA_SYSVIEW_LSDC
Label: LS DATA CLASS
Abstract: Choose a data class with a 4K CI size
Category: General
Description: SMS Data Class used to define the log streams. For optimum performance, use a Data Class that
has a CI size of 4K.
Default: NO_LS_DATACLAS

CA_SYSVIEW_PATHPREFIX
Label: PATHPREFIX
Abstract: USS Path for the Allocated z/FS Data Set
Category: General
Description: Specifies the pathname prefix for the mount point of the z/FS data set created when the product
was installed. The prefix will be the path name up to (but not including) /sysview/cnm4g00/.
Default: /cai

CA_SYSVIEW_PREFIX
Label: Data Set Name Prefix for Runtime Libraries
Abstract: Data set name prefix for the final configured runtime libraries.
Category: General
Description: Specifies the data set name prefix used for the final configured runtime libraries. Enter a 1-24
character upper-case, alphanumeric, or national character (#,@,$) text string.
Default: CAI.SYSVIEW

CA_SYSVIEW_SITEID
Label: SITEID
Abstract: CA Customer site ID
Category: General
Description: Specifies the CA Customer Site ID that is used to contact Broadcom Technical Support. Enter
the full 7-digit ID with leading zeros, if any. Site ID is used when FTPing information to CA using the FTPCA
command.
Default: 0000000

CA_SYSVIEW_SMPEHLQ
Label: SMPEHLQ
Abstract: HLQ for the SMP/E Libraries - target libraries
Category: General
Description: Specifies the dataset HLQ for the SMP/E target libraries when the product was installed.
Default: CAI.SYSVIEW.SMPE

CA_SYSVIEW_SSID
Label: Subsystem ID
Abstract: Subsystem ID (4 characters)
Category: General
Description: Subsystem ID (4 characters), default is GSVX
Default: GSVX

CA_SYSVIEW_SMS
Label: SMS
Abstract: Use SMS Constructs?
Category: General
Description: Specifies if the SMS STORCLAS is to be used for new data set allocations instead of VOLSER.
Specify YES or NO.
Default: NO
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CA_SYSVIEW_STORCLAS
Label: Storage Class
Abstract: Storage class name for new data sets
Category: General
Description: Use this variable to specify a storage class for the new SMS-managed data sets. Use the storage
class name that is defined by the storage administrator.
Default: Not applicable

CA_SYSVIEW_SYSTCPD
Label: SYSTCPD
Abstract: TCP/IP Configuration File Name
Category: General
Description: Specifies the system TCP/IP configuration file name. This parameter can also be coded as a
Hierarchical File System (HFS) path.
Default: TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA

CA_SYSVIEW_TCPMBR
Label: TCPMBR
Abstract: Member Name in the TCP/IP Data Set (if any) ONLY if SYSTCPD parameter is a PDS
Category: General
Description: Specifies the member name in the TCP/IP Data Set (if any). This parameter is required only if the
data set specified in the SYSTCPD parameter is a PDS.
Default: Not applicable

BASE Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_ADTT_ANAME

Label: Audit History Logstream Name
Abstract: ADTT Logstream Name
Category: BASE
Description: Log stream containing audit history records. If you do not want to create a log stream for ADTT, set
the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the name of the
existing log stream coded in the AUDIT member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library. If an existing log
stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank to continue using
the same log stream. If no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming convention:
Subsystem Id + '.AUDIT.ADTT.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_ADTT_HOFFL

Label: Audit History Logstream High Offload
Abstract: ADTT Logstream High Offload
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
Default: 70

CA_SYSVIEW_ADTT_LOFFL
Label: Audit History Logstream Low Offload
Abstract: ADTT Logstream High Offload
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
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LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
Default: 0

CA_SYSVIEW_ADTT_LSSIZE
Label: Audit History Logstream Size
Abstract: ADTT Logstream Size
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 5000

CA_SYSVIEW_ADTT_STGSIZE
Label: Audit History Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: ADTT Logstream Staging Size
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 3500

CA_SYSVIEW_ADTT_RETPD
Label: Audit History Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: ADTT Logstream Retention Period
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 7
CA_SYSVIEW_PLOT_ANAME

Label: Plot History Logstream Name
Abstract: PLOT Logstream Name
Category: BASE
Description: Log stream containing plot history records. If you do not want to create a log stream for PLOT, set
the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the name of the
existing log stream coded in the SYSDATA member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library. If an existing log
stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank to continue using
the same log stream. If no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming convention:
Subsystem Id + '.SYSDATA.PLOT.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_PLOT_HOFFL

Label: Plot History Logstream High Offload
Abstract: PLOT Logstream High Offload
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
Default: 70

CA_SYSVIEW_PLOT_LOFFL
Label: Plot History Logstream Low Offload
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Abstract: PLOT Logstream High Offload
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
Default: 0

CA_SYSVIEW_PLOT_LSSIZE
Label: Plot History Logstream Size
Abstract: PLOT Logstream Size
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 1500

CA_SYSVIEW_PLOT_STGSIZE
Label: Plot History Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: PLOT Logstream Staging Size
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 1000

CA_SYSVIEW_PLOT_RETPD
Label: Plot History Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: PLOT Logstream Retention Period
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 30
CA_SYSVIEW_SXLOG_ANAME

Label: Exception Logstream Name
Abstract: XLOG Logstream Name
Category: BASE
Description: Log stream containing plot history records. If you do not want to create a log stream for XLOG, set
the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the name of the
existing log stream coded in the SYSDATA member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library. If an existing log
stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank to continue using
the same log stream. If no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming convention:
Subsystem Id + '.SYSDATA.XLOG.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_SXLOG_HOFFL

Label: Exception Logstream High Offload
Abstract: XLOG Logstream High Offload
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
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beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
Default: 70

CA_SYSVIEW_SXLOG_LOFFL
Label: Exception Logstream Low Offload
Abstract: XLOG Logstream High Offload
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
Default: 0

CA_SYSVIEW_SXLOG_LSSIZE
Label: Exception Logstream Size
Abstract: XLOG Logstream Size
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 1500

CA_SYSVIEW_SXLOG_STGSIZE
Label: Exception Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: XLOG Logstream Staging Size
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 1000

CA_SYSVIEW_SXLOG_RETPD
Label: Exception Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: XLOG Logstream Retention Period
Category: BASE
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 14

CICS Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_CICS

Label: CICS
Abstract: CICS option for SYSVIEW
Category: CICS
Description: Specify CICS to install the CICS option for CA SYSVIEW. If set to NOCICS, the remaining variables
for this option do not need to be set.
Default: NOCICS

CA_SYSVIEW_DSN_SDFHLOAD
Label: DSN Name for CICS SDFHLOAD
Abstract: The DSN name for the CICS SDFHLOAD Library
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Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the DSN name for CICS SDFHLOAD
Default: CICS.SDFHLOAD

CA_SYSVIEW_DSN_DFHCSD
Label: DSN Name for CICS DFHCSD
Abstract: The DSN name for the CICS DFHCSD Library
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the DSN name for the CICS DFHCSD
Default: CICS.DFHCSD

CA_SYSVIEW_DSN_CICS_ADFHMOD
Label: DSN name for CICS ADFHMOD
Abstract: The DSN name for the CICS ADFHMOD Library
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the DSN name for CICS ADFHMOD distribution library
Default: CICS.ADFHMOD

CA_SYSVIEW_TRAN_ANAME
Label: CICS Transaction Detail Logstream Name
Abstract: TRAN Logstream Name
Category: CICS
Description: Log stream containing CICS transaction detail records. If you do not want to create a log stream
for TRAN, set the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the
name of the existing log stream coded in the CICSLOGR member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library.
If an existing log stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank
to continue using the same log stream. If no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming
convention:
Subsystem Id + '.CICSLOGR.TRAN.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_TRAN_HOFFL

Label: CICS Transaction Detail Logstream High Offload
Abstract: TRAN Logstream High Offload
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
Default: 70

CA_SYSVIEW_TRAN_LOFFL
Label: CICS Transaction Detail Logstream Low Offload
Abstract: TRAN Logstream High Offload
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
Default: 0

CA_SYSVIEW_TRAN_LSSIZE
Label: CICS Transaction Detail Logstream Size
Abstract: TRAN Logstream Size
Category: CICS
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Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 20000

CA_SYSVIEW_TRAN_STGSIZE
Label: CICS Transaction Detail Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: TRAN Logstream Staging Size
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 15000

CA_SYSVIEW_TRAN_RETPD
Label: CICS Transaction Detail Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: TRAN Logstream Retention Period
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 5
CA_SYSVIEW_TSUM_ANAME

Label: CICS Transaction Summary Logstream Name
Abstract: TSUM Logstream Name
Category: CICS
Description: Log stream containing CICS transaction summary records. If you do not want to create a log stream
for TSUM, set the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the
name of the existing log stream coded in the CICSLOGR member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library. If
an existing log stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank. If
no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming convention:
Subsystem Id + '.CICSLOGR.TSUM.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_TSUM_HOFFL

Label: CICS Transaction Summary Logstream High Offload
Abstract: TSUM Logstream High Offload
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
Default: 70

CA_SYSVIEW_TSUM_LOFFL
Label: CICS Transaction Summary Logstream Low Offload
Abstract: TSUM Logstream High Offload
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
Default: 0
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CA_SYSVIEW_TSUM_LSSIZE
Label: CICS Transaction Summary Logstream Size
Abstract: TSUM Logstream Size
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 1000

CA_SYSVIEW_TSUM_STGSIZE
Label: CICS Transaction Summary Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: TSUM Logstream Staging Size
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 750

CA_SYSVIEW_TSUM_RETPD
Label: CICS Transaction Summary Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: TSUM Logstream Retention Period
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 7
CA_SYSVIEW_SYSD_ANAME

Label: CICS System Data Logstream Name
Abstract: SYSD Logstream Name
Category: CICS
Description: Log stream containing CICS system data records. If you do not want to create a log stream for
SYSD, set the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the
name of the existing log stream coded in the CICSLOGR member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library.
If an existing log stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank
to continue using the same log stream. If no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming
convention:
Subsystem Id + '.CICSLOGR.SYSD.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_SYSD_HOFFL

Label: CICS System Data Logstream High Offload
Abstract: SYSD Logstream High Offload
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
Default: 70

CA_SYSVIEW_SYSD_LOFFL
Label: CICS System Data Logstream Low Offload
Abstract: SYSD Logstream High Offload
Category: CICS
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Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
Default: 0

CA_SYSVIEW_SYSD_LSSIZE
Label: CICS System Data Logstream Size
Abstract: SYSD Logstream Size
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 500

CA_SYSVIEW_SYSD_STGSIZE
Label: CICS System Data Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: SYSD Logstream Staging Size
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 300

CA_SYSVIEW_SYSD_RETPD
Label: CICS System Data Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: SYSD Logstream Retention Period
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 30
CA_SYSVIEW_EITL_ANAME

Label: CICS System Data Logstream Name
Abstract: EITL Logstream Name
Category: CICS
Description: Log stream containing CICS exec interface trace records. If you do not want to create a log stream
for EITL, set the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the
name of the existing log stream coded in the CICSLOGR member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library.
If an existing log stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank
to continue using the same log stream. If no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming
convention:
Subsystem Id + '.CICSLOGR.EITL.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_EITL_HOFFL

Label: CICS Exec Interface Trace Logstream High Offload
Abstract: EITL Logstream High Offload
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
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Default: 70
CA_SYSVIEW_EITL_LOFFL

Label: CICS Exec Interface Trace Logstream Low Offload
Abstract: EITL Logstream High Offload
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
Default: 0

CA_SYSVIEW_EITL_LSSIZE
Label: CICS Exec Interface Trace Logstream Size
Abstract: EITL Logstream Size
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 500

CA_SYSVIEW_EITL_STGSIZE
Label: CICS Exec Interface Trace Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: EITL Logstream Staging Size
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 300

CA_SYSVIEW_EITL_RETPD
Label: CICS Exec Interface Trace Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: EITL Logstream Retention Period
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 7
CA_SYSVIEW_CXLOG_ANAME

Label: CICS System Data Logstream Name
Abstract: XLOG Logstream Name
Category: CICS
Description: Log stream containing CICS exeception records. If you do not want to create a log stream for
XLOG, set the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the
name of the existing log stream coded in the CICSLOGR member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library.
If an existing log stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank
to continue using the same log stream. If no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming
convention:
Subsystem Id + '.CICSLOGR.XLOG.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_CXLOG_HOFFL

Label: CICS Exception Record Logstream High Offload
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Abstract: XLOG Logstream High Offload
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
Default: 70

CA_SYSVIEW_CXLOG_LOFFL
Label: CICS Exception Record Logstream Low Offload
Abstract: XLOG Logstream High Offload
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
Default: 0

CA_SYSVIEW_CXLOG_LSSIZE
Label: CICS Exception Record Logstream Size
Abstract: XLOG Logstream Size
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 500

CA_SYSVIEW_CXLOG_STGSIZE
Label: CICS Exception Record Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: XLOG Logstream Staging Size
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 300

CA_SYSVIEW_CXLOG_RETPD
Label: CICS Exception Record Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: XLOG Logstream Retention Period
Category: CICS
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 7

IMS Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_IMS

Label: IBM Information Management System (IMS)
Abstract: IMS for CA SYSVIEW
Category: IMS
Description: Specify IMS to install the IMS option for CA SYSVIEW. If set to NOIMS, the remaining variables for
this option do not need to be set.
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Default: NOIMS
CA_SYSVIEW_IMSHLQ

Label: IMS HLQ
Abstract: HLQ for the IMS SDFSRESL Library
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies your site IMS high-level qualifier. If multiple releases of IMS are used, specify the highest
level.
Default: IMSHLQ

CA_SYSVIEW_IMTR_ANAME
Label: IMS Transaction Detail Logstream Name
Abstract: IMTR Logstream Name
Category: IMS
Description: Log stream containing IMS transaction detail records. If you do not want to create a log stream
for IMTR, set the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the
name of the existing log stream coded in the IMSLOGR member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library. If
an existing log stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank
to continue using the same log stream. If no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming
convention:
Subsystem Id + '.IMSLOGR.IMTR.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_IMTR_HOFFL

Label: IMS Transaction Detail Logstream High Offload
Abstract: IMTR Logstream High Offload
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
Default: 70

CA_SYSVIEW_IMTR_LOFFL
Label: IMS Transaction Detail Logstream Low Offload
Abstract: IMTR Logstream High Offload
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
Default: 0

CA_SYSVIEW_IMTR_LSSIZE
Label: IMS Transaction Detail Logstream Size
Abstract: IMTR Logstream Size
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 10000

CA_SYSVIEW_IMTR_STGSIZE
Label: IMS Transaction Detail Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: IMTR Logstream Staging Size
Category: IMS
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Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 7000

CA_SYSVIEW_IMTR_RETPD
Label: IMS Transaction Detail Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: IMTR Logstream Retention Period
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 5
CA_SYSVIEW_IMRS_ANAME

Label: IMS Region Summary Logstream Name
Abstract: IMRS Logstream Name
Category: IMS
Description: Log stream containing IMS region summary records. If you do not want to create a log stream
for IMRS, set the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the
name of the existing log stream coded in the IMSLOGR member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library. If
an existing log stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank
to continue using the same log stream. If no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming
convention:
Subsystem Id + '.IMSLOGR.IMRS.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_IMRS_HOFFL

Label: IMS Region Summary Logstream High Offload
Abstract: IMRS Logstream High Offload
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
Default: 70

CA_SYSVIEW_IMRS_LOFFL
Label: IMS Region Summary Logstream Low Offload
Abstract: IMRS Logstream High Offload
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
Default: 0

CA_SYSVIEW_IMRS_LSSIZE
Label: IMS Region Summary Logstream Size
Abstract: IMRS Logstream Size
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
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Default: 2500
CA_SYSVIEW_IMRS_STGSIZE

Label: IMS Region Summary Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: IMRS Logstream Staging Size
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 1500

CA_SYSVIEW_IMRS_RETPD
Label: IMS Region Summary Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: IMRS Logstream Retention Period
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 5
CA_SYSVIEW_IMTS_ANAME

Label: IMS Transaction Summary Logstream Name
Abstract: IMTS Logstream Name
Category: IMS
Description: Log stream containing IMS transaction summary records. If you do not want to create a log stream
for IMTS, set the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the
name of the existing log stream coded in the IMSLOGR member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library. If
an existing log stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank
to continue using the same log stream. If no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming
convention:
Subsystem Id + '.IMSLOGR.IMTS.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_IMTS_HOFFL

Label: IMS Transaction Summary Logstream High Offload
Abstract: IMTS Logstream High Offload
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
Default: 70

CA_SYSVIEW_IMTS_LOFFL
Label: IMS Transaction Summary Logstream Low Offload
Abstract: IMTS Logstream High Offload
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
Default: 0
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CA_SYSVIEW_IMTS_LSSIZE
Label: IMS Transaction Summary Logstream Size
Abstract: IMTS Logstream Size
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 1000

CA_SYSVIEW_IMTS_STGSIZE
Label: IMS Transaction Summary Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: IMTS Logstream Staging Size
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 750

CA_SYSVIEW_IMTS_RETPD
Label: IMS Transaction Summary Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: IMTS Logstream Retention Period
Category: IMS
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 5

MQ Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_MQSERIES

Label: MQ
Abstract: MQ option for SYSVIEW
Category: MQ
Description: Specify whether to install the MQ option for CA SYSVIEW. If set to NOMQSERIES, the remaining
variables for this option do not need to be set.
Default: NOMQSERIES

CA_SYSVIEW_MQHLQ
Label: MQ High Level Qualifier
Abstract: MQ High Level Qualifier for the SCSQAUTH, SCSQANLE, and SCSQLOAD Libraries
Category: MQ
Description: Specifies the high level qualifier for MQ.
Default: MQM.V9R1M0

CA_SYSVIEW_MQHR_ANAME
Label: MQ Request History Logstream Name
Abstract: MQHR Logstream Name
Category: MQ
Description: Log stream containing MQ request history records. If you do not want to create a log stream for
MQHR, set the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the
name of the existing log stream coded in the MQSDATA member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library. If
an existing log stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank
to continue using the same log stream. If no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming
convention:
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Subsystem Id + '.MQSDATA.MQHR.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_MQHR_HOFFL

Label: MQ Request History Logstream High Offload
Abstract: MQHR Logstream High Offload
Category: MQ
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
Default: 70

CA_SYSVIEW_MQHR_LOFFL
Label: MQ Request History Logstream Low Offload
Abstract: MQHR Logstream High Offload
Category: MQ
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
Default: 0

CA_SYSVIEW_MQHR_LSSIZE
Label: MQ Request History Logstream Size
Abstract: MQHR Logstream Size
Category: MQ
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 1000

CA_SYSVIEW_MQHR_STGSIZE
Label: MQ Request History Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: MQHR Logstream Staging Size
Category: MQ
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 750

CA_SYSVIEW_MQHR_RETPD
Label: MQ Request History Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: MQHR Logstream Retention Period
Category: MQ
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 5

DATACOM Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_DATACOM

Label: DATACOM
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Abstract: CA DATACOM option of CA SYSVIEW
Category: DATACOM
Description: Specify DATACOM to install the DATACOM option for CA SYSVIEW. If set to NODATACOM, the
remaining variables for this option do not need to be set.
Default: NODATACOM

CA_SYSVIEW_DATACOM_DSN
Label: DSN Name for DATACOM load library
Abstract: The DSN name for the DATACOM CABDLOAD Library
Category: DATACOM
Description: Specifies the DSN name for DATACOM CABDLOAD library.
Default: DATACOM.CABDLOAD

CAPTURE Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_CAPTURE

Label: CAPTURE
Abstract: Event Capture Option
Category: CAPTURE
Description: The Event Capture option in CA SYSVIEW captures critical event data. This data lets you analyze
the cause of past system events and performance problems for problem determination and systems tuning. If set
to NOCAPTURE, the remaining variables for this option do not need to be set.
Default: NOCAPTURE

CA_SYSVIEW_SMFD_ANAME
Label: SMF Data Logstream Name
Abstract: SMFD Logstream Name
Category: CAPTURE
Description: Log stream containing SMF Data records. If you do not want to create a log stream for SMFD, set
the value to NONE. To continue using a log stream from a prior release of SYSVIEW, specify the name of the
existing log stream coded in the SMFDATA member of your current run-time CNM4BPRM library. If an existing log
stream from a prior release used the default naming convention below, leave this variable blank to continue using
the same log stream. If no value is entered, a log stream will be created using the naming convention:
Subsystem Id + '.SMFDATA.SMFD.' + System Name

Default: Not applicable
CA_SYSVIEW_SMFD_HOFFL

Label: SMF Data Logstream High Offload
Abstract: SMFD Logstream High Offload
Category: CAPTURE
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the high offload threshold for the coupling facility
space allocated for this log stream. When the coupling facility is filled to the high offload threshold point or
beyond, system logger begins offloading data from the coupling facility to the DASD log stream data sets. Enter a
numeric value in the range 40 to 100.
Default: 70

CA_SYSVIEW_SMFD_LOFFL
Label: SMF Data Logstream Low Offload
Abstract: SMFD Logstream High Offload
Category: CAPTURE
Description: Specifies the percent value you want to use as the low offload threshold for the coupling facility for
this log stream. The low offload threshold is the point in the coupling facility, in percent value of space consumed,
where system logger stops offloading coupling facility log data to log stream DASD data sets. The value of
LOWOFFLOAD is the percent of log data system logger leaves in the coupling facility. Enter a numeric value in
the range 0 to 39.
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Default: 0
CA_SYSVIEW_SMFD_LSSIZE

Label: SMF Data Logstream Size
Abstract: SMFD Logstream Size
Category: CAPTURE
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the log stream offload DASD data sets for the log stream. Enter a
numeric value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 15000

CA_SYSVIEW_SMFD_STGSIZE
Label: SMF Data Logstream Staging Size
Abstract: SMFD Logstream Staging Size
Category: CAPTURE
Description: Specifies the size, in 4K blocks, of the DASD staging data set for the log stream. Enter a numeric
value in the range 16 to 524287. A value of 16 would be 64K bytes, 524287 would be 2G bytes.
Default: 10000

CA_SYSVIEW_SMFD_RETPD
Label: SMF Data Logstream Retention Period
Abstract: SMFD Logstream Retention Period
Category: CAPTURE
Description: Specifies the retention period, in days, for log data in the log stream. The retention period begins
when data is written to the log stream. Once the retention period for an entire log data set has expired, the data
set is eligible for physical deletion. Specify a value in the range 0 - 65536.

NOTE
A value of 0 means the data is eligible for deletion as soon as it is written to the log stream.

Default: 5

CEAPM Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_CEAPM

Label: CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management
Abstract: Activates the CE APM option
Category: CEAPM
Description: Specify CEAPM to enable the classic Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management
Agent architecture.
Default: NOCEAPM

CA_SYSVIEW_CEAPM_PORT1
Label: CE APM Port 1
Abstract: CE APM Port Number 1
Category: CEAPM
Description: Specifies the TCP/IP port number used to send CICS and/or IMS trace data to Cross-Enterprise
Application Performance Management. This port number is added to both the CICSWILY and IMSWILY group
definitions contained in the GROUPS PARMLIB member. Enter a numeric value in the range 0 to 65535.
Default: 15029

CA_SYSVIEW_CEAPM_PORT2
Label: CE APM Port 2
Abstract: CE APM Port Number 2
Category: CEAPM
Description: Specifies an additional TCP/IP port number used to send CICS and/or IMS trace data to Cross-
Enterprise Application Performance Management. It is only necessary if you need to send the trace data to more
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than one port. This port number is added to both the CICSWILY and IMSWILY group definitions contained in the
GROUPS PARMLIB member. Enter a numeric value in the range 0 to 65535.
Default: Not applicable

CA_SYSVIEW_CEAPM_PORT3
Label: CE APM Port 3
Abstract: CE APM Port Number 3
Category: CEAPM
Description: Specifies an additional TCP/IP port number used to send CICS and/or IMS trace data to Cross-
Enterprise Application Performance Management. It is only necessary if you need to send the trace data to more
than one port. This port number is added to both the CICSWILY and IMSWILY group definitions contained in the
GROUPS PARMLIB member. Enter a numeric value in the range 0 to 65535.
Default: Not applicable

CA_SYSVIEW_TCPIP_VERSION
Label: TCP/IP Version used to communicate with CE APM
Abstract: TCPIP Version
Category: CEAPM
Description: Specifies the TCP/IP version used to communicate with CE APM agents. Valid values are IPV4, or
IPV6.
Default: IPV4

JVM Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_JVM

Label: JVM Data Collection in CA SYSVIEW
Abstract: Enable JVM Data Collection in SYSVIEW
Category: JVM
Description: Specify JVM to enable the monitoring of Java Virtual Machines. If set to NOJVM, the remaining
variables for this option do not need to be set.
Default: NOJVM

CA_SYSVIEW_JVM_PGMCTL
Label: JVM agent program control attribute
Abstract: Determine if the JVM agent requires program control
Category: JVM
Description: Specify whether the JVM agent shared object will require the program control attribute. Set this to
TRUE if you will be monitoring JVM address spaces that require daemon level authority.
Default: FALSE

AppServer Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_APPS

Label: Application Server
Abstract: Install the Application Server
Category: AppServer
Description: Specify whether to install the Application Server, which includes the CA SYSVIEW REST API. If set
to NO, the remaining variables for this option do not need to be set.
Default: NO

CA_SYSVIEW_JAVAHOME
Label: Java home directory path
Abstract: Java home directory path used by the CA SYSVIEW Application Server
Category: AppServer
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Description: Specify the Java directory path that will be used to configure the stdenv.cfg file of the Application
Server address space. This is only required if you are configuring the Application Server (SYSVAPPS). You can
use the JVMVERS SYSVIEW command to display Java home directories of discovered JVMs.
Default: /usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64

Component Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_MVS

Label: MVS
Abstract: MVS option for SYSVIEW
Category: Components
Description: Specify whether to install the MVS option for CA SYSVIEW.
Default: NOMVS

CA_SYSVIEW_USS
Label: USS
Abstract: UNIX System Services
Category: Components
Description: Specifies the UNIX System Services (USS) that contains a list of configuration options that alter the
default operation of the CA SYSVIEW USS online option. Specify whether to activate USS.
Default: USS

CA_SYSVIEW_CTG
Label: CTG
Abstract: Activate CA SYSVIEW Performance Management for CTG
Category: Components
Description: The CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) component is a subcomponent of the CICS option. The JVM
component must also be active to receive full benefits.
Default: NOCTG

CA_SYSVIEW_DB2
Label: DB2
Abstract: Activate CA SYSVIEW Performance Management for DB2 connections
Category: Components
Description: A site CA SYSVIEW Performance Management for DB2 license permits you to define the
component CA SYSVIEW Performance Management for DB2 component. This connection lets you display data
for monitored DB2 subsystems.
Default: NODB2

CA_SYSVIEW_HCHECK
Label: Health Check
Abstract: Activate the component HCHECK
Category: Components
Description: Specify whether to activate the component HCHECK. This component helps you diagnose and
resolve potential configuration problems, resulting in a more efficient CA SYSVIEW system.
Default: HCHECK

CA_SYSVIEW_IDMS
Label: CA Integrated Database Management System (CA IDMS)
Abstract: Install CA IDMS for CA SYSVIEW
Category: Components
Description: Specify whether to activate CA IDMS component.
Default: NOIDMS

CA_SYSVIEW_MIM
Label: CA Multi-Image Manager component (CA MIM)
Abstract: Activate the component CA MIM
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Category: Components
Description: Specify whether to activate CA Multi-Image Manager component. This component provides a set of
commands that displays CA MIM information such as ENQ activity and tape device status.
Default: MIM

CA_SYSVIEW_ROSCOE
Label: CA ROSCOE Monitor
Abstract: Activate the component CA ROSCOE Monitor
Category: Components
Description: Specify whether to activate CA ROSCOE Monitor component. This component allows you to display
information about executing CA Roscoe jobs from a CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management session.
Default: ROSCOE

CA_SYSVIEW_TCPIP
Label: TCP/IP
Abstract: Enable or disable TCP/IP component
Category: Components
Description: CA SYSVIEW option for TCP/IP simplifies your problem management of existing z/OS console
displays of TCP/IP configuration data. These displays are complex and return large volumes of data. This
option helps you manage your TCP/IP configuration definitions through basic discovery and viewing of TCP/IP
configuration data.
Default: NOTCPIP

CA_SYSVIEW_XSYSTEM
Label: XSYSTEM
Abstract: Cross-System Component
Category: Components
Description: The Cross-system component, set XSYSTEM to instal XSYSTEM option, or NOXSYSTEM to not
install XSYSTEM option.
Default: XSYSTEM

Started Task Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_PRIMJOBN

Label: MAIN
Abstract: Main Services Job Name
Category: Started Tasks
Description: STC job name for the main address space.
Default: SYSVIEW

CA_SYSVIEW_SECJOBN
Label: USER
Abstract: User Interface Job Name
Category: Started Tasks
Description: STC job name for the user address space.
Default: SYSVUSER

CA_SYSVIEW_LCLJOBN
Label: LOCAL
Abstract: Local 3270 STC Job Name
Category: Started Tasks
Description: STC job name for the local 3270 address space.
Default: SYSVLCL

CA_SYSVIEW_AUXJOBN
Label: AUX
Abstract: Auxiliary STC Job Name
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Category: Started Tasks
Description: STC job name for the auxiliary address space. The SYSVAUX address space is normally not
needed. It is used to anchor CICS loggers when the main address space becomes storage constrained.
Default: SYSVAUX

CA_SYSVIEW_SRVRJOBN
Label: SERVER
Abstract: Application Server STC Job Name
Category: Started Tasks
Description: STC job name for the application server address space.
Default: SYSVAPPS

CA_SYSVIEW_PROCLIB
Label: PROCLIB
Abstract: System Library for CA SYSVIEW Started Tasks
Category: Started Tasks
Description: System library where all the CA SYSVIEW started tasks will be located.
Default: USER.PROCLIB

CA_SYSVIEW_APF
Label: APF - Authorize the Load Library
Abstract: Authorize the load library dynamically
Category: Started Tasks
Description: For dynamic authorization select YES, if user creates permanent APF manually, select NO.
Default: YES

CA_SYSVIEW_START
Label: Start SYSVIEW and Verify the Installation
Abstract: Start CA SYSVIEW instance and verify the CA SYSVIEW instance installation on the target system.
Category: Started Tasks
Description: Specify if you want to start the main CA SYSVIEW STCs (Main Services Address Space and User
Interface Address Space) and to run Installation Verification Program.
Default: NO

Upgrade/Conversion Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_SITEDSN

Label: Site Data Set Name
Abstract: SITEDSN (YES, NO, HLQ)
Category: Upgrade/Conversion
Description: Specifies whether to use a set of site libraries for maintaining your customized library members. The
site data sets can be reused and carried forward when you migrate or update to a new release.
Valid Values:
YES:

Job INST0005 will create a set of empty SITE libraries and the System Configuration member will be
updated accordingly.

NO:
Job INST0005 is not generated and the SITE libraries are set to NONE in the System Configuration
member.

<dsn_hlq>:
Job INST0005 is not generated and the set of existing SITE libraries prefixed with the data set high-level
qualifier specified here will be carried forward. The low-level qualifier of CNM4Bnnn will be appended to
the data set high-level qualifier and the System Configuration member will be updated accordingly.

Default: YES
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CA_SYSVIEW_OLD_SECDSN
Label: Prior Release Security DSN Conversion
Abstract: Security DSN from prior release if migrating to a new release
Category: Upgrade/Conversion
Description: Set this to the dataset name specified by the Dsn-System-SECURITY of the System Configuration
member from your prior release if this is an upgrade, otherwise leave the variable set to the default value of
NONE.
Default: NONE

CA_SYSVIEW_FAIL_NEW_CMDS
Label: Fail New Commands
Abstract: New commands will be failed by default
Category: Upgrade/Conversion
Description: If you want the default to be that access to any new commands introduced in this release is
permitted, change the value from YES to NO.
Default: YES

CA_SYSVIEW_OLD_PROFILE
Label: Old Profile DSN
Abstract: Profile Datset From Prior Release
Category: Upgrade/Conversion
Description: If this is an upgrade, specify the profile dataset name from the prior release, otherwise leave the
default value set to NONE.
Default: NONE

CA_SYSVIEW_OLD_DATALIB
Label: Old DATALIB DSN
Abstract: DATALIB Datset From Prior Release
Category: Upgrade/Conversion
Description: If this is an upgrade, specify the CNM4BDAT dataset name from the prior release, otherwise leave
the default value set to NONE.
Default: NONE

Security Variables
CA_SYSVIEW_ADMIN1

Label: SYSVIEW Administrator #1
Abstract: Primary SYSVIEW Administrator User Id
Category: Security
Description: Defines who the primary SYSVIEW administrator will be. If no value is entered, whoever is the
owner of the step to define the administrator will be the administrator.
Default: <step owner>

CA_SYSVIEW_ADMIN2
Label: SYSVIEW Administrator #2
Abstract: Alternate SYSVIEW Administrator User Id
Category: Security
Description: Defines who the secondary SYSVIEW administrator will be. This value is optional. Additionally,
administrators can be defined in the ADMIN security group by anyone who is an administrator.
Default: Not applicable

CA_SYSVIEW_PRIM_USER
Label: Security User ID for Primary STC
Abstract: Security ID for primary STC
Category: Security
Description: This is the STC User ID for the Primary SYSVIEW STC.
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Default: SYSVIEW
CA_SYSVIEW_SEC_USER

Label: Security User ID for Secondary STC
Abstract: Security ID for secondary STC
Category: Security
Description: This is the STC User ID for the SYSVIEW Secondary STC.
Default: SYSVUSER

CA_SYSVIEW_LCL_USER
Label: Security User ID for Local 3270 STC
Abstract: Security ID for Local 3270 STC
Category: Security
Description: This is the STC User ID for the SYSVIEW Local 3270 STC.
Default: SYSVLCL

CA_SYSVIEW_AUX_USER
Label: Security User ID for the Auxiliary Address Space STC
Abstract: Security ID for AUX STC
Category: Security
Description: This is the STC User ID for the SYSVIEW Auxiliary Address Space STC.
Default: SYSVAUX

CA_SYSVIEW_SRVR_USER
Label: Security User ID for the Application Server Address Space STC
Abstract: Security ID for APP SERVER STC
Category: Security
Description: This is the STC User ID for the Application Server Address Space STC.
Default: SYSVAPPS

CA_SYSVIEW_ESM
Label: External Security Management
Abstract: For an initial product install, specify which ESM is installed. Choices are: RACF, TSS, ACF2, NONE
Category: Security
Description: If you are not migrating from a prior release and installing the product for the first time, specify the
installed external security management system: RACF, TSS, or ACF2. This will cause additional (non-automated)
steps to be selected that will assist in defining the necessary security resources. Leave the value set to NONE if
you have already set up the security environment.
Default: NONE

Configure SYSVIEW Manually
The topics in this section describe the manual tasks to perform when you are not using CSM to configure SYSVIEW.

SYSVIEW can be configured manually using SMP/E JCL or using z/OSMF deployment.

System administrators do not need to complete all the tasks in this section and they do not need to be completed in a
linear or sequential manner. Complete only the tasks that your SYSVIEW installation requires.

Sample JCL for Product Configuration
Perform this step only if you installed using CSM and must create the SAMPJCL data set used to complete the
configuration.

See member MSMJCL in the <hlq>.CNM4BSAM SMP/E target library for a copy of this JCL.

//MSMINST JOB (0000)
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//*

//*==================================================================*

//*                                                                  *

//* Sample job to create the sysview.SAMPJCL data set.               *

//*                                                                  *

//* PREFIX = the dataset HLQ used for the SMP/E target               *

//*          zone when the MSM install was performed.                *

//* VOLUME = DASD volume                                             *

//*                                                                  *

//*==================================================================*

//* 

// SET PREFIX=sysview

// SET VOLUME=volume 

//*

//COPY     EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

//SYSUT3   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,1))

//SYSUT4   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,1))

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//IN       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&PREFIX..CNM4BSAM

//*

//SAMPJCL  DD DSN=&PREFIX..SAMPJCL,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,

//            VOL=SER=&VOLUME,

//            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160),

//            SPACE=(CYL,(05,02,45))

//* 

//SYSIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&PREFIX..CNM4BSAM(SAMPJCL)

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&PREFIX..CNM4BSAM(SVWSJCL2)

//*

Create the Run-Time Libraries (INST0004)
This step creates a set of run-time libraries for your environment.

WARNING

Before SYSVIEW Release 15.0, this step was optional. However with Version 16.0, we recommend that you
follow this step. With the Continuous Delivery model, we provide updates to all distributed elements of the
product including PARMLIB, SECURITY, and PROFILE in the service stream.

The sample JCL member INST0004 is generated when the INSTALL job is run. The steps to create the run-time libraries
are generated when SMPEHLQ is coded (and is not equal to PREFIX) when you Specify the INSTALL Job Parameters in
the GSVIINST Macro.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the INST0004 member in the sysview.SAMPJCL data set to ensure all of the data set names are correct.
2. Submit the member INST0004.

The run-time libraries are created.

NOTE
In the INSTALL job, if no value for SMPEHLQ is coded, or SMPEHLQ has the same value as PREFIX, the
INST0004 JCL is not generated.
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(Optional) Create Runtime SITE Libraries (INST0005)
This optional step creates a set of runtime SITE libraries for your environment using the same HLQ as the SYSTEM
runtime libraries. The qualifier ".SITE" is appended before the low-level data set qualifier to differentiate the SITE libraries
from the SYSTEM libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the members that were configured from the runtime libraries of your prior version of SYSVIEW into the SITE
libraries.
The SITE runtime libraries are created.

NOTE
INST0005 JCL is not generated when you specify SITEDSN=NO, or you specify a high-level qualifier for
SITEDSN to carry an existing set of SITE libraries forward from a prior release. If you specified SITEDSN=YES,
then run INST0005 to allocate the libraries. If you do not run INST0005, then reset the "Dsn-Site" values in the
sample System Configuration member back to NONE.

(Optional) Create Runtime USS Directory for the JVM Data Collector Agent (INST0006)
The following steps are specific to INST0006.

If you need information about how to manage the z/FS for the JVM data collector agent, watch the video that is named
JVM Data Collector Agent.

IMPORTANT
Use the following steps only when you are configuring the JVM component.

The data collector agent is built as a UNIX shared object that comes in two versions: 31 bit and 64 bit

This optional procedure creates the runtime USS directory where the shared objects for the JVM data collector agent are
stored.

Follow these steps:

1. Set RTPATH to the location of the runtime directory. The default location is a /runtime directory that is created in the
zFS file system that is allocated by the INST0002 job.
If you change the default RTPATH, change the SYSTSIN input where the pathname appears.
Default: /cai/sysview/<fmid>/runtime
Where the path prefix was specified in SAMPJCL member INSTALL and <fmid> is the SMP/E FMID.

2. PGMCTL is set to FALSE as a default. Set it to TRUE under any of these conditions:
– If you have JVM address spaces that require daemon (BPX.DAEMON) level authority. Doing so creates another

copy of the shared objects in a /binpc directory where the program control attribute is set.
– If you see a message like the following in the JVM address space:

BPXP014I ENVIRONMENT MUST BE CONTROLLED FOR DAEMON (BPX.DAEMON) PROCESSING. 

– If you see a message indicating that a call to the BPX1SUI/BPX4SUI service failed with an EMVSERR return code
and a JREnvDirty reason code.

NOTE
Setting PGMCTL requires security access to SAF resource <BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL> in the FACILITY
class.

When the INST0006 job completes, 31-bit and 64-bit versions of the shared object for the JVM data collector agent
are stored at these locations:
• If PGMCTL is set to FALSE (default):

/cai/sysview/<fmid>/runtime/jvmdata/bin/libgsvoagt1.so

/cai/sysview/<fmid>/runtime/jvmdata/bin/libgsvoagt4.so

• If PGMCTL is set to TRUE:
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/cai/sysview/<fmid>/runtime/jvmdata/binpc/libgsvoagt1.so

/cai/sysview/<fmid>/runtime/jvmdata/binpc/libgsvoagt4.so

Create Runtime Profile Data Library (INST0007)
This step creates a runtime profile data library.

Profile Data Library (PROFLIB)

The profile data library (PROFLIB) is a data set that contains SYSVIEW user profile objects. SYSVIEW persistent data
store technology is used to allow multiple versions or releases of profile objects to be maintained in a single data set.

If you are upgrading from SYSVIEW V15.0 or an older version, the existing profile library data set (PROFILE) from the
previous release will be used as source to automatically upgrade and migrate the profile information to the profile data
library (PROFLIB) when a user initiates a SYSVIEW session.

If you are upgrading from SYSVIEW V16.0 or a later version, this job can be skipped and the existing profile data library
(PROFLIB) from the previous release should be carried forward to preserve user profile settings. Specify the profile data
library from the previous release on system configuration option Dsn-System-PROFLIB in the GSVXssid member that was
generated in the SAMPJCL data set.

Profile Data Library Characteristics

• Profile data library data set - sysview.CNM4BPDL
• The data set must be READ/WRITE to all users.
• The data set is intended to be shared:

– Across SYSVIEW releases
– Across SYSVIEW subsystems
– Across LPARs or systems
– Within a SYSPLEX (PDS/E requirement)

Profile Data Library Sizing

How many SYSVIEW users do you have or anticipate?

Each user has a profile member in the profile data set of the prior release.

Execute these commands in the prior release to view its profile data set:

• LISTDIR &PROFILE
– Displays a directory list of current members
– Answers the question, "How many current users are there?"

• DSINFO &PROFILE
• • Displays information about the current data set allocation

Profile data library sizing and expansion

You may need to increase the size of the profile data library under any of the following conditions:

• There is a significant increase in the number of SYSVIEW users.
• A profile upgrade is required due to a new SYSVIEW release of Feature PTF.

– A profile upgrade is expected to be infrequent.
– A profile upgrade is not required for each Feature PTF.
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The profile data library must be large enough to contain multiple data version or builds of profile objects.

The attribute for data set secondary allocation typically handles the expansion requirement needed for multiple builds.

Suggested Allocation of Profile Data Libraries Based on Number of Users

Users Primary Allocation Cylinders Secondary
Allocation Cylinders Total Bytes - Primary

50 5 5 4M
250 15 5 12M
500 25 10 20M
1000 50 10 40M
2500 100 20 81M

Create a Runtime Persistent Data Store (INST0008)
This step creates an empty runtime data library or persistent data store named CNM4BDAT using the SYSVIEW job
named INST0008.

Follow one of these steps:

• If you are upgrading from a prior release, you should continue to use your existing data library. There is no requirement
to allocate or define a new library. The data library is intended to be used across multiple releases. Ensure that your
System Configuration member has the correct data set name for 'Dsn-System-DATALIB'.

• If you are installing SYSVIEW for the first time, execute this job to allocate a new data library.

Data Library

The SYSVIEW data library or persistent data store is a mechanism that allows data to be saved or hardened. Data can be
saved and retrieved from the persistent data store.

SYSVIEW maintains various types of data collection, statistics, and configuration options that control the operation of the
product. Usually these data objects are unique to a single iteration of a SYSVIEW execution. The goal of a persistent data
store is to provide an environment that allows data objects to be maintained across multiple executions of SYSVIEW. The
data objects are able to be maintained across an IPL of the operating system.

The persistent data store is located in the sysview.CNM4BDAT data set and defined in the System Configuration Options
member. The data set can be shared across multiple instances of SYSVIEW running in the same system or within the
same sysplex.

The data objects that are stored in the DATALIB are designed to be automatically migrated to a future product release.

When an owner of a data object requests the object to be read, the data store first attempts to provide a data object
from the matching release/build. If a data object is not available for a matching build, a search is performed looking
for data objects with prior build numbers. The data object with the highest build number is returned. The data object owner
performs any required data conversions based on release/build if necessary.

Data Library Characteristics

• Data library data set - sysview.CNM4BDAT
• The data set must be READ/WRITE to the SYSVIEW Main Services address space (SYSVIEW).
• The data set is intended to be shared:
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– Across SYSVIEW releases
– Across SYSVIEW subsystems
– Across LPARs or systems
– Within a SYSPLEX (PDS/E requirement)

Installation

The Persistent Data Store DATALIB is allocated as a PDSE. The data set naming convention is sysview.CNM4BDAT.
The name of the DATALIB is specified by setting Dsn-System-DATALIB in the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options
member.

Sizing

You can use the following information to determine the approximate size requirements for the persistent data store.

General guidelines for DASD recommendations:

• 30 tracks per system/LPAR
• 1 track per CICS region

Additional CICS region requirements based on configuration options set in the parmlib member: SVWCOPTS

Option: TRANSACTION-ACTIVITY-PERSISTENT

If set to YES or RESTART, an additional seven tracks per CICS region are required.            

Default: NO                                      

Security

The data store is read by multiple users and address spaces. Universal Read access to the DATALIB data set is
considered acceptable.

Most write functions to the DATALIB are performed by the DATALIB subtask in the SYSVIEW Main Services address
space. The userid that is associated with this address space requires Update access to the DATALIB data set.

Additional user ids for staff such as a SYSVIEW administrator may also require Update access to the DATALIB data set to
perform functions such as copying, renaming, or deleting objects.

Create the SYSVIEW Application Server (SYSVAPPS) Runtime Directory (INST0009)
Configure the SYSVIEW Application Server Address Space (SYSVAPPS) using the INST0009 SAMPJCL member.

INST0009 is an optional procedure. The procedure creates the runtime USS directories where the shared objects, Java
jar file, and the configuration files for the SYSVIEW Application Server Address Space are stored.

NOTE
Use the steps in this article only when you want to configure the SYSVIEW Application Server Address Space
(SYSVAPPS).

The INST0009 SAMPJCL member (job) creates a runtime directory in the SYSVIEW zFS file system that the INST0002
job created when you installed SYSVIEW. The INST0002 job created a mount point at the following directory location:

/cai/sysview/<fmid>

Default runtime directory: /cai/sysview/<fmid>/runtime_app

/cai/sysview
The path prefix that was specified in the SAMPJCL member INSTALL
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<fmid>
The SMP/E FMID

If you want to change the default directory, modify all occurrences of /runtime_apps in the INST0009 SAMPJCL
member. Your changes might cause the path to span rows due to continuation.

NOTE
The shared objects in the runtime directory require that the program control attribute is set. Setting program
control requires READ access to SAF resource <BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL> in the FACILITY class.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the INST0009 member in the data set sysview.SAMPJCL.
Verify that the files that are referenced in the job are correct.

2. Submit the INST0009 member to create the runtime directory.

NOTE
For information about how to configure and deploy the SYSVIEW Application Server Address Space, see
Configure and Deploy the SYSVIEW Application Server.

Run the System Information Utility GSVCUTIL (INST0010)
The system information utility GSVCUTIL provides you with a report showing your system during the installation. After you
run this utility, use the information to verify your GSVIINST parameter values.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the INST0010 member in the data set sysview.SAMPJCL and verify the files that are referenced in the job are
correct.

2. Submit the member INST0010.
You receive a report with the following information when this job ends with a condition code of 0:
– z/OS system
– Authorized Program Facility (APF) list
– The SYSVIEW LMP keys

3. Verify parameter values.
a. Review the report information.
b. Compare the parameter values shown on the report with the values you entered to modify and run the INSTALL

job.
c. Modify parameter values if the information is incorrect.
If the information is correct, the installation can continue.

Copy System Configuration Options to System Configuration Data Set (INST0011)
The system configuration options are set during SYSVIEW initialization. They are not case-sensitive. Review the following
options before running job INST0011:

Administrator-Userid
Define at least one product administrator using this option. You can code this option multiple times to specify more
administrators.

• Valid Values: Any valid user ID
• Default Value: None

NOTE
You can also use the SYSVIEW SECURITY command to define more administrators.
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CA-Customer-SiteID
Specifies the Broadcom customer site ID that you use to contact technical support. Use the site ID to FTP information to
Broadcom.

• Valid Values: Seven-digit numeric value
• Default Value: 0000000

Company-Name
Specifies a company name to be associated with this installation. The company name is included in Event Captures.

• Valid Values: A string of 1 to 32 characters. If the name includes embedded blanks, enclose the name in single quotes.
• Default Value: ' '

Component-CTG
Specifies whether to activate the SYSVIEW CTG component. The CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) component is
included as a subcomponent of the SYSVIEW Option for CICS. The SYSVIEW JVM component must also be active to
receive the full benefits of the CTG component.
The CTG component includes data for CICS Transaction Gateways.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Component-DB2
Specifies whether to activate the component SYSVIEW for Db2. The DB2 component requires the product SYSVIEW for
Db2.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Component-Health-Check
Specifies whether to activate the component SYSVIEW Health Check. The Health Check component is included as a
subcomponent of the option SYSVIEW.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Component-IDMS
Specifies whether to activate the component SYSVIEW for IDMS. The IDMS component requires the IDMS Performance
Monitor.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Component-JVM
Specifies whether to activate the component SYSVIEW for JVM. The JVM component is included as a subcomponent of
the option SYSVIEW.
The JVM component includes data for Java Virtual Machines and Language Environments (LEs).

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Component-MIM
Specifies whether to activate the component SYSVIEW for MIM for z/OS. The MIM component is included as a
subcomponent of the option SYSVIEW.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Component-ROSCOE
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Specifies whether to activate the component SYSVIEW for Roscoe. The Roscoe component is included as a
subcomponent of the option SYSVIEW.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Component-USS
Specifies whether to activate SYSVIEW for UNIX System Services (USS). The USS component is included as a
subcomponent of the option SYSVIEW.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Component-XSYSTEM
Specifies whether to activate the SYSVIEW Cross-System component. The cross system component is included as a
subcomponent of the option SYSVIEW.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

DB2XNET-Userid

Specifies the ID to be used to generate passtickets when the SYSVIEW capture task issues DB2 XNET requests. If you
want to specify a DB@XNET-Userid to be used when generating passtickets, you must specify an eight character ID
for the new option. If you do not specify an ID, security user ID for the SYSVUSER started task is used to generate the
passtickets for capture requests.

• Valid values: A valid eight character SYSVIEW user ID.
• Default: The security user ID for the SYSVUSER started task.

Dsn-Site-CAPLIB
Specifies the data set name of the site Event Capture library. Members in the Event Capture library define a list of
instructions to process when an Event Capture occurs.

The site data set is dynamically concatenated in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set is used to
create members to be used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: None
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users can have read access to the data set but not required. The user ID assigned to the SYSVIEW User

Interfaces address space must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-Site-CLISTLIB
Specifies the data set name of the site command list library.

The site data set is concatenated dynamically in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set is used to
create members to use in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: None
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:
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– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-Site-HELPLIB
Specifies the data set name of the site online help library.

The site data set is concatenated dynamically in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set is used to
create members to be used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: None
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-Site-MAPLIB
Specifies the data set name of the site MAP library.

The site data set is concatenated dynamically in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set is used to
create members to be used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: None
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-Site-PANELLIB
Specifies the data set name of the site panel library. The panel library contains MENU definitions for online SYSVIEW
displays.

The site data set is concatenated dynamically in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set is used to
create members to be used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: None
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-Site-PARMLIB

Specifies the data set name of the site parameter library.

The site data set is concatenated dynamically in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set is used to
create members to be used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.
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• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: None
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-Site-PLOTLIB
Specifies the data set name of the site plot definition library.

The site data set is concatenated dynamically in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set is used to
create members to be used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: None
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-Site-REXXLIB
Specifies the data set name of the site REXX exec library. This data set contains text and compiled REXX execs that
SYSVIEW uses.

The site data set is concatenated dynamically in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set is used to
create members to be used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

This library is concatenated dynamically to the SYSEXEC DD when you log in to the TSO/ISPF interface.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: None
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– Existing SYSEXEC dsns
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-Site-TEMPLATE
Specifies the data set name of the site template library.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: None
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set
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Dsn-Site-XMLLIB

Specifies the data set name of the site XML library. The site data set is concatenated dynamically in front of the
corresponding system data set. The site data set is used to create members to be used in place of the members that are
found in the system data set.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: None
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-System-CAPDATA-HLQ
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the Event Capture data sets. When a capture is taken, SYSVIEW uses the HLQ
to allocate a new data set. A fixed time and date suffix are added to the HLQ to create the full data set name.
Time and date suffix = Thhmmss.Dyymmdd

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name. Limit the HLQ to 28 characters so that the time and date can be added as a
suffix.
Example: SYSVIEW.CAPDATA

• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CAPDATA

Dsn-System-CAPINDEX
Specifies the name of the Event Capture index data set. A unique data set can be created for each system or the index
can be shared across systems.
Symbolic substitution variables can be used to make definitions easier.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.

Examples:

SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.PROD

SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.TEST

SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.&SYSNAME

• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.SYSNAME
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.

Dsn-System-CAPINDEX-HLQ
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the Event Capture index data sets. The SYSVIEW online commands use the
HLQ to reference multiple Event Capture index data sets.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.

Example: SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX

• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX

Dsn-System-CAPLIB
Specifies the data set name of the system Event Capture library. Members in the Event Capture library define a list of
instructions to process when an Event Capture occurs.
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• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Values: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BCAP
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users can have read access to the data set but not required. The user ID assigned to the SYSVIEW User

Interfaces address space must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-System-CLISTLIB
Specifies the data set name of the command list library.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BCLS
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-System-CSI
Specifies the name of the SMP/E CSI data set used for installation and maintenance.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name. The SMP/E CSI data set name must end with ".CSI"
• Default Value: NONE

Dsn-System-DATALIB
Specifies the data set name of the persistent data store or data library. This data set can be reused when migrating or
updating SYSVIEW releases.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BDAT
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems. The data set is

allocated as a PDSE and therefore can only be shared within a single sysplex.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set. The user ID assigned to the SYSVIEW Main Services

address space must have Update access to the data set.
• Concatenation: None

Dsn-System-HELPLIB
Specifies the data set name of the online help library.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BHLP
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-System-MAPLIB
Specifies the data set name of the system MAP library.
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• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BMAP
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-System-PANELLIB
Specifies the data set name of the panel library. The panel library contains MENU definitions for online SYSVIEW
displays.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPNL
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-System-PARMLIB
Specifies the data set name of the parameter library.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPRM
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-System-PLOTLIB
Specifies the data set name of the plot definition library.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPLT
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-System-PROFILE
Specifies the data set name of the profile library if you are upgrading from a prior release. If you are not upgrading the
product or a profile library is not available from a prior release, specify NONE.

The profile library is used as a source data set to migrate existing user profiles to the profile data library (PROFLIB).
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• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default: NONE
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems. If profile data set is

allocated as a PDS, it can be shared across multiple sysplexes. If profile data set is allocated as a PDSE, it can only
be shared within a single sysplex.

• Security: All users must have read access to the data set if specified as a value other than NONE.
• Concatenation: None

Dsn-System-PROFLIB
Specifies the data set name of the profile data library.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPDL
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances including releases of SYSVIEW and across systems. The

data set is allocated as a PDSE and therefore can only be shared within a single sysplex.
• Security: All users must have Read access to the data set. Users can change profile settings while in an online

session. Users must have Update access to the data set to harden the user settings.
• Concatenation: None

Dsn-System-REXXLIB

Specifies the data set name of the REXX exec library. This data set contains text and compiled REXX execs that are used
by SYSVIEW.

This library is concatenated dynamically to the SYSEXEC DD when you log in to the TSO/ISPF interface.

The library is installed as a RECFM=F data set. If your installation uses a RECFM=V for the SYSEXEC DD, then copy and
convert the SYSVIEW REXX library to a RECFM=V data set.
The compiled REXX execs cannot simply be copied from a RECFM=F to a RECFM=V data set. They also need
converted.

SYSVIEW supplies GSVUCFV1 and GSVUCFV2 REXX utility execs to copy and convert SYSVIEW REXX execs:

GSVUCFV1 - Uses the ISPF library management services to copy one or more REXX execs from a RECFM=F to a
RECFM=V data set. This exec can also call the GSVUCFV2 exec to convert any copied compiled REXX execs.

GSVUCFV2 - Uses the ISPF library management services to convert a single compiled REXX exec from a RECFM=F to
RECFM=V data set.

SYSVIEW supplies the REXXFTOV job in the CNM4BSAM data set to copy and convert the REXX execs.

The REXXFTOV SAMPLIB JCL member invokes:

• GSVUCFV1 to copy all REXX execs from a RECFM=F to a RECFM=V data set.
• GSVUCFV2 to convert any compiled REXX execs that were copied.

The Dsn-System-REXXLIB option must specify the data set name of the converted RECFM=V data set.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BREX
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– Existing SYSEXEC dsns
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-System-SAMPLIB
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Specifies the data set name of the sample library.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BSAM
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users can have read access to the data set but not required.
• Concatenation: None

Dsn-System-SECURITY
Specifies the data set name of the security library.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set. Administrators need update access.
• Concatenation: None

Dsn-System-TEMPLATE
Specifies the data set name of the template library.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BTMP
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-System-XMLLIB

Specifies the data set name of the XML library.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4XML
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dump-Destination

Specifies the optional output destination that is used when SYSVIEW allocates a dump data set. Use this parameter
option with the parameter Dump-Remote-Userid for routing a dump to a specific user.

• Valid Values: Any valid destination.
• Default Value: None

Dump-Remote-Userid
Specifies the optional remote user ID that is used when SYSVIEW allocates a dump data set. Any value that is specified
for this parameter is ignored if a value was not also specified for the parameter Dump-Destination.

• Valid Values: Any valid user ID.
• Default Value: None

Dump-SYSOUT-Class
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Specifies the SYSOUT class that is used when SYSVIEW allocates a dump data set.

• Valid Values: Any valid class.
• Default Value: A

Exit-Module-Command
Specifies the command exit module name.

• Valid Values: Any valid member name.
• Default Value: GSVXCMDX

Exit-Module-SDSF
Specifies the SDSF command exit module name.

• Valid Values: Any valid member name.
• Default Value: GSVXSDSX

JES-Config-Module
Specifies the JES configuration module name. This optional parameter is not usually specified. When a user-assembled
configuration module is created with the USRM0004 USERMOD, it might be necessary to specify a module name
with this parameter. See the USRM0004 member in the SAMPJCL data set for more information about creating a JES
configuration module.

• Valid Values: Any valid member name.
• Default Value: None

JES-Name
Specifies the default JES subsystem name. If this optional parameter is not specified, the primary JES subsystem is used.
Using SYSVIEW with a secondary JES2 subsystem requires that you code the subsystem name of the secondary JES2
subsystem for this parameter.

• Valid Values: Any valid JES subsystem name.
• Default Value: None

Map-Member-System
Defines the name of the assembled z/OS control block maps member. This value is used when profile option
LOADSYSMAPS YES is in effect.

• Valid Values: Any valid member name that is located in the maps library.
• Default Value: SVWX&G$SPLQual

NOTE
The symbol &G$SPLQual resolves to the SP Level (that is, 721 for z/OS 2.1 or 722 for z/OS 2.2). The
distributed MAP library (CNM4BMAP) contains the pre-assembled maps for all supported releases of z/
OS, so it is recommended to use the default value. Sample JCL is provided in member SVWXMAPS of the
CNM4BSAM data set if you must reassemble this map.

Option-CICS
Specifies whether to activate SYSVIEW Option for CICS.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Option-DATACOM
Specifies whether to activate SYSVIEW Datacom Option.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Option-Event-Capture
Specifies whether to activate SYSVIEW Event Capture Option.
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• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Option-MVS
Specifies whether to activate SYSVIEW.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Option-IMS
Specifies whether to activate SYSVIEW Option for IMS.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Option-TCPIP
Specifies whether to activate SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Option-WebSphereMQ
Specifies whether to activate SYSVIEW Option for WebSphere MQ.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Option-CEAPM
Specifies whether to activate Cross-Enterprise APM.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

NOTE
To use this option, the Component-XSYSTEM option must be set to YES.

Route-Code
Specifies the console route codes that you use for all WTO and WTOR macros that SYSVIEW issues. The route codes
are specified as decimal numbers. The parameter Route-Code can be specified multiple times when more than one route
code is desired. Each specification contains one route code.
Examples

Route-Code 2

Route-Code 11

• Valid Values: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16
• Default Value: 2, 11

Security-Validation
Specifies how to perform the security verification and validation.

• Valid Values:
• USER specifies the System Authorization Facility (SAF) is used to validate user IDs and passwords at session logon

to the following interfaces: CICS, VTAM, and local 3270. For other interfaces such as TSO, ISPF, and Roscoe, only the
user ID is validated.

• GROUP specifies the group name that is assigned to the user ID by the external security product is used to determine
which internal SYSVIEW security group to use. If the user ID belongs to multiple groups the group assigned will be
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either the default group (DFLTGRP), or the current connect group, depending on the external security manager. The
GROUP option includes all USER option functionality.

• USERDEF specifies that a user-defined field in the external security product is used to set the internal SYSVIEW
security group. The USERDEF option includes all USER option functionality. For more details, see the following
members in the CNM4BSAM library:
– GSVUDEFA - for ACF2
– GSVUDEFR - for RACF
– GSVUDEFT - for Top Secret

• NO specifies that user ID validation is not performed when logging on to the CICS, VTAM, or Local 3270 interface.
• Default Value: USER

SYSOUT-Class
Specifies the default SYSOUT class for dynamically allocated files.

• Valid Values: Any valid output class
• Default Value: '*'

TCP-SYSTCPD-Dsn
Specifies the name of the system TCP/IP configuration file. This name can be specified as a Hierarchical File System
(HFS) path.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set or path name
• Default Value: VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA

TCP-SYSTCPD-Member
Specifies the member name that you use (if any) for the TCP/IP data set. This parameter is required only if the data set
specified in the TCP-SYSTCPD-Dsn parameter is a PDS.
The member parameter supports the use of system symbols. The supplied string for the TCP-SYSTCPD-Member
parameter can be up to 24 bytes long. Anything longer than 24 bytes is truncated. When the symbols in the string are
resolved, the final member name consists of the first 8 bytes of the TCP-SYSTCPD-Member value. Anything longer than 8
bytes is truncated and ignored.

• Valid Values: Any valid member name.
• Default Value: None

User-Abend-Code
Specifies the ABEND code that is used for all user abends issued. Unique reason codes are used to identify the reason
for the ABEND.

• Valid Values: A number from 0 to 4095
• Default Value: 2999

VTAM-Applid
Specifies the VTAM APPL name that the SYSVIEW VTAM interface uses.
Override this parameter with the APPLID parameter of the START command that starts the SYSVIEW VTAM interface.

• Valid Values: Any valid application ID name.
• Default Value: SYSVIEW

VTAM-SPO-Applid
Specifies a value that overrides the default VTAM APPL name that the SYSVIEW VTAM command uses. The specified
value must be from three to eight characters long and end with two numeric digits.

If you specify a value for this parameter, change the corresponding APPL names in the SYSVAPPL member in the
CNM4BSAM data set.
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The first name that is coded in the SYSVAPPL member matches the VTAM-SPO-Applid parameter value. You can specify
more APPL names by incrementing the numeric suffix by one. The numeric suffix does not need to start at 00, but only
numbers that are consecutive with the initial value are used.

• Valid Values: Three to eight characters, ending with two numeric digits.
• Default Value: SYSVPO00

Copy System Configuration Options Member

The System Configuration Options member sets configuration options during the initialization of SYSVIEW.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the INST0011 member in the sysview.SAMPJCL data set.
2. Submit the member INST0011.

– The INSTALL job generated a System Configuration Options member in the SAMPJCL data set using the SSID
suffix from INSTALL. INST0011 copies this member into a new System Configuration data set.

– The member name is based on the SSID that was specified in INSTALL and has the following format:
GSVX<ssid>

– ssid
The System Configuration Options member name. The default value for ssid is GSVX, so the default System
Configuration Options member name is GSVXGSVX.

3. Secure the new System Configuration data set.
– Give only those users with SYSVIEW administrative authority update access to the data set or member.

For more information about the system configuration library, see CNM4SCFG - System Configuration Member.

Initialize the Event Capture Index Data Set (INST0030)
You initialize the Event Capture index data sets to catalog a list of captured events. The Event Capture index is used even
if the Event Capture option is not available. You can take and send event captures to Broadcom for diagnostic purposes.

NOTE
If you are upgrading and reusing the index data set from the prior release, skip this step.

A common or shared index data set can be used for all systems when the data set is allocated on shared DASD. A
separate index data set can also be used for each system. This index file is defined as a VSAM KSDS (key-sequenced
data set). If separate index data sets are used, the high-level qualifier you specified for the index data sets must contain
the system name. Specify the system name using the &SYSNAME symbolic parameter.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the INST0030 member in the sysview.SAMPJCL data set to ensure that all files that the job references are
correct.

2. Submit the member INST0030.
When the job ends with a condition code of 0, the Event Capture index data sets are successfully initialized.

Define and Load the IMOD Data Set (INST0031 - INST0032)
This article explains the source members that are used for the GSS intelligent modules (IMODs).

The source members that are used for the GSS intelligent modules (IMODs) are distributed in the PDS data set
sysview.CNM4BISR. The IMOD source members are loaded and compiled into a GSS IMODLIB VSAM data set.

1. Modify the JCL in the INST0031 and INST0032 members of the sysview.SAMPJCL data set.
2. Submit the INST0031 job.
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This job defines the IMOD VSAM data set.
3. Submit the INST0032 job.

This job performs the following functions:
– Loads the source IMOD REXX EXECs from the source IMOD PDS into the VSAM IMOD data set.
– Compiles the IMODs in the VSAM data set.

Define Log Streams (INST0040 - INST0046)
This topic discusses how to define the SYSVIEW log streams:

Log Stream Reuse and Sizing

If you are upgrading and already have log streams that are defined, you can reuse those same log streams. However, you
may want to re-evaluate those definitions to determine whether they are sized appropriately for your current situation. For
more information, see Use the Logger.

Log Stream Optimization

Parameters for keywords MAXBUFSIZE and LS_DATACLAS on existing log stream definitions should be verified to
determine if they are set for optimal performance. The suggested parameter values have changed from prior releases.
The suggested parameters provide performance improvements for record processing speed and CPU usage. For more
information, see Log Stream Optimization.

Log streams must be defined before you can view the following types of collected data online:

• Historical Audit Event data records
• Historical Plot data records
• Monitored data records
• Exception Records

NOTE
Before you run INST0040 through INST0046, activate the z/OS system logger services and define a LOGR
policy on the system.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the INST0040 through INST0046 members in the sysview.SAMPJCL data set to ensure that all files that the
jobs are referencing are correct.

2. Define the log stream as shown in the following sample definition.
DASD-only: The JCL defines a DASD-only log stream and lists the characteristics of the log stream:
//jobcard

//*                         

//         EXPORT SYMLIST=*

//*                        

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IXCMIAPU,REGION=0M 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN    DD *,SYMBOLS=EXECSYS

DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO) 

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

  NAME(ssid.taskname.type.&SMFID)

  AUTODELETE(YES)

  DASDONLY(YES)

  DESCRIPTION(....16chars.....)

  DIAG(NO)
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  EHLQ(LOGGER)

  HIGHOFFLOAD(nnn)

  LOWOFFLOAD(nnn)

  LS_SIZE(nnnnn)

  LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

  MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

  MODEL(NO)

  OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

  RETPD(nn)

  STG_SIZE(nnnnn)

  WARNPRIMARY(YES)

LIST LOGSTREAM

  NAME(ssidrrm.taskname.type.&SMFID)

  DETAIL(YES)

Coupling Facility: Optionally, define log streams to a coupling facility list structure. It is advisable that log streams
with low throughput and a requirement of sharing data within a sysplex be defined in the coupling facility. Review the
CFSTRUCT member in the sysview.SAMPJCL data set for more information about defining coupling facility structures.
The coupling facility structure should have a defined MAXBUFSIZE of 65532. The following JCL defines a coupling
facility log stream and lists the characteristics of the log stream:
//jobcard

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IXCMIAPU,REGION=0M 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN    DD *

DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

  NAME(ssid.taskname.type)

  STRUCTNAME(structure)

  AUTODELETE(YES)

  DESCRIPTION(....16chars.....)

  DIAG(NO)

  EHLQ(LOGGER)

  HIGHOFFLOAD(nnn)

  LOWOFFLOAD(nnn)

  LS_SIZE(nnnnn)

  LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

  MODEL(NO)

  OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

  RETPD(nn)

  STG_SIZE(nnnnn)

  WARNPRIMARY(YES)

     

LIST LOGSTREAM

  NAME(ssidrrm.taskname.type)

  DETAIL(YES)

3. Submit the appropriate jobs that define the z/OS log streams needed on each system.
After the job ends with a condition code of 0, you can view the log streams online. The records that are written to these
log streams are in SMF format.
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Log Stream Guidelines

Defining log streams requires that you follow these guidelines:

NOTE
If you are upgrading and have log streams that are defined, you can reuse those log streams. Verify the
parameters for keywords MAXBUFSIZE and LS_DATACLAS on existing log streams to determine if they are set
correctly for optimal performance. The suggested parameter values have changed from prior releases. See Log
Stream Optimization for more details.

• SMS must manage your log stream data sets.
• The SMS data class must support data compression.
• Observe the log stream naming conventions.
• Set maximum buffer size to 65532. MAXBUFZISE(65532)
• Set the SMS data class for offload data set allocation to a class with a CI size of 24576 (24K),

LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)
• Use the available log data types.

The available log data types are as follows:
ADTT

Indicates Audit Event records
IMRS

Indicates IMS region summary records
IMTR

Indicates IMS transaction records
MQHR

Indicates MQ historic requests
PLOT

Indicates historical plot records
SMFD

Indicates SMF data records
EITL

Indicates CICS exec interface trace records
TRAN

Indicates CICS detailed transaction records
TSUM

Indicates CICS transaction summary records
SYSD

Indicates CICS system interval data records
XLOG

Indicates exception records for all components

Although multiple log data types can share a log stream, we do not recommend sharing log streams that contain the
SMFD and TRAN data types. The volume of data records being written to these logs is much greater than the volume
being written to the other types.

• Observe the LOGSTREAM description.
The LOGSTREAM description is 16 characters and cannot contain blanks.

Log Stream Naming Conventions

Log stream naming conventions let you define log streams for online viewing.
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NOTE
The parmlib members for specifying log stream names are located in the sysview.CNM4BPRM data set.

We recommend the following naming convention, which adheres to the 26-character restriction:

ssid.taskname.type.&SMFID

ssid
Specifies the SYSVIEW subsystem ID

taskname
Specifies the owning SYSVIEW task

type
Specifies the log data type qualifier

&SMFID
System Symbol for the SMF ID. If support for System Symbols is not enabled, code the SMF ID.

Limits: 26 characters for the log stream name; the name must be unique across a SYSPLEX. (Any naming convention
that provides a unique log stream name across the SYSPLEX is acceptable.)

Example: Log Stream Naming Convention

The following table shows examples of the suggested naming convention for the log stream name:

Taskname.Type Log Stream Name
AUDIT.ADTT GSVX.AUDIT.ADTT.&SMFID
IMSLOGR.IMRS GSVX.IMSLOGR.IMRS.&SMFID
IMSLOGR.IMTR GSVX.IMSLOGR.IMTR.&SMFID
MQSDATA.MQHR GSVX.MQSDATA.MQHR.&SMFID
SYSDATA.PLOT GSVX.SYSDATA.PLOT.&SMFID
SMFDATA.SMFD GSVX.SMFDATA.SMFD.&SMFID
SYSDATA.XLOG GSVX.SYSDATA.XLOG.&SMFID
CICSLOGR.EITL  GSVX.CICSLOGR.EITL.&SMFID
CICSLOGR.TRAN GSVX.CICSLOGR.TRAN.&SMFID
CICSLOGR.TSUM GSVX.CICSLOGR.TSUM.&SMFID
CICSLOGR.SYSD GSVX.CICSLOGR.SYSD.&SMFID
CICSLOGR.XLOG GSVX.CICSLOGR.XLOG.&SMFID

Step 1 Define a Log Stream for Audit Events (INST0040)

This step defines a log stream to contain historical audit event data records.

A unique log stream must be created for each audit event data record that has been defined on each system.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the log stream as shown in the example that follows this procedure.
2. Specify the name of the defined log stream in the following parmlib members:
AUDIT

LOGSTREAM-AUDIT-NAME  logstream.name

If the audit logging function is not going to be used or the log stream has not been defined, set the following
options:
LOGSTREAM-AUDIT-NAME   NONE
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LGLOOKUP
Sysname  Logname......LogStream-Name

sysname  AUDIT        logstream.name

3. Submit the INST0040 job.

The log stream for the historical audit event data records is defined, and the contents of the log stream can be viewed
online.

Example: Define a DASD-Only Audit Log Stream.

This example defines a DASD-only audit log stream for collecting historical audit event data records:

DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

       NAME(ssid.AUDIT.ADTT.&SMFID)

       AUTODELETE(YES)

       DASDONLY(YES)

       DESCRIPTION(AUDIT_LOG)

       DIAG(NO)

       EHLQ(LOGGER)

       HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

       LOWOFFLOAD(0)

       LS_SIZE(5000)

       LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

       MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

       MODEL(NO)

       OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

       RETPD(7)

       STG_SIZE(3500)

       WARNPRIMARY(YES)

View Log Stream Online for Audit Events

After you have defined the log stream containing records that are created by the audit events data logger, you can view
the log stream online.

Use the following command to view the log stream:

AUDITLOG
Displays the audit event data collection log.

The log stream is displayed for viewing.

Step 2 Define a Log Stream for Historical Plot Data Records (INST0041)

To view online historical plot data records created by the data collectors, define a log stream that contains those records.

Create a unique log stream on each system.

NOTE
The parmlib members for specifying log stream names are located in the sysview.CNM4BPRM data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the log stream as shown in the example that follows this procedure.
2. Specify the name of the defined log stream in the following parmlib members:
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SYSDATA
LOGSTREAM-PLOTLOG-NAME   logstream.name

If the plot logging function is not going to be used or the log stream has not been defined, set the following
options:
LOG-PLOT-RECORDS         NO

LOGSTREAM-PLOTLOG-NAME   NONE

LGLOOKUP
Sysname  Logname......LogStream-Name

sysname  PLOTLOG      logstream.name

3. Submit the INST0041 job.
The log stream for the historical plot data records is defined, and the contents of the log stream can be viewed online.

Example: Define a DASD-Only Log Stream

This example defines a DASD-only log stream for collecting historical plot data records:

DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

       NAME(ssid.SYSDATA.PLOT.&SMFID)

       AUTODELETE(YES)

       DASDONLY(YES)

       DESCRIPTION(PLOT_LOG)

       DIAG(NO)

       EHLQ(LOGGER)

       HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

       LOWOFFLOAD(0)

       LS_SIZE(1500)

       LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

       MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

       MODEL(NO)

       OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

       RETPD(30)

       STG_SIZE(1000)

       WARNPRIMARY(YES)

View Historical Plot Data Records Online

After you have defined the log stream containing historical plot data records created by the data collectors, you can view
the log stream online.

Use the following commands to view the log stream:

LGLOGS
Displays a list of the data collection logs defined in the LGLOOKUP parmlib member.

PLOTLOG
Displays the historical plot log.

The log stream is displayed for viewing.

Step 3 Define a Log Stream for XLOG Log Stream (INST0042)

This step defines a log stream to contain the exception records that the following data collectors create:
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• IMS
• MVS
• TCP/IP
• IBM MQ

A unique log stream must be created on each system.

NOTE
The parmlib members for specifying log stream names are located in the sysview.CNM4BPRM data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the log stream as shown in the example that follows this procedure.
2. Specify the name of the log stream that this step defines in the following parmlib members:
SYSDATA:

LOGSTREAM-XLOG-NAME   logstream.name

If the exception records are not going to be used or the log stream has not been defined, set the following options:
LOG-XLOG-RECORDS       NO 

LOGSTREAM-XLOG-NAME    NONE

LGLOOKUP:
Sysname  Logname......LogStream-Name..

sysname  XLOG         logstream.name

3. Submit the INST0042 JOB.
The log stream for the XLOG state exception records is defined.

Example: Define the XLOG Log Stream

This example defines an XLOG log stream for collecting exception records.

DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)  

DEFINE LOGSTREAM 

       NAME(ssid.SYSDATA.XLOG.&SMFID)  

       AUTODELETE(YES) 

       DASDONLY(YES)  

       DESCRIPTION(XLOG_LOG)

       DIAG(NO)

       EHLQ(LOGGER) 

       HIGHOFFLOAD(70) 

       LOWOFFLOAD(0)

       LS_SIZE(1500)

       LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

       MAXBUFSIZE(65532) 

       MODEL(NO)

       OFFLOADRECALL(YES) 

       RETPD(14) 

       STG_SIZE(1000)

       WARNPRIMARY(YES)

View XLOG State Exception Data Records Online

After you have defined the log stream containing XLOG state exception records, you can view the collected data online.

Use the following commands to view the log stream:
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LGLOGS
Displays a list of the data collection logs defined in the LGLOOKUP parmlib member.

XLOG
Displays threshold and state exception records for all SYSVIEW components.

Step 4 (Optional) Define a Log Stream in Event Capture Option (INST0043)

This step is required only if you are running the SYSVIEW Event Capture Option.

Define a log stream that contains the SMF records that the SMFDATA task collected. SMF data collection is a component
of the SYSVIEW Event Capture Option.

NOTE
For more information about the SMF Event Capture setup, see Starting the Subtasks.

A unique log stream must be created on each system.

NOTE
The parmlib members for specifying log stream names are located in the sysview.CNM4BPRM data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the log stream as shown in the Define a DASD-Only Log Stream example that follows this procedure.
2. Specify the name of the defined log stream in the following parmlib members:
SMFDATA

LOGSTREAM-SMFDATA-NAME    logstream.name

If the SMF logging function is not going to be used or the log stream has not been defined, set the following
options:
LOGSTREAM-SMFDATA-NAME    NONE

In addition, do not start the SMFDATA task in the SYSVIEW parmlib member.
LGLOOKUP

Sysname  Logname...... LogStream-Name

sysname  SMFDATA       logstream.name

3. Submit the INST0043 job.
The log stream for the Event Capture Option is defined, and the collected data can be viewed online.

Example: Define a DASD-Only Log Stream

This example shows a DASD-only log stream:

DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

       NAME(ssid.SMFDATA.SMFD.&SMFID)

       AUTODELETE(YES)

       DASDONLY(YES)

       DESCRIPTION(SMF_LOG)

       DIAG(NO)

       EHLQ(LOGGER)

       HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

       LOWOFFLOAD(0)

       LS_SIZE(15000)

       LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

       MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

       MODEL(NO)

       OFFLOADRECALL(YES)
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       RETPD(5)

       STG_SIZE(10000)

       WARNPRIMARY(YES)

View Log Stream Online for Event Capture Option

After you have defined the log stream containing SMF records that are collected by the SMFDATA task, you can view the
log stream online.

Use the following commands to view the log stream:

LGLOGS
Displays a list of the data collection logs defined in the LGLOOKUP parmlib member.

SMFLOG
Displays the SMF logs.

The log stream is displayed for viewing.

Step 5 (Optional) Define a Set of Log Streams for CICS Option (INST0044)

This step is required only if you are running the SYSVIEW Option for CICS.

This step defines a set of log streams to contain records that the CICS data collectors created.

The CICS data collectors route the records through a specified CICS logger running in the SYSVIEW main address
space. Multiple CICS loggers can be defined.

A unique log stream must be created for each CICS logger that has been defined on each system.

NOTE
The parmlib members for specifying log stream names are located in the sysview.CNM4BPRM data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the log streams as shown in the examples that follow this procedure. You can define from 1-5 log streams.
The suggested naming convention for the log stream is as follows:
ssid.cicslogr.TRAN.&SMFID

ssid.cicslogr.TSUM.&SMFID

ssid.cicslogr.SYSD.&SMFID

ssid.cicslogr.EITL.&SMFID

ssid.cicslogr.XLOG.&SMFID

ssid
Specifies the SYSVIEW subsystem ID

cicslogr
Names the CICS logger

&SMFID
System Symbol for the SMF ID. If support for System Symbols is not enabled, code the SMF ID.

The log data types are as follows:
TRAN

Specifies the CICS transaction log
TSUM

Specifies the CICS transaction summary log
SYSD

Specifies the CICS system interval log
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EITL
Specifies the CICS exec interface trace log

XLOG
Specifies the CICS exception log

WARNING
Multiple log data types can share a log stream. Sharing the log stream that is defined to contain the CICS
transaction log records is not recommended. The volume of data in this log is much greater than other log
types.

2. Specify the name of the log stream that is defined in this step in the following parmlib members:
CICSLOGR

Provides default configuration options for the CICS Data Logger function.
If a log stream is not going to be used or has not been defined, set the appropriate option value to NONE.
LOGSTREAM-CICSTRAN-NAME    logstream.name

LOGSTREAM-CICSTSUM-NAME    logstream.name

LOGSTREAM-CICSSYSD-NAME    logstream.name

LOGSTREAM-CICSEITL-NAME    logstream.name

LOGSTREAM-CICSXLOG-NAME    logstream.name

LGLOOKUP
Associates a log name that is defined in this member with a log stream name.
Sysname  Logname......... LogStream-Name

Sysname  CICSLOGR.TRAN    logstream.name

Sysname  CICSLOGR.TSUM    logstream.name

Sysname  CICSLOGR.SYSD    logstream.name

Sysname  CICSLOGR.EITL    logstream.name

Sysname  CICSLOGR.XLOG    logstream.name

3. Submit the INST0044 job.
The log streams for the CICS option are defined, and the contents of SYSVIEW maintained log streams can be viewed
online.

Example: Define a TRAN Log Stream

This example shows a CICS transaction detail log stream:

DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

       NAME(ssid.CICSLOGR.TRAN.&SMFID)

       AUTODELETE(YES)

       DASDONLY(YES)

       DESCRIPTION(CICS_TRANLOG)

       DIAG(NO)

       EHLQ(LOGGER)

       HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

       LOWOFFLOAD(0)

       LS_SIZE(20000)

       LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

       MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

       MODEL(NO)

       OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

       RETPD(5)

       STG_SIZE(15000)

       WARNPRIMARY(YES)
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Example: Define a TSUM Log Stream

This example shows a CICS transaction summary log stream:

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

       NAME(ssid.CICSLOGR.TSUM.&SMFID)

       AUTODELETE(YES)

       DASDONLY(YES)

       DESCRIPTION(CICS_TRANSUMM)

       DIAG(NO)

       EHLQ(LOGGER)

       HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

       LOWOFFLOAD(0)

       LS_SIZE(1000)

       LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

       MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

       MODEL(NO)

       OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

       RETPD(7)

       STG_SIZE(750)

       WARNPRIMARY(YES)

Example: Define a SYSD Log Stream

This example shows a CICS system data log stream:

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

       NAME(ssid.CICSLOGR.SYSD.&SMFID)

       AUTODELETE(YES)

       DASDONLY(YES)

       DESCRIPTION(CICS_SYSDATA)

       DIAG(NO)

       EHLQ(LOGGER)

       HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

       LOWOFFLOAD(0)

       LS_SIZE(500)

       LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

       MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

       MODEL(NO)

       OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

       RETPD(30)

       STG_SIZE(300)

       WARNPRIMARY(YES)

Example: Define an EITL Log Stream

This example shows a CICS exec interface trace log stream:

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

       NAME(ssid.CICSLOGR.EITL.&SMFID)

       AUTODELETE(YES)

       DASDONLY(YES)

       DESCRIPTION(CICS_EITRACE)

       DIAG(NO)

       EHLQ(LOGGER)

       HIGHOFFLOAD(70)
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       LOWOFFLOAD(0)

       LS_SIZE(500)

       LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

       MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

       MODEL(NO)

       OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

       RETPD(7)

       STG_SIZE(300)

       WARNPRIMARY(YES) 

Example: Define an XLOG Log Stream

This example shows a CICS exception log stream:

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

       NAME(ssid.CICSLOGR.XLOG.&SMFID)

       AUTODELETE(YES)

       DASDONLY(YES)

       DESCRIPTION(CICS_XLOG)

       DIAG(NO)

       EHLQ(LOGGER)

       HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

       LOWOFFLOAD(0)

       LS_SIZE(500)

       LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

       MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

       MODEL(NO)

       OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

       RETPD(7)

       STG_SIZE(300)

       WARNPRIMARY(YES)

View Log Streams Online for CICS Option

After you define the log streams containing records that are created by the CICS data collectors, you can view the log
streams online.

Use the following commands to view the log streams:

CEITLOG
Displays the CICS exec interface trace log.

CSYSDATA
Displays the CICS system interval data log.

CTRANLOG
Displays the CICS transaction log.

CTRANSUM
Displays the CICS transaction summary log.

LGLOGS
Displays a list of the data collection logs defined in the LGLOOKUP parmlib member.

XLOG
Displays the CICS exception log.

The log streams are displayed for viewing.
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Step 6 (Optional) Define a Log Stream for IMS Option (INST0045)

This step is required only if you are running the SYSVIEW Option for IMS.

This step defines a set of log streams to contain records the IMS transaction data loggers created.

The IMS transaction data loggers create records that are logged through a task running in the SYSVIEW main address
space. When multiple IMS loggers are running, each logger can share a log stream or can define a specific log stream for
its use.

NOTE
Multiple loggers and types can share a log stream. However, sharing the log stream containing IMS transaction
log records is not recommended. The volume of data in this log is greater than in other log types.

NOTE
The parmlib members for specifying log stream names are located in the sysview.CNM4BPRM data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify a log stream as shown in the examples that follow this procedure.
The following naming convention for the log stream is suggested:
ssid.IMSLOGR.IMRS.&SMFID

ssid.IMSLOGR.IMTR.&SMFID

ssid.IMSLOGR.IMTS.&SMFID

or
ssid.IMSssid.IMRS.&SMFID

ssid.IMSssid.IMTR.&SMFID

ssid.IMSssid.IMTS.&SMFID

ssid
Specifies the SYSVIEW subsystem ID

IMS
Specifies the IMS logger name

ssid
Specifies the IMS subsystem

IMRS
Specifies the log data type for the IMS region summary records

IMTR
Specifies the log data type for the IMS transactions

IMTS
Specifies the log data type for the IMS transaction summary records

&SMFID
System Symbol for the SMF ID. If support for System Symbols is not enabled, code the SMF ID.

2. Specify the name of the defined log stream in the following parmlib members:
IMSLOGR

Provides default configuration options for the IMS Data Logger function.
LOGSTREAM-IMSREGN-NAME  logstream.name 

LOGSTREAM-IMSTRAN-NAME  logstream.name 

LOGSTREAM-IMSTSUM-NAME  logstream.name

If a log stream is not going to be used or has not been defined, set the appropriate option value to NONE.
LOGSTREAM-IMSREGN-NAME   NONE

LOGSTREAM-IMSTRAN-NAME   NONE

LOGSTREAM-IMTSUM-NAME    NONE
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LGLOOKUP
Associates a log name that is defined in this member with a log stream name.
Sysname  Logname......... LogStream-Name

Sysname  IMSLOGR.IMRS     logstream.name

Sysname  IMSLOGR.IMTR     logstream.name

Sysname  IMSLOGR.IMTS     logstream.name

or
Sysname  IMSssid.IMRS     logstream.name 

Sysname  IMSssid.IMTR     logstream.name 

Sysname  IMSssid.IMTS     logstream.name

3. Submit the INST0045 job.
The log stream for the IMS option is defined, and the collected data can be viewed online.

Example: Define an IMRS Log Stream

This example shows an IMS region summary data log stream:

DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

       NAME(ssid.IMSLOGR.IMRS.&SMFID)

       AUTODELETE(YES)

       DASDONLY(YES)

       DESCRIPTION(IMS_RSUMLOG)

       DIAG(NO)

       EHLQ(LOGGER)

       HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

       LOWOFFLOAD(0)

       LS_SIZE(2500)

       LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

       MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

       MODEL(NO)

       OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

       RETPD(5)

       STG_SIZE(1500)

       WARNPRIMARY(YES)

Example: Define an IMTR Log Stream

This example shows an IMS transaction data log stream:

DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

       NAME(ssid.IMSLOGR.IMTR.&SMFID)

       AUTODELETE(YES)

       DASDONLY(YES)

       DESCRIPTION(IMS_TRANLOG)

       DIAG(NO)

       EHLQ(LOGGER)

       HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

       LOWOFFLOAD(0)

       LS_SIZE(10000)

       LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

       MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

       MODEL(NO)

       OFFLOADRECALL(YES)
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       RETPD(5)

       STG_SIZE(7000)

       WARNPRIMARY(YES)

Example: Define an IMTS Log Stream

This example shows an IMS transaction summary data log stream:

DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

DEFINE LOGSTREAM

       NAME(ssid.IMSLOGR.IMTS.&SMFID)

       AUTODELETE(YES)

       DASDONLY(YES)

       DESCRIPTION(IMS_TSUMLOG)

       DIAG(NO)

       EHLQ(LOGGER)

       HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

       LOWOFFLOAD(0)

       LS_SIZE(1000)

       LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

       MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

       MODEL(NO)

       OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

       RETPD(5)

       STG_SIZE(750)

        /* WARNPRIMARY(YES) */

View Log Streams Online for IMS Option

After you define the log streams containing records that are created by the IMS data loggers, you can view the log
streams online.

Use the following commands to view the log streams:

LGLOGS
Displays a list of the data collection logs defined in the LGLOOKUP parmlib member.

IMSRSLOG
Displays the IMS region summary log.

IMSTLOG
Displays the IMS transaction log.

IMSTSUM
Displays the IMS transaction summary log.

The log stream is displayed for viewing.

Step 7 (Optional) Define a Log Stream for IBM MQ Option (INST0046)

This step is required only if you are running the SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ.

This step defines a log stream to contain the IBM MQ data collector created records. A unique log stream must be created
on each system.

NOTE
The parmlib members for specifying log stream names are located in the sysview.CNM4BPRM data set.
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Follow these steps:

1. Specify the log stream as shown in the example that follows this procedure.
2. Specify the name of the log stream that this step defined in the following parmlib members:
MQSDATA

Provides default configuration options for the IBM MQ Data Collector function.
LOGSTREAM-MQSDATA-NAME   logstream.name

If the logging function is not going to be used or the log stream has not been defined, set the following option:
LOGSTREAM-MQSDATA-NAME    NONE

LGLOOKUP
Associates a log name that is defined in this member with a log stream name.
Sysname  Logname.......LogStream-Name

Sysname  MQSDATA.MQHR  logstream.name

3. Submit the INST0046 job.
The log stream for IBM MQ Option is defined and the collected data can be viewed online.

Example: Define an MQHR Log Stream

This example shows an MQ history request log stream:

//MQS      EXEC  PGM=IXCMIAPU,REGION=0M

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

    DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

    DEFINE LOGSTREAM

           NAME(ssid.MQSDATA.MQHR.&SMFID)

           AUTODELETE(YES)

           DASDONLY(YES)

           DESCRIPTION(MQS_MQHR)

           DIAG(NO)

           EHLQ(LOGGER)

           HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

           LOWOFFLOAD(0)

           LS_SIZE(1000)

           LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

           MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

           MODEL(NO)

           OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

           RETPD(5)

           STG_SIZE(750)

           WARNPRIMARY(YES)

View Log Stream Online for SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ

After you define the log stream containing records that are created by the SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ data collector,
you can view the log stream online.

Use the following commands to view the log stream:

LGLOGS
Displays a list of the data collection logs defined in the LGLOOKUP parmlib member.

MQRLOG
Displays the MQ queue request log.
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The log stream is displayed for viewing.

Convert the Security Data Set (INST0050)
If you are installing SYSVIEW for the first time, skip this step. If SYSVIEW is already installed, complete this installation
step to convert your existing security data set to the new format for this release.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the JCL in the INST0050 member, which is in the sysview.SAMPJCL data set.
2. Edit the SYSUT1 DD statement to specify the existing security data set.
3. Submit the INST0050 job.
4. Update the security authorization for all new command and display fields after you initialize the SYSVIEW product.

When the job ends with a condition code of 0, the security data set successfully converted to the new format.

JCL Statements (INST0050)

The following ddnames and descriptions are in the JCL for the GSVXCNVS program:

STEPLIB
Points to the new SYSVIEW load library.

SYSIN
Provides utility input to override the default access for new commands.
Default: Access to new commands fails if no SYSIN is coded.
Input format:
FAILNEWCMDS=<YES|NO>,GROUP=<group|*ALL*>
The following sample SYSIN input allows new commands for all groups except DEFAULT:
//SYSIN  DD  *

FAILNEWCMDS=NO,GROUP=*ALL*

FAILNEWCMDS=YES,GROUP=DEFAULT

/*

SYSPRINT
Displays messages that are produced by the conversion process.

SYSUT1
Points to the security data set used with the previous release of SYSVIEW. This data set is input to the
conversion process and is not modified.

SYSUT2
Points to the security data set to be used with the new release of SYSVIEW. This data set is the output from the
conversion process and is modified. This data set name should match the data set name that is specified on
the Dsn-System-SECURITY parameter of the System Configuration Options member.

GSVXSCFG
Points to the System Configuration data set to be used with the new release of SYSVIEW. Install job INST0011
copied the System Configuration Options member into this data set.

Condition Codes

The INST0050 job converts the security data set to the new format and returns the following condition codes:

0
The conversion completed successfully.

4
The GETMAIN for the initial work area failed. Increase the region size of the job.
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8
Invalid initialization parameter specified on the PARM string of the EXEC statement.

12
The GSVXNUC module could not be loaded. Review the job log for the reason the load failed.

16
An error occurred during initialization processing. Review the output from the SYSPRINT DD statement for the
reason initialization failed.

20
The Open for the SYSUT1 DD statement failed. Be sure that the SYSUT1 DD statement is specified in the JCL.

24
A Write to the SYSPRINT DD statement failed. Specify the SYSPRINT DD statement in the JCL.

28
The profile data set release is not supported. The data set supplied with the SYSUT1 DD statement is for a
release that is no longer supported. Contact Broadcom Support.

Update the CICS Tables (INST0060)
Defines the required CICS transaction and program entries to the CICS System Definition file (DFHCSD).

The definitions are required in each CICS instance to enable monitoring by the SYSVIEW Option for CICS.

NOTE
This job is required for only new SYSVIEW installations.

Step 1 Define Program, Transaction, and Library Entries

Define program and transaction entries by updating the CICS tables.

Before you begin defining program and transaction entries, confirm that the following assigned values meet your site
requirements:

• The input statements to the CICS system definition file utility program DFHCSDUP:
sysview.CNM4BSAM(CICSCSD)

• The sample JCL for the system definition file utility program is in the member CSDUTIL of the sample library
sysview.CNM4BSAM (after job INST0110 is executed, which involves copying installation members to a sample
library)

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the INST0060 member in the sysview.SAMPJCL data set to the standards of your site.
2. Submit the member INST0060.

When the job ends with a condition code of 0 (or 4 if the group did not previously exist), the following CICS
transactions have been defined:

Transaction Use

GSVS Starts the CICS Data Collector manually.

This transaction requires the SYSVIEW Option for CICS.
GSVT Terminates the CICS Data Collector manually.

This transaction requires the SYSVIEW Option for CICS.
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Transaction Use

GSVI Identifies the CICS Data Collector that uses this transaction as an internal transaction to the
function requests. The transaction cannot be executed directly. It is started internally by the GSVS
transaction.

This transaction requires the SYSVIEW Option for CICS.
SYSV Identifies the SYSVIEW online interface.

This transaction does not require the SYSVIEW Option for CICS.

NOTE
For more information about the CICS system definition file utility program, see the IBM CICS Resource
Definition Guide or the IBM CICS Operations and Utilities Guide.

CICS Dynamic Library Definition

CICS lets you use a dynamic library definition to dynamically allocate and concatenate the load library data sets to the
ddname DFHRPL.

You can dynamically add definitions to the CICS CSD file using the CICS DFHCSDUP utility.

The following sample definition, which is available in the CICSCSD member of the sample library (CNM4BSAM), defines
the SYSVIEW loadlib data set:

DEFINE LIBRARY(SYSVIEW)

       RANKING(50)

       CRITICAL(NO)

       STATUS(ENABLED)

       DSNAME01(sysview.CNM4BLOD)

       GROUP(SYSVIEW)

SYSVIEW no longer requires any JCL updates to a CICS job stream. You can perform installation and maintenance to an
active CICS region.

All data set allocation is performed dynamically. The SYSVIEW loadlib (sysview.CNM4BLOD) must be accessible through
STEPLIB or link list. If the loadlib is in the link list, then no JCL changes are required.

Step 2 Add Entries to the PLTPI

Update the CICS tables by adding entries to the PLTPI.

Adding the program GSVCGSVS starts the SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector during the PLT phase of CICS
initialization. Using the PLT for startup ensures complete monitoring of the CICS region.

Follow these steps:

1. Change the PLTPI for each CICS system being monitored.
2. Add the following entry to the table after DFHDELIM for phase 3 of PLT initialization:

DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=GSVCGSVS

The entry is added to the PLTPI.

Example: PLTPI (initialization) module

DFHPLT TYPE=INITIAL,SUFFIX=PI

DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=DFHDELIM

DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=GSVCGSVS

DFHPLT TYPE=FINAL
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END DFHPLTBA

Step 3 (Optional) Add Entries to the PLTSD

You control termination by the placement of the termination program GSVCGSVT for SYSVIEW for CICS within the CICS
PLTSD shutdown module.

Adding the GSVCGSVT entry to the PLTSD is optional. By default, the data collector for SYSVIEW for CICS terminates
during the Stage 2 portion of a normal CICS shutdown.

Follow these steps:

The options for entries to add to the PLTSD are shown in the samples that follow:

Request STAGE 1 shutdown:
Add GSVCGSVT before DFHDELIM entry.

Request STAGE 2 shutdown
:
Add GSVCGSVT after DFHDELIM entry.
The chosen entry is added to the PLTSD.

Example: PLT - Stage 2 Shutdown

PRINT GEN

DFHPLT TYPE=INITIAL,SUFFIX=SD

DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=DFHDELIM

DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=GSVCGSVT

DFHPLT TYPE=FINAL

END DFHPLTBA

Step 4 Specify the CICS Data Collector Start Mode and Parameters

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS will be automatically started during CICS initialization. Additional parameters control how
the startup is performed.

CICS Data Collection Start Modes

The SYSVIEW for CICS data collector requires configuration information during initialization. The original or initial
configuration definitions are stored in various CNM4BPRM parmlib members.

During the termination of the CICS data collector, configuration information is saved. The configuration information can
then be persistent.

The initial or startup configurations are always obtained from the parmlib member SVWCOPTS.

You can specify the following start modes:

COLD
Retrieves the configuration information from the parmlib member. Configuration data from the previous session is
not restored.

WARM
Retrieves the configuration information from the persistent data store. Configuration data from the previous
session is restored.
If the object does not exist, the data is retrieved from the associated parmlib member.
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How to Specify the Start Parameters

You can specify the start mode using two methods. Use the following matrix to help you understand the resulting mode
when more than one method is used simultaneously.

• Define a CICS System Initialization Table (SIT) INITPARM for the program GSVCGSVS by adding the following SIT
parameter:
INITPARM=(GSVCGSVS='GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid')

tran
Specifies the transaction that was defined with the initial program GSVCGSVI. By default, the transaction ID is
GSVI. Specifying an asterisk (*) causes the use of the transaction ID GSVI.

userid
Specifies the user ID to be associated with the GSVI transaction.
- Specifying an asterisk (*) starts and attaches the transaction ID GSVI and MVS subtasks with the address space
or region user ID.
- Specifying an at symbol (@), starts the transaction ID GSVI without a specific user ID. The GSVI transaction and
attached MVS subtasks inherit the user ID of the starting environment.

start
Specifies the start type for the CICS data collector.
Valid Values:

• Asterisk (*) indicates a warm start.
• WARM indicates a warm start.
• COLD indicates a cold start.

ssid
Specifies the subsystem ID that the initial program GSVCGSVI connects to. Specifying an asterisk (*) causes the
use of the default subsystem ID defined in module GSVBSSID.

• Manually enter the start mode as a parameter to the start transaction GSVS as follows:
Syntax:
GSVS <START=mode>

mode
* | WARM | COLD

Start Mode Matrix Table

The following table shows how the start mode specified using the CICS SIT INITPARM and GSVS START= affects the
resulting start mode.

CICS SIT INITPARM GSVS START= Resulting Mode

none
none
none
none

none
*
COLD
WARM

WARM
WARM
COLD
WARM

*
*
*
**

none
*
COLD
WARM

WARM
WARM
COLD
WARM
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CICS SIT INITPARM GSVS START= Resulting Mode

COLD
COLD
COLD
COLD

none
*
COLD
WARM

COLD
WARM
COLD
WARM

WARM
WARM
WARM
WARM

none
*
COLD
WARM

WARM
WARM
COLD
WARM

Link Edit the CICS Object Members (INST0061)
This step link edits your CICS object members. The link edit creates a load module for formatting CICS internal trace table
entries that display when you issue the CTRACE command.

NOTE
If multiple releases of CICS are in use, specify the library using the highest available CICS release.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the SYSLIB DD statement in the INST0061 member of the sysview.SAMPJCL data set to use the correct CICS
library.
A sample SYSLIB DD statement follows:
//SYSLIB DD DSN=cics.ADFHMOD

2. Submit the member INST0061.
When the job ends with a condition code of 0, the link edit of the CICS object members completed.

Update the CICS JCL
Enable the CICS Data Collector and online interface by updating the CICS JCL. Sample JCL is found in
sysview.SAMPJCL(CICSJCL). Perform this procedure for each CICS system being monitored.

Follow these steps:

1. Add a DD statement for the load library to your CICS job stream DFHRPL and STEPLIB DD statements, as shown:
//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=... 

//         DD  DSN=sysview.CNM4BLOD 

//DFHRPL   DD  DSN=... 

//         DD  DSN=sysview.CNM4BLOD

NOTE
Replace the high-level qualifier with the one you assigned to the SYSVIEW load library.

2. Make the CNM4BLOD data set accessible through the STEPLIB DDname or the linklist.

NOTE
Starting at CICS TS 3.2, CICS provides Dynamic Program Library Management. The CNM4BLOD data set
can be dynamically added to CICS and made accessible using a LIBRARY resource definition. This step can
be done in place of adding the data set DFHRPL ddname.

The CICS JCL is now updated for each CICS system being monitored.
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Copy the Installation Members to a Sample Library (INST0110)
The created and used jobs during the installation are copied to the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set. To run one of these
jobs in the future, use the copy in the SAMPLIB data set to avoid altering the original installation jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the INST0110 member in the sysview.SAMPJCL data set to ensure that all files that are referenced in the job
are correct.

2. Submit the member INST0110.
When the job ends with a condition code of 0, the members reside in the sample library.

Configure and Deploy the SYSVIEW Application Server (SYSVAPPS)
As a security administrator, configure and deploy the SYSVIEW Application Server (SYSVAPPS) and configure the
security for the SYSVIEW REST API.

The SYSVIEW REST API runs in the SYSVIEW Application Server address space (SYSVAPPS).

Software Requirements

The SYSVIEW Application Server requires one of the following versions of Java:

• IBM SDK for z/OS, Java Technology Edition, Version 8 (64-bit).
The SDK contains Java 1.8.

• IBM Semeru Runtime Certified Edition, Version 11 (64-bit).

Configure and Deploy SYSVAPPS

After you verify that your system meets the minimum software requirements, configure and deploy the Application Server
(SYSVAPPS).

1. Ensure that job INST0009 completed successfully.
For more information, see Create the SYSVIEW Application Server (SYSVAPPS) Runtime Directory (INST0009).

2. Copy the generated PROC member SYSVAPPS from SAMPJCL to one of your JCL procedure libraries.
The member contains the JCL that is required to run the SYSVIEW Application Server as a started task.

3. In the SYSVAPPS PROC, ensure that the RTPATH symbolic variable references the full path to your Application
Server run-time directory.
Refer to the INST0009 job for the path name.
Example:
SET RTPATH='/cai/sysview/cnm4h00/runtime_apps'

4. Edit the file named /config/stdenv.cfg in the run-time directory that job INST0009 created.
Modify the following variables:

APPS_HOME
Modify the variable to reference your run-time directory.

JAVA_HOME
Modify the variable to reference your Java run-time directory.

TIP
You can use the SYSVIEW command JVMVERS to display the home directories of the Java versions that
are currently used in your system.

5. Define security for the SYSVAPPS PROC by completing the following steps:
a. Define a user ID for the SYSVAPPS PROC.

For more information, see Define Started Tasks.
b. Define the z/OS UNIX thread-level security.
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For more information, see Configure SAF Authorizations.
6. In your run-time directory, navigate to the /config/application.yml file. The configuration file contains the

essential properties for configuring the REST API. You must enter or modify the properties and their values as needed
for your site.
This file is an ASCII format file. You can use the EA (Edit-ASCII) line command from ISPF option 3.17 to edit the file.
Example: The following example illustrates the server section of the application.yml with the default properties
and values. The properties for keystore are uncomented. The properties for SAF keyrings are commented out with the
number sign (#) character.
server:

    address: host.name.com

    port: 8080

    ssl:

        # Use the section below to use a keystore file

        keyAlias: localhost

        keyPassword: password

        keyStore: config/keystore.p12

        keyStorePassword: password

        keyStoreType: PKCS12

        # Use the section below to use SAF keyrings

        # keyAlias: <certificate_label>

        # keyStore: safkeyring:////<racf_id>/<keyring_name>

        # keyStoreType: JCERACFKS

7. Assign a TCP host address and a port number that SYSVAPPS uses to receive API requests.
server.address

The IP address or host name that the SYSVIEW REST API listens on.
Value: A valid IP address or host name
Required: Yes

server.port
The HTTPS port that is used to access the SYSVIEW REST API.
Value: A valid port number
Required: Yes

8. Use one of the following methods to configure security. Use the method that conforms to the standards for configuring
HTTPS security on your site.
Method (a) or method (b) is required. Method (c) is an additional and optional method to confgure HTTPS security on
your site.
a. Generate Keystores with Self-signed Certificates
b. Store Certificates in SAF Keyrings
c. (Optional) Authenticate Using z/OSMF JSON Web Tokens

9. Save the application.yml configuration file.
10. From the SYSVIEW ASADMIN command, verify that the XDI subtask in the SYSVUSER address space is active. If

the subtask is not active, issue a START line command for the XDI subtask.
11. Start the SYSVAPPS started task.

NOTE
Reference the STARTCMD parmlib member to have SYSVAPPS start automatically with the main address
space.

Use any of the following commands to start the started task:
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– From any console, issue the following command: START SYSVAPPS or S SYSVAPPS
– From SYSVIEW, issue the following command: MVS START SYSVAPPS

Generate Keystores with Self-signed Certificates

The following steps describe how to generate keystores with self-signed certificates and to specify the required properties
for generating the keystores.

If your organization uses SAF keyrings to manage certificates, the server.ssl settings are different. For more
information, see Store Certificates in SAF Keyrings.

1. From a USS command line, issue the following command to navigate to the SYSVIEW configuration directory:
cd runtime_dir/config

runtime_dir
Refers to the location that you specified for the APPS_HOME variable in Step 4 in Configure and Deploy
SYSVAPPS.

2. Issue the following command and follow the prompts to generate the keystore in pkcs12 format:
java_home/bin/keytool -genkey -alias sysview -keyalg RSA -keystore keystore.p12 -storetype pkcs12

java_home
Refers to the location that you specified for the JAVA_HOME variable in Step 4 in Configure and Deploy
SYSVAPPS.

3. Specify the following properties in the run-time directory /config/application.yml configuration file. The
password must be the same password that you entered when you created the keystore in Step 2.
server:

    ssl:

        keyAlias: sysview

        keyPassword: password

        keyStore: config/keystore.p12

        keyStorePassword: password

        keyStoreType: PKCS12

server.ssl.keyAlias
The alias name of the certificate to use.
Required: Yes

server.ssl.keyPassword
The alias name of the certificate to use.
Required: Yes, if SSL is enabled

server.ssl.keyStore
Location of the keystore.
Value: A valid file path
Example: config/keystore.p12
Required: Yes, if SSL is enabled

server.ssl.keyStorePassword
The password used to protect the integrity of the key store.
Required: Yes, if SSL is enabled

server.ssl.keyStoreType
The type of key store.
Value: Any valid keystore type.
Broadcom recommends PKCS12.
Required: Yes, if SSL is enabled

Example: Keystore settings
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spring.profiles.active: https,zos

        

com.broadcom.sysview.rest.timeout: 30 

logging:                                          

    level:                                        

        com.broadcom.sysview.rest: INFO

 

server: 

    address: host.name.com 

    port: 8080

    ssl:

        keyAlias: localhost

        keyPassword: password

        keyStore: config/keystore.p12

        keyStorePassword: password

        keyStoreType: PKCS12

        

apiml: 

  enabled: false

After you specify the values that you require to generate keystores with self-signed certificates, continue with Step 8c in
Configure and Deploy SYSVAPPS.

Store Certificates in SAF Keyrings

The following steps describe how to use certificates that are stored in SAF keyrings and to specify the required properties
for storing the certificates.

If your organization uses keystores, the server.ssl settings are different. For more information, see Generate
KeyStores with Self-signed Certificates.

1. Specify the following properties in the run-time directory /config/application.yml configuration file.
Ensure that you comment out the keystore properties and uncomment the keyring properties.
server:

    ssl:

        keyAlias: <certificate_label>

        keyStore: safkeyring:////<racf_id>/<keyring_name>

        keyStoreType: JCERACFKS

server.ssl.keyAlias
The alias name of the entry to process
Values:

• A single value that specifies the certificate label
• A comma-separated list of values, where each value represents the certificate label

When a list of values is provided for the alias, the first unexpired certificate in the list is used.

Required: Yes
server.ssl.keyStore

Location of the keyring.
Value: Must be in the form safkeyring:////user_id/key_ring_name

• user_id = the keyring owner
• key_ring_name = the name of the keyring
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Required: Yes
server.ssl.keyStoreType

The type of key store
Value: JCERACFKS
Required: Yes

Example: Using SAF keyrings with Zowe™ API Mediation Layer
spring.profiles.active: https,zos

        

com.broadcom.sysview.rest.timeout: 30 

logging:                                          

    level:                                        

        com.broadcom.sysview.rest: INFO

 

server: 

    address: host.name.com 

    port: 8080

    ssl:

        keyAlias: localhost

        keyStore: safkeyring:////SYSVAPPS/SYSVCERT

        keyStoreType: JCERACFKS

        

apiml: 

    enabled: true

    service:      

        serviceId: bcmsysview 

        hostname: host.name.com

        ipAddress: 192.168.0.1

        discoveryServiceUrls: 

            - https://zoweHostname:12345/eureka 

        authentication: 

            scheme: httpBasicPassTicket 

        applid: ZOWEAPPL

After you specify the values that you require to Store Certificates in SAF Keyrings, continue with Step 8c in Configure and
Deploy SYSVAPPS.

Authenticate Using z/OSMF JSON Web Tokens

This method of configuring HTTPS security is optional. To configure security using this method, you must also configure
security using either the Generate Keystores with Self-signed Certificates method or the Store Certificates in SAF
Keyrings method.

The following steps describe how to enable authentication using z/OSMF JSON Web Tokens (JWT) and to specify the
required properties for enabling authentication.

1. Specify the following properties in the run-time directory /config/application.yml configuration file.
# z/OSMF configuration options

---

spring.config.activate.on-profile: zosmf

security:
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    zosmf:

        cookieName: jwtToken

        trusted:

            - https://zosmf.hostname.com:443

cookie_name
Specify the name of the z/OSMF cookie.
Default: jwtToken

trusted
Specify a list of z/OSMF instances to use to validate tokens.
Required: Yes

2. Add zosmf to the spring.profiles.active property list at the top of the configuration file as illustrated in the
following code block. When zosmf is not added to the list, this section of the configuration file is ignored.
spring.profiles.active: https,zos,zosmf

Example: Using Keystores with z/OSMF JSON Web Tokens
spring.profiles.active: https,zos,zosmf

com.broadcom.sysview.rest.timeout: 30 

logging:

    level:

        com.broadcom.sysview.rest: INFO

server:

    address: host.name.com

    port: 8080

    ssl:

        keyAlias: localhost

        keyPassword: password

        keyStore: config/keystore.p12

        keyStorePassword: password

        keyStoreType: PKCS12

apiml:

  enabled: false

# z/OSMF configuration options

---

spring.config.activate.on-profile: zosmf

security:

    zosmf:

        cookieName: jwtToken

        trusted:

            - https://zosmf1.hostname.com:443

            - https://zosmf2.hostname.com:443

            - https://zosmf3.hostname.com:443

After you specify the values that you require to z/OSMF JSON Web Tokens, continue with Step 9 in Configure and Deploy
SYSVAPPS.
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Configure Products Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CSM. A configuration is a CSM object
that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration makes your software usable in
your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific to your environment.

The following diagram shows the configuration process:

1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration. If you are targeting a staging system, see Configure to a Staging System.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration and view the step and action details.

NOTE
Validation is optional, but recommended before implementation.

• If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
• If validation is successful, implement the configuration.

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.
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The product configuration process completes.

If any implementation failures occur, follow these guidelines to address them.

NOTE
Perform any manual configuration steps outside of CSM now if needed.

Create a Configuration

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve conflicting (not unique)
resources in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.

1. From the Configurations tab, select Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in an SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. From the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration. If you do not want to build configuration now, save the configuration and close
the wizard. You can build it later.

Configure to a Staging System

Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation are local to the CSM driving system. The CSM driving system is the system where the CSM is running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CSM driving system.
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When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You can determine whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first
phase should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you decide not to catalog the data sets to the CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name of
a user catalog where the customized run-time data sets are to be cataloged. If you do not provide the user catalog
name, the data sets are uncataloged.

NOTE
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:

• The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
• The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data

sets.

When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the actual volume serial numbers of

the run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change the volume serial
numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) later without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For
those systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data
sets, use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or support transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a staging
system.

After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration

You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if there is a problem
with the build).

You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.

Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, select Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. From the Review and
Build step, select Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and
select Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and select Build.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.
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Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

You can build your configuration again later (for example, if there is a problem with the build).

Validate the Configuration

Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used
when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM. Doing so,
helps avoid data set contention between the CSM validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CSM.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step

is manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Select Show Details to open a detailed
summary for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps with prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to review prerequisites details.
When the validation is completed, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.
After the validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, review the activation instructions,
if any. Select Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you will have to
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value. You can only edit:

• Configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• A configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit

it.
• One configuration at a time.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.
NOTE
Select the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.
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Implement the Configuration

When you start the implementation, CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.

NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The Implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:

– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:
Set Automatic

Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CSM automatically performs them when they are
released and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CSM cannot perform them automatically.

Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CSM.

Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all prerequisite steps are complete.

Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you select Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, if there are incomplete prerequisite

steps, the steps do not execute. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Select Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, if there are incomplete

prerequisite steps, the step do not execute. Select Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm manual
and external steps.
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The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.
You can select Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another
run of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and selecting Implement.
When the implementation is completed, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.

7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Select Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

NOTE
If the configuration fails, address implementation failures.

View Step and Action Details

The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, select
the link for the step you want to view details. Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration

Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help:

• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that you then move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.

You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Follow the activation instructions on the remote
system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

4. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
5. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

6. Review the steps.
7. (Optional) Select Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
8. Close the dialog.
9. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.

Your configuration is activated and fully functional.
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Address Implementation Failures

Complete the following steps to address implementation failures.

1. Determine the cause of the failure. Drill down into the step and action details, and analyze the details.
2. If the error is related to a problem in your environment, make the necessary changes to your environment to correct

the issue. Implement this configuration again.
3. If the error is related to the configuration settings in CSM, create a new configuration and import values from the failed

configuration:
a. When in step 3 (Import Values), select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the

failed configuration, and deletes the failed configuration. This action prevents duplicate resource problems.
b. Modify the values in the new configuration as you need.
c. Complete the remaining wizard steps.

4. Build the configuration.
5. Validate the configuration to discover and clean up any data sets that may have been created as part of the failed

implementation attempt.
6. Implement the configuration.
7. (Optional: Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

Configure z/OS APM Bridge Manually
As a system programmer you configure z/OS APM Bridge manually after you install it.

Copy the Configuration and Deployment Members

The configuration and deployment members are included in SMP/E target library CZABSAMP. Copy the members to a
new data set (deployDS) before customization to keep the SMP/E target environment clean and isolated.

1. Using ISPF View, edit the job card for the sample JCL in member prodHLQ.CZABSAMP(ZABCOPY) to the
requirements for your site.
Your customized job prodHLQ.CZABSAMP(ZABCOPY) is not currently saved. Before you continue to the next step,
back it up, if necessary.

2. Specify values for the following parameters.
When specifying a value, replace the placeholder to the right of the equal sign and remove the surrounding "<<<" and
">>>".

prodHLQ
Specifies the PRODHLQ value that is used in the ZABINSTL JCL.
Example:
If the member resides in USER.ZAB.V000.CZABSAMP, specify PRODHLQ=USER.ZAB.V000.

deployDS
Specifies the PDS data set to create for configuration and deployment.
When you want to deploy more than 99 run-time instances, or add new run-times after ZAB was deployed initially,
create multiple deployment data sets (deployDS). The names of the ZABCFG## members in each deployDS can
range from ZABCFG01 through ZABCFG99.

pdsm, pdss, pdsd
Specifies the MGMTCLAS, STORCLAS, and DATACLAS to use to allocate the deployDS. If you are not using
SMS, comment out this line for the VI symbol, uncomment the VOL=SER line, and specify a volser.

3. Submit the job.
The job makes a copy of data set prodHLQ.CZABSAMP that you can customize for your site. This customizable data
set is named deployDS. The following members are copied from prodHLQ.CZABSAMP:
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– ZABCFG## (copied as ZABCFG01)
– ZABDPLOY

Configure ZAB

Configuration settings let you specify the deployment environment for ZAB run-time instances and configure the
instances. After deployment, the configuration settings are stored in the USS file system and are read when the
application starts.

The settings focus on these areas:

• Deployment environment properties
• ZAB application and log management properties
• DX APM Kafka configuration properties
• CCS Data Mover properties
• OPS/MVS integration properties

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the deployDS data set in your installation and locate the configuration file named ZABCFG01.
2. For each run-time instance that you want to deploy, copy and rename the ZABCFG01 file by incrementing the last two

digits of the name.
Example: ZABCFG01, ZABCFG02, ZABCFG03

3. Edit the configuration files that you created (ZABCFG01 through ZABCFGnn) with the values of the configuration
properties for each specific runtime.
For a complete list of the available categorized configuration properties, see z/OS APM Bridge Configuration
Properties.

4. Save the file.

ZAB is configured.

Next Step: Deploy z/OS APM Bridge Manaully.

z/OS APM Bridge Configuration Properties
The z/OS APM Bridge configuration PDS member contains option parameters that are used to customize the installation
process.

The following topics describe the available categorized configuration properties in the configuration PDS member
'deployDS(ZABCFGnn)'.

Syntax Considerations

• The configuration property names and values are case-sensitive.
• When specifying a value, replace the entire placeholder to the right of the equal sign and remove the surrounding

"<<<" and ">>>".
• For optional properties that you do not want to specify, leave the statement unedited (property=<<<value>>>) or delete

the data after the equal sign.
• Do not delete any properties.

Deployment Environment Properties

The following deployment environment configuration properties are available:
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runtimeUSSDir
Specifies the runtime USS location for this instance. Java jar and configuration files are placed here. You do
not need to create the runtimeUSSDir beforehand. The deployment automation creates the runtimes during the
deployment phase.
The property is used in ZABPROC, ZABMOUNT, ZABUPDTE, and configure-and-deploy.sh.
Required: Yes
Default: None

runtimeDSN
Specifies the runtime DSN of PDS for this instance. ZABPROC, ZABUPDTE, and ZABMOUNT JCL are placed
here. You do not need to create the runtimeDSN beforehand. The deployment automation creates the runtimes
during the deployment phase.
The property is used in ZABMOUNT and configure-and-deploy.sh.
Required: Yes
Default: None

system
Specifies the z/OS system (LPAR) where this instance runs. The value is used for the system affinity in the
ZABMOUNT and ZABUPDTE JCL that was created during deployment.
Required: No
Default: None

accountID
Specifies the job accounting number that is used in the ZABMOUNT and ZABUPDTE JCL that was created during
deployment.
Required: No
Default: None

ZAB Application Properties

The following ZAB configuration properties are available:

javaHome
Specifies the Java 8 or higher, 64-bit home directory that is used in the ZABPROC JCL that was created during
deployment.
Required: Yes
Default: None

CCS Data Mover Properties

The following CCS Data Mover configuration properties are available. The properties are used in the conf-app.yml file.

cicsEnabled
Specifies whether to enable tracing of CICS transactions for DX APM (true, false).
Required: Yes
Default: true

imsEnabled
Specifies whether to enable tracing of IMS transactions for DX APM (true, false).
Required: Yes
Default: true

DX APM Kafka Configuration Properties

The following DX APM Kafka configuration properties are available. The properties are used in the conf-app.yml file.
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bootstrapServers
A comma-separated list of Kafka servers where each server is expressed as host:port.
Required: Yes
Default: None

enableSsl
Specifies whether to enable SSL encryption (true, false).
Required: Yes
Default: false

endPointAlgorithm
Specifies the SSL endpoint identification algorithm being used. For more information, see the
ssl.endpoint.identification.algorithm configuration property in Optional Settings in the Kafka
documentation.
Required: Yes, only when enableSsl is true.
Default: None

trustStoreType
Specifies the file format of the truststore. For more information, see the ssl.truststore.type configuration
property in Optional Settings in the Kafka documentation.
Required: Yes, only when enableSsl is true.
Default: jks

trustStoreLocation
Specifies the path to SSL truststore file for communication with APM Kafka.

NOTE

When enableSsl is true, copy the truststore to the designated USS directory.

To enable secure communication between ZAB and APM, copy/ftp the client truststore and keystore files
to a directory that the ZAB instance and the user account that runs it can access.

Recommendation: Under runtimeUSSDir, create a folder certs and place it there.

To acquire the truststore, keystore and various passwords, if any, refer to the APM documentation for
secure communications. To disable secure communication, set the value of enableSsl to false
(enableSsl=false ).

Required: Only when enableSsl is true.
trustStorePassword

Specifies the SSL truststore password for communication with APM Kafka.
Required: Yes, only when enableSsl is true.
Default: None

enableSslAuth
Specifies to enable SSL two-way authentication. True enables two-way SSL authentication.
Required: No
Default: false

keyStoreLocation
Specifies the path to SSL keystore file for two-way authentication with APM Kafka.

NOTE
When enableSslAuth is true, the keystore should be copied to the designated USS directory.

Required: Only when enableSslAuth is true.
Default: None
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keyStorePassword
Specifies the SSL Keystore password for two-way authentication with APM Kafka.
Required: Yes, only when enableSslAuth is true.
Default: None

keyPassword
Specifies the private key password for two-way authentication with APM Kafka.
Required: Yes, only when enableSslAuth is true.
Default: None

enableSasl
Specifies whether to enable SASL (Simple Authentication Security Layer) encryption (true, false).
Required: Yes.
Default: False

saslMechanism
Specifies the SASL Mechanism. The only supported mechanism is PLAIN.
Required: Yes, only when enableSslAuth is true.
Default: PLAIN

saslJaasConfig
Specifies the JAAS (Java Authentication Authorization Service) Configuration. For more information, see the
sasl.jaas.config configuration property in Client JAAS Configurations in the Kafka documentation.
Required: Yes, only when enableSslAuth is true.
Default: None

OPS/MVS Integration Properties

The following OPS/MVS integration configuration property that is used in the ZABPROC JCL that was created during
deployment is available:

ccsopjexPath
Specifies to enable OPS/MVS notifications by adding path to ccsopjex.jar in OPS/MVS Integration Service.
Required: Only if OPS/MVS and OPS/MVS integration services are installed. The property lets ZAB send status
notifications to OPS/MVS.
Default: None

For information about how to integrate SYSVIEW with OPS/MVS using ZAB, see Integrate ZAB with OPS/MVS Event
Management and Automation.

Complete Deployment Tasks
The articles in this section describe how to deploy SYSVIEW and z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB) after the product is installed
and configured.

The deployment is a simple copy of the product SMP/E target data sets, which can then be configured for use on systems
across your enterprise. The deployed objects include target libraries that are defined to SMP/E (also known as the
deployment libraries). Creating a copy of the product SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and
isolates the product SMP/E environment from the runtime foundation that is used in the day-to-day operation of the
product. Subsequent maintenance activities update the SMP/E environment without affecting the active product runtime
environments. For maintenance to take effect, you must deploy the updated data sets and libraries to your runtime
environments.

You can deploy SYSVIEW using CSM, manually, or using z/OSMF workflows. However, you can deploy z/OS APM Bridge
using only manual steps.
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Deploy SYSVIEW Manually
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include deploying products on your mainframe system. Systems
administrators can deploy SYSVIEW using one of the following methods:

Deploy SYSVIEW without using CSM
Using this method, you perform manual tasks to deploy SYSVIEW.

Deploy SYSVIEW using CSM
CSM lets you deploy SYSVIEW easily. Using CSM helps to ensure that you are following your company system
and naming standards when you deploy a product.

Deploy SYSVIEW Without Using CSM
Deploy the run-time SYSTEM libraries that were created by the installation and configuration jobs, which used the RTHLQ
parameter from the INSTALL member of the SAMPJCL data set.

NOTE
We recommend that you do not use SMP/E target libraries for runtime.

Deploy the following run-time SYSTEM libraries:

• &RTHLQ.CNM4BCAP
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BCLS
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BDAT
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BHLP
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BISP
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BLOD
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BMAP
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BPDL
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BPLT
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BPNL
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BPRF
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BPRM
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BREX
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BSAM
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BSEC
• &RTHLQ.CNM4BTMP
• &RTHLQ.CNM4GHLP
• &RTHLQ.CNM4GMSG
• &RTHLQ.CNM4GPRM
• &RTHLQ.CNM4PDAT
• &RTHLQ.CNM4RSAM
• &RTHLQ.CNM4XML
• &RTHLQ.CNM4ZMAC
• &RTHLQ.CNM4ZSAM

You can provide access to these libraries using one of the following methods:

• Provide a single copy of these libraries on shared DASD that is accessible to all systems.
• Provide a unique copy of these libraries on each system.
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Deploy Products Using CSM
Deployments create an automated process for deploying multiple products to one or more systems in the same manner
and the same time. In a one-to-one manual scenario, you complete same tasks for every product and every system one
by one. One or more products to one or more systems immediately increase the scalability of this effort. This best practice
reduces errors that typically result from manual efforts despite best intentions.

CSM ensures that you are adhering to your company system and naming standards every time you deploy a product.

You can use your company system and naming standards when performing the following tasks:

• Creating systems
• Adding products
• Creating methodologies

Create an inventory matrix of all your systems and Broadcom products that are on each system. This best practice details
the systems that must have products deployed to them.

Business Value:

CSM lets you easily deploy Broadcom products. This best practice gives your company dynamic abilities for designing,
creating, and maintaining systems.

This best practice also provides the manager responsible for systems the flexibility to design, create, deploy, and maintain
systems.

More Information:

For deployment steps, see the online help.

Deploy z/OS APM Bridge Manually
After you install and configure ZAB, you deploy it. For each ZABCFGnn member that was created in the Configure phase,
deployment creates:

• A corresponding run-time zFS data set for each system.
• A PDS containing customized ZABMOUNT, ZABPROC, and ZABUPDTE members that can be used to mount the zFS

and start ZAB on each system.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the deployDS data set that was specified in ZABCOPY. Locate the ZABDPLOY sample JCL.
2. Edit the job card for ZABDPLOY sample JCL to the requirements for your site.
3. Supply values for the following parameters for your run-time instances and installation settings.

When specifying a value, replace the placeholder to the right of the equal sign and remove the surrounding "<<<" and
">>>".

prodHLQ
Specifies the SMP/E product HLQ.
The value that you specify must match the PRODHLQ value that was specified in the ZABINSTL JCL.

installationUSSDir
Specifies the USS directory of the installation.
The value that you specify must match the INUSSDIR value that was specified in the ZABINSTL JCL.

deployDS
Specifies the name of the data set that contains the deployment and configuration members. The value is the
name of the data set being edited.
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If you configured multiple deployment data sets because you are deploying more than 99 ZAB run-time instances
or adding new ZAB run-time instances, ensure that you edit the correct deployment data set and specify the
correct name for the deployment data set.

IMPORTANT

• When you rerun ZABDPLOY using a deployDS that was deployed previously, it deletes the existing
run-time instances and reallocates them. The job overwrites the original deployments, which back-
levels maintenance, erases log files, and overwrites configuration changes that were applied to the
run-time instances.

• To update configurations to an existing ZAB run-time instance (for example, to change a
configuration property), edit the conf-app.yml file directly in the run-time instance. Do not redeploy
the run-time instance.

pdsm
| pdss | pdsd
Specifies the MGMTCLAS, STORCLAS, and DATACLAS to use to allocate the runtimeDSN. If you are not using
SMS, comment out this line for the VI symbol, uncomment the VOL=SER line and specify a volser.

zfsm
Specifies the MGMTCLAS of the zFS for the run-time instance USS data set. If you are not using SMS, comment
out this line, uncomment the ZFSMGMCL=VOLUME() line, and specify a volser.

zfss
Specifies the STORCLAS of the zFS for the run-time instance USS data set. If you are not using SMS, comment
out this line and uncomment the ZFSSTRCL=’’ line to specify a null string.

zfsd
Specifies the DATACLAS of the zFS for the run-time instance USS data set. If you are not using SMS, comment
out this line and uncomment the ZFSDTACL=’’ line to specify a null string.

runtimeDSN
Specifies the data set name for the run-time instance.
Locate the SETUP## step. Create one copy of the step for each run-time instance member named ZABCFG01,
ZABCFG02, and so on. For each step that you create, replace <<<runtimeDSN>>> with the runtimeDSN that was
specified in ZABCFG01, ZABCFG02, and so on. Ensure that you comment out the SETUP## step.
Example:
//*SETUP##  EXEC SETUP,RTDSN=<<<runtimeDSN>>>

//SETUP01  EXEC SETUP,RTDSN=ZAB.GA100.DEPLOY.TASK01

//SETUP02  EXEC SETUP,RTDSN=ZAB.GA100.DEPLOY.TASK02

//SETUP03  EXEC SETUP,RTDSN=ZAB.GA100.DEPLOY.TASK03

4. Save your changes.
5. Submit the deployDS (ZABDPLOY) JCL.

The ZABDPLOY JCL allocates the following data sets for each run-time instance and runs the configure-and-deploy.sh
shell script.
– A PDS that is used to store the ZABMOUNT, ZABPROC, and ZABUPDTE members of the specific run-time

instance (runtimeDSN).
– A zFS data set (runtimeDSN.ZFS) that acts as the backing storage for the USS directory run-time instance.
After the ZABDPLOY JCL allocates the data sets, the configure-and-deploy.sh shell script performs the following
actions:
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• Copies the required files from the installation locations to a workspace directory that is in /tmp/zab-deploy/.
• Mounts the run-time USS directories to the run-time zFS data sets.
• Copies the configuration settings from each ZABCFGnn file into the copies of the various product configuration files

for the run-time instances and the ZABMOUNT, ZABPROC, and ZABUPDTE JCLs.
• Copies the files for the run-time instances from the workspace directory to the USS directory and to the PDS for the

run-time instance.
• Unmounts the zFS file systems containing the run-time USS directories. The unmounting is for convenience when

deploying many instances for multiple LPARs. The unmounted zFS can then be mounted on the various destination
LPARs. Ensure that you use the same USS directory path that is specified in the respective ZABCFGnn files when
mounting to the destination LPAR.
As a convenience, a JCL named ZABMOUNT is copied to each run-time instance PDS and populated with the USS
directory and zFS storage data set for the instance. To mount the run-time instance in the proper location on the
system on which it is intended to run, log on to that system, navigate to the ZABMOUNT JCL, and submit the JCL.

6. (Optional) Repeat Steps 1 through 5 if you created multiple deployment data sets (deployDS).

ZAB is deployed.

Next Step: Set Up Run-time and Security Privileges for User IDs for z/OS APM Bridge.

z/OS APM Bridge Instance Components
A z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB) instance consists of the following components:

PDS Members

The instance's runtime partitioned data set (runtimeDSN) includes the following members:
ZABMOUNT

A JCL job that can be run to mount this instance's ZFS filesystem to the instance's runtime USS directory path.
ZABPROC

A JCL PROC which, when called, will run this ZAB instance.
ZABUPDTE

A JCL job that can be run to refresh the runtime environment after a maintenance PTF has been applied.

USS Files

The ZAB instance also includes a runtime USS directory (runtimeUSSDir). The runtime USS directory contains the
following components:

zOS-APM-Bridge.jar
The Java jar that contains the ZAB application.

conf-app.yml
The ZAB application configuration file. When ZAB starts, it gets its configurations from this file. Do not modify the
settings in this file without first contacting Support.
This configuration file includes the following parameters:
logging.level.root

For extended application logging. Setting logging.level.root adjusts the Spring framework's logging level.
Valid values are:
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• ERROR
• WARN
• INFO
• DEBUG
• TRACE

logging.level.com.broadcom.mfd.zab
For basic application logging. Setting logging.level.com.broadcom.mfd.zab adjusts the ZAB application's
logging level. Valid values are:

• ERROR
• WARN
• INFO
• DEBUG
• TRACE

zdm.config.categories
The categories of data this instance subscribes to with CCS Data Mover (zDM). The descriptions of the
following properties that begin with "zdm." come from the zDM technical documentation. The wildcard "*"
represents zero or more arbitrary characters, the wildcard "?" represents one arbitrary character.

zdm.config.categories.enabled
Enables or disables the zDM subscription for this category. Possible values are: true, false.

zdm.config.categories.productOwner
The company that owns the product. Currently this can be either "CA" or "IBM". ZAB only supports “CA”.

zdm.config.categories.productName
The name of the product that supplies the data. For example, "z/OS" or "SYSVIEW". ZAB only supports
“SYSVIEW”.

zdm.config.categories.componentName
The name of the product component that supplies the data. ZAB only supports “CICS” and “IMS”.

zdm.config.categories.productRelease
The release (version) identifier for the product.

zdm.config.categories.productInstance
An identifier that can distinguish between multiple instances of the product that run on a single z/OS
instance. The instance identifier can be, for example, the address space name.

zdm.config.categories.category
The category of data that the product produces. A product like z/OS can provide many different types
of data. Dividing the types into categories lets consumers choose a subset of the available data. ZAB
supports only “CicsTranRecord” and “ImsTranRecord”.

sink.kafka
The APM Kafka broker settings this instance connects to.

sink.kafka.bootstrapServers
Comma-separated list of Kafka servers where each server is host:port.

sink.kafka.enableSsl
Enable SSL encryption. Possible values are: true, false.

sink.kafka.trustStoreLocation
USS path to the trust store file. Used only if enableSsl is set to true.

sink.kafka.trustStorePassword
Password of the trust store file. Used only if enableSsl is set to true.
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sink.kafka.enableSslAuth
Enable two-way SSL authentication. Possible values are: true, false.

sink.kafka.keyPassword
Password for the key. Used only if enableSsl is set to true.

sink.kafka.keyStoreLocation
USS path to the key store file. Used only if enableSsl is set to true.

sink.kafka.keyStorePassword
Password of the key store file. Used only if enableSsl is set to true.

product.level
An OPS/MVS setting that allows for identification of different ZAB instances to OPS/MVS.

conf-log.xml
This is the ZAB application logging configuration file. It specifies how and where the ZAB application writes to its
logs. To understand the configurations in this file review the Logback framework documentation.

WARNING
Modifying conf-log.xml is not recommended.

data subdirectory
A directory that contains the named FIFO pipe file that zDM writes to, and from which the ZAB application reads.

logs subdirectory
A directory that contains all of the ZAB application's log files.

Set Up Runtime and Security Privileges for User IDs for z/OS APM Bridge
This article describes the steps to set up runtime and security privileges for user IDs for z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB) on
SYSVIEW LPARs that are running ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as the external security manager.

As a security administrator, you create a user to which to assign the ZAB deployment. Set up the runtime and security
privileges for the user ID if you are running an external security manager (ESM) such as ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF
in your environment. Complete the security configuration steps on each LPAR where you want to run ZAB.

Prerequisite Security Information

To complete the configurations in this article, security administrators require the following information:

ACID:
An ACID is required for only Top Secret security configurations.
Example: ZABUSER
Use any name in place of ZABUSER.

Group:
Example: ZABGRP
Use any name in place of ZABGRP.

UNIX UID for the user:
The UNIX UID for the user is typically the next available number.
Example: 1500

UNIX Group, GID:
If a UNIX Group (GID) does not already exist, use a UNIX UID for the group. The GID should be the same as the
GID that was used for the CCS Data Mover (zDM) so that the ZAB runtime instance and zDM can write to the
data pipe file.
Example: 1500
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OMVS settings:

• The default UNIX Shell application
• The path of the home directory

We recommend that you specify the home directory as the root directory that contains the ZAB runtime
instance subdirectories that are created during deployment.
Example: /u/users/zabuser/r010/task

DEPARTMENT:
Example: ZABDEPT
You can use any name in place of ZABDEPT.

Set Up RACF Security

The following steps describe how to set up RACF security manually for the ZAB STC.

1. Create the user:
Example:
ADDUSER ZABUSER DFLTGRP(ZABGRP) NAME(‘z/OS APM BRIDGE STC USER’)

ALTUSER ZABUSER OMVS(UID(1500) HOME(/u/users/zabuser/r010/task)) NOPASSWORD

2. Create the group ID (GID) for the user if a GID does not exist:
Example:
ALTGROUP ZABGRP OMVS(GID(1500))

3. Grant permission to the ZAB STC:
Example:
SETROPTS GENERIC(STARTED)

4. Grant permission to access the TCP/IP stack:
By default, RACF allows access to the TCP/IP stack.
Example:
PERMIT EZB.STACKACCESS.<sysname.tcpipid> ID(ZABUSER) CLASS(SERVAUTH) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(SERVAUTH) REFRESH

5. After you add the ZAB STC to your PROCLIB concatenation, map the STC to the user ID:
Example:
RDEFINE STARTED ZABPROC.* STDATA(USER(ZABUSER),GROUP(ZABGRP)

SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

6. If the runtime directories and their contents are not owned by the group that is shared between the ZABPROC and
ZDMVPROC STCs after you set up security, manually change ownership using the recursive mode of the chown
command:
chown -R :zab_group <runtimeUSSDir>

zab_group
The OMVS group name that is assigned to the ZABPROC and ZDMVPROC STCs

<runtimeUSSDir>
The directory specified in the configuration step.

Set Up Top Secret Security

The following steps describe how to set up Top Secret security manually for the ZAB STC.

To set up security in Top Secret, the security administrator should have OPERATOR REFRESH permission.

IMPORTANT
To complete the following steps, security administrators must specify a department. For example, ZABDEPT

1. Create the department:
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Example:
TSS CREATE(ZABDEPT) NAME('z/OS APM BRIDGE DEPARTMENT') TYPE(DEPARTMENT)

2. Create the group for the user if a group does not exist and add the GID:
Example:
TSS CREATE(ZABGRP) TYPE(GROUP) NAME('z/OS APM BRIDGE name') DEPARTMENT(ZABDEPT)

TSS ADD(ZABGRP) GID(1500)

3. Create the user, add it to the group, set up the OMVS segment, and grant permission to the STC:
Example:
TSS CREATE(ZABUSER) NAME('z/OS APM BRIDGE STC USER') TYPE(USER) PASSWORD(NOPW,0) DEPARTMENT(ZABDEPT)

TSS ADD(ZABUSER) GROUP(ZABGRP) DFLTGRP(ZABGRP)

TSS ADDTO(ZABUSER) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) HOME(/u/users/zabuser/r010/task) GROUP(ZABGRP) UID(1500)

TSS ADDTO(ZABUSER) FACILITY(STC)

4. After you add the ZAB STC to your PROCLIB concatenation, map the STC to the user ID:
Example:
TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(ZABPROC) ACID(ZABUSER)

5. If the runtime directories and their contents are not owned by the group that is shared between the ZABPROC and
ZDMVPROC STCs after you set up security, manually change ownership using the recursive mode of the chown
command:
chown -R :zab_group <runtimeUSSDir>

zab_group
The OMVS group name that is assigned to the ZABPROC and ZDMVPROC STCs

<runtimeUSSDir>
The directory specified in the configuration step

Set Up ACF2 Security

The following steps describe how to set up ACF2 security manually for the STC.

1. Create a group if it does not already exist:
Example:
SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)

   INSERT ZABGRP GID(1500)

2. Create the user:
Example:
SET LID

   INSERT ZABUSER NAME('ZAB USER') GROUP(ZABGRP) MUSASS NO-SMC RESTRICT STC

SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)

   F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

   F ACF2,REBUILD(GRP),CLASS(P)

   F ACF2,OMVS

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(OMVS)

   INSERT ZABUSER OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(1500) HOME(/u/users/zabuser/r010/task)

3. Grant permission to access the TCP/IP stack:
Example:
SET RES(SER)

     RECKEY EZB ADD(STACKACCESS.<sysname.tcpipid> UID(ZABUSER) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

     F ACF2,REBUILD(SER),C(R)

4. Grant permission to the STC:
Example:
T C(GSO)
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INS STC.ZABPROC(ZABGRP) LOGONID(ZABUSER) STCID(ZABPROC)

F ACF2,REFRESH(STC)

5. If the runtime directories and their contents are not owned by the group that is shared between the ZABPROC and
ZDMVPROC STCs after you set up security, manually change ownership using the recursive mode of the chown
command:
chown -R :zab_group <runtimeUSSDir>

zab_group
The OMVS group name that is assigned to the ZABPROC and ZDMVPROC STCs

<runtimeUSSDir>
The directory specified in the configuration step.

Next Step: Start z/OS APM Bridge.

Start Your Product
The articles in this section describe how to start SYSVIEW and z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB).

See the articles that correspond with the product that you want to start.

Prepare to Start SYSVIEW
After you complete the procedures in this article, you can start SYSVIEW on your system.

Increase ASIDs (Optional)

When the SYSVIEW main address space is stopped multiple times, and you are not using ASID reuse:

• You can run out of address space identifiers (ASIDs).
• You might need to IPL your system to obtain more ASIDs.

To avoid having to IPL your system, use the following procedure to increase the number of ASIDs.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the RSVNONR in the member IEASYSxx of SYS1.PARMLIB.
2. Increase the RSVNONR size to accommodate the number of times you could start and stop address spaces that

define a system linkage index (System LX) within the life of an IPL.

NOTE
When you run out of ASIDs, messages alert you of the failed address space creation and to IPL to obtain more
ASIDs.

System Linkage Index and ASID Reuse
System Linkage Index

A linkage index is reserved as a reusable System LX when the ASN and LX reuse facility is installed.
If the ASN and LX reuse facility is installed, the reusable System LX can be reserved. When the SYSVIEW Main
Address Space is stopped, the system can reuse the System LX.
If the ASN and LX reuse facility is not installed and the SYSVIEW Main Address Space stops, the System LX
becomes dormant. When the SYSVIEW Main Address Space is restarted, SYSVIEW reclaims the previously used
System LX.

NOTE
Parameter NSYSLX specifies the number of linkage indexes, LXs, to be reserved. However, because
the product reuses the System LX, you do not need to increase this number.
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Reusable ASIDs
When the SYSVIEW Main Address Space is terminated, the ASID can become unavailable for use due to a
System LX being reserved. The ASID can be reused when all the following conditions are true:

1. ASN and LX reuse facility is installed.
2. REUSASID(YES) is specified in the DIAGxx member of the SYS1.PARMLIB.
3. The SYSVIEW Main Address Space started task is started with the parameter REUSASID=YES:

S SYSVIEW,REUSASID=YES

4. The IBM MQ data collection task, MQSDATA, uses the IBM MQ MQI to gather MQ performance data.
IBM MQ does not support address spaces that are started in the SYSVIEW Main Address Space with
REUSASID=YES. Using this method causes an abend with an S0D3 abend code.

5. The IMS Common Queue Server task, IMSCQS, uses the IMS Common Queue Server APIs to gather IMS
Shared Message Queue performance data.
The IMS CQS address space APIs do not support clients that are started in the SYSVIEW Main Address
Space with REUSASID=YES. Using this method causes an abend with an S0D3 abend code.

APF - Authorize the Load Library

Authorize the load library to make it available.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following command to the PROGxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB:
APF ADD DSNAME(sysview.CNM4BLOD) VOLUME(volume)

2. After you add the DSNAME and VOLUME to the PROGxx member, the load library is APF-authorized. If the runtime
load library is SMS managed, then specify ‘SMS’ in place of ‘VOLUME(volname)’:
APF ADD DSNAME(sysview.CNM4BLOD) SMS

Set Up the LOGR Exit and Linklist

The provided LOGR subsystem exit lets you use any z/OS log stream as an input file to a batch program. The LOGR
subsystem exit must reside in a linklist data set.

Follow these steps:

• If you defined the data set sysview.CNM4BLOD to the linklist, no other steps are required.
• If you did not define the data set sysview.CNM4BLOD to the linklist, copy the following modules to an existing linklist

data set:
– GSVXLGEX
– GSVXLGXG (alias of GSVXLGEX)
After the modules are copied, the LOGR subsystem exit resides in a linklist data set.

Add Startup Procedure to System Procedure Library

NOTE
If you configured SYSVIEW using CSM, the system procedures were already copied to the library specified
during the configuration.

Update the startup procedures and add them to one of the system procedure libraries. The SYSVIEW main address
space performs the data collection for z/OS, JES2, CICS, IMS, IBM MQ, and TCP/IP.

NOTE
The Main Services Address Space provides common services that other SYSVIEW tasks and users use.
Therefore it must be started before other interfaces can run.

This procedure guides you through adding a startup procedure to a system procedure library.
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Follow these steps:

1. Copy the PROC from the data set sysview.SAMPJCL into one of your system procedure libraries.
SYSVIEW PROC Member

Contains the JCL used to start the SYSVIEW main services address space
MEM Keyword Default: SVW$MAIN
COMMNDxx Member Entry: COM='S SYSVIEW,REUSASID=YES'

SYSVUSER PROC Member
Contains the JCL used to start the SYSVIEW user interface address space
MEM Keyword Default: SVW$USER
COMMNDxx Member Entry: COM='S SYSVUSER'

2. Point the MEM keyword on the PROC statement to a member in the sysview.CNM4BPRM data set that contains
initialization parameters for the address space.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSVIEW address spaces, see Administrating.

3. Review the initialization parameters before you start the address space.
4. If you want to start the address space automatically at IPL, add the start command to the COMMNDxx member in

SYS1.PARMLIB.

NOTE
For more information about the COMMNDxx member in SYS1PARMLIB, see the appropriate IBM guide.

The initialization (startup) procedures are added to the system procedure library.

Assemble and Link the Default SSID (USRM0001)
SYSVIEW requires a Subsystem Identifier (SSID) to determine which System Configuration Options member to use from
the System PARMLIB. If you are using the default SSID of GSVX, the USERMOD is not required.

If you are not using the default SSID of GSVX, review these steps.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the sample JCL in USRM0001.
2. Submit member USRM0001.

a. The sample JCL creates the SMP/E USERMOD.
b. The SMP/E USERMOD assembles and links the default SSID into the load module GSVBSSID.

Start SYSVIEW
To use SYSVIEW, start the main server address space.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the LMP codes are defined according to your specifications.
2. Start SYSVIEW to initialize the main server address space. Start SYSVUSER to start the user address space.

After the LMP codes are correctly defined and these procedures have run, the main server address space starts.

Only the SYSVIEW server address spaces and utility jobs read the system configuration options member. The member
is not read by individual user sessions. Start a SYSVIEW server address space at least once per IPL before initiating any
user session. The server address space reads the system configuration options member from the data set specified on
the DDname GSVXSCFG and initializes the system for all user sessions. If a server address space is not started first,
one of the following error messages displays if a user attempts to log on through an interface such as TSO, ISPF, API, or
batch.
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GSVX205E Nucleus load failed, 28 system configuration not found. Start SYSVIEW.

GSVX205E Nucleus load failed, 29 subsystem is not initialized. Start SYSVIEW.

The server address spaces include:

SYSVIEW
SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space

SYSVUSER
SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space

SYSVAUX
SYSVIEW Auxiliary Services Address Space

Start z/OS APM Bridge
After you install, configure, and deploy z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB), systems administrators start ZAB so that services such
as Kafka and the DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension can receive data from SYSVIEW.

System administrators start the ZAB address space by completing the following steps on all systems where ZAB is
installed, configured, and deployed.

1. Use the ZABMOUNT JCL in the runtimeDSN created during the deploy process to mount the runtimeDSN.ZFS on
the system.
Optionally, add runtimeDSN.ZFS to SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx) to mount the file system automatically during IPL.

2. Copy the ZABPROC JCL in the runtimeDSN created during the deployment phase to one of your system procedure
libraries.
The CCS Data Mover address space (ZDMVPROC) must be initialized and operating properly before the ZAB address
space can initialize. To verify that Data Mover is running, issue the SYSVIEW command CADMOVER . If it is running,
ACTIVE displays in the Status field on the CADMOVER display. If Data Mover is not ACTIVE, issue the command S
ZDMVPROC to start Data Mover.

3. Issue the following MVS command:
START ZABPROC

When ZABPROC starts successfully, the job appears in the EXECUTE phase as illustrated by the following example:
SYSVIEW 16.0 TSO1 ---------------------------------------

Command ====>

---------------------------------------------------------

         ZABPROC  ALL          ALL      ALL      ALL

Cmd      Jobname  Type   JobNr Queue    Status   JobClass

________ ZABPROC  STC    40537 EXECUTE           STC

Corrective action:
– If the job does not appear in the EXECUTE phase, examine the job output and correct any error or warning

messages that display and try again.
– If the job appears in the EXECUTE phase, but Kafka is not receiving data from SYSVIEW, ensure that ZAB is

configured properly. For more information, see Troubleshooting z/OS APM Bridge.

Post-Installation Considerations
Use the GSVXBAT installation verification program (IVP) to verify that the SYSVIEW installation process completed
successfully.

The GSVXBAT installation verification program (IVP) can be executed after the SYSVIEW installation process completes
and SYSVIEW starts. You can execute the IVP anytime that you want to verify your installation.
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The GSVXBAT IVP allows SYSVIEW commands to be executed in batch so that various components can be exercised.

1. Submit member IVP00001.
The output from the SYSVIEW command is returned to the SYSPRINT ddname where the settings can be verified.

2. Review for messages in the SYSPRINT output.
Commands return data depending on the installed or active components.
For example, the IMSLIST command display is empty when IMS is inactive.

NOTE
For a sample job, see the SAMPLIB member EXECBAT. For more information about the GSVXBAT program,
see Administrating.

Migration Information
If you are migrating from one release of SYSVIEW to another, see the appropriate link to learn about actions you need to
take due to differences between the releases:

• Migrating from 15.0 to 16.0
• Migrating from 14.2 to 15.0
• Migrating from 14.1 to 14.2
• Migrating from 14.0 to 14.1
• Migrating from 13.9 to 14.0

For more information about what was added or changed in this release, see the Release Notes.

NOTE
To learn about the new items and changes for previous SYSVIEW releases, select one of the following links:

• Release Notes for SYSVIEW 15.0
• Release Notes for SYSVIEW 14.2

For earlier releases, go to Broadcom Support and select Mainframe Software, Documentation.

Post Migration Tasks
Perform this task after migration is complete:

Set CSRLINECMD Value to Use Line Command Assist

SYSVIEW 14.1 introduced the new Line Command Assist feature, LCASSIST. You can access LCASSIST on any display
that contains a line command field by using the question mark (?) line command.

The DEFAULT profile member that ships with the product has several changes that are related to this feature.
Because profile conversion does not alter the DEFAULT profile, existing customers have a different experience than new
customers unless the profile is altered manually.

The following changes were made to the shipped DEFAULT profile:

1. The CSRLINECMD value for all commands is set to a question mark (?).
This setting lets you access the Line Command Assist by placing the cursor in the line command field of a data row
and pressing Enter.

2. The CSRLINECMD value for the new LCASSIST command is set to S.
After the list of line commands display, select one for execution by placing the cursor in the line command field and
press Enter.

NOTE
Some 3270 emulators let you customize the mouse buttons. For example, if the left mouse button double-click
is customized to position the cursor and issue an Enter key, this simulates a double-click cursor action. Using
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this customization allows users to double-click on the line command field to get a list of line commands. Double-
clicking again on a line command row executes that line command.

Use the following set of options to provide the cursor selecting experience with the Line Command Assist feature to your
users. Before selecting an option, consider the following items:

• Saving a copy of your converted 14.1 DEFAULT profile. This copy lets you back out the changes by replacing the
DEFAULT profile with the saved copy.

• In prior releases, the product defined CSRLINECMD values for a select list of commands in the DEFAULT profile. As
an existing customer, this setting means you have users that use these values to navigate their displays.

Line Command Assist Profile Update Options

Option 1: Set CSRLINECMD to a question mark (?) in the DEFAULT profile for all commands.

• Users who are accustomed to the current cursor line commands on the select list of commands are now taken to the
Line Command Assist feature.

• This setting affects only the DEFAULT profile and not any CSRLINECMD settings in the group or individual profiles.
• Line Command Assist provides an easy way to set CSRLINECMD from the list, so they can simply decide to set it in

their own profile.

From a SYSVIEW session, issue the following commands:

PROFILE CHANGE,DEFAULT

SET CSRLINECMD ? ALL

SET CSRLINECMD S LCASSIST

SET CSRLINECMD S MENU

PROFILE SAVE

PF3 to exit PROFILE CHANGE mode

Option 2: Set CSRLINECMD to a question mark (?) in the DEFAULT profile for commands that currently have no
CSRLINECMD value set.

• Users who are accustomed to the current cursor line commands on the select list of commands keep their existing
experience for these commands.

• Commands that did not have a cursor line command now go to the Line Command Assist feature.
• This setting affects only the DEFAULT profile and not any CSRLINECMD settings in the group or individual profiles.

From a SYSVIEW session, issue the following commands:

PROFILE CHANGE,DEFAULT

SET CSRLINECMD ? ALLIFNOTSET

SET CSRLINECMD S LCASSIST

PROFILE SAVE

PF3 to exit PROFILE CHANGE mode

Option 3: Instruct your users about how to alter their profile.

1. To set CSRLINECMD to a question mark (?) for all commands, issue the following commands from a SYSVIEW
session:
If the user has set any CSRLINECMD values in their profile, this procedure overrides any existing cursor selections
with the question mark.

SET CSRLINECMD ? ALL

SET CSRLINECMD S LCASSIST

SET CSRLINECMD S MENU
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PROFILE SAVE

You can now take advantage of cursor selecting the line command field to enter the new Line Command Assist feature
for all commands. This setting overrides your existing cursor selections with a question mark (?).

2. To set CSRLINECMD to a question mark (?) for commands that currently do not have an existing cursor line command
that is defined, issue the following commands from a SYSVIEW session:

SET CSRLINECMD ? ALLIFNOTSET

SET CSRLINECMD S LCASSIST

PROFILE SAVE

You can now take advantage of cursor selecting the line command field to enter the new Line Command Assist feature
for commands that do not have an existing cursor line command defined.

Migrating from 15.0 to 16.0
If you are migrating from SYSVIEW 15.0 to SYSVIEW 16.0, review the following topics to find out what you must know
and do.

System Configuration Option to Support Product Module Analysis

Feature PTF LU02191 delivered new functionality that lets SYSVIEW users interactively review PTFs and Feature PTFs
that were applied to SYSVIEW. SYSVIEW users can use the information to compare the PTFs that were applied on all
systems and to determine if features might be missing.

The GSVXGSVX system configuration options member contains a new option named Dsn-System-CSI. SYSVIEW users
should specify the name of the SMP/E CSI data that was used to install and apply maintenance to SYSVIEW in the Dsn-
System-CSI option. For more information, see SYSVIEW System Configuration Options and Copy System Configuration
Options to System Configuration Data Set (INST0011).

EMAILTO Broadcom Communities APP Distributed with PTF LU01353

The EMAILTO APP that was originally distributed as a set of user-configurable files on Broadcom Communities is now
shipped as part of SYSVIEW with PTF LU01353. If you implemented the EMAILTO Broadcom Communities APP in your
system, remove it to allow you to use the distributed SMP/E version of the application.

NOTE
If you did not implement the EMAILTO Broadcom Communities APP in your system, you can ignore the
following steps.

Follow these steps:

1. Remove the following text from the USERCMDS parmlib member in the site parmlib or the user parmlib (or both):
*=====================================================================*

*       EMAILTO  User Command                                         *

*       Version 1.0                                                   *

*=====================================================================*

 DEFINE EMAILTO

        MINlen      5

        DESCription 'EMAIL current display via rxclis'

        CMDstring   RXCLIST XEMAIL &P1, &G$ActvCmd

2. Delete the XEMAIL rexxlib member from the site rexxlib.
3. Delete the XEMAILA rexxlib member from the site rexxlib.
4. Delete the EMAILTO member from the site helplib, or the user helplib (or both).
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Migrate Definitions From the SMFDATA Parmlib Member to the SVWVDSLB Parmlib Member

Feature PTF SO16108 enhanced the SYSVIEW Event Capture Option to contain a new component named Dynamic SMF
Log stream Browsing (DSLB). DSLB allows records that are written to SMF to be collected and logged in one or more
SYSVIEW log streams, based on a subscription list.

The PTF introduces a new parmlib member named SVWVDSLB. The new parmlib member controls the behavior of how
DSLB logs SMF records. The SVWVDSLB parmlib member accepts logging definitions in a manner that is similar to the
existing SMFDATA parmlib member. However, there is now an extra control to specify where to log the SMF records.
Migration is not required but is recommended. The configuration options that are contained in the SMFDATA member can
coexist with the definitions in the SVWVDSLB member. However, you should migrate the configuration options so that all
the definitions reside in one location.

NOTE
For more information, see Migrate From a Single Log Stream to Dynamic SMF Log Streams.

Behavior Changes to the CTRANLOG Command

Feature PTF SO13989 changed the behavior of the CTRANLOG command, the FILTER subcommand, and the TRAN and
OTRAN parameters.

Before you apply the PTF, the CTRANLOG TRAN parameter and FILTER field can be specified to return the transaction
IDs that match the transaction ID and the originating transaction ID. For example, when you issue the command
CTRANLOG TRAN ABCD , it returns all transaction IDs ABCD and all transactions that have an originating transaction ID of
ABCD .

After you apply the PTF, you can expect the following behavior:

• The CTRANLOG TRAN parameter no longer filters records matching either the transaction ID value (TRAN) or the
originating transaction ID value (OTRAN) The TRAN parameter now matches only on the transaction ID value.

• The CTRANLOG command supports a new OTRAN parameter that filters records matching either the transaction ID
value (TRAN) or the originating transaction ID value (OTRAN).

• The FILTER subcommand lets users specify the TRAN and OTRAN values on a panel.

Library Processing of )IF Statements That Utilize Masking Characters

It was found that generic masking characters used on )IF statements in SYSVIEW library members were not functioning
as intended. )IF statements were incorrectly processing masking characters set in user profiles. The intended behavior
was to process only the system masking character values of '=' (variable) and '*' (fixed). SYSVIEW 16.0 PTF SO13792
was created to no longer process user-defined masking characters stored in profiles.

After you apply PTF SO13792, we recommended that you scan your SYSVIEW libraries for all occurrences of )IF
statements that use masking characters. Only the system values of '=' (variable) and '*' (fixed) are permitted after this fix.
Correct any nonstandard usage of the masking characters.

Migration of User Profiles

In prior releases, SYSVIEW user profiles were stored in the profile library data set specified by the following System
Configuration Option:

• Dsn-System-PROFILE sysview.CNM4BPRF

Starting at SYSVIEW release 16.0, user profiles are stored in a new profile data library data set specified by the following
System Configuration Option:

• Dsn-System-PROFLIB sysview.CNM4BPDL

If you are upgrading from a prior release of SYSVIEW, the existing profile library data set (PROFILE) from the prior
release will be used as a read-only source to automatically upgrade and migrate the profile information to the profile data
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library (PROFLIB) when a user initiates a SYSVIEW session. The profile library data set name from the prior release,
sysview.CNM4BPRF, should be specified for the System Configuration Option Dsn-System-PROFILE.

Profile Data Library Characteristics:

• Profile data library data set - sysview.CNM4BPDL
• The data set must be READ/WRITE to all users
• The data set is intended to be shared:

– Across SYSVIEW releases
– Across SYSVIEW subsystems
– Across LPARs or systems
– Within a SYSPLEX (PDS/E requirement)

CICS ENQMODEL Definition - Samplib Member CICSCSD

The following SYSVIEW Option for CICS definition was added to samplib member CICSCSD used during product
installation:

DEFINE ENQMODEL(GSVCGSVI)

       ENQNAME(GSVCGSVI) 

       STATUS(ENABLED) 

       GROUP(SYSVIEW)

You can optionally choose to manually add this definition in any monitored CICS jobs. However, during startup in a CICS,
SYSVIEW dynamically adds this definition if it does not already exist.

Configuration Option - Parmlib Member MVSDATA

The following configuration option in the MVSDATA parmlib member was removed:

• Monitor-Private-Storage
Private storage monitoring is always active as a part of address space and job monitoring. If this option exists in your
SYSVIEW parmlib data sets, be sure to delete it.

Configuration Option - Parmlib Member OPTIONS

All SYSVIEW tasks and sessions read the OPTIONS parmlib member, which sets the default configuration options for all
internal subtasks and online user sessions. These options are not saved in the profile of a user since they are global in
nature.

Because the Management Information Base (MIB) tool is no longer available, the following configuration option keywords
were removed:

• LibCache-Miblib
• MibBrowse-Community
• MibBrowse-Host
• MibBrowse-Port
• MibBrowse-Timeout

If these options exist in your SYSVIEW parmlib data sets, be sure to delete them. If the options remain, you see the
following series of messages when SYSVIEW initializes the SYSVIEW server address spaces:

GSVX445W Configuration member: OPTIONS

GSVX446W Configuration option: option_name option_value

GSVX447W Configuration error: Option name is obsolete
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Configuration Options - Parmlib Member SVWCOPTS

The following configuration options were removed from the SVWCOPTS parmlib member:

• THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC
The option is no longer needed because the same control is provided in the TRAN-THRESHOLDS function of the
SYSVIEW Option for CICS scheduler. If this option exists in your SYSVIEW parmlib data sets, be sure to delete it.

• SET-TASK-AS-MODIFY and SET-TASK-TRANID
The options were removed from the SVWCOPTS parmlib member because they are no longer required by the CICS
transaction cancellation process.

NOTE
If you do not remove the options from the SVWCOPTS parmlib member the following message is issued
during the initialization process.
GSVC045W (GSVI) Configuration option option-name is obsolete

CICS Transaction Cancellation Process Changes

SYSVIEW Option for CICS makes use of the CICS CEKL transaction cancellation process. The CEKL transaction
requires no install definitions. CEKL is issued as a MODIFY command to an operating system console. No CICS terminal
definition is required. The userid assigned to SYSVIEW Option for CICS must have the authority to issue MODIFY
commands for the target CICS region.

The CEKL transaction is part of the CICS console interface and executes on a dedicated CICS internal TCB. The CEKL
transaction lets you process commands when the rest of the CICS region is unresponsive.

NOTE
The CANCEL and KILL actions contain progressive attempts to terminate the requested task. A CEKL request
was added as an extra progressive action. We recommend that you review any current transaction threshold
cancel definitions regarding this enhanced functionality.

CICS Transaction Cancellation Methods

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS supplies the following methods to cancel CICS transactions:

PURge:
Purge the selected task.
Method:
CEKL SET TASK(number) PURGE

FORcepur:
Force purge the selected task.
Method:
CEKL SET TASK(number) FORCEPURGE

Cancel:
Cancel the selected task.
Progressive methods:

• Attempt to cancel looping transaction utilizing the CICS runaway task process.
• If the task still exists, then request the CICS dispatcher to cancel the task, with a possible escalation to cancel

with force.
• If the task still exists, then:

CEKL SET TASK(number) FORCEPURGE.

Kill:
Kill the selected task.
Progressive methods:
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• Attempt to cancel looping transaction utilizing the CICS runaway task process.
• If the task still exists, then request the CICS dispatcher to cancel the task with force.
• If the task still exists, then:

CEKL SET TASK(number) KILL

CKill | CICSKill:
Kill the selected task.
Method:
CEKL SET TASK(number) KILL
A PURGE or FORCEPUR should be attempted prior to issuing a CKILL.

System Configuration Options - System Configuration Member GSVXGSVX

The system configuration options are set during SYSVIEW initialization.

New configuration option

• Dsn-System-PROFLIB

Changed configuration option

For the following option, specify sysview.CNM4BPRF, which is the name of the profile library data set from the prior
release:

• Dsn-System-PROFILE

Removed configuration options

The MIB tool is no longer available. The following system configuration option keywords were removed:

• Dsn-Site-MIBLIB
• Dsn-System-MIBLIB

If you are using a system configuration options member from a previous release or install that contains these options,
be sure to delete them. If the options remain, you see the following series of messages when SYSVIEW initializes the
SYSVIEW server address spaces:

GSVX445W Configuration member: GSVXGSVX

GSVX446W Configuration option: Dsn-System-MIBLIB sysview.CNM4BMIB

GSVX447W Configuration error: Option name is obsolete

Startup Procedure Program Names

To assist with address space identification, several startup procedures have an updated PGM= name. We recommend that
you modify your existing startup procedures to use the names that are described in the following table. However, there is
no functional difference when you do not update the PGM= name as the new names are alias' of the old name.

PROCname Old PGM= New PGM=

SYSVIEW GSVXASCT GSV$MAIN

SYSUSER GSVXASCT GSV$USER

SYSVAUX GSVXASCT GSV$AUX

Migrating from 14.2 to 15.0
If you are migrating from 14.2 to 15.0 of SYSVIEW, review the following topics to find out what you need to know and do:
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Address Space Action Commands - Parmlib Member LINECMDS

If you specify an ASID in decimal or hexadecimal on one of the following address space action commands, add the
JOBNAME parameter to the command to specify the job name:

• ASCANCEL
• ASCANTSK
• ASFORCE
• ASKILL
• ASNOSWAP
• ASOKSWAP
• ASQUIESC
• ASRESUME
• ASSET

For example, this command:

   ASCANCEL 01A0 

Must change to this command:

   ASCANCEL 01A0 JOBNAME JOB1

Configuration Options – Parmlib Member CICSSCHD

CICS Scheduled Events Modified

The following list details scheduled events that have been modified at SYSVIEW 15.0.
The definitions have been modified to more closely match a typical out-of-the-box experience. Events should be enabled if
desired.

Event Old Enabled Old Interval New Enabled New Interval
SYSTEM-IPCONN ENABLED 1 Minute DISABLED 5 Minutes
SYSTEM-PIPELINES ENABLED 1 Minute DISABLED 5 Minutes
SYSTEM-SOCKETS ENABLED 1 Minute DISABLED 5 Minutes
SYSTEM-TDATA ENABLED 1 Minute DISABLED 5 Minutes
TRAN-REQUIRED ENABLED 1 Minute DISABLED 1 Minute

DEFINE SYSTEM-IPCONN                                        

DESC       'System - IP Connections                 '

GROUP      CICSDATA                                  

TYPE       RECUR                                     

ALLDAYS                                              

DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND *                       

TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND *                       

EVERY      00:05:00                                  

LIMIT      NOLIMIT                                   

FUNCTION   SYSTEM-IPCONN                             

DISABLED                                             

ENDDEFINE                                                   

        

DEFINE SYSTEM-PIPELINES                                     

DESC       'System - Pipelines                      '
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GROUP      CICSDATA                                  

TYPE       RECUR                                     

ALLDAYS                                              

DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND *                       

TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND *                       

EVERY      00:05:00                                  

LIMIT      NOLIMIT                                   

FUNCTION   SYSTEM-PIPELINES                          

DISABLED                                             

        

DEFINE SYSTEM-SOCKETS                                       

DESC       'System - Sockets                        '

GROUP      CICSDATA                                  

TYPE       RECUR                                     

ALLDAYS                                              

DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND *                       

TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND *                       

EVERY      00:05:00                                  

LIMIT      NOLIMIT                                   

FUNCTION   SYSTEM-SOCKETS                            

DISABLED                                             

ENDDEFINE                                                  

        

DEFINE SYSTEM-TDATA                                         

DESC       'System - Transient Data                 '

GROUP      CICSDATA                                  

TYPE       RECUR                                     

ALLDAYS                                              

DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND *                       

TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND *                       

EVERY      00:05:00                                  

LIMIT      NOLIMIT                                   

FUNCTION   SYSTEM-TDATA                              

DISABLED                                             

ENDDEFINE

        

DEFINE TRAN-REQUIRED                                        

DESC       'System - Required Transaction           '

GROUP      CICSDATA                                  

TYPE       RECUR                                     

ALLDAYS                                              

DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND *                       

TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND *                       

EVERY      00:01:00                                  

LIMIT      NOLIMIT                                   

FUNCTION   TRAN-REQUIRED                             

DISABLED                                             

ENDDEFINE                                                  
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Configuration Options - Parmlib Member SVWCOPTS

The defaults for the following configuration options have been modified in SYSVIEW 15.0 to improve the out-of-the-box
experience. Please review each change to understand why the change was made and to determine if you should alter the
default at your site.

Option Name Old Default New Default
ABEND-NOTIFICATION Short None
THRESHOLD-TASK-END Yes No

ABEND-NOTIFICATION was changed to None because CICS produces a similar message. While the message produced
by this option contains more information than the CICS message does, you might not want to receive multiple messages
for the same abend. If you do not rely on the GSVC201E message for abend notification (for example, for automation),
consider setting this option to None to avoid unwanted messages.

Option  : ABEND-NOTIFICATION 

Default : None 

        

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

        

Specifies if a message is to be written to the joblog whenever a CICS transaction abends. 

        

If an abend occurs, an attempt is made to match the abending transaction to a definition found in parmlib

 member CICSDMPM 

or the online command CDUMPMGT. If a match is found, the "Abend Notify" method is used to determine if and how

 messages are 

to be written. If a match is not found, the default configuration option specified by the "ABEND-NOTIFICATION"

 parameter is used. 

        

Valid values: 

None      - No messages are written. 

No 

Short     - A single GSVC201E message is written.

Yes  

Information includes: 

Transaction ID 

Task number 

Abend code 

Program 

Request ID 

Resource 

Long     - A set of messages are written. 

Information includes: 

Transaction ID 

Task number 

Abend code 

Program 

Request ID 

Resource 

PSW 

Access registers 

General registers 

*        - The notification type value is set based on the configuration option "ABEND-NOTIFICATION" 
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that is defined in the parmlib member SVWCOPTS. 

THRESHOLD-TASK-END was changed to No because processing thresholds of completed transactions can be:

• CPU intensive for every transaction in the system
• Considered to have low value given that the transaction has already left the system

If you do not rely on exceptions from completed transactions, consider setting this option to No to avoid the CPU usage
caused by this processing.

Option  : THRESHOLD-TASK-END 

Default : No  

        

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

        

The CICS data collector monitors transactions as they execute. When a transaction completes, resources used

 can be 

evaluated against defined exception rules. 

        

Valid values: 

Yes       - Evaluate and process exceptions for transactions at task completion. 

No        - Do not evaluate and process exceptions for transactions at task completion. 

        

The following related options are required: 

TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

        

Related options: 

   THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC 

FTPCA Command

You can transfer data using FTP in several ways, including a secure option, SFTP. In SYSVIEW 15.0, that option is the
default for FTPCA.

FTPCA Sample JCL

SAMPJCL member FTPCA is no longer generated with the INSTALL job.

INTRDR Command

Because the INTRDR command was renamed to JINTRDR, change INTRDR to JINTRDR in any external security rules
you have defined. The DEFAULT profile was updated to include a synonym of INTRDR for the JINTRDR command.

JES Configuration Module

The JES Configuration Module Installation Step Has Been Removed

The JES configuration module provides offsets to fields in JES2 control blocks that are used by SYSVIEW. With this
release of SYSVIEW, you are no longer required to assemble the JES configuration module during installation or
reassemble when applying JES2 maintenance. SYSVIEW now provides pre-assembled JES configuration modules for
each supported release of JES2. An SMP/E USERMOD is generated in the SAMPJCL data set (member USRM0004) to
allow you to assemble a configuration module in the rare case where the correct module was not provided.
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The JES-Config-Module System Option Has Been Added

The JES-Config-Module parameter has been added to the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options member. This
parameter is optional and normally is not changed. When a user-assembled configuration module is created with the
USRM0004 USERMOD, it might be necessary to specify a module name with this parameter.

For more information, see Copy System Configuration Options to System Configuration Data Set (INST0011).

The JES Parmlib Member Has Been Removed

The JES parmlib member, which contains the JES Configuration Names table, is no longer used and has been removed
because we are now supplying pre-assembled JES configuration modules for each supported release of JES2. Pre-
assembled JES configuration and map modules for each supported release of JES2 are now supplied and selected
automatically.

If you need to:

• Specify your own JES configuration module, see the JES-Config-Module parameter in Copy System Configuration
Options to System Configuration Data Set (INST0011).

• Generate your own JES map module, see Create a User-Defined Map.

Log Streams

Review these log stream considerations:

• Performance enhancements
• Reuse and sizing
• Optimization

Log Stream Performance Enhancements

SYSVIEW uses log streams to store data in the form of SMF records. Starting with Version 15.0, individual SMF
records are logically blocked into larger physical records that are written to the log streams. A larger block size provides
performance improvements in the areas of record processing speed and CPU usage.

NOTE

Log stream data that is written with this feature is no longer readable by prior releases of SYSVIEW.

If log stream data from Version 15.0 (or newer) is read by a prior release, the following actions occur:

• Online log stream browse commands ignore the log stream data from Version 15.0 (or newer), and the data
is not displayed.

• The logger exit, GSVXLGEX, abends when log stream data from Version 15.0 (or newer) is found.

If you are sharing log streams between multiple releases by using coupling facility log streams, consider
completing the following tasks:

• Upgrade all systems to Version 15.0 (or newer) at the same time.
• Define separate log streams for Version 15.0 (or newer) until all systems have been upgraded to Version

15.0 (or newer).

If a fallback to a release before Version 15.0 is required after temporarily upgrading to Version 15.0, you should
do the following:

• If you are using the logger exit, GSVXLGEX, delete and redefine the log stream to ensure that there is no
Version 15.0 (or newer) log stream data. Doing so avoids abends.

• If you are NOT using the logger exit, GSVXLGEX, the log streams that contain Version 15.0 (or newer) log
stream data can be used safely in releases before Version 15.0. The Version 15.0 (or newer) data is ignored.
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Log Stream Reuse and Sizing

If you are upgrading and already have log streams that are defined, you can reuse those same log streams. However, you
may want to re-evaluate those definitions to determine whether they are sized appropriately for your current situation.

For more information, see Define Log Streams (INST0040 - INST0046).

Log Stream Optimization

Parameters for keywords MAXBUFSIZE and LS_DATACLAS on existing log stream definitions should be verified to
determine if they are set for optimal performance. The suggested parameter values have changed from prior releases.
The suggested parameters provide performance improvements in the areas of record processing speed and CPU usage.

For more information, see Log Stream Optimization.

Post Migration Tasks: Set the Value of CSRLINECMD to Use Line Command Assist

Note that new commands are added with this release of SYSVIEW. If you use the Line Command Assist feature at your
site and you want the default CSRLINECMD setting to use line command assist, update the DEFAULT profile for these
new commands. See Post Migration Tasks for instructions.

PUNCH Command

Because the PUNCH command was renamed to JPUNCH, change PUNCH to JPUNCH in any external security rules you
have defined. The DEFAULT profile was updated to include a synonym of PU and PUNCH for the JPUNCH command.

Startup Procedure Program Names

To assist with address space identification, several startup procedures have an updated PGM= name. We recommend
that you modify your existing startup procedures to use the names that are described in the following table. However, no
functional difference exists when you do not update the PGM= name as the new names are an alias' of the old name.

PROCname Old PGM= New PGM=

SYSVIEW GSVXASCT GSV$MAIN

SYSUSER GSVXASCT GSV$USER

SYSVAUX GSVXASCT GSV$AUX

Migrating from 14.1 to 14.2
If you are migrating from 14.1 to 14.2 of SYSVIEW, review the following topics to find out what you need to know and do:

CICS GSVI Transaction User ID

Previously, the default value of USERID=* meant that the GSVI transaction and MVS subtasks for the data collector were
started without a user ID, meaning that they would inherit the user ID from the environment in which they were started.
Starting with SYSVIEW 14.2, USERID=* causes the CICS region user ID (security user ID assigned to the job) to be used
to start the GSVI transaction and MVS subtasks.

If an asterisk (*) is specified, the transaction ID GSVI and MVS subtasks are started and attached with the address space
or region user ID.
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Considerations for CICS Surrogate User Checking

• If the CICS SIT parameter XUSER is set to YES, CICS performs surrogate user security checking. The user ID of
the environment starting the GSVI transaction must have surrogate authority for the specified user ID. If the user ID
specified is an asterisk (*), surrogate authority must be given for the user ID assigned to the region user ID.

• To permit someone surrogate access to this user ID, define profile userid.DFHSTART in the SURROGAT resource
class of your external security package and then give them read access to this profile.

• If surrogate authority is not authorized, the EXEC CICS START request for the GSVI transaction fails.

EIBRESP = 70, x46 - NOTAUTH
EIBRESP2 = 9, x09 - A surrogate user security check fails on USERID

New @ Option for USERID Statement

If USERID=@ is specified, the transaction ID GSVI is started without a specific user ID.

The GSVI transaction and attached MVS subtasks inherit the user ID of the starting environment.

Related Information:

• Assign a User ID to the GSVI CICS Transaction
• CICS Data Collection Start Mode - WARM or COLD
• CICS Data Collection Transaction Syntax

CICS Resource Definitions

Starting with SYSVIEW r14.2, new CICS resource objects were added. Three new definitions were added to the
sysview.CNM4BSAM member CICSCSD, which is used when the CICS tables are updated:

• GSVCAPMS program

• GSVCAPMX program

• An extra partition transient data queue that is named GSVS that has a DD name of GSVCGSVS

This new sysout DD contains startup and termination messages that relate to usage of the GSVS and GSVT transactions.
The DD appears in the CICS job log with the existing GSVCLOG and GSVCXLOG DD names.

We recommend that you predefine these resources, although SYSVIEW can add them dynamically. During CICS startup,
the GSVCGSVS program executing during PLTPI determines whether these new SYSVIEW resource definitions exist. If
any definition is missing, an EXEC CICS CREATE command is issued to create it dynamically.

Configuration Options - Parmlib Member CICSDATA

Starting with SYSVIEW 14.2, data collection for specific variable metrics can be controlled using the option "VARIABLE-
SET". The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered by default in a separate member named SVWYVARS. The
SVWYVARS parmlib member provides attributes for CICS data collection metrics. For more information, see SVWYVARS.

If you have a CICSDATA site parmlib member, add to it an include for the SVWYVARS member:

)INCLUDE SVWYVARS

Configuration Options - Parmlib Members IMSVARS, MQSVARS, MVSVARS

Metrics on specific data-collection variables can be sent to the MOI platform for analysis through the "VARIABLE-SET"
option. The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered by default in the IMSVARS, MQSVARS, and MVSVARS members.

If you have IMSVARS, MQSVARS, or MVSVARS site parmlib members, copy the “VARIABLE-SET” statements that
appear in the system parmlib members to those site members. These statements are located in the “Time Series Data
(TSD)” section of those members.
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Configuration Options - Parmlib Member MQSDATA

Starting in SYSVIEW 14.2, the default for the MONITOR-MQS-REQUESTS option in the MQSDATA parmlib member has
changed from YES to NO. For information about how this change affects the display of data on certain commands, see
MQSDATA.

Configuration Options - Parmlib Member MVSMON

Member Enhancement

The MVSMON parmlib member has been updated. A new MVS monitoring metric has been added to SYSVIEW r14.2:

Metric   Resourc1  Description 

JOBTSD   typejobn  Monitored jobs for Time Series Data

Parmlib Member: MVSMON

The collection of Time Series Data for z/OS jobs requires that you add MONITOR statements to the MVSMON parmlib
member or add it dynamically using the MONITOR command.
Add one or more MONITOR statements for the metric JOBTSD.

Examples:

Time Series Data - Jobs  

Only jobs or job types specified using an MVS monitoring definition will be made available to Time Series

 Data.  

        

        

MONITOR  JOBTSD    RSCE  SYS.=         INCLUDE 

* MONITOR  JOBTSD    RSCE  type.jobname  INCLUDE

Member Statement Removal

Effective with SYSVIEW 14.2, the MONITOR statement for CPU has been removed. CPU logical processors (thread)
and cores are always monitored. There is no longer a need to specify the processor IDs to be monitored. The MONITOR
definition for the metric CPU is now obsolete.

If a MONITOR statement for CPU is specified in the parmlib member MVSMON, it should be removed. If not removed, an
error is generated during initialization.

If the MVS data collector is being warm started, the MVS monitor definitions are obtained from the SYSVIEW persistent
data store.

The first time that SYSVIEW is started, the prior monitor definitions are processed. If a MONITOR CPU statement is
present, an error is generated. The data collector automatically removes the obsolete MONITOR statement when the data
is saved in the persistent data store.

Configuration Options - Parmlib Member OPTIONS

All SYSVIEW tasks and sessions read the OPTIONS parmlib member. Starting in SYSVIEW r14.2, the following
OPTIONS configuration option has been removed:

Configuration Option Description
QUICKREF-INSTALLED The QUICKREF-INSTALLED option is obsolete. Support or

integration with the Chicago-Soft MVS/QuickRef has not been
removed. The availability of QuickRef is determined automatically.
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Post Migration Tasks: Set the Value of CSRLINECMD to Use Line Command Assist

New commands are added with this release of SYSVIEW. If you use the Line Command Assist feature at your site
and want the default CSRLINECMD setting to use line command assist, update the DEFAULT profile for these new
commands. See Post Migration Tasks for instructions.

Migrating from 14.0 to 14.1
If you are migrating from 14.0 to 14.1 of SYSVIEW, review the following topics to find out what you need to know and do:

CICS Global User Exits

The enabling and disabling of the CICS global user exits has changed.

In SYSVIEW releases before 14.1:

• Configuration options were used to specify the specific CICS global user exits to be installed.

The changes for SYSVIEW 14.1:

• The configuration option names have been changed and simplified.
• You specify what resources or data you want to collect instead of specifying the name of the CICS Global User Exit

that provides the data.
• The initialization process enables all CICS Global User Exits that SYSVIEW can use.
• Based on current configuration options, the CICS Global User Exits is started and stopped automatically as needed.
• The desired resources and data to be collected can be changed throughout the day. The overhead that is associated

with your collection options changes accordingly and dynamically without the need to stop and start the SYSVIEW
Option for CICS data collector.

CICS State Exception Definitions

Starting with SYSVIEW 14.1, the following CICS state exception definitions were changed:

• Single Set of Definitions for All Monitored CICS Regions on a System
• Conversion Utility - GSVYSTCV

Single Set of Definitions for All Monitored CICS Regions on a System

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector monitors CICS system and transaction resources. Exception or states alerts
can be generated when resource usage exceeds the defined range or limit.

In previous releases, state exception definitions were maintained separately for each monitored CICS region. The
definitions were read from the SYSVIEW parmlib member CICSTHRS or from the SYSVIEW Persistent Data Store
(DATALIB). Definitions for each monitored CICS region were stored in the persistent data store as a unique element.
Depending on the number of monitored CICS regions, the number of stored elements could be large.

Starting with SYSVIEW 14.1, a single set of definitions is used for all monitored CICS regions on a system. Each definition
contains a new "jobname" attribute so that the user can specify the job name of the CICS region to which the definition is
applied.

The CICS jobname can be specified as:

• Specific CICS jobname

• Generic CICS job name using wildcard characters

• SYSVIEW logical group name containing a list of CICS jobnames
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You can specify the attribute values for "Jobname" and "Transaction" using generic or wildcard characters. When
specifying these values in a parmlib definition, you must use the following default wildcard characters:

• Equal sign (=) - Variable-length mask character

• Asterisk (*) - Fixed-length mask character

When you display and modify definitions using the online command CSTATES, the wildcard characters display according
to your profile settings for masked characters.

The state exception definitions are populated or read initially from the SYSVIEW parmlib member CSTATES. You can
maintain and modify these definitions using the SYSVIEW online command CSTATES. The definitions are saved in the
SYSVIEW Persistent Data Store (DATALIB), which maintains definitions that have been modified or added dynamically.
Also, definitions in the persistent data store are migrated automatically to future product releases.

A conversion utility is provided to help convert prior definitions.

The parmlib member CICSTHRS is no longer used. Starting with SYSVIEW 14.1, definitions are read from the parmlib
member CSTATES if a cold start is requested. The start method is specified in the CICSDATA parmlib member.

Parmlib member: CICSDATA

        

        

Option  : CSTATES-Definitions 

Default : Warm

       

        

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the CICSDATA subtask. The options cannot be

 modified dynamically.

        

        

Specifies how CICS state exception definitions are to be created or processed during initialization.

        

        

Valid values:

        

        

None - Do not create any definitions during initialization. 

Existing definitions are not deleted.

        

       

Warm - Warm start 

Existing definitions are not deleted. 

Definitions are retrieved from the persistent data store. If none are there, the definitions in the parmlib

 member CSTATES are used.

        

        

Cold - Cold start 

Existing definitions are deleted. 

Definitions from the parmlib member CSTATES are used.

Related options:
CTHRESH-Definitions

Parmlib member: CICSOPTS
The following configuration options have been removed and made obsolete:

• THRESHOLD-MEMBER
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• THRESHOLD-STARTTYPE

Conversion Utility - GSVYSTCV

The conversion utility processes the CICS State and Threshold definitions that are saved in the SYSVIEW
persistent data store. A job for converting SYSVIEW Option for CICS State and Threshold definitions is provided in
sysview.SAMPJCL(INST0053).

In previous releases, CICS State and Threshold definitions were saved for each CICS jobname in the persistent data
store. You can view a list of all saved definitions using the DLLIST online command. These definitions contain the
following information:

• DataId: CICSTHRS_jobname
• System: System name
• SSid: Subsystem identifier of SYSVIEW
• Bld: The build associated with the SYSVIEW release

The utility processes the saved definitions. It exports the existing CICS State and Threshold definitions that are identical
across all CICS regions and converts them to a single definition with a JOBNAME value of "=". Definitions that are unique
to a single CICS region remain unique but are converted into the new format.

Example: Identical State Definitions

DEFINE CICSTEST 

JOBNAME   =     RSCE1 =        RSCE2 = 

STATE     =  

STATUS    PROBLEM 

SUN   MON   TUE   WED   THU   FRI   SAT 

TIMEBEGIN 00:00:00  TIMEEND 23:59:59 

DURATION    1 

PRIORITY    0 

TRIGLVL     CHANGE 

MSG         YES 

LOG 

SMF 

NOOPSMVS 

IMOD        NO        IMODNAME * 

CAPLEVEL    NONE      CAPEVENT *    CAPTIME 00:15:00 

NOTRAP      TRAPDEST  * 

ENABLED 

ENDDEFINE 

If the values of a state and threshold definition are not identical for each CICS region or that definition exists only in a
subset of the CICS regions, a jobname-specific state and threshold definition must be created for that jobname. The CICS
jobname is used as the JOBNAME value.

Example: Different State Members

DEFINE CICSTEST 

JOBNAME   jobname     RSCE1 =        RSCE2 = 

STATE     = 

STATUS    PROBLEM 

SUN   MON   TUE   WED   THU   FRI   SAT 

TIMEBEGIN 00:00:00   TIMEEND 23:59:59 

DURATION    1 

PRIORITY    0 
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TRIGLVL     CHANGE 

MSG         YES 

LOG 

SMF 

NOOPSMVS 

IMOD         NO        IMODNAME * 

CAPLEVEL     NONE      CAPEVENT *         CAPTIME 00:15:00 

NOTRAP       TRAPDEST  * 

ENABLED 

ENDDEFINE

CICS Threshold Exception Definitions

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector monitors CICS system and transaction resources. Exception or threshold
alerts can be generated when resource usage exceeds the defined range or limit.

In previous releases, threshold exception definitions were maintained separately for each monitored CICS region. These
definitions were read from the SYSVIEW parmlib member CICSTHRS or from the SYSVIEW Persistent Data Store
(DATALIB).

Definitions for each monitored CICS region were stored in the persistent data store as a unique element. Depending on
the number of monitored CICS regions, the number of stored elements could be large.

Starting with SYSVIEW 14.1, a single set of definitions is used for all monitored CICS regions on a system. Each definition
contains a new "jobname" attribute so that the user can specify the jobname of the CICS region to which the definition is
applied.

The CICS jobname can be specified as:

• Specific CICS jobname
• Generic CICS jobname using wildcard characters
• SYSVIEW logical group name containing a list of CICS jobnames

You can specify the attribute values for "Jobname", "Transaction", and "Resource" using generic or wildcard characters.
When specifying these values in a parmlib definition, you must use the following SYSVIEW default wildcard characters:

• Equal sign (=) - Variable-length mask character
• Asterisk (*) - Fixed-length mask character

When you display and modify definitions using the online command CTHRESH, the wildcard characters display according
to your profile settings for masked characters.

The threshold exception definitions are initially populated or read from the SYSVIEW parmlib member CTHRESH. You
can maintain and modify those definitions using the SYSVIEW online command CTHRESH. The definitions are saved
in the SYSVIEW Persistent Data Store (DATALIB), which lets you maintain definitions that have been modified or added
dynamically. In addition, definitions in the persistent data store are migrated automatically to future product releases.

A conversion utility is provided to help convert prior definitions.

The parmlib member CICSTHRS is no longer used. Starting with SYSVIEW 14.1, definitions are read from the parmlib
member CTHRESH if a cold start is requested. You can specify the start method in the CICSDATA parmlib member.

Parmlib member: CICSDATA

Option  : CTHRESH-Definitions 

Default : Warm 

        

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the CICSDATA subtask. The options cannot be

 modified dynamically. 
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Specifies how CICS threshold exception definitions are to be created or processed during initialization. 

        

Valid values: 

        

None - Do not create any definitions during initialization. 

Existing definitions are not deleted.

        

Warm - Warm start 

Existing definitions are not deleted.

Definitions are retrieved from the persistent data store. If none are there, the definitions are read from the

 parmlib member CTHRESH. 

        

Cold - Cold start 

Existing definitions are deleted. 

          Definitions are read from the parmlib member CTHRESH.                                              

                         

Related options:

CSTATES-Definitions  

Parmlib member: CICSOPTS

The following configuration options have been removed and made obsolete:

• THRESHOLD-MEMBER    

• THRESHOLD-STARTTYPE 

For information about converting existing CICS threshold definitions, see Conversion Utility - GSVYSTCV.

CICS Transaction Cancellation Definitions

Starting with SYSVIEW 14.1, the following CICS transaction cancellation definitions changes were made:

• Single Set of Definitions for All Monitored CICS Regions on a System
• Conversion Utility - GSVYTCCV

Single Set of Definitions for All Monitored CICS Regions on a System

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector can perform the following transaction cancellation functions:

• Transaction cancellation at CICS shutdown or termination

• Transaction cancellation based on exception definitions

In releases before SYSVIEW 14.1, transaction cancellation definitions were maintained separately for each monitored
CICS region. The definitions were read from the parmlib member CICSCNCL or from the SYSVIEW Persistent Data Store
(DATALIB). Definitions for each monitored CICS region were stored in the persistent data store as a unique element.
Depending on the number of monitored CICS regions, the number of stored elements could be large.

Starting with SYSVIEW 14.1, a single set of definitions is used for all monitored CICS regions and transactions on a
system. Each definition contains a new "jobname" attribute so that the user can specify the jobname of the CICS region to
which the definition is applied.

The CICS jobname can be specified as a:

• Specific CICS jobname
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• Generic CICS jobname using wildcard characters

• SYSVIEW logical group name containing a list of CICS jobnames

You can specify the attribute values for "Jobname" and "Transaction" using generic or wildcard characters. When
specifying these values in a parmlib definition, you must use the following SYSVIEW default wildcard characters:

• Equal sign (=) - Variable-length mask character

• Asterisk (*) - Fixed-length mask character

When you display and modify definitions using the online command CTRANCAN, the wildcard characters are displayed
using your profile settings for masked characters.

The transaction cancellation definitions are initially populated or read from the parmlib member CTRANCAN. You can
maintain and modify definitions using the online command CTRANCAN. The definitions are saved in the SYSVIEW
Persistent Data Store (DATALIB), which maintains definitions that have been dynamically modified or added. In addition,
definitions in the persistent data store are migrated automatically to future product releases.

A conversion utility is provided to help convert prior definitions.

The parmlib member CICSCNCL is no longer used. Starting with SYSVIEW 14.1, definitions are read from the parmlib
member CTRANCAN if a cold start is requested. The start method can be specified in the CICSDATA parmlib member.

Parmlib member: CICSDATA

        

Option  : CTRANCAN-Definitions 

Default : Warm 

        

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the CICSDATA subtask. The options cannot be

 dynamically modified. 

       

Specifies how CICS transaction cancel definitions are to be created or processed during initialization.

        

Valid values: 

        

None - Do not create any definitions during initialization. 

Existing definitions will not be deleted.

        

Warm - Warm start 

Existing definitions are deleted.

Definitions are retrieved from the persistent data store. If none are there, the definitions are read from the

 parmlib member CTRANCAN. 

        

Cold - Cold start 

Existing definitions are deleted. 

Definitions are read from the parmlib member CTRANCAN. 

Parmlib member: CICSOPTS

The following configuration options have been removed and made obsolete:

• TRANSACTION-CANCEL-MEMBER

• TRANSACTION-CANCEL-STARTTYPE
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Conversion Utility - GSVYTCCV

The conversion utility processes the CICS Transaction Cancel definitions that have been saved in the SYSVIEW
persistent data store. A job for converting SYSVIEW Option for CICS Transaction Cancel definitions is provided in
sysview.SAMPJCL(INST0052).

In previous releases, CICS Transaction Cancel definitions were saved for each CICS jobname in the persistent data store.
You can view a list of all saved definitions using the DLLIST online command. These definitions contain the following
information:

• DataId: CICSCNCL_jobname
• System: System name
• SSid: Subsystem identifier of the SYSVIEW
• Bld: The build associated with the SYSVIEW release

The utility processes the saved definitions. The utility exports the existing CICS Transaction Cancel definitions that are
identical across all CICS regions and converts them to a single definition with a JOBNAME value of "=". Definitions that
are unique to a single CICS region remain unique but are converted into the new format.

Example: Identical transaction cancel definitions

DEFINE 

TRAN        = 

JOBNAME     = 

FACILITY    = 

SUSPTYPE    = 

SUSPVALUE   = 

CANCEL 

NOSHUTDOWN 

If the values of a transaction cancel definition are not identical for each CICS region or that definition exists only in a
subset of the CICS regions, a jobname-specific transaction cancel definition must be created for that jobname. The CICS
jobname is used as the JOBNAME value.

Example: Different transaction cancel members

DEFINE 

TRAN        = 

JOBNAME     jobname 

FACILITY    = 

SUSPTYPE    = 

SUSPVALUE   = 

CANCEL 

SHUTDOWN

CICS Transaction Options Definition

Starting with SYSVIEW 14.1, the following CICS transaction option definition changes were made:

• CTRANOPT
• Conversion Utility - GSVYTOCV

CTRANOPT

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector can monitor every CICS transaction executing in a CICS region. Sometimes
you may want to alter the monitoring characteristics for transactions. Transaction option definitions allow the monitoring
characteristics to be specified.
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A single set of definitions is used for all monitored CICS regions and transactions on a system. A transaction can be
defined as a:

• Specific transaction ID
• Generic transaction ID specified using wildcard characters
• SYSVIEW logical group containing a list of CICS transactions

The following options can be set:

• Specify transactions that are required to be active
• Exception processing - Include or Exclude
• Transaction statistics - Include or Exclude
• Logging of the detailed transaction record to the transaction log stream
• Logging of the detailed transaction record to SMF
• Sending the detailed transaction record to the MVS dynamic exit GSVX.CICSTRAN
• Sending monitored transaction information to Cross-Enterprise APM
• Suppress CICS SMF 110 records
• Specify transaction elapsed time monitoring method

The transaction option definitions are initially populated or read from the SYSVIEW parmlib member CTRANOPT. You
can maintain and modify definitions using the SYSVIEW online command CTRANOPT. The definitions are saved in
the SYSVIEW Persistent Data Store (DATALIB), which lets you maintain definitions that have been modified or added
dynamically. In addition, definitions in the persistent data store are migrated automatically to future product releases. For
more information, see CTRANOPT.

Conversion Utility - GSVYTOCV

The conversion utility processes the CICS Transaction Options that have been saved in the SYSVIEW persistent
data store. A job for converting SYSVIEW Option for CICS Transaction Options definitions is provided in
sysview.SAMPJCL(INST0054).

In previous releases, CICS Transaction Options definitions were saved for each CICS jobname in the persistent data
store. You can view a list of all saved definitions using the DLLIST online command. These definitions contain the
following information:

DataId
: CICSTOPT_jobname

System
: System name

SSid
: Subsystem identifier of the SYSVIEW

Bld
: The build associated with the SYSVIEW release.

The utility processes the saved definitions. The utility exports the existing CICS Transaction Options definitions that are
identical across all CICS regions and converts them to a single definition with a JOBNAME value of "=". Definitions that
are unique to a single CICS region remain unique but are converted into the new format.

Example: Identical transaction options definitions

DEFINE 

TRAN      = 

JOBNAME   = 

INCLUDE 

NOBYPASS 
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TRANLOG 

SMF 

DYNEXIT    

CEAPM 

THRESH 

NOSUPPRESS  

NOREQUIRED 

FIRST 

If the values of a transaction options definition are not identical for a specific transaction or that definition exists only in a
subset of the CICS regions, a jobname-specific transaction options definition must be created for that jobname. The CICS
jobname is used as the JOBNAME value.

Example: Different transaction options members

DEFINE 

TRAN        = 

JOBNAME     jobname 

INCLUDE 

BYPASS 

NOTRANLOG 

SMF 

DYNEXIT 

CEAPM 

THRESH 

NOSUPPRESS 

NOREQUIRED 

FIRST

Configuration Options - Parmlib Member CICSOPTS

Starting in SYSVIEW 14.1, the following configuration options in parameter library member CICSOPTS have been
renamed.

NOTE

Update the CICSOPTS parameter library member to use the new names. The prior names are deleted in a
future release.

SYSVIEW accepts the prior names and issue the following GSVC043W message as a reminder to use the new names:

GSVC043W (GSVI) Configuration option PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-EI is obsolete.

                Using TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS.

Review the following list of new and prior option names:

New Option Name Prior Option Name
CEAPM-ENABLE WILY-INTROSCOPE
DUMP-MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-DU
TRANSACTION-DATA PERFORMANCE-COLLECTION
TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2 PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-RM-DB2
TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2-SEGMENTS PERFORMANCE-DATA-SEGLIMIT-DB2
TRANSACTION-DATA-DLI PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-DL
TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-EI
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TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-FC
TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES-SEGMENTS PERFORMANCE-DATA-SEGLIMIT-FC
TRANSACTION-DATA-PROGRAMS PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-PC
TRANSACTION-DATA-RSCEMGR PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-RM
TRANSACTION-DATA-TDATA PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-TD
TRANSACTION-DATA-TEMPSTG PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-TS
TRANSACTION-DATA-TEMPSTG-SEGMENTS PERFORMANCE-DATA-SEGLIMIT-TS
TRANSACTION-DATA-WEBMQ PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-RM-MQ
TRANSACTION-RECORD-CICSEMP PERFORMANCE-DATA-MCT
TRANSACTION-RECORD-CSF PERFORMANCE-LOG-CSF
TRANSACTION-RECORD-DB2 PERFORMANCE-LOG-DB2
TRANSACTION-RECORD-DLI PERFORMANCE-LOG-DLI
TRANSACTION-RECORD-EXECCICS PERFORMANCE-LOG-ECI
TRANSACTION-RECORD-FILES PERFORMANCE-LOG-FILES
TRANSACTION-RECORD-MEI-EVENTS PERFORMANCE-LOG-EVENTS
TRANSACTION-RECORD-PROGRAMS PERFORMANCE-LOG-PROGRAMS
TRANSACTION-RECORD-RSCEMGR PERFORMANCE-LOG-EXITRSCE
TRANSACTION-RECORD-TDATA PERFORMANCE-LOG-TRANDATA
TRANSACTION-RECORD-TEMPSTG PERFORMANCE-LOG-TEMPSTOR
TRANSACTION-RECORD-THRESHOLDS PERFORMANCE-LOG-THRESHOL
TRANSACTION-RECORD-USERDATA PERFORMANCE-LOG-USER-DATA
TRANSACTION-RECORD-WEBMQ PERFORMANCE-LOG-MQ

Configuration Options Removed

The following options have been removed and made obsolete:

• When an abend occurs within the CICS data collector, SVCDUMPs are taken:
– DUMP-SVCDUMP
– DUMP-SVCDUMP-DAE
– DUMP-SVCDUMP-FAIL-TO-SYSABEND
– DUMP-SVCDUMP-RETRY-INTERVAL
– DUMP-SVCDUMP-RETRY-LIMIT
– DUMP-SYSABEND

• The process of connecting to the specified CICS logger is now automatic:
– LOGGER-CONNECT-RETRY-COUNT
– LOGGER-CONNECT-RETRY-INTERVAL

• These functions are performed automatically:
– MONITOR-ENVIRONMENT-REUSE
– MONITOR-RESTORE-SETTINGS

• The following options controlled the amount of detail DB2 information was collected. The ability to control the detail
level has been combined into a single new option TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2.
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– PERFORMANCE-DATA-DB2-BY-PROGRAM
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-DB2-BY-STMT
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-DB2-BY-TYPE

• The following options determined whether data made available through specific CICS global user exits was collected.
The option has a corresponding option named PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-xxxxxx. Both options had to be set in
order for data to be processed and collected. The processing of specifying the resource types of data to be collected
has been simplified by only needing to specify the new options with the naming convention: TRANSACTION-DATA-
xxxxxx. The process of determining the needed CICS global user exits and processing is now automatic.
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-AP
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-DL
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-DU
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-EI
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-FC
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-IC
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-PC
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-RM
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-TC
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-TD
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-TS
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-WS
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-XM
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-EXIT-ZC

• If a request has been made to collect CICS file request information, the requests are collected based on the program
that made the request. Option: TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES
– PERFORMANCE-DATA-FC-BY-PROGRAM

• The following options determined whether data made available through specific CICS global user exits is collected.
These collection events are determined automatically now.
– PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-AP
– PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-IC
– PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-TC
– PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-WS
– PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-XM
– PERFORMANCE-GLOBAL-EXIT-ZC

• See the Automatic Shutdown at CICS section of CICS Data Collection Shutdown and Restart Methods for detailed
information:
– SHUTDOWN-STAGE

• The following options controlled whether FILE requests were summarized. The collected data was viewed using the
SYSVIEW command: CFILEREQ. When FILE information is requested, the requests are summarized automatically.
– STATS-FILE-REQUESTS-BY-PROGRAM
– STATS-FILE-REQUESTS-BY-TRAN
– STATS-FILE-REQUESTS

• Performance information is available using other methods:
– SYSTEM-DATA-COLLECTION-LOGTIMES
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Configuration Options – Parmlib Member CICSSCHD

CICS Scheduled Events Removed

The following CICS schedule event is no longer valid as this event no longer collects any information about CICS:

• SYSTEM-TIMERS

The SYSTEM-TIMERS definition can be found in the SCHDCICS parmlib member that is included in the CICSSCHD
parmlib member with an )INCLUDE statement by default.

The entire schedule definition for the SYSTEM-TIMERS event should be removed. The default schedule definition for the
SYSTEM-TIMERS event is shown below:

DEFINE SYSTEM-TIMERS                                       

DESC       'System Data Collection - Timers         '

GROUP      CICSDATA                                 

TYPE       RECUR                                    

ALLDAYS                                             

DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND *                      

TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND *                      

EVERY      1MIN                                     

LIMIT      NOLIMIT                                  

FUNCTION   SYSTEM-TIMERS                            

DISABLED                                             

ENDDEFINE                                                   

If the SYSVIEW for CICS monitor is warm started and if re-using the persistent data store (datalib) from a SYSVIEW
14.0 installation or prior, it is not be possible to remove the SYSTEM-TIMERS event manually. SYSVIEW automatically
removes this option from the persistent data store when it is read from a prior configuration. A warning message is
observed the first time the SYSVIEW for CICS monitor is started, but on every subsequent start, the error message is not
observed as the option was removed after the first start. The warning message appears as the following:

GSVC293W (GSVI) Schedule event SYSTEM-TIMERS is obsolete

Configuration Options - Parmlib Member MQSTHRSH

Starting in SYSVIEW 14.1, the MQSTHRSH parmlib member defines the thresholds of resources to monitor.

The following thresholds have been added:

DEFINE MQBPUSE% QMGR =    RSCE =         WARNING 75

LIMIT   90

        

        

DEFINE MQCHMSGR QMGR =    RSCE =         WARNING  1

LIMIT    2

RULETYPE CHANGE

        

        

DEFINE MQDCONA% QMGR =    RSCE =         WARNING 75

LIMIT   90

        

        

DEFINE MQDCONC% QMGR =    RSCE =         WARNING 75

LIMIT   90
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The following default thresholds have been removed:

DEFINE MQCHBFRR QMGR =    RSCE =         LIMIT 20

DEFINE MQCHBFSR QMGR =    RSCE =         LIMIT 20

DEFINE MQCHBYRR QMGR =    RSCE =         LIMIT 4K

DEFINE MQCHBYSR QMGR =    RSCE =         LIMIT 4K

DEFINE MQCHMSGR QMGR =    RSCE =         LIMIT 10

DEFINE MQQDEPTH QMGR =    RSCE =         LIMIT 50

Configuration Options for Data Collection - Parmlib Members SCHDIMS, SCHDMQS, SCHDMVS, and SCHDTCP

Starting in SYSVIEW 14.1, the default configuration values for the following parameter library members have changed:

• SCHDIMS
• SCHDMQS
• SCHDMVS
• SCHDTCP

Parmlib Member SCHDIMS

The following default configuration options have changed in the parameter library member SCHDIMS:

Event Old Enabled Old Interval New Enabled New Interval
IMS-BALGRPS Yes 1Min No 2Min
IMS-BUFPOOLS Yes 1Min Yes 2Min
IMS-ESUBSYS Yes 1Min Yes 2Min
IMS-LOCKS Yes 10Min No 2Min
IMS-LTERMS Yes 1Min No 10Min
IMS-OSAM Yes 1Min No 2Min
IMS-OTMA Yes 1Min No 2Min
IMS-POOLS Yes 1Min No 2Min
IMS-VSAM Yes 1Min No 2Min

Parmlib Member SCHDMQS

The following default configuration options have changed in the parameter library member SCHDMQS:

Event Old Enabled Old Interval New Enabled New Interval
MQSDATA-CHANNELS Yes 1Min Yes 5Min
MQSDATA-DQMGRS Yes 1Min Yes 2Min
MQSDATA-QUEUES Yes 1Min Yes 2Min

Parmlib Member SCHDMVS

The following default configuration options have changed in the parameter library member SCHDMVS:

Event Old Enabled Old Interval New Enabled New Interval
MVS-CHANNELS Yes 1Min No 2Min
MVS-CPU Yes 30Sec Yes 1Min
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MVS-CPUSTATUS Yes 1Min No 1Min
MVS-DEVICES Yes 5Min No 15Min
MVS-JES-NODES Yes 1Min No 5Min
MVS-REQ-JOBS Yes 1Min No 1Min
MVS-USS Yes 1Min No 2Min
MVS-VTAM-APPLIDS Yes 1Min No 2Min

Parmlib Member SCHDTCP

The following default configuration options have changed in the parameter library member SCHDTCP:

Event Old Enabled Old Interval New Enabled New Interval
TCP-SYSTEM Yes 1Min Yes 5Min

Connecting to a CICS Logger

Starting with SYSVIEW 14.1, during the CICS data collector initialization, it must connect to a CICSLOGR task that
executes in the SYSVIEW Services Address Space or the Auxiliary Address Space.

Specify the name of the CICSLOGR to connect to in the CICSOPTS parmlib member using the following parameter:     

LOGGER-NAME     CICSLOGR 

The CICS data collector attempts to connect to the specified CICSLOGR. If the data collector is unable to establish a
connection, the CICS data collector retries the connection until successful or CICS terminates.

The CICS data collector can connect to a CICSLOGR even if the CICSLOGR task is not executing. The specified
CICSLOGR must have been active at least once during the current IPL.  

Consolidation of Metric Variable Commands

In previous releases, available metric variables are displayed using a separate command for each subsystem. Starting
with SYSVIEW r14.1, metric variables for all subsystems display using a single command: VARS
The command syntax for the VARS command is updated to allow the user to specify a desired subsystem so that the
list of metric variables can be filtered. If the VARS command is entered without parameters, the metrics for all currently
enabled subsystems display.

Command Syntax
+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+ 

| VARS             | { ALL                                            | 

|                  |   MVS   | NOMVS                                  | 

|                  |   CICS  | NOCICS                                 | 

|                  |   IMS   | NOIMS                                  | 

|                  |   TCPIP | NOTCPIP                                | 

|                  |   WEBMQ | NOWEBMQ                                | 

|                  | }                                                |  

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------

The subsystem-specific commands that are used in previous releases have been deleted. The prior command names are
replaced by SYSVIEW user commands with the same names. The user commands issue the VARS command with the
required subsystem information causing the VARS command to display the requested information.

UserCmd   Issued VARS Command 

--------  -------------------- 
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CVARS     VARS CICS 

MQVARS    VARS WEBMQ 

IMSVARS   VARS IMS 

TCPVARS   VARS TCPIP

EITL Log Stream Type for LGLOOKUP

Starting with SYSVIEW r14.1, a log stream type for CICS EXEC Interface Trace (EITL - Trace Log) has been added to the
LGLOOKUP parmlib member:

*---------------------------------------------------------------------* 

*        CICS Data Collection Logging                                 * 

*                                                                     * 

*        Logname - Must use the following format:                     * 

*                  taskid.type                                        * 

*                                                                     * 

*                  taskid - Task ID of the CICS logger                * 

*                           as defined in the SYSVIEW                 * 

*                           parmlib member.                           * 

*                                                                     * 

*                  type   - log type                                  * 

*                           EITL - EI trace log                       * 

*                           SYSD - System interval data               * 

*                           TRAN - Transaction detail                 * 

*                           TSUM - Transaction summary                * 

*                           XLOG - Exceptions                         * 

*                                                                     * 

*....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7.

Event Capture Configuration Options - Parmlib Member CAPTURE

The following configuration options have been made obsolete starting with 14.1. Each option is a duplicate of an option
that can be specified in the SYSVIEW System Configuration member GSVXGSVX. If the options are not removed from or
are specified in the parmlib member CAPTURE, a warning message is issued. The message indicates that the specified
options are obsolete.

The following table shows the corresponding System Configuration options:

Option                            Description 

--------------------------------  --------------------------------

        

CaptureIndexDsname                Capture index data set name. Use the following System Configuration

option:

Dsn-System-CAPINDEX

        

        

CaptureIndexHlqual                Capture index name high-level qualifier. 

Use the following System Configuration

option: 

Dsn-System-CAPINDEX-HLQ 

        

CaptureDatasetHlqual              Capture dataset name high-level qualifier. 

Use the following System Configuration

option:
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Dsn-System-CAPDATA-HLQ

JES Parmlib Member

The JES parmlib member is no longer required for JES3 customers, and the JES configuration and map modules have
been removed for those customers.

System Configuration Options Member Location

Starting with SYSVIEW 14.1, the system configuration options member must be located in the data set referenced by the
DDname GSVXSCFG.

The DDname GSVXSCFG is only specified in SYSVIEW server address spaces and utility jobs.

Example: sysview.CNM4SCFG

The server address spaces include:

• SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space
• SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space
• SYSVIEW Auxiliary Services Address Space

For a complete list of options and their description, see Copy System Configuration Options to System Configuration Data
Set (INST0011).

Post Migration Tasks: Set the Value of CSRLINECMD to Use Line Command Assist

Note that new commands are added with this release of SYSVIEW. If you use the Line Command Assist feature at your
site and want the default CSRLINECMD setting to use line command assist, you must update the DEFAULT profile for
these new commands. See Post Migration Tasks for instructions.

Migrating from 13.9 to 14.0
If you are migrating from 13.9 to 14.0 of SYSVIEW, review these topics to find out what you need to know and do:

Configuration Options - Parmlib Member OPTIONS

All SYSVIEW tasks and sessions read the OPTIONS parmlib member. Starting in SYSVIEW Version 14.0, the OPTIONS
parmlib member is cached to reduce the data set allocation.

The main task within each of the service address spaces will:

• Read the member from the parmlib data sets.
• Replace any cached data.

Dynamic Installation

Starting in Version 14.0, SYSVIEW does not provide or require the execution of a dynamic installation job or step. The
DYNAMIC job step was removed from the JCL for the SYSVIEW started tasks. The installation provides updated JCL for
the started tasks.

NOTE
The job fails when you use the old JCL without removing the DYNAMIC job or step. The execute program,
GSVXINST, no longer exists.

The SYSVIEW load library data set must be APF-authorized before you start SYSVIEW.
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Removed Items

The following items have been removed from SYSVIEW:

• Anchor Address Space
• LPA Load Library Data Set
• MVS Data Collection Metrics
• Parmlib Member FLDHELP
• User Supervisor Call (SVC)

Anchor Address Space

The Anchor Address space has been removed. SYSVIEW Version 14.0 uses the Common Components and Services
CAMASTER address space to anchor any required resources.

In releases before SYSVIEW Version 14.0, the product used an anchor address space:

SYSVAAST - Anchor Address Space (prior to r14.0)

Its purpose was to anchor data spaces that SYSVIEW services created and used. The anchor address space:

• Did not execute any code or programs.
• Was defined as non-cancelable and non-memtermable.
• Was created automatically at initialization by the main services address space.
• Remained and was reused through the life of an IPL.

LPA Load Library Data Set

Starting with Version 14.0, the installation of SYSVIEW no longer requires a separate data set to contain the required LPA
load modules.

The following data set is no longer distributed:

sysview.CNM4BLPA

MVS Data Collection Metrics

Effective in SYSVIEW Version 14.0, the following metrics have been removed from the MVS Data Collection because the
associated data sources were never populated by IBM:

• GSPGFR -  G-PVT shared memory pages fixed real
• GS1MPGFR - G-PVT shared memory 1M pages fixed real
• GS1MPGR - G-PVT shared memory 1M pages real

Parmlib Member FLDHELP

In SYSVIEW Version 14.0, the FLDHELP parmlib member was removed because it was no longer required. FLDHELP
was used to enhance field-level sensitivity.

User Supervisor Call (SVC)

In releases before Version 14.0, you defined a user SVC in the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options member
GSVXGSVX. This member resides in the system parmlib concatenation.

Starting at Version 14.0, remove the following obsolete System Configuration Option from any options member:

SVC-Number
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If you do not remove this option, the SYSVIEW initialization continues while issuing the following warning messages:

GSV445W Configuration member: GSVXGSVX

GSV446W Configuration option: SVC-Number nnn

GSV447W Configuration error: Option name is obsolete.

Upgrade from CE APM Integration to DX - APM Mainframe Integration Extension
In addition to the required CICS and IMS configurations, SYSVIEW provides other transaction tracing configuration
options. You do not need to change the default values of the options to configure transaction tracing with DX APM -
Mainframe Integration Extension.

If your SYSVIEW installation is an older or existing installation, and you might have modified the default values of the
transaction tracing parameters, see Configure CICS Transaction Tracing and Configure IMS Transaction Tracing to review
the default values of the parameters.

If you are tracing data using the CE APM Agent and want to trace data using only DX APM - Mainframe Integration
Extension, ensure that you specify the following parameter in the CNM4BPRM (CICSLOGR) and the CNM4BPRM
(IMSLOGR) parmlib members:

Parameter:
Wily-Introscope-PortList
Required value: NONE

IMPORTANT
If you do not change the value of the Wily-Introscope-PortList parameter to NONE, both DX APM - Mainframe
Integration Extension and CE APM Agent consume the tracing records that SYSVIEW produces.

Interface Options
When installing SYSVIEW, you can choose which interface you want to use. You can perform one or all the optional
interface installation procedures. Also, you can perform the configurations that are described in this section in any
sequence. Some of the available interfaces require no additional installation steps.

TSO and Roscoe/ETSO Interface Support
The timesharing option (TSO) and the Roscoe/Extended timesharing option (Roscoe/ETSO) interface let you access
SYSVIEW from TSO or Roscoe/ETSO. You can use the SYSVIEW TSO interface or the Roscoe/ETSO interface without
performing additional installation steps.

Note: Add a STEPLIB or JOBLIB DD statement when the sysview.CNM4BLOD data set is not in the linklist. This addition
lets you use the TSO interface for accessing SYSVIEW.

The TSO command module for SYSVIEW is named SYSV.

Access SYSVIEW from Roscoe/ETSO

After you install the Roscoe/ETSO interface, you can access SYSVIEW from Roscoe/ETSO.

Follow these steps:

1. Add an entry for the SYSV program name to the Eligible Program List (EPL).
MODESET authorization flag

Sets the MODESET authorization flag when the flag is set to Y (yes).
Command processor flag

Sets the command processor flag when the flag is set to CP (command processor).
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2. Add the sysview.CNM4BLOD data set to the ETSOLIB DD statement in the ROSCOE JCL.
3. Enter the following command on the Roscoe/ETSO command line:

CALL SYSV

SYSVIEW initiates under Roscoe/ETSO.

Note: For detailed information about defining applications to Roscoe/ETSO, see the Roscoe documentation.

 

ISPF Interface Support
The ISPF interface lets SYSVIEW run under ISPF to take advantage of the ISPF split-screen capabilities.

Installing ISPF support consists of copying members from the data set sysview.CNM4BISP to the appropriate ISPF DD
statement in your TSO logon PROC.

NOTE
If you are reinstalling ISPF interface support, then also install the new ISPF panels and the GSVXCMDS
member.

Install ISPF Support Permanently

You can install ISPF support permanently to use the ISPF split-screen capabilities.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the GSVXCMDS member in the data set sysview.CNM4BISP to a data set pointed to by the ISPTLIB DD
statement in your TSO logon PROC.

NOTE
Specify a user-defined data set, if possible.

2. Copy the following members from the data set sysview.CNM4BISP to a data set pointed to by the ISPPLIB DD
statement in your TSO logon PROC:
– GSVX000M
– GSVX000J
– GSVX000D
– GSVX00KM
– GSVX000P
– GSVX00KP

NOTE
Specify a user-defined data set, if possible.

3. Update the ISPF Primary Option Menu member ISR@PRIM with the statements that contain SYSV or GSVX in the
sysview.CNM4BISP(GSVXPRIM) member. The ISR@PRIM member is in a data set pointed to by the ISPPLIB DD
statement in your TSO logon PROC.
SYSVIEW appears on the ISPF Main Menu as a selection option.

NOTE
When the sysview.CNM4BLOD data set is not in the LINKLIST concatenation, add a STEPLIB or JOBLIB
DD statement to the TSO logon PROC. When the MQ, IMS, or both components are installed, and their load
libraries are not in the LINKLIST concatenation, add them to the STEPLIB/JOBLIB concatenation. Alternatively,
you can update the ISPF Primary Option panel so that it calls the SYSVREXX EXEC to dynamically allocate the
load libraries.
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Install ISPF Support Dynamically

You can also install ISPF support dynamically to use the ISPF split-screen capabilities.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the SYSVCLST member or the SYSVREXX member from the data set sysview.CNM4BSAM to access the ISPF
LIBDEF facilities.
These members use the ISPF LIBDEF facilities.

2. Temporarily allocate the panels, tables, and modules that are required to invoke SYSVIEW.

The dynamic installation of the ISPF support is complete.

VTAM Interface Support
The VTAM interface lets SYSVIEW run under VTAM. Using the IBM ACF/VTAM Programmed Operator Interface, you can
enter VTAM commands and see the results from within SYSVIEW.

Install VTAM Support

After you install the VTAM interface support, you can use SYSVIEW from VTAM.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the SYSVAPPL member from the data set sysview.CNM4BSAM to the SYS1.VTAMLST data set.
The following support is now available from the data set SYS1.VTAMLST:
– The APPLIDs used when using SYSVIEW with VTAM.
– The APPL statements the SYSVIEW VTAM command uses.

2. Set the ACBNAME parameter on the first APPL statement in the SYSVAPPL member. Select the name to use when
logging in to SYSVIEW through the VTAM interface. Use that name when you start the VTAM interface.
The SYSVIEW VTAM command uses the remaining APPL statements (named SYSVPO00 through SYSVPO03)
to submit commands to ACF/VTAM. The four APPL statements provide support for users who are using the VTAM
command concurrently. To increase this number, add additional APPL statements incrementing the numeric suffix of
the SYSVPOnn APPL name by one for each APPL added.

3. Add the SYSVAPPL name to the ATCCON member in the SYS1.VTAMLST data set.
The SYSVAPPL member activates when VTAM starts.

4. Add the SYSVIEW USSTAB entry that is in the USSTAB member in the data set sysview.CNM4BSAM to your
installation USSTAB member.
This entry simplifies the SYSVIEW logon procedure.
If you do not use the USSTAB entry, use the complete LOGON command to log in to SYSVIEW from VTAM.

5. Set the CMD and DEFAULT parameters in the USSTAB member to the value you used for the ACBNAME parameter
in Step 2 of this procedure.

6. Assemble the USSTAB table and place it in the appropriate data set in your VTAMLIB concatenation.

NOTE
Skip this step if your site already has a suitable USSTAB available.

7. Reload the USSTAB in VTAM using the MODIFY TABLE command.
The changes for SYSVIEW are incorporated into your system. VTAM interface support is installed.

NOTE
For information about how to start the VTAM interface, see Administering.

CICS Interface Support
CICS interface support lets you access SYSVIEW from a CICS session and monitor and customize the interface. The
CICS interface does not require the CICS data collection option to be active.
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NOTE
After you have installed CICS interface support and before you can log in, start the CICS interface in the
SYSVIEW user address space. For more information, see CICS Monitor Exit Interface.

CICS User ID Exit Routine

The following information describes the CICS user ID exit routines:

• The user ID exit routine obtains the user ID of a CICS user. This routine provides the appropriate SYSVIEW profile
data set member for the online interface. The user ID is also used for SYSVIEW security.

• The default user ID exit distributed in the SYSVIEW load library does not pass a user ID back to SYSVIEW. Therefore,
SYSVIEW prompts the user for a user ID.

• The source for the default exit is in the GSVXCXT1 member of the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set. You do not need to
assemble it.

Modify the Exit to Use Your Security System

Some CICS systems have their own exit security system. You can alter the exit to obtain user IDs from the control blocks
of your security system.

Follow these steps:

1. Obtain the GSVXCXT1 member from the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.
2. Alter the GSVXCXT1 member to meet your security needs.
3. Assemble the GSVXCXT1 member and link it into the data set sysview.CNM4BLOD with the name GSVXCXT1.

Your security system is defined to SYSVIEW.

CICS Transaction Termination Exit Routine

A description of the CICS transaction termination exit routine follows:

• The routine can pass control to another transaction at SYSVIEW online interface transaction termination time.
• The source for the default exit is in the GSVXCXT2 member in the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set. You do not need to

assemble it.

Modify the Transaction Termination Exit

You can alter the transaction termination exit to specify the transaction to which control is passed.

Follow these steps:

1. Obtain the GSVXCXT2 member from the data set sysview.CNM4BSAM.
2. Alter the GSVXCXT2 member to meet your needs.
3. Assemble the GSVXCXT2 member and link it into the data set sysview.CNM4BLOD with the name GSVXCXT2.

Control is passed to the transaction you specified.

Console Interface Support
The SYSVIEW console interface, which lets you communicate with and execute SYSVIEW commands from a console, is
implemented through the product GSS. GSS is installed with Common Components and Services, which is also required
for the licensing of SYSVIEW.

How GSS Communicates with SYSVIEW

GSS communicates with SYSVIEW through the supplied application program interface GSVXAPIE.
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During initialization, GSS communicates as follows:

• Starts a server that attaches a long-running session with SYSVIEW. The default server name is SYSVCONS. All
console commands that are directed to SYSVIEW are routed through this server.

• Executes the IMOD $SYSVIEWE_INIT. This IMOD starts SYSVIEW services.

During termination, GSS executes the IMOD $SYSVIEWE_TERM. This IMOD terminates SYSVIEW services.

Enabling the Console Interface

Before the console interface can be enabled, the following conditions must be met:

• SYSVIEW must be installed.
• GSS must be installed and active.
• The following statements must be in the GSS run-time parameter member RUNPARM:

COMMAND VERB SYSV IMOD SYSVIEW_CONSOLE 

PRODUCT SYSVIEWE 

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE GSVXAPIE 15 DETACH TYPE 0 

ISET    SYSVIEWE DSN sysview.CNM4BIMD SSID ISRV LOAD

NOTE
The RUNPARM member may already contain some or all of the preceding statements. The SAMPLIB
member GSS contains these statements.

Customize the Console Interface

You can customize the console interface to meet the needs of your site.

Follow these steps:

1. Select any or all of the following options in the IMOD SYSVIEW_CONSOLE:
– Attach a prefix to all output messages.
– Specify a WTO route code.
– Specify WTO descriptor codes.
– Specify maximum message length.
– Display the end of data line.
– Specify the maximum number of data lines.

2. Customize and save each option.
When you finish, your console interface is customized.

Local 3270 Device Interface Support
The SYSVIEW local 3270 device interface lets you run the product in a dedicated mode from any locally attached 3270
device. Copy the SYSVLCL PROC from the sysview.SAMPJCL data set to one of your system procedure libraries to
install the interface.

Use this interface:

• To start a session with SYSVIEW, even when TSO and VTAM are not active.
• When JES is not active.
• If the SYSVLCL PROC is placed in SYS1.PROCLIB and you specify SUB=MSTR when you start the procedure.

NOTE
For information about how to start the SYSVLCL local 3270 device interface procedure, see Administrating.
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Batch Interface Support
The batch interface lets you perform batch processing in SYSVIEW. No installation procedures are required to use the
batch interface.
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Administrating
The Administrating section is intended for technical personnel responsible for the planning, setup, and maintenance of
your product’s functions and services.

The following sections provide information about how to maintain, configure, and fine-tune SYSVIEW and its sub-
components to optimize performance.

Product Server Address Spaces and Subtasks
This section explains how to start SYSVIEW and describes the subtasks. The Main Services Address Space and the User
Interface Address Space of SYSVIEW control the subtasks.

You can further customize these subtasks using the appropriate PARMLIB members.

After the address spaces have been started, we recommend using the online address space Administration command,
ASADMIN, to perform additional functions.

Address Space Organization
SYSVIEW contains a Main Services address space, a User Interface address space, an Auxiliary Services address
space, and an Application Server address space.

Address Spaces

The following information describes the address spaces that SYSVIEW owns:

SYSVIEW - Main Services Address Space
The Main Services Address Space is the primary address space. Its main role is to provide services and data
collection functions. This address space is separate from the User Interface address space so that it can perform
authorized functions.

SYSVUSER - User Interface Address Space
The User Interface Address Space is the display facility interface point. Multiple user interface address spaces
can be used when needed. The User Interface address space is the host for the following SYSVIEW interfaces:

• VTAM
• CICS
• Cross-system connections
• Event Capture

NOTE
For more information, see User Interface Address Space Initialization.

SYSVAUX - Auxiliary Services Address Space
The Auxiliary Services Address Space is the auxiliary address space. Multiple auxiliary address spaces can be
used when needed. The Auxiliary Services address space can run CICS logger tasks.

SYSVAPPS - Application Server Address Space
The Application Server Address Space contains Java-based applications, such as the REST API. It receives
HTTPS requests from client applications and invokes the native eXternal Data Interface (XDI) to queue the
requests to the SYSVUSER address space for execution.
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Address Space Organization

The following table shows the organization of the Main Services, the User Interface, the Auxiliary Services, and the
Application Server address spaces:

SYSVIEW Main Services
Address Space

SYSVIEW User Interface
Address Space

SYSVIEW Auxiliary
Services Address Space

SYSVIEW Application
Server Address Space

Audit logger task CICS user interface task CICS data logger task REST API

CICS data collector task Event capture task NA NA

CICS data logger task eXternal Data Interface NA NA

DATALIB access task Health checker task NA NA

Event scheduler task VTAM user interface task NA NA

IDCAMS service task XSystem data server NA NA

IMS common queue server task XSystem external data server
task

NA NA

IMS data collection task XSystem session server task NA NA

IMS data logger task NA NA NA

IMS SPOC interface task NA NA NA

Job information task NA NA NA

JVM data collector task NA NA NA

MVS data collection task NA NA NA

SMF data collection task NA NA NA

TCP/IP data collection task NA NA NA

Utility Services NA NA NA

VTAM application monitor task NA NA NA

IBM MQ data collection task NA NA NA

Main Services Address Space Initialization
The Main Services address space provides common services that other SYSVIEW tasks and users use. Start the Main
Services address space as early as possible during an IPL before any of the other SYSVIEW interfaces are required.
Optionally, data collection components can also be started in this task. The main task controls the starting and stopping of
other subtasks.

The primary initialization information is obtained from the System Configuration Options member in the data set
referenced by the DDname GSVXSCFG. The System Configuration Options member contains information such as
run-time data set names and features that are enabled. A System Configuration Options member is defined for each
SYSVIEW subsystem ID.

You can run multiple copies of SYSVIEW on a single system. If multiple copies are desired, maintain the following rules:

• Multiple copies of the same release must specify different subsystem IDs.
• Multiple copies of different releases can use the same subsystem ID.

SVW$MAIN Parmlib Member

The SVW$MAIN parmlib member provides the list of functions and tasks that are started during initialization.
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The MEM= JCL parameter in the started task SYSVIEW specifies the parmlib member that is used. For more information,
see SVW$MAIN.

Default setting: MEM=SVW$MAIN

The special keyword PRIMARY must be specified in this member. This keyword indicates that the current address space
is to be the Main Services address space.

Subtasks in the Main Services Address Space

You can execute or start the following subtasks in the Main Services address space.

Subtask Description

AMS IDCAMS service subtask

APPLMON VTAM application monitor subtask

AUDIT Audit subtask

CICSDATA CICS data collector subtask

CICSLOGR CICS data logger subtask

DATALIB DATALIB access subtask

IMSCQS IMS common queue server subtask

IMSDATA IMS data collector subtask

IMSLOGR IMS data logger subtask

JOBS Job information collection

JVMDATA JVM data collector subtask

MQSDATA IBM MQ data collector subtask

MVSDATA MVS data collector subtask

SCHEDULR Event scheduler subtask

SMFDATA SMF data collector subtask

TCPDATA TCP/IP data collector subtask

UTIL Utility services subtask

XSDS XSystem data services

OPTIONS Parmlib Member

The OPTIONS parmlib member allows default configuration to be set for all subtasks. For more information, see
OPTIONS.

STARTCMD Parmlib Member

The STARTCMD parmlib member is processed immediately after the initialization has been completed. This member
can contain a list of any valid z/OS operator commands. These commands are issued following initialization. for more
information, see STARTCMD.
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Start Modes for the Main Services Address Space

You can specify the start mode for the SYSVIEW Main Services address space and associated tasks. The start mode for
this address space and each associated task can be different. You can specify the following two start modes for the Main
Services address space:

WARM
Retrieves configuration information from the persistent data store. Configuration information from the previous
session is restored.

COLD
Retrieves configuration information from the PARMLIB member. Configuration information from the previous
session is not restored.

Default: WARM start

NOTE
The User Interface address space does not support a start mode.

Main Services Tasks

Explicitly specifying a COLD start for the Main Services address space performs a COLD start for all associated tasks. A
COLD start is performed even if the task has requested a WARM start.

The following main services tasks support WARM and COLD start modes:

Task Description

APPLMON Starts the VTAM application availability monitor task.

AUDIT Starts the audit task.

IMSDATA Starts the IMS performance data collection task.

JVMDATA Starts the JVM performance data collection task.

MQSDATA Starts the IBM MQ performance data collection task.

MVSDATA Starts the z/OS performance data collection task.

SCHEDULR Starts the event scheduler task.

SMFDATA Starts the SMF data collection task.

TCPDATA Starts the TCP/IP data collection task.

Specify the Start Mode on the Started Task

You can specify the start mode when you begin the started task in the Main Services address space.

Specify the start mode using one of the following methods:

Method 1:
Issue the following START command for the started task:
S SYSVIEW,START=COLD

S SYSVIEW,START=WARM

Method 2:
Use the following command and START= parameter in the PROCLIB member of the started task:
//SYSVIEW PROC MEM=SVW$MAIN,START=WARM

.

.

//SYSVIEW EXEC PGM=GSV$MAIN,REGION=0M,TIME=1440,
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//        PARM='&MEM,&START'

.

Method 3:
Specify the start mode as an initialization option in the parmlib member specified by the MEM= parameter. The
default member name is SVW$MAIN:
WARM

or

COLD

Start Mode Matrix Table

The following table shows how specifying the start mode using the STC PARM= and PARMLIB MEM= parameters affects
the resulting start mode:

STC PARM= PARMLIB MEM= Resulting Start Mode

None
None
None

None
COLD
WARM

WARM
COLD
WARM

COLD
COLD
COLD

None
COLD
WARM

COLD
COLD
COLD

WARM
WARM
WARM

None
COLD
WARM

WARM
WARM
WARM

NOTE
When you explicitly specify the start mode on the START command or within the PROC, the parmlib setting is
ignored.

Communicate with the Started Task - MODIFY Command

After the main services task has started, use the z/OS MODIFY (F) command to communicate more requests to the task.
You can also use the online Address Space Administration command, ASADMIN, to perform other functions.

Available Commands Description and Functions

CANCEL Cancels a subtask in the Main Services address space. The CANCEL command has the following
syntax:

MODIFY sysview,CANCEL subtask|taskid

subtask - Specifies the name of the subtask to terminate.

taskid - Identifies a task if modifying multiple tasks in the same subtask.

CAPTURE Schedules an Event Capture to execute in the User Interface address space. The CAPTURE
command has the following syntax:

MODIFY sysview,CAPTURE member

member - Specifies the member name from the SITE/SYSTEM CAPLIB dataset.
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Available Commands Description and Functions

FORCE Forces the subtask in the Main Services address space to terminate abnormally. The FORCE
command has the following syntax:

MODIFY sysview,FORCE subtask|taskid

subtask - Specifies the name of the subtask that you want to terminate abnormally. The task is
canceled with a dump.

taskid - Identifies a task if modifying multiple tasks in the same subtask.

MODIFY Modifies current parameter settings for a subtask in the Main Services address space. The MODIFY
command has the following syntax:

MODIFY sysview,MODIFY subtask|taskid[,parameters]

subtask - Specifies the name of the subtask to modify.

taskid - Identifies a task if modifying multiple tasks in the same subtask.

parameters - Represents the parameters to pass to the subtask. If the parameters contain a comma
or a space, it must be enclosed in single quotes.

RELOAD Reloads the object specified. The RELOAD command has the following syntax:

MODIFY sysview,RELOAD object [parameters]

object Description parameters

SCFG Reloads the System Configuration data n/a

SECURITY Reloads security cache dsname
The dsname parm is
optional. If specified,
cache is reloaded only
if dsname matches the
name of the security
dataset.

ASRM Reloads the Address Space Resource Manager n/a

NSSPC Reloads the PC Services module n/a

SMAT Reloads the System Member Alias Table n/a

Important! RELOAD ASRM, NSSPC, and SMAT are not intended for customer use and should be
used only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

RESTART Restarts an inactive task. The RESTART command has the following syntax:
MODIFY sysview,RESTART subtask|taskid

subtask - Specifies the name of the subtask to restart.
taskid - Identifies a task, if modifying multiple tasks in the same subtask.

RESUME Resumes a subtask in the Main Services address space that had been suspended. The RESUME
command has the following syntax:

MODIFY sysview,RESUME subtask|taskid

subtask - Specifies the name of the subtask to resume.

taskid - Identifies a task if modifying multiple tasks in the same subtask.
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Available Commands Description and Functions

START Starts a subtask in the Main Services address space. The START command has the following
syntax:

MODIFY sysview,START subtask[.taskid,parameters]

subtask - Specifies the name of the subtask to start.

taskid - Identifies a task, if you are starting multiple tasks in the same subtask.

parameters - Represents the parameters to pass to the subtask.

STATUS Displays the status of all subtasks or a particular subtask in the Main Services address space. The
STATUS command has the following syntax:

MODIFY sysview,STATUS [subtask]

subtask - Specifies the subtask name for the requested status display.

STOP Stops a subtask in the Main Services address space. The STOP command has the following syntax:

MODIFY sysview,STOP subtask|taskid

subtask - Specifies the name of the subtask to terminate.

taskid - Identifies a task if modifying multiple tasks in the same subtask.

SUSPEND Suspends a subtask in the Main Services address space. The SUSPEND command has the
following syntax:

MODIFY sysview,SUSPEND subtask|taskid

subtask - Specifies the name of the subtask to suspend.

taskid - Identifies a task if modifying multiple tasks in the same subtask.

Main Services Address Space Termination
The Main Services Address Space can run continuously for the duration of an IPL. The address space can be terminated
and restarted at any time. All subtasks executing in the Main Address are stopped automatically.

PARMLIB Member STOPCMD

The STOPCMD parmlib member is processed immediately at the start of the termination process. The member
can contain a list of any valid z/OS operator commands. These commands are issued before termination. For more
information, see STOPCMD.

Stop the SYSVIEW Started Task

The Main Services Address Space can be terminated using the z/OS STOP (P) command. The task can be stopped from
a system console by entering the command P SYSVIEW.

User Interface Address Space Initialization
The User Interface Address Space provides the online display connection for specific interface types. You can create
multiple user interface address spaces when needed. You can create separate addresses for each interface type.
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SVW$USER Parmlib Member

The SVW$USER parmlib member provides the list of SYSVIEW functions and tasks that are started during initialization.
The MEM=parameter on the started task SYSVUSER specifies the parmlib member to use. The default setting specifies
MEM=SVW$USER.

The special keyword SECONDARY must be specified in this member. This keyword indicates that the current address
space is a User Interface Address Space.

For detailed information regarding the options, see SVW$USER.

OPTIONS Parmlib Member - Set Task Configuration Defaults

The OPTIONS parmlib member allows default configuration options be set for all tasks. For detailed information regarding
the options, see OPTIONS.

STARTCMD Parmlib Member - Start the User Interface Address Space

The STARTCMD parmlib member is processed immediately after the initialization completes. The member can contain a
list of any valid z/OS operator commands. These commands are issued after initialization.

After the Main Services Address Space initializes, it can start the User Interface Address Space automatically by adding
the following statements to the STARTCMD member:

)IF JOBNAME=SYSVIEW

   )IF INACTIVE=SYSVUSER

    START SYSVUSER

   )ENDIF

)ENDIF

For detailed information regarding the options, see STARTCMD.

Start the SYSVUSER Started Address Space

The User Interface Address Space is started from a system console by entering the command:

START SYSVUSER

Communicate with the SYSVUSER Started Subtask

After you start the user interface subtask, communicate additional requests to the subtask using the z/OS MODIFY
(F) command. You can also use the online Address Space Administration command, ASADMIN, to perform additional
functions.

The following z/OS modify (F) commands and functions are available:

FORCE
Forces a subtask in the user interface address space to terminate abnormally.
MODIFY sysvuser,FORCE subtask/taskid

subtask
Specifies the name of the subtask that you want to terminate abnormally. The task is canceled with a
dump.

MODIFY
Communicates with a subtask in the user interface address space.
MODIFY sysvuser,MODIFY subtask/taskid [, parameters]
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subtask
Specifies the name of the subtask to modify.

parameters
Represents the parameters to be passed to the subtask. If the parameters contain a comma or a space, it
must be enclosed in single quotes.

RESTART
Restarts an inactive task.
MODIFY sysvuser,RESTART subtask/taskid

• subtask
Specifies the name of the subtask that you want to restart.

SHUT
Shuts down an active user interface controller task, such as VTAM or CICS. The task does not end until all active
users have terminated their sessions. Use the STOP line command to perform an immediate shutdown.
MODIFY sysvuser,SHUT subtask

• subtask
Specifies the name of the subtask that you want to shut down.

START
Starts a subtask in the user interface address space.
MODIFY sysvuser,START subtask [.taskident, parameters]

subtask
Specifies the subtask name to start.

taskident
Identifies a task, when starting multiple tasks with the same subtask name.

parameters
Represents the parameters to be passed to the subtask. If the parameters contain a comma or a space, it
must be enclosed in single quotes.

STATUS
Displays the status of all subtasks or a particular subtask in the user interface address space.
MODIFY sysvuser,STATUS [subtask]

subtask
Specifies the name of the subtask for the requested status display. The valid values for subtask are:
VTAM and CICS.

STOP
Stops a subtask in the user interface address space.
MODIFY sysvuser,STOP [subtask]

subtask
Specifies the name of the subtask that you want to stop.

User Interface Address Space Termination

The User Interface Address Space can run continuously during an IPL. The address space can be terminated and
restarted at any time if needed. All subtasks executing in the user interface address are stopped automatically.
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STOPCMD Parmlib Member

The STOPCMD parmlib member is processed immediately at the start of the termination process. The member can
contain a list of any valid z/OS operator commands. These commands are issued before termination. Detailed information
regarding the option can be found in the parmlib member.

For detailed information regarding the options, see STOPCMD.

Stop the SYSVUSER Started Task

The User Interface Address Space can be terminated using the z/OS STOP (P) command. The task can be stopped from
a system console by entering:

P SYSVUSER

AUDIT Subtask Setup
The AUDIT subtask records system resource events or changes occurring within SYSVIEW. These events can be initiated
by a user or internal task.

Start the AUDIT Subtask

The AUDIT subtask starts automatically when the Main Services Address Space initializes. Configuration options for the
Audit Event component are defined in the AUDIT parmlib member. The AUDITDEF parmlib member contains a list of
events that are to be audited.

The AUDIT Event displays let you view and control the audit activities.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the AUDITDEF command.
The Audit Event Definitions menu displays showing the current settings for each defined audit event. With proper
security authorization, you can alter the settings for this menu.

2. Enter the AUDITLOG command.
The Audit Event Log menu displays the contents of the audit event log stream. This menu lets you view historical audit
events.

3. Enter the AUDITMSG command.
An audit event is logged for type USER_EVENT_MESSAGE. The content of the audit event is the text message that is
entered with the command.

CICS Data Logger Subtask Setup
The CICS Data Logger performs the SMF record logging function for the CICS Data Collector subtasks that are executing
in each monitored CICS address space. Since the logging of records can require an I/O function to be performed, it is
done outside the CICS address space so the CICS address space is not impacted. The records can be logged to SMF
and internal logs available for online viewing.

The CICS data logger subtask must be active before initializing any CICS data collector in a CICS address space. If the
CICS data collection process is started in a CICS address space before logger initialization, the CICS data collector retries
the connection until successful or CICS terminates. You can use multiple CICS data loggers.

Associated Parmlib Members
CICSLOGR

- The CICSLOGR parmlib member provides default configuration options for the CICS Data Logger function. For
detailed information regarding the options, see CICSLOGR.
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CICSCMDS
- The CICSCMDS parmlib member is processed immediately after the data logger initialization completes. The
member can contain a list of any valid z/OS operator commands. These commands are issued after initialization.
Since the CICS data collectors require the CICS Data Logger to be active before their initialization, this member
can be used to start your CICS address spaces automatically by inserting the following statements in the
CICSCMDS member:

)IF SYSNAME=system1

   )IF INACTIVE=cicsprod

    START cicsprod

   )ENDIF

   )IF INACTIVE=cicstest

    START cicstest

   )ENDIF

   )IF INACTIVE=cicsdev

    START cicsdev

   )ENDIF

)ENDIF

For detailed information regarding the options, see CICSCMDS.

Start the CICSLOGR Subtask

This statement is valid in the Main Services Address Space and the Auxiliary Address Spaces.

The CICSLOGR subtask executes as part of the Main Services Address Space, the Auxiliary Address Spaces, or both.
Address space initialization statements are found in the sysview.CNM4BPRM members SVW$MAIN and SVW$AUX.

When using multiple loggers, a unique task ID must be supplied.

The task ID for the CICSLOGR must be unique within the set of SYSVIEW Main and Auxiliary Address Spaces for the
specific SYSVIEW subsystem and release.

If a task ID is not specified, the default task ID equals the subtask name of CICSLOGR.

To start the CICSLOGR subtask:

START CICSLOGR.taskID,parameters  

The values for parameters are:

STARTcmds
Specifies that the commands that are defined in the CICSCMDS member are issued at the end of the subtask
initialization. The option overrides the STARTUP-COMMANDS configuration option that is found in the parmlib
member CICSLOGR.

NOSTARTcmds
Specifies that the commands that are defined in the CICSCMDS member are not issued at the end of the subtask
initialization. The option overrides the STARTUP-COMMANDS configuration option that is found in the parmlib
member CICSLOGR.

CICSDATA Data Collection Subtask Setup
The CICSDATA subtask is used to load common configuration options and definitions that are used by all CICS data
collectors on the current system.

• Start the CICSDATA Subtask
• Communicate with the CICSDATA Subtask
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– Reload Definitions for the Requested Type
– Save Definitions to the Persistent Data Store

Start the CICSDATA Subtask

The CICSDATA subtask starts automatically when the Main Services Address Space initializes. Configuration options are
defined in the CICSDATA parmlib member.

Communicate with the CICSDATA Subtask

You can reload definitions for the requested type and save the definitions to the persistent data store.

To reload and save the definitions, use online commands or a MODIFY command to the SYSVIEW Main Services address
space.

Reload Definitions for the Requested Type

To reload definitions for the requested type, issue the following command:

MODIFY sysview,MODIFY CICSDATA RELOAD <type> <member>

type
The type of data to be reloaded.

NOTE
Existing definitions are deleted.

Valid values:
CEITRACE

CICS EXEC Interface trace definitions
CSTATES | STATES

CICS state definitions
CTHRESH | THRESHOLD

CICS threshold definitions
CTRANCAN

CICS transaction cancel definitions
CTRANOPT

CICS transaction option definitions
member

The name of the PARMLIB member to be reloaded or keyword describing action.
Valid values:
*

| blank | WARM
Reload definitions from the persistent data store. If the object is not found in the persistent data store,
reload the definitions from parmlib.
If the member name is not specified (blank), the default member for the definition type are reloaded.

Type Default Member

CEITRACE CEITRACE
CSTATES | STATES CSTATES
CTHRESH | THRESHOLD CTHRESH
CTRANCAN CTRANCAN
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Type Default Member

CTRANOPT CTRANOPT

DATALIB
Reload definitions from the persistent data store.

COLD
Reload definitions from parmlib.

member
Reload definitions from the specified parmlib member.

Save Definitions to the Persistent Data Store

To save definitions to the persistent data store, issue the following command:

MODIFY sysview,MODIFY CICSDATA CHECKPOINT <type>

type
The type of data to be reloaded
Valid values:
*

| ALL | blank
Save definitions for all types

CEITRACE
CICS EXEC Interface trace definitions

CSTATES | STATES
CICS state definitions

CTHRESH | THRESHOLD
CICS threshold definitions

CTRANCAN
CICS transaction cancel definitions

CTRANOPT
CICS transaction option definitions

CICS User Interface Subtask Setup
The CICS User Interface subtask enables users to log on to SYSVIEW from a CICS session. Before a user can
access SYSVIEW from a CICS session, the CICS User Interface subtask must be started.

Log on Using CICS

To use SYSVIEW with CICS, enter the CICS transaction SYSV.

Cancel Users from the CICS Interface

Users can be canceled from the CICS interface by using the MODIFY command.

To cancel user ABC from the CICS interface, enter the following z/OS command:

F SYSVUSER,MODIFY CICS,'CANCEL ABC'

Be sure to enclose the CANCEL command in single quotes.
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Start the CICS User Interface Subtask

This statement is only valid in the User Interface Address Space.

The CICS task executes as part of the User Interface Address Space. Address space initialization statements are found in
the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$USER.

To start the CICS subtask, enter the following:

START CICS,parameters 

The value for parameters is:

MAXUSERS=nnn
Controls the maximum number of users that can use the CICS interface. The MAXUSERS parameter must be a
number from 1 to 500.
Default: 50

 

DATALIB Subtask Setup
This article explains how the DATALIB subtask stores and maintains all information about the data objects.

The DATALIB subtask stores and maintains all information about the data objects.

Set up the DATALIB Subtask

Use the following guidelines to set up the DATALIB:

• You can have one or multiple DATALIB data sets.
• Use only one DATALIB for any one instance of SYSVIEW.
• The administrator can choose to have a unique DATALIB for each instance of SYSVIEW or share one of the

DATALIBs.
• One SYSVIEW can use only one DATALIB.
• You can share a DATALIB within a sysplex but not across multiple sysplexes.
• Multiple releases of SYSVIEW can share the DATALIB, making migration to a new release easier.

Start the DATALIB Subtask

The persistent data store provides an environment that is named the DATALIB for maintaining data objects. You can
save, retrieve, and copy data from the persistent data store. Some DATALIB monitoring can be required to watch for a full
condition.

To start the DATALIB subtask, enter the DLLIST command. A menu displays showing the contents of the SYSVIEW
DATALIB library.

Event Capture Subtask Setup
Analyzing historical and captured event data is an important part of maintaining your system. To analyze a problem, you
must first have data to analyze. The Event Capture option gives you a set of tools that enables the capturing of the critical
data that you need. The option provides out-of-the-box data gathering plus the capability to customize fully the process.

Configure the Event Capture option even when your site does not have a license. Broadcom Support requests Event
Capture data for support issues.
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System Configurations Options Member

The following keywords are used in the System Configuration Options member to set up the Event Capture option:

OPTIONS-Event_Capture
Specify a value of Yes to enable the Event Capture option for use. This value does not start the function.

Dsn-System-CAPINDEX
Specifies the capture index data set name. This data set can contain symbolic names, such as &SYSNAME or
&SMFID.

Dsn-System-CAPLIB
Specifies the capture event definition library data set name.

Dsn-System-CAPDATA-HLQ
Specifies the high-level qualifier for the capture data sets. The high-level qualifier can contain a maximum of 28
characters to provide space to append the time and date low-level qualifiers. The low-level qualifiers are fixed,
and are in the indicated order to provide an even distribution of the records in the Dsn-System-CAPINDEX VSAM
file. The Event data set names are constructed as follows:
capdhlq.Thhmmss.Dyymmdd

Dsn-System-CAPINDEX-HLQ
Specifies the capture index high-level qualifier.

PARMLIB Member CAPTURE

The CAPTURE parmlib member provides default configuration options for the Event Capture function. For detailed
information regarding the options, see CAPTURE.

Event Capture CAPLIB Members

Specify individual capture events in the Capture Library (CAPLIB) members that are found in the sysview.CNM4BCAP
data set. Each CAPLIB member can override the default configuration options.

Start the Event Capture Subtask

This statement is only valid in the User Interface Address Space. The following statement starts the CAPTURE controller
subtask:

START CAPTURE

Event Scheduler Subtask
Initiating processes and functions based on a predefined time schedule is an important part of operating a computer
system. The SYSVIEW Event Scheduler can initiate various functions at a specified time or recurring interval. You can
initiate events in SYSVIEW as well as outside of its boundaries. The Event Scheduler subtask executes in the Main
Services Address Space and starts automatically during initialization.

How Event Scheduler Subtasks Works

When a scheduled event is due, the Event Scheduler Subtask performs the following tasks:

• Issues a z/OS operator command
• Initiates asynchronously an Event Capture request
• Executes asynchronously a REXX exec
• Displays a list containing the previously specified functions
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NOTE
The Event Scheduler lets you control or limit the data collection metrics.

The following diagram shows the Event Scheduler process:

SCHEDULE Parmlib Member

The SCHEDULE parmlib member provides SCHEDULR configuration options and event definitions.

For detailed information regarding these options and sample event definitions, see the SCHEDULE parmlib member.

Start the SCHEDULR Subtask

This statement is only valid in the Main Services Address Space.

The Scheduler subtask starts automatically when the Main Services Address Space initializes. Configuration options
and event definitions are defined in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SCHEDULE. You do not need to include a START
statement in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$MAIN. If an entry is included, an error message is generated
indicating that the task is already started.

To start a stopped subtask, issue the following z/OS MODIFY command:

MODIFY sysview,START SCHEDULR

IBM MQ Data Collection Subtask Setup
The IBM MQ data collection subtask performs monitoring and exception analysis activities for IBM MQ-related resources.
This subtask can monitor multiple IBM MQ Queue Managers.

For information about the data that the MVS data collection event collects, the default settings, and why you want to
collect this data, see IBM MQ Data Collection.
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Communicate with the MQSDATA Subtask

You can dynamically add or modify the SYSVIEW threshold, state, and monitor definitions.

To add or modify these definitions, use online commands or a MODIFY command to the SYSVIEW Main Services address
space as follows:

MODIFY sysview,MODIFY MQSDATA,RELOAD <MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES> member  

You can write configuration data to the persistent data store using the CHECKPOINT function of the MODIFY command.

To request a checkpoint, add the CHECKPOINT function to the MODIFY command as follows:

 MODIFY sysview,MODIFY MQSDATA,CHECKPOINT <ALL|MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES>

 

Associated Parmlib Members

These parmlib members provide configuration option, resource monitoring definitions, resource state monitoring
definitions, and resource threshold definitions:

MQSDATA
- Provides default configuration options for the IBM MQ Data Collector function.

MQSMON
- Provides resource monitoring definitions to the IBM MQ Data Collector.

MQSSTATE
- Provides resource state monitoring definitions to the IBM MQ Data Collector.

MQSTHRSH
- Provides resource threshold definitions to the IBM MQ Data Collector.

For more information about these parmlib members, see IBM MQ Members.

Start the MQSDATA Subtask

This statement is only valid in the Main Services Address Space.

The MQSDATA subtask executes as part of the Main Services Address Space. Address space initialization statements
are found in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$MAIN.

To start the MQSDATA subtask, enter:

START MQSDATA

IDCAMS Service Subtask Setup
This article explains the IDCAMS Service subtask performs Access Method Services (AMS) requests.

The IDCAMS Service subtask performs Access Method Services (AMS) requests. These requests must be performed in
the main services task due to authorization requirements. The IDCAMS Service subtask starts automatically when the
Main Services Address Space initializes.

Start the AMS Subtask

This statement is only valid in the Main Services Address Space.

The AMS subtask starts automatically when the Main Services Address Space initializes. You do not need to include
a START statement in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$MAIN. If an entry is included, an error message is
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generated indicating that the subtask is already started. If for some reason, the subtask stopped and you want to restart
it, issue the following z/OS MODIFY command to restart the subtask:

MODIFY sysview,START AMS

IMS Common Queue Server Subtask Setup
The IMS Common Queue Server subtask (IMSCQS) is the interface between the z/OS Common Queue Server (CQS)
and SYSVIEW.

The IMSCQS task performs the following operations:

• Issues CQS queries to obtain the following information:
– IMS shared message queues
– Structures that support a shared messaging environment

• Processes requests for shared message queue data from the SYSVIEW IMSQSTAT, IMSQTRAN, and IMSTRANS, in
addition to the IMS Data Collector task.

• Automatically discovers IMS subsystems in a shared messaging environment and connects to the queue structures
defined to the IMS.

• Queries the CQS based on the queue sharing group that is assigned to the current target IMS subsystem when the
display command is issued. Set the target IMS subsystem by selecting an IMS subsystem on the IMSLIST display,
issuing the IMS SYSVIEW command, or setting the IMSTGTDEF variable.

To use the IMSCQS, the following items must be configured and implemented:

• SYSVIEW Option for IMS
• IMS Common Services Layer
• IMS Common Queue Server

NOTE

The IMSCQS task starts automatically when the SYSVIEW main task starts. You can also start or stop the task
from the ASADMIN display. If no IMS subsystems are participating in IMS queue sharing groups, then specifying
DISABLE IMSCQS in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$MAIN prevents it from starting.

IMS Data Collection Subtask Setup
Ths article explains the IMS Data Collection subtask.

The IMS Data Collection subtask performs monitoring and exception logging activities for any active IMS subsystem. The
task also monitors the active and inactive status of IMS subsystems to dynamically activate or deactivate an IMS Data
Logger subtask for each subsystem.

For information about the data that the IMS data collection event collects, the default settings, and why you want to collect
this data, see IMS Data Collection.

Communicate with the IMSDATA Subtask

You can dynamically add or modify the SYSVIEW threshold, state, and monitor definitions.

To add or modify these definitions, use online commands or a MODIFY command to the SYSVIEW Main Services address
space as follows:

MODIFY sysview,MODIFY IMSDATA,RELOAD <MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES> member 

You can write configuration data to the persistent data store using the CHECKPOINT function of the MODIFY command.

To request a checkpoint, add the CHECKPOINT function to the MODIFY command using the following format:
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 MODIFY sysview,MODIFY IMSDATA,CHECKPOINT <ALL|MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES>

Associated Parmlib Members

These parmlib members provide information about configuration options, monitoring definitions, log record type and
subtype information, and valid z/OS operator commands:

IMSDATA
Provides default configuration options for the IMS Data Collection function.

IMSMON
Provides monitoring definitions to the IMS Data Collector.

IMSSTATE
Provides resource state monitoring definitions to the IMS Data Collector.

IMSTHRSH
Provides threshold monitoring definitions for the IMS Data Collection function.

IMSTYPE
Provides information about individual IMS log record types and subtypes. This member provides a description
for each record type and subtype. Optionally, a program module can be associated with each record type and
subtype. The associated program is called to format the record for display.

IMSCMDS
The IMSCMDS parmlib member is processed immediately after the data collection initialization is completed. The
member can contain a list of any valid z/OS operator commands. These commands are issued after initialization.

For more information about these parmlib members, see IMS Members.

Start the IMSDATA Subtask

This statement is only valid in the Main Services Address Space.

The IMSDATA subtask executes as part of the Main Services Address Space. Address space initialization statements are
found in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$MAIN.

To start the IMSDATA subtask:

START IMSDATA

IMS Data Logger Subtask Setup
The IMS Data Logger performs the transaction data collection for each IMS subsystem, and the logging of SMF records
created by the collector. The records can be logged to SMF and to internal logs that are available for online viewing. The
IMS Data Collection subtask (IMSDATA) must be active before initializing any IMS data logger subtasks. The IMS Data
Collection subtask typically starts and stops the IMS Data Logger tasks that are dynamically based on the status of a
monitored IMS subsystem. The IMS Data Logger subtasks can also be started and stopped manually.

IMSLOGR Parmlib Member

The IMSLOGR parmlib member provides default configuration options for the IMS Data Logger function. For detailed
information regarding the options, see IMSLOGR.

Start the IMSLOGR Subtask

This statement is only valid in the Main Services Address Space.
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The IMSLOGR subtask executes as part of the Main Services Address Space. Address space initialization statements are
found in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$MAIN.

To start the IMSLOGR subtask, enter:

START IMSLOGR.taskid 

The logger subtask name is specific to the IMS subsystem that is being monitored. The task ID must be defined as
IMSssid where ssid is the IMS four character subsystem ID.

Example: IMS subsystem ID

The following example uses PRD1 as the IMS subsystem ID.

START IMSLOGR.IMSPRD1

IMS SPOC Subtask Setup
The IMS single point of control (IMSSPOC) Server subtask is the interface between SYSVIEW and the IMS Common
Service Layer (CSL).

The IMSSPOC subtask does the following tasks:

• Registers SYSVIEW with the IMS Common Service Layer SCI as an AOP
• Forwards IMS type-1 and type-2 commands to IMS
• Formats command responses for display at the SYSVIEW user session

To use the IMSSPOC, you configure and implement the following entities:

• SYSVIEW Option for IMS
• IMS Common Services Layer

NOTE
The IMSSPOC subtask starts automatically when the SYSVIEW main task starts. You can start and stop the
task from the ASADMIN display. If no IMS subsystems are participating in an IMSPLEX or the CSL is not
configured, specify DISABLE IMSSPOC in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$MAIN to prevent it from
starting.

JOBS Subtask Setup
To set up the JOBS subtask in SYSVIEW, follow the instructions in this article. The JOBS subtask collects job summary
information that is used by the JOBSUM, LISTINP, JJOBQUE, JHELDQUE, and JOUTQUE commands.

The JOBS subtask starts automatically when the Main Services Address Space initializes. This subtask is optional and
does not have to be started. However, the information that is collected by the JOBS subtask improves the performance of
the JOBSUM, LISTINP, JJOBQUE, JHELDQUE, and JOUTQUE display commands.

If the JOBS subtask is not started, CPU usage for a user session increases, because the data that is typically kept by the
JOBS subtask has to be acquired by the user subtask.

For more information, see JOBS Data Collection.

JES Job Queue Updates

Periodically, the JOBS subtask checks the status of jobs on the JES queues. When the information for the jobs on the JES
queues changes, the JOBS subtask updates the information.
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Set the Update Interval

The range for the wait-time interval is 1 through 9999 seconds. The JOBS subtask waits the default interval of 60 seconds
and then checks to see if anything has changed. Also, if someone is using the JOBSUM command, the information is
updated every time that they enter the REFRESH command on the Job Summary Display.

You can set the JOBS task interval higher during times when fewer users are using the JES job-related commands. The
response time of JES job-related commands might increase, but the information that is provided is current.

To dynamically change the wait-time interval, issue the MODIFY command.

Example: Change the JOBS Interval

The following command changes the interval to 30 seconds:

F SYSVIEW,MODIFY JOBS,INTERVAL=30

Default: INTERVAL=60

Start the JOBS Subtask

This statement is only valid in the Main Services Address Space.

The JOBS subtask executes as part of Main Service Address Space. Address space initialization statements are found in
the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$MAIN.

To start the JOBS subtask, enter the following z/OS command:

START JOBS,parameters  

The parameters value is:

INTERVAL=nnn
Specifies the update interval as the number of seconds from 1 to 9999.
Default: 60 seconds

JVM Data Collection Subtask Setup
The JVM Data Collection subtask performs monitoring and data collection for Java virtual machine (JVM) resources.

Enable the JVM Component

By default, the JVM and LE component is disabled.

To enable it, go to the CNM4SCFG - System Configuration Member and set the Component-JVM configuration option to
YES.

Communicate with the JVMDATA Subtask

The JVMDATA subtask dynamically discovers address spaces that contain JVMs. Although the discovery process is
dynamic, there may be a need to manually request the execution of the JVM discovery processes.

To initiate a discovery process, use the MODIFY command as follows:

• To perform a JVM discovery process against those address spaces believed to contain JVMs, issue the following
modify request:
 MODIFY sysview,MODIFY JVMDATA,DISCOVERY

 

• To perform a JVM discovery process against all active address spaces, issue the following modify request:
 MODIFY sysview,MODIFY JVMDATA,FULLSCAN
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You can dynamically add or modify the SYSVIEW state and monitor definitions.

• To add or modify these definitions, use online commands or a MODIFY command to the SYSVIEW Main Services
address space as follows:
MODIFY sysview,MODIFY JVMDATA,RELOAD <MONITOR|STATES> member  

You can write configuration data to the persistent data store using the CHECKPOINT function of the MODIFY command.

• To request a checkpoint, add the CHECKPOINT function to the MODIFY command as follows:
 MODIFY sysview,MODIFY JVMDATA,CHECKPOINT <ALL|MONITOR|STATES>

 

You can update JVM version information after applying maintenance to JVMs using the VERIFY function of the MODIFY
command.

• To update cached JVM version information, issue the following command:
MODIFY sysview,MODIFY JVMDATA,VERIFY <version|ALL>

NOTE
The value of version must equal the version number. To obtain the correct version number, see the Version
field from the JVMVERS command.

You can verify the status of pending verification requests using the VERIFY function of the MODIFY command.

• To verify the status of pending verification requests, issue the following command:
MODIFY sysview,MODIFY JVMDATA,VERIFY STATUS

Associated Parmlib Members
SVWODATA

- Provides default configuration options for the JVM data collection function.
SVWOMON

- Provides monitoring definitions to the JVM Data Collector.
SVWOSTAT

- Provides resource state monitoring definitions to the JVM Data Collector.

NOTE
For more information about the associated parmlib members, see JVM Members.

Start the JVMDATA Subtask

This statement is only valid in the Main Services Address Space.

The JVMDATA subtask executes as part of the Main Services Address Space. You can find the address space
initialization statements in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member named SVW$MAIN.

To start the JVMDATA subtask, issue the following command:

 START JVMDATA,<WARMSTART|COLDSTART>

 

MVS Data Collection Subtask Setup
The MVS Data Collection subtask performs monitoring and exception analysis activities for z/OS related resources. The
term MVS is being used as a common name for the z/OS operating system.
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For information about the data that the MVS data collection event collects, the default settings, and why you want to
collect this data, see MVS Data Collection.

Communicate with the MVSDATA Subtask

You can dynamically add or modify the SYSVIEW threshold, state, and monitor definitions.

To add or modify these definitions, use online commands or a MODIFY command to the SYSVIEW Main Services address
space as follows:

MODIFY sysview,MODIFY MVSDATA,RELOAD <MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES> member  

You can write configuration data to the persistent data store using the CHECKPOINT function of the MODIFY command.

To request a checkpoint, add the CHECKPOINT function to the MODIFY command as follows:

 MODIFY sysview,MODIFY MVSDATA,CHECKPOINT <ALL|MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES>

 

Associated Parmlib Members

These parmlib members provide configuration options, monitoring definitions, resource state monitoring definitions, and
threshold monitoring definitions:

MVSDATA
- Provides default configuration options for the MVS Data Collector Function.

MVSMON
- Provides monitoring definitions to the MVS Data Collector.

MVSSTATE
- Provides resource state monitoring definitions to the MVS Data Collector.

MVSTHRSH
- Provides threshold monitoring definitions to the MVS Data Collector.

For more information about these parmlib members, see z/OS Members.

Start the MVSDATA Subtask

This statement is only valid in the Main Services Address Space.

The MVSDATA subtask executes as part of the Main Services Address Space. You can find the address space
initialization statements in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$MAIN.

To start the MVSDATA subtask, enter:

START MVSDATA

SMF Event Capture Subtask Setup
The SMF Event Capture facility provides a way to log or suppress specific record types or subtypes.

SMF Event Capture Facility

The SMF Event Capture facility:

• Is enabled through z/OS Dynamic Exits
Many third-party products, such as z/OS, produce SMF records. These records typically contain statistics or status
information about resources in use. This facility provides a convenient way to log or suppress specific record types or
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subtypes. Captured records that have been written to the SYSVIEW SMF logstream can be displayed online using the
SMFLOG command. Several record format routines have been provided.

• Uses the following z/OS dynamic exits to capture records as they are being written to SMF:
– Dynamic exits that are used before z/OS 2.3

• IEFU83, IEFU84, and IEFU85
– Dynamic exits used starting at z/OS 2.3.

• IEFU86
– The dynamic exits must be enabled in the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB by adding the release-specific

IEFUxx exits to the EXIT() parameter on the SYS entry, and all SUBSYS entries, when they are not already
specified. If any of the exits are added dynamically after IPL, restart the SMFDATA subtask to acknowledge the
addition.

– Do not remove any existing dynamic exits.

Example: SYS and SUBSYS definitions

This shows IEFU83, IEFU84, and IEFU85 are included in the SYS and SUBSYS definitions.

SYS(NOTYPE(4,5,19,20,34,35,40,99,169),

      EXITS(IEFU83,IEFU84,IEFACTRT,IEFUJV,IEFU85,

      IEFUSI,IEFUJI,IEFUTL,IEFU29),

      INTERVAL(SMF,SYNC),NODETAIL)               

SUBSYS(STC,EXITS(IEFUJI,IEFU29,IEFU83,IEFU84,IEFU85,

      IEFUTL,IEFACTRT))

Associated Parmlib Members

The following parmlib members are associated with the SMF Event Capture subtask:

SMFDATA
Provides default configuration options for the SMF Event Capture Function.

SMFTYPE
Provides information about individual SMF record types and subtypes. This member provides a description
for each record type and subtype. Optionally, a program module can be associated with each record type and
subtype. The associated program is called to format the record display.

SVWVDSLB
Provides Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing (DSLB) definitions to capture or suppress SMF records. The DSLB
component collects records that are being written to SMF based on a subscription list. The collected records are
published to one or more subscribing SYSVIEW dynamic SMF log streams.

For more information about these parmlib members, see Event Capture Members.

Start the SMFDATA Subtask

This statement is only valid in the Main Services Address Space.

The SMFDATA Event Capture subtask executes as part of the Main Services Address Space. You can find the address
space initialization statements in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member named SVW$MAIN.

To start the SMFDATA SMF Event Capture subtask, issue the following command:

START SMFDATA
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TCP/IP Data Collection Subtask Setup
The TCP/IP Data Collection subtask helps you monitor and manage TCP/IP definitions through basic discovery and
viewing of TCP/IP configuration data.

For more information about the data that the TCP/IP data collection event collects, the default settings, and why you want
to collect this data, see TCP/IP Data Collection.

Communicate with the TCPDATA Subtask

You can add or modify the SYSVIEW threshold, state, and monitor definitions dynamically.

To add or modify these definitions, use online commands or a MODIFY command to the SYSVIEW Main Services address
space as follows:

MODIFY sysview,MODIFY TCPDATA,RELOAD <MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES> member  

You can write configuration data to the persistent data store using the CHECKPOINT function of the MODIFY command.

To request a checkpoint, add the CHECKPOINT function to the MODIFY command as follows:

 MODIFY sysview,MODIFY TCPDATA,CHECKPOINT <ALL|MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES>

 

Associated Parmlib Members

These parmlib members provide configuration options, monitoring definitions, resource state monitoring definitions:

TCPDATA
- Provides default configuration options for the TCP Data Collector Function.

TCPMON
- Provides monitoring definitions to the TCP Data Collector.

TCPSTATE
- Provides resource state monitoring definitions to the TCP Data Collector.

TCPTHRSH
- Provides threshold monitoring definitions to the TCP Data Collector.

For more information about these parmlib members, see TCP/IP Members.

Start the TCPDATA Subtask

This statement is only valid in the Main Services Address Space.

The TCPDATA subtask executes as part of the Main Services Address Space. You can find the address space
initialization statements in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$MAIN.

To start the TCPDATA subtask, enter:

START TCPDATA

Server Address Space Security Access

The TCP feature includes monitoring for Communications Server resources for TCP/IP and Communications Storage
Manager (CSM). The server uses the Communications Server Network Management Interface (NMI) to gather CSM data.

NOTE

Set the VTAM start option SNAMGMT to yes so that the ISTMGCEH subtask is attached to open the NMI.
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If the VTAM start option SNAMGMT is set to NO:

• Disable the TCP-CSM schedule entry.
• In the TCPVARS parmlib member, code the following values:

 VARIABLE-SET  TCPIP:CSM=DISABLE

 

Security requires superuser authority or access to the following SAF resource:

• Class: SERVAUTH
• Profile or Entity Name: IST.NETMGMT.sysname.SNAMGMT
• Access: Read

Superuser authority is either a UID of 0 or READ access to the BPX.SUPERUSER entity of the FACILITY class.

To specify security requirements for TCP/IP and Communication Storage Manager, see Interfacing with External Security.

Utility Service Subtask Setup
The Utility Service Subtask (UTIL) is a utility service that provides system processes.

Communicate with the UTIL Subtask

You can communicate with the UTIL Subtask by modifying the library caching using the EMPTY, DELETE, COMPRESS,
or SETCACHE subcommands with the UTIL subtask. Use this procedure to empty, delete, compress, or set your cache.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the EMPTY subcommand to empty the library cache of all members as shown in the following command:
MODIFY sysview,MODIFY UTIL,LIBCACHE EMPTY

2. Use the DELETE subcommand to delete a member from the library cache as shown in the following command:
MODIFY sysview,MODIFY UTIL,LIBCACHE DELETE type *|member 

type
Library type

member
Member name

*
Delete all members

3. Use the COMPRESS subcommand to compress the library cache member as shown in the following command:
MODIFY sysview,MODIFY UTIL,LIBCACHE COMPRESS type

interval 

type
Library type or ALL
Specifying ALL compresses all the library types.

interval
Time interval that is specified as hh:mm:ss

*
Uses the default interval
Default: 00:30:00
Minimum: 00:00:01
Maximum: 48:00:00

Any member that has not been accessed within the specified time interval is removed from the cache.
4. Use the SETCACHE subcommand to set the caching option by library type as shown in the following command:
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MODIFY sysview,MODIFY UTIL,LIBCACHE SETCACHE type YES|NO

type
Library type

action
NO - Do not cache members
YES - Cache members
If the caching option is set to NO and members exist in the cache, the members are not retrieved from the cache.

Start the UTIL Subtask

The UTIL subtask starts automatically during the Main Services Address Space initialization. You do not need to include
a START statement in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$MAIN. If an entry is included, an error message is
generated indicating that the subtask has started already. If the subtask has stopped and requires a restart, use the
following z/OS MODIFY command to restart the UTIL subtask:

MODIFY sysview,START UTIL

VTAM Application Monitor Subtask Setup
Set up the VTAM Application Monitor to check the availability of specified VTAM application IDs.

Associated Parmlib Members
APPLMON

Provides default configuration options for the VTAM Application Monitor. The task requires the use of a predefined
APPLID. Sample VTAM definitions have been provided in the sysview.CNM4BSAM member SYSVAPPL .
For detailed information regarding the options, see APPLMON.

Start the APPLMON Subtask

The APPLMON subtask executes as part of Main Services Address Space. Address space initialization statements are
found in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$MAIN.

To start the APPLMON subtask, enter the following command:

START APPLMON

This statement is valid only in the Main Services Address Space.

VTAM Interface Subtask Setup
The VTAM subtask executes as part of the User Interface Address Space. Before you can use SYSVIEW with VTAM, start
the VTAM User Interface subtask.

Sample VTAM definitions are provided in the SYSVAPPL sysview.CNM4BSAM member.

Log on from VTAM

To use SYSVIEW with VTAM, enter SYSVIEW. If an application ID other than SYSVIEW was specified for the APPLID
parameter, use this ID when logging on.

Use the format for the SYSVIEW command for VTAM:

SYSVIEW [DATA(userid)]
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DATA(userid)
Supplies the user ID when logging on to SYSVIEW. If you omit the DATA parameter, you are prompted for your
user ID.

Note the following behavior:

• Pressing any PF key from this display terminates the session.
• Pressing ATTN while in a VTAM session results in termination of the current session.

Cancel Users from the VTAM Interface

Users can be canceled from the VTAM interface by using the MODIFY command. For example, to cancel user ABC from
the VTAM interface, enter the following z/OS command:

F SYSVUSER,MODIFY VTAM,'CANCEL ABC'

Enclose the CANCEL command in single quotation marks.

Start the VTAM Subtask

This statement is valid only in the User Interface Address Space.

The VTAM task executes as part of the User Interface Address Space. Address space initialization statements are found
in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$USER.

To start the VTAM subtask, enter the following command:

START VTAM,parameters 

The values for parameters:

APPLID=applid
Controls the VTAM application ID. This name is used when logging on through VTAM.
Default application ID: SYSVIEW

MAXUSERS=nnn
Controls the maximum number of users that can use the VTAM interface. The MAXUSERS parameter must be a
number from 1 through 500.
Default: 50

eXternal Data Interface (XDI) Subtask Setup
Set up the eXternal Data Interface (XDI) subtask to initialize the eXternal Data Interface. The interface lets external
services access SYSVIEW data.

The XDI subtask performs the following tasks:

• Initializes the eXternal Data Interface
• Reclaims XDI connections as XDI connections terminate

Associated Parmlib Members
SVWXXDI

Provides default configuration options for XDI. For more information, see SVWXXDI.
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Start the XDI Subtask

The XDI subtask executes as part of the User Interface Address Space. The XDI subtask starts automatically when the
User Interface Address Space initializes. If the XDI subtask stops for any reason, you can restart it by issuing the following
z/OS command:
MODIFY sysvuser,START XDI

NOTE
Optionally, you can use the online Address Space Administration command ASADMIN to start the XDI subtask
after the User Interface Address Space has initialized.

XSystem Data Services Subtask Setup
The XSystem data server provides internal cross-system data communication between SYSVIEW tasks operating on
different systems.

The XSystem data server uses CAICCI as a communications protocol. Cross-system CAICCI definitions must be set up
for the XSystem data server to function properly.

Associated Parmlib Member
XSYSTEM

Provides default configuration options for the following functions:

• XSystem Session Services function
• XSystem eXternal Services function
• XSystem data services function

For detailed information regarding the options, see XSYSTEM.

Start the XSDS Subtask

The XSDS subtask starts automatically during the User Interface Address Space initialization. You do not need to include
a START statement in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$USER . If an entry is included, an error message is
generated indicating that the task has started.

This statement is valid in only the User Interface Address Space.

If the subtask has stopped and requires a restart, use the following z/OS MODIFY command to restart the subtask:

MODIFY sysvuser,START XSDS

XSystem eXternal Server Subtask Setup
Set up the XSystem eXternal Server to provide same-system and cross-system session communication between
SYSVIEW and other Broadcom products, such as Vantage GMI.

Before products like Vantage GMI can create a session, the XSXS subtask must be started. The XSystem eXternal
Server uses CAICCI as a communications protocol. CAICCI definitions must be set up that are based on the locations of
SYSVIEW and the communicating external Broadcom product for the XSystem eXternal Server to function properly.

Associated Parmlib Member
XSYSTEM

Provides default configuration options for the following functions:
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• XSystem Session Services function
• XSystem eXternal Services function
• XSystem data services function

For detailed information regarding the options, see XSYSTEM.

Start the XSXS Subtask

The XSXS subtask executes as part of the User Interface Address Space. Address space initialization statements are
found in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$USER .

• To start the XSXS subtask at initialization, add the following statement to the parmlib member:
START XSXS

This statement is valid in only the User Interface Address Space.
• To start the XSXS subtask after the User Interface Address Space has initialized, issue the following z/OS command:

MODIFY sysvuser,START XSXS

XSystem Session Server Subtask Setup
Set up the XSystem Session Server to provide cross-system session communication between SYSVIEW tasks operating
on different systems.

Before you can create a cross-system session, start the XSSS subtask. The XSystem Session Server uses CAICCI as
a communications protocol. The cross-system CAICCI definitions must be set up for the XSystem Session Server to
function properly.

Associated Parmlib Member
XSYSTEM

Provides default configuration options for the following functions:

• XSystem Session Services function
• XSystem eXternal Services function
• XSystem data services function

For detailed information regarding the options, see XSYSTEM.

Start the XSSS Subtask

The XSSS subtask executes as part of the User Interface Address Space. You can find address space initialization
statements in the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SVW$USER .

• To start the XSSS subtask at initialization, add the following statement to the parmlib member:
START XSSS

NOTE
This statement is valid in only the User Interface Address Space.

• To start the XSSS subtask after the User Interface Address Space has initialized, issue the following z/OS command:
MODIFY SYSVUSER,START XSSS

Customization Information
This section contains product customization information.
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GENERAL Section of the DEFAULT Profile
The GENERAL section in the DEFAULT profile contains allocation parameters that are used when SYSVIEW allocates a
data set. You can change these allocation parameters to conform to the installation standards.

For more information about changing the DEFAULT profile, see Securing.

Default Security Group
The security data set on the installation tape contains a security group that defines the default security. This security group
is known as the DEFAULT security group.

The DEFAULT security group defines which commands anyone can use when they are not defined as a member of a
general security group.

The administrator reviews the DEFAULT security group before using SYSVIEW to determine whether the default security
meets the approval of your installation.

The Command Exit
The command exit can modify commands that are entered on the command line of the SYSVIEW product. Commands
that you enter with a PF key can also be modified. SYSVIEW determines whether the command being entered is one of
the following types before it passes the command to the command exit:

• SYSVIEW command
• subcommand
• unknown command

The command exit can alter the command before SYSVIEW acts on it or discards it. The command exit lets you change
the command format of a SYSVIEW command. Also, the command exit lets you change a command from another
software package to a command for SYSVIEW.

Location of the Command Exit

The source for the default command exit module is located in the GSVXCMDX member in the sysview.CNM4BSAM data
set.

How the Command Exit Works

The following list explains how the command exit works:

• A user enters a command on the command line in SYSVIEW.
• SYSVIEW determines the type of command entered.
• SYSVIEW sets register 0 to the command type, sets register 1 to the parameter list, and calls the command exit.
• The command exit looks at and changes the command that is entered by the user, if necessary. The exit then returns

to SYSVIEW.
• SYSVIEW receives and executes the command or subcommand.

NOTE
For more information, see the Register Settings for Indicating Type of Command.

Assemble and Link the Exit

The member ASMCMDX in sysview.CNM4BSAM contains the JCL necessary to assemble and link the GSVXCMDX
module.
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Register Settings for Indicating Type of Command

SYSVIEW uses register 0 to indicate the type of command it has passed.

The possible settings of register 0 are described in the following table:

Register Setting Type of Command

0 SYSVIEW primary command

4 SYSVIEW subcommand

8 Unknown command

Register 1 Settings

Register 1 points to a list of addresses. The following list describes what is contained in each address.

First Address
The first address in the parameter list points to the reply buffer.
The format of the reply buffer is a halfword containing the length of the reply, followed by the reply. The reply can
be 1 - 256 bytes long.
If the command exit updates the reply buffer, the length of the reply is placed in the halfword pointed to by the
reply buffer address. The reply is placed after the halfword containing the length and is limited to 256 bytes.

Second Address
The second address in the parameter list points to a 256-byte temporary work area.

Third Address
The third address in the parameter list points to the full eight-character command name if the command was one
of the SYSVIEW primary commands.
For example: A user has a synonym of LOG for the SYSLOG command and issues the LOG command, then this
parameter contains the characters SYSLOG.
If the command entered is a subcommand of the active command, the parameter contains the full eight-character
subcommand name.
If the command entered is an unknown command, the contents of this parameter are unpredictable.

Fourth Address
The fourth address in the parameter list points to the parameters entered with the command.
The first halfword contains the length of the parameters. The parameters follow the halfword.

Fifth Address
The fifth address in the parameter list points to the default parameters for a command when the following
conditions are true:

• If the command was one of the SYSVIEW primary commands
• If there are any default parameters

The format of the default parameters is a halfword containing the length of the parameters, followed by the
parameters. If there are no default parameters, the length field contains 0.
Users define default parameters in their profiles.

Sixth Address
The sixth address in the parameter list points to the 8-byte user ID of the user who issued the command.
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Seventh Address
The address in the seventh parameter points to a byte describing the application where SYSVIEW is running. The
bits in the byte have the meanings that are shown in the following table:

Setting SYSVIEW Running

X'80' Under TSO

X'40' Under CICS

X'20' As a VTAM application

X'08' Under ISPF

X'04' As a batch program

X'02' Under ROSCOE/ETSO

X'01' Through the application program interface (API)

Eighth Address
The eighth address in the parameter list points to a 4-byte area. This area can be used to save the address of
storage acquired by the command exit. This 4-byte area is cleared to binary zeros before calling the exit for the
first time.

Ninth Address
The ninth address in the parameter list points to a fixed-length mask character.

Tenth Address
The tenth address in the parameter list points to a variable-length mask character.

Settings of Additional Registers

The additional registers that are used with the command exit are explained in the following table:

Register Description

13 Points to a save area to store the registers on entry to the
command exit

14 Contains the return address

15 Contains the entry point address of the command exit

Cache System-Owned Libraries
This optional product feature can cache members that reside in system owned libraries. Caching library members
provides the following benefits:

• Shorter session initialization time
• Enhances the use of the REXX API interface
• Faster read operation - When a library member is cached, subsequent read requests for the same member do not

require I/O or data set allocation. When the read request is satisfied from the cache, the read operation is faster
because the I/O is eliminated.

System-owned libraries are defined in the System Configuration Options member.

How Library Cache is Maintained

The library cache basically maintains itself.
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• When a read request is received for a member, the library cache is reviewed to determine whether it currently contains
the member.
– If the member is found in the cache, its contents are returned from the cache.
– If the member is not found in the cache, the member is read from the data set and stored into the cache.

• The library cache is emptied each time the SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space is started.

View List of Eligible Libraries

Issue the LIBS command to view the list of libraries. The following library types are eligible to be cached:

Library Description

CAPLIB Contains capture scripts

CLISTLIB Contains command lists

HELPLIB Contains product online help system

MAPLIB Contains control block maps

PANELLIB Contains menu panels

PARMLIB Contains parameter definitions

PLOTLIB Contains predefined plots

XMLLIB Contains product XML data

View Library Cache Contents

You can view the library cache by issuing the following command:

LIBCACHE

If you do not want to participate in library caching, set your profile option accordingly:

SET LIBCACHE YES|NO

Compress Members from Library Cache

Compress the library cache to remove those members that are not actively being used.

To compress unused members, use any of the following methods

• Use the LIBCACHE COMPRESS subcommand as follows:

 COMPRESS type interval

• Issue a console operator command as follows:

MODIFY sysview,MODIFY UTIL,LIBCACHE COMPRESS type interval

• Use a SYSVIEW Scheduler event to compress the library cache automatically. See the example provided in
sysview.CNM4BPRM(SCHDLIBC).

Remove All Members from Cache

To remove all members from cache, use either of the following methods:

• From the LIBCACHE command, enter the DELETE line command on the desired members. Use the FILL command or
block line commands to enter the DELETE line command on multiple lines.

• Use the LIBCACHE EMPTY subcommand as follows:
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EMPTY

• Issue a console operator command as follows:
MODIFY sysview,MODIFY UTIL,LIBCACHE EMPTY

Delete a Member from Cache

When caching is active, a read request is satisfied from the cache. After you update a library member, delete the member
from the active cache so that you can use the new or updated member.

To delete a member from cache, use either of the following methods

• From the LIBCACHE command, enter the DELETE line command on the desired member.
• Use the LIBCACHE DELETE subcommand as follows:

DELETE type member

• Issue a console operator command as follows:
MODIFY sysview,MODIFY UTIL,LIBCACHE DELETE type member

NOTE
The member is reloaded into the cache the next time the member is requested.

Set System Owned Libraries for Caching

The parmlib member sysview.CNM4BPRM(OPTIONS) contains the initial configuration settings for library caching.

To set which library types to cached, use any of the following methods

• Use the following configuration options to control the caching of each library type:

Option Default

LibCache-Caplib Yes

LibCache-Clistlib Yes

LibCache-Helplib Yes

LibCache-Maplib No

LibCache-Panellib Yes

LibCache-Parmlib Yes

LibCache-Plotlib Yes

LibCache-Xmllib Yes

• Use the LIBCACHE SETCACHE subcommand as follows:
SETCACHE type YES|NO

• Issue a console operator command as follows:
MODIFY sysview,MODIFY UTIL,LIBCACHE SETCACHE YES|NO

SDSFMIGRATE Option Environment
The SDSFMIGRATE option lets users work in an environment similar to SDSF while they are becoming accustomed to
the SYSVIEW environment and command structure. After they work with SYSVIEW, users can turn off SDSFMIGRATE
option and can experience the full potential and flexibility of the environment.
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Activate SDSFMIGRATE to Migrate from SDSF

SYSVIEW provides an SDSFMIGRATE option to help you migrate from the IBM SDSF product to SYSVIEW.

The SDSFMIGRATE option does the following tasks:

• Defines a Primary Option Menu that contains a menu option that shows SDSF commands
• Allows users to enter most SDSF primary commands
• Allows users to enter most SDSF line commands

The SDSF Primary Option Menu is in the MENUSDSF member of the sysview.CNM4BPNL data set.

To activate the SDSFMIGRATE option:

• A user can enter the SET SDSFMIGRATE ON command.
• A SYSVIEW administrator can change the DEFAULT profile when the product is first installed.

Change the DEFAULT Profile Member

Only SYSVIEW administrators can change the DEFAULT profile member.

To change the SDSFMIGRATE option in the DEFAULT profile member, enter the following commands:

• PROFILE CHANGE DEFAULT
• SET SDSFMIGRATE ON

Masking Characters for the SDSFMIGRATE Option

When the SDSFMIGRATE option is turned on:

• The fixed-length masking character is set to a percent sign (%)
• The variable-length masking character is set to an asterisk (*)

When you turn off the option, these settings remain the same; they are not reset to the SYSVIEW defaults.

The SDSF Command Exit

The SDSF command exit:

• Translates SDSF commands to the corresponding commands in this product
• Lets users enter most SDSF primary commands

The source for the default exit is located in the GSVXSDSX member of the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set. The JCL
in member ASMSDSFX in the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set can be used to assemble the exit when changes are
necessary.

NOTE

Modifications to the MENUSDSF panel and the GSVXSDSX module are the responsibility of the site.

Customize the Components, Options, and Monitoring
The articles in this section describe customization tasks that you can perform after installation to let the components,
options, and monitoring perform to your specific instructions.

Define Datacom Address Spaces for Monitoring
The list of Datacom/DB address spaces that SYSVIEW uses for monitoring is obtained using the following methods:
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• Dynamically from a list of active jobs
• From a list of jobs, if any, that are defined in the DATACOM PARMLIB member of SYSVIEW

To define address spaces in the DATACOM Names Table, follow the instructions in the DATACOM PARMLIB member.

Defining Datacom jobs in the DATACOM PARMLIB member is not required. When you do not define Datacom jobs in
this member, you can view only the status of active Datacom address spaces. To view the status of active and inactive
Datacom jobs, define those jobs in the DATACOM Names Table in the DATACOM PARMLIB member. SYSVIEW indicates
the status of all Datacom jobs that are defined in the DATACOM PARMLIB member, even if they are inactive.

NOTE
The DATACOM PARMLIB member contains other relevant information about the SYSVIEW Datacom Option.

Integrate with SYSVIEW for Db2
If you have a site license for the SYSVIEW for Db2 component, you can define SYSVIEW for Db2 connections. These
connections enable you to display data for monitored Db2 subsystems. To define the SYSVIEW for Db2 component:

1. Access the SVWLDB2 parmlib member.
2. Review the configuration instructions for the SVWLDB2 parmlib member.
3. Update the following two parameters of the SVWLDB2 parmlib member, basing your updates on the settings in Xnet:

– XNET-PassTicketApplId
– XNET-Port

NOTE

• During Xnet configuration, do not encrypt Xnet communications using the IBM z/OS Communication
Server AT-TLS feature. When the Database Management Data Service is installed and AT-TLS is
activated for Xnet, existing Xnet clients fail.

• Be sure that SYSVIEW for DB2, Database Management Solutions for Db2 Xmanager, and Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Xnet are installed and configured and Database Management Solutions
for Db2 Xnet is started.

• Ensure you configured Database Management Solutions for Db2 Xnet to use PassTickets and the
required PassTicket setup has occurred with the External Security package.

1. Access the SVWLDB2 parmlib member. 2. Review the configuration instructions in for the SVWLDB2 parmlib
member here. 3. Update the following two parameters and base your updates on the settings in Xnet: XNET-
PassTicketApplId XNET-Port These parameters are maintained in the SVWLDB2 parmlib.

The SYSVIEW for Db2 connections are defined.

Integrate with Roscoe
By integrating SYSVIEW with Roscoe® Interactive Environment (Roscoe), you can display information about executing
Roscoe jobs from a SYSVIEW session. Use the following procedure to install and starts the Roscoe monitor.

1. Add the monitor routine name to the Roscoe startup parameters. Add the following line to the Roscoe startup
parameters for each Roscoe job to monitor:
RUN=GSV

2. Add the SYSVIEW load library as a STEPLIB and a TASKLIB to the Roscoe jobs to monitor.
This step makes the monitor routine GSVRRMIR module and its alias RSSCGSV0 accessible to these jobs.

3. Add an entry in the Roscoe ROSXINIT module to start the GSV monitor automatically, and an entry in the ROSXTERM
module to terminate the monitor automatically.
The format of the ROSXINIT entry is:
<label> ROSX GSVRGSVI,MON

The format of the ROSXTERM entry is:
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<label> ROSX GSVRGSVT,MON

<label>
Any label or it can be omitted.

NOTE
Member ROSXINIT and ROSXTERM must be assembled into the Roscoe load library using USERMODs
MRO601B and MRO601C that are in the Roscoe SAMPJCL.

You can also use the GSV command from a Roscoe session to manually start, stop, or display the status of the
monitor:

GSV START
Starts the monitor (Default if GSV is entered without a parameter).

GSV STOP
Stops the monitor.

GSV STATUS
Displays the status of the monitor.

4. To view Roscoe response times, add the following line to the Roscoe startup parameters for each job to monitor:
RTM=YES

After monitoring is started, use the SYSVIEW ROSLIST command to display the status of all monitored Roscoe jobs.

Set Up the VTAM Application Monitor
The VTAM Application Monitor task APPLMON monitors VTAM applications from the main product address space. You
can use this feature after setting up the VTAM application monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. Set startup parameters for APPLMON in the SYSVIEW VTAM Application Monitor Table in the APPLMON parameter
library member.

2. Review the instructions and details are provided there for defining the following startup parameters:
APPLID name

Defines the VTAM APPL name that the APPLMON task uses to communicate with VTAM.  This statement must
be supplied.

INTERVAL secs
Defines the monitor interval.

MONITOR name descr
Defines the name of a VTAM application to monitor. Supply one MONITOR statement.

3. Issue the APPLMON command to view a summary of VTAM applications monitored by APPLMON.
4. On the VTAM Application Monitor display, add or delete applications from the table of monitored applications.

System Overview Information Area in Command and Menu Displays
The System Overview information consists of a select group of metrics and conditions on the present status of your z/OS
system. You can display this set of statistics in the information area on SYSVIEW command and menu displays that are
defined as overview capable. Alternatively, you can display this information in a cross-system view showing multiple z/OS
images by issuing the SYSTEMS command. Issue the OVERCMDS command to define which command displays contain
this System Overview information.
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Sample Overview Information Area

The following sample screen demonstrates how the System Overview information displays with easy drill-down
capabilities:

Each menu optionally includes an information section keyword that requests the display of the System Overview
information.

CNM4BPNL(OVERVIEW) - Define the Overview

The sysview.CNM4BPNL(OVERVIEW) data set defines the overview menu system.

Example: sysview.CNM4BPNL(OVERVIEW) data set

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+

TSystem Overview Menu

IOverviewRealtimeLong

HOption Description

 _      Menu - System status

 _      Menu - Job resource usage overview

 _      Menu - Overview resource plots

The format of the data is as follows:

Column 01 Panel Line Type

T Menu title - Only one title record is allowed and must precede all other record types.

I Info line (columns 2:12 is an information keyword) - Up to six information records are allowed and
they must follow any title record and must precede any header or data records.

H Header line - Up to four header records are allowed and they must follow any title record and information
records and must precede any data records.

F Data header (floating header line) - Data header records are scrollable data records that display with the
screen header line attribute.
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A Highlighted data line with input fields

blank Data line with input fields

E Highlighted data line without input fields

D Data line without input fields

* Comments

Control the Display of Real-Time and Interval Data

The following information line keywords control the display of real-time and interval data:

• OverviewRealtime
• OverviewInterval
• OverviewRealtimeLong (same as OverviewRealTime)
• OverviewIntervalLong (same as OverviewInterval)
• OverviewRealtimeShort
• OverviewIntervalShort

Library Members
The articles in this section contain information about SYSVIEW library members.

Control Statements in Parameter Members
The use of control statements within parameter or text-based source members provides enhanced functionality in
definitions.

• Include data from other members and data sets
• Conditional inclusion or exclusion using )IF statement

– Variety of IF expression operators
– Symbolic variables can be used within expressions

• Substitution using symbols variables
– System defined symbolic variables
– SYSVIEW defined symbolic variables
– User-defined symbolic variables

Control statements begin with the ')' character. All control statements must begin in column 1. The exception to this rule
is )IF and )ENDIF. These statements can begin in any column that allows the indenting to show the hierarchy of IF logic.

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+

| )IF         expression

| )ENDIF

|

| )IFTEST

|

| )IFON

| )IFOFF

|

| )END

| )EOF

|

| )SKIP
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| )ENDSKIP

|

| )INCLUDE     member <dataset-name> <options>

|

| )INCLUDEON

| )INCLUDEOFF

|

| )SUBCNTLON

| )SUBCNTLOFF

|

| )SUBDATAON

| )SUBDATAOFF

|

| )ADDSYMBOL    symbol value <options>

| )DELSYMBOL    symbol

| )DROPSYMBOLS  <options>

|

| )LJUST

| )NOLJUST

|

| )UPCASE

| )NOUPCASE

|

| )ECHO

| )NOECHO

|

| )ECHOWTO

| )NOECHOWTO

|

| )DEBUG

|

| )JOBCARD

|

Evaluate IF Expression

The )IF control statement can be used to include or exclude statements that are contained within an )IF )ENDIF structure.
If the expression evaluates to TRUE value, the statements between the )IF and )ENDIF is included for processing.

Syntax: )IF expression

Typically an expression is in the following format:

      )IF parm1 operator parm2

Example:

                                                    Evaluated

                                                    Expression

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5  ----------

| )IF    a = b                                      False

|

| )IF    abcd EQ 'abcd'                             True

|

| )IF    c'a' = A                                   False
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|

| )IF    AbcD EQ ABCD                               True

|

| )IF    c'AbcD' EQ AbcD                            False

| 

| )IF    '100' EQ 00100                             True

|

Expression evaluation rules:

• If an expression parameter contains blanks, it must be enclosed in single quotes.
• If the expression parameters are alpha-numeric, parm1 and parm2 are uppercased before to comparison. The case of

a parameter is respected only if the parameters are enclosed in: c'value'
• Expression parameters can contain predefined keywords that are evaluated at run time.
• Expression parameters can contain symbolic substitution variables that are evaluated at run time.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

IF Expression Operators
Operator           Description

----------------   ---------------------------------------------

EQ                 Equals

=

NE                 Not equal or does not equal

<>

¬=

^=

LT                 Less than

<

GT                 Greater than

>

LE                 Less than or equal to

<=

GE                 Greater than or equal to

>=

CONTAINS           Parameter 1 contains parameter 2

CN                

                   Example: )IF 'SYSA SYSB SYSC' CN &SYSNAME

NOTCONTAINS        Parameter 1 does not contain parameter 2

NC

                   Example: )IF 'SYSA SYSB SYSC' NC &SYSNAME

INGROUP            Parameter 1 is in logical group/type/instance

IN

                   Syntax:  )IF parm1 IN group/type/instance
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                            )IF parm1 IN group.instance/type

                   Example: )IF &SYSNAME IN PROD/SYSNAME

NOTINGROUP         Parameter 1 is NOT in logical group/type/instance

NI

                   Syntax:  )IF parm1 NI group/type/instance

                            )IF parm1 NI group.instance/type

                   Example: )IF &SYSNAME NI PROD/SYSNAME

Predefined Parameter 1 Keywords
Keyword           Description

----------------  ---------------------------------------------

TRUE              Constant value evaluated as TRUE

FALSE             Constant value evaluated as FALSE

ACTIVE            Evaluated as TRUE if the jobname specified  

JOBACTIVE         as parameter 2 is active.

                  Example: )IF ACTIVE = CICSPROD

INACTIVE          Evaluated as TRUE if the jobname specified

JOBINACTIVE       as parameter 2 is inactive.

                  Example: )IF INACTIVE = CICSPROD

FEATURE           The FEATURE keyword evaluates the feature 

                  code specified as parameter 2. It evaluates 

                  whether the specified feature code is enabled.

 

                  Example: )IF FEATURE = CICS

 

                  If the option 'Option-CICS Yes' was specified 

                  in the system configuration options member, 

                  then the expression is evaluated as TRUE. 

                  Otherwise, FALSE.

 

                  Valid feature codes:

                  Feature       Code Synonyms

                  ------------  ---------------------------------

                  CAPTURE

                  CEAPM         WILY, APM

                  CICS

                  CTG

                  DATACOM

                  DB2

                  HCHECKER      HCHECK

                  IMS

                  JVM

                  MIM

                  MVS           Z/OS, ZOS

                  ROSCOE

                  SERVER

                  TCP/IP        TCPIP, TCP
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                  USS

                  WEBMQ         MQSERIES

                  XSYSTEM

                  All other values when used with an EQUAL 

                  operator are evaluated as FALSE.

Keyword Substitution Values
Keyword           Description

----------------  ---------------------------------------------

BUILD             The SYSVIEW software build value.

CICS              The CICS release.

                  The CICS release value is only from within 

                  the CICS data collector that runs in a CICS 

                  address space. Using the CICS keyword as part 

                  of an )IF statement allows you to control 

                  settings by CICS release.

                  The release is in the following format: nnnn

                     Release   CICS TS

                     -------   -------

                     0680      TS 5.1

                     0690      TS 5.2

                     0700      TS 5.3

                     0710      TS 5.4

                     0720      TS 5.5

                     0730      TS 5.6

                  Example:

                  ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+

                  | )IF CICS = 0720

                  | add specific data for CICS TS 5.5 regions

                  | )ENDIF

DAY               The current day of week.

                  Example: MONDAY, TUESDAY, etc.

GROUP             The SYSVIEW security group.

SECGROUP

HOUR              The current hour of the day.

                  Example: 00 to 23

INTERACTIVE       The value TRUE or FALSE is substituted 

                  dynamically for the keyword depending on 

                  whether the active session is defined to be 

                  an interactive session.

                  If the session is interactive, then TRUE, 

                  otherwise FALSE. Interactive sessions are 

                  session where an user is interacting with a 

                  keyword. These include:

                     CICS

                     ISPF

                     LCL3270D

                     ROSCOE

                     TSO

                     VTAM

INTERFACE        The current CA SYSVIEW interface type is 

                 substituted dynamically for the keyword.
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                 Possible values are:

                 User

                 Sessions   Tasks      Utilities

                 --------   --------   ---------

                 API        AMSTASK    PROFCONV

                 BATCH      APPLMON    SECUCONV

                 CICS       AUDIT      SECUREPT

                 ISPF       CAPTCNTL   SRCHUTIL

                 LCL3270D   CAPTURE    UTILITY

                 ROSCOE     CICSCNTL   UTILTASK

                 SERVER     CICSDATA

                 TSO        CICSLOGR

                 VTAM       DATALIB

                            ENFTASK

                            GETJOBID

                            HCHKTASK

                            HCKX

                            IMSCQS

                            IMSDATA

                            IMSLOGR

                            IMSSPOC

                            JOBS

                            JVMDATA

                            MAIN

                            MQSDATA

                            MVSDATA

                            ROSCSAMP

                            SCHEDULR

                            SERVER

                            SERVSEC

                            SMFDATA

                            TCPDATA

                            TCPGATEW

                            VTAMCNTL

                            XSDS

                            XSMS

                            XSSI

                            XSSS

                            XSXI

                            XSXS

JES2             The value TRUE or FALSE is substituted 

                 dynamically for the keyword depending on 

                 whether the primary JES subsystem is JES2.

                 If the JES subsystem is JES2, then TRUE else 

                 FALSE.

JES3             The value TRUE or FALSE is substituted 

                 dynamically for the keyword depending on 

                 whether the primary JES subsystem is JES3.

                 If the JES subsystem is JES3, then TRUE else 

                 FALSE.

JOBNAME          The jobname where the SYSVIEW session is 

                 executing. If running in a CICS address space, 

                 the jobname is that of the CICS address space.
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MONTH            The current month of year.

                 Example: JANUARY, FEBRUARY, etc.

NONINTERACTIVE   The value TRUE or FALSE is substituted 

NOTINTERACTIVE   dynamically for the keyword depending on 

                 whether the active session is defined to be an 

                 interactive session. If the session is not 

                 interactive, then TRUE else FALSE.

QMGR             The name of a IBM MQ queue manager.

RELEASE          The current SYSVIEW software release.

SSID             The SYSVIEW subsystem ID.

SMFID            The SMF ID.

SPLEVEL          The SP level of the operating system.

SYSNAME          The system name.

SYSPLEX          The name of the sysplex.

TASKID           The task ID for the executing task.

CICSLOGR         Active tasks and task IDs can be viewed

IMSLOGR          using the CA SYSVIEW ASADMIN command.

USERID           The userid for the session.

Examples:

In the following examples, all the )IF statements should have a corresponding )ENDIF. However, some of the )ENDIF
statements were omitted for readability.

  ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5

| )IF a = b

|    If the above IF is evaluated to be true,

|    these statement will be included.

| )ENDIF

|

| )IF JOBNAME  EQ SYSVUSER

| )IF &JOBNAME EQ SYSVUSER

|

| )IF INTERACTIVE

| )IF INTERACTIVE EQ TRUE

|

| )IF NOTINTERACTIVE

| )IF NOTINTERACTIVE EQ TRUE

|

| )IF JES2

| )IF JES2 EQ TRUE

| )IF JES3

| )IF JES3 EQ TRUE

|

| )IF ACTIVE        CICSPROD

| )IF ACTIVE     EQ CICSPROD

| )IF JOBACTIVE  EQ CICSPROD

|

| )IF INACTIVE      CICSPROD

| )IF INACTIVE    = CICSPROD

| )IF JOBINACTIVE = CICSPROD

|

| )IF FEATURE     = WEBMQ

|
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| )IF CICS = 0720

|

| )IF INTERFACE = TSO

|

| )IF RELEASE = 16.0

|

| )IF SSID = GSVX

|

| )IF SMFID  = SYSA

| )IF &SMFID = SYSA

|

| )IF SPLEVEL  = SP7.2.3

| )IF &SPLEVEL = SP7.2.3

|

| )IF SYSNAME  = SYSTEMA

| )IF &SYSNAME = SYSTEMA

|

| )IF SYSPLEX  = PLEX1

| )IF &SYSPLEX = PLEX1

|

Example STARTCMD parmlib member:

  ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5

| )IF SYSNAME = MVSPROD

|

|    )IF JOBINACTIVE = CICSPROD

|       START CICSPROD

|    )ENDIF

|

| )ENDIF

|

| )IF SYSNAME = MVSTEST

|

|    )IF JOBACTIVE = CICSDEV

|       MODIFY CICSDEV,CEMT I TAS

|    )ENDIF

|

| )ENDIF

|

END of )IF Statement

The )ENDIF control statement must be paired with an )IF statement. It defines the end of the )IF )ENDIF structure.

Example:

  ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5

| )IF a = b

|    If the above IF is evaluated to be true,

|    these statements are included.

| )ENDIF

|
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TEST IF Expression

The )IFTEST control statement can be used to test and show the results of an expression without performing additional
actions to include or exclude data records.

IMPORTANT
Do not code an )ENDIF control statement to correspond with an )IFTEST control statement. If you are using
the )IFTEST control statement, you must also code the )DEBUG control statement as a prior statement to
produce debugging information.

For online sessions, you can view debugging information using the SYSVIEW LISTLOG command.

Debugging information within a CICS address space is written to the GSVCLOG DDname.

Example:

  ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5

| )DEBUG

| )ADDSYMBOL SystemNames 'SYSA SYSB'

| )IFTEST '&SystemNames' CN &SYSNAME

|

Debugging information produced:

  ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5

| TESTIF : 0001 : CONTROL      : )DEBUG

| TESTIF : 0002 : CONTROL      : )ADDSYMBOL SystemNames 'SYSA SYSB'

| TESTIF : 0003 : ORIGINAL     : )IFTEST '&SystemNames' CN &SYSNAME

| TESTIF : 0003 : SUBSTITUTION : )IFTEST 'SYSA SYSB' CN SYSA

| TESTIF : 0003 : CONTROL      : )IFTEST 'SYSA SYSB' CN SYSA

| TESTIF : 0003 : IF Parm1     : SYSA SYSB

| TESTIF : 0003 : IF Operator  : CN

| TESTIF : 0003 : IF Parm2     : SYSA

| TESTIF : 0003 : IF Result    : TRUE

|

Set IF Processing On or Off

The )IFON and )IFOFF control statements provide a mechanism for controlling whether an embedded )IF control
statement is processed.

A possible need for this set of control statements arises if you want to use the string ')IF' in a help member as the first
word in a line. If )IF processing is active, an attempt is made to process the statement.

Logical End Of File

The )END and )EOF control statements provide a method of creating a logical end of file in a member. All data or records
that are found after the logical end of file are ignored.

Skip Data Records

The )SKIP and )ENDSKIP control statements provide a method of skipping or ignoring data records contained between
the )SKIP and )ENDSKIP control statements.

Dynamic Member Inclusion

The )INCLUDE control statement let you include or copy other members into the existing data stream at the current record
location.
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Syntax: )INCLUDE member   <dataset-name>  <MSG>   <DSNREQ>

                                          <NOMSG>

member         - member name to be included.

dataset-name   - The data set of the member name specified. If 

                 the data set name is not specified, the member 

                 is included from the current data set. The 

                 following special keywords are available to 

                 dynamically insert a data set name or create 

                 a concatenated data set list:

                 Keyword          Description

                 -------------    -------------------------------

                 USER             Use the optional data set name 

                                  defined in the user profile 

                                  for the current library type.

 

                 SITE             Use the optional site data set 

                                  that is defined in the system 

                                  configuration options parmlib 

                                  member.

 

                 SYSTEM           Use the system data set that 

                                  is defined in the system 

                                  configuration options parmlib 

                                  member.

 

                 SITESYSTEM       Concatenate the following data 

                 SITE.SYSTEM      sets to search for the specified 

                 *                member name:

                         

                                  * Optional site data set that 

                                    is defined in the system 

                                    configuration option parmlib 

                                    member.

                                  * The system data set that is 

                                    defined in the system 

                                    configuration options parmlib 

                                    member.

 

                 USERSITE         Concatenate the following data 

                 USER.SITE        sets to search for the 

                                  specified member name:  

                 

                                  * Optional data set defined in 

                                    the user profile for the 

                                    current library type.       

                                  * Optional site data set that 

                                    is defined in the system 

                                    configuration options 

                                    parmlib member.

 

                 USERSYSTEM       Concatenate the following data 
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                 USER.SYSTEM      sets to search for the specified 

                                  member name:

                                  * Optional data set defined in 

                                    the user profile for the 

                                    current library type.

                                  * The system data set that is 

                                    defined in the system 

                                    configuration options parmlib 

                                    member.       

MSG            - Issue an error message if the member is not found.

NOMSG          - Do not issue an error message if the member is not 

                 found.

DSNREQ         - Indicate that the data set name must be present 

                 in the )INCLUDE statement, which is useful when 

                 using a substitution variable for a data set 

                 name. If the substitution data set name is blank, 

                 the statement will appear as a normal member 

                 include with no data set. This parameter causes 

                 the member include to be skipped in this 

                 circumstance.

Set Include Processing On or Off

The )INCLUDEON and )INCLUDEOFF control statements provide a mechanism for controlling whether an
embedded )INCLUDE control statement is processed.

Set Symbolic Variable Substitution On or Off for Control Statements

The )SUBCNTLON and )SUBCNTLOFF control statements provide a mechanism for controlling whether symbolic variable
substitution occurs on control statements that follow.

Set Symbolic Variable Substitution On or Off for Data Records

The )SUBDATAON and )SUBDATAOFF control statements provide a mechanism for controlling whether symbolic variable
substitution occurs on data records that follow.

Define Symbolic Variable Substitution with Value

The )ADDSYMBOL control statement allows the definition of a symbolic variable with an associated value. The defined
symbolic variable can then be used within the member or elsewhere within the user session.

Syntax: )ADDSYMBOL symbol value <options>

symbol     - The name of the symbolic variable to be defined.

           - The name must be from 1 to 32 characters in length.

           - The first character must be A-Z, @, #, or $.

           - Remaining characters can also include 0-9 and "_" 

             (underscore).

           - The name cannot start with the reserved prefixes 

             of SYS or G$ nor can the name duplicate an existing 

             name.
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           - Symbolic variable names are case insensitive.

Options:

SESSION  - Define a symbol that persists until deleted or 

           session end.

LOCAL    - Define a symbol local to the current member. A defined 

           local symbol is available to other members included 

           at a lower level, but not available 

           to members at a higher level in an inclusion process. 

           A local symbol is deleted automatically during end of 

           file processing of the member in which it was defined.

MEMBER   - Define a symbol that will exist for the duration of 

           the logical member. The symbol is deleted automatically 

           during the end of file processing of the originating 

           member. MEMBER is the default.

Delete Symbolic Variable

The )DELSYMBOL control statement allows the user to delete a symbolic variable that has been added.

Syntax: )DELSYMBOL symbol

symbol    - The name of the symbolic variable to be deleted.

Drop Defined Symbolic Variables

The )DROPSYMBOLS control statement allows the user to drop or delete those symbolic variables that have been
defined.

Syntax: )DROPSYMBOLS <options>

LOCAL    - Delete all symbols that were defined with the "LOCAL" 

           option in the current member.

MEMBER   - Delete all symbols that were defined within the 

           logical member. 

           MEMBER is the default.

Left Justify Data Records

The )LJUST and )NOLJUST control statements provide a mechanism for controlling whether data records are left justified
or not before processing.

This function can be useful when working with parameter library members that require data to be in fixed columns.

A user can use indentation inside an )IF statement. Performing left justification forces the data line to begin in column 1.

Upper Case Data Records

The )UPCASE and )NOUPCASE control statements provides a method of uppercasing data records that follow.

Echo the Resulting Data after Processing

The )ECHO and )NOECHO control statements provides a method of displaying the resulting data records that are used
after the processing of statements such as )IF and )INCLUDE.

For online sessions or SYSVIEW tasks, you can view the resulting data using the LISTLOG command.

For CICS address spaces, the resulting data is written to the GSVCLOG DDname.
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Echo the Resulting Data after Processing using WTO

The )ECHOWTO and )NOECHOWTO control statements provides a method of displaying the resulting data records that
are used after the processing of statements such as )IF and )INCLUDE.

The resulting data is displayed using a WTO, which writes messages to the console or job log.

Activate Parameter Library Member Debugging

The )DEBUG control statement provides a method of dynamically activating debugging for a parameter library member.

You can view debugging information for online sessions or SYSVIEW tasks using the LISTLOG command.

Debugging information within a CICS address space is written to the GSVCLOG DDname.

Example:

  ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7

| )DEBUG

| )ADDSYMBOL SystemNames 'SYSA SYSB'

|

| )IF '&SystemNames' CN &SYSNAME

|   Yes, '&SystemNames' contains &SYSNAME

| )ENDIF

|

| )IF 'AbCd' EQ c'AbCd'

|   This IF statement should fail

| )ENDIF

|

| )EOF

|

Debugging information produced:

  ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7

| TESTIF : 001 : CONTROL      : )DEBUG

| TESTIF : 002 : CONTROL      : )ADDSYMBOL SystemNames 'SYSA SYSB'

| TESTIF : 003 : BLANK        :

| TESTIF : 004 : ORIGINAL     : )IF '&SystemNames' CN &SYSNAME

| TESTIF : 004 : SUBSTITUTION : )IF 'SYSA SYSB' CN SYSA

| TESTIF : 004 : CONTROL      : )IF 'SYSA SYSB' CN SYSA

| TESTIF : 004 : IF Parm1     : SYSA SYSB

| TESTIF : 004 : IF Operator  : CN

| TESTIF : 004 : IF Parm2     : SYSA

| TESTIF : 004 : IF Result    : TRUE

| TESTIF : 005 : ORIGINAL     : Yes, '&SystemNames' contains &SYSNAME

| TESTIF : 005 : SUBSTITUTION : Yes, 'SYSA SYSB' contains SYSA

| TESTIF : 006 : CONTROL      : )ENDIF

| TESTIF : 007 : BLANK        :

| TESTIF : 008 : CONTROL      : )IF 'AbCd' EQ c'AbCd'

| TESTIF : 008 : IF Parm1     : AbCd

| TESTIF : 008 : IF Operator  : EQ

| TESTIF : 008 : IF Parm2     : AbCd

| TESTIF : 008 : IF Result    : FALSE

| TESTIF : 009 : EXCLUDE      : This IF statement should fail

| TESTIF : 010 : CONTROL      : )ENDIF

| TESTIF : 011 : BLANK        :
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| TESTIF : 012 : END-OF-FILE  : )EOF

|

Insert Jobcard Statements

The )JOBCARD control statement provides a method of inserting a set of jobcard JCL statements into a parameter library
member.

The set of jobcard statements is defined and viewed using the JOBCARD command.

Syntax: )JOBCARD <UJOBCORR 'user job correlation'>

UJOBCORR         - An optional keyword value pair that inserts   

                   the specified UJOBCORR value into the pre-defined

                   set of jobcard statements.                        

 

                   The UJOBCORR value has a maximum of 32 characters.

                   If the value contains embedded blanks, it must    

                   be enclosed in quotes.                           

CNM4BCAP - CAPLIB Members
The following table describes the member contents of the CAPLIB data set with the suffix CNM4BCAP:

Member Description

ALLOCERR Test capture data set allocation failure
CAPMAINT Capture index maintenance
CICSMAIL Capture to drive the CICS alerts email template.
COMMON Capture common storage usage.
CPU Capture CPU usage
DIAGCICS Diagnostics - CICS
DIAGDB2 Diagnostics - DB2
DIAGDLM Diagnostics - Datalib
DIAGIMS Diagnostics - IMS
DIAGJES2 Diagnostics - JES2
DIAGJVM Diagnostics - JVM
DIAGMQS Diagnostics - WebMQ
DIAGMVS Diagnostics - z/OS
DIAGSMF Diagnostics - RMF/SMF
DIAGTCP Diagnostics - TCP/IP
DIAGWILY Capture Cross-Enterprise APM Information
DIAG0000 Diagnostics - Overview
GSVOMAIL Capture to drive the JVM alerts email template.
GSVOZCN Diagnostics - z/OS Connect
GSVXTSD Time Series Data and CCS Data Mover information
GSVXXDI Diagnostics - eXternal Data Interface (XDI)
GSVYCTG Diagnostics - CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG)
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Member Description

GSVYSOS CICS Short On Storage
HCOWNER Health Check by owner
IMSMAIL Capture to drive the IMS alerts email template.
JESSPOOL Capture JES2 spool usage.
JOBCPUP Capture CPU usage for the specified job.
MATCICS Start a monitor session for a CICS transaction in MAT.

Triggered from a CICS transaction threshold.
MATMVS Start a monitor session for a job in MAT.

Triggered from an MVS job-related threshold.
MQSMAIL Capture to drive the MQ alerts email template.
MVP001 Check List Items For MVP Program - Alerts and exceptions
MVP002 Check List Items For MVP Program - Event Capture 002
MVP003 Check List Items For MVP Program - Event Capture 003
MVP004 Check List Items For MVP Program - Event Capture 004
MVP005 Check List Items For MVP Program - Event Capture 005
MVP006 Check List Items For MVP Program - Event Capture 006
MVP007 Check List Items For MVP Program - Event Capture 007
MVP008 Check List Items For MVP Program - Event Capture 008
MVP009 Check List Items For MVP Program - Event Capture 009
MVP010 Check List Items For MVP Program - Event Capture 010
MVP011 Check List Items For MVP Program - Event Capture 011
MVP012 Check List Items For MVP Program - Event Capture 012
MVSMAIL Capture to drive the z/OS alerts email template.
OVERVIEW Capture system overview.
STORAGE Capture storage usage.
TCPMAIL Capture to drive the TCP/IP alerts email template.
TRITCICS See the MATCICS description.
TRITMVS See the MATMVS description.

CNM4BCLS - CLISTLIB Members
The following table describes the member contents of the CLISTLIB data set with the suffix CNM4BCLS.

Member Description
$GMXAPI CLIST executed during the initialization the GMI interface
$SMXAPI CLIST executed during the initialization the MSM
$WTXAPI CLIST executed during the initialization the C-E APM Agent
APPLSTAT CLIST called from ALERTS command
ASILOST CLIST called from ALERTS command
ASITSO CLIST called from ALERTS command
CAMAT CLIST to schedule a MAT event
CPUP CLIST called from ALERTS command
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CPUPLPAR CLIST called from ALERTS command
DEVSERV CLIST called from ALERTS command
HELPCICS Select topics for CICS
HELPDCOM Select topics for DATACOM
HELPIMS Select topics for IMS
HELPMQS Select topics for MQ
HELPUSS Select topics for USS
HELPWLM Select topics for WLM
IMSLIST CLIST used by the IMSLIST line commands
IMSSTAT CLIST called from ALERTS command
JESSTGP CLIST called from ALERTS command
JESSTGU CLIST called from ALERTS command
JOB CLIST called from ALERTS command
JOBCPUP CLIST called from ALERTS command
JOBSREQ Jobs required to be active
JOBSTAT CLIST called from ALERTS command
MQCHINDT CLIST called from ALERTS command
MQCHSTAT CLIST called from ALERTS command
MQQGETST CLIST called from ALERTS command
MQQPUTST CLIST called from ALERTS command
MQSTATUS CLIST called from ALERTS command
NODESTAT CLIST called from ALERTS command
PFDUMP Example CLIST member to establish a PF key as a point and

shoot storage dump function
PFRECALL Example CLIST member to establish a PF key as a recall key
PRNTTOP1 Print information and how-to topics
PRNTTOP2 Print command reference manual
PRNTTOP3 Print all help topics
PRNTTOP4 Print message reference manual
PRNTTOP5 Print message reference manual
PRSETCMD CLIST called from JJOBQUE and JOUTQUE via PR line

command
PUSETCMD CLIST called from JJOBQUE and JOUTQUE via PU line

command
SCMINIT CLIST for the System Condition Monitoring initialization
SCMJOB01 CLIST for the System Condition Monitoring job activity
SDSFOFF Set SDSFMIGRATE off
STGCSAP CLIST called from ALERTS command
STGECSAP CLIST called from ALERTS command
STGESQAP CLIST called from ALERTS command
STGSQAP CLIST called from ALERTS command
SYSIOR CLIST called from ALERTS command
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SYSIOS CLIST called from ALERTS command
TOPCPU Display the top 25 users of CPU
TRITUNE Content has been move to CAMAT
WHOHAS Execute the ENQUEUE command against the specified data set
WMINIT CLIST to select only WLM initiators from the ACTIVITY display
XCONCNFG Extended console configuration CLIST for XCONSOLE command

CNM4BISP - ISPLIB Members
The following table describes the member contents of the ISPLIB data set with the suffix CNM4BISP:

Member Description
GSVXCMDS ISPF command module
GSVXPRIM Primary options panel
GSVX00KM Katakana main panel
GSVX00KP Katakana main plot panel
GSVX000D Dummy panel
GSVX000J Jump panel
GSVX000M Main panel
GSVX000P Main plot panel

CNM4BLOD - JES Configuration Members
The following table documents the JES configuration modules distributed with the SYSVIEW base release:

Member Description
GSVBJ220 JES2 2.2 Service Level 0
GSVBJ221 JES2 2.2 Service Level 1
GSVBJ230 JES2 2.3 Service Level 0
GSVBJ231 JES2 2.3 Service Level 1
GSVBJ240 JES2 2.4 Service Level 0

Modules for new JES service levels are provided by PTF as necessary. An SMP/E USERMOD is generated in the
SAMPJCL data set (member USRM0004) to allow you to assemble a configuration module in the rare case where the
correct module was not provided.

CNM4BMAC - MACLIB Members
The following table describes the member contents of the SYSVIEW MACLIB data set with the suffix CNM4BMAC:

Member   Description
GSV#MIDX Broadcom Module Identification Block
GSVBSSID Define default subsystem ID
GSVCMEI CICS Monitor Exit Interface
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GSVCMNS SMF Records for CICS detailed transaction record
Supports prior layouts by release.

GSVJOFFT JES configuration table
GSVSMF01 SMF record layout: Audit records
GSVSMF02 SMF record layout: Plot record
GSVSMF03 SMF record layout: Threshold exception records
GSVSMF04 SMF record layout: State exception records
GSVSMF24 SMF record layout: CICS exception records
GSVSMF25 SMF record layout: CICS transaction summary records
GSVSMF27 SMF record layout: CICS transaction detail records
GSVSMF28 SMF record layout: CICS system interval data records
GSVSMF34 SMF record layout: IMS transaction records
GSVSMF35 SMF record layout: IMS region accounting records
GSVSMF36 SMF record layout: IMS transaction summary records
GSVSMF48 SMF record layout: MQ application request records
GSVXACTC Security action codes
GSVXCALL Transfer control with parameter list generator
GSVXCBLT Control Block Length Table generation
GSVXERR Return code error processing
GSVXMID Module Identification Block
GSVXSECC Security exit communication block
GSVXSMFF SMF report formatting subroutines
GSVXTRIM Trim macro variables
GSVXTRTB Translate table builder

   

CNM4BMAP - MAPLIB Members
The following table describes the member contents of the MAPLIB data set with the suffix CNM4BMAP:

Member Description

CICSMPvr Version-specific CICS control blocks.
Generated optionally by the install job CICSMAPS.

GSVCMAPS CICS data areas
GSVGFLDT IDMS field table
GSVHFLDT Health Check field table
GSVHMAPS Health Check data areas
GSVIFLDT MIM field table
GSVIMAPS MIM data areas
GSVJFLDT JES field table
GSVJMAPI JES data areas
GSVJMAP2 JES global symbols
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Member Description

GSVKFLDT TOOL field table
GSVLFLDT DB2 field table
GSVLMAPS DB2 data areas
GSVMFLDT XSYS field table
GSVMMAPS XSYS data areas
GSVNFLDT TCPIP field table
GSVNMAPS TCPIP data areas
GSVOFLDT JVM field table
GSVPFLDT IMS field table
GSVPMAPS IMS data areas
GSVQFLDT USS field table
GSVQMAPS USS data areas
GSVRFLDT ROSCOE field table
GSVRMAPS ROSCOE data areas
GSVSFLDT MQSeries field table
GSVSMAPS MQSeries data areas
GSVVFLDT CAPTURE field table
GSVVMAPS CAPTURE data areas
GSVWFLDT DATACOM field table
GSVWMAPS DATACOM data areas
GSVXCOMM Common data area
GSVXFLDT BASE field table
GSVXLIMP LOGGER data areas
GSVXMAPB Binder data areas
GSVXMAPE Product equates
GSVXMAPI Product data areas
GSVXWLMM WLM data areas
GSVXXDIM External Data Interface data areas
GSVYFLDT CICS field table
GSVYMAPS CICS data areas
GSVZFLDT MVSP field table
IMSMPvr Version-specific IMS control blocks.

Generated optionally by the install job IMSMAPS.
SVWJ2722 JES2 2.2 data areas
SVWJ2723 JES2 2.3 data areas
SVWJ2724 JES2 2.4 data areas
SVWJ2725 JES2 2.5 data areas
SVWX722 z/OS 2.2 data areas
SVWX723 z/OS 2.3 data areas
SVWX724 z/OS 2.4 data areas
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Member Description

SVWX725 z/OS 2.5 data areas

CNM4BPLT - PLOTLIB Members
All new PLOTLIB members follow the GSVcnnnn naming convention. View the full list of predefined PLOTLIB members
and descriptions by using the SYSVIEW command PLOTLIST.

To create a predefined PLOTLIST member, see Create a List of Predefined PLOT Members.

Naming Convention

The naming convention for PLOTLIB members is as follows:

Member name: GSVcnnnn

c - component code

• N - TCP/IP
• P - IMS
• S - IBM MQ
• C - CICS
• Z - z/OS

n - suffix
Numeric if associated with a specific single metric

CNM4BPNL - PANELLIB Members
The following table describes the member contents of the PANELLIB data set with the suffix CNM4BPNL. The product
menus are listed and documented under the LISTMENU command.

The sample PANELLIB members are listed in the following table.

Member Description

INFSAMPA CFPolicy info line sample
INFSAMPB Device info line sample
INFSAMPC Job/Asid info line sample
INFSAMPD Job/Asid/Cics info line sample
INFSAMPE Job/Asid/Datacom info line sample
INFSAMPF Job/Asid/Ims info line sample
INFSAMPG Job/Asid/MQ info line sample
INFSAMPH Job/Asid/Roscoe info line sample
INFSAMPI Overview/Interval/Long info line sample
INFSAMPJ Overview/Interval/Short info line sample
INFSAMPK Overview/RealTime/Long info line sample
INFSAMPL Overview/Realtime/Short info line sample
INFSAMPM Sysplex info line sample
INFSAMPN Volser info line sample
INFSAMPO TCP/JobName info line sample
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Member Description

INFSAMPP Server/Status info line sample
INFSAMPQ Servers/Inactive info line sample
INFSAMPR Job/Asid/DB2 info line sample
INFSAMPS Job/Asid/Idms info line sample
TESTMENU Sample menu

CNM4BPRM - PARMLIB Members
This section provides a high-level overview of the SYSVIEW parameter library (parmlib) members that affect the operation
of the:

• Base product
• Its facilities
• Its optional interfaces to other operating systems or software

Overview

The parmlib members contain information and settings that let you tailor the operation of SYSVIEW to your requirements.

SYSVIEW creates a set of product variables and system variables that can be referenced in parmlib members. The
system variables are created using the system symbols that you have defined. The set of product variables that are
available are listed in Product Variables.

Detailed information about the syntax of the members and how to code the individual entries is found in the members
themselves.

The following list explains the SYSVIEW support of the parmlib data sets:

1. SYSVIEW supports the following types of parmlib data sets:
– System parmlib data set
– User parmlib data set

2. The system parmlib data set is defined in the System Configuration Options member using the Dsn-System-PARMLIB
keyword.

3. When a parmlib member is eligible to be read from the user parmlib data set and it is found there, it is read from that
data set.

4. When a parmlib member is eligible to be read from the user parmlib data set and it is not found there, or if a parmlib
member is not eligible to be read from the user parmlib data set, it is read from the system parmlib data set.

Initialization and Termination Members (Parmlib Members)
Includes information and settings that let you start and stop SYSVIEW address spaces.

The parmlib members in this section contain information and settings that let you start and stop the following SYSVIEW
address spaces:

• SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space
• SYSVIEW Service Address Spaces
• SYSVIEW Auxiliary Address Space
• SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space
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STARTCMD

The STARTCMD member provides a convenient method of automatically starting more jobs after SYSVIEW initializes.

Start Commands
Option/Component : Base 

Cache            : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space 

Online Commands  : None 

        

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes  

The STARTCMD parmlib member contains a list of MVS operator commands that are issued immediately after the
SYSVIEW main address space completes initialization.
The STARTCMD member provides a convenient method of automatically starting more jobs after SYSVIEW has been
initialized.

Cols 1:71 - MVS command to be issued 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

STARTMSG

The STARTMSG parmlib member contains message text that displays on the system console during initialization of the
SYSVIEW server address spaces.

Startup Messages
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : SYSVIEW Service Address Spaces 

Online Commands  : None 

        

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

Data in columns 1 through 71 displays on the console. The data is embedded in a message with the identifier of
GSVX995I.
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

STATSMSG

The STATSMSG parmlib member contains message text that displays on the system console before the response to a
"MODIFY sysview,STATUS" command.

Status Messages
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : SYSVIEW Server Address Spaces 

Online Commands  : None 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

Data in columns 1 through 71 displays on the console. The data is embedded in a message with the identifier of
GSVX994I.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

STOPCMD

The STOPCMD parmlib member contains a list of MVS operator commands that are issued at the start of termination of
the SYSVIEW server address spaces.

Stop Commands
Option/Component : Base 

Cache            : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : SYSVIEW Server Address Spaces 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The data in this member is used to define MVS commands to issue before the product terminates
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Cols 1:71 - MVS command to be issued 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

SVW$AUX

The SVW$AUX parmlib member provides the SYSVIEW auxiliary address space with initialization information.

The definitions that are contained in the member determine which more components and subtasks are started or enabled.
The MEM=parameter that is contained on the SYSVAUX started task procedure specifies the parmlib member to use for
initialization information. The SVW$AUX parmlib member is the default member that is specified.

NOTE
SVW$AUX is the default name of this parmlib member. You can rename it according to a naming convention for
your site.

Auxiliary Address Space Initialization Parameters
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : SYSVIEW Auxiliary Address Space 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

Initialization Statement Rules

Initialization statements can start anywhere before column 72. Only one initialization statement can be on a line. To
include a comment with the statement, use the /*...*/ comment delimiters.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Initialization Statements

Parameter Use

AUXILIARY Specifies this job as an Auxiliary address space. Multiple auxiliary address spaces can be started if
needed. The subtasks that are listed in the table are the only ones eligible to run in the AUXILIARY
address space.

STATUS Specifies that the STATUS command be called after the main task initialization has completed to
display environmental information in the job log.
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Parameter Use

START Starts a subtask at initialization time. The format of the START command is:

START taskname<.taskid><,parms> 

taskname is the name of the subtask to be started. For a list of the tasks that can be started, see the
following table. The taskid is an optional identifier to be assigned to the subtask. If a taskid is specified, it
must be unique across the following address spaces for the SYSVIEW subsystem and release:

• SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space
• SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space
• SYSVIEW Auxiliary Services Address Space

If the parameters value contains a space or comma, enclose it in single quotes. For a list of subtask names
and valid parameters, see the following tables.

Task Names

Taskname AutoStart Description

CICSLOGR CICS data logger task.

Task START Command Parameters

Taskname Parameters Description

CICSLOGR STARTcmds Specifies that the commands that are defined in the CICSCMDS member are
issued at the end of task initialization. This option overrides the STARTUP-
COMMANDS configuration option that is specified in the parmlib member
CICSLOGR.

NOSTARTcmds Specifies that the commands that are defined in the CICSCMDS member are
NOT issued at the end of task initialization. This option overrides the STARTUP-
COMMANDS configuration option that is specified in the parmlib member
CICSLOGR.

SVW$MAIN

The SVW$MAIN parmlib member provides the SYSVIEW main address space with initialization information.

The definitions that are contained in the member determine which additional components and subtasks are started or
enabled. The MEM=parameter that is contained on the SYSVIEW started task procedure specifies the parmlib member
that is to be used for initialization information. The SVW$MAIN parmlib member is the default member that is specified.

NOTE
SVW$MAIN is the default name of this parmlib member. You can rename it according to a naming convention for
your site.

Main Services Address Space Initialization Parameters
Option/Component : Base

Library Caching  : No

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space

Online Commands  : None
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Data Set Eligible

User             : No

Site             : Yes

System           : Yes

Initialization Statement Rules

• Initialization statements can start anywhere before column 72. Only one initialization statement can be on a line. To
include a comment with the statement, use the /*...*/ comment delimiters.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Initialization Statements

Parameter Description

PRIMARY Specifies this job as the Main Services address space. More than one SYSVIEW address space
can be started but only one can specify the PRIMARY parameter. The following subtasks run in the
PRIMARY address space.

• Address space functions:
– SYSVIEW - Primary or Main Services address space

• Performs data collection function
• Only 1 primary address space per subsystem ID

– SYSVUSER - User Interface address space
• Provides VTAM and CICS user interface
• Provides Event Capture component
• Multiple user address spaces can be used

These rules apply to 1 subsystem ID. More copies can execute on other subsystem IDs.

COLDSTART
WARMSTART 

The SYSVIEW Main Services address space and all tasks are cold or warm started. If the start
method is not explicitly requested, a WARMSTART is assumed.
Some tasks started by the Main Services address space can also specify a start method for
the specific task.
If COLDSTART is specified for the Main Services address space, start methods are ignored at the
task level. All tasks are started using a COLDSTART method.
If WARMSTART is specified for the Main Services address space, start methods are honored at the
task level.

STATUS Specifies that the STATUS command is called after the main task initialization has completed to
display environmental information in the job log.
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START Starts a subtask at initialization time. The format of the START command is:

START taskname<.taskid><,parms> 

taskname is the name of the subtask to be started. For a list of the tasks that can be started, see the
following table. The taskid is an optional identifier to be assigned to the subtask.
If a taskid is specified, it must be unique across the following address spaces for the
SYSVIEW subsystem and release:

• SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space
• SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space
• SYSVIEW Auxiliary Services Address Space

If the parameters value contains a space or a comma, it must be enclosed in single quotes. For a list
of subtask names and the parameters valid for each, see the following tables.

DISABLE Disables a subtask at initialization time. The format of the DISABLE command is:

DISABLE taskname

taskname is the name of the subtask to be disabled. For a list of valid task names, see the following
table. Disabling a subtask makes it unavailable for any other processing. The subtask cannot be
started and does not show up on any task display. DISABLE commands are processed before any
START command regardless of the order of the commands in the PARMLIB member.

Task Names

Taskname AutoStart Description

AMS AutoStart IDCAMS service task

APPLMON VTAM application availability monitor task

AUDIT AutoStart Audit task

CICSDATA AutoStart CICS data collection task

CICSLOGR CICS data logger task

DATALIB AutoStart DATALIB access task

IMSCQS AutoStart IMS CQS interface task

IMSDATA IMS data collection task

IMSLOGR IMS data logger task

IMSSPOC AutoStart IMS SPOC interface task

JOBS Job information collection task

JVMDATA JVM data collection task

MQSDATA IBM MQ data collection task

MVSDATA MVS data collection task

SCHEDULR AutoStart Event scheduler task

SERVER AutoStart Server task controller

SMFDATA SMF data collection task

TCPDATA TCP/IP data collection task

UTIL AutoStart Utility services task

XSMS AutoStart XSystem Misc Server
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Task START Command Parameters

Taskname Parameters Description

AMS None The main task automatically starts this task. A START command is not required.

APPLMON WARMstart
COLDstart

The VTAM application monitor uses the definitions from the previous execution.
The default is WARMSTART.
The task starts cold. Definitions are obtained from the APPLMON PARMLIB
member.

AUDIT WARMstart
COLDstart

The main task automatically starts this task. A START command is not required.
The task starts using definitions from the previous execution. The default is
WARMSTART.
The task starts cold. Definitions are obtained from the AUDITDEF PARMLIB
member.

CICSDATA None The main task automatically starts this task. A START command is not required.

CICSLOGR STARTcmds
NOSTARTcmds

Specifies that the commands that are defined in the CICSCMDS member are
issued at the end of task initialization. The option overrides the STARTUP-
COMMANDS configuration option that is found in the PARMLIB member
CICSLOGR.
Specifies that the commands that are defined in the CICSCMDS member are
NOT issued at the end of task initialization. The option overrides the STARTUP-
COMMANDS configuration option that is found in the PARMLIB member
CICSLOGR.

DATALIB None The main task automatically starts this task. A START command is not required.

IMSCQS None The main task automatically starts this task. A START command is not required.

IMSDATA WARMstart
COLDstart

The data collector starts maintaining the data collection definitions from the
previous execution. The default is WARMSTART.
The task starts cold. Definitions are obtained from the following PARMLIB
members:
• IMSMON
• IMSSTATE
• IMSTHRSH

IMSLOGR None When an IMS subsystem is present, the IMSDATA task starts this task
automatically. A START command is not required.

IMSSPOC None The main task automatically starts this task. A START command is not required.

JOBS INTERVAL=nn The data collection update interval that is specified as several seconds from 1 to
9999. The default is 30 seconds.

JVMDATA WARMstart
COLDstart

The data collector starts maintaining the data collection definitions from the
previous execution. The default is WARMSTART.
The task starts cold. Definitions are obtained from the SVWOMON
and SVWOSTAT PARMLIB members:

MQSDATA WARMstart
COLDstart

The data collector starts maintaining the data collection definitions from the
previous execution. The default is WARMSTART.
The task starts cold. Definitions are obtained from the following PARMLIB
members:
• MQSMON
• MQSSTATE
• MQSTHRSH
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MVSDATA WARMstart
COLDstart

The data collector starts maintaining the data collection definitions from the
previous execution. The default is WARMSTART.
The task starts cold. Definitions are obtained from the following PARMLIB
members:
• MVSMON
• MVSSTATE
• MVSTHRSH

SCHEDULR WARMstart
COLDstart

The main task automatically starts this task. A START command is not required.
The schedule task starts using event definitions from the previous execution.
The default is WARMSTART.
The task starts cold. Definitions are obtained from the SCHEDULE PARMLIB
member.

SERVER None The main task automatically starts this task. A START command is not required.

SMFDATA None No START command parameters are supported.

TCPDATA WARMstart
COLDstart

The data collector starts maintaining the data collection definitions from the
previous execution. The default is WARMSTART.
The task starts cold. Definitions are obtained from the following PARMLIB
members:
• TCPMON
• TCPSTATE
• TCPTHRSH

UTIL None The main task automatically starts this task. A START command is not required.

XSMS None The main task automatically starts this task. A START command is not required
and no START command parms are supported. See PARMLIB member
XSYSTEM for XSMS parameters.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk (*) in column 1 or blanks in columns 1:72 are ignored.
• Examples are provided after the logical end of file marker ")EOF".

SVW$USER

The SVW$USER parmlib member provides the SYSVIEW user interface address space with initialization information.

The definitions that are contained in the member determine which additional components and subtasks are started or
enabled. The MEM= parameter that is contained on the SYSVUSER started task procedure specifies the parmlib member
to use for initialization information. The SVW$USER parmlib member is the default member that is specified.

NOTE
SVW$USER is the default name of this parmlib member. You can rename it according to a naming convention
that is specific to your site.

User Interface Address Space Initialization Parameters
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space 

Online Commands  : None 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 
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Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

Initialization Statement Rules

Initialization statements can start anywhere before column 72. There can be only one initialization statement on a line. To
include a comment with the statement, use the /*...*/ comment delimiters.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Initialization Statements

Parameter Use

SECONDARY Specifies that this job is a SYSVIEW User Interface address space. More than one SYSVIEW User
Interface address space can be started. The subtasks that are listed in the table must run in the
User Interface address space.

STATUS Specifies that the STATUS command be called after the SYSVIEW address space main task
initialization has completed to display environmental information in the job log.

START Starts a subtask at initialization time. The format of the START command is:

 START taskname<.taskid><,parms> 

taskname is the name of the subtask to be started. For a list of the tasks that can be started, see the
following table. The taskid is an optional identifier to be assigned to the subtask. If the parameter
value contains a space or comma, it must be enclosed in single quotes. For a list of subtask names
and valid parameters, see the following tables.

DISABLE Disables a subtask at initialization time. The format of the DISABLE command is:

 DISABLE taskname

taskname is the name of the subtask to be disabled. For a list of the valid tasknames, see
the following table. Disabling a subtask makes it unavailable for any other processing. It cannot be
started and does not show up on any task display. DISABLE commands are processed before any
START commands regardless of the order of the commands in the PARMLIB member.

Task Names

Taskname AutoStart Description

CICS CICS user interface control task

HCHECK AutoStart Health check task

SERVSEC AutoStart Server task controller

VTAM VTAM user interface control task

XDI AutoStart eXternal Data Interface

XSDS AutoStart XSystem Data Server

XSSS XSystem Session Server task
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Taskname AutoStart Description

XSXS XSystem eXternal data Server task
The XSXS server task services requests from the GMI address
space.

Task START Command Parameters

Taskname Parameters Description

CICS MAXUSERS=nn Specifies the maximum number of users that can use the CICS interface.
The value must be a number from 1 to 500. The default is 50.

HCHECK None The main task automatically starts this task. A START command is not required,
and no START command parameters are supported.

SERVSEC None The main task starts this task automatically. A START command is not required.

VTAM APPLID=applid
MAXUSERS=nn

Specifies the VTAM application ID. This name is used when logging on to
SYSVIEW through VTAM. The default applid is SYSVIEW.
Specifies the maximum number of users that can use the VTAM interface.
The value must be a number from 1 to 500. The default is 50.

XDI None The User Interface Address Space task starts the XDI task automatically.
A START command is not required.
No START command parameters are supported.

XSDS None The main task starts this task automatically. A START command is not required,
and no START command parameters are supported.

XSSS None No START command parameters are supported.

XSXS None No START command parameters are supported.

NOTE

• For more information about the XSDS, XSSS, and XSXS parameters, see XSYSTEM.
• Records containing an asterisk (*) in column 1 or blanks in columns 1:72 are ignored.
• Examples are provided after the logical end of file marker ")EOF".

SYSVAUX

NOTE

This member has been renamed to SVW$AUX. The SYSVAUX member name continues to be
supported allowing for prior release compatibility using SITE libraries.

SYSVIEW

The name of the SYSVIEW member changed.

This member was renamed to SVW$MAIN. The SYSVIEW member name remains supported allowing for prior release
compatibility using SITE libraries.

SYSVUSER

The name of the SYSVUSER member changed.
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The SYSVUSER parmlib member is an initialization and termination member.

The member was renamed to SVW$USER. The SYSVUSER member name remains supported to allow for previous
release compatibility using SITE libraries.

General Members
This section contains detailed information that describes the SYSVIEW general parmlib members.

ASADMIN

The ASADMIN parmlib member provides a list of the SYSVIEW jobs that are displayed when the ASADMIN command is
issued. It provides an easy method of starting, stopping, or communicating with the individual jobs or subtasks.

By default, the ASADMIN command displays all active SYSVIEW jobs. If you define a complete list of jobs in the
ASADMIN parmlib member, active and inactive jobs are displayed. The ASADMIN command also displays information
about the subtasks in those address spaces and the status of the subtasks.

Address Space Administration Jobnames
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : ASADMIN 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The format of the data is:

Cols 1:8 - Jobname

Col 9 - Must be blank

Col 10:41 - Descriptive text to appear with the job

Cols 42:80 - Ignored, can contain anything

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

AUDIT

The SYSVIEW Audit component creates Audit Event records for pre-defined events.

The audit records can be written to SMF and also to a log stream for online viewing.

The AUDIT parmlib member sets configuration options for the Audit Event component.

The parmlib member AUDITDEF contains a list of events that are to be audited.
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AUDIT Options
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : AUDIT subtask 

Online Commands  : None 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

*...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7.. 

LOGSTREAM-AUDIT-NAME              &G$SSID..AUDIT.ADTT.&SMFID 

)EOF                                        /* Logical End of File   */ 

The following table contains a list of all options with their default values and description:

Option Default Value Description

DynamicExit-AUDIT No Specify whether audit records are passed to the dynamic exit GSVX.AUDIT.

LOG-AUDIT-SMF No Specify whether the logging of audit records to SMF is enabled.

LOGSTREAM-AUDIT-DE
LETE-ALL

No Specify whether the logger is to delete all existing records. Default = No

LOGSTREAM-AUDIT-N
AME

NOT.DEFINED Specify the name of the MVS logger log stream to use to log audit data.
If the log stream name is specified as "NONE", no logging occurs.
If a log stream has not been defined, the value should be set to "NONE".

OPSMVS-EVENT-NOTIF
ICATION

Yes Specify whether audit events are to be sent to the product OPS/MVS.
Default = Yes

SMF-COMPRESSION No Specify whether the records are compressed before being written to SMF.
Default = No
Setting this option to Yes requires the records to be uncompressed after they
are extracted from SMF using the IBM IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL utility.
To uncompress the records, use the EXTRACTSMF function of the GSVCUTIL
utility in the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

SMF-RECORD-TYPE 255 SMF record number.

WTO-EVENT-NOTIFICA
TION

Yes Specify whether audit event messages are written using a WTO.
Default = Yes
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AUDITDEF

The Audit component creates Audit Event records for pre-defined events. The audit records can be written to SMF and
additionally to a log stream for on-line viewing.

The AUDITDEF parmlib member defines the events that are to be audited.

AUDIT Event Definitions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : AUDIT subtask 

Online Commands  : AUDITDEF 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

This member contains the following sections:

Default Definition Values Section
- Define default definition parameter values to be used if the specific parameter is not coded on a specific event
definition.

Audit Event Definition Section
- Define specific audit events and attributes.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.
Statement syntax:

 RESETDefault 

  

 

 SETDEFAULT 

   ACTIVE 

   SMF 

   LOG 

   NOOPSMVS 

   NOWTO 

   NODYNEXIT 

ENDDEFAULT
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Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values listed above.
SETDEFAULT Beginning of the default values definition.
ENDDEFAULT End of the default values definition.

Audit Event Definitions

Statement syntax:

 DEFINE  eventname 

   ACTIVE   | INACTIVE 

   SMF      | NOSMF 

   LOG      | NOLOG 

   OPSMVS   | NOOPSMVS 

   WTO      | NOWTO 

   DYNEXIT  | NODYNEXIT 

 ENDDEFINE 

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Audit event name
ACTIVE Auditing is active for the specified event.
INACTIVE Auditing is inactive for the specified event.
SMF An audit record is written to SMF.
NOSMF An audit record is not written to SMF.
LOG An audit record is written to the audit event log stream.
NOLOG An audit record is not written to the audit event log stream.
OPSMVS Send an event notification to the product OPS/MVS.
NOOPSMVS Do not send an event notification to the product OPS/MVS.
WTO Write an event notification message.
NOWTO Do not write an event notification message.
DYNEXIT The dynamic exit GSVX.AUDIT is called to notify interested parties of the audit event.
NODYNEXIT The dynamic exit GSVX.AUDIT is not called.
ENDDEFINE End of definition. (This is not required.)

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| AMRF_ACTION                                                         | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken upon the           | 

| Action Message Retention Facility (AMRF).                           | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    ACTIVATE   - Activate AMRF                                       | 

|    DEACTIVATE - Deactivate AMRF                                     | 
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|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| APFLIST_MODIFY                                                      | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time the Authorized Program                | 

| Facility list (APFLIST) is modified.                                | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    ADD    - Add data set                                            | 

|    DELETE - Delete data set                                         | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

| ASID_ACTION                                                         | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| an address space.                                                   | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    CANCEL     - Cancel an address space                             | 

|    FORCE      - Force an address space                              | 

|    KILL       - Terminate an address space                          | 

|    CANCELTASK - Cancel a task within an address space               | 

|    NOSWAP     - Make an address space non-swappable                 | 

|    OKSWAP     - Make an address space swappable                     | 

|    QUIESCE    - Quiesce an address space                            | 

|    RESET      - Reset the WLM service class for an                  | 

|                 address space                                       | 

|    RESUME     - Resume a quiesced address space                     | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| CICS_CEMT                                                           | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a request is made to a CICS           | 

| address space where CEMT is used to fulfill the request.            | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| CICS_EI_TRACE_MODIFY                                                | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a request is made to change           | 

| a CICS Exec Interface Trace definition.                             | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

| CICS_MONITOR_SHUTDOWN                                               | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time the CICS data collector               | 

| is terminated within a CICS region.                                 | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| CICS_MONITOR_START                                                  | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time the CICS data collector               | 
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| is initialized within a CICS region.                                | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| CICS_STATE_MODIFY                                                   | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a request is made to modify           | 

| a CICS state definition.                                            | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| CICS_THRESHOLD_MODIFY                                               | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a request is made to modify           | 

| a CICS threshold definition.                                        | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| CICS_TRAN_CANCEL                                                    | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a request is made to cancel           | 

| a CICS transaction.                                                 | 

| The following cancel actions are recorded:                          | 

|    CANCEL     - Cancel a CICS transaction                           | 

|    CICSKILL   - Kill a CICS transaction using the CICS              | 

|                 kill facility                                       | 

|    FORCEPURGE - Force purge a CICS transaction                      | 

|    KILL       - Kill a CICS transaction                             | 

|    PURGE      - Purge a CICS transaction                            | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| CICS_TRANCANCEL_MODIFY                                              | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a request is made to modify           | 

| a CICS transaction cancellation definition.                         | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| CICS_TRANOPTS_MODIFY                                                | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a request is made to modify           | 

| a CICS transaction options definition.                              | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| CICS_TSQUEUE_MODIFY                                                 | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a CICS temporary storage queue.                                     | 

| The following action is recorded:                                   | 

|    Delete     - Delete the queue                                    | 

|                                                                     | 
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+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

| COMMAND_ACTION                                                      | 

| Logs an audit event each time a command makes an action request.    | 

|                                                                     | 

| Command actions are validated by security as a "SubCommand"         | 

| resource.                                                           | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| COMMAND_PRIMARY                                                     | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a primary command is used.            | 

|                                                                     | 

| Commands that are to be audited are defined by the                  | 

| "Commands Section" and "Command Groups" within the                  | 

| SECURITY command.                                                   | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| COMMAND_SUBCOMMAND                                                  | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a subcommand of a primary             | 

| command is used.                                                    | 

|                                                                     | 

| Subcommands that are to be audited are defined by the               | 

| "Commands Section" and "Command Groups" within the                  | 

| SECURITY command.                                                   | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| CONSOLE_COMMAND                                                     | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a console or operator command         | 

| is used. Operator commands are issued internally to                 | 

| perform some requested functions.                                   | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| DATASET_SERVICES                                                    | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a data set.                                                         | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Catalog    - Catalog a data set                                  | 

|    Delete     - Delete a data set                                   | 

|    Purge      - Purge a data set                                    | 

|    Recall     - Recall a data set                                   | 

|    Rename     - Rename a data set                                   | 

|    Uncatalog  - Uncatalog a data set                                | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| DATASET_ZAP                                                         | 
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|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a data set via a ZAP function.                                      | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Write Data  - Write of data record                               | 

|    Write CSECT - Write of CSECT                                     | 

|    EOFILE      - End Of File record                                 | 

|    Erase       - Erase                                              | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| DUMPDS_MODIFY                                                       | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a dump data set.                                                    | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Add        - Add a new dump data set                             | 

|    Clear      - Clears a full dump data set                         | 

|    Delete     - Removes a dump data set from the list of            | 

|                 eligible dump data sets.                            | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| DYNEXIT_MODIFY                                                      | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| an MVS Dynamic Exit.                                                | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Add        - Add an exit routine                                 | 

|    Define     - Define a new exit                                   | 

|    Delete     - Delete an exit routine                              | 

|    Modify     - Modify an existing exit                             | 

|    Undefine   - Remove an existing exit                             | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| ESRTABLE_MODIFY                                                     | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| the Extended SVC Router Table.                                      | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Add        - Add an entry to the ESR table                       | 

|    Delete     - Delete an entry from the ESR table                  | 

|    Replace    - Replace an entry in the ESR table                   | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| IDMS_TASK_CANCEL                                                    | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a request is made to cancel           | 

| an IDMS task.                                                       | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
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|                                                                     | 

| IMS_COMMAND                                                         | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a command is issued to an             | 

| IMS region via the IMS WTOR interface.                              | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| IMS_SPOC_COMMAND                                                    | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a command is issued to any            | 

| IMS region(s) through the IMS SPOC interface.                       | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| JES_JOB_MODIFY                                                      | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a JES job.                                                          | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Cancel     - Cancel a job                                        | 

|    CanPurge   - Cancel a job and purge the output                   | 

|    Delete     - Delete a job                                        | 

|    Hold       - Hold a job                                          | 

|    Modify     - Modify a job                                        | 

|    Release    - Release a job                                       | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| JES_OUTDES_MODIFY                                                   | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a JES output descriptor.                                            | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Delete     - Delete a descriptor                                 | 

|    Modify     - Modify a descriptor                                 | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| JES_OUTPUT_MODIFY                                                   | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a JES output dataset.                                               | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Delete     - Delete a file                                       | 

|    Modify     - Modify a file                                       | 

|    Release    - Release a file                                      | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| LGSTREAM_ACTION                                                     | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 
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| a log stream.                                                       | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Empty      - Empty a log stream                                  | 

|    Offload    - Initiate an offload operation for a                 | 

|                 log stream                                          | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| LGSTREAM_DRO                                                        | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to delete          | 

| all records older than a specified block ID or time within          | 

| a log stream.                                                       | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| LINKLIST_MODIFY                                                     | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| the MVS linklist.                                                   | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Add        - Add a data set to an inactive linklist set.         | 

|    Delete     - Delete a data set from an inactive linklist         | 

|                 set.                                                | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| LINKSET_MODIFY                                                      | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| linklist sets.                                                      | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Activate   - Activate a linklist set                             | 

|    Allocate   - Allocate linklist libraries                         | 

|    Define     - Define a linklist set                               | 

|    Delete     - Delete a linklist set                               | 

|    Free       - Unallocate linklist libraries                       | 

|    Update     - Update jobs to use the current linklist set         | 

|    Rebuild    - Define, activate and update a new set               | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| LPA_MODIFY                                                          | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| the Link Pack Area.                                                 | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Load       - Load a module to command storage and put            | 

|                 it on the active LPA queue                          | 

|    Delete     - Deletes a module that was loaded to                 | 

|                 common storage and is on the active LPA             | 

|                 queue                                               | 

|    Disable    - Disables an active LPA queue or PLPA                | 
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|                 module                                              | 

|    Enable     - Enables a disabled active LPA queue or              | 

|                 PLPA module                                         | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| METRIC_ALERT_ALTER                                                  | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an exception or alert is              | 

| acknowledged or the acknowledgment is cleared.                      | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| MQ_CHANNEL_MODIFY                                                   | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a IBM MQ channel.                                                   | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Alter      - Alter a channel definition                          | 

|    Delete     - Delete a channel definition                         | 

|    Force      - Stop a channel using MODE(FORCE)                    | 

|    Quiesce    - Stop a channel using MODE(QUIESCE)                  | 

|    Start      - Start channel                                       | 

|    Stop       - Stop a channel                                      | 

|    Reset      - Reset a channel                                     | 

|    Backout    - Resolve channel with ACTION(BACKOUT)                | 

|    Commit     - Resolve channel with ACTION(COMMIT)                 | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| MQ_COMMAND                                                          | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to issue           | 

| a WebShere MQ command via the "MQCMD" interface.                    | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| MQ_QUEUE_MODIFY                                                     | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a IBM MQ queue.                                                     | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Alter      - Alter a queue definition                            | 

|    Clear      - Clear messages from a local queue                   | 

|    Delete     - Delete a queue definition                           | 

|    Move       - Move messages from one queue to another             | 

|    Purge      - Delete a queue definition with the PURGE            | 

|                 option                                              | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| MQ_TOPIC_MODIFY                                                     | 

|                                                                     | 
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| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a IBM MQ topic.                                                     | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Alter      - Alter a topic definition                            | 

|    Delete     - Delete a topic definition                           | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| PERF_MONITOR_MODIFY                                                 | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a data collection monitor definition for the following              | 

| data collectors:                                                    | 

|    IMS                                                              | 

|    MVS                                                              | 

|    TCP/IP                                                           | 

|    IBM MQ                                                           | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| PERF_STATE_MODIFY                                                   | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a data collection state definition for the following                | 

| data collectors:                                                    | 

|    IMS                                                              | 

|    MVS                                                              | 

|    TCP/IP                                                           | 

|    IBM MQ                                                           | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| PERF_THRESHOLD_MODIFY                                               | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a data collection threshold definition for the following            | 

| data collectors:                                                    | 

|    IMS                                                              | 

|    MVS                                                              | 

|    TCP/IP                                                           | 

|    IBM MQ                                                           | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| PPT_MODIFY                                                          | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a Program Properties Table (PPT) entry.                             | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Add        - Add a new entry                                     | 

|    Delete     - Delete an existing entry                            | 

|    Replace    - Replace an existing entry                           | 

|                                                                     | 
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+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

| PROFILE_MIGRATION                                                   | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken that               | 

| migrates or upgrades a profile data library member.                 | 

|                                                                     | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    COPY       - Copy a profile load module to the                   | 

|                 profile data library.                               | 

|    MIGRATE    - Migrate a profile library member to the             | 

|                 profile data library.                               | 

|    UPGRADE    - Upgrade the profile data version and                | 

|                 content of a profile data library member.           | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| REGPROD_MODIFY                                                      | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| the information concerning products that have been                  | 

| registered or the product enablement policy.                        | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Add        - Add a new product registration entry                | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SECURITY_RESOURCE                                                   | 

| Logs an audit event each time a resource is authenticated           | 

| for an action.                                                      | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SERVER_REQUEST                                                      | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a server request is processed.        | 

| Resource and command usage information is logged.                   | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SESSION_LOGOFF                                                      | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a session is terminated.              | 

| Resource and command usage information is logged.                   | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SESSION_LOGON                                                       | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a session is created.                 | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SET_DISPATCH_PRIORITY                                               | 
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|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time the dispatch priority for             | 

| an address space is set.                                            | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

| SET_EXTENDED_PRIVATE                                                | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time the extended private storage          | 

| limit is set.                                                       | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SET_GRANDE_PRIVATE                                                  | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time the grande private storage            | 

| limit is set.                                                       | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SET_SCHENV_RESOURCE                                                 | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a request is made to                  | 

| set the scheduling environment state for a resource                 | 

| defined in the WorkLoad Manager.                                    | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| STORAGE_ALTER                                                       | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| storage.                                                            | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SUBSYSTEM_MODIFY                                                    | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| an MVS subsystem entry.                                             | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Add        - Add a subsystem entry to MVS                        | 

|    Delete     - Delete an existing subsystem entry                  | 

|    SyncDef    - Synchronize the defined and actual                  | 

|                 subsystem counts                                    | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SVCTABLE_MODIFY                                                     | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| the SVC table.                                                      | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Add        - Add a new entry to the SVC table                    | 

|    Delete     - Delete an entry from the SVC table                  | 
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|    Replace    - Replace an existing entry in the SVC table          | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SYSTEM_EVENT_MESSAGE                                                | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a system event is created.            | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SYSVIEW_MODIFY                                                      | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an MVS MODIFY command is              | 

| processed by SYSVIEW.                                               | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SYSVIEW_SHUTDOWN                                                    | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a product shutdown is                 | 

| requested.                                                          | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| SYSVIEW_START                                                       | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a product start is                    | 

| requested.                                                          | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| TASK_STOP                                                           | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a SYSVIEW task is                     | 

| stopped.                                                            | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| TASK_START                                                          | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a SYSVIEW task is                     | 

| started.                                                            | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| TSOTABLE_MODIFY                                                     | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify          | 

| a TSO command and program table.                                    | 

| The following actions are recorded:                                 | 

|    Add        - Add an entry to the TSO table                       | 

|    Delete     - Delete an entry from the TSO table                  | 

|                                                                     | 
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+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| USER_EVENT_MESSAGE                                                  | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time a user creates an audit               | 

| entry using the AUDITMSG command.                                   | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                                                                     | 

| WTOR_REPLY                                                          | 

|                                                                     | 

| Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to reply           | 

| to an outstanding message using the REPLY subcommand of             | 

| the WTOR command.                                                   | 

|                                                                     | 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

CMDATTR

The CMDATTR parmlib member sets attributes for commands.

The CMDATTR parmlib member lets you specify the following command attributes:

• Remove zIIP eligibility for a command.
• Disable a command.

Command Attributes
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• An underscore character '_' can be used as a right pad character in the command name. The underscore is

ignored.

Examples:

CommandAttribute                 NOOP____:NOZIIP 

CommandAttribute                 GETMAIN_:DISABLED 

CommandAttribute                 FREEMAIN:DISABLED
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DASHBORD

The DASHBORD member lets you define site-specific dashboards.

Site-Specific Dashboard Definitions
Option/Component   : Base 

Library Cache      : Yes 

Persistent Data    : No 

Used by            : User sessions 

Online Commands    : DASHBORD 

Data Set Eligible 

User               : Yes 

Site               : Yes 

System             : Yes 

Included in Member : GSVXDASH

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Use a plus character '+' at the end of the field to continue to the next line. The next line is appended starting

with the first non-blank character.
• Start definitions in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.
• A window cannot exceed 254 characters. The width of a window is the sum of each pane width of the window

plus 2 bytes for each window plus 1.
window width = SUM(pane_x_width + 2) + 1

FILELIST

The FILELIST member lets you define lists of data sets that the REXX exec FILELIST displays.

Multi-Dataset Directory Definitions
Option/Component   : Base 

Library Caching    : Yes 

Persistent Data    : No 

Used by            : User sessions 

Online Commands    : FILELIST 

Data Set Eligible 

User               : Yes 

Site               : Yes 

System             : Yes 

Included in Member : GSVXFLST 
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Definition Syntax:

DEFINE listname description 

       DSN      ddname    dataset 

       .. 

       .. 

       DSN      ddname    dataset  

Keyword Description

DEFINE Start of list definition.
listname - Name of list entry
description - Description of list

DSN Define data set to be included in list.
ddname - DDname type
dataset<,volser> - data set name and optional volume serial
number

GROUPS

The GROUPS parmlib member lets you create a list of similar items and then group them logically.

Each logical group has an associated type that defines the type of members that can be in the group. A benefit of creating
logical groups is that you can reference a list of items by a single name. This list includes examples of groups that can be
defined:

• A logical group of CICS MRO regions
• A logical group of CICS transactions
• A logical group of DASD volumes for exception processing
• Logical groups to be used by the System Condition Monitor

The online command GROUPS lets you display, add, alter, and delete group definitions.

Logical Group Definitions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : Main Services Address Space 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : GROUPS 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Definitions are created using keyword and value parameters. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Each
keyword and value pair must be coded on the same line.

The following table describes the event format and the default values. Lowercase characters in a keyword are optional.

Keyword Description

DEFine Beginning of definition. Logical group name. 1 to 8 characters. The maximum length of the group name depends
on the group type.

DESCription Logical group description. The description of the group must be enclosed in single quotes. The maximum
description length is 32 characters, not including the single quotes.

INSTANCE The logical group instance qualifier. 1 to 8 characters. Generic or wildcard masking is supported.

                        Max  Instance

Type       Instance  Length  Description

---------  --------  ------  ----------------

CICSTRAN   jobname        8  CICS jobname

MQBPOOL    qmgr           4  MQ queue manager

MQCHAN     qmgr           4  MQ queue manager

MQPROC     qmgr           4  MQ queue manager

MQPSET     qmgr           4  MQ queue manager

MQQUEUE    qmgr           4  MQ queue manager

TRAPDEST   jobname        8  CICS jobname

USER       anything       8  User defined

TYPE Logical group type. 1 to 8 characters.
If using a logical group name with data collection or exception processing, the maximum length of a group name is
limited to seven characters. The seven-character group name limitation is so the logical group name can be used
in place of a standard eight-character resource name.
When specifying a group name in place of a resource name, the group name must be preceded by the logical
group indicator character ">".
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Keyword Description

               Max    Max

            Length Length Supports

             Group Member   Member

  Type        Name   Name  EXCLUDE Description

  --------- ------ ------ -------- -----------------------------------------

  CHANNEL        7      2    Yes   MVS channel

                                   Format: FF (hex)

  CICSJOB        8      8    Yes   CICS job names. The members in this

                                   logical group type have no

                                   predefined meaning or association.

                                   This logical group type could be used

                                   with the SELECT command.

  CICSPLEX       8      8    Yes   CICS job names

                                   Used by the GROUP parameter on CICS

                                   commands, and the JOBNAME parameter

                                   on CICS threshold and state definitions.

  CICSTRAN       7      8    Yes   CICS transaction IDs

  CPU            7      4    Yes   CPU processor number

                                   Format: 0000 (hex)

                                           ALL, CP, IIP, IFA, SP

  DBAREA         7     17    Yes   Database areas

                                   Format: database.areaname

  DB2SSID        8      4    Yes   DB2 subsystem IDs

  DEVICE         7      8    Yes   Device names

                                   Formats: DASD volume = volume

                                            DASD device = DASDnnnn

                                            TAPE device = TAPEnnnn

  EMAIL          8     64    No    Email IDs

  IDMS           8      8    Yes   IDMS job names

  IMSBALG        7      8    Yes   IMS balance groups

  IMSBUFP        7      4    Yes   IMS buffer pool names

  IMSESUB        7     17    Yes   IMS external subsystems

                                   Format: jobname.subsys

  IMSID          7      4    Yes   IMS subsystem IDs

  IMSLTERM       7     17    Yes   IMS Logical Terminals

                                   Format: termtype.terminal

  IMSOTMA        7     17    Yes   IMS OTMA

                                   Format: Tmember.Tpipe

  IMSPOOL        7      4    Yes   IMS pool names

  IMSREGN        7     18    Yes   IMS dependent regions

                                   Format: type.jobname.pstid

                                   type    - IMS dependent region type

                                   jobname - IMS dependent region jobname

                                   pstid   - IMS dependent region PST ID

  IMSSPOC        8      8    No    IMS subsystem IDs to be used by the

                                   command: IMSSPOC

  IMSTRAN        7      8    Yes   IMS transaction names

  JES2NODE       7      8    Yes   JES2 node names

  JOBCLASS       8      8    Yes   JES job classes

  JOBNAME        7      8    Yes   Job names

  MQBPOOL        7      4    Yes   IBM MQ buffer pools

  MQCHAN         7     20    Yes   IBM MQ channels

  MQPROC         7     48    Yes   IBM MQ processes

  MQPSET         7      4    Yes   IBM MQ page sets

  MQQMGR         7      4    Yes   IBM MQ queue managers

  MQQUEUE        7     48    Yes   IBM MQ queue names

  OUTCLASS       8      8    Yes   JES output classes

  PORTLIST       8      5    No    TCP/IP port numbers

  SYSID          8      4    Yes   SMF IDs

  SYSNAME        8      8    No    System names

  TCPID          7      8    Yes   TCP/IP job names

  TRAPDEST       8     64    No    SNMP trap destinations specified

                                   as IP addresses or DNS names

  TYPEJOBN       8     13    Yes   Job type and job names

                                   Format : Type.Jobname

                                   Example: STC.=

  USER           8    128    Yes   User defined. The members in this

                                   logical group type have no

                                   predefined meaning or association.

                                   This logical group type can be

                                   very useful when creating a group

                                   to be used with the SELECT command.

  VTAMAPPL       7      8    Yes   VTAM applids

  WMREPORT       8      8    Yes   WLM Report Class

  WORKLOAD       8     42    Yes   Job workload summarization

                                   Format  : Type.Jobname

                                   Example : STC.=

                                   or

                                   Address Space Identification

                                   Format  : type.subtype.jobname

                                   Examples: CICS.=.=

                                             WAS_LIBERTY.SERVER.=

                                   See the ASITYPES command for

                                   Address Space Identification information.

  XSCONN         8      8    No    Cross-system connection

  XSDS           8      8    No    Cross-system data server

  XSHDWR         8      8    No    Cross-system hardware

  XSLOGNNR       8      8    No    Cross-system logon not required

  XSLOGNRQ       8      8    No    Cross-system logon required

  XSNODE         8      8    No    Cross-system nodes

  XSPLEX         8      8    No    Cross-system sysplex

  XSSS           8      8    No    Cross-system session server

  XSSYSTEM       8      8    No    Cross-system sysnames
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Keyword Description

MEMBERs
MBR

Member names or values included as part of the logical group. Multiple member name values can be coded on
a single line. If the value entered for the member name exceeds the maximum length that is allowed, the data is
truncated to the maximum length.

EXCLUDE
XMBR

Member names or values that are excluded from the logical group. Multiple member name values can be coded
on a single line. If the value entered for the member name exceeds the maximum length that is allowed, the data is
truncated to the maximum length.

ENDdefine End of definition (not required).

Example:

DEFINE CICS 

       TYPE    JOBNAME 

       DESC    'CICS jobs' 

       MEMBER  CICS=

GSVHHCHK

The GSVHHCHK member lets you define SYSVIEW site-specific Health Check definitions.

WARNING
Alter the definitions in this member only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

Health Check Definitions
Option/Component : HCHECK 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : HCHECK subtask 

Online Commands  : None 

        

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes  

Use this member to define SYSVIEW Health Checks. For additional information, see the HCHECKS parmlib member.

Order of Precedence:

1. PRODUCT Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(GSVHHCHK)
The data in this member should not be altered.

2. SYSTEM or SITE Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(HCHECKS)
Use this member to create definitions that are used in place of the definitions that are included in the GSVHHCHK
member.

If a definition is created in the HCHECKS member, the matching check name must be commented in the GSVHHCHK
member.
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk (*) in column 1 are considered to be a comment line and are ignored.
• Blank lines are considered to be comment lines and are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Definitions should start in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.

GSVHHCMD

The GSVHHCMD member lets you define Health Check drill-down commands externally.

A user or system administrator can create a real-time link or drill-down for a specific check. This member provides
a real-time view of a check. An external Health Check definition can execute a REXX exec to create a command
string dynamically to be executed. Additional information can be found in the HCCMDS parmlib member.

Health Check Drill-Down Commands
Option/Component : HCHECK 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : HCHECKER 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

IMPORTANT
Alter the Health Check drill-down definitions in this member only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

The following list details the order of precedence when the command processor is determining if the command that has
been entered is a valid command.
Order of Precedence

1. USER definitions - Source: user.scsyparm(HCCMDS)
A user can define a set of external definitions. These definitions are specific to the user.  This option is only available if
the user has a user parmlib data set specified. Data sets in use can be viewed using the SYSVIEW LIBS command.

2. SYSTEM or SITE definitions - Source: sysview.scsyparm(HCCMDS)
A site administrator can define a set of definitions that are available to all users.

3. External PRODUCT Definitions - Source: sysview.scsyparm(GSVHHCMD)
The data in this member should not be altered.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Definitions should start in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.
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GSVXDASH

The GSVXDASH member is the default dashboard definition member that is read.

The member does an include for the DASHBORD member of the system parmlib and the user parmlib. To define site-
specific dashboards, use the DASHBORD parmlib member or add an include statement for a different dashboard
definition member or data set.

Default Dashboard Definitions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : DASHBORD 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Use a plus character '+' at the end of the field to continue to the next line. The next line is appended starting

with the first non-blank character.
• Start definitions in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.
• A window cannot exceed 254 characters. The width of a window is the sum of each pane width of the window

plus 2 bytes for each window plus 1.
window width = SUM(pane_x_width + 2) + 1

GSVXFLST

The GSVXFLST member lets you define lists of data sets to be displayed by the REXX exec FILELIST.

Multi-Dataset Directory Definitions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : FILELIST 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

IMPORTANT
Alter the definitions in the member only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

User and site-specific definitions can be defined in the parmlib member FILELIST.
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

GSVXLCMD

The GSVXLCMD member lets you define line commands externally and associate the definition with an existing
SYSVIEW primary command.

User and site-specific definitions can be defined as described here. Additional information can be found in the LINECMDS
parmlib member.

Externally Defined Line Commands
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : All commands 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

IMPORTANT
Alter the external line command definitions in this member only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

If a command is defined to support line command input, the following process is performed when a line command is
entered:

1. An internal line command table is searched for the specified line command. If found, the internally defined action is
taken. Additional processing stops.

2. If an internal match is not found, externally defined line commands are searched for a match.

Order of Precedence

1. External PRODUCT Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(GSVXLCMD)
The data in this member should not be altered.

2. USER Definitions - Source: user.CNM4BPRM(LINECMDS)
A user can define a set of external line commands. These line commands are specific to the user.
This value is only available if the user has a user parmlib data set specified. View data sets in use by using the
SYSVIEW LIBS command.

3. SYSTEM or SITE Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(LINECMDS)
A site administrator can define a set of external line commands that are available to all users.
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Definitions should start in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.
• A definition with a blank or c'.' command string is considered a dummy entry.

GSVXMORE

The GSVXMORE member lets you define "More Information" drill-down commands externally. A user or system
administrator can create a drill-down command for an associated data collection variable.

User and site-specific definitions can be defined as described here. Additional information can be found in the MOREINFO
parmlib member.
The "More Information" definitions are used by the MOREINFO command. The MOREINFO command provides more
detailed information about a selected data collection metric.

More Information Drill-Down Commands
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : MOREINFO 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

WARNING
Alter the definitions in this member only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

• If a member with the specified variable name exists within the CLISTLIB, then that CLIST is executed to provide more
information.

• If a CLIST does not exist, then externally defined "More Information" definitions are searched for a matching "class"
and "variable" name. The external definition contains a command string to be issued.

The following list is the order of precedence when the command processor is determining whether the command that has
been entered is valid.

Order of Precedence

1. USER Definitions - Source: user.CNM4BPRM(MOREINFO)
A user can define a set of external definitions. These definitions are specific to the user. This option is only available if
the user has a user parmlib data set specified. View the data sets in use by using the SYSVIEW LIBS command.

2. SYSTEM or SITE Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(MOREINFO)
A site administrator can define a set of definitions that is available to all users.

3. External PRODUCT Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(GSVXMORE)
Do not alter the data in this member.
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Configuration Options

Parmlib member: OPTIONS

Configuration Option Description

MoreInfoCommands Specify if "More Info" drill-down commands that are defined in the
parmlib member MOREINFO are to be supported.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Start definitions in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.
• When using the SELECT command, the character versions of operators are recommended.

Example: EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, and so on
• Users with an active SYSVIEW session can reload the definitions by issuing the command LISTMORE

RELOAD.

GSVXSMAT

The GSVXSMAT member lets you define alias member names to true member names.

Source Member Alias Table
Option/Component : Base

Library Caching  : No

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : All subtasks and user sessions

  

Data Set Eligible

User             : No

Site             : Yes

System           : Yes

WARNING
Alter definitions in this member only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

If an attempt to read a library member fails, the member name that is requested is used to locate a match in this table. If
the requested member name matches the library type and alias member name, a second attempt to read a member is
made using the corresponding true member name.

libtype  - Library type

alias    - Alias member name

truename - True member name

For sites that require custom entries, see SVWXSMAT.

Example:

 *LibType Alias... TrueName 

 HELPLIB GLOSSARY GSVT0076
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Start definitions in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.

GSVXUCMD

The GSVXUCMD member lets you define user commands externally. The user command definitions provide an
association between a single command name and a list of concatenated commands.

User and site-specific definitions can be defined as described here. Additional information can be found in the
USERCMDS parmlib member.

Externally Defined User Commands
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : user commands 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User             : No 

Site             : Yes 

System           : Yes

WARNING
Alter the external user command definitions in this member only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

The following list shows the order of precedence when the command processor is determining whether the command that
has been entered is valid.

Order of Precedence

1. Internally defined command names.
2. Command synonyms that are defined through the user profile.
3. SET keywords if the user profile option IMPLICTSET is set to YES.
4. External PRODUCT Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(GSVXUCMD)

Do not alter the data in this member.
5. External USER Command Definitions - Source: user.CNM4BPRM(USERCMDS)

A user can define a set of external user commands. These line commands are specific to the user. This option is only
available if the user has a user parmlib data set specified.
View data sets in use by using the SYSVIEW LIBS command.
The user profile option IMPLICITUCMD must be set to YES.

6. External SYSTEM or SITE Command Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(USERCMDS)
A site administrator can define a set of external user commands that are available to all users.
The user profile option IMPLICITUCMD must be set to YES.

7. INVOKE keywords if the user profile option IMPLICTINVK is set to YES.
8. ISPF commands if the user profile option IMPLICTISPF is set to YES.
9. TSO commands if the user profile option IMPLICTTSO is set to YES.
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Start definitions in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.
• When using the SELECT command, the character versions of operators are recommended.

Example: EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, and so on

HCCMDS

The HCCMDS member lets you define Health Check drill-down commands externally.

A user or system administrator can create a real-time link or drill-down for a specific check. It provides a real-time view of
a check.

Health Check Drill-Down Commands
Option/Component : HCHECK

Library Caching  : Yes

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : User sessions

Online Commands  : HCHECKER, HCCLIST

Data Set Eligible

User   : Yes

Site   : Yes

System : Yes

An external Health Check definition can execute a REXX exec to create a command string dynamically to be executed.

The following list shows the order of precedence when the command processor is determining whether the command that
has been entered is valid.
Order of Precedence

1. USER Definitions - Source: user.CNM4BPRM(HCCMDS)
A user can define a set of external definitions. These definitions are specific to the user and is available only if the user
has a user parmlib data set specified. View data sets in use by using the SYSVIEW LIBS command.

2. SYSTEM or SITE Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(HCCMDS)
A site administrator can define a set of definitions that is available to all users.

3. External PRODUCT Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(GSVHHCMD)
Do not alter the data in this member.

Configuration Options

Parmlib member: OPTIONS

Configuration Option Description

HealthCheckCommands Specify whether Health Check drill-down definitions in the parmlib member HCCMDS are
supported.
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Health Check Drill-down Definitions

Statement syntax:

DEFINE owner name 

   CMDstring string 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Start of definition
The "owner" and "name" parameters must directly follow the "DEFINE" keyword and be
on the same line. 

owner The health check owner
The maximum length is 16 characters. Generic definitions are allowed.

name The health check name
The maximum length is 32 characters. Generic definitions are allowed.

CMDstring The command string to be executed in relationship to the owner and name. This value
must be the last keyword value pair in each definition.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (this is not required)

Command Strings

The command string can be a single command or multiple commands that can span several lines. The total command
string is limited to 250 characters.

Multiple commands must be separated using the command delimiter ";".

The command string can be continued by coding a continuation character as the last non-blank character on a line.

The hyphen ("-") continuation character indicates that leading blanks in the next record are not ignored.

The plus sign ("+") continuation character indicates that leading blanks in the next record are ignored.

The only restriction on the number of continuation records is that the total length of the actual resulting command string
cannot exceed 250 characters. Any excess characters are truncated without any warning.

Data or Variable Substitution

The command string can contain variables or symbolics. Dynamic variable substitution occurs at run time.

Command parameters can be inserted at run time using specially named variables. The following examples show how to
code a parameter name for substitution:

&P_OWNER - The specified owner name from the HCCMDS command

&P_NAME - The specified check name from the HCCMDS command

Command Confirmation

If command confirmation is desired, use the "CONFIRM" command as the first command within the command string. If
a positive confirmation is returned, the remaining portion of the command string is executed. Otherwise, the remaining
portion of the command string is discarded.
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Link To Commands or Drill-Down

When using a line command, it is assumed that the user wants to "link" or drill-down to the next command level. By
default, the first command in the command string is linked to if the command is not a function command. Function
commands do not have associated screen displays. Some function commands display messages or cause other screen
activity to occur. An example of a function command is ASID.

If the first command in a command string is a function command such as ASID, you should insert a "LINK" command in
front of the next primary command.

Dynamic Command String Generation Using REXX

An external Health Check definition can execute a REXX exec to create a command string dynamically to be executed.
The information can be passed to the REXX exec. This data can be used by the REXX exec to determine the nature of
the command string to be returned.

When using a REXX exec to create a command string, you must use the following syntax. Only one REXX invocation is
allowed per definition AND it must be the first command string.

The REXX exec must return a result string to be executed. The string can contain multiple commands that are separated
by the command delimiter.

The returned result replaces the calling command string "REXX execname parameters".

Several REXX functions that are provided by SYSVIEW are available to the REXX exec executed as part of an external
line command definition. Issue a "HELP REXXFUNC" command to display a summary of these REXX functions.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• This member is eligible for user parmlib processing. The user-defined parmlib is searched first.
• Definitions should start in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.
• When using the SELECT command, the character versions of operators are recommended.

Example: EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, and so on
• Users with an active SYSVIEW session can reload the definitions by issuing the command HCCLIST

RELOAD.

HCHECKS

The HCHECKS member lets you define SYSVIEW Health Checks.

Health Check Definitions
Option/Component : HCHECK 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : HCHECK subtask 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes
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Order of Precedence

1. PRODUCT Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(GSVHHCHK)
Do not alter the data in this member.

2. SYSTEM or SITE Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(HCHECKS)
Use this member to create definitions that are to be used in place of the definitions included in the GSVHHCHK
member.
If a definition is created in the HCHECKS member, the matching checkname must be commented in the
GSVHHCHK member.

Definition Syntax
DEFINE checkname         Required 32-byte check name (max length is 23 bytes if QUALIFY JOBNAME or QUALIFY

 SSID specified).

 

  QUALIFY NONE|JOBNAME|SSID 

                         Optional parameter that specifies whether the check name is unqualified or qualified

 with the job name 

                         or subsystem ID. The default is QUALIFY NONE. 

 

  MODULE     modname     8-byte module name. 

 

  MSGTABLE   tabname     Required 8-byte message module name.

 

  PARMS      parms       Optional 1 to 254-byte parm string.

 

  REASON     reason      Required 1-126 byte reason string.

 

  INTVL      hhh:mm:ss|  Required interval specification.

             ONCE        The hhh parm is a number from 0 to 999 and the mm parm is a number from 0 to 59. 

                         "00:00:00" is the equivalent of ONCE. 

 

  EXINTVL    hhh:mm:ss|  Exception interval specification. 

             SYSTEM|     SYSTEM means use the INTVL value 

             HALF        HALF means use half the INTVL value 

                         The hh:mm:ss parm is the same as the INTVL above. 

                         The default is SYSTEM. 

 

  ELPLIM     hh:mm:ss    Elapsed time limit or the keyword NOLIMIT. A value of 0 is also interpreted as

 NOLIMIT. 

                         The value must be from 1 to 15 minutes. 

 

  CPULIM     hh:mm:ss    CPU time limit or the keyword NOLIMIT. A value of 0 is also interpreted as NOLIMIT. 

                         The value must be from 1 second to 5 minutes. 

 

  LOW|MEDIUM|HIGH        Optional exception severity level. The default is MEDIUM. 

 

  LOCAL|GLOBAL           Optional scope parameter. The default is LOCAL. 

 

  ACTIVE|INACTIVE        Optional initial state. The default is ACTIVE. 

 

  SAFCHECK|NOSAFCHECK    Optional parameter that specifies whether the z/OS Health Checker makes a SAF

 validation 
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                         call to verify that the caller is authorized to register the check. The default is

 NOSAFCHECK. 

 

  USS|NOUSS              Optional parameter that specifies whether the check requires that USS services be

 available. 

                         The default is NOUSS. 

 

  VERBOSE|NOVERBOSE      Optional parameter that specifies whether the check operates in verbose mode. The

 default is 

                         NOVERBOSE. 

 

  FORCE NONE|NORMAL|EXCEPTION|NOFEATURE 

                         Optional parameter that specifies whether special diagnostic processing takes place. 

                         The default is FORCE NONE. The meanings of the other possible keyword are: 

 

                             NONE         No special diagnostic processing is to occur. 

                             NORMAL       The check is to issue a normal informational message regardless of

 the actual state 

                                          of the object of the check. 

                             EXCEPTION    The check is to issue an exception message regardless of the actual

 state of the 

                                          object of the check. 

                             NOFEATURE    The check is to issue a normal informational message stating that

 the check does not  

                                          apply because the required feature was not selected regardless of

 whether the 

                                          feature (option or component) actually was selected. If the check

 does not support 

                                          feature checking then this option is the same as NONE.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Definitions should start in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.

INFOAREA

The INFOAREA member provides a user-defined override to the cursor selection process of information area data.

Information Area Cursor Selection
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : All 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 
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System : Yes

If a command is defined to support information area cursor selection, the following process is performed:

1. User cursor selects an area or item within the information section or overview section of the display. No other input can
be present.

2. A lookup is performed to determine whether the selected area is a defined cursor selection area.
Information area matches found:
An internally defined default command string is used for drill-down. The default command string can be overridden by
creating definitions.
The internal definition contains an information area lookup keyword. This keyword is used to search the user-
defined overrides. The override definitions are created in this member. If an override is found matching the owning
command and keyword, the command string from the override definition is used for drill-down.
Information area matches NOT found:
Processing terminated. No action is performed. The user-defined overrides are not searched because the cursor was
not located in a defined area.

The definition of an Information Cursor Selection Override Entry is defined in two parts:

Card 1 

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....4....+....6 

command  keyword   string

command The owning command for the definition. Maximum length = 8 characters

keyword The internally defined keyword that describes the information area
coordinates. Maximum length = 16 characters

string The command string can optionally start on line 1 of the definition. If the string requires
multiple lines, use a continuation character.

Card 1-n 

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....4....+....6 

command_string 

The command string can be a single command or multiple commands that can span several lines. The total command
string is limited to 250 characters.
Commands or command string can be continued by coding a continuation character as the last non-blank character on a
line.
A hyphen ("-") indicates that leading blanks in the next record are not ignored.
A plus sign ("+") indicates that leading blanks in the next record are ignored.
The only restriction on the number of continuation records is that the length of the actual resulting command cannot
exceed 250 characters.
Examples:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....4....+....6 

OVERVIEW CPU-CP%             ACTIVITY;SORT CPU% D 

OVERVIEW CPU-CP% 

   ACTIVITY;SORT CPU% D 

OVERVIEW CPU-CP% 

   ACTIVITY + 

   ;SORT CPU% D 
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• This member is user parmlib eligible. The user-defined parmlib is searched first.

INVOKE

The INVOKE parmlib member defines the external products or programs to SYSVIEW.

Products or programs that can be executed in the IBM TSO or IBM ISPF environment can be invoked directly from a
SYSVIEW session while connected to TSO or ISPF. Once defined, the external product can be invoked using the newly
assigned command name.

INVOKE Command Product Keyword Definitions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : INVOKE 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The format of the data is:

Cols 1:8   - INVOKE command keyword. 1 to 8 characters left justified and blank padded. 

Col  9     - Must be blank. 

Col  10    - The minimum length required to match the INVOKE keyword. 

             1 numeric digit from 0 to 8 or blank. A value of blank, 0, 

             or 8 all imply that the full keyword must be specified. 

Col  11    - Must be blank. 

Cols 12:19 - ISPF interface parmlib member name. 

Col  20    - Must be blank. 

Cols 21:28 - TSO interface parmlib member name. 

Col  29    - Must be blank. 

Cols 30:69 - Command description. 

Cols 70:80 - Ignored, can contain anything.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• The keywords are searched in the order that is specified in this member. The search stops at the first match.
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JOBNAMES

The JOBNAMES parmlib member provides descriptions for job names and started tasks.

Jobname Descriptions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : Various 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The format of the data is:

Relative column position 

Cols 1:8   - Job or started task name 

Col  9     - Must be blank 

Col  10:41 - Description 

Cols 42:80 - Ignored, can contain anything.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate jobname entries are ignored.

LGLOOKUP

The definitions in the LGLOOKUP member set a Logname entry with a default log stream name to be used with specific
log stream browse commands.

The log streams defined in this member display using the LGLOGS command.

Log Stream Lookup Definitions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : Log stream browsing commands 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes
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Use the following online commands to view these log streams:

Command Description

AUDITLOG Audit events
CEITLOG CICS EXEC Interface trace log
CSYSDATA CICS system interval analysis
CTGLOG CICS Transaction Gateway log
CTRANLOG CICS transaction log summary
CTRANSUM CICS transaction intervals
IMSOMAT IMS OM audit trail log
IMSRSLOG IMS region summary log
IMSTLOG IMS transaction log
IMSTSUM IMS transaction summary log
MQRLOG MQ request history log
PLOTLOG Historical plot log
SMFLOG SMF log
XLOG Exception log or CICS exception log
ZCNRLOG z/OS Connect request log

If the commands are issued without specifying a log stream name, the data in this member uses the "Logname" definition
to determine the default log stream to display for the command. The data is also used to define any log streams that
contain a specific type of data.

Log stream names can be specified in generic terms or as an alias. If the commands specify a generic log stream name,
the specified name is compared with the definitions in LGLOOKUP. If the name specified matches a Logname entry, the
log stream name that is associated with the definition is substituted for the specified name.

The default log stream does not have to be the current log stream in use.

The following table describes the format of the data:

Parm Field Description

1 Sysname System name
Supports generic names

2 Logname Log name
Supports generic names

3 Logstream Log stream name
If the log stream name is created using symbols, the resulting value must be 26
characters or less.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:
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– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

This list describes the requirements for the Logname entry by log stream type:

Audit Event Log Stream

The Logname entry must be: Logname - AUDIT

CICS Data Collection Log Streams

If a log stream is NOT specified on the command invocation, the Logname entries are used to determine the log stream to
view:

1. The table entries are searched for a default log stream entry with the Logname "CICSLOGR.type" for the log stream
type being displayed.

2. If the current target ASID is a CICS, the table is searched for the associated logger for the selected CICS. The
Logname entry must be in the format:

Logname - taskid.type 

taskid - Task ID of the CICS logger as defined in the SYSVIEW parmlib member. 

type - log type 

EITL - EI trace log 

SYSD - System interval data 

TRAN - Transaction detail 

TSUM - Transaction summary 

XLOG - Exceptions

CICS Transaction Gateway Log Stream

The Logname entry must be: Logname - CTGLOG

Exception Log Summary Log Stream

The Logname entry must be: Logname - XLOG

Historical Plot Data Log Stream

The Logname entry must be: Logname - PLOTLOG

IBM MQ Historical Request Log Stream

The Logname entry must be: Logname - MQSDATA.MQHR

IMS Data Collection Log Streams

If a log stream is NOT specified on the command invocation, the Logname entries are used to determine the log stream to
view.

1. The table entries are searched for a default log stream entry with the logname "IMSLOGR.IMTR" for the transaction
log, "IMSLOGR.IMTS" for the transaction summary log, and "IMSLOGR.IMRS" for the region summary log.

2. If the current target ASID is an IMS, the table is searched for a specific log stream for that IMS. The logname entry
must be in the format:
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Logname - IMSLOGR.IMTR or IMSLOGR.IMRS 

IMSssid.IMTR or IMSssid.IMRS 

ssid - IMS subsystem ID

IMS OM Audit Trail Log Streams

If the CSL Operations Manager (OM) is configured to produce an audit trail log, the IMS OM Audit Trail contains the IMS
OM audit trail log. OM audit trail logging is enabled by the AUDITLOG parameter in the CSL OM initialization parameters
PROCLIB member (CSLOIxxx).

If a log stream is NOT specified on the command invocation, the Logname entries are used to determine the desired log
stream to view.

1. The table entries are searched for a default log stream entry with the logname "IMSPLEX.OMAT".
2. If the current target ASID is an IMS, the table is searched for a specific log stream for that IMS. The logname entry is

in the format: "IMSPLEX.plex" where "plex" is the IMSPLEX name of the current target IMS.
3. If the PLEX parameter is specified on the IMSOMAT command, the specified five-character plex name is concatenated

to the "IMSPLEX." LGLOOKUP search argument to form "IMSPLEX.plex". The logname entry must be in the following
format:

Logname - IMSPLEX.OMAT or IMSPLEX.plex 

plex - the 5 character IMSPLEX name 

( "CSL" omitted ).

Operations Log Log Stream

The Logname entry must be: Logname - OPERLOG

SMF Data Log Stream

The Logname entry must be: Logname - SMFDATA

z/OS Connect Log Stream

The Logname entry must be: Logname - ZCNRLOG

LINECMDS

The LINECMDS member lets you define line commands externally and associate the definitions with an existing
SYSVIEW primary command.

Externally Defined Line Command Definitions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : All 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes
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An external line command definition can execute a REXX exec to create a command string to be executed dynamically.

If a command is defined to support line command input, the following process is performed when a line command is
entered:

1. An internal line command table is searched for the specified line command. If found, the internally defined action is
taken and further processing stops.

2. If an internal match was not found, externally defined line commands are searched for a match.

Order of Precedence

1. External PRODUCT Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(GSVXLCMD)
Do not alter the data in this member.

2. USER Definitions - Source: user.CNM4BPRM(LINECMDS)
A user can define a set of external line commands. These line commands are specific to the user and are available
only if the user has a user parmlib data set specified. View data sets in use by using the SYSVIEW LIBS command.

3. SYSTEM or SITE Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(LINECMDS)
A site administrator can define a set of external line commands that are available to all users.

Additional Configuration Options
Parmlib member: OPTIONS

Configuration Option Description

ExternalLineCommands Specify if external line commands that are defined in the parmlib member LINECMDS
are supported.

An External Line Command entry contains multiple parts:

• The external line command definition "key"
• Description
• Option keywords
• The command string to be associated with the "key"

The external line command definition can be coded on a single line or multiple lines. You must code the following
parameters on the first line of each definition:

Command 

Linecmd 

Min

The description, options, and command string can start on the first or second line of a definition.

Card 1 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6 

*Command.Screen...        Linecmd. Min  Desc-Options-CmdString.....

 command.screen           linecmd min   DESC '-- description --'

                                        <OPTS options>

                                        <IF expression>

                                        <MSG reason>
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                                        CMD string

Item Description

command The name of the command to which this definition applies. The maximum length is 8 characters. This value is
not case-sensitive.

screen The screen name within a specific command. For most commands, the screen name is left blank. The
maximum length is 8 characters.
This value is not case-sensitive. The syntax for specifying a screen name is: command.screen

linecmd The external line command name. The maximum length is 8 characters. This value is not case-sensitive.
min The minimum allowable length of the external line command name (linecmd). The minimum value is 1 and the

maximum value is 8. Any other value is invalid and ignored and 8 is used instead.
description A description that briefly describes the resulting command string. The description can up to 40 characters in

length and must be enclosed in quotes.
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Item Description

options The options associated with the entry. You must precede option keywords by the keyword "OPTS", which
indicates that option keywords are to follow. Valid option keywords:

ACTion:
The result of the command_string performs an action.

NAVigation:
The result of the command_string navigates to another command to provide additional or
related detail.

NODISPlay:
Do not display the line command definition on the LISTLCMD command display.

NOLCASSIST:
Do not display the line command definition on the LCASSIST command display.

PAD pad:
Pad fields containing all blanks. Specifies a string is used during variable substitution if the
field contains all blanks.

XSYS:
XSSYSTEM entry only. This definition is used only for cross system data lines where the
XSSYSTEM name is different from the current system name.

NOXSCONN:
Do not execute cross system. This definition is used only for cross system data lines where
the XSSYSTEM name is different from the current system name.
Typically the command that is generated by the line command definition is executed cross
system. By specifying the NOXSCONN option, the command is executed locally.

DATEFMT format:
Specify the date format to be used when extracting a data row field of type DATE. The
format of a date field can be different for each command. This allows for the date field to be
converted to the format required by the target command.
Valid date formats:

• Any valid target command name
• yyddd
• yyyyddd
• dayyyddd
• dayyyyyddd
• dayxyyyyxddd
• yyxddd
• ddmmyy
• ddyymm
• mmddyy
• mmyydd
• yyddmm
• yymmdd
• ddmonyy
• yymondd
• ddmmyyyy
• ddyyyymm
• mmddyyyy
• mmyyyydd
• yyyyddmm
• yyyymmdd
• ddmonyyyy
• yyyymondd
• dayddmonyy
• yymonddday
• dayddmonyyyy
• yyyymonddday
• ddxmmxyy
• ddxyyxmm
• mmxddxyy
• mmxyyxdd
• yyxddxmm
• yyxmmxdd
• monxddxyy
• yyxmonxdd
• ddxmmxyyyy
• ddxyyyyxmm
• mmxddxyyyy
• mmxyyyyxdd
• yyyyxddxmm
• yyyyxmmxdd
• monxddxyyyy
• yyyyxmonxdd
• dayxmonxddxyy
• dayxyyxmonxdd
• yyxmonxddxday
• dayxmonxddxyyyy
• dayxyyyyxmonxdd
• yyyyxmonxddxday
• mmxdd
• mmdd
• monxdd
• mondd

   dd       Numeric day of month

   mm       Numeric month of year

   yy       Numeric year of century

   yyyy     Numeric year

   ddd      Numeric day of year (Julian day)

   day      Character day of week

   mon      Character month of year

   x        Separator character.
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Item Description

TIMEFMT format Specify the time format to be used when extracting a data row field of type TIME. The format of a time field can
be different for each command. This value allows for the time field to be converted to the format required by the
target command.
Valid time formats:
• Any valid target command name
Valid 12 hour time formats:
• hhxmmxssyzz
• hhxmmyzz
Valid 24 hour time formats:
• hhxmmxss
• hhxmm
• hhmm
• hhmmss
• hhxmmxss.t
• hhxmmxss.th
• hhxmmxss.thm
• hhxmmxss.thmi
• hhxmmxss.thmij
• hhxmmxss.thmiju
• hhxmmxss.n
• hhxmmxss.nn
• hhxmmxss.nnn
• hhxmmxss.nnnn
• hhxmmxss.nnnnn
• hhxmmxss.nnnnnn

   hh     Hours

   mm     Minutes

   ss     Seconds

   t      Tenths of seconds (eq n)

   th     Hundredths of seconds (eq nn)

   thm    Milliseconds (eq nnn)

   thmi   Ten-thousandths of seconds (eq nnnn)

   thmij  Hundred-thousandths of seconds (eq nnnnn)

   thmiju Microseconds (eq nnnnnn)

   n      Tenths of seconds (eq t)

   nn     Hundredths of seconds (eq th)

   nnn    Milliseconds (eq thm)

   nnnn   Ten-thousandths of seconds (eq thmi)

   nnnnn  Hundred-thousandths of seconds (eq thmiju)

   nnnnnn Microseconds (eq thmiju)

   x      Separator character

   y      An optional space character used to separate the time from the AM/PM suffix.

          If a space is desired, then the entire value must be enclosed in character

          delimiter characters.

   zz     Indicates how the AM/PM suffix is to be formatted.

          zz can be XX, XM, AM, or PM to request a two-character suffix or X, 

          A, or P to request a one-character su

IFREJect An optional keyword to specify the line command is to be rejected if the "IfString" expression is evaluated to be
true.
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Item Description

expression The IF string expression to be evaluated to determine if the command string is executed. If the expression is
true, the command string is executed. If the optional keyword "IFREJECT" is specified, the command string
is rejected when the expression is true. The IF string expression must be preceded by the keyword "IF". If the
expression requires multiple lines, you must use a continuation character. The expression can start or continue
in any column from 1 to 72. Maximum expression length is 100 characters.
The IF expression can contain data or variable substitution using the same rules as the CMD string.
The IF expression processing allows for the same rules as us by )IF statement processing in parameter
members.

reason An optional rejection reason text to be included with the GSVX757E message if the line command is rejected.
The reason text has a maximum of 64 characters and must be enclosed in quotes if it contains embedded
blanks. The keyword MSG and the reason text must be specified on the same line. Continuation is not
supported.

string The command string must be preceded by the keyword "CMD".
The command string that is executed when the line command is processed. The command string can start on
line 1 or line 2 of a definition. If the string requires multiple lines, you must use a continuation character. The
string can start or continue in any column from 1 to 72.

Card 2-n 

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6 

CMD command_string

The command string can be a single command or multiple commands that can span several lines. The total command
string is limited to 250 characters.

Separate multiple commands by using the command delimiter.

Continue the command string by coding a continuation character as the last non-blank character on a line.

The hyphen ("-") continuation character indicates that leading blanks in the next record are not ignored.

The plus sign ("+") continuation character indicates that leading blanks in the next record are ignored.

The only restriction on the number of continuation records is that the total length of the actual resulting command string
cannot exceed 250 characters. Any excess characters are truncated without any warning.

Data or Variable Substitution

The command string can contain variables or symbolics. Dynamic variable substitution occurs at runtime.

DATA Fields

Fields from the selected data row can be inserted at runtime using specially named variables. The following examples
show how to code a field name for substitution:

&F_jobname 

&FLD_jobname

If a field or column with the name "jobname" is found on the current screen, the data value for that column or field from the
selected row are used to replace the variable.
INFO Fields

Fields from the information section can be inserted at runtime using specially named variables. The following examples
show how to code a field name for substitution:
Non-Extended

&I_Size 

&INFO_Size 
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If a field name "size" is found in the information section on the current screen, the associated data value for that field is
used to replace the variable. Non-Extended means that the data value is the same as visible data on the screen in an
interactive session.
Extended

&IX_Size 

&INFOX_Size

If a field name "size" is found in the information section on the current screen, the associated data value for that field
is used to replace the variable. The Extended data format depends on the type of data in the field. If extended data is
requested and is not available for the specified field, non-extended data is returned.
Issue the INFOFLDS command from the desired display to show a list of available information section field names. The
INFOFLDS command also indicates whether extended data is available to the field.

Examples:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6.||7.. 

*Command. Linecmd. Min CmdString................................. 

 ACTIVITY ENQUEUE    1 DESC 'Enqueues for jobname' 

                       OPTS NAV 

                       CMD ENQUEUE;SELECT RNAME EQ &F_JOBNAME 

ACTIVITY  ENQUEUE    1 DESC 'Enqueues for jobname' 

                       OPTS NAV 

                       CMD ENQUEUE + 

                       ;SELECT RNAME EQ &F_JOBNAME 

ACTIVITY   ASID      8 DESC 'Set target ASID' 

                       OPTS ACTION 

                       CMD ASID &F_JOBNAME 

ACTIVITY   ASID      8 DESC 'Set XSYSTEM target ASID' 

                       OPTS XSYS ACTION 

                       CMD ACTIVITY;ASID &F_JOBNAME + 

                       FIND &F_JOBNAME JOBNAME 

ACTIVITY   CANCEL    1 DESC 'Cancel jobname' 

                       OPTS ACTION 

                       CMD CONFIRM Cancel job: &F_JOBNAME + 

                       ;ASCANCEL &F_JOBNAME + 

                       NODUMP NOCONFIRM NOMSG 

LISTDIR    DELETE    3 DESC 'Delete member' 

                       OPTS ACTION 

                       CMD CONFIRM &I_Dsn(&F_NAME) + 

                       ;XTSO DELETE '&I_Dsn(&F_NAME)'

Command Confirmation

If command confirmation is desired, use the "CONFIRM" command as the first command within the command string. If
a positive confirmation is returned, the remaining portion of the command string is executed. Otherwise, the remaining
portion of the command string is discarded.
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Link To Commands or Drill-Down

When using a line command, we assume that the user wants to "link" or drill down to the next command level. By default,
the first command in the command string is linked to if the command is not a function command. Function commands do
not have associated screen displays. Some function commands display messages or cause other screen activity to occur.
An example of a function command is ASID.

If the first command in a command string is a function command such as ASID, insert a "LINK" command in front of the
next primary command.

Dynamic Command String Generation Using REXX

An external line command definition can execute a REXX exec to create dynamically a command string to be executed.
The information that is contained in the data fields can be passed to the REXX exec. The REXX exec can use this data to
determine the nature of the command string to return.

When using a REXX exec to create a command string, use the following syntax. Only one REXX invocation is allowed
per definition AND it must be the first command string. The REXX exec must return a result string to execute. The string
can contain multiple commands that are separated by the command delimiter. The returned result replaces the calling
command string "REXX execname parameters".

Several REXX functions that are provided by SYSVIEW are available to the REXX exec executed as part of an external
line command definition. Issue a "HELP REXXFUNC" command to display a summary of these REXX functions.

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6 

*Command. Linecmd. Min  CmdString............................... 

 command  linecmd  min  DESC 'execute REXX exec' 

                        OPTS ACTION 

                        CMD REXX execname parameters

Examples:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....||7.. 

*Command. Linecmd. Min  CmdString............................... 

 ACTIVITY TEST       8  DESC 'Test jobname' 

                        OPTS ACTION 

                        CMD REXX ACTTEST &F_JOBNAME &F_TYPE

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• This member is eligible for user parmlib processing. The user-defined parmlib is searched first.
• Start definitions in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.
• A definition with a blank or c'.' command string is considered a dummy entry.
• When using the SELECT command, use the character versions of operators. Example: EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE,

and so on.

LMPCODES

The LMPCODES parmlib member lets you associate a text product description with a Common Components and Services
two-character LMP code. The text description helps you determine the product associated with the code.
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CCS and OS/390 can occasionally write messages that contain the two-character LMP code to the system console. Use
this parmlib member and associated command to determine the Broadcom product that is associated with the code.

Common Components and Services LMP Code Product Description Table
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : CAILMP 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The list of LMP Product Codes can also be found at Broadcom Support.

The format of the data is:

Cols 01:02 - LMP code 

Col  03    - Must be blank 

Col  04:43 - Product description 

Cols 44:80 - Ignored, can contain anything.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

LOGGER

The LOGGER parmlib member contains a list of configuration options that alter the default operation of the SYSVIEW
logger services component.

Logger Options
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : All subtasks and user sessions 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

Entries that are coded in this member override the default values.
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Option  : Compress 

Default : Yes

Controls whether records are compressed prior to being written to log 

streams.

Valid values:

   Yes - Records are compressed prior to being written to a log 

         stream. 

    No - Records are not compressed.

Option  : SMFRecordBlockCompression

Default : Block

Specify the data compression method to be used when SMF 

records are written to SYSVIEW managed log streams. SMF 

records are added to a blocked data structure prior to 

being written to a log stream.

The blocking of SMF records improves the CPU and elapsed 

time performance of reading and writing SMF records to 

and from log streams.

Valid values:

   None   - The block of SMF records is not compressed.

   Record - Each record is compressed prior to being added

            to the SMF block structure. This increases 

            the number of records that can fit into a 

            single block.

   Block  - Records are added to the SMF block structure

            uncompressed. When the block structure is full,

            the SMF block structure will be compressed prior

            to being written to the log stream. A single

            compression of the block reduces the overhead

            required when reading from and writing to

            log streams.

            This is the best performance method.

Option  : StagingFullWarningInterval 

Default : 00:01:00 

Each time a record is written to a log stream, information is obtained 

about the status of the staging data set or CF structure element objects 

that are associated with the log stream. When a log stream is defined, 

a HIGHOFFLOAD value is specified. The HIGHOFFLOAD value specifies the 

percentage at which offload processing starts for the log stream.
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If the HIGHOFFLOAD threshold has been met, the following message is 

issued:

GSV2582W Log stream <stream> <type> is <pct> full. 

         Capacity level: status> 

Since the offload status is evaluated on each write request, this 

allows for the possibility of a flood of GSV2582W messages. 

The "StagingFullWarningInterval" option controls how often the 

message is issued.

Valid values:

hh:mm:ss - Specifies the interval between messages

Related options:

StagingNotificationLevel

Option  : StagingNotificationLevel 

Default : ELEVATED

Each time a record is written to a log stream, information is obtained 

about the status of the staging data set or CF structure element objects 

that are associated with the log stream. 

When a log stream is defined, a HIGHOFFLOAD value is specified. The 

HIGHOFFLOAD value specifies the percentage at which offload processing 

starts for the log stream. If the HIGHOFFLOAD threshold has been met, 

the following message can be issued:

GSV2582W Log stream <stream> <type> is <pct> full. 

         Capacity level: status>

The capacity level indicates the current amount above the defined 

high offload point.

Possible status values:

           Capacity Level 

           ------------------------------------------- 

ABOVE    - Between HighOffLoad% and 1/3% (100%) full 

ELEVATED - Between 1/3% and 2/3% (100%) full 

IMMINENT - Between 2/3% and (100%) full

Example:

HighOffLoad 70%       -------------------+ 

                                         |    1/3   2/3 

                                         V 

....10....20....30....40....50....60....70....80....90...100 

                                         |  A  |  E  |  I  | 

                                         +-----+-----+-----+ 

                                            |     |     |   

          Above     ------------------------+     |     |

          Elevated  ------------------------------+     |
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          Imminent  ------------------------------------+

Specify the status level at which an alert message is desired.

Valid values:

    NONE - Do not issue alert messages.

   ABOVE - Issue message when the offload percentage is between the 

           defined HighOffLoad% and 1/3% (100%) full

ELEVATED - Issue message when the offload percentage is between 1/3% 

           and 2/3% (100%) full

IMMINENT - Issue message when the offload percentage is between 2/3% 

           and (100%) full

   TRACE - Issue message after each evaluation.

Related options:

StagingFullWarningInterval

MENU

The MENU parmlib member lets you assign an externally known name to each member in the PANELLIB data set.

SYSVIEW uses text members that are found in the sysview.CNM4BPNL data set to define the online menu system. You
can create more menus and can alter existing menus to meet site requirements.

Menu Keyword Table
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : MENU 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The format of the data is:

Cols 1:8   - MENU command keyword. 1 to 8 characters left justified and blank padded. 

Col  9     - Must be blank. 

Col  10    - The minimum length required to match the MENU keyword. 1 numeric digit 

             from 0 to 8 or blank. A value of blank, 0, or 8 all imply that the full

             keyword must be specified. 

Col  11    - Must be blank. 

Cols 12:19 - The member name of the menu panel in the PANELLIB dataset is associated 

             with the keyword in columns 1 to 8. 

Col  20    - Must be blank. 

Cols 21:28 - The member name of the HELPLIB dataset is used for help for this panel. 

             If blank, then it is assumed that there is no help for this panel. If "*",

             then the HELPLIB member name is the same as the PANELLIB member. If the 

             HELPLIB member name has the same name as any command, then the panel is 

             treated as not having help. If the HELP command is entered from a menu 
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             panel that does not have help, the help for the MENU command displays. 

Col  29    - Must be blank. 

Cols 30:80 - Ignored, can contain anything.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• The keywords are searched in the order that is specified in this member. The search stops at the first match.
• An entry for the keyword SYSVIEW is provided automatically and cannot be overridden. This entry is created

as the first entry in the table. The truncation length is 4 and the PANELLIB member name is MENUPRIM.
The HELPLIB member name is MENUPRIM.

• An entry for the keyword PRIMARY is provided automatically and cannot be overridden. This entry is
created as the second entry in the table. The truncation length is 4 and the panel library member name is
MENUPRIM unless it is overridden by use of the SET PRIMARYMENU &value command. The HELPLIB
member name is MENUPRIM.

MENUDESC

The LISTMENU command uses MENUDESC parmlib member to determine where the "description" text is located in a
menu header row or floating header row.

Menu Description Table (MENUDESC)
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : LISTMENU 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The format of the data is:

Cols 1:71  - The full "description" text in a menu header or floating header row. 

Cols 72:80 - Ignored, can contain anything.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• The "description" text must be coded exactly as it appears in the menu panel header or floating header row;

case does not matter. The search for the "description" text is case insensitive.

MESSAGES

The MESSAGES parmlib member lets you control or alter the default processing of a message.
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Message Definition Overrides
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : All subtasks and user sessions 

Online Commands  : All 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The member contains the following sections:

Default Definition Attributes Section
- Define default definition parameter values to use if the specific parameter is not coded on a specific message
definition. The default attributes are NOT the default values for ALL messages. They are only the default values
for those specific message definitions in this member.

Message Definition Section
- Define specific attributes for a message.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Common Route Codes:

Code Description

1 Operator Action
2 Operator Information
3 Tape Pool
4 Direct-Access Pool
5 Tape Library
6 Disk Library
7 Unit Record Pool
8 Teleprocessing Control
9 System Security
10 System/Error Maintenance
11 Programmer Information
12 Emulation
13-20 For customer use only.
21-28 For subsystem use only.
29 Disaster recovery
30-40 For IBM use only.
41 The message gives information about JES3 job status.
42 The message gives general information about JES2 or JES3.
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Code Description

43-64 For JES use only.
65-96 Messages associated with particular processors
97-128 Messages associated with particular devices

Descriptor Codes:

NOTE
The following descriptor codes are mutually exclusive: 1, 2 ,3, 4, 5, 6, 11, and 12.

Code Description

1 System Failure
The message indicates an error that disrupts system operations. To continue, the operator must re-
IPL the system or must restart a major subsystem causing the audible alarm to be issued.

2 Immediate Action Required
The message indicates that the operator must perform an action immediately. The message
issuer can be in a wait state until the action is performed or the system needs the action as soon
as possible to improve performance. The task waits for the operator to complete the action causing
the audible alarm to be issued. When an authorized program issues a message with descriptor code
2, a DOM macro must be issued to delete the message after the requested action is performed.

3 Eventual Action Required
The message indicates that the operator must perform an action eventually. The task does not wait
for the operator to complete the action. If the task can determine when the operator has performed
the action, the task should issue a DOM macro to delete the message when the action is complete.

4 System Status
The message indicates the status of a system task or of a hardware unit.

5 Immediate Command Response
The message is issued as an immediate response to a system command. The response does not
depend on another system action or task.

6 Job Status
The message indicates the status of a job or job step.

7 Task-Related
The message is issued by an application or system program. Messages with this descriptor code are
deleted when the job step that issued them ends.

8 Out-of-Line
The message, which is one line of a group of one or more lines, displays out-of-line. If a message
cannot be displayed out-of-line because of the device being used, descriptor code 8 is ignored. The
message displays in-line with the other messages.

9 Operator's Request
The message is written in response to an operator's request for information by a DEVSERV,
DISPLAY, TRACK, or MONITOR command.

10 Not defined
Descriptor code 10 is not in use.

11 Critical Eventual Action Required
The message indicates that the operator must perform an action eventually, and the action is
important enough for the message to remain on the display screen until the action is completed.
The task does not wait for the operator to complete the action causing the audible alarm to be
issued. Avoid using this descriptor code for non-critical messages because the display screen
can become filled. If the task can determine when the operator has performed the action, the task
should issue a DOM macro to delete the message when the action is complete.
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Code Description

12 Important Information
The message contains important information that must be displayed at a console, but does not
require any action in response.

13 Automation Information
Indicates that this message was previously automated.

Default Definition Attributes Section

The SETDEFAULT definition defines the default message attributes to use in the specific message definitions if a specific
keyword or parameter is not specified. The default attributes are NOT the default values for ALL messages. They are only
the default values for those specific message definitions in this member. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist multiple
times in the list of definitions.

The default route codes to use if nothing is overridden are specified in the system parmlib member GSVXssid. The default
<ssid> value is GSVX.

The default route codes are specified using the following configuration options:

Route-Code  2 

Route-Code  11

Any additional route code definitions that are specified in this member are added to or subtracted from the globally defined
route codes.

RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT 

   ROUTECODE      2 

   ROUTECODE      11 

   DESCCODE       7 

   MLWTO 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values listed above.
SETDEFAULT
ENDDEFAULT

Beginning of default values definition.
End of default values definition.

ROUTECODE
NOROUTECODE

Specifies the route codes to use when issuing a WTO for the message.
Multiple ROUTECODE statements can be coded for a specific message ID.
Minimum - 1
Maximum - 128
Specifies the route codes not to use when issuing a WTO for the message. Multiple
NOROUTECODE statements can be coded for a specific message ID. Minimum - 1 Maximum - 128

DESCCODE
NODESCCODE

Specifies the descriptor codes to use when issuing a WTO for the message. Multiple DESCCODE
statements can be coded for a specific message ID.
Minimum - 1 Maximum - 13
Specifies the descriptor codes not to use when issuing a WTO for the message. Multiple
DESCCODE statements can be coded for a specific message ID. Minimum - 1 Maximum - 13

MLWTO
NOMLWTO

Specifies whether the message can be issued as a multiline wto (MLWTO). This attribute does not
force a message to be written as an MLWTO.
Specifies the message is not to be written as a multiline wto (MLWTO).
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Message Definition Section

DEFINE            messageid 

   ACTION         actioncharacter 

   ROUTECODE      code 

   NOROUTECODE    code 

   DESCCODE       code 

   NODESCCODE     code 

   NONROLL 

   WTO 

   MLWTO 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Message ID - 7 characters
ACTION Message override action character

The override action character is used to replace the original action character. The override action
character must be alphabetic.

ROUTECODE
NOROUTECODE

Specifies the route codes to use when issuing a WTO for the message. Multiple ROUTECODE
statements can be coded for a specific message ID.
Minimum - 1
Maximum - 128
Specifies the route codes not to use when issuing a WTO for the message. Multiple
NOROUTECODE statements can be coded for a specific message ID. Minimum - 1 Maximum - 128

DESCCODE
NODESCCODE

Specifies the descriptor codes to use when issuing a WTO for the message.  Multiple DESCCODE
statements can be coded for a specific message ID.
Minimum - 1
Maximum - 13
Specifies the descriptor codes not to use when issuing a WTO for the message. Multiple
DESCCODE statements can be coded for a specific message ID. Minimum - 1 Maximum - 13

NONROLL Specifies that if the message is written to the console, it includes the non-roll delete attribute
(DESC=2 on the WTO macro). Requesting this option includes:
ROUTECODE 1 

DESCCODE  2

WTO Specifies that if the message is issued for any reason or to any destination, ensure that a WTO is
issued also. A message that is issued during a user session typically displays only to the user. Using
the WTO attribute also causes a WTO to be issued. The WTO is issued with a minimum of route
code 11.
Requesting this option includes:
ROUTECODE 11

WTL Specifies that if the message is issued for any reason or to any destination, ensure that a WTO is
issued with Write-To-Log attributes.
The WTO is issued with ONLY the following route codes and descriptors:
Route code 11 

Descriptor  7

Requesting this option includes:
ROUTECODE 11 

DESCCODE   7 

WTO
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Keyword Description

MLWTO
NOMLWTO

Specifies whether the message can be issued as a multiline WTO(MLWTO). This attribute does not
force a message to be written as an MLWTO.
Specifies that the message is not to be written as a multiline WTO (MLWTO).

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).

MOREINFO

The MOREINFO parmlib member lets you define More Information drill-down commands externally. A user or system
administrator can create a drill-down command for an associated data collection variable.

More Information Drill-Down Commands
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : MOREINFO 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The MOREINFO command uses the More Information definitions. The MOREINFO command provides more detailed
information about a selected data collection metric.

• If a member with the specified variable name exists within the CLISTLIB, that CLIST is executed to provide more
information.

• If a CLIST does not exist, then externally defined "More Information" definitions are searched for a matching "class"
and "variable" name. The external definition contains a command string to be issued.

The following list shows the order of precedence when the command processor is determining if the command that has
been entered is a valid command:

1. USER definitions - Source: user.CNM4BPRM(MOREINFO)
A user can define a set of external definitions. These definitions are specific to the user. This option is only available if
the user has a user parmlib data set specified. Data sets in use can be viewed using the SYSVIEW LIBS command.

2. SYSTEM or SITE definitions  - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(MOREINFO)A site administrator can define a set of
definitions that are available to all users.

3. External PRODUCT Definitions - Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(GSVXMORE)
Do not alter the data in this member.

Configuration Options

Parmlib member: OPTIONS

Option Description

MoreInfoCommands Specify if More Info drill-down commands defined in the parmlib
member MOREINFO are supported.
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• This member is eligible for user parmlib processing. The user-defined parmlib is searched first.
• Definitions should start in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.
• When using the SELECT command, the character versions of operators are recommended. Example: EQ,

NE, GT, LT, GE, and so on.
• Users with an active SYSVIEW session can reload the definitions by issuing the command LISTMORE

RELOAD.

More Information Drill-down Definitions

Statement syntax:

DEFINE class variable 

   CMDstring string 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Start of definition.
The "class" and "variable" parameters must follow the "DEFINE" keyword directly
and must be on the same line.

class The data collection variable class. The maximum length is 8 characters. Generic
definitions are allowed.

variable The data collection variable name. The maximum length is 8 characters. Generic
definitions are allowed.
Refer to the VARIABLE parmlib member for a complete list of available variable names.

CMDstring The command string to be executed in relationship to the class and variable.
This value must be the last keyword value pair in each definition.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).

Command Strings
The command string can be a single command or multiple commands that can span several lines. The total command
string is limited to 250 characters.
Multiple commands must be separated using the command delimiter ";".
The command string can be continued by coding a continuation character as the last non-blank character on a line.
The hyphen ("-") continuation character indicates that leading blanks in the next record are not ignored.
The plus sign ("+") continuation character indicates that leading blanks in the next record are ignored.
The only restriction on the number of continuation records is that the total length of the actual resulting command string
cannot exceed 250 characters. Any excess characters are truncated without any warning.
Data or Variable Substitution

The command string can contain variables or symbolics. Dynamic variable substitution occurs at runtime.
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Command parameters can be inserted at runtime using specially named variables. The following examples show how to
code a parameter name for substitution.

Example Description

&P_CLASS The specified class name from the MOREINFO command.
&P_ID The specified "id or jobname" from the MOREINFO command.
&P_VARIABLE The specified variable name from the MOREINFO command.
&P_ARG1 The specified argument 1 from the MOREINFO command.
&P_ARG2 The specified argument 2 from the MOREINFO command.

OPTIONS

The OPTIONS parmlib member sets the default configuration options for all internal subtasks and online user sessions.

All SYSVIEW tasks and sessions read the OPTIONS parmlib member. The options are not saved in the profile of a user
because they are global.

Configuration Options
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

                   The main task within each of the service 

                   address spaces always reads the member 

                   from the parmlib data sets. Any cached 

                   data is replaced. 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : All subtasks and user sessions 

Data Set Eligible 

User             : No 

Site             : Yes 

System           : Yes

The OPTIONS parmlib member allows you to specify the following values:

• Extended private storage limits
• TCP/IP parameters for MIB browsing
• Message uppercase or lowercase translation

Option keywords are not case-sensitive.

The following parmlib control keyword statements cannot be used in this member:

)IF FEATURE=xxxxxxxx 

  )IF FEATURE^=xxxxxxxx
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• Option keywords are not case-sensitive. The special characters "-" and "_" can be inserted or deleted for

readability. The keyword cannot exceed 40 characters in length.
• If a configuration option is not specified, the default value is used.
• All records that are found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• If this member is being shared with multiple releases of the product, the definitions or configuration options

may need to be wrapped within a release dependent )IF statement.

Example:

)IF RELEASE=16.0 

   option1 

   option2 

)ENDIF 

)IF RELEASE=15.0 

   option1 

   option2 

)ENDIF

Option  : AllowPanelNameAsMenuParm 

Default : Yes 

Controls whether the MENU command allows a PANELLIB member name as a 

parameter. The MENU command first looks for a match in the MENU PARMLIB 

member and, if found, uses the associated PANELLIB member name. 

Valid values: 

Yes - If not match is found in the MENU PARMLIB member, the MENU command 

      tries the supplied parameter as a PANELLIB member name. 

No  - If no match is found in the MENU PARMLIB member, an error message is 

      generated.

Option  : ASCancelJobWithJesCommand 

Default : Yes 

Controls whether the ASCANCEL command cancels a batch job with a JES command or 

with an MVS command. 

Valid values: 

Yes - The ASCANCEL command cancels a batch job with a JES command. 

No  - The ASCANCEL command cancels a batch job with an MVS command.

Option  : CaptureShutDownWaitIntvl 

Default : 10 

This option specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that the server session 

controller waits for a CAPTURE interface session to terminate after the 

session task has been posted to shut down. If the active session does not 
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end within this amount of time it is terminated forcibly. 

Specify a number of seconds from 1 to 600.

Option  : ChangeSrvClassWithMvsCmd 

Default : No 

Controls how a WLM Service Class update processes when an ASSET command is 

entered, or a Srvclass field is overtyped on the ACTIVITY display. 

Valid values: 

Yes - An MVS RESET command is issued to update the service class. 

No  - A WLM service is used to update the service class.

Option  : CicsShutDownWaitIntvl 

Default : 10 

This option specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that the CICS session 

controller is to wait for an active CICS interface session to terminate 

after the session task has been posted to shut down. If the active session 

does not end within this amount of time it is terminated forcibly. 

Specify a number of seconds from 1 to 600.

Option  : Command-Console 

Default : ' ' 

Specify a value from 1 to 8 characters to use when allocating an extended 

console used to submit internally-generated JES (JES2 or JES3) commands. 

The KEY and POE (Point Of Entry) fields use this value when allocating the

extended console. By using the WHEN(CONSOLE(value)) clause with an external

security product where 'value' is the value used with the Command-Console 

option, users can be restricted from issuing JES commands from other 

interfaces. If no value is specified, then an extended console is not 

allocated to submit internally-generated JES commands.

Option  : CpuTimeEnable 

Default : Yes 

Controls whether CPU time limit monitoring is globally enabled or disabled. 

Valid values: 

Yes - CPU time limit monitoring is globally enabled. 

No  - CPU time limit monitoring is globally disabled.  

Related options: 

CpuTimeIntvl 

CpuTimeLimit

Option  : CpuTimeIntvl 

Default : 30 

Specifies the interval at which the CPU time limit is checked. The value 

is specified in seconds. 
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Valid values: 

Minimum - 1 (1 second) 

Maximum - 300 (5 minutes) 

Related options: 

CpuTimeEnable 

CpuTimeLimit

Option  : CpuTimeLimit 

Default : 300 

Specifies the CPU time limit per unit of work (command for a user 

session, global request queue request for a server task, and so on.). 

The value is specified in seconds. 

Valid values: 

Minimum - 0 A zero value specifies that there is no limit, which is 

          the same as coding NO for the CpuTimeEnable option. 

Maximum - 3600 (1 hour) 

Related options: 

CpuTimeEnable 

CpuTimeIntvl

Option  : DisplayConsoleMScope 

Default : Yes

Controls whether the LISTCONS command attempts to determine and display 

the MSCOPE (message scope) of non-extended consoles. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Display the MSCOPE for non-extended consoles. 

No  - Do not attempt to display the MSCOPE for non-extended consoles.

Option  : DisplayCopyrightMessageInApi 

Default : Yes 

Controls whether the copyright message displays in an API session. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Display a copyright message during the initialization of an API session. 

No  - Do not display a copyright message during the initialization of an API 

      session.

Option  : DynAllocUseMsgLevel0 

Default : Yes 

Controls whether DYNALLOC requests set the S99MSGL0 flag in the S99RB. 
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Valid values: 

Yes - The DYNALLOC S99MSGL0 option is set for all dynamic allocation requests. 

      This causes the dynamic allocation request to ignore the 

      JCL MSGLEVEL= operand and to use MSGLEVEL=(,0) instead. 

No  - The DYNALLOC S99MSGL0 option is not set for any dynamic allocation 

      request, which allows normal JCL MSGLEVEL= operand value to be used.

Option  : EXTENDED-PRIVATE-LIMIT 

Default : 32 

Specify the maximum number of megabytes of extended private storage that the 

address space is permitted to use. 

This option is used only to set the extended private limit for Main Services, 

User Interface and Auxiliary address spaces. 

Valid values: 

Minimum - 32 (megabytes) 

Maximum - 2047 (megabytes)

Option  : ExternalLineCommands 

Default : ALL 

Specify if external line commands defined in the parmlib member LINECMDS are 

to be supported. 

Valid values: 

NONE   - Do not use external line commands.

USER   - Use external line commands defined in the user LINECMDS member.

SYSTEM - Use external line commands defined in the system LINECMDS member. 

ALL    - Use external line commands defined in the user and system LINECMDS 

         members.

Option  : ExternalUserCommands 

Default : ALL 

Specify if external user commands defined in the parmlib member USERCMDS are 

supported. 

Valid values: 

NONE   - Do not use external user commands. 

USER   - Use external user commands defined in the user USERCMDS member. 

SYSTEM - Use external user commands defined in the system USERCMDS member. 

ALL    - Use external user commands defined in the user and system USERCMDS 

         members.

Option  : FreeStorageAbendIfFailure 

Default : Yes 

Controls whether CA SYSVIEW abends if a STORAGE RELEASE or FREEMAIN fails. 

Valid values: 
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Yes - An abend occurs if a STORAGE OBTAIN or FREEMAIN request fails. 

No  - An abend does not occur if a STORAGE OBTAIN or FREEMAIN request fails. 

      A storage free failure message is logged.commands defined in the user 

      and system USERCMDS members.

Option  : FreeStorageCheckTcbAddress 

Default : Yes 

Controls whether CA SYSVIEW checks for matching TCB addresses for STORAGE 

RELEASE or FREEMAIN requests. 

Valid values: 

Yes - The TCB address of the caller of the STORAGE RELEASE or FREEMAIN request 

      is checked against the TCB address saved when the storage was 

      allocated. If the TCB addresses are not the same, the caller is abended. 

No  - The TCB address is not checked.

Option  : FtpCaAllowArchivedDataset 

Default : Yes 

Controls whether the FTPCA command allows archived/migrated data sets. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Archived and migrated data sets are allowed. 

No  - Archived and migrated data sets are not llowed. 

Related options: 

FtpCaForceConfirmIfArchived

Option  : FtpCaForceConfirmIfArchived 

Default : Yes 

Controls whether the FTPCA command forces confirmation when the specified 

data set is archived/migrated. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Force confirmation if the data set is archived or migrated. 

No  - Do not force confirmation if the data set is archived or migrated. 

Related options: 

FtpCaAllowArchivedDataset

Option  : GetStorageAbendIfFailure 

Default : No 

Controls whether CA SYSVIEW abends if a STORAGE OBTAIN or GETMAIN fails 

and the storage request was unconditional. 

Valid values: 
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Yes - An abend occurs if an unconditional STORAGE OBTAIN request fails. 

No  - An abend does not occur if an unconditional STORAGE OBTAIN request 

      fails. A storage failure message is issued and then session 

      termination is attempted.

Option  : HealthCheckCommands 

Default : ALL 

Specify whether health check commands defined in the parmlib member HCCMDS 

are supported. 

Valid values: 

NONE   - Do not use health check commands. 

USER   - Use health check commands defined in the user HCCMDS member. 

SYSTEM - Use health check commands defined in the system HCCMDS member.

ALL    - Use health check commands defined in the user and system HCCMDS 

         members.

Option  : HealthCheckStartDelay 

Default : 120 

Specifies the amount of time that the HCHECK task waits before adding the 

required health checks. 

If you automatically start your CA SYSVIEW User Address Space with a command 

in the STARTCMD PARMLIB that is issued when the SYSVIEW Server Address Space 

starts, then you can use this parameter to delay the initialization of the 

HCHECK task in the SYSVIEW User Address Space until the SYSVIEW Server 

Address Space tasks have initialized. 

Valid values: 

Minimum - 0 (seconds) - no delay 

Maximum - 600 (seconds)

Option  : IgnoreSpoolErrors 

Default : Yes 

Specify whether spool read errors are causing the JOBS task to terminate 

and you want to ignore the spool errors so the JOBS task continues to run. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Ignore spool errors. 

No  - Do not ignore spool errors.

Option  : LibCache-Caplib 

Default : No 

Specify whether members from the specific library type are cached. When a 

library member is cached, a subsequent read request for the same member does 

not require I/O or a data set to be allocated. The read request is satisfied 

from the cache. 

The current cache can be viewed and modified using the LIBCACHE command. 
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Valid values: 

Yes - Cache library members. 

No  - Do not cache library members. 

Related options: 

LibCache-Clistlib 

LibCache-Helplib 

LibCache-Maplib  

LibCache-Panellib 

LibCache-Parmlib 

LibCache-Plotlib 

LibCache-Template

Option : LibCache-Clistlib 

Default : No 

 

Specify if members from the specific library type are cached. When a 

library member is cached, a subsequent read request for the same member 

does not require I/O or a data set to be allocated. The read request is 

satisfied from the cache. 

 

The current cache can be viewed and modified using the LIBCACHE command. 

 

Valid values: 

 

Yes - Cache library members. 

No - Do not cache library members. 

 

Related options: 

 

 LibCache-Caplib 

 LibCache-Helplib 

 LibCache-Maplib 

 LibCache-Panellib 

 LibCache-Parmlib 

 LibCache-Plotlib 

 LibCache-Template

Option  : LibCache-Helplib 

Default : No 

Specify whether members from the specific library type are cached. When a 

library member is cached, a subsequent read request for the same member 

does not require I/O or a data set to be allocated. The read request is 

satisfied from the cache. 

The current cache can be viewed and modified using the LIBCACHE command. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Cache library members. 
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No  - Do not cache library members. 

Related options: 

LibCache-Caplib 

LibCache-Clistlib 

LibCache-Maplib  

LibCache-Panellib 

LibCache-Parmlib 

LibCache-Plotlib 

LibCache-Template

Option  : LibCache-Maplib 

Default : No 

Specify whether members from the specific library type are cached. When a 

library member is cached, a subsequent read request for the same member 

does not require I/O or a data set to be allocated. The read request is 

satisfied from the cache. 

The current cache can be viewed and modified using the LIBCACHE command. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Cache library members. 

No  - Do not cache library members. 

Related options: 

LibCache-Caplib 

LibCache-Clistlib 

LibCache-Helplib  

LibCache-Panellib 

LibCache-Parmlib 

LibCache-Plotlib 

LibCache-Template

Option  : LibCache-Panellib 

Default : No 

Specify whether members from the specific library type are cached. When a 

library member is cached, a subsequent read request for the same member 

does not require I/O or a data set to be allocated. The read request is 

satisfied from the cache. 

The current cache can be viewed and modified using the LIBCACHE command. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Cache library members. 

No  - Do not cache library members. 

Related options: 
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LibCache-Caplib 

LibCache-Clistlib 

LibCache-Helplib 

LibCache-Maplib  

LibCache-Parmlib 

LibCache-Plotlib 

LibCache-Template

Option  : LibCache-Parmlib 

Default : No 

Specify whether members from the specific library type are cached. When a 

library member is cached, a subsequent read request for the same member 

does not require I/O or a data set to be allocated. The read request is 

satisfied from the cache. 

The current cache can be viewed and modified using the LIBCACHE command. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Cache library members. 

No  - Do not cache library members. 

Related options: 

LibCache-Caplib 

LibCache-Clistlib 

LibCache-Helplib 

LibCache-Maplib 

LibCache-Panellib 

LibCache-Plotlib 

LibCache-Template

Option  : LibCache-Plotlib 

Default : No 

Specify whether members from the specific library type are cached. When a 

library member is cached, a subsequent read request for the same member 

does not require I/O or a data set to be allocated. The read request is 

satisfied from the cache. 

The current cache can be viewed and modified using the LIBCACHE command. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Cache library members. 

No  - Do not cache library members. 

Related options: 

LibCache-Caplib 

LibCache-Clistlib 

LibCache-Helplib 

LibCache-Maplib  
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LibCache-Panellib 

LibCache-Parmlib 

LibCache-Template

Option  : LibCache-Xmllib 

Default : No 

Specify whether members from the specific library type are cached. When a 

library member is cached, a subsequent read request for the same member 

does not require I/O or a data set to be allocated. The read request is 

satisfied from the cache. 

The current cache can be viewed and modified using the LIBCACHE command. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Cache library members. 

No  - Do not cache library members. 

Related options: 

LibCache-Caplib 

LibCache-Clistlib 

LibCache-Helplib 

LibCache-Maplib 

LibCache-Panellib 

LibCache-Plotlib 

LibCache-Template

Option  : LibCache-Template 

Default : No 

Specify whether members from the specific library type are cached. When a 

library member is cached, a subsequent read request for the same member 

does not require I/O or a data set to be allocated. The read request is 

satisfied from the cache. 

The current cache can be viewed and modified using the LIBCACHE command. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Cache library members. 

No  - Do not cache library members. 

Related options: 

LibCache-Caplib 

LibCache-Clistlib 

LibCache-Helplib 

LibCache-Maplib  

LibCache-Panellib 

LibCache-Parmlib 

LibCache-Plotlib

Option  : Local3270InterfaceLogon 

Default : Yes
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Controls whether the CA SYSVIEW Local 3270 session (SYSVLCL) presents a logon 

screen at startup.

Valid values:

Yes - A logon screen is presented at startup requiring a User ID and 

      Password to be entered.

No  - No logon screen is presented and the session is established using the 

      User ID associated with the started task.

Option  : MESSAGE-EXTERNAL-UPCASE 

Default : No 

Specify whether external messages use uppercase letters. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Upper case external message text. 

No  - Do not upper case external message text.

Option  : MIM-Jobname 

Default : MIMD 

Specify the default jobname for the product CA MIM.

Option  : MlWtoEnabled 

Default : Yes 

Controls whether multi-line WTO messages are issued when the WTO message 

length is greater than the maximum length allowed for a single line WTO 

(126 characters). 

Valid values: 

Yes - Display a WTO message that is longer than 126 characters as a 

      multiline WTO. The message are split on word boundaries. 

No  - A WTO message that is longer than 126 characters does not display 

      as a multiline WTO. If the message is longer than 126 characters, 

      it is truncated without any notification. 

Related options: 

MlWtoIndent

Option  : MlWtoIndent 

Default : Yes 

Controls whether the 2nd through nth lines of a multi-line WTO message is 

indented by 9 characters (the length of the message identifier plus one 

space). 

Valid values: 

Yes - Indent 2nd through nth lines of the multi-line WTO message by 9 

      characters. 
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No  - Do not indent 2nd through nth lines. 

Related options: 

MlWtoEnabled 

 Examples: 

 MlWtoIndent Yes 

 GSVX321W (MVSDATA) Threshold STORAGE STGECSA * PROBLEM 

          V=13.1M W=4.07M P=8.14M CHANGE 00:43:59 * * 

          Desc='E-CSA storage allocated ' 

          Policy=0019CCD8 

 MlWtoIndent No 

 GSVX321W (MVSDATA) Threshold STORAGE STGECSA * PROBLEM 

 V=13.1M W=4.07M P=8.14M CHANGE 00:43:59 * * 

 Desc='E-CSA storage allocated ' 

 Policy=0019CCD8

Option  : MoreInfoCommands 

Default : ALL 

Specify whether More Info commands defined in the parmlib member MOREINFO are 

supported. 

Valid values: 

NONE   - Do not use More Info commands. 

USER   - Use More Info commands defined in the user MOREINFO member. 

SYSTEM - Use More Info commands defined in the system MOREINFO member. 

ALL    - Use More Info commands defined in the user and system MOREINFO 

         members.

Option  : RACFConnGrpPfx 

Default : None (blanks) 

Related options: 

SAFUserGroupField 

SAFUserGroupSegment 

Specifies the prefix name for RACF Connect Groups to search for the user-defined 

field name specified by SAFUserGroupField. The default is that all RACF 

Connect Groups are searched after checking for the user-defined field in the 

USER profile. 

This option is used only when Security-Validation is set to a value of USERDEF 

in the System Configuration parmlib member and RACF is the external security 

manager. See SAMPLIB member: 

        GSVUDEFR - for RACF

Option : SAFUserGroupField 
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Default : GSVUSER 

Related options: 

SAFUserGroupSegment 

Specify the name of the user-defined field that contains the user internal 

security group name. 

This option is used only when Security-Validation is set to a value of 

USERDEF in the System Configuration parmlib member. 

The user-defined field must be defined in the external security manager. 

For more details on setting up a user-defined field, see SAMPLIB members: 

 GSVUDEFA - for ACF2 

 GSVUDEFR - for RACF 

 GSVUDEFT - for TopSecret

Option  : SAFUserGroupSegment 

Default : BASE 

Related options: 

SAFUserGroupField 

Specify the segment name to use when querying SAF for the user-defined field 

name containing the user internal security group name. 

This option is used only when Security-Validation is set to a value of 

USERDEF in the System Configuration parmlib member.

Option  : SECURE-CICSLOG-BY-JOBNAME 

Default : No 

 

Specify if security checks are to be made verifying the ability of the 

user to view CICS logging information for a specific jobname. 

 

Valid values: 

 

Yes - Security checks are made. 

      Note: This value has the potential to cause a large number of 

      security requests to be made. 

 No - Security checks will not be made for the jobname resource.

Option  : SECURE-CICSLOG-BY-TRAN 

Default : No 

Specify whether security checks are made verifying the ability of the user to 

view CICS logging information for a specific transaction. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Security checks are made. 

      Note: This value has the potential to cause a large number of security 
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      requests to be made. 

No  - Security checks are not made for the transaction resource.

Option  : SendMail-Footer-Required 

Default : Yes 

Specify whether footer data is required when sending mail via the SENDMAIL 

command. 

Valid values: 

Yes - The data contents of the MAILFOOT parmlib member is included in mail 

      messages. This does not enforce the existence of the MAILFOOT parmlib 

      member nor does it enforce the member to contain data. Is a user of 

      the SENDMAIL command attempts to send a message with the NOFOOTER 

      option, it is ignored. 

No  - The data contents of the MAILFOOT parmlib member is not required to be 

      included in mail messages. A user can control the inclusion via the 

      FOOTER and NOFOOTER options on the SENDMAIL command.

Option  : SessionBeginEndWtoMessage 

Default : No 

Controls whether a WTO message is sent to the console for every session 

begin and end event. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Send a WTO message to the console for each session begin and end 

      event. 

No  - Do not send WTO messages for session begin and end events. 

Examples: 

GSVX907I SYSVIEW session started, 

         <userid> <interface> <terminal> 

GSVX908I SYSVIEW session ended, 

         <userid> <interface> <terminal> 

         <elapsed> <cputime> <cmdcount>

Option  : SMTP-EHLO-First 

Default : Yes 

Specifies whether the EHLO command is attempted as the first SMTP command 

to the SMTP server. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Send the EHLO command as the first SMTP command to the SMTP server. 

      If the EHLO command fails, the HELO command is used to establish a 

      connection to the SMTP server. 

No  - Do not attempt the EHLO command as the first SMTP command. Send only 

      the HELO command to the SMTP server. 
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Related options: 

SMTP-Hostname 

SMTP-IPVersion 

SMTP-Port

Option  : SMTP-Hostname 

Default : 0.0.0.0 

Specify the default SMTP host name to use to send EMAIL. 

Valid values: 

The SMTP host name is limited to 24 characters. 

Related options: 

SMTP-EHLO-First 

SMTP-IPVersion 

SMTP-Port

Option  : SMTP-IPVersion 

Default : IPV4 

Specify the default SMTP host IP version to use to send EMAIL. 

Valid values: 

IPV4 - IP version 4 

IPV6 - IP version 6 

Related options: 

SMTP-EHLO-First 

SMTP-Hostname 

SMTP-Port

Option  : SMTP-Port 

Default : 25 

Specify the default SMTP port number to use to send EMAIL. 

Valid values: 

Minimum - 0 

Maximum - 65536 

Related options: 

SMTP-EHLO-First 

SMTP-Hostname 

SMTP-IPVersion

Option  : TCP-Jobname 

Default : ' ' 
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Specify the default jobname of the TCP/IP stack. 

Valid values: 

' '     - (blanks) A setting of blanks equals the default system TCP/IP stack. 

jobname - Any valid jobname. 

Related options: 

TCP-Host-Addr-IPV4 

TCP-Host-Addr-IPV6 

TCP-SEND-BUFFER-SIZE 

TCP-WOULD-BLOCK-MAX 

TCP-WOULD-BLOCK-NOTIFY

Option  : TCP-Host-Addr-IPV4 

Default : ' ' 

Specify the default IPV4 address of the local host. On stacks with 

multiple local addresses this overrides the default returned by TCP. 

Valid values: 

address - local host address 

Related options: 

TCP-Jobname 

TCP-Host-Addr-IPV6 

TCP-SEND-BUFFER-SIZE 

TCP-WOULD-BLOCK-MAX 

TCP-WOULD-BLOCK-NOTIFY

Option  : TCP-Host-Addr-IPV6 

Default : ' ' 

Specify the default IPV6 address of the local host. On stacks that support 

IPV6 with multiple local addresses this overrides the default returned 

by TCP. 

Valid values: 

address - local host address 

Related options: 

TCP-Jobname 

TCP-Host-Addr-IPV4 

TCP-SEND-BUFFER-SIZE 

TCP-WOULD-BLOCK-MAX 

TCP-WOULD-BLOCK-NOTIFY

Option  : TCP-SEND-BUFFER-SIZE 

Default : 262144 
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Specify the TCP socket send buffer size. 

Valid values: 

Minimum - 16384 

Related options: 

TCP-Jobname 

TCP-Host-Addr-IPV4 

TCP-Host-Addr-IPV6 

TCP-WOULD-BLOCK-MAX 

TCP-WOULD-BLOCK-NOTIFY

Option  : TCP-WOULD-BLOCK-MAX 

Default : 0 

Specify the maximum number of consecutive TCP EWOULDBLOCK errors before 

the socket is closed. 

Valid values: 

0      - A value of 0 is interpreted as no limit. 

number - Any valid integer. 

Related options: 

TCP-Jobname 

TCP-Host-Addr-IPV4 

TCP-Host-Addr-IPV6 

TCP-SEND-BUFFER-SIZE 

TCP-WOULD-BLOCK-NOTIFY

Option  : TCP-WOULD-BLOCK-NOTIFY 

Default : NEXTOK 

Specify when a notification message is issued when EWOULDBLOCK errors occur 

during a WRITE on a TCP socket. Records rare dropped for EWOULDBLOCK errors. 

Valid values: 

ALWAYS - Issue a notification message after every EWOULDBLOCK error. 

NEVER  - Never notify. 

NEXTOK - Issue a notification message following at least one or more 

         consecutive EWOULDBLOCK errors on the next successful WRITE. 

Related options: 

TCP-Jobname 

TCP-Host-Addr-IPV4 

TCP-Host-Addr-IPV6 

TCP-SEND-BUFFER-SIZE 

TCP-WOULD-BLOCK-MAX

Option  : UseSysCloneInConsoleName 
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Default : No 

Controls whether the SYSCLONE value is used in the extended console names used 

by certain SYSVIEW services. Values can be YES or NO. 

A value of NO means that the extended console names are of the form: 

    GSVXnnnn 

where nnnn is a number from 0000 to 9999. 

A value of YES means that the extended console names is of the form:

    GSxxnnnn 

where xx is the SYSCLONE value (padded with 0 if the value is only one byte) 

and nnnn is a number from 0000 to 9999. 

Specify YES when the PLEXCFG= value specified in the IEASYSnn parmlib member 

is MONOPLEX. If YES is specified, then the SYSCLONE value must be unique for 

all systems within the GRS ring. A value of YES is acceptable for all other 

PLEXCFG= values as long as the SYSCLONE value is unique.

Option  : User-Extended-Private-Limit 

Default : 256 

Specify the maximum number of megabytes of extended private storage that 

the address space is permitted to use. This value is only processed by 

the TSO and ISPF interfaces. 

The following related option is required: 

User-Set-Extended-Private-Limit   Yes 

Valid values: 

Minimum - 32 (megabytes) 

Maximum - 2047 (megabytes) 

Related options: 

User-Set-Extended-Private-Limit

Option  : User-Set-Extended-Private-Limit 

Default : No 

Specify if the extended private limit is to be set. 

Valid values: 

Yes - At session initialization, the current extended private limit 

      value is evaluated. If the current limit value is less than the 

      value specified by the option "User-Extended-Private-Limit", the 

      limit is set to the value specified by the option. 
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No  - No adjustments will be made. 

Related options: 

User-Extended-Private-Limit

Option  : UserSessionStorageLimit 

Default : 256

Specifies the user session storage limit. The value is a number of 

megabytes from 32 to 2047 and applies only to interface applications 

(those that execute commands) and to EPVT storage (storage above 16M 

and below 2G). When this limit is reached an attempt to create a 

new command environmental level is rejected. 

Valid values: 

Minimum - 32 (megabytes) 

Maximum - 2047 (megabytes)

Option  : UtilTaskAmbListMaxCpu 

Default : 30 

The maximum number of cpu seconds allowed for an AMBLIST subtask executed 

under the UTIL task. 

Valid values: 

0       - A value of 0 is interpreted as no limit. 

Minimum - 1 (seconds) 

Maximum - 600 (seconds)

Option  : VtamShutDownWaitIntvl 

Default : 10 

This option specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that the VTAM session 

controller waits for an active VTAM interface session to terminate after 

the session task has been posted to shut down. If the active session does 

not end within this amount of time, it is forcibly terminated. 

Specify a number of seconds from 1 to 600

Option  : VTAM-TIMEOUT-INTERVAL 

Default : 15 

The amount of time a VTAM session can be idle before the session is 

terminated automatically. 

This value is used only prior to identifying the user. After the user has 

been identified, the timeout interval contained in the security group of 

the user is used. 

Valid values: 

0       - A value of 0 specifies that there is no time limit. 

Minimum - 1 (minutes) 
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Maximum - 15 (minutes) 

Related options: 

VTAM-TIMEOUT-MESSAGE

Option  : VTAM-TIMEOUT-MESSAGE 

Default : Yes 

Specify whether a message is sent to the terminal indicating a security 

time-out has occurred. 

Valid values: 

Yes - A message displays and the user must press the <ENTER> key before

      the VTAM terminal session ends. 

No  - No message displays. 

Related options: 

VTAM-TIMEOUT-INTERVAL 

Option : WLM-Service-Class

Default: SYSSTC

Specifies the WLM service class for CA SYSVIEW started tasks. During CA 

SYSVIEW initialization, the WLM service class specified are reset to the 

value if the current executing service class does not match. 

We strongly suggest that CA SYSVIEW started tasks execute in a service 

class defined to have a high dispatching priority.

Valid values:

srvclass - Any valid service class name

NONE     - Do not reset the WLM service class during initialization

blanks   - Do not reset the WLM service class during initialization

Option  : zEnterpriseDataCompression

Default : Yes

Specify if zEnterprise Data Compression (ZEDC) is to be used for

data compression when the required hardware is available. If the

required hardware is not available, the software-based compression

service CSRCESRV will be used.

Required hardware includes the PCIE zEDC Express adapter, or the

Integrated Accelerator for zEDC introduced by the IBM z15. The z/OS

product feature ZEDC is not required to be enabled.

Using zEnterprise Data Compression may help to reduce the CPU cost

and elapsed time of data compression.

Valid values:

   Yes - Use zEnterprise Data Compression (zEDC) when available.
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    No - Do not use zEnterprise Data Compression.

Option  : ZeroIfBlankForNonInterActAppl 

Default : No 

Controls whether the global zero-if-blank option is set for non-interactive 

applications. 

Many command displays show a "blank" value instead of "0" when the numeric 

value for the field is zero. 

For online displays, this allows non-zero values to stand out. 

Non-interactive session may require a "0" value for parsing or 

interpretation. 

Valid values: 

Yes - If a number field is currently displaying a "blank" value, display a 

      "0" instead. 

No  - Do not display "0" instead of "blank".

Option  : zIIPEnable 

Default : Yes 

Controls whether the eligible workload is scheduled for dispatching on a 

zIIP processor. 

Valid values: 

Yes - Eligible work is scheduled to run on a zIIP processor if available. 

      If zIIP processors are not available, the option inactivates. 

No  - Do not attempt to schedule eligible work to a zIIP processor.

QLIST

The data in the QLIST parmlib member provides the data that the QLIST command displays.

Quick List Command Data
Option/Component : Base 

Cache            : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : QLIST 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The format of the data is:
Card 1

Cols 1:8   - Command qualifier. 
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Col  9     - Must be blank. 

Col  10:25 - Name. 

Col  26    - Must be blank. 

Cols 27:28 - Minimum length required to match Name. 

Col  29    - Must be blank. 

Cols 30:61 - Description. 

Col  62    - Must be blank. 

Cols 63:71 - Reserved, must be blank. 

Cols 72    - Must be blank. 

Cols 73:80 - Ignored, can contain anything. 

Card 2-n

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored unless a continuation was expected. In this case, the blank record is processed and terminates

the previously continued command.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Commands are coded in a QLIST member in the same way that they are coded on the command line.
• Commands can be continued by coding a continuation character as the last non-blank character on a line. A hyphen

("-") indicates that leading blanks in the next record are not ignored. A plus sign ("+") indicates that leading blanks in
the next record are ignored. The only restriction on the number of continuation records is that the total length of the
actual resulting command cannot exceed 256 characters.

• Comments bracketed by /* and */ are permitted before, within, and after a command and its operands. Comments are
considered to be a part of a command or a command itself, and they are subject to the length restrictions.

QUICKCAT

The QUICKCAT parmlib member lets you define the MVS/QuickRef vendor, product, and release names to use for
categories that do not display a vendor, product, and release name menu.

MVS/QuickRef Category Data
Option/Component : Base

Library Caching  : Yes

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : User sessions

Online Commands  : QUICKREF

Data Set Eligible

User            : Yes

Site            : Yes

System          : Yes

The format of the data is:

Col  1-12  - Category 

Col  13    - Must be blank 

Col  14:28 - Vendor 

Col  29    - Must be blank 

Col  30:49 - Product 

Col  50    - Must be blank 

Col  51:65 - Release 

Cols 66:80 - Ignored 
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

QUICKVPR

The QUICKVPR parmlib member lets you define the MVS/QuickRef vendor, product, and release names to use for
internally generated calls to the QUICKREF command.

IMPORTANT
The contents of this parmlib member should be updated only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

MVS/QuickRef Vendor/Product/Release Data
Option/Component : Base

Library Caching  : Yes

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : User sessions

Online Commands  : QUICKREF

Data Set Eligible

User             : Yes

Site             : Yes

System           : Yes

The format of the data is:

Cols 1:8   - Command 

Col  9     - Must be blank 

Cols 10:17 - Function 

Col  18    - Must be blank 

Cols 19:33 - Vendor 

Col  34    - Must be blank 

Cols 35:54 - Product 

Col  55    - Must be blank 

Cols 56:70 - Release 

Col  71    - Must be blank 

Cols 72:80 - Ignored, may contain anything 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• A value of "*ZOS" can be specified to refer to the current z/OS release in the form VxRx.
• A value of an asterisk (*) can be specified in the Vendor, Product, and Release columns to refer to any

Vendor, Product, or Release. Using the asterisk (*) in any of these columns can result in the display of a
QuickRef selection list rather than the display of a specific item.
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SAFAUTH

The SAFAUTH member lets you externally define SAF resources to be checked using the SAFAUTH command.

SAF Authorization List
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : SAFAUTH 

Data Set Eligible 

User             : Yes 

Site             : Yes 

System           : Yes

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Start definitions in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.

SAF Authorization Definitions
DEFINE 

   CLASS class 

   ENTITY entity 

   ACCESS access 

   OPTION NONE 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE The beginning of a definition.
CLASS The SAF resource CLASS name.

Length: 1 to 8 characters
ENTITY The SAF resource entity name.

Length: 1 to 255 characters
When using a generic mask in an entity name, use masking characters that conform to SAF rules as
the default SYSVIEW mask characters do not apply to this value.

ACCESS The required access level to be authorized to the resource: READ, UPDATE, CONTROL, ALTER.
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Keyword Description

OPTION Definition options. The options control whether the definition entry is displayed and evaluated by the
SAFAUTH command.
NONE   - No options 

MQQMGR - Display and evaluate the entry only if the MQ qmgr substitution 

variable has been set. The QMGR variable is set if a QMGR has been 

selected as a target address space. 

Use this option only if the &QMGR substitution variable has been used 

in the ENTITY value.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).

Entity Strings

The entity value can span several lines. The entity can be up to 255 characters in length. The entity can be continued by
coding a continuation character as the last non-blank character on a line. The hyphen ("-") or plus sign ("+") can be used
as the continuation character.
The only restriction on the number of continuation records is that the total length of the actual resulting entity string cannot
exceed 255 characters. Any excess characters are truncated without any warning.
Examples:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....4....+....6.||7.. 

DEFINE CLASS DATASET 

       ENTITY SYS1.PARMLIB 

       ACCESS UPDATE 

DEFINE CLASS FACILITY 

       ENTITY CSVAPF.MVS.SETPROG. - 

              FORMAT.STATIC 

       ACCESS UPDATE

DEFINE CLASS FACILITY 

       ENTITY ENTITY IARRSM.RUCSA 

       ACCESS READ

SAFSCM

The SAFSCM member lets you externally define SAF resources to be checked using the SAFAUTH command.

SAF Authorization List
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : SAFAUTH 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

SAF Authorization Definitions

Example definitions associated with Communications Storage Manager

DEFINE CLASS FACILITY 

       ENTITY BPX.SUPERUSER 

       ACCESS READ

DEFINE CLASS SERVAUTH 

       ENTITY IST.NETMGMT.&SYSNAME..SNAMGMT 

       ACCESS READ

SCHEDULE

SYSVIEW provides a component to schedule time-based events. This scheduling component performs various functions
at a specified time or a recurring interval. You can use this component to initiate functions in SYSVIEW and functions
outside the SYSVIEW boundaries. The SCHEDULE parmlib member defines a list of scheduled events.

Scheduled Event
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : SCHEDULR subtask 

Online Commands  : SCHEDULE 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Definitions are created using keyword and value parameters. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Each
keyword and value pair must be coded on the same line.

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The values that are specified in the
default definition are used by subsequent definitions that do not have all keywords that are coded.

The SETDEFAULT definition can be coded multiple times in this member. The default values that are assigned are in
effect from that point forward.

This code shows the format of and default values for an event. Lowercase characters in a keyword are optional.

SETDEFAULT 

  NAME           name 
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  GROUP          * 

  DESCription    ' ' 

  TYPE           RECUR 

  DATEBegin      * 

  DATEEnd        * 

  TIMEBegin      * 

  TIMEEnd        * 

  EVERY          NONE 

  LIMIT          1 

  FUNCtion       NOOP 

  PARMS          '*' 

  ALLDAYs    | NODAYs 

  WEEKDAYs 

  WEEKENDs 

  SUNdays    | NOSUNdays 

  MONdays    | NOMONdays 

  TUEsdays   | NOTUEsdays 

  WEDnesdays | NOWEDnesdays 

  THUrsdays  | NOTHUrsdays 

  FRIdays    | NOFRIdays 

  SATurdays  | NOSATurdays 

  ENABLEd 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition

ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition

DEFine Beginning of definition

NAME Scheduled event name.
1 to 16 characters.

GROUP Group name.
A group name to be associated with the event name. The group name is not part of the unique event name
key.

DESCription Scheduled event description.
The description of the event must be enclosed in single quotes. The maximum description length is 40
characters not including the single
quotes.

TYPE Scheduled event type.
The type value is corrected automatically based on other parameters. Valid types are:
• SINGLE - The event is performed once and requires the "Every" parameter to be set to "NONE".
• RECUR - The event is performed on a recurring interval for a specified number of occurrences. These

recurring occurrences must all be within one day.
• MULTIDAY - The event is performed on a recurring interval for a specified number of occurrences.

These recurring occurrences occur across a day boundary. The first occurrence must start
before midnight on day 1 and the last occurrence must end on day 2 before the original start time for
day 1.

DATEBegin Beginning date of the first occurrence of this event.
The required format is yyyy/mm/dd. An asterisk ("*") can also be coded to specify that no beginning date is
associated with this event. The default value is "*".
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DATEEnd End date of the last occurrence of this event.
The required format is yyyy/mm/dd. An asterisk ("*") can also be coded to specify that no end date is to be
associated with this event. The default value is "*".

TIMEBegin Beginning time that the event is eligible to be performed.
The required format is hh:mm:ss (24-hour clock). An asterisk ("*") can also be coded to specify that no
beginning time is to be associated with this event. If "*" is coded, the event is eligible for execution anytime
after midnight. By coding a start time, you can specify the first time that the event is eligible to execute.
Also, if the event is a recurring type, a specified time enforces synchronization based on the start time and
interval specified. The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

The default value is "*".

TIMEEnd End time that the event is eligible to be performed.
The required format is hh:mm:ss (24-hour clock). An asterisk ("*") can also be coded to specify that no end
time is to be associated with this event. If "*" is coded, the event is eligible for execution anytime before
midnight. The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

The default value is "*".
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EVERY Recurring interval time.
If the event is type "RECUR" or "MULTIDAY", it has been defined to be a recurring event and must include
a recurring interval. You might think of this as the following sample:

Perform event TEST0001 every 15 minutes.

The recurring interval can be specified using the following formats:

hh:mm:ss 

nnnnnnnS | nnnnSECs | nnSECOND 

nnnnMINs | nnMINUTE 

nnnnnnnH | nnnnHOUR 

nnnnnnnD | nnnnnDAY 

nnnnnnnW | nnnnWEEK

The default value is NONE.

Minimum and maximum values by function:

Function          Minimum   Maximum 

----------------  --------  -------- 

NOOP                  none      none 

OPERCMD               none      none 

CAPTURE               none      none 

IMOD                  none      none 

LIST                  none      none 

SUBMIT                none      none 

MVSDATA-APPLIDS   00:00:30  01:00:00 

MVSDATA-CHANNELS  00:00:30  01:00:00 

MVSDATA-CICSMON   00:00:30  01:00:00 

MVSDATA-CPUS      00:00:10  00:01:00 

MVSDATA-CPUSTAT   00:00:30  01:00:00 

MVSDATA-DEVICES   00:01:00  01:00:00 

MVSDATA-JESNODES  00:01:00  01:00:00 

MVSDATA-JOBS      00:00:30  00:15:00 

MVSDATA-REQJOBS   00:00:30  01:00:00 

MVSDATA-SYSTEM    00:00:10  00:01:00 

MVSDATA-USS       00:00:30  01:00:00 

MVSDATA-WMSYSSUM  00:01:00  00:15:00

MQSDATA-BUFPOOLS  00:01:00  01:00:00 

MQSDATA-CHANNELS  00:01:00  01:00:00 

MQSDATA-DQMGRS    00:01:00  01:00:00 

MQSDATA-PAGESETS  00:01:00  01:00:00 

MQSDATA-QMGRS     00:00:30  01:00:00 

MQSDATA-QUEUES    00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-BALGRPS   00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-BUFPOOLS  00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-DATABASE  00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-ESUBSYS   00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-IMSIDS    00:00:30  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-LOCKS     00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-LTERMS    00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-OSAM      00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-OTMA      00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-POOLS     00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-REGIONS   00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-SYSTEM    00:00:30  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-TRANSUM   00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-TSUMREC   00:01:00  01:00:00 

IMSDATA-VSAM      00:01:00  01:00:00 

JVMDATA-COLLECT   00:01:00  01:00:00

JVMDATA-REQAPPL   00:01:00  01:00:00

TCPDATA-CSM       00:01:00  01:00:00 

TCPDATA-SYSTEM    00:01:00  01:00:00 

TCPDATA-TCPIDS    00:00:30  01:00:00
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LIMIT Number of occurrences of the event that can be performed in the defined time period. Valid values are:
• Minimum value: 0
• Maximum value: 99999999
• Default value: 1
The following keywords can also be used to define the limit value:
• NONE - 0 occurrences
• ONCE - 1 occurrence
• FOREVER - unlimited occurrences
• NOLIMIT - unlimited occurrences
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FUNCtion Scheduled event function. The function controls the action that is taken when the event is executed. Each
function can have optional parameters. Valid functions are:

• NOOP - No action is to be performed. No parameters are required. If coded, the parameters are
ignored.

• LIST - Perform the list of functions that are contained in the member specified. The specified member
must reside in the parmlib data set. Functions that can be specified in the member are:

NOOP 

 OPERCMD 'parms' 

 CAPTURE 'member parms' 

 IMOD    'member parms'

• OPERCMD - Issue the specified MVS operator command. The specific operator command must be
coded with the "PARMS" keyword. The parameters can contain symbolics.

• CAPTURE - Asynchronously initiate an Event Capture request. This function captures command
output for later redisplay. The specific capture event name or member name must be specified
with the "PARMS" keyword. If "*" is coded, the first 8 characters of the event name are used as the
member name. If the event name contains the character "%", it is translated to the character "P". The
parameters can contain symbolics.

parms = member parameters 

        *      parameters

• IMOD - Asynchronously execute an IMOD. The specific IMOD name or member name must be
specified with the "PARMS" keyword. If "*" is coded, the first eight characters of the event name are
used to build the IMOD name (CAP_event). The parameters can contain symbolics.

parms = imodname parameters 

        *        parameters

• SUBMIT - Submit the contents of the specified data set or member. The data set and member is
specified using the "PARMS" keyword.

parms = dsname<(member)<,volser>>

MVS data collection functions:

 MVSDATA-APPLIDS  - VTAM applids 

 MVSDATA-CHANNELS - Channels 

 MVSDATA-CICSMON  - CICS monitoring 

 MVSDATA-CPUS     - CPU processors 

 MVSDATA-CPUSTAT  - CPU status 

 MVSDATA-DEVICES  - DASD and tape devices 

 MVSDATA-JESNODES - JES2 nodes 

 MVSDATA-JOBS     - Address spaces/jobs 

 MVSDATA-REQJOBS  - Required jobs to be active 

 MVSDATA-SYSTEM   - System level metrics 

 MVSDATA-USS      - Unix System Services

 MVSDATA-WMSYSSUM - WLM System Summary

No parameters are supported. If coded, the parameters are ignored.

WebSphere MQ data collection functions:

 MQSDATA-BUFPOOLS - Buffer pools 

 MQSDATA-CHANNELS - Channels 

 MQSDATA-DQMGRS   - Distributed queue managers 

 MQSDATA-PAGESETS - Page sets 

 MQSDATA-QMGRS    - Queue manager status 

 MQSDATA-QUEUES   - Queues 

No parameters are supported. If coded, the parameters are ignored.

IMS data collection functions:

 IMSDATA-BALGRPS  - Balance groups 

 IMSDATA-BUFPOOLS - Buffer pools 

 IMSDATA-DATABASE - Databases 

 IMSDATA-ESUBSYS  - External subsystems 

 IMSDATA-IMSIDS   - IMS subsystem status 

 IMSDATA-LOCKS    - IRLM locks 

 IMSDATA-LTERMS   - Logical terms 

 IMSDATA-OSAM     - OSAM buffer pools 

 IMSDATA-OTMA     - Open Transaction Manager Acce 

 IMSDATA-POOLS    - Pools 

 IMSDATA-SYSTEM   - System level metrics 

 IMSDATA-TRANSUM  - Transaction summary 

 IMSDATA-TSUM     - Transaction summary records

 IMSDATA-VSAM     - VSAM buffer pools 

No parameters are supported. If coded, the parameters are ignored.

JVM data collection functions:

JVMDATA-COLLECT  - JVM data metric collection

JVMDATA-REQAPPL  - JVMs that are required to be active

No parameters are supported. If coded, the parameters are ignored.

TCP/IP and Network data collection functions:

TCPDATA-CSM - Communications Storage Manager

The userid assigned to the SYSVIEW Main Services address space must have access to one of the
following security resources:

 1 - Superuser authority - UID=0 

 2 - Class : FACILITY 

     Entity: BPX.SUPERUSER 

     Access: READ 

 3 - Class : SERVAUTH 

     Entity: IST.NETMGMT.sysname.SNAMGMT 

     Access: READ

TCPDATA-SYSTEM - System level metrics
TCPDATA-TCPIDS - TCP/IP status
No parameters are supported. If coded, the parameters are ignored.
Obsolete functions:
MQSDATA-SYSTEM - System level metrics. This function was made obsolete at 14.0, and has been
combined with MQSDATA-QMGRS.
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PARMS Specific parameters associated with the function.

The following keywords define the days that the event is eligible for execution. If multiple keywords are
specified, the result is the summation of all keywords.

ALLDAYs
NODAYs

The event is eligible for execution on all seven days of the week.

The event is not eligible for execution on any day of the week.

This keyword is useful only if you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT definition.
The days of the week attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined in the SETDEFAULT
definition.
Example:
To define an event that runs on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the SETDEFAULT definition,
code the following values:

DEFINE eventname 

       NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE

WEEKDAYs The event is eligible for execution on the weekdays, Monday through Friday.

WEEKENDs The event is eligible for execution on the weekends, Saturday and Sunday.

SUNdays
NOSUNdays

The event is eligible for execution on Sunday.
The event is not eligible on Sunday.

MONdays
NOMONdays

The event is eligible for execution on Monday.
The event is not eligible on Monday.

TUEsdays
NOTUEsdays

The event is eligible for execution on Tuesday.
The event is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays
NOWEDnesdays

The event is eligible for execution on Wednesday.
The event is not eligible on Wednesday.

THUrsdays
NOTHUrsdays

The event is eligible for execution on Thursday.
The event is not eligible on Thursday.

FRIdays
NOFRIdays

The event is eligible for execution on Friday.
The event is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays
NOSATurdays

The event is eligible for execution on Saturday.
The event is not eligible on Saturday.

ENABLEd
DISABLEd

Enable the event for processing.
Disable the event from processing. If disabled, the event continues to process as normal except the
specified function does not execute.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).

Options

Statement syntax:

keyword     option        parms 

Keyword       - Control statement keywords 

option        - Keyword options 

parms         - Option parameters 

Valid statements: 

)OPTIONS ACTIVE      Build timer events and enable processing. 
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)OPTIONS SUSPEND     Build timer events. Event processing occurs, but no functions are performed. All

 functions are treated as a NOOP.

SVWXPTFL

Product PTF Analysis Definitions
Option/Component : Base

Library Caching  : Yes

Persistent Data  : No

Online Commands  : PTFLIST

Data Set Eligible

User   : Yes

Site   : Yes

System : Yes

The SVWXPTFL member contains a list of product PTF analysis definitions that contain the syntax parameters required to
invoke the PTFS and MODIDS commands.

Pre-defined definitions allow you to easily invoke the PTFS and MODIDS commands to analyze specific products.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Default Definition Values

Statement syntax:

DEFINE

   PRODUCT     'product name'

   DESCRIPTION 'product description'

   FMID        * | NONE | fmid

   XMLLIB      * | product.xml.library

   CSI         * | product.smpe.csi

   LOADLIB     * | product.load.library

   MEMBERS     members

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line.

The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Start of definition

ENDDEFINE End of definition

PRODuct Specify the product name assigned to the definition.
If the value contains embedded blanks, the value must be enclosed in single quotes.
The maximum length for the value is 32 characters.
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Keyword Description

DESCription Specify a description to be associated with the definition.
If the value contains embedded blanks, the value must be enclosed in single quotes.
The maximum length for the value is 64 characters.

FMID Specify the SMP/E FMID for the product.
The value "*" can be specified to indicate that the current product FMID for SYSVIEW is
to be used.
The maximum length for the value is 7 characters.
If the product CSI contains multiple FMIDs, it is suggested that you create a product
definition for each FMID and an additional definition that specifies "NONE" as the FMID
value. This will allow data from all FMIDs to be displayed.

XMLLIB Specify the product's XML library data set name.
The value "*" can be specified to indicate that the default product XML library data set
name for SYSVIEW is to be used.
The default data set name is specified in the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options
member using using the following configuration option keyword: Dsn-System-
XMLLIB .
The maximum length for the value is 44 characters.

CSI Specify the product's SMP/E CSI data set name. The data set's name must end with
".CSI".
The value "*" can be specified to indicate that the default product SMP/E CSI data set
name for SYSVIEW is to be used.
The default data set name is specified in the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options
member using using the following configuration option keyword: Dsn-System-CSI .
The maximum length for the value is 44 characters.

LOADLIB Specify the product's load library data set name.
The value "*" can be specified to indicate that the default product load library data set
name for SYSVIEW is to be used.
The maximum length for the value is 44 characters.

MEMBERs Specify the members to be displayed using the MODIDS command.
The members to be displayed can be specified using generic or wildcard masking
characters.

SVWXSECC

Explains the SVWXSECC parmlib member.

Security Cache Reload Commands
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : SYSVIEW Service Address Spaces 

Online Commands  : None

  

 Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The SVWXSECC parmlib member contains a list of MVS MODIFY commands that are issued immediately after a Security
File update has been detected. The intent is to use the ROUTE command to send MODIFY commands across the
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SYSPLEX to reload the security cache on systems where the Security File is being shared. For more information, see the
MODIFY RELOAD command.

Example:

ROUTE *ALL,MODIFY &PRIMJOBN,RELOAD SECURITY &SECURITY

Where the symbol &PRIMJOBN resolves to the jobname of the main services address space (that is, SYSVIEW), and
&SECURITY resolves to the name of the security data set.
These symbol values are derived from the system where the security file update was performed.

The format of the data is:

Cols 1:71 - MVS command to be issued

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

SVWXSMAT

Explains the SVWXSMAT member.

Source Member Alias Table
Option/Component : Base

Library Caching  : No

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : All subtasks and user sessions

 

Data Set Eligible

User   : No

Site   : Yes

System : Yes

Use this member to define alias member names to true member names. If an attempt to read a library member fails, the
member name requested is used to locate a match in this table. If the requested member name matches the library type
and alias member name, a second attempt to read a member is made using the corresponding true member name.

libtype  - Library type

alias    - Alias member name

truename - True member name

Example:

*LibType Alias... TrueName 

 HELPLIB GLOSSARY GSVT0076

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Definitions should start in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.
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SVWXTSD

Explains the SVWXTSD member.

Time Series Data Configuration Options

The time series data configuration options are used by the following SYSVIEW components:

• z/OS
• CICS
• IMS
• MQ

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

• CICS region-specific options are defined in SVWCTSD.

The following list shows all the time series data configuration options and their valid values:

Option  : CICS-Connections

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS command.

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider 

of time series data to subscribers. This option controls at the 

system level whether subscriptions to CICS remote connection data 

are honored and provided. Setting the value to "DISABLE" will 

override the setting at the CICS region level. 

The following related options are required:     

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:     

   Enable - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.     

   Disable - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-File

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS command.

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider 

of time series data to subscribers. This option controls at the 

system level whether subscriptions to CICS file data are honored 
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and provided.

 

Setting the value to "DISABLE" will override the setting at the 

CICS region level.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed 

and managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-JvmServer

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS command.

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider of time 

series data to subscribers. This option controls at the system level whether 

subscriptions to CICS JVM Server data are honored and provided. 

Setting the value to "DISABLE" will override the setting at the CICS region 

level.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-Region

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS command.

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider of time 

series data to subscribers. This option controls at the system level whether 

subscriptions to CICS region data are honored and provided. Setting the value 

to "DISABLE" will override the 

setting at the CICS region level.

The following related option is required:

    Time-Series-Data             Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online 

command: TSDSTATS
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Valid values:

    Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

    Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-Socket

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS command.

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider of time 

series data to subscribers. This option controls at the system level whether 

subscriptions to CICS socket data are honored and provided. Setting the value 

to "DISABLE" will override the setting at the CICS region level.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-TcbPool

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS command.

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider 

of time series data to subscribers. This option controls at the 

system level whether subscriptions to CICS TCB pool data are honored 

and provided. Setting the value to "DISABLE" will override the 

setting at the CICS region level.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed 

and managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-TClass

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS command.

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider of time 

series data to subscribers. This option controls at the system level whether 

subscriptions to CICS transaction class data are honored and provided. 

Setting the value to "DISABLE" will override the setting at the CICS region level.
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The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-TData

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS command.

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider of time 

series data to subscribers. This option controls at the system level whether 

subscriptions to CICS transient data are honored and provided. Setting the 

value to "DISABLE" will override the setting at the CICS region level.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-Tran

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS command.

The CICS data collector executing in each CICS region is a provider of time 

series data to subscribers. This option controls at the system level whether 

subscriptions to CICS transaction degradation analysis data are honored and 

provided. Setting the value to "DISABLE" will override the setting at the 

CICS region level.

The following related option is required:

   Time-Series-Data             Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data are sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data are not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Ims-BalGrp

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.
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The IMS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to IMS balance group data are honored 

and provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option   : Ims-BPool

Default  : Enable

Change   : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The IMS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to IMS buffer pool data are honored and 

provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Ims-LTerm

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The IMS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to IMS logical terminal data are 

honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Ims-Osam

Default : Enable
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Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The IMS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to IMS OSAM data are honored and 

provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Ims-Otma

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The IMS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to IMS Open Transaction Manager Access 

facility (OTMA) data are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Ims-Pool

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The IMS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to IMS pool data are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data are not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Ims-Ssid
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Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The IMS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to IMS subsystem data are honored and 

provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Ims-Tran

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The IMS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to IMS transaction summary data are 

honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Ims-Vsam

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The IMS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to IMS VSAM data are honored and 

provided.

The following related options are required:

    Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.
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   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Mq-BPool

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The MQ data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to MQ buffer pool data are honored and 

provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Mq-Dqmgr

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The MQ data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to MQ distributed queue manager data 

are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Mq-Page

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The MQ data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to MQ page set data are honored and 

provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS
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Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Mq-Qmgr

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The MQ data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to MQ queue manager data are honored 

and provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-TcbPool

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the CTSDSTAT, CCONFIG. or CICSSET commands.

The CICS data collector is a provider of time series data to 

subscribers. This option controls whether subscriptions to CICS 

TCB pool data are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

    Time-Series-Data:              Enable 

Statistical information for the collection 

of data can be viewed and managed using the online command: CTSDSTAT.

Valid values:

   Enable    - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable   - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : Mq-Queue

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The MQ data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to MQ queue data are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS
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Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Zos-Chan

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The MVS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to z/OS channel data are honored and 

provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Zos-Cpu

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The MVS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to z/OS CPU data are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

  Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

  Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Zos-Job

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The MVS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to z/OS job data are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

    Time-Series-Data               Enable

Required MVS monitoring defintions in the MVSMON parmlib member:

Only jobs or job types specified using an MVS monitoring definition are made 
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available to Time Series Data.

Example defintion required in parmlib member: 

MVSMON MONITOR JOBTSD RSCE SYS.= INCLUDE

MONITOR JOBTSD RSCE STC.=        INCLUDE 

MONITOR  JOBTSD   RSCE type.jobname INCLUDE

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Zos-JobWLSummary

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The MVS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to z/OS Job Workload Summarization data 

are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

    Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Zos-System

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The MVS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to z/OS system data are honored and 

provided.

The following related options are required:

    Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Zos-Uss

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 
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the TSDSTATS commands.

The MVS data collector is a provider of time series data to  subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to z/OS Unix System Services (USS) data 

are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Zos-WmSysSum

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

The MVS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This 

option controls whether subscriptions to z/OS WLM system summary data are 

honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

   Time-Series-Data               Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: TSDSTATS

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Time-Series-Data

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the TSDSTATS commands.

CA SYSVIEW is a provider of time series data to subscribers.

The following data collector tasks participate in Time Series Data:

- CICSDATA

- IMSDATA

- MQSDATA

- MVSDATA

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

              This option can be used as a "master switch" to disable all 

              time series collections.
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SVWXXDI

The SVWXXDI parmlib member lets you set the default configuration options for the eXternal Data Interface (XDI). The
XDI lets external services access SYSVIEW data.

External Data Interface Configuration Option
Option/Component : Base

Library Caching  : No

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : XDI subtask

Online Commands  : None

Data Set Eligible

User             : No

Site             : Yes

System           : Yes

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

The following is a list of all the options and their valid values:

DATA-MAX-LENGTH
Specifies the maximum data length that is captured by an eXternal Data Interface (XDI) request. The parameter
controls the amount of data that is collected by any single request. The actual number of command data records
that return is dependent upon the record length of the active command. If any records are lost due to the limit, the
context section of the XDI response has a value indicating how many records were lost.
Range: 64K through 2G-1.
Default: 128M

SVWXZDM

The data in the SVWXZDM parmlib member lets you provide the configuration options that relate to the usage of the
Common Components and Services Data Mover. The member contains a list of all of the available options and their
default values.

zDataMover Configuration Options
Option/Component : Base

Library Caching  : No

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space

Online Commands  : ZDMSTATS, ZDMSET

Data Set Eligible

User             : No 

Site             : Yes

System           : Yes
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Option  : zDataMover

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using the

          ZDMSET and ZDMSTATS commands.

Specifies if the CCS Data Mover (zData Mover) is used to send data

from SYSVIEW to subscribers of specific collection categories.

This is a global switch. The enablement can also be controlled at

the category type and collection level.

Valid values:

   Enable         - Enable the usage of CCS Data Mover

   Disable        - Disable the usage of CCS Data Mover

Option  : zDM-Bypass

Default : No

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using the

          ZDMSET and ZDMSTATS commands.

Sets the global status of writing data to the CCS Data Mover.

When in global bypass mode, all categories will also bypass writes to

the CCS Data Mover.

Data will continue to be collected if the specific category is

enabled and there is an active subscription. This can be useful in

determining the amount of data created.

Valid values:

   Yes            - Bypass CCS Data Mover write requests.

   No             - Do not bypass CCS Data Mover write requests.

Option  : zDM-Type-Smf

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using the

          ZDMSET and ZDMSTATS commands.

Specifies if collection categories with the type SMF are to be collected.

Valid values:
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   Enable         - Collection categories with type SMF are to be

                    collected.

   Disable        - Collection categories with type SMF are not to be

                    collected.

Related options:

    zDM-Type-Smf-Bypass

Option  : zDM-Type-Smf-Bypass

Default : No

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using the

          ZDMSET and ZDMSTATS commands.

Sets the status of writing data to the CCS Data Mover for the

category type SMF.

When in bypass mode, all categories with type SMF will bypass

writes to the CCS Data Mover.

Data will continue to be collected if the specific category is

enabled and there is an active subscription. This can be useful in

determining the amount of data created.

Valid values:

   Yes            - Bypass CCS Data Mover write requests.

   No             - Do not bypass CCS Data Mover write requests.

Related options:

    zDM-Type-Smf

Option  : zDM-Type-Tsd-Bypass

Default : No

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using the

          ZDMSET and ZDMSTATS commands.

Sets the status of writing data to the CCS Data Mover for the

category type TSD (Time Series Data).

When in bypass mode, all categories with type TSD will bypass

writes to the CCS Data Mover.

Data will continue to be collected if the specific category is enabled

and there is an active subscription. This can be useful in

determining the amount of data created.

Valid values:
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   Yes            - Bypass CCS Data Mover write requests.

   No             - Do not bypass CCS Data Mover write requests.

SYSDATA

SYSVIEW has several data collector options. The SYSDATA parmlib member lets you set configuration options that are
common for all data collectors.

System Data Collection Options
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User             : No 

Site             : Yes 

System           : Yes

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Option  : Alert-Central-Notification                         

Default : Yes                                                

                                                              

 When an exception alert is triggered based on a defined      

 threshold or state rule, multiple actions can be taken.      

 One action is to send an event notification to Alert Central.

                                                              

 The action to generate an event notification is specified    

 on each threshold or state rule definition. This can be      

 coded as a default for all rules or specifically on each     

 definition in the respective threshold and state definition  

 parmlib members or online display commands.                  

                                                              

 Valid values:                                                

                                                              

    No             - Event notifications will not be sent to  

                     Alert Central even if specific threshold

                     or state definition rules are set        

                     requesting the notification to be sent.  

                     This can be viewed as a global override  

                     setting.                                 

                                                              

    Yes            - Event notifications will be sent to      

                     Alert Central if specific threshold      
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                     or state definition rules are set        

                     requesting the notification to be sent.

Option  : DynamicExit-PLOT 

Default : No 

Specify if plot records are passed to the MVS dynamic exit: GSVX.PLOT 

 

Valid values: 

   Yes            - Pass plot record data to the dynamic exit. 

   No             - Do not pass plot record data to the dynamic exit.

Option  : DynamicExit-XLOG 

Default : No 

Specify if exception records are passed to the MVS dynamic exit: GSVX.XLOG 

Valid values: 

   Yes                 - Pass plot record data to the dynamic exit. 

   No                  - Do not pass plot record data to the dynamic exit.

Option  : ISERVE-NAME 

Default : ISRV 

The name of the CA GSS subsystem to use when a triggered exception definition 

executes an IMOD.

Option  : LOG-PLOT-RECORDS 

Default : Yes 

Log hourly plot records to the log stream defined by the option: 

LOGSTREAM-PLOTLOG-NAME 

Valid values: 

   Yes            - Log plot records to the defined log stream. 

   No             - Do not log plot records. 

Related options: 

   LOGSTREAM-PLOTLOG-DELETE-ALL 

   LOGSTREAM-PLOTLOG-NAME

Option  : LOG-PLOT-RECORDS-SMF 

Default : No 

Specify if hourly plot records are written to IBM SMF. 

Valid values: 

   Yes            - Write plot records to SMF 

   No             - Do not write plot records to SMF 

Related options: 

   LOG-PLOT-RECORDS 

   SMF-PLOT-RECORD-COMPRESSION 

   SMF-PLOT-RECORD-TYPE

Option  : LOG-XLOG-RECORDS 

Default : Yes 
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Log exception records to the log stream defined by the option: 

LOGSTREAM-XLOG-NAME 

This controls the logging of exceptions for all components except CICS. CICS 

settings are found in the CICSLOGR parmlib member. 

Valid values: 

   Yes            - Log exception records to the defined log stream.

   No             - Do not log exception records. 

Related options: 

   LOGSTREAM-XLOG-DELETE-ALL 

   LOGSTREAM-XLOG-NAME

Option  : LOG-XLOG-RECORDS-SMF 

Default : No 

Specify if exception records are written to IBM SMF. 

This controls the logging of exceptions for all components except CICS. CICS 

settings can be found in the CICSLOGR parmlib member. 

Valid values: 

   Yes            - Write exception records to SMF 

   No             - Do not write exception records to SMF 

Related options: 

   LOG-XLOG-RECORDS 

   SMF-XLOG-RECORD-COMPRESSION 

   SMF-XLOG-RECORD-TYPE

Option  : LOGSTREAM-PLOTLOG-NAME 

Default : NOT.DEFINED 

Specify the name of the MVS logger logstream to use to log historical plot 

data. If the logstream name is specified as "NONE", no logging occurs. 

If a log stream has not been defined, set the value to "NONE". 

Valid values: 

   logstream - The log stream name is limited to 26 characters. 

Related options: 

   LOG-PLOT-RECORDS 

   LOGSTREAM-PLOTLOG-DELETE-ALL

Option  : LOGSTREAM-PLOTLOG-DELETE-ALL 

Default : No 

During logger initialization, specify whether all existing records in the 

defined log stream are deleted. 

Valid values: 

   Yes - Delete all existing records. 

   No - Do not delete any existing records. 
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Related options: 

   LOGSTREAM-PLOTLOG-NAME

Option  : LOGSTREAM-XLOG-NAME 

Default : NOT.DEFINED 

Specify the name of the MVS logger logstream to use to log historical exception 

records. If the logstream name is specified as "NONE", no logging occurs. 

If a log stream has not been defined, set the value to "NONE". 

Valid values: 

   logstream - The log stream name is limited to 26 characters. 

Related options: 

   LOG-XLOG-RECORDS 

   LOGSTREAM-XLOG-DELETE-ALL

Option  : LOGSTREAM-XLOG-DELETE-ALL 

Default : No 

During logger initialization, specify if all existing records in the defined 

log stream are deleted. 

Valid values: 

   Yes            - Delete all existing records. 

   No             - Do not delete any existing records. 

Related options: 

   LOGSTREAM-XLOG-NAME

Option  : OPSMVS-EVENT-NOTIFICATION 

Default : Yes 

Specify if exception events are sent to the product CA OPS/MVS. 

Valid values: 

   Yes            - Enable exception processing to be able to notify 

                    CA OPS/MVS of exceptions. 

   No             - Disable CA OPS/MVS notification processing.

Option  : SMF-PLOT-RECORD-COMPRESSION 

Default : No 

Specify if the records are compressed prior to being written to SMF. 

Valid values: 

   Yes            - Compress records. 

   No             - Do not compress records. 

 

Note: Setting this option to Yes requires the records to be uncompressed after 

they are extracted from SMF using the IBM IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL utility. 

To uncompress the records use the EXTRACTSMF function of the GSVCUTIL utility 

in the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

 

Related options: 

   LOG-PLOT-RECORDS-SMF 
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   SMF-PLOT-RECORD-TYPE

Option  : SMF-PLOT-RECORD-TYPE 

Default : 255 

Specify the SMF record type to associate with plot records. 

Valid values: 

   Minimum - 128 

   Maximum - 255 

Related options: 

   LOG-PLOT-RECORDS-SMF

Option  : SMF-XLOG-RECORD-COMPRESSION 

Default : No 

Specify if the records are compressed prior to being written to SMF. 

Valid values: 

   Yes -          Compress records. 

   No  -          Do not compress records. 

 

Note: Setting this option to Yes requires the records to be uncompressed after 

they are extracted from SMF using the IBM IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL utility. 

To uncompress the records use the EXTRACTSMF function of the GSVCUTIL utility 

in the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

 

Related options: 

   LOG-XLOG-RECORDS-SMF 

   SMF-XLOG-RECORD-TYPE

Option  : SMF-XLOG-RECORD-TYPE 

Default : 255 

Specify the SMF record type to associate with exception records. 

Valid values: 

   Minimum         - 128 

   Maximum         - 255 

Related options: 

   LOG-XLOG-RECORDS-SMF

SYSNAMES

The SYSNAMES parmlib member lets you associate text descriptions and alias names to MVS systems. The alias names
can be used when connecting to remote systems using the cross-system component.

System Name Information Descriptors
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 
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Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : SYSTEMS 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

Definitions are created using keyword and value parameters. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Each
keyword and value pair must be coded on the same line.

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The values that are specified in the
default definition are used by subsequent definitions that do not have all keywords that are coded.

The SETDEFAULT definition can be coded multiple times in this member. The default values that are assigned are in
effect from that point forward.

SETDEFAULT 

   DESC       ' ' 

   CCIName    * 

ENDDEFAULT

The following table shows the format and default values for an event. Lowercase characters in a keyword are optional.

Keyword Description

SETDEFAULT Beginning of the default values definition.

ENDDEFAULT End of the default values definition.

DEFine Beginning of definition.
System name. 1 to 8 characters.

DESCription System name description.
The description of the system must be enclosed in single quotes.
The maximum description length is 32 characters not including the
single quotes.

CCIName CCI name on the specified system.
1 to 8 characters.

ALIAS Alias name to be assigned to the system name.
1 to 8 characters.
Up to 8 ALIAS keyword value pairs can be coded.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

TIMEZONE

The TIMEZONE parmlib member lets you define available time zones and associates a text description with each time
zone.
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Each user can select a time zone to control how the date and time information displays. The time zone information is
saved in the profile of the user.

Time Zone Description Data
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : TIMEZONE 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The format of the data is:

Cols 1:6   - The time zone offset from GMT specified as +hh:mm or -hh:mm. 

Col  7     - Must be blank. 

Col  8:31  - The descriptive text to appear with the associated time zone. 

Col  32    - Must be blank. 

Cols 33    - Any nonblank character to indicate that the location in cols 35:50 is the SYSTEM location. 

Col  34    - Must be blank. 

Cols 35:50 - Sample location within the time zone. 

Cols 49:80 - Ignored. Can contain anything.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• A blank offset field inherits the last nonblanks offset.
• A blank name field inherits the last nonblank name.

TOPICS

The TOPICS parmlib member lets you define a list of available help topics.

Individual help topics are stored as members in the sysview.CNM4BHLP data set.

Multiple parmlib members can contain lists of help topics. The help topics parmlib members are also used when searching
help using the FINDHELP command.

Help Topics Table
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : TOPICS 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 
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System : Yes

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

The format of the data is:

Column Length Description

001 008 Help member name. 1 to 8 characters left justified and blank padded. If column
1 contain a *, then the line is considered a comment line.

010 008 Class name. 1 to 8 characters left justified and blank padded.

019 004 The release in which the help topic was introduced.

024 049 Help topic description.

USERCMDS

The USERCMDS parmlib member lets you define user commands externally. The user command definitions provide an
association between a single command name and a list of concatenated commands.

Externally Defined User Commands
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : LISTUCMD 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The following list shows the order of precedence when the command processor is determining whether the command that
has been entered is a valid command:

Order of Precedence

1. Internally defined command names
2. Command synonyms defined via the user profile
3. SET keywords if the user profile option IMPLICTSET is set to YES.
4. External PRODUCT Definitions

Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(GSVXUCMD)
Do not alter the data in this member.

5. External USER Command Definitions
Source: user.CNM4BPRM(USERCMDS)
A user can define a set of external user commands. These line commands are specific to the user. This is only
available if the user has a user parmlib data set specified. Data sets in use can be viewed using the SYSVIEW LIBS
command.
The user profile option IMPLICITUCMD must be set to YES.
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6. External SYSTEM or SITE Command Definitions
Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(USERCMDS)
A site administrator can define a set of external user commands that are available to all users.
The user profile option IMPLICITUCMD must be set to YES.

7. INVOKE keywords if the user profile option IMPLICITINVK is set to YES.
8. ISPF commands if the user profile option IMPLICITISPF is set to YES.
9. TSO commands if the user profile option IMPLICITTSO is set to YES.

Configuration Options
Parmlib member: OPTIONS

Configuration Option Description

ExternalUserCommands Specify if external user commands defined in the parmlib member
USERCMDS are supported.

An External User Command entry contains multiple parts:

• The external user command name
• Minimum command name length
• Description
• Help for the user command
• The command strings to be associated with the command

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• This member is eligible for user parmlib processing. The user-defined parmlib is searched first.
• Definitions should start in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.
• When using the SELECT command, the character versions of operators are recommended. Example: EQ,

NE, GT, LT, GE, and so on.

User Command Definitions

DEFINE  commandname 

   MINlen      mm 

   DESCription ' ' 

   HELP        member 

   CMDstring   string 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE The name of the user command to be defined by this definition. The maximum length is
32 characters. This value is not case-sensitive.

MINlen The minimum allowable length of the user command name (commandname). The
minimum value is 1 and the maximum value is 32. The "*" character can be specified to
indicate maximum length. Any other value is invalid and ignored and 32 is used instead.
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Keyword Description

DESCription The description to be associated with the user command. The maximum length is 32
characters.

HELP The associated help member for the user command. This is the help member that
displays when a user enters the command: HELP usercmdname
A specific help member can also be assigned as part of the command string being issued
by adding "SET ALTHELP member" as the last command in the string.

CMDstring The command string that executes when the user command is processed. This must be
the last keyword value pair in each user command definition.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).

Command Strings
The command string can be a single command or multiple commands that can span several lines. The total command
string is limited to 250 characters. Separate multiple commands using the command delimiter ";".

The command string can be continued by coding a continuation character as the last non-blank character on a line.

The hyphen ("-") continuation character indicates that leading blanks in the next record are not ignored.

The plus sign ("+") continuation character indicates that leading blanks in the next record are ignored.

The only restriction on the number of continuation records is that the total length of the actual resulting command string
cannot exceed 250 characters. Any excess characters are truncated without any warning.

Data or Variable Substitution
The command string can contain variables or symbolics. Dynamic variable substitution occurs at runtime.

Command parameters can be inserted at runtime using specially named variables. The following examples show how to
code a parameter name for substitution:

Example Description

&PARMS All command parameters have been parsed into a single substitution value.
&Pn Each command parameter has been parsed into a specific substitution value. Up to 20

parameters can be used.
&P1 - &P20
The substitution variables &P1 through &P20 are initialized to blanks.

Examples:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....4....+....6.||7.. 

 DEFINE usercommand 

        MINlen      *    

        DESCription '32 character description ' 

        CMDstring   command string 1 + 

                   ;command string 2 + 

                   ;command string n 

DEFINE TOPCPU 

       MINlen      * 

       DESCription 'Top 10 CPU address spaces' 

       TOPCPU      TOPCPU 

       CMDstring   ACTIVITY + 

                  ;SORT CPU% D LINELIMIT 10 + 

                  ;RIGHT CPU%
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Command Confirmation

If command confirmation is desired, use the "CONFIRM" command as the first command within the command string. If
a positive confirmation is returned, the remaining portion of the command string is executed. Otherwise, the remaining
portion of the command string is discarded.

Dynamic Command String Generation Using REXX

A user command definition can execute a REXX exec to dynamically create a command string to be executed.

When using a REXX exec to create a command string, use the following syntax. Only one REXX invocation is allowed per
definition AND it must be the first command string.

The REXX exec must return a result string to execute. The string can contain multiple commands that are separated by
the command delimiter. The returned result replaces the calling command string "REXX execname parameters".

Several REXX functions that are provided by SYSVIEW are available to the REXX exec executed as part of a user
command definition. Issue a "HELP REXXFUNC" command to display a summary of these REXX functions.

DEFINE rexxusercommand

       MINlen      *

       DESCription 'Execute & run result as SYSV cmd'

       CMDstring   REXX execname parameters

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• This member is eligible for user parmlib processing. The user-defined parmlib is searched first.
• Start definitions in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.
• A definition with a blank or c'.' command string is considered a dummy entry.
• When using the SELECT command, use the character versions of operators. Example: EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE,

and so on.

VARIABLE

The VARIABLE parmlib member lets you associate a text description with a data collection metric.

Variable Descriptions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : All subtasks and user sessions 

Online Commands  : VARS 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

The format of the data is:

Parm Field Description

1 Class Variable class

2 Variable Variable name

3 Description Variable description

XSYSTEM

The XSYSTEM parmlib member contains a list of configuration options that alter the default operation of the SYSVIEW
cross-system component.

The cross-system component lets users log in to a session and connect to other systems remotely. The cross-system
communications use the CAICCI component of Common Components and Services and OS/390.

XSystem Options
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : Cross system commands 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

Use the configuration options found in the XSYSTEM parmlib member to configure the timeout parameters of the cross-
system communications.

Entries that are coded in this member override the default values.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

The following abbreviations are used in these descriptions:

XSDS
XSystemDataServer

XSMS
XSystemMiscServer
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XSSS
XSystemSessionServer

XSSI
XSystemSessionInterface

XSXS
XSystemeXternaldataServer

XSXI
XSystemeXternaldataInterface

XSCR
XSystemClientRoutines

Option Description

AllowDestSystemEqOrigSystem Controls whether the destination system is allowed to be the same as the origin system
for commands such as XSCONN, XSPING, and XSSTATUS. The value must be YES or
NO.

AllowXSConnFromIspfInterface Controls whether XSystem connections are allowed from the ISPF interface.

AllowXSConnFromXSysInterface Controls whether XSystem connections are allowed from the XSYS interface. The value
must be YES or NO.

HighlightXSysInScreenTitle Controls whether the XSystem interface name (XSYS) or the system name is highlighted
in the screen title line when an XSystem session is active. If the interface name and
the system name are present in the screen title line when an Xsystem session is active,
the interface name is highlighted, not the system name. This value must be YES or NO.
The SET command TITLELEFT and TITLERIGHT keywords control what displays on the
screen title line.

UseFirstSystemIfNoJobNameParm If YES, then the XSCONN, XSPING, XSMVS, and XSSTATUS commands use the first
matching system name if no jobname parameter is
specified. If NO and multiple jobnames are found for a matching system name, a
warning message is generated. If NO and only one job name is found for a matching
system name, the system name is used.

XscrCancelSessionTimeout The timeout interval used by XSCR on a CancelSession request. The value is a number
of seconds from 1 to 600.

XscrConnectTimeout The timeout interval that is used by XSCR on a Connect request to establish a cross-
system session. The value is a number of seconds from 1 to 600.

XscrGetCommandDataTimeout The timeout interval used by XSCR when sending a GetCmdData request. The value is a
number of seconds from 1 to 600.

XscrGetIdentTimeout The timeout interval used by XSCR when sending a GetIdent request. The value is a
number of seconds from 1 to 600.

XscrGetStatusTimeout The timeout interval used by XSCR when sending a GetStatus request. The value is a
number of seconds from 1 to 600.

XscrGetUserTimeout The timeout interval used by XSCR when sending a GetUser request. The value is a
number of seconds from 1 to 600.

XscrProcessCommandTimeout The timeout interval used by XSCR when waiting for the output screen from a command.
The value is a number of seconds from 1 to 3600.

XscrSendOsCommandTimeout The timeout interval used by XSCR on a SendOsCommand request. The value is a
number of seconds from 1 to 600.
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Option Description

XscrStopSessionTimeout The timeout interval used by XSCR on a StopSession request. The value is a number of
seconds from 1 to 600.

XsdsGetCmdDataLenLimit Specifies the maximum allowable total data length for all systems that respond
to a get cross-system data request. This type of request is made when a product
command is executed with "XSDATA YES" in effect. When a system responds to the
get cross-system data request, if the length of the response added to the total of all
previous responses causes this value to be exceeded then the responses from the
system are discarded. The value must be from 64K to 512M-1. The default value is
256M.

XsdsGetCmdDataMaxLen Specifies the maximum data length that returns from an xsystem data server (XSDS)
in response to a get cross-system data request. This type of request is made when a
product command is executed with "XSDATA YES" in effect. The value must be from 64K
to 512M-1. The default value is 128M. The actual number of command data records that
return is dependent on the record length of the command that is requesting the xsystem
data.

XsdsSendTimeout XSDS send timeout interval. The value is a number of seconds from 1 to 600.

XsmsSendTimeout XSMS send timeout interval. The value is a number of seconds from 1 to 600.

XSPingCountDefault Specifies the default value for the XSPING COUNT parameter. The value must be a
number from 1 to 99.

XSPingTimeoutDefault Specifies the default value for the XSPING TIMEOUT parameter. The value must be a
number from 1 to 600.

XssiReceiveInitialTimeout The timeout interval used by XSSI when establishing an XSystem connection. The value
is a number of seconds from 1 to 600.

XssiReceiveInputTimeout The timeout interval used by XSSI when waiting for input. The value is a number from
300 to 86400.

XssiSendEndTimeout The timeout interval used by XSSI when waiting for a response to a session end
message. The value is a number from 1 to 600.

XsssMaxUsers Specifies the maximum number of users who are allowed at any one time for the
XSystem session control task (XSSS). Value is a number from 1 to 99.
This option was formerly named MaxUsers. MaxUsers is supported as an alias. You
can specify either. If you specify both values, the value on the last one coded is used.

XsssSendTimeout XSSS send timeout interval. The value is a number of seconds from 1 to 600.

XsssShutDownWaitIntvl Specifies the shutdown wait interval that is used by the XSystem session control task
(XSSS) when waiting for an XSystem session interface task to shut down. Value is a
number of seconds from 1 to 600.
This option was formerly named ShutDownWaitIntvl. The old option is supported as
an alias. You can specify either. If you specify both values, the value on the last one
coded is used.

XsxiCapCmdDataMaxLen Specifies the maximum data length that is captured by an xsystem external data
interface (XSXI) session and sent back to the external caller. This type of session is used
by Vantage/GMI and CEAPM. The value must be from 64K to 2G-1. The default value is
128M. The actual number of command data records that return depends on the record
length of active command.

XsxiReceiveInitialTimeout The timeout interval used by XSXI when establishing an XSystem connection. The value
is a number of seconds from 1 to 600
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Option Description

XsxiReceiveInputTimeout The timeout interval used by XSXI when waiting for input. The value is a number from
300 to 86400.

XsxiSendEndTimeout The timeout interval used by XSXI when waiting for a response to a session end
message. The value is a number from 1 to 600.

XsxsMaxUsers Specifies the maximum number of users who are allowed at any one time for the
XSystem external data session control task (XSXS). Value is a number from 1 to 99.

XsxsSendTimeout XSXS send timeout interval. The value is a number of seconds from 1 to 600.

XsxsShutDownWaitIntvl Specifies the shutdown wait interval that is used by the XSystem external data session
control task (XSXS) when waiting for an XSystem external data session interface task to
shut down. Value is a number of seconds from 1 to 600.

Members for Invoking External Products
This section provides information about invoking SYSVIEWexternal product members.

The members in this section are PARMLIB sample members that are used by the INVOKE command to provide the
necessary information and parameters to invoke external products from vendors such as IBM and Chicago-Soft.

XISPBKMG

The XISPBKMG parmlib member is a sample member used by the INVOKE command. This member provides the
necessary information and parameters to invoke BookManager Read/MVS from IBM.

XISPBKMG Summary

This member is read…
When the INVOKE command requests the specific member

Can information be modified in real time?
No, the information cannot be dynamically altered. The information is refreshed when the user reestablishes the
session.

Subtasks that use this data
None

Commands that use this data
INVOKE

Associated parmlib members
INVOKE

In user parmlib data set?
No

In Persistent data store?
No

XISPDLST

The XISPDLST parmlib member is a sample member used by the INVOKE command. This member provides the
necessary information and parameters to invoke the ISPF data set list utility.

XISPDLST Summary
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This member is read…
When the INVOKE command requests the specific member

Can information be modified in real time?
No, the information cannot be dynamically altered. The information is refreshed when the user reestablishes the
session.

Subtasks that use this data
None

Commands that use this data
INVOKE

Associated parmlib members
INVOKE

In user parmlib data set?
No

In Persistent data store?
No

XISPIMOD

The XISPIMOD parmlib member is a sample member used by the INVOKE command. This member provides the
necessary information and parameters to invoke the GSS IMOD editor.

XISPIMOD Summary

This member is read…
When the INVOKE command requests the specific member

Can information be modified in real time?
No, the information cannot be dynamically altered. The information is refreshed when the user reestablishes the
session.

Subtasks that use this data
None

Commands that use this data
INVOKE

Associated parmlib members
INVOKE

In user parmlib data set?
No

In Persistent data store?
No

XISPQWRF

The XISPQWRF parmlib member is a sample member used by the INVOKE command. This member provides the
necessary information and parameters to invoke MVS/Quick-Ref from Chicago-Soft.

XISPQWRF Summary

This member is read…
When the INVOKE command requests the specific member
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Can information be modified in real time?
No, the information cannot be dynamically altered. The information is refreshed when the user reestablishes the
session.

Subtasks that use this data
None

Commands that use this data
INVOKE

Associated parmlib members
INVOKE

In user parmlib data set?
No

In Persistent data store?
No

XTSORMFM

The XTSORMFM parmlib member is a sample member used by the INVOKE command. This member provides the
necessary information and parameters to invoke the IBM RMFMON command.

XTSORMFM Summary

This member is read…
When the INVOKE command requests the specific member

Can information be modified in real time?
No, the information cannot be dynamically altered. The information is refreshed when the user reestablishes the
session.

Subtasks that use this data
None

Commands that use this data
INVOKE

Associated parmlib members
INVOKE

In user parmlib data set?
No

In Persistent data store?
No

Datacom Member
SYSVIEW can communicate with and can report about multiple Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) address spaces.
The DATACOM parmlib member is used to provide a list of possible MUF job names.

Datacom Interface Configuration Parameters
Option/Component : DATACOM

Library Cache    : Yes

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : User sessions

Online Commands  : Datacom commands
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Data Set Eligible

User             : No

Site             : Yes

System           : Yes

A definition entry for each MUF job name is not required. A list of the active Datacom jobs is obtained dynamically. You
can define all potential entries so that the DCLIST command display includes jobs that have never been active.

The DATACOM parmlib member contains the following sections:

• Default Definition Section - Specify default options that apply to all MUFs
• Optional Definitions Section - Provide definitions for specific MUF job names

Requirements:

• The load libraries that are specified in this member must be APF-authorized.
• The Datacom Dynamic System Tables must be defined to the CXX.
• The Datacom SQL option is not required or used.
• Datacom load modules must be accessible from the following address spaces:

– SYSVIEW main server address space
– SYSVIEW user interface address space
– TSO address spaces

• Use the SETDEFAULT definition statement and specify the Datacom load library with the highest release using the
DSN and optionally the VOLSER parameters. This load library is compatible with all previous releases.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Default Definitions

Default values for DEFINE keywords can be assigned by using a SETDEFAULT keyword. The values that are specified in
the default definition are used by subsequent definitions that do not have all keywords added.

NOTE
If multiple releases of Datacom are installed, specify the load library with the highest release using the DSN and
optionally the VOLSER parameters. This load library is compatible with all previous releases.

SETDEFAULT 

   DSN          NODATACOM 

   VOLSER       None 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description of value for keyword

SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition.
DSN Loadlib data set name. Valid values are:

• NODATACOM - Indicates no Datacom environment desired. No modules are loaded.
• dsn - Specific data set name to be used, typically the latest.Datacom.release.loadlib
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Keyword Description of value for keyword

VOLSER Volser of loadlib specified by the DSN keyword. This value is only required if the data set is not
cataloged. Valid values are:
• volser - Volser of dsn
• "None" - Use cataloged volser

ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition.

Optional Definitions

Definitions are created using keyword and value parameters. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Each
keyword and value pair must be coded on the same line.

Keyword Description of value for keyword

DEFine Beginning of definition.
JOBNAME Datacom/DB MUF jobname or started task.
ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required)

SYSVIEW for Db2 Members
This section covers the following SYSVIEW for Db2 members:

• DB2
• GSVLFLDD
• SVWLDB2

DB2

NOTE

This member has been renamed to SVWLDB2. The DB2 member name continues to be supported allowing for
prior release compatibility using SITE libraries.                                           

GSVLFLDD

Member              : GSVLFLDD   

Option              : DB2

Cache               : Yes

Persistent          : No 

Library Eligibility

User    : Yes

Site    : Yes

System  : Yes

The GSVLFLDD parmlib member associates a text description with SYSVIEW for Db2 field names.

The format of the data is:

Cols 1:32  - Field name

Col  33:72 - The descriptive text

Cols 73:80 - Ignored
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

SVWLDB2

The SVWLDB2 configuration options member defines parameters and alters the default operation of SYSVIEW for Db2.
Entries that are coded in this member are used to override default values.

DB2 Options
Option/Component : DB2 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : Db2 commands 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Option Description

XNET-Hostname Specify the optional TCP/IP name of the local host that is used to connect to the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Xnet address space. By default, connections are established to
'localhost', which should be sufficient for most installations.
Maximum = 58 characters
Default = 'localhost'

XNET-IPVersion Specify the TCP/IP family or IP version to use to connect to the Database Management Solutions for
Db2 Xnet address space.
IPV4 - IP version 4
IPV6 - IP version 6
Default = IPV4

XNET-PassTicketApplId Specify the application name to use to generate user passtickets that are used to connect to the
Database Management Solutions for Db2 Xnet address space. This name must match the name
that is specified in the Xnet PASSNAME parameter. This value do not have a default.

XNET-Port Specify the TCP/IP port used to connect to the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Xnet
address space.
This port value must match the value that is specified by the Xnet PORT parameter. A value of 0
prevents any attempt to connect to the Xnet address space.
Default = 0
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XNET-Timeout Specify the number of seconds to wait for Db2 requests before timing the request out.
Default = 10
Minimum = 1
Maximum = 60

CICS Members

This section describes the options for the SYSVIEW Option for CICS parmlib members.

CEITRACE

CICS EXEC Interface Trace Definitions
Option/Component : CICS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : CICSDATA subtask in the SYSVIEW Main Services address space

Online Commands  : CEITRACE 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

CICS EXEC Interface trace definitions are used to determine whether the monitoring that is performed for a CICS
transaction could include the recording of EXEC Interface requests.

The CEITRACE command can be used to display and modify definitions that control the monitoring or tracing of CICS
EXEC Interface requests. The definitions are used only when you set the following option in the SVWCOPTS parmlib
member:

TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS     CEITRACE

SYSVIEW creates an SMF record for each CICS transaction that is monitored. If CICS EXEC Interface requests are being
monitored or traced, those traced requests are included in the CICS detail transaction record.

Multiple definitions can be created that control which transactions are to be monitored for CICS EXEC Interface requests.

The definitions can be enabled or disabled as needed.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.
Statement syntax:
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RESETDefault

  

 

 SETDEFAULT 

 

   JOBNAME       = 

   TRAN          = 

   TERMINAL      = 

   USERID        = 

   TRACELVL      SUMMARY 

   MATCHLIMIT    1 

   DISABLED 

 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description
RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to the original default values

as shown in the statement syntax.
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition.
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition.

The following section provides the definitions for each keyword.

EXEC Interface Trace Definitions

Statement syntax:

 DEFINE           name 

   JOBNAME       = 

   TRAN          = 

   TERMINAL      = 

   USERID        = 

   TRACELVL      SUMMARY | DETAIL 

   MATCHLIMIT    NONE | 0 | nnnnnnnn 

   DISABLED | ENABLED 

 ENDDEFINE 

 

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description
DEFINE Definition name

1 to 16 characters without embedded blanks. The definition name must be unique.
JOBNAME CICS jobname

The jobname can be specified as:
• Specific CICS jobname
• Generic CICS jobname
• Logical group name containing a list of CICS jobnames
Logical group type = CICSPLEX
Syntax: >group
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TRAN CICS transaction ID
The transaction can be specified as:
• Specific transaction ID
• Generic transaction ID
• Logical group name containing a list of CICS transactions
Logical group type = CICSTRAN
Syntax: >group

TERMINAL The CICS terminal name.
The terminal can be specified as:
• CICS terminal ID
• LUName
• Specific terminal
• Generic terminal

USERID The userid assigned to an executing transaction.
The userid can be specified as:
• Specific userid
• Generic userid

TRACELVL The level of trace information to be recorded for CICS EXEC Interface requests.
Valid values are:
• SUMMARY - EXEC Interface requests are summarized by the following values:

– Program name
– Program offset
– EXEC CICS request type

• DETAIL - Each individual EXEC Interface request is recorded without summarization.

MATCHLIMIT The definition match limit. After the specified match limit has been reached the definition
is disabled.
Valid values are:
0 or NONE - No limit
1 - nnnnnnnn - Limit value

ENABLED Definition is enabled.
DISABLED Definition is disabled.

CICSARTM

Automated Response Time Management
Option/Component : CICS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : CICS Data Collection in the CICS address space 

Online Commands  : CARTM 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The CICSARTM parmlib member contains a list of Automated Response Time Management (ARTM) definitions. Each
definition describes a CICS transaction that is to participate in dynamic priority assignment.

Each transaction that is specified must have a target response time and maximum priority that is specified for it. The
priority of the transaction is raised and lowered to achieve the target response time.
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Tran
- Transaction ID. Generics or wildcard characters cannot be used. This field is case-sensitive.

Target
- Response time target

Max-Priority
- Maximum priority the transaction is able to obtain.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions in control statements must be coded using the following variable and fixed-

mask characters:
– Variable length mask character - '*'
– Fixed-length mask character - '+'

• A transaction can be excluded from ARTM by entering a target response time of zero.

The following ARTM configuration options are defined in the parmlib member SVWCOPTS:

Option 

-------------------------------- 

ARTM-ACTIVE 

ARTM-DEFAULT-TARGET 

ARTM-DYNAMIC-ADD 

ARTM-MAXIMUM-PRIORITY 

ARTM-MEMBER 

ARTM-STARTTYPE 

ARTM-TRIGGER-COUNT 

ARTM-WTRTIME

CICSCMDS

Startup Commands
Option/Component : CICS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : CICSLOGR subtask 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The CICSCMDS parmlib member contains a list of MVS operator commands that are to be issued immediately after each
CICS data logger completes initialization. The CICS data logger executes in the main address space. The logger is the
anchor point for all associated CICS data collectors executing in a CICS address space.

Since the CICS logger subtask must be active before the initialization of CICS data collection, the CICSCMDS member
provides a convenient method of automatically starting all associated CICS regions.
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The format of the data is: Cols 1:71 - MVS command to be issued.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Example:

IF logic can be included to issue start commands for inactive jobs.

)IF SYSNAME=SYS1 

   )IF INACTIVE=job12345 

      START job12345 

   )ENDIF 

)ENDIF

CICSDATA

CICS System Data Collection Options
Option/Component : CICS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : CICSDATA subtask in the SYSVIEW Main Services address space

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The data in this member provides:

• CICS data collection configuration options to the subtask CICSDATA
• Set attributes for data collection metrics

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

This list shows the options and their valid values:

Option  : CEITRACE-Definitions 

Default : Warm 
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Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the CICSDATA subtask. The options cannot be

 dynamically modified. 

Specifies how CICS EXEC Interface trace definitions are to be created or processed during initialization. 

Valid values: 

   None   - Do not create any definitions during initialization. 

            Existing definitions are not deleted. 

 

   Warm   - Warm start 

            Existing definitions are not deleted. 

            Definitions are retrieved from the 

            persistent data store. If definitions 

            are not present in the data store, the 

            definitions are read from the parmlib 

            member CEITRACE. 

   Cold   - Cold start 

            Existing definitions are deleted. 

            Definitions are read from the parmlib 

            member CEITRACE. 

Related options: 

   none

Option  : CSTATES-Definitions 

Default : Warm 

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the CICSDATA subtask. The options cannot be

 dynamically modified. 

Specifies how CICS state exception definitions are to be created or processed during initialization. 

Valid values: 

   None    - Do not create any definitions during initialization. 

             Existing definitions are not deleted. 

   Warm    - Warm start 

             Existing definitions are not deleted. 

             Definitions are retrieved from the 

             persistent data store. If definitions 

             are not present in the data store, the 

             definitions are read from the parmlib 

             member CSTATES. 

   Cold    - Cold start 

             Existing definitions are deleted. 

             Definitions are read from the parmlib 

             member CSTATES. 

Related options: 
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   CTHRESH-Definitions

Option  : CTHRESH-Definitions 

Default : Warm 

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the CICSDATA subtask. The options cannot be

 dynamically modified. 

Specifies how CICS threshold exception definitions are to be created or processed during initialization. 

Valid values: 

   None    - Do not create any definitions during initialization. 

             Existing definitions are not deleted. 

   Warm    - Warm start 

             Existing definitions are not deleted. 

             Definitions are retrieved from the 

             persistent data store. If definitions 

             are not present in the data store, the 

             definitions are read from the parmlib 

             member CTHRESH. 

   Cold    - Cold start 

             Existing definitions are deleted. 

             Definitions are read from the parmlib 

             member CTHRESH. 

Related options: 

   CSTATES-Definitions

Option  : CTRANCAN-Definitions 

Default : Warm 

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the CICSDATA subtask. The options cannot be

 dynamically modified. 

Specifies how CICS transaction cancel definitions are to be created or processed during initialization. 

Valid values: 

   None    - Do not create any definitions during initialization. 

             Existing definitions are not deleted. 

   Warm    - Warm start 

             Existing definitions are not deleted. 

             Definitions are retrieved from the 

             persistent data store. If definitions 

             are not present in the data store, the 

             definitions are read from the parmlib 

             member CTRANCAN. 

   Cold    - Cold start 

             Existing definitions are deleted. 
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             Definitions are read from the parmlib 

             member CTRANCAN. 

Related options: 

   none

Option  : CTRANOPT-Definitions 

Default : Warm 

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the CICSDATA subtask. The options cannot be

 dynamically modified. 

Specifies how CICS transaction option definitions are to be created or processed during initialization. 

Valid values: 

   None    - Do not create any definitions during initialization. 

             Existing definitions are not deleted. 

   Warm    - Warm start 

             Existing definitions are not deleted. 

             Definitions are retrieved from the 

             persistent data store. If definitions 

             are not present in the data store, the 

             definitions are read from the parmlib 

             member CTRANOPT. 

   Cold    - Cold start 

             Existing definitions are deleted. 

             Definitions are read from the parmlib 

             member CTRANOPT. 

Related options: 

   none

Setting Attributes for Data Collection Metrics

Data collection for specific variable metrics can be controlled using the option "VARIABLE-SET". Disabling unwanted
or unneeded data collection metrics reduces CPU cycles and the amount of storage (virtual and real) used by the data
collection data spaces.

The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered out of the box in a separate member named SVWYVARS.
The SVWYVARS member is NOT read directly by the data collection subtask. The member must be included using the
")INCLUDE SVWYVARS" statement as part of the CICSDATA member. "VARIABLE-SET" statements can be coded
directly in the CICSDATA parmlib member. The eligible metric list can be viewed using the VARS CICS command.

The option "VARIABLE-SET" is also used to control the metrics that are sent to Time Series Data collection (TSD). Only
those metrics that have been defined as TSD eligible can be enabled or disabled for Time Series Data collection. On the
VARS CICS display, the column "TSD" contains the value "TSD" if eligible for Time Series Data collection.
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The data collection state of each metric remains unchanged across data collector restarts within an IPL unless explicitly
modified.

Option Description

VARIABLE-SET Set attributes for data collection metrics
Syntax:

VARIABLE-SET      source:metric:actions  

                  source   - CICS 

                  metric   - name of data collection metric. 

                             This can be specified generically. 

                             Variable length mask character: = 

                             Fixed length mask character: * 

                             

                             An underscore character "_" can be used 

                             as a right pad character in the variable name. 

                             The underscore is ignored.       

                  actions  - actions to be applied 

 

                             ENAbled  - Enable collection 

                             DISabled - Disable collection 

                                        TSD is also disabled. 

                             TSD      - Enable TSD collection. 

                                        The metric must also 

                                        be enabled. 

                             NOTSD    - Disable TSD collection. 

Multiple actions can be specified using the following syntax: 

VARIABLE-SET CICS:metric:ENABLE:TSD

CICSDMPM

CICS Dump Management
Member           : CICSDMPM 

Option/Component : CICS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : CICS Data Collection in the CICS address space 

Online Commands  : CDUMPMGT 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS Dump Management function can be used to enhance the CICS-provided function to
suppress unwanted dumps. The built-in function that is provided by CICS only allows dumps to be suppressed based on
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the dump code. The CICSDMPM parmlib member provides an initial list of dump suppression criteria. The definitions in
this member do not request a dump to be taken.
This parmlib member allows you to request or influence the suppression of dumps based on the following parameters:

• Transaction ID
• Program name
• Dump code

The default member name that is used is CICSDMPM.
This name can be overridden by changing the configuration option DUMP-MANAGEMENT-MEMBER=xxxxxxxx in the
parmlib member SVWCOPTS.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '*'
– Fixed-length mask character - '+'

Parameters

Tran Transaction ID issuing dump. Generics or wildcard characters can be used. This field is
case-sensitive.

Program Current program when dump is issued. Generics or wildcard characters can be used.
Dumpcode Dump code. Generics or wildcard characters can be used. This field is case-sensitive.
System Dumps When a system dump is requested, specify whether SYSVIEW should request the dump

to be suppressed.
Valid values are:
• SYStem - Allow the dump to be processed. Do not suppress the dump.
• NOSYStem - Suppress the dump.

Transaction Dumps When a transaction dump is requested, specify whether SYSVIEW should request the
dump to be suppressed.
Valid values are:
• TRANsaction - Allow the dump to be processed. Do not suppress the dump.
• NOTRANsaction - Suppress the dump.
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Abend Notify Specifies if a message is to be written to the joblog whenever a CICS
transaction abends.
If an abend occurs, an attempt is made to match the abending transaction to an entry
in this table. If a match is found, the "Abend Notify" method is used to determine if and
how messages are to be written. If a match is not found, the default configuration option
that is specified by the "ABEND-NOTIFICATION" parameter in the parmlib member
SVWCOPTS is used.
Valid values are:
• NONE - No message is written.NO
• SHORT - A single GSVC201E message is written. Information includes:YES
Transaction ID Task number Abend code Program Request ID Resource
• LONG - A set of messages is written. Information includes:
Transaction ID Task number Abend code Program Request ID Resource PSW Access
registers General registers
• * - The notification type value is set based on the configuration option "ABEND-

NOTIFICATION" that is defined in the parmlib member SVWCOPTS.

Dump Notify Specifies if a message is to be written to the joblog whenever a CICS dump is taken. 
If a dump occurs, an attempt is made to match the dumping transaction to an entry in
this table. If a match is found, the "Dump Notify" method is used to determine if and
how messages are to be written. If a match is not found, the default configuration option
that is specified by the "DUMP-NOTIFICATION" parameter in the parmlib member
SVWCOPTS is used.
Valid values are:
• * - The notification type value is set based on the configuration option "DUMP-

NOTIFICATION" that is defined in the parmlib member SVWCOPTS.
• NO - No message is written.               
• YES - A GSVC118W message is written. Information includes:
            Dump type
Dump code
Dump ID
Active transaction ID
Active task number
Active program
Terminal ID
Userid
Abend code

CICSLOGR

CICS Logger Options
Option/Component : CICS 

Cache            : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : CICSLOGR subtask 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The CICS Data Logger is the common anchor point for CICS data collector subtasks that are executing in each CICS
address space. The logger performs the logging of records that are created by the data collectors, including the logging
of records to SMF and to the internal logs for the online display. The CICS Data Logger subtask must be active before
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the initialization of CICS Data Collection and can be used to automate the starting of all associated CICS regions. More
than one CICS Data Logger can be created. The CICSLOGR parmlib member lets you override the default values of the
following entities:

• SMF record type
• Log destinations
• Start commands member

Entries that are coded in this member are used to override the default values.

If a log stream is not going to be used or has not been defined, set the appropriate option value to NONE.

LOGSTREAM-CICSEITL-NAME   NONE 

LOGSTREAM-CICSSYSD-NAME   NONE 

LOGSTREAM-CICSTRAN-NAME   NONE 

LOGSTREAM-CICSTSUM-NAME   NONE 

LOGSTREAM-CICSXLOG-NAME   NONE

If you are upgrading, the log streams can be reused by specifying the log stream name from the prior release.

The same name can also be added to the parmlib member LGLOOKUP.

The symbolic &G$SSID is dynamically created at runtime using the following components:

&G$SSID = ssid 

            ssid - SYSVIEW subsystem ID 

            The default value for ssid is: GSVX

The use of the symbolic &G$SSID is not required. The length of a log stream name is restricted to 26 characters.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Option Description

DynamicExit-CICSSYSD Specify if System Data Collection records are to be passed to the dynamic exit
GSVX.CICSSYSD.
Default = No

DynamicExit-CICSTRAN Specify if Transaction detail records are to be passed to the dynamic exit
GSVX.CICSTRAN.
Default = No

DynamicExit-CICSTSUM Specify if Transaction Summary records are to be passed to the dynamic exit
GSVX.CICSTSUM.
Default = No

DynamicExit-CICSXLOG Specify if CICS Exception records are to be passed to the dynamic exit
GSVX.CICSXLOG.
Default = No
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ISERVE-NAME Specify the subsystem name that you assigned to the ISERVE component of GSS when
you installed GSS.
This name is used by all CICS regions that connect to this CICS data logger.
Default = ISRV

LOG-EXCEPTIONS-SMF Exception records from the CICS data collector are to be logged to IBM SMF.
Default = No

LOG-SYSTEM-DATA-SMF System Data Collection records from the CICS Data collector are to be logged to IBM
SMF.
Default = No

LOG-TRANSACTION-SUMMARY-SMF Transaction summary records from the CICS Data collector are to be logged to IBM SMF.
Default = No

LOG-TRANSACTIONS-SMF Transaction detail records from the CICS Data collector are to be logged to IBM SMF.
Default = No

LOGSTREAM-CICSEITL-DELETE-ALL Specify if the logger is to delete all existing records in corresponding log stream. This
task occurs during the initialization connection process.
Default = No

LOGSTREAM-CICSEITL-NAME Specify the name of the MVS logger log stream that is to be used to log CICS EXEC
Interface trace log records.
If the log stream name is specified as "NONE", no logging occurs. If a log stream has not
been defined, set the value to "NONE".

LOGSTREAM-CICSSYSD-DELETE-ALL Specify if the logger is to delete all existing records in corresponding log stream. This
task occurs during the initialization connection process.
Default = No

LOGSTREAM-CICSSYSD-NAME Specify the name of the MVS logger log stream that is to be used to log CICS
System Data Collection records. If the log stream name is specified as "NONE", no
logging occurs. If a log stream has not been defined, set the value to "NONE".

LOGSTREAM-CICSTRAN-DELETE-ALL Specify if the logger is to delete all existing records in corresponding log stream. This
task occurs during the initialization connection process.
Default = No

LOGSTREAM-CICSTRAN-NAME Specify the name of the MVS logger log stream that is to be used to log CICS
Transaction Detail records. If the log stream name is specified as "NONE", no
logging occurs. If a log stream has not been defined, set the value to "NONE".

LOGSTREAM-CICSTSUM-DELETE-ALL Specify if the logger is to delete all existing records in corresponding log stream. This
task occurs during the initialization connection process.
Default = No

LOGSTREAM-CICSTSUM-NAME Specify the name of the MVS logger log stream that is to be used to log CICS
Transaction Summary records. If the log stream name is specified as "NONE", no
logging occurs. If a log stream has not been defined, set the value to "NONE".

LOGSTREAM-CICSXLOG-DELETE-ALL Specify if the logger is to delete all existing records in corresponding log stream. This
task occurs during the initialization connection process.
Default = No

LOGSTREAM-CICSXLOG-NAME Specify the name of the MVS logger log stream that is to be used to log CICS
Exception records. If a log stream has not been defined, set the value to "NONE".
If the log stream name is specified as "NONE", no logging occurs.
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SMF-CICSSYSD Compression Specify if the records are to be compressed before being written to IBM SMF.
Type = CICS system data
Default = No
Setting this option to Yes requires the records to be uncompressed after they are
extracted from SMF using the IBM IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL utility. To uncompress
the records, use the EXTRACTSMF function of the GSVCUTIL utility in the
sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

SMF-CICSTRAN-Compression Specify if the records are to be compressed before being written to IBM SMF.
Type = CICS transaction detail
Default = No
Setting this option to Yes requires the records to be uncompressed after they are
extracted from SMF using the IBM IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL utility. To uncompress
the records, use the EXTRACTSMF function of the GSVCUTIL utility in the
sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

SMF-CICSTSUM-Compression Specify if the records are to be compressed before being written to IBM SMF.
Type = CICS transaction summary
Default = No
Setting this option to Yes requires the records to be uncompressed after they are
extracted from SMF using the IBM IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL utility. To uncompress
the records, use the EXTRACTSMF function of the GSVCUTIL utility in the
sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

SMF-CICSXLOG-Compression Specify if the records are to be compressed before being written to IBM SMF.
Type = CICS exception
Default = No
Setting this option to Yes requires the records to be uncompressed after they are
extracted from SMF using the IBM IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL utility. To uncompress
the records, use the EXTRACTSMF function of the GSVCUTIL utility in the
sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

SMF-RECORD-TYPE SMF record number. If this value is modified, the record type change also needs to be
reflected in the parmlib member SMFTYPE.
Default = 255

STARTUP-COMMANDS If YES, the list of MVS operator commands in the member that is specified by the
configuration option STARTUP-COMMANDS-MEMBER is issued after the CICS data
logger has successfully initialized. This method provides an automated method of
starting CICS regions after the CICS data logger is initialized.
Default = Yes

STARTUP-COMMANDS-MEMBER Specify the member name to be used by the automatic CICS startup feature.
Default = CICSCMDS

Wily-Introscope-PortList Specify the name of the logical group that contains a list of port numbers. CICS
integration information is sent to this list of port numbers.
Default = NONE

Wily-Introscope-IPVersion Specify the IP version required to communicate with the Wily Introscope agents.
Default = IPV4
Valid values are:
IPV4
IPV6
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CICSOPTS

NOTE

This member was renamed to SVWCOPTS in 14.2. The CICSOPTS member name continues to be supported
allowing for prior release compatibility using SITE libraries.

CICSSCHD

CICS Scheduled Events
Option/Component : CICS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : CICS Data Collection in the CICS address space 

Online Commands  : CSCHEDUL 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

SYSVIEW provides a component to schedule time-based events. This scheduling component can perform various
functions at a specified time or a recurring interval. This component can be used to initiate functions in SYSVIEW and
functions outside the SYSVIEW boundaries. The CICSSCHD parmlib member is used to define a list of scheduled events.

Definitions are created using keyword and value parameters. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Each
keyword and value pair must be coded on the same line.

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The values that are specified in the
default definition are used by subsequent definitions that do not have all keywords that are coded.

The SETDEFAULT definition can be coded multiple times in this member. The default values that are assigned are in
effect from that point forward.

The format of, and default values for, an event are shown in this sample. Lowercase characters in a keyword are optional.

SETDEFAULT 

  NAME                name 

  GROUP               * 

  DESCription         ' ' 

  TYPE                RECUR 

  DATEBegin           * 

  DATEEnd             * 

  TIMEBegin           * 

  TIMEEnd             * 

  EVERY               NONE 

  LIMIT               1 

  FUNCtion            NOOP 

  PARMS               '*' 

  ALLDAYs         | NODAYs 

  WEEKDAYs 

  WEEKENDs 

  SUNdays         | NOSUNdays 

  MONdays         | NOMONdays 

  TUEsdays        | NOTUEsdays 
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  WEDnesdays      | NOWEDnesdays 

  THUrsdays       | NOTHUrsdays 

  FRIdays         | NOFRIdays 

  SATurdays       | NOSATurdays 

  ENABLEd 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition
DEFine Beginning of definition.
NAME Scheduled event name (1 through 16 characters)
GROUP Group name. A group name to be associated with the event name. The group name is not part of the

unique event name key.
DESCription Scheduled event description. The description of the event must be enclosed in single quotes. The

maximum description length is 40 characters not including the single quotes.
TYPE Scheduled event type. The type value is automatically corrected based on other parameters. Valid types

are:

SINGLE
- The event is to be performed once. This requires the "Every" parameter to be set to
"NONE".

RECUR
- The event is to be performed on a recurring interval for a specified number of
occurrences.
These recurring occurrences must all be within one day.

MULTIDAY
- The event is to be performed on a recurring interval for a specified number of
occurrences. These recurring occurrences occur across a day boundary.

The first occurrence must start prior to midnight on day 1 and the last occurrence must end on day 2 prior
to the original start time for day 1.

DATEBegin Beginning date of the first occurrence of this event. The required format is yyyy/mm/dd. "*" can also be
coded to specify that no beginning date is to be associated with this event. The default value is "*".

DATEEnd End date of the last occurrence of this event. The required format is yyyy/mm/dd. "*" can also be coded to
specify that no end date is to be associated with this event. The default value is "*".

TIMEBegin Beginning time that the event is eligible to be performed. The required format is hh:mm:ss (24-hour clock).
"*" can also be coded to specify that no beginning time is to be associated with this event. If "*" is coded,
the event is eligible for execution anytime after midnight. By coding a start time, you can specify the first
time that the event is eligible to execute. Also, if the event is a recurring type, a specified time enforces
synchronization based on the start time and interval specified. The time value can also be defined using
any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

The default value is "*".
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Keyword Description

TIMEEnd End time that the event is eligible to be performed. The required format is hh:mm:ss (24-hour clock). "*"
can also be coded to specify that no end time is to be associated with this event. If "*" is coded, the event
is eligible for execution anytime before midnight. The time value can also be defined using any of the
following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

The default value is "*".

EVERY Recurring interval time. If the event is type "RECUR" or "MULTIDAY", it has been defined to be a recurring
event and must include a recurring interval. You might think of this as:
Perform event TEST0001 every 15 minutes.
The recurring interval can be specified using the following formats:

hh:mm:ss 

nnnnnnnS | nnnnSECs | nnSECOND 

nnnnMINs | nnMINUTE 

nnnnnnnH | nnnnHOUR 

nnnnnnnD | nnnnnDAY 

nnnnnnnW | nnnnWEEK

The default value is NONE.

Minimum and maximum values by function:

Function         Minimum   Maximum

---------------- --------  --------

NOOP                none      none

OPERCMD             none      none

CAPTURE             none      none

IMOD                none      none

LIST                none      none

CICS-START-TRAN     none      none

SYSDATA-RECORD   00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-CONDITION 00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-CONNECT   00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-FACILITY  00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-FILES     00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-IPCONN    00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-JVMSERVER 00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-PIPELINES 00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-PROGRAMS  00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-SOCKETS   00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-TCBPOOLS  00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-TCLASS    00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-TDATA     00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-TERMINALS 00:01:00 01:00:00

SYSTEM-TRANS     00:01:00 01:00:00

TRAN-REQUIRED    00:00:30 01:00:00

TRAN-SUMMARY     00:01:00 01:00:00

TRAN-THRESHOLDS  00:00:01 00:02:00
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Keyword Description

LIMIT Number of occurrences of the event that can be performed in the defined time period.

Minimum value: 0 

Maximum value: 99999999 

Default value: 1

The following keyword can also be used to define the limit value:

NONE - 0 occurrences 

ONCE - 1 occurrence 

FOREVER - unlimited occurrences 

NOLIMIT - unlimited occurrences
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Keyword Description

FUNCtion Scheduled event function. The function controls the action that is taken when the event is executed. Each
function can have optional parameters.
Valid functions are:

NOOP - No action is to be performed. No parameters are required. If coded, the parameters are ignored.
LIST - Perform the list of functions that are contained in the member specified. The specified member must
reside in the parmlib data set.
Functions that can be specified in the member are:

NOOP 

OPERCMD    'parms' 

CAPTURE    'member parms' 

IMOD       'member parms' 

TRAN-START 'tran parms'

OPERCMD - Issue specified MVS operator command. The specific operator command must be coded with
the "PARMS" keyword. The parameters can contain symbolics.
CAPTURE - Asynchronously initiate an Event Capture request. This function captures command output
for later redisplay. The specific capture event name or member name must be specified with the "PARMS"
keyword. If "*" is coded, the first 8 characters of the event name are used as the member name. If the
event name contains the character "%", it is translated to the character "P". The parameters can contain
symbolics.

parms = member parameters 

        *      parameters

IMOD - Asynchronously execute an IMOD. The specific IMOD name or member name must be specified
with the "PARMS" keyword. If "*" is coded, the first 8 characters of the event name are used to build the
IMOD name (CAP_event). The parameters can contain symbolics.

parms = imodname parameters 

        *        parameters

CICS-START-TRAN - Asynchronously start a CICS transaction.

parms = tran parameters

CICS data collection functions:

SYSDATA-RECORD   - System data collection interval records

SYSTEM-CONDITION - CICS system status condition

SYSTEM-CONNECT   - CICS remote system connections

SYSTEM-FACILITY  - CICS connection facilities

SYSTEM-FILES     - CICS files

SYSTEM-IPCONN    - CICS IP connections

SYSTEM-JVMSERVER - CICS JVM Servers

SYSTEM-PIPELINES - CICS pipelines

SYSTEM-PROGRAMS  - CICS programs

SYSTEM-SOCKETS   - CICS sockets

SYSTEM-TCBPOOLS  - CICS TCB pools

SYSTEM-TCLASS    - CICS transaction classes

SYSTEM-TDATA     - CICS transient data queues

SYSTEM-TERMINALS - CICS terminals

SYSTEM-TRANS     - CICS transaction status

TRAN-REQUIRED    - CICS required transactions

TRAN-SUMMARY     - CICS transaction summary interval records

TRAN-THRESHOLDS  - CICS dynamic transaction threshold and cancellation.

                   Requires the following SVWCOPTS option set to YES: THRESHOLD-TASK-

DYNAMIC

No parameters are supported.

If coded, then the parameters are ignored.

The following functions have been renamed. Definitions containing these names and functions are
converted automatically.

Old Name          New Name 

----------------  ---------------- 

STATE-CONNECT     SYSTEM-CONNECT 

STATE-FACILITY    SYSTEM-FACILITY 

STATE-FILES       SYSTEM-FILES 

STATE-PROGRAMS    SYSTEM-PROGRAMS 

STATE-SOCKETS     SYSTEM-SOCKETS 

STATE-SYSTEM      SYSTEM-CONDITION 

STATE-TDATA       SYSTEM-TDATA 

STATE-TERMINALS   SYSTEM-TERMINALS 

STATE-TRANS       SYSTEM-TRANS 

STATE-IPCONN      SYSTEM-IPCONN 

STATE-PIPELINES   SYSTEM-PIPELINES
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Keyword Description

PARMS Specific parameters associated with the function. The following keywords define the days that the event is
eligible for execution. If multiple keywords are specified, the result is the summation of all keywords.

ALLDAYs
- The event is eligible for execution on all seven days of the week.

NODAYs
- The event is not eligible for execution on any day of the week.

This keyword is useful only if you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT definition.
The days of the week attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined in the SETDEFAULT
definition.
Example:
To define an event that runs on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the SETDEFAULT definition,
code the following text:

DEFINE eventname 

      NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE

WEEKDAYs
- The event is eligible for execution on the weekdays. Monday through Friday.

WEEKENDs
- The event is eligible for execution on the weekends. Saturday and Sunday.

SUNdays
- The event is eligible for execution on Sunday.
NOSUNdays - The event is not eligible on Sunday.

MONdays
- The event is eligible for execution on Monday.
NOMONdays - The event is not eligible on Monday.

TUEsdays
- The event is eligible for execution on Tuesday.
NOTUEsdays - The event is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays
- The event is eligible for execution on Wednesday.
NOWEDnesdays - The event is not eligible on Wednesday.

THUrsdays
- The event is eligible for execution on Thursday.
NOTHUrsdays - The event is not eligible on Thursday.

FRIdays
- The event is eligible for execution on Friday.
NOFRIdays - The event is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays
- The event is eligible for execution on Saturday.
NOSATurdays - The event is not eligible on Saturday.

ENABLEd
- Enable the event for processing.

DISABLEd
- Disable the event from processing.
If disabled, the event continues to process as normal except the specified function is not
executed.

ENDDEFINE
End of definition. (This value is not required.) 585
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '*'
– Fixed-length mask character - '+'

Options

Statement syntax:

keyword  option  parms 

Keyword - Control statement keywords 

option - Keyword options 

parms - Option parameters 

Valid statements: 

)OPTIONS ACTIVE  Build timer events and enable processing. 

)OPTIONS SUSPEND Build timer events. 

                 Event processing occurs, but no functions

                 are performed. All functions are treated as a NOOP.

Default Definition Values
SETDEFAULT 

       GROUP      * 

       TYPE       SINGLE 

       DESC       ' ' 

       ALLDAYs 

       TIMEBegin  * 

       TIMEEnd    * 

       DATEBegin  * 

       DATEEnd    * 

       Every      NONE 

       LIMIT 1 

       FUNCtion   NOOP 

       PARMS      '*' 

       ENABLEd 

ENDDEFAULT

CICSSTAT

SYSVIEW can collect and summarize additional CICS data by user request, using the variable collection and status
option. The CICSSTAT parmlib member defines those variables for which additional collection is to be performed.

User-Defined Variable Data Collection
Option/Component : CICS 

Cache            : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : CICS Data Collection in the CICS address space 
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Online Commands  : CSTATUS 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The additional CICS data is collected and summarized over a one-hour interval.

Definitions can include transaction variables. System data collection variables are pre-defined.

The parmlib member that is used is defined by the SVWCOPTS configuration option VSTATUS-MEMBER=CICSSTAT.

The default member name is CICSSTAT.

Definitions

The following entries are column-specific. Other entries can be added to specify specific resources. Resources can be
specified in generic or wildcard format.

The format of the data is:

Field     Columns  Len    Description 

Name      01-08     08    Threshold variable name 

                          Left justified and blank padded. 

Resourc1  10-17     08    Resource 1 

                          For transaction variables - tranid 

                          Generics or wildcard characters can 

                          be used. 

                          This field is case sensitive. 

Resourc2   19-26   08     Resource 2 

                          For transaction variables - termid 

                          or specific resource such as filename 

                          Generics or wildcard characters can 

                          be used. 

                          This field is case sensitive. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '*'
– Fixed-length mask character - '+'

CSTATES

CICS State Exception Definitions
Option/Component : CICS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 
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Used by          : CICSDATA subtask in the SYSVIEW Main Services address space 

Online Commands  : CSTATES 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector monitors CICS system and transaction resources. Exception or state alerts
can be generated when the current state of a resource matches defined rules.

State exception definitions are initially populated or read from the parmlib member CSTATES. Definitions can be
maintained and modified using the online command CSTATES. The definitions are saved in the SYSVIEW Persistent Data
Store (DATALIB). The persistent data store provides the ability to maintain definitions that have been modified or added
dynamically. Also, definitions in the persistent data store are migrated automatically to future product releases.

A single set of definitions is used for all monitored CICS regions on the system.

State definitions describe what actions are to be performed when the current value of a monitored resource is outside the
allowable range or limit. Current values for a specific resource are always character values.

The alerting mechanism can trigger any of the following actions:

• Write a message to the job log or console
• Write a message to the ddname GSVCXLOG
• Create an SMF record that can be sent to SMF or written to a SYSVIEW log stream for on-line viewing
• Execute a predefined IMOD (REXX EXEC)
• Cancel the transaction
• Send an SNMP alert trap
• Send an event notification to OPS/MVS
• Send a notification to Alert Central
• Request an Event Capture

Related Configuration Options:

• Parmlib Member: CICSDATA
• CSTATES-Definitions

This member contains the following sections:

• Default Definition Values Section:
Define default definition parameter values to be used if the specific parameter is not coded on the state definition.

• State Definition Section:
Define specific and generic wildcard state rules. These rules define the status that is to be associated with the current
state of a resource.

State definitions describe what actions are to be performed when the current state of a monitored resource matches the
specific definition or rule. Current state values for a specific resource are always character or keyword values. A status
such as NORMAL, WARNING, or PROBLEM is also associated with a state.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:
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– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDEFAULT 

SETDEFAULT 

   JOBNAME       = 

   TRAN|RSCE1    = 

   RSCE|RSCE2    = 

   LIMIT         0 

   WARNPCT       * 

   TYPE          * 

   RULETYPE      AUTO 

   DURATION      2 

   TRIGLVL       STATUS 

   PRIORITY      000 

   MSG           YES 

   LOG 

   SMF 

   NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEVENT   *

   NOACNOTIFY

   NOACTICKET

   NOTRAP 

   TRAPDEST      * 

   IMOD          NO 

   IMODNAME      * 

   CAPLEVEL      NONE 

   CAPEVENT      * 

   CAPTIME       15MIN 

   CANCEL        NO 

   ALLDAYS 

   TIMEBEGIN     * 

   TIMEEND       * 

   DESCRIPTION   *

   ENABLED

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition
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State Definitions

State definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Additional
entries can be added to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format. For more
information, see Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

DEFINE            metricname 

   JOBNAME        = 

   RSCE1          = 

   STATE          = 

   STATUS         NORMAL 

   DURation       duration 

   RULEtype       ruletype 

   TRIGlvl        triglevel 

   PRIority       priority 

   MSG            yesno 

   LOG          | NOLOG 

   SMF          | NOSMF 

   OPSMVS       | NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEvent    eventid

   ACNOFITY     | NOACNOTIFY 

   ACTICKET     | NOACTICKET

   TRAP         | NOTRAP 

   TRAPDest       group 

   IMOD           yesno 

   IMODNAME       imodname 

   CAPLevel       caplevel 

   CAPEvent       capeventname 

   CAPTime        captime 

   ALLDAYs      | NODAYs 

   WEEKDAYs 

   WEEKENDs 

   SUNdays      | NOSUNdays 

   MONdays      | NOMONdays 

   TUEsdays     | NOTUEsdays 

   WEDnesdays   | NOWEDnesdays 

   THUrsdays    | NOTHUrsdays 

   FRIdays      | NOFRIdays 

   SATurdays    | NOSATurdays 

   TIMEBEGin      hh:mm:ss 

   TIMEEND        hh:mm:ss 

   INClude      | EXClude 

   DESCription    text

   ENABLEd      | DISABLEd 

ENDDEFINE
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Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Metric name.
JOBNAME The CICS jobname to which the definition is applied. The jobname can be specified as:

• Specific CICS jobname
• Generic CICS jobname
• Logical group name containing a list of CICS jobnames.
Logical group type = CICSPLEX
Syntax: >group

RSCE1 The state qualifier or resource argument. For example, if a state variable is FILEENA, the resource
is a CICS filename.
Generic or wildcard characters can be used.

STATE State value.
When a resource value is equal to the defined state keyword, the state definition is triggered.
Actions that are performed are based on the rules that are defined in the specific state definition.

STATUS Status value to be associated with the "State". Valid status values are:

Keyword Condition
NONE None
IGNORE None
NORMAL Normal
ACTIVE Normal
HIGH High
INACTIVE High
WARNING Warning
ACTION Warning
CRITICAL Problem
PROBLEM Problem

DURation The duration or number of consecutive intervals in which the STATE of the resource must be the
same value for the definition to trigger.
Default: 2
Minimum: 1
Maximum: 60
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Keyword Description

TRIGlvl Definition trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when the definition is triggered.
Valid values:
• NONE

Do not trigger rule. This value works as an exclusion rule.
• CHANGE

Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
– The "Status" value changes.

• NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "Status" value changes.
– The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

• STATUS
Trigger the definition when the "Status" value changes.

• WARNING
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The status enters or leaves WARNING
– The status enters or leaves PROBLEM

• PROBLEM
Trigger the definition when the status enters or leaves PROBLEM

• TRACE
Trigger the definition each time the definition is checked

INClude This definition is to be used in state processing.
EXClude If this definition is found to be the best match during state processing, to actions occur.

This value is the same as coding TRIGLVL NONE.
PRIority The priority of an exception.

The priority can be used to sort exceptions within a like status level such as PROBLEM.
Default: 000
Minimum: 000
Maximum: 999

MSG Send WTO message to console when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Write a message to the console
NO - Do not write a message to the console

LOG
NOLOG

Specifies that a record is written to the DD name GSVCXLOG when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not write a record to the DD name GSVCXLOG.

SMF
NOSMF

Specifies that an SMF record is created and sent to the CICSLOGR executing in the Main Services
address space when the trigger level is satisfied. Options in the CICSLOGR parmlib member
determine whether the record is written to SMF or to a log stream for online viewing.
Do not create an SMF record.

OPSMVS
NOOPSMVS

Send an event notification to OPS/MVS when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not send an event notification to OPS/MVS when the trigger level is satisfied.
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Keyword Description

OPSMVSEvent Specifies the OPS/MVS )API event ID to be executed when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values are:
eventid   Any valid 10 character event ID

*         Use default event ID by option:

Option Event ID
MVS CAGSVX0001
MQ CAGSVS0001
IMS CAGSVP0001
TCP CAGSVN0001
CICS CAGSVY0001

ACNOTIFY | NOACNOTIFY Specifies if a notification is sent to Alert Central when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values:
• YES: Send notification
• NO: Do not send notification

ACTICKET | NOACTICKET Specifies if Alert Central should attempt to open a ticket for the event.
Valid values:
• YES: Open ticket
• NO: Do not open ticket

TRAP
NOTRAP

Send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.

TRAPDest Specifies the name of a logical group of type TRAPDEST that contains a list of IP addresses or
names. An SNMP trap is sent to each entry in the group.

IMOD Run IMOD specified on the IMODNAME keyword when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Run IMOD
NO - Do not run IMOD

IMODNAME The name of the IMOD to be executed. The IMOD keyword must be set to YES. If IMODname is set
to "*", then the name of the IMOD executed is THR_name, where "name" is the variable name.
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Keyword Description

CAPLevel Definition capture trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when a triggered threshold requests an event to be
captured. This function requires the separate Event Capture component.
Valid values are:
• NONE

Do not capture event.
• CHANGE

Request event capture when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
– The "Status" value changes.

• NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "Status" value changes.
– The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

• STATUS
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes.

• HIGH
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "HIGH", "WARNING", or
"PROBLEM".

• WARNING
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "WARNING" or "PROBLEM".

• PROBLEM
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "PROBLEM".

CAPEvent Event capture member name.
If "*" is specified, then the event name is dynamically built using the threshold variable name. If
the variable name includes a "%", the "%" is translated to a "P". "%" is not a valid character for a
member name.
If the resulting member name does not exist in the CNM4BCAP data set, a capture does not occur
and a message is generated indicating the member was not found.

CAPTime Event capture interval time.
The time that is specified is used to "throttle" the number of event captures that are requested. The
time that is specified is the amount of time that must elapse between identical capture requests.
Minimum value = 60 seconds

ALLDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on all seven days of the week.
NODAYs The definition is not eligible to be used on any day of the week.

This keyword is useful only if you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT
definition. The days of the week attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined in
the SETDEFAULT definition.
If the resulting definition contains no active days after all "days of week" attributes have been
applied, the "days of week" setting will be set to ALLDAYS.
Example:
To create a definition on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the SETDEFAULT definition,
code the following text:

DEFINE metricname 

      NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE

WEEKDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekdays (Monday through Friday).
WEEKENDs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekends (Saturday and Sunday).
SUNdays
NOSUNdays

The definition is eligible for use on Sunday.
The definition is not eligible on Sunday.
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Keyword Description

MONdays
NOMONdays

The definition is eligible for use on Monday.
The definition is not eligible on Monday.

TUEsdays
NOTUEsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Tuesday.
The definition is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays
NOWEDnesdays

The definition is eligible for use on Wednesday.
The definition is not eligible on Thursday.

THUrsdays
NOTHUrsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Thursday.
The definition is not eligible on Thursday.

FRIdays
NOFRIdays

The definition is eligible for use on Friday.
The definition is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays
NOSATurdays

The definition is eligible for use on Saturday.
The definition is not eligible on Saturday

TIMEBEGin The beginning time that the definition is eligible to be applied. The time must be specified using this
format: HH:MM:SS
The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 00:00:00 

MIDNIGHT - 00:00:00 

NOON     - 12:00:00

TIMEEND The end time that the definition is eligible to be applied. The time must be specified using this
format: HH:MM:SS

The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 23:59:59 

MIDNIGHT - 23:59:59 

NOON     - 12:00:00

DESCription A description of the metric name.
If a value of "*" is entered, the description is set to the description of the variable metric defined in
the parmlib member VARIABLE.

ENABLEd Enable the definition for processing.
DISABLEd Disable the definition for processing
ENDDEFINE End of definition. (This value is not required.)

CTHRESH

CICS Threshold Exception Definitions
Option/Component : CICS 

Library Caching  : No 
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Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : CICSDATA subtask in the SYSVIEW Main Services address space 

Online Commands  : CTHRESH 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector monitors CICS system and transaction resources. Exception or threshold
alerts can be generated when resource usage exceeds the defined range or limit.

Initially threshold exception definitions are populated or read from the parmlib member CTHRESH. Definitions can be
maintained and modified using the online command CTHRESH. The definitions are saved in the SYSVIEW Persistent
Data Store (DATALIB). The persistent data store maintains definitions that have been modified or added dynamically.
Also, definitions in the persistent data store are migrated automatically to future product releases.

A single set of definitions is used for all monitored CICS regions and transactions on a system.

Threshold definitions describe what actions to perform when the current value of a monitored resource is outside the
allowable range or limit. Current values for a specific resource are always numeric values.

The alerting mechanism can trigger any of the following actions:

• Write a message to the job log or console
• Write a message to the ddname GSVCXLOG
• Create an SMF record that can be sent to SMF or written to a SYSVIEW log stream for online viewing
• Execute a predefined IMOD (REXX EXEC)
• Cancel the transaction
• Send an SNMP alert trap
• Send an event notification to OPS/MVS
• Send a notification to Alert Central
• Request an Event Capture

Related Configuration Options:

• Parmlib Member: CICSDATA
• CTHRESH-Definitions
• Parmlib Member: SVWCOPTS

THRESHOLD-SYSTEM 

THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC 

THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-MXTDELAY 

THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-SMF 

THRESHOLD-TASK-END 

This member contains the following sections:

• Default Definition Values section:
Define default definition parameter values to be used if the specific parameter is not coded on the definition.

• Threshold Definition section:
Define specific and generic wildcard threshold rules. These rules define the allowable limits for resources. The limit
values determine the status of resources (NORMAL, WARNING, PROBLEM).
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDEFAULT 

SETDEFAULT 

   JOBNAME       = 

   TRAN|RSCE1    = 

   RSCE|RSCE2    = 

   LIMIT         0 

   WARNPCT       * 

   TYPE          * 

   RULETYPE      AUTO 

   DURATION      2 

   TRIGLVL       STATUS 

   PRIORITY      000 

   MSG           YES 

   LOG 

   SMF 

   NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEVENT   *

   NOACNOTIFY

   NOACTICKET

   NOTRAP 

   TRAPDEST      * 

   IMOD          NO 

   IMODNAME      * 

   CAPLEVEL      NONE 

   CAPEVENT      * 

   CAPTIME       15MIN 

   CANCEL        NO 

   ALLDAYS 

   TIMEBEGIN     * 

   TIMEEND       * 

   DESCRIPTION   *

   ENABLED

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition
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Keyword Description

ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition

Definitions for each keyword follow.

Threshold Definitions

Threshold definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE.
Additional entries can be added to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format.
For more information, see Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

DEFINE             metricname 

   JOBNAME         jobname 

   TRAN|RSCE1      transaction or resource 1 

   RSCE            = 

   LIMit           problemvalue 

   WARNIng         warningvalue 

   WARNPct         warnpct 

   DURation        duration 

   TYPE            checktype 

   RULEtype        ruletype 

   TRIGlvl         triglevel 

   PRIority        priority 

   MSG             yesno 

   LOG           | NOLOG 

   SMF           | NOSMF 

   OPSMVS        | NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEvent     eventid

   ACNOFITY      | NOACNOTIFY

   ACTICKET      | NOACTICKET

   TRAP          | NOTRAP 

   TRAPDest        group 

   IMOD            yesno 

   IMODNAME        imodname 

   CAPLevel        caplevel 

   CAPEvent        capeventname 

   CAPTime         captime 

   CANCEL          canceloption 

   CANLIMit        cancelvalue 

   ALLDAYs       | NODAYs 

   WEEKDAYs 

   WEEKENDs 

   SUNdays       | NOSUNdays 

   MONdays       | NOMONdays 

   TUEsdays      | NOTUEsdays 

   WEDnesdays    | NOWEDnesdays 

   THUrsdays     | NOTHUrsdays 

   FRIdays       | NOFRIdays 

   SATurdays     | NOSATurdays 

   TIMEBEGin       hh:mm:ss 

   TIMEEND         hh:mm:ss 

   INClude       | EXClude 

   DESCription     text
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   ENABLEd       | DISABLEd 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE The exception metric name. Beginning of definition.
JOBNAME The CICS jobname to which the definition is applied. The jobname can be specified as:

• Specific CICS jobname
• Generic CICS jobname
• Logical group name containing a list of CICS jobnames.

Syntax: >group
Logical group type = CICSPLEX

RSCE1 | TRAN |
TRANSACTION

Resource name.
Transaction name.
Generic or wildcard characters can be used. The transaction can be specified as:
• Specific transaction ID
• Generic transaction ID
• Umbrella transaction name
• Logical group name containing a list of CICS transactions.

Syntax: >group
Logical group type = CICSTRAN

By default, if an umbrella name is assigned to a transaction using the CICS Monitor Exit Interface
(MEI), threshold checking is first performed using the umbrella name rather than the transaction ID.
If no matching threshold definition is found for the umbrella name, threshold checking is performed
using the transaction ID.
If you do not want the umbrella name to be used for threshold checking, specify the following option
in the SVWCOPTS parmlib member:
THRESHOLD-UMBRELLA     NO

RSCE | RSCE2 | RESOURCE The exception qualifier or resource argument. For example, for a transaction metric the qualifier can
be a CICS terminal ID. For a transaction metric that is resource-specific such as FILEREQS, the
qualifier is a CICS filename.
Generic or wildcard characters can be used. This field is case-sensitive.

LIMIT Definition PROBLEM limit value. When a resource value exceeds or equals the defined limit, the
exception is triggered.
When the RULETYPE is set to CHANGE, the limit value is defined as the number of standard
deviations that must be exceeded.
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Keyword Description

WARNIng The WARNING limit value. When a resource value exceeds or equals the warning limit, the status of
the resource is changed to WARNING.
The warning value is computed as follows:
Rule type: UPPER

   warning   =   limit   *    warnpct

        75   =     100   *        75%

Rule type: LOWER                                

   warning   =   limit   + ( limit  *  warnpct )

     20meg   =   16meg   + ( 16meg  *      25% )

   The warning limit is greater than the problem

   limit for a lower limit threshold.

Rule type: CHANGE

   warning   =   limit   *    warnpct

         1   =       2   *        50%

   The warning value is defined as the number

   of standard deviations that must be exceeded.

WARNPct The Warning percentage of limit value. This value dynamically calculates the warning limit value as
a percentage of the limit value.

If an "*" is specified, the following values are used:

RuleType  WarnPCt

UPPER     75

LOWER     125

CHANGE    50

DURation The duration, in minutes, used to determine if there has been a change in the metrics status. This
value is the number of intervals in minutes that are summarized and averaged to compute the
current value.
When the average is computed, the following rounding methods are used to compute the average
that is compared to the specified exception limits:
• RuleType: UPPER

When the average for the interval is computed, no rounding occurs. Rounding could raise the
average above the exception limit.

• RuleType: LOWER
When the average for the interval is computed, the value is rounded up.

The duration is only used by the following definition Types:

• SYSTEM: System data collection
• TRANSUMM: Transaction summary data collection

Default: 2
Minimum: 1
Maximum: 60
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Keyword Description

TYPE Exception check type. This keyword defines the data collection process type that is eligible to use
the threshold definition. Transaction-based metrics can be processed by the transaction and system
data collection processors. Separate definitions can be created for each processor. If the "Type" is
defined as "*", the definition is eligible to be used by both collection processors.
Valid values:
• *: Valid for all collection processes. If the metric is not transaction-based, specifying "*"

automatically chooses the correct check type
• SYSTEM: Only valid for the system data collection process
• TIMER: Only valid for timers
• TRANS: Only valid for the transaction data collection process
• TRANSUMM: Only valid for the transaction summary data collection process

RULEtype Definition rule type.
Defines the algorithm that is used to determine when the threshold is triggered.
Valid values:
• * | AUTO

Set the rule type to UPPER or LOWER based on the default rule type that is associated with the
variable name specified.

• UPPER
Upper limit threshold

• LOWER
Lower limit threshold

• ABOVE
Above limit threshold

• BELOW
Below limit threshold

• CHANGE
Change in value threshold

For more information about the rule types, see How Threshold and State Definitions Work.
TRIGlvl Definition trigger level.

Defines the process that is used to determine when the definition is triggered.
Valid values:
• NONE

Do not trigger rule. This value works as an exclusion rule.
• CHANGE

Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
– The "Status" value changes.

• NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "Status" value changes.
– The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

• STATUS
Trigger the definition when the "Status" value changes.

• WARNING
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The status enters or leaves WARNING
– The status enters or leaves PROBLEM

• PROBLEM
Trigger the definition when the status enters or leaves PROBLEM

• TRACE
Trigger the definition each time the definition is checked
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Keyword Description

PRIority The priority of an exception. The priority can be used to sort exceptions within a like status level
such as PROBLEM.
Default: 000
Minimum: 000
Maximum: 999

MSG Send WTO message to console when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
• YES: Write message to console
• NO: Do not write message to console

LOG | NOLOG Specifies if a record is written to the DD name GSVCXLOG when the trigger level is satisfied.
SMF | NOSMF Specifies if a threshold record is created and sent to the CICSLOGR executing in the Main Services

address space when the trigger level is satisfied. Options in the CICSLOGR parmlib member
determine whether the record is then written to SMF or to a log stream for online viewing.

OPSMVS | NOOPSMVS Specifies if an event notification request is sent to OPS/MVS when the trigger level is satisfied.
OPSMVSEvent Specifies the OPS/MVS )API event ID to be executed when the trigger level is satisfied.

Valid values:
  eventid   Any valid 10 character event ID

  *         Use default event ID by option:

• Option: Event ID
• MVS: CAGSVX0001
• MQ: CAGSVS0001
• IMS: CAGSVP0001
• TCP: CAGSVN0001
• CICS: CAGSVY0001

ACNOTIFY | NOACNOTIFY Specifies if a notification is sent to Alert Central when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values:
• YES: Send notification
• NO: Do not send notification

ACTICKET | NOACTICKET Specifies if Alert Central should attempt to open a ticket for the event.
Valid values:
• YES: Open ticket
• NO: Do not open ticket

TRAP | NOTRAP Specifies if an SNMP alert trap is sent when the trigger level is satisfied.
TRAPDest Specifies the name of a logical group of type TRAPDEST that contains a list of IP addresses or

names. An SNMP trap is sent to each entry in the group.
INClude This definition is to be used in threshold processing.
EXClude If this definition is found to be the best match during threshold processing, no actions occur. This

value is the same as coding TRIGLVL NONE.
IMOD Run IMOD specified on the IMODNAME keyword when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:

• YES: Run IMOD
• NO: Do not run IMOD

IMODNAME The name of the IMOD to be executed. The IMOD keyword must be set to YES. If IMODNAME is
set to "*", the name of the IMOD executed is THR_name, where "name" is the metric name.
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Keyword Description

CAPLevel Definition capture trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when a triggered threshold requests an event to be
captured. This function requires the separate Event Capture component.
Valid values are:
• NONE

Do not capture event.
• CHANGE

Request event capture when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
– The "Status" value changes.

• NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "Status" value changes.
– The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

• STATUS
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes.

• HIGH
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "HIGH", "WARNING", or
"PROBLEM".

• WARNING
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "WARNING" or "PROBLEM".

• PROBLEM
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "PROBLEM".

CAPEvent Event capture member name. If "*" is specified, the event name is built dynamically using the metric
name. If the metric name includes a "%", the "%" is translated to a "P". "%" is not a valid character
for a member name.
If the resulting member name does not exist in the CNM4BCAP data set, a capture does not occur
and a message is generated indicating the member was not found.

CAPTime Event capture interval time. The time that is specified is used to "throttle" the number of event
captures that are requested. The time that is specified is the amount of time that must elapse
between capture requests for this definition. Minimum value = 60 seconds
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Keyword Description

CANCEL Cancel transaction if threshold is exceeded.
Valid values:
• NOCANCEL: Do not cancel the transaction.
• AUTO: Determine cancellation type based on wait reasons defined in the parmlib member

CTRANCAN. Transaction cancel definitions can also be viewed and modified using the
CTRANCAN command.

• PURGE: Purge the transaction.
Method:
CEKL SET TASK(n) PURGE

• FORCEPUR: Force purge the transaction.
Method:
CEKL SET TASK(n) FORCEPURGE

• CANCEL: Cancel the transaction.
Progressive methods:
– Attempt to cancel a looping transaction utilizing the CICS AICA runaway task process.
– If task still exists, request the CICS dispatcher to cancel the task, with a possible escalation to

cancel with force.
– If the task still exists:

CEKL SET TASK(n) FORCEPURGE.
• KILL: Kill the transaction.

Progressive methods:
– Attempt to cancel a looping transaction using the CICS AICA runaway task process.
– If task still exists, request the CICS dispatcher to cancel the task with force.
– If the task still exists:

CEKL SET TASK(number) KILL
• CKILL: Kill the transaction.

Method:
CEKL SET TASK(number) KILL

CICS transaction cancellation based on a threshold definition does not occur if the trigger level
"TrigLvl" is set to "TRACE".

CANLIMit The limit value at which a transaction is canceled. If not specified, the cancel limit value is set equal
to the threshold limit value.
For upper limit thresholds, the cancel limit must be greater than or equal to the limit value. For lower
limit thresholds, the cancel limit must be less than or equal to the limit value. If the cancel limit value
is outside the allowable range, the value is adjusted automatically. The cancel limit value has no
effect unless the CANCEL keyword is set to a value other than NO or NONE.

ALLDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on all seven days of the week.
NODAYs The definition is not eligible to be used on any day of the week.

This keyword is useful only if you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT
definition. The days of the week attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined
in the SETDEFAULT definition. If the resulting definition contains no active days after all "days of
week" attributes has been applied, the "days of week" setting are to ALLDAYS.

Example: To create a definition on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the SETDEFAULT
definition, code the following text:

DEFINE metricname 

       NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE

WEEKDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekdays (Monday through Friday).
WEEKENDs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekends (Saturday and Sunday).
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Keyword Description

SUNdays
NOSUNdays

The definition is eligible for use on Sunday. The definition is not eligible on Sunday.

MONdays
NOMONdays

The definition is eligible for use on Monday.
The definition is not eligible on Monday.

TUEsdaysNOTUEsdays The definition is eligible for use on Tuesday.
The definition is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays
NOWEDnesdays

The definition is eligible for use on Wednesday.
The definition is not eligible on Wednesday

THUrsdays
NOTHUrsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Thursday.
The definition is not eligible on Thursday.

FRIdays
NOFRIdays

The definition is eligible for use on Friday.
The definition is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays
NOSATurdays

The definition is eligible for use on Saturday. The definition is not eligible on Saturday.

TIMEBEGin The beginning time that the definition is eligible to be applied. The time must be specified using this
format: HH:MM:SS The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 23:59:59

MIDNIGHT - 23:59:59

NOON     - 12:00:00

TIMEEND The end time that the definition is eligible to be applied. The time must be specified using this
format: HH:MM:SS

The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 
12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 
NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 23:59:59

MIDNIGHT - 23:59:59

NOON     - 12:00:00

DESCription A description of the metric name.
If a value of "*" is entered, the description is set to the description of the variable metric defined in
the parmlib member VARIABLE.

ENABLEd Enable the definition for processing
DISABLEd Disable the definition for processing
ENDDEFINE End of definition (This value is not required)

CTRANCAN

The CTRANCAN parmlib member defines CICS transaction cancellation at CICS shutdown and transaction cancellation
based on exception definitions.
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CICS Transaction Cancellation Definitions
Option/Component : CICS

Library Caching  : No

Persistent Data  : Yes

Used by          : CICSDATA subtask in the SYSVIEW Main Services address space

Online Commands  : CTRANCAN

Data Set Eligible

User   : No

Site   : Yes

System : Yes

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector performs the following transaction cancellation functions:

• Transaction cancellation at CICS shutdown or termination
CICS shutdown can be delayed due to a conversational transaction waiting on terminal input. A definition can be
created to cancel a transaction at shutdown based on the following transaction attributes:
– Transaction ID
– Jobname
– Facility name

• Terminal
• Transient data queue

– Wait reason - Suspend Type
– Wait reason - Suspend value
If you create definitions for long-running transactions, CICS can terminate quickly because you are not forced to wait
for these transactions to complete.
Transaction cancellation at CICS shutdown requires the following CICS configuration option:
The option is specified in the parmlib member SVWCOPTS.
Configuration-Option                 Value

--------------------------------     -----

TRANSACTION-CANCEL-AT-SHUTDOWN       YES

• Transaction Cancellation based on Exception Definitions
CICS transactions can be canceled automatically based on a threshold exception definition. Threshold exception
definitions can be viewed or modified using the online command: CTHRESH.
Transaction cancellation can be overridden or excluded based on the current wait reason of the transaction. If you
determine that the transaction is abending, a transaction cancellation is not attempted.

Transaction cancel definitions are initially populated or read from the parmlib member CTRANCAN. Definitions can be
maintained and modified using the online command CTRANCAN. The definitions are saved in the SYSVIEW Persistent
Data Store (DATALIB). The persistent data store maintains definitions that have been modified or added dynamically.
Also, definitions in the persistent data store are migrated automatically to future product releases.
A single set of definitions is used for all monitored CICS regions.
Related Configuration Options:

• Parmlib Member: CICSDATA
• CTRANCAN-Definitions

This member contains the following sections:

• Default Definition Values Section - Define default definition parameter values to be used if the specific parameter is not
coded on the definition.

• Transaction Cancel Option Definition Section
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDEFAULT

SETDEFAULT

   TRANSACTION =

   JOBNAME     =

   FACILITY    =

   SUSPTYPE    =

   SUSPVALUE   =

   CANCEL      NO

   SHUTDOWN

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset the default definition values back to original default values.
SETDEFAULT Beginning of the default values definition.
ENDDEFAULT End of the default values definition.

Definitions for each keyword follow.

Transaction Cancel Option Definitions

Definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE.
The format of the data is:

DEFINE

   TRANsaction  tran

   JOBNAME      jobname

   FACILITY     =

   SUSPTYPE     =

   SUSPVALUE    =

   NOCANCEL | PURGE | FORCEpurge | CANCEL | KILL | CKILL

   SHUTDOWN | NOSHUTDOWN
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ENDDEFINE

Keyword Description

DEFINE Beginning of definition.
TRANsaction CICS transaction ID

The transaction can be specified as:
• Specific transaction ID
• Generic transaction ID
• Logical group name containing a list of CICS transactions.

Logical group type = CICSTRAN
Syntax: >group

JOBNAME CICS jobname
The jobname can be specified as:
• Specific CICS jobname
• Generic CICS jobname
• Logical group name containing a list of CICS jobnames.

Logical group type = CICSPLEX
Syntax: >group

FACility Facility (4 characters)
• DEST - Transient data queue name
• TERM - Terminal ID
• TASK - =

SUSPType Wait reason suspend type (8 characters)
See "resource type" details in the CICS Problem Determination Guide.

SUSPValue Wait reason suspend value (16 characters)
See "resource type" details in the CICS Problem Determination Guide.

NOCANCEL Do not dynamically cancel transaction.
PURGE Purge the transaction.

Method:
CEKL SET TASK(number) PURGE

FORCEPUR Force purge the transaction.
Method:
CEKL SET TASK(number) FORCEPURGE

CANCEL Cancel the transaction.
Progressive methods:
• Request the CICS dispatcher to cancel the task, with a possible escalation to cancel with force.
• If the task still exists:

CEKL SET TASK(number) FORCEPURGE

KILL Kill the transaction.
Progressive methods:
• Request the CICS dispatcher to cancel the task with force.
• If the task still exists:

CEKL SET TASK(number) KILL

CKILL Kill the transaction.
Method:
CEKL SET TASK(number) KILL

SHUTDOWN A transaction matching the definition is canceled automatically during CICS shutdown.
NOSHUTDOWN A transaction matching the definition is not canceled during CICS shutdown.
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CTRANOPT

CICS Transaction Options Definitions
Option/Component : CICS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : CICSDATA subtask in the SYSVIEW Main Services address space 

Online Commands  : CTRANOPT 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector monitors every CICS transaction executing in a CICS region. Sometimes
you want to alter the monitoring characteristics for transactions. Transaction option definitions allow the monitoring
characteristics to be specified.

Initially transaction option definitions are populated or read from the parmlib member CTRANOPT. Definitions can be
maintained and modified using the online command CTRANOPT. The definitions are saved in the SYSVIEW Persistent
Data Store (DATALIB). The persistent data store let you maintain definitions that have been dynamically modified or
added. Also, definitions in the persistent data store are migrated automatically to future product releases.

A single set of definitions is used for all monitored CICS regions and transactions on a system.

The following options can be set:

• Specify transactions that are required to be active
• Exception processing
• Transaction collection level - DETAIL or SUMMARY
• Logging of the detailed transaction record to the transaction log stream
• Logging of the detailed transaction record to SMF
• Sending the detailed transaction record to the MVS dynamic exit: GSVX.CICSTRAN
• Sending monitored transaction information to Cross-Enterprise APM
• Suppress CICS SMF 110 subtype 1 performance records
• Specify transaction elapsed time monitoring method
• Define long running transactions

Related Configuration Options:

• Parmlib Member: CICSDATA
• Parmlib Member: SVWCOPTS

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND 

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC 

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOLD

CTRANOPT-Definitions

This member contains the following sections:

• Default Definition Values Section - Define default definition parameter values to be used if the specific parameter is not
coded on the definition.

• Transaction Option Definition Section
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDEFAULT 

   SETDEFAULT      

   TRANSACTION =

   JOBNAME     =

   DETAIL       

   THRESH       

   CANCEL       

   TRANLOG      

   SMF          

   DYNEXIT      

   CEAPM        

   NOSUPPRESS   

   NOREQUIRED 

   NOLONGRUN

   FIRST        

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description
RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition

Definitions for each keyword follow.

Default Transaction Option Definition

After processing all user-defined entries, the following transaction option definition is created if a fully generic definition
containing "JOBNAME =" and "TRANSACTION =" was not found.

DEFINE 

   TRANSACTION =

   JOBNAME     =

   DETAIL 

   THRESH 

   CANCEL 

   TRANLOG 

   SMF 

   DYNEXIT 
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   CEAPM 

   NOSUPPRESS 

   NOREQUIRED 

   NOLONGRUN 

   FIRST

ENDDEFINE

Transaction Option Definitions

Definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE.

The format of the data is:

DEFINE 

   TRANSACTION  tran 

   JOBNAME      jobname 

   DETAIL     | SUMMARY

   THRESH     | NOTHRESH

   CANCEL     | NOCANCEL

   TRANLOG    | NOTRANLOG 

   SMF        | NOSMF 

   DYNEXIT    | NODYNEXIT 

   CEAPM      | NOCEAPM 

   SUPPRESS   | NOSUPPRESS 

   REQUIRED   | NOREQUIRED 

   LONGRUN    | NOLONGRUN

   FIRST      | INIT 

   UMBTYPE      name 

ENDDEFINE

Keyword Description
DEFINE Beginning of definition.
TRANsaction CICS transaction ID

The transaction can be specified as:
• Specific transaction ID
• Generic transaction ID
• Logical group name containing a list of CICS transactions.

Logical group type = CICSTRAN
Syntax: >group

JOBNAME CICS jobname
The jobname can be specified as:
• Specific CICS jobname
• Generic CICS jobname
• Logical group name containing a list of CICS jobnames.

Logical group type = CICSPLEX
Syntax: >group
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DETAIL Collect detailed resource usage
Resource usage includes:
• All CICS SMF 110 subtype 1 content
• DB2 requests
• DLI requests
• EXEC CICS requests
• File requests
• Program usage
• Resource Manager requests
• Transient data requests by queue
• Temporary storage requests by queue
• MQ requests by object

SUMMARY Collect summary resource usage
• All CICS SMF 110 subtype 1 content
• Detailed resource usage is not included

THRESH Specifies exception processing is performed for the transaction.
• Dynamic transaction evaluation during transaction execution
• Evaluation at task termination
• Task is eligible for cancellation based on exception definitions
This includes the following types of data collection:
• Transaction detail
• Transaction summary
• System data

NOTHRESH No exception processing is performed.
• Task is NOT eligible for cancellation that is based on exception definitions

CANCEL The transaction is eligible for cancellation that is based on exception definitions.
NOCANCEL The transaction is not eligible for cancellation that is based on exception definitions.
TRANLOG A transaction record is sent to a CICS logger task running in the Main Services address

space so that the record can be written to the defined log stream.
NOTRANLOG Data from this transaction is not logged unless overridden by one of the following

SVWCOPTS configuration options:
• TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND
• TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC
• TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOLD
Online statistics are maintained.

SMF A transaction record is sent to a CICS logger task running in the Main Services address
space so that the record can be written to SMF.

NOSMF Data from this transaction is not logged unless overridden by one of the following
SVWCOPTS configuration options:
• TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND
• TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC
• TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOLD

DYNEXIT A transaction record is sent to a CICS logger task running in the Main Services address
space so that the record can be passed to the dynamic exit GSVX.CICSTRAN.

NODYNEXIT Data from this transaction is not passed unless overridden by one of the following
SVWCOPTS configuration options:
• TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND
• TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC
• TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOLD
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CEAPM Transaction information is sent to a CICS logger task running in the Main
Services address space so that the information can be sent to Cross-Enterprise APM
for transaction tracing. The information is collected and sent only when Cross-Enterprise
APM product has requested the transaction to be traced.

NOCEAPM Transaction information is not sent unless overridden by one of the following
SVWCOPTS configuration options:
• TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND
• TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC
• TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOLD

SUPPRESS Suppress CICS SMF 110 performance records.
NOSUPPRESS Do not suppress CICS SMF 110 performance records.
REQUIRED The transaction is required to be active. At least one transaction with the

specified transaction ID must be active.
A specific transaction ID is required. The "REQUIRED" keyword is ignored if the
transaction ID is specified as a generic transaction ID or logical group name.
The SYSVIEW for CICS scheduled event function "TRAN-REQUIRED" must be active.
The status of the event can be viewed or modified using the command CSCHEDUL.

NOREQUIRED The transaction is not required to be active.
LONGRUN The transaction is to be defined as a long running transaction. Some long running

transactions might be thought of as "server" transactions.
Long running transactions take on the following attributes or characteristics:
• At transaction termination, degradation analysis statistics are normally summarized

for the following items:
– Transaction ID specific
– Transaction groups
– All transactions for the CICS region (Example: The "*" entry on the CTRANDEG

command.)
• Long running transactions tend to have a transaction lifetime higher than the average

transaction. Therefore, degradation analysis information is not added to the "all
transactions" summary. Adding information to the "all transactions" summary will
adversely skew the timing values. Transaction usage counts are maintained.

• The transaction lifetime or elapsed time since attach is not evaluated during threshold
processing.
Metrics: LIFETIME, TSUMLIFE

NOLONGRUN The transaction is not defined as a long running transaction.
FIRST Transaction elapsed time (since last execution) monitoring begins after the first execution

of the transaction.
INIT Transaction elapsed time (since last execution) monitoring begins at monitor initialization.
UMBTYPE Specifies the umbrella type to be associated with the transaction.                     

Example usage:
This value could be used to associate a name with a group of "like" transactions. You
may want to set the umbrella type to "PAYROLL" for all payroll transactions.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required)

EIBCODES

CICS EIB Function Code Descriptions
Option/Component : CICS 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 
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Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : CTRANLOG, CTASKS 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The EIBCODES parmlib member associates a text description with CICS EIB function codes.

The format of the data is:

Cols 1:4   - CICS EIB function code. 

Col  5     - Must be blank. 

Col  6:37  - The descriptive text. 

Cols 38:80 - Ignored. Can contain anything.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

SVWCAPM

CICS Application Performance Management Data Collection Configuration Options
Option/Component : CICS

Library Caching  : No

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : CICS Data Collection

Online Commands  : CCONFIG

Data Set Eligible

User             : No

Site             : Yes

System           : Yes

The SVWCAPM parmlib member that is used to specify the CICS Data Collector options overrides in a CEAPM-only
environment.

The CICS data collector reads from the SVWCAPM parmlib member immediately after it reads from the SVWCOPTS
parmlib member when all of the following conditions are true:

The following SYSVIEW system configuration options are specified:

• Option-CEAPM: Yes
• Option-CICS: No

The following CICS configuration options are specified:

• CEAPM-ENABLE: Yes
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '*'
– Fixed-length mask character - '+'

• Modifications to this member are not dynamically incorporated into executing CICS regions. The SYSVIEW
data collector executing in the CICS region must be restarted. The CICS region does not need to be
restarted.

• Configuration options can also be changed dynamically using the CCONFIG command.
• Dynamic changes are not reflected in the member SVWCAPM.

SVWCOPTS

The SVWCOPTS parmlib member contains a list of CICS data configuration options.

CICS Data Collection Configuration Options
Option/Component : CICS

Library Caching  : No

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : CICS Data Collection

Online Commands  : CCONFIG

Data Set Eligible

User             : No

Site             : Yes

System           : Yes

The SVWCOPTS parmlib member contains a list of CICS data configuration options that alter the default operation of the
CICS data collector. The following list of items can be controlled by the configuration options:

• Definition of the CICS Data Logger connection
• Detailed transaction collection options
• Creation of SMF or log records
• Component activation
• Component parmlib member

Entries that are coded in this member are used to override the default values.

When SYSVIEW detects that the following configuration options are true, the CICS Data Collector reads and processes
the SVWCAPM parmlib member immediately after it reads and processes the SVWCOPTS parmlib member. The
SVWCAPM parmlib member specifies the (SYSVIEW) CICS Data Collector options overrides for when it is used in a CE
APM-only environment.

• System configuration options:
– Option-CEAPM: Yes
– Option-CICS: No

• CICS configuration options:
– CEAPM-ENABLE: Yes
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '*'
– Fixed-length mask character - '+'

• Modifications to this member are not dynamically incorporated into executing CICS regions. The SYSVIEW
data collector executing in the CICS region must be restarted. The CICS region does not need to be
restarted.

• Configuration options can also be changed dynamically using the CCONFIG command.
• Dynamic changes are not reflected in the member SVWCOPTS.

The following samples list all options and their valid values:

Option  : ABEND-DUMP-DFHABND 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

 

If a CICS transaction abends, the contents of the CICS DFHABND control 

block can be dumped to the ddname GSVCLOG. 

Use this option to assist in debugging. 

Valid values: 

   No          - Do not dump DFHABND contents 

   Yes         - Dump DFHABND contents

Option  : ABEND-NOTIFICATION 

Default : None 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specifies if a message is to be written to the joblog whenever a CICS 

transaction abends. If an abend occurs, an attempt is made to match the 

abending transaction to a definition found in parmlib member CICSDMPM 

or the online command CDUMPMGT. If a match is found, the "Abend Notify" 

method is used to determine if and how messages are to be written. If a 

match is not found, the default configuration option specified by the 

"ABEND-NOTIFICATION" parameter is used. 

Valid values: 

   None      - No messages are written. 

   No 

   Short     - A single GSVC201E message is written.

   Yes  

               Information includes: 

               Transaction ID 

               Task number 

               Abend code 

               Program 
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               Request ID 

               Resource 

    Long     - A set of messages are written. 

               Information includes: 

               Transaction ID 

               Task number 

               Abend code 

               Program 

               Request ID 

               Resource 

               PSW 

               Access registers 

               General registers 

    *        - The notification type value is set based on the 

               configuration option "ABEND-NOTIFICATION" that is 

               defined in the parmlib member SVWCOPTS.

Option  : ALERT-CENTRAL-NOTIFICATION                         

Default : Yes

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization   

          via the CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.               

                                                              

 When an exception alert is triggered based on a defined      

 threshold or state rule, multiple actions can be taken.      

 One action is to send an event notification to Alert Central.

                                                              

 The action to generate an event notification is specified    

 on each threshold or state rule definition. This can be      

 coded as a default for all rules or specifically on each     

 definition in the respective threshold and state definition  

 parmlib members or online display commands.                  

                                                              

 Valid values:                                                

                                                              

    No             - Event notifications will not be sent to  

                     Alert Central even if specific threshold

                     or state definition rules are set        

                     requesting the notification to be sent.  

                     This can be viewed as a global override  

                     setting.                                 

                                                              

    Yes            - Event notifications will be sent to      

                     Alert Central if specific threshold      

                     or state definition rules are set        

                     requesting the notification to be sent.

Option  : APPLICATION-DEBUGGER-IBM-DEBUG

Default : No

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization

          via the CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

Specifies if active transactions are to be monitored for the

existence of the product IBM Debug for z/OS.
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Valid values:

   No             - Do not detect and determine if the

                    application debugger is active.

   Yes            - Detect and determine if the

                    application debugger is active.

Related options:

   APPLICATION-DEBUGGER-XPEDITER

   THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-APP-DEBUG

   THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-APP-DEBUG-CANCEL

Option  : APPLICATION-DEBUGGER-XPEDITER

Default : No

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

        

Specifies if active transactions are to be monitored for the existence 

of the product Compuware Xpediter.

Valid values:

   No        - Do not detect and determine if the application debugger 

               is active.

   Yes       - Detect and determine if the application debugger is 

               active.

        

Related options:

   THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-APP-DEBUG  

   THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-APP-DEBUG-CANCE

Option  : ARTM-ACTIVE 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specifies if the Automated Response Time Management function is to be 

activated at initialization. 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not activate ARTM 

   Yes       - Activate ARTM 

Related options: 

   ARTM-DEFAULT-TARGET 

   ARTM-DYNAMIC-ADD 

   ARTM-MAXIMUM-PRIORITY 

   ARTM-MEMBER 

   ARTM-STARTTYPE 

   ARTM-TRIGGER-COUNT 

   ARTM-WTRTIME

Option  : ARTM-DEFAULT-TARGET 

Default : 1.000 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 
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          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specify the target response time value to be assigned to a transaction 

that is dynamically added to the list of currently monitored 

transactions. 

Transactions are dynamically added to the list when they execute if the 

ARTM-DYNAMIC-ADD option is set to YES. 

Related options: 

   ARTM-ACTIVE 

   ARTM-DYNAMIC-ADD 

   ARTM-MAXIMUM-PRIORITY 

   ARTM-MEMBER 

   ARTM-STARTTYPE 

   ARTM-TRIGGER-COUNT 

   ARTM-WTRTIME

Option  : ARTM-DYNAMIC-ADD 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specify if the ARTM transaction table is to be built dynamically as new 

transactions are executed. 

Valid values: 

   No        - Transaction is not dynamically added. 

   Yes       - Transaction is dynamically added. 

Related options: 

   ARTM-ACTIVE 

   ARTM-DEFAULT-TARGET 

   ARTM-MAXIMUM-PRIORITY 

   ARTM-MEMBER 

   ARTM-STARTTYPE 

   ARTM-TRIGGER-COUNT 

   ARTM-WTRTIME

Option  : ARTM-MAXIMUM-PRIORITY 

Default : 250 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specify the maximum priority the ARTM facility can assign to any 

transaction to meet the target response time of the transaction. 

Valid values: 

   Minimum   - 1 

   Maximum   - 254 

Related options: 

   ARTM-ACTIVE 

   ARTM-DEFAULT-TARGET 

   ARTM-DYNAMIC-ADD 
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   ARTM-MEMBER 

   ARTM-STARTTYPE 

   ARTM-TRIGGER-COUNT 

   ARTM-WTRTIME

Option  : ARTM-MEMBER 

Default : CICSARTM 

Change  : This option can only be set during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Specify the default member name of the table used to build the initial 

list of transactions to be monitored.

 

Persistent Data Store Information: 

If ARTM is active, the ARTM definitions are maintained and saved as a 

member in the persistent data store PDSE data set. 

   DataId   : CICSARTM_jobname 

   Size     : 480 + ( 80 * definitions ) 

   ReUse    : Data is loaded and reused from matching builds. Data from 

              previous builds is converted and reused automatically. The 

              data from the persistent data store is used only if all of 

              the following are true. Otherwise, data definitions are 

              read from the parmlib member specified by the option: 

              ARTM-MEMBER 

              * The CICS data collector start mode was WARM CICS SIT 

                parameter: 

                   INITPARM=(GSVCGSVS='START=WARM') 

                GSVS initialization transaction: 

                   GSVS START=WARM 

              * Configuration option: 

                   ARTM-STARTTYPE WARM 

  Migration : Data members from previous builds can be deleted if that 

              product build is no longer being used. 

Related options: 

   ARTM-ACTIVE 

   ARTM-DEFAULT-TARGET 

   ARTM-DYNAMIC-ADD 

   ARTM-MAXIMUM-PRIORITY 

   ARTM-STARTTYPE 

   ARTM-TRIGGER-COUNT 

   ARTM-WTRTIME 

   DATALIB-AUTO-SAVE

Option  : ARTM-STARTTYPE 

Default : Warm 

Change  : This option can only be set during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Specifies the start mode of the ARTM component. 

Valid values: 

   Warm      - Warm start 

               Definitions are retrieved from the persistent data store. 
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   Cold      - Cold start 

               Definitions are read from the parmlib member defined by 

               the option: ARTM-MEMBER 

This value can be overridden during SYSVIEW startup in CICS.

For more information on StartMode see: CICS Data Collection Start Mode.

Related options: 

   ARTM-ACTIVE 

   ARTM-DEFAULT-TARGET 

   ARTM-DYNAMIC-ADD 

   ARTM-MAXIMUM-PRIORITY 

   ARTM-MEMBER 

   ARTM-TRIGGER-COUNT 

   ARTM-WTRTIME

Option  : ARTM-TRIGGER-COUNT 

Default : 25 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specify the number of executions of a transaction that must exceed the 

target response of the transaction before the priority of the 

transaction can be increased by one. 

All of the transactions must occur during an interval (called an 

above-average interval) in which the average response time of the 

transaction was always above the targeted response time. Although all 

transactions during an interval are used to calculate the average 

response time, only transactions exceeding the target response time are 

included in the number required to increase the priority level of the 

transaction. 

If the average response time for the transaction falls below the target 

response time, a new interval (called a below average interval) begins 

and the number of transactions required to increment the priority level 

of the transaction is reset to zero. 

If the number of transactions below the target response time during a 

below average interval reaches the number defined for this option, 

then the priority of the transaction is reduced by one.

 

Valid values: 

   Minimum   - 5 

   Maximum   - 10000 

Related options: 

   ARTM-ACTIVE 

   ARTM-DEFAULT-TARGET 

   ARTM-DYNAMIC-ADD 

   ARTM-MAXIMUM-PRIORITY 

   ARTM-MEMBER 

   ARTM-STARTTYPE 

   ARTM-WTRTIME

Option  : ARTM-WTRTIME 

Default : 0.001 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 
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          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specify the minimum amount of waiting-to-run time that a transaction must 

have to increment the trigger counter for dynamic priority assignment. 

Valid values: 

   Minimum   - 0.000001 

   Maximum   - 60 

Related options: 

   ARTM-ACTIVE 

   ARTM-DEFAULT-TARGET 

   ARTM-DYNAMIC-ADD 

   ARTM-MAXIMUM-PRIORITY 

   ARTM-MEMBER 

   ARTM-STARTTYPE 

   ARTM-TRIGGER-COUNT

Option  : CEAPM-ENABLE

Default : Yes

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization

          via the CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

CA Cross-Enterprise APM - CICS Transaction Trace integration

provides performance information about CICS transactions.

SYSVIEW provides the performance details for those transactions

that execute in CICS regions.

Specify if CE APM CICS Trace integration is to be enabled.

This option is enabled or disabled automatically based

on the "Option-CEAPM" system configuration option.

It sets automatically when tracing is requested.

If you want to override the automatic setting, specify NO.

Valid values:

   Yes            - Integration is enabled.

   No             - Integration is disabled.

Option  : CEAPM-MRO 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

 

CA Cross-Enterprise APM and CICS Transaction Trace integration provides 

performance information about CICS transactions. CA SYSVIEW provides the 

performance details for those transactions that execute in CICS regions. 

The CICS transactions can run as a transaction within a single CICS 

region or as a more complex transaction running in several CICS MRO 
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regions. This environment is sometimes referred to as a TOR to AOR 

environment.

 

Specify whether transaction correlation is to be performed in an MRO 

environment. The MRO environment will include:

* LINK requests to programs running in a different CICS region on the 

  same or different z/OS system

* Transaction START requests to initiate a transaction in the same CICS 

  region

* Transaction START requests to initiate a transaction in a different 

  CICS region within the same z/OS system

Required options: 

   CEAPM-ENABLE  Yes 

Valid values: 

   No         - Do not perform transaction correlation for MRO 

                transactions. 

   Yes        - Perform transaction correlation for MRO transactions. 

Related options: 

   CEAPM-MRO-LINK

   CEAPM-MRO-SCOPE-SYSPLEX

   CEAPM-MRO-STAR

Option  : CEAPM-MRO-LINK 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

CA Cross-Enterprise APM - CICS Transaction Trace integration provides 

performance information about CICS transactions. CA SYSVIEW provides the 

performance details for those transactions that execute in CICS regions. 

The CICS transactions can run as a transaction within a single CICS 

region or as a more complex transaction running in several CICS MRO 

regions. This environment is sometimes referred to as a TOR to AOR 

environment. 

Specify whether transaction correlation is to be performed for 

distributed program LINK (DPL) requests. The option 

CEAPM-MRO-SCOPE-SYSPLEX is required if a LINK request is sent to a 

CICS region on a different sysplex.

Required options: 

   CEAPM-ENABLE Yes 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not perform transaction correlation for distributed 

               program LINKs. 

   Yes       - Perform transaction correlation for distributed program 

               LINKs. 

Related options: 

   CEAPM-MRO 

   CEAPM-MRO-SCOPE-SYSPLEX
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   CEAPM-MRO-STAR

Option  : CEAPM-MRO-SCOPE-SYSPLEX                              

Default : Yes

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.                 

                                                               

CA Cross-Enterprise APM - CICS Transaction Trace integration provides 

performance information about CICS transactions. CA SYSVIEW provides the 

performance details for those transactions that execute in CICS regions. 

The CICS transactions can run as a transaction within a single CICS 

region or as a more complex transaction running in several CICS MRO 

regions. This environment is sometimes referred to as a TOR to AOR 

environment.

                                                             

Specify whether transaction correlation is to be performed for 

distributed program LINK (DPL) requests that are sent to a CICS region 

on a different system or sysplex. The CICS channel DFHTRANSACTION will be 

used to transport a small amount of correlation data. If an EXEC CICS 

LINK PROGRAM request is made using a COMMAREA that is passed between two 

CICS regions, the length of the COMMAREA must not exceed 24 KB.

  

Required options:

   CEAPM-ENABLE    Yes

   CEAPM-MRO       Yes

   CEAPM-MRO-LINK  Yes

Valid values:

   No        - Do not perform transaction correlation for distributed 

               program LINKs.               

   Yes       - Perform transaction correlation for distributed program 

               LINKs.

      

Related options:

   CEAPM-MRO

   CEAPM-MRO-LINK

   CEAPM-MRO-START

Option  : CEAPM-MRO-START 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

CA Cross-Enterprise APM - CICS Transaction Trace integration provides 

performance information about CICS transactions. CA SYSVIEW provides 

the performance details for those transactions that execute in CICS 

regions. 

The CICS transactions can run as a transaction within a single CICS 

region or as a more complex transaction running in several CICS MRO 

regions. This environment is sometimes referred to as a TOR to AOR 

environment.

 

Specify whether transaction correlation is to be performed for 

transaction START requests. 
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Required options: 

   CEAPM-ENABLE Yes 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not perform transaction correlation for transaction 

               START requests. 

   Yes       - Perform transaction correlation for transaction START 

               requests. 

Related options: 

   CEAPM-MRO 

   CEAPM-MRO-LINK

Option  : DATALIB-AUTO-SAVE 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specify whether configuration definitions are to be automatically saved 

to the persistent data store (DATALIB) during initialization and 

termination.

At the end of initialization, configuration information that was obtained 

by reading the definitions from a PARMLIB member (COLD start) will 

automatically be saved to the persistent data store so that a WARM start 

is possible. 

During termination, configuration information that has been altered or 

updated since initialization will automatically be saved to the 

persistent data store so that the configuration can be reused upon the 

next WARM start. 

If the definitions have not been modified, the checkpoint of the data is 

bypassed (message GSVC176I). 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not store configuration information in the persistent 

               data store. Configuration data can be saved manually. 

   Yes       - Store configuration information in the persistent data 

               store for the following PARMLIB members: 

                  CICSARTM 

                  CICSDMPM 

                  CICSSCHD 

                  CICSSTAT

Option  : DUMP-MANAGEMENT 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

 

Specify if the Dump Management feature is to be enabled. 

The CICS Dump Management function can be used to enhance the 

CICS-provided function to suppress unwanted dumps. 

The built-in function provided by CICS only allows dumps to be 

suppressed based on the dump code. The Dump Management feature 
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extends the suppression criteria to include the following information: 

  * Transaction ID 

  * Program name 

  * Dump code 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not enable the Dump Management feature. 

   Yes       - Enable the Dump Management feature. 

Related options: 

   DUMP-MANAGEMENT-MEMBER 

   DUMP-MANAGEMENT-STARTTYPE

Option  : DUMP-MANAGEMENT-MEMBER 

Default : CICSDMPM 

Change  : This option can only be set during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Specify the default member name of the table used to build the initial 

list for dump management.

 

Persistent Data Store Information: 

   If Dump Management is active, the definitions are maintained and saved 

   as a member in the persistent data store PDSE data set. 

   DataId   : CICSDMPM_jobname 

   Size     : 480 + ( 80 * definitions ) 

   ReUse    : Data is loaded and reused from matching builds. Data from 

              previous builds is converted and reused automatically. 

              The data from the persistent data store is used only if all 

              of the following are true. Otherwise, data definitions are 

              read from the parmlib member specified by the option: 

              DUMP-MANAGEMENT-MEMBER 

              * The CICS data collector start mode was WARM 

                CICS SIT parameter: 

                   INITPARM=(GSVCGSVS='START=WARM') 

                GSVS initialization transaction: 

                   GSVS START=WARM 

              * Configuration option: 

                DUMP-MANAGEMENT-STARTTYPE WARM 

   Migration : Data members from previous builds can be deleted if that 

               product build is no longer being used. 

Related options: 

   DUMP-MANAGEMENT 

   DUMP-MANAGEMENT-STARTTYPE

Option  : DUMP-MANAGEMENT-STARTTYPE 

Default : Warm 

Change  : This option can only be set during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Specifies the start mode of the Dump Management feature. 

Valid values: 
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   Warm      - Warm start 

               Definitions are retrieved from the persistent data store. 

   Cold      - Cold start 

               Definitions are read from the parmlib defined by the 

               option: DUMP-MANAGEMENT-MEMBER 

This value can be overridden during SYSVIEW startup in CICS. For more 

information on StartMode see: CICS Data Collection Start Mode.

Related options: 

   DUMP-MANAGEMENT 

   DUMP-MANAGEMENT-MEMBER

Option  : DUMP-NOTIFICATION

Default : Yes

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

Specifies if a message is to be written to the joblog whenever CICS 

takes a dump. 

If a dump occurs, an attempt will be made to match the dumping 

transaction to a definition found in parmlib member CICSDMPM or the 

online command CDUMPMGT.

If a match is found, the "Dump Notify" method will be used to determine 

if and how messages are to be written. If a match is not found, the 

default configuration option specified by the "DUMP-NOTIFICATION" 

parameter is used.     

Valid values:

   No             - No messages are written.                

   Yes            - A GSVC118W message is written.

                    Information includes:

                       The dump type

                       The dump code

                       The dump ID

                       The active transaction ID

                       The active task number

                       The active program

                       The terminal ID

                       The userid

                       The abend code

Option  : DynAllocUseMsgLevel0 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Controls whether DYNALLOC requests should set the S99MSGL0 flag in the 

S99RB.

 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - The DYNALLOC S99MSGL0 option is set for all dynamic 

               allocation requests. This causes the dynamic allocation 

               request to ignore the JCL MSGLEVEL= operand and to use 

               MSGLEVEL=(,0) instead. 
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   No        - The DYNALLOC S99MSGL0 option is not set for any dynamic 

               allocation request. This allows normal JCL MSGLEVEL= 

               operand value to be used.

Option  : EXTENDED-PRIVATE-LIMIT 

Default : 256 

Change  : This option can be set only during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

This option provides the ability to dynamically adjust the extended 

private storage limit within a CICS address space.

During CICS data collection initialization, the current extended private 

storage limit value is compared against the value set by this option. If 

the value of the option is larger than the current limit, the extended 

private storage limit is adjusted dynamically to the specified value. 

The value is specified in megabytes. 

Valid values: 

   Minimum       - 32 (megabytes) 

   Maximum       - 2047 (megabytes)

Option  : GRANDE-STORAGE-AUTOSIZE-MEMLIMIT 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be set only during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member.

 

This option provides the ability to dynamically adjust the MEMLIMIT value 

for the CICS address space as needed.

The majority of storage used for monitoring a CICS region via the SYSVIEW 

for CICS Data Collector is located in 64-bit storage.

CA SYSVIEW allocates blocks of 64-bit storage for use and then manages 

those blocks internally.

The amount of storage available to the address space is controlled by the 

MEMLIMIT= parameter of the EXEC statement. 

CA SYSVIEW makes the assumption that if the MEMLIMIT= parameter has been 

specified and is less than 16X, then that amount of storage is used by 

CICS or existing applications.

For this reason, when CA SYSVIEW allocates 64-bit storage, the MEMLIMIT 

value is adjusted dynamically as to not impact or steal possible storage 

from the existing applications. 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not adjust or autosize the MEMLIMIT value. 

               If 'No' is specified, we recommend that you increase the 

               currently specified MEMLIMIT value by 1 gigabyte. 

   Yes       - Adjust the MEMLIMIT size as needed. 

Related options: 

   GRANDE-STORAGE-SIZE-LIMIT

Option  : GRANDE-STORAGE-SIZE-LIMIT 

Default : 1G 

Change  : This option can be set only during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 
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The majority of storage used for monitoring a CICS region via the CA 

SYSVIEW for CICS Data Collector is located in 64-bit storage. 

CA SYSVIEW allocates blocks of 64-bit storage for use and then manages 

those blocks internally. 

The amount of 64-bit storage allocated by SYSVIEW within a CICS address 

space is typically 32M or less. 

This option controls the maximum amount of 64-bit storage that CA SYSVIEW 

can allocate within a CICS address space. 

Valid values: 

   Minimum    - 1G (1 gigabyte) 

Related options: 

   GRANDE-STORAGE-AUTOSIZE-MEMLIMIT

Option  : LIFETIME-EXCLUDE 

Default : 00:00:00

Change  : This option can be set only during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Specify the elapsed lifetime value for a transaction to be considered a 

long running transaction.

Long running transactions take on the following attributes or 

characteristics:

* At transaction termination, degradation analysis statistics are 

  normally summarized for the following:

  * Transaction ID specific

  * Transaction groups

  * All transactions for the CICS region (Example: The "*" entry on the 

    CTRANDEG command.)

* Long running transactions tend to have a transaction life time that is 

  higher than the average transaction. Therefore, degradation analysis 

  information is not added to the "all transactions" summary. Adding 

  information to the "all transactions" summary will adversely skew the 

  timing values.

  Transaction usage counts are maintained.

* The transaction life time metric "LIFETIME" will not be evaluated 

  during threshold processing.

Valid values: 

   00:00:00   - Setting the value to zero causes the exclusion process 

                to be bypassed.

Option  : LOG-EXCEPTIONS 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

CICS has the ability to create exception records for events such as: 

  * Wait for coupling facility data tables 

  * Wait for UDSA storage 

  * Wait for EUDSA storage 
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  * Wait for CDSA storage 

  * Wait for ECDSA storage 

  * Wait for SDSA storage 

  * Wait for ESDSA storage 

  * Wait for RDSA storage 

  * Wait for ERDSA storage 

  * Wait for GCDSA storage 

  * Wait for temporary storage 

  * Wait for string associated with a file 

  * Wait for string associated with LSRPOOL 

  * Wait for string associated with DFHTEMP 

  * Wait for buffer associated with LSRPOOL 

  * Wait for buffer associated with DFHTEMP 

The CICS SIT option MNEXC must be set to YES for exception processing 

to be active. 

The CICS data collector can capture the CICS exception data and logged 

historically as an SMF record. The information can be logged to a variety 

of destinations. 

If the exception occurs during the execution of a transaction, the 

exception can be added to the detailed transaction record. 

The SMF record containing exception information is sent to a CICSLOGR 

running in the CA SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space. 

If the records are being logged to a log stream, the data can be viewed 

via the command: XLOG CICS 

The following options defined in the CICSLOGR parmlib member control the 

actions taken: 

   DynamicExit-CICSXLOG 

   LOG-EXCEPTIONS-SMF 

   LOGSTREAM-CICSXLOG-NAME 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not capture and log CICS exception information. 

   Yes       - Capture and log CICS exception information. 

Related options: 

   LOGGER-NAME 

   MONITOR-EXCEPTIONS

Option  : LOG-SYSTEM-DATA 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector collects information about the CICS address 

space at the system level. This information can be logged historically 

as an SMF record. 

The information can be logged to a variety of destinations. 

The SMF record containing the system information is sent to a CICSLOGR 

running in the SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space. 

If the records are being logged to a log stream, the data can be viewed 

via the command: CSYSDATA 

The following options defined in the CICSLOGR parmlib member control the 

actions taken: 
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   DynamicExit-CICSSYSD 

   LOG-SYSTEM-DATA-SMF 

   LOGSTREAM-CICSSYSD-NAME 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not log CICS system data records. 

   Yes       - Log CICS system data records. 

Related options: 

   LOGGER-NAME 

Related Scheduler Events: 

   SYSDATA-RECORD

Option  : LOG-THRESHOLDS 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector monitors a variety of CICS resources such as: 

Transactions, Files, DSA storage, and so on. 

Exceptions alerts can be generated via the monitoring based on threshold 

and state definitions. If an exception alert is generated, several 

actions can be taken based on the individual definition. One of the 

actions includes creating an SMF record and logging that record for 

historical purposes. The record can be logged to a variety of 

destinations. 

The SMF record containing exception information is sent to a CICSLOGR 

running in the SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space. 

If the records are being logged to a log stream, the data can be viewed 

via the command: XLOG CICS 

The following options defined in the CICSLOGR parmlib member control the 

actions taken: 

   DynamicExit-CICSXLOG 

   LOG-EXCEPTIONS-SMF 

   LOGSTREAM-CICSXLOG-NAME 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not log exception alerts. 

   Yes       - Log exception alerts. 

Related options: 

   LOGGER-NAME 

   THRESHOLD-SYSTEM  

   THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-SMF 

   THRESHOLD-TASK-END 

Related Scheduler Events: 

   TRAN-THRESHOLDS

Option  : LOG-TRANSACTION-SUMMARY 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 
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The CICS data collector monitors transactions as they execute. When a 

transaction completes, statistical information regarding resources used, 

transaction wait and delay information is summarized for like 

transaction IDs. 

On a periodic scheduled basis, the summarized transaction information 

can be logged historically as an SMF record. 

The SMF record containing the transaction summary information is sent to 

a CICSLOGR running in the SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space. 

If the records are being logged to a log stream, the data can be viewed 

via the command: CTRANSUM 

The following options defined in the parmlib member CICSLOGR control the 

actions taken: 

   DynamicExit-CICSTSUM 

   LOG-TRANSACTION-SUMMARY-SMF 

   LOGSTREAM-CICSTSUM-NAME 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not log transaction summary records. 

   Yes       - Log transaction summary records. 

Related options: 

   LOGGER-NAME

   TRANSACTION-SUMMARY-STATS 

Related Scheduler Events: 

   TRAN-SUMMARY

Option  : LOG-TRANSACTIONS 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector monitors transactions as they execute. When a 

transaction completes, detailed information regarding resources used, 

transaction wait and delay information is formatted as an SMF record 

for historical logging. 

The SMF record containing the detailed transaction information is sent 

to a CICSLOGR running in the CA SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space. 

If the records are being logged to a log stream, the data can be viewed 

via the command: CTRANLOG 

The following options defined in the parmlib member CICSLOGR control the 

actions taken: 

   DynamicExit-CICSTRAN 

   LOG-TRANSACTIONS-SMF 

   LOGSTREAM-CICSTRAN-NAME 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not log detailed transaction records. 

   Yes       - Log detailed transaction records. 

Related options: 

   LOGGER-NAME 

   MONITOR-CONVERSE 
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   MONITOR-PERFORMANCE 

   TRANSACTION-DATA 

   TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND 

   TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC 

   TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOLD 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-CSF 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-DB2 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-DLI 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-EXECCICS 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-FILES 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-MEI-EVENTS 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-PROGRAMS 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-RSCEMGR 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-TEMPSTG 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-THRESHOLDS 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-TDATA 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-USERDATA 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-WEBMQ

Option  : LOGGER-NAME 

Default : CICSLOGR 

Change  : This option can be set only during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

The CICS data collector creates SMF records that can be logged for 

historical purposes. 

The records are created via scheduled intervals and on specific 

events. 

Since the logging of data typically can include I/O and potential waits, 

the data is sent to a CICSLOGR task executing in the CA SYSVIEW Main 

Services Address Space or Auxiliary Address Space. 

Multiple CICSLOGR tasks can be defined and executing to process data. 

The "LOGGER-NAME" option specifies the task ID of the CICSLOGR task to 

be used. 

Multiple CICS address space can use a common CICSLOGR task.

Option  : MEI-DEBUG 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The SYSVIEW for CICS Monitor Exit Interface (MEI) provides CICS programs 

or transactions an API into the SYSVIEW for CICS data collection process. 

Information passed to the MEI is recorded in the detailed transaction record 

of the calling transaction. 

The MEI-DEBUG option can be used to format MEI parameter blocks to assist in 

the diagnosis of potential problems. 

The formatted/dumped storage is written as messages to the GSVCLOG ddname. 

Example snippet of formatted messages: 

GSVC146I (Task) MEI Trace   9 TUMB      652 UserData: dataxyz 

GSVC910I (Task) Address   00000000_44180C70   Length 00000160 

GSVC911I (Task) Offset--  ------+0 ------+4 ------+8 ------+C 

GSVC912I (Task) 00000000  00000009 00000000 00000000 00000000 

GSVC912I (Task) 00000010  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 
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GSVC912I (Task) 00000020  8481A381 85938594 8595A395 81948540 

Enable SYSVIEW Monitor Exit Interface (MEI) debugging. 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not format debug data 

   Yes       - Format debug diagnostic data 

Related options: 

MEI-LOGGING

Option  : MEI-LOGGING 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The SYSVIEW for CICS Monitor Exit Interface (MEI) provides CICS 

programs or transactions an API into the SYSVIEW for CICS data 

collection process. 

Information passed to the MEI is recorded in the detailed transaction 

record of the calling transaction. 

The MEI-LOGGING option can be used to log MEI requests to assist in the 

diagnosis of potential problems. 

The log messages is written to the GSVCLOG ddname. 

Example logging messages: 

GSVC146I GSVCMEI Trace 9 TUMB 661 UserData: dataelementname 

GSVC146I CICSMEI Trace 9 TUMB 661 UserData: ThisIsMyDataKey 

GSVC146I CICSMEI Trace 9 TUMB 661 UserData: ThisIsMyCounter 

GSVC146I CICSMEI Trace 9 TUMB 661 UserData: ThisIsMyCounter 

GSVC146I CICSMEI Trace 9 TUMB 661 UserData: ThisIsMyDataKey2 

GSVC146I CICSMEI Trace 9 TUMB 661 UserData: ThisIsMyDataKey3 

GSVC146I CICSMEI Trace 6 TUMB 661 Event: EXECCICS Type: Event001 

GSVC146I GSVCMEI Trace 6 TUMB 661 Event: GSVCMEI Type: Event001 

GSVC146I CICSMEI Trace 1 TUMB 661 Name: TestMEI Type: SYSVIEW 

GSVC146I GSVCMEI Trace 5 TUMB 661 FldCode: 6 Data: GSVCMEI 

GSVC146I CICSMEI Trace 2 TUMB 661 Program: PROG0001 

GSVC146I CICSMEI Trace 2 TUMB 661 Program: PROG0002 

GSVC146I GSVCMEI Trace 2 TUMB 661 Program: PROG0003 

GSVC146I GSVCMEI Trace 7 TUMB 661 Event: GSVCMEI Type: Event001 

GSVC146I CICSMEI Trace 7 TUMB 661 Event: EXECCICS Type: Event001 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not log MEI requests 

   Yes       - Log MEI requests 

Related options: 

   MEI-DEBUG

Option  : MESSAGE-MLWTO-ENABLED 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Enable messages written to the console or job log via a WTO request to 

be written as a multi-line WTO. A single line WTO message is limited to 
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126 characters. 

Specific messages can be controlled via message attribute definitions 

defined in the parmlib member MESSAGES. 

Valid values: 

   No        - Any message longer than 126 characters are truncated. 

   Yes       - Multi-line WTO processing are enabled. 

Related options: 

   MESSAGE-MLWTO-INDENT-CHARACTERS 

   MESSAGE-UPPERCASE

Option  : MESSAGE-MLWTO-INDENT-CHARACTERS 

Default : 9 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

If mult-line WTO messages are enabled, the 2nd through nth lines can be 

indented when written. This can be done for readability. 

Valid values: 

   Minimum   - 0 ( no indentation ) 

   Maximum   - 16 

Related options: 

MESSAGE-MLWTO-ENABLED 

Examples: 

MESSAGE-MLWTO-INDENT-CHARACTERS = 0 

GSVC100W (SDCS) TRANDYN TRANS LIFETIME CEMT U068 PROBLEM NORMAL 

V= 3.899545 W= 7.500000 P= 10.00000 UPPER 0.000000 

CICSPROD CEMT 74 U068 CICSUSER 

Desc='Life time of transaction ' 

MESSAGE-MLWTO-INDENT-CHARACTERS = 9 

GSVC100W (SDCS) TRANDYN TRANS LIFETIME CEMT U068 NORMAL PROBLEM 

V= 3.899545 W= 7.500000 P= 10.00000 UPPER 0.000000 

CICSPROD CEMT 74 U068 CICSUSER 

Desc='Life time of transaction ' 

MESSAGE-MLWTO-INDENT-CHARACTERS = 16 

GSVC100W (TPPT) TRANEND TRANS LIFETIME CEMT U068 NONE PROBLEM 

V= 3.899545 W= 7.500000 P= 10.00000 UPPER 0.000000 

CICSPROD CEMT 74 U068 CICSUSER 

Desc='Life time of transaction '

Option  : MESSAGE-UPPERCASE 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specify if messages that are written to the console are to be 

translated to uppercase characters. 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Uppercase message text. 
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   No        - Do not uppercase message text.

Option  : MONITOR-CONVERSE 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can only be set during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

During initialization, the CICS monitoring function for handling 

conversational transactions can be altered. 

The CICS SIT parm MNCONV=YES enables CICS to create additional records 

for conversational transactions. One record for each terminal 

input-output pair. 

Valid values: 

   CICS      - The monitoring function for converse is unchanged. 

   Yes       - The monitoring function for converse is set to yes. This 

               is the same as setting MNCONV=YES 

   No        - The monitoring function for converse is set to no. This 

               is the same as setting MNCONV=NO 

Related options: 

   MONITOR-EXCEPTIONS 

   MONITOR-PERFORMANCE

Option  : MONITOR-DISPATCH-PRIORITY 

Default : No

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

During initialization, each CICS connects to a specific CICS logger task 

running in a SYSVIEW Main Services address space or CA SYSVIEW Auxiliary 

Services address space. 

The CICS logger is responsible for the logging of all historical data 

for the CICS region. 

The address space that executes the CICS logger must execute with a 

dispatching priority that is higher than the CICS that is connecting to 

it. 

Multiple CICS regions can connect to a single CICS logger. 

If the CICS region's dispatching priority is higher than that of the 

CICS logger address space, it will be possible for the CICS regions to 

overload the CICS logger address space. If the CICS logger is overloaded, 

data can be lost or discarded. 

The activitation of dispatch priority monitor will monitor or compare 

the dispatching priorities of the CICS region and connected SYSVIEW CICS 

logger address space. 

If the dispatching priority of the CICS region is greater than or equal 

to the SYSVIEW CICS logger address space, an error message "GSVC065" 

is issued. 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Monitor dispatching priorities. 

   No        - Do not monitor dispatching priorities. A message is issued 

               at initialization to document the priorities.

               Monitoring will not continue.
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Option  : MONITOR-EXCEPTIONS

Default : CICS

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

Specify if CICS 110 exception records are to be logged to SMF by CICS.

During initialization, the CICS monitoring function is activated.

This is equivalent to setting the following CICS SIT parameters:

   MN=ON

   MNEXC=ON

Valid values:

   CICS      - The SMF 110 exception records are logged if CICS SIT 

               parameters MN=ON and MNEXC=ON.

   Yes       - The SMF 110 exception records are logged.

   No        - The SMF 110 exception records are not logged.

Related options:

   MONITOR-CONVERSE

Option  : MONITOR-PERFORMANCE

Default : CICS

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

Specify if CICS 110 performance records are to be logged to SMF by CICS.

During initialization, the CICS monitoring function is activated.

This is equivalent to setting the following CICS SIT parameters:

   MN=ON

   MNPER=ON

Valid values:

   CICS      - The SMF 110 performance records are logged if CICS SIT 

               parameters MN=ON and MNPER=ON.

   Yes       - The SMF 110 performance records will be logged.

   No        - The SMF 110 performance records will not be logged.

Related options:

   MONITOR-CONVERSE

   MONITOR-EXCEPTIONS

Option  : OPSMVS-EVENT-NOTIFICATION 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

When an exception alert is triggered based on a defined threshold or 

state rule, multiple actions can be taken. 

One action is to send an event notification to CA OPS/MVS. 

Traditionally, events are triggered by processing console messages. 

Console messages are processed by )MSG rules. 

Using the event notification action can reduce the number of console 

messages and the overhead associated with processing the messages. 

The action to generate an event notification is specified on each 
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threshold or state rule definition. This can be coded as a default 

for all rules or specifically on each definition in the respective 

threshold and state definition parmlib members or online display 

commands. The events are processed by )API type rules. 

Event notification rules by component: 

   MVS            - )API CAGSVX0001 

   IBM MQ         - )API CAGSVS0001 

   IMS            - )API CAGSVP0001 

   TCP/IP         - )API CAGSVN0001 

   CICS           - )API CAGSVY0001 

Valid values: 

   No        - Event notifications are not sent to CA OPS/MVS even if 

               specific threshold or state definition rules are set 

               requesting the notification to be sent. This can be 

               viewed as a global override setting. 

   Yes       - Event notifications are sent to CA OPS/MVS if specific 

               threshold or state definition rules are set requesting 

               the notification to be sent.

Option  : SCHEDULER-MEMBER 

Default : CICSSCHD 

Change  : This option can be set only during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

The Event Scheduler is a component to schedule time-based events. The 

scheduling component is able to perform a variety of functions at a 

specified time or a recurring interval. This option specifies the name 

of the parmlib member that contains a list of event definitions to be 

scheduled. 

Persistent Data Store Information: 

   Event Scheduler definitions are maintained and saved as a member in 

   the persistent data store PDSE data set. 

   DataId : CICSSCHD_jobname 

   Size   : 1680 + ( 800 * definitions ) 

   ReUse  : Data are loaded and reused from matching builds. Data from 

            previous builds are converted and reused automatically. 

            The data from the persistent data store is used only if all 

            of the following are true. Otherwise, data definitions are 

            read from the parmlib member specified by the option: 

            SCHEDULER-MEMBER 

            * The CICS data collector start mode was WARM 

              CICS SIT parameter: 

                 INITPARM=(GSVCGSVS='START=WARM') 

              GSVS initialization transaction: 

                 GSVS START=WARM 

            * Configuration option: 

              SCHEDULER-STARTTYPE WARM 

Migration : Data members from previous builds can be deleted if that 

            product build is no longer being used. 

Related options: 
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   DATALIB-AUTO-SAVE 

   SCHEDULER-STARTTYPE

Option  : SCHEDULER-STARTTYPE 

Default : Warm 

Change  : This option can be set only during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Specifies the start mode of the Event Scheduler component. 

Valid values: 

   Warm      - Warm start 

               Definitions are retrieved from the persistent data store. 

   Cold      - Cold start 

               Definitions are read from the parmlib defined by the 

               option: 

               SCHEDULER-MEMBER 

This value can be overridden during SYSVIEW startup in CICS.

For more information on StartMode see: CICS Data Collection Start Mode.

Related options: 

   SCHEDULER-MEMBER

Option  : SOS-NOTIFICATION 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specifies whether a message is to be written to the joblog whenever a 

CICS short on storage condition occurs. 

When a short on storage condition occurs, CA SYSVIEW writes the 

following message: 

  GSVC144W <dsaname> is short on storage 

When a short on storage condition is resolved, CA SYSVIEW writes the 

following message: 

  GSVC145I <dsaname> is no longer short on storage. 

  Elapsed time <time> 

Valid values:

   No        - No messages are written. 

   Yes       - Notification messages are written.

Option  : TERMINAL-STATES-CONSOLE 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be set only during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Specify if the CICS data collector should monitor the states of CICS 

terminals that are defined as consoles. 

The following terminal attributes can be monitored. 

Metric       Description 

--------     -------------------------------------------------- 

TERMINS      Terminal service status 

TERMTTI      Terminal TTI status 
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Required Scheduler Events: 

   STATE-TERMINALS 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Monitor console terminals. 

   No        - Do not monitor console terminals. 

Related options: 

   TERMINAL-STATES-MRO 

   TERMINAL-STATES-VTAM

Option  : TERMINAL-STATES-MRO 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be set only during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Specify if the CICS data collector should monitor the states of CICS 

terminals that are defined as MRO terminals. 

The following terminal attributes can be monitored. 

Metric       Description 

--------     -------------------------------------------------- 

TERMATI      Terminal ATI status 

TERMINS      Terminal service status 

TERMTTI      Terminal TTI status 

Required Scheduler Events: 

   STATE-TERMINALS 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Monitor MRO terminals. 

   No        - Do not monitor MRO terminals. 

Related options: 

   TERMINAL-STATES-CONSOLE 

   TERMINAL-STATES-VTAM

Option  : TERMINAL-STATES-VTAM 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be set only during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Specify if the CICS data collector should monitor the states of CICS 

terminals that are defined as VTAM terminals. 

The following terminal attributes can be monitored. 

Metric                    Description 

--------                  ------------------------------------- 

CICS_TERM_AcquiredStatus  Terminal status 

CICS_TERM_AtiStatus       Terminal ATI status 

CICS_TERM_CreateStatus    Terminal create status 

CICS_TERM_InsStatus       Terminal service status 

CICS_TERM_TtiStatus       Terminal TTI status 

Required Scheduler Events: 

   STATE-TERMINALS 
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Valid values: 

   Yes       - Monitor VTAM terminals. 

   No        - Do not monitor VTAM terminals. 

Related options: 

   TERMINAL-STATES-CONSOLE 

   TERMINAL-STATES-MRO

Option  : THRESHOLD-SYSTEM 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specify if the CICS data collector is to perform exception processing 

for system related metrics. 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Perform exception processing 

   No        - Do not perform exception processing

Option  : THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-APP-DEBUG

Default : No

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

Specify if dynamic thresholding will occur for transactions with an 

application debugger active. An application debugger will elongate or 

change the normal execution of a transaction. It is generally assumed 

that the transaction will not meet its normal goals and thresholding 

should be bypassed while the application debugger is active.

Valid values:

   No        - Do not process exception definitions for a transaction 

               while an application debugger is active.

   Yes       - Process exception definitions for a transaction while an 

               application debugger is active.

      

Related options:

   APPLICATION-DEBUGGER-XPEDITER

   THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-APP-DEBUG-CANCEL

Option  : THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-APP-DEBUG-CANCEL             

Default : No                                                  

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization

          via the CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.                

Specify whether dynamic thresholding can trigger a transaction

to be cancelled while an application debugger is active.      

An application debugger will elongate or change the normal    

execution of a transaction. It is generally assumed that the  

transaction will not meet its normal goals. Any exception     

definition requesting the transaction to be cancelled should  

by bypassed.                                                  
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Valid values:

   No        - Do not cancel a transaction while an 

               application debugger is active. 

   Yes       - A transaction can be cancelled while      

               an application debugger is active if an   

               exception definition requests             

              cancellation.                             

Required options:                                             

   THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-APP-DEBUG                           

        

Related options:                                              

   APPLICATION-DEBUGGER-XPEDITER

Option  : THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-MXTDELAY 

Default : Auto 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specify if the CICS data collector is to perform exception processing 

on an interval basis for those tasks that have not been dispatched 

for the first time due to max task or transaction class max conditions. 

An increase in CPU overhead can occur if processing is ALWAYS performed 

and the queue of tasks that have been delayed for 1st dispatch is long. 

Required Scheduler Events: 

   TRAN-THRESHOLDS 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Perform exception processing 

   No        - Do not perform exception processing 

   Auto      - Perform exception processing only if at least one of the 

               following metrics has been defined as a threshold 

               exception definition: 

                 CICS_TRAN_TASK_MaxtDelay   - MXT delay 1st dispatch 

                 CICS_TRAN_TASK_TClassDelay - Tran class delay 1st dispatch 

Related options: 

   THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-SMF 

   THRESHOLD-TASK-END

Option  : THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-SMF 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor active tasks and create exceptions 

or alerts when defined exception rules are exceeded. 

Specify if an exception record is to be created and written to SMF for 

active tasks. 

Required Scheduler Events: 

   TRAN-THRESHOLDS 

Valid values: 
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   Yes       - Create and log exception records to SMF 

   No        - Do not create and log exception records to SMF

Option  : THRESHOLD-TASK-END 

Default : No  

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector monitors transactions as they execute. When a 

transaction completes, resources used can be evaluated against defined 

exception rules. 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Evaluate and process exceptions for transactions at task 

               completion. 

   No        - Do not evaluate and process exceptions for transactions 

               at task completion. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes

Option  : THRESHOLD-UMBRELLA

Default : Yes

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization

          via the CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

The CICS Monitor Exit Interface (MEI) can be used to assign an

umbrella name to a transaction.

Valid values:

   Yes            - If an umbrella name exists, threshold checking

                    is first performed using the umbrella name

                    rather than the transaction ID. If no matching

                    threshold definition is found for the umbrella

                    name, threshold checking is performed using

                    the transaction ID.

   No             - Do not use the umbrella name for threshold

                    checking, always use the transaction ID.

Option  : TRANSACTION-ACTIVITY-PERSISTENT 

Default : No 

Transaction summary statistics are collected and summarized on a 1 

minute interval. The interval statistics are maintained for the last 

24 hours. The data is a "rolling" 24 hour period and not for the current 

day. The information can be maintained across restarts of the data 

collector as well as restarts of the CICS region. 

This information can be displayed using the online command CREVIEW. 

Valid values: 

   No        - Statistics are not to be maintained across restarts. 

   Restart   - Statistics are to be maintained across restarts of the 
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               data collection within a single execution of the CICS 

               region. 

   Yes       - Statistics are to be maintained across restarts of the 

               data collection and across multiple executions of the 

               CICS region. 

If statistics are being maintained across restarts of any type, the data 

is saved as a member in the persistent data store PDSE data set. 

Persistent Data Store Information: 

   DataId    : GSVCACTV_jobname 

   Size      : 518K 

   ReUse     : Data will be loaded and reused from matching builds only. 

   Migration : Data members from previous builds can be deleted if that 

               product build is no longer being used.

Option  : TRANSACTION-CANCEL-AT-SHUTDOWN 

Default : No

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

During the shutdown of CICS, it is common for long-running transactions 

or conversational transactions waiting for terminal I/O to delay the 

shutdown of the CICS region.

The CICS data collector can cancel those transactions that are delaying 

the shutdown process automatically.

The following transaction attributes can be specified to determine which 

transactions, if any, are to be canceled:

   * Transaction ID

   * Facility name (terminal, transient data queue)

   * Suspend Type

   * Suspend value

Valid values:

   Yes       - Enable transaction cancelation at shutdown

   No        - Disable transaction cancelation at shutdown

Option  : TRANSACTION-CANCEL-DYNAMIC

Default : Yes

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

Specifies if transactions can be canceled dynamically based on threshold 

exception definitions.

Required Scheduler Events:

   TRAN-THRESHOLDS

Valid values:

   Yes       - The cancellation rule specified within a threshold 

               definition will be respected.

   No        - Transactions are not canceled based on threshold 

               definitions. 

               This can be used to override threshold definitions 

               temporarily.
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Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect information about 

transactions as they execute. 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not enable collection of transaction information. 

               Realtime monitoring is still available. Historical 

               information will not be available. 

   Yes       - Enable collection of transaction information.

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about requests and resources used by a transaction. 

This option controls the collection of data made available via CICS 

global user exits related to the following CICS domain: RM - Resource 

Manager DB2 requests are made through the CICS Resource Manager. 

This option enables the collection of detailed DB2 request information. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

Detailed performance information regarding the overhead associated 

with this option can be viewed using the online command: CGBLEXIT 

Valid values: 

   No      - Do not collect data 

   SUMMARY - Collect DB2 request information by the specific program 

             and request type. 

   DETAIL  - Collect DB2 request information by the specific program, 

             request type and statement number. 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2-SEGMENTS 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-DB2

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2-SEGMENTS 

Default : 100 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about DB2 requests made by a transaction. 

The DB2 requests can be collected by unique combinations of the following 

"segment keys": 

   Program 

   Type 

   Statement 
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A long running transaction making DB2 requests can produce a very large 

number of unique segment keys. A very large number of keys can have a 

negative impact on performance. For this reason, the number of unique 

segment keys can be controlled. 

If the segment limit is reached, no data is lost. An additional generic 

segment is created. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA Yes 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2 Yes 

Valid values: 

   Minimum   - 1 

   Maximum   - 1000 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-DB2

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-DLI 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about requests and resources used by a transaction. 

This option controls the enablement of CICS global user exits related 

to the following CICS domain. The exits must be enabled to collect the 

related data. 

   DL - DL/I Interface 

Global user exits to be enabled: 

Exitname    Description (when the exit is invoked) 

--------    ----------------------------------------------------- 

XDLIPRE     On entry to the DL/I interface program. 

XDLIPOST    On exit from the DL/I interface program. 

Detailed performance information regarding the overhead associated 

with this option can be viewed using the online command: CGBLEXIT 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not collect data 

   Yes       - Collect data 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-DLI

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS

Default : CEITRACE

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about requests and resources used by a transaction. If CICS EXEC 

Interface requests are being monitored or traced, the EXEC Interface 

requests will be included in the CICS transaction record.
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This option controls the enablement of CICS global user exits related 

to the following CICS domain. The exits must be enabled to collect 

the related data.

   EI - EXEC Interface

Global user exits to be enabled:

   Exitname  Description (when the exit is invoked)

   --------  -----------------------------------------------------

   XEIIN     Before any EXEC CICS API or SPI command runs.

   XEIOUT    After any EXEC CICS API or SPI command runs.

   XEISPIN   Before any EXEC CICS SPI command except:

                EXEC CICS ENABLE

                EXEC CICS DISABLE

                EXEC CICS EXTRACT EXIT

                EXEC CICS PERFORM DUMP

                EXEC CICS RESYNC ENTRYNAM

   XEISPOUT  After any EXEC CICS SPI command except

                EXEC CICS ENABLE

                EXEC CICS DISABLE

                EXEC CICS EXTRACT EXIT

                EXEC CICS PERFORM DUMP

                EXEC CICS RESYNC ENTRYNAME

Detailed performance information regarding the overhead associated 

with this option can be viewed using the online command: CGBLEXIT

Valid values:

   No             - Do not collect data.

   Yes            - Collect data. The collected data will be summarized 

                    by requesting program name and EXEC CICS request. 

                    EXEC Interface requests will be collected for all 

                    transactions and the CEITRACE definitions noted 

                    below will not be used.

                    If option TRANSACTION-RECORD-EXECCICS is set to YES, 

                    this data will be included in the transaction record 

                    viewable using the CTRANLOG command.

   CEITRACE       - Data collection will be enabled. EXEC Interface 

                    trace definitions will be used to determine if EXEC 

                    Interface requests will be collected for a specific 

                    transaction.

                    EXEC Interface trace definitions are defined in the 

                    parmlib member CEITRACE. The definitions can be 

                    dynamically modified using the online command: 

                    CEITRACE

                    If option TRANSACTION-RECORD-EXECCICS is set to YES, 

                    any collected EXEC Interface requests will be 

                    included in the transaction record viewable using 

                    the CTRANLOG and CEITLOG commands.
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Related options:

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-EXECCICS

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about requests and resources used by a transaction. 

This option controls the enablement of CICS global user exits related 

to the following CICS domain. The exits must be enabled to collect the 

related detail data. The exits are not enabled in SUMMARY mode.

   FC - File Control 

Global user exits to be enabled in DETAIL mode: 

Exitname     Description (when the exit is invoked) 

--------     ----------------------------------------------------- 

XFCFRIN      Before a file control request runs. 

XFCFROUT     After a file control request runs. 

Detailed performance information regarding the overhead associated 

with this option can be viewed using the online command: CGBLEXIT 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not collect data 

   SUMMARY   - File request information will be collected for the files 

               accessed. The data will include:

               * Filename

               * Total requests and time

               * Requests and total request time for the following:

                 o ADD                          

                 o BROWSE                       

                 o DELETE                       

                 o GET                          

                 o PUT                         

               Requirement:                          

               CICS resource monitoring for files must be active.

               If CICS SIT option MNRES=OFF:

                 * SYSVIEW will dynamically set MNRES=ON

                 * A non-zero value must be specified on the FILE=nn 

                   option on the DFHMCT TYPE=INITIAL macro.

                 * To avoid unnecessary resource monitoring,DPL=0 and 

                   TSQUEUE=0 can be specified on the DFHMCT TYPE=INITIAL 

                   macro.

               If CICS SIT option MNRES=ON:

                 * A non-zero value must be specified on the FILE=nn 

                   option on the DFHMCT TYPE=INITIAL macro.

   DETAIL    - File request information will be collected for the files 

               accessed.

   Yes         The data will include:

               * Filename

               * Program

               * SysID

               * Total requests and time

               * Requests, max request time and total request time for 

                 the following:     
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                 o ADD                               

                 o BROWSE                            

                 o DELETE                            

                 o END BROWSE                        

                 o READ                              

                 o READ for UPDATE                   

                 o RESET BROWSE                      

                 o START BROWSE                      

                 o UNLOCK                            

                 o UPDATE                           

Threshold processing considerations: 

In SUMMARY mode, threshold processing for the FILExxxx data collection 

metrics only occurs when the transaction ends.

Dynamic threshold processing of these metrics while the transaction is 

executing requires DETAIL mode.

In addition to transaction detail records, summarized request information 

is also available using the SYSVIEW command: CFILEREQ 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES-SEGM

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES-SEGMENTS 

Default : 100 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about file requests made by a transaction.  

The file requests can be collected by unique combinations of the 

following "segment keys": 

   Program 

   File 

A long running transaction making file requests can produce a very large 

number of unique segment keys. A very large number of keys can have a 

negative impact on performance. For this reason, the number of unique 

segment keys can be controlled. 

If the segment limit is reached, no data is lost. An additional generic 

segment "(OTHER)" is created. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA Yes 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES Yes 

Valid values: 

   0         - All file information is collected with a resource name of 

               "(ALL)". 

   Minimum   - 1 

   Maximum   - 100 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-FILES

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-PROGRAMS 

Default : Yes 
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Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about requests and resources used by a transaction. 

This option controls the enablement of CICS global user exits related 

to the following CICS domain. The exits must be enabled to collect 

the related data. 

   PC - Program Control 

Global user exits to be enabled: 

Exitname     Description (when the exit is invoked) 

--------     ----------------------------------------------------- 

XPCFTCH      Before an application program is given control. 

XPCTA        After an abend occurs and before the environment is 

             modified. 

XPCREQ       Before a LINK request is processed. 

XPCREQC      After a LINK request has been completed. 

XPCERES      Before processing of a program link or Link3270 bridge 

             request that has been dynamically routed 

Detailed performance information regarding the overhead associated 

with this option can be viewed using the online command: CGBLEXIT 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not collect data 

   Yes       - Collect data 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-PROGRAMS

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-RSCEMGR 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about requests and resources used by a transaction. 

This option controls the enablement of CICS global user exits related 

to the following CICS domain. The exits must be enabled to collect 

the related data. 

   RM - Resource Manager 

Global user exits to be enabled: 

Exitname     Description (when the exit is invoked) 

--------     ----------------------------------------------------- 

XRMIIN       Before an EXEC DLI, EXEC SQL, or RMI command runs. 

XRMIOUT      After an EXEC DLI, EXEC SQL, or RMI command runs. 

Detailed performance information regarding the overhead associated 

with this option can be viewed using the online command: CGBLEXIT 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not collect data 

   Yes       - Collect data 
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Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-WEBMQ 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-RSCEMGR

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-TEMPSTG 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about requests and resources used by a transaction. 

This option controls the enablement of CICS global user exits related 

to the following CICS domain. The exits must be enabled to collect 

the related data. 

   TS - Temporary Storage Domain 

Global user exits to be enabled: 

Exitname     Description (when the exit is invoked) 

--------     ----------------------------------------------------- 

XTSQRIN      Before invocation of a TSQR function. 

XTSQROUT     After invocation of a TSQR function. 

Detailed performance information regarding the overhead associated 

with this option can be viewed using the online command: CGBLEXIT 

This option must be set to YES for the following System Data Collection 

metric to be collected: 

Metric                Description 

--------------------  -------------------------------------- 

CICS_TEMP_TsmainHWM   Temp Storage - TSMain in use HWM 

CICS_TEMP_TsmainHWM%  Temp Storage - TSMain in use pct HWM 

CICS_TEMP_QueuesHWM   Temp Storage - Queues in use HWM 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not collect data 

   Yes       - Collect data 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-TEMPSTG-SEGMENTS 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-TEMPSTG

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-TEMPSTG-SEGMENTS 

Default : 10 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about temporary storage requests made by a transaction. 

The requests can be collected by unique queue name. 

A long running transaction making requests can use a a very large 

number of queues. A very large number of keys can have a negative 

impact on performance. For this reason, the number of unique segment 

keys can be controlled. 

If the segment limit is reached, no data is lost. An additional generic 

segment "(OTHER)" is created. 
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The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-TEMPSTG         Yes 

Valid values: 

   0         - All file information will be collected with a resource 

               name of "(ALL)". 

   Minimum   - 1 

   Maximum   - 100 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-TEMPSTG 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-TEMPSTG

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-TDATA 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about requests and resources used by a transaction. 

This option controls the enablement of CICS global user exits related 

to the following CICS domain. The exits must be enabled to collect 

the related data. 

   TD - Transient Data 

Global user exits to be enabled: 

Exitname     Description (when the exit is invoked) 

--------     ----------------------------------------------------- 

XTDREQ       Before request analysis. 

XTDIN        After receiving data from QSAM (extrapartition) or VSAM 

             (intrapartition). 

XTDOUT       Before passing data to a QSAM (extrapartition) or VSAM 

             (intrapartition) user-defined transient data queue. 

Detailed performance information regarding the overhead associated 

with this option can be viewed using the online command: CGBLEXIT 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not collect data 

   Yes       - Collect data 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-TDATA

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-URIMAPS

Default : No

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.                             

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect information about 

URIMAP requests and resources used by a transaction.                 

Valid values:

   No             - Do not collect data

   Yes            - Collect data
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                    Requirement:

                    CICS resource monitoring for URIMAPs must be 

                    active.

                    If CICS SIT option MNRES=OFF:

                       * SYSVIEW will dynamically set MNRES=ON

                       * A non-zero value must be specified on

                         the URIMAP=nn option on the 

                         DFHMCT TYPE=INITIAL macro.                        

                    If CICS SIT option MNRES=ON:

                    * A non-zero value must be specified on the

                      URIMAP=nn option on the DFHMCT TYPE=INITIAL 

                      macro

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-WEBSERVICES

Default : No

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

                                                                      

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect information about Web 

Service requests and resources used by a transaction.

          

Valid values:                    

   No             - Do not collect data

   Yes            - Collect data

                    Requirement:

                    CICS resource monitoring for Web Services must be 

                    active.

                    If CICS SIT option MNRES=OFF:

                       * SYSVIEW will dynamically set MNRES=ON

                       * A non-zero value must be specified on

                         the WEBSERVC=nn on on the                    

                         DFHMCT TYPE=INITIAL macro.

                    If CICS SIT option MNRES=ON:

                       * A non-zero value must be specified on the    

                         WEBSERVC=nn option on the DFHMCT TYPE=INITIAL

                         macro.

Option  : TRANSACTION-DATA-WEBMQ 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about requests and resources used by a transaction. 

This option controls the collection of data made available via CICS 

global user exits related to the following CICS domain: 

   RM - Resource Manager 

IBM MQ requests are made through the CICS Resource Manager. This 

option enables the collection of detailed IBM MQ r equest information. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

Detailed performance information regarding the overhead associated 

with this option can be viewed using the online command: CGBLEXIT 
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Valid values: 

   No        - Do not collect data 

   Yes       - Collect data 

Related options: 

   CEAPM-ENABLE 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-WEBMQ

Option  : TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specify if a transaction record is to be ALWAYS logged if an abend or 

dump occurred while the transaction was executing. 

This is only a concern if a NOLOG attribute has been specified as a 

transaction option in a CTRANOPT parmlib definition or the online 

CTRANOPT command. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-THRESHOLDS    Yes 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - If an abend occurs, a transaction record is logged 

               even if the NOLOG attribute has been specified on a 

               transaction option definition. 

   No        - Do not force a transaction record to be logged if 

               the NOLOG attribute has been specified on a 

               transaction option definition. 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC 

   TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOLD

Option  : TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specify if a transaction record is to be ALWAYS logged if a CICS 

exception event occurs while the transaction was executing. A storage 

violation is considered an exception.        

This is only a concern if a NOLOG attribute has been specified as a 

transaction option in a CTRANOPT parmlib definition or the online 

CTRANOPT command. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-THRESHOLDS    Yes 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - If an CICS exception occurs, a transaction record is 

               logged even if the NOLOG attribute has been specified 

               on a transaction option definition. 

   No        - Do not force a transaction record to be logged if the 

               NOLOG attribute has been specified on a transaction 

               option definition. 
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Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND 

   TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOLD

Option  : TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOLD 

Default : No 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

Specify if a transaction record is to be ALWAYS logged if a SYSVIEW 

threshold was triggered for the specific transaction. 

This is only a concern if a NOLOG attribute has been specified as a 

transaction option in a CTRANOPT parmlib definition or the online 

CTRANOPT command. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-RECORD-THRESHOLDS    Yes 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - If an exception occurs, a transaction record is 

               logged even if the NOLOG attribute has been specified 

               on a transaction option definition. 

   No        - Do not force a transaction record to be logged if the 

               NOLOG attribute has been specified on a transaction 

               option definition. 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND 

   TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-CICSEMP 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the 

          CCONFIG or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information 

about requests and resources used by a transaction. 

User data can be defined in the CICS Monitor Control Table (MCT). The 

CICS MCT EMP data fields can be included in the detailed transaction 

record for a transaction. 

Required options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA    Yes 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include CICS MCT EMP data fields in the detailed 

               transaction record. 

   Yes       - Include CICS MCT EMP data fields in the detailed 

               transaction record.

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-CSF 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 
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The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information about 

CA Datacom CICS Service Facility (CSF) requests and resources used by 

transactions. 

The data is recorded historically as segment data in the detailed 

transaction record. When the detailed transaction is logged, the CSF data 

can optionally be included or excluded from the record. 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include CSF data 

   Yes       - Include CSF data

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-DB2 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information about 

DB2 requests and resource used by transactions. 

The data is recorded historically as segment data in the detailed 

transaction record. 

When the detailed transaction is logged, the DB2 data can optionally be 

included or excluded from the record. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2             Yes

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include DB2 data 

   Yes       - Include DB2 data 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2-SEGMENTS

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-DLI 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information about 

DL/I requests and resource used by transactions. 

The data is recorded historically as segment data in the detailed 

transaction record. 

When the detailed transaction is logged, the DL/I data can optionally be 

included or excluded from the record. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-DLI             Yes 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include DL/I data 

   Yes       - Include DL/I data 

Related options: 
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   TRANSACTION-DATA-DLI

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-EXECCICS 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information about 

EXEC CICS requests made by transactions. 

The data is recorded historically as segment data in the detailed 

transaction record. 

When the detailed transaction is logged, the EXEC CICS data can optionally 

be included or excluded from the record. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS        Yes / CEITRACE

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include EXEC CICS data.

               EXEC CICS requests will not be included in the detailed 

               transaction record, and the transaction record will not be 

               eligible for logging to the EXEC Interface trace log 

               (CEITLOG).

   Yes       - Include EXEC CICS data 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-FILES 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information about 

file requests made by transactions. 

The data is recorded historically as segment data in the detailed 

transaction record. 

When the detailed transaction is logged, the file request data can optionally 

be included or excluded from the record. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES           Yes 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include file request data 

   Yes       - Include file request data 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES-SEGMENTS

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-MEI-EVENTS 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 
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The CICS data collector can monitor and collect user defined events. Event 

monitoring is initiated using the SYSVIEW Monitor Exit Interface (MEI). 

The data is recorded historically as segment data in the detailed 

transaction record. 

When the detailed transaction is logged, the MEI Event data can optionally 

be included or excluded from the record. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include MEI Event data 

   Yes       - Include MEI Event data

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-PROGRAMS 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information about 

program usage by transactions. 

The data is recorded historically as segment data in the detailed 

transaction record. 

When the detailed transaction is logged, the program usage data can 

optionally be included or excluded from the record. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-PROGRAMS        Yes 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include program usage data 

   Yes       - Include program usage data 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-PROGRAMS

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-RSCEMGR 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands.

 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information about 

resource manager requests made by transactions. 

The data is recorded historically as segment data in the detailed 

transaction record. 

When the detailed transaction is logged, the resource manager data can 

optionally be included or excluded from the record. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes

   TRANSACTION-DATA-RSCEMGR         Yes

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include resource manager data 

   Yes       - Include resource manager data 
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Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-RSCEMGR

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-TEMPSTG 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information about 

temporary storage requests by transactions. 

The data is recorded historically as segment data in the detailed 

transaction record. 

When the detailed transaction is logged, the temporary storage request 

data can optionally be included or excluded from the record. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-TEMPSTG         Yes 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include temporary storage data 

   Yes       - Include temporary storage data 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-TEMPSTG 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-TEMPSTG-SEGMENTS

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-THRESHOLDS 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands.  

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information about 

exceptions generated for transactions. The data is recorded historically as 

segment data in the detailed transaction record. Those segments include 

ABEND, CICSEXC, and THRESHOLD. 

When the detailed transaction is logged, the exception data can optionally 

be included or excluded from the record. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

   THRESHOLD-TASK-END               Yes 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include exception data 

   Yes       - Include exception data 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND 

   TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC 

   TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOLD

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-TDATA 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 
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The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information about 

transient data requests by transactions. 

The data is recorded historically as segment data in the detailed 

transaction record. 

When the detailed transaction is logged, the transient data request data 

can optionally be included or excluded from the record. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-TDATA           Yes 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include transient data request data 

   Yes       - Include transient data request data 

Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-TDATA

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-USERDATA 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information about 

user data that has been supplied using the SYSVIEW Monitor Exit Interface 

(MEI). 

The data is recorded historically as segment data in the detailed 

transaction record. 

When the detailed transaction is logged, the user data can optionally be 

included or excluded from the record. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-USERDATA        Yes 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include user data 

   Yes       - Include user data

Option  : TRANSACTION-RECORD-WEBMQ 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 

The CICS data collector can monitor and collect detailed information about 

IBM MQ requests made by transactions. 

The data is recorded historically as segment data in the detailed 

transaction record. 

When the detailed transaction is logged, the IBM MQ request data can 

optionally be included or excluded from the record. 

The following related options are required: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA                 Yes 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-WEBMQ           Yes 

Valid values: 

   No        - Do not include IBM MQ request data 

   Yes       - Include IBM MQ request data 
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Related options: 

   TRANSACTION-DATA-WEBMQ

Option  : TRANSACTION-SUMMARY-STATS 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 

Specify if transaction summary information should be collected for TSUMxxxx 

metrics. This information can be displayed using the online command 

CSTATUS. 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Data collection for transaction summary metrics (TSUMxxxx) 

               are added dynamically and updates as transaction IDs are 

               used for the first time. 

   No        - Data collection for transaction summary metrics (TSUMxxxx) 

               is not added.

Option  : VSTATUS-COLLECTION 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization via the CCONFIG 

          or CICSSET commands. 

Specify if variable resource status collection is to be active. Short 

term historical data is collected for real-time graphical presentation. 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Collection is performed. 

   No        - Collection is not performed. 

Related options: 

   VSTATUS-MEMBER 

   VSTATUS-STARTTYPE 

   VSTATUS-TOTAL-INTERVAL

Option  : VSTATUS-MEMBER 

Default : CICSSTAT 

Change  : This option can only be set during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Specify the name of the variable status collection member containing a 

list of variable and resource names. 

Persistent Data Store Information: 

   The definitions are maintained and saved as a member in the persistent 

   data store PDSE data set. 

   DataId  : CICSSTAT_jobname 

   Size    : 480 + ( 80 * definitions ) 

   ReUse   : Data is loaded and reused from matching builds. Data from 

             previous builds are converted and reused automatically. 

             The data from the persistent data store is used only if all 

             of the following are true. Otherwise, data definitions are 

             read from the parmlib member specified by the option: 

             VSTATUS-MEMBER 
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             * The CICS data collector start mode was WARM 

               CICS SIT parameter: 

                  INITPARM=(GSVCGSVS='START=WARM') 

              GSVS initialization transaction: 

                 GSVS START=WARM 

            * Configuration option: 

              VSTATUS-STARTTYPE WARM 

Migration : Data members from previous builds can be deleted if that 

product build is no longer being used. 

Related options: 

   VSTATUS-COLLECTION 

   VSTATUS-STARTTYPE 

   VSTATUS-TOTAL-INTERVAL

Option  : VSTATUS-STARTTYPE 

Default : Warm 

Change  : This option can only be set during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Specifies the start mode of the variable status component. 

Valid values: 

   Warm      - Warm start 

               Definitions are retrieved from the persistent data store. 

   Cold      - Cold start 

               Definitions are read from the parmlib defined by the 

               option: VSTATUS-MEMBER 

This value can be overridden during SYSVIEW startup in CICS.

For more information on StartMode see: CICS Data Collection Start Mode.

Related options: 

   VSTATUS-COLLECTION 

   VSTATUS-MEMBER 

   VSTATUS-TOTAL-INTERVAL

Option  : VSTATUS-TOTAL-INTERVAL 

Default : 1 

Change  : This option can only be set during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Specify the variable status data collection interval, in hours. Data for 

each interval is presented in 60 segments, regardless of the length of the 

interval. For example, if the interval is 1 hour, each segment is 1 minute; 

if the interval is 4 hours, each segment is 4 minutes. The amount of 

storage and overhead required is the same regardless of the length of the 

interval. 

Valid values: 

   Minimum   - 1 

   Maximum   - 24 

Related options: 
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   VSTATUS-COLLECTION 

   VSTATUS-MEMBER 

   VSTATUS-STARTTYPE

Option  : ZIIP-ENABLE 

Default : Yes 

Change  : This option can only be set during initialization via the 

          SVWCOPTS parmlib member. 

Controls whether the eligible workload is to be scheduled for dispatching 

on a zIIP processor. 

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Enable the usage of zIIP processors. 

   No        - Disable the usage of zIIP processors.

SVWCTSD

CICS Time Series Data Configuration Options

Option/Component : CICS

Library Caching  : No

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : CICS Time Series Data Collection

Online Commands  : CCONFIG, CTSDSTAT

Data Set Eligible

User             : No

Site             : Yes

System           : Yes

Time series data options are used to configure individual CICS regions.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '*'
– Fixed-length mask character - '+'

• You must also enable the corresponding CICS system level options in the SVWXTSD parmlib member so
that CICS region-specific data is provided to time series data.

The following list contains all the CICS time series data configuration options and their valid values:

Option  : CICS-Connections

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the CTSDSTAT, CCONFIG. or CICSSET commands.

The CICS data collector is a provider of time series data to 

subscribers. This option controls whether subscriptions to CICS 
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remote connection data are honored and provided. 

The following related options are required:

    Time-Series-Data:              Enable 

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: CTSDSTAT.

Valid values:

   Enable    - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable   - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-File

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the CTSDSTAT, CCONFIG. or CICSSET commands.

The CICS data collector is a provider of time series data to 

subscribers. This option controls whether subscriptions to CICS 

files data are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

    Time-Series-Data:              Enable 

Statistical information for the collection 

of data can be viewed and managed using the online command: CTSDSTAT.

Valid values:

   Enable    - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable   - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-JvmServer

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the CTSDSTAT, CCONFIG. or CICSSET commands.

The CICS data collector is a provider of time series data to 

subscribers. This option controls whether subscriptions to CICS 

JVM Server data are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

    Time-Series-Data:              Enable 

Statistical information for the collection 

of data can be viewed and managed using the online command: CTSDSTAT.

Valid values:

   Enable    - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable   - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-Region

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the CTSDSTAT, CCONFIG, or CICSSET commands.
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The CICS data collector is a provider of time series data to 

subscribers. This option controls whether subscriptions to CICS 

region data are honored and provided.

The following related option is required:

    Time-Series-Data:              Enable 

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: CTSDSTAT.

Valid values:

   Enable    - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable   - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-Socket

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization 

using the CTSDSTAT, CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

        

The CICS data collector is a provider of time series data to 

subscribers. This option controls whether subscriptions to CICS 

socket data are honored and provided. 

The following related options are required:

    Time-Series-Data:              Enable 

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: CTSDSTAT.

Valid values:

   Enable  - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-TcbPool

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the CTSDSTAT, CCONFIG. or CICSSET commands.

The CICS data collector is a provider of time series data to 

subscribers. This option controls whether subscriptions to CICS 

TCB pool data are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

    Time-Series-Data:              Enable 

Statistical information for the collection 

of data can be viewed and managed using the online command: CTSDSTAT.

Valid values:

   Enable    - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable   - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-TClass

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 
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the CTSDSTAT, CCONFIG. or CICSSET commands.

The CICS data collector is a provider of time series data to 

subscribers. This option controls whether subscriptions to CICS 

transaction class data are honored and provided.

The following related options are required:

    Time-Series-Data:              Enable 

Statistical information for the collection 

of data can be viewed and managed using the online command: CTSDSTAT.

Valid values:

   Enable    - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable   - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-TData

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the CTSDSTAT, CCONFIG, or CICSSET commands.

The CICS data collector is a provider of time series data to 

subscribers. This option controls whether subscriptions to CICS 

transient data information are honored and provided. 

The following related options are required:

    Time-Series-Data:              Enable 

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: CTSDSTAT.

Valid values:

   Enable    - Time series data will be sent to subscribers.

   Disable   - Time series data will not be sent to subscribers.

Option  : CICS-Tran

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the CTSDSTAT, CCONFIG, or CICSSET commands.

The CICS data collector is a provider of time series data to 

subscribers. This option controls whether subscriptions to CICS 

transaction degradation analysis data are honored and provided.

The following related option is required:

    Time-Series-Data:              Enable

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and 

managed using the online command: CTSDSTAT.

Valid values:

   Enable    - Time series data are sent to subscribers.

   Disable   - Time series data are not sent to subscribers.

Option  : Time-Series-Data
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Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using 

the CCONFIG or CICSSET commands.

The CICS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers.

Valid values:     

   Enable    - Time series data are sent to subscribers.

   Disable   - Time series data are not sent to subscribers. This 

               option can be used as a "master switch" to disable 

               all time series collections.

SVWYVARS

Setting Attributes for Data Collection Metrics
Member             : SVWYVARS 

Option/Component   : CICS

Cache              : No 

Persistent Data    : No 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User               : No 

Site               : Yes 

System             : Yes 

Included in Member : CICSDATA 

The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered by default in a separate member named SVWYVARS. The
SVWYVARS member is NOT read directly by the data collection subtask. Include this member using the ")INCLUDE
SVWYVARS" statement in the CICSDATA member. "VARIABLE-SET" statements can be coded directly in the CICSDATA
parmlib member. The eligible metric list can be viewed using the VARS CICS command.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Event Capture Members
This section describes the options for the SYSVIEW Event Capture Option members.

CAPTURE

Event Capture Configuration Options
Option/Component : Event Capture 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 
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Used by          : CAPTURE subtask and user sessions 

Online Commands  : CAPTURE 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The CAPTURE parmlib member sets the default configuration options of the Event Capture option.

The Event Capture option gives you tools that enable the capture of critical data so that you can diagnose current or
potential problems on your system. Any data that is viewable through a SYSVIEW command display can be captured for a
later re-display.
The CAPTURE parmlib member lets you specify the following options:

• Default data retention time

• Default data set allocation parameters

Individual capture events are specified in CAPLIB members that are found in the sysview.CNM4BCAP data set. Each
Capture Library (CAPLIB) member can override the default allocation parameters.

Most of the values that are specified in this member are displayed by the CAPPARMS command with a Type field value of
SYS.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

The following list contains all options with their default values:

Option                           Description 

-------------------------------- --------------------------------- 

ListLog                          Controls the conditions under 

                                 which a LISTLOG command should 

                                 be executed and its output 

                                 captured at the termination of 

                                 a scheduled CAPLIB member. The 

                                 LISTLOG output can be useful in 

                                 debugging errors that occur when 

                                 running the CAPLIB member. Values 

                                 for this option can be 

                                   ALWAYS   Always capture LISTLOG 

                                            output. 

                                   WARNING  Capture LISTLOG output 

                                            only when the CAPLIB 

                                            member ended with a 

                                            warning or higher 

                                            condition. 

                                   ERROR    Capture LISTLOG output 

                                            only when the CAPLIB 

                                            member ended with an 
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                                            error or higher 

                                            condition. 

                                   ABEND    Capture LISTLOG output 

                                            only when the CAPLIB 

                                            member ended with an 

                                            abend condition. 

                                   NEVER    Never capture LISTLOG 

                                            output. 

                                 The default is ERROR. The value 

                                 specified here can be overridden 

                                 at execution time by including 

                                 a "CAPPARMS LISTLOG <value>" 

                                 command in the CAPLIB member. 

                                 See the CAPPARMS command for more 

                                 details. 

                                 If the last command captured in a 

                                 CAPLIB member is a LISTLOG command 

                                 then this option is ignored. 

WtoNotifyLevel                   Specifies the level at which the 

                                 capture task controller will issue 

                                 messages to the console to mark 

                                 the completion of a scheduled 

                                 capture. Values for this option 

                                 can be 

                                   ALWAYS   Always issue the WTO 

                                            messages. 

                                   SUCCESS  Same as ALWAYS. 

                                   WARNING  Issue the WTO messages 

                                            when the capture 

                                            request completed with 

                                            a warning return code 

                                            or higher. 

                                   ERROR    Issue the WTO messages 

                                            when the capture 

                                            request completed with 

                                            an error return code 

                                            or higher. 

                                   ABEND    Issue the WTO messages 

                                            when the capture 

                                            request completed with 

                                            an abend return code 

                                            or higher. 
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                                   FAILURE  Issue the WTO messages 

                                            when the capture 

                                            request completed with 

                                            a failure return code 

                                            or higher. 

                                    NEVER   Never issue the WTO 

                                            messages. 

                                 The default is ABEND. The WTO 

                                 messages will be issued when the 

                                 scheduled capture completes with 

                                 an abend or failure return code. 

                                 The WTO messages generated by 

                                 this parameter are as follows: 

                                     Successful completion 

  GSV2191I CAPTURE from job <job> ASID <asid> userid <user> complete

  GSV2192I CAPTURE rc <rc> (<rctext>) rs <rs> (<rstext>) 

                                     Warning completion 

  GSV2193W CAPTURE from job <job> ASID <asid> userid <user> complete 

  GSV2194W CAPTURE rc <rc> (<rctext>) rs <rs> (<rstext>) 

                                     Error, abend, or failure 

                                     completion 

  GSV2195E CAPTURE from job <job> ASID <asid> userid <user> complete 

  GSV2196E CAPTURE rc <rc> (<rctext>) rs <rs> (<rstext>) 

Note: All of the following AllocXxxxx parameters apply to the 

      allocation of capture data sets: 

AllocSpaceType                   Allocation space type. Valid 

                                 values are: 

                                     BLK BLOCK 

                                     TRK TRACK 

                                     CYL CYLINDER 

AllocContig                      Specifies if space is required 

                                 to be contiguous. Valid values 

                                 are YES or NO. 

AllocRound                       Specifies whether block or track 

                                 allocation is to be rounded up to 

                                 a full cylinder. Valid values 

                                 are YES or NO. 
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AllocPrimary                     Primary space quantity. The 

                                 value must be a number from 0 to 

                                 999999. Unused space is always 

                                 released. 

AllocSecondary                   Secondary space quantity. The 

                                 value must be a number from 1 to 

                                 999999. Unused space is always 

                                 released. 

AllocRetention                   Retention period in days. The 

                                 value must be a number from 0 to 

                                 to 9999 or NONE (same as 0) or 

                                 PERM. 

AllocDataClass                   Data class name. The value can 

                                 be any valid SMS data class name. 

AllocStorClass                   Storage class name. The value 

                                 can be any valid SMS storage 

                                 class name. 

AllocMgmtClass                   Management class name. The value 

                                 can be any valid SMS management 

                                 class name. 

AllocUnit                        Unit name. The value can be any 

                                 valid unit name. 

AllocVolser                      Volume serial number. The value 

                                 can be any valid volume serial 

                                 number.

SMFDATA

SMF Data Collection Options
Option/Component : Event Capture 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : SMFDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : SMFDATA 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The SYSVIEW SMF data collector lets you view SMF records through the SMFLOG online display. This option is part
of the SYSVIEW Event Capture option. The SMFDATA parmlib member sets configuration options for the SMF data
collector.
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Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing (DSLB), which is part of the SYSVIEW Event Capture option, collects records being
written to SMF based on a subscription list. The collected records are published to one or more subscribing SYSVIEW
dynamic SMF log streams. This functionality should be controlled by the definitions in the related parmlib member
SVWVDSLB.

The SMFTYPE parmlib member contains a list of SMF records and descriptions.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

General Configuration Options for the SMF Data Collector

The following table describes the general configuration options for the SMF data collector.

Option Description

DynamicSMFLogstreamD
efinitions

Specifies to WARM start or COLD start Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing definitions.
DynamicSMFLogstreamDefinitions   NONE|WARM|COLD

   NONE - No definitions will be loaded

   WARM - Definitions will be loaded from the SYSVIEW

          persistent data store. Definitions will be

          merged with existing entries.

   COLD - Definitions will be loaded from the SYSVIEW

          parmlib member SVWVDSLB. Existing entries

          will be removed.

MODE-BYPASS Specifies whether to bypass all dynamic exit processing. In this case, the dynamic exits are in place. No
processing is performed on the SMF records.
Default = No

MODE-LOG Specifies whether to process logging of SMF records extracted through the SMF dynamic exits. This option
overrides all specific record type requests.
Default = Yes

MODE-SUPPRESS SMF records can be suppressed through the SMF dynamic exits. This option enables the suppression
function.
Default = Yes

SMFDATA Configuration Options

The following table describes the SMFDATA configuration options.

NOTE
If any of the following SMFDATA configuration options are being used, migrate them to the SVWVDSLB parmlib
member and should remove them from the SMFDATA parmlib member. For more information, see Migrate From
a Single Log Stream to Dynamic SMF Log Streams.
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Option Description

LOG-SMF-RECORD-TYPE Specifies the SMF records by type and subtype that are to be included in or excluded from the log.
Syntax:  type:subtype:action 

   type      - Record type

               Valid values are:

                  nnnn    - record type

                   *       - All record types 0 through 2047

               Minimum - 0

               Maximum - 2047

   subtype   - Record subtype

               Valid values are:

                  nnnnn   - record subtype

                  *       - All record subtypes 0 through 32767

               Minimum - 0

               Maximum - 32767

   action    - INCLUDE|EXCLUDE 

               INCLUDE - Log 

               EXCLUDE - Do not log 

LOGSTREAM-SMFDATA-NAM
E

Specifies the name of the MVS logger log stream to use to capture SMF data. If the log stream
name is specified as "NONE", no logging occurs. If a log stream has not been defined, set the value
to "NONE".

LOGSTREAM-SMFDATA-DELE
TE-ALL

Specifies if the logger is to delete all existing records.
Default = No
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Option Description

SUPPRESS-SMF-RECORD-
TYPE

Specifies that the SMF data collector is to SUPPRESS the writing of specific SMF records. The
option suppresses the records from the SYS1.MANxx data sets. Records can be specified by type
and subtype.
Syntax:  type:subtype:action 

   type      - Record type

               Valid values are:

                  nnnn    - record type

                   *       - All record types 0 through 2047

               Minimum - 0

               Maximum - 2047

   subtype   - Record subtype

               Valid values are:

                  nnnnn   - record subtype

                  *       - All record subtypes 0 through 32767

               Minimum - 0

               Maximum - 32767

   action    - INCLUDE|EXCLUDE 

               INCLUDE - Supress

               EXCLUDE - Do not suppress

SMFTYPE

The SMFTYPE parmlib member associates a text description with an SMF record type and subtype. If the SMFLOG
command formats the record, a record formatting routine can also be associated with the record type and subtype.

SMF Record Type Descriptions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : SMFDATA, SMFRPT, SMFTYPE 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

Initial descriptions have been extracted from the IBM MVS System Management Facilities (SMF)
documentation. Definitions are created using keyword and value parameters. Each definition MUST start with the keyword
DEFINE. Each keyword and value pair must be coded on the same line.

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The values that are specified in the
default definition are used by subsequent definitions that do not have all keywords that are coded.

The SETDEFAULT definition can be coded multiple times in this member. The default values that are assigned are in
effect from that point forward.
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RESETDefault

SETDEFAULT

  TYPE           0000

  SUBType        00000

  DESC           ' '

  FORMAT         @

ENDDEFAULT 

DEFine

  TYPE           nnnn

  SUBType        nnnnn

  DESC           'description text enclosed in quotes'

  FORMAT         module

ENDdefine

Keyword Description

DEFine Beginning of definition.

TYPE SMF record type. The value must be in the range of 0 to 2047.
The type and subtype values can also be defined together as 0000:00000.
If the first character of the type or subtype value in type:subtype is an "x", the value is interpreted as a
hexadecimal value.

SUBType SMF record subtype.
Some but not all SMF records have subtypes. The value must be in the range of 0 to 32767.

DESC SMF record description.
The description of the record must be enclosed in single quotes. The maximum description length is 48
characters, not including the single quotes.

FORMAT Name of the record formatting module.
Any valid member name can be used.
An * - A "*" can be coded as a place holder. If coded, then no format routine is used.
An @ - A "@" can be coded to use the default formatting routine that is supplied with the product. The
formatting module name is generated using the following convention:
• GSVVFnnn where nnn = SMF record type
• If an SMF record is requested to be formatted and a format routine is not available, the record displays

in dump format. If you want to create routines for record types not supplied with the product, see the
sample formatting routine SMFF0017 in the CNM4BSAM data set.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).

SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition.

ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition.

RESETDefault Reset default definition values back to the following original defaults:

TYPE         0000 

SUBTYPE      00000 

DESC         ' ' 

FORMAT       @
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Sample source code for writing a record formatting routine has been provided in the SAMPLIB member

SMFF0017.

SVWVDSLB

Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing

Option/Component : Event Capture

Library Caching  : No

Persistent Data  : Yes

Used by          : SMFDATA subtask

Online Commands  : DSMFLOGS, DSMFSET

Data Set Eligible

User   : No

Site   : Yes

System : Yes

The SYSVIEW SMF Data Collector lets you view SMF records through the SMFLOG online display. The option is part
of the SYSVIEW Event Capture option. The SVWVDSLB parmlib member, with related parmlib member SMFDATA, sets
configuration options for the SMF data collector.

Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing (DSLB) collects records that are being written to SMF based on a subscription list.
The collected records are published to one or more subscribing SYSVIEW dynamic SMF log streams. You create dynamic
SMF log stream browsing definitions for a cold start using keyword and value syntax and store them in the SVWVDSLB
parmlib member.

The SMF data collector performs the following functions:

• Captures SMF records for online viewing
• Suppresses SMF records from the SMF data sets.

The capturing or suppression of records can be defined by record type and subtype.

The SMFTYPE parmlib member contains a list of SMF records and descriptions.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Global Subscription and Suppression Definition

Usually, code SUPPRESS statements only in the global SMFDATA definitions. Use the LOG statements in the log stream-
specific definitions to create the global subscriptions.

DEFINE SMFDATA

        LOG      type:subtype:action
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        SUPPRESS type:subtype:action

ENDDEFINE

Keyword Value Description

DEFINE SMFDATA Declares the start of a new definition.
The value 'SMFDATA' specifies that only LOG and SUPPRESS
keywords are processed for the remainder of the definition. Requested
LOG and SUPPRESS actions are applied to the global subscription list
and not to a specified log stream definition.

LOG type:subtype:action Subscribe to a specified SMF record type and subtype.
For more information, see Syntax and Parameters for
type:subtype:action.

SUPPRESS type:subtype:action Suppress the specified SMF record type and subtype from being written
to IBM SMF data sets and log streams.
For more information, see Syntax and Parameters for
type:subtype:action.

Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing Definition
DEFINE logstreamname

        DESCRIPTION '40 character description'

        ENABLE | DISABLE

        EMPTY  | NOEMPTY

        COMMMAND command

        LOG      type:subtype:action

        SUPPRESS type:subtype:action

ENDDEFINE

Keyword Value Description

DEFINE logstreamname Declares the start of a new definition.
The log stream name value is required. If the log stream does not
exist, the process of connecting to the log stream fails. The definition is
marked as disabled.

DESCRIPTION 'description' Specifies a description for the definition. The maximum description
length is 40 characters. If the description contains embedded blanks, it
must be enclosed in single quotes.

ENABLE none Specifies that the definition is to be enabled during initialization. An
attempt is made to connect to the log stream for output. If the connection
fails, the definition is marked as disabled.
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Keyword Value Description

DISABLE none Specifies that the definition is to be disabled. A connection for output is
not attempted during initialization.
Subscriptions to record types and subtypes are ignored by the
publishing process.
Disabled log stream definitions are available for browsing.

EMPTY none Specifies that the log stream is to be emptied during initialization and on
every successful connection.
The SYSVIEW LGEMPTY command can be used to manually empty a
log stream. This value is the commonly preferred method to empty a log
stream.

NOEMPTY none Specifies that the log stream is not to be emptied during initialization and
on every successful connection.

COMMAND commandname Specifies the command to be executed to browse the log stream if the
line command "SELECT" is issued on the DSMFLOGS command.
Default: SMFLOG

LOG type:subtype:action Subscribe to a specified SMF record type and subtype. The request is
applied to only the global subscription list.
For more information, see Syntax and Parameters for
type:subtype:action.

SUPPRESS type:subtype:action Suppress the specified SMF record type and subtype from being written
to IBM SMF data sets and log streams.
For more information, see Syntax and Parameters for
type:subtype:action.
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Syntax and Parameters for type:subtype:action

Parameter Description

type SMF record type
Valid values:
• "*"

Specifies all types 0 through 2047
Default: "*"

• nnnn
Any single type value from 0 to 2047

Multiple types can be specified using the following options:

start-end
Specifies a starting and an ending type
Example: 70-79

start/count
Specifies a starting type and a count of sequential types
Example: 70/10
Equivalent of: 70-79

subtype SMF record subtype
Valid values:
• "*"

Specifies all subtypes 0 through 32767
Default: "*"

• nnnn
Any single subtype value from 0 to 32767

Multiple subtypes can be specified using the following options:

start-end
Specifies a starting and an ending subtype
Example: 4-6

start/count
Specifies a starting type and a count of sequential subtypes
Example: 4/3
Equivalent of: 4-6

action Specifies whether the types and subtypes are to be added to (INCLUDE) or subtracted
from (EXCLUDE) the subscription list. If not specified, "INCLUDE" is used.
Valid values:

INCLUDE
Include requested types and subtypes in the subscription.

EXCLUDE
Exclude requested types and subtypes from the subscription.

Examples:

30:4:INCLUDE        Type 30, Subtype 4

30:5:INCLUDE        Type 30, Subtype 5

30:6:INCLUDE        Type 30, Subtype 6

30:4-6:INCLUDE      Type 30, Subtypes 4 through 6

70-79:*:INCLUDE     Types 70 through 79, All subtypes
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GMI Members
This section describes the options for the SYSVIEW GMI members.

GSVMACTT

GMI Object Action Definitions

IMPORTANT

Alter the GMI object action definitions in this member only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

The SYSVIEW GMI interface code defines SYSVIEW commands as objects inside GMI. The objects may also have
actions defined that allow actions similar to subcommands or function commands to be executed. The GSVMACTT
PARMLIB member is used to define the actions for GMI objects.This member contains the following sections:

Default Definition Values Section
- Define default definition parameter values to be used if the specific parameter is not coded on a specific zoom
definition.

Action Definition Section
- Define specific GMI object actions

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT 

   COMMAND      ' '  SCREEN   ' ' 

   ACTION       ' '  ACTTYPE  ' ' 

   DESC         ' ' 

   PARMFLD1     ' '  PARMTYP1 ' ' PARMINI1 ' ' 

   PARMFLD2     ' '  PARMTYP2 ' ' PARMINI2 ' ' 

   PARMFLD3     ' '  PARMTYP3 ' ' PARMINI3 ' ' 

   PARMFLD4     ' '  PARMTYP4 ' ' PARMINI4 ' ' 

   PARMFLD5     ' '  PARMTYP5 ' ' PARMINI5 ' ' 

   PARMTEMP     ' ' 

ENDDEFAULT 

Keyword Description
RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition
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Definitions for each keyword are given in the following section.

GMI Object Zoom Definitions
DEFINE 

   COMMAND      ' '    SCREEN   ' ' 

   ACTION       ' ' 

   ACTTYPE      ' ' 

   DESC         ' ' 

   PARMFLD1     ' '    PARMTYP1 ' ' PARMINI1 ' ' 

   PARMFLD2     ' '    PARMTYP2 ' ' PARMINI2 ' ' 

   PARMFLD3     ' '    PARMTYP3 ' ' PARMINI3 ' ' 

   PARMFLD4     ' '    PARMTYP4 ' ' PARMINI4 ' ' 

   PARMFLD5     ' '    PARMTYP5 ' ' PARMINI5 ' ' 

   PARMTEMP     ' ' 

ENDDEFINE 

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

GSVMZMDT

GMI Object Zoom definitions

IMPORTANT

Alter the GMI object zoom definitions in this member only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

The SYSVIEW GMI interface code defines SYSVIEW commands as objects inside GMI. The objects may also have
zooms defined that allow one object to zoom or drill down to another object. Use the ZOOMDEF parmlib member to define
the zoom definitions for GMI objects. This member contains the following sections:

Default Definition Values Section
- Define default definition parameter values to be used if the specific parameter is not coded on a specific zoom
definition.

Zoom Definition Section
- Define specific GMI object zooms.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT 

   FROMFLD1     ' ' 

   FROMFLD2     ' ' 

   FROMFLD3     ' ' 

   FROMFLD4     ' ' 
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   TOFLD1       ' ' 

   TOFLD2       ' ' 

   TOFLD3       ' ' 

   TOFLD4       ' ' 

   PARMFLD1     ' ' 

   PARMFLD2     ' ' 

   PARMFLD3     ' ' 

   PARMFLD4     ' ' 

   SWITCH NONE 

   ASID   NONE 

ENDDEFAULT 

Keyword Description
RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition

Definitions for each keyword are given in the following section.

GMI Object Zoom Definitions

DEFINE 

   FROMCMD 

   FROMSCR 

   TOCMD 

   TOSCR 

   FROMFLD1     ' ' 

   FROMFLD2     ' ' 

   FROMFLD3     ' ' 

   FROMFLD4     ' ' 

   TOFLD1       ' ' 

   TOFLD2       ' ' 

   TOFLD3       ' ' 

   TOFLD4       ' ' 

   PARMFLD1     ' ' 

   PARMFLD2     ' ' 

   PARMFLD3     ' ' 

   PARMFLD4     ' ' 

   TOPARMS      ' ' 

   SWITCH       NONE | SKIP | BEFORE | AFTER 

   ASID         NONE | INHERIT | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 

ENDDEFINE 

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

IBM MQ Members
This section describes the options for the SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ parmlib members.
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MQPARMS

IBM MQ Parameter Descriptions
Option/Component : IBM MQ 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : MQPARMS 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The MQPARMS parmlib member associates a text description with parameters on the MQPARMS command. The format
of the data is column specific:

Columns Length Description

02:05 4 Type

06 1 blank

07:14 8 Parm

15 1 blank

16:23 8 Subparm

24 1 blank

25:56 32 Description

57:80 Ignored, can contain anything.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

MQSDATA

MQ Data Collection Options
Option/Component : IBM MQ 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : MQSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 
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The SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ data collection can be customized using the configuration options in the MQSDATA
parmlib member. The following sample items can be configured:

• Specify the monitor, state, and threshold members

• Enable monitoring options
• Set attributes for data collection metrics

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Option Description

DynamicExit-MQREQS Specify whether application request records are passed to the dynamic exit
GSVX.MQREQS.

LOG-PLOT-MQS-SYSTEM Log hourly system qmgr data records to the PLOT log stream.
Default = YES

LOG-REQUESTS-TO-SMF The MQ data collection component logs the historical data for monitored queue
requests to IBM SMF.
Default = NO

LOGSTREAM-MQSDATA-NAME Specify the name of the MVS logger log stream to use to log historical MQ
data. If the log stream name is specified as "NONE", no logging occurs. If a log
stream has not been defined, the value is set to "NONE".

LOGSTREAM-MQSDATA-DELETE-ALL Specify whether the logger is to delete all existing records.
Default = No

MONITOR-MQS-DYNAMIC-QUEUES The MQ data collection component monitors dynamic queues.
Default = NO

MONITOR-MQS-REQUESTS The MQ data collection component monitors requests made to specific queues
by application.
This option controls the collection of MQ request history data and therefore
affects the display of data on several commands. With this option set to NO, the
following commands display no data:
• MQRJOB
• MQROBJ
• MQRSUMM
• MQRTRACE
• MQRLOG
• MQRSTAT
• MQRCONF
Default = NO

QMGR-DISCOVER-INTERVAL Periodically the MQ data collector searches for and discovers new queue
managers that have been defined to the MVS system. Specify the discovery
interval in minutes.
Default = 30
Minimum = 0
Maximum = 60
A value of 0 disables the discovery process after the initial discovery at startup.
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QMGR-ERROR-NOTIFY-INTERVAL Specify the interval in which repetitive error messages are suppressed from
being sent to an end user or job log. The error messages continue to be written
to the interval list log.
Default = 00:02:00
A value of 0 disables the discovery process after the initial discovery at startup.

PARMLIB-MEMBER-MQSMON Name of the parmlib member that contains monitor definitions for MQSeries. If
the member name is specified as "NONE", the member is not processed.
Default = MQSMON

PARMLIB-MEMBER-MQSSTATE Name of the parmlib member that contains state definitions for MQSeries. If the
member name is specified as "NONE", the member is not processed.
Default = MQSSTATE

PARMLIB-MEMBER-MQSTHRSH Name of the parmlib member that contains threshold definitions for MQSeries. If
the member name is specified as "NONE", the member is not processed.
Default = MQSTHRSH

REQUEST-TRACE-SIZE Number of entries to maintain for the request trace. The MQRTRACE command
displays the request trace. Specify a number from 0 to 10000. A value of 0
means no tracing.
Default = 1000

SMF-RECORD-COMPRESSION Specify whether the records are compressed before being written to IBM SMF.
Type = MQ requests
Default = NO Setting this option to Yes requires the records to be
uncompressed after they are extracted from SMF using the IBM IFASMFDP or
IFASMFDL utility. To uncompress the records, use the EXTRACTSMF function
of the GSVCUTIL utility in the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

SMF-RECORD-TYPE SMF record number. If this value is modified, the record type change also must
be reflected in the parmlib member SMFTYPE.

SYSTEM-INTERVAL Specifies the system data collection interval in minutes.
Valid values: 1, 2 ,5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 60
Default = 15
MQ request monitoring summarizes information that is based on the
system interval value.

Setting Attributes for Data Collection Metrics

Data collection for specific variable metrics can be controlled using the option "VARIABLE-SET". Disabling unwanted
or unneeded data collection metrics reduces CPU cycles and the amount of storage (virtual and real) used by the data
collection data spaces.

The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered out of the box in a separate member named MQSVARS. The MQSVARS
member is NOT read directly by the data collection subtask, it must be included using the ")INCLUDE MQSVARS"
statement as part of the MQSDATA member. "VARIABLE-SET" statements can be coded directly in the MQSDATA
parmlib member. The eligible metric list can be viewed using the VARS MQ command.

The option "VARIABLE-SET" is also used to control the metrics that are sent to Time Series Data collection (TSD). Only
those metrics that have been defined as TSD eligible can be enabled or disabled for Time Series Data collection. On the
VARS MQ display, the column "TSD" contains the value "TSD" if eligible for Time Series Data collection.

The data collection state of each metric resets to default values (ENABLED) when the SYSVIEW Main Services address
space is started or restarted. The data collection subtask MQSDATA can be restarted without restarting the entire
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SYSVIEW address space. In this case, the data collection state of each metric remains unchanged unless "VARIABLE-
SET" statements are specified.

Option Description

VARIABLE-SET Set attributes for data collection metrics
Syntax:

VARIABLE-SET      source:metric:actions  

                  source   - WEBMQ 

                  metric   - name of data collection metric. 

                             This can be specified generically. 

                             Variable length mask character: = 

                             Fixed length mask character: * 

                             

                             An underscore character "_" can be used 

                             as a right pad character in the variable name. 

                             The underscore is ignored.       

                  actions  - actions to be applied 

 

                             ENAbled  - Enable collection 

                             DISabled - Disable collection 

                                        TSD is also disabled. 

                             TSD      - Enable TSD collection. 

                                        The metric must also 

                                        be enabled. 

                             NOTSD    - Disable TSD collection. 

Multiple actions can be specified using the following syntax: 

VARIABLE-SET WEBMQ:metric:ENABLE:TSD

MQSERIES

MQ Options
Option/Component : MQ 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : MQ commands 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

This configuration options member defines parameters and alters the default operation of the MQ component.
Entries that are coded in this member are used to override the default values.
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Option Description

API-LOAD-LIBRARY Specify the name of the MQ Interface load library. If the library is present in the STEPLIB or
LINKLIST concatenation, use the keyword LINKLIST. If multiple releases of IBM MQ are in use,
specify the library using the highest available MQ release.
Examples:
LINKLIST
MQSERIES.SCSQLOAD
Default: NONE, meaning that the MQ API modules are not loaded.

CHLAUTH-DATA-QUEUE Specify the name of the channel authorization data queue.

COMMAND-REPLY-MODEL-Q
UEUE

Specify the name of the model queue that is used for allocation of the reply-to queue used by
SYSVIEW. This option is provided for sites that define the SYSTEM.COMMAND.REPLY.MODEL
queue as DEFTYPE PERMDYN. PERMDYN queues are not automatically deleted when our MQ
connections terminate. The MQVERIFY utility does not pick up this option.

COMMAND-REPLY-QUEUE-
PREFIX

Specify the queue name prefix that is used for allocation of the reply-to queue used by SYSVIEW.
If the prefix is blank, a default prefix of qmgrssid.GSVSMQSR. is used, where qmgrssid is the ssid
of the queue manager to which SYSVIEW connects. The prefix must conform to MQ object name
standards and must be a maximum of 22 characters. An ending period is added automatically and
does not need to be specified.

BROWSE-MSG-COUNT-
MAXIMUM

Specify the maximum number of messages that are read when browsing messages using
commands like MQBROWSE, MQDEAD, MQEVENT, and MQCHAUTH.
Default: 32768.

BROWSE-MSG-LENGTH-
MAXIMUM

Specify the maximum message length that is read when browsing messages using commands
like MQBROWSE, MQDEAD, MQEVENT, and MQCHAUTH. Messages over this length are
truncated.
Default: 2048.

CHLAUTH-MSG-COUNT Specify the maximum number of messages that are read when browsing messages using
the MQCHAUTH command. This parameter has an upper limit set by the BROWSE-MSG-COUNT-
MAXIMUM parameter.
Default: 32768.

CHLAUTH-MSG-LENGTH Specify the maximum message length that is read when browsing messages using the
MQCHAUTH command. Messages over this length are truncated. This parameter has an upper limit
set by the BROWSE-MSG-LENGTH-MAXIMUM parameter.
Default: 12288.

MQBROWSE-MSG-COUNT Specify the maximum number of messages that are read when browsing messages using
the MQBROWSE command. This parameter has an upper limit set by the BROWSE-MSG-COUNT-
MAXIMUM parameter.
Default: 32768.

MQBROWSE-MSG-LENGTH Specify the maximum message length that is read when browsing messages using the
MQBROWSE command. Messages over this length are truncated. This parameter has an upper
limit set by the BROWSE-MSG-LENGTH-MAXIMUM parameter.
Default: 532.
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Option Description

MQDEAD-MSG-COUNT Specify the maximum number of messages that are read when browsing messages using
the MQDEAD command. This parameter has an upper limit set by the BROWSE-MSG-COUNT-
MAXIMUM parameter.
Default: 32768.

MQDEAD-MSG-LENGTH Specify the maximum message length that is read when browsing messages using the MQDEAD
command. Messages over this length are truncated. This parameter has an upper limit set by the
BROWSE-MSG-LENGTH-MAXIMUM parameter.
Default: 256.

MQEVENT-MSG-COUNT Specify the maximum number of messages that are read when browsing messages using the
MQEVENT command. This parameter has an upper limit set by the BROWSE-MSG-COUNT-
MAXIMUM parameter.
Default: 8192.

MQEVENT-MSG-LENGTH Specify the maximum message length that is read when browsing messages using the MQEVENT
command. Messages over this length are truncated. This parameter has an upper limit set by the
BROWSE-MSG-LENGTH-MAXIMUM parameter.
Default: 3172.

MQQUTIL-DEFAULT-DSNAME Specify the name of the MVS dataset name that is used by the MQQUTIL command to store
imported and exported messages.

SYSTEM-EVENT-QUEUE-CHA
NNEL

Specify the name of the system queue for channel events that is used by MQSeries.

SYSTEM-EVENT-QUEUE-COM
MAND

Specify the name of the system queue for command events that is used by MQSeries.

SYSTEM-EVENT-QUEUE-CON
FIG

Specify the name of the system queue for configuration events that is used by MQSeries.

SYSTEM-EVENT-QUEUE-PER
FORMANCE

Specify the name of the system queue for performance events that is used by MQSeries.

SYSTEM-EVENT-QUEUE-QM
GR

Specify the name of the system queue for queue manager events that is used by MQSeries.

MQSMON

IBM MQ Monitoring Definitions
Option/Component : IBM MQ 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : MQSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : MQMON 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

 

The IBM MQ data collector monitors IBM MQ resources. Exception or threshold alerts can be generated when resource
usage exceeds the defined range. The MQSMON parmlib member defines the resources to monitor. The following IBM
MQ-related resources are monitored:
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• Queue managers
• Queues
• Channels
• Buffers
• Pagesets

The definitions or rules that are defined in this member are used by the MQSeries data collector (MQSDATA subtask) to
determine which resources to monitor.

This member contains the following sections:

• Monitoring Section - Define resources to monitor. By default, no resources are monitored.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

• The resource name for an MQ channel is a concatenation of the channel name, connection name, and
transmission queue name.

The channel is specified in the following format:

channel\conname\xmit

Generics can be coded to simplify the definition.

Examples:

CSQ1.TO.CSQ2= 

CSQ1.TO.CSQ2\=\CSQ2

 

Monitoring

Monitoring definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. You
can add more entries to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format. For more
information, see Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

MONITOR variable QMGR qmgr RSCE resource { INCLUDE | EXCLUDE }

The default is to INCLUDE monitoring for the resource specified. If EXCLUDE is specified, monitoring does not occur for
the specified resource.

+----------+-------------------+--------------------------------+ 

| variable | Monitoring        | resource                       | 

+----------+-------------------+--------------------------------+ 

| MQQMGR   | Queue managers    | QMGR - queue manager           | 

|          |                   | Generics are allowed.          | 

+----------+-------------------+--------------------------------+ 

| MQCHAN   | Channels          | QMGR - queue manager           | 

|          |                   | RSCE - channel name            | 

|          |                   |        The channel can be      | 

|          |                   |        specified in the        | 
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|          |                   |        following format:       | 

|          |                   |        channel/conname/xmit    | 

|          |                   | Generics are allowed.          | 

|          |                   | Logical groups are supported.  | 

+----------+-------------------+--------------------------------+ 

| MQQALIAS | Alias queues      | QMGR - queue manager           | 

|          |                   | RSCE - queue name              | 

|          |                   | Generics are allowed.          | 

|          |                   | Logical groups are supported.  | 

+----------+-------------------+--------------------------------+ 

| MQQCLUST | Cluster queues    | QMGR - queue manager           | 

|          |                   | RSCE - queue name              | 

|          |                   | Generics are allowed.          | 

|          |                   | Logical groups are supported.  | 

+----------+-------------------+--------------------------------+ 

| MQQLOCAL | Local queues      | QMGR - queue manager           | 

|          |                   | RSCE - queue name              | 

|          |                   | Generics are allowed.          | 

|          |                   | Logical groups are supported.  | 

+----------+-------------------+--------------------------------+ 

| MQQMODEL | Model queues      | QMGR - queue manager           | 

|          |                   | RSCE - queue name              | 

|          |                   | Generics are allowed.          | 

|          |                   | Logical groups are supported.  | 

+----------+-------------------+--------------------------------+ 

| MQQREMOT | Remote queues     | QMGR - queue manager           | 

|          |                   | RSCE - queue name              | 

|          |                   | Generics are allowed.          | 

|          |                   | Logical groups are supported.  | 

+----------+-------------------+--------------------------------+

MQSREQS

MQ MQI Requests Historic Collection Configuration Options
Option/Component : IBM MQ 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : MQSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : MQRCONF 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

You can customize the SYSVIEW Option for IBM MQ by using the configuration options in the MQSREQS parmlib
member. The following is a sample of items that you can configure:

• Specify the type of MQI requests that are to be collected per MQ object type
• Specify the MQI request trace table configuration
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Option Description

EXCLUDE-REQUESTS-FROM
-CHIN

Exclude all requests originating from the queue manager's channel initiator. These requests are
usually requests that originated from remote queues or distributed platforms.
Default = NO

EXCLUDE-REQUESTS-FROM
-QMGR

Exclude all requests originating from the queue manager address space. These requests are mainly
command server requests to process command input.
Default = YES

REQUESTS-QUEUE The MQ data collection component collects historical data for monitored MQI queue requests based
on the value of the option.
Valid values are: ALL - Collect ALL requests NONE - Collect NO requests OPEN - Collect OPEN
requests CLOSE - Collect CLOSE requests GET - Collect GET requests PUT - Collect PUT/PUT1
requests INQ - Collect INQUIRE requests SET - Collect SET requests NOOPEN - Skip OPEN
requests NOCLOSE - Skip CLOSE requests NOGET - Skip GET requests NOPUT - Skip PUT/PUT1
requests NOINQ - Skip INQUIRE requests NOSET - Skip SET requests Default = NONE

REQUESTS-CHANNEL The MQ data collection component collects historical data for monitored MQI channel
requests based on the value of the option.
Valid values are:
ALL, NONE, OPEN, CLOSE, INQ, SET
NOOPEN, NOCLOSE, NOINQ, NOSET

Note: See REQUESTS-QUEUE for option descriptions.

Default = NONE

REQUESTS-PROCESS The MQ data collection component collects historical data for monitored MQI process
requests based on the value of the option.
Valid values are:
ALL, NONE, OPEN, CLOSE, INQ, SET
NOOPEN, NOCLOSE, NOINQ, NOSET

Note: See REQUESTS-QUEUE for option descriptions.

Default = NONE

REQUESTS-NAMELIST The MQ data collection component collects historical data for monitored MQI namelist
requests based on the value of the option.
Valid values are:
ALL, NONE, OPEN, CLOSE, INQ, SET
NOOPEN, NOCLOSE, NOINQ, NOSET

Note: See REQUESTS-QUEUE for option descriptions.

Default = NONE

REQUESTS-MGR The MQ data collection component collects historical data for monitored MQI qmgr requests based
on the value of the option.
Valid values are:
ALL, NONE, OPEN, CLOSE, INQ, SET
NOOPEN, NOCLOSE, NOINQ, NOSET

Note: See REQUESTS-QUEUE for option descriptions.

Default = NONE
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REQUESTS-SAMPLE-RATE Sample rate in increments of 10 ranging 0-100 can be specified. This value represents the
percentage of total GET/PUT activity to be monitored. The sample rate is processed before any
other filtering criteria.
Default = 100

TRACE-CONDITION-CODE-OK The option determines whether MQI requests with normal or OK condition codes are put in trace
table. The request trace table size is specified in the MQSDATA parmlib member.
Tracing normal condition codes is typically done during application development and can be turned
on dynamically using the MQRCONF command.
Valid values are: YES and NO
Default = NO

TRACE-CONDITION-CODE-W
ARNING

The option determines whether MQI requests with warning condition codes are put in trace table.
The request trace table size is specified in the MQSDATA parmlib member.
Tracing warning condition codes is typically not required for determining abnormal conditions. If
tracing is being used to collect failure conditions only, then collecting warnings can cause your
failure conditions to scroll if your trace table is not large enough. A 2070 warning condition can be
generated frequently by the CHIN for GET calls using a signal.
Turn on tracing warning conditions dynamically using the MQRCONF command.
Valid values are: YES and NO
Default = NO

TRACE-CONDITION-CODE-FA
ILED

The option determines whether MQI requests with failed condition codes are put in trace table. The
request trace table size is specified in the MQSDATA parmlib member.
Tracing failed condition codes is typically all that is required to determine abnormal conditions. You
can dynamically alter tracing failed conditions by using the MQRCONF command.
Valid values are: YES and NO
Default = YES

TRACE-REQUESTS The option determines whether request tracing is done. You can turn off tracing by setting the
table size to 0 in the MQSDATA parmlib member. You cannot turn on tracing dynamically using
the MQRCONF command if you do so.
Valid values are: ON and OFF 
Default = ON

TRACE-SKIP-2033-RSNCODE
S

This option determines whether a failure condition code with a reason code of
2033, MQRC_NO_MSG_AVAILABLE, is traced when failure condition codes are being traced.
If the TRACE-CONDITION-CODE-FAILURE parameter is being used exclusively to trace failure
conditions for the purpose of determining application problems, exclude 2033 reason codes 
because they are typically a normal part of GET processing for applications.
Valid values are: YES and NO
Default = YES

MQSSTATE

IBM MQ State Definitions
Option/Component : IBM MQ 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : MQSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : MQSTATES 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 
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System : Yes

The IBM MQ data collector monitors IBM MQ resources. Exception or state alerts can be generated when your resource
usage exceeds the defined range. The MQSSTATE parmlib member defines initial state definitions for the resources that
are monitored.
The following types of actions can occur when an exception is triggered:

• Write a message to the job log
• Write a message to the console
• Execute a predefined IMOD (REXX EXEC)
• Send an SNMP alert trap
• Send an event notification to OPS/MVS
• Send a notification to Alert Central
• Request an Event Capture

The definitions or rules that are defined in this member are used by the IBM MQ data collector (MQSDATA subtask).

This member contains the following sections:

Default Definition Values Section:
Define default definition parameter values to be used if the specific parameter is not coded on the state definition.

State Definition Section:
Define specific and generic wildcard state rules. These rules define the status that is to be associated with the
current states of resources.

State monitoring definitions differ from threshold definitions in the following ways:

• State definitions describe what actions to perform when the current state of a monitored resource matches the specific
definition or rule. Current state values for a specific resource are always character or keyword values. A status such as
NORMAL, WARNING, or PROBLEM is also associated with a state.

• Threshold definitions describe what actions to perform when the current value of a monitored resource is outside the
allowable range or rule. Current values for a specific resource are always numeric values.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

• The resource name for an MQ channel is a concatenation of the channel name, connection name, and
transmission queue name.

The channel is specified in the following format:

channel\conname\xmit

Generics can be coded to simplify the definition.

Examples:

CSQ1.TO.CSQ2= 

CSQ1.TO.CSQ2\=\CSQ2
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Default Definition Values

Assign default values for keywords by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist multiple
times in the list of definitions.

RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT 

   QMGR         = 

   RSCE         = 

   RSCEATTR     = 

   STATE        = 

   STATUS       NORMAL 

   DURATION     2 

   RULETYPE     * 

   TRIGLVL      CHANGE 

   PRIORITY     000 

   MSG          YES 

   LOG 

   SMF 

   NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEVENT  *

   NOACNOTIFY 

   NOACTICKET

   NOTRAP 

   TRAPDEST     * 

   IMOD         NO 

   IMODNAME     * 

   CAPLEVEL     NONE 

   CAPEVENT     * 

   CAPTIME      15MIN 

   ALLDAYS 

   TIMEBEGIN    * 

   TIMEEND      * 

   DESCRIPTION  *

   ENABLED 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values.
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition

Definitions for each keyword follow:

State Definitions

State definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Additional
entries can be added to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format. For more
information, see Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

DEFINE            metricname 

   QMGR           = 

   RSCE           = 
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   RSCEATTR       = 

   STATE          = 

   STATUS         NORMAL 

   DURation       duration 

   RULEtype       ruletype 

   TRIGlvl        triglevel 

   PRIority       priority 

   MSG            yesno 

   LOG          | NOLOG 

   SMF          | NOSMF 

   OPSMVS       | NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEvent    eventid

   ACNOFITY     | NOACNOTIFY 

   ACTICKET     | NOACTICKET

   TRAP         | NOTRAP 

   TRAPDest       group 

   IMOD           yesno 

   IMODNAME       imodname 

   CAPLevel       caplevel 

   CAPEvent       capeventname 

   CAPTime        captime 

   ALLDAYs      | NODAYs 

   WEEKDAYs 

   WEEKENDs 

   SUNdays      | NOSUNdays 

   MONdays      | NOMONdays 

   TUEsdays     | NOTUEsdays 

   WEDnesdays   | NOWEDnesdays 

   THUrsdays    | NOTHUrsdays 

   FRIdays      | NOFRIdays 

   SATurdays    | NOSATurdays 

   TIMEBEGin      hh:mm:ss 

   TIMEEND        hh:mm:ss 

   INClude      | EXClude 

   DESCription    text

   ENABLEd      | DISABLEd 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Variable name
QMGR Queue manager

Generic or wildcard characters can be used.
RSCE Resource argument

Generic or wildcard characters can be used.
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Keyword Description

RSCEATTR Resource attribute qualifier

If a resource attribute is specified on a definition where a resource attribute is not valid, it is ignored.
The following lists the valid resource subgroups:

Subgroup  RsceAttr  Description 

CHANNEL   CLNTCONN  Client-connection channel 

          CLUSRCVR  Cluster receiver channel 

          CLUSSDR   Cluster sender channel 

          RCVR      Receiver channel 

          RQSTR     Requester channel 

          SDR       Sender channel 

          SVR       Server channel 

          SVRCONN   Server-connection channel

STATE State value
When a resource value is equal to the defined state keyword, the state definition is triggered.
Actions that are performed are based on the rules that are defined in the specific state definition.

STATUS Status value to be associated with the "State"
Valid status values are:

Keyword Condition

NONE None
IGNORE None
NORMAL Normal
ACTIVE Normal
HIGH High
INACTIVE High
WARNING Warning
ACTION Warning
CRITICAL Problem
PROBLEM Problem

DURation The duration or number of consecutive intervals in which the STATE of the resource must be the
same value for the definition to be triggered.
Default: 2
Minimum: 1
Maximum: 60
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Keyword Description

TRIGlvl Definition trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when the definition is triggered.
Valid values:

NONE
Do not trigger rule. This value works as an exclusion rule.

CHANGE
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Trigger the definition when the "Status" value changes.

WARNING
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The status enters or leaves WARNING
• The status enters or leaves PROBLEM

PROBLEM
Trigger the definition when the status enters or leaves PROBLEM

TRACE
Trigger the definition each time the definition is checked

INClude
EXClude

Use this definition in state processing
If this definition is the best match during state processing, no actions occur. This value is the same
as coding TRIGLVL NONE.

PRIority The priority of an exception.
Use the priority to sort exceptions within a like status level such as PROBLEM.
Default: 000
Minimum: 000
Maximum: 999

MSG Send a WTO message to console when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Write message to console
NO - Do not write message to console

LOG
NOLOG

Specifies to write a record to the ddname GSVXMQS when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not write a record to the ddname GSVXMQS.

SMF
NOSMF

Specifies to create an SMF record when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not create an exception record.

OPSMVS
NOOPSMVS

Send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS.
Do not send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS.
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Keyword Description

OPSMVSEvent Specifies the OPS/MVS )API event ID to be executed when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values are:
eventid   Any valid 10 character event ID

*         Use default event ID by option:

Option Event ID

MVS CAGSVX0001
MQ CAGSVS0001
IMS CAGSVP0001
TCP CAGSVN0001
CICS CAGSVY0001

ACNOTIFY | NOACNOTIFY Specifies if a notification is sent to Alert Central when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values:

YES:
Send notification

NO:
Do not send notification

ACTICKET | NOACTICKET Specifies if Alert Central should attempt to open a ticket for the event.
Valid values:

YES:
Open ticket

NO:
Do not open ticket

TRAP
NOTRAP

Send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.

TRAPDest Specifies the name of a logical group that contains a list of IP addresses. An SNMP trap is sent to
each entry in the group.

IMOD Run IMOD specified when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Run IMOD
NO - Do not run IMOD

IMODNAME IMOD program name
If "*" is specified, the IMOD name is built dynamically as "THR_name" where "name" is the metric
name.
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Keyword Description

CAPLevel Definition capture trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when a triggered threshold requests an event to be
captured. This function requires the separate Event Capture component.
Valid values are:

NONE
Do not capture event.

CHANGE
Request event capture when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes.

HIGH
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "HIGH", "WARNING",
or "PROBLEM".

WARNING
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "WARNING" or
"PROBLEM".

PROBLEM
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "PROBLEM".

CAPEvent Event capture member name
If "*" is specified, the event name is built dynamically using the metric name. If the variable name
includes a "%", the "%" is translated to a "P". "%" is not a valid character for a member name.

CAPTime Event capture interval time
The time specified "throttles" the number of event captures that are requested. The time that is
specified is the amount of time that must elapse between identical capture requests. Minimum value
= 60 seconds

ALLDAYs The definition is eligible for use on all seven days of the week.
NODAYs The definition is not eligible for use on any day of the week.

This keyword is useful only if you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT
definition. The days of the week attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined
in the SETDEFAULT definition. If the resulting definition contains no active days after all "days of
week" attributes have been applied, the "days of week" setting will be is set to ALLDAYS.

Example: To create a definition on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the SETDEFAULT
definition, code the following text:

DEFINE metricname 

       NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE

WEEKDAYs The definition is eligible for use on the weekday, Monday through Friday.
WEEKENDs The definition is eligible for use on the weekends, Saturday, and Sunday.
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Keyword Description

SUNdays
NOSUNdays

The definition is eligible for use on Sunday.
The definition is not eligible on Sunday.

MONdays
NOMONdays

The definition is eligible for use on Monday.
The definition is not eligible on Monday.

TUEsdays
NOTUEsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Tuesday.
The definition is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays
NOWEDnesdays

The definition is eligible for use on Wednesday.
The definition is not eligible on Wednesday.

THUrsdays
NOTHUrsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Thursday.
The definition is not eligible on Thursday.

FRIdays
NOFRIdays

The definition is eligible for use on Friday.
The definition is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays
NOSATurdays

The definition is eligible for use on Saturday.
The definition is not eligible on Saturday.

TIMEBEGin The beginning time that the definition is eligible to be applied.
The time must be specified using this format: HH:MM:SS
The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 00:00:00 

MIDNIGHT - 00:00:00 

NOON     - 12:00:00

TIMEEND The end time that the definition is eligible to be applied.
The time must be specified using this format: HH:MM:SS
The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 23:59:59 

MIDNIGHT - 23:59:59 

NOON     - 12:00:00

DESCription A description of the metric name.
If a value of "*" is entered, the description is set to the description of the variable metric defined in
the parmlib member VARIABLE.

ENABLEd
DISABLEd

Enable the definition for processing.
Disable the definition for processing.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required)

MQSTHRSH

IBM MQ Threshold Definitions
Option/Component : IBM MQ 
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Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : MQSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : MQTHRESH 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The IBM MQ data collector monitors IBM MQ resources. Exception or threshold alerts can be generated when resource
usage exceeds the defined range. The MQSTHRSH parmlib member defines initial threshold definitions for the resources
that are monitored.
The following types of actions can occur when an exception is triggered:

• Write a message to the job log
• Write a message to the console
• Execute a predefined IMOD (REXX EXEC)
• Send an SNMP alert trap
• Send an event notification to OPS/MVS
• Send a notification to Alert Central
• Request an Event Capture

The definitions or rules that are defined in this member are used by the IBM MQ data collector (MQSDATA subtask).

This member contains the following sections:

• Control section:
Specify if thresholds are to be processed by data type.

• Default Definition Values section:
Define default definition parameter values to be used if the specific parameter is not coded on the threshold definition.

• Threshold Definition section:
Define specific and generic wildcard threshold rules. These rules define the allowable limits for resources. The limit
values determine the status of resources. (NORMAL, WARNING, PROBLEM).

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

• The resource name for an MQ channel is a concatenation of the channel name, connection name, and
transmission queue name.

The channel is specified in the following format:

channel\conname\xmit

Generics can be coded to simplify the definition.

Examples:

CSQ1.TO.CSQ2= 
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CSQ1.TO.CSQ2\=\CSQ2

Control

keyword parms 

Keyword - Control statement keywords 

parms - parameters 

Valid statements: 

)THRESHOLDS datatype yesno       Specifies if threshold processing is performed 

                                 for the specified "datatype". 

Valid "datatype" values: 

DataType........   Description............  Default 

MQSDATA-BUFPOOLS   MQ buffers               Yes 

MQSDATA-CHANNELS   MQ channels              Yes 

MQSDATA-DQMGRS     MQ distributed qmgr      Yes 

MQSDATA-PAGESETS   MQ pagesets              Yes 

MQSDATA-QUEUES     MQ queues                Yes 

MQSDATA-QMGRS      MQ queue managers        Yes 

Previous release compatibility: 

The ")OPTIONS datatype" statement in previous releases was specified in the MQSMON 

parmlib member. These statements are converted automatically to the new

 ")THRESHOLDS" syntax and stored in the persistent data store. 

)OPTIONS datatype 

DataType........    Converted Statement.................... 

MQBUFFERS           )THRESHOLDS MQSDATA-BUFPOOLS Yes 

MQCHANNEL           )THRESHOLDS MQSDATA-CHANNELS Yes 

MQDQMGR             )THRESHOLDS MQSDATA-DQMGRS Yes 

MQPAGESET           )THRESHOLDS MQSDATA-PAGESETS Yes 

MQQUEUE             )THRESHOLDS MQSDATA-QUEUES Yes 

MQQMGRS             )THRESHOLDS MQSDATA-QMGRS Yes 

NOMQBUFFERS         )THRESHOLDS MQSDATA-BUFPOOLS No 

NOMQCHANNEL         )THRESHOLDS MQSDATA-CHANNELS No 

NOMQDQMGR           )THRESHOLDS MQSDATA-DQMGRS No 

NOMQPAGESET         )THRESHOLDS MQSDATA-PAGESETS No 

NOMQQUEUE           )THRESHOLDS MQSDATA-QUEUES No 

NOMQQMGRS           )THRESHOLDS MQSDATA-QMGRS No

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.
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RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT 

   QMGR         = 

   RSCE         = 

   RSCEATTR     = 

   LIMIT        0 

   WARNPCT      * 

   DURATION     2 

   RULETYPE     * 

   TRIGLVL      CHANGE 

   PRIORITY     000 

   MSG          YES 

   LOG 

   SMF 

   NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEVENT  *

   NOACNOTIFY 

   NOACTICKET

   NOTRAP 

   TRAPDEST     * 

   IMOD         NO 

   IMODNAME     * 

   CAPLEVEL     NONE 

   CAPEVENT     * 

   CAPTIME      15MIN 

   ALLDAYS 

   TIMEBEGIN    * 

   TIMEEND      * 

   DESCRIPTION  *

   ENABLED 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition

Definitions for each keyword are in the following section.

Threshold Definitions

State definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Additional
entries can be added to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format. For more
information, see Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

DEFINE            metricname 

   QMGR           = 

   RSCE           = 

   RSCEATTR       = 

   LIMit          problemvalue 

   WARNIng        warningvalue 

   WARNPct        warnpct 
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   DURation       duration 

   RULEtype       ruletype 

   TRIGlvl        triglevel 

   PRIority       priority 

   MSG            yesno 

   LOG          | NOLOG 

   SMF          | NOSMF 

   OPSMVS       | NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEvent    eventid

   ACNOFITY     | NOACNOTIFY 

   ACTICKET     | NOACTICKET

   TRAP         | NOTRAP 

   TRAPDest       group 

   IMOD           yesno 

   IMODNAME       imodname 

   CAPLevel       caplevel 

   CAPEvent       capeventname 

   CAPTime        captime 

   ALLDAYs      | NODAYs 

   WEEKDAYs 

   WEEKENDs 

   SUNdays      | NOSUNdays 

   MONdays      | NOMONdays 

   TUEsdays     | NOTUEsdays 

   WEDnesdays   | NOWEDnesdays 

   THUrsdays    | NOTHUrsdays 

   FRIdays      | NOFRIdays 

   SATurdays    | NOSATurdays 

   TIMEBEGin      hh:mm:ss 

   TIMEEND        hh:mm:ss 

   INClude      | EXClude 

   DESCription    text

   ENABLEd      | DISABLEd 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Metric name
QMGR Queue manager

Generic or wildcard characters can be used.
RSCE Resource argument

Generic or wildcard characters can be used.
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Keyword Description

RSCEATTR Resource attribute qualifier

If a resource attribute is specified on a definition where a resource attribute is not valid, it is ignored.
The following is a list of valid resource subgroup:

Subgroup  RsceAttr   Description 

CHANNEL   CLNTCONN   Client-connection channel 

          CLUSRCVR   Cluster receiver channel 

          CLUSSDR    Cluster sender channel 

          RCVR       Receiver channel  

          RQSTR      Requester channel 

          SDR        Sender channel 

          SVR        Server channel 

          SVRCONN    Server-connection channel

LIMit Threshold PROBLEM limit value
WARNIng Threshold WARNING limit value
WARNPct Warning percentage of LIMIT value. This value dynamically calculates the warning limit value as a

percentage of the LIMIT value.
If an "*" is specified, the following values are used:

RuleType  WarnPct 

--------  ------- 

UPPER     75 

LOWER     125 

CHANGE    50

Example:

Upper limit threshold 

warning = limit * warnpct 

Limit     Warnpct     Warning 

  100          75          75

Example:

Lower limit threshold 

The warning limit is greater than the 

problem limit for a lower limit 

threshold. 

warning = limit * warnpct 

Limit     Warnpct     Warning 

16Meg         125       20Meg

Example:

Change threshold 

warning = limit * warnpct 

Limit     Warnpct     Warning 

    2          50           1

DURation The duration, in minutes, used to determine if there has been a change in the status of the variable.
The exception is triggered when the average value of the variable for the previous "duration" has
been exceeded.
Default: 2
Minimum: 1
Maximum: 60
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Keyword Description

RULEtype Definition rule type.
Defines the algorithm that is used to determine when the threshold is triggered.
Valid values:
• * | AUTO

Set the rule type to UPPER or LOWER based on the default rule type that is associated with the
variable name specified.

• UPPER
Upper limit threshold

• LOWER
Lower limit threshold

• ABOVE
Above limit threshold

• BELOW
Below limit threshold

• CHANGE
Change in value threshold

For more information about the rule types, see How Threshold and State Definitions Work.
TRIGlvl Definition trigger level.

Defines the process that is used to determine when the definition is triggered.
Valid values:
• NONE

Do not trigger rule. This value works as an exclusion rule.
• CHANGE

Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
– The "Status" value changes.

• NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "Status" value changes.
– The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

• STATUS
Trigger the definition when the "Status" value changes.

• WARNING
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The status enters or leaves WARNING
– The status enters or leaves PROBLEM

• PROBLEM
Trigger the definition when the status enters or leaves PROBLEM

• TRACE
Trigger the definition each time the definition is checked

INClude
EXClude

This definition is to be used in threshold processing.
If this definition is found to be the best match during threshold processing, then no actions occur. It is
the same as coding TRIGLVL NONE.

PRIority The priority of an exception. Use the priority to sort exceptions within a like status level such as
PROBLEM.
Default: 000
Minimum: 000
Maximum: 999

MSG Send a WTO message to console when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Write message to console
NO - Do not write message to console
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Keyword Description

LOG NOLOG Specifies that a record is written to the ddname GSVXMQS when the trigger level is satisfied. Do not
write a record to the ddname GSVXMQS

SMFNOSMF Specifies that an SMF record is created when the trigger level is satisfied. Do not create an
exception record

OPSMVSNOOPSMVS Send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS. Do not send an event
notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS.

OPSMVSEvent Specifies the OPS/MVS )API event ID to be executed when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values are:
  eventid   Any valid 10 character event ID

  *         Use default event ID by option:

Option Event ID

MVS CAGSVX0001
MQ CAGSVS0001
IMS CAGSVP0001
TCP CAGSVN0001
CICS CAGSVY0001

ACNOTIFY | NOACNOTIFY Specifies if a notification is sent to Alert Central when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values:
• YES: Send notification
• NO: Do not send notification

ACTICKET | NOACTICKET Specifies if Alert Central should attempt to open a ticket for the event.
Valid values:
• YES: Open ticket
• NO: Do not open ticket

TRAP
NOTRAP

Send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied. Do not send an SNMP alert trap when
the trigger level is satisfied.

TRAPDest Specifies the name of a logical group that contains a list of IP addresses. An SNMP trap is sent to
each entry in the group.

IMOD Run IMOD specified when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Run IMOD
NO - Do not run IMOD

IMODNAME IMOD program name.
If "*" is specified, the IMOD name is built dynamically as "THR_name" where "name" is the metric
name.
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Keyword Description

CAPLevel Definition capture trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when a triggered threshold requests an event to be
captured. This function requires the separate Event Capture component.
Valid values are:
• NONE

Do not capture event.
• CHANGE

Request event capture when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
– The "Status" value changes.

• NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "Status" value changes.
– The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

• STATUS
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes.

• HIGH
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "HIGH", "WARNING", or
"PROBLEM".

• WARNING
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "WARNING" or "PROBLEM".

• PROBLEM
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "PROBLEM".

CAPEvent Event capture member name.
If "*" is specified, the event name is built dynamically using the metric name. If the variable name
includes a "%", the "%" is translated to a "P". "%" is not a valid character for a member name.

CAPTime Event capture interval time.
The time specified "throttles" the number of event captures that are requested. The time that is
specified is the amount of time that must elapse between identical capture requests.
Minimum value = 60 seconds

ALLDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on all seven days of the week.
NODAYs The definition is not eligible to be used on any day of the week.

This keyword is useful only if you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT
definition. The days of the week attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined in
the SETDEFAULT definition.
If the resulting definition contains no active days after all "days of week" attributes have been
applied, the "days of week" setting is set to ALLDAYS.
Example:
To create a definition on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the SETDEFAULT definition,
code the following text:

DEFINE metricname 

       NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE

WEEKDAYs The definition is eligible for use on the weekdays, Monday through Friday.
WEEKENDs The definition is eligible for use on the weekends, Saturday, and Sunday.
SUNdays
NOSUNdays

The definition is eligible for use on Sunday.
The definition is not eligible on Sunday.

MONdays
NOMONdays

The definition is eligible for use on Monday.
The definition is not eligible on Monday.
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Keyword Description

TUEsdays
NOTUEsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Tuesday.
The definition is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays
NOWEDnesdays

The definition is eligible for use on Wednesday.
The definition is not eligible on Wednesday.

THUrsdays
NOTHUrsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Thursday.
The definition is not eligible on Thursday.

FRIdays
NOFRIdays

The definition is eligible for use on Friday.
The definition is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays
NOSATurdays

The definition is eligible for use on Saturday.
The definition is not eligible on Saturday.

TIMEBEGin The beginning time that the definition is eligible to be applied.
The time must be specified using this format: HH:MM:SS
The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 00:00:00 

MIDNIGHT - 00:00:00 

NOON     - 12:00:00

TIMEEND The end time that the definition is eligible to be applied. The time must be specified using the
following format: HH:MM:SS

The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 23:59:59 

MIDNIGHT - 23:59:59 

NOON     - 12:00:00

DESCription A description of the metric name.
If a value of "*" is entered, the description is set to the description of the variable metric defined in
the parmlib member VARIABLE.

ENABLEd
DISABLEd

Enable the definition for processing.
Disable the definition for processing.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).

MQSVARS

Setting Attributes for Data Collection Metrics
Member             : MQSVARS 

Option/Component   : IBM MQ 

Cache              : No 

Persistent Data    : No 
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Data Set Eligible 

User               : No 

Site               : Yes 

System             : Yes 

Included in Member : MQSDATA 

The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered out of the box in a separate member named MQSVARS. The MQSVARS
member is NOT read directly by the data collection subtask. Include it using the ")INCLUDE MQSVARS" statement in the
MQSDATA member. "VARIABLE-SET" statements can be coded directly in the MQSDATA parmlib member. The eligible
metric list can be viewed using the VARS MQ command.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

IMS Members
This section describes the options for the SYSVIEW Option for IMS parmlib members.

IMS

IMS Options
Option/Component : IMS 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : IMS commands 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The IMS parmlib member contains a list of configuration options that alter the default operation of the SYSVIEW Option
for IMS. These options are not saved in the profile of a user because they are global in nature.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
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Entries that are coded in this member are used to override the default values.

Option Description

USE-SUBSYS-IMSCMD This option determines if the IMSCMD command constructs the command string using the
subsystem name if MCS console support is generated for the IMS.
Valid values are:
• YES - If MCS console support is generated for the IMS, the IMSCMD constructs and issues the

command using the subsystem name command prefix.
• NO - IMSCMD command string is constructed using the traditional reply to the outstanding IMS

WTOR. Default: NO.

SPOC-WTO This option determines if the IMS$093I WTO message is issued whenever a user issues an
IMSSPOC command. To see the IMS$093I message format, see SYSVIEW Messages.
Valid values are:
• YES - The IMS$093I message is generated when a user issues an IMSSPOC command.
• NO - The IMS$093I message is not generated when a user issues an IMSSPOC command.

Default: NO.

IMSCMDS

Startup Commands
Option/Component : IMS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : IMSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The IMSCMDS parmlib member contains a list of MVS operator commands that are to be issued immediately after the
IMS data collection subtask completes initialization. The IMS data collector executes in the main address space.

The IMSCMDS member provides a convenient method of automatically starting IMS regions after SYSVIEW has been
initialized.

The format of the data is:

Cols 1:71 - MVS command to be issued 

Examples:
IF logic can be included to issue start commands for inactive jobs.

)IF SYSNAME=SYS1 

   )IF INACTIVE=job12345 

      START job12345 

   )ENDIF 

)ENDIF 
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

IMSDATA

IMS Data Collection Options
Option/Component : IMS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : IMSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

You can customize the SYSVIEW Option for IMS data collection option using the configuration options in the IMSDATA
parmlib member. The following is a sample of the items that you can configure:

• Specify the monitor, state, and threshold members
• Set attributes for data collection metrics
• Enable auto start of IMS data loggers
• Define the IMS initialization commands member
• Enable IMS monitoring options
• Enable IMS plot collection

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Option Description

IMS-LOGGER-AUTOSTART Specify if the IMS data collector is to autostart IMS logger tasks when an IMS control region
is started. Individual IMS loggers can be controlled by defining an "IMSLOGR" entry in the
IMSMON parmlib member.
Default = YES

IMS-STARTUP-COMMANDS If YES, the list of MVS operator commands in the member that is specified by the configuration
option IMS-STARTUP-COMMANDS-MEMBER are issued after the IMS data collector has
successfully initialized.
Default = YES

IMS-STARTUP-COMMANDS-
MEMBER

Specify the member name that is to be used by the IMS startup commands feature. If the member
name is specified as "NONE", the member is not processed.
Default = IMSCMDS
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LOG-PLOT-IMS-BALGRPS Log hourly IMS balance group records to the PLOT log stream.
Default = NO

LOG-PLOT-IMS-BUFPOOLS Log hourly IMS buffer pool records to the PLOT log stream.
Default = NO

LOG-PLOT-IMS-LOCKS Log hourly IMS lock records to the PLOT log stream.
Default = NO

LOG-PLOT-IMS-LTERMS Log hourly IMS LTERMS records to the PLOT log stream.
Default = NO

LOG-PLOT-IMS-OSAM Log hourly IMS OSAM buffer pool records to the PLOT log stream.
Default = NO

LOG-PLOT-IMS-OTMA Log hourly IMS OTMA records to the PLOT log stream.
Default = NO

LOG-PLOT-IMS-POOLS Log hourly IMS pool data records to the PLOT log stream.
Default = NO

LOG-PLOT-IMS-REGIONS Log hourly IMS region data records to the PLOT log stream.
Default = NO

LOG-PLOT-IMS-SYSTEM Log hourly IMS system data records to the PLOT log stream.
Default = NO

LOG-PLOT-IMS-TRANS Log hourly IMS transaction data records to the PLOT log stream.
Default = NO

LOG-PLOT-IMS-VSAM Log hourly IMS VSAM records to the PLOT log stream.
Default = NO

PARMLIB-MEMBER-IMSMON Name of the parmlib member that contains monitor definitions for IMS. If the member name is
specified as "NONE", the member is not processed.
Default = IMSMON

PARMLIB-MEMBER-IMSSTATE Name of the parmlib member that contains state definitions for IMS. If the member name is
specified as "NONE", the member is not processed.
Default = IMSSTATE

PARMLIB-MEMBER-
IMSTHRSH

Name of the parmlib member that contains threshold definitions for IMS.
Default = IMSTHRSH

Setting Attributes for Data Collection Metrics

Data collection for specific variable metrics can be controlled using the option "VARIABLE-SET". Disabling unwanted
or unneeded data collection metrics reduces CPU cycles and the amount of storage (virtual and real) used by the data
collection data spaces.

The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered by default in a separate member named IMSVARS. The IMSVARS
member is NOT read directly by the data collection subtask, it must be included using the ")INCLUDE IMSVARS"
statement as part of the IMSDATA member. "VARIABLE-SET" statements can be coded directly in the IMSDATA parmlib
member. The eligible metric list can be viewed using the VARS IMS command.

Also, the option "VARIABLE-SET" is used to control the metrics that are sent to Time Series Data collection (TSD). Only
those metrics that have been defined as TSD eligible can be enabled or disabled for TSD collection. On the VARS IMS
display, the column "TSD" contains the value "TSD" if eligible for Time Series Data collection.
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The data collection state of each metric is reset to default values (ENABLED) when the SYSVIEW Main Services
address space is started or restarted. The data collection subtask IMSDATA can be restarted without restarting the entire
SYSVIEW address space. In this case, the data collection state of each metric remains unchanged unless "VARIABLE-
SET" statements are specified.

Option Description

VARIABLE-SET Set attributes for data collection metrics
Syntax:

VARIABLE-SET      source:metric:actions  

                  source   - IMS 

                  metric   - name of data collection metric. 

                             This can be specified generically. 

                             Variable length mask character: = 

                             Fixed length mask character: * 

                             

                             An underscore character "_" can be used 

                             as a right pad character in the variable name. 

                             The underscore is ignored.       

                  actions  - actions to be applied 

 

                             ENAbled  - Enable collection 

                             DISabled - Disable collection 

                                        TSD is also disabled. 

                             TSD      - Enable TSD collection. 

                                        The metric must also 

                                        be enabled. 

                             NOTSD    - Disable TSD collection. 

Multiple actions can be specified using the following syntax: 

VARIABLE-SET IMS:metric:ENABLE:TSD

IMSLIST

IMS Control Regions
Option/Component : IMS 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : IMSLIST 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 
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The IMSLIST parmlib member provides the names and descriptions of IMS control regions that are displayed by the
IMSLIST command. If an IMS control region is defined in this member, the IMSLIST command displays the status of the
job even when it is inactive. IMS control regions, which are not defined in this member, display only when they are active.

Cols 1:4   - IMS identifier 

Col  5     - Must be blank 

Cols 6:13  - Job or started task name 

Col  14    - Must be blank 

Col  15:46 - Description 

Cols 47:80 - Ignored, can contain anything 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate IMS identifiers are ignored.

IMSLOGR

IMS Logger Options
Option/Component : IMS

Library Caching  : No

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : IMSLOGR subtask

Online Commands  : None

Data Set Eligible

User   : No

Site   : Yes

System : Yes

The IMS Data Logger collects detailed IMS transaction information. The IMS Data Loggers are subtasks that execute
in the SYSVIEW main address space. IMS Data Loggers are not required if detailed IMS transaction information is not
needed. A separate IMS Data Logger is required for each IMS control region that requires monitoring. IMS Data Loggers
use the auto start function that is defined in the IMSDATA parmlib member to start automatically when a new IMS control
region is found. The IMS Data Logger performs the logging of records that are created by the data collector, including the
logging of records to SMF and to the internal logs for online display. The IMSLOGR parmlib member provides IMS Data
Logger configuration options.
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Option Description

DynamicExit-IMSRSUM Specify whether IMS region summary records are to be passed to the dynamic exit
GSVX.IMSRSUM
Default = No

DynamicExit-IMSTRAN Specify whether IMS transaction records are to be passed to the dynamic exit GSVX.IMSTRAN
Default = No

DynamicExit-IMSTSUM Specify whether IMS transaction summary records are to be passed to the dynamic exit
GSVX.IMSTSUM
Default = No

IMSLOGR-IMLB-PURGE-INTE
RVAL

The number of minutes used to determine the maximum age allowed for active IMLBs. An IMLB is
a control block representing an active IMS transaction. Active transactions older than this value are
marked as complete so that a transaction record can be created. An example situation where this
situation might occur is for a transaction that has terminal output queued, but the output was not
received due to network problems.
Default =10 minutes

IMSREGN-SMF-RECORD-COM
PRESSION

Specify whether the region records are to be compressed before being written to IBM SMF.
Type = IMS region summary
Default = No
Setting this option to Yes requires the records to be uncompressed after they are extracted
from SMF using the IBM IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL utility. To uncompress the records, use the
EXTRACTSMF function of the GSVCUTIL utility in the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

IMSTRAN-SMF-RECORD-
COMPRESSION

Specify whether the transaction records are to be compressed before being written to IBM SMF.
Type: IMS transaction
Default: No
Setting this option to Yes requires the records to be uncompressed after they are extracted
from SMF using the IBM IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL utility. To uncompress the records, use the
EXTRACTSMF function of the GSVCUTIL utility in the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

IMSTSUM-SMF-RECORD-COM
PRESSION

Specify whether the region records are to be compressed prior to being written to IBM SMF.
Type = IMS transaction summary
Default: No
Setting this option to Yes requires the records to be uncompressed after they are extracted
from SMF using the IBM IFASMFDP or IFASMFDL utility. To uncompress the records, use the
EXTRACTSMF function of the GSVCUTIL utility in the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

LOG-IMSREGN-BMP-RECORD
S

Specify whether BMP type Region Summary records are to be recorded.
Type: IMS region summary
Default: Yes

LOG-IMSREGN-CPI-RECORDS Specify whether CPI-C type Region Summary records are to be recorded.
Type: IMS region summary
Default: Yes

LOG-IMSREGN-DBT-RECORD
S

Specify whether Region Summary records are to be recorded for CICS DBT regions.
Type: IMS region summary
Default: Yes
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Option Description

LOG-IMSREGN-FPA-RECORD
S

Specify whether Region Summary records are to be recorded for FASTPATH regions.
Type: IMS region summary
Default: Yes

LOG-IMSREGN-MPR-RECOR
DS

Specify whether Region Summary records are to be recorded for message processing regions.
Type: IMS region summary
Default: Yes

LOG-IMSREGN-RECORDS-TO
-SMF

Specify whether the region records are to be built and logged to IBM SMF.
Default: No

LOG-IMSTRAN-RECORDS-TO-
SMF

Specify if the transaction records are to be built and logged to IBM SMF.
Default: No

LOG-IMSTSUM-RECORDS-TO-
SMF

Specify if the transaction summary records are to be built and logged to IBM SMF.
Default: No

LOGSTREAM-IMSREGN-
DELETE-ALL

Specify whether the logger is to delete all existing region records.
Default: No

LOGSTREAM-IMSREGN-NAM
E

Specify the name of the MVS logger logstream that is to be used to log historical IMS region data. If
the logstream name is specified as "NONE", no logging occurs. If a log stream has not been defined,
the value is set to "NONE".

LOGSTREAM-IMSTRAN-DELE
TE-ALL

Specify whether the logger is to delete all existing transaction records.
Default: No

LOGSTREAM-IMSTRAN-NAME Specify the name of the MVS logger logstream that is to be used to log historical IMS transaction
data. If the logstream name is specified as "NONE", no logging occurs.
If a log stream has not been defined, the value is set to "NONE".

LOGSTREAM-IMSTSUM-DELE
TE-ALL

Specify whether the logger is to delete all existing transaction summary records.
Default: No

LOGSTREAM-IMSTSUM-NAME Specify the name of the MVS logger logstream that is to be used to log historical IMS transaction
summary data. If the log stream name is specified as "NONE", no logging occurs. If a log stream has
not been defined, the value is set to "NONE".
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Option Description

MONITOR-<event name> Specifies whether the event is monitored for IMS message driven (MSG), batch message
processing (BMP), or CICS Database Control (DBT) regions. Monitoring provides information such
as event counts and elapsed event times to be included in the IMS Transaction records. See the
event-names for the complete list of events.
Default: NO
To use any monitor option, install the IMSMON user exit. Monitoring some types of events might
lead to increased CPU time in IMS transactions and IMS message processing regions.
Valid Values:
• NO: The event is not monitored for any region type.
• YES: The event is monitored for all region types.
• MSG: The event is monitored for MSG regions.
• BMP: The event is monitored for BMP regions.
• DBT: The event is monitored for DBT regions.
• MSGBMP: The event is monitored for MSG and BMP regions.
• MSGDBT: The event is monitored for MSG and DBT regions.
• BMPDBT: The event is monitored for BMP and DBT regions.
This sample shows the event names and their monitor record subtypes in Hex:
ALL-EVENTS                *

BALG-DEQUEUES             47 

CHECKPOINT                50, 51

DEDB-LOCK-IWAIT           68, 69

DEDB-OTHREAD-IWAIT        72

DEDB-READ-IWAIT           57

DLA-DB                    62, 63

DLA-MSG                   64, 65

DMB-LOAD-IWAIT            18, 19

DMB64-LOAD-IWAIT          76, 77

ESS-CALLS                 48, 49

FASTPATH-ACTIVITY         58, 59

FASTPATH-BUFFER-ACTIVITY  43

FASTPATH-MSG-IWAIT        38, 39

HSAM-IWAIT                28, 29

ICAL-DLI-CALLS            70, 71

MSDB-WRITE-IWAIT          56

OSAM-IWAIT                22, 23

PI-ENQUEUE-IWAIT          66, 67

PSB-LOAD-IWAIT            16, 17

PSB64-LOAD-IWAIT          74, 75

QMGR-IWAIT                26, 27

SCHEDULER-IWAIT           14, 15

STORAGE-IWAIT             20, 21

SYNC-CALLOUT              78, 79

VSAM-IWAIT                24, 25

VSO-AREA-CASTOUT          84, 85

VSO-PRELOAD               88, 89

If ALL-EVENTS is coded to enable all events for any table (MSG, BMP, or DBT), individual events
that are coded for that table are ignored.

SMF-RECORD-TYPE SMF record number.
Default: 255
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Option Description

TRAN-DATASPACE-SIZE Specify the size of the data space used to temporarily pass logging records.

Minimum: 10M
Maximum: 2047M
Default: 256M

When any MONITOR-<eventname> is enabled and TRAN-EVENT-TRACE-LEVEL is set to DETAIL,
use the following table to help you determine the minimum safe size based on the MAXPST value
set within the IMS control region and the TRAN-EVENT-MAX-MONITORED value in this member.

+-------------------------------------------------------------+

|        |                          |       Minimum           |

| MAXPST | TRAN-EVENT-MAX-MONITORED | TRAN-DATASPACE-SIZE     |

| ------ | ------------------------ | -------------------     |

| 255    |            64            |         10M             |

| 255    |           128            |         14M             |

| 255    |           256            |         26M             |

|        |                          |                         |

| 999    |            64            |         27M             |

| 999    |           128            |         51M             |

| 999    |           256            |         99M             |

|        |                          |                         |

| 1024   |            64            |         28M             |

| 1024   |           128            |         52M             |

| 1024   |           256            |        101M             |

|        |                          |                         |      

| 2048   |            64            |         54M             |

| 2048   |           128            |        103M             |

| 2048   |           256            |        201M             |

|        |                          |                         |              

| 4095   |            64            |        106M             |

| 4095   |           128            |        204M             |

| 4095   |           256            |        401M             |

+-------------------------------------------------------------+

TRAN-EVENT-MAX-MONITOR
ED

Specifies the maximum number of Transaction history SUMMARY+ DETAIL events that can be
added to transaction history records.
Minimum: 64
Maximum: 256
Valid values: 64, 128, 256
Default: 128

TRAN-EVENT-TRACE-LEVEL Specifies the level of tracing included in the IMS transaction history. The possible values are:
• ILOG: Transaction history includes identification data, response times, and summary level DL/I

counts
• SUMMARY: Includes everything from the ILOG level above with IMS IWAIT counts and times
• DETAIL: Includes ILOG+SUMMARY level data plus detailed DL/I and ESS call statistics
Default: DETAIL
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Option Description

TRAN-HISTORY-LOG-MODE Specifies when the IMSLOGR is to write the IMS transaction records (TYPE 255 SUBTYPE 34).
Specify a threshold for the IMTRLIFE variable for this option to work properly. If no threshold is set
for IMTRLIFE, records are written regardless of what is specified here.
• ALWAYS: Transaction records are written for all transactions.
• WARNING: Transactions records are written only if the IMTRLIFE threshold returns a status of

WARNING based on the current transactions lifetime.
• PROBLEM: Transactions records are written only if the IMTRLIFE threshold returns a status of

PROBLEM based on the current transactions lifetime.
Default: ALWAYS

WILY-INTROSCOPE-
PORTLIST

Specify the name of the logical group that contains a list of port numbers. IMS integration
information is sent to this list of port numbers.
Default: NONE
The MONITOR-ESS-CALLS MSG option is required to enable the Cross-Enterprise APM IMS
Transaction Tracing.

WILY-INTROSCOPE-IPVERSI
ON

Specify the IP version required to communicate with the Introscope agents.
Valid values are:
• IPV4
• IPV6
Default: IPV4v

IMSMON

IMS Monitoring Definitions
Option/Component : IMS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : IMSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : IMSMON 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The SYSVIEW Option for IMS data collector monitors IMS system and transaction resources. Exception or threshold
alerts can be generated when resource usage exceeds the defined range. The IMSMON parmlib member defines the
system and transaction resources to monitor.
The following IMS-related resources can be monitored:

• Control regions
• Transactions
• Pools

The definitions or rules that are defined in this member are used by the IMS data collector to determine which resources
to monitor.

This member contains the following section:

• Monitoring Section - Define resources to monitor. By default, no resources are monitored.
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Monitoring

Monitoring definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE.
Additional entries can be added to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard
format. For more information, see Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

MONITOR variable IMSID ssid RSCE resource { INCLUDE | EXCLUDE }

The default is to INCLUDE monitoring for the resource specified. If EXCLUDE is specified, then monitoring does not occur
for the specified resource.

Variable Monitored Resource
IMSBALG IMS balance groups

Resource: IMS balance group name
Generic resource names are allowed. Logical groups are supported.
Logical group type: IMSBALG

IMSBUFP IMS buffer pools
Resource: IMS buffer pool name
Generic resource names are allowed. Logical groups are supported.
Logical group type: IMSBUFP

IMSDBASE IMS data base areas
Resource: IMS data base areas
Generic resource names are allowed. Logical groups are supported.
Logical group type: DBAREA
Resource names are specified using the following format:

database.areaname

IMSESUB IMS external subsystems
Resource: IMS external subsystem name
Generic resource names are allowed. Logical groups are supported.
Logical group type: IMSESUB
Resource names are specified using the following format:

jobname.subsystem

IMSID IMS control regions
Resource: IMS control region subsystem ID
Generic resource names are allowed. Logical groups are not supported.
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IMSLOGR IMS Autostart of IMS loggers
Resource: IMS control region subsystem ID
Generic resource names are allowed. Logical groups are not supported.
The usage of this monitor variable requires the following configuration option to be set in parmlib
member: IMSDATA

Configuration Option             Value 

-------------------------------- -------- 

IMS-LOGGER-AUTOSTART             Yes

IMSLTERM IMS logical terminals
Resource: IMS logical terminal
Generic resource names are allowed. Logical groups are supported.
Logical group type: IMSLTERM
Resource names are specified using the following format:

termtype.terminal

IMSOTMA IMS Open Transaction Manager Access
Resource: IMS OTMA
Generic resource names are allowed. Logical groups are supported.
Logical group type: IMSOTMA
Resource names are specified using the following format:

Tmember.Tpipe

IMSPOOL IMS pools
Resource: IMS pool name
Generic resource names are allowed. Logical groups are supported.
Logical group type: IMSPOOL
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IMSREGN IMS-dependent regions
Resource: IMS-dependent region name
Generic resource names are allowed and should be used since the PST ID is not known ahead of
time. Logical groups are supported.
Logical group type: IMSREGN
Resource names are specified using the following format:

type.jobname.pstid

Dependent Region Types

BMP Batch region
BMPE Batch region with ESS connection
BMPH Batch HSSP region
BMPM Batch message driven region
DBT CICS DBCTL region
FPM FASTPATH message region
FPME FASTPATH message region with ESS connection 
FPU FASTPATH utility region
JMP JAVA message region
JMPE JAVA message region with ESS connection
JMPI JAVA CPIC message region
JBP JAVA batch region
JBPE JAVA batch region with ESS connection
JBPH JAVA Batch HSSP region
JBPM JAVA message driven batch region
TP Message processing region
TPE Message processing with ESS connection
TPI CPIC Message processing region

IMSTRAN IMS transactions
Resource: IMS transaction name
Generic resource names are allowed. Logical groups are supported.
Logical group type: IMSTRAN

IMSSTATE

IMS State Definitions
Option/Component : IMS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : IMSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : IMSSTATE 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes
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The SYSVIEW Option for IMS data collector monitors IMS system and transaction resources. The IMSSTATE parmlib
member defines initial state definitions for the resources that are monitored.
The following types of actions can occur when an exception is triggered:

• Write a message to the job log
• Write a message to the console
• Execute a predefined IMOD (REXX EXEC)
• Send an SNMP alert trap
• Send an event notification to OPS/MVS
• Send a notification to Alert Central
• Request an Event Capture

The definitions or rules that are defined in this member are used by the IMS data collector (IMSDATA subtask). This
member contains the following sections:

Default Definition Values Section:
Define default definition parameter values to use if the specific parameter is not coded on the state definition.

State Definition Section:
Define specific and generic wildcard state rules. These rules define the status that is associated with the current
states of resources.

State monitoring definitions differ from threshold definitions in the following ways:

• State definitions describe what actions are performed when the current state of a monitored resource matches the
specific definition or rule. Current state values for a specific resource are always character or keyword values. A status
such as NORMAL, WARNING, or PROBLEM is also associated with a state.

• Threshold definitions describe what actions are performed when the current value of a monitored resource is outside
the allowable range or rule. Current values for a specific resource are always numeric values.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT

   IMSID        =

   RSCE         = 

   STATE        = 

   STATUS       NORMAL 

   DURATION     2 

   RULETYPE     * 

   TRIGLVL      CHANGE 

   PRIORITY     000 

   MSG          YES 
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   LOG 

   SMF 

   NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEVENT  *

   NOACNOTIFY 

   NOACTICKET

   NOTRAP 

   TRAPDEST     * 

   IMOD         NO 

   IMODNAME     * 

   CAPLEVEL     NONE 

   CAPEVENT     * 

   CAPTIME      15MIN 

   ALLDAYS 

   TIMEBEGIN    * 

   TIMEEND      * 

   DESCRIPTION  *

   ENABLED 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition

Definitions for each keyword follow.

State Definitions

State definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Additional
entries can be added to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format. For more
information, see Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

DEFINE            metricname 

   IMSID          = 

   RSCE           = 

   STATE          = 

   STATUS         NORMAL 

   DURation       duration 

   RULEtype       ruletype 

   TRIGlvl        triglevel 

   PRIority       priority 

   MSG            yesno 

   LOG          | NOLOG 

   SMF          | NOSMF 

   OPSMVS       | NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEvent    eventid

   ACNOFITY     | NOACNOTIFY 

   ACTICKET     | NOACTICKET

   TRAP         | NOTRAP 

   TRAPDest       group 

   IMOD           yesno 
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   IMODNAME       imodname 

   CAPLevel       caplevel 

   CAPEvent       capeventname 

   CAPTime        captime 

   ALLDAYs      | NODAYs 

   WEEKDAYs 

   WEEKENDs 

   SUNdays      | NOSUNdays 

   MONdays      | NOMONdays 

   TUEsdays     | NOTUEsdays 

   WEDnesdays   | NOWEDnesdays 

   THUrsdays    | NOTHUrsdays 

   FRIdays      | NOFRIdays 

   SATurdays    | NOSATurdays 

   TIMEBEGin      hh:mm:ss 

   TIMEEND        hh:mm:ss 

   INClude      | EXClude 

   DESCription    text

    ENABLEd      | DISABLEd 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Variable name
IMSID IMS subsystem ID

Generic or wildcard characters can be used
RSCE Resource argument

Generic or wildcard characters can be used
STATE State value

When a resource value is equal to the defined state keyword, the state definition is triggered.
Actions that are performed are based on the rules that are defined in the specific state definition.

STATUS Status value to be associated with the "State"
Valid status values are:

Keyword Condition

NONE None
IGNORE None
NORMAL Normal
ACTIVE Normal
HIGH High
INACTIVE High
WARNING Warning
ACTION Warning
CRITICAL Problem
PROBLEM Problem
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Keyword Description

DURation The duration or number of consecutive intervals in which the STATE of the resource must be the
same value for the definition to be triggered.
Default: 2 Minimum: 1 Maximum: 60

TRIGlvl Definition trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when the definition is triggered.
Valid values:

NONE
Do not trigger rule. This value works as an exclusion rule.

CHANGE
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Trigger the definition when the "Status" value changes.

WARNING
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The status enters or leaves WARNING
• The status enters or leaves PROBLEM

PROBLEM
Trigger the definition when the status enters or leaves PROBLEM

TRACE
Trigger the definition each time the definition is checked

INClude
EXClude

This definition is to be used in state processing. If this definition is found to be the best match during
state processing, no actions occur. This value is the same as coding TRIGLVL NONE.

PRIority The priority of an exception. The priority can be used to sort exceptions within a like status level
such as PROBLEM.
Default: 000
Minimum: 000
Maximum: 999

MSG Send a WTO message to console when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Write message to console NO - Do not write message to console

LOG
NOLOG

Specifies that a record is to be written to the ddname GSVXIMS when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not write a record to the ddname GSVXIMS.

SMF
NOSMF

Specifies that an SMF record is created when the trigger level is satisfied. Do not create an
exception record.

OPSMVS NOOPSMVS Send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS. Do not send an event
notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS.
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Keyword Description

OPSMVSEvent Specifies the OPS/MVS )API event ID to be executed when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values are:
eventid   Any valid 10 character event ID

*         Use default event ID by option:

Option Event ID

MVS CAGSVX0001
MQ CAGSVS0001
IMS CAGSVP0001
TCP CAGSVN0001
CICS CAGSVY0001

ACNOTIFY | NOACNOTIFY Specifies if a notification is sent to Alert Central when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values:

YES:
Send notification

NO:
Do not send notification

ACTICKET | NOACTICKET Specifies if Alert Central should attempt to open a ticket for the event.
Valid values:

YES:
Open ticket

NO:
Do not open ticket

TRAP NOTRAP Send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.

TRAPDest Specifies the name of a logical group that contains a list of IP addresses. An SNMP trap is sent to
each entry in the group.

IMOD Run IMOD specified when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Run IMOD NO - Do not run IMOD

IMODNAME IMOD program name
If "*" is specified, the IMOD name is built dynamically as "THR_name" where "name" is the metric
name.
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Keyword Description

CAPLevel Definition capture trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when a triggered threshold requests an event to be
captured. This function requires the separate Event Capture component.
Valid values are:

NONE
Do not capture event.

CHANGE
Request event capture when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes.

HIGH
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "HIGH", "WARNING",
or "PROBLEM".

WARNING
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "WARNING" or
"PROBLEM".

PROBLEM
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "PROBLEM".

CAPEvent Event capture member name
If "*" is specified, then the event name is built dynamically using the metric name. If the variable
name includes a "%", the "%" is translated to a "P". "%" is not a valid character for a member name.

CAPTime Event capture interval time
The time that is specified is used to "throttle" the number of event captures that are requested. The
time that is specified is the amount of time that must elapse between identical capture requests.
Minimum value = 60 seconds

ALLDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on all seven days of the week.
NODAYs The definition is not eligible to be used on any day of the week.

This keyword is useful only if you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT
definition. The days of the week attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined
in the SETDEFAULT definition. If the resulting definition contains no active days after all "days of
week" attributes have been applied, the "days of week" setting is set to ALLDAYS.
Example: To create a definition only on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the
SETDEFAULT definition, code the following text:

DEFINE metricname 

       NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE

WEEKDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekdays (Monday through Friday).
WEEKENDs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekends (Saturday and Sunday).
SUNdays NOSUNdays The definition is eligible for use on Sunday. The definition is not eligible on Sunday.
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Keyword Description

MONdays NOMONdays The definition is eligible for use on Monday.
The definition is not eligible on Monday.

TUEsdays
NOTUEsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Tuesday. The definition is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays
NOWEDnesdays

The definition is eligible for use on Wednesday. The definition is not eligible on Wednesday.

THUrsdays
NOTHUrsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Thursday. The definition is not eligible on Thursday.

FRIdays
NOFRIdays

The definition is eligible for use on Friday.
The definition is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays NOSATurdays The definition is eligible for use on Saturday.
The definition is not eligible on Saturday.

TIMEBEGin The beginning time that the definition is eligible to be applied. The time must be specified using this
format: HH:MM:SS

The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*         - 00:00:00 

MIDNIGHT  - 00:00:00 

NOON      - 12:00:00

TIMEEND The end time that the definition is eligible to be applied. The time must be specified using this
format: HH:MM:SS
The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*         - 23:59:59 

MIDNIGHT  - 23:59:59 

NOON      - 12:00:00

DESCription A description of the metric name.
If a value of "*" is entered, the description is set to the description of the variable metric defined in
the parmlib member VARIABLE.

ENABLEd DISABLEd Enable the definition for processing.
Disable the definition for processing.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required)

IMSTHRSH

IMS Threshold Definitions
Option/Component : IMS 
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Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : IMSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : IMSTHRSH 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The SYSVIEW Option for IMS data collector monitors IMS system and transaction resources. Exception or threshold
alerts can be generated when resource usage exceeds the defined range.

Threshold processing for system and transaction summary metrics occurs on an interval basis. Threshold processing for
transaction metrics occurs when each instance of a transaction ends.

The IMSTHRSH parmlib member defines initial threshold definitions for the resources that are to be monitored. The
following types of actions can occur when an exception is triggered:

• Write a message to the job log
• Write a message to the console
• Execute a predefined IMOD (REXX EXEC)
• Send an SNMP alert trap
• Send an event notification to OPS/MVS
• Send a notification to Alert Central
• Request an Event Capture

The definitions or rules that are defined in this member are used by the IMS data collector (IMSDATA subtask).
This member contains the following sections:

Control section:
Specify whether thresholds are processed by data type

Default Definition Values section:
Define default definition parameter values to use if the specific parameter is not coded on the threshold definition

Threshold Definition section:
Define specific and generic wildcard threshold rules. These rules define the allowable limits for resources. The
limit values determine the status of resources (NORMAL, WARNING, PROBLEM).

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Control
keyword     parms 

Keyword - Control statement keywords
parms - parameters
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Valid statements:

)THRESHOLDS datatype yesno Specifies whether threshold processing is performed for the
specified "datatype"

Valid "datatype" values:

DataType Description Default

IMSDATA-BALGRPS Balance groups Yes
IMSDATA-BUFPOOLS Buffer pools Yes
IMSDATA-DATABASE Database areas Yes
IMSDATA-ESUBSYS External subsystems Yes
IMSDATA-LOCKS Locks Yes
IMSDATA-LTERMS Logical terminals Yes
IMSDATA-OSAM OSAM Yes
IMSDATA-OTMA OTMA Yes
IMSDATA-POOLS Pools Yes
IMSDATA-REGIONS Dependent regions Yes
IMSDATA-SYSTEM System information Yes
IMSDATA-TRANSUM Transaction summary Yes
IMSDATA-VSAM VSAM Yes

Previous release compatibility:

The ")OPTIONS datatype" statement in previous releases was specified in the IMSMON parmlib member. These
statements are converted automatically to the new ")THRESHOLDS" syntax and stored in the persistent data store.

)OPTIONS datatype:

DataType Converted Statement

IMSPOOLS )THRESHOLDS IMSDATA-POOLS Yes

IMSSYSTEM )THRESHOLDS IMSDATA-SYSTEM Yes

IMSTRANS )THRESHOLDS IMSDATA-TRANSUM Yes

NOIMSPOOLS )THRESHOLDS IMSDATA-POOLS No

NOIMSSYSTEM )THRESHOLDS IMSDATA-SYSTEM No

NOIMSTRANS )THRESHOLDS IMSDATA-TRANSUM No

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT 

    IMSID        = 

    RSCE         = 

    LIMIT        0 

    WARNPCT      * 
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    DURATION     2 

    RULETYPE     * 

    TRIGLVL      CHANGE 

    PRIORITY     000 

    MSG          YES 

    LOG 

    SMF 

    NOOPSMVS 

    OPSMVSEVENT  *

    NOACNOTIFY 

    NOACTICKET

    NOTRAP 

    TRAPDEST     * 

    IMOD         NO 

    IMODNAME     * 

    CAPLEVEL     NONE 

    CAPEVENT     * 

    CAPTIME      15MIN 

    ALLDAYS 

    TIMEBEGIN    * 

    TIMEEND      * 

    DESCRIPTION  *

    ENABLED 

ENDDEFAULT 

Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition

Definitions for each keyword follow.

Threshold Definitions

Threshold definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE.
Additional entries can be added to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format.
For more information, see Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

DEFINE            metricname 

   IMSID          = 

   RSCE           = 

   LIMit          problemvalue 

   WARNIng        warningvalue 

   WARNPct        warnpct 

   DURation       duration 

   RULEtype       ruletype 

   TRIGlvl        triglevel 

   PRIority       priority 

   MSG            yesno 

   LOG          | NOLOG 

   SMF          | NOSMF 

   OPSMVS       | NOOPSMVS 
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   OPSMVSEvent    eventid

   ACNOFITY     | NOACNOTIFY 

   ACTICKET     | NOACTICKET

   TRAP         | NOTRAP 

   TRAPDest       group 

   IMOD           yesno 

   IMODNAME       imodname 

   CAPLevel       caplevel 

   CAPEvent       capeventname 

   CAPTime        captime 

   ALLDAYs      | NODAYs 

   WEEKDAYs 

   WEEKENDs 

   SUNdays      | NOSUNdays 

   MONdays      | NOMONdays 

   TUEsdays     | NOTUEsdays 

   WEDnesdays   | NOWEDnesdays 

   THUrsdays    | NOTHUrsdays 

   FRIdays      | NOFRIdays 

   SATurdays    | NOSATurdays 

   TIMEBEGin      hh:mm:ss 

   TIMEEND        hh:mm:ss 

   INClude      | EXClude 

   DESCription    text

   ENABLEd      | DISABLEd 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Metric name
IMSID IMS subsystem ID

Can use generic or wildcard characters.
RSCE Resource argument

Can use generic or wildcard characters.
LIMIT Threshold PROBLEM limit value
WARNIng Threshold WARNING limit value
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Keyword Description

WARNPct Warning percentage of LIMIT value. This value dynamically calculates the warning limit value as a
percentage of the LIMIT value. If an "*" is specified, the following values are used:

RuleType  WarnPct 

--------  ------- 

UPPER     75 

LOWER     125 

CHANGE    50  Example: Upper limit threshold

         warning = limit * warnpct 

         Limit     Warnpct     Warning 

           100          75          75 Example: Lower limit threshold 

         The warning limit is greater than the 

         problem limit for a lower limit 

         threshold. 

         warning = limit * warnpct 

         Limit     Warnpct     Warning 

          16MG         125        20MG Example: Change threshold 

         warning = limit * warnpct 

         Limit     Warnpct     Warning 

             2          50           1 

DURation The duration, in minutes, used to determine whether there has been a change in the status of
the variable. The exception is triggered when the average value of the variable for the previous
"duration" has been exceeded.
Default: 2 Minimum: 1 Maximum: 60

RULEtype Definition rule type.
Defines the algorithm that is used to determine when the threshold is triggered.
Valid values:

*
| AUTO
Set the rule type to UPPER or LOWER based on the default rule type that is
associated with the variable name specified.

UPPER
Upper limit threshold

LOWER
Lower limit threshold

ABOVE
Above limit threshold

BELOW
Below limit threshold

CHANGE
Change in value threshold

For more information about the rule types, see How Threshold and State Definitions Work.
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Keyword Description

TRIGlvl Definition trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when the definition is triggered.
Valid values:

NONE
Do not trigger rule. This value works as an exclusion rule.

CHANGE
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Trigger the definition when the "Status" value changes.

WARNING
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The status enters or leaves WARNING
• The status enters or leaves PROBLEM

PROBLEM
Trigger the definition when the status enters or leaves PROBLEM

TRACE
Trigger the definition each time the definition is checked

INClude
EXClude

Use this definition in threshold processing. If this definition is found to be the best match during
threshold processing, then no actions occur. This value is the same as coding TRIGLVL NONE.

PRIority The priority of an exception. The priority can be used to sort exceptions within a like status level
such as PROBLEM.
Default: 000
Minimum: 000
Maximum: 999

MSG Send a WTO message to console when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Write message to console
NO - Do not write message to console

LOG NOLOG Specifies that a record is written to the ddname GSVXIMS when the trigger level is satisfied. Do not
write a record to the ddname GSVXIMS.

SMF
NOSMF

Specifies that an SMF record is created when the trigger level is satisfied. Do not create an
exception record.

OPSMVS
NOOPSMVS

Send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to the product OPS/MVS. Do not send
an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to the product OPS/MVS.
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Keyword Description

OPSMVSEvent Specifies the OPS/MVS )API event ID to be executed when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values are:
  eventid   Any valid 10 character event ID

  *         Use default event ID by option:

Option Event ID

MVS CAGSVX0001
MQ CAGSVS0001
IMS CAGSVP0001
TCP CAGSVN0001
CICS CAGSVY0001

ACNOTIFY | NOACNOTIFY Specifies if a notification is sent to Alert Central when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values:

YES:
Send notification

NO:
Do not send notification

ACTICKET | NOACTICKET Specifies if Alert Central should attempt to open a ticket for the event.
Valid values:

YES:
Open ticket

NO:
Do not open ticket

TRAPNOTRAP Send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied. Do not send an SNMP alert trap when
the trigger level is satisfied.

TRAPDest Specifies the name of a logical group that contains a list of IP addresses. An SNMP trap is sent to
each entry in the group.

IMOD IMOD specified when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Run IMOD
NO - Do not run IMOD

IMODNAME Run IMOD program name. If "*" is specified, the IMOD name is built dynamically as "THR_name"
where "name" is the metric name.
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Keyword Description

CAPLevel Definition capture trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when a triggered threshold requests an event to be
captured. This function requires the separate Event Capture component.
Valid values are:

NONE
Do not capture event.

CHANGE
Request event capture when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes.

HIGH
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "HIGH", "WARNING",
or "PROBLEM".

WARNING
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "WARNING" or
"PROBLEM".

PROBLEM
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "PROBLEM".

CAPEvent Event capture member name. If "*" is specified, then the event name is dynamically built using the
metric name. If the variable name includes a "%", the "%" is translated to a "P". "%" is not a valid
character for a member name.

CAPTime Event capture interval time. The time that is specified is used to "throttle" the number of event
captures that are requested. The time that is specified is the amount of time that must elapse
between identical capture requests. Minimum value = 60 seconds

ALLDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on all seven days of the week.
NODAYs The definition is not eligible to be used on any day of the week. This keyword is useful only if

you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT definition. The days of the week
attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined in the SETDEFAULT definition.

If the resulting definition contains no active days after all "days of week" attributes have been
applied, the "days of week" setting is set to ALLDAYS.

Example: To create a definition on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the SETDEFAULT
definition, code the following text:

DEFINE metricname 

       NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE 

WEEKDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekdays (Monday through Friday).
WEEKENDs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekends (Saturday and Sunday).
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Keyword Description

SUNdays
NOSUNdays

The definition is eligible for use on Sunday.
The definition is not eligible on Sunday.

MONdays
NOMONdays

The definition is eligible for use on Monday. The definition is not eligible on Monday.

TUEsdays
NOTUEsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Tuesday.
The definition is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays NOWEDnesdays The definition is eligible for use on Wednesday.
The definition is not eligible on Wednesday.

THUrsdays NOTHUrsdays The definition is eligible for use on Thursday. The definition is not eligible on Thursday.
FRIdays
NOFRIdays

The definition is eligible for use on Friday.
The definition is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays
NOSATurdays

The definition is eligible for use on Saturday.
The definition is not eligible on Saturday.

TIMEBEGin The beginning time that the definition is eligible to be applied. The time must be specified using the
following format: HH:MM:SS

The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 00:00:00 

MIDNIGHT - 00:00:00 

NOON     - 12:00:00 

TIMEEND The end time that the definition is eligible to be applied. The time must be specified using the
following format: HH:MM:SS

The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 23:59:59 

MIDNIGHT - 23:59:59 

NOON     - 12:00:00 

DESCription A description of the metric name.
If a value of "*" is entered, the description is set to the description of the variable metric defined in
the parmlib member VARIABLE.

ENABLEd
DISABLEd

Enable the definition for processing. Disable the definition for processing.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).
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IMSTYPE

IMS Record Type Descriptions
Option/Component : IMS 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The IMSTYPE parmlib member associates a text description with an IMS monitor log record type and subtype.
Definitions are created using keyword and value parameters. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Each
keyword and value pair must be coded on the same line.
Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The values that are specified in the
default definition are used by subsequent definitions that do not have all keywords that are coded. The SETDEFAULT
definition can be coded multiple times in this member. The default values that are assigned are in effect from that point
forward.

RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT 

  TYPE           000 

  SUBType        000 

  DESC           ' ' 

  FORMAT         @ 

ENDDEFAULT 

DEFine 

  TYPE           nnn 

  SUBType        nnn 

  DESC           'description test enclosed in quotes' 

  FORMAT         module 

ENDdefine 

Keyword Description of Value

DEFine Beginning of definition

TYPE Record type
The value must be in the range of 0 to 255. The type and subtype values can also be
defined together as 000:000. If the first character of the type or subtype value is type:subtype is
an "x", the value is interpreted as a hexadecimal value.

SUBType Record subtype.
Some, but not all records have subtypes. The value must be in the range of 0 to 255.

DESC Record description.
The description of the record must be enclosed in single quotes. The maximum description length is
48 characters, not including the single quotes.
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FORMAT Name of the record formatting module. Any valid member name can be used.
* - An asterisk can be coded as a place holder. If coded, no format routine is used.
@ - An at symbol can be coded to use the default formatting routine that is supplied with
the product.
If a record is requested to be formatted and a format routine is unavailable, the record displays in
dump format.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).

SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition.

ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition.

RESETDefault Reset default definition values back to the following original defaults:
TYPE         000 

SUBTYPE      000 

DESC         ' ' 

FORMAT       @ 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

IMSVARS

Setting Attributes for Data Collection Metrics
Member             : IMSVARS 

Option/Component   : IMS 

Cache              : No 

Persistent Data    : No 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User               : No 

Site               : Yes 

System             : Yes 

Included in Member : IMSDATA 

The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered by default in a separate member named IMSVARS. The IMSVARS
member is NOT read directly by the data collection subtask. Include it using the ")INCLUDE IMSVARS" statement in the
IMSDATA member. "VARIABLE-SET" statements can be coded directly in the IMSDATA parmlib member. The eligible
metric list can be viewed using the VARS IMS command.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

JVM Members
This section describes the options for the SYSVIEW JVM component parmlib members.
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SVWODATA

JVM Data Collection Options

Option/Component : JVM 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : JVMDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : None

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

You can customize the SYSVIEW JVM data collector using the configuration options in the SVWODATA parmlib member.
The following is a sample of the items that you can configure:

• Set attributes for data collection metrics

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Setting Attributes for Data Collection Metrics

You can control data collection for specific variable metrics using the "VARIABLE-SET" option. Disabling unwanted or
unneeded data collection metrics reduces CPU cycles and the amount of storage (both virtual and real) used by the data
collection data spaces. 

The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered by default in a separate member named SVWOSVAR. Because the
SVWOSVAR member is NOT read directly by the data collection subtask, you must add the ")INCLUDE SVWOSVAR"
statement to the SVWODATA member. If desired, you can code "VARIABLE-SET" statements directly in the SVWODATA
parmlib member. To view the eligible metric list, use the VARS JVM command.

The data collection state of each metric is reset to default values (ENABLED) when the SYSVIEW Main Services address
space is started or restarted. The SVWODATA data collection subtask can be restarted without restarting the entire
SYSVIEW address space. In this case, the data collection state of each metric remains unchanged unless "VARIABLE-
SET" statements are specified.
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 Option Description 

VARIABLE-SET  Set attributes for data collection metrics
Syntax:

VARIABLE-SET      source:metric:actions  

                  source   - JVM 

                  metric   - name of data collection

 metric. 

                             This can be specified

 generically. 

                             Variable-length mask

 character: = 

                             Fixed-length mask

 character: * 

                             

                             An underscore character

 "_" can be used 

                             as a right pad

 character in the variable name. 

                             The underscore is

 ignored.       

                  actions  - actions to be applied 

 

                             ENAbled  - Enable

 collection 

                             DISabled - Disable

 collection 

SVWOMON

JVM Monitoring Definitions

Option/Component : JVM 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : JVMDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : JVMMON 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The SYSVIEW JVM data collector monitors Java Virtual Machines. Exception or threshold alerts can be generated when
resource usage exceeds the defined range. The SVWOMON parmlib member defines the JVM resources to be monitored.
The following resources can be monitored:
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• JVMs required to be active

The definitions or rules that are defined in this member are used by the JVM data collector to determine which resources
to monitor.

This member contains the following section:

• Monitoring Section - Define resources to monitor. By default, no resources are monitored.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed length mask character - '*'

Monitoring

Statement syntax:

MONITOR metric RSCE resource  { INCLUDE | EXCLUDE }

The default is to INCLUDE monitoring for the resource specified. If EXCLUDE is specified, then monitoring does not occur
for the specified resource.
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Variable Monitored Resource
JVMAPPL JVMs that are required to be active.

Generics cannot be used in the resource name.
Syntax:    MONITOR  JVMAPPL

                    RSCE     

 jobname.asitype.application

                    INCLUDE

Example:   MONITOR  JVMAPPL

                    RSCE     

 CICSPROD.CICS.CICS_CICSP001_DFHJVMS

                    INCLUDE

A JVM monitored application is defined as:

 jobname.asitype.application

                                                    

         

jobname     - The jobname of the address space where

 the JVM is executing.

asitype     - The address space identification type.

         

              The JVMLIST command displays a list of

 discovered JVMs. 

              The "ASIType" field contains the type

 for the JVM.

application - The Java application name.

              The application value is obtained from

 the JVM's environment variable SYSVIEW_APPLICATION

              during the discovery initialization

 process.    

              The JVMLIST command displays a list of

 discovered JVMs. 

              The "Application" field contains the

 application name for the JVM.

SVWOSCHD

Scheduled Events
Member             : SVWOSCHD

Option/Component   : JVM

Cache              : No 

Persistent Data    : Yes

Data Set Eligible 

User               : No 

Site               : Yes 

System             : Yes

Included in Member : SCHEDULE
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

JVM Data Collection
DEFINE JVM-COLLECT

       GROUP      JVMDATA

       DESC       'JVM data collection - Data metrics      '

       TYPE       RECUR

       ALLDAYS

       DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND *

       TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND *

       EVERY      1MINUTE

       LIMIT      NOLIMIT

       FUNCTION   JVMDATA-COLLECT

       PARMS      *

       DISABLED

ENDDEFINE

DEFINE JVM-REQAPPL                                                      

       GROUP      JVMDATA                                               

       DESC       'JVM data collection - Required appls    '            

       TYPE       RECUR                                                 

       ALLDAYS                                                          

       DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND *                                   

       TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND *                                   

       EVERY      1MINUTE                                               

       LIMIT      NOLIMIT                                               

       FUNCTION   JVMDATA-REQAPPL                                       

       PARMS      *                                                     

       DISABLED                                                         

ENDDEFINE

SVWOSTAT

JVM State Definitions
Option/Component : JVM 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : JVMDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : JVMSTATE 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The SYSVIEW JVM data collector monitors Java Virtual Machines. The SVWOSTAT parmlib member defines initial state
definitions for the resources that are monitored.
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The following types of actions can occur when an exception is triggered:

• Write a message to the job log
• Write a message to the console
• Execute a predefined IMOD (REXX EXEC)
• Send an SNMP alert trap
• Send an event notification to OPS/MVS
• Send a notification to Alert Central
• Request an Event Capture

The definitions or rules that are defined in this member are used by the JVM data collector (JVMDATA subtask). This
member contains the following sections:

Default Definition Values Section:
Define default definition parameter values to use if the specific parameter is not coded on the state definition.

State Definition Section:
Define specific and generic wildcard state rules. These rules define the status that is associated with the current
states of resources.

State monitoring definitions differ from threshold definitions in the following ways:

• State definitions describe what actions are performed when the current state of a monitored resource matches the
specific definition or rule. State values for a specific resource are character or keyword values. A status such as
NORMAL, WARNING, or PROBLEM is also associated with a state.

• Threshold definitions describe what actions are performed when the current value of a monitored resource is outside
the allowable range or rule. Values for a specific resource are numeric values.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT 

   RSCE         = 

   STATE        = 

   STATUS       NORMAL 

   DURATION     2 

   RULETYPE     * 

   TRIGLVL      CHANGE 

   PRIORITY     000 

   MSG          YES 

   LOG 

   SMF 

   NOOPSMVS 
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   OPSMVSEVENT  *

   NOACNOTIFY 

   NOACTICKET

   NOTRAP 

   TRAPDEST     * 

   IMOD         NO 

   IMODNAME     * 

   CAPLEVEL     NONE 

   CAPEVENT     * 

   CAPTIME      15MIN 

   ALLDAYS 

   TIMEBEGIN    * 

   TIMEEND      * 

   DESCRIPTION  *

   ENABLED 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description
RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition

Definitions for each keyword follow.

State Definitions

State definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Additional
entries can be added to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format. For more
information, see Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

DEFINE            metricname 

   RSCE           = 

   STATE          = 

   STATUS         NORMAL 

   DURation       duration 

   RULEtype       ruletype 

   TRIGlvl        triglevel 

   PRIority       priority 

   MSG            yesno 

   LOG          | NOLOG 

   SMF          | NOSMF 

   OPSMVS       | NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEvent    eventid

   ACNOFITY     | NOACNOTIFY 

   ACTICKET     | NOACTICKET

   TRAP         | NOTRAP 

   TRAPDest       group 

   IMOD           yesno 

   IMODNAME       imodname 

   CAPLevel       caplevel 

   CAPEvent       capeventname 

   CAPTime        captime 
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   ALLDAYs      | NODAYs 

   WEEKDAYs 

   WEEKENDs 

   SUNdays      | NOSUNdays 

   MONdays      | NOMONdays 

   TUEsdays     | NOTUEsdays 

   WEDnesdays   | NOWEDnesdays 

   THUrsdays    | NOTHUrsdays 

   FRIdays      | NOFRIdays 

   SATurdays    | NOSATurdays 

   TIMEBEGin      hh:mm:ss 

   TIMEEND        hh:mm:ss 

   INClude      | EXClude 

   DESCription    text

   ENABLEd      | DISABLEd 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Variable name
RSCE Resource argument

Generic or wildcard characters can be used
STATE State value

When a resource value is equal to the defined state keyword, the state definition is triggered.
Actions that are performed are based on the rules that are defined in the specific state definition.

STATUS Status value to be associated with the "State"
Valid status values are:

Keyword Condition

NONE None
IGNORE None
NORMAL Normal
ACTIVE Normal
HIGH High
INACTIVE High
WARNING Warning
ACTION Warning
CRITICAL Problem
PROBLEM Problem

DURation The duration or number of consecutive intervals in which the STATE of the resource must be the
same value for the definition to be triggered.
Default: 2
Minimum: 1
Maximum: 60
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Keyword Description

TRIGlvl Definition trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when the definition is triggered.
Valid values:

NONE
Do not trigger rule. This value works as an exclusion rule.

CHANGE
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Trigger the definition when the "Status" value changes.

WARNING
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The status enters or leaves WARNING
• The status enters or leaves PROBLEM

PROBLEM
Trigger the definition when the status enters or leaves PROBLEM

TRACE
Trigger the definition each time the definition is checked

INClude
EXClude

This definition is to be used in state processing.
If this definition is found to be the best match during state processing, no actions occur. This value is
the same as coding TRIGLVL NONE.

PRIority The priority of an exception.
The priority can be used to sort exceptions within a like status level such as PROBLEM.
Default: 000
Minimum: 000
Maximum: 999

MSG Send WTO message to console when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Write message to console
NO - Do not write message to console

LOG
NOLOG

Specifies that a record is to be written to the ddname GSVXIMS when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not write a record to the ddname GSVXIMS.

SMF
NOSMF

Specifies that an SMF record is created when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not create an exception record.

OPSMVS
NOOPSMVS

Send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS.
Do not send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS.
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Keyword Description

OPSMVSEvent Specifies the OPS/MVS )API event ID to be executed when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values are:
  eventid   Any valid 10 character event ID

  *         Use default event ID by option:

Option Event ID

MVS CAGSVX0001
MQ CAGSVS0001
IMS CAGSVP0001
JVM CAGSVO0001
TCP CAGSVN0001
CICS CAGSVY0001

ACNOTIFY | NOACNOTIFY Specifies if a notification is sent to Alert Central when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values:

YES:
Send notification

NO:
Do not send notification

ACTICKET | NOACTICKET Specifies if Alert Central should attempt to open a ticket for the event.
Valid values:

YES:
Open ticket

NO:
Do not open ticket

TRAP
NOTRAP

Send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.

TRAPDest Specifies the name of a logical group that contains a list of IP addresses. An SNMP trap is sent to
each entry in the group.

IMOD Run IMOD specified when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Run IMOD
NO - Do not run IMOD

IMODNAME IMOD program name
If "*" is specified, the IMOD name is built dynamically as "THR_name" where "name" is the metric
name.
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Keyword Description

CAPLevel Definition capture trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when a triggered threshold requests an event to be
captured. This function requires the separate Event Capture component.
Valid values are:

NONE
Do not capture event.

CHANGE
Request event capture when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes.

HIGH
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "HIGH", "WARNING",
or "PROBLEM".

WARNING
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "WARNING" or
"PROBLEM".

PROBLEM
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "PROBLEM".

CAPEvent Event capture member name
If "*" is specified, the event name is built dynamically using the metric name. If the variable name
includes a "%", the "%" is translated to a "P". "%" is not a valid character for a member name.

CAPTime Event capture interval time
The time that is specified is used to "throttle" the number of event captures that are requested. The
time that is specified is the amount of time that must elapse between identical capture requests.
Minimum value = 60 seconds

ALLDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on all seven days of the week.
NODAYs The definition is not eligible to be used on any day of the week.

This keyword is useful only if you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT
definition. The days of the week attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined in
the SETDEFAULT definition.
If the resulting definition contains no active days after all "days of week" attributes have been
applied, the "days of week" setting is set to ALLDAYS.
Example:
To create a definition on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the SETDEFAULT definition,
code the following text:

DEFINE metricname 

       NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE

WEEKDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekdays (Monday through Friday).
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Keyword Description

WEEKENDs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekends (Saturday and Sunday).
SUNdays
NOSUNdays

The definition is eligible for use on Sunday.
The definition is not eligible on Sunday.

MONdays
NOMONdays

The definition is eligible for use on Monday.
The definition is not eligible on Monday.

TUEsdays
NOTUEsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Tuesday.
The definition is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays
NOWEDnesdays

The definition is eligible for use on Wednesday.
The definition is not eligible on Wednesday.

THUrsdays
NOTHUrsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Thursday.
The definition is not eligible on Thursday.

FRIdays
NOFRIdays

The definition is eligible for use on Friday.
The definition is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays
NOSATurdays

The definition is eligible for use on Saturday.
The definition is not eligible on Saturday.

TIMEBEGin The beginning time that the definition is eligible to be applied. The time must be specified using this
format: HH:MM:SS

The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*         - 00:00:00 

MIDNIGHT  - 00:00:00 

NOON      - 12:00:00

TIMEEND The end time that the definition is eligible to be applied. The time must be specified using this
format: HH:MM:SS
The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*         - 23:59:59 

MIDNIGHT  - 23:59:59 

NOON      - 12:00:00

DESCription A description of the metric name.
If a value of "*" is entered, the description is set to the description of the variable metric defined in
the parmlib member VARIABLE.

ENABLEd
DISABLEd

Enable the definition for processing.
Disable the definition for processing.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required)
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SVWOSVAR

Setting Attributes for Data Collection Metrics
Member             : SVWOSVAR 

Option/Component   : JVM

Cache              : No 

Persistent Data    : No 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User               : No 

Site               : Yes 

System             : Yes 

Included in Member : SVWODATA 

The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered by default in a separate member named SVWOSVAR. Because
this member is NOT read directly by the data collection subtask, add the ")INCLUDE SVWOSVAR" statement to the
SVWODATA member. If desired, code "VARIABLE-SET" statements directly in the SVWODATA parmlib member. To view
the eligible metric list, use the VARS JVM command.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

System Condition Monitor Members
This section describes the options for the SYSVIEW system condition monitor parmlib members.

SCM

System Condition Monitor Entry Definitions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : CA GSS IMOD - SCMDRIVE 

Online Commands  : SCM 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The SYSVIEW System Condition Monitor (SCM) component provides a single focal point for problem determination and
resolution. The SCM parmlib member defines the information that the System Condition Monitor is to manage.

The GSS product is a component of Common Components and Services. The System Condition Monitor collection
process executes as IMODS in the GSS address space. IMODs are intelligent modules that are written using a compiled
REXX language.

SYSVIEW subtasks and online user sessions do not directly use this member. This member is input to the IMOD
SCMDRIVE and is not used by the primary SYSVIEW address space.
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This member contains two sections:

• Control section - Control configuration options.
• Definitions section - Define individual SCM entries and detail entries.

Control
Keyword     Parameter values 

)keyword    values 

Keyword     - Keyword may start in any column, but must be the first word in any line. 

              )INTERVAL seconds 

                 The )INTERVAL keyword defines the interval time, in seconds, in which the SCM process 

                 processes the defined entry list. If seconds is set to 60, then the process wakes up every 

                 60 seconds and processes the requested entries. 

                 Default = 60 

              )EOF 

                 The )EOF keyword marks the logical end of file. Any data following is ignored. 

Definitions

Entry definitions are created using keywords and values. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. You can
assign default values for keyword by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist multiple
times in the list of definitions.

RESETDEFAULT 

SETDEFAULT 

   INTERVAL   seconds 

   IMOD       imodname 

   PARMS      parameters 

DEFINE        system  type  name 

   INTERVAL   seconds 

   IMOD       imodname 

   PARMS      parameters 

   DETAILIMOD imodname parms 

   .          .        . 

   DETAILIMOD imodname parms 

Keyword Description
DEFINE Beginning of definition. Defines the unique key to associate with this definition.

system   - system name. 

           If "*", then this entry is defined to all systems. 

type     - entry type. 

           Examples: 

           MVS, CICS, MQSERIES 

name     - entry name. 

           Descriptive name of contents. 
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INTERVAL Update interval in seconds. Set this value to a multiple of the value specified on the ")INTERVAL seconds"
statement.

IMOD Name of IMOD to be executed. If "*", only detail IMODs are executed to create the information of the entry
(this is the default). Special considerations must be taken if an IMOD is specified. If specified, no detail
IMODs are executed. The specified IMOD is in full control of the entry.

PARMS Parameters to be passed to the IMOD specified.
DETAILIMOD Name of detail IMOD to be executed. Multiple detail IMODs can be specified. The detail IMODs create the

detailed information collected for each SCM entry:
• imodname - Name of IMOD to be executed.
• parms - Parameters to be passed to the IMOD specified.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition.
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition (not required).
RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

SCMDCOM

System Condition Monitor
Option/Component : DATACOM 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : CA GSS IMOD SCM_DATACOM 

Online Commands  : SCM 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The SCMDCOM parmlib member is input to the System Condition Monitor SCM_DATACOM IMOD. The data in this
member defines alert values for Datacom metrics. SYSVIEW subtasks and online user sessions do not directly use this
member.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

System Id          - System ID name. 

                     * indicates all systems 

Jobname            - Datacom job name 

Log Full Warning   - Log full warning percentage 

Log Full Problem   - Log full problem percentage
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SCMDESC

System Condition Monitor Entry Descriptions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : CA GSS IMOD SCMDESC 

Online Commands  : SCM 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The SCMDESC parmlib member associates a text description with a System Condition Monitor summary entry. SYSVIEW
subtasks and online user sessions do not directly use this member.
This member is input to the SCMDESC IMOD and is not used by the primary SYSVIEW address space.

System   Type     Name      Description..................... 

*        MVS      ALERTS    MVS system alerts 

 

Column            Description of value 

----------------- ------------------------------------------------ 

System            System name. If "*", then all system names. 

Type              Entry type as defined in SCM parmlib member. 

Name              Entry name as defined in SCM parmlib member. 

Description       Description of SCM entry.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

SCMSPACE

System Condition Monitor
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : CA GSS IMOD SCM_SPACE 

Online Commands  : SCM 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 
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The SCMSPACE parmlib member is input to the System Condition Monitor SCM_SPACE IMOD. The data in this member
defines alert or exception values for DASD space usage. SYSVIEW subtasks and online user sessions do not directly use
this member. This member is not used by the primary SYSVIEW address space.

Volumes to be monitored are specified by the volume selection criteria (volume, unit, usage, storgrp).

Sysname   Volume  Unit  Usage    Storgrp   Warning Problem 

*         =       =     STORAGE  =         90      95 

Column            Description of value 

----------------- ------------------------------------------------ 

Sysname           System name. If "*", then all system names. 

Volume            Volume name 

Unit              Unit ID 

Usage             Usage status 

                  Valid entries are: 

                     All 

                     PRivate 

                     PUblic 

                     Storage 

Warning           Allocation warning limit percentage 

Problem           Allocation problem limit percentage 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

SCMSTGRP

System Condition Monitor
Option/Component : Base 

Cache            : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : CA GSS IMOD SCM_STORGRP 

Online Commands  : SCM 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The SCMSTGRP parmlib member is input to the System Condition Monitor SCM_STORGRP IMOD. The data in this
member defines alert or exception values for SMS storage group space usage. SYSVIEW subtasks and online user
sessions do not directly use this member. This member is not used by the primary SYSVIEW address space. SMS
storage groups to be monitored by storage group name.
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Sysname   Storgrp   Warning Problem 

*         name      80      95 

All parameters must be coded.

If you only want to have a problem and normal status, no warning limit, code the Warning value equal to the Problem
value.

Example:

Sysname   Storgrp   Warning Problem 

*         name      95      95 

 

Column              Description of Value 

-----------------   ------------------------------------------------ 

Sysname             System name. If "*", then all system names. 

Storgrp             Name of the SMS storage group. 

Warning             Total used space percentage 

Problem             Total used space percentage 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

TCP/IP Members
This section describes the options for the SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP parmlib members.

IPPORTS

The IPPORTS parmlib member provides the names and descriptions of TCP and UDP port numbers. The names are
used on TCPIP option commands to name the ports that display.

IP Port Name Table
Option/Component : TCP/IP 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : IPPORTS 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

This member is for naming purposes only. Any application using a port that is described in this member does not
necessarily mean that the application is actually performing the function that is described by entry in this member. The
product ships with the Well-Known Ports that are assigned by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) .
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The Well-Known Ports are those ports in the range of 0 through 1023. This member is not limited to Well-Known Ports.
Ports from the Registered Ports range, 1024 through 49151, or the Dynamic or Private range, 49152 through 65535, can
be defined too.

If a duplicate port number for the same protocol is found, the first one listed is the one used.

Cols 1:16  -  Port name 

Col  17    -  Must be blank 

Cols 18:22 -  Port number 

Col  23    -  Must be blank 

Col  24:26 -  TCP indicates that the port is a TCP port 

Col  27    -  Must be blank 

Cols 28:30 -  UDP indicates that the port is a UDP port 

Col  31    -  Must be blank 

Cols 32:72 -  The description of the port. Note: The 

              descriptions of the Well Known Ports may 

              be truncated from the original ones 

              on the IANA web site to fit into the 40 

              characters allowed in this field.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

TCPDATA

TCP/IP Data Collection Options
Option/Component : TCP/IP 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : TCPDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

You can customize the SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP data collection option using the configuration options in the
TCPDATA parmlib member. The following sample shows the items that you can configure:

• Specify the monitor, state, and threshold members
• Enable monitoring options
• Set attributes for data collection metrics
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Option Description

LOG-PLOT-TCP-SYSTEM Log hourly data records to the PLOT log stream for TCP/IP system statistics.
Default = NO

PARMLIB-MEMBER-TCPMON Name of the parmlib member that contains monitor definitions for TCP. If the member name is
specified as "NONE", the member is not processed.
Default = TCPMON

PARMLIB-MEMBER-TCPSTATE Name of the parmlib member that contains state definitions for TCP. If the member name is
specified as "NONE", the member is not processed.
Default = TCPSTATE

PARMLIB-MEMBER-
TCPTHRSH

Name of the parmlib member that contains threshold definitions for TCP.
Default = TCPTHRSH

Setting Attributes for Data Collection Metrics

Data collection for specific variable metrics can be controlled using the option "VARIABLE-SET". Disabling unwanted
or unneeded data collection metrics reduces CPU cycles and the amount of storage (virtual and real) used by the data
collection data spaces.

The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered out of the box in a separate member named TCPVARS. The TCPVARS
member is NOT read directly by the data collection subtask. Include it using the ")INCLUDE TCPVARS" statement in the
TCPDATA member. "VARIABLE-SET" statements can be coded directly in the TCPDATA parmlib member. The eligible
metric list can be viewed using the VARS TCPIP command.

The option "VARIABLE-SET" is also used to control the metrics that are sent to Time Series Data collection (TSD). Only
those metrics that have been defined as TSD eligible can be enabled or disabled for TSD collection. On the VARS TCPIP
display, the column "TSD" contains the value "TSD" if eligible for TSD collection.

The data collection state of each metric is reset to default values (ENABLED) when the SYSVIEW Main Services
address space is started or restarted. The data collection subtask TCPDATA can be restarted without restarting the entire
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SYSVIEW address space. In this case, the data collection state of each metric remains unchanged unless "VARIABLE-
SET" statements are specified.

Option Description

VARIABLE-SET Set attributes for data collection metrics
Syntax:

VARIABLE-SET      source:metric:actions  

                  source   - TCPIP 

                  metric   - name of data collection metric. 

                             This can be specified generically. 

                             Variable length mask character: = 

                             Fixed length mask character: * 

                             

                             An underscore character "_" can be used 

                             as a right pad character in the variable name. 

                             The underscore is ignored.       

                  actions  - actions to be applied 

 

                             ENAbled  - Enable collection 

                             DISabled - Disable collection 

                                        TSD is also disabled. 

                             TSD      - Enable TSD collection. 

                                        The metric must also 

                                        be enabled. 

                             NOTSD    - Disable TSD collection. 

Multiple actions can be specified using the following syntax: 

VARIABLE-SET TCPIP:metric:ENABLE:TSD

TCPMON

TCP/IP Monitoring Definitions
Option/Component : TCP/IP 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : TCPDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : TCPMON 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP data collector monitors TCP/IP jobnames or stacks. Exception or threshold alerts can
be generated when resource usage exceeds the defined range. The TCPMON parmlib member defines the TCP/IP
jobnames to monitor.
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The definitions or rules that are defined in this member are used by the TCP/IP data collector (TCPDATA subtask) to
determine which resources to monitor.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Monitoring

By default, no resources are monitored. Monitoring definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition
MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. You can add entries to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in
generic or wildcard format. For more information, see Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

MONITOR variable TCPID jobname              { INCLUDE | EXCLUDE } 

                                              ~~~~~~~

The default is to INCLUDE monitoring for the resource specified. If EXCLUDE is specified, monitoring does not occur for
the specified resource.

+----------+-------------------+--------------------------------+ 

| variable | Monitoring        | resource                       | 

+----------+-------------------+--------------------------------+ 

| TCPID    | TCP/IP jobnames   | TCPID - TCP/IP jobname         | 

|          |                   | Generics are allowed.          | 

+----------+-------------------+--------------------------------+ 

 

TCPSTATE

TCP/IP State Definitions
Option/Component : TCP/IP 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : TCPDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : TCPSTATE 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP data collector monitors TCP/IP resources. Exception or state alerts can be generated
when resource usage exceeds the defined range.

The TCPSTATE parmlib member defines initial state definitions for the resources that are monitored.

The following types of actions can occur when an exception is triggered:
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• Write a message to the log
• Write a message to the console
• Execute a predefined IMOD (REXX EXEC)
• Send an SNMP alert trap
• Send an event notification to OPS/MVS
• Send a notification to Alert Central
• Request an Event Capture

The definitions or rules that are defined in this member are used by the TCP/IP data collector (TCPDATA subtask).

This member contains the following sections:

Default Definition Values Section:
Define default definition parameter values to use if the specific parameter is not coded on the state definition.

State Definition Section:
Define specific and generic wildcard state rules. These rules define the status that is to be associated with the
current states of resources.

State monitoring definitions differ from threshold definitions in the following ways:

• State definitions describe what actions to perform when the current state of a monitored resource matches the specific
definition or rule. Current state values for a specific resource are always character or keyword values. A status such as
NORMAL, WARNING, or PROBLEM is also associated with a state.

• Threshold definitions describe what actions to perform when the current value of a monitored resource is outside the
allowable range or rule. Current values for a specific resource are always numeric values.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT 

   TCPID        = 

   RSCE         = 

   STATE        = 

   STATUS       NORMAL 

   DURATION     2 

   RULETYPE     * 

   TRIGLVL      CHANGE 

   PRIORITY     000 

   MSG          YES 

   LOG 

   SMF 

   NOOPSMVS 
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   OPSMVSEVENT  * 

   NOACNOTIFY 

   NOACTICKET

   NOTRAP 

   TRAPDEST     * 

   IMOD         NO 

   IMODNAME     * 

   CAPLEVEL     NONE 

   CAPEVENT     * 

   CAPTIME      15MIN 

   ALLDAYS 

   TIMEBEGIN    * 

   TIMEEND      * 

   DESCRIPTION  *

   ENABLED 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values.
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition.
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition.

Definitions for each keyword are provided in the following section.

State Definitions

State definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Additional
entries can be added to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format. For more
information, see Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

DEFINE            metricname 

   TCPID          = 

   RSCE           = 

   STATE          = 

   STATUS         NORMAL 

   DURation       duration 

   RULEtype       ruletype 

   TRIGlvl        triglevel 

   PRIority       priority 

   MSG            yesno 

   LOG          | NOLOG 

   SMF          | NOSMF 

   OPSMVS       | NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEvent    eventid

   ACNOFITY     | NOACNOTIFY 

   ACTICKET     | NOACTICKET

   TRAP         | NOTRAP 

   TRAPDest       group 

   IMOD           yesno 

   IMODNAME       imodname 

   CAPLevel       caplevel 

   CAPEvent       capeventname 
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   CAPTime        captime 

   ALLDAYs      | NODAYs 

   WEEKDAYs 

   WEEKENDs 

   SUNdays      | NOSUNdays 

   MONdays      | NOMONdays 

   TUEsdays     | NOTUEsdays 

   WEDnesdays   | NOWEDnesdays 

   THUrsdays    | NOTHUrsdays 

   FRIdays      | NOFRIdays 

   SATurdays    | NOSATurdays 

   TIMEBEGin      hh:mm:ss 

   TIMEEND        hh:mm:ss 

   INClude      | EXClude 

   DESCription    text

   ENABLEd      | DISABLEd 

ENDDEFINE

You can code multiple keywords on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Variable name.
TCPID TCP/IP jobname

Generic or wildcard characters can be used.
RSCE Resource argument.

Generic or wildcard characters can be used.
STATE State value.

When a resource value is equal to the defined state keyword, the state definition is triggered.
Actions that are performed are based on the rules that are defined in the specific state definition.

STATUS Status value to be associated with the "State". Valid status values are:

Keyword Condition

NONE None
IGNORE None
NORMAL Normal
ACTIVE Normal
HIGH High
INACTIVE High
WARNING Warning
ACTION Warning
CRITICAL Problem
PROBLEM Problem

DURation The duration or number of consecutive intervals in which the STATE of the resource must be the
same value for the definition to trigger.
Default: 2
Minimum: 1
Maximum: 60
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Keyword Description

TRIGlvl Definition trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when the definition is triggered.
Valid values:

NONE
Do not trigger rule. This value works as an exclusion rule.

CHANGE
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Trigger the definition when the "Status" value changes.

WARNING
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The status enters or leaves WARNING
• The status enters or leaves PROBLEM

PROBLEM
Trigger the definition when the status enters or leaves PROBLEM

TRACE
Trigger the definition each time the definition is checked

INClude
EXClude

Use this definition in state processing.
If this definition is found to be the best match during state processing, then no actions occur. This
value is the same as coding TRIGLVL NONE.

PRIority The priority of an exception.
The priority can be used to sort exceptions within a like status level such as PROBLEM.
Default: 000
Minimum: 000
Maximum: 999

MSG Send a WTO message to console when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Write message to console
NO - Do not write message to console

LOG
NOLOG

Specifies that a record is to be written to the ddname GSVXTCP when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not write a record to the ddname GSVXTCP.

SMF
NOSMF

Specifies that an SMF record is created when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not create an exception record.

OPSMVS
NOOPSMVS

Send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS.
Do not send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS.
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Keyword Description

OPSMVSEvent Specifies the OPS/MVS )API event ID to be executed when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values are:
eventid   Any valid 10 character event ID

*         Use default event ID by option:

Option Event ID

MVS CAGSVX0001
MQ CAGSVS0001
IMS CAGSVP0001
TCP CAGSVN0001
CICS CAGSVY0001

ACNOTIFY | NOACNOTIFY Specifies if a notification is sent to Alert Central when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values:

YES:
Send notification

NO:
Do not send notification

ACTICKET | NOACTICKET Specifies if Alert Central should attempt to open a ticket for the event.
Valid values:

YES:
Open ticket

NO:
Do not open ticket

TRAP
NOTRAP

Send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.

TRAPDest Specifies the name of a logical group that contains a list of IP addresses. An SNMP trap is sent to
each entry in the group.

IMOD Run IMOD specified when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Run IMOD
NO - Do not run IMOD

IMODNAME IMOD program name.
If "*" is specified, the IMOD name is built dynamically as "THR_name" where "name" is the metric
name.
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Keyword Description

CAPLevel Definition capture trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when a triggered threshold requests an event to be
captured. This function requires the separate Event Capture component.
Valid values are:

NONE
Do not capture event.

CHANGE
Request event capture when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes.

HIGH
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "HIGH", "WARNING",
or "PROBLEM".

WARNING
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "WARNING" or
"PROBLEM".

PROBLEM
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "PROBLEM".

CAPEvent Event capture member name.
If "*" is specified, the event name is built dynamically using the metric name. If the variable name
includes a "%", the "%" is translated to a "P". "%" is not a valid character for a member name.

CAPTime Event capture interval time. The time that is specified is used to "throttle" the number of event
captures that are requested. The time that is specified is the amount of time that must elapse
between identical capture requests.
Minimum value = 60 seconds

ALLDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on all seven days of the week.
NODAYs The definition is not eligible to be used on any day of the week.

This keyword is useful only if you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT
definition. The days of the week attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined in
the SETDEFAULT definition.
If the resulting definition contains no active days after all "days of week" attributes have been
applied, the "days of week" setting will be set to ALLDAYS.
Example:
To create a definition on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the SETDEFAULT definition,
code the following text:

DEFINE metricname 

       NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE

WEEKDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekdays, Monday through Friday.
WEEKENDs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekends, Saturday, and Sunday.
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Keyword Description

SUNdays
NOSUNdays

The definition is eligible for use on Sunday.
The definition is not eligible on Sunday.

MONdays
NOMONdays

The definition is eligible for use on Monday.
The definition is not eligible on Monday.

TUEsdays
NOTUEsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Tuesday.
The definition is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays
NOWEDnesdays

The definition is eligible for use on Wednesday.
The definition is not eligible on Wednesday.

THUrsdays
NOTHUrsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Thursday.
The definition is not eligible on Thursday.

FRIdays
NOFRIdays

The definition is eligible for use on Friday.
The definition is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays
NOSATurdays

The definition is eligible for use on Saturday.
The definition is not eligible on Saturday.

TIMEBEGin The beginning time that the definition is eligible to be applied.
The time must be specified using this format: HH:MM:SS
The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 00:00:00 

MIDNIGHT - 00:00:00 

NOON     - 12:00:00

TIMEEND The end time that the definition is eligible to be applied.
The time must be specified using this format: HH:MM:SS
The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 23:59:59 

MIDNIGHT - 23:59:59 

NOON     - 12:00:00

DESCription A description of the metric name.
If a value of "*" is entered, the description is set to the description of the variable metric defined in
the parmlib member VARIABLE.

ENABLEd
DISABLEd

Enable the definition for processing.
Disable the definition for processing.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).

TCPTHRSH

TCP/IP Threshold Definitions
Option/Component : TCP/IP 
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Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : TCPDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : TCPTHRSH 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP data collector monitors TCP/IP resources. Exception or threshold alerts can be
generated when resource usage exceeds the defined range. The TCPTHRSH parmlib member defines the resources to
monitor. The alerting mechanism can trigger any of the following actions:

• Write a message to the job log
• Write a message to the console
• Execute a predefined IMOD (REXX EXEC)
• Send an SNMP alert trap
• Send an event notification to OPS/MVS
• Send a notification to Alert Central
• Request an Event Capture

The definitions or rules that are defined in this member are used by the TCP/IP data collector (TCPDATA subtask) to
specify individual or generic wildcard threshold definitions.

This member contains the following sections:

Control section:
Specify if thresholds are to be processed by data type.

Default Definition Values section:
Define default definition parameter values to be used if the specific parameter is not coded on the threshold
definition.

Threshold Definition section:
Define specific and generic wildcard threshold rules. These rules define the allowable limits for resources.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Control
keyword     parms

Keyword - Control statement keywords 

parms   - parameters 

Valid statements: 

)THRESHOLDS datatype yesno       Specifies if threshold processing is performed for the specified "datatype". 
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Valid "datatype" values: 

DataType........    Description............     Default. 

TCPDATA-SYSTEM      System data                 Yes

Previous release compatibility:
The ")OPTIONS datatype" statement in previous releases was specified in the TCPMON parmlib member. These
statements are converted automatically to the new ")THRESHOLDS" syntax and stored in the persistent data store.

)OPTIONS datatype 

DataType........    Converted Statement.................... 

TCPSYSTEM           )THRESHOLDS    TCPDATA-SYSTEM    Yes 

NOTCPSYSTEM         )THRESHOLDS    TCPDATA-SYSTEM    No

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT 

   TCPID        = 

   RSCE         = 

   LIMIT        0 

   WARNPCT      * 

   DURATION     2 

   RULETYPE     * 

   TRIGLVL      CHANGE 

   PRIORITY     000 

   MSG          YES 

   LOG 

   SMF 

   NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEVENT  *

   NOACNOTIFY 

   NOACTICKET

   NOTRAP 

   TRAPDEST     * 

   IMOD         NO 

   IMODNAME     * 

   CAPLEVEL     NONE 

   CAPEVENT     * 

   CAPTIME      15MIN 

   ALLDAYS 

   TIMEBEGIN    * 

   TIMEEND      * 

   DESCRIPTION  *

   ENABLED 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values.
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition.
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Keyword Description

ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition.

Definitions for each keyword are provided in the following section.

Threshold Definitions

Threshold definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE.
Additional entries can be added to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format.
For more information, see Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

DEFINE            metricname 

   TCPID          = 

   RSCE           = 

   LIMit          problemvalue 

   WARNIng        warningvalue 

   WARNPct        warnpct 

   DURation       duration 

   RULEtype       ruletype 

   TRIGlvl        triglevel 

   PRIority       priority 

   MSG            yesno 

   LOG          | NOLOG 

   SMF          | NOSMF 

   OPSMVS       | NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEvent    eventid

   ACNOFITY     | NOACNOTIFY 

   ACTICKET     | NOACTICKET

   TRAP         | NOTRAP 

   TRAPDest       group 

   IMOD           yesno 

   IMODNAME       imodname 

   CAPLevel       caplevel 

   CAPEvent       capeventname 

   CAPTime        captime 

   ALLDAYs      | NODAYs 

   WEEKDAYs 

   WEEKENDs 

   SUNdays      | NOSUNdays 

   MONdays      | NOMONdays 

   TUEsdays     | NOTUEsdays 

   WEDnesdays   | NOWEDnesdays 

   THUrsdays    | NOTHUrsdays 

   FRIdays      | NOFRIdays 

   SATurdays    | NOSATurdays 

   TIMEBEGin      hh:mm:ss 

   TIMEEND        hh:mm:ss 

   INClude      | EXClude 

   DESCription    text

   ENABLEd      | DISABLEd 

ENDDEFINE
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Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Metric name.
TCPID TCP/IP jobname

Generic or wildcard characters can be used.
RSCE Resource argument.

Generic or wildcard characters can be used.
LIMit Threshold PROBLEM limit value.
WARNIng Threshold WARNING limit value.
WARNPct Warning percentage of LIMIT value. This value dynamically calculates the warning limit value as a

percentage of the LIMIT value.
If an "*" is specified, the following values are used:

RuleType   WarnPct 

--------   ------- 

UPPER      75 

LOWER      125 

CHANGE     50 

Example: Upper limit threshold 

         warning = limit * warnpct 

         Limit     Warnpct     Warning 

           100          75          75 

Example: Lower limit threshold 

         The warning limit is greater than the 

         problem limit for a lower limit threshold. 

         warning = limit * warnpct 

         Limit     Warnpct     Warning 

          16Mg         125        20Mg 

Example: Change threshold 

         warning = limit * warnpct 

         Limit     Warnpct     Warning 

             2          50           1

DURation The duration, in minutes, used to determine if there has been a change in the status of the variable.
The exception is triggered when the average value of the variable for the previous "duration" has
been exceeded.
Default: 2
Minimum: 1
Maximum: 60
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Keyword Description

RULEtype Definition rule type.
Defines the algorithm that is used to determine when the threshold is triggered.
Valid values:

*
| AUTO
Set the rule type to UPPER or LOWER based on the default rule type that is
associated with the variable name specified.

UPPER
Upper limit threshold

LOWER
Lower limit threshold

ABOVE
Above limit threshold

BELOW
Below limit threshold

CHANGE
Change in value threshold

For more information about the rule types, see How Threshold and State Definitions Work.
TRIGlvl Definition trigger level. Defines the process that is used to determine when the definition is triggered.

Valid values:

NONE
Do not trigger rule. This value works as an exclusion rule.

CHANGE
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Trigger the definition when the "Status" value changes.

WARNING
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The status enters or leaves WARNING
• The status enters or leaves PROBLEM

PROBLEM
Trigger the definition when the status enters or leaves PROBLEM

TRACE
Trigger the definition each time the definition is checked

INClude
EXClude

This definition is used in threshold processing.
If this definition is found to be the best match during threshold processing, no actions occur. This is
the same as coding TRIGLVL NONE.
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Keyword Description

PRIority The priority of an exception. The priority can be used to sort exceptions within a like status level
such as PROBLEM.
Default: 000
Minimum: 000
Maximum: 999

MSG Send a WTO message to console when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Write message to console
NO - Do not write message to console

LOG
NOLOG

Specifies that a record is written to the ddname GSVXTCP when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not write a record to the ddname GSVXTCP

SMF
NOSMF

Specifies that an SMF record is created when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not create an exception record.

OPSMVS
NOOPSMVS

Send an event notification to OPS/MVS when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not send an event notification to OPS/MVS when the trigger level is satisfied.

OPSMVSEvent Specifies the OPS/MVS )API event ID to be executed when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values are:
eventid   Any valid 10 character event ID

 *         Use default event ID by option:

Option Event ID

MVS CAGSVX0001
MQ CAGSVS0001
IMS CAGSVP0001
TCP CAGSVN0001
CICS CAGSVY0001

ACNOTIFY | NOACNOTIFY Specifies if a notification is sent to Alert Central when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values:

YES:
Send notification

NO:
Do not send notification

ACTICKET | NOACTICKET Specifies if Alert Central should attempt to open a ticket for the event.
Valid values:

YES:
Open ticket

NO:
Do not open ticket

TRAP
NOTRAP

Send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.

TRAPDest Specifies the name of a logical group that contains a list of IP addresses. An SNMP trap is sent to
each entry in the group.

IMOD Run IMOD specified when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Run IMOD
NO - Do not run IMOD
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Keyword Description

IMODNAME IMOD program name.
If "*" is specified, the IMOD name is built dynamically as "THR_name" where "name" is the metric
name.

CAPLevel Definition capture trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when a triggered threshold requests an event to be
captured. This function requires the separate Event Capture component.
Valid values are:

NONE
Do not capture event.

CHANGE
Request event capture when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes.

HIGH
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "HIGH", "WARNING",
or "PROBLEM".

WARNING
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "WARNING" or
"PROBLEM".

PROBLEM
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "PROBLEM".

CAPEvent Event capture member name.
If "*" is specified, the event name is built dynamically using the metric name. If the variable name
includes a "%", the "%" is translated to a "P". "%" is not a valid character for a member name.

CAPTime Event capture interval time. The time specified "throttles" the number of event captures that are
requested. The time that is specified is the amount of time that must elapse between identical
capture requests.
Minimum value = 60 seconds

ALLDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on all seven days of the week.
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Keyword Description

NODAYs The definition is not eligible to be used on any day of the week.

This keyword is useful only if you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT
definition. The days of the week attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined in
the SETDEFAULT definition.
If the resulting definition contains no active days after all "days of week" attributes has been applied,
the "days of week" setting are to ALLDAYS.
Example:
To create a definition on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the SETDEFAULT definition,
code the following text:

DEFINE metricname 

       NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE

WEEKDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekdays (Monday through Friday).
WEEKENDs The definition is eligible to be used on the weekends (Saturday and Sunday).
SUNdays
NOSUNdays

The definition is eligible for use on Sunday.
The definition is not eligible on Sunday.

MONdays
NOMONdays

The definition is eligible for use on Monday.
The definition is not eligible on Monday.

TUEsdays
NOTUEsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Tuesday.
The definition is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays
NOWEDnesdays

The definition is eligible for use on Wednesday.
The definition is not eligible on Wednesday.

THUrsdays
NOTHUrsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Thursday.
The definition is not eligible on Thursday.

FRIdays
NOFRIdays

The definition is eligible for use on Friday.
The definition is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays
NOSATurdays

The definition is eligible for use on Saturday.
The definition is not eligible on Saturday.

TIMEBEGin The beginning time that the definition is eligible to be applied. The time must be specified using this
format: HH:MM:SS

The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 00:00:00 

MIDNIGHT - 00:00:00 

NOON     - 12:00:00
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Keyword Description

TIMEEND The end time that the definition is eligible to be applied.
The time must be specified using this format: HH:MM:SS
The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 23:59:59 

MIDNIGHT - 23:59:59 

NOON     - 12:00:00

DESCription A description of the metric name.
If a value of "*" is entered, the description is set to the description of the variable metric defined in
the parmlib member VARIABLE.

ENABLEd
DISABLEd

Enable the definition for processing.
Disable the definition for processing.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).

TCPVARS

Setting Attributes for Data Collection Metrics
Member             : TCPVARS 

Option/Component   : TCP/IP 

Cache              : No 

Persistent Data    : No 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User               : No 

Site               : Yes 

System             : Yes 

Included in Member : TCPDATA 

The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered out of the box in a separate member named TCPVARS. The TCPVARS
member is NOT read directly by the data collection subtask. Include it using the ")INCLUDE TCPVARS" statement in the
TCPDATA member. "VARIABLE-SET" statements can be coded directly in the TCPDATA parmlib member. The eligible
metric list can be viewed using the VARS TCPIP command.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

USS Member
The USS parmlib member contains a list of configuration options that alter the default operation of the SYSVIEW USS
component.
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USS Configuration Options
Option/Component : USS

Library Caching  : Yes

Persistent Data  : No

Used by          : User sessions

Online Commands  : USS commands

Data Set Eligible

User             : Yes

Site             : Yes

System           : Yes

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

The entries that are coded in this member override the default values.

Option Description

SHOW-ID-IN-HEX Display the UID or GID in hex, not decimal. Only applies when SHOW-ID-ONERROR is YES.

SHOW-ID-ONERROR Display the UID or GID if unable to determine the user or group name.

z/OS Members
This section describes the options for the SYSVIEW z/OS parmlib members.

APPLMON

VTAM Application Monitor Definitions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : MVSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : APPLMON 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The APPLMON parmlib member provides an initial list of VTAM application IDs that are to be monitored for availability
by the VTAM application monitor component. The VTAM application monitor runs as a subtask in the SYSVIEW main
address space.

The availability of applications listed in this member display when the APPLMON command is issued. The current
availability status of the applications and their availability over the past 24 hours displays. Exception alerts can also be
generated based on this collection by creating MONITOR and STATE definitions in the MVSTHRSH parmlib member.
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The APPLMON parmlib member contains two sections, a control section, and a monitoring section. The control section is
where you specify setup options. The control statement defines the VTAM APPL name that the APPLMON task uses to
communicate with VTAM. This statement must be supplied and it must be active at the time the APPLMON task is started.
The monitoring section is where VTAM applications that are to be monitored for availability are defined. By default, no
applications are monitored. At least one monitor statement must be supplied, however, there is no limit to the number of
statements you can supply.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Control

APPLID name This statement defines the VTAM APPL name that the APPLMON task itself uses to communicate with
VTAM. The named APPLID must be active at the time the APPLMON task is started. This statement must
be supplied. No default exists.

Monitoring
At least one MONITOR statement must be supplied. No upper limit exists on the total number that can be supplied.
MONITOR name descr jobname

MONITOR name descr jobname

name Defines the name of the VTAM application that is to be monitored.

descr Description of application. The description is optional. If it is specified, then it must be 1 to 32
characters enclosed in single quotes. If you omit a description, but you want to specify a jobname,
includes two consecutive commas to indicate that the description was omitted.

jobname Associated jobname for the VTAM application. This parameter is optional. If the application
is inactive, and a jobname is specified and is inactive, then the status of the application is set to
INACTJOB instead of INACTIVE. The intent is to show that the application is inactive due to the job
being inactive and not a problem with the VTAM application itself.

CMDACCPT

Command Accept Definitions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : XMVS 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The CMDACCPT parmlib member provides a list of those responses to a z/OS operator command that is produced
immediately. The command is followed by a long pause before the remainder of the response lines is returned. For some
groups of messages, you cannot define the last message in a group.
The format of the data is:
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Cols 1:15  -  Message prefix 

Cols 16:80 -  Ignored. Can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

DESTID

Destination ID Description Data
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : JDESTID 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The DESTID parmlib member associates a text description with a JES2 destination ID.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:8   - The destination ID. 

Col  9     - Must be blank. 

Col  10:41 - The descriptive text to appear with the associated destination ID. 

Cols 42:80 - Ignored. Can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate destinations display the first description specified.

DYNEXIT

Dynamic Exit Description Data
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : DYNEXIT 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 
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The DYNEXIT parmlib member associates a text description with an MVS dynamic exit name.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:2   - Must be blank. 

Cols 3:18  - The exit name. 

Col  19    - Must be blank. 

Col  20:51 - The descriptive text to appear with the associated dynamic exit. 

Cols 52:80 - Ignored. Can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate exit names display the last description specified.
• wildcard characters can be used in the exit name field.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

ENFLIST

ENF Event Code Descriptions
saveon/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : ENFLIST 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The ENFLIST parmlib member associates a text description with an ENF event code. An ENF event code is a decimal
number.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:3   - The ENF event code as 3 decimal digits. 

Col  4     - Must be blank. 

Col  5:36  - Description of the event. 

Cols 37:80 - Ignored. Can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate entry numbers display the last description specified.
• When an entry number is found for which no description has been provided, a description for entry number

zero is used, if any. Otherwise, no description displays.
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ESRTABLE

ESR SVC Description Data
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : ESRTABLE 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The ESRTABLE parmlib member associates a text description with an Extended SVC router table entry.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:2   - The ESR SVC type expressed as "1", "2", "34", "6". 

Cols 4:6   - The ESR number as 3 decimal digits or an "X" followed by 2 hexadecimal digits. 

Col  7     - Must be blank. 

Col  8:39  - The descriptive text to appear with the associated ESR. 

Cols 40:80 - Ignored. Can contain anything. 

 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate SVC/ESR numbers display the last description specified.
• An ESR that is not described by an entry in this member is handled according to the following rules. If the

ESR is undefined (entry point address corresponds to module IGXERROR), it is described as "RESERVED/
SYSTEM" for ESR numbers 0 through 199 and as "RESERVED/USER" for ESR numbers 200 through 255. If
the ESR is defined (entry point address does not correspond to module IGXERROR), it has no description.

GSVXHWI

BCPii HWIQUERY Attribute Definitions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : DETAILS HWIQUERY 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The GSVXHWI member contains a list of BCPii HWIQUERY attributes to be displayed using the DETAILS HWIQUERY
command.
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Groups of attributes are defined in sections. All attribute names within a section must be associated with the same query
data type.

Sections are defined using the following statements:

)SECTION sectionname

  data

)ENDSECTION

A section name can be 1 through16 characters in length.

A user can override the default definitions in parmlib member GSVXHWI by supplying a replacement set in the parmlib
member SVWXHWI.

The GSVXHWI parmlib member contains a default section for:

• CPC
• IMAGE
• GROUP
• RESETAPROF
• IMAGEAPROF
• LOADAPROF
• CAPREC

A complete set of all attributes can be found after the "End-Of-File" statement ")EOF"

The format of the data is:

Cols 01:01 - Must be blank.

Cols 02:39 - The HWIQUERY attribute name.

Col  41:46 - The output length to be provided to HWIQUERY for the attribute.

             If this value is blank, a default length associated with the attribute will be used.

             This should only be used to override the default length.

Cols 47:80 - Ignored. Can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• The number of attributes within a section cannot exceed 64.

Example:

HWIQUERY data type: CPC

The comment data that is found in columns 48:55 is reference information to show the attribute eligibility by query data
type.

If an "X" is found in the desired query data type, the attribute is eligible for that data type.

*                               ImageGroup -----------+                

*                               LoadAProfile --------+|                

*                               ImageAProfile ------+||                

*                               ResetAProfile -----+|||                

*                               CapRec -----------+||||                

*                               Image -----------+|||||                

*                               CPC ------------+||||||                
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*                               SET -----------+|||||||                

*                                              ||||||||

*                                              VVVVVVVV               

*...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

)SECTION CPC                                                           

 HWI_NAME                              |000008|-XX-XXXX|

 HWI_ERRSTAT                           |      |-XX----X|

 HWI_BUSYSTAT                          |      |-XX----X|

 HWI_MSGSTAT                           |      |-XX-----|

 HWI_OPERSTAT                          |      |-XX-----|

)ENDSECTION

HCOWNER

Health Check Owner Description Data
Option/Component : HCHECK 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : HCOWNER 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

Use the HCOWNER parmlib member to associate a text description with a Health Check owner.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:16  - Health check owner name 

Col  17    - Must be blank 

Col  18:49 - Owner name description 

Cols 50:80 - Ignored, can contain anything 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate owners are ignored.

IPLSTATS

IPLSTATS Description Data
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : IPLSTATS 

Data Set Eligible 
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User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The IPLSTATS parmlib member associates a text description with a IPLSTATS command Type and Module name. The
format of the data is:

Cols 1:3   - The IPL phase: IPL, NIP, or MIS. 

Col  4     - Must be blank. 

Col  5:12  - The module name. 

Col  13    - Must be blank. 

Cols 14:53 - Description 

Cols 54:80 - Ignored, can contain anything.  

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate IPL phase and module name entries display the last description specified.

MVSDATA

MVS System Data Collection Options
Option/Component : MVS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : MVSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : None 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

You can customize the SYSVIEW MVS data collector by using the configuration options in the MVSDATA parmlib
member. Review the following ways to configure the MVS data collector:

• Specify the monitor, state, and threshold members
• Enable monitoring options
• Set attributes for data collection metrics

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

Option  : LOG-PLOT-CHANNELS

Default : No

Specify if channel data records are to be logged hourly to the PLOT log stream.
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Required options:

   Member    Option                  Value

   SYSDATA   LOG-PLOT-RECORDS        Yes

Valid values:

   Yes       - Log data records

   No        - Do not log records.

Option  : LOG-PLOT-CPU 

Default : Yes

Specify if CPU data records are to be logged hourly to the PLOT log stream.

Required options: 

   Member    Option                  Value

   SYSDATA   LOG-PLOT-RECORDS        Yes

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Log data records 

   No        - Do not log records.

Option  : LOG-PLOT-DEVICES 

Default : No

Specify if device data records are to be logged hourly to the PLOT log stream.

Required options: 

   Member    Option                  Value

   SYSDATA   LOG-PLOT-RECORDS        Yes

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Log data records 

   No        - Do not log records.

Option  : LOG-PLOT-SYSDATA

Default : Yes

Specify if system data records are to be logged hourly to the PLOT log stream.

Required options: 

   Member    Option                  Value

   SYSDATA   LOG-PLOT-RECORDS        Yes

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Log data records 

   No        - Do not log records.

Option  : LOG-PLOT-UNIX-SYSTEM

Default : Yes

Specify if UNIX system data records are to be logged hourly to the PLOT log 

stream.

Required options: 

   Member    Option                  Value

   SYSDATA   LOG-PLOT-RECORDS        Yes
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Valid values: 

   Yes       - Log data records 

   No        - Do not log records.

Option  : LOG-PLOT-WLM-SYSTEM-SUMMARY 

Default : Yes

Required options: 

   Member    Option                  Value

   SYSDATA   LOG-PLOT-RECORDS        Yes

Specify if WLM system summary data records are to be logged hourly to the PLOT 

log stream.

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Log data records 

   No        - Do not log records.

Option  : LOG-PLOT-WORKLOAD-SUMMARY 

Default : Yes

Specify if workload summarization data records are to be logged hourly to the 

PLOT log stream.

Required options: 

   Member    Option                  Value

   SYSDATA   LOG-PLOT-RECORDS        Yes

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Log data records 

   No        - Do not log records.

Option  : MONITOR-DEVICE-STATES 

Default : No

Specify whether to monitor DASD and TAPE devices for ONLINE and OFFLINE states.

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Monitor DASD and TAPE devices. 

   No        - Do not monitor DASD and TAPE devices.

Option  : Monitor-Job-Delays

Default : No

Specify if job using and delay states are to be monitored.

Both RMF and the RMF Monitor III data gatherer RMFGAT are

required to be active to monitor this data.

Valid values:                                              

   Yes       - Monitor job using and delay states.

   No        - Do not monitor job using and delay states.

Option  : MONITOR-JOB-SERVICE-CLASS 

Default : Yes
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Specify if the current WLM service class of active jobs are to be monitored.

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Monitor service class for jobs.

   No        - Do not monitor service class for jobs.

Option  : Monitor-Workload-Summary

Default : No

Specify if job workload summarization data collection is to be performed.

Workload summarization provides the ability to combine or summarize

collected job metrics for groups of jobs or address spaces.

Workload summarization groups are defined using SYSVIEW logical

groups with a type value of WORKLOAD.

Workload summarization is a sub-component of the MVS data collection function 

MVSDATA-JOBS.

The SYSVIEW scheduled event function MVSDATA-JOBS is required to be enabled

and active for workload summarization data collection. The collected data is

displayed on the WORKLOAD command.

Valid values:

   Yes       - Monitor workload summarization.

   No        - Do not monitor workload summarization.

Related options:

   Monitor-Workload-Summary-ASI

   Monitor-Workload-Summary-TypeJobname

NOTE
The Monitor-Workload-Summary-ASI and Monitor-Workload-Summary-TypeJobname summarization
can be performed at the same time.

Option  : Monitor-Workload-Summary-ASI

Default : No

Specify if job workload summarization data collection is to be performed

using address space identification data as the matching data key

for members defined in logical groups of type WORKLOAD.

The matching key is the concatenation of the following:

   * address space identifier type

   * address space identifier subtype

   * jobname

     Format  : AsiType.AsiSubtype.Jobname

     Examples: CICS.none.CICSPROD

               CICS.CMAS.CICSCMAS

               IMS.none.IMSDB001

               IMS.CONNECT.IMSCN001

               ZOSMF.SERVER.IZUSVR1
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   The current values for AsiType, AsiSubtype and Jobname 

   can be found on the ACTIVITY or ASLIST commands.

Valid values:

   Yes       - Monitor workload summarization.

   No        - Do not monitor workload summarization.

Required options:

   Monitor-Workload-Summary  Yes

Related options:

   Monitor-Workload-Summary-TypeJobname

Option  : Monitor-Workload-Summary-TypeJobname

Default : Yes

Specify if job workload summarization data collection is to be performed

using jobtype and jobname as the matching data key for members defined   

in logical groups of type WORKLOAD.

The matching key is the concatenation of the following:

   * jobtype

   * jobname

     Format  : jobtype.jobname

     Examples: STC.CICSPROD

               TSU.USER123

               JOB.IMSDB001

               SYS.CONSOLE

   The current values for jobtype and jobname 

   can be found on the ACTIVITY or ASLIST commands.

Valid values:

   Yes       - Monitor workload summarization.

   No        - Do not monitor workload summarization.

Required options:

   Monitor-Workload-Summary  Yes

Related options:

   Monitor-Workload-Summary-ASI

Option  : MSU-4Hour-Group

Default : Yes

Specify if 4 hour group capacity is to be monitored by the MVS data collection task.

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Monitor 4 hour group capacity if the LPAR is defined to a capacity group.

   No        - Do not monitor 4 hour group capacity
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Related options:

   MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate  

   MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate-Capacity

   MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate-Name

Option  : MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate 

Default : No

Specify if 4 hour group capacity monitoring is to be simulated.

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Simulate 4 hour group capacity monitoring. 

   No        - Do not simulate monitoring.

Related options:

   MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate-Capacity

   MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate-Name

Option  : MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate-Capacity

Default : 2000

If 4 hour group capacity monitoring is being simulated, specify the group 

capacity to be used.

Related options: 

   MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate

   MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate-Name

Option  : MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate-Name

Default : CPCGROUP

If 4 hour group capacity monitoring is being simulated, specify the SYSVIEW logical 

group name of type SYSNAME to be used.

Related options:

   MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate

   MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate-Capacity

Option  : PARMLIB-MEMBER-MVSMON 

Default : MVSMON

Name of the parmlib member that contains monitor definitions for MVS.

Valid values: 

   member    - Any valid member name.

   NONE      - If "NONE" is specified, the member is not processed.

Option  : PARMLIB-MEMBER-MVSSTATE 

Default : MVSSTATE

Name of the parmlib member that contains state definitions for MVS.

Valid values: 

   member    - Any valid member name.

   NONE      - If "NONE" is specified, the member is not processed.

Option  : PARMLIB-MEMBER-MVSTHRSH 

Default : MVSTHRSH
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Name of the parmlib member that contains threshold definitions for MVS.

Valid values: 

   member    - Any valid member name.

   NONE      - If "NONE" is specified, the member is not processed.

Option  : WLM-INTERVALS 

Default : 15

Specify the maximum WLM collection intervals.

Valid values: 

   Minimum   - 5

   Maximum   - 60

Setting Attributes for Data Collection Metrics

Data collection for specific variable metrics can be controlled using the option "VARIABLE-SET". Disabling unwanted
or unneeded data collection metrics reduces CPU cycles and the amount of storage (virtual and real) used by the data
collection data spaces.

The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered out of the box in a separate member named MVSVARS. The MVSVARS
member is NOT read directly by the data collection subtask. Include it using the ")INCLUDE MVSVARS" statement in the
MVSDATA member. "VARIABLE-SET" statements can be coded directly in the MVSDATA parmlib member. The eligible
metric list can be viewed using the VARS MVS command.

The option "VARIABLE-SET" is also used to control the metrics that are sent to Time Series Data collection (TSD). Only
those metrics that have been defined as TSD eligible can be enabled or disabled for TSD collection. On the VARS MVS
display, the column "TSD" contains the value "TSD" if eligible for TSD collection.

The data collection state of each metric is reset to default values (ENABLED) when the SYSVIEW Main Services address
space is started or restarted. The data collection subtask MVSDATA can be restarted without restarting the entire
SYSVIEW address space. In this case, the data collection state of each metric remains unchanged unless "VARIABLE-
SET" statements are specified.

When enabling metrics for TSD, verify that there is enough capacity on the analysis engine to support the increased data.

Option Description

VARIABLE-SET Set attributes for data collection metrics

Syntax:

VARIABLE-SET      source:metric:actions  

                  source   - MVS 

                  metric   - name of data collection metric. 

                             This can be specified generically. 

                             Variable length mask character: = 

                             Fixed length mask character: * 

                             

                             An underscore character "_" can be used 

                             as a right pad character in the variable name. 

                             The underscore is ignored.       
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                  actions  - actions to be applied 

 

                             ENAbled  - Enable collection 

                             DISabled - Disable collection 

                                        TSD is also disabled. 

                             TSD      - Enable TSD collection. 

                                        The metric must also 

                                        be enabled. 

                             NOTSD    - Disable TSD collection. 

Multiple actions can be specified using the following syntax: 

VARIABLE-SET MVS:metric:ENABLE:TSD

MVSMON

MVS Monitoring Definitions
Option/Component : MVS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : MVSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : MONITOR 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

 

The MVS data collector monitors MVS-related resources. Exception or threshold alerts can be generated when your
resource usage exceeds the defined range. The MVSMON parmlib member defines the resources that are monitored.
The monitoring of the following MVS-related resources can be controlled using a MONITOR definition:

• Address spaces
• Address spaces required to be active
• Channels
• DASD, and tape devices
• JES2 nodes
• Monitored jobs for Time Series Data
• VTAM application availability

The MVS data collector (MVSDATA subtask) uses the definitions or rules that are defined in this member to determine
which resources to monitor.

This member contains the following section:

• Monitoring Section - Define resources to monitor. By default, no resources are monitored.
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NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Monitoring

Monitoring definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Add
entries to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format. For more information, see
Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

MONITOR variable RSCE resource { INCLUDE | EXCLUDE }

 

The default is to INCLUDE monitoring for the resource specified. If EXCLUDE is specified, resource monitoring does not
occur.

Variable Name Monitors Resource

CHANNEL MVS channels MVS channel ID specified as the two-character hex ID.
Generic wild carding is allowed.
Logical groups are supported.

DEVICE DASD volumes DASD volser.
6 characters.
Generic wild carding is allowed.
Logical groups are supported.

DEVICE TAPE devices Tape device number that is specified as TAPEdevn where devn is the four-
character device number.
Generic wild carding is allowed.
Logical groups are supported.

JOB Address spaces Jobname.
Generic wild carding is allowed.
Logical groups are supported.

JOBSTAT Required jobs Jobname required to be active.
Generic wild carding is not allowed.

JOBTSD Monitored jobs for Time
Series Data

Jobname.
Use this statement to define your long running address spaces like CICS, MQ,
IMS, DB2, or other similar address spaces.
When multiple jobs run with the same jobname simultaneously and match
a JOBTSD statement, the data that is sent to the analysis engine causes
unexpected results.

NODE JES2 nodes JES2 node name.
Generic wild carding is allowed.
Logical groups are supported.

VTAMAPPL VTAM applications VTAM application ID.
Generic wild carding is allowed.
Logical groups are supported.
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MVSSTATE

MVS State Definitions
Option/Component : MVS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : MVSDATA subtask 

Online Commands  : STATES 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The MVS data collector monitors MVS-related resources. Exception or state alerts can be generated when resource
usage exceeds the defined range.
The MVSSTATE parmlib member defines initial state definitions for the resources to monitor. The following types of
actions can occur when an exception is triggered:

• Write a message to the log
• Write a message to the console
• Execute a predefined IMOD (REXX EXEC)
• Send an SNMP alert trap
• Send an event notification to OPS/MVS
• Send a notification to Alert Central
• Request an Event Capture

The MVS MVS data collector (MVSDATA subtask) uses the definitions or rules that are defined in this member.

This member contains the following sections:

• Default Definition Values:
Define default definition parameter values to use if the specific parameter is not coded on the state definition.

• Exception Definition:
Define specific and generic wildcard state rules. These rules define the status to associate with the current state of a
resource.

State monitoring definitions differ from threshold definitions in the following ways:

• State definitions describe what actions to perform when the current state of a monitored resource matches the specific
definition or rule. State values for a specific resource are character or keyword values. A status such as NORMAL,
WARNING, or PROBLEM is also associated with a state.

• Threshold definitions describe what actions to perform when the current value of a monitored resource is outside the
allowable range or limit. Values for a specific resource are numeric values.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'
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Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT 

   RSCE         = 

   RSCEATTR     = 

   STATE        = 

   STATUS       NORMAL 

   DURATION     2 

   RULETYPE     * 

   TRIGLVL      CHANGE 

   PRIORITY     000 

   MSG          YES 

   LOG 

   SMF 

   NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEVENT  *

   NOACNOTIFY 

   NOACTICKET

   NOTRAP 

   TRAPDEST     * 

   IMOD         NO 

   IMODNAME     * 

   CAPLEVEL     NONE 

   CAPEVENT     * 

   CAPTIME      15MIN 

   ALLDAYS 

   TIMEBEGIN    * 

   TIMEEND      * 

   DESCRIPTION  *

   ENABLED 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values listed above.
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition.
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition.

Definitions for each keyword are listed in the following section.

State Definitions

State definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Add entries
to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format. For more information, see Metric
Resource Types and Logical Groups.

DEFINE            metricname 

   RSCE           = 

   RSCEATTR       = 

   STATE          = 
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   STATUS         NORMAL 

   DURation       duration 

   RULEtype       ruletype 

   TRIGlvl        triglevel 

   PRIority       priority 

   MSG            yesno 

   LOG          | NOLOG 

   SMF          | NOSMF 

   OPSMVS       | NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEvent    eventid

   ACNOFITY     | NOACNOTIFY 

   ACTICKET     | NOACTICKET

   TRAP         | NOTRAP 

   TRAPDest       group 

   IMOD           yesno 

   IMODNAME       imodname 

   CAPLevel       caplevel 

   CAPEvent       capeventname 

   CAPTime        captime 

   ALLDAYs      | NODAYs 

   WEEKDAYs 

   WEEKENDs 

   SUNdays      | NOSUNdays 

   MONdays      | NOMONdays 

   TUEsdays     | NOTUEsdays 

   WEDnesdays   | NOWEDnesdays 

   THUrsdays    | NOTHUrsdays 

   FRIdays      | NOFRIdays 

   SATurdays    | NOSATurdays 

   TIMEBEGin      hh:mm:ss 

   TIMEEND        hh:mm:ss 

   INClude      | EXClude 

   DESCription    text

   ENABLEd      | DISABLEd 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Metric name.
RSCE Resource argument. Generic or wildcard characters can be used.
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Keyword Description

RSCEATTR Resource attribute qualifier.
If a resource attribute is specified on a definition where a resource attribute is not valid, it is ignored.
The following is a list of valid resource subgroup:

Class   Subgroup   RsceAttr   Description 

ASID    JOB        JOB        Batch job 

                   SYS        System task 

                   STC        Started task 

                   TSU        TSO user 

                   INIT       Initiator 

                   ATX        APPC transaction 

                   OTX        OpenMVS transaction

STATE State value. When a resource value is equal to the defined state keyword, the state definition is
triggered. Actions that are performed are based on the rules that are defined in the specific state
definition.

STATUS Status value to be associated with the "State". Valid status values are:

Keyword Condition

NONE None
IGNORE None
NORMAL Normal
ACTIVE Normal
HIGH High
INACTIVE High
WARNING Warning
ACTION Warning
CRITICAL Problem
PROBLEM Problem

DURation The duration or number of consecutive intervals in which the STATE of the resource must be the
same value for the definition to trigger.
Default: 2
Minimum: 1
Maximum: 60
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Keyword Description

TRIGlvl Definition trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when the definition is triggered.
Valid values:
• NONE

Do not trigger rule. This value works as an exclusion rule.
• CHANGE

Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
– The "Status" value changes.

• NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "Status" value changes.
– The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

• STATUS
Trigger the definition when the "Status" value changes.

• WARNING
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The status enters or leaves WARNING
– The status enters or leaves PROBLEM

• PROBLEM
Trigger the definition when the status enters or leaves PROBLEM

• TRACE
Trigger the definition each time the definition is checked

INClude
EXClude

Use this definition in state processing.
If this definition is the best match during state processing, no actions occur. This value is the same
as coding TRIGLVL NONE.

PRIority The priority of an exception
Use the priority to sort exceptions within a like status level such as PROBLEM.
Default: 000
Minimum: 000
Maximum: 999

MSG Send WTO message to console when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Write message to console
NO - Do not write message to console

LOG
NOLOG

Specifies to write a record to the ddname GSVXMVS when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not write a record to the ddname GSVXMVS .

SMF
NOSMF

Specifies to create an SMF record when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not create an exception record.

OPSMVS
NOOPSMVS

Send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS.
Do not send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS.
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Keyword Description

OPSMVSEvent Specifies the OPS/MVS )API event ID to be executed when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values are:
eventid   Any valid 10 character event ID

*         Use default event ID by option:

Option Event ID

MVS CAGSVX0001
MQ CAGSVS0001
IMS CAGSVP0001
TCP CAGSVN0001
CICS CAGSVY0001

ACNOTIFY | NOACNOTIFY Specifies if a notification is sent to Alert Central when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values:
• YES: Send notification
• NO: Do not send notification

ACTICKET | NOACTICKET Specifies if Alert Central should attempt to open a ticket for the event.
Valid values:
• YES: Open ticket
• NO: Do not open ticket

TRAP
NOTRAP

Send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.

TRAPDest Specifies the name of a logical group that contains a list of IP addresses. An SNMP trap is sent to
each entry in the group.

IMOD Run IMOD specified when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Run IMOD
NO - Do not run IMOD

IMODNAME IMOD program name
If "*" is specified, the IMOD name is built dynamically as "THR_name" where "name" is the metric
name.
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Keyword Description

CAPLevel Definition capture trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when a triggered threshold requests an event to be
captured. This function requires the separate Event Capture component.
Valid values are:
• NONE

Do not capture event.
• CHANGE

Request event capture when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
– The "Status" value changes.

• NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:
– The "Status" value changes.
– The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

• STATUS
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes.

• HIGH
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "HIGH", "WARNING", or
"PROBLEM".

• WARNING
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "WARNING" or "PROBLEM".

• PROBLEM
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "PROBLEM".

CAPEvent Event capture member name
If "*" is specified, the event name is built dynamically using the metric name. If the variable name
includes a "%", the "%" is translated to a "P". "%" is not a valid character for a member name.

CAPTime Event capture interval time. The time specified "throttles" the number of event captures that are
requested. The time that is specified is the amount of time that must elapse between identical
capture requests. Minimum value = 60 seconds

ALLDAYs The definition is eligible for use on all seven days of the week.
NODAYs The definition is not eligible for use on any day of the week.

This keyword is useful only if you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT
definition. The days of the week attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined in
the SETDEFAULT definition.
If the resulting definition contains no active days after all "days of week" attributes have been
applied, the "days of week" setting is set to ALLDAYS.
Example:
To create a definition on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the SETDEFAULT definition,
code the following text:

DEFINE metricname 

       NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE

WEEKDAYs The definition is eligible for use on the weekday, Monday through Friday.
WEEKENDs The definition is eligible for use on the weekends, Saturday, and Sunday.
SUNdays
NOSUNdays

The definition is eligible for use on Sunday.
The definition is not eligible on Sunday.

MONdays
NOMONdays

The definition is eligible for use on Monday.
The definition is not eligible on Monday.
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Keyword Description

TUEsdays
NOTUEsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Tuesday.
The definition is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays
NOWEDnesdays

The definition is eligible for use on Wednesday.
The definition is not eligible on Wednesday.

THUrsdays
NOTHUrsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Thursday.
The definition is not eligible on Thursday.

FRIdays
NOFRIdays

The definition is eligible for use on Friday.
The definition is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays
NOSATurdays

The definition is eligible for use on Saturday.
The definition is not eligible on Saturday.

TIMEBEGin The beginning time that the definition is eligible to be applied.
The time must be specified using this format: HH:MM:SS
The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 00:00:00 

MIDNIGHT - 00:00:00 

NOON     - 12:00:00

TIMEEND The end time that the definition is eligible to be applied.
The time must be specified using this format: HH:MM:SS
The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 23:59:59 

MIDNIGHT - 23:59:59 

NOON     - 12:00:00

DESCription A description of the metric name.
If a value of "*" is entered, the description is set to the description of the variable metric defined in
the parmlib member VARIABLE.

ENABLEd
DISABLEd

Enable the definition for processing.
Disable the definition for processing.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required)

MVSTHRSH

MVS Threshold Definitions
Option/Component : MVS 

Library Caching  : No 

Persistent Data  : Yes 

Used by          : MVSDATA subtask 
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Online Commands  : THRESH 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The MVS data collector monitors MVS-related resources. Exception or threshold alerts can be generated when resource
usage exceeds the defined range.
The MVSTHRSH parmlib member defines initial threshold definitions for the resources to monitor.
The following types of actions can occur when an exception is triggered:

• Write a message to the log
• Write a message to the console
• Execute a predefined IMOD (REXX EXEC)
• Send an SNMP alert trap
• Send an event notification to OPS/MVS
• Send a notification to Alert Central
• Request an Event Capture

The definitions or rules that are defined in this member are used by the MVS data collector (MVSDATA subtask).

This member contains the following sections:

Control section:
Specify if thresholds to process by data type.

Default Definition Values section:
Define default definition parameter values to use if the specific parameter is not coded on the threshold definition.

Exception Definition section:
Define specific and generic wildcard rules. These rules define the allowable limits for resources. The limit values
determine the status of resources (NORMAL, WARNING, PROBLEM).

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Generic or wildcard definitions must be coded using the following variable and fixed mask characters:

– Variable length mask character - '='
– Fixed-length mask character - '*'

Control

keyword parms 

Keyword - Control statement keywords 

parms - parameters 

Valid statements: 

)THRESHOLDS datatype yesno       Specifies if threshold processing is performed 

                                 for the specified "datatype". 
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Valid "datatype" values: 

DataType........   Description............  Default 

MVSDATA-CHANNELS   Channels                 Yes 

MVSDATA-CPUS       CPU processors           Yes 

MVSDATA-DEVICES    DASD and tape devices    Yes 

MVSDATA-JOBS       Address space/Jobs       Yes 

MVSDATA-SYSTEM     System data              Yes 

MVSDATA-USS        UNIX system resources    Yes 

MVSDATA-WMSYSSUM   WLM System Summary       Yes

Previous release compatibility: 

The ")OPTIONS datatype" statement in previous releases was specified in the MVSMON 

parmlib member. These statements are converted automatically to the new

")THRESHOLDS" syntax and stored in the persistent data store. 

)OPTIONS datatype 

DataType........    Converted Statement.................... 

 CHANNELS            )THRESHOLDS    MVSDATA-CHANNELS  Yes 

 CPUS                )THRESHOLDS    MVSDATA-CPUS      Yes 

 DEVICES             )THRESHOLDS    MVSDATA-DEVICES   Yes 

 ASIDS               )THRESHOLDS    MVSDATA-JOBS      Yes 

 SYSDATA             )THRESHOLDS    MVSDATA-SYSTEM    Yes 

 UNIXSYSTEM          )THRESHOLDS    MVSDATA-USS       Yes 

 NOCHANNELS          )THRESHOLDS    MVSDATA-CHANNELS  No 

 NOCPUS              )THRESHOLDS    MVSDATA-CPUS      No 

 NODEVICES           )THRESHOLDS    MVSDATA-DEVICES   No 

 NOASIDS             )THRESHOLDS    MVSDATA-JOBS      No 

 NOSYSDATA           )THRESHOLDS    MVSDATA-SYSTEM    No 

 NOUNIXSYSTEM        )THRESHOLDS    MVSDATA-USS       No

Default Definition Values

Default values for keywords can be assigned by coding a SETDEFAULT definition. The SETDEFAULT definition can exist
multiple times in the list of definitions.

RESETDefault 

SETDEFAULT 

   RSCE         = 

   RSCEATTR     = 

   LIMIT        0 

   WARNPCT      * 

   DURATION     2 

   RULETYPE     * 

   TRIGLVL      CHANGE 

   PRIORITY     000 

   MSG          YES 

   LOG 
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   SMF 

   NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEVENT  *

   NOACNOTIFY 

   NOACTICKET

   NOTRAP 

   TRAPDEST     * 

   IMOD         NO 

   IMODNAME     * 

   CAPLEVEL     NONE 

   CAPEVENT     * 

   CAPTIME      15MIN 

   ALLDAYS 

   TIMEBEGIN    * 

   TIMEEND      * 

   DESCRIPTION  *

   ENABLED 

ENDDEFAULT

Keyword Description

RESETDEFAULT Reset default definition values back to original default values
SETDEFAULT Beginning of default values definition
ENDDEFAULT End of default values definition

Definitions for each keyword are in the following section.

Threshold Exception Definitions

Threshold definitions are created using keyword and value. Each definition MUST start with the keyword DEFINE. Add
entries to specify specific resources. Resources can be specified in generic or wildcard format. For more information, see
Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups.

DEFINE            metricname 

   RSCE           = 

   RSCEATTR       = 

   LIMit          problemvalue 

   WARNIng        warningvalue 

   WARNPct        warnpct 

   DURation       duration 

   RULEtype       ruletype 

   TRIGlvl        triglevel 

   PRIority       priority 

   MSG            yesno 

   LOG          | NOLOG 

   SMF          | NOSMF 

   OPSMVS       | NOOPSMVS 

   OPSMVSEvent    eventid   

   ACNOFITY     | NOACNOTIFY

   ACTICKET     | NOACTICKET

   TRAP         | NOTRAP 

   TRAPDest       group 

   IMOD           yesno 
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   IMODNAME       imodname 

   CAPLevel       caplevel 

   CAPEvent       capeventname 

   CAPTime        captime 

   ALLDAYs      | NODAYs 

   WEEKDAYs 

   WEEKENDs 

   SUNdays      | NOSUNdays 

   MONdays      | NOMONdays 

   TUEsdays     | NOTUEsdays 

   WEDnesdays   | NOWEDnesdays 

   THUrsdays    | NOTHUrsdays 

   FRIdays      | NOFRIdays 

   SATurdays    | NOSATurdays 

   TIMEBEGin      hh:mm:ss 

   TIMEEND        hh:mm:ss 

   INClude      | EXClude 

   DESCription    text

   ENABLEd      | DISABLEd 

ENDDEFINE

Multiple keywords can be coded on the same line. The value of the keyword MUST be on the same line as the keyword.

Keyword Description

DEFINE Metric name
RSCE Resource argument

Generic or wildcard characters can be used.
RSCEATTR Resource attribute qualifier

If a resource attribute is specified on a definition where a resource attribute is not valid, it is ignored.
The following is a list of valid resource subgroup:

Class  Subgroup  RsceAttr   Description 

ASID   JOB       JOB        Batch job 

                 SYS        System task 

                 STC        Started task 

                 TSU        TSO user 

                 INIT       Initiator 

                 ATX        APPC transaction 

                 OTX        OpenMVS transaction

LIMit Threshold PROBLEM limit value
WARNIng Threshold WARNING limit value
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Keyword Description

WARNPct Warning percentage of LIMIT value. This value dynamically calculates the warning limit value as a
percentage of the LIMIT value.
If an "*" is specified, the following values are used:

RuleType  WarnPct 

--------  ------- 

UPPER     75 

LOWER     125 

CHANGE    50

Example:

Upper limit threshold 

warning = limit * warnpct 

Limit     Warnpct     Warning 

  100          75          75

Example:

Lower limit threshold 

The warning limit is greater than the 

problem limit for a lower limit 

threshold. 

warning = limit * warnpct 

Limit     Warnpct     Warning 

16Meg         125       20Meg

Example:

Change threshold 

warning = limit * warnpct 

Limit     Warnpct     Warning 

    2          50           1

DURation The duration, in minutes, used to determine if there has been a change in the status of the variable.
The exception is triggered when the average value of the variable for the previous "duration" has
been exceeded.
Default: 2
Minimum: 1
Maximum: 60
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Keyword Description

RULEtype Definition rule type.
Defines the algorithm that is used to determine when the threshold is triggered.
Valid values:

*
| AUTO
Set the rule type to UPPER or LOWER based on the default rule type that is
associated with the variable name specified.

UPPER
Upper limit threshold

LOWER
Lower limit threshold

ABOVE
Above limit threshold

BELOW
Below limit threshold

CHANGE
Change in value threshold

For more information about the rule types, see How Threshold and State Definitions Work.
TRIGlvl Definition trigger level.

Defines the process that is used to determine when the definition is triggered.
Valid values:

NONE
Do not trigger rule. This value works as an exclusion rule.

CHANGE
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Trigger the definition when the "Status" value changes.

WARNING
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The status enters or leaves WARNING
• The status enters or leaves PROBLEM

PROBLEM
Trigger the definition when the status enters or leaves PROBLEM

TRACE
Trigger the definition each time the definition is checked
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Keyword Description

INClude
EXClude

This definition is to be used in threshold processing.
If this definition is found to be the best match during threshold processing, no actions occur. It is the
same as coding TRIGLVL NONE.

PRIority The priority of an exception. Use the priority to sort exceptions within a like status level such as
PROBLEM.
Default: 000
Minimum: 000
Maximum: 999

MSG Send a WTO message to console when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Write message to console
NO - Do not write message to console

LOG
NOLOG

Specifies that a record is written to the ddname GSVXMVS when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not write a record to the ddname GSVXMVS

SMF
NOSMF

Specifies that an SMF record is created when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not create an exception record

OPSMVS
NOOPSMVS

Send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS.
Do not send an event notification when the trigger level is satisfied to OPS/MVS.

OPSMVSEvent Specifies the OPS/MVS )API event ID to be executed when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values are:
eventid   Any valid 10 character event ID

*         Use default event ID by option:

Option Event ID

MVS CAGSVX0001
MQ CAGSVS0001
IMS CAGSVP0001
TCP CAGSVN0001
CICS CAGSVY0001

ACNOTIFY | NOACNOTIFY Specifies if a notification is sent to Alert Central when the trigger level is satisfied.
Valid values:

YES:
Send notification

NO:
Do not send notification

ACTICKET | NOACTICKET Specifies if Alert Central should attempt to open a ticket for the event.
Valid values:

YES:
Open ticket

NO:
Do not open ticket

TRAP
NOTRAP

Send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.
Do not send an SNMP alert trap when the trigger level is satisfied.

TRAPDest Specifies the name of a logical group that contains a list of IP addresses. An SNMP trap is sent to
each entry in the group.
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Keyword Description

IMOD Run IMOD specified when the trigger level is satisfied. Valid values are:
YES - Run IMOD
NO - Do not run IMOD

IMODNAME IMOD program name.
If "*" is specified, the IMOD name is built dynamically as "THR_name" where "name" is the metric
name.

CAPLevel Definition capture trigger level.
Defines the process that is used to determine when a triggered threshold requests an event to be
captured. This function requires the separate Event Capture component.
Valid values are:

NONE
Do not capture event.

CHANGE
Request event capture when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "condition" gets worse in the same status.
• The "Status" value changes.

NOTNORM
Trigger the definition when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The "Status" value changes.
• The "Status" value is greater than NORMAL.

STATUS
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes.

HIGH
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "HIGH", "WARNING",
or "PROBLEM".

WARNING
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "WARNING" or
"PROBLEM".

PROBLEM
Request event capture when the "Status" value changes to "PROBLEM".

CAPEvent Event capture member name.
If "*" is specified, the event name is built dynamically using the metric name. If the variable name
includes a "%", the "%" is translated to a "P". "%" is not a valid character for a member name.

CAPTime Event capture interval time. The time specified "throttles" the number of event captures that are
requested. The time that is specified is the amount of time that must elapse between identical
capture requests.
Minimum value = 60 seconds

ALLDAYs The definition is eligible to be used on all seven days of the week.
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Keyword Description

NODAYs The definition is not eligible to be used on any day of the week.
This keyword is useful only if you have the ALLDAYS keyword as part of your SETDEFAULT
definition. The days of the week attributes are "additive" starting with the values that are defined in
the SETDEFAULT definition.
If the resulting definition contains no active days after all "days of week" attributes have been
applied, the "days of week" setting is set to ALLDAYS.
Example:
To create a definition on MONDAYs and you have ALLDAYS defined in the SETDEFAULT definition,
code the following text:

DEFINE metricname 

       NODAYS MONDAYS 

ENDDEFINE

WEEKDAYs The definition is eligible for use on the weekdays, Monday through Friday.
WEEKENDs The definition is eligible for use on the weekends, Saturday, and Sunday.
SUNdays
NOSUNdays

The definition is eligible for use on Sunday.
The definition is not eligible on Sunday.

MONdays
NOMONdays

The definition is eligible for use on Monday.
The definition is not eligible on Monday.

TUEsdays
NOTUEsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Tuesday.
The definition is not eligible on Tuesday.

WEDnesdays
NOWEDnesdays

The definition is eligible for use on Wednesday.
The definition is not eligible on Wednesday.

THUrsdays
NOTHUrsdays

The definition is eligible for use on Thursday.
The definition is not eligible on Thursday.

FRIdays
NOFRIdays

The definition is eligible for use on Friday.
The definition is not eligible on Friday.

SATurdays
NOSATurdays

The definition is eligible for use on Saturday.
The definition is not eligible on Saturday.

TIMEBEGin The beginning time that the definition is eligible to be applied.
The time must be specified using this format: HH:MM:SS
The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 00:00:00 

MIDNIGHT - 00:00:00 

NOON     - 12:00:00
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Keyword Description

TIMEEND The end time that the definition is eligible to be applied.
The time must be specified using the following format: HH:MM:SS

The time value can also be defined using any of the following values:

12AM | 1AM | 2AM | ... | 11AM 

12PM | 1PM | 2PM | ... | 11PM 

NOON | MIDNIGHT

Interpreted values:

*        - 23:59:59 

MIDNIGHT - 23:59:59 

NOON     - 12:00:00

DESCription A description of the metric name.
If a value of "*" is entered, the description is set to the description of the variable metric defined in
the parmlib member VARIABLE.

ENABLEd
DISABLEd

Enable the definition for processing.
Disable the definition for processing.

ENDDEFINE End of definition (not required).

MVSVARS

Setting Attributes for Data Collection Metrics
Member             : MVSVARS 

Option/Component   : MVS 

Cache              : No 

Persistent Data    : No 

 

Data Set Eligible 

User               : No 

Site               : Yes 

System             : Yes 

Included in Member : MVSDATA 

The "VARIABLE-SET" statements are delivered out of the box in a separate member named MVSVARS. The MVSVARS
member is NOT read directly by the data collection subtask. Include it using the ")INCLUDE MVSVARS" statement in the
MVSDATA member. "VARIABLE-SET" statements can be coded directly in the MVSDATA parmlib member. The eligible
metric list can be viewed using the VARS MVS command.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

PFTQNAME

Page Frame Table Queue Name Data
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 
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Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : PFT 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The PFTQNAME parmlib member associates a text description with a Page Frame Table queue identifier.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:3   -  The queue identifier number as 3 decimal digits or an "X" followed by 2 hexadecimal digits. 

Col  4     -  Must be blank. 

Col  5:20  -  The queue name to appear with the associated queue identifier. 

Cols 21:80 -  Ignored, can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate queue identifier numbers display the last occurrence specified.

PPT

Program Properties Table Program Description Data
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : PPT 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The PPT parmlib member associates a text description with a Program Properties Table program name.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:8   -  The program name. 

Col  9     -  Must be blank. 

Col  10:41 -  The descriptive text to appear with the associated program. 

Cols 42:80 -  Ignored. Can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate program names display the first description specified.
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PROCLIST

PROCLIST Command ddname List
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : PROCLIST 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The PROCLIST parmlib member identifies additional PROCLIB ddnames allocated to a JES address space. Ddnames
allocated to the JES address space that is of the format PROCnn are assumed to be PROCLIBs and do not need to be
specified in this member.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:8   -  PROCLIB ddname. 

Col  9     -  Must be blank. 

Col  10:17 -  Specific JES job name or blank for any JES. 

Cols 18:80 -  Ignored, can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

SCHDMVS

Scheduled Events
Member             : SCHDMVS 

Option/Component   : MVS 

Cache              : No 

Persistent Data    : Yes 

Data Set Eligible 

User               : No 

Site               : Yes 

System             : Yes 

Included in Member : SCHEDULE 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
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MVS Data Collection
DEFINE MVS-CHANNELS 

       GROUP      MVSDATA 

       DESC       'MVS data collection - Channels ' 

       TYPE       RECUR 

       ALLDAYS 

       DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND * 

       TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND * 

       EVERY      2MINUTE 

       LIMIT      NOLIMIT 

       FUNCTION   MVSDATA-CHANNELS 

       PARMS      * 

       DISABLED 

ENDDEFINE

DEFINE MVS-CICSMON 

       GROUP      MVSDATA 

       DESC       'MVS data collection - CICS Monitoring ' 

       TYPE       RECUR 

       ALLDAYS 

       DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND * 

       TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND * 

       EVERY      1MINUTE 

       LIMIT      NOLIMIT 

       FUNCTION   MVSDATA-CICSMON 

       PARMS      * 

       ENABLED 

ENDDEFINE 

DEFINE MVS-CPU 

       GROUP       MVSDATA 

       DESC        'MVS data collection - Processors ' 

       TYPE        RECUR 

       ALLDAYS 

       DATEBEGIN   *         DATEEND * 

       TIMEBEGIN   MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND * 

       EVERY       1MINUTE 

       LIMIT       NOLIMIT 

       FUNCTION    MVSDATA-CPUS 

       PARMS       * 

       ENABLED 

ENDDEFINE

DEFINE MVS-CPUSTATUS 

       GROUP      MVSDATA 

       DESC       'MVS data collection - CPU status ' 

       TYPE       RECUR 

       ALLDAYS 

       DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND * 

       TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND * 

       EVERY      1MINUTE 

       LIMIT      NOLIMIT 

       FUNCTION   MVSDATA-CPUSTAT 

       PARMS      * 

       DISABLED 
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ENDDEFINE 

DEFINE MVS-DEVICES 

       GROUP      MVSDATA 

       DESC       'MVS data collection - Devices ' 

       TYPE       RECUR 

       ALLDAYS 

       DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND * 

       TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND * 

       EVERY      15MIN 

       LIMIT      NOLIMIT 

       FUNCTION   MVSDATA-DEVICES 

       PARMS      * 

       DISABLED 

ENDDEFINE 

DEFINE MVS-JES2-NODES 

       GROUP      MVSDATA 

       DESC       'MVS data collection - JES nodes ' 

       TYPE       RECUR 

       ALLDAYS 

       DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND * 

       TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND * 

       EVERY      5MINUTE 

       LIMIT      NOLIMIT 

       FUNCTION   MVSDATA-JESNODES 

       PARMS      * 

       DISABLED 

ENDDEFINE 

DEFINE MVS-JOBS 

       GROUP      MVSDATA 

       DESC       'MVS data collection - Address Space ' 

       TYPE       RECUR 

       ALLDAYS 

       DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND * 

       TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND * 

       EVERY      1MINUTE 

       LIMIT      NOLIMIT 

       FUNCTION   MVSDATA-JOBS 

       PARMS      * 

       ENABLED 

ENDDEFINE 

DEFINE MVS-REQ-JOBS 

       GROUP      MVSDATA 

       DESC       'MVS data collection - Required Jobs ' 

       TYPE       RECUR 

       ALLDAYS 

       DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND * 

       TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND * 

       EVERY      1MINUTE 

       LIMIT      NOLIMIT 

       FUNCTION   MVSDATA-REQJOBS 

       PARMS      * 

       DISABLED 
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ENDDEFINE 

DEFINE MVS-SYSTEM 

       GROUP      MVSDATA 

       DESC       'MVS data collection - System Information' 

       TYPE       RECUR 

       ALLDAYS 

       DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND * 

       TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND * 

       EVERY      30SEC 

       LIMIT      NOLIMIT 

       FUNCTION   MVSDATA-SYSTEM 

       PARMS      * 

       ENABLED 

ENDDEFINE 

DEFINE MVS-USS 

       GROUP      MVSDATA 

       DESC       'MVS data collection - USS ' 

       TYPE       RECUR 

       ALLDAYS 

       DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND * 

       TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND * 

       EVERY      2MINUTE 

       LIMIT      NOLIMIT 

       FUNCTION   MVSDATA-USS 

       PARMS      * 

       DISABLED 

ENDDEFINE 

DEFINE MVS-VTAM-APPLIDS 

      GROUP       MVSDATA 

      DESC        'MVS data collection - VTAM applids ' 

      TYPE        RECUR 

      ALLDAYS 

      DATEBEGIN   *         DATEEND * 

      TIMEBEGIN   MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND * 

      EVERY       2MINUTE 

      LIMIT       NOLIMIT 

      FUNCTION    MVSDATA-APPLIDS 

      PARMS       * 

      DISABLED 

ENDDEFINE 

DEFINE MVS-WLM-SYSSUM 

       GROUP      MVSDATA 

       DESC       'MVS data collection - WLM System Summary' 

       TYPE       RECUR 

       ALLDAYS 

       DATEBEGIN  *         DATEEND * 

       TIMEBEGIN  MIDNIGHT  TIMEEND * 

       EVERY      1MINUTE 

       LIMIT      NOLIMIT 

       FUNCTION   MVSDATA-WMSYSSUM 

       PARMS      * 

       ENABLED 
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ENDDEFINE

SFTABLE

System Function Table Description Data
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : SFTABLE 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The SFTABLE parmlib member associates a text description with a System Function Table entry number.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:3   - The SFT entry number as 3 decimal digits. 

Col  4     - Must be blank. 

Col  5:36  - The descriptive text to appear with the associated SFT entry. 

Cols 37:80 - Ignored, can contain anything

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate entry numbers display the last description specified.
• When an entry number is found for which no description has been provided, a description for entry number

zero is used, if any. Otherwise, no description displays.

SMF

SMF DUMP Procedure Name
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : SMF 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : No 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The SMF parmlib member defines the name of a procedure that is used to dump an SMF data set. Issuing the DUMP line
command from the SMF display starts the specified procedure.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:8   - SMF DUMP procedure name. 
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Col  9     - Must be blank. 

Col  10:71 - Parameters to be included on the START command. This data is scanned for an ampersand ("&") and

 if one is found, it is replaced with the "MANx" 

             portion of the SMF data set name from the line on which the DUMP action was entered. 

Cols 72:80 - Ignored, can contain anything.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

SUBSYS

Subsystem Function Description Data
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : SUBSYS 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The SUBSYS parmlib member associates a text description with a subsystem vector table function code.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:3   - The function code as 3 decimal digits or an "X" followed by 2 hexadecimal digits. 

Col  4     - Must be blank. 

Col  5:36  - The descriptive text to appear with the associated function code. 

Cols 37:80 - Ignored, can contain anything.

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate function codes display the last description specified.
• When a function code is found for which no description is provided, a description for function code zero is

used. Otherwise, no description displays.

SVCTABLE

SVC Description Data
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : SVCTABLE 
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Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The SVCTABLE parmlib member associates a text description with a supervisor call number.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:3   - The SVC number as 3 decimal digits or an "X" followed by 2 hexadecimal digits. 

Col  4     - Must be blank. 

Col  5:36  - The descriptive text to appear with the associated SVC. 

Cols 37:80 - Ignored, can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate SVC numbers display the last description specified.
• An SVC that is not described by an entry in this member is handled according to the following rules. If the

SVC is undefined (entry point address corresponds to module IGCERROR), it is described as "RESERVED/
SYSTEM" for SVC numbers 0 through 199 and as "RESERVED/USER" for SVC numbers 200 through 255. If
the SVC is defined (entry point address does not correspond to module IGCERROR), it has NO description.

SVWXHWI

BCPii HWIQUERY Attribute Definitions
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : DETAILS HWIQUERY 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The SVWXHWI member contains a list of BCPii HWIQUERY attributes to be displayed using the DETAILS HWIQUERY
command.

Groups of attributes are defined in sections. All attribute names within a section must be associated with the same query
data type.

The SVWXHWI member is used with the GSVXHWI parmlib member. The GSVHWI member contains a list of sample or
default definitions.

Use the SVWXHWI member to create definitions or to override those definitions found in GSVXHWI.

Sections are defined using the following statements:

)SECTION sectionname

  data

)ENDSECTION
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A section name can be 1 through 16 characters in length.

A user can override the default definitions in the parmlib member GSVXHWI by supplying a replacement set in the parmlib
member SVWXHWI.

The SVWXHWI parmlib member contains empty sections for:

• CPC
• IMAGE
• GROUP
• RESETAPROF
• IMAGEAPROF
• LOADAPROF
• CAPREC

A complete set of all attributes can be found after the "End-Of-File" statement ")EOF"

The format of the data is:

Cols 01:01 - Must be blank.

Cols 02:39 - The HWIQUERY attribute name.

Col  41:46 - The output length to be provided to HWIQUERY for the attribute.

             If this value is blank, a default length associated with the attribute will be used.

             This should only be used to override the default length.

Cols 47:80 - Ignored. Can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• The number of attributes within a section cannot exceed 64.

Example:

HWIQUERY data type: CPC

The comment data that is found in columns 48:55 is reference information to show the attribute eligibility by query data
type.

If an "X" is found in the desired query data type, the attribute is eligible for that data type.

*                               ImageGroup -----------+                

*                               LoadAProfile --------+|                

*                               ImageAProfile ------+||                

*                               ResetAProfile -----+|||                

*                               CapRec -----------+||||                

*                               Image -----------+|||||                

*                               CPC ------------+||||||                

*                               SET -----------+|||||||                

*                                              ||||||||

*                                              VVVVVVVV               

*...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

)SECTION CPC                                                           

 HWI_NAME                              |000008|-XX-XXXX|

 HWI_ERRSTAT                           |      |-XX----X|

 HWI_BUSYSTAT                          |      |-XX----X|
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 HWI_MSGSTAT                           |      |-XX-----|

 HWI_OPERSTAT                          |      |-XX-----|

)ENDSECTION

TASK

TASKS RB Name Description Data
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : TASK 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes

The TASK parmlib member associates a text description with a subtask or Request Block (RB) name.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:8   - The RB name from the "Structure" field from the tasks display. 

Col  9     - Must be blank. 

Col  10:41 - The descriptive text to appear with the associated RB name. 

Cols 42:80 - Ignored, can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate names display the first description.

TRACE

System Service Description Data
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : TRACE 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The TRACE parmlib member associates a text description with a system service identifier (SSRV).

The format of the data is:

Cols 1:4   - The system service identifier as 4 hexadecimal digits. 

Col  5     - Must be blank. 
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Col  6:37  - The descriptive text to appear with the associated function code. 

Cols 38:80 - Ignored, can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• Duplicate identifiers display the last description specified.

UNITNAME

System Unit Name Data

Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : Various 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The UNITNAME parmlib member associates a unit name with a UCBTYP value. Make an entry in this member only
for those Unit Control Block (UCB) device types that are not supported by the standard IBM IEFEB4UV and EDTINFO
RTNUNIT services.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:8   - Unit name. 

Col  9     - Must be blank. 

Col  10:17 - UCBTYP value as 8 hex digits. 

Cols 18:80 - Ignored, can contain anything

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

VTAM

Extended VTAM Commands
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : VTAM 
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Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 

The VTAM parmlib member defines a list of simplified or shortcut ACF/VTAM operator commands. The shortcuts are used
with the VTAM online command.
The format of the data is:

Cols 1:8   - Extended VTAM command name. One to eight characters, left justified. 

Col  9     - Must be blank. 

Cols 10:71 - The command and operands to submit to VTAM. Use an ampersand to indicate the point at which a

 required parameter is

             substituted. The ampersand must be preceded by an equal sign and followed by a comma or a space.

 Use a percent sign 

             to indicate optional parameter substitution. Also precede the percent sign with an equal sign but

 it can be 

             followed by a default value to be used if no parameter is entered. If no parameter is entered and

 no default is  

             given then the entire keyword is dropped. 

Cols 72    - Must be blank. 

Cols 73:80 - Ignored. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.

These extended VTAM commands are invoked by:

VTAM  name < parm1 parm2 ... > 

Any parameters following the name are substituted for any ampersands or percent signs found in the command. Any
parameters not so used are appended to the end of the command.

Display the data in this member under SYSVIEW by entering the following command:

VTAM LIST

WTORSTAT

WTOR Status
Option/Component : Base 

Library Caching  : Yes 

Persistent Data  : No 

Used by          : User sessions 

Online Commands  : WTOR 

Data Set Eligible 

User   : Yes 

Site   : Yes 

System : Yes 
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The WTORSTAT parmlib member associates a status with a write-to-operator reply message. The status can be assigned
based on any of the following items associated with the message:

• Issuing system name
• Issuing job name
• Message text
• Message identifier

The format of the data is:

Cols 1:8   - Status keyword. Must be one of the following: 

              NONE 

              NORMAL 

              IGNORE 

              WARNING 

              ACTION 

              PROBLEM 

Col  9     - Must be blank.  

Cols 10:17 - System name mask. 

Col  18    - Must be blank. 

Cols 19:26 - Job name mask. 

Col  27    - Must be blank. 

Cols 28:29 - Compare type. Must be one of the following: 

              EQ  The message text is compared with the compare string defined 

                  below and the status is used if an EQUAL condition is found. 

                  Variable length and fixed length mask characters can be used. 

              NE  The message text is compared with the compare string defined 

                  below and the status is used if a NOT EQUAL condition is found. 

                  Variable length and fixed length mask characters can be used. 

              CT  The message text is scanned for the compare string defined below 

                  and the status is used if the message text CONTAINS the compare 

                  string. Variable length and fixed length mask characters are ignored. 

              NC  The message text is scanned for the compare string defined below 

                  and the status is used if the message text does NOT CONTAIN the 

                  compare string. Variable length and fixed length mask characters 

                  are ignored. 

Col  30    - Must be blank. 

Cols 31:62 - Message text compare string. 

Cols 63:80 - Ignored, can contain anything. 

NOTE

• Records containing an asterisk '*' in column 1 are ignored.
• Blank lines are ignored.
• Data that is found in columns 73:80 is ignored.
• All records found after an )EOF record are ignored.
• The parmlib records are processed in the order they occur against each WTOR display line. The first

match found determines the status displayed. If no match is found, a status of "NONE" is assumed.
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CNM4BREX - REXXLIB Members
The following table describes the member contents of the REXXLIB data set with the suffix CNM4BREX:

Member Description

ACKCLR Acknowledge and clear exception line command processing
ADDTOGRP Add members to logical group
APIDIAG APIDIAG EXEC subroutine to capture diagnostic data
APIDIAGI Internal version of APIDIAG
DASHBORD Dashboard display command
DLDELETE DLLIST line command to delete a DATALIB member
DLLIBV DLLIST line command to invoke the LIBVIEW command for the selected DATALIB member
DSATTR Determines the attributes of a supplied source data set name and writes the attributes to a target

ddname.
FILELIST Multi-data set directory
GSVKDELE TSO DELETE line command processing
GSVKDMPI Display information that is contained in a dump data set
GSVKDSCT Data sets cataloged line command processing
GSVKMIDR Display module IDR records for multiple members in a load library
GSVKMMAP Display module maps for multiple members in a load library
GSVKMXRF Display module cross references for multiple members in a load library
GSVKXTSO TSO command output trapping
GSVNET01 EMAILTO command processing
GSVNET02 EMAILTO command I/O handling
GSVNL001 IPPORTS line command processing
GSVNL002 IPDEVICE line command processing
GSVNL003 TCPLIST line command processing
GSVNL004 IPTCONN - REMOTE line command processing
GSVNNETS NETSTAT command interface
GSVNPTRC IPDEVICE parsing
GSVN0001 IPDEVICE parsing
GSVN0003 IPCONFIG parsing
GSVN0004 NETSTAT UP command
GSVPDAIL IMSDAILY line command processing
GSVSL001 MQ commands line command processing
GSVSL002 MQTUSER line command processing
GSVUCFV1 Copy REXX EXECs from an input RECFM=F data set to an output RECFM=V data set
GSVUCFV2 Convert compiled REXX EXECs from a fixed record format a variable record format
GSVV4ECH This REXX exec can be used as part of a capture event member in order to capture a command

for each of one or more rows of data from the previously executed command. See the GSVXXDI
capture event member for an example.

GSVXCALC SYSVIEW Calculator REXX exec
GSVXRXTS TSO command execution
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Member Description

GSVXXMVS LINKMVS command output trapping
GSVZASUM Exception Alert Summary line command processing
HCTCPJOB HCHECKER line command
JPRNTRM Modify Printer external line command for JPRINTER and PUNCH
LDIRDEL LISTDIR line command processing
LOAN REXX sample - Loan Calculator
NOOP REXX sample - No Operation
PLOTJOBS Plot comparison for a list of jobs
RXDTEST Sample RXDISP test EXEC
SMFLOG LOG line command for the SMF command
SPEEDOM SPEEDOMETER widget
STGCSA Common Storage sample
STGCSA1 Common Storage sample
STGJOB Address Space Storage sample
STOP Stop a started task
SVWIDGET SYSVIEW widget generator
SVWIDOLD SYSVIEW widget generator code
TDSINFO DSINFO REXX function test
TESTAPI SYSVIEW API testing EXEC
TESTBAT SYSVIEW batch interface testing EXEC
TESTCMD SYSVIEW TESTCMD REXX function test
TESTDSSU SYSVIEW data set search utility EXEC
TESTSECL SYSVIEW security data set list EXEC
UNIQFLDS Unique Data Fields command
WTORLONG WTOR REP line command
XLSTGSEL DUMP and SELECT line command processing for LISTSTG command

CNM4BSAM - SAMPLIB Members
The following table describes the member contents of the SAMPLIB data set with the suffix CNM4BSAM:

Member Description
$$README Latest information for the new release
APISAMP Sample REXX API example
APISAMP1 Sample REXX API example using STEM variables
ASMCXIT Sample JCL for assembling sample member GSVXCXT1
CICSCSD CICS resource definitions
CICSMP68 SYSVIEW Maps for CICS TS 5.1 DSECTs
CICSMP69 SYSVIEW Maps for CICS TS 5.2 DSECTs
CICSMP70 SYSVIEW Maps for CICS TS 5.3 DSECTs
CICSMP71 SYSVIEW Maps for CICS TS 5.4 DSECTs
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CICSMP72 SYSVIEW Maps for CICS TS 5.5 DSECTs
CICSMP73 SYSVIEW Maps for CICS TS 5.6 DSECTs
CICSMP74 SYSVIEW Maps for CICS TS 6.1 DSECTs
DCCTXPR Sample code to invoke the SYSVIEW for CICS Monitor Exit Interface
EXECBAT Sample JCL for calling the SYSVIEW batch interface
EXECSECL Sample JCL for generating User and Group security reports
GSS GSS/MVS initialization parameters for SYSVIEW
GSVBSSID Sample for defining the default SSID
GSVBUXLT Assembler example for User Translate Tables
GSVCL001 SUBMIT with variable substitution - CLIST for REPORT sample
GSVCMEIC COBOL copybook of the Monitor Exit Interface COMMAREA
GSVCUTIL Sample JCL for SYSVIEW Utilities
GSVIALLC Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIARRY Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIASM Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVICARD Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVICOMM Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVICOPY Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIDD Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIDSN Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIIDCM Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIIF Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIINST Assembler macro to set the INSTALL Parameters
GSVIIVPS Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIJOBC Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIPATH Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIPNCH Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIPROG Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIP2I Input data member for GSVIINST
GSVISMPE Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVITMP Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVITRIM Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIUPDT Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVIZFS Assembler macro for GSVIINST
GSVSMQSV Sample JCL to display queue manager attributes
GSVT0001 Jobcard for inclusion with SUBMIT variable substitution examples
GSVT0002 SUBMIT with variable substitution – SCAN (ISRSUPC) JCL
GSVT0003 SUBMIT with variable substitution – Report Writer JCL
GSVT0004 SUBMIT with variable substitution – Compress-in-place JCL
GSVUAPSI Sample JCL to create the Application Server runtime directories
GSVUAPSM Sample JCL to refresh the Application Server runtime directories
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GSVUCSEC Sample JCL for updating the run-time Security File after applying a Continuous Delivery feature PTF.
GSVUDEFA Sample ACF2 input for creating a user-defined field
GSVUDEFR Sample RACF input for creating a user-defined field
GSVUDEFT Sample Top Secret input for creating a user-defined field
GSVUIMTS Sample JCL to define the IMS transaction summary log stream
GSVUJVML Sample JCL to upload product JVM agent log to support
GSVULSU Sample JCL to update DASD-only log stream MAXBUFSIZE and LS_DATACLA
GSVUPDAT Sample JCL to allocate the IMS Datalib (IMSDLIB)
GSVUSAFE SAF entity generator utility
GSVUSECC Security Utility - Copy user groups
GSVXCMDX Assembler example of a SYSVIEW Command Exit Module
GSVXCXT1 Assembler example of a SYSVIEW CICS Userid Exit
GSVXCXT2 Assembler example of a SYSVIEW CICS Transaction Termination Exit
GSVXMAPS SYSVIEW Maps for MVS DSECTs
GSVXMIB SYSVIEW SNMP trap MIB
GSVXSDSX Assembler example of a SYSVIEW Sample Command Exit
HELPCMDS Sample JCL to print Help for all commands
HELPINFO Sample JCL to print Help for Info and How To Topics
HELPMSGS Sample JCL to print Help for all messages
IMSMP14 SYSVIEW Maps for IMS 14.1 DSECTs
IMSMP15 SYSVIEW Maps for IMS 15.x DSECTs
INSTALL Installation generator JCL
MAPPARMS Assembler parameters for Map generation
MEISAMP SYSVIEW Option for CICS - GSVCMEI example Assembler program
MEISAMPC SYSVIEW Option for CICS - GSVCMEI example COBOL program
MEISAPT SYSVIEW Option for CICS user interface for SAP example program
MEISAPU SYSVIEW Option for CICS user interface for SAP example program
MEISAPW SYSVIEW Option for CICS user interface for SAP example program
MSMJCL Sample JCL to create the sysview.SAMPJCL data set for an MSM install
REXXFTOV SYSVIEW REXX EXEC Conversion Utility
SAFSAMPX Assembler example of a SYSVIEW Pre-SAF Exit
SAMPJCL SYSIN for multiple Install JCL samples
SETPROF Sample REXX EXEC for executing profile updates across multiple profile data sets
SITELIBS Sample JCL to create a set of SITE libraries
SMFDUMP Sample JCL to dump SMF records from the active SMF data set
SMFF0017 Sample assembler source to format SMF record type 17
SMFRPT Sample JCL to dump SMF records from the active SMF data set and generate a report based on

those records
SVWJMAPS JES2 maps sample JCL
SVWSJCL2 IEBCOPY SYSIN for Install JCL
SVWXMAPS z/OS maps sample JCL
SYSVAPPL SYSVIEW VTAM APPL definitions
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SYSVAPPS Sample JCL PROC for the Application Server STC
SYSVCLST Sample CLIST to invoke SYSVIEW in an ISPF environment
SYSVREXX Sample REXX EXEC to invoke SYSVIEW in an ISPF environment
TESTXVEX Sample REXX EXEC for using the XVEXTRAC command
USERLIBS Sample JCL to create a set of USER libraries
USSTAB SYSVIEW USSTAB Entry
XPFCGENL Assembler example for the CICS GENER/OL 6.5 Umbrella support
XPFRLOAD Sample JCL to create a separate Report Writer load library

CNM4BTMP - TEMPLATE Members
The following table describes the member contents of the SYSVIEW TEMPLATE data set with the suffix CNM4BTMP. All
template members are eligible to come from USER, SITE, and SYSTEM data sets.

Member Description
CICSMAIL CICS alerts email template
FOOTHTML Footer attached to emails sent from SENDMAIL command

Format: HTML
FOOTTEXT Footer attached to emails sent from SENDMAIL command

Format: Text
FTPCAPOS FTPCA postprocessing JCL steps

This member is included by the FTPCASEC, FTPCASET, FTPCASTD, FTPCATRS, and FTPCAXMI
TEMPLATE members. These members provide a point for customers to modify the JCL submitted
by the FTPCA command. This member is included after all EXEC cards in the preceding distributed
skeleton JCL members.
The JCL can include any of the variables that are defined in the FTPCAVAR TEMPLATE member.

FTPCAPRE FTPCA preprocessing JCL steps
This member is included by the FTPCASEC, FTPCASET, FTPCASTD, FTPCATRS, and FTPCAXMI
TEMPLATE members. These members provide a point for customers to modify the JCL submitted
by the FTPCA command. The purpose of this member is to provide a way for a site to define any
preprocessing JCL steps that need to occur before the actual FTP step. This member is included
before all EXEC cards in the preceding distributed skeleton JCL members.
The JCL can include any of the variables that are defined in the FTPCAVAR TEMPLATE member.

FTPCASEC FTPCA command secured JCL skeleton
This member includes the FTPCAPRE, FTPCAVAR, and FTPCAPOS TEMPLATE members to
provide a point for customers to modify the JCL submitted by the FTPCA command.
The FTPCA command uses the data in this member to build a JCL stream that sends a data set to
Broadcom using SFTP.

FTPCASET FTPCA command AMATERSE format JCL skeleton with SFTP
This member includes the FTPCAPRE, FTPCAVAR, and FTPCAPOS TEMPLATE members to
provide a point for customers to modify the JCL submitted by the FTPCA command.
The FTPCA command uses this member as a template to build a JCL stream that uses the
AMATERSE program to create a temporary compressed data set that is sent to Broadcom with
SFTP.
AMATERSE is used only when requested by the user.
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FTPCASTD FTPCA command standard JCL skeleton
This member includes the FTPCAPRE, FTPCAVAR, and FTPCAPOS TEMPLATE members to
provide a point for customers to modify the JCL submitted by the FTPCA command.
The FTPCA command uses the data in this member to build a JCL stream that sends a data set to
Broadcom using FTP.

FTPCATRS FTPCA command AMATERSE format JCL skeleton
This member includes the FTPCAPRE, FTPCAVAR, and FTPCAPOS TEMPLATE members to
provide a point for customers to modify the JCL submitted by the FTPCA command.
The FTPCA command uses this member as a template to build a JCL stream that uses the
AMATERSE program to create a temporary compressed data set that is sent to Broadcom with FTP.
AMATERSE is used only when requested by the user.

FTPCAVAR FTPCA variable descriptions
FTPCAXMI FTPCA command TSO XMIT format JCL skeleton

This member includes the FTPCAPRE, FTPCAVAR, and FTPCAPOS TEMPLATE members to
provide a point for customers to modify the JCL submitted by the FTPCA command.
The FTPCA command uses this member as a template to build a JCL stream that uses the TSO
TRANSMIT command to create a temporary data set that is sent to Broadcom with FTP.
The TSO TRANSMIT step is required when the source data set is a PDS or PDSE and no member
name was specified or when the source data set record format is variable or undefined.

GSVOMAIL JVM alerts email template
IMSMAIL IMS alerts email template
MQSMAIL MQ alerts email template
MVSMAIL z/OS alerts email template
TCPMAIL TCP/IP alerts email template

CNM4SCFG - System Configuration Member
The System Configuration Options member sets configuration options during the initialization of SYSVIEW:

Data Set Location

The System Configuration Options member must be located in the data set referenced by the DDname GSVXSCFG. The
DDname GSVXSCFG is only specified in SYSVIEW server address spaces and utility jobs.

Example: sysview.CNM4SCFG

The server address spaces include:

• SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space

• SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space

• SYSVIEW Auxiliary Services Address Space

Member Naming Conventions

A subsystem ID is assigned to each instance of SYSVIEW within a z/OS system or LPAR. The four-character SYSVIEW
subsystem ID (ssid) is used to name the System Configuration Options parmlib member.

Member name = GSVXssid

The first four characters of the member name are "GSVX".

Example: SYSVIEW subsystem ID = GSVX

Member name = GSVXGSVX
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The default SYSVIEW subsystem ID is GSVX.

Multiple Product Installations

Multiple instances of SYSVIEW can be installed on a single z/OS system. These instances of SYSVIEW can be of the
same or different release levels.

• Multiple instances at the same release levels CANNOT share SYSVIEW subsystem ID or System Configuration
Options member. A unique subsystem ID must be assigned to each SYSVIEW running at the same release level.

• Multiple instances at different release levels can share SYSVIEW subsystem ID and System Configuration Options
member.

If multiple instances of SYSVIEW are installed using the same subsystem ID, those instances specify their system
configuration options in the same system configuration member GSVXssid.

Enclose the options for each instance within the following structure in order to separate the options by release. Those
options that are not unique to an instance can be shared across multiple instances and do not need to be within an ")IF"
statement.

)IF RELEASE=vv.r
option1
option2
)ENDIF

Configuration Caching

Each SYSVIEW address space, subtask, and user session requires the information that is contained in the system
configuration options member. The system configuration information is cached in storage to reduce the number of
times that the data set is allocated and to reduce I/O. This approach improves performance during the initialization of a
SYSVIEW session.

The SYSVIEW server address spaces physically read the system configuration member each time the address space
is started. If the configuration options in the member are found to be different, the cached information is updated. The
updated configuration options are used when a new SYSVIEW session is started.

A modify command can be sent to the main server address space requesting the configuration data to be reloaded and
replaced in cache.

Example:

MODIFY SYSVIEW,RELOAD SCFG

The server address spaces include:

• SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space

• SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space

• SYSVIEW Auxiliary Services Address Space

For information about configuring options, see Copy System Configuration Options to System Configuration Data Set
(INST0011).
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CNM4ZMAC - EZTMAC Members
The following table describes the member contents of the EZTMAC data set with the suffix CNM4ZMAC:

Member Description
ABENDSUM CICS program ABEND summary
ASCBSTAT MVS address space performance report
CICSSTAT CICS statistics
CICSSTA1 CICS statistics
CICSSYSD CICS system interval data
CICSTRAN CICS transaction details
CICSTRN1 CICS transaction summary
CICSTSUM CICS transaction summary
CONVBTOP Conversion routine for use with EasyTrieve
DATECONV Example for converting a date
DEVSTAT MVS device activity statistics
DISKSTAT MVS disk device activity statistics
DSNSTAT MVS data set activity
FILESTAT CICS file usage statistics
FILTERID Filter on an alphanumeric field
GSVSMF03 Threshold exception record
GSVSMF04 State exception record
GSVSMF24 CICS exception record
GSVSMF25 CICS transaction summary data record
GSVSMF27 CICS transaction detail data record
GSVSMF28 CICS system interval data record
GSVSMF34 IMS monitor transaction history record
GSVSMF35 IMS monitor region summary
GSVSMF36 IMS transaction summary record
GSVSMF48 IBM MQ request statistics record
IMSBPACT BMP activity report
IMSDBACT DBT activity report
IMSMRACT IMS message Region Activity report
IMSTREPT IMS transaction lifetime report
IMSTRSUM IMS transaction report
PAGESTAT MVS paging CICS system
PROGUSE CICS program usage summary report
RECSUM Simple reports to count SMF record types
SMFDATE EasyTrieve macro to convert an SMF time stamp into a date in the

form YYYYMMDD
SMFHDR Common SMF record header
SMFR115 IBM MQ statistics record
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SMFR116 IBM MQ statistics record
SMFR14 SMF data set activity record
SMFR30 Job/Step termination record
SMFR64 VSAM clusters and components
SMFR70 CPU Activity record
SMFR71 Paging activity record
SMFR74 Device, XCF, OMVS, XES, CACHE, and HFS activity
SMFTIME EasyTrieve macro to Convert an SMF time stamp into a time in

the form HHMMSS
STCKCONV Conversion between binary STCK value and its 19-byte character

representation
SWAPSTAT MVS swapping statistics
SYSVCDEF Common data definitions
SYSVFOR Generates a report line for each instance of the named segment
SYSVPROC Common subroutines
TOP    Restrict report output to the first n lines in each control break
TRANRANG Transaction use broken down by life time range
USERSTAT CICS user summary report
VSAMSTAT MVS VSAM data set activity
WMQBUFFU IBM MQ buffer utilization report
WMQLOGR IBM MQ log manager statistics
WMQREQ IBM MQ PUT/GET activity report
XLOGSTAT State exception log
XLOGTHRS Threshold exception log

CNM4ZSAM - EZTSAMP Members
The following table describes the member contents of the EZTSAMP data set with the suffix CNM4ZSAM:

Member Description
ABENDSUM CICS program ABEND summary
ASCBSTAT MVS address space performance report
CICSSTAT CICS statistics
CICSSTA1 CICS statistics
CICSSYSD CICS system interval Data
CICSTRAN CICS Transaction details
CICSTRN1 CICS transaction summary
CICSTSUM CICS transaction summary
DEVSTAT MVS device activity statistics
DISKSTAT MVS disk device activity statistics
DSNSTAT MVS data set activity
FILESTAT CICS file usage statistics
IMSBPACT BMP activity report
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IMSDBACT DBT activity report
IMSMRACT IMS message region activity report
IMSTREPT IMS transaction lifetime report
IMSTRSUM IMS transaction report
PAGESTAT MVS paging statistics
PROGUSE CICS program usage summary report
RECSUM Simple reports to count SMF record types
SWAPSTAT MVS swapping statistics
TRANRANG Transaction use broken down by life time range
USERSTAT CICS user summary report
VSAMSTAT MVS VSAM data set activity
WMQBUFFU WebSphere MQ buffer utilization report
WMQLOGR WebSphere MQ log manager statistics
WMQREQ WebSphere MQ PUT/GET activity report
XLOGSTAT State exception log
XLOGTHRS Threshold exception log

Data Collection
SYSVIEW is a real-time performance monitor. SYSVIEW provides access to, and control of, thousands of subsystem and
operating system details and metrics. With the many real-time displays provided by SYSVIEW, users can perform many
tasks such as problem triage, problem diagnosis, system and subsystem administration, and general exploration.

Another important capability of SYSVIEW is to facilitate proactive monitoring of your critical applications and business
services. Proactive monitoring helps to ensure that your services are available and performing adequately always, not just
when subject matter experts are actively watching the system.

To facilitate this proactive monitoring, SYSVIEW actively and automatically monitors hundreds of key performance
indicator metrics spanning the operating system, key subsystems, and jobs. SYSVIEW acts when these metric values or
states fall outside the desired range. This proactive monitoring is referred to as data collection.

The Data Collection Process

SYSVIEW data collection is the process of gathering data metrics over a specified period of time or interval. SYSVIEW
stores these metrics in its temporary data store for potential use in displays, exception processing, and reporting. Data
collection includes event-based and interval-driven data gathering. Interval-driven data collection controls the data
collection processes with the SYSVIEW Event Scheduler subtask (SCHEDULER).

SYSVIEW provides out-of-the-box settings for default collection, so that you can start monitoring your z/OS system
and subsystems quickly. SYSVIEW provides many ways to tailor data collection and quantify the resources that are
consumed.

As shown in the diagram, the data collection process is defined as these separate but integrated functions that run in a
single task or across several tasks that might span multiple address spaces:

Parmlib processing
- Reads and processes information in the parmlib members that specifies data collection options.

Resource discovery
- Identifies resources in the system.
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Data collection
(interval) - Gathers data metrics and/or states for specified intervals over a defined time.

Data collection (event)
- Gather data metrics for asynchronous events over a defined time.

Exception Processing
- Analyzes collected data and provides alerts and notifications based on user-defined criteria. This function is also
commonly referred to as threshold processing.

NOTE

Some data is collected for reporting only and is not eligible for exception processing

Logging
- Logs collected data records to z/OS System Logger and SMF logstreams that are available for online viewing
and inclusion in customizable reports.

External Data Interface (XDI)
- Responds to toolkit commands issued by the user during a SYSVIEW session.

To see how SYSVIEW collects data across LPARs and SYSPLEX environments, see the SYSVIEW Architecture topic in
this section.
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SYSVIEW Architecture
The following diagram illustrates the design of the SYSVIEW architecture and the product components that enable data
collection across LPARs and SYSPLEX environments.

An instance of the SYSVIEW main services address space runs on each z/OS system where you want to monitor the
system or subsystem. Each instance runs independently, that is, there is no SYSPLEX requirement; SYSVIEW uses the
Common Components and Services CCI component to communicate across system boundaries. This communication can
be used to:

• Display data from multiple systems on a single display
• Log in to a remote system to view data and administrate it remotely
• Calculate group MSU capacity

Data collectors that run inside the server, or inside a monitored subsystem collect data that can be:

• Evaluated for threshold processing to generate actionable alerts
• Graphed to view trends in recent history
• Logged for later viewing or reporting
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Data Collection Concepts
This section describes conceptual information about SYSVIEW data collection.

SYSVIEW Scheduler

The scheduler provides an easy method to subset and control the intervals at which data collection of various sets of
metrics is to be performed. The scheduler uses predefined schedule event functions, which identify logical sets of metrics
available for collection. For instance, there is a scheduled event function to collect CPU statistics (MVSDATA-CPUS) and
one to collect MQ Queue Manager statistics (MQSDATA-QMGRS). If you are not interested in a specific set of metrics,
you can disable that function and can save system resources.

To control the data collection intervals, each scheduled function interval can be customized by time of day and day of
week.

Event driven data collection is enabled by the data collection tasks and even data comes in as the events occur. If there
is any summarization work done on the event data, it is performed by the data collection tasks and either can be a
scheduled event or one based on intervals that are defined by parameters.

The SYSVIEW Scheduler controls data collection as follows:

1. The scheduler lets you schedule events on an interval basis.
2. The scheduled event definitions can be customized to control the collection interval, time of day, and day of week.

Where the SYSVIEW Scheduler Runs

SYSVIEW has two event schedulers that are configured for their specific execution environment. One scheduler executes
in the SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space. The CICS component has a separate scheduler that executes as an MVS
subtask in each of the monitored CICS address spaces.

The scheduler running in the SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space controls events for the following data collection
components:

• IBM MQ
• IMS
• JVM
• MVS
• TCP/IP

The scheduler running in each monitored CICS address space controls events for that specific address space only.

Data Collection Subtasks

The data collector subtask processes many resources and metrics. A data collection subtask runs as a z/OS address
space TCB and is responsible for collecting metrics. In addition to being able to set the data collection frequency using
the scheduled events, you can selectively choose the individual metrics that are collected by enabling and disabling your
collection metrics using a variable list.

Data collection subtasks are signaled to perform data collection when a scheduled event function is triggered. It calls the
appropriate component level data collection subtask to perform the data collection and exception processing. For more
information about each component data collection subtask, see Product Server Address Spaces and Subtasks.

Monitor and Variable Parameters

Parameters are used to control:
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• Which resources or objects are collected
• Which variables or metrics for the collected resources are stored and processed

The control over which resources or objects are collected by the data collector tasks is done using monitor parameter
definitions. For example, the MQSDATA-QMGRS scheduled event function signals the MQSDATA collection subtask to
collect information about queue managers. You can use monitor definitions to explicitly tell the collector to only collect
statistics on specific queue managers.

The control over which metrics of the selected resources are collected by the data collector tasks is done by using
variable lists.

Thresholds and State Definitions

SYSVIEW contains hundreds of monitored metrics that can have associated threshold or state definitions:

States
State definitions describe what actions to perform when the current state of a monitored resource matches the
specific definition or rule. Current state values for a specific resource are always character or keyword values. A
status such as NORMAL, WARNING, or PROBLEM is also associated with a state.

Thresholds
Threshold definitions describe what actions to perform when the current value of a monitored resource is outside
the allowable range or limit. Current values for a specific resource are always numeric values. A status such as
NORMAL, WARNING, or PROBLEM is also associated with a state.

Data Collection Defaults and Considerations
The collection of unwanted or unneeded metrics wastes important system resources and CPU cycles. Collecting too little
data can be as bad as collecting too much data. The reduction in data space storage that is required for these metrics
also reduces the amount of real storage that the CAMASTER data anchor address space uses. Therefore, you must
understand what data is available for SYSVIEW to collect with the installation defaults.

The following terms are used throughout this section:

Default Setting
– Indicates whether the installation default for the function to collect this type of data is enabled or disabled.

Default Collection Interval
– Specifies the default collection interval in terms of minutes, seconds, or hours.

Minimum and Maximum Collection Interval
– Specifies the collection interval range in terms of minutes, seconds, or hours.

Data Collection Administration
During initial installation, no administration steps are required. The data collection component is designed to work out-
of-the-box. The administration of the data collection processes is controlled initially through the data collection parmlib
members, and thereafter, through the SYSVIEW Scheduler.

Parmlib Members Containing Data Collection Definitions

The following parmlib members contain initial data collection event definitions:

Member Description

SCHEDULE Provides the SCHEDULR subtask configuration options and event
definitions
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SCHDMVS MVS data collection events

SCHDMQS IBM MQ data collection events

SCHDIMS IMS data collection events

SVWOSCHD JVM data collection events

SCHDTCP TCP/IP data collection events

CICSSCHD Defines CICS scheduled events

SCHDCICS CICS data collection events

These parmlib members are used to create only the initial list of events or during a COLD start of the scheduler.

If the scheduler is being WARM started, which is the recommended start method, then the list of events is maintained in
the persistent data store. Make ongoing changes to the data collection events by using online displays.

Use the SYSVIEW online command SCHEDULE to control the following data collection events:

• IBM MQ
• IMS
• JVM
• MVS
• TCP/IP

Use the SYSVIEW online command CSCHEDUL to control the CICS data collection event.

Your changes are maintained and stored in the SYSVIEW persistent data store.

For COLD starts, manually change the previously mentioned parmlib members.

Use Monitor Definitions

The data collection subtasks break data collection into distinct groupings of data, such as MVS, MQ, IMS, JVM, or TCP/
IP. The scheduler event function further breaks down data collection into smaller logical groupings, such as address
space statistics or device statistics. Monitor definitions provide even more refinement to your data collection needs. Use
monitor definitions to explicitly define which address spaces you want to collect data on or which devices you want to
exclude from data collection. Monitor definitions are set initially within monitor definition parmlib members and maintained
through online displays.

Refer to the following parmlib members for information about which resources you can specify monitor definitions:

Data Collection Subtask Parmlib Member Monitor Definition Display Subsystem

MVSDATA MVSMON MONITOR MVS

IMSDATA IMSMON IMSMON IMS

JVMDATA SVWOMON JVMMON JVM

MQSDATA MQSMON MQMON MQ

TCPDATA TCPMON TCPMON TCP/IP

Enable and Disable Data Collection Metrics VARS

The VARIABLE-SET statements can be coded directly in the xxxDATA parmlib members if desired. The xxxVARS
members are included dynamically into the corresponding xxxDATA parmlib member through an include statement such
as:
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 )INCLUDE MVSVARS

 

To limit the data collection, enable or disable the collection metrics using the following SYSVIEW parmlib members:

MVSVARS
Defines the z/OS metrics.

MQSVARS
Defines the IBM MQ metrics.

IMSVARS
Defines the IMS metrics.

SVWOSVAR
Defines the JVM metrics.

TCPVARS
Defines the TCP/IP metrics.

CICSSTAT
Defines the CICS metrics.

The data collection tasks do not directly read the parmlib members MVSVARS, MQSVARS, IMSVARS, and TCPVARS.

The VARIABLE-SET statement has the following syntax:

 VARIABLE-SET source:variable:action 

source
Specifies the resources to enable or disable for collection.
Valid values are:

• MVS
• WEBMQ
• IMS
• JVM
• TCPIP

variable
Specifies the name of the data collection metric, which you can specify generically.

• Variable-length mask character: = (equal)
• Fixed-length mask character: * (asterisk)

action
Specifies the action to apply. Valid values are:

• ENAbled
• DISabled

Examples: Enable and Disable Data Collection

• Enable collection for all MVS metrics:

 VARIABLE-SET     MVS:=:ENABLE

 

• Disable USS-related collection for JOBS/ASIDs:

 VARIABLE-SET     MVS:JOBU=:DISABLE
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• Disable zAAP related collection for JOBS/ASIDs:

 VARIABLE-SET     MVS:JOBIFA=:DISABLE 

 

Use this setting if no zAAP processors are available.
• Disable zIIP related collection for JOBS/ASIDs:

 VARIABLE-SET     MVS:JOBIIP=:DISABLE

 

Use this setting if no zIIP processors are available.
• Disable TCP/IP IP version 4 variables:

 VARIABLE-SET     TCPIP:I4=:DISABLE

 

Use this setting if IP version 4 is not used.
• Disable TCP/IP IP version 6 variables:

 VARIABLE-SET     TCPIP:I6=:DISABLE

 

Use this setting if IP version 6 is not used.

Online Displays for Data Collection Administration
SYSVIEW contains several online displays that you can use to administrate data collection.

As with any system monitoring tool, balancing data collecting and the associated resource consumption is an important
part of software administration. Some find it easier to collect everything and scale back as needed. Others start by
collecting a small subset. Both approaches have negatives. If you collect too much data, your monitor can become a
resource drain. If you collect too little data, you cannot spot and solve issues in a timely manner.

SYSVIEW internally monitors its resource consumption and provides many online displays that you can use to analyze
and control its data collection. Use the following SYSVIEW displays to monitor data collection resource consumption and
completely manage your data collection processes:

Address Space Administration Display

The Address Space Administration display (ASADMIN) provides information about the SYSVIEW address spaces that are
running on your system. From this display, you can determine which data collection subtasks are active or inactive and
the resources that are consumed by each. The display also provides a mechanism for starting and stopping the individual
data collection subtasks. Stopping a subtask results in no data collection for a component.

Schedule Events Display
Scheduled Events Display

The Scheduled Events display (SCHEDULE) provides a list of scheduled event functions that are organized by
data collection subtasks and logically grouped by data subject area. For instance, there is a scheduled event
function to collect CPU statistics and one to collect device statistics. From this display, you can determine the
status of each event function and can modify its status between enabled or disabled. All collection interval
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definition modification to collection interval, time of day, or day of week is performed within this display. All
modifications are stored in the product datalib for warm starting. In addition, you can export the definitions to the
appropriate parmlib member to maintain the definitions for a cold start.

CICS Scheduled Events Display
The CICS Scheduled Events display (CSCHEDUL) provides the same information as SCHEDULE. There is a
separate scheduler that executes as an MVS subtask in each of the monitored CICS address spaces. To see the
scheduler information that is associated to each CICS region, cycle through each CICS region using the CICS
NEXT command.

Monitor Rules Display

The Monitor Rules display (MONRULES) displays the current monitor definitions for data collection subtasks. Monitor
definitions define which resources or objects are collected and which ones are not collected. The display lets you add or
delete definitions. If a definition displays, it is active in the sense that if the scheduled event that is associated with the
definition runs, the definition is processed and applied.

CICS Monitor Definitions

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collection implements the concept of monitor definitions at the transaction level.
Because the SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector can monitor every CICS transaction executing in a CICS region,
you may want to alter the monitoring characteristics for transactions. Transaction option definitions let you specify the
monitoring characteristics. Transaction option definitions are populated initially from the parmlib member CTRANOPT.
Definitions across your CICS regions can be maintained and modified using the online command CTRANOPT.

System Data Collection Monitor Display

The System Data Collection Monitor display (SYSDMON) pulls together information that is displayed in several displays
into a single display. It displays information about the data collection subtasks status, scheduled event function status, and
the resources consumed by function. Also, this display includes threshold exception processing status by function and the
administration function of enabling or disabling threshold processing at the scheduled function level.

The CICS Data Collection Monitor command CSYSDMON provides the same functionality as SYSDMON.

Data Collection Metric Definitions

The METRICS command displays a list of all data collection metrics that are available for threshold exception processing.
The display contains metrics from all the data collection subtasks, such as MVS, CICS, and IMS. If you provide a
parameter, you can display only data collection metrics that are associated to a specific data collection subtask. For
example, when you use METRICS MVS, only the metrics collected by the MVSDATA subtask display.

Determine Data Collection Resource Consumption
SYSVIEW strives to minimize its system impact and resource consumption of all its data collection processes. The goal
is to minimize the impact on your system while maximizing the benefits associated with your system and application
monitoring. SYSVIEW provides many displays to help you develop data collection policies, implement sound exception
processing, and quantify the associated resource consumption.

New to SYSVIEW Data Collection

Use these questions to get started:
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What data should I collect?
Contact your data consumers to understand their real-time performance analysis requirements. Identify existing
problems and areas of concern. Review your system configurations, their workloads, and their resource
requirements.

Where and when should I collect it?
Focus on critical workloads first, identifying where they are executing and their execution patterns. To help you
focus on critical workloads, understand their business impact. Prioritize the systems that support those workloads.

Established SYSVIEW Data Collectors

If you are an established SYSVIEW installation or a new installation who took the data collection defaults and you want
to quantify the resource consumption of your current data collection processes, review your installation data collection
settings. Determine whether your policy meets your needs and adjust as necessary.

When your installation is collecting data through scheduled events, quantify the resource consumption by following these
steps:

1. Use the ASADMIN command display to get the resource consumption of the main SYSVIEW address space.
2. Use the ASADMIN command display to break down the resource consumption by data collection subtasks:

– CICSDATA
– IMSDATA
– JOBS
– JVMDATA
– MQSDATA
– MVSDATA
– SMFDATA
– TCPDATA

3. Use the SYSDMON command display to gather the CPU resource consumption that is broken down by scheduled
function.

4. Understand the data that you have collected.

Resource Consumption Analysis Example

Step One - Use the ASADMIN command display to get the current total resource consumption of the main Main
Services Address Space.

Enter command: ASADMIN; SET FORMAT CPU S   

A screen similar to the following one appears:
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The data row where Task=* is the total line for the entire Main SYSVIEW address space.

Note the CPU metrics that are associated with the Main SYSVIEW address space.

Value Metric Name Metric Description

01:09:59 CpuTime The total CPU time accumulated.

00:41:32 CPTime The accumulated task CPU time (does not
include zIIP Time).

00:28:27 zIIPTime The accumulated enclave CPU time
running on a zIIP processor.

5.6days TaskTime The elapsed time since the task started.

In this study, 40 percent of the CPU consumed by the main address space executed on a zIIP processor.

Step Two - Use ASADMIN to gather and break down the resource consumption by data collection subtasks.

Note the consumption values of your subtasks.

For this example, we analyze the MQSDATA subtask:

Address Space Subtask Scheduled Function CPUTime CPUTime (sec.)

SYSVIEW Main 01:09:59 4199

MQSDATA 00:17:38 1058

Step Three – Use SYSDMON to gather and breakdown of resource consumption by each scheduled event.
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Enter command: SYSDMON; SET FORMAT ZIIP; SEL OWNER EQ MVSDATA

A screen similar to the following one appears:

We recorded the following TCPUTime metric values that are rounded to the second.

Note the consumption values of the function by subtask.

For this example, we analyze the MVSDATA subtask and its scheduled events:

Address Space Subtask Scheduled Function CPUTime CPUTime (sec.)

SYSVIEW Main 01:09:59 4199

MVSDATA 00:17:38 1058

MVSDATA-APPLIDS 00:00:00 0

MVSDATA-CHANNELS 00:00:09 9

MVSDATA-CICSMON 00:00:19 19

MVSDATA-CPUS 00:00:09 9

MVSDATA-CPUSTAT 00:00:02 2

MVSDATA-DEVICES 00:04:41 281

MVSDATA-JESNODES 00:00:12 12

MVSDATA-JOBS 00:10:08 608

MVSDATA-REQJOBS 00:00:00 0

MVSDATA-SYSTEMS 00:00:01 1

MVSDATA-USS 00:00:01 1
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MVSDATA-WLM 00:00:22 22

Step Four – Understand the data that you have collected:

Address Space Subtask Scheduled
Function

CPUTime CPUTime (sec.) % of Total

SYSVIEW Main 01:09:59 4199

MVSDATA 00:17:38 1058 25.1%

MVSDATA-APPLIDS 00:00:00 0

MVSDATA-CHANN
ELS

00:00:09 9

MVSDATA-CICSMO
N

00:00:19 19

MVSDATA-CPUS 00:00:09 9

MVSDATA-CPUSTA
T

00:00:02 2

MVSDATA-DEVICE
S

00:04:41 281 26.6%

MVSDATA-JESNOD
ES

00:00:12 12

MVSDATA-JOBS 00:10:08 608 57.5%

MVSDATA-REQJO
BS

00:00:00 0

MVSDATA-SYSTEM
S

00:00:01 1

MVSDATA-USS 00:00:01 1

MVSDATA-WLM 00:00:22 22

From the data that is collected, you can determine that 25.1 percent of the total main SYSVIEW address space was
attributed to the MVSDATA data collector subtask. The biggest resource consumers of the MVSDATA scheduler functions
were MVSDATA-JOBS and MVSDATA-DEVICES, which consumed 57.5 percent and 26 percent of the subtasks
resources respectively.

This analysis tells you where your resources are being consumed. The administrator determines whether those resources
being consumed are well spent.

CICS Data Collection
To collect CICS data, configure the CICSDATA and CICSLOGR subtasks in SYSVIEW and the data collector in CICS.

These subtasks and the CICS data collector perform the functions that are shown in the diagram. Note that the grayed-out
functions are not part of CICS data collection. For a definition of each function shown, see Data Collection.
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Collected CICS Data

The following information details the data that the CICS data collection event collects, the default settings, and why you
want to collect this data:

CICS Data Collection Defaults

Scheduled Event Defaults

Scheduled
Function Description Default Setting Data Collection

Interval Default Minimum Maximum

SYSDATA-RECORD CICS system interval
records

Enabled 15 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

SYSTEM-CONDITIO
N

CICS system status
condition

Enabled 1 Minute 1 Minute 1 Hour
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Scheduled
Function Description Default Setting Data Collection

Interval Default Minimum Maximum

SYSTEM-CONNECT CICS remote system
connections

Enabled 1 Minute 1 Minute 1 Hour

SYSTEM-FACILITY CICS connection
facilities

Enabled 1 Minute 1 Minute 1 Hour

SYSTEM-FILES CICS files Disabled 15 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour
SYSTEM-IPCONN CICS IP connections Disabled 5 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour
SYSTEM-JVMSERV
ER

CICS JVM Servers Disabled 1 Minute 1 Minute 1 Hour

SYSTEM-PIPELINE
S

CICS pipelines Disabled 5 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

SYSTEM-
PROGRAMS

CICS programs Disabled 1 Hour 1 Minute 1 Hour

SYSTEM-SOCKETS CICS sockets Disabled 5 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour
SYSTEM-TCBPOO
LS

CICS TCB pools Disabled 1 minute 1 minute 1 hour

SYSTEM-TCLASS CICS transaction
classes

Enabled 1 Minute 1 Minute 1 Hour

SYSTEM-TDATA CICS transient data
queues

Disabled 5 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

SYSTEM-TERMINA
LS

CICS terminals Disabled 1 Hour 1 Minute 1 Hour

SYSTEM-TRANS CICS transaction
status

Disabled 15 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

TRAN-REQUIRED CICS transactions
required to be active

Disabled 1 Minute 30 Seconds 1 Hour

TRAN-SUMMARY CICS transaction
summary records

Enabled 15 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

TRAN-
THRESHOLDS

CICS dynamic
transaction threshold
processing

Enabled 15 Seconds 1 Second 2 Minutes

CICSDATA Monitor Options and Defaults

For more information about CICS Monitor Options, see the CICSSCHD parmlib member.

CICS Data Collected Resource Types

CICS Region Statistics
Description

This event performs CICS system data collection for the region.

The collected data can be written in the form of an SMF record to SMF and 

the SYSVIEW CICSSYSD log stream.

The records can be viewed using the online command: CSYSDATA

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event
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Scheduled Event: SYSDATA-RECORD

Default Setting: Enabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  15 Minutes

 Minimum :   1 Minute

 Maximum :   1 Hour

CICS Region Status Conditions
Description

This event performs CICS system data collection for overall CICS status 

conditions.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: SYSTEM-CONDITION

Default Setting: Enabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  1 Minute

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ SYSTEM-CONDITION

CICS Remote System Connections
Description

This event performs data collection for CICS remote system connections.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: SYSTEM-CONNECT

Default Setting: Enabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  1 Minute

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ SYSTEM-CONNECT

CICS Facilities
Description

This event performs data collection for CICS facilities.

This includes the connection status for facilities such as: DBCTL, DB2, MQ, 

TCP/IP, VTAM and Web

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event
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Scheduled Event: SYSTEM-FACILITY

Default Setting: Enabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  1 Minute

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Minute

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ SYSTEM-FACILITY

CICS Defined File Information
Description

This event performs data collection for the status of CICS defined files.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: SYSTEM-FILES

Default Setting: Disabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  15 Minutes

 Minimum :   1 Minute

 Maximum :   1 Hour

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ SYSTEM-FILES

CICS IP Connections
Description

This event performs data collection for the status of CICS IP connections.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: SYSTEM-IPCONN

Default Setting: Disabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  5 Minutes

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ SYSTEM-IPCONN
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CICS Pipelines
Description

This event performs data collection for the status of CICS pipelines.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: SYSTEM-PIPELINES

Default Setting: Disabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  5 Minutes

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ SYSTEM-PIPELINES

CICS Programs
Description

This event performs data collection for the status of CICS programs.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: SYSTEM-PROGRAMS

Default Setting: Disabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  1 Hour

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ SYSTEM-PROGRAMS

CICS Sockets
Description

This event performs data collection for the status of CICS sockets.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: SYSTEM-SOCKETS

Default Setting: Disabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  5 Minutes

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event
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Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ SYSTEM-SOCKETS

CICS Transient Data Queues
Description

This event performs data collection for CICS transient data queues.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: SYSTEM-TDATA

Default Setting: Disabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  5 Minutes

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ SYSTEM-TDATA

CICS Terminal Status
Description

This event performs data collection for the status of CICS terminals.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: SYSTEM-TERMINALS

Default Setting: Disabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  1 Hour 

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ SYSTEM-TERMINALS

CICS Transaction Classes
Description

This event performs data collection for CICS transaction classes.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: SYSTEM-TCLASS

Default Setting: Enabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  1 Minute
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 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS SELECT SCHEDULE EQ SYSTEM-TCLASS

CICS Transaction Status
Description

This event performs data collection for the status of CICS transactions.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: SYSTEM-TRANS

Default Setting: Disabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  15 Minutes

 Minimum :   1 Minute

 Maximum :   1 Hour

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS SELECT SCHEDULE EQ SYSTEM-TRANS

CICS Transactions Required
Description

This event performs data collection to monitor a list of transaction ids 

that are required to be active within a CICS region.

The data collection process can monitor required transactions and provide 

alerts when the required transaction ids are not active.

Required transactions are specified using a CICS Transaction Options 

definition in parmlib member CTRANOPT or using the online command 

CTRANOPT.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: TRAN-REQUIRED

Default Setting: Disabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :   1 Minute

 Minimum :  30 Seconds

 Maximum :   1 Hour

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ TRAN-REQUIRED
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CICS Transaction Summary Statistics
Description

This event performs CICS transaction summary data collection for the 

region.

A single SMF record will be created to provide summarized degradation 

analysis for each transaction ID that executed or transaction group that 

had transactions execute within the collection interval.

The collected data can be written in the form of an SMF record to SMF and 

the SYSVIEW CICSTSUM log stream.

The records can be viewed using the online command: CTRANSUM

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: TRAN-SUMMARY

Default Setting: Enabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  15 Minutes

 Minimum :   1 Minute

 Maximum :   1 Hour 

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT DEG NB

CICS Transaction Exception Processing
Description

This event performs dynamic CICS transaction threshold or exception 

processing for executing tasks.

As part of the exception processing, a transaction can be cancelled if 

resource usage is exceeded.

Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

Scheduled Event: TRAN-THRESHOLDS

Default Setting: Enabled

Data Collection Interval

 Default :  15 Seconds

 Minimum :   1 Second

 Maximum :   2 Minutes

Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to view the metrics affected by this event:

 VARS CICS

 SELECT DYNAMIC NB
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Configure CICS Transaction Gateway Monitoring
SYSVIEW can display CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) real-time performance statistics, to help you manage and
monitor your CTG daemons running on z/OS. SYSVIEW uses the JVM Data Collector Agent technology to monitor your
CTG instances.

Use this procedure to configure SYSVIEW and the JVM Data Collector Agent to monitor CTG instances.

Follow these steps:

1. Activate the CTG and JVM components in the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options member.
To enable SYSVIEW to monitor CTG instances, activate the SYSVIEW CTG and JVM components. To activate
the components, specify a value of Yes for the Component-CTG and Component-JVM options. To activate the
components, see SYSVIEW System Configuration Options.

NOTE
To enable CTG monitoring, the SYSVIEW Option for CICS Option must be licensed. However, you do not
have to set the value of the Option-CICS option to Yes in the System Configuration Options member.

2. Start the JVMDATA subtask.
The JVMDATA subtask must be active and running to monitor and collect data from CTG daemons that are running on
z/OS. To activate the subtask, see JVM Data Collection Subtask Setup.

3. Configure the JVM Data Collector Agent in the CTG instance.
The JVM agent resides in the USS directory that was specified when SYSVIEW was installed using install job
INST0006. The path to the JVM agent is required to configure the agent on the CTG instance. To identify the path
to the JVM agent, see (Optional) Create Run-Time USS Directory for the JVM Data Collector Agent (INST0006). To
configure the JVM agent on the CTG instance, see Configure the JVM Data Collector Agent.

4. Configure the JVM agent option for CTG.
The JVM agent accepts the following option to control real-time CTG monitoring: monctg . To configure the options,
see Options for the JVM Data Collector Agent.

5. Review the security command groups.
SYSVIEW contains commands to support CTG real-time monitoring of data on CTG daemons. The commands are
included in the following security command groups: GSVCTG and GSVCTGA . Review the security for your command
groups to determine if any existing groups must be modified. To review the security for your command groups, see
Command Groups (Optional).

6. (Optional) Configure log streams for SMF type 111 records.
SYSVIEW can display and format SMF type 111 records that CTG instances write. For more information, see CICS
Transaction Gateway SMF Records. To configure the log streams, see Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing.

SYSVIEW is configured to monitor CTG instances.
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To learn more about using and configuring CICS Transaction Gateway monitoring, see the following videos:

Video Link Title and Description

Configuring CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS Monitoring in
SYSVIEW:
Introduces the SYSVIEW component for CICS Transaction
Gateway (CTG). You use the component to monitor and manage
CTG instances running on z/OS. This video also describes the
steps to configure SYSVIEW and the JVM Data Collector Agent to
monitor CTG instances running on z/OS.
Run time: 14 min 18 sec.
Using the SYSVIEW Component for CICS Transaction
Gateway for z/OS:
Demonstrates SYSVIEW CTG commands that you can use. You
can use the commands to view real-time performance statistics
and manage your CTG instances.
Run time: 10 mins 53 sec.

Assign a User ID to the GSVI CICS Transaction
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collection services program is named GSVCGSVI. The default transaction ID that is
associated with the program GSVCGSVI is GSVI.

How the GSVI Transaction is Started

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS startup or initialization program is GSVCGSVS. The default transaction ID associated with
the program GSVCGSVS is GSVS.

The GSVI transaction is a long running server transaction that cannot be attached to a terminal.

The GSVCGSVS program uses the EXEC CICS INQUIRE TRANSACTION API to search defined transactions for a
transaction definition with the initial program GSVCGSVI.

An EXEC CICS START TRANSID(tran) is issued for the transaction ID with initial program GSVCGSVI.

How to Assign a User ID to the Transaction

SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collection services includes the following options:

• CICS data collection services transaction GSVI                                                               
• SYSVIEW Option for CICS subtasks that are attached as daughter tasks to the CICS QR TCB

Some users may need to assign a specific user ID to the SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collection services transaction
GSVI and attached MVS subtasks.

1. Define a CICS System Initialization Table (SIT) INITPARM for the program GSVCGSVS.
Add the following SIT parameter:
INITPARM=(GSVCGSVS='initialization parameters')
Example:
INITPARM=(GSVCGSVS='GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid')

2. Specify initialization options on the initialization transaction "GSVS".
GSVS <initialization parameters>
Example:
GSVS GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid
Any parameters that are specified with GSVS transaction override those values specified on the SIT INITPARM
parameter.
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3. Specify initialization options on the termination transaction "GSVT" if a RESTART is being performed.
GSVT RESTART <initialization parameters>
Example:
GSVT RESTART GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid
Any parameters that are specified with GSVT transaction override those specified on the SIT INITPARM parameter.

Initialization Parameters

Option Description

tran The transaction ID defined with the initial program GSVCGSVI. The default value is "*".
• If "*" is specified, the transaction ID GSVI is used.

userid The user ID to associate with the "GSVI" transaction and attached MVS subtasks. The default value
is "*".

Value Description
userid
*

If "*" is specified, the transaction ID GSVI and MVS subtasks are started
and attached with the address space or region user ID.
CICS surrogate user checking considerations
If the CICS SIT parameter XUSER is set to YES, CICS performs
surrogate user security checking. The user ID of the environment starting
the GSVI transaction must have surrogate authority for the specified
userid. If the userid specified is "*", surrogate authority must be given for
the user ID assigned to the region user ID.
To permit someone surrogate access to this userid, define profile
userid.DFHSTART in the SURROGAT resource class of your external
security package and then give them read access to this profile.
If surrogate authority is not authorized, the EXEC CICS START request
for the GSVI transaction fails.
EIBRESP  = 70, x46 - NOTAUTH
EIBRESP2 =  9, x09 - A surrogate user security check fails on USERID

@ If "@" is specified, the transaction ID GSVI is started without a specific
user ID.
The GSVI transaction and attached MVS subtasks inherit the user ID of
the starting environment.

start The start type for the CICS data collector. The default value is "*".
Valid values are:

Value Description
* Warm start
WARM Warm start
COLD Cold start

ssid The SYSVIEW subsystem ID. The subsystem ID is used to locate the correct set of system
configuration options. The default value is "*".
Valid values are:

Value Description
* Use default subsystem ID
ssid Use specified subsystem ID
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CICS Application Debugger Integration
SYSVIEW attempts to detect the presence of an application debugger in an executing CICS transaction. An application
debugger elongates or changes the normal execution of a transaction. It is assumed that the transaction does not meet
its normal goals and thresholding should be bypassed when an application debugger is active during the execution of a
transaction.

The following application debuggers can be detected:

• CICS CEDF
• SYSVIEW Monitor Exit Interface
• InterTest
• Compuware Xpediter
• IBM Debug for z/OS

CICS Transaction Threshold Processing

If an application debugger was detected for a transaction and the configuration option Threshold-Task-Dynamic-
AppDebug is set to YES, dynamic thresholding will be processed for the transaction.

If a threshold exception rule is triggered that requests the transaction to be cancelled, additional checking is performed
before the transaction is cancelled.

If an application debugger is active for a transaction to be cancelled, set the following configuration options to YES to
allow the cancellation attempt:

• Threshold-Task-Dynamic-App-Debug
• Threshold-Task-Dynamic-App-Debug-Cancel
• CICS transaction options for transaction

– Thresholding
– Cancel eligible

The following configuration options control the levels of integration:

Option                                  Default Value

--------------------------------------- ----------------------

APPLICATION-DEBUGGER-IBM-DEBUG          No

APPLICATION-DEBUGGER-XPEDITER           No

THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-APP-DEBUG        No

THRESHOLD-TASK-DYNAMIC-APP-DEBUG-CANCEL No

CICS Data Collection Abnormal Termination
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector that executes within a CICS address space is a collection of CICS
transactions and MVS subtasks.

If a SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collection task abnormally terminates, the SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector
shuts down or terminates for that specific CICS address space.

During the termination process, SYSVIEW determines whether the data collector is eligible for automatic restart. If restart
eligible, the data collector restarts automatically. The following parameters are maintained from the previous initialization:

• Start type: WARM, COLD
• SYSVIEW subsystem ID (SSID)
• Userid
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If the CICS data collector is executing as part of a previous restart request, a second restart is rejected until a SYSVIEW
Option for CICS System Data Interval record is created.

The System Data Interval record creation is controlled by the scheduler event: SYSDATA-RECORD

If a system record is processed or created using the scheduler event the ability to restart on an unscheduled termination is
re-enabled. The following message is written to the log:

   GSVC033I (SDCS) Restart on recovery has been reset and enabled

CICS Data Collection Shut Down and Restart Methods
The SYSVIEW for CICS data collector can be shut down manually or automatically during the CICS termination process.
This process lets you control the CICS monitoring environment. If the CICS address space is shut down, SYSVIEW
automatically shuts down its data collector during the CICS termination process.

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collector executes within the CICS address space and is composed of the following
components:

• Long running CICS transaction GSVI
• Specialized MVS subtasks

Manual Shut Down

You can manually shut down or terminate the SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collector using the following methods:

• SYSVIEW for CICS termination transaction GSVT
You can enter the GSVT transaction as a transaction after logging on to a CICS terminal.
Syntax:  GSVT
You can also issue the GSVT termination transaction using a console that is defined to the CICS address space as an
MVS MODIFY command.
Syntax:  F jobname,GSVT

• Line command TERM from CICSLIST command
The CICSLIST command displays a list of all executing CICS regions on the current system and optionally in a cross-
system mode.
You can use the line command TERM to terminate the data collector for a specific CICS region.

• Issue SYSVIEW command: CICSSET
You can use the command CICSSET to terminate the CICS data collector in the following regions:
– Single CICS region on current system

Syntax: CICSSET MONITOR TERMINATE <JOB jobname>
If the JOB jobname parameters are not entered, the current target jobname is used.

– All CICS regions on current system
Syntax: CICSSET MONITOR TERMINATE JOB ALL

– Group of CICS regions on current system
Syntax: CICSSET MONITOR TERMINATE GROUP group
The group parameter is the logical group of CICS jobnames defined using the GROUPS command with logical
group type CICSPLEX.

– Single CICS region on a remote system
Syntax: CICSSET MONITOR TERMINATE JOB jobname SYSTEM system

– Group of CICS regions on a remote system
Syntax: CICSSET MONITOR TERMINATE GROUP group SYSTEM system

– All CICS regions on all systems
Syntax: CICSSET MONITOR TERMINATE JOB ALL SYSTEM ALL
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Manual Shut Down with Automatic Restart

The SYSVIEW for CICS Data Collector can be shut down or terminated and restarted automatically using the following
methods:

• SYSVIEW for CICS termination transaction GSVT
The GSVT transaction can be entered as a transaction after logging on to a CICS terminal.
Syntax: GSVT RESTART
The GSVT termination transaction can also be issued using a console that is defined to the CICS address space as an
MVS MODIFY command.
Syntax: F jobname,GSVT RESTART

• Line command RESTART from CICSLIST command
The CICSLIST command displays a list of all executing CICS regions on the current system and optionally in a cross-
system mode.
The line command RESTART can be used to terminate and restart automatically the data collector for a specific CICS
region.

• Issue SYSVIEW command: CICSSET
The command CICSSET can be used to terminate the CICS data collector in the following regions:
– Single CICS region on current system

Syntax: CICSSET MONITOR RESTART <JOB jobname>
If the JOB jobname parameters are not entered, the current target jobname is used.

– All CICS regions on current system
Syntax: CICSSET MONITOR RESTART JOB ALL

– Group of CICS regions on current system
Syntax: CICSSET MONITOR RESTART GROUP group
The group parameter is the logical group of CICS jobnames defined using the GROUPS command with logical
group type CICSPLEX.

– Single CICS region on a remote system
Syntax: CICSSET MONITOR RESTART JOB jobname SYSTEM system

– Group of CICS regions on a remote system
Syntax: CICSSET MONITOR RESTART GROUP group SYSTEM system

– All CICS regions on all systems
Syntax: CICSSET MONITOR RESTART JOB ALL SYSTEM ALL

Automatic Shut Down at CICS Termination

The CICS Data Collector automatically shuts down during the CICS termination process. During a normal controlled CICS
shutdown, the SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector shuts down during stage 2 unless the GSVCGSVT program has
been specified in the CICS PLTSD shutdown module.

The placement of the SYSVIEW Option for CICS termination program GSVCGSVT within the CICS PLTSD shutdown
module controls termination as follows:

• If the GSVCGSVT entry is before the DFHDELIM entry, shutdown occurs during stage 1.
• If coded after the DFHDELIM entry, shutdown occurs during stage 2.
• If the termination program is not found in the PLTSD module, shutdown occurs during stage 2.

Example: PLT - Stage 2 shutdown:

DFHPLT TYPE=INITIAL,SUFFIX=SD

DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=DFHDELIM

DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=GSVCGSVT

DFHPLT TYPE=FINAL
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CICS Data Collection Simplified
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector can monitor many CICS resources. Depending upon a customer
configuration of the SYSVIEW Option for CICS Detail log streams, finding CICS detail records in the log streams can be
difficult. As an applications programmer, you want to easily find exception CICS transactions. Starting with SYSVIEW
14.1, the product duplexes a small subset of interesting CICS detail records and sends them to another logical log stream
in addition to the primary log stream.

The following topics provide additional information about CICS data collection:

How to Restart a Data Collection Abnormal Termination

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector that executes within a CICS address space is a collection of CICS
transactions and z/OS subtasks.

Starting with SYSVIEW 14.1, if a data collection task abnormally terminates:

• The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector shuts down or terminates for that specific CICS address space.
• During the shutdown process, SYSVIEW determines whether the data collector is eligible for automatic restart.
• If restart eligible, the data collector automatically restarts.

How to Log a CICS Transaction Detail Record

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector monitors transactions as they execute.

When the transaction completes:

• An SMF format record is created.
• The SMF record is sent to the specified CICS logger task executing in the SYSVIEW Main Services or Auxiliary

address space for logging.
• The record is logged to the CICS Transaction log stream, if requested.
• If the transaction contains any of the following conditions, the record is also logged to the CICS Exception log stream:

– Transaction abend
– Threshold exceptions
– CICS exceptions
– Dumps
– Storage violations

How the Retention Period Determines Exception Logging

The transaction log stream typically contains many transaction records. Records are written to this log stream at a high
rate or velocity. For this reason, the log stream can become large. The size of the log stream and logging rate determine
the retention period of the records that are contained in the stream.

Because of the high velocity of records and potentially short retention period that is associated with the transaction log
stream, the records that contain exceptions are also written to the CICS exception log stream. The number of records
written to the CICS exception log stream is expected to be far less than that of the transaction log stream. This process
allows the exception records to be maintained for a longer retention period. Also, the transaction exception records and
any other exception records associated with the CICS region or transaction are logged to the same log stream.

The ability to review or query exception conditions using the CTRANLOG or XLOG commands is much faster and
complete.

The following parameter specifies the log stream names that are used for the transaction and exception log streams:

Parmlib member: CICSLOGR

Options:
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• LOGSTREAM-CICSTRAN-NAME
• LOGSTREAM-CICSXLOG-NAME

How Logical Groups Simplify Data Collection

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collection has been simplified using Logical Groups that define a list of similar items
as a single logical group name. You can use the group name to reference the entire list.

Logical group definitions reside in one single common set of SYSVIEW maintained logical group definitions. All definitions
load each time the SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space starts.

NOTE
Before SYSVIEW Version 14.0, logical group definitions were maintained for a specific CICS region. You defined
the definitions using the parmlib member GROUPS or the online command GROUPS.

The benefits from simplifying the configuration options that control data collection include:

• Fewer options for monitoring
• Automatic configuration based on environment
• Eliminated unneeded options, automatic configuration
• Renamed options for consistency and ease of use

Start and Stop Data Collection

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the transaction data collection options in real time.
The previous or renamed configuration options are accepted and automatically interpreted to provide the desired
results.

2. Update the options in the SVWCOPTS parmlib member to reflect the new option names.

CICS Data Collection Start Mode - WARM or COLD
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector requires configuration information during initialization. The original or initial
configuration definitions are stored in various PARMLIB members.

During termination of the CICS data collector, configuration information is saved. The configuration information can then
be persistent.

The initial or startup configurations are obtained from the parmlib member SVWCOPTS.

WARM Start:
During a warm start, configuration information is retrieved from the persistent data store. Configuration data from
the previous invocation is restored.
If the object does not exist, the data is retrieved from the associated PARMLIB member.

COLD Start:
During a cold start, configuration information is retrieved from the PARMLIB member. Configuration data from the
previous invocation is NOT restored.

Specify the Start Mode

The start mode can be specified using two different methods. The following table helps you understand the resulting mode
if more than one of the methods are used at the same time.
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Follow these steps:

1. Add the following SIT parameter to define a CICS System Initialization Table (SIT) INITPARM for the program
GSVCGSVS.
INITPARM=(GSVCGSVS='initialization parameters')

Example:
INITPARM=(GSVCGSVS='GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid')

2. Specify initialization options on the initialization transaction "GSVS".
GSVS <initialization parameters>

Example:
GSVS GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid

3. Specify initialization options on the termination transaction "GSVT" if a RESTART is being performed.
GSVT RESTART <initialization parameters>

Example:
GSVT RESTART GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid

4. The start mode can be entered manually as a parameter to the start transaction GSVS.
GSVS <START=mode>         mode = * | WARM | COLD

If a start mode of COLD is specified, all configuration data is read from the respective parmlib members. The following
configuration options from the parmlib member SVWCOPTS are overridden and processed as a COLD start.

If WARM is specified, the following settings are respected (WARM or COLD).

• ARTM-STARTTYPE
• DUMP-MANAGEMENT-STARTTYPE
• SCHEDULER-STARTTYPE
• VSTATUS-STARTTYPE

Start Mode Matrix Table:

+-------------------+-------------+--------------------+

| CICS SIT INITPARM | GSVS START= | Resulting Mode     |

+-------------------+-------------+--------------------+

| none              | none        | WARM               |

| none              | *           | WARM               |

| none              | COLD        | COLD               |

| none              | WARM        | WARM               |

+-------------------+-------------+--------------------+

| *                 | none        | WARM               |

| *                 | *           | WARM               |

| *                 | COLD        | COLD               |

| *                 | WARM        | WARM               |

+-------------------+-------------+--------------------+

| COLD              | none        | COLD               |

| COLD              | *           | WARM               |

| COLD              | COLD        | COLD               |

| COLD              | WARM        | WARM               |

+-------------------+-------------+--------------------+

| WARM              | none        | WARM               |

| WARM              | *           | WARM               |

| WARM              | COLD        | COLD               |

| WARM              | WARM        | WARM               |

+-------------------+-------------+--------------------+
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CICS Data Collection Transaction Syntax
Describes the syntax to use to start, stop, and restart the SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector, and the corresponding
initialization options.

Starting the CICS Data Collector

The transaction ID for starting the CICS data collector is GSVS.

GSVS <initialization parameters>

Example:

GSVS GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid

Stopping the CICS Data Collector

The transaction ID for stopping the CICS data collector is GSVT.

Example:

GSVT

Restarting the CICS Data Collector

The transaction ID for stopping and restarting the CICS data collector is GSVT.

GSVT RESTART <initialization parameters>

Example:

GSVT RESTART GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid
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Initialization Options

Option Description

tran The transaction defined with the initial program GSVCGSVI. The default transaction ID is GSVI.
• If "*" is specified, the transaction ID GSVI is used.

userid The user ID to associate with the "GSVI" transaction and attached MVS subtasks.

Value Description

userid
*

If "*" is specified, the transaction ID GSVI and MVS subtasks are started and
attached with the address space or region user ID.
CICS surrogate user checking considerations
If the CICS SIT parameter XUSER is set to YES, CICS performs surrogate user
security checking. The userid of the environment starting the GSVI transaction
must have surrogate authority for the specified userid. If the user ID specified is "*",
surrogate authority must be given for the user ID assigned to the region user ID.
To permit someone surrogate access to this user ID, define profile
userid.DFHSTART in the SURROGAT resource class of your external security
package and then give them read access to this profile.
If surrogate authority is not authorized, the EXEC CICS START request for the GSVI
transaction fails.
EIBRESP  = 70, x46 - NOTAUTH
EIBRESP2 =  9, x09 - A surrogate user security check fails on USERID

@ If "@" is specified, the transaction ID GSVI is started without a specific user ID.
The GSVI transaction and attached MVS subtasks inherit the userid of the starting
environment.

start The start type for the CICS data collector.
Valid values are:

Value Description

* Warm start
WARM Warm start
COLD Cold start

ssid The SYSVIEW subsystem ID. The subsystem ID locates the correct set of configuration options from the
system parmlib.
Valid values are:

Value Description

* Use default subsystem ID
ssid Use specified subsystem ID
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CICS Global User Exits List
The following is a list of SYSVIEW Option for CICS Global User Exits:

Exit Name Number Description

XAKUSER     74 Immediately before the "end of keypoint" record is written
XALCAID     69 When an AID with data is canceled       
XALTENF     49 When an ATI request is from transient data or interval control. This exit requires

a terminal that is unknown in this system.        
XAPADMGR   103 When a non-system task that has no inherited Associated Data Origin

Descriptor data is attached.
XBADEACT    92 BAM deactivation exit                                                                                             

                       
XBMIN       90 When an input mapping operation completes successfully                                   

                                         
XBMOUT 91 When a page of output has been built successfully                                               

                                   
XDLIPOST    45 On exit from the DL/I interface program                  
XDLIPRE     44 On entry to the DL/I interface program                  
XDSAWT       7 After an operating system wait                              
XDSBWT       6 Before an operating system wait                              
XDTAD       51 When a write request is issued to a data table             
XDTLC       53 At the completion of loading of a data table                
XDTRD       52 During the loading of a data table, whenever a record is retrieved from the

source data set        
XDUCLSE     10 After the domain closes a transaction dump data set         
XDUOUT      11 Before the domain writes a record to the transaction dump data set            
XDUREQ       9 Before the domain takes a system or transaction dump        
XDUREQC     82 After a system or transaction dump has been taken (or failed or been

suppressed)
XEIIN       47 Before any EXEC CICS API or SPI command runs                
XEIOUT      48 After any EXEC CICS API or SPI command runs                  
XEISPIN     85 Before any EXEC CICS SPI command except for the following:                    

• EXEC CICS ENABLE
• EXEC CICS DISABLE
• EXEC CICS EXTRACT EXIT
• EXEC CICS PERFORM DUMP
• EXEC CICS RESYNC ENTRYNAM   

XEISPOUT    86 After any EXEC CICS SPI command except for the following:                       
• EXEC CICS ENABLE
• EXEC CICS DISABLE
• EXEC CICS EXTRACT EXIT
• EXEC CICS PERFORM DUMP
• EXEC CICS RESYNC ENTRYNAME  

XEPCAP     119 Before an event is captured by CICS event processing        
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Exit Name Number Description

XFAINTU     89 When a bridge facility is created or deleted                                                           
           

XFCAREQ     83 Before CICS processes a file control SPI request            
XFCAREQC    84 After a file control SPI request has completed              
XFCBFAIL    76 When an error occurs during the backout of a UOW            
XFCBOUT     79 When CICS is about to back out a file update                
XFCBOVER    78 When CICS is about to skip backout of a UOW because a batch program

has overridden RLS-retained lock protection and opened a data set for batch
processing        

XFCFRIN     96 Before a file control request runs                          
XFCFROUT    97 After a file control request runs                            
XFCLDEL     77 When backing out writes to a VSAM ESDS or a BDAM data set    
XFCNREC     75 When a mismatch is detected between the backout recovery setting for a file

and its associated data set during file open processing              
XFCQUIS     81 On completion (either successful or failed) of a SET DSNAME QUIESCESTATE

command          
XFCREQ      13 Before CICS processes a file control API request            
XFCREQC     14 After a file control API request has completed              
XFCRLSCO   118 When the opening of a VSAM RLS file or non-RLS read-only file otherwise fails

with an RLS coexistence failure        
XFCSREQ     46 Before a file OPEN, CLOSE, ENABLE, or DISABLE command is attempted       

     
XFCSREQC    56 After a file OPEN, CLOSE, CANCEL CLOSE, ENABLE, or DISABLE command

has completed               
XFCVSDS     80 After RLS has informed CICS that processing is required as a result of a data-

set-related action occurring in the sysplex
XGMTEXT 16 Before the "good morning" message is sent                   
XICEREQ     67 Before CICS processes an interval control API request      
XICEREQC    68 After an interval control API request has completed          
XICERES     98 Before CICS processes a non-terminal-related EXEC CICS START request that

has been dynamically routed to this region, where the routing region supports
the "resource unavailable" (RESUNAVAIL) condition        

XICEXP      21 After expiry of an interval control time interval           
XICREQ      20 At the start of the interval control program, before request analysis          
XICTENF     50 When an EXEC CICS START command requires a terminal that is unknown in

this system      
XISCONA     59 When a function shipping or DPL request is about to be queued because no

sessions to the remote region are immediately available.         
XISLCLQ     22 After an attempt fails to allocate a session for a function shipped START

NOCHECK request due to one of following reasons:
• The remote system is not in service.
• A connection to the remote system cannot be established.
• No sessions are immediately available and your XISCONA exit program has

specified that the request is not to be queued in the issuing region.          
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Exit Name Number Description

XISQLCL    117 After an attempt fails to allocate a session for a START NOCHECK request that
is scheduled for an IPIC connection due to one of following reasons:
• The IPIC connection is out of service.
• The IPIC connection is not acquired.
• A session is not available and CICS does not queue the request for a new

session.  

XISQUE     104 An allocate request for a session on an IPCONN is about to be queued. An IP
allocate request succeeds following previous suppression of queuing.               
   

XLDELETE    94 After an instance of a program is released by CICS and just before the program
is freed from storage                  

XLDLOAD     93 After an instance of a program is brought into storage and before the program is
made available for use          

XLGSTRM      8 After the CICS log manager detects that a log stream does not exist and before
the MVS system logger is called to define the log stream  

XMEOUT 12 Before a message is sent from the message domain to its destination    
XMNOUT      17 Before a record is either written to SMF or buffered before a write to SMF      
XNQEREQ     87 Before CICS processes an enqueue API request               
XNQEREQC    88 After an enqueue API request has completed                  
XPCABND     26 After a transaction abend occurs and before a dump call is made    
XPCERES     99 Before CICS processes a program link or Link3270 bridge request that has

been dynamically routed to this region, where the routing region supports the
"resource unavailable" (RESUNAVAIL) condition                       

XPCFTCH     23 Before an application program is given control             
XPCHAIR     24 Before a HANDLE ABEND routine is given control
XPCREQ 27 Before a LINK request is processed                          
XPCREQC     28 After a LINK request has been completed                     
XPCTA       25 After an abend occurs and before the environment is modified
XRCINIT     18 If user recovery log records are detected in the CICS system log during a warm,

emergency restart
XRCINPT     19 For each user recovery log record found in the CICS system log during a warm,

emergency restart
XRMIIN      72 Before an EXEC DLI, EXEC SQL, or RMI command runs            
XRMIOUT     73 After an EXEC DLI, EXEC SQL, or RMI command runs        
XRSINDI     60 Immediately after successfully installing or discarding a resource                       

                             
XSNEX 95 Restore old CICS sign-on and sign-off behavior               
XSNOFF 71 After a terminal user signs off                              
XSNON       70 After a terminal user signs on                              
XSRAB       55 When the system recovery program finds a match for an MVS abend code in

the SRT                                        
XSTERM      54 During a normal system shutdown, immediately before TD buffers are cleared
XSTOUT      43 Before a statistics record is written to SMF                
XSZARQ      58 After a FEPI request has completed                          
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Exit Name Number Description

XSZBRQ      57 Before a FEPI request is performed                            
XTCATT       3 Before a task attach                                        
XTCIN        1 After an input event                                       
XTCOUT       2 Before an output event                                      
XTCTIN       4 Terminal control program exits                                
XTCTOUT      5 Terminal control program exits                                
XTDEREQ     65 Before CICS processes a transient data API request         
XTDEREQC    66 After a transient data API request has completed           
XTDIN 30 After receiving data from QSAM (extra-partition) or VSAM (intra-partition)          
XTDOUT      31 Before passing data to a QSAM (extra-partition) or VSAM (intra-partition) user-

defined transient data queue          
XTDREQ      29 Before request analysis                                     
XTSEREQ     63 Before CICS processes a temporary storage API request        
XTSEREQC    64 After a temporary storage API request has completed          
XTSPTIN     34 Before invocation of a TSPT function                        
XTSPTOUT    15 After invocation of a TSPT function                          
XTSQRIN     32 Before invocation of a TSQR function                       
XTSQROUT    33 After invocation of a TSQR function                         
XWBAUTH    102 During processing of an EXEC CICS WEB SEND or EXEC CICS WEB

CONVERSE command                                            
XWBOPEN    100 During processing of an EXEC CICS WEB OPEN or EXEC CICS INVOKE

SERVICE command                                      
XWBSNDO    101 During processing of an EXEC CICS WEB SEND or EXEC CICS

WEB CONVERSE command                                            
XWSPRROI   107 After any instance of the XWSPRRWI exit is invoked and before the web

services provider business application starts             
XWSPRROO   105 After the web service provider application returns and before CICS creates the

body of the response message                
XWSPRRWI   106 After CICS has converted the web services request body into a language

structure and before any instance of the XWSPRROI exit is invoked                   
                           

XWSPRRWO   108 After any instance of the XWSPRROO exit is invoked and before CICS creates
the body of the response message                    

XWSRQROI   111 After CICS has processed the outbound web service response and before any
instance of the XWSRQRWI exit                

XWSRQROO   110 After any instance of the XWSRQRWO exit has been processed and before the
data flows outbound on the web services transport

XWSRQRWI   112 After the outbound web service response is processed by CICS and after any
instance of the XWSRQROI exit is invoked                  

XWSRQRWO   109 After CICS has converted the application's language structure into a Web
services request body and before CICS processes the optional XWSRQROO
exit point

XWSSRROI   115 After the outbound web service response is processed by CICS and before any
instance of the XWSSRRWI exit is invoked                    
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Exit Name Number Description

XWSSRROO   114 After any instance of the XWSSRRWO exit is processed and before data
flowing outbound on the web services transport is encrypted                               
           

XWSSRRWI   116 After the outbound web service response is processed by CICS and after any
instance of the XWSSRROI exit is invoked

XWSSRRWO   113 After CICS has converted the application's language structure into a Web
services request body, before CICS processes the optional XWSSRRWO exit
point, and before encryption by the pipeline's security handler                          

XXDFA 40 In the active CICS when the CICS-DBCTL connection fails
XXDFB       41 In the alternate CICS when DBCTL fails
XXDTO       42 In the alternate CICS when active DBCTL fails             
XXMATT      61 When a user transaction is attached                      
XXRSTAT     39 After a z/OS Communications Server failure or a predatory takeover
XZCATT      37 Before a task attach                                    
XZCIN       35 After an input event
XZCOUT      36 Before an output event                                     
XZCOUT1     38 Before a message is broken into RUs                          
XZIQUE      62 When an allocate request for a session is about to be queued or when the

request succeeds following previous suppression of queuing                               
       

CICS Initialization
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collector executes within each monitored CICS address space. The data collector is
composed of the following:

• Long-running CICS transaction GSVI                              
• Specialized MVS subtasks                                                 

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collector can be initialized using the following methods:

Automatic during CICS initialization (PLTPI)
- The SYSVIEW Option for CICS initialization or startup program GSVCGSVS can be inserted in the CICS
program list table (PLT).

       Example:     

         DFHPLT TYPE=INITIAL,SUFFIX=PI                                    

         DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=DFHDELIM                               

         DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=GSVCGSVS                               

         DFHPLT TYPE=FINAL                                                 

        END DFHPLTBA

Manual start
- SYSVIEW Option for CICS initialization can be started manually using the GSVS transaction.

Example:

GSVS <initialization parameters>
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A default set of initialization parameters can be specified using the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT) parameter
INITPARM for the program GSVCGSVS.

Example:     

INITPARM=(GSVCGSVS='GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid')

The parameter string for a program is limited to 60 characters.                                     

The SIT INITPARM values, if specified, is used by the automatic PLTPI process and the manual process. Any initialization
parameters that are specified using the GSVS transaction overrides those specified in the SIT INITPARM parameter.      

Define CICS Resource Objects

SYSVIEW Option for CICS requires a few resources to be defined to CICS. The definitions can be added using the CICS
system definition file utility program DFHCSDUP. Input statements to the utility are provided in the following sample data
set member:

sysview.CNM4BSAM(CICSCSD)

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS initialization program GSVCGSVS verifies that all resource objects have been defined.
If an object is not defined, the process attempts to create the object dynamically. If an object is missing and unable to be
created, the initialization or startup process terminates.

The dynamic creating of CICS resource objects helps with future upgrades or migration to ensure that all objects are
defined.

How Programs are Loaded

SYSVIEW Option for CICS requires a few programs to be defined to CICS. Most programs are accessed using the MVS
load process. The SYSVIEW load library data set must be added to STEPLIB and DFHRPL DD statement in your CICS
JCL.

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=...                                          

//         DD  DSN=sysview.CNM4BLOD                             

//*                                                             

//DFHRPL   DD  DSN=...                                           

//         DD  DSN=sysview.CNM4BLOD

MVS LINKLIST

The SYSVIEW load library data set can be added to LINKLIST instead of the STEPLIB DD statement in each CICS
region.

CICS Dynamic Library Definition

CICS provides the ability to use a dynamic library definition to allocate and concatenate load library data sets dynamically
to the ddname DFHRPL.

You can add definitions dynamically to the CICS CSD file using the CICS DFHCSDUP utility. A sample definition is
provided in the following sample data set member:                      

 sysview.CNM4BSAM(CICSCSD)

Example:                                                      

DEFINE LIBRARY(SYSVIEW)                                      

       RANKING(50)                                           

       CRITICAL(NO)                                          
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       STATUS(ENABLED)                                       

       DSNAME01(sysview.CNM4BLOD)                            

       GROUP(SYSVIEW)

Automatic PHASEIN During Initialization

On occasion, maintenance must be applied to SYSVIEW Option for CICS programs. It is vitally important that the current
modules are loaded and used from STEPLIB and DFHRPL. The SYSVIEW Option for CICS program GSVCGSVS issues
new copy PHASEIN requests for all PROGRAM objects defined to CICS to ensure that the most up-to-date copy is being
used. Note that the PHASEIN requests are not performed if the GSVCGSVS program is run from PLTPI. The PHASEIN
requests are only performed if GSVCGSVS is run after PLTPI, or subsequent restarts of SYSVIEW Option for CICS
thereafter.

Initialization Options to Specify

Initialization Options:

Option Description

tran The transaction defined with the initial program GSVCGSVI. By default, the transaction ID is GSVI.
If "*" is specified, the transaction ID GSVI is used.

userid The user ID to associate with the "GSVI" transaction and attached MVS subtasks.
If "*" is specified, the transaction ID GSVI and MVS subtasks are started and attached with the
address space or region user ID.

CICS Surrogate User Checking Considerations

If the CICS SIT parameter XUSER is set to YES, CICS performs surrogate user security checking.
The user ID of the environment starting the GSVI transaction must have surrogate authority for the
specified user ID. If the user ID specified is "*", surrogate authority must be given for the user ID
assigned to the region user ID.

To permit someone surrogate access to this userid, define profile userid.DFHSTART in the
SURROGAT resource class of your external security package and then give them read access to
this profile.

If surrogate authority is not authorized, the EXEC CICS START request for the GSVI transaction
fails.

EIBRESP  = 70, x46 - NOTAUTH                  

EIBRESP2 =  9, x09 - A surrogate user security check fails on USERID

If "@" is specified, the transaction ID GSVI is started without a specific userid. The GSVI transaction
and attached MVS subtasks inherit the user ID of the starting environment.

start                     The start type for the CICS data collector.
Valid values are:
*          - Warm start
WARM - Warm start
COLD  - Cold start

ssid The SYSVIEW subsystem ID. The subsystem ID locates the correct set of configuration options from
the system parmlib.
Valid values are:
*      - use default subsystem ID
ssid - use specified subsystem ID

The Difference Between Initialization and Configuration

Initialization Parameters
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Initialization parameters are those values that are needed to get SYSVIEW Option for CICS started. Specify the values
using the SIT INITPARM or manually on the GSVS transaction.
Configuration Options
Configuration options control how SYSVIEW Option for CICS operates when started. The configuration options are
specified in the following parmlib data set member:

sysview.CNM4BPRM(SVWCOPTS)

CICS Long-Running Transactions
Describes CICS long-running transactions, when statistics are gathered, how they are defined to SYSVIEW, and how
SYSVIEW applies attributes to the transactions.

A CICS long-running transaction can be defined as any transaction that has an elapsed lifetime that is much larger than a
typical interactive transaction. The plan is that all CICS transactions can execute with a sub-second lifetime. Although this
plan might not be possible all the time, a few seconds should be possible.

Another transaction can be thought of as a "server" or long-running transaction. This type of transaction is designed to run
all the time. Conversational transactions might also be considered long-running.

When Statistics Are Gathered

Long-running transactions might not end, but CICS can generate records or statistics for these transactions on a periodic
interval. CICS can generate the following performance record types. The generation of a record causes the collection of
resource usage to be captured and reset.

C:
Conversational

D:
EMP Deliver

F:
Long-running

S:
Syncpoint

T:
- Task termination

The following CICS SIT parameters control if and when records are created:

MNCONV:
Specifies whether conversational transactions are to have separate performance class records produced for each
pair of terminal control I/O requests.

MNFREQ:
Specifies the interval that CICS automatically produces a transaction performance record for any long-running
transaction.

MNSYNC:
Specifies whether CICS is to produce a transaction performance class record when a transaction takes an implicit
or explicit syncpoint.

How Long-Running Transactions Can Be Defined to SYSVIEW

A long-running transaction can be defined to SYSVIEW by creating a CICS Transaction Option definition.
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)LINKCMD LIBVIEW PARMLIB CTRANOPT

)LINKCMD CTRANOPT

A definition can be added to the parmlib member CTRANOPT or created dynamically using the CTRANOPT command.

How Long-Running Transactions Are Treated Differently

Long-running transactions take on the following attributes or characteristics:

• At transaction termination, degradation analysis statistics are summarized for the following items:
– Transaction ID specific
– Transaction groups
– All transactions for the CICS region (Example: The "*" entry on the CTRANDEG command.)

• Long-running transactions tend to have a transaction lifetime that is higher than the average transaction. Therefore,
degradation analysis information is not added to the "all transactions" summary. Adding information to the "all
transactions" summary adversely skews the timing values. Transaction usage counts are maintained.

• The transaction lifetime or elapsed time since attach is not evaluated during threshold processing.

   Metrics: CICS_TRAN_CICS_LifeTime, CICS_TSUM_LifeTime

CICS Monitor Activation
This page describes what occurs during the initialization and termination of the SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collector.

Initialization

• During the initialization of the SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collector, CICS monitoring classes are turned on or
enabled. The classes include:

Class CICS SIT Equivalent SVWCOPTS Parmlib Option

Monitoring       MN=ON MONITOR-PERFORMANCE

Performance      MNPER=ON MONITOR-PERFORMANCE

Exception        MNEXC=ON MONITOR-EXCEPTIONS

Conversational   MNCONV=YES MONITOR-CONVERSE

• If CICS monitoring is activated and it was not originally desired or active, by default SYSVIEW helps to ensure that
unwanted CICS SMF 110 performance and exception records are not created. However, the following SYSVIEW for
CICS configuration options that are listed in the previous bullet can be used to explicitly cause the SMF 110 records to
be created or suppressed if desired:
– MONITOR-PERFORMANCE
– MONITOR-EXCEPTIONS

• The following messages are written to the log to record the action and current state of CICS monitoring at initialization:
– GSVC051I (GSVI) CICS monitoring has been set ON. CICS setting OFF. CVDA value 200.
– GSVC051I (GSVI) CICS Performance monitoring has been set ON. CICS setting OFF. CVDA value 331.
– GSVC064I (GSVI) CICS Performance monitoring SMF 110 records are suppressed
– GSVC051I (GSVI) CICS Resource monitoring has been set ON. CICS setting OFF. CVDA value 337.
– GSVC064I (GSVI) CICS Resource monitoring SMF 110 records are suppressed
– GSVC051I (GSVI) CICS Exception monitoring has been set ON. CICS setting OFF. CVDA value 333.
– GSVC064I (GSVI) CICS Exception monitoring SMF 110 records are suppressed
– GSVC051I (GSVI) CICS Conversational monitoring has been set ON. CICS setting OFF. CVDA value 601.
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Termination

• During the termination of the SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collector, CICS monitoring classes are restored to the
original state.

• The following messages are written to the log to record the action:
– GSVC051I (GSVI) CICS Conversational monitoring has been set OFF. CICS setting OFF. CVDA value 601.
– GSVC051I (GSVI) CICS Exception monitoring has been set OFF. CICS setting OFF. CVDA value 333.
– GSVC051I (GSVI) CICS Resource monitoring has been set OFF. CICS setting OFF. CVDA value 337.
– GSVC051I (GSVI) CICS Performance monitoring has been set OFF. CICS setting OFF. CVDA value 331.
– GSVC051I (GSVI) CICS monitoring has been set OFF. CICS setting OFF. CVDA value 200.

CICS Monitor Exit Interface
The Monitor Exit Interface (MEI) provides CICS programs or transactions an API into the SYSVIEW Option for CICS data
collection process. Information passed to the MEI is recorded in the detailed transaction record of the calling transaction to
provide valuable insight.

Two methods or APIs are available, both of which can be used within a single transaction or program:

• CICS command level program using a standard CICS COMMAREA.
The command level program can be called from any language. Samples are provided for assembler and COBOL.

• Assembler macro interface using a parameter list.

For more information about working with the CICS MEI, see the following topics:

Requirements

A CICS program definition is required if you are using the CICS command level interface. This definition is created during
the installation process:

DEFINE PROGRAM(GSVCMEI)

       LANGUAGE(ASSEMBLER)

       DATALOCATION(ANY)

       EXECKEY(CICS)

       CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE)

       GROUP(SYSVIEW)

Programming Resources

You can use the following SYSVIEW resources to write programs that communicate with the MEI.

• MACRO - GSVCMEI

The GSVCMEI macro provides an interface to its CICS monitor exit. Review the GSVCMEI macro format for the available
functions. This macro is in maclib member CNM4BMAC(GSVCMEI).

The GSVCMEI macro has the following uses:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

*---------------------------------------------------------------
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MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

         GSVCMEI function,                  Call MEI            X

               NAME=,                                           X

               TYPE=,                                           X

               FIELD=,                                          X

               DATA=,                                           X

               DATALEN=,                                        X

               PL=,                                             X

               OKRET=,                                          X

               WNRET=,                                          X

               ERRET=

MEIC
Generates the MEI COMMAREA to use with the CICS command level interface:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

CICS command level interface to the MEI:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

MEIPL
Generates the MEI parameter list to use with the assembler macro interface:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

Assembler macro interface call to the MEI:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

         GSVCMEI function,                  Call MEI            X

               NAME=,                                           X

               TYPE=,                                           X

               FIELD=,                                          X

               DATA=,                                           X

               DATALEN=,                                        X

               PL=,                                             X

               OKRET=,                                          X

               WNRET=,                                          X

               ERRET=

function
For usage details on these functions, see the programming examples in MonitorExit.
SET_UMBRELLA_NAME - Provides an umbrella transaction name and optionally an umbrella type to associate
with the transaction. Threshold checking is performed first using the umbrella name. If no matching threshold
definition is found for that name, threshold checking is performed against the transaction ID.
PROGRAM_USAGE - Provides the name of a program that is being used. This function tracks program usage
within other products, such as fourth-generation products.
START_CLOCK - Starts the timing of a file or database request. After the timed request completes, issue a
STOP_CLOCK function call. The START_CLOCK function can be nested.
STOP_CLOCK - Stops the timing of a file or database request. Precede each STOP_CLOCK function with a
START_CLOCK function call.
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START_EVENT - Starts the timing of an event or function. After the timed event or function completes, issue
a STOP_EVENT function call. The START_EVENT function can be nested. Each event can be assigned a 16-
character event name and a 16-character event type.
STOP_EVENT - Stops the timing of an event or function. Precede each STOP_EVENT function with a
START_EVENT function call.
SET_FIELD - Provides data to store in the requested collection field.
GET_FIELD - Retrieves data from the requested collection field.
SET_USERDATA - Provides a user-defined data value to be associated with the executing transaction.
GET_USERDATA - Retrieves a previously stored user-defined data value for the executing transaction.

NAME=
Specifies the resource name for the function being called.

TYPE=
Specifies a type value, relative to the function being called and the NAME= value that is provided.

FIELD=
Specifies the collected field to be updated or retrieved for function calls SET_FIELD and GET_FIELD.

DATA=
Specifies the data value for function calls SET_FIELD, GET_FIELD, SET_USERDATA, and GET_USERDATA.

DATALEN=
Specifies the length of the DATA= value for function calls SET_FIELD and SET_USERDATA.

PL=
Specifies the parameter list name. The default is MEIPL.

OKRET=
Specifies a branch label to use when the return code is 0.

WNRET=
Specifies a branch label to use when the return code is 4.

ERRET=
Specifies a branch label to use when the return code is greater than 4.

COBOL Copybook - GSVCMEIC

• A COBOL copybook for the MEI COMMAREA to be used with the CICS command level interface is in samplib member
CNM4BSAM(GSVCMEIC).

CICS command level interface to the MEI:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')

               COMMAREA(MEIC)

               LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC)

           END-EXEC.

Samples and Examples

Sample exits and source code examples to invoke the MEI are provided in samplib data set CNM4BSAM:

Member Description

DCCTXPR Example code for the Datacom user exit DCCTXPR to provide IDEAL umbrella and program names
for transactions that use Ideal for Datacom.

GSVCMEIC COBOL copybook for the MEI COMMAREA for use with the CICS command level interface.
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Member Description

MEISAMP Sample calls for each MEI function from an assembler program, using the CICS command level
interface and the assembler macro interface.

MEISAMPC Sample calls for each MEI function from a COBOL program using the CICS command level
interface.

MEISAPT Sample code for the SAP Accounting and Monitor user exit SAPSTEC to provide the SAP internal
transaction ID.

MEISAPU Sample code for the SAP Accounting and Monitor user exit SAPSTEC to provide the SAP user ID.
MEISAPW Sample code for the SAP Accounting and Monitor user exit SAPSTEC to monitor SAP workarea

waits.
XPFCGENL Sample exit for Gener/OL to provide the transaction ID and program name.

Monitor Exit Interface Functions

Set Umbrella Name and Type

Many CICS transactions execute using the same transaction ID but perform different functions. This type of transaction is
referred to as an umbrella or "menu" transaction. Setting the umbrella name and/or type can provide additional information
about the actual purpose of the transaction.

By default, if an umbrella name is assigned to a transaction, threshold checking is first performed using the umbrella name
rather than the transaction ID. If no matching threshold definition is found for the umbrella name, threshold checking is
performed using the transaction ID.

If you do not want the umbrella name to be used for threshold checking, specify the following option in the SVWCOPTS
parmlib member:

THRESHOLD-UMBRELLA     NO

umbrella name
Specifies an eight-character umbrella transaction name.

umbrella type
(Optional) Specifies an eight-character umbrella transaction type.

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_SetUmbrella) Function

         MVC   MEIC_F001_Name,=CL08'name    '        Name

         MVC   MEIC_F001_Type,=CL08'type    '        Type

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.
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           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_SetUmbrella TO TRUE.

               MOVE 'name ' TO MEIC_F001_Name.

               MOVE 'type ' TO MEIC_F001_Type.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                    COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                    LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         GSVCMEI SET_UMBRELLA_NAME,          Set umbrella name  X

               NAME=CL08'name',              ..umbrella name    X

               TYPE=CL08'type'               ..umbrella type

         EXEC CICS RETURN

Record Non-CICS Program Usage

Many CICS transactions execute programs that are not defined to CICS. Knowing the names of non-CICS or external
programs that are being used lets you track their usage.

• program name
Specifies an eight-character program name.

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         MVS   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_ProgramUse)     Function

         MVC   MEIC_F002_Program,=CL08'program'        Program

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.
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           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_ProgramUse TO TRUE.

               MOVE 'program ' TO MEIC_F002_Program.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                     COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                    LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         GSVCMEI PROGRAM_USAGE,               Program usage     X

               NAME==CL08'program'            ..program name

        

         EXEC CICS RETURN

Start the Timing of a File or Database Request

Many CICS transactions make file or database requests that are not performed using CICS functions. Calling the MEI
before and after the file request allows you to monitor these requests to non-CICS resources.

The start clock function request does the following:

• Lets the transaction communicate the non-CICS file request to the MEI
• Records the start time of the request
• Optionally, records the file request type

To control the timing of the request, pair this start request with the stop clock request.

request type
Specifies the type of request being made to the file.
Valid values:

• NONE
• ADD
• BROWSE
• DELETE
• READ
• READUPD
• UPDATE

file name
Specifies an eight-character file name.

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,
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MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_ProgramUse)    Function

         MVC   MEIC_F002_Program,=CL08'program'       Program

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                     X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                  X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_StartClock TO TRUE.

               SET MEIC_F003_Read TO TRUE.

               MOVE 'filename' TO MEIC_F003_File.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                     COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                     LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG            DSECT ,

MEIPL               GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         GSVCMEI START_CLOCK,                  Start clock      X

               NAME==CL08'filename'            ..filename       X

               TYPE=reqtype                    ..request type

         EXEC CICS RETURN

Stop the Timing of a File or Database Request

Many CICS transactions make file or database requests that are not performed using CICS functions. Calling the MEI
before and after the file request allows you to monitor these requests to non-CICS resources.

The stop clock function request does the following tasks:

• Lets the transaction communicate the non-CICS file request to the MEI
• Records the elapsed time of the request

To control the timing of the request, pair this stop request with the start clock request.

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler
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....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_StopClock)    Function

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_StopClock TO TRUE.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                     COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                     LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         GSVCMEI STOP_CLOCK         Stop clock

         EXEC CICS RETURN

Set Field Data Values

You can set or override the values for specific collected fields.

• field type and value
Specifies the collected field to be updated.
CORID - a correlation ID. See the example to set a correlation ID.
INITPROG - an eight-character initial program name
LUNAME - an eight-character LU name
OPERID - a three-character operator ID
TERMINAL - a four-character terminal ID
UMBNAME - an eight-character umbrella name
UMBTYPE - an eight-character umbrella type
USERID - an eight-character user ID

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..
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DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

  

module   DFHEIENT

  

         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_SetField)  Function

         MVC   MEIC_F005_FldCode,=AL4(MEIC_F005_FC_UserID)

         MVC   MEIC_F005_UserID,=CL08'userid'       UserID

  

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

  

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_SetField TO TRUE.

               SET MEIC_F005_FC_UserID TO TRUE.

               MOVE 'userid  ' TO MEIC_F005_UserID.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                     COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                     LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         GSVCMEI SET_FIELD,            Set field                X

               FIELD=USERID,           ..field name             X

               DATA==CL08'userid'      ..data value

         EXEC CICS RETURN

Set Field Data - Correlation ID

You can set a correlation ID for the transaction.

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO
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module   DFHEIENT

  

         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_SetField)       Function

         MVC   MEIC_F005_FldCode,=AL4(MEIC_F005_FC_CorID)

         MVI   MEIC_F005_CorID_Type,MEIC_F005_CorID_User

         MVI   MEIC_F005_CorID_Len,16

         MVC   MEIC_F005_CorID_Data(16),=CL16'1234567890123456'

  

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

  

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_SetField TO TRUE.

               SET MEIC_F005_FC_CorID TO TRUE.

               SET MEIC_F005_CorID_User TO TRUE.

               MOVE X'10' TO MEIC_F005_CorID_Len.

               MOVE '1234567890123456' TO MEIC_F005_CorID_Data.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                    COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                    LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

DSA_CorID          DS    0CL130

DSA_CorID_Type     DS    AL1

DSA_CorID_Len      DS    AL1

DSA_CorID_Data     DS    CL128

  

module   DFHEIENT

  

         MVI   DSA_CorID_Type,MEIC_F005_CorID_User

         MVI   DSA_CorID_Len,16

         MVC   DSA_CorID_Data(16),=CL16'1234567890123456'

  

         GSVCMEI SET_FIELD,                 Set field           X

               FIELD=CORID,                 ..field name        X

               DATA=DSA_CorID               ..data value

  

         EXEC CICS RETURN
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Get Field Data Values

You can retrieve the values for specific collected fields.

• field type and value
Specifies the collected field value to be retrieved.
CORID - a correlation ID. See the example to get a correlation ID.
INITPROG - an eight-character initial program name
LUNAME - an eight-character LU name
OPERID - a three-character operator ID
TERMINAL - a four-character terminal ID
UMBNAME - an eight-character umbrella name
UMBTYPE - an eight-character umbrella type
USERID - an eight-character user ID

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

DSA_CorID          DS    0CL130

DSA_CorID_Type     DS    AL1

DSA_CorID_Len      DS    AL1

DSA_CorID_Data     DS    CL128

  

module   DFHEIENT

  

         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_GetField)      Function

         MVC   MEIC_F008_FldCode,=AL4(MEIC_F008_FC_CorID)

  

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                    X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                 X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

         MVC   DSA_CorID,MEIC_F008_CorID

  

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_GetField TO TRUE.

               SET MEIC_F008_FC_CorID TO TRUE.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                     COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                     LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..
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DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

DSA_CorID          DS      0CL130

DSA_CorID_Type     DS      AL1

DSA_CorID_Len      DS      AL1

DSA_CorID_Data     DS      CL128

module   DFHEIENT

         MVI   DSA_CorID_Type,MEIC_F005_CorID_User

         MVI   DSA_CorID_Len,16

         MVC   DSA_CorID_Data(16),=CL16'1234567890123456'

         GSVCMEI SET_FIELD,            Set field                X

               FIELD=CORID,            ..field name             X

               DATA=DSA_CorID          ..data value

         EXEC CICS RETURN

Start the Timing of an Event

The start event function starts the recording of elapsed time for any generic event.

To control the timing of the event, pair this start request with the stop event request.

event name
Specifies a 16-character event name. This name must be the same as the event name used in the stop event
function call.

event type
Specifies a 16-character event type.

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_SetUmbrella)    Function

         MVC   MEIC_F001_Name,=CL08'name    '        Name

         MVC   MEIC_F001_Type,=CL08'type    '        Type

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.
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               SET MEIC_StartEvent TO TRUE.

               MOVE 'eventname       ' TO MEIC_F006_Name.

               MOVE 'eventtype       ' TO MEIC_F006_Type.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                     COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                     LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         GSVCMEI STOP_EVENT,            Stop event              X

               NAME==CL16'eventname',   ..event name            X

               TYPE==CL16'eventtype'    ..event type

         EXEC CICS RETURN

Stop the Timing of an Event

The stop event function stops the recording of elapsed time for any generic event.

To control the timing of an event, pair this stop request with the start event request.

event name
Specifies a 16-character event name. This name must be the same as the event name used in the stop event
function call.

event type
Specifies a 16-character event type.

  CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

 

module   DFHEIENT

  

         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_StopEvent)     Function

         MVC   MEIC_F007_Name,=CL16'eventname'        Name

         MVC   MEIC_F007_Type,=CL16'eventtype'        Type

  

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

  

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..
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           DATA DIVISION.

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_StopEvent TO TRUE.

               MOVE 'eventname       ' TO MEIC_F007_Name.

               MOVE 'eventtype       ' TO MEIC_F007_Type.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                     COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                     LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         GSVCMEI STOP_EVENT,            Stop event              X

               NAME==CL16'eventname',   ..event name            X

               TYPE==CL16'eventtype'    ..event type

         EXEC CICS RETURN

Set User Data Value

You can set or save data values associated with an executing transaction.

element name
Specifies a 32-character data element name.

data type
Specifies the data type.
Valid values:

• BINARY
• COUNTER
• EBCDIC
• ASCII

data length
Specifies the length of the data value.

data value
Specifies a data value up to 256 characters.

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT
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         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_SetUserData)   Function

         MVC   MEIC_F009_Name,=CL32'dataelementname'

         MVC   MEIC_F009_Type,=AL1(MEIC_F009_EBCDIC)

         MVC   MEIC_F009_DataLen,=Y(256)

         MVC   MEIC_F009_Data(256),=CL256'datavalue'

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_SetUserData TO TRUE.

               MOVE 'dataelementname' TO MEIC_F009_Name.

               SET MEIC_F009_TC_EBCDIC TO TRUE.

               MOVE X'0009' TO MEIC_F009_DataLen.

               MOVE 'datavalue' TO MEIC_F009_Data.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                     COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                     LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         GSVCMEI SET_USERDATA,              Set user data value X

               NAME==CL32'dataelementname', ..data element name X

               TYPE=EBCDIC,                 ..data type         X

               DATA=CL256'datavalue',       ..data value        X

               DATALEN==Y(256)              ..data value length

         EXEC CICS RETURN

Set User Data - Counter

You can increment a user-defined counter for an executing transaction.

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,
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MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_SetUserData)   Function

         MVC   MEIC_F009_Name,=CL32'mycounter'        Name

         MVC   MEIC_F009_Type,=AL1(MEIC_F009_TC_Counter) Type

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_SetUserData TO TRUE.

               MOVE 'mycounter' TO MEIC_F009_Name.

               SET MEIC_F009_TC_Counter TO TRUE.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                     COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                     LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         GSVCMEI SET_USERDATA,            Set user data value   X

               NAME==CL32'mycounter',     ..data element name   X

               TYPE=COUNTER               ..data type

         EXEC CICS RETURN

Get User Data Value

You can retrieve data values that are associated with an executing transaction.

element name
Specifies a 32-character data element name.

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,
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MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_GetUserData)   Function

         MVC   MEIC_F010_Name,=CL32'dataelementname'  Name

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_GetUserData TO TRUE.

               MOVE 'dataelementname' TO MEIC_F010_Name.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                     COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                     LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

DSA_Data_Type      DS      AL1

DSA_Data_Len       DS      AL2

DSA_Data_Value     DS      CL256

module   DFHEIENT

         GSVCMEI GET_USERDATA,              Get user data value X

               NAME==CL32'dataelementname', ..data element name X

               TYPE=DSA_Data_Type,          ..data type         X

               DATA=DSA_Data_Value,         ..data value        X

               DATALEN=DSA_Data_Len         ..data value length

         CICS EXIT RETURN

Suspend Exception Processing

You can suspend dynamic threshold processing for the current transaction.

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO
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module   DFHEIENT

         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_Suspend_Exceptions)

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))

         EXEC CICS RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_Suspend_Exceptions TO TRUE.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                     COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                     LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         GSVCMEI SUSPEND_EXCEPTIONS         Suspend exceptions

         EXEC CICS RETURN

Resume Exception Processing

You can resume dynamic threshold processing for the current transaction.

CICS Command Level Example - Assembler

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIC               GSVCMEI GEN_COMMAREA,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         MVC   MEIC_Function,=AL4(MEIC_Resume_Exceptions)

         EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI')                      X

               COMMAREA(MEIC)                                   X

               LENGTH(=AL2(MEIC_L))
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         CICS EXIT RETURN

CICS Command Level Example - COBOL

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

           DATA DIVISION.

           WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           COPY GSVCMEIC.

           PROCEDURE DIVISION.

               SET MEIC_Resume_Exceptions TO TRUE.

               EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('GSVCMEI') 

                     COMMAREA(MEIC) 

                     LENGTH(LENGTH OF MEIC) 

               END-EXEC.

Assembler GSVCMEI Macro Example

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6||7..

DFHEISTG           DSECT ,

MEIPL              GSVCMEI GEN_PARMLIST,DSECT=NO

module   DFHEIENT

         

         GSVCMEI RESUME_EXCEPTIONS         Resume exceptions

         EXEC CICS RETURN

Return Codes

The Monitor Exit Interface returns the resulting return code from the MEI call differently depending on the method used to
invoke the MEI interface.

• CICS command level interface
The return code is returned in the COMMAREA field MEIC_RC.

• Assembler macro interface
The return code is returned in register 15.

The following table lists the return codes and descriptions:

Return Code: Decimal Return Code: Hexadecimal Description

00 00 Okay
04 04 MEI is inactive
08 08 No COMMAREA
12 0C Unable to locate anchor
16 10 Unable to obtain workarea
20 14 Workarea initialization failed
24 18 Abend
28 1C Invalid function code
32 20 Unable to locate task pointers
36 24 Unable to locate monitor block
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Return Code: Decimal Return Code: Hexadecimal Description

40 28 Invalid COMMAREA length
44 2C Error allocating segment
48 30 Requested segment not found
52 34 Requested event not started
56 38 Invalid field type
60 3C Invalid parameter list
64 40 Cannot add segment, full
68 44 Invalid data type
72 48 Invalid data length
76 4C Data type mismatch
80 50 Data length mismatch
84 54 Data collection is inactive

CICS Short on Storage Event Monitoring
CICS enters a short on storage (SOS) condition when the largest free area in a DSA is less than the size of the
defined cushion for that DSA, or if at least one transaction is suspended due to an insufficient amount of contiguous free
storage.

Available CICS Notifications

When a short on storage condition occurs, CICS writes one of the following messages:

• DFHSM0131 <applid> CICS is under stress (short on storage below 16MB).
• DFHSM0133 <applid> CICS is under stress (short on storage above 16MB).
• DFHSM0606 <applid> The amount of MVS above the bar storage available to CICS is critically low.

When a short on storage condition is resolved, CICS writes one of the following messages:

• DFHSM0132 <applid> CICS is no longer short on storage below 16MB.
• DFHSM0134 <applid> CICS is no longer short on storage above 16MB.
• DFHSM0607 <applid> The amount of MVS above the bar storage available to CICS is no longer critically low.

Available SYSVIEW Notifications

SYSVIEW provides notification for CICS short on storage conditions.

When a short on storage condition occurs, SYSVIEW writes the following message:

• GSVC144W <dsaname> is short on storage

When a short on storage condition is resolved, SYSVIEW writes the following message:

• GSVC145I <dsaname> is no longer short on storage.
Elapsed time <time>

SYSVIEW Short on Storage Exceptions or Alerts

SYSVIEW provides exception processing and alerting for CICS short on storage conditions.
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Thresholds

The following threshold metrics are available for monitoring and alerting:

Metric Resource Description

SOS none Short On Storage count for interval
SOSCDSA none Short On Storage count - CDSA
SOSECDSA none Short On Storage count - ECDSA
SOSERDSA none Short On Storage count - ERDSA
SOSESDSA none Short On Storage count - ESDSA
SOSEUDSA none Short On Storage count - EUDSA
SOSRDSA none Short On Storage count - RDSA
SOSSDSA none Short On Storage count - SDSA
SOSUDSA none Short On Storage count - UDSA

You can use these metrics to create a threshold definition that takes an action or generates an alert when a specified
number of short on storage conditions occur within an interval. You can view the threshold definitions using the CTHRESH
command.

States

The following state metric is available for monitoring and alerting:

Metric Resource Description

SOSEVENT dsaname DSA is short on storage

You can view the state definitions using the command: CSTATES

You can use the SOSEVENT metric to create a state definition that takes an action or generates an alert when a short on
storage condition or event occurs. A SYSVIEW Event Capture Option can be scheduled at the time of the short on storage
event to provide more diagnostic information.

You can find the following example definition in the parmlib member: CSTATES

DEFINE SOSEVENT RSCE1 =  STATE NOTSOS  STATUS   NORMAL

DEFINE SOSEVENT RSCE1 =  STATE SOS     STATUS   PROBLEM

                                       CAPLEVEL PROBLEM

                                       CAPEVENT GSVYSOS

                                       PRIORITY 999

CICS State Metrics and Possible Values
CICS State resource metrics have character values such as:

• OPEN
• CLOSE
• ENABLED
• DISABLED

The value describes the current "state" or condition of the resource.

This list shows the CICS data collection state metrics:
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DB Control

Metric      : CICSDBCT

Resource    : none

Description : CICS DBCTL connection status

States Description

NONE DBCTL is not requested or used.

CONNECT-P1 DBCTL is connecting.

CONNECT-P2 DBCTL is connecting.

CONNECTED DBCTL is connected.

DISCONN-ORD DBCTL is disconnecting.

DISCONN-IMM DBCTL is disconnecting.

DISCONNECTED DBCTL is disconnected.

UNUSABLE DBCTL is unusable.

DB2 Connection

Metric      : CICSDB2

Resource    : none

Description : The CICS DB2 connection status.

.

States Description

NONE A DB2 connection has not been requested.

CONNECTED CICS is connected to DB2.

CONNECTING CICS is attempting to connect to DB2.

DISCONNECTIN CICS is disconnecting from DB2.

DISCONNECTED CICS is disconnected from DB2.

Dynamic Storage Areas

Metric      : SOSEVENT

Resource    : DSA name

Description : Short on storage event.

States Description

NONE A short on storage event has not occurred.

SOS The DSA is short on storage.

NOTSOS The DSA is no longer short on storage.

Files

Metric      : FILEENA
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Resource    : File name

Description : Indicates whether the file is enabled or disabled.

States Description

ENABLED The file is enabled.

DISABLED The file is disabled.

Metric      : FILEOPEN

Resource    : File name

Description  : Indicates whether the file is open or closed.

States Description

OPEN The file is open.

CLOSED The file is closed.

IP Connections

Metric      : IPCNCONN

Resource    : IP connection name

Description : IP connection connection status

States Description

ACQUIRED The connection is acquired.

OBTAINING The connection is being obtained.

RELEASED The connection has been released.

FREEING The connection is being freed.

Metric      : IPCNSERV

Resource    : IP connection name

Description : IP connection service status

States Description

INSERVICE The pipeline is in service.

OUTSERVICE The pipeline is out of service.

CICS Max Task Condition

Metric      : MXTASK

Resource    : none
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Description : Indicates if CICS is at max task condition.

States Description

MAXTASK CICS is at max task.

NOMAXTASK CICS is not at max task.

CICS Pipelines

Metric      : PIPESTAT

Resource    : pipeline name

Description : The current status of a pipeline.

States Description

ENABLED The pipeline is enabled.

DISABLED The pipeline is disabled.

INITING The pipeline is initializing.

STGFAIL The pipeline had a storage failure.

LOCKFAIL The pipeline had a lock failure.

OSFAIL The pipeline had an OS failure.

DISABING The pipeline is disabling.

ENABLING The pipeline is enabling.

DISCARD The pipeline had been discarded.

Programs

Metric      : PROGCOPY

Resource    : Program name

Description : Indicates the current program copy status.

States Description

NOTREQUIRED A new copy is not required.

REQUIRED A new copy is required.

Metric      : PROGENA

Resource    : Program name

Description : Indicates whether the program is enabled or disabled.

States Description

ENABLED The program is enabled.

DISABLED The program is disabled.

CICS Remote Connections
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Metric      : CONNINS

Resource    : Remote CICS name

Description : Indicates the status of a remote connection.

States Description

INSERVICE The remote connection is in service.

OUTSERVICE The remote connection is out of service.

Metric      : CONNSTAT

Resource    : Remote CICS name

Description : Indicates the remote connection status.

States Description

NONE No status

ACQUIRED The connection is being acquired.

OBTAINING The connection is being obtained.

FREEING The connection is being freed.

AVAILABLE The connection is available.

RELEASED The connection has been released.

CICS TCP/IP Connection

Metric      : CICSTCP

Resource    : none

Description : The CICS TCP/IP connection status.

States Description

NONE A connection to TCP/IP has not been requested.

OPEN The connection to TCP/IP is open.

OPENING The connection to TCP/IP is being opened.

CLOSED The connection to TCP/IP is closed.

CLOSING The connection to TCP/IP is being closed.

IMMCLOSING The connection to TCP/IP is in the process of immediate
termination.

TCP/IP Services

Metric      : SOCKSTAT

Resource    : TCP/IP service name

Description : Indicates the current status of a CICS TCP/IP service.

States Description

NONE The SIT option TCPIP is set to NO.
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OPEN The service is open.

CLOSED The service is closed.

OPENING The service is being opened.

CLOSING The service is being closed.

IMMCLOSING The service is being immediately closed.

IMMCLOSED The service has immediately closed.

CICS Terminals

Metric        : TERMACQ

Resource      : Terminal ID

Description   : Indicates if the terminal is acquired.

Terminal Types: VTAM

States Description

ACQ The terminal is acquired.

REL The terminal has been released.

Metric        : TERMATI

Resource      : Terminal ID

Description   : Indicates the terminal's ATI status

Terminal Types: VTAM, MRO

States Description

ATI The terminal can be used in ATI.

NOATI The terminal cannot be used in ATI.

Metric        : TERMCRE

Resource      : Terminal ID

Description   : Indicates the terminal's CREATE status

Terminal Types: VTAM

States Description

CREATE The terminal can be acquired.

NOCREATE The terminal cannot be acquired.

Metric        : TERMINS

Resource      : Terminal ID

Description   : Indicates if the terminal is in service or out of service.
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Terminal Types: VTAM, Console, MRO

States Description

INS The terminal is in service.

OUT The terminal is out of service.

Metric        : TERMTTI

Resource      : Terminal ID

Description   : Indicates the terminal's TTI status

Terminal Types: VTAM, Console, MRO

States Description

TTI The terminal cannot initiate transactions.

NOTTI The terminal can initiate transactions.

CICS Transactions

Metric      : TRANENA

Resource    : Transaction ID

Description : Indicates whether the transaction ID is enabled or disabled.

States Description

ENABLED The specified transaction is enabled.

DISABLED The specified transaction is disabled.

Metric      : TRANSTAT

Resource    : Transaction ID

Description : Transaction required to be active

States Description

ACTIVE At least one transaction is active with the specified transaction ID.

INACTIVE The specified transaction ID is not active or executing.

Transient Data Queues

Metric      : TDATENA

Resource    : Queue name

Description : Indicates whether the transient data queue is enabled or disabled.

States Description

ENABLED The queue is enabled.

DISABLING The queue is being disabled.

DISABLED The queue is disabled.
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Metric      : TDATOPEN

Resource    : Queue name

Description : Indicates whether the transient data queue is open or closed.

States Description

OPEN The queue is open.

OPENING The queue is being opened.

CLOSING The queue is being closed.

CLOSED The queue is closed.

Metric      : TDATTRIG

Resource    : Queue name

Description : Indicates the current transient data queue trigger level status.

States Description

NONE The queue does not support triggering.

QUEUING The queue is queuing.

TRIGGER The queue is triggered.

EXCEEDED The queue has exceeded the trigger limit.

CICS VTAM Connection

Metric      : CICSVTAM

Resource    : none

Description : The CICS VTAM connection status.

States Description

NONE A connection to VTAM has not been requested.

OPEN The connection to VTAM is open.

QUIESCING The connection to VTAM is quiescing.

QUIESCED The connection to VTAM has been quiesced.

CLOSED The connection to VTAM is closed.

CICS Web Interface

Metric      : CICSWEB

Resource    : none

Description : The CICS web interface status.

States Description

NONE An interface to web has not been requested.

INITIALIZING The web interface is initializing.
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INITIALIZED The web interface is initialized.

QUIESCING The web interface is quiescing.

QUIESCED The web interface has been quiesced.

TERMINATED The web interface has terminated.

IBM MQ Connections

Metric      : CICSMQ

Resource    : none

Description : The CICS IBM MQ connection status.

States Description

NONE An IBM MQ connection has not been requested.

CONNECTING CICS is connecting to IBM MQ.

PENDING The connection to IBM MQ is pending.

CONNECTED CICS is connected to IBM MQ.

QUIESCING The connection to IBM MQ is quiescing.

STOPFORCE The connection to IBM MQ is being stopped by force.

DISCONNECTED CICS is disconnected from IBM MQ.

INACTIVE The connection to IBM MQ is inactive.

CICS Storage Violation Monitoring
When a storage violation is detected, CICS writes one of the following messages:

• DFHSM0102 <applid> A storage violation (code X'code') has been detected by module <modname>.
• DFHSM0103 <applid> A storage violation (code X'code') has been detected by the storage violation trap.

Trap is now inactive

Available SYSVIEW Notifications

SYSVIEW notifies you about storage violations through the general dump message, GSVC118W. A storage violation,
which causes CICS to request dump processing, occurred when a GSVC118W message is generated with a dump code
of SM0102 or SM0103. Because the message provides the transaction and program where the problem occurred, you do
not need to open the dump to gather this information.

GSVC118W   <type> dump <code> <id> has occurred.

           Tran <tran> <task> Program <program> <failmod>

           Term <term> Userid <userid> AbCode <abcode>

Message Variable Description

<type> The dump type
<code> The dump code
<id> The dump ID
<tran> The active transaction ID
<task> The active task number
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Message Variable Description

<program> The active program
<failmod> The failing module
<term> The terminal ID
<userid> The userid
<abcode> The abend code

Example Message

For example, the following message provides information about a problem that occurred in transaction ABCD running on
program TESTABCD:

GSVC118W   SYSTEM dump SM0102 1/0021 has occurred.

           Tran ABCD 380 Program TESTABCD * Term U017

           Userid BADUSER AbCode *

SYSVIEW Storage Violation Exceptions or Alerts

SYSVIEW provides exception processing and alerting for CICS storage violations.

Thresholds

The following threshold metrics are available for monitoring and alerting:

Metric Resource Description

STGVIOLS none Storage violations per interval
STGVTRAN tran Storage violations for transaction

Use these metrics to create a threshold definition that takes an action or generates an alert when a specified number of
storage violations occur within an interval or specific transaction.

You can view the threshold definitions using the CTHRESH command.

CICS Transaction Data Collection
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collector executes within each monitored CICS address space. The data collector is
composed of long running CICS transaction GVSI and specialized MVS subtasks.

Data, Statistics, and Measurements

The transaction data collector produces the following types of data, statistics, and measurements:

• SMF transaction detailed resource usage record

• SMF transaction summary interval record

• Transaction interval activity

• Degradation wait analysis

• File requests by filename, transaction, program

• Exception alerts
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Transaction Detail Record

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collector monitors and collects information for each transaction that executes. The
CTRANLOG command displays a list of the CICS transaction detail records that have been logged to an MVS log stream.
A record is a historical view into the resource usage and actions that are performed by a CICS transaction.

Metrics defined by the CICS Monitor Control Table (MCT). All metrics are collected even if not specified or excluded
from an MCT definition.

MCT Group

• DFHCBTS
• DFHCHNL
• DFHCICS
• DFHDATA
• DFHDEST
• DFHDOCH
• DFHEJBS
• DFHFEPI
• DFHFILE
• DFHJOUR
• DFHMAPP
• DFHPROG
• DFHRMI
• DFHSOCK
• DFHSTOR
• DFHSYNC
• DFHTASK
• DFHTEMP
• DFHTERM
• DFHWEBB

SYSVIEW collects the following resource usage and events:

• SYSVIEW Monitor Exit Interface events
• Abends
• Datacom CICS Service Facility
• CICS Exceptions
• CICS monitor event points (EMP)
• DB2 requests
• Degradation wait analysis
• EXEC CICS requests
• File usage by filename and program
• IMS requests
• Programs usage
• Resource Manager
• Temporary storage
• Threshold exceptions
• Transient data
• User data
• IBM MQ requests
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Controlling the Data Collected for Transactions

SYSVIEW provides full control over the type and the amount of data that is collected for each executing CICS transaction.

Real-time resource usage can be viewed for executing transactions by using the command: CTASKS

The line command "Select" on the CTASKS display displays a real-time formatted report of the resource usage.

• The data collection options can be specified in the parmlib member: SVWCOPTS
Modifications made to the parmlib member SVWCOPTS will take effect the next time the CICS data collector is
initialized or restarted.

• Dynamic configuration changes can be made by using the online SYSVIEW command: CCONFIG
Dynamic changes made using the command CCONFIG are not permanent. The changes are not saved to the parmlib
member SVWCOPTS.
Dynamic changes take effect immediately.

Configuration Options that Control Transaction Data Collection

The following configuration options are the primary set of options that control the type and amount of data collected:

• TRANSACTION-DATA
• TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2
• TRANSACTION-DATA-DLI
• TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS
• TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES
• TRANSACTION-DATA-PROGRAMS
• TRANSACTION-DATA-RSCEMGR
• TRANSACTION-DATA-TDATA
• TRANSACTION-DATA-TEMPSTG
• TRANSACTION-DATA-WEBMQ

The configuration option TRANSACTION-DATA acts as a "master switch" for transaction data collection. The option must
be set to a value of "YES" to activate transaction data collection.

Collecting Program Usage Information

The collection of program usage information allows you to determine the programs that are being used by each
transaction.

Modify configuration options using CCONFIG

Configuration Options                     Value

----------------------------------------  --------

TRANSACTION-DATA                          Yes

TRANSACTION-DATA-PROGRAMS                 Yes

The following information is available in a detailed transaction report:

Programs  Program  SysID Type      Reqs  Average    Total Error

DFHEDAP   EXEC                           1 0.007539 0.007539

DFHEDAD   EXEC                           1 0.348327 0.348327

DFHAMP    SYSTEM                   33

DFHDMP    SYSTEM                   35

DFHPUP    SYSTEM                   27

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Field name       | Description                                     |
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+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Program          | Program name                                    |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| SysID            | System ID                                       |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Type             | Program environment type                        |

|                  | Possible values are:                            |

|                  |                                                 |

|                  |    *       - Non-CICS program                   |

|                  |    SYSTEM  - CICS system program                |

|                  |    EXEC    - Command level application          |

|                  |    URM     - User-replaceable program           |

|                  |    TRUE    - Task-related user exit             |

|                  |    PLT     - Program list table program         |

|                  |                                                 |

|                  | Program timing values will only be calculated   |

|                  | for type: EXEC                                  |

|                  |                                                 |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Reqs             | The number of times that the program received   |

|                  | control.                                        |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Average          | Average request time                            |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Total            | Total request time                              |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Error            | Number of requests that completed with a        |

|                  | non-zero return code.                           |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

Collecting File Usage Information

The collection of file usage information allows you to determine the files used by each transaction. The file requests are
summarized by the programs that made the requests.

Modify configuration options using CCONFIG

Configuration Options                     Value

----------------------------------------  --------

TRANSACTION-DATA                          Yes

TRANSACTION-DATA-FILES                    Yes

The following information is available in a detailed transaction report:

----- Request Time ------  

Filename Program  SysID  Reqs  Average  Maximum    Total Error

FILEA    DFH$ABRW           6  0.000011 0.000040   0.000064              

---Request Time---

Filename Program  SysID Function     Reqs  Average   Total Error

FILEA    DFH$ABRW       BROWSE          5  0.000005  0.000024            

STARTBR                                 1  0.000040  0.000040

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Field name       | Description                                     |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Filename         | CICS FCT file name                              |
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+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Program          | The name of the program that accessed the file. |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| SysID            | System ID                                       |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Reqs             | The number of requests                          |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

|                  | ----- Request Time ------                       |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Average          | Average request time                            |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Maximum          | Maximum single request time                     |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Total            | Total request time                              |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

|                  |                                                 |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Function         | The file control requests.                      |

|                  | Possible values are:                            |

|                  |    ADD     - ADD requests                       |

|                  |    BROWSE  - BROWSE requests                    |

|                  |    DELETE  - DELETE requests                    |

|                  |    ENDBR   - ENDBR requests                     |

|                  |    READ    - READ requests                      |

|                  |    READUPD - READ for UPDATE requests           |

|                  |    RESETBR - RESETBR requests                   |

|                  |    STARTBR - STARTBR requests                   |

|                  |    UNLOCK  - UNLOCK requests                    |

|                  |    UPDATE  - UPDATE requests                    |

|                  |    OTHER   - Other requests                     |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

| Error            | Number of requests that completed with a        |

|                  | non-zero return code.                           |

+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

Collecting EXEC CICS Requests

The collection of EXEC CICS requests allows you to determine the EXEC CICS requests being made by each transaction.
The requests include the program name that issued the request.

Modify configuration options using CCONFIG

Configuration Options                     Value 

----------------------------------------  ------------------- 

TRANSACTION-DATA                          Yes 

TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS                 No, Yes, or CEITRACE 

 

No              - Do not collect data 

 

Yes             - Collect data. The collected data is summarized

                  by requesting program name and EXEC CICS 

                  request. EXEC Interface requests are

                  collected for all transactions. 
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CEITRACE        - Data collection is enabled. EXEC Interface trace 

                  definitions are used to determine if EXEC 

                  Interface requests are collected for a specific 

                  transaction. 

 

                  EXEC Interface trace definitions are 

                  defined in the parmlib member CEITRACE. 

                  The definitions can be dynamically 

                  modified using the online command: CEITRACE

The following information is available in a detailed transaction report:

EXEC Interface Summary Report

Program  Offset Code Description     Reqs Error  Average    Total  Maximum 

DFH$ABRW        1802 RECEIVE MAP        1       0.000048 0.000048 0.000048 

DFH$ABRW        060C STARTBR            1       0.000060 0.000060 0.000060 

DFH$ABRW        060E READNEXT           4       0.000012 0.000049 0.000020 

DFH$ABRW        1804 SEND MAP           1       0.000028 0.000028 0.000028 

DFH$ABRW        0E08 RETURN             1       0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| Field name       | Description                                      |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| Program          | Requesting program                               |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| Offset           | Offset from the program load point where the     |

|                  | EXEC Interface request was made.                 |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| Code             | EXEC CICS interface code                         |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| Description      | Description of request code                      |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| Reqs             | The number of requests                           |

|                  |                                                  |

|                  | TraceLvl = Summary only                          |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| Error            | Number of requests that completed with a         |

|                  | non-zero return code.                            |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| Average          | Average request time                             |

|                  |                                                  |

|                  | TraceLvl = Summary only                          |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| Maximum          | Maximum single request time                      |

|                  |                                                  |

|                  | TraceLvl = Summary only                          |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| Total            | Total request time                               |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| EIBRESP          | If errors occurred, the EIBRESP code displays    |

|                  | for the first occurrence of an error.            | 

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| EIBRESP2         | If errors occurred, the EIBRESP2 code will be    |

|                  | displayed for the first occurrence of an error.  |
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+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| RequestTime      | The time of the EXEC Interface request.          |

|                  |                                                  |

|                  | If "TraceLvL" = SUMMARY, the time is the time    |

|                  | of the first request for the specific summarized |

|                  | request.                                         |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

Setting Options for Multiple CICS Regions

A SYSVIEW Option for CICS configuration option can be set for a single CICS region, a group of regions, or all active
regions within the current system or across all systems.

Configuration options can be set dynamically using the CCONFIG command or the CICSSET command.

Command  Description

-------- ---------------------------------------------------------------

CCONFIG  Full screen command display that allows values to be overtyped.

         The display can show options and values for a single CICS

         region, logical group of regions, all regions on a system

         or across all systems.

CICSSET Examples:

• Set configuration option for current CICS region

CICSSET CONFIG TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS SUMMARY

• Set configuration option for specific CICS region

CICSSET CONFIG TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS SUMMARY JOB CICSPROD

• Set configuration option for a logical group of CICS regions

CICSSET CONFIG TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS SUMMARY GROUP TESTGRP

• Set configuration option for all CICS regions on current system

CICSSET CONFIG TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS SUMMARY JOB ALL

• Set configuration option for all CICS regions on all systems

CICSSET CONFIG TRANSACTION-DATA-EXECCICS SUMMARY JOB ALL SYSTEM ALL

CICS Transaction Logging
The logging of a CICS transaction can result in the transaction record being sent to multiple destinations. The record is
sent to a CICSLOGR subtask running in the SYSVIEW Main Services or Auxiliary address spaces. The CICSLOGR task
can forward the record to any of the following destinations:

• SYSVIEW CICS Transaction log stream
• SMF
• MVS dynamic exit - GSVX.CICSTRAN
• Cross-Enterprise APM transaction tracer
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Log Only CICS Transactions with Exceptions

To log only those CICS transaction records that had some type of an exception, set the CICS configuration options to the
following options:

Option Value

LOG-TRANSACTIONS No

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND Yes

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC Yes

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOL Yes

Option Explanation

LOG-TRANSACTIONS Turn off the logging of transaction records.

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND Force a transaction record to be logged if an abend occurred.

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC Force a transaction record to be logged if a CICS exception
occurred.

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOL Force a transaction record to be logged if a threshold was
triggered by the transaction.

Log Only CICS Transactions with Exceptions by Transaction ID

If you want specific transaction IDs to be logged only if the transaction had some type of exception, set the CICS
configuration options to the following options:

Option Value

LOG-TRANSACTIONS Yes

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND Yes

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC Yes

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOL Yes

Option Explanation

LOG-TRANSACTIONS Turn on the logging of transaction records.

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-ABEND Force a transaction record to be logged if an abend occurred.

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-CICSEXC Force a transaction record to be logged if a CICS exception
occurred.

TRANSACTION-LOG-IF-THRESHOL Force a transaction record to be logged if a threshold was
triggered by the transaction.

Specific transaction option definitions can be created or modified online using the CTRANOPT command or using
definitions in the parmlib member sysview.CNM4BPRM(CTRANOPT).

If an exception occurs, all logging destinations are enabled:

TRANLOG, SMF, DYNEXIT, and CEAPM

Example: Do not log transactions unless the transaction had some type of exception.

DEFINE     TRAN =
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           DETAIL

           THRESH

           NOTRANLOG

           NOSMF

           NODYNEXIT

           NOCEAPM

ENDDEFINE

Example: Do not log transaction ABCD unless the transaction had some type of exception.

DEFINE     TRAN ABCD

           DETAIL

           THRESH

           NOTRANLOG

           NOSMF

           NODYNEXIT

           NOCEAPM

ENDDEFINE

CICS Transaction Monitoring and Cancellation
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collector monitors and collects resource usage information for each transaction that
executes within a CICS region. The collected information is summarized for on-line viewing and written to SMF and log
streams for historical viewing and reporting.

Threshold or exception definitions can be created to monitor the resource usage of a transaction. Alerts can be generated
and actions can be taken when resource usage exceeds a defined threshold.

How to View Executing Transactions

CICS transactions that are executing or waiting can be viewed using the following commands:

CTASKS:
Active tasks
The line command "Select" on the CTASKS display displays a real-time formatted report of the resource usage.

CUOW:
CICS units of work

How Transactions are Monitored

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collector monitors transactions in two ways:

• The resource usage of executing or waiting transactions is monitored and evaluated against defined thresholds on
an interval basis. The process can be controlled using the SYSVIEW Option for CICS Event Scheduler. The event
"TRAN-THRESHOLDS" defines the interval at which dynamic transaction evaluation is performed.
The CSCHEDUL command defines and modifies scheduled events.

• The resources that are used by a transaction are evaluated at transaction termination. The usage is evaluated against
defined thresholds.

The CTHRESH command defines and modifies threshold or exception definitions.

How to Cancel a Transaction

CICS transactions that are executing or waiting can be canceled manually by request or automatically based on a
threshold definition.
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IMPORTANT
Canceling a transaction can damage the CICS region. Cancel transactions at your own risk.

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS uses the CICS CEKL transaction cancellation process. The CEKL transaction requires no
install definitions. CEKL is issued as a MODIFY command to an operating system console. No CICS terminal definition is
required. The userid assigned to SYSVIEW for CICS must have the authority to issue MODIFY commands for the target
CICS region.

The CEKL transaction is part of the CICS console interface and executes on a dedicated CICS internal TCB that enables
commands to be processed even when the rest of the CICS region is unresponsive.

Manual Cancellation

The CTASKS command displays a list of executing or waiting transactions. The following line commands can be used
on the CTASKS command to manually cancel a transaction. The line commands are listed in order of the relative
cancellation power.

PURge
Purge the selected task.
Method: CEKL SET TASK(number) PURGE

FORcepur
Force purge the selected task.
Method: CEKL SET TASK(number) FORCEPURGE

Cancel
Cancel the selected task.
Progressive methods:

• Request the CICS dispatcher to cancel the task, with a possible escalation to cancel with force.
• If the task still exists, then:

CEKL SET TASK(number) FORCEPURGE

Kill
Kill the selected task.
Progressive methods:

• Request the CICS dispatcher to cancel the task with force.
• If the task still exists, then:

CEKL SET TASK(number) KILL

CKILL | CICSKILL
Kill the selected task.
Method:
CEKL SET TASK(number) KILL
A PURGE or FORCEPUR should be attempted before issuing a CKILL.

Automatic Cancellation

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collector actively monitors executing and waiting transactions. The resource usage
of each transaction is evaluated against defined thresholds. Executing and waiting transactions are evaluated on an
interval basis that is defined by the SYSVIEW Option for CICS scheduled event "TRAN-THRESHOLDS".

The CTHRESH command defines and modifies threshold or exception definitions. Alerts can be generated and actions
can be taken when resource usage exceeds a defined threshold. Transaction cancellation is one such action.

The following example display shows the attributes of a CICS transaction threshold definition. The example monitors the
life time of the transaction CEMT.
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• When the elapsed life time of the transaction exceeds 5 minutes, a problem alert is generated.
• When the elapsed life time of the transaction exceeds 30 minutes, the transaction is cancelled using cancellation force

“FORCEPUR".

 +-Update and press the F3 key to save -------- Enter "?" in field for help ---+

 | Variable  Jobname   Resource1 Resource2                                     |

 | LIFETIME  *         CEMT      *                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 | Description     Life time of transaction                                    |

 | Attributes-----------------  Notification----------  Event Capture--------- |

 | Rule Type       UPPER        WTO Message YES         Trigger Level NONE     |

 | Type            *            Log Message YES         Interval      00:15:00 |

 | Trigger Level   STATUS       SMF Record  YES         Event Member  *        |

 | Problem Limit   00:05:00                                                    |

 | Warning Limit   00:03:45     OPS/MVS---------------  GSS Intelligent Module |

 | Warning Pct     75           Notify      YES         Run   NO               |

 | Duration        2            Rule        CAGSVY0001  IMOD  *                |

 | Alert Priority  0                                                           |

 | Disabled        NO           SNMP Trap-------------  Transaction Cancel---- |

 | Schedule-------------------  Send        YES         Cancel Action FORCEPUR |

 | Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat  Group List  *           Cancel Limit  00:30:00 |

 | SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT                                                 |

 | Begin Time 00:00:00                                                         |

 | End Time   23:59:59                                                         |

 +- F1 Help  F3 Save  F12 Cancel ----------------------------------------------+

An automatic cancellation that is based on a threshold definition generates the following series of messages in the CICS
region joblog.

GSVC100W TRANDYN TRANS LIFETIME CEMT U005 PROBLEM PROBLEM

               V= 31.45340 W= 7.500000 P= 10.00000 UPPER 0.000000

               SYSVC710 CEMT 172 U005 CICSUSER

               Desc='Life time of transaction '

               Policy=001A0840

GSVC157I Tran CEMT Task  172 to be cancelled by threshold.

               Jobname CICSPRD1 Metric LIFETIME Rsce1 CEMT Rsce2 =

               CanLimit 30.00000 Policy=001A0840

GSVC101I GSVCSDCS has issued a FORCE for the transaction CEMT 172 CICSPRD1

GSVC102I FORCE Tran CEMT Task  172 WaitType ZCIOWAIT WaitName DFHZARQ1

               Jobname CICSPRD1

Example Timing Diagram
 * Evaluation Interval         : 5 seconds                        

 * Life time Exception limit   : 2 seconds                        

 * Life time Cancellation limit: 3 seconds                        

  

   Evaluation Performed Every 5 Seconds                           

  

 00:00:00            00:00:05            00:00:10              

 +-------------------+-------------------+                        

 |                   |                   |                        

 v                   v                   v                        
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 |                   |                   |                        

 |                   |                   |                        

 |   |-- Execution --|                   |                        

 |   |               |                   |                        

 +---+---+---+---+---+-------------------+                        

 00  01  02  03  04  05                                           

     A       B   C   D                                            

     |       |   |   |                                            

     |       |   |   +-D Transaction evaluation is performed.     

     |       |   |       Transaction has a life time of 4 seconds.

     |       |   |       Life time exceeds exception limit.       

     |       |   |       Life time exceeds cancellation limit.    

     |       |   |       The transaction will be cancelled.       

     |       |   |                                                

     |       |   +-C Transaction has a life time of 3 seconds.    

     |       |       Transaction evaluation has not occurred.      

     |       |       No exception action generated.               

     |       |       Problem status will be shown on the CTASKS   

     |       |       command display.                             

     |       |                                                    

     |       +-B Transaction has a life time of 2 seconds.        

     |           Transaction evaluation has not occurred.          

     |           No exception action generated.                   

     |           Problem status will be shown on the CTASKS       

     |           command display.                                 

     |                                                            

     +-A Transaction Attach

Connect to a CICS Logger
During initialization of the CICS data collector, it must connect to a CICSLOGR task that executes in the SYSVIEW Main
Services Address Space or Auxiliary Address Space.

The CICSLOGR task name to connect to is specified in the SVWCOPTS parmlib member using the following parameter:

LOGGER-NAME     CICSLOGR

The CICS data collector attempts to connect to the specified CICSLOGR. If the data collector cannot establish a
connection, the CICS data collector retries the connection until successful or CICS terminates.

The CICS data collector can connect to a CICSLOGR even if the CICSLOGR task is not executing. The specified
CICSLOGR must have been active at least once during the current IPL.

Data Set Allocation
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector executes within the CICS address space. To do so, SYSVIEW needs
access to a few data sets and DDnames for logging purposes.

Data Sets that are Used

DDname Data set name
STEPLIB sysview.CNM4BLOD

The loadlib can be accessed from linklist and LPA.
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DFHRPL sysview.CNM4BLOD
The loadlib can be defined using the CICS Dynamic Library Definition.
A dynamic library definition can be used to allocate and concatenate loadlib data sets dynamically to the ddname DFHRPL.
Example:
 DEFINE LIBRARY(SYSVIEW)

        RANKING(50)

        CRITICAL(NO)

        STATUS(ENABLED)

        DSNAME01(sysview.CNM4BLOD)

        GROUP(SYSVIEW)

 

dynamic sysview.CNM4BPRM
The SYSVIEW parmlib data set are allocated dynamically as needed. A DDname statement cannot be specified for this data set.

dynamic sysview.CNM4BDAT
The SYSVIEW persistent data store are allocated dynamically as needed. A DDname statement cannot be specified for this data set.

DDnames Allocated as Logs

DDname Description
GSVCGSVS SYSOUT=*

SYSVIEW initialization and termination messages that are related to usage of the GSVS and GSVT transactions are written to the DDname GSVCGSVS.
The GSVCGSVS DDname is defined to CICS as an extra partition transient data queue named GSVS. If it is not predefined in the CICS DFHCSD, it is created dynamically during
SYSVIEW initialization in the CICS region.

GSVCLOG SYSOUT=*
SYSVIEW initialization, execution, and termination messages are written to the DDname GSVCLOG.
The GSVCLOG DDname are allocated dynamically.

GSVCXLOG SYSOUT=*
SYSVIEW exception or threshold log entries are written to the DDname GSVCXLOG.
The GSVCXLOG DDname are added dynamically.

For GSVCLOG and GSVCXLOG, the SYSOUT class is determined by the setting of SYSOUT-Class in the SYSVIEW
System Configuration Options member. The default SYSOUT-Class value is *, which means that the logs are allocated
with a SYSOUT class equal to the MSGCLASS of the CICS address space.

Define CICS Transaction IDs
SYSVIEW requires the following transaction IDs to be defined to CICS:

Tran Program Description

GSVS GSVCGSVS Initializes the CICS data collector. This transaction starts GSVI as
a non-terminal transaction.

GSVT GSVCGSVT Terminates the CICS data collector
GSVI GSVCGSVI The CICS data collector service transaction
SYSV GSVXCICS The SYSVIEW CICS terminal interface

Can Transaction IDs be Changed?

Yes, the CICS transaction IDs required for SYSVIEW can be changed. The transaction IDs can be defined to be any valid
name that meets your site naming conventions.
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The transaction IDs can be altered, but they must maintain the same initial program name as the original transaction.

Why Do I Want to Change the Transaction IDs?

We do not recommend changing the transaction IDs. Some sites may have a conflict with the supplied names.

How Do I Change the Transaction IDs?

Changing the transaction IDs has two areas of concern:

• The CICS transactions can be changed using the CICS transaction CEDA. By default, the SYSVIEW transactions are
defined in a group named SYSVIEW.

• The names of the altered CICS transactions must be made known to SYSVIEW.
No action is required.
SYSVIEW dynamically determines the transaction IDs that have been defined. The GSVCGSVS program uses the
EXEC CICS INQUIRE TRANSACTION API to scan the list of defined transactions looking for a transaction with the
initial program GSVCGSVI. An EXEC CICS START TRANSID(tran) is issued for the transaction ID with initial program
GSVCGSVI.

Can the Dynamic Transaction Scan be Avoided?

At startup, the GSVCGSVS program uses the CICS API EXEC CICS INQUIRE TRANSACTION to search for a
transaction that has been defined with an initial program of GSVCGSVI. The dynamic scan can be avoided or bypassed.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a CICS System Initialization Table (SIT) INITPARM for the program GSVCGSVS.
Add the following SIT parameter:
INITPARM=(GSVCGSVS='initialization parameters')
Example:
INITPARM=(GSVCGSVS='GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid')

2. Specify initialization options on the initialization transaction "GSVS".
GSVS <initialization parameters>
Example:
GSVS GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid
Any parameters that are specified with GSVS transaction override those values that are specified on the SIT
INITPARM parameter.

3. Specify initialization options on the termination transaction "GSVT" if a RESTART is being performed.
GSVT RESTART <initialization parameters>
Example:
GSVT RESTART GSVI=tran,USERID=userid,START=start,SSID=ssid
Any parameters that are specified with GSVT transaction override those values that are specified on the SIT
INITPARM parameter.

Display Currently Active CICS Address Spaces
The CICSLIST command displays information about CICS address spaces that are being monitored. CICS address
spaces that are inactive but have been monitored since the current IPL also displays.

The CICS command can be used to switch between CICS address spaces dynamically. By using the NEXT parameter of
the CICS command, you cycle through all monitored CICS address spaces.

This process can be made easier by the using Leave Command Character as defined in the PROFILE GENERAL
miscellaneous section. When using the Leave Command Character before a command on the command line, the entered
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command remains on the command line after pressing the Enter key. This method lets you repeatedly enter the same
command.

Example:     Command ===> &CICS NEXT

The CICS NEXT command remains on the command line to switch the monitoring to the next active CICS each time you
use the Enter key. The current screen command is not changed.

Dump Processing
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collection component is designed to recover from an unexpected abend if one
should occur. During the abend recovery process, information can be gathered to assist technicians in the debugging and
correction of the error.

Configuration options are available to determine the type of information that is recorded.

The following types of information that can be used or recorded:

• SVC dump
• SYSABEND dump
• Summary dump information
• DAE symptom records
• LOGREC information from SYS1.LOGREC

Architecture Overview

If an unexpected abend occurs while SYSVIEW Option for CICS is being executed, an abend recovery process is
initiated.

The purpose of the abend recovery process is to gather information that can be used to determine the cause of the
unexpected abend. After the information has been gathered, the process attempts to recover and continue with normal
processing.

During the recovery process, the following type of data can be gathered and recorded.

Summary Dump Information
A series of messages is written to the job log and to the ddname GSVCLOG. This information provides a
summary or high-level view of the abend that has occurred.
Example Summary dump information:

GSVC990E CA SYSVIEW for CICS r14.1a Abend information

GSVC991E Task GSVCXDIS Module GSVCCMDS Offset 00002EC4

GSVC992E Abend S0C4 PSW 478D2000 BEB32714 Ilc 4 Intc 04

GSVC996E Registers at entry to abend

GSVC995E AR/GR 00: B4DA6EDE/00000000_0000001E 01: 00000000/00000000_3F379E7

GSVC995E AR/GR 02: 00000000/00000000_0065CA58 03: 00000000/00000000_35D7B47

GSVC995E AR/GR 04: 00000000/00000000_3EC1B9F0 05: 00000000/00000000_0065FE6

GSVC995E AR/GR 06: 00000000/00000000_000000FF 07: 00000000/00000000_00ACC09

GSVC995E AR/GR 08: 00000000/00000000_3F379E70 09: 00000000/00000000_0007A00

GSVC995E AR/GR 10: 00000000/00000000_00016000 11: 00000000/00000000_3EB326C

GSVC995E AR/GR 12: 00000000/00000000_3F39B748 13: 00000000/00000000_0007AA8

GSVC995E AR/GR 14: 00000000/00000000_0007AA88 15: 00000002/00000010_3EB326C

GSVC998E End of symptom dump

SVC Dump
An SVC dump can be taken when an abend occurs. An SVC dump provides the most complete information that
may be needed to resolve a problem.
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During the creation or capture of an SVC dump, the capture process may be busy capturing another dump on
the system. The SYSVIEW recovery process attempts to capture the dump a specified number of times over a
specified interval.
If the SVC dump is unable to be captured, the dump can still be captured using SYSABEND.

SYSABEND - A formatted dump can be recorded to the ddname SYSABEND. This dump is independent of the SVC
dump process.

Installation

The SYSVIEW for CICS dump process requires no installation or configuration.

EIBRESP Response Codes
The following list contains common responses to EXEC CICS commands that display in the EIBRESP field:

EIBRESP  Description

-------- --------------

000 x00  NORMAL

001 x01  ERROR

002 x02  RDATT

003 x03  WRBRK

004 x04  EOF

005 x05  EODS

006 x06  EOC

007 x07  INBFMH

008 x08  ENDINPT

009 x09  NONVAL

010 x0A  NOSTART

011 x0B  TERMIDERR

012 x0C  FILENOTFOUND

013 x0D  NOTFND

014 x0E  DUPREC

015 x0F  DUPKEY

016 x10  INVREQ

017 x11  IOERR

018 x12  NOSPACE

019 x13  NOTOPEN

020 x14  ENDFILE

021 x15  ILLOGIC

022 x16  LENGERR

023 x17  QZERO

024 x18  SIGNAL

025 x19  QBUSY

026 x1A  ITEMERR

027 x1B  PGMIDERR

028 x1C  TRANSIDERR

029 x1D  ENDDATA

030 x1E  INVTSREQ

031 x1F  EXPIRED

032 x20  RETPAGE

033 x21  RTEFAIL

034 x22  RTESOME

035 x23  TSIOERR
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036 x24  MAPFAIL

037 x25  INVERRTERM

038 x26  INVMPSZ

039 x27  IGREQID

040 x28  OVERFLOW

041 x29  INVLDC

042 x2A  NOSTG

043 x2B  JIDERR

044 x2C  QIDERR

045 x2D  NOJBUFSP

046 x2E  DSSTAT

047 x2F  SELNERR

048 x30  FUNCERR

049 x31  UNEXPIN

050 x32  NOPASSBKRD

051 x33  NOPASSBKWR

052 x34  SEGIDERR

053 x35  SYSIDERR

054 x36  ISCINVREQ

055 x37  ENQBUSY

056 x38  ENVDEFERR

057 x39  IGREQCD

058 x3A  SESSIONERR

059 x3B  SYSBUSY

060 x3C  SESSBUSY

061 x3D  NOTALLOC

062 x3E  CBIDERR

063 x3F  INVEXITREQ

064 x40  INVPARTNSET

065 x41  INVPARTN

066 x42  PARTNFAIL

067 x43  .

068 x44  .

069 x45  USERIDERR

070 x46  NOTAUTH

071 x47  .

072 x48  SUPPRESSED

073 x49  .

074 x4A  .

075 x4B  RESIDERR

076 x4C  .

077 x4D  .

078 x4E  .

079 x4F  .

080 x50  NOSPOOL

081 x51  TERMERR

082 x52  ROLLEDBACK

083 x53  END

084 x54  DISABLED

085 x55  ALLOCERR

086 x56  STRELERR

087 x57  OPENERR

088 x58  SPOLBUSY
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089 x59  SPOLERR

090 x5A  NODEIDERR

091 x5B  TASKIDERR

092 x5C  TCIDERR

093 x5D  DSNNOTFOUND

094 x5E  LOADING

095 x5F  MODELIDERR

096 x60  OUTDESCRERR

097 x61  PARTNERIDERR

098 x62  PROFILEIDERR

099 x63  NETNAMEIDERR

100 x64  LOCKED

101 x65  RECORDBUSY

102 x66  UOWNOTFOUND

103 x67  UOWLNOTFOUND

104 x68  LINKABEND

105 x69  CHANGED

106 x6A  PROCESSBUSY

107 x6B  ACTIVITYBUSY

108 x6C  PROCESSERR

109 x6D  ACTIVITYERR

110 x6E  CONTAINERERR

111 x6F  EVENTERR

112 x70  TOKENERR

113 x71  NOTFINISHED

114 x72  POOLERR

115 x73  TIMERERR

116 x74  SYMBOLERR

117 x75  TEMPLATERR

118 x76  NOTSUPERUSER

119 x77  CSDERR

120 x78  DUPRES

121 x79  RESUNAVAIL

122 x7A  CHANNELERR

123 x7B  CCSIDERR

124 x7C  TIMEDOUT

125 x7D  CODEPAGEERR

126 x7E  INCOMPLETE

Extended CPU Monitoring
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS Extended CPU Monitoring facility provides CPU monitoring of the SYSVIEW Option for
CICS data collection process.

This facility provides information about the amount of CPU that is consumed by SYSVIEW program code while monitoring
a CICS transaction.

The following type of data is collected:

• CPU time used by transaction
• CPU time used by CICS global user exit

Requirements:

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS Extended CPU Monitoring facility requires the Extract CPU Time Facility for the processor.
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If the Extract CPU Time Facility is not available, the CPU time values is reported as zero.

View the status of the Extract CPU Time Facility.

Map CICS File Requests
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS transaction data collector monitors file requests made by each transaction. This
information is collected for each transaction. The data is written as a file segment in the SMF record that is created for the
transaction.

The transaction data collector groups or maps some of the individual file request types into corresponding buckets or
counts. The following table shows the mapping of corresponding file requests.

ADD
Write

BROWSE
Read Next Into
Read Next Set
Read Previous Into
Read Previous Set

DELETE
Delete
Rewrite Delete

END BROWSE
End Browse

GET/READ
Read Into
Read Set

GET/READ for UPDATE
Read Update Into
Read Update Set
Read Next Update Into
Read Next Update Set
Read Previous Update Into
Read Previous Update Set

RESET BROWS
E
Reset Browse

START BROWSE
Start Browse

UNLOCK
Unlock

UPDATE
Rewrite

OTHER
All other requests
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Software AG Natural Integration
Describes how to integrate the Natural Review Data Collector.

The Natural Review Data Collector (NATRDC) provides an exit point that gives SYSVIEW the ability to collect Natural
program and database requests.

Enable Natural Data Collection

A SYSVIEW provided module (GSVCNATX) must be link-edited into the Natural CICS-dependent nucleus NCvvvRE.

1. Update the Natural/CICS parameter module. The following statement must be added to the parameter module. The
statement specifies the entry point name to be called for the RDC exit.
NTRDC ON,EXIT=GSVCNRDC,SIZE=2

The name GSVCNRDC is the entry point within the module GSVCNATX that corresponds to the RDC exit.
2. Link-Edit the Natural CICS-dependent nucleus NCvvvRE.

a. Add the following DD statement to the job used to link edit the nucleus:
//CNM4BLOD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sysview.CNM4BLOD

b. Add the following control statement to the linkage-editor input stream:
INCLUDE CNM4BLOD(GSVCNATX)

Collected Data

The SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector can collect detailed information for Natural transactions that execute in a
CICS region. The following types of information are included:

Program and subprogram usage:

• The start and termination of a Natural program can cross a transaction boundary. The program name is
captured in the transaction where the program was started.

Database requests:

• Command code
• Database ID
• File number
• Database type
• Elapsed time of requests

Umbrella information:

• The Natural program name is collected as Umbrella Name
• The Natural application name is collected as Umbrella Type

Where the Collected Data is Stored

The collected data for Natural activity is collected and stored together with all other CICS requests being made by a
transaction. The data is accumulated while the transaction executes. At transaction termination, SYSVIEW Option for
CICS creates a detailed transaction SMF record. The SMF record can be written to a SYSVIEW log stream and to SMF.

View the Collected Data

Detailed transaction records are written to a SYSVIEW log stream. Use the SYSVIEW online command CTRANLOG to
format and view the records.

Reports can also be written using the Explore Report Writer.
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Collected Data Example
The following example shows data that is collected from a Natural transaction. The information includes
program usage and database requests. This example data is formatted by the CTRANLOG command.
Programs -----------------------------------------------------------

 

Program  SysID Type      Reqs  Average    Total Error Abends 

NC826RE        EXEC         1 0.183282 0.183282 

AL-SUBS        *            4 

NAT00016       *            4 

LI-SAH-N       *            3 

NAT00012       *            1 

LI-REN-S       *            1 

LI-LFI-N       *            2 

NAT23008       *            2 

NAT00030       *            1 

LI-SMP-N       *            1 

AHELLO         *            1 

LI-RSA-P       *            1 

ALIST          *            1 

NAT00029       *            1 

NAT23013       *            1 

NATH0101       *            1 

NAT00056       *            1 

NATH0104       *           15 

ALISTM1        *            1 

 

Events -------------------------------------------------------------

 

Name             Type              Reqs  Average  Maximum    Total 

S1_D00003_F00028 ADABAS              13 0.004834 0.024242 0.062836 

L3_D00003_F00028 ADABAS               4 0.008347 0.016562 0.033387 

RC_D00003_F00000 ADABAS              67 0.000062 0.000509 0.004138 

L6_D00003_F00011 ADABAS              10 0.000110 0.000535 0.001098 

S1_D00003_F00011 ADABAS               3 0.000199 0.000496 0.000598 

L3_D00003_F00011 ADABAS              29 0.000695 0.002701 0.020151 

N1_D00003_F00011 ADABAS               2 0.009247 0.016992 0.018494 

A1_D00003_F00011 ADABAS               4 0.000438 0.000908 0.001752 

E1_D00003_F00011 ADABAS               2 0.000039 0.000042 0.000078 

ET_D00003_F00000 ADABAS               1 0.000692 0.000692 0.000692 

L9_D00003_F00011 ADABAS              29 0.000082 0.000775 0.002373

The Event Name is constructed using three parts of the database request: Event name format:
cc_Dddddd_Ffffff cc - Natural Command code Examples: A1 - Update record.
E1 - Delete record/refresh file.
ET - End transaction.
L3 - Read logical sequential record.
L6 - Read logical sequential record and hold.
L9 - Read descriptor values.
N1 - Add record with Adabas-assigned ISN.
RC - Release command ID.
S1 - Find records. ddddd - Database ID fffff - File number Possible values for Event Type:
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• ADABAS
• ADABASONLINE
• CONNECX
• DATACOM
• DB2
• DL1
• INCOREDB
• NATURALPROCESS
• TEXT
• USERDB
• VSAM

Transaction Lifetime, Response time, and Runtime Explained
The following information explains transaction lifetime, response time, and runtime:

LIFETIME
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS transaction data collector calculates transaction lifetime as total time that a CICS
transaction existed, including all wait and suspend times. Lifetime is the elapsed time between transaction attach
time and transaction end.

RESPTIME
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS transaction data collector calculates transaction response time as the elapsed
time between terminal input and output. Response time is present only for those transactions that perform
terminal I/O.

RUNTIME
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS transaction data collector calculates transaction runtime as total time that a CICS
transaction existed minus any delay time waiting to be dispatched the first time. Examples of dispatch delay are:

• Transaction class delay
• Max task delay

Example:

|------------------ Transaction Life Time ------------------|

|                                                           |

|------------ Transaction Response Time ----------|         |

|                                                 |         |

| MaxTask |----------------- Run Time ----------------------|

| Delay   |                                       |         |

|         |                                       |         |

|         |                                       |         |

+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

|         |         |         |         |         |         |

0.000     0.010     0.020     0.030     0.040     0.050     0.060

|                                                 |         |

+Transaction Attach                               |         |

|                                                 |         |

+Terminal Input                                   |         |

                                                  |         |

                                   Terminal Output+         |

                                                            |

                                             Transaction End+
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Transactions Required to be Active
Many users or sites have a list of CICS transaction IDs that are always expected to be active or running. These
transactions are long running transactions that act as a server to other transactions. This transaction type must be
active always.

SYSVIEW can automatically monitor a predefined list of transaction IDs that are required to be active within a CICS
region. The SYSVIEW System Data Collection process can monitor required transactions and can provide alerts when the
required transaction IDs are not active.

Monitoring required transactions requires the following items:

1. The System Data Collection process for monitoring required CICS transactions must be active.
Parmlib member: SCHDCICS
Data collection function:
SYSDATA-RECORD -  ENABLED
TRAN-REQUIRED - ENABLED

2. Define a list of required transaction IDs.
Using the CTRANOPT command, specify the required transaction with a "REQUIRED" attribute.

3. Define a desired state for the required transaction IDs.
Using the CSTATES command, define a state and corresponding status for the state variable TRANSTAT.

IBM MQ Data Collection
To collect IBM MQ data, you must configure the MQSDATA subtask, which performs monitoring and exception analysis
activities for IBM MQ-related resources. This subtask can monitor multiple IBM MQ queue managers.

This subtask performs the functions that are shown in the diagram. The grayed-out functions are not part of IBM MQ data
collection. For a definition of each function, see Data Collection.
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For more information about setting up the MQSDATA subtask, see IBM MQ Data Collection Subtask Setup.

Collected IBM MQ Data

These sections list each type of IBM MQ data that is collected, with its default setting and a brief description.

The MQSDATA subtask collects data from two sources:

• Queue Manager and Channel Initiator
• MQI Request History - Maintained by SYSVIEW
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Queue Manager and Channel Initiator

Metrics for this data source are maintained by the queue manager and consist of statistics like queue depth, page set
utilization, channel utilization, and channel states. The data collector gathers data from the queue manager and channel
initiator on a scheduled basis.

Scheduled Function Description Default Setting Default Collection
Interval

Minimum Maximum

MQSDATA-BUFPOOLS Buffer Pools Enabled 1 Minute 1 Minute 1 Hour
MQSDATA-CHANNELS Channels Enabled 5 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour
MQSDATA-DQMGRS Distributed Queuing Enabled 2 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour
MQSDATA-PAGESETS Page Sets Enabled 1 Minute 1 Minute 1 Hour
MQSDATA-QMGRS Queue Manager Metrics

and Status
Enabled 1 Minute 30 Seconds 1 Hour

MQSDATA-QUEUES Queues Enabled 2 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

MQ Data Collection Resource Types
MQ Buffer Pool Utilization
 Description 

 This event performs MQ data collection for buffer pools.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

       Scheduled Event: MQSDATA-BUFPOOLS  

       Default Setting: Enabled 

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :  1 Minute

  Minimum :  1 Minute

  Maximum :  1 Hour

  

 

  Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MQS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MQSDATA-BUFPOOLS 

 

MQ Channel Utilization and Status
 Description 

 This event performs MQ data collection for channel metrics and status.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

  Scheduled Event: MQSDATA-CHANNELS  

  Default Setting: Enabled 

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :  5 Minutes

  Minimum :  1 Minute
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  Maximum :  1 Hour

  

 

  Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MQS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MQSDATA-CHANNELS 

 

MQ Distributed Queuing Statistics for Channel Initiators
 Description 

 This event performs MQ data collection for distributed queuing metrics for the channel initiator.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

       Scheduled Event: MQSDATA-DQMGRS

  Default Setting: Enabled 

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :  2 Minutes

  Minimum :  1 Minute

  Maximum :  1 Hour

  

 

  Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MQS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MQSDATA-DQMGRS 

 

MQ Page Set Statistics
 Description 

 This event performs MQ data collection for page sets.

    Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

       Scheduled Event: MQSDATA-PAGESETS 

  Default Setting: Enabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :  1 Minute

  Minimum :  1 Minute

  Maximum :  1 Hour

  

 

  Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MQS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MQSDATA-PAGESETS  

MQ Queue Manager Statistics and Status
 Description  

 This event performs MQ data collection for queue manager metrics as well as the status for the queue manager,

 channel initiator, and publish/subscribe.

    Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event
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  Scheduled Event: MQSDATA-QMGRS  

  Default Setting: Enabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :  1 Minute

  Minimum :  30 Seconds

  Maximum :  1 Hour

  

 

  Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MQS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MQSDATA-QMGRS 

 

MQ Queue Statistics  
 Description 

 This event performs MQ data collection for queues.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

       Scheduled Event: MQSDATA-QUEUES  

  Default Setting: Enabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :  2 Minutes

  Minimum :  1 Minute

  Maximum :  1 Hour

  

 

  Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MQS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MQSDATA-QUEUES 

 

MQI Request History – Maintained by SYSVIEW

Metrics for this source of data are maintained by SYSVIEW and consist of metrics such as put and get counts for a queue,
job, transaction. The data is gathered by monitoring application MQI requests. As an application opens queues, puts or
gets messages, and closes queues, statistics are maintained for each application and each queue.
Because this data is collected in-line with the MQI request, overhead is added to the calling application. By default,
SYSVIEW delivers this feature disabled so that you can evaluate the benefits of collecting this data versus the overhead
that is incurred in the application.

Benefits of Enabling the MQI Request History Feature: Application MQI Request Statistics

You have access to a rich set of metrics showing which applications, including transactions, are accessing which queue
managers and queues, such as the following items:
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• Number of requests made
• Minimum, maximum and average request CPU time
• Message residency time
• Message size

MQI request statistics include:

• SMF records
• SYSVIEW cuts two SMF records that contain data from the request history feature:

• Subtype 02 - Plot record
Log stream: PLOTLOG
The records in the log stream contain hourly system queue manager data records. See the following Data Collection
Threshold Monitoring table for the list of metrics eligible for monitoring. The LOG-PLOT-MQS-SYSTEM parameter in
the MQSDATA parmlib controls this option. The SMF records are written hourly.

• Subtype 48 - MQ Application Request Record
Log stream: MQSDATA.MQHR
This record in the log stream contains an MQ Object (queue, and so on) and the jobs (applications) that accessed the
object.
By defining a log stream and specifying the log stream name in the LOGSTREAM-MQSDATA-NAME parameter of the
MQSDATA parmlib, records are written.
The SMF records are written on an interval basis that is controlled by the SYSTEM-INTERVAL parameter of the
MQSDATA parmlib.

NOTE
The LOG-REQUESTS-TO-SMF parameter of the MQSDATA parmlib controls whether the records are written to
SMF.

Online displays
MQROBJ

(MQ Requests By Object) - The display is organized by MQ object and then by the applications that are
using these objects. The data is organized by interval for the last 24 hours.

MQRJOB
(MQ Requests By Job) - The display is organized by MQ job (or application) and then by the MQ objects
that these applications are accessing. The data is organized by intervals for the last 24 hours.

MQRSUMM
(MQ Request Summary) - The display is organized by MQ object and then by the applications that are
using these objects and shows the current interval only.
For the three previous commands, the interval is controlled by the SYSTEM-INTERVAL parameter of the
MQSDATA parmlib.

MQRLOG
(MQ Request History Log) - Displays the SMF subtype 48 request records from the MQSDATA.MQHR log
stream.

MQRSTAT
(MQ Requests Monitoring State) - Displays the status of the feature for each queue manager along with
queue manager level MQI statistics.

MQRCONF
(MQ Requests Configuration) - Displays request history parameters for the active queue manager.
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Data collection threshold monitoring
The following metrics can be collected and used for threshold processing at the queue manager level:

Metric Description
MQOPEN OPEN requests
MQOPENR OPEN request rate
MQPUT PUT requests
MQPUTR PUT request rate
MQPUT1 PUT1 requests
MQPUT1R PUT1 request rate
MQREQS Total requests
MQREQSR Total request rate
MQSET SET requests
MQSETR SET request rate

These queue manager metrics can be written to the PLOTLOG log stream.

Application MQI Trace

Tracing uses a memory-based wraparound buffer to maintain MQI call information. Two ways to use this trace buffer:

Error log node
By default, SYSVIEW delivers the tracing that is configured as an MQI error trace. The benefit of running in this
mode is that it reduces overhead of recording every trace call, but only recording MQI requests that are in error.
In this mode, you can view the trace information in the morning to determine if an application had an error during
your off hours.

MQI call trace mode
The application trace can be turned into a full MQI trace to capture every MQI call regardless of the condition
code. You can turn on the trace fully for a short period to capture each MQI call to help in diagnosing application
MQ call sequences and call condition codes.
The TRACE-CONDITION-CODE-OK, TRACE-CONDITION-CODE-WARNING, and TRACE-CONDITION-CODE-
FAILED parameters of the MQSREQS parmlib control the tracing mode.
The TRACE-REQUESTS parameter of the MQSREQS parmlib controls whether to enable tracing.
The REQUEST-TRACE-SIZE parameter of the MQSDATA parmlib controls the maximum number of trace entries
that are kept in the buffer before it wraps.

Access MQI Trace Information

• Online display
MQRTRACE (MQ Request Trace) – Displays MQI requests from the trace buffer

MQ Request Overhead

Because this data is collected in-line with the MQI request, overhead is added to the calling application. Overhead is
typically seen in two locations:

Queue Manager and Channel Initiator
- The channel initiator acts as a proxy application for remote applications. The initiator performs MQI get and put
operations similar to other applications and as such overhead are increased for the channel initiator. The queue
manager also performs MQI operations like building response messages to MQSC requests. To exclude these
components, see Best Practices.
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Application
- Because each MQI operation is observed by the feature, overhead is incurred for the call. This request includes
applications like CICS transactions, batch jobs. Compare transaction and application CPU usage before and after
turning on the feature.

Best Practices
Try it in a sandbox first.

Test new features in a sandbox before putting them into production.
Compare CPU usage before and after

. Run sample MQ applications in your sandbox and capture their CPU usage before turning on the request history
feature. This option includes both application, queue manager, and channel initiator. After you turn on the feature,
run the same set of application tests and gather the same CPU usage information. Compare the usage before
and after to determine if the overhead is reasonable enough for the benefit that the feature provides.

Consider changing the sampling rate
. By default, statistics on every MQI request is gathered. Some object types and request types can be excluded
altogether. This rate is considered a sampling of 100 percent. The information that is collected at 100 percent
sampling can be used to compare detailed application usage over time by analyzing your SMF records.
Sampling MQI requests can be set to less than 100 percent. Because every put and get is not captured, you
cannot use this information to decide on your application usage without some level of extrapolation. Running
this way may show what applications are using queues, which can give visibility in understanding application
architecture. You can also run in this mode during your evaluation to see the type of information collected.
The REQUESTS-SAMPLE-RATE parameter of the MQSREQS parmlib member controls the sampling rate.

Consider excluding Queue Manager and/or Channel initiator requests
The EXCLUDE-REQUESTS-FROM-CHIN and EXCLUDE-REQUESTS-FROM-QMGR parameters of the
MQSREQS parmlib control tracing of these components.

Consider changing the request types being collected and objects being collected:
By default, Open, Close, Get, and Put are collected for queues only. Some other request types such as set and
inquiry are turned off. They have less benefit, but is useful to know if an application is making excessive numbers
of these calls.
The REQUESTS-objecttype parameters of the MQSREQS parmlib control these options.

NOTE

SYSVIEW does not collect commit and backout MQI statistics.

After you complete your evaluation, and you are satisfied with the benefits versus the costs
Enable the feature in your production SYSVIEW.

Enable the Feature

To enable the feature, set the value of parameter MONITOR-MQS-REQUESTS to yes in the MQSDATA parmlib member.

NOTE

Request history data is collected only for queue managers that are monitored. See the MQSMON parmlib
member.

IMS Data Collection
To collect IMS data, configure the IMSDATA and IMSLOGR subtasks in SYSVIEW and the IMSMON user exit in IMS. The
IMSDATA subtask performs monitoring and exception logging activities for any active IMS subsystem. The subtask also
monitors the active and inactive status of IMS subsystems to dynamically activate or deactivate the IMSLOGR subtask for
each subsystem.
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These subtasks perform the functions that are shown in the diagram. The grayed-out functions are not part of IMS data
collection. For a definition of each function, see Data Collection.

The following information details the data that the IMS data collection event collects, the default settings, and why you
want to collect this data:

IMS Data Collection Defaults

Scheduled Event Defaults 

Scheduled Function Description Default Setting Default Collection
Interval

Minimum Maximum

IMSDATA-BALGRPS    Balance group counts
and rates

Disabled 2 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

IMSDATA-BUFPOOLS  Buffer pools statistics Enabled 2 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour
IMSDATA-DATABASE  Database status

indicators
Enabled 10 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

IMSDATA-ESUBSYS   External subsystem
connection status

Enabled 2 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

IMSDATA-IMSIDS    IMS region status Enabled 1 Minute 30 Seconds 1 Hour
IMSDATA-LOCKS      IMS region lock wait time Disabled 2 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour
IMSDATA-LTERMS    Logical terminal counts

and rates
Disabled 10 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

IMSDATA-OSAM      OSAM utilization and
statistics

Disabled 2 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

IMSDATA-OTMA      OTMA counts, rates, and
status

Disabled 2 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

IMSDATA-POOLS      Pool utilization Disabled 2 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour
IMSDATA-REGIONS    IMS region busy time and

Occupancy rate
Enabled 1 Minute 1 Minute 1 Hour
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IMSDATA-SYSTEM    IMS region performance
and utilization

Enabled 1 Minute 30 Seconds 1 Hour

IMSDATA-TRANSUM Transaction counts,
rates, and status

Enabled 1 Minute 1 Minute 1 Hour

IMSDATA-VSAM      VSAM utilization Disabled 2 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

IMS Monitor Options and Defaults

For more information about IMS Monitor Options, see the IMSDATA parmlib member.

IMS Data Collected Resource Types

IMS Balance Groups
Description 

This event performs data collection for IMS balance group metrics.

 Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event     Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-BALGRPS  

 Default Setting: Disabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :  2 Minutes

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

 VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-BALGRPS  

IMS Buffer Pools
Description

This event performs data collection for IMS buffer pool metrics.

 Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event     Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-BUFPOOLS

 Default Setting: Enabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :  2 Minutes

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

 VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-BUFPOOLS 

 

IMS Databases
Description

This event performs data collection for IMS database and area statuses.  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

     Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-DATABASE

 Default Setting: Enabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :  10 Minutes

 Minimum :   1 Minute

 Maximum :   1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event
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Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event: 

 VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-DATABASE 

IMS External Subsystems
Description

This event performs data collection for IMS external subsystem status.

 Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event     Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-ESUBSYS

 Default Setting: Enabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :  2 Minutes

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

 VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-ESUBSYS 

IMS Subsystem Status
Description

This event performs data collection for IMS subsystem status.

 Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event     Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-IMSIDS

 Default Setting: Enabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :   1 Minute

 Minimum :  30 Seconds

 Maximum :   1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-IMSIDS 

IMS IRLM Locks
Description

This event performs data collection for IMS IRLM Lock metrics.

 Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event     Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-LOCKS  

 Default Setting: Disabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :  2 Minutes

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-LOCKS 

IMS Logical Terminals
Description

This event performs data collection for IMS logical terminal metrics and statuses.

 Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event     Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-LTERMS    

 Default Setting: Disabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :  10 Minutes
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 Minimum :   1 Minute

 Maximum :   1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

 VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-LTERMS

IMSDATA-OSAM Scheduled Event
Description

This event performs data collection for IMS OSAM (Overflow Sequential Access Method) metrics.

 Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event     Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-OSAM   

 Default Setting: Disabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :  2 Minutes

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

 VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-OSAM 

IMS Open Transaction Manager Access(OTMA)
Description

This event performs data collection for IMS OTMA (Open Transaction Manager Access) metrics and statuses.

 Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event     Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-OTMA     

 Default Setting: Disabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :  2 Minutes

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event: 

 VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-OTMA 

IMS Storage Pools
Description

This event performs data collection for IMS storage pool metrics.  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event    

 Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-POOLS     

 Default Setting: Disabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :  2 Minutes

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

 VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-POOLS 

IMS-Dependent Regions
Description
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This event performs data collection for IMS dependent region metrics. Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event   

  Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-REGIONS       

 Default Setting: Enabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :  1 Minute

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

 VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-REGIONS 

IMS Systems
Description

This event performs IMS system data collection for metrics and statuses.  Data Collection Type: Scheduled

 Event     Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-SYSTEM      

 Default Setting: Enabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :   1 Minute

 Minimum :  30 Seconds

 Maximum :   1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

 VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-SYSTEM 

IMS Transactions
Description

This event performs data collection for IMS transaction metrics and statuses.  Data Collection Type: Scheduled

 Event     Scheduled Event: IMSDATA-TRANSUM    

 Default Setting: Enabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :  1 Minute

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

 VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-TRANSUM

IMS VSAM
Description

This event performs data collection for IMS VSAM metrics.  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event     Scheduled

 Event: IMSDATA-VSAM    

 Default Setting: Disabled

 Data Collection Interval

 Default :  2 Minutes

 Minimum :  1 Minute

 Maximum :  1 Hour

 Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event

Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:
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 VARS IMS

 SELECT SCHEDULE EQ IMSDATA-VSAM 

IMSMON User Exit
Starting with IMS 14.1, you can collect DC Monitor data using an IMSMON user exit.

If you are requesting DC Monitor summary or detail trace data in the IMS transaction records by specifying any of the
MONITOR-<eventname> options in the IMSLOGR PARMLIB member, define the SYSVIEW exit in the IMS DFSDFnnn
PROCLIB member.

For example:

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

* USER EXITS SECTION *

*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

<SECTION=USER_EXITS>

EXITDEF=(TYPE=IMSMON,

         EXITS=(GSVPDCMX))

     

GSVPDCMX is the exit name that is provided in the SYSVIEW load library. The load library must be accessible to the IMS
control region using the standard search order (STEPLIB, LINKLIST).

NOTE
To integrate DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) with SYSVIEW, configure the IMSMON User
Exit on all IMS regions that are part of your DX APM strategy.

Access to the IMS APIs
Some IMS commands gather statistics by invoking IMS APIs that are distributed with the IBM IMS libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the IMS RESLIB SDFSRESL to the STEPLIB DD in the SYSVIEW and SYSVUSER procedures.
The API modules reside in the IMS RESLIB.

2. If you invoke SYSVIEW from TSO, add the RESLIB to the STEPLIB DD in the user TSO logon procedure.
3. Invoke the IMS APIs using the following commands:
IMSSPOC

Invokes the Common Service Layer API.
IMSSLOGS

Invokes the IMS DBRC API.
IMSQSTAT

Invokes the Common Queue Server API.
IMSQSUM

Invokes the Common Queue Server API.
IMSQTRAN

Invokes the Common Queue Server API.

The IMS APIs are invoked. You can use the IMS commands to gather statistics.
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JES Job Output Data Collection
The JES job summary information that is collected by the JOBS subtask is a type of data collection that is performed by
the JOBS subtask based on an interval option set in SVW$MAIN. This task is not driven by a scheduled event function or
affected by monitor definitions.

Based on the INTERVAL parameter setting, the JOBS subtask checks the status of jobs on the JES queues. When the
information for the jobs on the JES queues changes, the JOBS subtask updates cached job information to use with the
next invocation of JES job-related displays. Caching of this information by the JOBS subtask improves the performance of
the JES displays.

The JES displays fetch this information without starting the JOBS subtask, which makes this subtask optional. However,
if the subtask is not started, the JES job information is collected by the user address space at display time. This approach
negatively affects the display performance and increases the CPU usage for the user session.

Resource consumption considerations:

• Vary the JES information collection interval higher during times when fewer users are using the JES job-related
commands.

• Analyze the impact of not starting the JOBS subtask on the JES display users. If you have few JES display users,
consider not starting the JOBS subtask.

• Review the SYSVDATA dashboard to evaluate how many resources the JOBS subtask is consuming.

For more information about the JOBS subtask and the JES displays, see JOBS Subtask Setup.

JVM Data Collection
In SYSVIEW, data on Java Virtual Machines (JVMs) is gathered through the JVM data collector, which consists of the
following parts:

• The JVM data collection subtask (JVMDATA). The subtask runs in the Main Services Address Space of SYSVIEW.
• A JVM data collector agent for each JVM being monitored. The agent runs in the JVM.
• Product-specific data collection:

– z/OS Connect EE Interceptors can be dynamically installed by the JVM agent to collect zCN specific metrics.
SYSVIEW Interceptors for zCN monitor API request events. The interceptors collect the data that is used for the
real-time displays.

The subtask and agent perform the functions that are illustrated in the following diagram.

NOTE
The grayed-out functions are not yet available. For a definition of each function, see Data Collection.
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JVMDATA Subtask

The JVMDATA subtask performs the following tasks:

• As JVMs' start and stop, the subtask maintains a list of JVMs on the system. Issue the JVMLIST command to view a
list of the JVMs.

• The subtask maintains a list of JVM versions. Issue the JVMVERS command to view a list of the versions. The list is
cached to help ensure that versions are assigned to JVMs quickly during the discovery process.

When maintenance is applied to a JVM, update the cached version entries to reflect the updated maintenance level. To
update the cached version entries, issue the VERIFY command. For more information, see JVM Data Collection Subtask
Setup.

To determine the version of Java that is in use by a JVM, the user ID that runs the SYSVIEW main address space must
have USS execute permissions to the Java executable file in the bin directory under the Java home directory that the
JVM uses. The user ID requires execute permissions on the Java file itself and read permission to the bin directory that
contains the java executable. For more information, see JVM Version Discovery in Configure SAF Authorizations.

JVM Data Collector Agent

• External Data Interface (XDI):
The agent responds to toolkit commands issued by the user during a SYSVIEW session. You must configure a JVM
data collector agent for each JVM on which you want to collect data.

NOTE
The SYSVIEW JVM component requires z/OS 2.3 or higher.
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z/OS Connect Interceptors

The agent can dynamically install the SYSVIEW Interceptor exits when the agent starts. The interceptors display
performance information for the z/OS Connect real-time displays.

NOTE
By default, the interceptors are not installed. You must configure an agent using the z/OS Connect JVM
command-line options and specify the following agent parameters:

• monzcn
• monzcnreq

For more information, see Options for the JVM Data Collector Agent.

Scheduled Event Defaults

Scheduled Function Description Default Setting Default Collection
Interval Min Max

JVMDATA-COLLECT JVM data collection -
Data metrics

Disabled 1 Min 1 Min None

JVMDATA-REQAPPL JVM data collection -
Required appls

Disabled 1 Min 1 Min None

Configure z/OS Connect Monitoring
SYSVIEW can display z/OS Connect (zCN) real-time performance statistics to help you manage and monitor your
servers. SYSVIEW uses the JVM Data Collector Agent technology to monitor your zCN servers.

Use the following steps to configure SYSVIEW and the JVM Data Collector Agent to monitor zCN servers that are running
on z/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Activate the JVM component in the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options member.
To enable SYSVIEW to monitor zCN servers, activate the SYSVIEW JVM component. To activate the component,
specify a value of Yes for the Component-JVM option. To activate the component, see SYSVIEW System
Configuration Options.

2. Start the JVMDATA subtask.
The JVMDATA subtask must be active and running to monitor and collect data from servers that are running zCN on z/
OS. To activate the subtask, see JVM Data Collection Subtask Setup.

3. Configure the JVM Data Collector Agent in the zCN server.
The JVM agent resides in the USS directory that was specified when SYSVIEW was installed using install job
INST0006. The path to the JVM agent is required to configure the agent on the zCN server. For information about how
to identify the path to the JVM agent, see (Optional) Create Run-Time USS Directory for the JVM Data Collector Agent
(INST0006). To configure the JVM agent on the zCN server, see Configure the JVM Data Collector Agent.

4. Configure the JVM agent options for zCN.
The JVM agent accepts the following options to control real-time zCN monitoring: monzcn and monzcnreq . To
configure the options, see Options for the JVM Data Collector Agent.

5. Review the security command groups.
SYSVIEW contains new commands to support zCN real-time monitoring of data on zCN servers. Review the security
for your current and existing command groups to determine if you must create command groups, and to verify if you
must create command groups that allow or must restrict access to the zCN commands. To review the security for your
command groups, see Command Groups (Optional).

6. Configure log streams for SMF type 123 records.
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SYSVIEW can display and format SMF type 123 records that zCN servers write. For more information, see z/OS
Connect SMF Records. To configure the log streams, see Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing.

After you complete these steps, SYSVIEW is configured to monitor zCN servers that are running on z/OS.

To learn more about using and configuring z/OS Connect monitoring, see the following videos:

Video Link Title and Description

Configuring z/OS Connect Enterprise Edition Monitoring in
SYSVIEW:
Introduces the SYSVIEW Component for z/OS Connect (zCN)
Enterprise Edition monitoring component. You use the component
to monitor and manage servers where zCN is running on z/OS.
The video describes the steps to configure SYSVIEW and the
JVM Data Collector Agent to monitor zCN servers that are running
on z/OS.
Run time: 14 min 52 sec.
Using the SYSVIEW Component for z/OS Connect Enterprise
Edition:
Contains demonstrations of the SYSVIEW zCN commands
that you can use. You can use the commands to view real-time
performance statistics and manage your zCN servers.
Run time: 9 mins 43 sec.

Configure the JVM Data Collector Agent
In SYSVIEW, the JVM data collector agent is implemented as a JVM Tools Interface (JVMTI) agent that runs in a JVM.

To configure this agent, follow these steps:

Step 1: Define the JVM data collector agent in a JVM

To define the data collector agent, add the following JVM command-line option in each JVM that you intend to monitor:

-agentpath:<path-to-agent>=<options>

<path-to-agent>
The path is the USS run-time directory created using the INST0006 install step and the name of the shared object
module for the JVM data collector agent:
64-bit JVM:

/cai/sysview/<fmid>/runtime/jvmdata/bin/libgsvoagt4.so

31-bit JVM:
/cai/sysview/<fmid>/runtime/jvmdata/bin/libgsvoagt1.so

<options>
Separate the options for the data collector agent with commas: option1=value1,option2=value2. Blank spaces are
not allowed.

Example 1: SYSVIEW is using the default subsystem of GSVX, and the JVM is running a 31-bit version of Java:

-agentpath:/cai/sysview/<fmid>/runtime/jvmdata/bin/libgsvoagt1.so

Example 2: The subsystem for SYSVIEW was changed from the default of GSVX to SYSV, and the JVM is running a 64-
bit version of Java:

-agentpath:/cai/sysview/<fmid>/runtime/jvmdata/bin/libgsvoagt4.so=ssid=SYSV
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NOTE
Where you insert the -agentpath statement differs for each subsystem. For details, see the appropriate
subsystem section:

• Instructions Specific to CICS
• Instructions Specific to CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG)
• Instructions Specific to IMS
• Instructions Specific to JZOS
• Instructions Specific to Websphere Application Server (WAS)
• Instructions Specific to Websphere Application Server (WAS) Liberty Profile and z/OS Connect
• Instructions Specific to Db2

Instructions Specific to CICS

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the CICS JVM profile directory.
CICS launches JVM servers using profiles that are located in the JVM profile directory under USS. You specify the
directory using the JVMPROFILEDIR keyword in the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT). The SYSVIEW CSIT and
CJVMSERV displays both show the profile directory.

2. Add the agent parameter to the JVM Server profile:
a. Choose the profile/profiles that represent the JVM servers that are running the agent.
b. In each profile, insert the -agentpath statement for the JVM data collector agent. You can add the statement

anywhere in the file as long as it is not between two continued lines of another statement.
3. Restart each JVM server that uses one of the updated profiles:

a. Issue the CJVMSERV command to generate the SYSVIEW Option for CICS JVM Servers display.
b. In the line command field beside each JVM server you must restart, issue the DIS line command to disable the

server.
c. Once the JVM server shows a status of DISABLED, restart the JVM server using the ENA line command to enable

the JVM server.

Instructions Specific to CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG)

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the variable that is named CTGUSR in the CTG started task PROC.
The variable references the CTGENV member that the CTG is using.

2. Locate the option definition named CTGSTART_OPTS in the CTGENV member.
If the option definition is not defined, you can add it to the member.

3. Add or append the JVM Agent definition to the CTGSTART_OPTS option definition by adding -j followed
by the standard JVM Agent definition. The CTGSTART_OPTS cannot exceed 80 columns per line. Use the
continuation character (\) in column 80 when you must exceed 80 columns.
CTGSTART_OPTS=-j-Xmx512M -j-agentpath:/cai/sysview/<fmid>/runtime/jvmdata/bin/l\

ibgsvoagt4.so

4. Restart the CTG to activate the JVM data collector agent.

Instructions Specific to IMS

IMS can run a JVM in the following regions:

• The Java Batch Processing (JBP) region
• The Java Message Processing (JMP) region
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Follow these steps:

1. Locate the JVM options member, which is specified using the JVMOPMAS parameter in the JBP or JMP procedure:
// JVMOPMAS=dfsjvmms

2. Locate the PROCLIB, which is specified as either a DD statement:
//PROCLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=imshlq.PROCLIB

or a JCLLIB ORDER statement:
 JCLLIB ORDER=(imshlq.PROCLIB)

3. Add the -agentpath statement to the member:
a. Edit imshlq.PROCLIB(dfsjvmms) based on the names found in this article.
b. Insert the -agentpath statement for the JVM data collector agent. If you must continue the statement to a new line,

use the greater-than sign (>) to continue to a new line. Each line can contain a maximum of 72 characters including
the continuation symbol.

NOTE
If this member is shared between multiple JVM regions:

• Each region starts an agent.
• They must all run the same addressing mode of Java, either 31-bit or 64-bit. If JVMs are sharing this

member and run different versions of Java, create a JVMOPMAS member to specify 31- and 64-bit
versions of the data collector agent using different members.

4. Restart the region.

Instructions Specific to JZOS

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the //STDENV DD in the JZOS JCL.
2. Add the -agentpath statement.
3. Locate the following statement:

export IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS="$IJO"

4. Locate the IJO= statements above the export statement.
5. Insert this IJO= statement for the -agentpath java option:

IJO="$IJO -agentpath:xxx"

6. Restart the JVM server.

Instructions Specific to Websphere Application Server (WAS)

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Websphere Application Server Administration Console.
2. In the left-hand tree, drill down to select Servers, Server TypesWebsphere Application Servers and select the

Application Server that you wish to monitor.
3. In the right-hand panel, under the heading Server Infrastructure, expand Java and Process Management and click

the Process Definition link.
4. In the Process Definition panel, select the WAS address space that you wish to monitor. Servant would generally be

the host of applications.
5. In the right-hand panel, click the Java Virtual Machine link under the Additional Properties heading.
6. In the right-hand panel, in the box labeled Generic JVM arguments, insert the -agentpath statement for the JVM data

collector agent.
7. Click the OK button.
8. In the right-hand panel, under the Messages section, click the Save link to save the changes.
9. Restart the WAS regions to activate the JVM data collector agent.
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Instructions Specific to Websphere Application Server (WAS) Liberty Profile and z/OS Connect

Use one of the following processes to perform the configuration:

Using STDENV DD

1. Locate the STDENV DD in the started task procedure.
2. Add the JVM agent path to the JVM_OPTIONS variable definition by adding the -agentpath statement.
3. Restart the server.

Using a z/OS UNIX file

1. Create a z/OS UNIX file named <name>.env in the <WLP_USER_DIR>/servers directory.
2. Add the JVM agent path to the JVM_OPTIONS variable definition by adding the -agentpath statement.
3. Update the STDENV DD on the started task procedure with path to z/OS UNIX file. For example:

//STDENV DD PATH='<WLP_USER_DIR>/servers/<name>.env'

4. Restart the server.

Using a JVM-specific z/OS UNIX file

1. Create a z/OS UNIX file named <name>.options in the <WLP_USER_DIR>/servers directory. The file is used to
store JVM-specific options.

2. Add the JVM agent path by adding the -agentpath statement on a new line.
3. Update the STDENV DD on the started task procedure with path to JVM-specific options file. For example:

JVM_OPTIONS=-Xoptionsfile=<WLP_USER_DIR>/servers/<name>.options

4. Restart the server.

Step 2: (Optional) Customize the Application Name Assigned to the JVM

SYSVIEW assigns a default name to the JVM in this format: GSV_jobname_pid , where pid is the process ID. Because
the application name is used for monitor and state definitions and on SYSVIEW JVM displays, customize the application
name for clear identification. Such identification is valuable where multiple JVMs run in a single address space like CICS.
The application name should be unique for each JVM running in the same address space.

You define the application name using the environment variable SYSVIEW_APPLICATION with this syntax:

SYSVIEW_APPLICATION=application_name

You assign an application differs depending on the subsystem you are using:

1. First, for general information that applies to all subsystems, see How JVM Application Names Are Assigned and Used
in SYSVIEW.

2. See the instructions for the appropriate subsystem:
– Assign an Application Name in CICS
– Assign an Application Name in CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG)
– Assign an Application Name in IMS
– Assign an Application Name in JZOS
– Assign an Application Name in Websphere Application Server (WAS)
– Assign an Application Name in Websphere Application Server (WAS) Liberty Profile and z/OS Connect
– Assign an Application Name in Db

Assign an Application Name in CICS

Define the SYSVIEW_APPLICATION environment variable in the profile where the data collector agent was defined. If
you share profile across multiple JVMs, CICS provides substitution variables for making the names unique.
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For example, you have a profile on a CICS region where the applid is UPRSVDC1 and the JVM server has a name of
DFHJVMS. If you specify this application name:

SYSVIEW_APPLICATION=CICS_&APPLID;_&JVMSERVER;_CLAIMS

The application name after substitution would be:

CICS_UPRSVDC1_DFHJVMS_CLAIMS

Assign an Application Name in CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG)

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the variable that is named CTGUSR in the CTG started task PROC.
The variable references the CTGENV member that the CTG is using.

2. In the CTGENV member, insert the environment variable statement using the following syntax:
SYSVIEW_APPLICATION=application_name

3. Restart the CTG to activate the JVM data collector agent.

Assign an Application Name in IMS

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the JVM environment member, which is specified using the ENVIRON parameter in the JBP or JMP procedure:
// ENVIRON=dfsjvmev

2. Locate the PROCLIB, which is specified as either a DD statement:
//PROCLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=imshlq.PROCLIB

or a JCLLIB ORDER statement:
JCLLIB ORDER=(imshlq.PROCLIB)

3. Add the agent name to the proclib member.
a. Edit imshlq.PROCLIB(dfsjvmev) based on the names in this article.

NOTE
If the JBP or JMP procedure uses a //STDENV DD, IMS ignores the dfsjvmev member. Edit the data set
pointed to by the //STDENV DD.

b. Insert the environment variable statement with this syntax:
SYSVIEW_APPLICATION=application_name

Assign an Application Name in JZOS

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the //STDENV DD in the JZOS JCL.
2. Insert the environment variable statement with this syntax:

SYSVIEW_APPLICATION=application_name

3. Insert this export statement:
export SYSVIEW_APPLICATION

Assign an Application Name in Websphere Application Server (WAS)

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Websphere Application Server Administration Console.
2. In the left-hand tree, drill down to select Servers, Server Types, Websphere Application Servers and select the

Application Server that you wish to monitor.
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3. In the right-hand panel, under the heading Server Infrastructure, expand Java and Process Management and click
the Process Definition link.

4. In the Process Definition panel, select the WAS address space that you wish to monitor. Servant would generally be
the host of applications.

5. In the right-hand panel, click the Environment Entries link under the Additional Properties heading.
6. In the right-hand panel, click the New button.
7. Enter SYSVIEW_APPLICATION in the Name field and  application_name  in the Value field.
8. Click the OK button.
9. In the right-hand panel, under the Messages section, click the Save link to save the changes.
10. Restart the WAS regions to activate the new application name.

Assign an Application Name in Websphere Application Server (WAS) Liberty Profile and z/OS Connect

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the ${server.config.dir}/server.env file.
2. Insert this statement:

SYSVIEW_APPLICATION=application_name

NOTE
All lines in server.env must end in an NL (new linefeed) character.

3. Save the file.
4. Restart the WAS Liberty Profile server to activate the new application name.

Assign an Application Name in Db2

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the //JAVAENV DD in the Db2 Stored Procedure JVM JCL.
2. Locate the ENVVAR keyword in the JAVAENV data set.
3. Insert this statement inside the ENVVAR block:"SYSVIEW_APPLICATION=application_ nam e"
4. Save the file.
5. Restart the Db2 Stored Procedure JVM to activate the new application name.

Options for the JVM Data Collector Agent
The options for the JVM data collector agent provide a way for you to tailor how the agent operates.

The syntax for options is keyword=value. You can define options in two ways:

• -agentpath options

Specify the options on the -agentpath JVM command-line argument as shown in this sample:

-agentpath:<path-to-agent>=<options>

For example, to override the subsystem ID with a value of SYSV, use the 

ssid parameter as follows:

-agentpath:sysview_home_dir/bin/libgsvoagt4.so=ssid=SYSV 

environment variables
Specify these variables as shown in this sample:

variable=value
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For example, to override the subsystem ID with a value of SYSV, use the 

GsvoSsid parameter as follows:

 GsvoSsid=SYSV 

NOTE

• Spaces between the keyword, equal sign '=', and value are not permitted.
• You can specify

– option keywords in upper, lower, or mixed case.
– environment variable keywords in the specified mixed- case or all uppercase.

The following list includes all the options and their corresponding environment variables and valid values:

Option  : contMon

Environment Variable: GsvoThreadContentionMonitoring

Default : no action is taken to enable or disable thread contention 

monitoring.

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the 

          JVM data collector agent.

          You can modify this option dynamically at any time using 

          the JVMSET command with the CONTMON parameter. 

Specifies whether the JVM data collector agent turns on thread 

contention monitoring in the JVM. The JVM starts with thread 

contention monitoring disabled. Contention information on the 

JVMTHRDS display will not be displayed if thread contention 

monitoring is disabled. 

Valid values:

   enable  - Enables thread contention monitoring in the JVM.

             Enabling this option will cause the JVM to keep 

             track of thread contentions.

   disable - Disables thread contention monitoring in the JVM.

             Since thread contention monitoring is disabled by 

             default, the only way for it to have been enabled 

             prior to the JVM data collector agent start is by 

             another agent that was started in sequence before.

Related options: 

   none

Option  : cpuMon

Environment Variable: GsvoThreadCpuMonitoring

Default : no action is taken to enable or disable thread CPU monitoring.

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the JVM 

          data collector agent.

          You can modify this option dynamically at any time using the 

          JVMSET command with the CPUMON parameter. 

Specifies whether the JVM data collector agent should turn on thread CPU 
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monitoring in the JVM. The JVM starts with thread CPU monitoring enabled. 

CPU information on the JVMTHRDS display will not be displayed if CPU 

monitoring is disabled. 

Valid values:

   enable  - Enables CPU monitoring in the JVM.

             Enabling this option causes the JVM to keep track of thread

             CPU information in the JVM, which is the default behavior 

             for the JVM.

   disable - Disables CPU monitoring in the JVM.

Related options: 

   none

Option  : logDir

Environment Variable: GsvoLogDir

Default : /tmp

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the JVM 

          data collector agent.

          You cannot modify this option dynamically. 

Specifies the directory where the agent log file is created. By default, 

the log file is created only if the loglevel has been modified.

Valid values:

   /dir...     - any valid directory name up to 255 characters in length.

   //DD:ddname - the name of a DD in the JCL or PROC running the JVM.

                 Example DD in the JVM:

                 //ddname  DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=V,LRECL=256)

Related options: 

   logLevel

Note: If a directory is specified and a file is created, the file will 

        have the following name: GSV_ssid_jobname_pid.log.

      where:

         ssid    - the subsystem Id for the JVM data collector agent.

         jobname - the jobname for the address space running the JVM.

         pid     - the decimal process Id.

      Example:  GSV_GSVX_CICS123_50594283.log

Option  : logLevel

Environment Variable: GsvoLogLevel

Default : NONE

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the JVM 

          data collector agent.
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          You can modify this option dynamically at any time using the 

          JVMSET command with the LOGLEVEL parameter. 

Sets the severity level of messages that are written to the log file 

for the JVM data collector agent. Messages are logged if they are 

assigned a severity that is greater than or equal to this logLevel 

setting.

IMPORTANT
Change the LOGLEVEL setting only at the direction of Broadcom Support. By default, the level is set to NONE,
which means that no messages are logged. Therefore, no log file is created. Important messages are written
as WTO messages to SYSLOG or to the JESMSGLG of the JVM address space. If you change the LOGLEVEL
setting, multiple log files are created over time. You are responsible for managing them.

A sample job resides in sysview.CNM4BSAM(GSVUJVML) to perform a log upload to Broadcom Support, if
necessary.

Valid values (in descending order of severity): 

   NONE     - No messages are logged (default).

   FATAL    - Only messages assigned a severity of FATAL are logged. 

              Fatal messages indicate a severe error occurred that

              usually causes the agent to stop.

   CRITICAL - Messages assigned a severity of CRITICAL or FATAL are logged.

              Critical messages indicate a severe error occurred that

              may or may not cause the agent to stop.

   WARNING  - Messages marked with a severity of WARNING or higher are logged.

              Warning messages do not cause the agent to stop but indicate that

              a problem may have occurred.

   INFO     - Messages marked with a severity of INFO or higher are logged. 

              Info messages provide information about the agent or its state.

   DEBUG    - Messages marked with a severity of DEBUG or higher are logged. 

              Debug messages are typically used for debugging an agent problem

              and are only needed when working with CA SYSVIEW support.

   DEBUG1   - Messages marked with a severity of DEBUG1 or higher are logged. 

              Debug messages are typically used for debugging an agent problem

              and are only needed when working with CA SYSVIEW support.

   DEBUG2   - Messages marked with a severity of DEBUG2 or higher are logged. 

              Debug2 messages are typically used for debugging an agent problem

              and are only needed when working with CA SYSVIEW support.  

   DEBUG3   - Messages marked with a severity of DEBUG3 or higher are logged.

              Debug3 messages are typically used for debugging an agent problem

              and are only needed when working with CA SYSVIEW support.

Related options: 

   none
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Option  : monctg

Environment Variable: GsvoMonitorCTG

Default : disable

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of 

the JVM data collector agent. 

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW agent component for CICS Transaction 

Gateway should be initialized or not.

Valid values:

   Enable  - Enables the agent component for CICS Transaction 

             Gateway. This allows CA SYSVIEW commands for CICS 

             Transaction Gateway to retrieve data.

   Disable - Disables the agent component for CICS Transaction 

             Gateway. CA SYSVIEW commands for  CICS Transaction 

             Gateway will not return CICS Transaction Gateway 

             specific resources. This is the default value.

Related options:

   none

Option  : monzcn

Environment Variable: GsvoMonitorZCN

Default : disable

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the JVM 

data collector agent. 

        

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW agent component for z/OS Connect should 

be initialized or not. 

Valid values:

   Enable  - Enables the agent component for z/OS Connect. This allows              

             CA SYSVIEW commands for z/OS Connect to retrieve data.

   Disable - Disables the agent component for z/OS Connect. CA SYSVIEW 

             commands for z/OS Connect will not return z/OS connect 

             specific resources.  This is the default value.  

Related options:

   monzcnreq

Option  : monzcnreq

Environment Variable: GsvoMonitorZCNRequests

Default : disable

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the JVM 

data collector agent. 

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW agent component for z/OS Connect should 

monitor API requests and collect statistics for APIs, Services, URIs 

and Systems of Record.

To provide zCN request monitoring, the SYSVIEW JVM Data Collector Agent 
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installs an interceptor on the zCN server. To install the interceptor, 

the JVM agent depends on an internal zCN component to be started during 

initialization. The zCN server starts the required component only if it 

detects an interceptor definition in the server.xml file.  If the server 

that you want to monitor does not detect an interceptor definition in 

the server.xml file, and the monzcnreq option was enabled, the JVM agent 

is unable to install the interceptor because the required zCN component 

was not loaded.

Optionally, you can add an empty interceptor definition to the server.xml 

file, which lets SYSVIEW monitor zCN requests without defining an 

interceptor definition previously.  Adding an empty interceptor definition 

lets the zCN server load the Java class that the JVM agent requires, 

which lets SYSVIEW monitor zCN requests.

To add an empty interceptor definition:

1. Add the following element to the server.xml file: 

   <zosconnect_zosConnectInterceptors id="interceptorList1" interceptorRef=""/>

   You can modify the id attribute to a unique identifier.

2. On the <zosconnect_zosConnectManager/> element in the server.xml file, 

   add the globalInterceptorsRef attribute to code the value of the 

   id attribute that you specified in Step 1.

Valid values:

   Enable  - Enables the CA SYSVIEW interceptors for z/OS Connect. This 

             allows CA SYSVIEW commands for z/OS Connect to display 

             performance metrics as well as URIs and SORs. When you

             specify Enable for monzcnreq, the monzcn option is enabled

             automatically.  

             Note: Enabling this option will cause some amount of 

             overhead for each API request.

   Disable - The CA SYSVIEW interceptors for z/OS Connect will not be

             installed. CA SYSVIEW commands for z/OS Connect will not 

             display performance information.  Displays for URIs and 

             SORs will not be able to display any information.  This 

             is the default value.

Related options:

   monzcn

Option  : monzreqintvl

Environment Variable: GsvoMonitorZReqInstallInterval

Default : 2

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the JVM 

data collector agent. 

Specifies, in seconds, how often the SYSVIEW agent component for z/OS 

Connect should attempt to install the SYSVIEW interceptors. The SYSVIEW 

agent attempts to install the interceptors as close to the time that 

the z/OS Connect server initialized as possible. The SYSVIEW 

interceptors for z/OS Connect allow for z/OS Connect performance 

information to be displayed on commands. 
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Minimum value: 1

Maximum value: 10

Related options:

   monzcnreq, monzreqretry

Option  : monzreqretry

Environment Variable: GsvoMonitorZReqInstallRetries

Default : 60

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the JVM 

data collector agent. 

Specifies how many times the SYSVIEW agent component for z/OS Connect

should retry to install the SYSVIEW interceptors if previous attempts

were unsuccessful. The SYSVIEW agent attempts to install the 

interceptors as close to the time that the z/OS Connect server 

initialized as possible. The SYSVIEW interceptors for z/OS Connect allow 

for z/OS Connect performance information to be displayed on commands.

The following message can be seen when the SYSVIEW agent reaches the

number of retries specified by this option:

"GSV1048I z/OS Connect interceptors for CA SYSVIEW installation failed 

max retries"

When this message is seen, it is recommended to increase the value of 

this option.

Minimum value: 1

Maximum value: 1000

Related options:

   monzcnreq, monzreqintvl

Option  : ssid

Environment Variable: GsvoSsid

Default : GSVX

Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the JVM 

          data collector agent.

          You cannot modify this option dynamically. 

Specifies the subsystem Id (SSID) for the CA SYSVIEW that the agent 

belongs to. You need to specify this parameter only if the default GSVX 

subsystem Id was changed for CA SYSVIEW.

Related options:

   none

Option  : not applicable

Environment Variable: SYSVIEW_APPLICATION

Default : GSV_jobname_pid
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Change  : This option is processed during the initialization of the JVM 

          data collector agent.

          You cannot modify this option dynamically.

Specifies an application name for the JVM.

Related options: 

   none

How JVM Application Names Are Assigned and Used in SYSVIEW
This section explains how you assign Java virtual machine (JVM) application names to SYSVIEW.

How SYSVIEW Identifies JVMs by Default

A JVM runs as a UNIX System Services process within a z/OS address space. Multiple JVMs can run as separate
processes in a single z/OS address space, for example, multiple JVM servers running inside a single CICS region.

By default, SYSVIEW identifies a JVM process by its jobname and process ID. This information is combined into an
application name in this format:

GSV_jobname_pid

For example, a JVM with a process ID of 050400E3 running in the CICSPROD job would be assigned this name:

GSV_CICSPROD_050400E3

Alternative Method to Assign JVM Names to SYSVIEW

You can optionally assign a name to a JVM using the SYSVIEW_APPLICATION environment variable. Specify this
variable where the other environment variables for the JVM are defined. SYSVIEW_APPLICATION, which is a well-known
environment variable name, is used only by SYSVIEW. The JVM does not use it.

This example shows how to specify the environment variable:

SYSVIEW_APPLICATION=CICS_CAPPLID1_DFHJVMS

Format of JVM Application Names for SYSVIEW

The value of the SYSVIEW_APPLICATION environment variable must meet these requirements:

• It must be 1 through 32 characters in length.
• It cannot contain blanks.

Recommendations for naming conventions:

• To define an application name with multiple "words", use special characters such as underscores (_), periods (.), or
dashes (-), for example:
SYSVIEW_APPLICATION=APPLICATION_CLAIMS_GUI

• If you are running an address space with multiple JVMs like CICS, application names should be unique for the JVMs in
that address space.

• JVM application names are used as part of a resource name for SYSVIEW monitor and state rules processing. The
JVM application name resource is defined as: jobname.asitype.application

jobname
The jobname of the address space where the JVM is executing.
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asitype
The address space identification type. The JVMLIST command displays a list of discovered JVMs. The "ASIType"
field contains the address space type for the JVM.

application
The application name that is assigned to the JVM.

Since the rules allow for fixed- and variable-length masking, consider using a naming convention that lets you use this
feature.

Why Assign Application Names to JVMs

Assigning an application name to a JVM is optional. The SYSVIEW assigned application name is sufficient to run the
agent and to use SYSVIEW displays.

You should consider assigning your own name to a JVM for the following reasons:

• In a multi-JVM address space like CICS, identifying specific JVMs by just jobname and process ID may not be
sufficient.

• A meaningful application name may help others understand what functionality the JVM is providing when they are
viewing SYSVIEW displays.

• The application name is used in state and monitor definitions. You should consider developing a naming convention for
your JVMs that takes advantage of the masking capabilities for definitions.

Where Are Application Names Used

Displays

The application name is shown in the "Application" field that appears on most JVM displays. For example, on the following
sample JVMLIST display:

-------------- Java Virtual Machine List -------------------

=> JVMLIST

------------------------------------------------------------

JVM discovery is ACTIVE

------------------------------------------------------------

Jobname   ASID ASIType  AM Version   Application

CICS1     0165 CICS     64 1.8.0_151 DFHJVMS

.         .    .        64 1.8.0_151 CICSAPPL_SYSVWLP

JOBNAME1  01AB JZOS     64 1.8.0     APPLICATION_CLAIMS_GUI

JOBNAME2  003C JZOS     64 1.7.0     GSV_JOBNAME2_050400E3

 

Monitor and State Definitions

Like many SYSVIEW components and options, the JVM component lets you select which JVMs you want to monitor, and
which ones you want to alert on based on their active state. The definitions for both selections use the application name
as the last part of the resource name. See the previous section for the JVM application resource format.

Sample JVMMON Display:

SYSVIEW ----------------------------------- JVM Monitor Definitions -

Command ====> JVMMON

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Name     Resource Exclude

_______  ?Add     *                                           INCLUDE
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_______  JVMAPPL  CICSRGN1.CICS.U99SVDC1_DFHAXIS              INCLUDE

_______  .        CICSRGN1.CICS.U99SVDC1_DFHJVMS              INCLUDE

_______  .        CICSRGN1.CICS.U99SVDC1_DFHXSTS              INCLUDE

_______  .        CICSRGN2.CICS.U99SVDC2_SYSVJVM1             INCLUDE

_______  .        CICSRGN2.CICS.U99SVDC2_SYSVJVM2             INCLUDE

_______  .        CICSRGN2.CICS.U99SVDC2_SYSVWLP              INCLUDE

                                -------------------

                                |

                                + This is the application name

                                  part of the resource.

Sample JVMSTATE Display:

SYSVIEW -------------------------------------- JVM State Definitions -

Command ====> JVMSTATE

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Threshold processing is ACTIVE

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd Name     Resource                            State       Status

___ ?Add     *                                   *           NORMAL

___ JVMSTAT  *                                   ACTIVE      NORMAL

___ .        CICSRGN1.CICS.U99SVDC1_DFH*         INACTIVE    INACTIVE

___ .        CICSRGN2.CICS.U99SVDC1_SYSVJVM%     INACTIVE    INACTIVE

                           -------------------

                           |

                           + This is the application name

                             part of the resource.

                             Note: These definitions are using

                             variable- and fixed-length

                             masking.

Where to Configure Application Names for JVM Server

Where you configure the SYSVIEW_APPLICATION environment variable depends on how your JVM is launched.

To configure the environment variable when launching the JVM from subsystems such as CICS and IMS, see Configure
the JVM Data Collector Agent.

Starting and Stopping the JVM Data Collector Agent
This page describes how to start, stop, and restart the JVM data collector agent in SYSVIEW.

Start the JVM Data Collector Agent

In any JVM that has been configured properly, the agent starts automatically when the JVM starts. Proper configuration
means that the data collector has been defined in the JVM.

Stop the JVM Data Collector Agent

The data collector agent stops automatically when the JVM shuts down. You can stop the agent manually using the
JVMSET STOP command. For more information, type HELP JVMSET in a SYSVIEW session.

IMPORTANT
Before using the JVMSET STOP command, consider the following points:
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• The only way to restart an agent stopped by this command is to stop and restart the JVM.
• A single JVMSET command can stop multiple agents. Understand how to use target parameters.

Restart the JVM Data Collector Agent After Applying Maintenance or Upgrading Releases

Maintenance can be applied and moved to your run-time directory while the JVM data collector agent is running. However,
the changes are not applied to any agents until they are restarted. To restart an agent, stop and restart the JVM where it is
running.

NOTE

Unless noted otherwise in the maintenance HOLDDATA, the agent and the SYSVIEW server can run at different
build or maintenance levels. This feature lets you apply maintenance to the agent and the server, but lets you
choose when to restart the agent.

Manage Upgrades and Maintenance to the JVM Data Collector Agent

The following scenarios describe how to manage upgrades and maintenance to the JVM data collector agent. The agent
is upward and downward compatible across SYSVIEW builds and maintenance levels. You do not have to worry about
coordinating the timing of the SYSVIEW agent and server upgrade.

The SYSVIEW server was upgraded with maintenance or a new build, but the JVM data collector agent was not.
In this case, you can safely allow your JVM data collector agents to run with an older build or maintenance level.
The newer level of the SYSVIEW server continues to communicate with the agent. However, new agent features
that facilitate data for commands in SYSVIEW might not be available. For example, if a new command in the
upgraded server is issued, but the older-level JVM data collector agent does not support the new command, you
see a message stating that the feature or command is not supported. All existing functions of the older-level agent
continue to function.

The JVM data collector agent was upgraded with maintenance or a new build, but the SYSVIEW server was not.
This situation can occur when the upgraded JVM data collector agents are staged in your JVMs and might start
before you upgrade the server.
In this case, you can safely allow your JVM data collector agents to run at a newer build or maintenance level,
and the older-level SYSVIEW server continue to communicate with the agent. New agent features may be
unavailable to the older-level SYSVIEW server. For example, if the JVM data collector agent was upgraded to
supply new data for a new command, but the older-level server does not have that associated command, the new
command data in the agent cannot be returned to a SYSVIEW session for display. All existing functions of the
older-level server continue to function.

A problem with the JVM data collector agent that relates to maintenance or a new build occurred. How does
one back off the maintenance or new build?

In this case, update your JVM configuration to point to the older level of the JVM data collector agent and restart
the JVM. If you are unable to recycle your JVMs, stop the JVM data collector agent in all JVMs with the following
command:
JVMSET STOP JOBNAME *

You can continue to leave your JVM data collector agents stopped until you can update the agent configuration
and can recycle your JVMs.

MVS Data Collection
To collect MVS data, configure the MVSDATA subtask, which performs monitoring and exception analysis activities for z/
OS-related resources.

This subtask performs the functions that are shown in the diagram. The grayed-out functions are not part of MVS data
collection. For a definition of each function, see Data Collection.
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For information about setting up this subtask, see the MVS Data Collection Subtask Setup.

NOTE

The term MVS is being used as a common name for the z/OS operating system.

Collected MVS Data

These sections list each type of MVS data that is collected, with its default setting and a brief description.

Scheduled Event Defaults for MVS Data Collection

Scheduled Function Description Default Setting Default Collection
Interval

Minimum Maximum

MVSDATA-CHANN
ELS

Channel utilization,
performance, and
status

Disabled 2 Minutes 30 Seconds 1 Hour
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MVSDATA-CICSMO
N

Monitors the status
of the SYSVIEW
CICS monitors

Enabled 1 Minute 30 Seconds 1 Hour

MVSDATA-CPUS Monitors processor
utilization

Enabled 1 Minute 10 Seconds 1 Minute

MVSDATA-CPUSTA
T

Monitors processor
status and
availability

Disabled 1 Minute 30 Seconds 1 Hour

MVSDATA-DEVICE
S

DASD and tape
device performance
and utilization

Disabled 15 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

MVSDATA-JESNOD
ES

JES2 nodes status Disabled 5 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

MVSDATA-JOBS Address space
system resource
utilization

Enabled 1 Minute 30 Seconds 15 minutes

MVSDATA-REQJO
BS

Performance, status,
and utilization for
required jobs

Disabled 1 Minute 30 Seconds 1 Hour

MVSDATA-SYSTEM System level metrics Enabled 30 Seconds 10 Seconds 1 Minute
MVSDATA-USS UNIX system

services
Disabled 2 Minutes 30 Seconds 1 Hour

MVSDATA-APPLIDS VTAM application
availability

Disabled 2 Minutes 30 Seconds 1 Hour

MVSDATA-WMSYS
SUM

WLM - Workload
Manager resources

Disabled 1 Minute 1 minute 15 Minutes

Resource Types for MVS Data Collection

Channel Path Utilization and Status 
 Description 

 This event performs data collection for channel path metrics and status.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

    Scheduled Event: MVSDATA-CHANNELS 

  Default Setting: Disabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :   2 Minutes

  Minimum :  30 Seconds

  Maximum :   1 Hour

  

 

  Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MVS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MVSDATA-CHANNELS 
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CICS Region Execution Status  
 Description 

 This event performance data collection for CICS region execution statuses.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

  Scheduled Event: MVSDATA-CICSMON 

  Default Setting: Enabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :   1 Minute

  Minimum :  30 Seconds

  Maximum :   1 Hour

    Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MVS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MVSDATA-CICSMON 

 

CPU Utilization Statistics
 Description 

 This event provides data collection for CPU metrics.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

  Scheduled Event: MVSDATA-CPUS 

  Default Setting: Enabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :   1 Minute

  Minimum :  10 Seconds

  Maximum :   1 Minute

    Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all Metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MVS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MVSDATA-CPUS 

 

CPU Status  
 Description 

 This event provides data collection for CPU status.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

  Scheduled Event: MVSDATA-CPUSTAT

  Default Setting: Disabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 
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  Default :   1 Minute

  Minimum :  30 Seconds

  Maximum :   1 Hour

    Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MVS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MVSDATA-CPUSTAT 

 

Device Utilization Statistics and Status
 Description 

 This event provides data collection for device metrics and status.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

  Scheduled Event: MVSDATA-DEVICES 

  Default Setting: Disabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :  15 Minutes

  Minimum :   1 Minute

  Maximum :   1 Hour

    Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MVS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MVSDATA-DEVICES 

 

JES Node Connection Status 
 Description 

 This event provides data collection for JES node connection status.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

  Scheduled Event: MVSDATA-JESNODES 

  Default Setting: Disabled 

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :  5 Minutes

  Minimum :  1 Minute

  Maximum :  1 Hour

    Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MVS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MVSDATA-JESNODES 

 

Job (Address Space) Utilization Statistics and Status
 Description 
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 This event provides data collection for job (address space) metrics and status.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

  Scheduled Event: MVSDATA-JOBS 

  Default Setting: Enabled 

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :   1 Minute

  Minimum :  30 Seconds

  Maximum :  15 Minutes

    Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all variables that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MVS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MVSDATA-JOBS 

 

Job (Address Space) Required Status  
 Description 

 This event provides data collection for Job (Address Space) required status.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

  Scheduled Event: MVSDATA-REQJOBS 

  Default Setting: Disabled 

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :   1 Minute

  Minimum :  30 Seconds

  Maximum :   1 Hour

    Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MVS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MVSDATA-REQJOBS

 

System Data Collection  
 Description 

 This event provides system data collection for metrics for JES2, Paging, Storage, Swapping, etc.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

  Scheduled Event: MVSDATA-SYSTEM

  Default Setting: Enabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :  30 Seconds

  Minimum :  10 Seconds
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  Maximum :  1 Minute

    Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MVS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MVSDATA-SYSTEM

 

Unix System Services Metrics 
 Description 

 This event provides data collection metrics for Unix System Services metrics.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

  Scheduled Event: MVSDATA-USS

  Default Setting: Disabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :   2 Minutes

  Minimum :  30 Seconds

  Maximum :   1 Hour

    Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MVS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MVSDATA-USS 

 

VTAM Application ID Status  
 Description 

 This event provides data collection metrics for VTAM applid status.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

  Scheduled Event: MVSDATA-APPLIDS

  Default Setting: Disabled 

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :   2 Minutes

  Minimum :  30 Seconds

  Maximum :   1 Hour

    Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MVS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MVSDATA-APPLIDS 

 

WLM (Workload Manager) Performance Index Metric  
 Description 

 This event provides data collection for WLM (Workload Manager) performance index metrics.
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  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

  Scheduled Event: MVSDATA-WMSYSSUM

  Default Setting: Disabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :   1 Minute

  Minimum :   1 Minute

  Maximum :  15 Minutes

    Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics that are affected by this schedule event:

  VARS MVS

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ MVSDATA-WMSYSSUM

 

WLM System Summary Data Collection
The z/OS Workload Manager (WLM) provides the ability for zSeries operating systems to run multiple workloads
concurrently within one or more z/OS images.

WLM monitors the performance of these distinct workloads against a defined performance goal and calculates a
Performance Index (PI) for each. The PI represents how the workload performance varies from the goal. For more
information about WLM and the PI, see the IBM Redbook.

SYSVIEW displays workload activity, response times, delay data, and the WLM performance index in the WMSYSSUM
display. Use this display to monitor if WLM service/report class workloads are meeting their performance goals.

MVSDATA WLM System Summary Data Collection Function

When enabled, the data collection schedule function that is named MVSDATA-WMSYSSUM collects and monitors the
SYSVIEW WLM Performance Index (WLMPI) for the previous hour. Collecting and monitoring the WLMPI allows users to
exploit other powerful features of SYSVIEW:

• Display hourly interval records for WLMPI using the PLOTLOG display
• Define and implement Threshold and Exception Alerting on the MVS_WLM_PerformanceIndex metric

SMF Data Collection
The SMF Event Capture Subtask (SMFDATA) is the SYSVIEW facility to capture SMF records. The subtask is an event-
based type of data collection that is performed when SMF records are generated by the system. The facility logs the
captured SMF records to the SYSVIEW log streams for online viewing and can suppress specific records from being
logged to the SMF logging facility. The facility is enabled through z/OS dynamic exits and is controlled by the settings in
the SMFDATA, SMFTYPE, and SVWVDSLB parmlib members.

Resource consumption considerations:

1. Review the SMFDATA parmlib member to review your parameter settings.
2. Review the SVWVDSLB parmlib member to review your dynamic log stream browsing definitions.
3. Review the SMFDATA and DSMFLOGS command displays to understand what SMF records are being logged.
4. Review the ASADMIN command display to evaluate how much resources are being consumed by the SMFDATA

subtask.
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Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing
The Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing (DSLB) component of SYSVIEW lets you collect records that are writing to SMF
based on a subscription list. The collected records are published to one or more subscribing SYSVIEW dynamic SMF log
streams. The contents of the log stream can be used for reporting or can be viewed online using SYSVIEW log stream
browsing commands.

However, writing SMF records to a single end point can result in the following issues:

• Elongated processing times can occur when searching for specific record types and subtypes that have a low
frequency.

• Low frequency record types and subtypes can be lost or removed from log streams, based on log stream size and
retention period.

• High frequency record types and subtypes can dominate or overwhelm log streams, which can force out low frequency
records.

Publishing SMF records to multiple log streams based on the record type and subtype subscriptions can alleviate the
issues:

• Low frequency record types and subtypes can be written to a dedicated log stream, which allows for retention over
a longer period of time.

• The processing time that is required to process specific record types and subtypes decreases.
• The retention period for records in log streams that are dedicated to higher frequency records are lower. The total time

span of the records in the log stream decreases.

This diagram illustrates the architecture of Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing:
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Security Requirements for Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing
Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing commands can be secured. Both commands and subcommands can be secured. We
recommend that all users can access the DSMFLOGS command. However, apply the following restrictions when applying
security:

• All users should not have access to the DSMFLOGS subcommands.
• All users should not have access to the DSMFSET command and subcommands.
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Security Requirements for the SYSVIEW Main Address Space

The SYSVIEW Main Address Space must have the following SAF authorizations:

Class     : LOGSTRM

Resource  : log.stream.name

Authority : UPDATE

Notes     : Needed to write to a log stream

The following SAF authorizations are required to define a new log stream:

Class     : FACILITY

Resource  : MVSADMIN.LOGR

Authority : ALTER

Notes     : Needed to define a log stream related

            Coupling Facility structure.

Class     : FACILITY

Resource  : MVSADMIN.XCF.CFRM

Authority : ALTER

Notes     : none

Class     : FACILITY

Resource  : IXLSTR.cf_structure_name

Authority : ALTER

Notes     : none

Class     : LOGSTRM

Resource  : log.stream.name

Authority : ALTER

Notes     : Needed to define a log stream or

            alter its characteristics.

The following SAF authorization is required to read from a log stream:

Class     : LOGSTRM

Resource  : log.stream.name

Authority : READ

Notes     : Needed to read from a log stream

Migrate From a Single Log Stream to Dynamic SMF Log Streams
Before SYSVIEW contained the Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing component (DSLB), SYSVIEW users logged a
specified list of SMF record types and subtypes to a single log stream of their choice using the SMFDATA subtask.

The following example contains sample definitions that illustrate how to migrate configuration options from the SMFDATA
parmlib member to the SVWVDSLB (DSLB) definitions parmlib member. After you migrate the statements, remove them
from the SMFDATA parmlib member.
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NOTE

• The migration of SMFDATA configuration options to SVWVDSLB definitions is not required. The configuration
options that are contained in the SMFDATA member can coexist with the definitions in the SVWVDSLB
member. However, migrate the configuration options so that all the definitions reside in one location.

• If the log stream name that is specified by the keyword LOGSTREAM-SMFDATA-NAME matches a log
stream name definition in the SVWVDSLB parmlib member, the options and definition are combined or
merged.

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 Member: SMFDATA

        The member contains configuration options associated with

        SMF data collection.

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7

 LOGSTREAM-SMFDATA-NAME           SYSV.SMFDATA.SMFD.CA31

 LOGSTREAM-SMFDATA-DELETE-ALL     No

 LOG-SMF-RECORD-TYPE              *:*:EXCLUDE

 LOG-SMF-RECORD-TYPE              030:004:INCLUDE

 LOG-SMF-RECORD-TYPE              030:005:INCLUDE

 LOG-SMF-RECORD-TYPE              030:006:INCLUDE

 LOG-SMF-RECORD-TYPE              070:001:INCLUDE

 LOG-SMF-RECORD-TYPE              090:040:INCLUDE

 SUPPRESS-SMF-RECORD-TYPE         *:*:EXCLUDE

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 Member: SVWVDSLB

         The member contains Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing

         definitions.

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7

 DEFINE SMFDATA

        SUPPRESS *:*:EXCLUDE

 ENDDEFINE

 DEFINE SYSV.SMFDATA.SMFD.CA31

        DESCRIPTION 'SMFDATA log stream'                  

        NOEMPTY

        ENABLE

        COMMAND  SMFLOG

        LOG      *:*:EXCLUDE

        LOG      030:004:INCLUDE

        LOG      030:005:INCLUDE

        LOG      030:006:INCLUDE

        LOG      070:001:INCLUDE

        LOG      090:040:INCLUDE

 ENDDEFINE
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Create and Modify Dynamic SMF Log Streams and Browsing Definitions
SYSVIEW users can create and modify Dynamic SMF Log Streams and browsing definitions using the commands,
syntax, and methods that are described in this article.

Create Log Streams

When creating a log stream, define how it is accessed. For example, do you want to access the log stream from a single
LPAR or from multiple LPARs? If you want the log stream to be LPAR-specific, define the log stream as a DASD-only log
stream.

Define DASD-only log streams using the IXCMIAPU utility.

Example:
The following example illustrates JCL that you can use to create a DASD-only log stream. Code the parameters based on
the standards for your site.

//jobcard

//DEFINE   EXEC  PGM=IXCMIAPU,REGION=0M

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

    DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

    DEFINE LOGSTREAM

           NAME(log.stream.name)

           DESCRIPTION(DSMFLOG)

           DASDONLY(YES)

           MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

           STG_SIZE(2000)

           LS_SIZE(10000)

           LS_DATACLAS(cisize_24K)

           AUTODELETE(YES)

           RETPD(14)

           EHLQ(LOGGER)

           HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

           LOWOFFLOAD(0)

           DIAG(NO)

           OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

To access the log stream from multiple LPARs, define the log stream as a coupling facility log stream.

Define coupling facility log streams using the IXCMIAPU utility. A structure and log stream must be defined.

Example:
The following example illustrates the JCL that you can use to create a coupling facility definition. Code the parameters
based on the standards for your site.

//jobcard

//DEFINE   EXEC  PGM=IXCMIAPU,REGION=0M

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

    DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

    DEFINE STRUCTURE

           NAME(LOGGER_DSLB)

           LOGSNUM(12)
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           MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

           AVGBUFSIZE(65532)

    DEFINE LOGSTREAM

           NAME(log.stream.name)

           STRUCTNAME(LOGGER_DSLB)

           MODEL(NO)

           STG_DUPLEX(YES)

           DUPLEXMODE(COND)

           LOWOFFLOAD(25)

           HIGHOFFLOAD(75)

Create Definitions

SYSVIEW users create Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing definitions in the SVWVDSLB parmlib member.
Use )IF logic to indicate the systems where to use the log stream definitions.

NOTE
Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing definitions for a cold start must be created and stored in the SVWVDSLB
parmlib member. For more information about Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing definition syntax, see
SVWVDSLB.

Example:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+

| )IF SYSNAME = SYS1

|

|    DEFINE log.stream.name.SYS1

|           DESCRIPTION 'SYS1 log stream'

|           LOG      030:*:INCLUDE

|    ENDDEFINE

|

| )ENDIF

|

| )IF SYSNAME = SYS2

|

|    DEFINE log.stream.name.SYS2

|           DESCRIPTION 'SYS2 log stream'

|           LOG      030:*:INCLUDE

|    ENDDEFINE

|

| )ENDIF

User-Specific Definitions

One set of Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing definitions exist for a SYSVIEW instance on an LPAR. The definitions are
shared and available to all users. Definitions are NOT user-based or stored in the user's profile.

Security authorization might affect the ability of users to browse log streams.

Add New Definitions

SYSVIEW users can add new Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing definitions dynamically while SYSVIEW is active or
during initialization.
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The log stream to which you want to add the definition must exist in the LOGR policy before you can add the definition
and attempt to use it.

Example: See the DASD-only example in Create Log Streams.

You can add new Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing definitions using one of the following methods:

• Restart the SYSVIEW Main Services address space (SYSVIEW) or restart the SMFDATA task from the ASADMIN
command.
Before you start the address space, examine the following configuration option in the SMFDATA parmlib member:
DynamicSMFLogstreamDefinitions   NONE|WARM|COLD

   NONE - No definitions will be loaded

   WARM - Definitions will be loaded from the SYSVIEW

          persistent data store. Definitions will be

          merged with existing entries.

   COLD - Definitions will be loaded from the SYSVIEW

          parmlib member SVWVDSLB. Existing entries

          will be removed.

• Dynamically add a new log stream using the DSMFLOGS command.
The ADD subcommand can be used to add a new log stream definition. The new log stream is added in a disabled
state. The definition is added disabled so that you can add log subscriptions before enablement.
Issue the following DSMFLOGS commands:
1. DSMFLOGS

2. ADD      log.stream.name 'description'

3. LOG      log.stream.name type <subtype>

   LOG      log.stream.name type <subtype>

   LOG      log.stream.name type <subtype>

4. ENABLE   log.stream.name

• Dynamically add a new log stream using the DSMFSET command.
The ADD function can be used to add a new log stream definition. The new log stream is added in a disabled state.
The definition is added disabled so that you can add log subscriptions before enablement.

NOTE
Issue the DSMFLOGS command before you issue the DSMFSET command so that you can view the
progress.

Issue the following DSMFSET commands:
1. DSMFLOGS

2. DSMFSET  ADD      log.stream.name 'description'

3. DSMFSET  LOG      log.stream.name type <subtype>

   DSMFSET  LOG      log.stream.name type <subtype>

   DSMFSET  LOG      log.stream.name type <subtype>

4. DSMFSET  ENABLE   log.stream.name

• Dynamically add definitions from a parmlib member.
You can add new definitions from a parmlib member that contains Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing definitions.

NOTE
Issue the DSMFLOGS command before you add commands to the parmlib member so that you can view the
progress.

Issue the following commands:
1. DSMFLOGS

2. LOAD member

Or,
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1. DSMFLOGS

2. DSMFSET LOAD member

View and Modify Definitions

Issue the following commands to view and modify Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing information:

DSMFSET
:
Dynamic SMF set

DSMFLOGS
:
Dynamic SMF log streams

SMFDATA
:
SMF data collection

Save Definitions

When Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing definitions are created or modified online using SYSVIEW commands, save
the new or updated definitions.

Save Definitions to the SYSVIEW Persistent Data Store

Definitions are automatically saved to the persistent data store when the SYSVIEW subtask SMFDATA is terminated or
the SYSVIEW Main Services address space (SYSVIEW) is terminated. Definitions are loaded from the persistent data
store, when present, for a WARM start.

Use the following commands to save the definitions to the persistent data store:

• DSMFSET SAVE
• DSMFLOGS

Subcommand: SAVE

Export Definitions to a Partitioned Data Set

The partitioned data sets contain the following data control block (DCB) requirements:

• DSORG - PDS or PDS/E
• RECFM - FB
• LRECL - 80

Use the following SYSVIEW commands to export the definitions:

• DSMFSET EXPORT dataset(member)
• DSMFLOGS

Subcommand: EXPORT dataset(member)

Examples

The following list contains examples of SYSVIEW real world definitions:

• The log stream contains z/OS Connect records.
DEFINE SYSVIEW.ZOS.CONNECT.&SMFID

       DESCRIPTION 'z/OS Connect EE'

       ENABLE
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       NOEMPTY

       LOG         123:*:INCLUDE

ENDDEFINE

• The log stream contains CICS Transaction Gateway records.
DEFINE SYSVIEW.CTG.&SMFID

       DESCRIPTION 'CICS Transaction Gateway'

       DISABLE

       NOEMPTY

       LOG         111:*:INCLUDE

ENDDEFINE

• The log stream contains SMF30 Job-related records.
DEFINE SYSVIEW.ZOS.JOBS.&SMFID

       DESCRIPTION 'Job records'

       ENABLE

       NOEMPTY

       LOG         030:4:INCLUDE

       LOG         030:5:INCLUDE

       LOG         030:6:INCLUDE

     ENDDEFINE

Start the Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing Component
Complete this procedure to start the Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing component.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the SYSVIEW Event Capture Optionis enabled. The following syntax illustrates how to enable the option in
the SYSVIEW configuration data set:
Option-Event-Capture   Yes

2. The Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing component is a subcomponent of the SMF data collection task SMFDATA.
The SMFDATA parmlib member contains the following configuration option. Configure the option to specify whether to
WARM or COLD start the Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing definitions.

3. Restart the SYSVIEW Main Services address space (SYSVIEW) or restart the SMFDATA task from the ASADMIN
command.

TCP/IP Data Collection
To collect TCP/IP data, configure the TCPDATA subtask. The subtask monitors and manages TCP/IP definitions through
basic discovery and viewing of TCP/IP configuration data.

This subtask performs the functions that are shown in the diagram. The grayed-out functions are not part of TCP/IP data
collection. For a definition of each function, see Data Collection.
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Collected TCP/IP Data

The following information details the data that the TCP/IP data collection event collects, the default settings, and why you
want to collect this data:

TCP/IP Data Collection Defaults

Scheduled Event Defaults

Scheduled Function Description Default Setting Default Collection
Interval

Minimum Maximum

TCPDATA-CSM  Network CSM storage
status and utilization

Enabled 1 Minute 1 Minute 1 Hour

TCPDATA-SYSTEM IP stack performance and
utilization statistics

Enabled 5 Minutes 1 Minute 1 Hour

TCPDATA-TCPIDS TCP stack status Enabled 1 Minute 30 Seconds 1 Hour
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TCP/IP Monitor Options and Defaults

For more information about TCP Monitor Options, see the TCPDATA parmlib member.

TCP/IP Data Collected Resource Types

Buffer Storage
 Description 

 This event performs Communications Storage Manager data collection for buffer storage.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

       Scheduled Event: TCPDATA-CSM    

       Default Setting: Enabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :  1 Minute

  Minimum :  1 Minute

  Maximum :  1 Hour

  

 

  Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

  VARS TCP

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ TCPDATA-CSM 

 

Protocols (IP,TCP,UPD,ICMP)
 Description 

 This event performs data collection for IP, TCP, UPD, and ICMP protocols.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

       Scheduled Event: TCPDATA-SYSTEM   

       Default Setting: Enabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :  5 Minutes

  Minimum :  1 Minute

  Maximum :  1 Hour

  

 

  Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

  VARS TCP

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ TCPDATA-SYSTEM 
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TCP Stacks
 Description 

 This event performs status monitoring for TCP stacks.

  

 

  Data Collection Type: Scheduled Event

       Scheduled Event: TCPDATA-TCPIDS   

  Default Setting: Enabled

  

 

  Data Collection Interval 

  Default :   1 Minute

  Minimum :   30 Seconds

  Maximum :   1 Hour

  

 

  Threshold and Status Metrics Provided by this Scheduled Event 

 Use the following commands to see all metrics affected by this schedule event:

  VARS TCP

  SELECT SCHEDULE EQ TCPDATA-TCPIDS

 

Workload Summarization
Workload summarization combines or summarizes collected job metrics for groups of jobs or address spaces.

Summarization groups are defined using SYSVIEW logical groups with a type value of WORKLOAD. The logical group
definitions can be created dynamically using the SYSVIEW GROUPS command or by creating definitions in the SYSVIEW
parmlib member GROUPS. If logical group definitions are being stored in the SYSVIEW persistent data store, or warm
started, then create the definitions using the GROUPS command.

A group definition typically contains a list of similar longer running jobs.

This table contains examples of workload summarization groups:

Type Group Members Description
WORKLOAD STC STC.= Started tasks
WORKLOAD TSU TSU.= TSO users
WORKLOAD CICSPAYR STC.CICSPAY=

STC.DB2PAY=
CICS payroll application using DB2

WORKLOAD SYSVIEW STC.SYSVIEW
STC.SYSVUSER
STC.SYSVAUX

SYSVIEW address spaces

WORKLOAD CICS CICS.=.= CICS address spaces
WORKLOAD IMS IMS.=.= IMS address spaces
WORKLOAD DB2 DB2.=.= DB2 address spaces
WORKLOAD ZCX ZCX.=.= z/OS Container Extensions

Command: WORKLOAD

Workload summarization information can be viewed using the SYSVIEW command WORKLOAD. Job summary
information displays for each defined logical group.
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The SYSVIEW scheduled event function MVSDATA-JOBS provides the data collection that is required for the command
WORKLOAD. The event must be enabled and active.

Example Command Display
 Group    Count Description                       CPUT%   CPT%  IIPT% RealStg GRealStg IORate  IOCount

 PageRate 

 DB2         12 DB2 address spaces                0.880  0.824  0.036    116M    2.08M  166.0     9964       

  

 JOB         71 Batch jobs                        118.7  34.07  53.81   3.18G    1.39G   6025   361429   

 0.166

 MQ           2 MQ address spaces                 0.166  0.166          25.5M    5.97M  0.283       17        

 OTX         72 OpenMVS transactions              8.572  3.310  3.342   2.09G    1.55G  341.2    20472       

  

 RMF          2 RMF                               1.998  1.883  0.073    104M    49152                       

  

 STC        469 Started tasks                     67.85  46.77  13.39   33.8G    18.3G   6362   381691   

 0.234

 SYSTEM      38 System address spaces             26.70  24.25  1.559    5.5G     379M  517.6    31053   

 0.167

 SYSVIEW      3 SYSVIEW                           0.908  0.606  0.192    386M     252M  0.517       31       

  

 TCP          6 TCP/IP address spaces             0.926  0.926          76.9M    35.7M                       

  

 TSU         81 TSO users                         5.352  5.347  0.003   4.09G     421M  597.3    35834       

  

 

Data Collection and Monitoring

Workload summarization information is monitored by the SYSVIEW MVS Data Collection task. Workload summarization
monitoring is an optional extension of the MVSDATA-JOBS scheduled event.

Data collection and monitoring provides the following capabilities:

• Alerting and exception processing
• Graphical plots for workload summarization metrics
• Workload summarization metric data that is written to the SYSVIEW PLOTLOG log stream or SMF
• Time series data collection

NOTE

The optional data collection for workload summarization that is controlled by the "MONITOR-WORKLOAD-
SUMMARY" option in the MVSDATA parmlib member is not required for data to display on the WORKLOAD
command. However it is required to be set to 'Yes' for metric data to be written to collection logs.

Configuration Options
Member  : MVSDATA

Option  : MONITOR-WORKLOAD-SUMMARY

Default : No

 

Specify if job workload summarization data collection is to be performed.

  

Workload summarization provides the ability to combine or summarize collected job metrics for groups of jobs

 or address spaces.
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Workload summarization groups are defined using CA SYSVIEW logical groups with a type value of WORKLOAD.      

                                   

  

Workload summarization is a sub-component of the MVS data collection function MVSDATA-JOBS.

The CA SYSVIEW scheduled event function MVSDATA-JOBS is required to be enabled and active for workload

 summarization data collection.

  

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Monitor workload summarization.

   No        - Do not monitor workload summarization.

Member  : MVSDATA

Option  : LOG-PLOT-WORKLOAD-SUMMARY 

Default : Yes

 

Specify if workload summarization data records are to be logged hourly to the PLOT log stream.

  

Required options: 

   Member    Option                  Value

   SYSDATA   LOG-PLOT-RECORDS        Yes

  

Valid values: 

   Yes       - Log data records 

   No        - Do not log records.

Member  : SVWXTSD

Option  : Zos-JobWLSummary

Default : Enable

Change  : This option can be modified after initialization using the TSDSTATS commands.

 

The MVS data collector is a provider of time series data to subscribers. This option controls whether

 subscriptions

to z/OS Job Workload Summarization data are honored and provided.

 

The following related options are required:

     Time-Series-Data               Enable

 

Statistical information for the collection of data can be viewed and managed using the online command:

 TSDSTATS

 

Valid values:

   Enable    - Time series data is sent to subscribers.

   Disable   - Time series data is not sent to subscribers.

Data Collection Metrics

Metric Name Description
WLSASTG Auxiliary storage
WLSCOUNT Count of jobs in workload summary group
WLSCP% CP CPU usage percentage
WLSCPT% CP CPU usage percentage total
WLSCPTM CP CPU time
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WLSCPU% CPU usage percentage
WLSCPUSU CPU service units
WLSCPUT% CPU usage percentage total
WLSCPUTM CPU time
WLSCSA CSA storage used
WLSECSA E-CSA storage used
WLSEIP% Enclave IIP pct of interval CPU time
WLSEIP% Enclave IIP time on CP
WLSEIPCP Enclave IIP time
WLSEIPTM Enclave pct of interval CPU time
WLSENCL% Enclave time
WLSENCTM E-SQA storage used
WLSESQA Total fixed storage
WLSFIXED Fixed LSQA storage
WLSFLSQA Fixed storage above 16M line
WLSFXABV Fixed storage below 16M line
WLSFXBEL Auxiliary storage to back G-PVT
WLSGASTG G-COM storage allocated
WLSGCSA Real storage to back G-PVT
WLSGRSTG Real storage to back G-PVT
WLSIIP% IIP usage percentage
WLSIIPCP IIP eligible time on CP
WLSIIPT% IIP usage percentage total
WLSIIPTM IIP CPU time
WLSIOCSU I/O service units
WLSIOR I/Os per second
WLSIOS I/O count
WLSMIPS MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second)
WLSMSOSU MSO service units
WLSPAGER Paging rate
WLSPAGES Paging count
WLSRSTG Real storage
WLSSCM Storage Class Memory (SCM)
WLSSLOT% Slot percent in use
WLSSQA SQA storage used
WLSSRBSU SRB service units
WLSSRBTM SRB time
WLSTCBTM TCB time
WLSWMSSU Service units
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z/OS Container Extension Data Collection
A z/OS Container Extension (zCX) is a location (an address space) where a Linux application is deployed as a Docker
container on a z/OS operating system as part of a z/OS workload.

System Administrators can use MVS Data Collector job metrics to monitor the performance of the individual zCX address
spaces. Systems Administrators can also use Workload Summarization data collection to monitor the performance of a
group of zCX address spaces by their name or by the address space identification type of the zCX or both.

Defined Capacity and Capacity Group Features
Defined Capacity and Group Capacity are two capping technologies that IBM provides to help limit software costs and
protect workloads. SYSVIEW provides tools to help monitor metrics that are used by these technologies.

Overview of Capping Terminology

Defined Capacity

Defined Capacity, also known as soft capping, or WLM capping, refers to the ability to limit the capacity of an
individual LPAR.

WLM works with PR/SM (Processor Resource/System Manager) to limit the service unit consumption of an LPAR by
comparing the usage to a four-hour rolling average of the partition. If an LPAR exceeds its four-hour rolling average
for time, its service unit consumption is capped.

Group Capacity

Group Capacity, also known as WLM Group Capacity, is similar in concept to Defined Capacity, but instead of restricting
capacity for a single LPAR, the limit is defined for a group of LPARs on the CEC.

The service unit consumption of all members in the group is totaled and limited to the capacity defined for the group. If
the group exceeds its four-hour rolling average for a period of time, individual LPARs limit is set based on its weight in the
group and might be capped.

Four-Hour Rolling Average

When defined capacity is being used by WLM to manage the resource consumption of an LPAR, the peak capacity is
calculated for each hour. Four-hour rolling average is the process of taking the previous four hours of peak capacities for
an LPAR and calculating an average.

The four-hour rolling average for group capacity is the sum of the four-hour rolling averages for the group member LPARs.

Capping

Capping, also known as soft capping, is the process of restricting the resource consumption of an LPAR based
on exceeding the four-hour rolling average for its defined capacity or for the group capacity for which it is a member.

MSU

MSU stands for Millions of Service Units, which is the unit of measure for capacity limits and for four-hour rolling average.

How to Enable or Disable Monitoring

If an LPAR is a member of a capacity group, SYSVIEW attempts to calculate the group metrics out-of-the-box.
The following list provides some reasons why you might want to turn off group capacity metric processing:
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• You want only one SYSVIEW from one LPAR which participates in the group capacity to calculate the group capacity
metrics.

• Calculating group capacity metrics requires the SYSVIEW cross-system component which uses CCI to communicate
to member LPARS. If you do not yet have connectivity between an LPAR and other member LPARs, you should
disable group capacity monitoring.

To turn off group metric processing, you can set the MSU-4Hour-Group parameter to NO in the MVSDATA parmlib
member.

Commands that Display Capacity Information

Command Description

CPCGROUP CPC capacity group
CPCLPAR CPC LPAR capacity information
RMMSU RMF CPC LPAR Detail
SYSTEMS Systems overview

Systems Overview Area

The Systems Overview area of the display has a new section that is devoted to MSU.

The MSU section displays as follows:

---MSU---

4H    258

4H%   32%

4G    424

4G%   95%

MSU section field descriptions:

Field Description Metric

4H The 4-hour LPAR MSU average MSU4HAVG
4H% The 4-hour LPAR MSU percentage MSU4HPCT
4G The 4-hour group MSU average MSU4GAVG (See the following Note)
4G% The 4-hour group MSU percentage

MSU4GPCT
MSU4GPCT (See the following Note)

NOTE
The LPAR must be participating in a capacity group.

SYSVIEW Metrics Available for Monitoring Capacity

Defined Capacity metrics:

Metric Description

IMAGECAP Image capacity limit
MSU1H 1-hour LPAR MSU
MSU1HPCT 1-hour LPAR MSU pct
MSU4HAVG 4-hour LPAR average MSU
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Metric Description

MSU4HPCT 4-hour LPAR average MSU pct

Group Capacity metrics:

Metric Description

GROUPCAP Group capacity limit
MSU4GAVG 4-hour group average MSU
MSU4GPCT 4-hour group average MSU pct

Other metrics:

Metric Description

CPCCAP CPC capacity limit

How Group Capacity Metrics are Obtained

Group capacity metrics are created by the MVS data collector task in SYSVIEW. SYSVIEW on each LPAR calculates the
metrics for the group to which the LPAR belongs. If the LPAR does not belong to a group, the metrics are not calculated.
The following steps are performed:

1. Obtain the group name of the LPAR.
The name of the group is obtained from z/OS.

2. Obtain the list of members in the group.
The list of members is obtained from the system.

3. Obtain the LPAR MSU metrics for each member LPAR.
SYSVIEW must obtain each member LPAR's defined capacity four-hour rolling average in order to calculate the
group capacity metrics. The SYSVIEW cross-system component, which uses CCI, is used to communicate with the
SYSVIEW running on each group member LPAR. It obtains the calculated LPAR MSU 4-hour rolling average from
each system.

NOTE
You must have CCI communication between group capacity LPARs in order to successfully calculate group
capacity metrics.

4. Calculate group metrics.
The group four-hour rolling average and percentage are calculated from the LPAR statistics that were retrieved. If an
LPAR is active, but cannot be reached using CCI, the group metrics cannot be calculated and the values are set to
zero. If a member LPAR is not active, the group metrics can still be calculated because the LPAR is not consuming
resources.

Security Requirements for Group Capacity Monitoring

There are no special security requirements.

Simulate Group Capacity Metrics

Several ways exist to simulate group capacity metrics:

Using the SYSVIEW MVS Data Collector task (MVSDATA)

You can configure the MVS Data Collector task to use a SYSVIEW logical group that defines the names of the LPARS that
are to be part of the simulated group.
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To use a SYSVIEW logical group to define the member list:

1. Define a group of type SYSNAME to contain a list of LPARs that defined to the group.
2. Specify the following parameters in the MVSDATA parmlib member:

MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate         YES

MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate-Name    value-defined-above

3. Start SYSVIEW or restart the MVSDATA data collector task.

In addition, you can define a simulated group capacity limit by adding the parameter:

MSU-4Hour-Group-Simulate-Capacity    nnnn

NOTE
Adding this parameter does not cause WLM to change its behavior. This setting is only a SYSVIEW capability to
simulate group metrics.

Using the CPCGROUP command

If you configure the SYSVIEW MVS Data Collector to simulate a capacity group, the CPCGROUP command uses the
same settings by default. However, CPCGROUP provides command-line parameters to override the actual group name
and capacity limit or the simulated ones.

Example: Uses a SYSVIEW logical group that is named SIMGRP1 with a simulated group capacity limit of 2000.

CPCGROUP GROUP SIMGRP1 CAPACITY 2000

Metric Resource Types and Logical Groups
Describes metric resource types and logical groups.

Each SYSVIEW data collection metric can have an associated resource that qualifies it. You use the metric with its
resource name when creating exception definitions. Some metrics allow the resource to be specified as a logical group.

Metrics with Associated Resource and Logical Group Types

You can use the VARS command to see the list of data collection metrics.

Each metric definition can have associated resource types, attributes, and logical group types. If a metric has an
associated resource or logical group, the following fields display the associated types:

• Resource types - Resourc1, Resourc2
• Resource attributes - RscsAttr
• Logical group types - LGroup1, LGroup2

Resource Types

Use the following resource types with data collection metrics. Some data collection metrics can have an associated
resource that is like a qualifier.

• APPLID
Description: VTAM application ID
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: NONE
Example: TSO
Commands: XMVS D NET, APPLS

• CHANNEL
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Description: MVS channel path ID
Format: Hexadecimal
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: CHANNEL
Example: 3C
Commands: CHANPATH

• CONN
Description: CICS connection name
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: NONE
Example: EXCS
Commands: CREMOTE

• CPUID
Description: CPU processor number or processor type
Format: Hexadecimal for processor number, Alphanumeric for processor types
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: CPU
Examples: 0001, ALL, CP, IIP, IFA, SP
Commands: CPU

• DBAREA
Description: Database and area name
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 17
Logical Group: DBAREA
Example: DATABASE.AREANAME
Commands: IMSDBASE

• DEVICE
Description: DASD volume name, DASD, or TAPE device
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: DEVICE
Examples: MVS001 - DASD volume, DASDdevn - DASD device. TAPEdevn - TAPE device (devn = hexadecimal
device number)
Commands: UNITS, DASD, TAPE

• DSANAME
Description: CICS DSA name
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: NONE
Examples: DSA, EDSA, GDSA
Commands: CDSAS

• FILE
Description: CICS file name
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
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Max Length: 8
Logical Group: NONE
Example: FILEA
Commands: CFILES

• IMSBALG
Description: IMS balancing group
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: IMSBALG
Example: DFSIVP4
Commands: IMSBALG

• IMSBUFP
Description: IMS buffer pool
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 4
Logical Group: IMSBUFP
Example: PSBP
Commands: IMSBUFP

• IMSESUB
Description: IMS external subsystem
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 17
Logical Group: IMSESUB
Examples: PSTJOBN.SUBSYS, IMS14F11.CSQ4
Commands: IMSDESS

• IMSLTERM
Description: IMS logical terminal
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 17
Logical Group: IMSLTERM
Examples: TERMTYPE.TERMINAL, SYSCON.=, SYSCON.DFSMTCNT. 3270VTAM.PMASTER
Commands: IMSLTERM

• IMSOTMA
Description: IMS OTMA
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 17
Logical Group: IMSOTMA
Examples: TMEMBER.TPIPE, IMSFCTLR
Commands: IMSOTMA

• IMSPOOL
Description: IMS CBT pool
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 4
Logical Group: IMSPOOL
Example: APST
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Commands: IMSPOOLS
• IMSREGN

Description: IMS region
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 18
Logical Group: IMSREGN
Examples: TYPE.JOBNAME.PSTID, BMP.=, DBT.=.=
Commands: IMSREGNS

• IMSTRAN
Description: IMS transaction code
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: IMSTRAN
Example: IVTNV
Commands: IMSTRANS

• IPCONN
Description: CICS IPIC connection
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: NONE
Example: C720IPIC
Commands: CIPCONN

• JOBNAME
Description: Address space jobname
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: JOBNAME
Example: CATALOG
Commands: ACTIVITY, ASLIST, ASPERF

• JVMAPPL
Description: JVM application ID
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 58
Logical Group: NONE
Examples: JOBNAME.ASITYPE.APPLICATION, CICSPROD.CICS.CICS_CICSPROD_DFHJVMS
Commands: JVMLIST, JVMDMON

• MQBPOOL
Description: MQ buffer pool
Format: Numeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 4
Logical Group: MQBPOOL
Example: 1
Commands: MQBUFFER

• MQCHAN
Description: MQ channel
Format: Alphanumeric
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Mixed Case: Yes
Max Length: 118
Logical Group: MQCHAN
Examples: channel expression such as channel\conname\xmitq, CSQ2.TO.CSQ4\=\=,
CSQ4.TO.CSQ5\192.168.65.31\CSQ5
Commands: MQCHAN, MQCHSTAT

• MQPSET
Description: MQ page set ID
Format: Numeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 4
Logical Group: MQPSET
Example: 1
Commands: MQPAGE

• MQQMGR
Description: MQ queue manager
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 4
Logical Group: MQQMGR
Example: CSQ4
Commands: MQLIST

• MQQUEUE
Description: MQ queue
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: Yes
Max Length: 48
Logical Group: MQQUEUE
Example: CSQ4.DEAD.QUEUE
Commands: MQQUEUE

• NODE
Description: JES2 node name
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: JES2NODE
Example: MVSPS1
Commands: NODES

• NONE
Description: Resource is not supported. The metric does not support or require a qualifier.
Format: N/A
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 0
Logical Group: NONE
Example: N/A
Commands: N/A

• PIPELINE
Description: CICS pipe line
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: NONE
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Example: EXPIPE01
Commands: CPIPE

• PROGRAM
Description: CICS program name
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: NONE
Example: DFHEMTD
Commands: CPROGRAM, CJVMPROG

• SERVICE
Description: CICS TCP/IP service name
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: NONE
Example: HTTPS
Commands: CSOCKETS

• SUBPOOL
Description: IMS subpool
Format: Numeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: NONE
Example: 1
Commands: IMSOSAM, IMSVSAM

• TCLASS
Description: CICS transaction class
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: NONE
Example: DFHEDFTC
Commands: CTCLASS

• TDATA
Description: CICS transient data queue
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 4
Logical Group: NONE
Example: CSSL
Commands: CTDATA

• TERMINAL
Description: CICS terminal name
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 4
Logical Group: NONE
Example: CNXX
Commands: CTERMS

• TRAN
Description: CICS transaction ID
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Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: CICSTRAN
Example: CEMT
Commands: CTRANS

• TYPEJOBN
Description: Address space type and jobname
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 13
Logical Group: TYPEJOBN
Examples: TYPE.JOBNAME, STC.CICSPROD, TSU.=
Commands: ACTIVITY, ASLIST, ASPERF

• WMSYSSUM
Description: WLM system summary
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 21
Logical Group: NONE
Examples: workload.class.period.imp, RPTCLASS.BATCH.1.1, TSO.TSO.1.2, DISCRET.DISCRET.1.5
Commands: WMSYSSUM

• WORKLOAD
Description: Workload summarization group name, the logical group name that is used to define the workload.
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: WORKLOAD
Example: STC
Commands: WORKLOAD Do not include the logical group prefix ">" in the name. Resource Type Attributes Resource
type attributes are an extension or addition qualifier that is associated with a resource type value.

• CHANTYPE
Description: MQ channel type
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: NONE
Examples: CLNTCONN - Client-connection channel, CLUSRCVR - Cluster receiver channel, CLUSSDR - Cluster
sender channel, RCVR - Receiver channel, RQSTR - Requester channel, SDR - Sender channel, SVR - Server
channel, SVRCONN - Server-connection channel

• JOBTYPE
Description: Address space job type
Format: Alphanumeric
Mixed Case: No
Max Length: 8
Logical Group: NONE
Examples: JOB - Batch job, SYS - System task, STC - Started task, TSU - TSO user, INIT - Initiator, ATX - APPC
transaction, OTX - OpenMVS transaction
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zIIP Processor
IBM offers an optional specialty processor type know as a z/architecture Integrated Information Processor (zIIP
processor). The zIIP processor lets you offload-specific types of work from a general processor or CP.

The type of work that is capable or allowed to execute on a zIIP processor is limited to SRB-mode work executing in an
Enclave. SRB-mode has requirements that can limit the type and amount of code that is eligible to run in SRB-mode and
therefore on a zIIP processor. Because of the limitations, not all code can run on a zIIP processor.

Example requirements or limitations include requiring an authorized environment, cannot issue any SVCs, or cannot
perform I/O.

Determine Work Volume

SYSVIEW provides several methods to determine how well the zIIP processors are being exploited or utilized.

NOTE
Only SRB-mode works executing in an Enclave is eligible to run on a zIIP processor. The important or keyword
here is eligible. Although SRB-mode work can be executing on an Enclave, it does not always execute on a zIIP
processor.

WLM determines the work to dispatch on a zIIP processor. If a zIIP processor is not available, the work is still dispatched
on a general process (CP). This process is commonly known as zIIP on CP work.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the current CPU configuration and usage:
CPU

2. Plot the overall use of the zIIP processors:
PLOT MVS CPU% IIP

3. Display the WLM enclaves using zIIP processors:
WMENCLAV

4. Display address spaces that are using a zIIP processor:
ACTSUM

Enable Exploitation of zIIP Processing

This topic provides the requirements that you must meet for SYSVIEW to exploit zIIP processing.

Follow these steps:

1. Define at least one zIIP processor to the LPAR.
2. Install the Common Components and Services component CAIRIM, subcomponent zIIP Enablement Services to

enable the zIIP environment.
3. Set the SYSVIEW configuration options to request that zIIP processing is enabled. The options are enabled by default:

SYSVIEW Service Address Spaces

            Parmlib member: OPTIONS

            Configuration Option         Value

            -------------------------    -------

            zIIPEnable                   Yes

 

SYSVIEW for CICS Data Collection

            Parmlib member: SVWCOPTS

            Configuration Option         Value

            -------------------------    -------

            ZIIP-ENABLE                  Yes
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The requirements are met and SYSVIEW can exploit zIIP processing.

NOTE
If you have zIIP processors that are defined to the LPAR, but you do not want to make any zIIP processors
online and available, set zIIPEnable and ZIIP-ENABLE to No to avoid unnecessary overhead.

SYSVIEW initializes the zIIP environment if a zIIP processor is defined to the LPAR. If all defined zIIP
processors are offline, all zIIP eligible work is dispatched to an available CP, which appears as zIIP on CP work.
The overhead of managing the zIIP environment may not be justified if there is no zIIP offload taking place.

Determine Exploitation of zIIP Processors

The following SYSVIEW components are enabled for zIIP exploitation:

• SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space
• SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space
• SYSVIEW Auxiliary Services Address Space
• SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collection
• SYSVIEW subtasks within a CICS address space
• CICS transaction code is NOT zIIP enabled

A task must be executing in SRB-mode and running in an enclave to exploit zIIP processing. A separate enclave is
created and used for each SYSVIEW task, subtask, or user session that exploits the zIIP processors.

SYSVIEW provides in-depth views into its usage and exploitation of zIIP processors.

Views are provided at the following levels:

• Address space
• Task
• User sessions
• Data collection component

Follow these steps:

1. Display views for the SYSVIEW Service Address Spaces:
– Display the SYSVIEW address space administration summary and SYSVIEW zIIP usage by task:

ASADMIN

– Display the SYSVIEW zIIP usage by the data collection component:
USERS

– Display the SYSVIEW zIIP usage by user session:
SYSDMON

– Display the SYSVIEW zIIP usage dashboard:
SYSVZIIP

This view combines all information into an integrated graphical dashboard view.
2. Display views for the SYSVIEW Option for CICS Data Collection:

– Display the SYSVIEW Option for CICS address space summary:
CICSLIST

– Display the SYSVIEW Option for CICS zIIP usage by task and zIIP usage by the data collection component:
CSYSDMON

– Display the SYSVIEW Option for CICS zIIP usage dashboard. This view combines all information into an integrated
graphical dashboard view:
CICSZIIP

– Display the SYSVIEW Option for CICS zIIP usage task summary. This view shows a single data row for each CICS:
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CDATAMON SYSTEM

Utilities
The SYSVIEW system information utility provides useful information about how your system is defined.

The utility contains the following functions:

• z/OS system information
• Subsystem information
• APF list information

A sample job has been provided to run the system information utility. The sample JCL is in the data set
sysview.CNM4BSAM(GSVCUTIL) .

Use the Local 3270 Device Interface
Use the local 3270 device interface to run the product in a dedicated mode from any locally attached 3270 device.

Start a Session when TSO and VTAM are Inactive

Use the local 3270 device interface of SYSVIEW to run the product in a dedicated mode from any locally attached 3270
device.

Use this interface to start a session with SYSVIEW even when TSO and VTAM are not active. Also, use this interface
when JES2 is not active.

The SYSVIEW Main Services address space must start before you can start the SYSVLCL local 3270 device interface
address space.
When the SYSVIEW Main Services address space does not start before the SYSVLCL local 3270 device interface
address space starts, the following error message appears:
GSVX205E Nucleus load failed, reason 29 subsystem is not initialized. Start SYSVIEW

For information about starting the SYSVIEW Main Services address space, see Start SYSVIEW.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the SYSVLCL procedure from the sysview.SAMPJCL data set into SYS1.PROCLIB.
2. Review the Local3270 Interface parameter setting in PARMLIB member OPTIONS to determine if you want a logon

screen that is presented at startup to enter security credentials.
3. Specify SUB=MSTR on the START command as described in the following section.

The Local 3270 session starts.

START SYSVLCL - Invoke SYSVLCL PROC

Invoke the SYSVLCL PROC by entering the following z/OS command from a system console:

START SYSVLCL[.identifier],devn[,SUB=subsystem]

identifier
Specifies the name identifying the task to start. This name can be as many as eight characters long. The first
character must be alphabetical. If no identifier is specified, the device number that is specified for devn becomes
the identifier.

devn
Specifies the device number of the local 3270 display device with which the SYSVIEW session is to start.
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subsystem
Specifies the name of the subsystem that selects the task for processing. The name must be one to four
characters long, defined in the IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. The subsystem must be active. If SUB= is
not specified, the primary subsystem as specified in IEFSSNxx selects the task.

Use the Batch Interface
Using the batch interface, you can run SYSVIEW as a batch job.

The following example illustrates the use of the batch interface. In this example, the simulated screen size is 80 columns
by 66 rows. The screen line size is 80 characters because RECFM contains the ASA specification.

//EXECBAT   JOB ,pgmrname,USER=userid

//STEP0001  EXEC PGM=GSVXBAT,PARM='LINECNT=66,SHOWINP=NO'

//STEPLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSVIEW.CNM4BLOD

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN       DD  *

*

*   Sample input

*   User ID for batch session is taken from JOB card

* 

COMMAND=(VTOC MVSRES)      1. Issue VTOC command

DATA=(1,DSI),              2. Select volume information line and...       X

DATA=(2,DSI),DATA=(3,DSI)  3. Select first two data sets

COMMAND=RETURN             4. Return for volume DSINFO screen

COMMAND=RETURN             5. Return for first data set DSINFO screen 

COMMAND=RETURN             6. Return for second data set DSINFO screen

SCROLL                     7. Scroll through all of the data sets

COMMAND=END                8. End the batch session

/* 

The following list describes each line of the control card:

1. COMMAND=(VTOC MVSRES)
Issues the VTOC command for volume MVSRES.

2. DATA=(1,DSI),
Places the DSI line command in the command field for the first data set on the VTOC display. Because this card has a
nonblank character in column 72, processing proceeds to the next card.

3. DATA=(2,DSI),DATA=(3,DSI)
Places the DSI line command in the command field for the second and third data sets on the VTOC display. Because
there are no COMMAND keywords and the card is not continued, the response is terminated with this card. DSINFO
displays for the first data set.

4. COMMAND=RETURN
The DSINFO display for the first data set ends and DSINFO is issued for the second data set.

5. COMMAND=RETURN
The DSINFO display for the second data set ends and DSINFO is issued for the third data set.

6. COMMAND=RETURN
The DSINFO display for the third data set ends, returning back to the VTOC display.

7. SCROLL
Issues multiple DOWN commands until all data sets display.

8. COMMAND=END
Ends the SYSVIEW batch session.
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Start the Batch Interface Using the EXECBAT Member

Use the EXECBAT member in the SAMPLIB data set to run the product as a batch job. The following example shows the
JCL necessary to start the batch interface:

//EXECBAT JOB ,pgmrname,USER=userid

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=GSVXBAT,PARM='LINECNT=66,SHOWINP=NO'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD * input control cards //

The user ID field on the JOB statement controls the user ID for the batch session. The actual field that is used for the user
ID comes from the ACEE security control block. If there is no security system that is installed, the batch interface uses a
default user ID of ++++++++.

Initialization Parameters

The following initialization parameters can be specified with the PARM parameter on the EXEC statement:

SSID
Specifies the SYSVIEW subsystem ID that you want to connect to. If SSID is not specified, it defaults to the
subsystem ID coded in module GSVBSSID.
Default: GSVX.

LINECNT
Simulates the number of lines available on a screen and controls how many lines are written on a page. The
LINECNT parameter must be at least 20 and must not exceed 100. The record length of the SYSPRINT DD
statement controls the line size.
Default: 66

MENUON and MENUOFF
Controls the printing of any MENU command output to the SYSPRINT data set.
Default: MENUON

PRINTON and PRINTOFF
Controls the printing of all command output to the SYSPRINT data set. PRINTOFF also suppresses the printing of
the internal COMMAND=DOWN statements that are generated by the SCROLL keyword.
Default: PRINTON

SHOWINP
Controls whether input control cards are displayed in the output. If the control cards are displayed, they are shown
after the screen they would have been entered on. Specify YES to show the input control cards. Specify NO to
exclude the control cards from the output.

GSVXBAT DD Statements

The GSVXBAT module requires the following DD statements:

SYSPRINT
Used for screen output and any messages. If DCB parameters are not coded, the default DCB parameters are
LRECL=133, BLKSIZE=1330, RECFM=FBA. The LRECL parameter controls the line size of the output screen. If
RECFM includes the ASA specification, the line size is LRECL minus one. The LRECL parameter must be at least
79 and cannot exceed 255. The SYSPRINT DD can be either a SYSOUT or disk data set.

SYSIN
Used for input control cards. Control cards are limited to 80 columns and the record format must be fixed.

Input Card Keywords

Use the following keywords on an input control card:
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COMMAND
Used to enter commands typically entered on the command line.

DATA
Used to enter input data that is in the body of a display. The parameter of the DATA keyword has the following
format:
(subscript,input)

To determine the subscript parameter:

1. Assign a 1 to the first input field in the body of a display screen.
2. Add 1 for each input field after the first input field.

The order of the input fields is from left to right, top to bottom. The input parameter is the input data that would
typically be entered in the input field.

MENUON and MENUOFF
Controls the printing of any MENU command output to the SYSPRINT data set.
Default: MENUON

PRINTON and PRINTOFF
Controls the printing of all command output to the SYSPRINT data set. PRINTOFF also suppresses the printing of
the internal COMMAND=DOWN statements that are generated by the SCROLL keyword.
Default: PRINTON

SCROLL
Simulates a scrolling action until the end of the data is reached. This keyword issues successive DOWN
commands until all the data is displayed. For example, if you issued the VTOC command and you wanted to
display all the data sets, use the SCROLL keyword. The SCROLL keyword is not valid when the DUMP command
is active.

Rules for Coding Batch Input Control Cards

Use the following rules when coding the batch input control cards:

• An asterisk (*) in column 1 indicates a comment card.
• Commas must be used to separate keyword statements.
• COMMAND parameters that contain embedded blanks or commas must be enclosed in parentheses.
• A blank terminates the processing of a control card unless the blank is part of a keyword parameter that is enclosed in

parentheses. Any text following a blank is considered a comment.
• A response is considered complete when a COMMAND keyword is encountered.
• To continue input control cards, code a nonblank character in column 72 of the control card.
• If a control card is not continued and a COMMAND keyword has not been encountered, the response is considered

complete.
• Any keywords after the first COMMAND keyword on a control card are ignored.
• Keyword statements cannot be split across control cards. They must fit on one control card.
• Keyword statements that result in an error condition are ignored and the next keyword statement is processed.
• To extend a long COMMAND statement across multiple lines, end the command text with a plus sign {+} within the

parentheses to indicate that the command text continues in the following COMMAND statement:
Example: Consider the following COMMAND statement:
COMMAND=(DLEXPORT AUDITDEF.*.*.* SYSA.DEV.SYSVIEW.CNM4BDAT SYSA.DLE.OUTPUT(EXPORT6) IDENT NOCONFIRM)

To extend the COMMAND statement across multiple lines, use the following syntax:
COMMAND=(DLEXPORT AUDITDEF.*.*.* SYSA.DEV.SYSVIEW.CNM4BDAT SYSA.DLE.+)

COMMAND=(OUTPUT(EXPORT6) IDENT NOCONFIRM)
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Return Codes from GSVXBAT

The following return codes are received from the GSVXBAT module:

0
Processing completed with no errors.

4
An error was detected during GSVXBAT initialization. Look for messages either in the job log or the SYSPRINT
output.

8
An error was detected while processing the input control cards. Look for messages in the SYSPRINT output.

12
Errors were detected during initialization and while processing the input control cards. Look for messages in the
job log and the SYSPRINT output.

16
An abend occurred during GSVXBAT initialization. Check for messages in either the job log or the SYSPRINT
output.

20
An abend occurred during the processing of a command being run by GSVXBAT. Check for messages in either
the job log or the SYSPRINT output.

How the Event Capture Option Works
The SYSVIEW Event Capture option captures critical event data. This data lets you analyze the cause of past system
events and performance problems for problem determination and systems tuning. Broadcom Support requests Event
Capture data for customer support issues.

Event Capture Capabilities

With the Event Capture option, you can:

• Set collection methods by schedules, intervals, threshold, or exception events
• Use SMF collection data
• Gather data on multiple systems simultaneously
• Redisplay any data that can be viewed using a SYSVIEW Display command
• Set retention periods for storing data

The following illustration shows how the Event Capture option fits into your system:
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Event Capture Function Collection Methods

The Event Capture function takes snapshots of a specific system at a given time. Use this snapshot to diagnose current or
potential problems on that system.

The Event Capture function collects, groups, and saves the captured SYSVIEW command displays by event name
in chronological order. This information is then indexed for easy retrieval. A single Capture index can include data for
multiple systems or for only one system. Multiple Event Capture indexes can be in use across all of your systems.
However, a single system can only use one Event Capture index at any given time.

This information is not restricted to those systems participating in a sysplex. Regardless of the index method, you can
display the list of indexed events from a single index or from a group of indexes. Any index can represent more than one
physical system.

You can collect data with Event Capture using the following methods:

On Demand by User Request
You can request the capture of an event at any time. To do so, first determine if any existing CAPLIB event
member contains the desired list of commands you want to capture. If so, capture the event:
CAPTURE eventname

Initiate a capture event from the system console:
MODIFY sysview,CAPTURE eventname
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Scheduled Time Events
SYSVIEW contains an event scheduler that can execute CAPTURE events at predefined times or intervals. With
the scheduler, you can have one or more schedule events, each of which can perform one or more CAPTURE
events.

Threshold- or Exception-Driven Events
SYSVIEW contains hundreds of monitored metrics that can have associated threshold or state definitions. These
definitions provide a mechanism to alert you of current or potential problems. You can assign problem and
warning levels to each definition, and then take proactive measures upon receiving early alerts of a problem.
When a threshold definition is triggered, you can specify one or more actions to take, including capturing an
event. You can set thresholds in the threshold definition members in the parmlib, or with the online definition
commands. Capturing the status or look of the system at the time of an alert helps you to debug or solve a
problem at another time.

Data Source for Event Capture

You can capture any SYSVIEW command display for redisplay at another time. You can redisplay the data either on
the same system on which it was captured or on a different system. The redisplayed data is presented using the profile
settings of the current user and can be manipulated with the following commands:

• SORT
• SELECT
• PRINT

Capture a Group of Commands

Though a captured event can be a single command display, it is more useful to capture a group or list of commands as
one event. The list of commands to execute are defined and stored in a member of the CAPLIB data set. This member is
a simple text member containing a list of commands. Use this procedure to let Event Capture monitor common storage
information.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a member that is named CSA in the CAPLIB data set.
The CSA member is referred to as the CSA event.

2. Enter a list of SYSVIEW command displays that you want to have captured in the CSA CAPLIB member.
For example, the CSA member can contain the following commands:

COMMON SUMMARY
Displays overall summary of common storage usage for the system.

VSMTRACK SUMMARY
Displays orphaned common storage summary by address space.

ACTIVITY
Displays list of active address spaces.

SORT CSA D LIMIT 25
Sort address space list by CSA usage in a descending order. Limit the display to the top 25 biggest users of CSA.

3. Trigger the CSA event using any of the collection methods described in the previous section.

The group of commands are captured.

Event Capture Data Organization

These subsections discuss Event Capture organization, including data structures and data retention.
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Data Structures

The Event Capture data sets can be thought of as data stores. These data sets can be shared among multiple systems, or
unique data sets can be created for each system.

The Event Capture function uses the following three different types of data sets:

The Capture Library data set
The Capture library data set (CAPLIB) contains members whose content describes the data that the specific
event is to capture. Each event member is a simple list of SYSVIEW display commands and each member in the
data set is a separate event. Individual event members can be combined to make larger sets of events using the
following parmlib keyword statements:
")INCLUDE member"

Sample event members are supplied in the sysview.CNM4BCAP data set that comes with SYSVIEW.
The Capture Index data set

One or more index data sets are used to catalog a list of captured events. A common or shared index data set
can be used for all systems when the data set is allocated on shared DASD. A separate index data set can also
be used for each system. Index data sets are defined as a VSAM KSDS data set. If separate index data sets are
used, the high-level qualifier that is specified for the index data sets should contain the system name. You can
easily specify the high-level qualifier using the &SYSNAME symbolic parameter.

The Capture Event data set
The Event data sets are used to store the captured data for each event. One event is stored per data set.
Specify a high-level qualifier for the Event data sets. Verify that the high-level qualifier contains a maximum of 29
characters to provide enough room to append the time and date qualifiers.
Event data set names have the format:
sysview.capture.hlq.Thhmmss.Dyymmdd

sysview.capture.hlq
Specifies the System Configuration Options member using the Dsn-System-CAPDATA-HLQ keyword.

T
Indicates Time, and hhmmss specifies hour, minute, and second.

D
Indicates Date, and yymmdd specifies the year, month, and day.

IMPORTANT
Many Event data sets can be created. Set the default space allocation parameters for the Event data
sets in the parmlib member CAPTURE, which is found in the sysview.CNM4BPRM data set.

Data Retention Methods

Because a large amount of Event data can be captured, review how to maintain this data either automatically or manually.
Because of the potentially short-term lifespan of Capture Event data sets, allocate the Event data sets on WORK volumes.

Use the following methods to specify a retention period for captured events to control how long those events are saved:

The Capture function
Lets you specify and associate a retention period with each captured event in the CAPTURE parmlib member, or
in each CAPLIB member.

SMS storage class definitions
Contains data set retention information. If you use this feature for setting retention periods, the process continues
to function properly.
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SYSVIEW built-in maintenance and cleanup function
Deletes and uncatalogs expired data sets on an interval basis. Use this facility to control the amount of data
retained. If a data set is manually deleted, the supplied Index Maintenance function CAPMAINT cleans up any
outstanding data.

If you do not use a retention period to remove Event data sets automatically, those data sets exist until manually deleted.

Display Event Capture Data Using the CAPLIST Command

The system programmer received notification that the system experienced a common storage problem. The Event
Capture facility saved the information to analyze the problem. You can display the data using the CAPLIST command.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to a SYSVIEW session running on any available computer and enter the CAPLIST command.
Captured data can be accessed from any session, even if the system to analyze is not running.
The CAPLIST command displays a list of all available captured events. The displayed list is sorted by date to make
finding the timeframe in question easier to locate. The following screen indicates a storage problem at 12:30 on
system XE44:
SYSVIEW CAPLIST -------- Captured Event List --------------- ddmmmyyyy 13:59:33

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

----------------------------------------------- Lvl 4 Row 1-16/812 Col 1-79/383

Index Hlqual SYSVIEW.BASE.CAPINDEX                                   Count    1

Total Recs   812 Blks 43047 Expd   334  Select Recs   812 Blks 43047 Expd   334

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Date     Time  SysName  Member   Descr                         Status

________ 01/10/08 12:30 XE44     COMMON   Common storage usage                

________ 01/10/08 12:30 XE44     STORAGE  Storage usage PROBLEM

________ 01/10/08 12:30 XE44     OVERVIEW Overview status PROBLEM

________ 01/10/08 12:30 XE44     JESSPOOL JES2 spool usage 

________ 01/10/08 12:30 XE44     CPU      CPU usage 

2. Type S in the Cmd field for the Storage usage entry. This entry has the keyword Problem in the Status column and you
want to view details about possible cause of the problem.
The following display appears to show a list of individual command displays that were captured for the selected event.
Each command display is marked CMD in the Type field. The Norm, Warn, and Prob columns in the display show the
respective number of incidents for the listed commands.
SYSVIEW CAPEVENT --------- Captured Event ------------------ ddmmmyyyy 14:01:19

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

-------------------------------------------------- Lvl 5 Row 1-9/9 Col 1-79/146

Dsname   SYSVIEW.BASE.CAPDATA.D011008.T123051              Volser WORK03

Descr    Storage usage                                     Member STORAGE

System   JobName  Asid UserId   TaskId   Created                  Expires

XE44     SYSVDEV  015E GSVXSCHT SCHEDULR 12:30:51 08Oct2001       11Oct2001

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Type Name     Screen   Title                            Norm Warn Prob

________ ID                     Capture dataset identification

________ MBR                    CAPLIB member

________ CMD  ACTIVITY          System Activity

________ CMD  COMMON   SUMMARY  Common Storage Summary

________ CMD  PAGEDS            Page Datasets

________ CMD  PAGING            MVS System Paging                   1

________ CMD  STORAGE           MVS System Storage                  4    2    4

________ CMD  SWAPPING          MVS System Swapping

________ CMD  VSMTRACK SUMMARY  Common Storage Tracking Summary
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3. Drill down another detail level by typing S in the Cmd column to select the STORAGE command, which has two
warnings and four problems. Any of the commands that are listed on the screen can be selected for redisplay. The
redisplayed information is a virtual look into the past. You can manipulate the data on the screen using the standard
set of SYSVIEW function commands such as: SORT, SELECT, and FIND.

Event Capture Data Maintenance

Perform periodic maintenance on the Event Capture data structures to verify that the Capture Index and Event data sets
are synchronized. Event Capture data can be stored and made available for as long as you want, but could eventually
consume considerable amounts of DASD space. For this reason, use automated maintenance, as described in the
following sections.

Index Maintenance Utility Functions

Captured Event data sets are deleted automatically, based on their retention period and expiration date, or they are
deleted manually. When an Event data set is deleted, remove the corresponding entry from the index data set. The
SYSVIEW Index Maintenance utility (CAPMAINT) can perform the required functions to solve these synchronization
problems.

You can schedule CAPMAINT to run on an interval basis, using the SYSVIEW Event Scheduler. For details, see Product
Server Address Spaces and Subtasks.

By default, the CAPMAINT utility is triggered in the supplied scheduled events parmlib member SCHEDULE.

Run the CAPMAINT utility periodically to synchronize your Capture Index and Event data structures. The same functions
can also be performed manually as subcommands and line commands of the CAPMAINT command display, as described
in this list:

Cleanup Function
Synchronizes the specified Capture Index data set and its corresponding Capture Event data sets. The cleanup
function is a subcommand and line command of the CAPMAINT command:
Subcommand

If the cleanup function is entered as a subcommand, the Event data sets listed in the index are processed
one at a time.

Line command
The cleanup function only attempts cleanup of the selected event entry. The following cases illustrate the
results of using the cleanup function that is based on the state of the Event data set.
Case 1: The event data set does not exist.
Action: The index entry for the event data set is erased.
Case 2: The event data set does exist and is expired.
Action: The event data can be optionally deleted based on the specified options of DELETE or
NODELETE. If the data set is successfully deleted, the index record is erased.
Case 3: The event data set does exist and is not expired.
Action: None

Delete Function
Specifies a line command of the CAPMAINT command. You enter this command in the line command field of
a selected event. The function deletes and uncatalogs the event data set. The corresponding index entry is not
changed.

Erase Function
Specifies a line command of the CAPMAINT command. You enter this command in the line command field of a
selected event. The function erases the selected entry in the index data set. The corresponding event data set is
unchanged, when one exists.
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Purge Function
Specifies a line command of the CAPMAINT command. You enter this command in the line command field of a
selected event. The function deletes and uncatalogs the event data set. The corresponding index entry is erased.
This function is equivalent to issuing DELETE and ERASE. This function is similar to the cleanup function. Purge
deletes the Event data set, regardless of the retention period set, that is, the expiration date.

Import Function
Specifies a subcommand of the CAPMAINT command. The import function lets you associate an event data
set manually with an index.

Persistent Data Store Interface
SYSVIEW maintains various types of data collection, statistics, and configuration options that control the operation of the
product. Usually, these data objects are unique to a single iteration of a SYSVIEW execution.

The persistent data store environment requires low maintenance and enhances SYSVIEW by providing the following
benefits:

• Maintains data objects across multiple executions of SYSVIEW
• Maintains data objects across an operating system IPL
• Shares the data store data set across multiple instances of SYSVIEW running in the same system or within the same

sysplex

The following subtopics describe working with the persistent data store interface:

How Persistent Data Store Works

The SYSVIEW persistent data store interface lets you save and retrieve data from the persistent data store.

The data becomes persistent through the following process:

1. The original SYSVIEW configuration definitions are stored in various PARMLIB members.
2. The configuration information is saved during termination.
3. The saved configuration information is then persistent.
4. SYSVIEW retrieves the persistent data during initialization.

Persistent Data Store Components

The persistent data store contains the following components:

DATALIB
Stores and maintains all information about the data objects. You can have one or multiple DATALIB data sets. Any
one instance of SYSVIEW can use only one DATALIB.
The administrator can determine whether to have a unique DATALIB for each instance of SYSVIEW or share one
of the DATALIBs.
One SYSVIEW can use only one DATALIB. You can share a DATALIB within a sysplex but not across multiple
sysplexes. Multiple releases of SYSVIEW can share the DATALIB, making migration to a new release easier.

Data Store
Serves as the repository for data objects. The data store is a standard PDSE data set allocated during installation.
When the installation process completes, the data set is empty. No initial data is required nor is any data that is
shipped with the product.

Data Object
Contains any logical piece of data.

DataId
Specifies the internal data identifier of the data object maintained by the data store.
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DataKey
Specifies the data object key that the data store maintains. The DataKey includes the DataId plus additional
information to help ensure a unique key across multiple instances of SYSVIEW.

Logical Components
Lets SYSVIEW components read and write to and from the data store through programs or callable subroutines.

DATALIB Members

The DATALIB contains the following two types of members:

A single index member named $$$INDEX
Contains information about all data objects being stored in the DATALIB. A meaningful member name for a data
object cannot be created in only eight characters. For this reason, the index member is used to maintain an index
of the Data Object Members. The creator of a data object assigns a unique data ID to the data object.
The following code sample shows the internal key for a data object:
dataid.sysname.ssid.build

Multiple data object members that are named from D0000001 to D9999999
.
Contains the persistent data. Additional internal information is added to the object. The data object cannot be
accessed directly. The member name of the data object is dynamically assigned through the index member.

Configure the DATALIB Data Set

The persistent data store DATALIB must be configured for your installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Determine how many DATALIBs that you need.
2. Allocate the DATALIB as a PDSE using the following naming conventions:

sysview.CNM4BDAT

3. Specify the name of the DATALIB in the System Configuration Options member using the Dsn-System-DATALIB
keyword.
When the installation process completes, the data set is empty.

The configured DATALIB data set contains all information about data being maintained in the data store. No other
associations are required.

Access and Use the DATALIB Menu

The persistent data store provides an environment that is named the DATALIB for maintaining data objects. Data can be
saved, retrieved, and copied from the persistent data store. Some DATALIB monitoring can be required to watch for a full
condition.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter DLLIST command
A menu similar to the following menu displays the contents of the SYSVIEW DATALIB library:
SYSVIEW             --------- DLLIST, DATALIB List --------- 

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

----------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-15/122 Col 1-79/235

Dsname SYSVIEW.xxx.xxxx.DATALIB

Pages   n/a  Inuse   453  n/a

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      DataId                           System   SSId Bld  Member   Vers Fmt

________ $$$INDEX                                            $$$INDEX    1 REC
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________ APPLMON                          AB11     SYSV 0624 D0000046    0 REC

________ .                                .        .    0625 D0000147    0 REC

________ .                                AB31     SYSV 0623 D0000001    0 REC

________ .                                .        .    0624 D0000119    0 REC

________ .                                .        .    0625 D0000132    0 REC

________ AUDITDEF                         AB11     SYSV 0625 D0000180    0 REC

________ .                                AB31     SYSV 0625 D0000165    0 REC

________ CICSARTM_A44ICB18                AB31     SYSV 0625 D0000164    0 REC

2. Use the scroll function commands (top, bottom, right, left, up, and down) to navigate the displays.
3. Enter the line commands in the Cmd input field. This list shows a few valid line commands:
Question mark (?)

Displays a list of available line commands.
= (Equal)

Repeats any previously executed line command.
V (View) or S (Select)

Retrieves and displays the contents of the data object member.
C (Copy)

Copies a data object using the DATALIB Copy menu.
R (Rename)

Renames a data object using the DATALIB Rename menu.
4. Press PF3 to back out of the displays.

The tasks have been completed and the DATALIB menu closes.

Checkpoint Function — Request a Checkpoint from Product Tasks

You can write configuration data to the persistent data store using the CHECKPOINT function of the MODIFY command.

Request a checkpoint on the MVSDATA task:

MODIFY sysview,,MODIFY MVSDATA,CHECKPOINT <ALL|MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES>

You can request a checkpoint from the following SYSVIEW tasks:

• MVSDATA
• MQSDATA
• IMSDATA
• JVMDATA
• TCPDATA
• SCHEDULER

Performance IMODs
GSS lets you execute intelligent modules (IMODs). IMODs are written in the REXX language with functions and
instructions supplied by Broadcom. For complete information about IMODs, see the Common Components and Services
documentation.

IMPORTANT
When you upgrade to a new release of SYSVIEW, the new release and the IMOD libraries shipped with the new
release match. The new IMOD libraries overlay and replace the IMOD libraries from the previous release. To
modify the IMOD libraries, create a site-specific IMOD library for locally written IMODs.
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IMOD Purpose

Use IMODs to automate system monitoring and regulate resources or to create your own online reports on system
activities.

The System Condition Monitor (SCM) uses IMODs to monitor multiple subsystems and collect information from a single
screen. The IMODs determine:

• What alerts to create
• The level of alert: Normal, Warning, Problem, Action
• The color coding, which is based on comparing the resource status against thresholds

Display Available IMODs

The GSS IMOD Editor lets you see a list of all available IMODs.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Primary Options Menu, enter PRODUCTS on the command line.
The PRODUCTS External Applications menu displays.

2. From the PRODUCTS External Applications menu, select the IMOD option by entering S in the Cmd area.
3. Select SYSVIEWE by entering S in the Cmd area.
4. Locate the SCM IMODs by entering L SCM from the command line.

Execute an IMOD from the IMOD Editor

An ISPF error message referring to ISPPROF when you select the IMOD editor can indicate insufficient space in the
ISPPROF data set.

When you cannot reload or execute an IMOD from the IMOD editor, use this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Press PF1 (or enter HELP) to display the long error message that identifies the cause of the failure.
2. Verify that GSS is executing.

This step requires that the GSSMAIN program is running.
3. Use the sample RUNPARM, ISETS, and EDITPARM members.

These members verify that the ISERVE and DSNAME references are identical to those references appearing on the
ISET statements that are defined to the GSS address space.

Display Sample Parameters for GSS

SYSVIEW provides sample member GSS in sysview.CNM4BSAM. This member contains all required parameter
statements to customize GSS for use with SYSVIEW. You can display the list of sample parameter statements.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter LIBS on the command line.
The LIBS, Product Libraries menu displays.

2. Select the SAMPLIB option by entering B (Browse) in the command area and then press Enter.
3. Select the GSS member by entering S on the line and then press Enter.

The parameter statements display.

System Condition Monitor IMODs

The SCM monitors the IMODs that are defined and executed in the SCM parmlib member. The IMOD Selection Panel
shows you a list of all IMODs that you can access.
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• You can use the following IMODs for the System Condition Monitor:
$CANCEL

Issues the Cancel command that is based on address space type.
Example:
CALL $CANCEL jobname

$NOTIFY
Sends a notify message to a user or group. The $NOTIFY IMOD contains a table defining groups of users. A
message can also be sent to the console by defining a user ID of WTO (write-to-operator).
Example:
CALL $NOTIFY userid 'message text'

$SYSVIEWE_INIT
Specifies an internal IMOD that is executed during GSS initialization.

$SYSVIEWE_TERM
Specifies an internal IMOD that is executed during GSS termination.

SCM
Specifies the System Condition Monitor Command Interface.
Example:
SCM [START|STOP|RESTART]

• You can use the following sample IMODs to create detailed entry information. For more information about the summary
and detailed entry information, see the sysview.CNM4BPRM member SCM.

SCM_ACTIVITY
Displays excessive resource usage

SCM_ASID
Provides SCM detail set ASID

SCM_CALERTS
Provides CICS exception alerts

SCM_CDB2CONN
Provides CICS DB2 connections

SCM_CENQUEUE
Provides CICS enqueue conflict monitoring

SCM_CHANPATH
Provides channel path status

SCM_CICS
Sets the target address space to a CICS jobname

SCM_CICSALERTS
Provides CICS exception alerts

SCM_CICSINACTIVE
Provides CICS inactive status

SCM_CICSPLEX
Provides CICSPLEX exception alerts

SCM_CMQCONN
Provides CICS MQ connection monitoring

SCM_COMMON
Provides Common storage usage
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SCM_CONFLICTS
Provides Enqueue conflicts

SCM_CREMOTE
Provides CICS remote connections status

SCM_CSTATUS
Provides CICS exception alerts

SCM_CTDATA
Provides CICS transient data queues monitoring

SCM_CUOW
Provides CICS units of work monitoring

SCM_DCLOG
Provides Datacom logging and status monitoring

SCM_DCSYSTEM
Provides Datacom system statistics

SCM_ECONFLICTS
Provides enhanced enqueue conflicts monitoring

SCM_IMSALERTS
Provides IMS exception alerts

SCM_JOBSUM
Provides JES2 job summary

SCM_JOBTYPE
Displays the job type

SCM_JRESOURC
Provides JES2 resources

SCM_LISTCONS
Provides information about your consoles

SCM_LISTINP
Processes jobs on input queues

SCM_MIATAPES
Processes tape mounts pending from MIA

SCM_MQLIST
Processes MQ queue managers

SCM_MQSALERTS
Processes MQ exception alerts

SCM_MVSALERTS
Processes MVS exception alerts

SCM_PAGEDS
Processes page data sets and auxiliary storage

SCM_PRINTERS
Processes printers

SCM_SMF
Processes SMF data sets

SCM_SPACE
Displays DASD space
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SCM_SPOOLS
Displays JES spool volumes

SCM_STORGRP
Displays SMS storage groups

SCM_TAPE
Displays tape devices

SCM_TCPALERTS
Displays TCP/IP exception alerts

SCM_UFILESYS
Displays USS-mounted file system

SCM_WMSYSSUM
Displays workload manager system summary

SCM_WTOR
Displays WTOR messages that require replies

SCM_XSLIST
Displays cross-system connections

Use the Logger
The Logger services component can have some SYSVIEW components perform the following tasks:

1. Record information pertaining to system and subsystem statuses and events
2. Retain that information.

LOGR Couple Data Set
The LOGR Couple data set performs the following functions:

• Records all log stream definitions
• Tracks other resources that are in use by these log streams, such as offload data sets

The installation must consider both of the following items:

• The number of log stream definitions
• The number of offload data sets

Both can concurrently exist at the time the IXCL1DSU utility formats the LOGR Couple data set.

A defined log stream definition record within the LOGR Couple data set can track 168 log stream offload data sets. Create
a directory extent record pool by specifying the DSEXTENT parameter if any log stream consists of more than 168 offload
data sets.

The System Logger allocates records from the DSEXTENT pool as needed when any log stream consists of more than
168 offload data sets. After deleting all log stream offload data sets in a directory extent, the System Logger returns the
directory extent record to the available pool of directory extents for the sysplex.
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Log Stream Types
The logger component supports Coupling-Facility-based and DASD-only log streams. This table highlights the main
differences between those two types of log streams:

Characteristic Coupling-Facility-Based Log Stream DASD-Only Log Stream

Interim storage Coupling Facility List Structure Data space
Multi-system sharing Shared by multiple connectors executing on multiple

systems simultaneously
Shared by multiple connectors executing on a single
system simultaneously

Multi-system access Accessible to all systems in the sysplex Accessible to all systems in the sysplex, but only one
system can connect to the log stream at any point in
time.

NOTE
Even though SYSVIEW should not need to create Coupling-Facility-based log streams, the Logger component is
designed to support both log stream types.

Log Stream Names

The log stream name identifier is a series of one- to eight-character qualifiers that are separated by a period (.). This
identifier can contain a maximum of 26 characters. Match the log stream name to the naming conventions that are used
for your installation data set, and specify a user ID or system logger application name as the first qualifier. This convention
simplifies reporting, defining SAF generic profiles, and the coding of SMS ACS routines.

Log Stream Definition

The following JCL stream illustrates the definition of a DASD-only log stream where:

• Each offload data set is sized at 12,800 4-KB blocks.
• The staging data set is sized at 25 MB.

When SMS class names are not explicitly specified (for example, the LS_STORCLAS parameter) or inherited through
usage of the LIKE parameter, the rules that are embodied in the installation SMS ACS routines perform the class
assignments.

//DEFINE EXEC PGM=IXCMIAPU,REGION=0M

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

   DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

   DEFINE LOGSTREAM

            NAME(SYSVIEW.SAMP.DASDLOG)

            AUTODELETE(YES)

            DASDONLY(YES)

            DESCRIPTION(TEST)

            DIAG(NO)

            EHLQ(LOGGER)

            HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

            LOWOFFLOAD(0)

            LS_SIZE(12800)

            LS_DATACLAS(class_with_cisize_24k)

            MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

            MODEL(NO)

            OFFLOADRECALL(YES)
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            RETPD(7)

            STG_SIZE(6400)

            WARNPRIMARY(YES)

   LIST LOGSTREAM

           NAME(SYSVIEW.SAMP.DASDLOG)

           DETAIL(YES)

/*

Staging and Offload Data Sets
Staging and offload data sets are VSAM Linear data sets. They must be defined with Share Options (3,3) and should
be SMS Managed. Staging and Offload data set names begin with an extended high-level qualifier (EHLQ), which has a
maximum length of 33 characters. If the installation does not specify an EHLQ, the system uses the string IXGLOGR.

Offload Data Set Names

To form the name of an offload data set, the MVS System Logger:

1. Appends the log stream name to the EHLQ
2. Appends a system-generated sequence number

NOTE
The length of the data set name string must not exceed the VSAM-imposed limit of 44 characters.

Staging Data Set Names

You can define staging data set names for DASD only and Coupling Facility-based log streams. The resulting data set
names need to meet these conditions:

• Must be unique within the sysplex
• Must not exceed the 44-character limit
• Coupling Facility

To form the staging data set name for a Coupling Facility-based log stream, the MVS System Logger concatenates the
EHLQ, the log stream name, and the MVS system name that is derived from the IEASYSxx PARMLIB member, in that
order.
If the system name begins with a decimal digit, that portion of the data set name qualifier is the string STG plus the last
five significant characters of the system name.

• DASD Only
To form the staging data set name for a DASD only log stream, the MVS System Logger concatenates the EHLQ, the
log stream name, and the sysplex name that is derived from the COUPLExx PARMLIB member, in that order.
If the sysplex name begins with a decimal digit, that portion of the data set name qualifier is the string STG plus the
last five significant characters of the sysplex name.

Staging Data Set Name Rules

The following examples demonstrate how these naming rules operate.

Coupling Facility
Log Stream Name: SMF.CFLOG
Log Stream Type: Coupling Facility based
EHLQ: SYSVIEW.TEST
System Name: MVSA
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Sysplex Name: PRODPLEX
Resultant Staging Data Set Name: SYSVIEW.TEST.SMF.CFLOG.MVSA
Resultant Offload Data Set Name: SYSVIEW.TEST.SMF.CFLOG.A0000001

DASD only
Log Stream Name: SMF.DASDLOG
Log Stream Type: DASD only
EHLQ: SYSVIEW.TEST
System Name: MVSA
Sysplex Name: PRODPLEX
Resultant Staging Data Set Name: SYSVIEW.TEST.SMF.DASDLOG.PRODPLEX
Resultant Offload Data Set Name: SYSVIEW.TEST.SMF.DASDLOG.A0000001

DASD only with EHLQ set to null
Log Stream Name: SMF.DASDLOG
Log Stream Type: DASD only
EHLQ: Null
System Name: MVSA
Sysplex Name: 1PLEX
Resultant Staging Data Set Name: IXGLOGR.SMF.DASDLOG.STG1PLEX
Resultant Offload Data Set Name: IXGLOGR.SMF.DASDLOG.A0000001

Process and View Log Streams
SYSVIEW uses MVS log streams to store data collection information. This information is written to a log stream in the
form of an SMF record.

The primary purpose of using MVS log streams is to allow easy and quick viewing of historical data. Optionally, all data
that is written to the MVS log streams also can be written to the MVS SMF log.

1. View all log streams used by SYSVIEW using a corresponding online display command as follows:
AUDITLOG

Displays SYSVIEW audit event records.
CSYSDATA

Displays CICS system data interval records.
CTRANSUM

Displays CICS transaction summary records.
CTRANLOG

Displays CICS transaction detail records.
IMSRSLOG

Displays IMS region summary records.
IMSTLOG

Displays IMS transaction data records.
IMSTSUM

Displays IMS transaction summary records .
MQRLOG

Displays MQ Application Request records.
PLOTLOG

Displays Plot records.
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SMFLOG
Displays SMF records recorded by the Event Capture Option.

XLOG
Displays CICS threshold and exception records.

2. Issue the LGLOGS command to see the list of current SYSVIEW log streams.
3. Issue the LGSTREAM command to see the list of all log streams defined to MVS.

The following subtopics provide more information about processing and viewing log streams.

LOGR Exit Setup (Required)

SYSVIEW provides a LOGR subsystem exit so that you can use any MVS log stream as an input file to a batch program.

To set up the LOGR exit:

The LOGR subsystem exit must reside in a linklist data set.

• If you defined the sysview.CNM4BLOD data set to the linklist, no other steps are required.
• If you have not defined the sysview.CNM4BLOD data set to the linklist, you must copy the following modules to an

existing linklist data set:
GSVXLGEX 

GSVXLGXG (alias of GSVXLGEX)

Log Streams Used as Input to a Batch Program

You can use any MVS log stream as an input file to a batch program. However, the batch program needs the assistance
of a log stream subsystem exit.

Review these log stream subsystems exits:

• IXGSEXIT is the generic log stream subsystem exit that is provided by IBM. The exit program must be located in a
linklist data set.
Example: IXGSEXIT exit
LOGFILE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name, 

SUBSYS=(LOGR,IXGSEXIT,'SUBSYS-opts1','SUBSYS-opts2'), 

DCB=BLKSIZE=nnnnn  

This exit program receives control at these event points:
– Converter
– Allocation
– Open
– Get
– Close
– Unallocation

• GSVXLGEX is the SYSVIEW specific exit program that processes and returns a record that any program can use.
Because the data that is stored in SYSVIEW log streams is in a compressed format, use this exit to process the
records.
Example: GSVXLGEX exit
LOGFILE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name, 

SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX,'SUBSYS-opts1','SUBSYS-opts2'), 

DCB=BLKSIZE=32760
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SUBSYS Statement - Specify Parameters

You can specify parameters on the SUBSYS statement of your SYSVIEW log stream using the following syntax:

//ddname DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

 // SUBSYS=(LOGR,exitname,'SUBSYS-opts1','SUBSYS-opts2')

 //         DCB=BLKSIZE=nnnnn 

exitname
Name of the LOGR exit module. This module must reside in a linklist data set.

• IXGSEXIT - IBM supplied exit
• GSVXLGEX - SYSVIEW exit

SUBSYS-opts1
Available opts1 parameters:
{ FROM=(yyyy/ddd,hh:mm:ss) |OLDEST } 

{,TO=(yyyy/ddd,hh:mm:ss) |YOUNGEST }

{,DURATION=(nnnn,HOURS) }

{,GMT| LOCAL }

FROM=
Indicates the start time of the log stream to process. The first block is the one with a time stamp later than
or equal to the specified time.
OLDEST - Indicates that the first block read is the oldest block on the log stream.
yyyy/ddd - Specifies the start date
hh:mm:ss - Specifies the start time
The FROM keyword is mutually exclusive with the DURATION keyword.
Default: OLDEST

TO=
Indicates the ending time of the log stream to process. The last block is the one with a time stamp earlier
than or equal to the specified time.
YOUNGEST - Indicates that the last block read is the youngest block on the log stream.
yyyy/ddd - Specifies the end date
hh:mm:ss - Specifies the end time
The FROM keyword is mutually exclusive with the DURATION keyword.
Default: YOUNGEST

DURATION=
Specifies which blocks to process.
Syntax: DURATION=(nnnn,HOURS)
Requests the processing of the last nnnn hours up to the youngest block. The "last nnnn hours" is
calculated based on the allocation time of the DD.
The first block is the one with a time stamp greater than or equal to the calculated start time. The last
block read is the youngest block on the log stream at the time of allocation.
The DURATION keyword is mutually exclusive with the TO and the FROM keywords.

GMT | LOCAL
Specifies whether the time is local time (based on the time zone offset at the time the log was written) or
GMT time.
Default: GMT

SUBSYS-opts2
Available opts2 parameters:
FORWARD OLDTOYOUNG|BACKWARD YOUNGTOOLD

Specify FORWARD to read records from oldest to youngest.
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Specify BACKWARD to read records from youngest to oldest.
Default: FORWARD

CNT=nnnnnnnn
Limits the number of records read.
Default: 0, no limit

NOMSGS
Displays no messages, including error messages.

STATS|NOSTATS
Displays a statistics report.
Default: STATS

EXPAND|NOEXPAND
Expands compressed log records
Default: EXPAND

TRACE|NOTRACE
Displays event trace points, no message is logged for the Converter event.
Default: NOTRACE

WARN|NOWARN
Displays the return/reason code message for warning results.
Default: NOWARN

TRUNCMSG|NOTRUNCMSG
Displays a message when an output record is truncated.
Default: NOTRUNCMSG

DELETE|NODELETE
Deletes blocks older than the oldest block read.

RDW|NORDW
Returns a record including RDW.
Do not include RDW, bump by 4 bytes.
Default: RDW

NOTE
If conflicting options are coded, the result of the last specified option is used.

nnnnn
Use 32760 as the blocksize for the SYSVIEW GSVXLGEX exit.

Example: SUBSYS Syntax

The following example reads 1,000 log records starting from the oldest block and displays the exit statistics report. The
GMT parameter is ignored since no times are specified with the request.

//LOGFILE  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

//         SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX,

//         'FROM=OLDEST,TO=YOUNGEST,GMT',

//         'STATS,FORWARD,CNT=1000')

The following example reads 1,000 log records, starting from the newest block. The exit statistics report is produced by
default.

 //LOGFILE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

 // SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX,,'BACKWARD,CNT=1000')
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The following example reads records from the entire 2005 calendar year starting from the oldest block, with the requested
time specified as GMT, and displays the exit statistics report.

 //LOGFILE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

 // SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX,

 // 'FROM=(2005/001,00:00:00),TO=(2005/365,23:59:59),GMT',

 // 'STATS,FORWARD')

 

The following example reads variable length records starting from the oldest block, returns them without the RDW, and
displays the exit statistics report.

This code is recommended when the log is used as input to an Easytrieve report:

//SMFIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

//         SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX,

//         'FROM=OLDEST,TO=YOUNGEST',

//         'STATS,FORWARD,NORDW'),

//          DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=VB,LRECL=32756,BLKSIZE=32760)

Size the Log Streams
A log stream consists of staging data sets and offload data sets. Size these two pieces individually but with respect to
each other. When sizing log streams, determine the following criteria:

• How much data to keep for review
• The sizes that are required for your staging and offload data sets

Follow these steps:

1. Use the IBM report utility IXGRPT1.
This utility provides information concerning how much data is being moved to the offload data sets within an SMF
interval.

2. When you know the average amount of data being moved within an interval, compute the total size required based on
the number of intervals needed.
The number of intervals that are needed becomes your retention period.

The following subtopics provide more information about the sizing log streams and how to produce a report:

Sizing Table for the Offload Data Sets

The data that is contained within each log stream can be different. The differences include average record size and the
rate at which data is written to the log.

Sample sizing table:

RetPd Days Avg Rec
Length Hourly Count Total Byte Requirement Max Dsns 4 KB Blocks Cyls

14 194 100 6,518,400 14 114 1
30 194 100 13,968,000 10 341 2
30 194 1,000 139,680,000 10 3,410 10

RetPd Days
Specifies the retention period is the number-of-days worth of data to maintain within the log stream.
Formula variable: RetPd
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Avg Rec Length
Specifies the average length of a record as it exists within the physical log stream. The records are maintained in
a compressed format with the log stream.
Formula variable: Size

Hourly Count
Specifies the average number of records that are written to the log in a period of one hour.
Formula variable: Count

Total Byte Requirement
Specifies the total amount of storage in bytes required to maintain the desired amount of data.
Formula variable: Bytes
Example 1:
Bytes = Size * ( Count * 24 ) * RetPd

Max Dsns
Specifies the maximum number of offload data sets that you want to be used to maintain the desired amount of
data.
The System Logger allocates up to 168 offload data sets. No parameter exists that limits the number of offload
data sets created. Therefore, use the number of offload data sets in your equation to help determine the size of a
single offload data set. Using more offload data sets reduces the size requirement of a single offload data set. The
equation might require experimentation. Offload data sets are allocated on a DASD device as a single extent. If
the size is too large, you have trouble finding free space.
For log streams with a high volume of data, size the offload data set to maintain data for a single day or less in
one offload data set.
Formula variable: Dsns

4K Blocks
Specifies the number of 4-KB blocks to allocate for a single offload data set.
The System Logger allocates the offload data sets based on the number of 4-KB blocks that are specified through
the LS_SIZE parameter on the log stream definition. Select a size capable of holding at least ten offloads worth of
data. This size depends on the volume of data being written to the log stream.
Formula variable: LS_SIZE
Example 2:
LS_SIZE = ( Bytes / 4096 ) / Dsns

Cyls
Specifies the number of cylinders on a 3390 DASD device that are required to allocate the offload data set based
on the specified number of 4-KB blocks.
The System Logger does not use this value. This number is here as a reference point. The number of cylinders
that are represented is for one offload data set.
Formula variable: Cyls
Example 3:
Cyls = ( LS_SIZE * 4096 ) / 712140

Sizing Log Streams for CICS Threshold and Exception Records

This sample table sizes log streams for CICS threshold and exception records:

RetPd Days Avg Rec
Length Hourly Count Total Byte Requirement Max Dsns 4-KB Blocks Cyls

7 250 250 10,500,000 10 256 2
14 250 100 8,400,000 14 146 1
14 250 300 25,200,000 14 439 3
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Consider the following:

• Hourly Count
This count equates to:
– The average number of CICS thresholds triggered
– The number of CICS exceptions that occur per hour
If the data from multiple CICS regions get logged to the log stream, this value must be the combined total for those
CICS regions.

• The volume of this log stream should be low.
• The large amount of data can be maintained.

Sizing Log Streams for CICS System Data Interval Records

This sample table sizes log streams for interval records of CICS system data:

RetPd Days Avg Rec
Length Hourly Count Total Byte Requirement Max Dsns 4-KB Blocks Cyls

30 550 80 31,680,000 30 258 2
60 550 120 95,040,000 60 387 2

Consider the following:

• Hourly Count
Each CICS data collector writes a System Interval record at the conclusion of its system data collection interval. By
default, the interval is 15 minutes, which means that each CICS writes four (4) records per hour.
If the data from multiple CICS regions get logged to the log stream, this value must be the combined total for those
CICS regions.

• This example assumes:
– The system interval is 15 minutes.
– 10 CICS regions are being logged to the log stream.

• The volume of this log stream should be low.
• The large amount of data can be maintained.

Sizing Log Streams for CICS Transaction Summary Records

This sample table sizes log streams for CICS transaction summary records:

RetPd Days Avg Rec
Length Hourly Count Total Byte Requirement Max Dsns 4-KB Blocks Cyls

7 150 4,000 100,800,000 10 2,461 12
14 150 4,000 201,600,000 14 3,516 17

Consider the following:

• Hourly Count
Each CICS data collector writes a CICS Transaction Summary record for each unique transaction ID that executed
during the system data collection interval.
If the data from multiple CICS regions is logged to the log stream, this value must be the combined total for those CICS
regions.

• This example assumes:
– The system interval is 15 minutes.
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On average, we are assuming that 100 unique transaction IDs execute during each interval.
– 10 CICS regions are being logged to the log stream.

Hourly count = 100 * 4 * 10
• The volume of this log stream should be low to medium.
• The large amount of data can be maintained.

Sizing Log Streams for CICS Transaction Detail Records

This sample table sizes log streams for CICS transaction detail records:

RetPd Days Avg Rec
Length Hourly Count Total Byte Requirement Max Dsns 4-KB Blocks Cyls

5 600 10,000 720,000,000 100 1,758 9
5 600 50,000 3,600,000,000 100 8,789 43
5 600 100,000 7,200,000,000 120 14,648 71

Consider the following:

• Hourly Count
This count equates to the average number of CICS transactions that execute per hour. If the average daily total is
known, divide it by 24 to obtain the hourly value.
If the data from multiple CICS regions get logged to the log stream, this value must be the combined total for those
CICS regions.

• The CICS Transaction log stream usually contains a large volume of data and gets written to at a high rate.
• Size the offload data sets so each data set contains data for one day or less.

Sizing Log Streams for IMS Transaction Data Records

This sample table sizes log streams for IMS transaction data records:

RetPd Days Avg Rec
Length Hourly Count Total Byte Requirement Max Dsns 4-KB Blocks Cyls

5 450 10,000 540,000,000 100 1,318 7
5 450 50,000 2,700,000,000 100 6,592 32
5 450 100,000 5,400,000,000 120 10,986 53

Consider the following:

• Hourly Count
This count equates to the average number of IMS transactions that execute per hour. If the average daily total is
known, divide it by 24 to obtain the hourly value.
If the data from multiple IMS control regions get logged to the log stream, this value must be the combined total for
those IMS regions.

• The IMS Transaction log stream usually contains a large volume of data and gets written to at a high rate.
• Size the offload data sets so each data set contains data for one day or less.
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Sizing Log Streams for IMS Summary Data Records

This sample table sizes log streams for IMS summary data records:

RetPd Days Avg Rec
Length Hourly Count Total Byte Requirement Max Dsns 4-KB Blocks Cyls

5 520 10,000 624,000,000 100 1,523 8
5 520 50,000 3,120,000,000 100 7,617 37
5 520 100,000 6,240,000,000 120 12,695 62

Consider the following:

• Hourly Count
This count equates to the average number of IMS region termination events that execute per hour. The region
summary region is written when an IMS region terminates.
This figure applies to message, BMP, and DBT region types. If the average daily total is known, divide it by 24 to obtain
the hourly value.
If the data from multiple IMS control regions get logged to the log stream, this value must be the combined total for
those IMS regions.

• The IMS Region Summary log stream usually contains a large volume of data and gets written to at a high rate.
• Size the offload data sets so each data set contains data for one day or less.

Sizing Log Streams for MQ Application Request Records

This sample table sizes log streams for MQ Application Request records:

RetPd Days Avg Rec
Length Hourly Count Total Byte Requirement Max Dsns 4-KB Blocks Cyls

5 300 800 28,800,000 80 88 1
14 300 800 80,640,000 100 197 1
14 300 8,000 806,400,000 100 1,969 10

Consider the following:

• Hourly Count
The IBM MQ data collector writes a record for each queue that is used during the system data collection interval.
If multiple Queue Managers are being monitored, this value must be the combined total for those Queue Managers.
The above example assumes that the system interval is 15 minutes.
– Example 1 and example 2 assume that 100 queues were used and two Queue Managers were being monitored.

Hourly count = 100 * 4 * 2
– Example 3 assumes that 1,000 queues were used and two Queue Managers were being monitored.

Hourly count = 1000 * 4 * 2
• The volume of this log stream should be medium.
• The large amount of data can be maintained.
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Sizing Log Streams for Plot Records

This sample table sizes log streams for Plot records:

RetPd Days Avg Rec
Length Hourly Count Total Byte Requirement Max Dsns 4-KB Blocks Cyls

7 450 500 37,800,200 7 1,318 7
14 450 500 75,600,000 14 1,318 7
14 450 500 75,600,000 100 185 1

Consider the following:

• The volume of this log stream should be low.
• The large amount of data can be maintained.

Sizing Log Streams for SMF Records

Consider the following:

• The number of SMF records that can be maintained in the log when dependent on the type of SMF records that are
recorded. Each type of SMF record can vary widely in size.

• The SMF log stream usually contains a large volume of data and gets written to at a high rate.
• Size the offload data sets so each data set contains data for one day or less.

How to Produce a Report

After you acquire the statistics from the contents of a log stream, you can produce a report using the following utilities:

The IBM report utility IXGRPT1
IXGRPT1 provides information concerning how much data is being moved to the offload data sets within an SMF
interval. This utility creates a report using SMF 88 records.

The IEBGENER utility
IEBGENER dumps the contents of a log stream to a sequential data set. No data is copied because the output is
going to DUMMY. The exit program produces information about the log stream that is being read.

Sample IEBGENER Job:

//jobcard

 //*

 //GENER1   EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

 //*

 //SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

 //         SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX),

 //         DCB=BLKSIZE=32760

 //*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSUT2   DD DUMMY

 //SYSIN    DD DUMMY

 /*

Sample Output from the IEBGENER Job:

(01) SYSUT1   Open     Log Stream SYSVIEW.SMFDATA.SMFD.LOG

(02) SYSUT1   Options  GSVXLGEX

     SYSUT1   Options  FROM=OLDEST,TO=YOUNGEST,LOCAL

     SYSUT1   Options  YOUNGTOOLD
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(03) SYSUT1   Oldest   record read             yyyy/10/14 08:04:06.828174 Local

     SYSUT1   Youngest record read             yyyy/10/19 09:16:46.657569 Local

(04) SYSUT1   Oldest   block ID read           000000044068DB18

     SYSUT1   Youngest block ID read           00000004F59A09D2

     DDname   Record Type                             Count

     -------- -------------------------------- ------------

(05) SYSUT1   CICS System Data                         1548

     SYSUT1   CICS Threshold                            694

     SYSUT1   CICS Transaction Detail                897456

     SYSUT1   CICS Transaction Summary                 8114

     SYSUT1   IMS Transaction                         62693

     SYSUT1   Plot Metric                            203059

     SYSUT1   IBM MQ                                   6582

     SYSUT1   Exception                               60943

     SYSUT1   Other                                  365943

     -------- -------------------------------- ------------

(06) SYSUT1   Log read requests                        2988

     SYSUT1   Multiread blocks                        52246

     SYSUT1   Blocks from active area                 52246

     SYSUT1   Blocks from interim storage               248

     SYSUT1   Blocks from offload dataset             51998

     -------- -------------------------------- ------------

(07) SYSUT1   Records returned                      1544339

     SYSUT1   Log records expanded                  1416613

     SYSUT1   Average compression                       46%

     SYSUT1   Max input record length                 29425

     SYSUT1   Max output record length                32754

     SYSUT1   Avg input record length                  1895

     SYSUT1   Avg output record length                 3869

     SYSUT1   Avg expanded length                      3869

     SYSUT1   Avg non-expanded length                   691

     SYSUT1   CPU time used in exit               17.454219

     -------- -------------------------------- ------------

• (01) - <ddname> Open Log Stream <logstream>
Indicates the specified log stream was opened.

• (02) - <ddname> Options <options>
Defines the list of options that are used on the SUBSYS= parameter.

• (03) - <ddname> <message> <date> <time> <GMT|Local>
Displays the date and time of the oldest and youngest records that were read.

• (04) - <ddname> Oldest block ID read <blockid>
Displays the block ID of the oldest and youngest records read.

• (05) - <ddname> <record type> <count>
Displays the number of records that are read of a specific SMF type. SMF records created by SYSVIEW get listed
specifically. All others get listed as "Other".

• (06) - <ddname> <statistics type> <value>
Blocking statistics:
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– Log read requests - Total number of read requests that are made to IXGLOGR
– Multiread blocks - Total number of blocks read using multiread block process
– Blocks from active area - Blocks read from active area
– Blocks from interim storage - Blocks read from interim storage
– Blocks from offload dataset - Blocks that are read from offload data sets

• (07) - <ddname> <statistics type> <value>
Statistics Type:
– Records returned - Total number of records that are returned to the caller
– Log records expanded - Number of records that were compressed and needed expanded
– SMF records expanded - The SMF records written by SYSVIEW can be compressed to save space in the SMF data

sets or log. The number of records that were compressed.
– Average compression - The average compress rate of compressed records
– Max input record length - The maximum input length of the records read
– Max output record length - The maximum output length of the records written. This value is the length after any

expansion has been done.
– Avg input record length - The average input length of the records read
– Avg output record length - The average output length of the records written. This value is the length after any

expansion has been done.
– Avg expanded length - The maximum output length of the records written that required expansion
– Avg non-expanded length - The maximum output length of the records written that did not require expansion
– CPU time used in exit - The amount of CPU used by the exit program

Log Stream Optimization
Learn how to configure SYSVIEW to use log streams so that you can optimize the performance record processing speed
and CPU usage.

SYSVIEW uses log streams to store data in the form of SMF records. Individual SMF records are logically blocked into
larger physical records that are written to the log streams. A larger block size provides performance improvements in the
areas of record processing speed and CPU usage.

Consider the following information when defining a DASD log stream to achieve optimal I/O performance:

• The IBM System logger achieves optimal I/O performance when DASD log stream data sets reside on devices with
3390 formats.

• Log stream data sets are VSAM linear data sets.
• Log stream staging data sets must have a CI size of 4,096 (4K).
• Log stream offload data sets should have a CI size of 24,576 (24K) for optimal I/O performance.
• • The parameter LS_DATACLAS(class) specifies the DFSMS data class for the offload data sets.

• Choose a data class with a CI size value of 24,576.
• SYSVIEW logically blocks multiple SMF records into a physical record that is written to a log stream.
• • The parameter MAXBUFSIZE(value) specifies the maximum block size. The minimum value SYSVIEW allows is

32,767.
• To achieve optimal performance and blocking, the value should be set to 65,532.

Log Stream Keywords and Parameters

MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

Specifies the maximum block size in bytes that can be written to the log stream. The value must be from 32,767 through
65,532.
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When updating an existing definition, the new value that you specify cannot be less than the current MAXBUFSIZE value
for the log stream. The MAXBUFSIZE can be increased, but you cannot decrease it.

For an existing DASD-only definition, the MAXBUFSIZE keyword can be updated when there is an active connection
to the log stream. The change takes effect when all existing connections become inactive within the sysplex and a new
connection is made.

LS_DATACLAS(dataclass)

Specifies the name of the SMS data class that is used for log stream offload data set allocation.

For an existing definition, LS_DATACLAS can be updated while there is an active connection to the log stream. The
change takes effect when the next log stream offload data set is allocated or when all existing connections become
inactive within the sysplex and a new connection is made. If the log stream is structure-based, the change also takes
effect during the next structure rebuild.

NOTE

Only the offload data sets have a CI size value of 24,576 (24K) controlled by the data class that is specified on
the LS_DATACLASS parameter. The stage data set must have a CI size value of 4,096 (4K) controlled by the
data class that is specified on the STG_DATACLAS parameter. This scenario requires two separate SMS data
classes: one for the offloads and one for the stage. If SMS ACS routines are used to modify SMS data classes,
ensure that the offload and stage data sets are set to the appropriate data classes.

Example Job: List log stream keywords and parameters

The following example lists existing keywords and parameters for a log stream.

//jobcard

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IXCMIAPU,REGION=0M 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN    DD * 

  DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO) 

  LIST LOGSTREAM NAME(sysview.log.stream)

       DETAIL(YES)

Example Job: Define a log stream

The following example defines a DASD-only log stream. Suggested parameter values have not been supplied for all
keywords. The values may differ based on log stream content. This example illustrates the use of the MAXBUFSIZE and
LS_DATACLAS keywords.

//jobcard

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IXCMIAPU,REGION=0M 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN    DD * 

  DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO) 

  DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(sysview.log.stream)
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         AUTODELETE(YES)

         DASDONLY(YES)

         DESCRIPTION(description)

         DIAG(NO)

         EHLQ(LOGGER)

         HIGHOFFLOAD(nn)

         LOWOFFLOAD(nn)

         LS_SIZE(nnnnn)

         LS_DATACLAS(cisize24k)

MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

         MODEL(NO)

         OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

         RETPD(nn)

         STG_SIZE(nnnnn)

         WARNPRIMARY(YES)

  LIST LOGSTREAM NAME(sysview.log.stream)

       DETAIL(YES)

Example Job: Update a log stream

The following example, which updates an existing a log stream, illustrates the modification of the MAXBUFSIZE and
LS_DATACLAS keyword values.

The member GSVULSUP in the samplib data set sysview.CNM4BSAM can be used as a sample job to update existing
log stream definitions.

//jobcard                                                                                                

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IXCMIAPU,REGION=0M                          

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                           

//SYSIN    DD *                                                  

  DATA TYPE(LOGR) REPORT(NO)

  UPDATE LOGSTREAM  NAME(sysview.log.stream)   

                    MAXBUFSIZE(65532) LS_DATACLAS(cisize24k)

/*

Usage of SMF Records
By default, SYSVIEW creates SMF records as type 255.

Using online display commands you can view:
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• Product created SMF records
• Any SMF record
• SMF Records and Descriptions

View Product Created SMF Records
SYSVIEW can optionally create SMF records that you can view using online commands.

The following table shows the relationship between the SMF records created by SYSVIEW and the corresponding online
display commands:

Subtype Online Command Description

001 x01 AUDITLOG Audit records
002 x02 PLOTLOG Plot records
003 x03 XLOG Threshold records
004 x04 XLOG State Exception records
024 x18 XLOG CICS exception records
025 x19 CTRANSUM CICS transaction summary records
027 x1B CTRANLOG CICS transaction detail records
028 x1C CSYSDATA CICS system interval data records
034 x22 IMSTLOG IMS transaction data records
035 x23 IMSRSLOG IMS region summary records
036 x24 IMSTSUM IMS transaction summary data records
048 x30 MQRLOG MQ application request records

Configuration Options

A configuration option specifies or controls how each record is written to SMF. You define the configuration option in the
parmlib members.

The following table shows the relationship between a subtype of the default SYSVIEW type 255 SMF record and the
corresponding parmlib member and configuration option:

Subtype Parmlib Member Configuration Option

001 x01 AUDITDEF n/a

002 x02 SYSDATA LOG-PLOT-RECORDS-SMF

003 x03 SYSDATACICSLOGR LOG-XLOG-RECORD-SMFLOG-EXCEPTIONS-SMF

004 x04 SYSDATACICSLOGR LOG-XLOG-RECORD-SMFLOG-EXCEPTIONS-SMF

024 x18 CICSLOGR LOG-EXCEPTIONS-SMF

025 x19 CICSLOGR LOG-TRANSACTION-SUMMARY-SMF

027 x1B CICSLOGR LOG-TRANSACTION-SMF

028 x1C CICSLOGR LOG-SYSTEM-DATA-SMF

034 x22 IMSLOGR LOG-IMSTRAN-RECORDS-TO-SMF

035 x23 IMSLOGR LOG-IMSREGN-RECORDS-TO-SMF

036 x24 IMSLOGR LOG-IMSTSUM-RECORDS-TO-SMF
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Subtype Parmlib Member Configuration Option

048 x30 MQSDATA LOG-REQUESTS-TO-SMF

SMF Record Layout

The SYSVIEW created SMF record layouts or DSECTs are distributed in the sysview.CNM4BMAC data set. The following
table describes the SMF type 255 subtype records and shows the macro library member names in which they are
distributed:

Subtype MACLIB Description

001 x01 GSVSMF01 Audit records

002 x02 GSVSMF02 Plot records

003 x03 GSVSMF03 Threshold Exception records

004 x04 GSVSMF04 State Exception records

024 x18 GSVSMF24 CICS exception records

025 x19 GSVSMF25 CICS transaction summary records

027 x1B GSVSMF27 CICS transaction detail records

028 x1C GSVSMF28 CICS system interval data records

034 x22 GSVSMF34 IMS transaction data records

035 x23 GSVSMF35 IMS region summary records

036 x24 GSVSMF36 IMS transaction summary data records

048 x30 GSVSMF48 MQ Application Request records

NOTE
For a list of macros containing Easytrieve definitions of SMF record types, see Using the Easytrieve Reporting
Service.

View Any SMF Record
The SYSVIEW SMF data collector is part of the Event Capture Option. The data collector lets you capture SMF records
for online viewing through the SMFLOG command and lets you suppress SMF records from the SMF data sets.

Issue the SMFLOG command to display the log of captured SMF records. You define the configuration options for the
SMF data collector in the SMFDATA and SVWVDSLB parmlib members.

SMF Record Format

Each record type that is displayed from the SMFLOG command must have a format routine to generate a report. If a
format routine is not available, the SMF record displays in dump format.

Many format routines are provided in the product, as noted in the SMFTYPE parmlib member. Sample code that you can
use to format an SMF record is available in CNM4BSAM(SMFF0017).

Report Generation

The address of an SMF record is passed to the report program, which allocates a buffer and generates a report. The
address of the buffer is then returned to the calling program.
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SMF Records and Descriptions
The SMFTYPE parmlib member associates a text description with an SMF record type and subtype.

If the record is to be formatted by the SMFLOG command, then a record formatting routine can also be associated with
the record type and subtype.

NOTE
Initial descriptions have been extracted from the IBM guide z/OS MVS System Management Facilities (SMF).

Define Default Keyword Values

Definitions are created using keyword and value parameters. This step lets you define default keyword values.

Follow these steps:

1. Start each definition start with the keyword DEFINE.
2. Code each keyword and value pair on the same line.
3. Assign default values for keywords by coding a SETDEFAULT definition.

Subsequent definitions that do not have all keywords coded use the values that are specified in the default definition.

SETDEFAULT - Define Default Values

The SETDEFAULT definition can be coded multiple times in this member. The default values that are assigned are in
effect from that point forward.

Format of the data:

RESETDefault

SETDEFAULT

  TYPE           000

  SUBType        000

  DESC           ' '

  FORMAT         @

ENDDEFAULT 

DEFine

  TYPE           nnn

  SUBType        nnn

  DESC           'enclose description in single quotes'

  FORMAT         module

ENDdefine

The following describes each keyword:

DEFine
Begins the definition.

TYPE
Specifies the SMF record type.
The value must be in the range of 0 to 255.
The type and subtype values can also be defined together as 000:000.
If the first character of the type or subtype value in type:subtype is an "x", then the value is interpreted as a
hexadecimal value.

SUBType
Specifies the SMF record subtype.
Some but not all SMF records have subtypes. The value must be in the range of 0 to 255.
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DESC
Provides the SMF record description.
The description of the record must be enclosed in single quotes. The maximum description length is 48
characters, not including the single quotes.

FORMAT
Specifies the name of the record-formatting module.
Any valid member name can be used.

• * - Code the "*" as a placeholder. If coded, then no format routine is used.
• @ - Code the "@" to use the default formatting routine supplied with the product.

If there is a request to format an SMF record and a format routine is not available, then the record displays in
dump format.

ENDDEFINE
(Optional) Ends the definition.

SETDEFAULT
Begins the default values definition.

ENDDEFAULT
Ends the default values definition.

RESETDefault
Resets default definition values back to the following original defaults:
TYPE         000

SUBTYPE      000

DESC         ' '

FORMAT       @

NOTE

• Records containing an "*" in column 1 or blanks in columns 1:72 are ignored.
• Record format routines are supplied in the following modules for the specified record types and subtypes. A

value of "*" in the Subtype field indicates that all subtypes are supported.

Module Type Subtype

GSVVF014 014 *

GSVVF017 017 *

GSVVF018 018 *

GSVVF030 030 *

GSVVF042 042 09

GSVVF042 042 20

GSVVF042 042 21

GSVVF042 042 24

GSVVF070 070 *

GSVVF074 074 00

GSVVF074 074 01

GSVVF074 074 02

GSVVF074 074 03
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Module Type Subtype

GSVVF074 074 04

GSVVF074 074 05

GSVVF074 074 06

GSVVF074 074 07

GSVVF074 074 08

GSVVF080 080 *

GSVVF088 088 *

GSVVF089 089 *

GSVVF090 090 06

GSVVF090 090 30

GSVVF090 090 31

GSVVF090 090 40

GSVVF092 092 00

GSVVF092 092 01

GSVVF092 092 02

GSVVF092 092 03

GSVVF092 092 04

GSVVF092 092 05

GSVVF092 092 06

GSVVF092 092 07

GSVVF092 092 10

GSVVF092 092 11

GSVVF092 092 12

GSVVF092 092 13

GSVVF092 092 14

GSVVF097 097 *

GSVVF110 110 *

GSVVF111 111 *

GSVVF115 115 *

GSVVF116 116 *

GSVVF118 118 *

GSVXF001 225 1

GSVZF002 255 2

GSVZF003 255 3

GSVZF004 255 4

GSVYF024 255 24

GSVYF025 255 25
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Module Type Subtype

GSVYF027 255 27

GSVYF028 255 28

GSVPF034 255 34

GSVPF035 255 35

GSVPF036 255 36

GSVSF048 255 48

• The SAMPLIB member SMFF0017 contains sample source code for writing a record formatting routine.

Sample of the Default Definitions

The following shows a sample of the default definitions. For a complete list of definitions, see SMFTYPE.

DEF TYPE 001:000 DESC ''

DEF TYPE 002:000 DESC 'Dump header'

DEF TYPE 003:000 DESC 'Dump trailer'

DEF TYPE 004:000 DESC 'Step termination'

DEF TYPE 005:000 DESC 'Job termination'

DEF TYPE 006:000 DESC 'External writer'

DEF TYPE 007:000 DESC 'Data lost'

DEF TYPE 008:000 DESC 'I/O configuration'

DEF TYPE 009:000 DESC 'VARY device ONLINE'

.

.

DEF TYPE 014:000 DESC 'INPUT data set activity'

DEF TYPE 015:000 DESC 'OUTPUT data set activity'

DEF TYPE 016:000 DESC 'DFSORT statistics'

DEF TYPE 017:000 DESC 'Scratch data set status'

.

.

DEF TYPE 030:000 DESC 'Common address space work'

DEF TYPE 030:001 DESC 'Job start or start of other work unit'

DEF TYPE 030:002 DESC 'Activity since previous interval ended'

DEF TYPE 030:003 DESC 'Activity for the last interval before step term'

DEF TYPE 030:004 DESC 'Step total'

DEF TYPE 030:005 DESC 'Job termination or term of other work unit'

DEF TYPE 030:006 DESC 'System address space'

.

.

DEF TYPE 070:000 DESC 'RMF processor activity'

DEF TYPE 070:001 DESC 'RMF CPU PR/SM and ICF activity'

DEF TYPE 070:002 DESC 'RMF cryptographic activity'

.

.

DEF TYPE 074:000 DESC 'RMF activity of several resources'

DEF TYPE 074:001 DESC 'Device activity'

DEF TYPE 074:002 DESC 'XCF activity'

DEF TYPE 074:003 DESC 'OMVS kernel activity'

DEF TYPE 074:004 DESC 'Coupling facility activity'

DEF TYPE 074:005 DESC 'Cache subsystem device activity'
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DEF TYPE 074:006 DESC 'HFS statistics'

.

.

DEF TYPE 080:000 DESC 'RACF processing'

.

.

DEF TYPE 088:000 DESC 'System logger data'

.

.

DEF TYPE 097:000 DESC 'Foreign enclave resource data'

.

.

DEF TYPE 115:000 DESC 'WebSphere MQ statistics'

DEF TYPE 116:000 DESC 'WebSphere MQ statistics'

.

.

DEF TYPE 118:000 DESC 'TCP/IP statistics'

DEF TYPE 118:001 DESC 'TCP/IP - TCP API initialization'

DEF TYPE 118:002 DESC 'TCP/IP - TCP API termination'

DEF TYPE 118:003 DESC 'TCP/IP - FTP client'

DEF TYPE 118:004 DESC 'TCP/IP - TN3270 client'

DEF TYPE 118:005 DESC 'TCP/IP statistics'

DEF TYPE 118:020 DESC 'TCP/IP - TN3270 server initialization'

DEF TYPE 118:021 DESC 'TCP/IP - TN3270 server termination'

DEF TYPE 118:070 DESC 'TCP/IP - FTP server append subcommand'

DEF TYPE 118:071 DESC 'TCP/IP - FTP server delete subcommand'

DEF TYPE 118:072 DESC 'TCP/IP - FTP server logon failures'

DEF TYPE 118:073 DESC 'TCP/IP - FTP server rename'

DEF TYPE 118:074 DESC 'TCP/IP - FTP server retrieve'

DEF TYPE 118:075 DESC 'TCP/IP - FTP server store'

.

.

DEF TYPE 249:000 DESC 'User record type 249 xF9'

DEF TYPE 250:000 DESC 'User record type 250 xFA'

DEF TYPE 251:000 DESC 'User record type 251 xFB'

DEF TYPE 252:000 DESC 'User record type 252 xFC'

DEF TYPE 253:000 DESC 'User record type 253 xFD'

DEF TYPE 254:000 DESC 'User record type 254 xFE'

DEF TYPE 255:000 DESC 'CA SYSVIEW'

DEF TYPE 255:002 DESC 'CA SYSVIEW Plot records'

                 FORMAT GSVZF002

DEF TYPE 255:003 DESC 'CA SYSVIEW Threshold Exceptions'

                 FORMAT GSVYF003

DEF TYPE 255:004 DESC 'CA SYSVIEW State Exceptions'         

                 FORMAT GSVZF004

DEF TYPE 255:024 DESC 'CA SYSVIEW CICS Exception'

                 FORMAT GSVYF024

DEF TYPE 255:025 DESC 'CA SYSVIEW CICS Transaction Summary'

                 FORMAT GSVYF025

DEF TYPE 255:027 DESC 'CA SYSVIEW CICS Transaction'

                 FORMAT GSVYF027

DEF TYPE 255:034 DESC 'CA SYSVIEW IMS Transaction Data'

                 FORMAT GSVPF034
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DEF TYPE 255:035 DESC 'CA SYSVIEW IMS Region Summary'

                 FORMAT GSVPF035

DEF TYPE 255:036 DESC 'CA SYSVIEW IMS Transaction Summary Data'

                 FORMAT GSVPF036

DEF TYPE 255:048 DESC 'CA SYSVIEW MQ Requests'

                 FORMAT GSVSF048

)EOF

External Line Commands
The ability to define external line commands lets you define your own line commands for any given display.

How External Line Commands Are Processed

When you define external line commands, understand the actions SYSVIEW takes to find the specified line command.
This understanding helps ensure that SYSVIEW locates and processes your line command.

With externally defined line commands active, the following process occurs when you enter a line command:

1. The user enters a line command on a specific data row.
2. The SYSVIEW display module invokes the line command subroutine LOCATE to search the following command types

in sequence until it locates the specified line command:
a. Internally defined line commands
b. Externally defined product, user, and system line commands
c. Primary commands (limited usage)

3. If no match is found, the following error message displays:

 GSVX156E Invalid line command - <linecmd>

 

Display the Available Line Commands

You can display externally defined line commands as follows:

• Display all externally defined line commands:
LISTLCMD

• Display only the externally defined line commands that are available for the current command:
??

The line command "??" is implemented using external line command definitions.

External Line Command Organization

The external line command definitions are organized into three categories:

Product definitions
Location: SYSVIEW.CNM4BPRM(GSVXLCMD)
Contains the external line command product definitions, which are internal and shipped with the product. Do not
alter data in this member.

User definitions
Location: USER.CNM4BPRM(LINECMDS)
Contains external line command definitions that an individual SYSVIEW user creates and are specific to that user.
This member contains example definitions that are inactive.
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System definitions
Location: SYSVIEW.CNM4BPRM.(LINECMDS)
Contains external line command definitions that the SYSVIEW administrator creates. These definitions are site
definitions and are available to all users. This member contains example definitions that are inactive

External Line Command Parts

An external line command entry contains the following parts:

• The external line command definition key
• The OPTIONS keyword
• The command string to be associated with the key

Define External Line Commands

An externally defined line command associates with an existing primary command.

Follow these steps:

1. Set default configuration options for external line commands.
The OPTIONS parmlib member sets the default configurations for all tasks. The OPTIONS parmlib member contains
the following configuration option for external line commands:

ExternalLineCommands
Specifies whether external line commands defined in the parmlib member LINECMDS are supported

2. Use the parameter library member LINECMDS to:
– Externally define line commands
– Associate the definition with an existing SYSVIEW primary command

The external line command is defined.

LINECMDS Parmlib Member

Use the LINECMDS parmlib member to define line commands externally and associate the definition with an existing
SYSVIEW primary command.

Code the following parameters on the first line of each definition:

• Command
• LineCmd
• Min

The LINECMDS parameter has the following syntax:

 Command.Screen... Linecmd. Min Command-String

  command.screen    linecmd  min <OPTS options> CMD string 

command
Specifies the name of the command to which this definition applies. This value is not case-sensitive.
Maximum Length: 8

screen
Specifies the screen name within a specific command. For most commands, the screen name is left blank. This
value is not case-sensitive.
Maximum Length: 8

linecmd
Specifies the external line command name. This value is not case-sensitive.
Maximum Length: 8
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min
Specifies the minimum allowable length of the external line command name. The minimum value is 1 and
maximum value is 8. Any other value is ignored.
Default: 3

options
Specifies the options to be associated with the entry. To indicate that option keywords are to follow, enter the
keyword OPTS before the option keywords.
The following are the valid options keywords:
PAD pad

Specifies a string to use during variable substitution when the field contains all blanks
XSYS

Indicates an XSSYSTEM entry, which is only used for cross-system data lines where the XSSYSTEM
name is different from the current system name

string
Specifies the command string. To indicate that a command string is to follow, enter CMD before the command
string.
The command string executes when the line command processes. Start the command string on the first or
second line of a definition. If the string requires multiple lines, use a continuation character. Start or continue the
command string in any column from 1 to 72.
Maximum Length: 250
When coding command strings, use these guidelines:

• Separate multiple commands using the command delimiter.
• Continue the command string by coding a continuation character as the last nonblank character on a line.
• Use the hyphen (-) continuation character when you do not want the leading blanks in the next record ignored.
• Use the plus sign (+) continuation character when you want the leading blanks in the next record ignored.
• Do not let the number of continuation records exceed 256 characters. Any excess characters are truncated

without any warning.

Examples: Parmlib member LINECMDS

The following example shows sample definitions:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

*Command. Linecmd. Min  CmdString

 ACTIVITY ENQUEUE    1  CMD ENQUEUE;SELECT RNAME EQ &F_JOBNAME

 ACTIVITY ENQUEUE    1  CMD ENQUEUE +

                        ;SELECT RNAME EQ &F_JOBNAME

 ACTIVITY ASID       8  CMD ASID &F_JOBNAME

 ACTIVITY ASID       8  OPTS XSYS CMD ACTIVITY;ASID &F_JOBNAME +

                        FIND &F_JOBNAME JOBNAME

 ACTIVITY CANCEL     1  CMD CONFIRM Cancel job: &F_JOBNAME +

                        ;ASCANCEL &F_JOBNAME +

                        NODUMP NOCONFIRM NOMSG

Code and Display Data or Variable Substitution

The command string can contain variables or symbolics. You can code and display data or variable substitution. Dynamic
variable substitution occurs at runtime.
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Follow these steps:

1. Code any SYSVIEW symbolic value as part of the command string.
2. Insert fields from the selected data row at runtime using specially named variables.

If a field or column with the name “columnheader” is found on the current screen, the data value for that column or field
from the selected row is used to replace the variable.
Field name coded for substitution:
&F_columnheader

&FLD_columnheader

3. Issue the SYSVIEW VLIST command to view the variables.
Your variables display for your review.

Request Command Confirmation

For certain commands, you can require command confirmation before the command is executed.

To request command confirmation, enter the following command as the first command within the command string:

CONFIRM 

When the command initiates:

• A positive confirmation is returned and the remaining portion of the command string is executed.
• Otherwise, the remaining portion of the command string is discarded.

Drill Down to the Next Command Level

When using a line command, you can link or drill down to the next command level. By default, the first command in the
command string is linked to and the associated screen displays, unless the command is a function command.

Function commands:

• Do not have associated screen displays
• Some display messages
• Some cause other screen activity to occur

Example function command: ASID

When the first command in a command string is a function command, such as ASID, insert a LINK command in front of
the next primary command.

Create Dynamic Command String Using REXX

An external line command definition can execute a REXX EXEC to create dynamically a command string to execute. The
information that is contained in the data fields is passed to the REXX EXEC. The REXX EXEC uses this data to determine
the nature of the command string to return.

Use the following syntax to create command string using a REXX EXEC:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 *Command. Linecmd. Min CmdString

  command  linecmd min CMD REXX execname parameters 

Examples:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

*Command. Linecmd. Min  CmdString.

 ACTIVITY TEST       8  CMD REXX ACTTEST &F_JOBNAME &F_TYPE
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Only one REXX invocation is allowed per definition, and it must be the first command string.

The REXX EXEC must return a string to execute. The string can contain multiple commands that are separated by the
command delimiter.

The returned result replaces the calling command string:

 REXX execname parameters

 

Product Variables
This section describes the use of product variables in parmlib members.

Variables in PARMLIB Members

You can use product variables in parmlib members. The variable name must be preceded with an '&' for variable
substitution to occur.

WARNING
If a system symbol is defined with the same name as a product variable, the product variable value is used.

The following table lists names and values of product variables.

Variable Name Value

G$BUILD <product build number>

G$FMID <SMP/E FMID>

G$Interface <API|BATCH|CICS|ISPF|LCL3270D|ROSCOE|TSO|VTAM|XSSI|
XSXI>

G$Release <product release number>

G$RRM <product release number (no decimals)>

G$SSID <subsystem ID>

G$UniqId <subsystem ID + release number>

G$VERSN <product version number>

G$XNAME SYSVIEW Performance Management

IPLDATE <IPL date>

IPLTIME <IPL time>

IPLTYPE <COLD|WARM|QUICK>

JESNODE <JES node name>

OSLEVEL <z/OS level>

OSNAME z/OS

PRIMASID <ASID number of the primary SYSVIEW address space>

PRIMJOBN <job name of the primary SYSVIEW address space>

ProfileID <profile ID>

RESDEVN <device number of the RES volume>

RESUNIT <unit type of the RES volume>

RESVOL <VOLSER of the RES volume>
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SMFID <SMF name>

SPLEVEL <z/OS SP level>

SYSDATE <system date>

SYSNAME <system name>

SYSTIME <system time>

USERID <user ID>

 

 

 

 

User Abend and Reason Codes
The following list provides the descriptions for the hexadecimal and decimal user abend and reason codes.

Get register save area errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

101 257 The register save area stack is empty. No register save areas are available.

Put register save area errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

201 513 The register save area stack is corrupt.

Free storage errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

301 769 The storage chain is corrupt.
302 770 The active command was not matched.
303 771 The temp storage stack is empty.
304 772 The caller was not in key 8.
305 773 The address to be freed was 0.
306 774 A request to free storage above 2G was made before memory object

initialization was completed.
307 775 A request to free storage above 2G was made. The element was found on the

allocated list.
308 776 The STORAGE RELEASE or FREEMAIN macro failed.
309 777 A request to free storage found that the owning TCB address was not matched.
30A 778 A request to free storage above 2G found that the owning TCB address was not

matched.
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Get storage errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

401 1025 The requested length is less than the minimum.
402 1026 The requested length is greater than the maximum.
403 1027 The STORAGE OBTAIN or GETMAIN macro failed.
404 1028 The caller was not in key 8.
405 1029 A request to get storage above 2G was made before memory object

initialization was completed.
406 1030 An unknown error occurred attempting to obtain GPVT storage.
407 1031 An obtain GPVT storage request failed because not enough storage was

available to satisfy the request.
408 1032 An obtain GPVT storage request failed because the requested length was less

than the minimum allowed.
409 1033 An obtain GPVT storage request failed because the requested length was

greater than the maximum allowed.
40A 1034 An obtain GPVT storage request failed because the IBM "IARV64

REQUEST=GETSTOR" macro failed.
40B 1035 An obtain GPVT storage request failed because the GPVT storage limit was

exceeded.

Job summary task errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

501 1281 No jobs found by the job summary task.

Storage truncation errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

601 1537 The storage chain is corrupt.
602 1538 The requested length is less than the minimum.
603 1539 The requested length is greater than the maximum.
604 1540 The caller was not in key 8.

Storage chain verification errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

801 2049 Temporary storage chain is corrupt.
802 2050 Permanent storage chain is corrupt.
803 2051 Grande control area is corrupt.
804 2052 Grande allocated storage chain is corrupt.
805 2053 Grande free storage chain is corrupt.
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Module release and build check errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

901 2305 The release of the interface driver module does not match the release found in
the common data area module.

902 2306 The release of the nucleus module does not match the release found in the
common data area module.

903 2307 Some other module release does not match the release found in the common
data area module.

Modify storage attribute errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

A01 2561 The storage prefix block does not contain the correct identifier.
A02 2562 The grande storage prefix block does not contain the correct identifier.
A04 2564 The caller was not in key 8.

Architectural level check errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

B01 2817 The architectural level is not z/Architecture or higher. This reason always uses
the default user abend code.

Recursion errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

C01 3073 Recursive entry in the storage get/free service module.

Storage query errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

D01 3329 The storage prefix block does not contain the correct identifier.
D02 3330 The grande storage prefix block does not contain the correct identifier.

Health check exit errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

1001 4097 The HCE address was not valid.
1002 4098 The HCE identifier was not valid.
1003 4099 The HCE event was not valid.
1004 4100 The HCE code was not valid.
1005 4101 The HCDE address was not valid.
1006 4102 The HCDE identifier was not valid.
1007 4103 The check module elapsed time limit exceeded.
1008 4104 The check module CPU time limit exceeded.
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Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

1009 4105 The HCE INIT code was received when not expected.
100A 4106 The HCE RUN code was received when not expected.
100B 4107 The HCE TERM code was received when not expected.

CPU time limit exceeded errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

1101 4353 The CPU time limit exceeded was detected by the standard CPU monitoring
routine. This limit is defined by the CpuTimeLimit parameter in the OPTIONS
parmlib member.

1102 4354 The CPU time limit exceeded was detected by AMBLIST interface module.
This limit is defined by the UtilTaskAmbListMaxCpu parameter in the OPTIONS
parmlib member.

zIIP enablement service errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

1201 4609 The zIIP index stack went negative.
1202 4610 The zIIP index stack was full.

Diagnostic and testing errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

1301 4865 An abend was forced in a module linkedited into the nucleus module.
1302 4866 An abend was forced in a REXX EXEC with the REXX ABEND() function.
1303 4867 An invalid ESR (ExtendedServiceRouter) code was passed to an ESR service

module.
1305 4869 An unexpected return code was received from a TGET macro. R2 is the TGET

return code.
1306 4870 An unexpected return code was received from a TPUT macro. R2 is the TPUT

return code.
1307 4871 The xxxXNPCS module encountered an RBTYPE value that is invalid or

unsupported. R4 contains the RBTYPE value.
1308 4872 An error occurred when calling a wait function.

Capture interface errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

1401 5121 The capture interface send screen routine was entered unexpectedly.
1402 5122 The capture interface get response routine was entered unexpectedly.
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Escape function errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

1501 5377 The escape function was not executed because the required escape address
was unavailable.

Early nucleus initial program load errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

1601 5633 Invalid module identifier found. This reason always uses the default user abend
code. The following 64-bit register contents are defined for this reason:
R2 - The module identification area address.
R5 - The module name.

1602 5634 Invalid module release or build found. This reason always uses the default user
abend code. The following 64-bit register contents are defined for this reason:
R2 - The module identification area address.
R3 - The module release.
R4 - The module build.
R5 - The module name.

Security initialization errors

Hex Reason Decimal Reason Description

1701 5889 The security environment could not be re-initialized.
1702 5890 The session enqueue could not be dequeued.
1703 5891 The session enqueue could not be established.

Contact Technical Support
This section contains information about identifying and resolving problems and contacting Broadcom Support.

Diagnostic Process

The following chart shows the process to follow when you have a problem with one of our software products. Each of
these procedures is detailed on the following pages.
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Collect Diagnostic Data

The following information is helpful in diagnosing problems that can occur:

• Control statements used to activate your product
• JCL used to install or activate your product
• Attach the output for the capture command of "CAPTURE DIAG0000"to the issue because it aids Broadcom Support

with resolving the issue.
• Relevant system log or console listings
• Relevant system dumps or product dumps
• List of other IBM or third-party products that are involved
• Manufacturer, model number, and capacity of your hardware
• Numbers and text of IBM or Broadcom error messages associated with the problem
• Names of panels where the problem occurs
• Listings of all fixes applied to all relevant software, including:

– The dates when fixes were applied
– Fix numbers
– Names of components to which fixes were applied

• Short description of the problem

Interpret Diagnostic Data

When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions:

1. What was the sequence of events before the error condition occurred?
2. What were the circumstances when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
3. Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
4. Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new release of the software was installed?
5. Have you recently installed a new release of the operating system?
6. Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives, and so forth) changed?

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.

Access the Online Client Support System

The Broadcom Support web site contains an extensive Knowledge Base that lets you retrieve many types of product-
related information with a single search. The support site also provides full product downloads and an easy-to-use
Suggestion Box for you to submit enhancement ideas for your licensed products.

The features of the support site include:

• Solution downloads
• Broadcom Support issue management
• License key downloads
• Virus signature downloads
• Product-specific FAQs
• Product documentation downloads
• Newsgroup open forums
• E-News newsletters
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Requirements for Using the Support Site

With a current release of a browser and without logging in, you have access to a considerable amount of information
about the website. This access includes access to FAQs, published solutions (for channel products only), compatibilities,
virus signatures, news, user group information, and support services, and to perform general Knowledge Base searches.

When you log in, you have for full access to all the services related to your licensed products. These services include
published solutions, license keys, newsgroups, Hyper Subscriptions, product and documentation downloads, and issue
management. These areas require that you are a registered Broadcom Support user.

If you enrolled through AccountConnect, you can log in to the support site using your AccountConnect digital certificate
rather than entering a login name and password. However, this works only on the PC where the digital certificate resides,
and only if you are using Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5 or later. To access the support site from another PC, or if you are
using Netscape Navigator, provide your login name and password.

TLC Total License Care

Many of our software solutions use license keys or authorization codes to validate your hardware configuration. If you
need assistance obtaining a license key or authorization code, contact the TLC: Total License Care group through
Broadcom Support.

Call Broadcom Support

For further technical assistance with this product, Broadcom Support is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. You
can obtain a complete list of locations and telephone numbers on the Broadcom support site.

If you are unable to resolve the problem, have the following information ready before contacting Broadcom Support:

• All the diagnostic information described in Collect Diagnostic Data.
• Product name, release number, operating system, and genlevel.
• Product name and release number of any other software you suspect is involved.
• Release level and PUTLEVEL of the operating system.
• Your name, telephone number and extension (if any).
• Your company name.
• Your site ID.
• A severity code. This code is a number (from 1 to 4) that you assign to the problem. Use the following to determine the

severity of the problem:
1

A "system down" or inoperative condition
2

A suspected high-impact condition associated with the product
3

A question concerning product performance or an intermittent low-impact condition associated with the product
4

A question concerning general product use or implementation

Product Releases and Maintenance

We request that customers operate only under currently supported versions of the product.

Customers with current maintenance agreements also receive ongoing product maintenance. When a new release of the
system is available, a notice is sent to all current customers.
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Request Enhancements

Broadcom welcomes your suggestions for product enhancements. All suggestions are considered and acknowledged.
You can use either of two methods to request enhancements:

• Enter your request through the Case Management option at Broadcom Support.
• Ask your Account Manager to initiate the request for you.

Event Integration with Other Broadcom Products
This section contains information about sending event notifications to other Broadcom products, such as OPS/MVS and
Service Desk Manager.

Integrate with OPS/MVS Event Notification
To integrate SYSVIEW with OPS/MVS Event Notification, follow the procedures in this article.

When an exception alert within SYSVIEW is triggered based on a defined threshold or state rule, multiple actions can be
taken. One action is to send an event notification to OPS/MVS.

Traditionally, events are triggered by processing console messages. Console messages are processed by )MSG events.
Using the event notification action can reduce the number of console messages and the overhead associated with
processing the messages.

Enable Event Notification

To enable the event notification process, set the following options in the configuration parmlib members. The action to
generate an event notification is specified on each threshold or state rule definition. This can be coded as a default for all
rules or specifically on each definition in the threshold and state definition parmlib members.

The configuration options enable the event notification process. The events will be processed by OPS/MVS )API events.

• To enable notification of MVS, MQ, IMS, JVM, and TCP/IP exception data, update the SYSDATA member as specified
in the following code:
Member: SYSVIEW.DEV.BASE.PARMLIB.SYSTEM(SYSDATA)

Configuration Option                      Value

----------------------------------------  ----------

OPSMVS-EVENT-NOTIFICATION                 Yes

• To enable notification of CICS exception data, update the SVWCOPTS member as specified in the following code:
Member: SYSVIEW.DEV.BASE.PARMLIB.SYSTEM(SVWCOPTS)

Configuration Option                      Value

----------------------------------------  ----------

OPSMVS-EVENT-NOTIFICATION                 Yes

API Events

The event notification will trigger a specific )API event.

All API REXX variables have a data type of CHARACTER, with the exception of the API.COLOR variable. The
API.COLOR value is binary.

All API REXX variables are READ-ONLY.

Event Notification Variables
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The following table describes the REXX variables that are available for MVS event notification:

REXX Variable Value

API.APPLICATION SYSVIEW

API.VERSION Current release

API.LEVEL Service Pack/Build

API.ID The API.ID is subsystem-specific:
• MVS

)API CAGSVX0001
• IMS

)API CAGSVP0001
• JVM

)API CAGSVO0001
• MQ

)API CAGSVS0001
• TCP/IP

)API CAGSVN0001

API.COLOR Alert color
• x'00' - Default
• x'01' - Green
• x'02' - Blue
• x'03' - Red
• x'04' - White
• x'05' - Pink
• x'06' - Yellow
• x'07' - Turquoise

API.PLEXNAME Plex name

API.SYSTEM System name

API.OWNER Owner name
• MVS
• IMS
• JVM
• MQ
• TCP

API.GROUP Metric resource group

APISUBGROUP Metric resource subgroup

API.RULETYPE Exception rule type

API.METRIC Metric name (32 characters)

API.METRICALIAS Metric alias name (8 characters)

API.RSCESCOPE Resource scope

API.RSCENAME Resource name

API.RSCEQUAL Resource qualifier

API.RSCEATTR Resource attributes

API.OLDSTATUS Old metric status

API.STATUS New metric status
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REXX Variable Value

API.ELAPSED Elapsed time since notification

API.VALUE Metric value

API.WARNING Exception warning limit value

API.PROBLEM Exception problem limit value

API.DESCRIPTION Metric description

API.TEXT Exception message text

Compatibility REXX variables for previous users:

REXX Variable Value

API.SUBSYSTEM Owning subsystem name (same as owner)

API.NAME Metric name (8 characters)

API.JOBNAME Jobname

API.ASID ASID

API.JOBID JES job ID

API.QMGR MQ Queue manager if owner = MQ

API.IMSID IMS subsystem ID if owner = IMS

API.TCPIP TCP/IP stack jobname if owner = TCP

API.RESOURCE Resource name

API.TEXT has the following format:

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem owner 8

03 Metric group 8

04 Metric subgroup 8

05 Metric name 32

06 Metric alias name 8

07 Resource scope 16

08 Resource name 64

09 Resource qualifier 16

10 Resource attributes 32

11 Old metric status 8

12 New metric status 8

13 Elapsed time since notification 8

14 Metric value 12

15 Exception warning limit 8

16 Exception problem limit 8
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Parameter Contents Max Length

17 Exception rule type 8

18 ASID 4

19 JES job ID 4

Example CICS Event Notification

This example format shows the first line of a CICS event notification API event.

)API CAGSVY0001

The available REXX variables for CICS event notification are:

REXX Variable Value

API.APPLICATION SYSVIEW

API.VERSION Current release

API.LEVEL Service Pack/Build

API.ID CAGSVY0001

API.COLOR Alert color
• x'00' - Default
• x'01' - Green
• x'02' - Blue
• x'03' - Red
• x'04' - White
• x'05' - Pink
• x'06' - Yellow
• x'07' - Turquoise

API.PLEXNAME Plex name

API.SYSTEM System name

API.OWNER Owner name

API.GROUP Metric resource group

API.SUBGROUP Metric resource subgroup

API.RULETYPE Exception rule type

API.METRIC Metric name (32 characters)

API.METRICALIAS Metric alias name (8 characters)

API.RSCESCOPE Resource scope

API.RSCENAME Resource name

API.RSCEQUAL Resource qualifier

API.RSCEATTR Resource attributes

API.OLDSTATUS Old metric status

API.STATUS New metric status

API.ELAPSED Elapsed time since notification

API.VALUE Metric value
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REXX Variable Value

API.WARNING Exception warning limit value

API.PROBLEM Exception problem limit value

API.DESCRIPTION Metric description

API.TEXT Exception message text

Compatibility REXX variables for previous users:

REXX Variable Value

API.NAME variable metric name

API.RSCE1 associated resource

API.RSCE2 associated resource

API.TEXT has the following format:

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem owner 8

03 Metric group 8

04 Metric subgroup 8

05 Metric name 32

06 Metric alias name 8

07 Resource scope 16

08 Resource name 64

09 Resource qualifier 16

10 Resource attributes 32

11 Old metric status 8

12 New metric status 8

13 Elapsed time since notification 8

14 Metric value 12

15 Exception warning limit 8

16 Exception problem limit 8

17 Exception rule type 8

18 ASID 4

19 JES job ID 4

20 Transaction ID 4

21 Task number 8

22 Terminal ID 4

23 User ID 8
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Integrate ZAB with OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation
The integration with OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS) lets ZAB send status events to OPS/
MVS. OPS/MVS and ZAB users can view the status events in the OPS/MVS Console.

Also, system programmers and system administrators can use the OPS/MVS System State Manager (OPS/MVS SSM) to
automate the process of starting and stopping the ZAB address space.

OPS/MVS SSM lets users create policies that automate the startup and shutdown of ZAB without writing code. For more
information, see the OPS/MVS documentation.

Integration with OPS/MVS requires only ZAB. ZAB must be installed, configured, and deployed to enable the integration.

You can integrate OPS/MVS when you install ZAB initially or after ZAB was installed and is running. If you did not
integrate OPS/MVS when ZAB was installed initially, follow these steps to perform the integration:

1. Edit the ZABPROC JCL for each of the ZAB run-time instances that you want to integrate with OPS/MVS.
2. Modify the CCSOPJEX_JAR_PATH property as required. For more information, see OPS/MVS Integration Properties

in z/OS APM Bridge Configuration Properties.
3. Save ZABPROC.
4. Restart the ZAB runtime instances. Issue the following command for each instance:

P ZABPROC

S ZABPROC

OPS/MVS integration is complete.

The following table contains the status events on which OPS/MVS can report.

OPS/MVS Status Event Reason Action

State of ZAB is STARTING. ZAB Application started. None
State of ZAB is UP. ZAB connected to CCS Data Mover and

APM Kafka successfully.
None

State of ZAB is STOPPING. ZAB stopped because it cannot
communicate with CCS Data Mover.
Or, ZAB stopped because it cannot
communicate with APM Kafka.

Analyze the CCS Data Mover log files.
Correct any errors or warnings that display.
Restart CCS Data Mover.
Analyze the APM Kafka log files. Correct
any errors or warnings that display. Restart
APM Kafka.

State of ZAB is DOWN. ZAB stopped successfully; normal
shutdown.

None

Integrate with Service Desk Manager
Service Desk Manager Integration for z/OS (CAISDI) is a part of Common Components and Services (CCS) used by
SYSVIEW for interfacing with Service Desk Manager.

The integration lets SYSVIEW automatically open Service Desk Manager requests for unexpected product ABENDs,
providing your organization with an instantly recorded notification of the problem. The notifications let you quickly address
the problem before causing more serious problems with SYSVIEW that could impact your ability to monitor system
performance efficiently.

For information about customizing CAISDI to integrate with SYSVIEW, see Service Desk Manager Configuration in the
CCS documentation.
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Reporting
View information about using the SYSVIEW Explore Report Writer and the Easytrieve Reporting Service.

Explore Report Writer
Use Explore Report Writer to create reports by retrieving data from SYSVIEW records and from various SMF
records and RMF records.

Easytrieve Reporting Service
Use the Easytrieve Reporting Service to create reports by retrieving data from SMF records that SYSVIEW
produced, and from various MVS components and RMF components.

Using Explore Report Writer
This article explains how to use history reporting commands and variables with the SYSVIEW history reporting
subsystem, Explore Report Writer, to create reports.

The person using Explore Report Writer to create reports must have these qualifications:

• Functional knowledge of z/OS, CICS, AUDIT, IMS, and MQ
• Ability to edit a file and access SMF records

What is History Reporting?

The SYSVIEW history reporting subsystem, Explore Report Writer, lets you produce z/OS, CICS, AUDIT, IMS, and MQ
graphic and tabular reports. The reports are produced from the performance data that is collected by SYSVIEW data
collectors. With these reports, you can study long-term resource usage or can detect and analyze unusual events.

The Report Writer reports on many CICS activities, such as transaction use, maximum terminal response time through
the SYSVIEW Option for CICS. You control the time that each detail line in a report represents and the time frame that a
report covers.

The Report Writer lets you access the information that you want, at the level of detail you indicate. With one pass through
the historical data, you can create up to 50 reports, each covering a different time period.

Report Writer Concepts and Terminology

This section describes the major concepts and terminology that let you use the Report Writer more efficiently.

Report Writer commands
Used with JCL to produce reports. Report Writer commands include global commands and report commands.
Examples: INPUT, RUN, PLOT, EACH, TITLE1

Types of Report Writer commands include the following:

Global commands
Affects all reports in a run.
Examples: COUNT, INPUT, RUN

Report commands
Affects only a single report. Report commands include primary report commands and secondary report
commands.
Examples: PLOT, EACH, TITLE1

Types of Report commands include the following:
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Primary report commands
Defines the type of report to generate.
Examples: PLOT, TAB2

Secondary report commands
Alters or enhances a report.
Examples: EACH, FROM, TITLE1

The Report Writer commands can contain the following parts:

Operands
Keywords that are specified with commands or variable options that affect the content or structure of a report.
Different commands and variable options have different operands.
Example: Partial INCLUDE syntax
INCLUDE [day] 

INCLUDE SATURDAY

Saturday is the operand.

Variables
Structured keywords that specify what the report is about.
Examples: The following keywords include transaction usage and terminal response.
TRAN USE, TERM RESP

Variable options
Keywords that change the type of data a variable represents or the format of that data.
Examples: AVeraGe, FORMAT, RATE

ID options
Keywords that change the scope of the data that a variable represents or organizes the data in a tabular or
flashback report by a resource type.
Examples: TRANID, TERMID, USERID

Identifiers
Either the name of a resource or a generic specification of a group of resources that a report or variable is limited
to. Identifiers are specified following ID options.
Examples: MYTRAN, ¬OPER1, TERM1+, CICS*

Syntax Conventions

Command syntax is shown using the following conventions:

Uppercase letters
- Uppercase letters indicate that you must enter the entire word.
Sample Syntax:
PLOT

Sample Entry:
PLOT

Lowercase italics letters
- Variables are presented in lowercase italics letters. Substitute specific information for each variable.
Sample Syntax:
PLOT variable idoption(identifier)

Sample Syntax:
PLOT TRAN USE TRANID(CINQ)

In JCL, italics indicate user-supplied information. For example, the following line appears in the JCL for creating
reports using tape log file data.
INPUT(filename)
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When filename is italicized, do not type filename. Instead, replace it with the filename of your tape log file, as
explained in the JCL description.

Mixed case
- Mixed case indicates that you can enter the uppercase portion or the entire word.
Sample Syntax:
PerCenT

Sample Entry:
PCT

{ }
- Braces enclose options that you are required to enter. Enter exactly one of the items listed vertically. Enter one
or more of the items that are listed horizontally.
Sample Syntax:
SCALE({mX},{n},{COMMON})

Sample Entry:
SCALE(3X,COMMON)

[ ]
- Brackets enclose options that you are not required to enter. Enter one or none of the options that are
listed vertically. Enter more than one of the options listed horizontally, in the order indicated.
Sample Syntax:
[HDR1(text)] [HDR2(text)] [FOR n] [TOP n] [BOTTOM n]

Sample Entry:
HDR2(Rate) TOP 5

( )
- Parentheses indicate that you must enter parentheses around the item as shown.
Sample Syntax:
[SCALE({mX},{n},{COMMON})]

Sample Entry:
SCALE(3X)

|
- An or-sign indicates a choice between related items. Enter only one of the items.
Sample Syntax:
PGMSTOR=NO|YES

Sample Entry:
PGMSTOR=NO

__
- Underscoring indicates the default. If you want only the underscored parameters of a command, you do not have
to specify the command.
Sample Syntax:
OPTION {(ECHO=YES) }{(ECHO=NO) }

Sample Entry:
You need no command to specify:
OPTION(ECHO=YES)

...
- An ellipsis indicates that the preceding item can be continued.
Sample Syntax:
TAB variable [AND,...]
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Apply Syntax Conventions

To help you apply command syntax in context, this section explains valid and invalid ways to enter the PLOT command.

The PLOT command has the following format:

PLOT variable [options] [ALONE] [SCALE({n},{mX})] [CHAR1(x)] [CHAR2(x)]

This table shows invalid entries of the PLOT command, explains why they are invalid, and shows a sample corrected
entry:

Invalid Entry Segment Reason the Entry Is Invalid Corrected Entry Segment
PLOT variable The word variable is in lowercase italic

letters. Replace variable with a particular
variable name.

PLOT TRAN USE

PLOT TRAN USE SCALE mX and n are listed horizontally in braces,
indicating that you must include at least one
of them when you use the SCALE operand.

PLOT TRAN USE SCALE(50)

PLOT TRAN USE CHAR1 * x is in parentheses. Include the
parentheses with each parenthetical option
you specify.

PLOT TRAN USE CHAR1(*)

Command Syntax Rules

History reporting commands must follow certain syntax rules. When the Report Writer encounters a syntax error, it does
the following tasks:

• Displays a dollar sign ($) underneath the unexpected word or character
• Includes a message about a possible cause
• Continues to read commands to look for more syntax errors
• Does not generate a report

Note the following points when writing history reporting commands:

• Commands and their operands can be entered in either uppercase or lowercase letters.
• Each command must go on a new line. Do not enter more than one command on a line.
• Commands must be the first (leftmost) word on a line. You can start a command in any column, but it must be the first

word on the line.
• If you run out of space on one line for a command and its operands, continue it on the next line. To continue on the

next line, type a comma after the last (rightmost) word on the line. You cannot split words with a continuation comma or
a hyphen. When you continue a command, start the continued part of the command in any column, as long as it is the
first (leftmost) word on the line.

• Separating operands and commands by blanks, commas, or parentheses let them be considered separate words. Use
one or more blanks to separate all words that are not separated by commas or parentheses. If you must use commas
or parentheses, you do not have to separate words with blanks. Multiple blank spaces are treated as single blank
spaces. You can type as many blanks as you want between words.

• Blank lines are ignored. You can include blank lines anywhere, in any number, even between a command and its
continuation.

• Control statements are processed in the order in which they are read. Reports are printed in the order you request
them.

• Any line whose first (leftmost) nonblank character is an asterisk (*) is a comment. The asterisk can be in any column.
Anything after the asterisk is ignored.

• You can embed comments anywhere except between a command and its continuation lines. You cannot continue a
comment with a continuation comma; to continue a comment, repeat the asterisk for each line of the comment.
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Plan Your Reports
Before you create a report, plan what to include in your report, how you want it to look, and the time period.

Plan a Report

Follow these steps:

1. Decide whether to use short- or long-term data for your report. For short-term data, use records extracted from the
current SMF file. For long-term data, use the collected performance data records or the archived SMF data.

2. Decide whether to use one of the Report Writer sample (predefined) reports.
3. Decide what format you want for the report: tabular, plot, graph, or historical (flashback). The format determines the

primary report command that you use.
4. Decide the information that you want in the report, for which resources you want this information, and how you want

the information that is ordered and formatted. For example, you might want to create a tabular report showing all
transactions, in alphabetical order, how many times each transaction was used, and the average transaction lifetime.
To select this information, use variables, variable options, ID options, and identifiers.

5. Decide the type of data that you want to examine and supply that type of data to the program. For information about
the type of data each record type contains, see Administrating.

6. Decide how to tailor your report using secondary commands. Such commands can limit the period a report covers,
group the resources included in the report, or can assign the report a descriptive title.

About Sample Reports

The Report Writer includes various predefined or sample reports. Sample reports are easy to use because the commands
are already written for you. The Report Writer shows you the commands and lets you tailor them in certain ways. When
you are more experienced with the Report Writer, write your own report commands to create reports that more precisely
suit your requirements.

Types of Report Formats

If you decide not to use a sample report, write the commands to produce your report. You can generate reports in four
formats:

Tabular Reports
Displays information in a table format. Use this type of report to compare many variables at once.

Plot Reports
Shows the values of one or two variables across time. For example, you can print a report that shows the hourly
CPU usage of your system.

Graph Reports
Shows values in graph form, which have a similar format to plot reports. Graph reports, however, break down
resource usage by identifiers (transaction, terminal, user) within the period or periods specified. This breakdown
can produce specific information, such as how often a certain transaction was used during peak periods.

Historical Reports
Presents a formatted listing of system events in the order they occurred. You can use historical reports to discover
the source of a recent problem by using data from either the historical file or the log file.

Types of Information to Include

After you determine the format of the report, decide what information to include and for which resources you want the
information. Specify this information as follows:
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• To specify what information you want, and in what format, use variables and variable options. For example, you
can create a report showing transaction use, and you can have this information that is presented as the number of
occurrences or as percentages.

• To specify the resources about which you want information, use ID options and identifiers.

Variables

Use variables to specify what information you want to be included in a report, and in what order.

For example, the following command produces a report that plots the number of transactions that are executed on your
system, which uses the variable TRANSACTION USE.

PLOT TRANSACTION USE

Variable Options

Use variable options to change the type of data a variable represents or the format of that data. For example, by default,
the variable TRANSACTION USE gives the number of transactions executed. To plot the rate at which transactions were
executed, you can use the variable option RATE with this variable:

PLOT TRANSACTION USE RATE

ID Options and Identifiers

Use ID options and identifiers to specify which resources you want to include in a report. You can specify ID options and
identifiers with variables or with commands, as follows:

• You can limit a variable to certain individual resources by specifying an ID option and one or more identifiers with the
variable.
For example, the following command plots the number of times the transaction CINQ was executed, which includes the
ID option TRANID and the identifier CINQ:
PLOT TRANSACTION USE TRANID(CINQ)

• You can limit an entire tabular, historical, or graph report to resources of a given type by specifying an ID option with
the report command. You can further limit the report to individual resources of that type by specifying identifiers with
the ID option.
For example, the following command generates a tabular report showing:
– The number of times the transactions CINQ and PINQ were executed
– The average lifetime of each
TAB TRANID(CINQ,PINQ) TRANSACTION USE AND TRANSACTION LIFE

How to Further Tailor Information

You can further tailor the report by using secondary report commands.

For example, use the commands TO and FROM to limit a report to only those transactions that were executed between
9 and 11 a.m. on June 1. You can also use the EACH command to define the period each detail line in a report is to
represent, and you can use the TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 commands to specify a multiline title for the report.

Write a Report
Before you start writing reports, follow the general process for writing and submitting any history report or series of
reports.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a job stream. Use the following sample job stream to write reports:
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//SAMPJCL  JOB  ('xxxxxxx'),'EXPRPT',MSGCLASS=A,CLASS=A,

 //             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),NOTIFY=&SYSUID

 //*

 // SET SYSVIEW='sysview.highlevel.qualifier'

 //*

 //REPORT   EXEC PGM=XPFRMAIN,REGION=4M

 //STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SYSVIEW..CNM4BLOD

 //ERPTPRM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SYSVIEW..CNM4RSAM

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //TAPSMF   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=smfdata

 //SYSIN    DD *

 TAB DATETIME,

 TRANID,

 CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION USE

 EACH 30 MINUTES

 END

 RUN

 /*

 

2. Add optional parameters to your EXEC statement.
The following sample shows EXEC statement:
// EXEC PGM=XPFRMAIN,REGION=4M,PARM=['CASE=UPPER'] 

                                    ['DATAONLY=[YES]'] 

                                    ['DATEFRMT={MM/DD/YY|DD/MM/YY}'] 

                                    ['ECHO={YES|NO}'] 

                                    ['COPYRIGHT=NO']

This EXEC statement performs the following tasks:
CASE

- Forces all output to uppercase.
DATAONLY

- Prints only lines containing report data.
DATEFRMT

- Sets the date format.
ECHO

- Specifies whether to list report commands before printing the report.
COPYRIGHT

- Prevents the copyright statement from printing.
3. Write history reporting commands.

The following example shows the minimum commands necessary to write one report:
primarycommand [variable] 

  END 

RUN

A command can begin anywhere, as long as it is the leftmost word on the line.
4. Combine the history reporting commands with the job stream.
5. To use input from a tape file, mount the tape containing the file.
6. To use input from a SYSVIEW log stream, modify the TAPSMF DD to use the system logger exit:

 //TAPSMF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name, 

//          SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX, 
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//          'FROM=OLDEST,TO=YOUNGEST,LOCAL', 

//          'STATS,EXPAND,BACKWARD,NORDW'), 

//          DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=VB,LRECL=32756,BLKSIZE=32760)

 

7. Run the job stream created in step 4.

Report output is supported up to 1024 columns per line. If the output of a report exceeds 1024 columns, the following error
message is shown and the report terminates:

     ERPT235E NOT ENOUGH ROOM ON PAGE  

If directing SYSPRINT to a data set instead of SYSOUT, use a DCB that specifies an LRECL of 1024 to avoid truncation
of records or other output errors:

 //SYSPRINT DD DSN=report.output.dsn,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//         SPACE=(CYL,(10,5)), 

//         DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=1024)

 

Write One Report

The following shows the minimum commands necessary to write one report:

primarycommand [variable]

  END

RUN

primarycommand
Defines the type of report. For example, a tabular or plot report.

variable
Specifies one or more Report Writer variables.

END
Indicates the end of the current report description.

RUN
Starts executing the report.

Write Multiple Reports

You can generate your report in more than one format. Use the following procedures to write multiple reports in a single
run.

Follow these steps:

1. End each set of report commands with the END command.
GRAF variable

END 

PLOT variable 

END

2. Specify the RUN command following the END command for the last report.
PLOT variable 

END 

RUN

Your graph and plot reports are run.
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Each historical report must be run as a single report in a separate run. You cannot specify another primary report
command (such as TAB or PLOT) in a job stream with the FLASHBACK command.

Example: Commands to Write GRAF and PLOT Reports

The following commands are the minimum commands to write a GRAF report and a PLOT report. Each GRAF and PLOT
report includes an END command.

GRAF variable

END

PLOT variable

END

RUN

Types of Reporting Commands
The Report Writer uses two types of history reporting commands:

You also use two special commands for the reports themselves:

END command
Tells the Report Writer that the report description is complete. Each report must end with the END command. After
the END command, you can start another report. For each new report, the variables that you set in the previous
report are no longer in effect. To use the same variables, enter them again. Values set by global commands,
however, remain in effect unless overridden by another command.

RUN command
Starts executing the reports that you described. When the Report Writer encounters RUN, it stops reading
your commands and starts writing reports. Commands after the RUN command are ignored; make RUN the
last command that is given to the Report Writer.

Global Commands

Global commands set values that stay in effect for all reports that are printed in one run. For example, if you use the
LINECOUNT command to tell the Report Writer how many lines are on one page, that number of lines applies to all
reports in that run.

You can insert global commands anywhere among the report commands. Except for the GLOBAL command, global
commands affect all reports in the run without regard to placement. The GLOBAL command affects only reports that come
after it.

The following list shows the history reporting global commands:

CARDLEN
Sets the number of characters in each line the Report Writer reads. CARDLEN is useful when you want the
Report Writer to ignore sequence numbers.

COUNT
Specifies the number of input records the Report Writer is to read. This command is useful for testing new reports.

DEFINE
Creates ID options and variables.

GLOBAL
Makes a command apply to all subsequent reports. This command helps you avoid duplicating code when you
create multiple reports.

GOTO
Causes the Report Writer to ignore all subsequent commands until the specified label is read.
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IF
Creates identifiers based on other identifiers, or resets existing identifiers.

INPUT
Defines the input files to use for the report.

LINECOUNT
Specifies the number of lines to print per page of the report.

OPTION
Specifies global report options:

• How dates, null identifiers, and zero values are represented
• Whether summary lines, storage statistics, or dumps are produced
• Whether messages are printed

RUN
Prints the reports.

Report Commands

Report commands apply to a single report and control what happens in a single report. These commands build a report by
telling the Report Writer what type of report to write, what variables to use, when to start the report.

These commands can be divided into two groups:

• Primary Report Commands
• Secondary Report Commands

Primary Report Commands

These commands define the, report type. Each report must contain one (and only one) of the following primary report
commands:

FLASHBACK
Prints detailed information about each transaction executed.

GRAF
Produces a graph report that shows the value of a variable for each resource of a single type; for example,
transaction, terminal, and user.

GRAF2
Produces a second graph under each graph line that is created by the GRAF command.

HPLOT
Produces a distribution plot of one variable against another.

INVOICE
Produces a tabular invoice report using the cost factors that you specify. This report includes a separate invoice
for each identifier included in the report and an optional summary for all identifiers.

MPLOT
Plots multiple variables across time.

PLOT
Plots a variable across time.

PLOT2
Creates a second plot below each plot line that is created by the PLOT command.

TAB
Produces a table of the values of the variables you specify.
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TAB2
Produces a second table for each row of a table that is created by the TAB command.

VPLOT
Plots a variable vertically across time.

VPLOT2
Plots a second variable on top of a plot that is created by the VPLOT command.

Secondary Report Commands

Following the primary report commands, you can include secondary report commands. Secondary report commands alter
or enhance the report.

For example:

• Use the secondary commands FROM and TO to limit the time range covered by a report.
• Use TITLE1 to define a title for the report.

The following list shows the secondary report commands:

COMMENT
Prints a comment at the bottom of each page of the report.

COST
Assigns cost values to resources for charge-back.

EACH
Defines a period from minutes to years in which to display or organize report data.

END
Indicates the end of the current report description.

EXCLUDE
Defines a time range to exclude from the report.

EXITRTN
Specifies the name of a user exit to call after each record is read and before processing.

FROM
Defines the starting date and time of the report.

GROUP
Combines resources into performance groups.

HEADER
Assigns a header to appear above the column headings in a tabular report.

INCLUDE
Defines a time range to include in the report.

PERIOD
Produces a summary of the plotted average activity of the resource.

PRTEXIT
Specifies the name of a user exit to call before each line is printed.

RANGE
Defines a value range for any variable.

SELECT
Restricts a report to the specified identifiers.
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SHIFT
Limits the report to a part of each day, typically a production shift.

TITLE1, TITLE2, TITLE3
Replaces the default title lines of a report with up to three lines of text you specify.

TO
Defines the ending date and time of the report.

Tailor Reports Using Secondary Commands
You can include specific information in your reports, such as shift information, by using secondary commands. To tailor a
report, insert the secondary commands before the END command of the report.

Example: Add a Shift to Your Report

The following example adds the SHIFT command to include only the hours from 8:00 a.m. to noon in the graph report.

GRAF variable  

 SHIFT 08:00:00 12:00:00

 END

  

 PLOT variable  

 END

 RUN

 

In this example, because the SHIFT command is not used with the PLOT command, the resulting plot report covers all 24
hours. To apply the same time restrictions to the plot report as you do to the graph report, include the SHIFT command
with the PLOT command.

Create Multiple Tailored Reports

You can use the same secondary command for each report you create. For example, if you are printing 10 reports, you
can use the SHIFT command with each primary report command to specify the period you want each report to cover.
Generally, you cannot use the same secondary command twice for the same report, even if you specify two different
periods. The exceptions to this rule are the COST, EXCLUDE, GROUP, INCLUDE, RANGE, and SELECT commands,
which can be repeated in the same report.

Examples: Incorrect and correct use of secondary commands in a stream.

Incorrect Command Stream
GRAF variable 

SHIFT 08:00:00 12:00:00 

SHIFT 13:00:00 17:00:00 

END 

  

PLOT variable 

 END 

  

 RUN

Corrected Command Stream
GRAF variable  

SHIFT 08:00:00 12:00:00 

END 
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GRAF variable 

 SHIFT 13:00:00 17:00:00

 END 

  

 PLOT variable 

 END 

  

 RUN

Reports with a File Type of CSV

You can save your report to a file type of CSV and can download the CSV report to a PC.

After the report is on the PC, you can further process and format your reports using a PC spreadsheet program. CSV
formatted reports can be only of type TAB, TAB2, and FLASHBACK. Reports with the option DATAONLY set to YES
cannot be saved as a CSV formatted report.

CSVGEN Utility - Convert Generated Reports to CSV Format
You can convert a TAB, TAB2, and FLASHBACK report that you have created to CSV format for use in a PC spreadsheet
program.

NOTE
Use OPTION(ZEROFLD=ZERO,PRINT=DATETIME) in your reports. The ZEROFLD option ensures that numeric
fields with a zero value do not appear as blanks in the CSV output. The PRINT option ensures that no lines
begin with blanks when there is repeated tabular data.

Usage of the CSVGEN Utility to Convert the Generated Report to CSV Format

Use the prepared sample job $CSVJCL, which is an extension of $SAMPJCL. The CSV formatted output is generated in
the second step of the $CSVJCL job:

//PARSE EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01

//SYSEXEC  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sysview.REPORT.SCSYSAMP

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=* 

//RWO      DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=1024)

//CSVIN    DD DSN=*.REPORT.SYSPRINT,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//CSVOUT   DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=1024)

//SYSTSIN  DD *

  CSVGEN CSVIN CSVOUT VS=, DS=.

/*

DD names:

RWO
Copies the original (source) report here

CSVIN
Specifies the source report, which is typically generated in the first step. However, you can also use a stored
report.

CSVOUT
Stores the CSV formatted report here

SYSTSIN
Invokes the conversion utility with all parameters
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$CSVJCL introduces a second job step, converting the report that is generated in the first step to a CSV formatted file.
CSV formatted reports contain only data and relevant headers, presented in the same order as in the source report.

The CSVGEN utility has the following syntax:

CSVGEN {<IN> <OUT>} [OPTIONAL PARAMETERS]

CSVGEN
Indicates the utility name

<IN>
(Required) The input ddname. Points to original (source) report which is being converted.

<OUT>
(Required) The output ddname. The report in CSV format is stored here.

[OPTIONAL PARAMETERS]
Some optional parameters can be used to tailor your CSV formatted output. These parameters are only one
character long.
VS=

Value Separator. This parameter changes the default value separator value.
Default: comma (,)
Example, to specify a semicolon use the following format:
VS=;

DS=
Decimal Separator This parameter changes the default decimal separator value.
Default: period (.)
Example, to specify a comma use the following format:
DS=,

Your report is converted to CSV format and ready to download to your PC.

Download CSV Formatted Reports
Several methods let you download generated CSV reports to a spreadsheet on a PC. You can store the report on your PC
as a pure text file with the extension .CSV.

To download the report from the mainframe to your PC, use any of the following methods:

• (Recommended) Use any suitable FTP client to download the report directly from the JES spool (if FTP access is
enabled).

• Copy and paste the report from your terminal emulator into a text editor on your PC.
• Save the CSV report into a data set and do either of the following tasks:

– Use the function Download file from your terminal emulator (if it is supported).
– Use any suitable FTP client to download the report (if FTP access to data sets is enabled).

Example: Download a CSV Formatted Report

This example shows how to download a CSV report directly from the JES spool using Windows built-in command-line FTP
client. Usage is similar in different FTP clients. Bold text indicates commands that you must enter; variable parts are in
italics.

C:\>ftp 

ftp> open server.organization.com 

Connected to server.organization.com.
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220- IBM FTP CS V1R11 at SERVER.ORGANIZATION.COM, 11:11:11 on 2011-11-11.

220 Connection will close if idle for more than 11 minutes.

User (server.organization.com:(none)): username 

331 Send password please.

Password: userpassword 

230 USERNAME is logged on. Working directory is "USERNAME.".

ftp> quote site filetype=jes 

200 SITE command was accepted

ftp> quote site jesjobname=* 

200 SITE command was accepted

ftp> quote site jesowner=jobownername  

200 SITE command was accepted

ftp> get  JOBxxxxx.6 c:\data\csvreport.csv

200 Port request OK.

125 Sending data set USERNAME.XML#A11.JOBxxxxx.D1111111.?

250 Transfer completed successfully.

ftp: 1111 bytes received in 0,11Seconds 11,11Kbytes/sec.

ftp> bye 

221 Quit command received. Goodbye.

Explanation of commands used in the example:

ftp
Invokes the ftp client.

open server.organization.com
Connects to specified server. Replace server.organization.com with the network address of the server you are
connecting to.

username, userpassword
Specifies the user name and password. Replace username and userpassword with valid user credentials.

quote site filetype=jes
Creates the connection to JES spool files.

quote site jesjobname=*
Uses all available jobs.

quote site jobowner=jobownername
Selects only the job of the specified user. Replace jobownername with the valid user ID of the job owner.

get JOBxxxxx.6 c:\data\csvreport.csv
Indicates that the client is ready to download the report.
JOBxxxxx.6

The client finds the report by job ID and extension. Job ID is formatted as JOBxxxxx where xxxxx is
the job number. The extension (in this example, the number six after the period) tells the client which
spool file to download. Spool files belonging to the specified job are numbered starting with one. In this
example, the CSV report would be the sixth spool file belonging to the specified job.

c:\data\csvreport.csv
Provides the fully qualified path where you want to store the report on your computer.
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bye
Closes the ftp client.

Commands
Some commands require you to specify at least one variable.

Some commands let you organize and limit the data by specifying one or more ID options. Specify ID options either with
the command or with the variables specified with the command.

This section describes Report Writer commands, including the syntax and options for each command.

CARDLEN Command - Set the Character Length
The CARDLEN command is a global command that sets the number of characters in each line that the Report Writer
reads. This command is useful when you want the Report Writer to ignore sequence numbers.

Entering CARDLEN once sets the line length for all reports in the run. Place this command as the first command in your
command stream; otherwise, the lines before it are treated as if they are 80 characters long.

CARDLEN nn  

nn

• Specifies the maximum number of columns (characters) per line that the Report Writer reads.
• Must be an integer less than or equal to 80.

Default: 80

Example: CARDLEN Command

The following command specifies that the Report Writer is to read 71 characters per line:

CARDLEN 71

COMMENT Command - Add a Comment Line
The COMMENT command creates a comment line at the bottom of each page of the report.

COMMENT commentline  

commentline
Provides the comment that you assign to the report. The comment can be up to 60 characters long. Every
character in the command line must be on the same line as the COMMENT command.

COPY Command - Copy Contents from ERPTPRM
The COPY command is a global command that copies the contents from a specified parmlib member into the report
SYSIN. COPY reads a member from the ERPTPRM DD. ERPTPRM points to the sysviewhlq.CNM4RSAM data set by
default. The COPY command is useful to copy the contents of a common set of data into several reports.

COPY member

• member
Specifies the name of a partitioned data set member to copy data from

Example: COPY Command
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The following command specifies that Report Writer is to copy the TEMPLATE member from the data set pointed to by the
ERPTPRM data set into the report SYSIN:

COPY TEMPLATE

COST Command - Provides Charge-back Statistics
The COST command makes charge-back statistics available for any resource. This list provides usage information for the
COST command:

• If you use the COST command with a variable you created using the DEFINE command, also specify the DEFERRED
operand.

• Use the variable REPORT COST TOTAL to create a column showing total cost for each row in your report.
• Use the variable REPORT COST DISTRIBution to create a column showing proportional total cost for each row in your

report. Use this variable only if you specified the DISTRIBution operand.
• Use the COST option with a variable to show its cost value, computed using the cost factor that you specify with the

COST command.
For example, specify a cost factor for the variable TRAN USE using the COST command. You could specify the
variable and option TRAN USE COST with the TAB command. The created column in the report shows the cost for
transactions for each identifier or period in the report.

• Use the command OPTION MONETARY=x to specify a one-character symbol for the monetary unit. The default
setting is the dollar sign ($).

COST [variable cost-factor [idoption(identifiers)]

      [RANGE(min,max)][SELECT(name)]] 

      [variable cost-factor [DEFERRED]] 

      [DISTRIBution value]

 

variable
Specifies any valid variable keyword. You can use variables that are defined with the DEFINE command when
you specify the DEFERRED operand.

cost-factor
Specifies the monetary value that is associated with this resource. This value can include up to five decimal
positions.

idoption(identifiers)
Includes any valid ID option that is specified with any valid identifiers.

RANGE(min, max)
Allows multiple cost factors for the same resource based on specified value ranges.
(min, max)

Defines the value range. Specify a separate COST command for each range.
SELECT(name)

Applies a period that is specified with an INCLUDE or EXCLUDE command.
name

Specifies the name that is assigned by the ID operand of the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE command. This
operand functions similar to the SELECT option.

For more information, see SELECT Option -- Specify a Time Period for a Variable.
DEFERRED

By default, the cost-factor is applied to the data immediately as each record is read. Specifying DEFERRED
causes the Report Writer to apply the cost factor after all the data has been read. If you specify DEFERRED, you
cannot specify the idoption, RANGE, or SELECT operands.
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DISTRIBution value
Creates a distributed cost report.
value

Defines the cost that you want the report rows to total.
Specify the REPORT COST DISTRIBution variable to include a column in your report. This report shows the
adjusted total cost for each row, with all rows adding up to the amount defined by value.

Example: Cost Commands

The COST commands in this example define the following cost factors:

• One cent per transaction
• 25 cents per CPU second consumed

COST TRAN USE    .01

COST TRAN CPU    .25

TAB TRANID TRAN USE                                   AND,

           TRAN USE  COST HDR1(TRAN USE)  HDR2(COST)  AND,

           TRAN CPU                                   AND,

           TRAN CPU  COST HDR1(TRAN CPU)  HDR2(COST)  AND,

           REPORT COST TOTAL

END

RUN

The TAB command uses the two cost factors, creating a tabular report with a column showing the value of each variable
for each transaction. The HDR1 and HDR2 operands assign those columns appropriate headings. The last variable,
REPORT COST TOTAL, creates a column that shows the sum of the costs for each row in the report.

COUNT Command - Define Number of Records
The COUNT command is a global command that defines a maximum number of input records to read for a report. After
the specified number of records are read, an end-of-file condition is forced.

Entering COUNT once sets the maximum number of input records to read for each report in the run. You can use this
command to experiment with new reports that can generate more output than you want.

If a FROM command is specified, the counting of records begins with the first record meeting the earliest time that is
specified in the FROM command. Otherwise, the counting of records begins with the first record read.

COUNT nnnnnn [SELECTED]

nnnnnn
Provides the maximum number of records to read.

SELECTED
Counts only records that pass at least one selection criterion when determining if nnnnnn records have been read.

Example: Count Command

The following command specifies that the Report Writer is to stop reading records after reading 50 records that meet any
selection criterion:

COUNT 50 SELECTED
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DEFINE Command - Define ID Options and Variables
The DEFINE command is a global command that creates ID options and variables for use in reports. Any variables or ID
options you define are in effect for all reports in the run.

IMPORTANT
When you use the DEFINE command to create variables, consider specifying the FORMAT variable option with
the variable in your report command. If you do not specify the FORMAT option, the decimal point is not included
in the variable values.

You can define variables and ID options from scratch, or can use existing variables or ID options as a template.

DEFINE ID|XID|XVAR

ID
Requests the definition of a new ID option using existing ID options.

XID
Requests the definition of a new ID option.

XVAR
Requests the definition of a new variable.

DEFINE XID, XVAR - Define New ID Options or Variables

Defining new ID options or variables without using existing ID options or variables lets you report on any data field that is
located in any supported record.

Use the following syntax to define new ID options or variables without using existing ID options or variables.

The syntax is shown with a continuation comma at the end of the first line.

DEFINE XID|XVAR name PRODUCT=EXPC RECORD=rectype,

                [SUBTYPE=subtype] OFFSET=data-offset  

                LENGTH=data-length,[TRIPLET=triplet-offset]

                [TYPE=data-type][HDR1=header1] [HDR2=header2]

                [MIN | MAX] [FORMAT(outputformat)]

XID
Requests the definition of a new ID option.

XVAR
Requests the definition of a new variable.

name
Specifies the name of the new ID option or variable being created. For DEFINE XID commands, name must be
a single word. For DEFINE XVAR commands, name must conform to the structure described in Tailor Reports
Using Variables.

PRODUCT
Identifies the product for which an ID option or variable is being defined. You can omit this operand if you use the
PRODUCT operand on the OPTION command.

rectype
Specifies the record type. To specify a value in hexadecimal, prefix the value with the letter x, for example,
RECORD=x3C. You can omit this operand if you use the RECORD operand of the OPTION command. For a
SYSVIEW record type, do not code the SMF type. Rather, code the SMF subtype on this parameter. For example,
for the CICS detail transaction record, 27 (which is the SMF subtype) would be coded here, not 255 (which is the
default SMF type for SYSVIEW SMF records).
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subtype
Specifies the record subtype. For a SYSVIEW record type, this parameter should be omitted.

data-offset
Specifies the offset to the data field from the beginning of the section. To specify a value in hexadecimal, prefix
the value with the letter x, for example, OFFSET=x3C.

data-length
Specifies the length of the data field. If you specify an XVAR with a type of BINARY, 3DEC, 6DEC, or NUMERIC,
the maximum length is 8 bytes. Character-type variables have no length restriction.

triplet-offset
Specifies the offset from the beginning of the section to the triplet information. To specify a value in hexadecimal,
prefix the value with the letter x, for example, TRIPLET=x3C.

data-type
Specifies data types for the DEFINE XID or DEFINE XVAR commands.

• Specifies one of the following data types for DEFINE XID commands:
BINARY
Indicates binary
CHARACTER
Indicates character
HEX
Indicates hexadecimal

• Specifies one of the following data types for DEFINE XVAR commands:
3DEC
Indicates a number with three decimal places
6DEC
Indicates a number with six decimal places
BINARY
Indicates binary. Default for DEFINE XVAR commands
CHARACTER
Indicates character
NUMERIC
Indicates decimal numbers in character format
HEX
Indicates hexadecimal
STCK
Converts a store-clock TOD field into mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss
STCK-DATE
Converts a store-clock TOD field into mm/dd/yy format
STCK-TIME
Converts a store-clock TOD field into hh:mm:ss format
STCK-TIMEM
Converts a store-clock TOD field into hh:mm:ss:mmm

header1
Specifies a string of up to eight characters to be used as the top column heading.
Default: Null string

header2
Specifies a string of up to eight characters to be used as the bottom column heading.
Default: Null string
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MIN|MAX
Use the MAX and MIN options to force a new variable that, by default, prints a count to print the minimum or
maximum value.

FORMAT
Use the FORMAT option to define the length of an output field or to specify how many decimal positions it
contains. For a description of output format, see Valid Variable Options.

DEFINE ID - Define Options Using Existing ID Options

When defining a new ID option, you can include multiple character strings or existing ID options, in any order. When
printed, components are concatenated without intervening spaces.

DEFINE ID newid [oldid [(start,length)]]  ['string']...

ID
Requests the definition of a new ID option.

newid
Provides the name of the new ID option you want to define.

oldid
Specifies the name of an existing ID option you want to be a component of the new ID option.

start,length
Specifies the starting position (start) and length (length) of the part of the existing ID option you want to include in
the new ID option. Use these variables if you do not want to include the entire existing ID option.

string
Defines a character string that you want as a component of the new ID option. Enclose the string in single quotes.
The string can be one or more characters long, and it can include or consist entirely of blanks.

DEFINE VAR - Define Variables Using Existing Variables

Define new variables using existing variables:

DEFINE VAR newvar = expression  

VAR
Requests the definition of a new variable.

newvar
Provides the name of the new variable you want to define.

expression
Assigns any arithmetic expression, the result of which is the value of the new variable. You can use the following
items to create the expression:

• Existing variables
• The MAX, MIN, TOTAL, and RANGE variable options
• Valid ID options
• Constants

Delimit all variables, operands, and parentheses with blanks. You can use the following operators in the
expression:
+ = Addition
- = Subtraction
* = Multiplication
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/ = Division
! = Exponentiation
( ) = Parentheses

Examples: The DEFINE Command

• Redefine the length of the ID option TRANID from eight characters to four, starting with position one:
DEFINE ID TRANID TRANID(1,4)

• Redefine the ID option PROGID to use only four characters, starting with position 3:
DEFINE ID PROGID PROGID(3,4)

• Create an ID option that is named MYKEY with components TRANID and TERMID and places a blank between the
two components:
DEFINE ID MYKEY TRANID ' ' TERMID

• Create the variable TRAN %CPUTIME by multiplying TRAN CPUTIME by 100 and then dividing by TRAN LIFETIME:
DEFINE VAR TRAN %CPUTIME= ,

 ( TRAN CPUTIME * 100 ) / TRAN LIFETIME

The continuation comma allows the command to be continued on a second line.
• Create the variable DCNTMAX that yields the maximum number of transient data sets used by any one transaction:

DEFINE VAR TRAN DCNTMAX = TRAN DCOUNT MAX

• Create the ID option KEY19, which is of record type 19, at offset X'14', of length 8, and of type hexadecimal:
DEFINE XID KEY19 PRODUCT=EXPC RECORD=19,

           OFFSET=X14 LENGTH=8 TYPE=HEX

The continuation comma allows the command to be continued on a second line.
• Create the variable TERM MYVAR:

DEFINE XVAR TERM MYVAR,

      PRODUCT=EXPC RECORD=19 OFFSET=X28,

      LENGTH=2 TYPE=HEX HDR2=myvar

The continuation commas allow the command to be continued on subsequent lines.

Define XID Options Using the List Command

Defining a new ID Option using the LIST command lets you display any text that you specify instead of displaying the SMF
record value.

To define a new ID option using the LIST command:

1. In LIST subcommand, specify the input-type, input-length, and continue with list of value-text pairs.
If a value read from RECORD= matches one from the LIST=, the corresponding text is used instead of this value.

2. Use the UNKW keyword at the end of the list. UNKW specifies the text to print when the SMF record field value does
not meet any of values in the list.

DEFINE XID name PRODUCT=EXPC RECORD=rectype,

            [SUBTYPE=subtype] [TRIPLET=triplet-offset],

            OFFSET=dataoffset [HDR1=header1],

            [HDR2=header2],

            LIST=(IT=input-type, IL=input-length,

                   value1,text1,

                   value2,text2,

                   value3,text3,

                  ...

                   valueN,textN,

                  [UNKW,unknown])
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For a description of the common keywords, see the section Define ID Options and Variables.

input-type
Specifies the data type of DEFINE XID command with LIST subcommand. Specify one of the following input
types:
BIN

- Indicates binary
DEC

- Indicates decimal value in PACKED format
NUM

- Indicates numeric value in character format
CHAR

- Indicates character
input-length

Specifies the length of the data field.
value1

Specifies the value in the SMF record corresponding to text1.
text1

Specifies text that prints in the report when value1 is met in the SMF record. Text is limited to 16 characters.
UNKW

Is a keyword, which is used for specify UNKW-unknown pair corresponding to all values that are not specified in
the list. Notice that if UNKW-unknown pair is not specified then blank is used for all unknown values.

unknown
Specifies text that prints when the value from SMF record does not match any from the list. Text is limited to 16
characters.

Example: Using Define XID Options Using LIST Command.

This example defines the IDoption OWNER from record type 255x4.

DEFINE XID XOWNER PRODUCT=EXPC RECORD=4,

       OFFSET=X78 HDR1=OWNER,

       LIST=(IL=1,IT=BIN,

              0,MVS,

              1,MQ,

              2,IMS,

              3,TCP/IP,

             UNKW,UNKNOWN)

TAB DATE SORT ALPHA STARTTIME SORT ALPHA XOWNER,

    COMMON STATE EXCEPTION STATUS

END

RUN

The following report generates:

           START      OWNER            

  DATE     TIME                 STATUS 

-------- ------------ -------- --------

07/01/09 00.53.54.005 IMS      HIGH    

         00.55.54.035 IMS      NORMAL  

         07.25.24.438 MVS      WARNING 
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         07.25.24.937 MVS      WARNING 

         07.25.24.951 MVS      WARNING

-------- ------------ -------- --------

-------- ------------ -------- --------

EACH Command - Define a Time Period
The EACH command defines a time period, from minutes to years, in which report data is organized. The effects of the
EACH command depend on the report type, as follows:

• With tabular reports, use the EACH command to define the time interval you want the table to repeat. Create a DAY,
DATE, or TIME column when you use the EACH command.

• Forplot reports, use the EACH command to define the time period represented by each line in the plot. You can plot
by the hour, day, week, or month using the EACH command. The default is one day.

• Graph reports break down activity by identifier during a given time period. If you do not specify an EACH command,
the result is a single graph for the whole time period that is covered in the report. The EACH command produces a
separate graph for each time period.

You must have the appropriate amount of data in your input file for the EACH value you specify. For example, you cannot
specify EACH YEAR if your input file has data for less than one year. If the input file does not have enough data, you
receive an incomplete report.

IMPORTANT
The Report Writer cannot report on a smaller time interval than the data in the input file. This limitation is
important when you use variables that use data that is collected at time intervals, such as interval variables. For
example, if the input file contains data that was logged at half-hour intervals, you cannot specify an EACH value
of less than 30 minutes. Generally, make the EACH value that you specify the same as, or a multiple of, your
system data collection interval. This warning does not apply to performance record data because such data is
not collected at specified time intervals.

By default, a week is Monday through Sunday. You can set the weeks to begin on a different weekday. If you specify the
EACH WEEK or EACH nnn WEEKs command, use the OPTION(WEEK=weekday) command to specify the first day of
your week.

EACH [time-period | RECORD] [AVERAGED] [SUMMARIZE]

time-period
Defines one of the following base time units.
nnn

Specifies the number of time intervals (up to 999) in the time unit you select.
MINUTE: nnn minutes
HOUR: nnn hours
DAY: nnn days
WEEK: nnn weeks
MONTH: nnn months
YEAR: nnn years
Default: DAY

RECORD
Defines the sample interval as each record, rather than as a time interval. This option is valid only for HPLOT
reports; if you specify EACH RECORD for any other report, the command is ignored.
If you specify EACH RECORD for an HPLOT report, then also use the SCALE operand to specify a scale for the
HPLOT variable.
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AVERAGED
Produces a report with one detail line for each period that is specified by the EACH command. The variable
values in each line represent the average value of the variable for that period for all the input data.
For example, if you create a tabular report and specify EACH 1 HOUR AVERAGED, the report includes 24 rows.
One row for each hour of the day. The first row would show the average value for each variable for the hour of
midnight to 1:00 a.m. for all the days of input data.
When you use the AVERAGED operand, the EACH value must be 24 hours or less.

SUMMARIZE
Similar to the AVERAGED operand, except that the data is totaled instead of averaged. Use this operand only
with variables that represent counts (not averages).
For example, if you specify EACH 1 HOUR SUMMARIZE for a tabular report, the report includes 24 rows, one for
each hour of the day. The first row would show the total value for each variable for the hour of midnight to 1:00
a.m. for all the days of input data.

Examples: EACH Command

To plot the value of a variable for each half-hour period:

PLOT variable

  EACH 30 MINUTES

END

RUN

To create a distribution plot using each record as the sample interval:

VPLOT variable1

HPLOT variable2 SCALE(nn)

  EACH RECORD

END

RUN

END Command - End a Report
Use the END command to end each report. Any commands after the END command are interpreted as applying to the
next report. Omitting the END command between reports causes Report Writer to issue a message that you are using
multiple report commands for one report.

END

Example: End Command

The following example shows the use of the END command:

TITLE1 REPORT1

  PLOT variable1 AND variable2

       FROM 02/01/11 00.00.01

       TO 02/15/11 23.59.59

  END

TITLE1 REPORT2

PLOT variable

 SHIFT 17:00:00 01:00:00

END

.

.

.
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RUN

EXCLUDE Command - Define Excluded Time Ranges
The EXCLUDE command defines time ranges to exclude from a report. You cannot use INCLUDE and EXCLUDE
commands in the same report. You can use multiple EXCLUDE commands to exclude multiple time ranges.

EXCLUDE [day] [time - time] [ID name]

        [date]

        [datetime - datetime]

        [month]

day
Specifies the day of the week. Valid values are: SUNday, MONday, TUESday, WEDnesday, THURsday, FRIday,
or SATurday.

time
Specifies the time of day in hh:mm:ss format.

date
Specifies the date in mm/dd/yy format.

ID name
Defines a name to be associated with a specific setting of the EXCLUDE command, for use with the SELECT
variable option.
For more information, see the SELECT variable option in Tabular Reports and the SELECT operand of the COST
Command.

month
Specifies the month. Valid values are: JANuary, FEBruary, MARch, APRil, MAY, JUNe, JULy, AUGust,
SEPTember, OCTober, NOVember, or DECember

Example: EXCLUDE Command

EXCLUDE SUNDAY

EXCLUDE 02/04/11

EXCLUDE 12:00:00 - 13:00:00

EXCLUDE FRIDAY 16:00:00 - 17:00:00

EXCLUDE 08:00:00 - 15:59:59 ID 1STSHIFT

EXCLUDE 16:00:00 - 23:59:59 ID 2NDSHIFT

EXCLUDE JULY

EXITRTN Command - Define User Exits
The EXITRTN command defines a user exit to call after each record is read and before the Report Writer processes the
record.

NOTE
One user exit, EXPGUX, is predefined for your use.

EXITRTN(user-exit)
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user-exit
Defines the name of the user exit.

FLASHBACK AUDITLOG Command - Generate Audit Report
The FLASHBACK AUDITLOG command lets you generate audit reports from event records.

Use the FLASHBACK AUDITLOG command to perform the following tasks.

• Generates detailed reports on event records that are created by the Audit Events component.
• Produces one line of output per record

To change the number of columns per line, specify audit ID options with the FLASHBACK LIST command.

Logs are listed in chronological order that is based on the time when the audit event occurred and cannot be sorted. You
can run flashback reports against the flashback file, the archive file, or a backup of the archive file (a log file).

IMPORTANT
Run each flashback report as a single report in a separate run. In other words, you cannot specify another
primary report command in a job stream with the FLASHBACK AUDITLOG command. For example, TAB, PLOT,
another FLASHBACK LIST, or FLASHBACK AUDITLOG command.

FLASHBACK AUDITLOG [idoption(identifiers)]

idoption(identifiers)
Includes resources that are specified by identifiers for an ID option. You can specify multiple ID options. The
FLASHBACK AUDITLOG command can generate enormous amounts of output when run against a large
input file. To avoid problems, use either the FROM and TO commands, the COUNT command, or the SELECT
command to limit the output.

Example: FLASHBACK AUDITLOG Command

The following FLASHBACK AUDITLOG command is specified with the AUDTYPE ID option and identifier. This report
shows only Console command records.

FLASHBACK AUDITLOG AUDTYPE(Console command)

END

RUN

A report that is similar to the following report is generated:

                       AUDIT        SYSTEM   SUBSYS    JOB      TASK   SECURITY PRODUCT    USER   TERMINAL

  DATE     TIME        TYPE          NAME      ID      ID       NAME    GROUP   RELEASE     ID       ID   

-------- -------- ---------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

05/29/09 19.59.59 Console command  MF99       GSVQ   STC05788 SCHEDULR            12.5   GSVXSCHT

05/29/09 19.59.59 Console command  MF99       GSVX   STC39650 SCHEDULR            12.0   GSVXSCHT

05/29/09 20.00.00 Console command  MF99       SYSV   STC27561 SCHEDULR            12.5   GSVXSCHT

05/29/09 20.00.00 Console command  MF99       GSVQ   STC05788 SCHEDULR            12.5   GSVXSCHT

05/29/09 20.00.00 Console command  MF99       GSVX   STC39650 SCHEDULR            12.0   GSVXSCHT

05/29/09 20.00.00 Console command  MF99       SYSV   STC27561 SCHEDULR            12.5   GSVXSCHT

-------- -------- ---------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

05/29/09 20.00.00                                                                        

-------- -------- ---------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------------  - --------

FLASHBACK LIST Command - Generate Transaction Report
The FLASHBACK LIST command:
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• Generates detailed reports on transactions
• Produces one line of output per transaction

You can change the number of columns per line by specifying variables with the FLASHBACK LIST command.

Transactions are listed in chronological order of ending time. You cannot sort flashback reports. You can run flashback
reports against the flashback file, the archive file, or a backup of the archive file (a log file).

WARNING
Run each flashback report as a single report in a separate run. In other words, you cannot specify another
primary report command in a job stream with the FLASHBACK LIST command. For example, TAB or PLOT or
another FLASHBACK LIST command.

NOTE
Only a brief description of the FLASHBACK LIST command is given here. For more information, see Historical
Reports.

FLASHBACK LIST [columns] [idoption(identifiers)]

 [variable [options][HDR1(text)] [HDR2(text)] [AND,  variable [options]

 [HDR1(text)] [HDR2(text)]]  [AND,...]] 

 

columns
Defines one or more of the following values, in any order, to indicate the first columns to appear in the report. Not
specifying any of these columns organizes the resulting report by region ID and time.
DATETIME - Creates columns for the date and time of the record.
DATE - Creates a column for the date of the record.
TIME - Creates a column for the time of the record.
DAY - Creates a column for the day of the record (MONDAY, TUESDAY, and so forth).
JOBNAME - Creates a column for the CICS job names.
You are only able to enter one of the following values: DATETIME, DATE, TIME, and DAY. The width of the output
page limits the number of columns that can appear in a report. Use one of these operands only if you specify the
variables to include in your report and limit their number. The number of variables you can specify depends upon
the width of the column for each.

idoption(identifiers)
Includes all the resources (or only resources that are specified by identifiers) for an ID option. You can specify
multiple ID options.

variable
Indicates any Report Writer variable. If you specify a variable, also specify at least one ID option.

options
Specifies any valid variable options or ID options. Each ID option that you specify must include at least one
identifier.

HDR1(text)
Overrides the default top heading for a column. Replace text with the new column heading. To remove the header,
replace text with a null string, for example, HDR1( ).

HDR2(text)
Overrides the default bottom heading for a column. Replace text with the new column heading. To remove the
header, replace text with a null string, for example, HDR2( ).

AND,
Signals that another variable is specified. The comma after AND lets you continue to the next line.
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NOTE
The FLASHBACK LIST command can generate enormous amounts of output when run against a large input file.
To avoid problems, use either the FROM and TO commands, the COUNT command, or the SELECT command
to limit the output.

Example: FLASHBACK LIST Command

The following FLASHBACK LIST command is specified with the DATETIME operand. The COUNT command, which is
specified with the SELECTED operand, limits the report to 15 transactions meeting either the FROM or the TO criterion
specified.

FLASHBACK LIST DATETIME TRANID TRAN LIFE AND,

                         TRAN I/OTIME    AND,

                         TRAN WAIT       AND,

                         TRAN SUSP       AND,

                         TERM I/OTIME    AND,

                         TRAN CPU

  FROM 12/06/10 21:00:00

  TO   12/06/10 22:00:00

  COUNT 15 SELECTED

END

RUN

FROM Command - Begin Time for Report
The FROM and TO commands specify the time period a report is to cover. The FROM command tells the Report Writer to
exclude data less recent than the specified date and time. The TO command tells the Report Writer to exclude data more
recent than the specified date and time. The TO date and time must be later than the FROM date and time.

How FROM and TO Relate to the Log and Historical Files

Reports cannot start earlier or cannot end later than the data in the input file used. The dates and times that your report
covers are printed at the top of each page, following the FROM and TO headings.

The FROM and TO commands relate to the log and historical files as follows:

• If the FROM and TO dates or times are outside the range of the data in the input file, the report covers the data in the
file closest to the dates and times specified.

• If no FROM and TO dates are specified, the report covers all records in the input file.
• If dates but no times are specified in the FROM and TO commands, the report covers all records within the specified

dates.

FROM time 

TO   time  

time
Specifies the date and time, in either of two formats

Actual Date and Time

The format for specifying an actual date and time is as follows:

mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss  
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mm/dd/yy
Specifies the date in integers, mm is the month, dd is the day, and yy is the year If a value is less than 10, include
a leading zero. For example, specify 03/05/11 instead of 3/5/11.
Enter dates in the format dd/mm/yy when:

• Your operating system uses the European date format.
• You specified the European date format using the DATEFRMT operand of the OPTION command

hh:mm:ss
Specifies the time in hours, minutes, and seconds You can use periods instead of colons (hh.mm.ss). The hours
are in military format, from 01 to 23 hours. The values for mm and ss cannot exceed 59. The default is 00:00:01.

Relative Date and Time

Specifying actual dates and times in a report you run frequently requires you to change those dates in the job every time
you run it. The alternative is to use the relative date and time format. This format creates reports that start or end a certain
number of minutes, hours, days, weeks, or months before the current date and time. The date and time you specify is
relative to the time that you run the report.

-n [MINUTES]

   [HOURS]

   [DAYS] [AT hh:mm:ss]

   [WEEKS] [AT hh:mm:ss]

   [MONTHS]

-n
Specifies the number of minutes, hours, days, weeks, or months to subtract from the time at which the Report
Writer starts running The number must be an integer, prefixed by a minus sign (-). You can specify zero (-0).

MINUTES
Subtracts n minutes from the time at which the Report Writer starts running The time is rounded down to the
nearest minute for FROM commands, and rounded up to the nearest minute for TO commands. If -n is zero (-0),
the Report Writer rounds the current time down to the nearest minute.

HOURS
Subtracts n hours from the time at which the Report Writer starts running The time is rounded down to the nearest
hour for FROM commands, and rounded up to the nearest hour for TO commands. If -n is zero (-0), the Report
Writer rounds the current time down to the nearest hour.

DAYS
Subtracts n days from the current date and time The result is rounded down to the nearest day for FROM
commands, and rounded up to the nearest day for TO commands. If -n is zero (-0), the Report Writer rounds the
date and time down to the start of the current day.

WEEKS
Subtracts n weeks from the current date and time The result is rounded down to the nearest week for FROM
commands, and rounded up to the nearest week for TO commands. A week begins on Monday morning at
00:00:00. If -n is zero (-0), the Report Writer rounds the date and time down to the start of the current week.

MONTHS
Subtracts n months from the current date and time The result is rounded down to the nearest month for FROM
commands, and rounded up to the nearest month for TO commands. If -n is zero (-0), the Report Writer rounds
the date and time down to the start of the current month.

AT hh:mm:ss
Begins (or ends) the report at the time that is specified by hh:mm:ss on the day the report is run. The value is
rounded down to the nearest day or week for both FROM and TO commands. Valid only with the DAYS and
WEEKS operands
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Examples:

Actual Dates and Times

To report from December 25 2010 at 8:00 a.m. to January 1 2011:

FROM 12/25/10 08:00:00

TO   01/01/11 00:00:00

Relative Dates and Times

To report from the start of the current week (Monday morning at 00:00:00):

FROM -0 WEEKS

To report from yesterday at 00:00:00 to the current time, use the following commands. The report is rounded to the last
hour.

FROM -1 DAYS

TO   -0 HOURS

To report from yesterday at 8:00 a.m. to today at 8:00 a.m.:

FROM -1 DAYS AT 08:00:00

TO   -0 DAYS AT 08:00:00

To report from yesterday at 8:00 a.m. to yesterday at 4:00 p.m.:

FROM -1 DAYS AT 08:00:00

TO   -1 DAYS AT 16:00:00

GLOBAL Command - Assign Parameter Values
The GLOBAL command assigns values to parameters of history reporting commands. The values are applied to all
remaining reports in the run until another GLOBAL command resets the value. The value set by the GLOBAL command
does not apply to subsequent reports in which the same history reporting command appears.

GLOBAL command  

command
Enter one of the following commands, which are specified with any of its operands. For descriptions of the
operands of any of these commands, see the description of the command in this section.
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• COMMENT
• COST
• EACH
• EXCLUDE
• EXITRTN
• FROM
• GROUP
• INCLUDE
• PERIOD
• PRTEXIT
• SHIFT
• TITLE1
• TITLE2
• TITLE3
• TO

Temporarily Override a Global Value

To override a global value for one report, issue the command before the END command for that report.

Example, to override the set GLOBAL EACH 2 HOURS within a report, specify the report command EACH 4 HOURS with
the commands for that report.

Remove a Global Value

You can remove a global value by issuing a GLOBAL command without operands. For example, specifying the command
GLOBAL FROM removes any global value previously set for the FROM command.

GOTO Command - Jump to Specified Location
The GOTO command causes the Report Writer to ignore all subsequent commands until the specified label is read.

GOTO .label  

.label
A period followed by a one to eight character label.
Specify a period and this label on a separate line in the job stream where you want the Report Writer to resume
processing commands.

Example: GOTO Command

The following commands produce the sample reports CICS004 CICS.OPERSTAT and CICS016 CICS.TRANSTAT. The
Report Writer ignores the commands between GOTO .MYLABEL and .MYLABEL . The sample report CICS001 is not
produced and a syntax error is not generated for the missing operand for the EACH command.

CARDLEN 71

OPTIONS(ECHO=YES,RECSTAT=YES,DUMP=NO)

INPUT(TAPSMF)

OPTION(SUMMARY=YES)

* CICS004 CICS.OPERSTAT *

TAB  DATETIME OPERIDS,
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      TRAN USE,

      AND TERM RESP,

      AND TRAN LIFE,

      AND TRAN MAXLIFE

TAB2  TRANID TRAN USE

END

GOTO .MYLABEL

* CICS001 CICS.CICSSTAT *

TAB JOBNAME TRAN USE                   AND,

            TRAN USE PCT               AND,

            TRAN USE RATE HDR2(RATE)   AND,

            TRAN LIFE                  AND,

            TRAN MAXLIFE               AND,

            TERM RESP                  AND,

            TRAN CPUTIME               AND,

            TRAN I/OTIME               AND,

            DLI USE                    AND,

            DLI SERVTIME

END

.MYLABEL

* CICS016 CICS.TRANSTAT *

TABULATE TRANIDS,

         TRAN USE,

         AND TRAN USE PCT HDR1(TRAN) HDR2(%USE),

         AND TRAN LIFE HDR1(TRAN) HDR2(AVE-RT),

         AND TRAN MAXLIFE HDR1(TRAN) HDR2(MAX-RT),

         AND TRAN WAITS,

         AND TERM USE     HDR1(TERM) HDR2(USE),

         AND TERM MESSAGES,

         AND TERM RESP    HDR1(TERM) HDR2(RT-AVE),

         AND DATASET USE  HDR1(FILE) HDR2(USAGE),

         AND DATASET REQTIME

END

GRAF Command - Produce a Graph
Only a brief description of the GRAF command is given here. For a more detailed description, see Graph Reports.

The GRAF command produces a single-line bar graph of the performance of each identifier that is associated with a
variable. For example, using the GRAF command with a TERMINAL variable produces a bar graph of the variable for
each terminal.

GRAF [idoption[(identifiers)]]  variable [options]

  [SCALE({n},{mX})] [SORT order] [FOR n] CHAR1(x)
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idoption(identifiers)
Includes any ID option that is valid for the variable, which is specified with or without identifiers. Specifying
this operand organizes the resulting report by the specified ID option and limited to the identifiers specified by
identifiers.
If you do not specify an ID option, all identifiers of the type that is associated with the variable are included in
the report. For example, a graph of a TRANsaction variable by default graphs the value of that variable for each
transaction.
Specifying the ID option and identifier TRANID(TRAN1) graphs the value of the variable for transaction TRAN1
only. Specifying the ID option TERMID graphs the value for each terminal.

variable
Indicates any Report Writer variable.

options
Specifies any valid variable options or ID options. Each ID option that you specify must include at least one
identifier.

SCALE(n,mX) or SCALE(n) or SCALE(mX)
By default, the highest value of the axis of a bar graph is set to the highest value of the graphed variables. For
variables that represent percentages, the default maximum value is 100 percent.
To override this dynamic scale, specify n as the maximum value. If the variable that you use produces integers, n
must be an integer. You cannot use more than three digits to the right of the decimal point when specifying n.
Sometimes, bar graphs in a graph Report are too short to appear. To display these graphs, you can cause each
plot character to appear as m characters by specifying the multiplier mX, where m is an integer. Because the
resulting bar graphs no longer correspond numerically to the scale, mX is useful only for determining relative
performance.

SORT order
Sorts the report. Replace order with one of the following values:
(Default) DESCENDING

Sorts identifiers in descending order of value of the variable specified.
ASCENDING

Sorts identifiers in ascending order of value of the variable specified.
FOR n

Limits the report to the n identifiers in each time period that would appear first in the report, n must be an integer.
For reports sorted in descending order, these limits are the n most active identifiers. For reports sorted in
ascending order, these limits are the n least active identifiers.

CHAR1(x)
Specifies the plot character. Replace x with any valid EBCDIC character.

GRAF2 Command - Produce Subgraphs
Only a brief description of the GRAF2 command is given here. A more detailed description can be found in Graph
Reports.

Use the GRAF2 command to produce one or more subgraphs for each individual resource included by the GRAF
command. These subgraphs can do either of the following tasks:

• Graph the performance of a second, related set of resources.
For example, if your GRAF command graphs by terminal, a GRAF2 command could do the following tasks:
– List each transaction used by each terminal
– Show the average terminal response time for each

• Graph the values of one or more variables for each resource.
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For example, if your GRAF command graphs by transaction, a GRAF2 command could show the usage, CPU use, and
average lifetime of each transaction.

You cannot use the GRAF2 command without the GRAF command.

GRAF2 [VARS|idoption[(identifiers)]]  variable [options]

 [HDR(text)][CHAR1(x)] [SCALE({n},{mX},{COMMON})] [SORT order]

 [FOR n] [AND,|[variable [options] [HDR(text)] [CHAR1(x)]]  [AND,...]

 

VARS
Indicates that there is more than one variable in this GRAF2 report.

idoption(identifiers)
Includes any ID option that is valid for the variable, which is specified with or without identifiers. Specifying this
operand organizes the resulting subgraphs by the specified ID option and limited to the identifiers specified
by identifiers. If you do not specify an ID option, all identifiers of the type that is associated with the variable
are included in the subgraphs. You can use this operand only if you specify a single variable with the GRAF2
command.

variable
Indicates any Report Writer variable.

options
Specifies any valid variable options or ID options. Each ID option that you specify must include at least one
identifier.

HDR(text)
Overrides the default heading for the variable. Replace text with a heading of 15 or fewer characters.

CHAR1(x)
Specifies the plot character for the variable. Replace x with any valid EBCDIC character.

SCALE(n,mX) or SCALE(n) or SCALE(mX) or SCALE(COMMON)
By default, the highest value of a bar graph axis is set to the highest value of the graphed variables. For variables
that represent percentages, the default maximum value is 100 percent.
To override this dynamic scale, specify n as the maximum value. If the variable that you use produces integers, n
must be an integer. You cannot use more than three digits to the right of the decimal point when specifying n.
Sometimes, bar graphs in a graph report are too short to appear. To display these graphs, you can cause each
plot character to appear as m characters by specifying the multiplier mX, where m is an integer. Because the
resulting bar graphs no longer correspond numerically to the scale, this graph is useful only for determining
relative performance.
To have the same scale used for both variables, specify SCALE(COMMON). You can specify the SCALE operand
only with the first variable you specify with the GRAF2 command.

SORT order
Sorts the report. Replace order with one of the following values:
(Default) DESCENDING

Sorts identifiers in descending order of value of the variable specified.
ASCENDING

Sorts identifiers in ascending order of value of the variable specified.
You can specify the SORT operand only with the first variable you specify with the GRAF2 command.

FOR n
Limits the report to the n identifiers in each time period that would appear first in the report, where n is an
integer. For reports sorted in descending order, these limits are the n most active identifiers. For reports sorted in
ascending order, these limits are the n least active identifiers. You can specify the FOR operand only with the first
variable you specify with the GRAF2 command.
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AND,
Signals that another variable is being specified. The comma after AND lets you continue to the next line. If you
specify multiple variables, use the VARS operand.

Example: GRAF2 Command

The following commands produce a report showing the following information:

• The maximum lifetime for the 10 transactions with the longest maximum lifetimes each day
• The 20 highest maximum terminal response times for each

GRAF  TRANSACTION MAXLIFE FOR 10 SCALE(10.0)

 GRAF2 TERMINAL MAXRESP    FOR 20 SCALE(10.0)

 EACH DAY

END

RUN

GROUP Command - Combine Resources
The GROUP command lets you combine resources into performance groups. You can use GROUP with the TAB
command, the GRAF command, or any of the plot commands.

GROUP idoption group-name(identifiers) [INCLUDE] [RANGE(rangeid)]

idoption
Defines an ID option identifying the type of resources to include in the group being defined. For example, specify
the ID option TRANID if the group is to consist of transactions defined by transaction IDs.

group-name(identifiers)
Defines any 1-character to 44-character name. If you use blanks in the group name, enclose the group name
in single quotes. Replace identifiers with the identifiers to include in the group (for example, transaction IDs),
separated by commas.
You can use generic characters in the identifiers. Once you define a group, you can use the group name as you
would any predefined Report Writer ID option. That is, you can use a group name together with commands or
variables to do the following:

• Organize the data in a tabular or graph report by group.
For example, You are asked to produce a report with a set of specific transactions. Define the desired
transactions with the group name MYTRANS and then specify MYTRANS as an ID option with the TAB or
GRAF commands.

• Limit the value of a variable to the activity of one or more members in the group. For example, limit the variable
value to the transactions in the group PAYROLLTRANS beginning with AC or to all transactions in the group.

INCLUDE
Includes this group in the report even if it is not included with the identifiers that are specified with the TAB
command. The value for this group is not included in the average or total value.

RANGE(rangeid)
Tells the Report Writer to include in the group only those resources that fall within the range of the range ID.
Replace rangeid with the ID assigned with the RANGE command that assigns the range criteria that you want
members of the defined group to meet.

Examples: Group Command

• The following commands define groups by terminal ID and produce a report showing the average response time of
each group:
GROUP TERMID DIVISION.WESTERN(L1*)

GROUP TERMID DIVISION.EASTERN(L2*)
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GROUP TERMID DIVISION.NORTHERN(L3*)

GROUP TERMID DIVISION.SOUTHERN(L4*)

TAB TERMID(DIVISION*) TERM RESP

END

RUN

• The following commands define groups by ranges of transaction lifetime and produce a report showing the average
use and lifetime of each group:
GROUP TRANID RANGE:00.000-10.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE1)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:10.001+(*)        RANGE(TLIFE2)

 

RANGE TRAN LIFE 0-10     ID TLIFE1

RANGE TRAN LIFE 10-99999 ID TLIFE2

TAB TRANID(RANGE*) TRAN USE AND TRAN LIFE

END

RUN

HEADER Command - Specify a Title
The HEADER command specifies a title to appear in a tabular report above the column headings and to the right of the
PERIOD field.

The HEADER command is valid only with tabular reports. You can specify multiple HEADER commands for one tabular
report.

HEADER(nn,mm) text  

nn
Defines the print column where you want the first character of your heading to appear. Because headings appear
on the same line as the PERIOD field, nn must be 20 or greater.

mm
Defines the length of the heading.

text
Provides the heading that you want to appear in your report. Do not use string delimiters.

NOTE
You can use the RIGHT variable option to shift variable columns to the right so they do not begin before print
column 20. Column 20 is where headings that are controlled by the HEADER command can begin. For more
information, see Tabular Reports.

Example: HEADER Command

The following commands create a report showing total transaction statistics, plus statistics on two particular transactions:

HEADER(28,13) -----EXPC----

HEADER(46,13) -----CSSN----

TAB TIME TRAN USE               AND,

 TRAN LIFE              AND,

 TRAN USE  TRANID(EXPC) AND,

 TRAN LIFE TRANID(EXPC) AND,

 TRAN USE  TRANID(CSSN) AND,

 TRAN LIFE TRANID(CSSN)

 FROM 02/03/08 08:00:00
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TO   02/03/08 13:00:00

EACH HOUR

END

RUN

The previous commands create a report like the following sample:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   HOUR

PERIOD NONE               -----EXPC----      -----CSSN----

         TRAN    TRAN     TRAN     TRAN      TRAN     TRAN

TIME     USE     LIFE      USE     LIFE       USE     LIFE

----- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

08.00      97    144.3       37    0.233       11    0.153

09.00      69    176.4       22    0.343        5    0.012

10.00     143    51.17      109    0.070        4    0.494

11.00      93    90.58       29    0.531       21    0.071

12.00      41    178.1        9    0.688        1    0.025

----- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

PERIOD    443    111.1      206    0.220       42    0.125

----- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

HPLOT Command - Produce a Horizontal Plot
The HPLOT command plots the distribution of one variable based on the value of another variable. The variable specified
with the HPLOT command plots along the horizontal axis. The second variable, which is specified with the VPLOT or the
MPLOT command, plots along the vertical axis.

Use the HPLOT command with the MPLOT or VPLOT command. The HPLOT command must follow the MPLOT or
VPLOT command.

To set the plot character for an HPLOT report, specify the CHAR1 operand with the MPLOT or VPLOT command.

HPLOT variable [options] [SCALE(n)] [SCATTER]

variable
Indicates any Report Writer variable.

options
Specifies any valid variable options or ID options. Each ID option that you specify must include at least one
identifier.

SCALE(n)
Overrides the default maximum plot scale.
By default, the highest value of the horizontal axis of a plot is set to the highest value of the graphed variables.
For variables that represent percentages, the default maximum value is 100 percent.
To override this dynamic scale, specify n as the maximum value. If the variable that you use produces integers, n
must be an integer. You cannot use more than three digits to the right of the decimal point when specifying n. Use
SCALE(n) with the RECORD option of the EACH command. Specifying a value for n appropriate for the activity
you are plotting.

SCATTER
Prints a scatter plot showing how many times each point in the plot is reached.

Example: HPLOT Command

The following commands plot transaction use along the vertical axis against terminal response time along the horizontal
axis, for each 15-minute interval:
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VPLOT TRAN USE CHAR1(+)

HPLOT TERM RESP SCALE(3.000) 

EACH 15 MINUTES

END

RUN

IF Command - Assign Identifier Values
The IF command lets you assign new values to identifiers or create identifiers based on existing identifiers.

IF idoption1=(identifier[,identifier,identifier...])

 THEN idoption2=newvalue [ELSE idoption3=newvalue]

 

idoption1
Specifies the ID option whose value is being tested.

identifier
Specifies an ID option or one or more identifiers to compare to idoption1.

idoption2
Specifies the ID option whose identifiers are assigned a new value when the IF clause is true. This value can be
the same as idoption1.

newvalue
Defines the new value to assign to the identifier. Replace newvalue with either an ID option or a character string. If
you specify a character string, enclose it in single quotes.

idoption3
Specifies the ID option whose identifiers are assigned a new value when the IF clause is false. This value can be
the same as idoption2.

Examples: IF Command

The following command replaces the value of TERMID with the value of TRANID whenever the value of TERMID is equal
to L*:

IF TERMID=(L*) THEN TERMID=TRANID

The following command replaces the value of TRANID with the character string production whenever the value of TRANID
begins with P:

IF TRANID=(P*) THEN TRANID='production' ELSE TRANID='test'

The following command creates the ID option DEPARTMENT. Whenever the value of TRANID begins with P,
DEPARTMENT is assigned the value production.

IF TRANID=(P*) THEN DEPARTMENT='production'

INCLUDE Command - Define Time Ranges
The INCLUDE command defines time ranges to include in a report. You cannot use both INCLUDE and EXCLUDE
commands in the same report. You can use multiple INCLUDE commands to include multiple time ranges.

INCLUDE [day] [time - time] [ID name]

         [date]

         [date time - date time]

         [month]
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day
Specifies the day of the week that is specified as: SUNday, MONday, TUESday, WEDnesday, THURsday, FRIday,
or SATurday

time
Specifies the time of day in hh:mm:ss format

date
Specifies the date in mm/dd/yy format

ID name
Specifies an identifying name to be associated with a specific setting of the INCLUDE command, for use with the
SELECT variable option.

month
Specifies the month that is specified as: JANuary, FEBruary, MARch, APRil, MAY, JUNe, JULy, AUGust,
SEPTember, OCTober, NOVember, or DECember

Examples: INCLUDE Command

INCLUDE SATURDAY

INCLUDE SUNDAY

INCLUDE 07/04/08

INCLUDE 12:00:00 - 13:00:00

INCLUDE FRIDAY 16:00:00 - 17:00:00

INCLUDE 08:00:00 - 15:59:59 ID 1STSHIFT

INCLUDE 16:00:00 - 23:59:59 ID 2NDSHIFT

INCLUDE 00:00:00 - 07:59:59 ID 3RDSHIFT

INCLUDE JULY

INPUT Command - Input File Name
The INPUT command specifies what ddname is used for input to the Report Writer.

INPUT(ddname,UNBLOCKED)

ddname
Assigns the ddname of the input files as specified in the DD statement.

UNBLOCKED
Includes unblocked records.

Default:  TAPSMF

The Report Writer expects input from tape and processes the file as if you had specified TAPSMF if you either:

• Do not specify a name using the INPUT command, or
• Specify a name using the INPUT command that does not match any name defined to the Report Writer
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INVOICE Command - Produce a Tabular Invoice Report
The INVOICE command produces a tabular invoice report using the cost factors that you specify. A separate invoice is
created for each identifier included in the report.

Each invoice:

• Begins on a new page
• Includes a row for each variable you specify.
• Shows the value of the variable for the identifier and the cost that is associated with it

When using the INVOICE command, use the COST command to specify a cost factor for each variable you want included
in the invoice. Then, following the INVOICE command, specify each variable twice, once without the COST option and
once with it.

You can include a summary page showing the total value and cost for each variable for all identifiers in the report. To
include this information, specify the variable REPORT COST TOTAL as the last variable with the INVOICE command.

INVOICE [idoption[(identifiers)]]  variable [options] [HDR(text)] [SORT order]

         [AND,variable [options] [HDR(text)]]  [AND,...]

idoption(identifiers)
Includes any ID option that is valid for the variables you specify. You can specify one or more identifiers
(separated by commas) to limit the report to a subset of the identifiers associated with the ID option. You can use
generic characters when specifying identifiers.

variable
Includes any Report Writer variable Each invoice in the report includes a row for each variable you specify.

options
Specifies any valid variable options To get complete invoices, specify each variable once without the COST
command and once with it.

HDR(text)
Overrides the default description for the row for a variable Replace text with the new description

SORT order
Sorts the report Replace order with one of the following orders:
(Default) DESCENDING

Sorts variables in descending order The order starts with the variable that is specified with the SORT
operand, and, when the value is the same for two entries, from left to right.

ASC
ENDING
Sorts variables in ascending order The order starts with the variable that is specified with the SORT
operand, and, when the value is the same for two entries, from left to right.

ALPHA
Sorts variables in alphanumeric order based on the specified identifier; for example, by transaction or
terminal

AND,
Signals that another variable is being specified. The comma after AND lets you continue to the next line.

Example: INVOICE Command

The following commands create an INVOICE report containing one page for each of the transaction identifiers. Because
the variable REPORT COST TOTAL is specified, the report also includes a summary page showing the total costs for all
transactions.

INPUT(TAPEIN)
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  COUNT 400

  COST TRAN USE  .01

  COST TRAN TCPU .25

  INVOICE TRANID TRAN USE  AND,

                 TRAN LIFE AND,

                 TRAN USE  COST AND,

                 TRAN TCPU COST AND,

                 REPORT COST TOTAL

  END

  RUN

LINECOUNT Command - Set Lines Per Page
The LINECOUNT command sets the number of printed lines that are allowed per report page. The LINECOUNT
command is a global command. Entering it once sets the line count for all reports. To avoid printing across page creases,
make LINECOUNT one of the first commands in your list of commands.

LINECOUNT n

n
Defines the maximum number of printed lines per page.
Minimum: The minimum value is 20. For HPLOT reports, the minimum value is 25.
Maximum: The maximum value depends on the size of the paper but cannot exceed 999.
Default: 60
To print the entire report on a single page, specify n = 0. However, when you specify that value for an HPLOT,
MPLOT, or VPLOT report, the LINECOUNT is overridden to the default of n = 60 to ensure proper page
formatting.

The actual number of lines that are produced per report page can be less than what is specified by up to five lines
depending on what Report Writer commands and operands are specified to define a report. Report Writer reserves the
maximum number of lines that can be used to format report data.

Example: LINECOUNT Command

To set the line count at 72 lines per page:

LINECOUNT 72

MPLOT Command - Produce a Vertical Plot
The MPLOT command produces a vertical plot similar to the plot produced by the VPLOT command. However, MPLOT
only prints the outline of the detail lines. You can specify as many variables per MPLOT report as you want.

MPLOT variable [options] [SCALE({n},{mX})] [CHAR1(x)] [HDR1(text)][HDR2(text)]

 [HDR(text)] [AND,  variable [options] [SCALE({n},{mX})][CHAR1(x)] [HDR1(text)]

 [HDR2(text)][HDR(text)]]  [AND,...]

 

variable
Indicates any Report Writer variable.

options
Specifies any valid variable options or ID options. Each ID option that you specify must include at least one
identifier.

SCALE(n) or SCALE(mX) or SCALE(n,mX)
Overrides the default maximum plot scale.
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By default, the highest value of the plot horizontal axis is set to the highest value of the graphed variables. For
variables that represent percentages, the default maximum value is 100 percent.
To override this dynamic scale, specify n as the maximum value. If the variable that you use produces integers, n
must be an integer. You cannot use more than three digits to the right of the decimal point when specifying n.
You can also widen the outline of the plot by using the multiplier mX, where m is an integer.

CHAR1(x)
Specifies the plot character. Replace x with any valid EBCDIC character.

HDR1(text)
Overrides the default top heading for the scale of the plot. Replace text with the new heading. To remove the
header, replace text with a null string, as in HDR1( ).

HDR2(text)
Overrides the default bottom heading for the scale of the plot. Replace text with the new column heading. To
remove the header, replace text with a null string, as in HDR2( ).

HDR(text)
Overrides the default description next to the SYMBOLS heading that describes the plotted variables. Replace text
with the new description, not to exceed 30 characters.

AND,
Signals that another variable is being specified. The variable is plotted on top of the preceding variables. The
comma after AND lets you continue to the next line.

OPTION Command - Define Report Options
The OPTION command is a global command that defines cosmetic options for all reports. Entering it once sets options for
all reports.

OPTION ([AVERAGE=[NO | YES | n ]] 

         [DEFERRED | DNW | IMMEDIATE]] ,

         [CASE=UPPER],

         [DATAONLY=[NO | YES]] ,

         [DATEFRMT=[MM/DD/YY | DD/MM/YY]] ,

         [DEFEREXT=[NO | YES]] ,

         [DUMP=[NO | YES]] [CORRUPT],

         [ECHO=[YES | NO]] ,

         [HEXID=[NO | YES]] ,

         [IOERR=[NO | YES | BYPASS]] ,

         [JOBZONE=[nWEST | nEAST]] ,

         [LEAPSEC=[YES|NO|nn]] ,

         [MAXTO=[YES | NO]] ,

         [MONETARY=n],

         [NULLID=[BLANK | 'xxxx' | n/a]] ,

         [NULLINE=[YES | NO]] ,

         [PERIOD=WEIGHTED]] ,

         [PERIOD=[NO | YES]] ,

         [PGMSTOR=[NO | YES]] ,

         [PRODUCT=EVSE|EXPC|ESQL|EXPV],

         [PRINT=GROUP | DATETIME], [RANGE=WEIGHTED],

         [RECAP=[NO | YES],

         [RECORD=n],

         [RECSTAT=[NO | YES]] ,

         [RPTSTAT=[NO | YES | xxxxx]] ,

         [STORAGE=[BELOW | ABOVE]] ,
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         [STORSTAT=[NO | YES],

         [SUMMARY=YES | NO | n],

         [TAB2SKIP=[n | PAGE],

         [TRACE=[NO | STORAGE | LOADS],

         [WEEK=weekday],

         [XMSG=[nnn | ALL],

         [ZEROFLD=[BLANK | ZERO | 'xxxx']] 

         ['SRT=nnn']

         ['COPYRIGHT=NO'])

AVERAGE
Specifies whether to print a line giving averages of the items listed in the report. If you set AVERAGE=n, the
averages are printed only if the report contains n or more detail lines. For graph reports, you can specify when the
average is calculated and if it is weighted.
AVERAGE=IMMEDIATE calculates the average line during data accumulation. The average is weighted.
AVERAGE=DEFERRED calculates the average line before printing the report. The average is weighted. Use this
setting with the FOR operand or RANGE DEFERRED command and want the average line to reflect only the lines
being printed.
AVERAGE=DNW (Deferred Not Weighted) calculates the average line before printing the report, but the average
is not weighted.
AVERAGE=NO (no average line).
Default: IMMEDIATE (for graph reports)

CASE
Changes the case of the report. Specify CASE=UPPER to force all output to uppercase. You can also use the
PARM= parameter of your // EXEC statement to perform this function.
Default: Output is in mixed case.

DATAONLY
Prints only lines containing report data when you specify YES. Otherwise, all lines are printed. You can also use
the PARM= parameter of your // EXEC statement to perform this function.
Default: NO

DATEFRMT
Sets the format of dates in report output to mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/yy. You can also use the PARM= parameter of
your // EXEC statement to perform this function.
Default: MM/DD/YY

DEFEREXT
Specifies when to call a user exit.
DEFEREXT=NO passes control to the exit before any processing is done with the current record.
DEFEREXT=YES defers the user exit call. The call processes when all selection criteria have been applied and
passes to the user exit only those records passing all selection criteria. For example, ID options and RANGE
commands.
For example, the ID options and RANGE commands.
Default: NO

DUMP
Specifies whether to print a diagnostic dump of input records.
DUMP=YES dumps all used records.
DUMP=CORRUPT dumps all records with detected corruption.
Default: NO

ECHO
Specifies whether to list your report commands before printing the report. Set the value to NO only after you verify
the report commands. Any report commands preceding the ECHO=NO command in the job stream appears with
the report. You can also use the PARM= parameter of your // EXEC statement to perform this function.
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Default: YES
HEXID

Specifies whether to allow nonprintable characters in identification fields.
HEXID=NO treats any identification field that contains a nonprintable character as invalid. All information
regarding the resource is saved and printed under the identifier INVALID.
HEXID=YES deactivates the test for nonprintable characters. When the report prints, however, all nonprintable
characters are printed as periods.
Default: YES

IOERR
Determines what happens if the Report Writer encounters an I/O error in input data.
IOERR=NO causes the Report Writer to stop and no reports are printed.
IOERR=YES causes the Report Writer to treat the error as an end of file and produces reports that are defined up
to that point.
IOERR=BYPASS causes the Report Writer to attempt to bypass the error condition and continue processing
input.
Default: NO

JOBZONE
Sets the job zone (the number of hours east or west of Greenwich Mean Time). Specify nEAST or nWEST, where
n is an integer.
Default: Value set by the ZONE parameter of the IPL SET command.

LEAPSEC
Sets the behavior of the leap second adjustment when time-of-day values are read from records.
LEAPSEC=YES causes the leap second adjustment to be applied.
LEAPSEC=NO causes the leap second adjustment to be ignored.
LEAPSEC=nn causes a user specified value to be used in place of the assumed leap second offset, where nn is
an integer.
Default: YES

MAXTO
Applies only if every report in the run includes a TO command. By default, an end-of-file condition is forced when
the maximum TO time specified with any report is exceeded. If the input file is not in chronological order, specify
MAXTO=NO to force the entire file to be read.
Default: YES

MONETARY
Specifies the character to precede currency numbers. You can specify any single character.
Default: $ (dollar sign)

NULLID
Defines a four-character string to print in any identifier field for which no identifier exists. Specify NULLID=BLANK
to print blanks in fields for which no identifier exists.
Default: The characters n/a

NULLINE
Specifies whether to print lines with all zero values.
Default: YES for plot reports; NO for tabular reports

PERIOD
Controls whether the period line of a plot report is a weighted value; that is, the average of all the detail lines.
PERIOD=WEIGHTED converts the period line into a weighted value that represents a true average over the
period.
Default: Not weighted

PERIOD
Controls whether to print the period line of a tabular report.
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Default: YES
PGMSTOR

Controls whether the diagnostic storage analysis facility displays the storage that is acquired by each Report
Writer internal program.
Default: NO

PRODUCT
Specifies the product for DEFINE XID or DEFINE XVAR commands. Specify XPFC for Command for CICS.
Default: No default

PRINT
GROUP controls whether a report prints only group items.
DATETIME controls whether to print the date and time on every line of the report.
Default: GROUP

RANGE
Controls whether the range line of a plot report is a weighted value; that is, the average of all the detail lines.
RANGE=WEIGHTED converts the range line into a weighted value.
Default: Not weighted

RECAP
Specifies whether to produce a summary value for each identifier in the report. Depending on the variable, the
summary line includes the total, average, maximum, or minimum values of the variable. This option is valid only
for tabular reports that are organized by identifier and time.

RECORD
Specifies the decimal value of the record type for DEFINE XID or DEFINE XVAR commands.
Default: No default

RECSTAT
Specifies whether to print statistics about SYSVIEW records following your report. RECSTAT=YES prints
information including the length of each record and each of its components (in the case of performance records),
the percentage of the total disk space that each record or component comprises, and the time period covered by
each.
This options helps you determine which CICS resources to collect data for. In particular, if a given component
contains a great deal of data, but you seldom run reports on this data, you may choose to stop collecting that data
in order to lessen the storage required for the SMF files.
Default: NO

RPTSTAT
Controls how often the following message is issued to the console:
ERPT274I STATUS: CNT - nnnnn.TIME - mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss
nnnnn provides the current number of input records processed. mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss provides the timestamp of
the current record.
RPTSTAT=YES produces a status message every 10,000 records. RPTSTAT=nnnnn produces a status message
every nnnnn records. You can also specify HOUR, DAY, or WEEK to generate the status message on an hourly,
daily, or weekly interval.
Default: NO

STORAGE
If 31-bit addressing is available, specifies whether storage is acquired above or below the 16-MB line.
Default: ABOVE

STORSTAT
Specifies whether to print storage statistics following the last report. STORSTAT=YES prints the storage amounts
allocated to each report and the total amount of unused virtual storage.
Default: NO
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SUMMARY
Pertains only to tabular reports using an ID option. SUMMARY=YES prints a summary line. If you specify
SUMMARY=n, summary lines are printed only if the report contains at least n lines. Depending on the variable,
the summary line includes the total, average, maximum, or minimum values of the variable.
Default: YES

TAB2SKIP
For TAB2 reports only, controls how much space is left between identifiers that are listed by the TAB command.
Either specify TAB2SKIP=n, where n is the number of lines to be skipped, or specify TAB2SKIP=PAGE to
generate a page break after each identifier.
Default: 0 (no space)

TRACE
Controls the diagnostic tracing facility. TRACE=STORAGE causes message ERPT267I to print every time an
internal storage request is processed. This message shows the name of the internal program requesting storage
and shows how much storage the program is requesting.
TRACE=LOADS causes message ERPT283I to print whenever a Report Writer module is loaded or freed. This
message shows the name of the module.
Default: NO

WEEK
Specifies the first day of the week (SUNday, MONday, TUESday, WEDnesday, THURsday, FRIday, or SATurday).
If you specify the EACH nnn WEEKs command, you can use this operand to specify whether a week is Monday
through Sunday, Tuesday through Monday, and so on.
Default: MONday

XMSG
Excludes messages from printing and from displaying on the console. XMSG=nnn excludes message ERPTnnn
from output. XMSG=ALL excludes all messages.
Default: No messages are excluded.

ZEROFLD
Defines a value to replace any zero values. ZEROFLD=BLANK replaces any zero value with a blank.
ZEROFLD=ZERO prints a zero. ZEROFLD=xxxx replaces each zero value with xxxx.
Default: BLANK for tabular reports; ZERO for graph and plot reports.

SRT
Specifies a new default decimal value for the SYSVIEW record type.
For example, specifying SRT=250 changes the default record type from 255 to 250.
Default: 255

NOTE
The Explore Report Writer automatically recognizes whether SYSVIEW produced the SMF record.
Using the SRT option disables automatic recognition.

COPYRIGHT
Controls whether to print the copyright statement lines. Specifying COPYRIGHT=NO prevents the copyright
statement from printing. The first statement is printed before the options are processed. To stop the first statement
from printing, include the EXEC parameter of COPYRIGHT=NO.

Example: OPTION Command

The sample OPTION command does the following tasks:

• Prints a zero for each zero value in the report
• Prints lines with all zero values
• Prints a line showing the average values of the items in the report when the report contains five or more detail lines

OPTION(ZEROFLD=ZERO,NULLINE=YES,AVERAGE=5)
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PERIOD Command - Specify a Time
The PERIOD command produces one report per time-period, including a summary of the average activity of variables
during a specified time. The PERIOD command can be used with the PLOT and TAB commands.

You must have the appropriate amount of data in your input file for the period you specify. For example, you cannot
specify PERIOD YEAR if your input file has less than one year of data.

PERIOD time-period [SKIP=n]

time-period
Specifies one of the following base time units.
nnn

Specifies the number of time intervals (up to 999) in the time unit you select.
Default: 1
MINUTE = nnn MINUTES
HOUR = nnn HOURS
DAY = nnn DAYS
WEEK = nnn WEEKS
MONTH = nnn MONTHS
YEAR = nnn YEARS

SKIP=n
Defines the number of lines to skip between reports for each period. n can range from 1 to 9. If you do not specify
SKIP=n, a page break occurs between periods.

Examples: PERIOD Command

To request a summary of the average daily activity of a resource:

PLOT variable

PERIOD DAY

END

RUN

For a summary of the average activity of a resource every three months:

TAB variable

PERIOD 3 MONTHS

END

RUN

PLOT Command - Plot Resource Usage
The PLOT command produces reports that plot resource usage horizontally across time.

PLOT variable [options] [ALONE] [SCALE({n},{mX})] [CHAR1(x)]) [CHAR2(x)]

variable
Indicates any Report Writer variable.

options
Specifies any valid variable options or ID options. Each ID option that you specify must include at least one
identifier.

ALONE
Prevents the display of the global (systemwide) value of the variable. To use this operand, restrict the variable
with an ID option.
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SCALE(n) or SCALE(mX) or SCALE(n,mX)
Overrides the default maximum plot scale.
By default, the highest horizontal axis value of a plot equals the highest value that is reached by a variable in the
plot. Or, for variables representing percentages, 100 percent. To override this dynamic scale, specify n as the
maximum value.
If the variable that you use produces integers, n must be an integer. Sometimes, bar graphs in a plot report are
too short to appear. To display these graphs, you can cause each plot character to appear as m characters by
specifying the multiplier mX, where m is an integer. Because the resulting bar graphs no longer correspond
numerically to the scale, this graph is useful only for determining relative performance.

CHAR1(x)
Specifies the plot character that represents the restricted variable. Replace x with any valid EBCDIC character.

CHAR2(x)
Specifies the plot character that represents the global variable. Replace x with any valid EBCDIC character.

Example: PLOT Command

The following commands plot the value of the variable TRAN LIFE for transaction CINQ and the value for all transactions.
The plot uses a scale of 0 to 500. The character X is used to plot the activity of transaction CINQ and a plus sign (+) is
used to plot the activity of all transactions.

PLOT TRAN LIFE TRANID(CINQ) SCALE(500) CHAR1(X) CHAR2(+)

END

RUN

PLOT2 Command - Plot Two Variables
The PLOT2 command is used with the PLOT command to plot two variables across time. This ability lets you compare the
performance of two variables side by side in a single report to see if a cause-and-effect relationship exists between the
two. You cannot use the PLOT2 command without the PLOT command.

PLOT2 variable [options][ALONE][SCALE({n},{mX},{COMMON})][CHAR1(x)][CHAR2(x)]

The operands for the PLOT2 command are the same as for the PLOT command except for the COMMON option of the
SCALE operand. Specify SCALE(COMMON) if you want to use the same scale to plot both variables. For an explanation
of the other PLOT2 operands, see the descriptions of the PLOT operands in PLOT Command.

Example: PLOT and PLOT2 Commands

The following PLOT and PLOT2 commands compare the transaction use of transaction CINQ against its lifetime, using
the same scale for both variables. Because the ALONE operand is specified, global activity (the values of the variables for
all transactions) is not plotted.

PLOT  TRAN USE      TRANID(CINQ) ALONE

PLOT2 TRAN LIFETIME TRANID(CINQ) ALONE SCALE(COMMON)

 END

RUN

PRTEXIT Command - Define a User Exit
PRTEXIT command defines a user exit to call before each line is printed. The user exit PRTGUX is predefined for your
use.

PRTEXIT(user-exit)

user-exit
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Defines the name of the user exit.

RANGE Command - Set Criteria to Include
The RANGE command sets criteria that must be met before data is included in a report. You can use the RANGE
command only with Report Writer variables that have numeric values.

RANGE variable [RATE] min1-max1,min2-max2,..[ALONE][DEFERRED][ID rangeid]

                                             [UNDERLINE]

                                             [HIGHLIGHT]

variable
Includes any numeric Report Writer variable and then applies the range criteria to that variable

RATE
Specifies range values as rates (number per second). RATE is valid only when DEFERRED is specified.

min1-max1, min2-max2, ...
Specifies up to 10 minimum and maximum values for the variable chosen
You can specify a single value, or a single value followed by a plus sign (+) to signify no upper boundary.
Specifying a pair includes records when the specified variable value is greater than or equal to the minimum value
and less than the maximum value.

ALONE
Applies only if multiple RANGE commands are used in a single report If more than one RANGE command is
used. All range criteria must be satisfied before a record is accepted. If one range value fails, the record is
discarded.
When you specify the ALONE option on one RANGE command, and the record passes its range criteria:

• The record is accepted.
• All other RANGE commands are ignored.

DEFERRED
Waits to apply the range criteria until after all the input data is read, and discards lines having values not meeting
the range criteria. For example, use only the DEFERRED operand to report on only those jobs that were executed
10 or more times. The Report Writer is able to determine this criteria only after it reads all the input data. The
RATE option is valid for the RANGE command when you use the DEFERRED operand.

UNDERLINE
Like the DEFERRED operand, waits to apply range criteria until after all the input data is read. However, instead
of discarding lines not meeting the range criteria, the UNDERLINE option prints all lines and underlines those
values that meet a range criterion.

HIGHLIGHT
Similar to UNDERLINE but prints values meeting the range criteria in boldface rather than underlining them. If you
print the report on a laser printer, these values do not appear bold. In that case, use the UNDERLINE operand
instead of the HIGHLIGHT operand.

ID rangeid
In a tabular report, assigns an identifier to the specified range of values for the variable. The range ID must be
one to eight characters. You can use the GROUP command to specify a group that includes only those resources
that fall within the range named rangeid.

Examples: RANGE Command

To plot the activity of transactions with response times under one second:

PLOT TRAN USE

RANGE TERM RESP 0-1 DEFERRED
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END

RUN

The following commands define groups by ranges of transaction lifetime and produce a report showing the average use
and lifetime of each group:

GROUP TRANID RANGE:00.000-10.000(*) RANGE(TLIFE1)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:10.001+(*)       RANGE(TLIFE2)

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 0-10     ID TLIFE1

RANGE TRAN LIFE 10-99999 ID TLIFE2

TAB TRANID(RANGE*) TRAN USE AND TRAN LIFE

END

RUN

RUN Command - Begin Processing and Printing Reports
The RUN command ends the interpretation of commands and begins the processing and printing of reports. Make the
RUN command the last command in your job stream. Any commands after the RUN command are ignored.

RUN

Example: RUN Command

The following example shows the RUN command in a job stream:

TITLE1 REPORT1

 PLOT variable  

   FROM 02/01/11 00.00.01

   TO 02/15/11 23.59.59

 END

 *

 TITLE1 REPORT2

 PLOT variable   SHIFT 17:00:00 01:00:00

 END

 RUN

 

SELECT Command - Specify Identifiers
Use the SELECT command to specify the identifiers to include or exclude from a report.

This command is useful in restricting the following types of reports:

• Sample reports, which cannot otherwise be restricted to specific resources.
• Tabular reports not organized by resource, which can otherwise be restricted only by specifying the ID option and

identifiers with every variable included in the report.

SELECT idoption(identifier[,identifier])

idoption(identifier[,identifier])
Includes any ID option followed by one or more identifiers of the appropriate type. Generic characters can be used
when specifying identifiers. Separate multiple identifiers by commas.

The SELECT command can be specified more than once in a single report using different ID options. This scenario
causes each record to be filtered on all specified identifiers. For example, if the JOBNAME and TRANID ID options are
both specified in their own SELECT commands, then each record is evaluated against the selection criteria of JOBNAME
AND TRANID. In other words, using the SELECT command results in AND logic, not OR logic.
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If the SELECT command is specified more than once on the same ID option, the selection criteria of the last SELECT
command are the only selection criteria used. All other SELECT commands for that ID option that preceded the last
instance are ignored.

The SELECT command does not affect FLASHBACK reports. It is ignored if specified on a FLASHBACK report.

Example: SELECT Command

The following commands generate a tabular report that is organized by CICS terminal. The SELECT command limits the
report to terminals with IDs that do not begin with the letter T.

SELECT TERMID(¬T*)

TAB TERMIDS TERMINAL RESP, 

        AND TERM MESSAGES, 

        AND TERM READS, 

        AND TERM WRITES, 

        AND TERM INPUTSIZE,

        AND TERM OUTPUTSIZE

END

RUN

The following commands generate a tabular report that is organized by time but not by resource. The SELECT
command restricts the report to three transactions, an alternative to specifying the ID option and identifiers
TRANID(PAY1,PAY2,PAY3) with each variable.

SELECT TRANID(PAY1,PAY2,PAY3)

 TAB TIME TRAN USE                    AND,

         TRAN USE RATE HDR2(RATE)    AND,

         TRAN USE DIFF HDR2(%CHANGE) AND,

         TRAN I/OTIME                AND,

         TRAN MAXI/OTIME             AND,

         TRAN CPUTIME                AND,

         TRAN ABENDS                 AND,

         TRAN GETMSIZE

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

The following commands generate a tabular report that is organized by CICS transaction ID. The SELECT commands
restrict the report to job names that begin with PROD and transaction IDs that do not begin with the letter C.

SELECT JOBNAME(PROD*)

SELECT TRANID(¬C*)

 TAB TIME TRANID TRAN USE            AND,

         TRAN I/OTIME                AND,

         TRAN MAXI/OTIME             AND,

         TRAN CPUTIME                AND,

         TRAN ABENDS                 AND,

         TRAN GETMSIZE

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

The following commands generate a tabular report that is organized by CICS transaction ID. The SELECT command
restricts the report to transaction IDs that end with SC.

SELECT TRANID(++SC)
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 TAB TIME TRANID TRAN USE            AND,

         TRAN I/OTIME                AND,

         TRAN MAXI/OTIME             AND,

         TRAN CPUTIME                AND,

         TRAN ABENDS                 AND,

         TRAN GETMSIZE

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

We recommend that you use OR logic between multiple SELECT commands instead of AND logic. Negated AND logic
can be used to achieve this result. For example, a report is desired that contains any record that was produced on system
SYS1 or contains any record that came from job name CICSPRD1. If all other possible system names and job names
are negated, it would effectively achieve an OR between the two SELECT commands. If there are three system names:
SYSA, SYSB, SYSC, and three job names: CICSPRD1, CICSPRD2, CICSPRD3, the following commands generate a
tabular report that is organized by system name and job name. The SELECT commands restrict the report to system
name SYSA or job name CICSPRD1 by excluding all other possibilities.

SELECT SYSID(¬SYSB,¬SYSC)

SELECT JOBNAME(¬CICSPRD2,¬CICSPRD3)

 TAB TIME TRANID TRAN USE            AND,

         TRAN I/OTIME                AND,

         TRAN MAXI/OTIME             AND,

         TRAN CPUTIME                AND,

         TRAN ABENDS                 AND,

         TRAN GETMSIZE

  EACH HOUR

END 

RUN 

SHIFT Command - Hours Covered for a Report
The SHIFT command restricts the hours of the day that is covered by a report. Like most secondary commands, the
SHIFT command cannot be used twice for the same report, even if two different periods of time are specified.

The following samples provide an incorrect use of SHIFT commands in a command stream and the corrected command
stream:

Incorrect Command Stream
GRAF variable  

  SHIFT 08:00:00 12:00:00 

  SHIFT 13:00:00 17:00:00 

END

RUN

Corrected Command Stream
GRAF variable  

  SHIFT 08:00:00 17:00:00

END 

  

GRAF variable  

   SHIFT 13:00:00 17:00:00

 END

 RUN
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SHIFT start-time end-time  

start-time
Specifies the earliest time to include in the report, in hh:mm:ss format, where hh is hours, mm is minutes, and ss
is seconds. You can use periods instead of colons to separate the hours, minutes, and seconds.

end-time
Specifies the latest time to include in the report, in the same format as start-time.

Examples: SHIFT Command

To graph only the activity that occurs between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.:

GRAF variable

  SHIFT 08:00:00 17:00:00

END

RUN

Shifts can cross midnight. For example, to write a tabular report that covers from 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.:

TAB variable

  SHIFT 23:00:00 07:00:00

END

RUN

TABulate Command - Produce Tabular Reports
The TAB command produces tabular reports. The variables that you specify with the TAB command determine the
columns in your report and the order in which they appear.

The operands that you specify determine:

• How the report is organized: by time, by classes of or individual identifiers (such as transactions, terminals, or users),
or by the relationship between identifiers

• How the report is sorted
• The column headings that appear in the report

TAB [period] [idoption[(identifiers)]]  variable [options]

     [HDR1(text)] [HDR2(text)] [SORT order] [FOR n] [AND,

     [TOP n]

     [BOTTOM n]

      variable [options] [HDR1(text)] [HDR2(text)]]  [AND,...]

 

period
Sets the first column in the report to one of the following values:
DATETIME

- Display the date and time
DATE

- Display the date
TIME

- Display the time
DAY

- Display the day (MONDAY, TUESDAY, and so on)
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idoption(identifiers)
Includes any ID option that is valid for the variable, which is specified with or without identifiers. Specifying
this operand organizes the resulting report by the specified ID option and limited to the identifiers specified by
identifiers. You can specify multiple ID options.
The identifiers are listed either:

• Beginning in the first column (if you did not specify a time period as the first column) or
• Beginning in the second column

variable
Includes any Report Writer variable.

options
Specifies any valid variable options or ID options. Each ID option that you specify must include at least one
identifier.

HDR1(text)
Overrides the default top heading for a column. Each column has two default eight-character lines. Replace text
with the new column heading. To remove the header, replace text with a null string, as in HDR1( ).

HDR2(text)
Overrides the default bottom heading for a column. Replace text with the new column heading. To remove the
header, replace text with a null string, as in HDR2( ).

SORT order
Sorts the report. Replace order with one of the following:
(Default) DESCENDING

Sorts variables in descending order. The order starts with the variable that is specified with the SORT
operand, and, when the value is the same for two entries, from left to right.

ASCENDING
Sorts variables in ascending order. The order starts with the variable that is specified with the SORT
operand, and, when the value is the same for two entries, from left to right.

ALPHA
Sorts variables in alphanumeric order based on the specified identifier; for example, by transaction or
terminal.

You can use SORT only if you organize the report by identifier; for example, by transaction. If you organize the
report by time, then it is already sorted.

FOR n
For Reports Organized by Identifier and Time or Date: Limits your reports to the n identifiers in each time
period that would appear first in the report, where n is an integer. For reports sorted in descending order, these
reports are the n most active identifiers. For reports sorted in ascending order, these reports are the n least active
identifiers.
For Reports Organized by Time or Date: Limits your reports to the n times or dates with the highest values for
the first variable specified. For reports sorted by a variable in descending order, these reports are the n times or
dates with the highest value for that variable. For reports sorted by a variable in ascending order, these reports
are the n times or dates with the lowest value for that variable.

TOP n
Limits reports organized by identifier to the n identifiers with the highest values for the first variable specified,
where n is an integer. Unlike the FOR operand, the TOP operand tests each record as it is read and discards
records that do not qualify, saving storage.
The TOP operand is appropriate for ID options with many unique identifiers, such as TRANNUM.

BOTTOM n
Identical to the TOP operand except it prints the n identifiers with the lowest values for the first variable specified.
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AND,
Signals that another variable is being specified. The comma after AND lets you continue to the next line.

Examples: TAB Command

Create a tabular report that is organized by date and time that shows the transaction use and average transaction lifetime
for all transactions each hour:

TAB DATETIME TRAN USE    AND,

             TRAN LIFE

   EACH HOUR

END

RUN

Create a tabular report that is organized by date and time that shows the five hours with the highest average transaction
lifetime:

TAB DATETIME TRANID TRAN LIFE FOR 5

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

TAB2 Command - Build a Secondary Table
The TAB2 command builds a secondary table for each row of the table that is created by the TAB command.

TAB2 idoption[(identifiers)] variable [options] [HDR1(text)] [HDR2(text)]

      [SORT order] [FOR n] [AND,

      [TOP n]

      [BOTTOM n]

      variable [options] [HDR1(text)] [HDR2(text)]]  [AND,...]

 

The TAB2 command uses the same operands as the TAB command, except that you cannot specify both a period
operand and an ID option. The period operands are DATETIME, DATE, TIME, or DAY. For an explanation of the TAB2
operands, see the description of the TAB operands in TABulate Command.

You cannot use the TAB2 command without the TAB command. You can use the TAB2 command only if you also specify
the TAB command with an ID option. You can specify a period option (DATETIME, DATE, TIME, and DAY) with the TAB
command or the TAB2 command, but not with both.

Examples: TAB2 Command

The following commands create a tabular report organized first by transaction ID and then by the date:

TAB  TRANID TRAN USE 

TAB2 DATE   TRAN USE

    EACH HOUR

END

RUN

TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 Commands
Three 60-character lines at the top of each page are reserved for titles. The TITLE1, TITLE2, and TITLE3 commands write
titles on the first, second, and third of these lines, respectively. If you do not use the TITLE commands, the Report Writer
assigns its own title lines to the report.
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Titles are printed only for the report in which the TITLE commands occur. Use the GLOBAL TITLEn command to print the
same title for all reports in one run.

The TITLE1 title is printed first, the TITLE2 title is printed below it, and the TITLE3 title appears last. Specify the TITLE1,
TITLE2, and TITLE3 commands in that order. You can use none, one, or all of these commands in any combination.

TITLE1 titletext

TITLE2 titletext 

TITLE3 titletext  

titletext
Specifies the title that you assign to the report, up to 60 characters. Every character in the title text must be on the
same line as the TITLE1, TITLE2, or TITLE3 command. You cannot continue titles with a continuation character.
To insert dynamically dates and times into titletext, use the keywords that are described in the next section.

TITLEn has the following keywords:

You can use keywords to place dynamically dates and times in your report titles. Keywords have the following format:

&SourceRangeFormat

Replace the variables as shown:

&Source
Replace with one of the following values to determine the origin of the dates and times:
C-Uses report command specifications
R-Uses the starting and ending times for the data in the report
E-Uses the EACH command specifications
P-Uses the PERIOD command specifications

Range
Replace with one of the following values to determine whether to take data from the FROM command or the TO
command:
F-Uses the FROM command specification
T-Uses the TO command specification

Format
Replace with one of the following values to determine the format of the date and time:
WEEKDAY = Monday, Tuesday, and so on
DATE = mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/yy (European format)
DAY = dd
EDAY = dd, if your dates are in European format
MONTH = mm
EMONTH = mm, if your dates are in European format
YEAR = yy
TIME = hh:mm:ss
HOUR = hh
MINUTE = mm
SECOND = ss
CALMONTH = January, February, and so on
JDAY = dd (Julian date)

NOTE
Do not use the &RF and &RT variables with the FLASHBACK reports. The way the FLASHBACK reports
process records prevents enumerating the date and time range of the records.

Examples: TITLE1, TITLE2, TITLE3 Commands
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• To have the title Transaction Use by Hour appear on title line 2:
TITLE2 Transaction Use by Hour

• The following commands dynamically create a date and time on title lines 2 and 3. The data in the report and the
FROM and TO commands determine the date and time:
TITLE2 FROM: &RFWEEKDAY, &RFCALMONTH &RFDAY, 20&RFYEAR at &RFTIME

TITLE3 TO: &RTWEEKDAY, &RTCALMONTH &RTDAY, 20&RTYEAR at &RTTIME

• The following sample shows output for these commands:
FROM: Thursday, January 27 2011 at 02.58.00

TO: Tuesday, February 01 2011 at 11.23.59

VPLOT Command - Plot Usage in Vertical Columns
The VPLOT command plots resource usage in vertical columns. The horizontal axis of the plot represents time.

VPLOT variable [options] [SCALE({n},{mX})] [STACK=id] [CHAR1(x)]

       [HDR1(text)] [HDR2(text)] [HDR(text)]

variable
Indicates any Report Writer variable

options
Specifies any valid variable options or ID options. Each ID option that you specify must include at least one
identifier.

SCALE(n) or SCALE(mX) or SCALE(n,mX)
Overrides the default maximum plot scale
By default, the highest value of the vertical axis of a plot equals the highest value that is reached by a variable in
the plot. Or, for variables representing percentages, 100 percent
To override this dynamic scale, specify n as the maximum value. If the variable that you use produces integers, n
must be an integer.
You can also widen each plot column by using the multiplier mX, where m is an integer.

STACK=id
Replaces the plot character with the identifiers being plotted, from most active to least active starting at the bottom
of the plot. You can specify the mX option of the SCALE operand to print more characters of each identifier. For
an example using the STACK operand, see the VPLOT command.

CHAR1(x)
Specifies the plot character Replace x with any valid EBCDIC character

HDR1(text)
Overrides the default top heading for the scale to the left of the plot Replace text with the new heading. To remove
the header, replace text with a null string, as in HDR1( ).

HDR2(text)
Overrides the default bottom heading for the scale to the left of the plot Replace text with the new heading. To
remove the header, replace text with a null string, as in HDR2( ).

HDR(text)
Overrides the default description next to the SYMBOLS heading that describes the plotted variable. Replace text
with the new description, not to exceed 30 characters.

Example: VPLOT Command

The following commands plot transaction use against time using the letter T as the plot character:

VPLOT TRANSACTION USE CHAR1(T)

END
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RUN

VPLOT2 Command - Plot Two Variables
The VPLOT2 command is used with the VPLOT command to plot two variables across time. This ability lets you compare
the performance of two variables side by side in a single report to see if a cause-and-effect relationship exists between
them. The VPLOT2 variable is printed directly over the VPLOT variable. Use the VPLOT2 command with the VPLOT
command.

VPLOT2 variable [options] [SCALE({n},{mX},{COMMON})] [CHAR1(x)]

 [HDR1(text)] [HDR2(text)] [HDR(text)]

 

The operands for the VPLOT2 command are the same as for the VPLOT command except that the VPLOT2 command:

• Does not support the STACK operand
• Does support the COMMON option of the SCALE operand

Specify SCALE(COMMON) if you want to use the same scale to plot both variables.

Example: VPLOT and VPLOT2 Commands

The following commands plot terminal response time with asterisks (*) and transaction use rate with plus signs (+):

VPLOT  TERM RESP             CHAR1(*)

VPLOT2 TRANSACTION USE RATE  CHAR1(+)

END

RUN

Tailor Reports Using Variables
The variables that you use with a report command determine what the report describes. For example, if you use the
command GRAF TERMINAL USE (where TERMINAL USE is the variable), you get a report that graphs terminal use.

You can specify the following two types of options with variables:

• Variable options, which change either the type of data that a variable represents or its format.
For example, you can change:
– The type of data from a count to a rate
– The format from one decimal place to three

• ID options, which, when used with variables, change the scope of the data that the variables represent. For example,
the scope of the data can be changed from transaction use for all transactions to the transaction use for transaction
CINQ only.

Structure and Parts of Variable Names

[system] [record-type] variable-class variable-name  

system
Specifies the system of the variable. Valid values are as follows:
CICS

Signals to the Report Writer that the variable is a SYSVIEW-based CICS variable.
IMS

Signals that the variable is a SYSVIEW-based IMS variable.
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MQ
Signals that the variable is a SYSVIEW-based MQ variable.

AUDIT
Signals that the variable is a SYSVIEW-based AUDIT variable.

COMMON
Signals that the variable is a SYSVIEW-based variable common for all systems.

MVS
Signals to the Report Writer that the variable is a z/OS system variable.

Default: CICS
record-type

Specifies the type of record the data for that variable comes from. You can specify one of the following:
JOB

Provides job activity information.
PERformance

Provides task activity information.
REQuest

Provides information about MQ objects and message counts.
STEP

Provides activity information for the last interval before the step terminates, and activity after the previous
interval ended.

SUMmary
For CICS variables, provides information from data that is created with the SUMMARIZE utility option.
For IMS variables, provides information from IMS region summary records.

SYStem
For CICS variables, provides information from system threshold records.
For MVS variables, provides information from MVS system records.

INTerval
Provides CICS resource usage information. The collection of this data is based on user-defined time
intervals and involves low overhead.

LOG
Provides SYSVIEW Audit Event records information.

EXCEPTION
Provides SYSVIEW exception records information.

The default record type for all CICS and IMS variables is PERformance and for all MVS variables is SYStem. The
record type that a variable represents affects which ID options can be used with it to limit the scope of a report.

NOTE
For more information about JOB and STEP record types, see the section JOB and STEP Record Type
Data.

variable-class
Specifies one of the variable classes. For example, TRANSACTION and DATASET are both valid variable classes
for the PERformance record type.

variable-name
Specifies a variable name from the variable class selected. For example, USE and LIFETIME are valid variable
names for the variable class TRANSACTION.
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Conventions Used for Describing Variables
The following conventions are used for describing variables:

• All variables that represent time are displayed in seconds.
• Variable names separated by a vertical bar (|) are synonymous.
• Default values are underlined.
• Characters in a variable class or name that you must enter are shown in capital letters. Optional characters are shown

in lowercase letters.

Source for MVS Variable Values

The tables describing MVS variables contain a Data column, which gives the SMF record from which the variable obtains
its data.

JOB and STEP Record Data Type

Variable data for all MVS variables with record type JOB or STEP is accumulated from SMF30 type records, as follows:

• Variables with record type JOB use subtype 5 records. Subtype 5 records are created at the end of the job and
represent the entire activity for that job.

• Variables with record type STEP use subtype 2 and subtype 3 records, which are delta-count records. Subtype 2
records are created at each SMF interval. Subtype 3 records are created at the end of each step.

SMF dsect Field Names Used When Specifying Variables

All SMF30 DSECT field names that refer to character data are supported as valid identifiers. When generating reports,
you can use these SMF30 DSECT field names in place of the variable name part of the complete variable.

For example, the first column of the following table lists variables specified using variable names. The second column
lists the same variables that are specified using the SMF30 DSECT field name in place of the variable name part of the
complete variable.

Variable Specified Using Variable Name Same Variable Specified Using the SMF DSECT Field Name

MVS JOB STORage BELOW MVS JOB STORage SMF3OURB

MVS STEP PERF TOT-SU MVS STEP PERF SMF30RSV

MVS JOB EXCP COUNT MVS JOB EXCP SMF30BLK

MVS STEP EXCP DEV-CONN MVS STEP EXCP SMF30DCT

CICS Variables
The following sections describe the CICS variables and the variable names for each class defined.

CICS System Interval Data Variables

Use these SYSVIEW Option for CICS System Interval Data variables and their associated ID options to create reports.
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The following SMF record sections are defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

RegionOverview CICS region statistics overview for the interval
AddressSpace MVS address space statistics for the CICS region
Storage CICS address space storage usage
DynamicStorage Dynamic Storage Area information
TemporaryStorage Temporary storage information
TransientData Transient data information
Db2 Db2 information
Degradation CICS transaction degradation analysis
StateStatus CICS state status

Report Syntax

ID option and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF28 member and require the use of the COPY command to use
the definitions. The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and
variable_name from the tables that follow:

COPY member

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,

CICS [INTERVAL] SYSTEM variable_name

END

RUN

The following example report creates a TAB report using CICS System Interval Data ID options and variables:

COPY GSVSMF28

TAB DATETIME CICS_JOBNAME,

CICS INTERVAL SYSTEM CICS_START AND,

CICS INTERVAL SYSTEM CICS_END END RUN

The ID options and variables described in this article can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record.
However, you can use all of them together in the same TAB or FLASHBACK report because they appear in the SMF
record no more than one time. Fields that have a one-to-one field-to-record relationship can be reported on without the
use of the TAB2 command.

ID Options for CICS System Interval Data Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS System Interval Data variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype Description

CICS_JOBNAME RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - jobname

CICS_APPLID RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - applid

CICS_JOBID RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - jobid

CICS_SYSNAME RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - system name

CICS_RELEASE RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - release

DB2_SSID Db2 255 28 Db2 - subsystem ID

STAT_MAXTASK StateStatus 255 28 State - max task
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ID Option Section Type Subtype Description

STAT_DB2 StateStatus 255 28 State - Db2 connection

STAT_WEBMQ StateStatus 255 28 State - MQ connection

STAT_DBCTL StateStatus 255 28 State - IMS BD control connection

STAT_VTAM StateStatus 255 28 State - VTAM connection

STAT_WEB StateStatus 255 28 State - WEB connection

STAT_TCPIP StateStatus 255 28 State - TCPIP connection

CICS System Interval Data Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype Description

CICS_START RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - start of interval

CICS_END RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - end of interval

CICS_INTERVAL RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - length of interval

CICS_TRANGSVI RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - transaction count monitored for
interval

CICS_THRESHCNT RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - thresholds exceeded

CICS_SECONDS RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - length of interval in seconds

CICS_ATMAXTASK RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - times at max task

CICS_ABENDS RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - abends

CICS_TRANSCNT RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - transaction count for the interval

CICS_TRANRATE RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - transactions per seconds

CICS_CURRTASKS RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - current tasks executing

CICS_PEAKTASKS RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - peak tasks executing

CICS_MAXTASK RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - max task value

CICS_MAXTASKP RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - max task percent

CICS_AIDCOUNT RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - current AIDs count

CICS_ICECOUNT RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - current ICEs count

CICS_DUMPTRAN RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - transaction dumps taken

CICS_DUMPSYS RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - system dumps taken

CICS_DUMPS RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - dumps taken

CICS_CDMPSSYS RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - system dumps suppressed

CICS_CDMPSTRN RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - transaction dumps suppressed

CICS_CDMPSUPP RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - dumps suppressed

CICS_TRANSTOT RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - total transaction count

CICS_MAXSOCK RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - max IP sockets

CICS_ACTSOCK RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - active IP sockets

CICS_ACTSOCKP RegionOverview 255 28 CICS - active IP sockets percent

MVS_CPUTIME AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - CPU time used
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Variable Section Type Subtype Description

MVS_REALSTG AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - real storage (decimal units)

MVS_SIOS AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - start I/Os

MVS_CPURATE AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - CPU per second

MVS_CPUPCT AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - CPU percent

MVS_JOBCPUPCT AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - job CPU percent

MVS_SIOSRATE AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - I/O rate per second

MVS_DPR AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - demand page rate

MVS_AFC AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - available frame count

MVS_UICA AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - unreferenced interval count

MVS_PGR AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - paging rate

MVS_PGRT AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - paging rate total

MVS_PAGERATE AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - paging rate

MVS_PAGESTOLEN AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - pages stolen from this memory

MVS_CACHEMISS AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - cache read page miss count

MVS_NONVAMIN AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - non-VAM - page in

MVS_NONVAMOUT AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - Non-VAM - page out

MVS_VAMIN AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - VAM - page in

MVS_VAMOUT AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - VAM - page out

MVS_VAMRECLAIM AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - VAM - page reclaims

MVS_SWAPIN AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - swap - page ins

MVS_SWAPOUT AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - swap - page outs

MVS_SWAPCNT AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - swap - count

MVS_COMMONIN AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - common - page in

MVS_LPAIN AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - LPA - page in

MVS_HYPERIN AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - hyperspace = page in

MVS_HYPEROUT AddressSpace 255 28 MVS - hyperspace = page out

PVT_USER Storage 255 28 Storage - PVT - user allocated (decimal
units)

PVT_SYS Storage 255 28 Storage - PVT - system allocated (decimal
units)

PVT_ALLOC Storage 255 28 Storage - PVT - allocated (decimal units)

PVT_FREE Storage 255 28 Storage - PVT - free (decimal units)

PVT_SIZE Storage 255 28 Storage - PVT - size (decimal units)

PVT_LIMIT Storage 255 28 Storage - PVT - limit (decimal units)

PVT_PCTSIZE Storage 255 28 Storage - PVT - percent of size

PVT_PCTLIM Storage 255 28 Storage - PVT - percent of limit

EPVT_USER Storage 255 28 Storage - EPVT - user allocated (decimal
units)
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Variable Section Type Subtype Description

EPVT_SYS Storage 255 28 Storage - EPVT - system allocated (decimal
units)

EPVT_ALLOC Storage 255 28 Storage - EPVT - allocated (decimal units)

EPVT_FREE Storage 255 28 Storage - EPVT - free (decimal units)

EPVT_SIZE Storage 255 28 Storage - EPVT - size (decimal units)

EPVT_LIMIT Storage 255 28 Storage - EPVT - limit (decimal units)

EPVT_PCTSIZE Storage 255 28 Storage - EPVT - percent of size

EPVT_PCTLIM Storage 255 28 Storage - EPVT - percent of limit

GPVT_ALLOC Storage 255 28 Storage - GPVT - allocated (decimal units)

GPVT_FREE Storage 255 28 Storage - GPVT - free (decimal units)

GPVT_LIMIT Storage 255 28 Storage - GPVT - limit (decimal units)

GPVT_PCTLIM Storage 255 28 Storage - GPVT - percent of limit

CSA_ALLOC Storage 255 28 Storage - CSA - allocated (decimal units)

SQA_ALLOC Storage 255 28 Storage - SQA - allocated (decimal units)

ECSA_ALLOC Storage 255 28 Storage - ECSA - allocated (decimal units)

ESQA_ALLOC Storage 255 28 Storage - ESQA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_STGVIOLS DynamicStorage 255 28 DSA - storage violation count

DSA_SOSCOUNT DynamicStorage 255 28 DSA - short on storage count

DSA_DSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 DSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_DSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 DSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_DSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 DSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_DSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 DSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_DSA_PCT DynamicStorage 255 28 DSA - percent

DSA_DSA_HWM DynamicStorage 255 28 DSA - HWM (decimal units)

DSA_EDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 EDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_EDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 EDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_EDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 EDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_EDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 EDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_EDSA_PCT DynamicStorage 255 28 EDSA - percent

DSA_EDSA_HWM DynamicStorage 255 28 EDSA - HWM (decimal units)

DSA_GDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 GDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_GDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 GDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_GDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 GDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_GDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 GDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_GDSA_HWM DynamicStorage 255 28 GDSA - HWM (decimal units)

DSA_GDSA_PCT DynamicStorage 255 28 GDSA - percent

DSA_CDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 CDSA - size (decimal units)
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Variable Section Type Subtype Description

DSA_CDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 CDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_CDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 CDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_CDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 CDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_CDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 CDSA - available (decimal units)

DSA_CDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 CDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_CDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 CDSA - percent of limit

DSA_CDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 CDSA - short on storage count

DSA_UDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 UDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_UDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 UDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_UDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 UDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_UDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 UDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_UDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 UDSA - available (decimal units)

DSA_UDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 UDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_UDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 UDSA - percent of limit

DSA_UDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 UDSA - short on storage count

DSA_SDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 SDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_SDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 SDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_SDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 SDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_SDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 SDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_SDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 SDSA - available (decimal units)

DSA_SDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 SDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_SDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 SDSA - percent of limit

DSA_SDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 SDSA - short on storage count

DSA_RDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 RDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_RDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 RDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_RDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 RDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_RDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 RDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_RDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 RDSA - available (decimal units)

DSA_RDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 RDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_RDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 RDSA - percent of limit

DSA_RDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 RDSA - short on storage count

DSA_ECDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 ECDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_ECDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 ECDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_ECDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 ECDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_ECDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 ECDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_ECDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 ECDSA - available (decimal units)

DSA_ECDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 ECDSA - limit (decimal units)
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Variable Section Type Subtype Description

DSA_ECDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 ECDSA - percent of limit

DSA_ECDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 ECDSA - short on storage count

DSA_EUDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 EUDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_EUDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 EUDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_EUDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 EUDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_EUDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 EUDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_EUDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 EUDSA - available (decimal units)

DSA_EUDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 EUDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_EUDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 EUDSA - percent of limit

DSA_EUDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 EUDSA - short on storage count

DSA_ESDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 ESDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_ESDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 ESDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_ESDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 ESDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_ESDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 ESDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_ESDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 ESDSA - available (decimal units)

DSA_ESDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 ESDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_ESDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 ESDSA - percent of limit

DSA_ESDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 ESDSA - short on storage count

DSA_ERDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 ERDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_ERDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 ERDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_ERDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 ERDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_ERDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 ERDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_ERDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 ERDSA - available (decimal units)

DSA_ERDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 ERDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_ERDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 ERDSA - percent of limit

DSA_ERDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 ERDSA - short on storage count

DSA_GCDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 GCDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_GCDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 GCDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_GCDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 GCDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_GCDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 GCDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_GCDSA_SPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 GCDSA - percent of size

DSA_GCDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 GCDSA - short on storage count

DSA_GUDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 GUDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_GUDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 GUDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_GUDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 GUDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_GUDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 GUDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_GUDSA_SPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 GUDSA - percent of size
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Variable Section Type Subtype Description

DSA_GUDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 GUDSA - short on storage count

DSA_GSDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 GSDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_GSDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 GSDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_GSDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 GSDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_GSDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 GSDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_GSDSA_SPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 GSDSA - percent of size

DSA_GSDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 GSDSA - short on storage count

DSA_GRDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 GRDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_GRDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 GRDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_GRDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 GRDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_GRDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 GRDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_GRDSA_SPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 GRDSA - percent of size

DSA_GRDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 GRDSA - short on storage count

DSA_TDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 TDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_TDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 TDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_TDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 TDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_TDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 TDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_TDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 TDSA - available (decimal units)

DSA_TDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 TDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_TDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 TDSA - percent of limit

DSA_TDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 TDSA - short on storage count

DSA_XDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 XDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_XDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 XDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_XDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 XDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_XDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 XDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_XDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 XDSA - available (decimal units)

DSA_XDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 XDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_XDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 XDSA - percent of limit

DSA_XDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 XDSA - short on storage count

DSA_ETDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 ETDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_ETDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 ETDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_ETDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 ETDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_ETDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 ETDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_ETDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 ETDSA - available (decimal units)

DSA_ETDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 ETDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_ETDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 ETDSA - percent of limit

DSA_ETDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 ETDSA - short on storage count
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Variable Section Type Subtype Description

DSA_EXDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 EXDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_EXDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 EXDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_EXDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 EXDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_EXDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 EXDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_EXDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 EXDSA - available (decimal units)

DSA_EXDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 EXDSA - limit (decimal units)

DSA_EXDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 EXDSA - percent of limit

DSA_EXDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 EXDSA - short on storage count

DSA_GTDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 GTDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_GTDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 GTDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_GTDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 GTDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_GTDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 GTDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_GTDSA_SPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 GTDSA - percent of size

DSA_GTDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 GTDSA - short on storage count

DSA_GXDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 GXDSA - size (decimal units)

DSA_GXDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 GXDSA - allocated (decimal units)

DSA_GXDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 GXDSA - free (decimal units)

DSA_GXDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 GXDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_GXDSA_SPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 GXDSA - percent of size

DSA_GXDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 GXDSA - short on storage count

DSA_PCDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 PCDSA - size (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PCDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 PCDSA - allocated (decimal units) (TS
6.1+)

DSA_PCDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 PCDSA - free (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PCDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 PCDSA - max free block (decimal units)

DSA_PCDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 PCDSA - available (decimal units) (TS
6.1+)

DSA_PCDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 PCDSA - limit (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PCDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 PCDSA - percent of size (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PCDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 PCDSA - short on storage count (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 PUDSA - size (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 PUDSA - allocated (decimal units) (TS
6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 PUDSA - free (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 PUDSA - max free block (decimal units)
(TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 PUDSA - available (decimal units) (TS
6.1+)
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DSA_PUDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 PUDSA - limit (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 PUDSA - percent of size (TS 6.1+)

DSA_PUDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 PUDSA - short on storage count (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 EPCDSA - size (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 EPCDSA - allocated (decimal units) (TS
6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 EPCDSA - free (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 EPCDSA - max free block (decimal units)
(TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 EPCDSA - available (decimal units) (TS
6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 EPCDSA - limit (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 EPCDSA - percent of size (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPCDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 EPCDSA - short on storage count (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_SIZE DynamicStorage 255 28 EPUDSA - size (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_ALLOC DynamicStorage 255 28 EPUDSA - allocated (decimal units) (TS
6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_FREE DynamicStorage 255 28 EPUDSA - free (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_MFB DynamicStorage 255 28 EPUDSA - max free block (decimal units)
(TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_AVAIL DynamicStorage 255 28 EPUDSA - available (decimal units) (TS
6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_LIMIT DynamicStorage 255 28 EPUDSA - limit (decimal units) (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_LPCT DynamicStorage 255 28 EPUDSA - percent of size (TS 6.1+)

DSA_EPUDSA_SOSC DynamicStorage 255 28 EPUDSA - short on storage count (TS 6.1+)

TEMP_TSMAIN TemporaryStorage 255 28 TS - main storage in use (decimal units)

TEMP_AUXPCT TemporaryStorage 255 28 TS - aux storage used percent

TEMP_QUEUECNT TemporaryStorage 255 28 TS - queue current count

TEMP_STRINGW TemporaryStorage 255 28 TS - string waits

TEMP_BUFFERW TemporaryStorage 255 28 TS - buffer waits

TEMP_TSMAINPCT TemporaryStorage 255 28 TS - main storage percent used

TEMP_TSMAINFD TemporaryStorage 255 28 TS - main storage in use (decimal units)

TEMP_TSMAINLIM TemporaryStorage 255 28 TS - main storage limit (decimal units)

DEST_DFHINTRA TransientData 255 28 TD DFHINTRA CIs in use percent

DB2_REQS Db2 255 28 Db2 - requests

DB2_THDS Db2 255 28 Db2 - thread tasks started

DB2_AUCT Db2 255 28 Db2 - authorizations

DB2_CALL Db2 255 28 Db2 - calls

DB2_COMT Db2 255 28 Db2 - commits
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DB2_ROCT Db2 255 28 Db2 - read-only commits

DB2_ABRT Db2 255 28 Db2 - aborts

DB2_WP Db2 255 28 Db2 - wait/overflow pool

DB2_SBCT Db2 255 28 Db2 - TCBs active

DB2_THRD Db2 255 28 Db2 - TCB limit

DB2_HIGH Db2 255 28 Db2 - threads HWM

DB2_CURR Db2 255 28 Db2 - threads active

DB2_TMAX Db2 255 28 Db2 - TCBs HWM

DB2_ENCT Db2 255 28 Db2 - RCT table entries

DEGA_GSVITIME Degradation 255 28 Degradation - SYSVIEW monitor time

DEGA_GSVICPU Degradation 255 28 Degradation - SYSVIEW CPU time

DEGA_IOCOUNT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHFILE 093) I/O Count

DEGA_LIFETIME Degradation 255 28 Degradation - life time of transaction

DEGA_USRDISPT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 007) dispatch
time

DEGA_USRCPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 008) total CPU
time

DEGA_TCIOWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTERM 009) terminal I/O
wait time

DEGA_JCIOWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHJOUR 010) journal I/O
wait time

DEGA_TSIOWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTEMP 011) temp
storage wait time

DEGA_SUSPTIME Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 014) suspend
time

DEGA_FCIOWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHFILE 063) file I/O wait
time

DEGA_IRIOWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTERM 100) inter-region
wait time

DEGA_TDIOWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHDEST 101) transient
data request time

DEGA_DISPWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 102) waiting to
run time

DEGA_EXWTTIME Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHCICS 103) CICS
exception wait time

DEGA_PCLOADTM Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHPROG 115) program
load time

DEGA_GNQDELAY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 123) global ENQ
delay time

DEGA_DSPDELAY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 125) dispatch
delay time - 1st
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DEGA_TCLDELAY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 126) tran class
delay 1st dispatch

DEGA_MXTDELAY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 127) MXT delay
1st dispatch

DEGA_LMDELAY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 128) lock
manager delay wait time

DEGA_ENQDELAY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 129) ENQ delay -
Task Control ENQ

DEGA_LU61WTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTERM 133) LU6.1 wait
time

DEGA_LU62WTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTERM 134) LU6.2 wait
time

DEGA_SZWAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHFEPI 156) FEPI
elapsed time

DEGA_RMITIME Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 170) resource
Manager Interface time

DEGA_RMISUSP Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 171) resource
Manager Suspend time

DEGA_SYNCTIME Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHSYNC 173) syncpoint
dispatch time

DEGA_RLSWAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHFILE 174) RLS wait
time

DEGA_RLSCPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHFILE 175) CPU time -
RLS file requests

DEGA_CFDTWAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHFILE 176) CFDT I/O
wait time

DEGA_SRVSTWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHSYNC 177) CFDT
server syncpoint wait time

DEGA_TSSHWAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTEMP 178) temp
storage shared wait time

DEGA_WTEXWAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 181) external
ECB wait time

DEGA_WTCEWAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 182) CICS ECB
wait time

DEGA_ICDELAY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 183) interval
control delay wait time

DEGA_GVUPWAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 184) give up
control wait time

DEGA_IMSWAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHDATA 186) IMS
(DBCTL) wait time

DEGA_DB2RDYQW Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHDATA 187) DB2
Readyq wait time
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DEGA_DB2CONWT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHDATA 188) DB2
Connection wait time

DEGA_DB2WAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHDATA 189) DB2 wait
time

DEGA_RRMSWAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 191) RRMS/MVS
wait time

DEGA_RQRWAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 192) request
receiver wait time

DEGA_RQPWAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 193) request
processor wait time

DEGA_RUNTRWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 195) CBTS run
process sync wait time

DEGA_SYNCDLY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHSYNC 196) syncpoint
delay time

DEGA_OTSINDWT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHSYNC 199) OTS
indoubt wait time

DEGA_SOIOWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHSOCK 241) inbound
socket I/O wait time

DEGA_DSCHMDLY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 247) CICS TCB
Change Mode delay time

DEGA_QRMODDLY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 249) wait for
dispatch - QR TCB

DEGA_MAXOTDLY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 250) CICS
MAXOPENTCBS delay time

DEGA_JVMTIME Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 253) Java time

DEGA_JVMSUSP Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 254) Java
suspend time

DEGA_QRDISPT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 255) dispatch
time - QR TCB

DEGA_QRCPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 256) CPU time -
QR TCB

DEGA_MSDISPT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 257) dispatch
time - MS TCB

DEGA_MSCPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 258) CPU time -
MS TCB

DEGA_L8CPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 259) CPU time -
L8 TCB

DEGA_J8CPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 260) CPU time -
J8 TCB

DEGA_S8CPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 261) CPU time -
S8 TCB

DEGA_KY8DISPT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 262) dispatch
time - K8 TCB
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DEGA_KY8CPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 263) CPU time -
K8 TCB

DEGA_KY9DISPT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 264) Dispatch
time - K9 TCB

DEGA_KY9CPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 265) CPU time -
K9 TCB

DEGA_L9CPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 266) CPU time -
L9 TCB

DEGA_J9CPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 267) CPU time -
J9 TCB

DEGA_DSTCBMWT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 268) TCB
mismatch wait time

DEGA_RODISPT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 269) dispatch
time - RO TCB

DEGA_ROCPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 270) CPU time -
RO TCB

DEGA_X8CPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 271) CPU time -
X8 TCB

DEGA_X9CPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 272) CPU time -
X9 TCB

DEGA_JVMITIME Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 273) CICS JVM
initialize elapse time

DEGA_JVMRTIME Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 275) CICS JVM
reset elapse time

DEGA_MAXJTDLY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 277) CICS
MAXJVMTCBS delay time

DEGA_MAXHTDLY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 278) CICS
MAXHPTCBS delay time

DEGA_DSMMSCWT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 279) MVS
storage constraint wait time

DEGA_MAXSTDLY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 281) TCB delay
time - Max SSL

DEGA_MAXXTDLY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 282) TCB delay
time - Max XPLink

DEGA_PTPWAIT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 285) 3270 bridge
partner wait time

DEGA_SOOIOWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHSOCK 299) outbound
socket I/O wait time

DEGA_ISIOWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHSOCK 300) IS I/O wait
time

DEGA_WMQGETWT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHDATA 396) MQ Getwait
wait time
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DEGA_MAXTTDLY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 283) TCB delay
time - Max thread

DEGA_T8CPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 400) CPU time -
T8 TCB

DEGA_MLXSSCTM Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHWEBB 411) CPU time -
XML system services

DEGA_RMITOTAL Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHRMI 001) RMI time -
Total

DEGA_RMIOTHER Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHRMI 002) RMI time -
Other

DEGA_RMIDB2 Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHRMI 003) RMI time -
DB2

DEGA_RMIDBCTL Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHRMI 004) RMI time -
DBCTL

DEGA_RMIEXDLI Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHRMI 005) RMI time -
EXEC DLI

DEGA_RMIMQM Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHRMI 006) RMI time -
MQ

DEGA_RMICPSM Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHRMI 007) RMI time -
CICSPlex SM

DEGA_RMITCPIP Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHRMI 008) RMI time -
TCP/IP sockets

DEGA_JVMTHDWT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 401)
JVMSERVER thread wait time

DEGA_WMQASRBT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHDATA 397) MQ API
SRB time

DEGA_ISALWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHSOCK 319) IS alloc wait
time

DEGA_TCALWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTERM 343) TC alloc
wait time

DEGA_ROMODDLY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 348) TCB Delay
time - RO

DEGA_SOMODDLY Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 349) TCB Delay
time - SO

DEGA_TDILWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHDEST 403) TD intra
lock wait time

DEGA_TDELWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHDEST 404) TD extra
lock wait time

DEGA_FCXCWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHFILE 426) FC exclusive
control wait time

DEGA_FCVSWTT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHFILE 427) FC VSAM
string wait time
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DEGA_CPUTONCP Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 436) CPU time
on standard CP

DEGA_OFFLCPUT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 437) offload on
standard CP

DEGA_MONXTIME Degradation 255 28 Degradation - MEI time

DEGA_CSFXTIME Degradation 255 28 Degradation - CSFX time

DEGA_MONXCPU Degradation 255 28 Degradation - MEI CPU time

DEGA_CSFXCPU Degradation 255 28 Degradation - CSFX CPU time

DEGA_DSAPTHWT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 429) DS allocate
pthread wait time

DEGA_ASFTCHWT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 475)
asynchronous FETCH wait time

DEGA_ASRNATWT Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 476)
asynchronous RUN delayed time

DEGA_WBURIOPN Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHWEBB 339) WEB
OPEN elapsed time

DEGA_WBSVINVK Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHWEBC 379) INVOKE
SERVICE elapsed time

DEGA_WBURIRCV Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHWEBB 393) WEB
RECEIVE SESSTOKEN elap time

DEGA_WBURISND Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHWEBB 394) WEB
SEND SESSTOKEN elapsed time

DEGA_XSVFYPWD Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 435) password
verification wait time

DEGA_XSVFYKER Degradation 255 28 Degradation - (DFHTASK 439) Kerberos
verification wait time

CICS Transaction Summary Variables

Use these SYSVIEW Option for CICS Transaction Summary variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record sections are defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

RecordControl CICS transaction summary record control information
TransactionSummary CICS transaction summary information for a specific transaction or transaction

group

Report Syntax

ID option and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF28 member and require the use of the COPY command to use the
definitions. The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option
and variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member
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TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,

CICS [SUMMARY] TRANSACTION variable_name

END

RUN

The following example report creates a TAB report using ID options and variables:

COPY GSVSMF25

TAB DATETIME CTSD_CICS_RELS,

CICS SUMMARY TRANSACTION CTSD_CNTL_START AND,

CICS SUMMARY TRANSACTION CTSD_CNTL_END

END

RUN

The ID options and variables described in this article can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record.
However, you can use all of them together in the same TAB or FLASHBACK report because they all appear in the SMF
record no more than one time. Fields that have a one-to-one field-to-record relationship can be reported on without the
use of the TAB2 command.

ID Options for CICS Transaction Summary Variables

The following ID Options can be used with CICS Transaction Summary variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype Description

CTSD_CICS_RELS RecordControl 255 25 CICS release

CTSD_CNTL_JOBNAM RecordControl 255 25 CICS jobname

CTSD_TRAN TransactionSummary 255 25 transaction name

CICS Transaction Summary Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype Description

CTSD_CNTL_START RecordControl 255 25 interval start

CTSD_CNTL_END RecordControl 255 25 interval end

CTSD_CNTL_INTVAL RecordControl 255 25 Interval in microseconds

CTSD_CNTL_SECS RecordControl 255 25 Interval in seconds

CTSD_COUNT TransactionSummary 255 25 transaction count used

CTSD_TRANRATE TransactionSummary 255 25 transaction rate/minute

CTSD_FILEIOS TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHFILE 093) file requests

CTSD_EXCLUDED TransactionSummary 255 25 transaction count excluded

CTSD_CPUTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 008) total CPU time

CTSD_LIFETIME TransactionSummary 255 25 life time of transaction

CTSD_RESPTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 transaction response time

CTSD_WTRTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 102) waiting to run time

CTSD_FCPTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHFILE 063) file I/O wait time

CTSD_SUSPTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 014) suspend time

CTSD_GSVICPU TransactionSummary 255 25 SYSVIEW CPU time
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CTSD_GSVITIME TransactionSummary 255 25 SYSVIEW monitor time

CTSD_MONXTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 MEI time

CTSD_RUNTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 run Time (Life time - 1st delay)

CTSD_DISPTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 007) dispatch time

CTSD_TERMTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 009) terminal I/O wait time

CTSD_JCPTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHJOUR 010) journal I/O wait time

CTSD_TSPTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTEMP 011) temp storage wait time

CTSD_MROTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTERM 100) inter-region wait time

CTSD_TDATTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHDEST 101) transient data request
time

CTSD_EXWTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHCICS 103) CICS exception wait time

CTSD_PCPLTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHPROG 115) program load time

CTSD_GNQDELAY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 123) global ENQ delay time

CTSD_DSPDELAY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 125) dispatch delay time - 1st

CTSD_TCLDELAY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 126) tran class delay 1st
dispatch

CTSD_MXTDELAY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 127) MXT delay 1st dispatch

CTSD_LMDELAY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 128) lock manager delay wait
time

CTSD_ENQDELAY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 129) ENQ delay - Task Control
ENQ

CTSD_LU61WTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTERM 133) LU6.1 wait time

CTSD_LU62WTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTERM 134) LU6.2 wait time

CTSD_SZWAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHFEPI 156) FEPI elapsed time

CTSD_RMITIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 170) resource manager
interface time

CTSD_RMISUSP TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 171) resource manager
suspend time

CTSD_SYNCTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHSYNC 173) synchpoint dispatch time

CTSD_RLSWAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHFILE 174) RLS wait time

CTSD_RLSCPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHFILE 175) CPU time - RLS file
requests

CTSD_CFDTWAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHFILE 176) CFDT I/O wait time

CTSD_SRVSTWTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHSYNC 177) CFDT server synchpoint
wait time

CTSD_TSSHWAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTEMP 178) temp storage shared wait
time

CTSD_WTEXWAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 181) external ECB wait time

CTSD_WTCEWAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 182) CICS ECB wait time
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CTSD_ICDELAY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 183) interval control delay wait
time

CTSD_GVUPWAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 184) give up control wait time

CTSD_IMSWAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHDATA 186) IMS (DBCTL) wait time

CTSD_DB2RDYQW TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHDATA 187) Db2 Readyq wait time

CTSD_DB2CONWT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHDATA 188) Db2 Connection wait time

CTSD_DB2WAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHDATA 189) Db2 wait time

CTSD_RRMSWAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 191) RRMS/MVS wait time

CTSD_RQRWAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 192) request receiver wait time

CTSD_RQPWAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 193) request processor wait
time

CTSD_RUNTRWTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 195) CBTS run process sync
wait time

CTSD_SYNCDLY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHSYNC 196) synchpoint delay time

CTSD_OTSINDWT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHSYNC 199) OTS indoubt wait time

CTSD_SOIOWTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHSOCK 241) inbound socket I/O wait
time

CTSD_DSCHMDLY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 247) CICS TCB Change Mode
delay time

CTSD_QRMODDLY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 249) wait for dispatch - QR
TCB

CTSD_MAXOTDLY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 250) CICS MAXOPENTCBS
delay time

CTSD_JVMTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 253) Java time

CTSD_JVMSUSP TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 254) Java suspend time

CTSD_QRDISPT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 255) dispatch time - QR TCB

CTSD_QRCPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 256) CPU time - QR TCB

CTSD_MSDISPT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 257) dispatch time - MS TCB

CTSD_MSCPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 258) CPU time - MS TCB

CTSD_L8CPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 259) CPU time - L8 TCB

CTSD_J8CPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 260) CPU time - J8 TCB

CTSD_S8CPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 261) CPU time - S8 TCB

CTSD_KY8DISPT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 262) dispatch time - K8 TCB

CTSD_KY8CPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 263) CPU time - K8 TCB

CTSD_KY9DISPT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 264) dispatch time - K9 TCB

CTSD_KY9CPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 265) CPU time - K9 TCB

CTSD_L9CPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 266) CPU time - L9 TCB

CTSD_J9CPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 267) CPU time - J9 TCB

CTSD_DSTCBMWT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 268) TCB mismatch wait time
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CTSD_RODISPT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 269) dispatch time - RO TCB

CTSD_ROCPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 270) CPU time - RO TCB

CTSD_X8CPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 271) CPU time - X8 TCB

CTSD_X9CPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 272) CPU time - X9 TCB

CTSD_JVMITIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 273) CICS JVM initialize
elapse time

CTSD_JVMRTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 275) CICS JVM reset elapse
time

CTSD_MAXJTDLY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 277) CICS MAXJVMTCBS
delay time

CTSD_MAXHTDLY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 278) CICS MAXHPTCBS
delay time

CTSD_DSMMSCWT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 279) MVS storage constraint
wait time

CTSD_MAXSTDLY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 281) TCB delay time - Max
SSL

CTSD_MAXXTDLY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 282) TCB delay time - Max
XPLink

CTSD_MAXTTDLY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 283) TCB delay time - Max
thread

CTSD_PTPWAIT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 285) 3270 bridge partner wait
time

CTSD_SOOIOWTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHSOCK 299) outbound socket I/O wait
time

CTSD_ISIOWTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHSOCK 300) IS I/O wait time

CTSD_ISALWTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHSOCK 319) IS alloc wait time

CTSD_TCALWTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTERM 343) TC alloc wait time

CTSD_ROMODDLY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 348) TCB Delay time - RO

CTSD_SOMODDLY TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 349) TCB Delay time - SO

CTSD_WMQGETWT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHDATA 396) MQ Getwait wait time

CTSD_WMQASRBT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHDATA 397) MQ API SRB time

CTSD_T8CPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 400) CPU time - T8 TCB

CTSD_JVMTHDWT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 401) JVMSERVER thread wait
time

CTSD_TDILWTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHDEST 403) TD intra lock wait time

CTSD_TDELWTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHDEST 404) TD extra lock wait time

CTSD_MLXSSCTM TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHWEBB 411) CPU time - XML system
services

CTSD_RMITOTAL TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHRMI 001) RMI time - Total

CTSD_RMIOTHER TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHRMI 002) RMI time - Other
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Variable Section Type Subtype Description

CTSD_RMIDB2 TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHRMI 003) RMI time - Db2

CTSD_RMIDBCTL TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHRMI 004) RMI time - DBCTL

CTSD_RMIEXDLI TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHRMI 005) RMI time - EXEC DLI

CTSD_RMIMQM TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHRMI 006) RMI time - MQ

CTSD_RMICPSM TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHRMI 007) RMI time - CICSPlex SM

CTSD_RMITCPIP TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHRMI 008) RMI time - TCP/IP sockets

CTSD_FCXCWTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHFILE 426) FC exclusive control wait
time

CTSD_FCVSWTT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHFILE 427) FC VSAM string wait time

CTSD_CPUTONCP TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 436) CPU time on standard CP

CTSD_OFFLCPUT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 437) offload on standard CP

CTSD_CSFXTIME TransactionSummary 255 25 CSFX time

CTSD_CSFXCPU TransactionSummary 255 25 CSFX CPU time

CTSD_MONXCPU TransactionSummary 255 25 MEI CPU time

CTSD_ABENDS TransactionSummary 255 25 abends

CTSD_DSAPTHWT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 429) DS allocate pthread wait
time

CTSD_ASFTCHWT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 475) asynchronous FETCH
wait time

CTSD_ASRNATWT TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 476) asynchronous RUN
delayed time

CTSD_WBURIOPN TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHWEBB 339) WEB OPEN elapsed
time

CTSD_WBSVINVK TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHWEBC 379) INVOKE SERVICE
elapsed time

CTSD_WBURIRCV TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 393) WEB RECEIVE
SESSTOKEN elap time

CTSD_WBURISND TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHWEBB 394) WEB SEND
SESSTOKEN elapsed time

CTSD_XSVFYPWD TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 435) password verification wait
time

CTSD_XSVFYKER TransactionSummary 255 25 (DFHTASK 439) Kerberos verification wait
time

CICS Transaction Detail Variables

You can use SYSVIEW Option for CICS transaction detail variables to compute an average for CICS transaction detail
records.
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Compute an Average for CICS Transaction Detail Records

For all numeric variables defined under this section, totals are printed instead of averages when creating a tabular report.
This behavior differs from the typical default behavior because these variables have been defined externally in a parmlib
member.

The following syntax shows how to compute an average for CICS transaction lifetime based on the total value for lifetime.
A new variable that is named C_LIFETIME_AVG is defined and set to the quotient of the total lifetime and the count of
transactions:

DEFINE VAR CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_LIFETIME_AVG = ,

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_LIFETIME_TM / ,            

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION USE

When using DEFINE VAR the HDR1, HDR2, and FORMAT variable options should be used when the new variable is
referenced because there are no defaults on a defined variable.

The following sample report shows the correct usage of the new average variable with the associated variable options:

COPY GSVSMF27                                                 

 

DEFINE VAR CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_LIFETIME_AVG = ,    

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_LIFETIME_TM / ,                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION USE                              

 

TAB DATETIME C_TRAN,                                          

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION USE AND,                         

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_LIFETIME_TM,                   

HDR1(Tran    ) HDR2(LifeTot ) FORMAT(NNNNN.NNNNNN) AND,       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_LIFETIME_AVG,                  

HDR1(Tran    ) HDR2(LifeAvg ) FORMAT(NNNNN.NNNNNN)            

 

EACH 1 HOUR                                                   

 

END                                                           

RUN

CICS Abends Variables
Use these SYSVIEW Option for CICS Abends variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

Abends Abends for the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               
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END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variables described in this article reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

The ID options and variables can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID options
and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process repeated
sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. All others should be used with
the TAB or FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Abends ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 ABS_ABNDINT                       

END                                                     

RUN

ID Options for CICS Abends Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Abends variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work (UOW)
ID (hi half)
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work (UOW)
ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work (UOW)
ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit of
recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance record
type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin client
port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin client
IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first msg
in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+) inbound
TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS CorbaServer
name

CICS Abends Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

ABS_ABNDSYAB Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend contents OF TCASYABI

ABS_ABNDPCTR Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend contents OF TCAPCTR

ABS_ABNDCAXI Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend contents OF TCAPXAXI

ABS_ABNDCODE Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend code

ABS_ABNDPGM Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend failing program

ABS_ABNDREQ Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend request ID

ABS_ABNDRSRC Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend failing resource

ABS_ABNDSENS Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend sense bytes

ABS_ABNDOCOD Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend OP SYS abend code

ABS_ABNDR00 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R00

ABS_ABNDR01 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R01
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Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

ABS_ABNDR02 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R02

ABS_ABNDR03 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R03

ABS_ABNDR04 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R04

ABS_ABNDR05 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R05

ABS_ABNDR06 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R06

ABS_ABNDR07 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R07

ABS_ABNDR08 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R08

ABS_ABNDR09 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R09

ABS_ABNDR10 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R10

ABS_ABNDR11 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R11

ABS_ABNDR12 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R12

ABS_ABNDR13 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R13

ABS_ABNDR14 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R14

ABS_ABNDR15 Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend register - R15

ABS_ABNDPSW Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend PSW (ASRA and ASRB)

ABS_ABNDINT Abends 255 27 TAB2 abend interrupt code

CICS Correlation - CE APM Variables
Use these CICS Correlation - CE APM variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

Correlation Correlation segments created for the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option
andvariable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name                

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variables described in this article reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

The ID options and variables can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID options
and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process repeated
sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. All others should be used with
the TAB or FLASHBACK command.
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The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Correlation - CE APM ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 WILY_DATA,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION WILY_CORID_LEN                         

END                                                     

RUN

ID Options for CICS Correlation - CE APM Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Correlation - CE APM variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work (UOW)
ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work (UOW)
ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work (UOW)
ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit of
recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance record
type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin client
port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin client
IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1
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C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number
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C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first msg
in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+) inbound
TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS CorbaServer
name

WILY_TYPE Correlation 255 27 TAB2 correlation ID type

WILY_DATA Correlation 255 27 TAB2 correlation data

CICS Correlation - CE APM Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

WILY_CORID_LEN Correlation 255 27 TAB2 correlation ID length

CICS Datacom Service Facility Variables
Use these CICS Datacom Service Facility variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

DatacomCSF Datacom CSF requests made by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name              

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command .
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The ID options and variables can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID options
and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process repeated
sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. All others should be used with
the TAB or FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Datacom Service Facility ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 CSS_COMMAND,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION CSS_SIO_ZERO                         

END                                                     

RUN

ID Options for CICS Datacom Service Facility Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Datacom Service Facility variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 na jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work (UOW)
ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work (UOW)
ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work (UOW)
ID (lo half)
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C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit of
recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info byte 1
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C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance record
type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin client
port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin client
IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number
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C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program that is
called at attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name
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C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 2 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first msg
in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+) inbound
TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS CorbaServer
name

CSS_KEY DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF key (name+index
+DBID+table+command)

CSS_MUFNNDX DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF MUF name/index
(name+index)

CSS_MUFNAME DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF MUF name

CSS_MUFINDEX DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF MUF index

CSS_DBID DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF DBID

CSS_TABLE DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF table

CSS_COMMAND DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF command

CICS Datacom Service Facility Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

CSS_TIME DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF total request time

CSS_REQUESTS DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF total requests

CSS_TIME_MAX DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF max single request
time

CSS_SIO DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF I/O requests

CSS_SIO_MAX DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF maximum single I/O
request
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Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

CSS_SIO_ZERO DatacomCSF 255 27 TAB2 Datacom CSF requests performing
no I/O

CICS Db2 Variables
Use these CICS Db2 variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

DB2 Db2 requests made by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variables described in this article reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

The ID options and variables can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID options
and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process repeated
sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. All others should be used with
the TAB or FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Db2 ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 DB2_STATENUMBER,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION DB2_TIME_MAX                         

END                                                     

RUN

ID Options for CICS Db2 Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Db2 variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work (UOW)
ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work (UOW)
ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work (UOW)
ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit of
recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID
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C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or session
info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance record
type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin client
port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin client
IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code
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C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first msg
in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+) inbound
TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS CorbaServer
name

DB2_KEY DB2 255 27 TAB2 DB2 key (SSID+program+type
+number)

DB2_SSID DB2 255 27 TAB2 DB2 SSID

DB2_PROGRAM DB2 255 27 TAB2 DB2 requesting program

DB2_STATETYPE DB2 255 27 TAB2 DB2 statement type

DB2_STATENUMBER DB2 255 27 TAB2 DB2 statement number

CICS Db2 Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

DB2_TIME DB2 255 27 TAB2 DB2 total request time

DB2_REQUESTS DB2 255 27 TAB2 DB2 total request count

DB2_TIME_MAX DB2 255 27 TAB2 DB2 max single request time

CICS Dumps Variables
Use these CICS Dumps variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

Dumps Dumps generated by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

The ID options and variables can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID options
and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process repeated
sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Dumps ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27
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TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 DUS_ABCODE,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION DUS_STCK                         

END                                                     

      RUN

ID Options for CICS Dumps Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Dumps variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)
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C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name
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C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id
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C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name
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C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

DUS_TYPE Dumps 255 27 TAB2 dump type

DUS_DUMPCODE Dumps 255 27 TAB2 dump code

DUS_DUMPID Dumps 255 27 TAB2 dump ID

DUS_PROGRAM Dumps 255 27 TAB2 dump program

DUS_FAILMOD Dumps 255 27 TAB2 dump failing module

DUS_ABCODE Dumps 255 27 TAB2 dump abend code

CICS Dumps Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

DUS_STCK Dumps 255 27 TAB2 dump time of day (STCK)

CICS Exceptions Variables
Use these CICS Exceptions variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

CICSExceptions CICS exceptions for the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             
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TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions described here reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY
command.

ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID
options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Exceptions ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 EXS_MNJOB,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION EXS_STCK                         

END                                                     

RUN

ID Options for CICS Exceptions Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Exceptions variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number
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C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name
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C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number
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C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program that is
called at attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name
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C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

EXS_MNTRN CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception transaction ID

EXS_MNTER CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception terminal ID

EXS_MNUSR CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception user ID

EXS_MNTST CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception transaction start type

EXS_MNTNO CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception transaction number

EXS_MNTPR CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception transaction priority

EXS_MNLUN CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception LUNAME

EXS_MNRTY CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception resource type

EXS_MNRID CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception resource ID
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EXS_MNTYP CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception type

EXS_MNJOB CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception CICS jobname

CICS Exceptions Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

EXS_MNSTA CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception start time

EXS_MNSTO CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception stop time

EXS_MNEXN CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception number

EXS_STCK CICSExceptions 255 27 TAB2 exception store clock

CICS EXEC Interface Variables
Use these CICS EXEC Interface variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

ExecInterface EXEC CICS interface requests made by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME]id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID
options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS EXEC Interface ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 CEI_EIBRESP2,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION CEI_STCK_REQUEST                         

END                                                     
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RUN

ID Options for CICS EXEC Interface Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS EXEC Interface variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 2 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

CEI_KEY ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS key

CEI_PROGRAM ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS requesting program

CEI_CODE ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS code

CEI_CODE1 ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS EIB code

CEI_CODE2 ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS EIB code

CEI_OFFSET ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS program offset

CEI_EIBRESP ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS EIBRESP

CEI_EIBRESP2 ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS EIBRESP2

CICS EXEC Interface Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

CEI_TIME ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS total request time

CEI_REQUESTS ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS total request count

CEI_NONZERORC ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS count of non-zero RCs

CEI_TIME_MAX ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS max single request
time

CEI_STCK_REQUEST ExecInterface 255 27 TAB2 EXEC CICS time of request -
STCK

CICS Files Variables
Use these CICS Files variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

Files Files used by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.
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COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID
options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Files ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 FCS_MFCSYSID,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION FCS_ERRORUNLOCK                         

END                                                     

RUN

ID Options for CICS Files Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Files variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 2 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a Files trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

FCS_MFCKEY Files 255 27 TAB2 file key (name+program)

FCS_MFCNAME Files 255 27 TAB2 file name

FCS_MFCPGM Files 255 27 TAB2 file requesting program name

FCS_MFCSYSID Files 255 27 TAB2 file system ID

CICS Files Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

FCS_MFCRTIM Files 255 27 TAB2 file total request time

FCS_MFCRCNT Files 255 27 TAB2 file total request count
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Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

FCS_MFCNONZERORC Files 255 27 TAB2 file count of non-zero RCs

FCS_MFCRTIMH Files 255 27 TAB2 file max single request time

FCS_MFCSPLT Files 255 27 TAB2 file split count

FCS_MFCROTH Files 255 27 TAB2 file other requests

FCS_MFCRBRO Files 255 27 TAB2 file BROWSE requests

FCS_MFCRGET Files 255 27 TAB2 file READ requests

FCS_MFCRGTU Files 255 27 TAB2 file READ FOR UPDATE requests

FCS_MFCRUPD Files 255 27 TAB2 file UPDATE requests

FCS_MFCRADD Files 255 27 TAB2 file ADD requests

FCS_MFCRDEL Files 255 27 TAB2 file DELETE requests

FCS_MFCRSBR Files 255 27 TAB2 file start browse requests

FCS_MFCREBR Files 255 27 TAB2 file end browse requests

FCS_MFCRRBR Files 255 27 TAB2 file reset browse requests

FCS_MFCRUNL Files 255 27 TAB2 file unlock requests

FCS_MFCROTH_TIME Files 255 27 TAB2 file other total request time

FCS_MFCRBRO_TIME Files 255 27 TAB2 file BROWSE total request time

FCS_MFCRGET_TIME Files 255 27 TAB2 file READ total request time

FCS_MFCRGTU_TIME Files 255 27 TAB2 file READ FOR UPDATE total
request time

FCS_MFCRUPD_TIME Files 255 27 TAB2 file UPDATE total request time

FCS_MFCRADD_TIME Files 255 27 TAB2 file ADD total request time

FCS_MFCRDEL_TIME Files 255 27 TAB2 file DELETE total request time

FCS_MFCRSBR_TIME Files 255 27 TAB2 file start browse total request time

FCS_MFCREBR_TIME Files 255 27 TAB2 file end browse total request time

FCS_MFCRRBR_TIME Files 255 27 TAB2 file reset browse total request time

FCS_MFCRUNL_TIME Files 255 27 TAB2 file unlock total request time

FCS_ERROROTHER Files 255 27 TAB2 file other errors

FCS_ERRORBROWSE Files 255 27 TAB2 file BROWSE errors

FCS_ERRORREAD Files 255 27 TAB2 file READ errors

FCS_ERRORREADUPD Files 255 27 TAB2 file READ FOR UPDATE errors

FCS_ERRORUPDATE Files 255 27 TAB2 file UPDATE errors

FCS_ERRORADD Files 255 27 TAB2 file ADD errors

FCS_ERRORDELETE Files 255 27 TAB2 file DELETE errors

FCS_ERRORSTARTBR Files 255 27 TAB2 file start browse errors

FCS_ERRORENDBR Files 255 27 TAB2 file end browse errors

FCS_ERRORRESETBR Files 255 27 TAB2 file reset browse errors

FCS_ERRORUNLOCK Files 255 27 TAB2 file unlock errors
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CICS IMS - DL/I Variables
Use these CICS IMS - DL/I variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

IMSDLI DL/I requests made by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID
options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS IMS - DL/I ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 DLS_MDLNAME,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION DLS_MDLRGHNP                         

END                                                     

RUN

ID Options for CICS IMS - DL/I Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS IMS - DL/I variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

DLS_MDLNAME IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI database name
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CICS IMS - DL/I Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

DLS_MDLRTIM IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI total request time

DLS_MDLRCNT IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI total request count

DLS_MDLRTIMH IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI max single request time

DLS_MDLRREPL IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI REPLACE requests

DLS_MDLRGU IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI GU requests

DLS_MDLRGHU IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI GHU requests

DLS_MDLRISRT IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI ISRT requests

DLS_MDLRDLET IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI DLET requests

DLS_MDLRGN IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI GN requests

DLS_MDLRGNP IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI GNP requests

DLS_MDLRGHN IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI GHN requests

DLS_MDLRGHNP IMSDLI 255 27 TAB2 IMSDLI GHNP requests

CICS MCT Variables
Use these CICS MCT variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record sections are defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

XPFC Miscellaneous transaction data
CLOCKS Time-based metrics
DFHTASK CICS MCT performance data group DFHTASK
DFHTERM CICS MCT performance data group DFHTERM
DFHCICS CICS MCT performance data group DFHCICS
DFHDEST CICS MCT performance data group DFHDEST
DFHFILE CICS MCT performance data group DFHFILE
DFHJOUR CICS MCT performance data group DFHJOUR
DFHMAPP CICS MCT performance data group DFHMAPP
DFHPROG CICS MCT performance data group DFHPROG
DFHSTOR CICS MCT performance data group DFHSTOR
DFHSYNC CICS MCT performance data group DFHSYNC
DFHTEMP CICS MCT performance data group DFHTEMP
DFHFEPI CICS MCT performance data group DFHFEPI
DFHDATA CICS MCT performance data group DFHDATA
DFHCBTS CICS MCT performance data group DFHCBTS
DFHDOCH CICS MCT performance data group DFHDOCH
DFHWEBB CICS MCT performance data group DFHWEBB
DFHSOCK CICS MCT performance data group DFHSOCK
DFHEJBS CICS MCT performance data group DFHEJBS
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Section Description

DFHCHNL CICS MCT performance data group DFHCHNL

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN 

The ID options and variable definitions listed here reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

These ID options and variables may be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Since they only appear
once in an SMF record, they may be used together in the same TAB or FLASHBACK report. Fields that have a one-to-one
field-to-record relationship can be reported on without the use of the TAB2 command.

The following example creates a TAB report using CICS MCT ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27                             

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                   

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP   

END                                       

        RUN

ID Options for MCT Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS MCT variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type
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ID Option Section Type Subtype Description

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 082) transaction
group ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 109) transaction
priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 163) transaction
facility name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 166) transaction
class name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS
unit of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 194) OTS
transaction ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+)
current application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+)
current application platform
name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version
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ID Option Section Type Subtype Description

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+)
current operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 111) logical unit
name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 197) NETID -
network qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 130) remote system
of route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 167) WLM service
class name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 168) WLM report
class name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin
task number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin
user ID
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ID Option Section Type Subtype Description

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin
user data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin
port number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+)
previous Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+)
previous Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+)
previous Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+)
previous Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 371) originating
facility name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+)
previous tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+)
previous tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 071) program called
at attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 113) program
original abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 114) program
current abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type
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ID Option Section Type Subtype Description

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process
ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity
ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+)
socket cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+)
socket flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name
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CICS MCT Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype Description

C_ABENDS XPFC 255 27 abend count

C_SUSPEXCP XPFC 255 27 suspend exceptions count

C_STGVIOLS XPFC 255 27 storage violations

C_COMMLENHWM XPFC 255 27 maximum length of any COMMAREA
used by programs

C_LIFETIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 transaction life time

C_RESPTIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 transaction response time

C_MONXTIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 SYSVIEW MEI time

C_CSF_TCB_TM CLOCKS 255 27 Datacom CSF TCB alloc time

C_CSF_HOLD_TM CLOCKS 255 27 Datacom CSF TCB hold time

C_CSF_WAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 Datacom CSF wait time

C_CSF_REQS_TM CLOCKS 255 27 Datacom CSF request time

C_USRDISPT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 007) dispatch time

C_USRCPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 008) CPU time

C_TCIOWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 009) terminal I/O wait time

C_JCIOWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHJOUR 010) journal I/O wait time

C_TSIOWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTEMP 011) TS I/O wait time

C_SUSPTIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 014) suspend time

C_FCIOWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHFILE 063) file I/O wait time

C_IRIOWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTERM 100) MRO I/O wait time

C_TDIOWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHDEST 101) TD I/O wait time

C_DISPWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 102) Dispatch waiting to run
time

C_EXWTTIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHCICS 103) exception wait time

C_PCLOADTM_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHPROG 115) program load time

C_GNQDELAY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 123) global ENQ delay time

C_DSPDELAY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 125) first dispatch delay time

C_TCLDELAY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 126) tran class delay first
dispatch time

C_MXTDELAY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 127) MXT delay first dispatch
time

C_LMDELAY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 128) lock manager delay
time

C_ENQDELAY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 129) task control ENQ delay
time

C_LU61WTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTERM 133) LU6.1 wait time

C_LU62WTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTERM 134) LU6.2 wait time
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Variable Section Type Subtype Description

C_SZWAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHFEPI 156) FEPI wait time

C_RMITIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 170) resource manager
interface time

C_RMISUSP_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 171) resource manager
interface suspend time

C_SYNCTIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHSYNC 173) synchpoint time

C_RLSWAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHFILE 174) RLS wait time

C_RLSCPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHFILE 175) RLS CPU time

C_CFDTWAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHFILE 176) CFDT I/O wait time

C_SRVSTWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHSYNC 177) CFDT server sync
point wait time

C_TSSHWAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTEMP 178) TS shared wait time

C_WTEXWAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 181) external ECB wait time

C_WTCEWAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 182) CICS ECB wait time

C_ICDELAY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 183) interval control delay
time

C_GVUPWAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 184) give up control wait
time

C_IMSWAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHDATA 186) IMS DBCTL wait time

C_DB2RDYQW_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHDATA 187) DB2 readyq wait time

C_DB2CONWT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHDATA 188) DB2 connection wait
time

C_DB2WAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHDATA 189) DB2 wait time

C_RRMSWAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 191) RRMS/MVS wait time

C_RQRWAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 192) request receiver wait
time

C_RQPWAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 193) request processor wait
time

C_RUNTRWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 195) CBTS run process wait
time

C_SYNCDLY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHSYNC 196) sync point delay time

C_OTSINDWT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHSYNC 199) OTS indoubt wait time

C_SOIOWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHSOCK 241) inbound socket I/O wait
time

C_DSCHMDLY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 247) TCB change mode
delay time

C_DSCHMDLY_CT CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 248) TCB change mode
delay count

C_QRMODDLY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 249) QR TCB wait for
dispatch time
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C_MAXOTDLY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 250) MAXOPENTCBS delay
time

C_JVMTIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 253) Java virtual machine
time

C_JVMSUSP_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 254) Java virtual machine
suspend time

C_QRDISPT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 255) QR TCB dispatch time

C_QRCPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 256) QR TCB CPU time

C_MSDISPT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 257) MS TCB dispatch time

C_MSCPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 258) MS TCB CPU time

C_L8CPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 259) L8 TCB CPU time

C_J8CPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 260) J8 TCB CPU time

C_S8CPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 261) S8 TCB CPU time

C_KY8DISPT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 262) key 8 TCB dispatch
time

C_KY8CPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 263) key 8 TCB CPU time

C_KY9DISPT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 264) key 9 TCB dispatch
time

C_KY9CPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 265) key 9 TCB CPU time

C_L9CPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 266) L9 mode CPU time

C_J9CPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 267) J9 TCB CPU time

C_DSTCBMWT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 268) TCB mismatch wait
time

C_RODISPT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 269) RO TCB dispatch time

C_ROCPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 270) RO TCB CPU time

C_X8CPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 271) X8 mode CPU time

C_X9CPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 272) X9 mode CPU time

C_JVMITIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 273) JVM initialization time

C_JVMRTIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 275) JVM reset time

C_MAXJTDLY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 277) MAXJVMTCBS delay
time

C_MAXHTDLY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 278) MAXHPTCBS delay
time

C_DSMMSCWT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 279) MVS storage constrain
wait time

C_MAXSTDLY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 281) max SSL TCB delay
time

C_MAXXTDLY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 282) max XPLink TCB delay
time
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C_PTPWAIT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 285) 3270 bridge partner
wait time

C_SOOIOWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 299) outbound socket I/O
wait time

C_ISIOWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHSOCK 300) IPIC connection I/O
wait time

C_WMQGETWT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHDATA 396) MQ GETWAIT time

C_GSVITIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 GSVI transaction monitoring time

C_GSVICPU_TM CLOCKS 255 27 GSVI transaction monitoring CPU time

C_RUNTIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 run time (life time - 1st delay)

C_MAXTTDLY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 283) max thread TCB delay
time

C_T8CPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 400) T8 mode CPU time

C_MLXSSCTM_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHWEBB 411) XLM system services
CPU time

C_RMITOTAL_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHRMI 001) RMI total time

C_RMIOTHER_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHRMI 002) RMI other time

C_RMIDB2_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHRMI 003) RMI DB2 time

C_RMIDBCTL_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHRMI 004) RMI DBCTL time

C_RMIEXDLI_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHRMI 005) RMI EXEC DLI time

C_RMIEXDLI_TT CLOCKS 255 27 RMI EXEC DLI count

C_RMIMQM_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHRMI 006) RMI MQ time

C_RMICPSM_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHRMI 007) RMI CICSPlex SM time

C_RMITCPIP_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHRMI 008) RMI TCP/IP sockets time

C_JVMTHDWT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 401) JVMSERVER thread
wait time

C_WMQASRBT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHDATA 397) MQ API SRB time

C_ISALWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHSOCK 319) IPIC session alloc wait
time

C_TCALWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTERM 343) MRO session alloc wait
time

C_ROMODDLY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 348) RO TCB delay time

C_SOMODDLY_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 349) SO TCB delay time

C_TDILWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHDEST 403) transient data intra lock
wait time

C_TDELWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHDEST 404) transient data extra
lock wait time

C_FCXCWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHFILE 426) file exclusive ctrl wait
time
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C_DSAPTHWT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 429) DS allocate pthread
wait time

C_FCVSWTT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHFILE 427) file VSAM string wait
time

C_ASFTCHWT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 475) (TS 5.4+) asynchronous
FETCH wait time

C_CPUTONCP_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 436) CPU time on standard
CP time

C_ASRNATWT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 476) (TS 5.4+) asynchronous
RUN delayed time

C_OFFLCPUT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 437) offload CPU on
standard CP time

C_XSVFYPWD_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 435) (TS 5.6+) password
verification wait time

C_CSFXTIME_TM CLOCKS 255 27 Datacom CSF monitoring time

C_XSVFYKER_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 439) (TS 5.6+) Kerberos
verification wait time

C_CSFXCPU_TM CLOCKS 255 27 Datacom CSF monitoring CPU time

C_MONXCPU_TM CLOCKS 255 27 monitor exit interface CPU time

C_WBURIOPN_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHWEBB 339) (TS 5.5+) WBURIOPN
time

C_WBSVINVK_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHWEBC 379) (TS 5.5+) WBSVINVK
time

C_WBURIRCV_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHWEBB 393) (TS 5.5+) WBURIRCV
time

C_WBURISND_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHWEBB 394) (TS 5.5+) WBURISND
time

C_XSVFYBAS_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 440) (TS 5.6+) basic auth
token verify wait time

C_XSVFYJWT_TM CLOCKS 255 27 (DFHTASK 441) (TS 5.6+) JSON web
token verify wait time

C_ICPUINCT DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 059) IC START or INITIATE
requests

C_ICSTACCT DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 065) IC start requests with
channel opt

C_ICTOTCT DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 066) IC total requests

C_CHMODECT DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 248) TCB changes modes

C_TCBATTCT DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 251) TCB attach count

C_DSTCBHWM DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 252) dispatcher TCB HWM

C_ICSTACDL DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 345) IC START CHANNEL
data length
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C_ICSTRCCT DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 346) IC START CHANNEL
remote requests

C_ICSTRCDL DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 346) IC START CHANNEL
remove data length

C_CURTASKS DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 434) (TS 5.1+) current tasks
at tran attach

C_MAXTASKS DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 433) (TS 5.1+) MXT at
transaction attach

C_ASTOTCT DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 470) (TS 5.4+) asynch API
commands requests

C_ASRUNCT DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 471) (TS 5.4+) EXEC CICS
RUN TRANSID requests

C_ASFTCHCT DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 472) (TS 5.4+) EXEC CICS
FETCH command requests

C_ASFREECT DFHTASK 255 27 (DFHTASK 473) (TS 5.4+) EXEC CICS
FREE CHILD requests

C_TCMSGIN1 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 034) messages received
(principle)

C_TCMSGOU1 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 035) messages sent
(principle)

C_TCMSGIN2 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 067) messages received
(alternate)

C_TCMSGOU2 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 068) messages sent
(alternate)

C_TCALLOCT DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 069) TCTTE allocate
requests

C_TCCHRIN1 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 083) bytes received
(principle)

C_TCCHROU1 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 084) bytes sent (principle)

C_TCCHRIN2 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 085) bytes received
(alternate)

C_TCCHROU2 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 086) bytes sent (alternate)

C_TCM62IN2 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 135) LU6.2 messages
received

C_TCM62OU2 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 136) LU6.2 messages sent

C_TCC62IN2 DFHTERM 255 27 (DFHTERM 137) LU6.2 bytes received

C_START DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 005) transaction start time

C_STOP DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 006) transaction stop time

C_CFCAPICT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 025) OO class requests

C_PERRECNT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 131) performance record
count

C_OSTART DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 361) TCP/IP origin start time
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C_EICTOTCT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 402) (TS 4.1+) total EXEC
CICS requests

C_TIASKTCT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 405) (TS 4.1+) total EXEC
CICS ASKTIME requests

C_TITOTCT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 406) (TS 4.1+) total EXEC
xxxTIME requests

C_BFDGSTCT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 408) (TS 4.1+) total BIF
DIGEST requests

C_BFTOTCT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 409) (TS 4.1+) total BIF
requests

C_ECSIGECT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 415) (TS 4.1+) total SIGNAL
EVENT requests

C_ECEFOPCT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 416) (TS 4.1+) total Event
Filter operations

C_ECEVNTCT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 417) (TS 4.1+) total EVENTs
captured

C_ECSEVCCT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 418) (TS 4.2+) sync emission
EVENTs captured

C_PHSTART DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 375) (TS 4.2+) previous Hop
data task start

C_PHCOUNT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 378) (TS 4.2+) previous Hop
data count

C_MPPRTXCD DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 449) (TS 5.1+) policy rule
thresholds exceeded

C_NCGETCT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 464) (TS 5.3+) EXEC CICS
GET COUNT/DCOUNT requests

C_PTSTART DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 480) (TS 5.4+) previous tran
start time

C_PTCOUNT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 483) (TS 5.4+) previous tran
count

C_MPSRECT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 466) (TS 5.4+) system rule
evaluations

C_MPSRACT DFHCICS 255 27 (DFHCICS 467) (TS 5.4+) system rule
actions

C_TDGETCT DFHDEST 255 27 (DFHDEST 041) transient data GET
requests

C_TDPUTCT DFHDEST 255 27 (DFHDEST 042) transient data PUT
requests

C_TDPURCT DFHDEST 255 27 (DFHDEST 043) transient data PURGE
requests

C_TDTOTCT DFHDEST 255 27 (DFHDEST 044) transient data total
requests

C_FCGETCT DFHFILE 255 27 (DFHFILE 036) file GET requests
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C_FCPUTCT DFHFILE 255 27 (DFHFILE 037) file PUT requests

C_FCBRWCT DFHFILE 255 27 (DFHFILE 038) file BROWSE requests

C_FCADDCT DFHFILE 255 27 (DFHFILE 039) file ADD requests

C_FCDELCT DFHFILE 255 27 (DFHFILE 040) file DELETE requests

C_FCAMCT DFHFILE 255 27 (DFHFILE 070) file access method
requests

C_FCTOTCT DFHFILE 255 27 (DFHFILE 093) file total requests

C_JCPUWRCT DFHJOUR 255 27 (DFHJOUR 058) journal write requests

C_LOGWRTCT DFHJOUR 255 27 (DFHJOUR 172) journal log stream write
requests

C_BMSMAPCT DFHMAPP 255 27 (DFHMAPP 050) BMS MAP requests

C_BMSINCT DFHMAPP 255 27 (DFHMAPP 051) BMS MAP IN requests

C_BMSOUTCT DFHMAPP 255 27 (DFHMAPP 052) BMS MAP OUT
requests

C_BMSTOTCT DFHMAPP 255 27 (DFHMAPP 090) BMS total requests

C_PCLINKCT DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 055) program LINK and
INVOKE requests

C_PCXCTLCT DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 056) program XCTL
requests

C_PCLOADCT DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 057) program LOAD
requests

C_PCLURMCT DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 072) program LINK URM
requests

C_PCDPLCT DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 073) program DLP requests

C_PCDLCSDL DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 286) program DLP requests
with CHANNEL data length

C_PCDLCRDL DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 287) program DLP
RETURN requests /w channel data

C_PCLNKCCT DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 306) program LINK
requests with CHANNEL

C_PCXCLCCT DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 307) program XCTL
requests with CHANNEL

C_PCDPLCCT DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 308) program DPL requests
with CHANNEL

C_PCRTNCCT DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 309) program remote
RETURN request with CHANNEL

C_PCRTNCDL DFHPROG 255 27 (DFHPROG 310) program remote
RETURN data len with CHANNEL

C_SCUSRHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 033) storage UDSA high-
water mark
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C_SCUGETCT DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 054) storage UDSA
GETMAIN requests

C_PCSTGHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 087) storage program high-
water mark

C_SCUSRSTG DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 095) storage UDSA
occupancy

C_SCUCGTCT DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 105) storage EUDSA
GETMAIN requests

C_SCUCRHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 106) storage EUDSA high-
water mark

C_SCUCRSTG DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 107) storage EUDSA
occupancy

C_PC24BHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 108) storage DSA program
high-water mark

C_SC24CHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 116) storage CDSA high-
water mark

C_SCCGETCT DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 117) storage CDSA
GETMAIN requests

C_SC24COCC DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 118) storage CDSA
occupancy

C_SC31CHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 119) storage ECDSA high-
water mark

C_SCAGETCT DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 120) storage ECDSA
GETMAIN requests

C_SC31COCC DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 121) storage ECDSA
occupancy

C_PC31RHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 122) storage ERDSA
program high-water mark

C_PC31AHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 139) storage EDSA program
high-water mark

C_PC31CHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 142) storage ECDSA
program high-water mark

C_PC24CHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 143) storage CDSA program
high-water mark

C_SC24SGCT DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 144) storage CDSA or
SDSA GETMAIN requests

C_SC24GSHR DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 145) storage CDSA or
SDSA GETMAIN bytes

C_SC24FSHR DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 146) storage CDSA or
SDSA FREEMAIN bytes

C_SC31SGCT DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 147) storage ECDSA or
ESDSA GETMAIN requests
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C_SC31GSHR DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 148) storage ECDSA or
ESDSA GETMAIN bytes

C_SC31FSHR DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 149) storage ECDSA or
ESDSA FREEMAIN bytes

C_PC24SHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 160) storage SDSA program
high-water mark

C_PC31SHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 161) storage ESDSA
program high-water mark

C_PC24RHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 162) storage RDSA program
high-water mark

C_SC64CGCT DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 441) (TS 5.1+) storage
GCDSA GETMAIN requests

C_SC64CHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 442) (TS 5.1+) storage
GCDSA high-water mark

C_SC64FSHR DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 447) (TS 5.1+) storage
GCDSA or GSDSA FREEMAIN bytes

C_SC64GSHR DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 446) (TS 5.1+) storage
GCDSA or GSDSA GETMAIN bytes

C_SC64SGCT DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 445) (TS 5.1+) storage
GCDSA or GSDSA GETMAIN requests

C_SC64UGCT DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 443) (TS 5.1+) storage
GUDSA GETMAIN requests

C_SC64UHWM DFHSTOR 255 27 (DFHSTOR 444) (TS 5.1+) storage
GUDSA high-water mark

C_SPSYNCCT DFHSYNC 255 27 (DFHSYNC 060) sync point requests

C_TSGETCT DFHTEMP 255 27 (DFHTEMP 044) temporary storage GET
requests

C_TSPUTACT DFHTEMP 255 27 (DFHTEMP 046) temporary storage PUT
AUX requests

C_TSPUTMCT DFHTEMP 255 27 (DFHTEMP 047) temporary storage PUT
MAIN requests

C_TSTOTCT DFHTEMP 255 27 (DFHTEMP 092) temporary storage total
requests

C_TSGETSCT DFHTEMP 255 27 (DFHTEMP 460) (TS 5.3+) temporary
storage GET shared requests

C_TSPUTSCT DFHTEMP 255 27 (DFHTEMP 461) (TS 5.3+) temporary
storage PUT shared requests

C_SZALLOCT DFHFEPI 255 27 (DFHFEPI 150) FEPI conversations
allocated

C_SZRCVCT DFHFEPI 255 27 (DFHFEPI 151) FEPI RECEIVE requests

C_SZSENDCT DFHFEPI 255 27 (DFHFEPI 152) FEPI SEND requests

C_SZSTRTCT DFHFEPI 255 27 (DFHFEPI 153) FEPI START requests
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C_SZCHROUT DFHFEPI 255 27 (DFHFEPI 154) FEPI bytes sent

C_SZCHRIN DFHFEPI 255 27 (DFHFEPI 155) FEPI bytes received

C_SZALLCTO DFHFEPI 255 27 (DFHFEPI 157) FEPI allocate time outs

C_SZRCVTO DFHFEPI 255 27 (DFHFEPI 158) FEPI receive data time
outs

C_SZTOTCT DFHFEPI 255 27 (DFHFEPI 159) FEPI total requests

C_IMSREQCT DFHDATA 255 27 (DFHDATA 179) IMS (DBCTL) requests

C_DB2REQCT DFHDATA 255 27 (DFHDATA 180) DB2 requests

C_WMQREQCT DFHDATA 255 27 (DFHDATA 395) MQ requests

C_BARSYNCT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 205) CBTS run synchronous
requests

C_BARASYCT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 206) CBTS run
asynchronous requests

C_BALKPACT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 207) CBTS run link process
requests

C_BADPROCT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 208) CBTS define process
requests

C_BADACTCT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 209) CBTS define activity
requests

C_BARSPACT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 210) CBTS reset activity
requests

C_BASUPACT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 211) CBTS suspend process
requests

C_BARMPACT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 212) CBTS resume process
requests

C_BADCPACT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 213) CBTS delete or cancel
requests

C_BAACQPCT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 214) CBTS acquire process
requests

C_BATOTPCT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 215) CBTS total process
requests

C_BAPRDCCT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 216) CBTS delete/get/put
process requests

C_BAACDCCT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 217) CBTS delete/get/put
activity requests

C_BATOTCCT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 218) CBTS total process/
activity requests

C_BARATECT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 219) CBTS retrieve reattach
requests

C_BADFIECT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 220) CBTS define input
event requests
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C_BATIAECT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 221) CBTS define timer
event requests

C_BATOTECT DFHCBTS 255 27 (DFHCBTS 222) CBTS total event
request requests

C_DHDELCT DFHDOCH 255 27 (DFHDOCH 223) doc handler DELETE
requests

C_DHCRECT DFHDOCH 255 27 (DFHDOCH 226) doc handler CREATE
requests

C_DHINSCT DFHDOCH 255 27 (DFHDOCH 227) doc handler INSERT
requests

C_DHSETCT DFHDOCH 255 27 (DFHDOCH 228) doc handler SET
requests

C_DHRETCT DFHDOCH 255 27 (DFHDOCH 229) doc handler
RETRIEVE requests

C_DHTOTCT DFHDOCH 255 27 (DFHDOCH 230) doc handler total
requests

C_DHTOTDCL DFHDOCH 255 27 (DFHDOCH 240) doc handler total doc
length

C_WBREADCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 224) WEB READ requests

C_WBWRITCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 225) WEB WRITE requests

C_WBRCVCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 231) WEB RECEIVE
requests

C_WBCHRIN DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 232) WEB bytes received

C_WBSENDCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 233) WEB SEND requests

C_WBCHROUT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 234) WEB bytes sent

C_WBTOTCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 235) WEB total requests

C_WBREPRCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 236) WEB repository read
requests

C_WBREPWCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 237) WEB repository write
requests

C_WBEXTRCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 238) WEB EXTRACT
requests

C_WBBRWCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 239) WEB BROWSE
requests

C_WBREDOCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 331) WEB READ requests
as HTTP client

C_WBWRTOCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 332) WEB WRITE requests
as HTTP client

C_WBRCVIN1 DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 333) WEB RECEIVE
requests as HTTP client

C_WBCHRIN1 DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 334) WEB bytes received
as HTTP client
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C_WBSNDOU1 DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 335) WEB SEND requests
as HTTP client

C_WBCHROU1 DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 336) WEB bytes sent as
HTTP client

C_WBPARSCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 337) WEB PARSE URL
requests

C_WBBRWOCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 338) WEB BROWSE
requests as HTTP client

C_WBIWBSCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 340) WEB INVOKE
requests

C_WBREPRDL DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 341) WEB bytes read from
repository

C_WBREPWDL DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 342) WEB bytes written to
repository

C_MLXSSTDL DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 412) (TS 4.1+) WEB length
of documents parsed

C_WBSFCRCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 386) (TS 4.1+) WEB
SOAPFAULT CREATE requests

C_WBSFTOCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 387) (TS 4.1+) WEB
SOAPFAULT requests

C_WBISSFCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 388) (TS 4.1+) WEB
INVOKE service SOAP faults

C_WBSREQBL DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 390) (TS 4.1+) WEB SOAP
request body length

C_WBSRSPBL DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 392) (TS 4.1+) WEB SOAP
response body length

C_MLXMLTCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 413) (TS 4.1+) WEB EXEC
CICS TRANSFORM requests

C_WSACBLCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 420) (TS 4.1+) WEB
WSACONTEXT BUILD requests

C_WSACGTCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 421) (TS 4.1+) WEB
WSACONTEXT GET requests

C_WSAEPCCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 422) (TS 4.1+) WEB
WSAEPR CREATE requests

C_WSATOTCT DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 423) (TS 4.1+) WEB WS-
Addressing requests

C_WBJSNRQL DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 424) (TS 5.3+) WEB JSON
request body length

C_WBJSNRPL DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 425) (TS 5.3+) WEB JSON
response body length

C_SOBYENCT DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 242) socket bytes encrypted
- secure
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Variable Section Type Subtype Description

C_SOBYDECT DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 243) socket bytes decrypted
- secure

C_ISALLOCT DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 288) socket IPIC allocate
session requests

C_SOEXTRCT DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 289) socket EXTRACT
requests

C_SOCNPSCT DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 290) socket create non-
persistent sockets

C_SOCPSCT DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 291) socket create
persistent sockets

C_SONPSHWM DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 292) socket non-persistent
HWM

C_SOPSHWM DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 293) socket persistent HWM

C_SORCVCT DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 294) socket outbound
receive requests

C_SOCHRIN DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 295) socket outbound bytes
received

C_SOSENDCT DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 296) socket outbound send
requests

C_SOCHROUT DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 297) socket outbound bytes
sent

C_SOTOTCT DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 298) socket total requests

C_SOMSGIN1 DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 301) socket inbound receive
requests

C_SOCHRIN1 DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 302) socket inbound bytes
received

C_SOMSGOU1 DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 303) socket inbound send
requests

C_SOCHROU1 DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 304) socket inbound bytes
sent

C_EJBSACCT DFHEJBS 255 27 (DFHEJBS 312) EJBS bean activations

C_EJBSPACT DFHEJBS 255 27 (DFHEJBS 313) EJBS bean
passivations

C_EJBCRECT DFHEJBS 255 27 (DFHEJBS 314) EJBS bean creation
calls

C_EJBREMCT DFHEJBS 255 27 (DFHEJBS 315) EJBS bean removal
calls

C_EJBMTHCT DFHEJBS 255 27 (DFHEJBS 316) EJBS bean method
calls

C_EJBTOTCT DFHEJBS 255 27 (DFHEJBS 317) EJBS bean total
requests

C_PGTOTCCT DFHCHNL 255 27 (DFHCHNL 321) channel container
requests
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Variable Section Type Subtype Description

C_PGBRWCCT DFHCHNL 255 27 (DFHCHNL 322) channel container
BROWSE requests

C_PGGETCCT DFHCHNL 255 27 (DFHCHNL 323) channel container GET
requests

C_PGPUTCCT DFHCHNL 255 27 (DFHCHNL 324) channel container PUT
requests

C_PGMOVCCT DFHCHNL 255 27 (DFHCHNL 325) channel container
MOVE requests

C_PGGETCDL DFHCHNL 255 27 (DFHCHNL 326) channel GET byte total
for containers

C_PGPUTCDL DFHCHNL 255 27 (DFHCHNL 327) channel PUT byte total
for containers

C_PGCRECCT DFHCHNL 255 27 (DFHCHNL 328) channel containers
created

C_PGCSTHWM DFHCHNL 255 27 (DFHCHNL 329) channel container
storage HWM

CICS Monitor EMP Fields Variables
Use these CICS Monitor EMP Fields variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

CICSMonitorEMP CICS monitor EMP fields created by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions described here reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY
command.

ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID
options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Monitor EMP Fields options and variables.
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COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 EMP_DATA                                        

END                                                     

RUN

ID Options for CICS Monitor EMP Fields Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Monitor EMP Fields variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

CICS Monitor EMP Fields Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

EMP_CMODNAME CICSMonitorEMP 255 27 TAB2 EMP name

EMP_CMODTYPE CICSMonitorEMP 255 27 TAB2 EMP type

EMP_CMODIDNT CICSMonitorEMP 255 27 TAB2 EMP ID within type

EMP_CMODLENG CICSMonitorEMP 255 27 TAB2 EMP length of object

EMP_CMODCONN CICSMonitorEMP 255 27 TAB2 EMP assigned connector

EMP_CMODOFST CICSMonitorEMP 255 27 TAB2 EMP assigned offset

EMP_DATA CICSMonitorEMP 255 27 TAB2 EMP data (max data area)

CICS Monitor Exit Interface Events Variables
Use these CICS Monitor Exit Interface Events variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

MEI Monitor Exit Interface requests made by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             
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TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name              

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions described here reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY
command.

These ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the
ID options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Monitor Exit Interface Events options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 EVT_EVENTTYPE,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION EVT_TIME_MAX                         

END                                                     

RUN

ID Options for CICS Monitor Exit Interface Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Monitor Exit Interface variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

EVT_KEY MEI 255 27 TAB2 monitor exit interface key (name
+type)

EVT_EVENTNAME MEI 255 27 TAB2 monitor exit interface event name

EVT_EVENTTYPE MEI 255 27 TAB2 monitor exit interface event type
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CICS Monitor Exit Interface Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

EVT_TIME MEI 255 27 TAB2 monitor exit interface total request
time

EVT_REQUESTS MEI 255 27 TAB2 monitor exit interface total request
count

EVT_TIME_MAX MEI 255 27 TAB2 monitor exit interface max single
request time

CICS MQ Variables
Use these CICS MQ Variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

MQ MQ requests made by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name              

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions described here reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY
command.

These ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the
ID options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS MQ options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 WMQ_APICODE,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION WMQ_NOTRC00                         

END                                                     

RUN
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ID Options for CICS MQ Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS MQ variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program that is
called at attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

WMQ_KEY MQ 255 27 TAB2 MQ key (qmgr+object+APICode)

WMQ_QMGR MQ 255 27 TAB2 MQ queue manager

WMQ_OBJECT MQ 255 27 TAB2 MQ object

WMQ_APICODE MQ 255 27 TAB2 MQ API code

CICS MQ Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

WMQ_TIME MQ 255 27 TAB2 MQ total request time

WMQ_REQUESTS MQ 255 27 TAB2 MQ total request count

WMQ_TIME_MAX MQ 255 27 TAB2 MQ max single request time

WMQ_MSGLEN MQ 255 27 TAB2 MQ total message length

WMQ_MSGLEN_MAX MQ 255 27 TAB2 MQ max message length

WMQ_RC00 MQ 255 27 TAB2 MQ requests completing with
RC00

WMQ_NOTRC00 MQ 255 27 TAB2 MQ requests completing <> RC00

CICS Program Variables
Use these CICS Program variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

Programs Programs used by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         
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CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID
options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Program ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP

TAB2 PCS_PROGTYPECODE,

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION PCS_COMMOUTHWM

END

        RUN

ID Options for CICS Program Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Program variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program that is
called at attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

PCS_MPCNAME Programs 255 27 TAB2 program name

PCS_MPC_SYSID Programs 255 27 TAB2 program SysID

PCS_PROGTYPECODE Programs 255 27 TAB2 program type

CICS Program Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

PCS_MPCTIME Programs 255 27 TAB2 program time

PCS_MPCUSE Programs 255 27 TAB2 program usage count

PCS_MPC_NZRC Programs 255 27 TAB2 program non-zero RC count

PCS_ABENDS Programs 255 27 TAB2 program abend count

PCS_COMMINHWM Programs 255 27 TAB2 program maximum inbound
COMMAREA length
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Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

PCS_COMMOUTHWM Programs 255 27 TAB2 program maximum outbound
COMMAREA length

CICS Resource Manager Variables
Use these CICS Resource Manager variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

ResourceManager Resource managers used by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID
options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Resource Manager ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 RMS_MRMNAME,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION RMS_MRMUSE                         

END                                                     

          RUN

ID Options for CICS Resource Manager Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Resource Manager variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name
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C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID
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C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection
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C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

RMS_MRMNAME ResourceManager 255 27 TAB2 resource manager name

CICS Resource Manager Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

RMS_MRMTIME ResourceManager 255 27 TAB2 resource manager time

RMS_MRMUSE ResourceManager 255 27 TAB2 resource manager usage count

CICS Temporary Storage Variables
Use these CICS Temporary Storage variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

TemporaryStorage Temporary storage queue names used by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID
options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Temporary Storage ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          
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TAB2 TSS_MTSNAME,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION TSS_MTSOBYTH                         

END                                                     

RUN

ID Options for CICS Temporary Storage Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Temporary Storage variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)
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C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name
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C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1
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C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number
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C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

TSS_MTSNAME TemporaryStorage 255 27 TAB2 temporary storage queue name

CICS Temporary Storage Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

TSS_MTSITIM TemporaryStorage 255 27 TAB2 temporary storage input request
time

TSS_MTSIN TemporaryStorage 255 27 TAB2 temporary storage input request
count

TSS_MTSITIMH TemporaryStorage 255 27 TAB2 temporary storage input request
time HWM

TSS_MTSIBYT TemporaryStorage 255 27 TAB2 temporary storage input bytes
count

TSS_MTSIBYTH TemporaryStorage 255 27 TAB2 temporary storage input bytes
count HWM

TSS_MTSOTIM TemporaryStorage 255 27 TAB2 temporary storage output request
time

TSS_MTSOUT TemporaryStorage 255 27 TAB2 temporary storage output request
count

TSS_MTSOTIMH TemporaryStorage 255 27 TAB2 temporary storage output request
time HWM

TSS_MTSOBYT TemporaryStorage 255 27 TAB2 temporary storage output bytes
count

TSS_MTSOBYTH TemporaryStorage 255 27 TAB2 temporary storage output bytes
count HWM
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CICS Threshold Exceptions Variables
Use these CICS Threshold Exceptions variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

ThreshExceptions Threshold exceptions for the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID
options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Threshold Exceptions ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 THS_CANCELTYPE,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION THS_TOD                         

END                                                     

           RUN

ID Options for CICS Threshold Exceptions Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Threshold Exceptions variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

THS_KEY ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception definition key
(metric+rsce1+rsce2)

THS_VARIABLE ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception variable metric
name

THS_RSCE1_RULE ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception rule resource 1

THS_RSCE2_RULE ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception rule resource 2

THS_RSCE1 ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception resource 1
(triggered)

THS_RSCE2 ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception resource 2
(triggered)

THS_IMODNAME ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception IMOD event
name

THS_CAPTURE ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception capture event
name

THS_VALUE ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception value

THS_WARNING ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception warning value

THS_LIMIT ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception limit value

THS_CANLIMIT ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception cancel limit

THS_TYPE ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception rule types n/a
Valid values: None, Upper, Lower,
Change, Above, Below

THS_CLASS ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception class

THS_R1TYPE ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception resource 1 -
type

THS_R2TYPE ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception resource 2 -
type

THS_WTO ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception WTO Message

THS_LOG ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception log Message

THS_RUNIMOD ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception run REXX
IMOD

THS_CANCELTYPE ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception cancel/abend
type

CICS Threshold Exceptions Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

THS_TOD ThreshExceptions 255 27 TAB2 threshold exception time of day
(STCK)

CICS Transient Data Variables
Use these CICS Transient Data variables and their associated ID options to create reports.
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The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

TransientData Transient data queue names used by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID
options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Transient Data ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 TDS_MTDNAME,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION TDS_MTDOBYTH                         

END                                                     

      RUN

ID Options for CICS Transient Data Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Transient Data variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

TDS_MTDNAME TransientData 255 27 TAB2 transient data queue name
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CICS Transient Data Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

TDS_MTDITIM TransientData 255 27 TAB2 transient data input request time

TDS_MTDIN TransientData 255 27 TAB2 transient data input request count

TDS_MTDITIMH TransientData 255 27 TAB2 transient data input time (max
request)

TDS_MTDIBYT TransientData 255 27 TAB2 transient data input bytes count

TDS_MTDIBYTH TransientData 255 27 TAB2 transient data input bytes (max
request)

TDS_MTDOTIM TransientData 255 27 TAB2 transient data output request time

TDS_MTDOUT TransientData 255 27 TAB2 transient data output request count

TDS_MTDOTIMH TransientData 255 27 TAB2 transient data output time (max
request)

TDS_MTDOBYT TransientData 255 27 TAB2 transient data output bytes count

TDS_MTDOBYTH TransientData 255 27 TAB2 transient data output bytes (max
request)

CICS URIMAP Variables
Use these CICS URIMAP variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

URIMAP URIMAPs used by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the ID
options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS URIMAP ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27
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TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP

TAB2 URI_NAME,

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION URI_WEBSEND_CT

END

   RUN

ID Options for CICS URIMAP Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS URIMAP Data variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

URI_NAME URIMAP 255 27 TAB2 (TS 5.5+) URIMAP name

CICS URIMAP Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

URI_WEBOPEN_TM URIMAP 255 27 TAB2 (TS 5.5+) URIMAP WEB OPEN
time

URI_WEBOPEN_CT URIMAP 255 27 TAB2 (TS 5.5+) URIMAP WEB OPEN
count

URI_WEBRECV_TM URIMAP 255 27 TAB2 (TS 5.5+) URIMAP WEB RECEIVE
time

URI_WEBRECV_CT URIMAP 255 27 TAB2 (TS 5.5+) URIMAP WEB RECEIVE
count

URI_WEBSEND_TM URIMAP 255 27 TAB2 (TS 5.5+) URIMAP WEB SEND
time

URI_WEBSEND_CT URIMAP 255 27 TAB2 (TS 5.5+) URIMAP WEB SEND
count

CICS User Data Variables
Use these CICS User Data variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

UserData User added data
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Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions shown here reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

These ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the
ID options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS User Data ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME,                                

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND,                     

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP                          

TAB2 UDATA_DATA,                                       

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION UDATA_REQUESTS

END                                                     

RUN

ID Options for CICS User Data Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS User Data variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_CSACIREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data
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C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID
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C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_SOCONMSG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 344) (TS 5.5+) first
msg in connection

C_SOTLSLVL DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 457) (TS 6.1+)
inbound TLS level

C_SOFLAG DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 458) (TS 6.1+) socket
flags

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

UDATA_NAME UserData 255 27 TAB2 user data element name

UDATA_TYPE UserData 255 27 TAB2 user data type

UDATA_DATA UserData 255 27 TAB2 user data data
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CICS User Data Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

UDATA_DATALEN UserData 255 27 TAB2 user data length

UDATA_REQUESTS UserData 255 27 TAB2 user data request counter

CICS Web Services Variables
Use these CICS Web Services variables and their associated ID options to create reports.

The following SMF record section is defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

WebServ Web Services used by the transaction

Report Syntax

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for id_option and
variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member                                             

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,                     

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

TAB2 id_option,                                         

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSACTION variable_name               

END                                                     

RUN

The ID options and variable definitions shown here reside in the GSVSMF27 member and require the COPY command.

These ID options and variable definitions can be derived from different data sections within the SMF record. Because the
ID options and variables can occur more than once in a single SMF record, the TAB2 command is required to process
repeated sections of data.

ID options and variables marked with the TAB2 attribute are used with the TAB2 command. Use all others with the TAB or
FLASHBACK command.

The following example creates a TAB/TAB2 report using CICS Web Services ID options and variables.

COPY GSVSMF27

TAB DATETIME C_JOBNAME, 

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_ABENDS AND, 

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION C_SUSPEXCP 

TAB2 RMS_MRMNAME, 

CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION RMS_MRMUSE 

END 

RUN
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ID Options for CICS Web Services Variables

The following ID options can be used with CICS Web Services variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_JOBNAME XPFC 255 27 n/a jobname

C_SAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a specific applid

C_GAPPLID XPFC 255 27 n/a generic applid

C_UTRAN XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction ID

C_UTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a umbrella transaction type

C_DEFGROUP XPFC 255 27 n/a RDO trans definition group

C_CLIENTTYPE XPFC 255 27 n/a primary client type

C_CICSREL XPFC 255 27 n/a release

C_EITD_TRACELVL XPFC 255 27 n/a EXEC Interface trace level

C_EITD_NAME XPFC 255 27 n/a EI trace definition name

C_TRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 001) transaction ID

C_T DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 004) transaction start
type

C_TRANNUM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 031) transaction
number

C_TRNGGRPID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 082) transaction group
ID

C_NETNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 097) network name

C_UOWID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDHI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (hi half)

C_UOWIDLO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 098) unit-of-work
(UOW) ID (lo half)

C_TRANPRI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 109) transaction priority

C_BRDGTRAN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 124) 3270 bridge
transid

C_RCVRYTKN DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_HI DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (hi half)

C_RCTK_LO DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 132) recovery token
unit-of-work ID (lo half)

C_FCTYNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 163) transaction facility
name

C_TCLSNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 166) transaction class
name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_RRMSURID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 190) RRMS/MVS unit
of recovery ID

C_OTSTID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 194) OTS transaction
ID

C_CECMCHTP DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 430) (TS 5.1+) CEC
machine type

C_CECMDLID DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 431) (TS 5.1+) CEC
model ID

C_ACAPPLNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 451) (TS 5.1+) current
application name

C_ACPLATNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 452) (TS 5.1+) current
application platform name

C_ACMAJVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 453) (TS 5.1+)
application major version

C_ACMINVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 454) (TS 5.1+)
application minor version

C_ACMICVER DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 455) (TS 5.1+)
application micro version

C_ACOPERNM DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 456) (TS 5.1+) current
operation name

C_LPARNAME DFHTASK 255 27 n/a (DFHTASK 432) (TS 5.4+) LPAR
name

C_TERM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 002) terminal ID

C_LUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 111) logical unit name

C_TERMINFO DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info

C_TERMINFO0 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 0

C_TERMINFO1 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 1

C_TERMINFO2 DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 165) terminal or
session info byte 2

C_TERMCNNM DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 169) terminal
connection name

C_NETID DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 197) NETID - network
qualified name

C_RLUNAME DFHTERM 255 27 n/a (DFHTERM 198) real network
name

C_USERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 089) user ID

C_RTYPE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 112) performance
record type

C_RSYSID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 130) remote system of
route
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_SRVCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 167) WLM service class
name

C_RPTCLSNM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 168) WLM report class
name

C_ONETWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 359) TCP/IP origin
network ID

C_OAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 360) TCP/IP origin
applid

C_OTRANNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 362) TCP/IP origin task
number

C_OTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 363) TCP/IP origin
transaction ID

C_OUSERID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 364) TCP/IP origin user
ID

C_OUSERCOR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 365) TCP/IP origin user
data

C_OTCPSVCE DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 366) TCP/IP origin
TCPIPSERVICE

C_OPORTNUM DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 367) TCP/IP origin port
number

C_OCLIPORT DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 369) TCP/IP origin
client port

C_OCLIPADR DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 372) TCP/IP origin
client IP address

C_PHNTWKID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 373) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data network id

C_PHAPPLID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 374) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data applid

C_PHTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 376) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data task number

C_PHTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 377) (TS 4.2+) previous
Hop data tran id

C_OADID DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 351) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter id

C_OADATA1 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 352) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 1

C_OADATA2 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 353) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 2

C_OADATA3 DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 354) (TS 4.2+)
originating adapter data 3

C_OFCTYNME DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 371) originating facility
name
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_PTTRANNO DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 481) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran seq number

C_PTTRAN DFHCICS 255 27 n/a (DFHCICS 482) (TS 5.4+) previous
tran tran ID

C_PCMNAME DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 071) program called at
attach

C_PCABCODEO DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 113) program original
abend code

C_PCABCODEC DFHPROG 255 27 n/a (DFHPROG 114) program current
abend code

C_PRCSNAME DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 200) CBTS process
name

C_PRCSTYPE DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 201) CBTS process
type

C_PRCSID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 202) CBTS process ID

C_ACTVTYID DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 203) CBTS activity ID

C_ACTVTYNM DFHCBTS 255 27 n/a (DFHCBTS 204) CBTS activity
name

C_WBURIMNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 380) (TS 4.1+) WEB
urimap name

C_WBPIPLNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 381) (TS 4.1+) WEB
pipeline name

C_WBATMSNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 382) (TS 4.1+) WEB
atomservice name

C_WBSVCENM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 383) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice name

C_WBPROGNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 385) (TS 4.1+) WEB
program name

C_WBSVOPNM DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 384) (TS 4.1+) WEB
webservice operation name

C_WBNJSAPP DFHWEBB 255 27 n/a (DFHWEBB 419) (TS 5.5+) WEB
Node.js application name

C_TCPSRVCE DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 245) socket TCP/IP
service name

C_PORTNUM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 246) socket TCP/IP
service port number

C_ISIPCNNM DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 305) socket IPIC
connection name

C_CLIPPORT DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 330) socket client IP
port

C_CLIPADDR DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 318) socket client IP
address
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ID Option Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

C_SOCIPHER DFHSOCK 255 27 n/a (DFHSOCK 320) (TS 5.1+) socket
cipher selected

C_CBSRVRNM DFHEJBS 255 27 n/a (DFHEJBS 311) EJBS
CorbaServer name

MNS_WS_NAME WebServ 255 27 TAB2 (TS 5.5+) webservice name

MNS_WS_PIPE WebServ 255 27 TAB2 (TS 5.5+) webservice pipeline
name

CICS Web Services Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype TAB2 Description

MNS_WS_INVK_TIME WebServ 255 27 TAB2 (TS 5.5+) webservice invoke
service time

MNS_WS_INVK_CT WebServ 255 27 TAB2 (TS 5.5+) webservice invoke
service count

Deprecated CICS Variables

The topics in this section describe the SYSVIEW CICS variables and the variable names for each class defined. While the
information in this section remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable definitions.

Deprecated CICS Exceptions

This section describes deprecated SYSVIEW variable information for the CICS SYSTEM EXCEPTION variable class and
variable information for class THRESHOLD on system CICS.

CICS System Exception Variables

This section describes variable information for the CICS SYSTEM EXCEPTION variable class.

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

Syntax
This sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:
TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [SYSTEM] EXCEPTION variable_name 

END

RUN
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ID Options
Use any CICS SYSTEM EXCEPTION variables with the following ID options:

ID Options Description

CICSREL CICS release level in the format v.r.m. Where v is the version, r is
the release, and m is the maintenance level

ENDTIME Exception time

JOBNAME CICS jobname

STARTTIME Exception time

SYSID MVS system ID

TERMID Terminal IDs

TRANID Transaction IDs

TRANNUM Transaction numbers

USERID User IDs

VTAMLU VTAM logical unit names of terminals

Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS SYSTEM EXCEPTION variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

EXCMNEXN 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNEXN Exception number

EXCMNLUN 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNLUN LU name

EXCMNRID 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNRID Exception resource ID

EXCMNRTY 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNTYP Exception resource type

EXCMNSTA 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNSTA Start date and time of exception

EXCMNSTO 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNSTO Stop date and time of exception

EXCMNTER 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNTER Terminal ID

EXCMNTNO 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNTNO Transaction number

EXCMNTPR 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNTPR Transaction priority

EXCMNTRN 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNTRN Transaction ID

EXCMNTST 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNTST Transaction start type

EXCMNTYP 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNTYP Exception type

EXCMNUSR 255 24 CEXD_EXCMNUSR User ID

Example
The following example uses CICS SYSTEM EXCEPTION variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME, 

CICS SYSTEM EXCEPTION EXCMNTRN AND,

CICS SYSTEM EXCEPTION EXCMNTNO AND,

CICS SYSTEM EXCEPTION EXCMNRID 

END 

RUN
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CICS Threshold Variables

This section describes variable information for class THRESHOLD on system CICS.

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

Syntax
[CICS] [record-type] THRESHOLD variable-name

ID Options

• Use only PERFormance THRESHOLD variables with the following valid ID options:
– ABCODE
– APPLID
– FILEID
– JOBNAME
– PROGID
– SYSID
– TERMID
– THRCLAS
– THRSID
– THRSSID
– THRTYPE
– TRANID
– TRANNUM
– TRSCEID
– USERID
– VTAMLU

• Use only SYStem THRESHOLD variable with the following ID options:
– JOBNAME
– SYSID
– THRCLAS
– THRSID
– THRSSID
– THRTYPE
– TRANID
– TRANNUM
– TRSCEID
– USERID

The following table provides variable information for the CICS system with a variable class of threshold:

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

PERFormance, SYStem CLASS 27, 08 COUNT, RATE, TIME, and PCT
threshold

PERFormance, SYStem COUNT 27, 08 Number of thresholds exceeded

SYStem DATE 08 Date threshold occurred on mm/dd/yy.

PERFormance, SYStem LIMIT 27, 08 Threshold limit value
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Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

PERFormance, SYStem MAXVALUE 27, 08 Maximum value that exceeded the limit

PERFormance, SYStem MINVALUE 27, 08 Minimum value that exceeded the limit

SYStem NAME 08 Threshold name

PERFormance, SYStem RESOURCE 27, 08 Resource involved with the threshold

SYStem TERMINAL 08 Terminal ID, if task related

SYStem TIME 08 Time threshold occurred at hh:mm:ss

SYStem TRANSACTION 08 Transaction ID, if task related

PERFormance, SYStem TYPE 27, 08 Threshold rule types.
Valid values: NONE, UPPER, LOWER,
CHANGE, ABOVE, BELOW

SYStem USER 08 User ID, if task related

PERFormance, SYStem VALUE 27, 08 Average value that exceeded the limit

Deprecated CICS System Interval

The articles in this section provide SYSVIEW users with information about the deprecated CICS system interval variables.

CICS CDSA Variables

This section describes variable information for the CICS INTERVAL CDSA variable class.

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

Syntax:
The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [INTERVAL] CDSA variable_name

END

RUN

ID Options
Use any CICS INTERVAL CDSA variables with the following ID Options:

ID Option Description

CICSREL CICS release level in the format v.r.m. Where v is the version, r is
the release, and m is the maintenance level

ENDTIME Interval end time
JOBNAME CICS jobname
STARTTIME Interval start time
SYSID MVS system ID
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Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS INTERVAL CDSA variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

AVAILABLE 255 28 CSID_DSA_CDSA_Avail Storage available, in bytes
SIZE 255 28 CSID_DSA_CDSA_Size Storage amount, in bytes
%USE 255 28 CSID_DSA_CDSA_LPct Percentage of storage in use

Example
The following example uses CICS INTERVAL CDSA variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME, 

CICS INTERVAL CDSA AVAILABLE AND,

CICS INTERVAL CDSA SIZE AND, 

CICS INTERVAL CDSA %USE 

END 

RUN

CICS ECDSA Variables

This section describes variable information for the CICS INTERVAL ECDSA variable class.

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

Syntax:
The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [INTERVAL] ECDSA variable_name

END

RUN

ID Options
Use any CICS INTERVAL ECDSA variables with the following ID options:

ID Option Description

CICSREL CICS release level in the format v.r.m. Where v is the version, r is
the release, and m is the maintenance level

ENDTIME Interval end time
JOBNAME CICS jobname
STARTTIME Interval start time
SYSID MVS system ID

Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS INTERVAL ECDSA variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

AVAILABLE 255 28 CSID_DSA_ECDSA_Avail Storage available, in bytes
SIZE 255 28 CSID_DSA_ECDSA_Size Storage amount, in bytes
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Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

%USE 255 28 CSID_DSA_ECDSA_LPct Percentage of storage in use

Example
The following example uses CICS INTERVAL ECDSA variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME, 

CICS INTERVAL ECDSA AVAILABLE AND,

CICS INTERVAL ECDSA SIZE AND, 

CICS INTERVAL ECDSA %USE 

END 

RUN

CICS ERDSA Variables

This section describes variable information for the CICS INTERVAL ERDSA variable class.

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

Syntax:
The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [INTERVAL] ERDSA variable_name

END

RUN

ID Options
Use any CICS INTERVAL ERDSA variables with the following ID Options:

ID Option Description

CICSREL CICS release level in the format v.r.m. Where v is the version, r is
the release, and m is the maintenance level

ENDTIME Interval end time
JOBNAME CICS jobname
STARTTIME Interval start time
SYSID MVS system ID

Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS INTERVAL ERDSA variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

AVAILABLE 255 28 CSID_DSA_ERDSA_Avail Storage available, in bytes
SIZE 255 28 CSID_DSA_ERDSA_Size Storage amount, in bytes
%USE 255 28 CSID_DSA_ERDSA_LPct Percentage of storage in use

Example
The following example uses CICS INTERVAL ERDSA variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME, 
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CICS INTERVAL ERDSA AVAILABLE AND,

CICS INTERVAL ERDSA SIZE AND, 

CICS INTERVAL ERDSA %USE 

END 

RUN

CICS EUDSA Variables

This section describes variable information for the CICS INTERVAL EUDSA variable class.

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

Syntax:
The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [INTERVAL] EUDSA variable_name

END

RUN

ID Options
Use any CICS INTERVAL EUDSA variables with the following ID Options:

ID Option Description

CICSREL CICS release level in the format v.r.m. Where v is the version, r is
the release, and m is the maintenance level

ENDTIME Interval end time
JOBNAME CICS jobname
STARTTIME Interval start time
SYSID MVS system ID

Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS INTERVAL EUDSA variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

AVAILABLE 255 28 CSID_DSA_EUDSA_Avail Storage available, in bytes
SIZE 255 28 CSID_DSA_EUDSA_Size Storage amount, in bytes
%USE 255 28 CSID_DSA_EUDSA_LPct Percentage of storage in use

Example
The following example uses CICS INTERVAL EUDSA variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME, 

CICS INTERVAL EUDSA AVAILABLE AND,

CICS INTERVAL EUDSA SIZE AND, 

CICS INTERVAL EUDSA %USE 

END 

RUN
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CICS Page Variables

This section describes variable information for the CICS INTERVAL PAGE variable class.

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

Syntax:
The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [INTERVAL] PAGE variable_name

END

RUN

ID Options
Use any CICS INTERVAL PAGE variables with the following ID Options:

ID Option Description

CICSREL CICS release level in the format v.r.m. Where v is the version, r is
the release, and m is the maintenance level

ENDTIME Interval end time
JOBNAME CICS jobname
STARTTIME Interval start time
JOBNAME MVS system ID

Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS INTERVAL PAGE variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

CACHE-MISS 255 28 CSID_MVS_CacheMiss Number of cache read page
misses

IN 255 28 CSID_MVS_CommonIn
+ CSID_MVS_HyperIn
+ CSID_MVS_LPAIn +
CSID_MVS_NonVAMIn
+ CSID_MVS_SwapIn +
CSID_MVS_VAMIn

Number of page-ins

IN-COMMON 255 28 CSID_MVS_CommonIn Number of common page-ins
IN-HYPERSPACE 255 28 CSID_MVS_HyperIn Number of hyperspace page-ins
IN-LPA 255 28 CSID_MVS_LPAIn Number of LPA page-ins
IN-NONVAM 255 28 CSID_MVS_NonVAMIn Number of non-VAM page-ins
IN-SWAP 255 28 CSID_MVS_SwapIn Number of pages swapped in
IN-VAM 255 28 CSID_MVS_VAMIn Number of VAM page-ins
OUT 255 28 CSID_MVS_HyperOut +

CSID_MVS_NonVAMOut
+ CSID_MVS_SwapOut +
CSID_MVS_VAMOut

Number of page-outs
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Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

OUT-HYPERSPACE 255 28 CSID_MVS_HyperOut Number of hyperspace page-
outs

OUT-NONVAM 255 28 CSID_MVS_NonVAMOut Number of non-VAM page-outs
OUT-SWAP 255 28 CSID_MVS_SwapOut Number of pages swapped out
OUT-VAM 255 28 CSID_MVS_VAMOut Number of VAM page-outs
RECLAIM 255 28 CSID_MVS_VAMReclaim Number of pages reclaimed
STEAL 255 28 CSID_MVS_PageStolen Numbers of pages stolen
SWAP 255 28 CSID_MVS_SwapCnt Number of swaps that occurred

Example
The following example uses CICS INTERVAL PAGE variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME, 

CICS INTERVAL PAGE IN AND,

CICS INTERVAL PAGE OUT AND, 

CICS INTERVAL PAGE STEAL

END 

RUN

CICS Degradation Variables

This section describes variable information for class TRANsaction on system CICS.

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

Syntax:

[CICS] [record-type] TRANSACTION variable-name 

ID Options
Use any interval transaction variable with the following ID options:

• CICSREL
• JOBNAME
• STARTTIME
• ENDTIME
• SYSID

The following table provides variable information for the CICS system with a variable class of transaction:

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

INTerval CPUtime 23, 28 Average CPU time, in seconds
INTerval DB2CWT 23, 28 Average DB2 connection wait

time, in seconds
INTerval DB2RQWT 23, 28 Average DB2 ready queue wait

time, in seconds
INTerval DB2WT 23, 28 Average DB2 wait time, in

seconds
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Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

INTerval IRSPtime 23, 28 Average non-terminal response
time, in seconds

INTerval I/Otime 23, 28 Average time, in seconds, spent
waiting for I/O

INTerval LIFEtime 23, 28 Average transaction lifetime, in
seconds

INTerval SUSPtime 23, 28 Average time, in seconds, spent
suspended

INTerval TCPUtime 23, 28 Total CPU time for the
transaction including user,
CICS, and SYSVIEW time

INTerval TMIOtime 23, 28 Average time, in seconds, spent
waiting for terminal

INTerval USE 23, 28 Number of transactions
executed

INTerval WTRtime 23, 28 Average time, in seconds, spent
waiting to run

CICS Region Variables

This section describes variable information for the CICS INTERVAL REGION variable class.

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

Syntax:
The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [INTERVAL] REGION variable_name

END

RUN

ID Options
Use any CICS INTERVAL REGION variables with the following ID Options:

ID Option Description

CICSREL CICS release level in the format v.r.m. Where v is the version, r is
the release, and m is the maintenance level

ENDTIME Interval end time
JOBNAME CICS jobname
STARTTIME Interval start time
SYSID MVS system ID
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Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS INTERVAL REGION variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

CPUTIME 255 28 CSID_MVS_Cputime Total CPU time consumed by
the CICS region

SIO 255 28 CSID_MVS_SIOS Number of SIOs executed by
the CICS region

THRESHOLD 255 28 CSID_CICS_ThreshCnt Number of thresholds triggered
in the CICS region

Example:
The following example uses CICS INTERVAL REGION variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME, 

CICS INTERVAL REGION CPUTIME AND,

CICS INTERVAL REGION SIO AND, 

CICS INTERVAL REGION THRESHOLD

END 

RUN

CICS System Variables

This section describes variable information for the CICS INTERVAL SYSTEM variable class.

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

Syntax:
The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [INTERVAL] SYSTEM variable_name

END

RUN

ID Options
Use any CICS INTERVAL SYSTEM variables with the following ID Options:

ID Option Description

CICSREL CICS release level in the format v.r.m. Where v is the version, r is
the release, and m is the maintenance level

ENDTIME Interval end time
JOBNAME CICS jobname
STARTTIME Interval start time
SYSID MVS system ID
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Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS INTERVAL SYSTEM variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

AVAILABLE 255 28 CSID_MVS_AFC Available frame count
CPU 255 28 CSID_MVS_CpuPct CPU usage
PAGING 255 28 CSID_MVS_DPR Demand page rate
UIC 255 28 CSID_MVS_UICA Unreferenced interval count

Example
The following example uses CICS INTERVAL SYSTEM variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME, 

CICS INTERVAL SYSTEM AVAILABLE AND,

CICS INTERVAL SYSTEM CPU AND, 

CICS INTERVAL SYSTEM PAGING

END 

RUN

CICS UDSA Variables

This section describes variable information for class UDSA on system CICS.

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

Syntax:

[CICS] [record-type] UDSA variable-name 

ID Options
The following ID options can be used with any CICS UDSA variable:

• CICSREL
• JOBNAME
• STARTTIME
• ENDTIME
• SYSID

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

INTerval AVAILABLE 23, 28 Storage available, in bytes
INTerval Size 23, 28 Storage amount, in bytes
INTerval %USE 23, 28 Percentage of storage in use

Deprecated CICS Transaction Detail

The articles in this section provide SYSVIEW users with information about the deprecated variables for CICS transaction
details.

CICS Performance Dataset Variables
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NOTE

While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

This section describes variable information for the CICS PERFORMANCE DATASET variable class.

Syntax:
This sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name from the
following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [PERFORMANCE] DATASET variable_name 

END

RUN

NOTE
You can use FILE in place of DATASET for this variable class.

ID Options
Use any CICS PERFORMANCE DATASET variables with the following ID options:

ID Option Description

ABCODE Abend codes for transactions
APPLID VTAM APPLIDs of CICS regions of the CICS system
ENDTIME Transaction end time
FILEID File name
JOBNAME CICS jobname
PROGID Program names
STARTTIME Transaction start time
SYSID MVS system ID
TERMID Terminal IDs
TRANID Transaction IDs
TRANNUM Transaction numbers
USERID User IDs
VTAMLU VTAM logical unit names of terminals

Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS PERFORMANCE DATASET variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

ADD 255 27 MNSFCS_MFCRADD Number of file adds
BROWSE 255 27 MNSFCS_MFCRBRO Number of file browses
DELete 255 27 MNSFCS_MFCRDEL Number of file deletes
MAXREQtime 255 27 MNSFCS_MFCRTIMH Maximum file request service

time, in seconds
READ 255 27 MNSFCS_MFCRGTU +

MNSFCS_MFCRGET +
MNSFCS_MFCRBRO

Number of read-updates, read
no updates, and browses

READNUpdt 255 27 MNSFCS_MFCRGET Number of files read no update
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Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

READUpdt
GETU

255 27 MNSFCS_MFCRGTU Number of files read for update

REQTIME 255 27 MNSFCS_MFCRTIM /
MNSFCS_MFCRCNT

Average file request service
time, in seconds

UPDATE 255 27 MNSFCS_MFCRUPD Number of file updates
USE
USAGE
RW
REQUEST

255 27 MNSFCS_MFCRCNT Number of file requests

WRITE 255 27 MNSFCS_MFCRUPD +
MNSFCS_MFCRADD +
MNSFCS_MFCRDEL

Number of updates, adds, and
deletes

Example
The following example uses CICS PERFORMANCE DATASET variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME,                

 CICS PERFORMANCE DATASET ADD AND,   

 CICS PERFORMANCE DATASET BROWSE AND,

 CICS PERFORMANCE DATASET DELETE   

 END

 RUN

CICS Performance DB2 Variables

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

This section describes variable information for the CICS PERFORMANCE DB2 variable class.

Syntax:
The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [PERFORMANCE] DB2 variable_name 

END

RUN

ID Options
Use any CICS PERFORMANCE DB2 variables with the following ID options:

ID Option Description

ABCODE Abend codes for transactions
APPLID VTAM APPLIDs of CICS regions of the CICS system
DB2PROG DB2 requesting programs
DB2STYPE DB2 statement types
DB2PSNUM DB2 precompiler statement numbers
ENDTIME Transaction end time
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ID Option Description

JOBNAME CICS jobname
STARTTIME Transaction start time
SYSID MVS system ID
TERMID Terminal IDs
TRANID Transaction IDs
TRANNUM Transaction numbers
USERID User IDs
VTAMLU VTAM logical unit names of terminals

Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS PERFORMANCE DB2 variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

REQUEST 255 27 MNSDB2_Requests Number of DB2 requests
REQTime 255 27 MNSDB2_Time /

MNSDB2_Requests
Average DB2 request time, in
seconds

MAXREQTime 255 27 MNSDB2_Time_Max Maximum DB2 request time, in
seconds

Example
The following example uses CICS PERFORMANCE DB2 variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME, 

CICS PERFORMANCE DB2 REQUEST AND,

CICS PERFORMANCE DB2 REQTIME AND,

CICS PERFORMANCE DB2 MAXREQTIME 

END 

RUN

CICS Performance DLI Variables

NOTE

While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

This section describes variable information for the CICS PERFORMANCE DLI variable class.

Syntax:
The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [PERFORMANCE] DLI variable_name

END

RUN
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ID Options
Use any CICS PERFORMANCE DLI variables with the following ID options:

ID Option Description

ABCODE Abend codes for transactions
APPLID VTAM APPLIDs of CICS regions of the CICS system
ENDTIME Transaction end time
FILEID File name
JOBNAME CICS jobname
STARTTIME Transaction start time
SYSID MVS system ID
TERMID Terminal IDs
TRANID Transaction IDs
TRANNUM Transaction numbers
USERID User IDs
VTAMLU VTAM logical unit names of terminals

Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS PERFORMANCE DLI variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

DELETE 255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRDLET Number of DL/I delete requests
GETNEXT
GN

255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRGN Number of DL/I GET next
requests

GETUNIQUE
GU

255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRGU Number of DL/I GET unique
requests

GHN 255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRGHN Number of DL/I GET hold next
requests

GHNP 255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRGHNP Number of DL/I GET hold next
within parent requests

GHU 255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRGHU Number of DL/I GET hold
unique requests

GNP 255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRGNP Number of DL/I GET next within
parent requests

INSERT 255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRISRT Number of DL/I insert requests
READ 255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRGN +

MNSDLS_MDLRGNP +
MNSDLS_MDLRGU +
MNSDLS_MDLRGHU +
MNSDLS_MDLRGHN +
MNSDLS_MDLRGHNP

Number of DL/I read requests,
including GETNEXT, GNP, GU,
GHU, GHN, and GHNP

REPLACE 255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRREPL Number of DL/I replace requests
SERVTIME 255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRTIM /

MNSDLS_MDLRCNT
Average DL/I request time, in
seconds
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Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

USE
USAGE
REQUEST
IO

255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRCNT Number of DL/I file requests

WRITE 255 27 MNSDLS_MDLRREPL +
MNSDLS_MDLRDLET +
MNSDLS_MDLRISRT

Number of DL/I write requests,
including replaces, deletes, and
inserts

Example
The following example uses CICS PERFORMANCE DLI variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME, 

CICS PERFORMANCE DLI USE AND, 

CICS PERFORMANCE DLI READ AND, 

CICS PERFORMANCE DLI WRITE AND,

CICS PERFORMANCE DLI SERVTIME 

END 

RUN

CICS Performance Exception Variables

NOTE

While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

This section describes variable information for the CICS PERFORMANCE EXCEPTION variable class.

Syntax:
This sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name from the
following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [PERFORMANCE] EXCEPTION variable_name 

END

RUN

ID Options
Use any CICS PERFORMANCE EXCEPTION variables with the following ID options:

ID Option Description

ABCODE Abend codes for transactions
APPLID VTAM APPLIDs of CICS regions of the CICS system
ENDTIME Transaction end time
JOBNAME CICS jobname
NETNAME VTAM logical unit names for terminals
STARTTIME Transaction start time
SYSID MVS system ID
TERMID Terminal IDs
TRANNUM Transaction numbers
USERID User IDs
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ID Option Description

VTAMLU VTAM logical unit names of terminals

Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS PERFORMANCE EXCEPTION variable
class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

EXCMNEXN 255 27 MNSEXS_MNEXN Exception number
EXCMNLUN 255 27 MNSEXS_MNLUN LU name
EXCMNRID 255 27 MNSEXS_MNRID Exception resource ID
EXCMNRTY 255 27 MNSEXS_MNRTY Exception resource type
EXCMNSTA 255 27 MNSEXS_MNSTA Start date and time of exception
EXCMNSTO 255 27 MNSEXS_MNSTO Stop date and time of exception
EXCMNTER 255 27 MNSEXS_MNTER Terminal ID
EXCMNTNO 255 27 MNSEXS_MNTNO Transaction number
EXCMNTPR 255 27 MNSEXS_MNTPR Transaction priority
EXCMNTRN 255 27 MNSEXS_MNTRN Transaction ID
EXCMNTST 255 27 MNSEXS_MNTST Transaction start type
EXCMNTYP 255 27 MNSEXS_MNTYP Exception type
EXCMNUSR 255 27 MNSEXS_MNUSR User ID

Example:
The following example uses CICS PERFORMANCE EXCEPTION variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME, 

CICS PERFORMANCE EXCEPTION EXCMNTRN AND,

CICS PERFORMANCE EXCEPTION EXCMNTNO AND,

CICS PERFORMANCE EXCEPTION EXCMNRID 

END 

RUN

CICS Performance Transaction Variables

NOTE

While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

This section describes variable information for class TRANsaction on system CICS.

Syntax:

[CICS] [record-type] TRANSACTION variable-name  

ID Options
The record type of a TRANsaction variable determines which ID options can be used with the variable, as follows:

• Use PERFormance TRANsaction variables with all ID options except DSAID and LSRID
• Use any CICS SUMmary TRANsaction variables with the following ID options:
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– CICSREL
– JOBNAME
– SYSID
– TRANID

The following table provides variable information for the CICS system with a variable class of transaction:

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

PERFormance, SUMmary ABENDS 27, 25 Number of abends.
PERFormance BMS-MAP 27 Number of map requests.
PERFormance BMS-MAPIN 27 Number of map-in requests.
PERFormance BMS-MAPOUT 27 Number of map-out requests.
PERFormance BMS-REQuests 27 Total number of BMS requests.
PERFormance, SUMmary CPUtime 27, 25 Average CPU time, in seconds.
PERFormance, SUMmary DB2CWT 27, 25 Average DB2 connection wait

time, in seconds.
PERFormance, SUMmary DB2RQWT 27, 25 Average DB2 ready queue wait

time, in seconds.
PERFormance, SUMmary DB2WT 27, 25 Average DB2 wait time, in

seconds.
PERFormance DCOUNT 27 Average number of transient

data sets used.
PERFormance ENDDATE 27 Transaction end date.
PERFormance ENDTIME 27 Transaction end time.
PERFormance EXCEPTIONtime 27 Average time spent waiting

on exception conditions, in
seconds.

PERFormance FCOUNT 27 Average number of files
accessed.

PERFormance FC-AC 27 Number of file access method
requests.

PERFormance FC-ADD 27 Number of add file requests.
PERFormance FC-BROWSE 27 Number of file browse requests.
PERFormance FC-DELETE 27 Number of file delete requests.
PERFormance FC-GET 27 Number of GET file requests.
PERFormance FC-IOWAITtime 27 Average file I/O wait time.
PERFormance FC-PUT 27 Number of file PUT requests.
PERFormance FC-REQuests 27 Number of file requests.
PERFormance IRIOtime 27 Average time spent waiting on

MRO links, in seconds.
PERFormance IRSPtime 27 Average non-terminal response

time, in seconds.
PERFormance, SUMmary I/Otime 27, 25 Average time, in seconds, spent

waiting for I/O.
PERFormance JCIOtime 27 Average time spent waiting on

Journal I/O, in seconds.
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Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

PERFormance L8CPUT 27 Average L8 TCB CPU time, in
seconds.

PERFormance, SUMmary LIFEtime 27, 25 Average transaction lifetime, in
seconds.

PERFormance MAXI/Otime 27 Maximum time, in seconds,
spent waiting for I/O.

PERFormance MAXLIFE 27 Maximum transaction lifetime, in
seconds.

PERFormance MAXPGMtime 27 Maximum time, in seconds,
spent in program code,
including both user and CICS
code.

PERFormance MAXSUSPtime 27 Maximum time, in seconds,
spent suspended.

PERFormance MAXTMIOtime 27 Maximum time, in seconds,
spent waiting for terminal.

PERFormance MAXWAITtime 27 Maximum time, in seconds,
spent waiting for an event
control block.

PERFormance PCIOtime 27 Average time spent waiting on
program loads, in seconds.

PERFormance PCOUNT 27 Average number of programs
used.

PERFormance PC-LINKs 27 Number of program links.
PERFormance PC-LOADs 27 Number of program loads.
PERFormance PC-LOADTIME 27 Average program load time.
PERFormance PC-XCTLs 27 Number of program XCTLs.
PERFormance PGMtime 27 Average time, in seconds, spent

in program code, including both
user and CICS code.

PERFormance, SUMmary RUNtime 27, 25 Average run time (LIFETIME -
DSPDELAY), in seconds.

PERFormance SC-GETMABOVE 27 Average number of user storage
GETMAIN requests above the
16M line per transaction.

PERFormance SC-GETMBELOW 27 Average number of user storage
GETMAIN requests below the
16M line per transaction.

PERFormance SC-PGMHWM 27 Maximum amount of program
storage that is in use.

PERFormance SC-PGMHWMBELOW 27 Maximum amount of program
storage that is in use below the
16-MB line.

PERFormance SC-STGOCCABOVE 27 Average storage occupancy
above the 16-MB line per
transaction, in byte-milliseconds
(a measurement of storage in
use against elapsed time).
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Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

PERFormance SC-STGOCCBELOW 27 Average storage occupancy
below the 16-MB line per
transaction, in byte-milliseconds
(a measurement of storage in
use against elapsed time).

PERFormance SC-TERMSTG 27 Average amount of terminal
storage (TIOA) allocated to the
associated terminal.

PERFormance SC-USERHWMABOVE 27 Maximum amount of user
storage allocated above the 16-
MB line.

PERFormance SC-USERHWMBELOW 27 Maximum amount of user
storage allocated below the 16-
MB line.

PERFormance SP-SYNCPOINTs 27 Number of SP sync point
requests.

PERFormance STARTDATE 27 Transaction start date.
PERFormance STARTTIME 27 Transaction start time.
PERFormance, SUMmary SUSPtime 27, 25 Average time, in seconds, spent

suspended.
PERFormance, SUMmary TCPUtime 27, 25 Total CPU time for the

transaction including user,
CICS, and SYSVIEW time.

PERFormance TD-GET 27 Number of transient data GET
requests.

PERFormance TD-IOWAITtime 27 Average transient data I/O wait
time.

PERFormance TD-PURGE 27 Number of transient data purge
requests.

PERFormance TD-PUT 27 Number of transient data PUT
requests.

PERFormance TD-REQuest 27 Number of transient data
requests.

PERFormance TMIOtime 27 Average time, in seconds, spent
waiting for terminal.

PERFormance TS-GETS 27 Number temporary storage GET
requests.

PERFormance TS-IOWAITtime 27 Average temporary storage I/O
wait time per transaction.

PERFormance TS-PUTAux 27 Number temporary storage PUT
auxiliary requests.

PERFormance TS-PUTMain 27 Number temporary storage PUT
main requests.

PERFormance TS-REQuests 27 Number temporary storage
requests.

PERFormance, SUMmary USE|USAGE 27, 25 Number of transactions
executed.
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Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

PERFormance, SUMmary WAITtime 27, 25 Average time, in seconds, spent
waiting for an event control
block.

CICS Performance Program Variables

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

This section describes variable information for the CICS PERFORMANCE PROGRAM variable class.

Syntax:
The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [PERFORMANCE] PROGRAM variable_name 

END

RUN

ID Options
Use any CICS PERFORMANCE PROGRAM variables with the following ID options:

ID Option Description

ABCODE Abend codes for transactions
APPLID VTAM APPLIDs of CICS regions of the CICS system
ENDTIME Transaction end time
JOBNAME CICS jobname
PROGID Program names
STARTTIME Transaction start time
SYSID MVS system ID
TERMID Terminal IDs
TRANID Transaction IDs
TRANNUM Transaction numbers
USERID User IDs
VTAMLU VTAM logical unit names of terminals

Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS PERFORMANCE PROGRAM variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

RESPTIME 255 27 MNSPCS_MPCTIME /
MNSPCS_MPCUSE

Average program response
time, in seconds

USE 255 27 MNSPCS_MPCUSE Number of programs used

Example
The following example uses CICS PERFORMANCE PROGRAM variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME PROGID, 
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CICS PERFORMANCE PROGRAM USE AND, 

CICS PERFORMANCE PROGRAM RESPTIME

END 

RUN

CICS Performance TEMPSTOR Variables

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

This section describes variable information for the CICS PERFORMANCE TEMPSTOR variable class.

Syntax:
The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TEMPSTOR variable_name

END

RUN

ID Options
Use any CICS PERFORMANCE TEMPSTOR variables with the following ID options:

ID Option Description

ABCODE Abend codes for transactions
APPLID VTAM APPLIDs of CICS regions of the CICS system
ENDTIME Transaction end time
JOBNAME CICS jobname
STARTTIME Transaction start time
SYSID MVS system ID
TERMID Terminal IDs
TRANID Transaction IDs
TRANNUM Transaction numbers
TSTGID Temporary storage IDs for temporary storage data
USERID User IDs
VTAMLU VTAM logical unit names of terminals

Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS PERFORMANCE TEMPSTOR variable
class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

BGET 255 27 MNSTSS_MTSIBYT /
MNSTSS_MTSIN

Average number of temporary
storage bytes per GET

BREQ 255 27 (MNSTSS_MTSIBYT +
MNSTSS_MTSOBYT) /
(MNSTSS_MTSIN +
MNSTSS_MTSOUT)

Average number of temporary
storage bytes per request
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Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

READ 255 27 MNSTSS_MTSIN Number of GET requests for
temporary storage

GETMAXRESPonse 255 27 MNSTSS_MTSITIMH Maximum temporary storage
GET response time

GETMAXSIZE 255 27 MNSTSS_MTSOBYTH Maximum temporary storage
GET request size, in bytes

GETRESPonse 255 27 MNSTSS_MTSITIM /
MNSTSS_MTSIN

Average temporary storage GET
response time per request

MAXRESP 255 27 If MNSTSS_MTSITIMH >
MNSTSS_MTSOTIMH, then
MNSTSS_MTSITIMH, else
MNSTSS_MTSOTIMH

Maximum temporary storage
request time, in seconds

PUTMAXRESPonse 255 27 MNSTSS_MTSOTIMH Maximum temporary storage
PUT response time

PUT 255 27 MNSTSS_MTSOUT Number of temporary storage
PUT requests

REQUEST 255 27 MNSTSS_MTSIN +
MNSTSS_MTSOUT

Number of temporary storage
requests

RESPONSE 255 27 (MNSTSS_MTSITIM +
MNSTSS_MTSOTIM) /
(MNSTSS_MTSIN +
MNSTSS_MTSOUT)

Average temporary storage
request time, in seconds, per
request

Example
The following example uses CICS PERFORMANCE TEMPSTOR variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME, 

CICS PERFORMANCE TEMPSTOR REQUEST AND, 

CICS PERFORMANCE TEMPSTOR READ AND, 

CICS PERFORMANCE TEMPSTOR PUT AND,

CICS PERFORMANCE TEMPSTOR RESPONSE

END 

RUN

CICS Performance Terminal Variables

NOTE
While the information in this topic continues to be supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

This section describes variable information for the CICS PERFORMANCE TERMINAL variable class.

Syntax:
The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TERMINAL variable_name

END

RUN
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ID Options
Use any CICS PERFORMANCE TERMINAL variables with the following ID options:

ID Option Description

ABCODE Abend codes for transactions
APPLID VTAM APPLIDs of CICS regions of the CICS system
ENDTIME Transaction end time
JOBNAME CICS jobname
STARTTIME Transaction start time
SYSID MVS system ID
TERMID Terminal IDs
TRANID Transaction IDs
TRANNUM Transaction numbers
USERID User IDs
VTAMLU VTAM logical unit names of terminals

Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS PERFORMANCE TERMINAL variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

INPUT 255 27 MNS_TCMSGIN1 Number of terminal input
messages

INPUTSIZE 255 27 MNS_TCCHRIN1 /
MNS_TCMSGIN1

Average input message size

INPUTSIZE-LU6.1 255 27 MNS_TCCHRIN2 /
MNS_TCMSGIN2

Average LUTYPE6.1 input
message size

INPUT-LU6.1 255 27 MNS_TCMSGIN2 Number of LUTYPE6.1 alternate
terminal input messages

MESSAGE 255 27 MNS_TCMSGIN1 +
MNS_TCMSGOU1

Number of messages

MROWAITTIME 255 27 MNS_IRIOWTT_Time /
MNS_IRIOWTT_Count

Average MRO I/O wait time per
transaction, in seconds

MSGSIZE 255 27 (MNS_TCCHRIN1 +
MNS_TCCHROU1) /
(MNS_TCMSGIN1 +
MNS_TCMSGOU1)

Average message size in bytes

OUTPUT 255 27 MNS_TCMSGOU1 Number of terminal output
messages

OUTPUTSIZE 255 27 MNS_TCCHROU1 /
MNS_TCMSGOU1

Average output message size

OUTPUT-LU6.1 255 27 MNS_TCMSGOU2 Number of LUTYPE6.1 alternate
terminal output messages

OUTPUTSIZE-LU6.1 255 27 MNS_TCCHROU2 /
MNS_TCMSGOU2

Average LUTYPE6.1 output
message size

RESPONSE 255 27 MNS_LIFETIME_Time /
MNS_TCMSGOU1

Average terminal response time,
in seconds
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Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

TCTTE-REQUEST 255 27 MNS_TCALLOCT Number of TCTTE ALLOCATE
requests for APPC, LUTYPE6.1
and IRC sessions

USE
USAGE
WRITE

255 27 MNS_TCMSGOU1 Number of writes to terminal

Example
The following example uses CICS PERFORMANCE TERMINAL variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME TERMID,                

CICS PERFORMANCE TERMINAL INPUT AND, 

CICS PERFORMANCE TERMINAL OUTPUT AND,

CICS PERFORMANCE TERMINAL RESPONSE   

END                                  

RUN

CICS Performance Transient Variables

NOTE
While the information in this topic remains supported, it has been deprecated in favor of newer variable
definitions.

This section describes variable information for the CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSIENT variable class.

Syntax:
This sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command.  Substitute id_option and variable_name from the
following tables:

TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

CICS [PERFORMANCE] TRANSIENT variable_ name 

END

RUN

ID Options
Use any CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSIENT variables with the following ID options:

ID Option Description

ABCODE Abend codes for transactions
APPLID VTAM APPLIDs of CICS regions of the CICS system
DCTID Transient Data Queue name
ENDTIME Transaction end time
JOBNAME CICS jobname
STARTTIME Transaction start time
SYSID MVS system ID
TERMID Terminal IDs
TRANID Transaction IDs
TRANNUM Transaction numbers
USERID User IDs
VTAMLU VTAM logical unit names of terminals
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Variables
The following table provides a list of available variables for the CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSIENT variable
class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

INPUT
READ

255 27 MNSTDS_MTDIN Number of reads of transient
data sets

INPUTMAXRESPon
se

255 27 MNSTDS_MTDITIMH Maximum transient data input
response time, in seconds

INPUTMAXSIZE 255 27 MNSTDS_MTDIBYTH Maximum transient data input
request size, in bytes

INPUTRESPonse 255 27 MNSTDS_MTDITIM /
MNSTDS_MTDIN

Average transient data input
request size, in seconds

INPUTSIZE 255 27 MNSTDS_MTDIBYT /
MNSTDS_MTDIN

Average transient data input
request size, in bytes

OUTPUT
WRITE

255 27 MNSTDS_MTDOUT Number of writes to transient
data sets

OUTPUTMAXRESP
onse

255 27 MNSTDS_MTDOTIMH Maximum transient data output
response time, in seconds

OUTPUTMAXSIZE 255 27 MNSTDS_MTDOBYTH Maximum transient data output
request size, in bytes

OUTPUTRESPonse 255 27 MNSTDS_MTDOTIM /
MNSTDS_MTDOUT

Maximum transient data output
response time per request, in
seconds

OUTPUTSIZE 255 27 MNSTDS_MTDOBYT /
MNSTDS_MTDOUT

Average transient data output
request size, in bytes

REQuests 255 27 MNSTDS_MTDIN +
MNSTDS_MTDOUT

Number of I/Os to transient data
sets

Example
The following example uses CICS TRANSIENT variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME JOBNAME,

CICS TRANSIENT REQUEST

END 

RUN

IMS Region Variables
The IMS Region Variables section describes variable information for class DLI on system IMS and class REGION on
system IMS.

IMS REGION Variable Class

Use these SYSVIEW variables in the REGION class on system IMS, with their associated ID options, to create reports.

Report Syntax

You can use the following sample syntax to create a report. Substitute values for record-type and variable-name from the
table of variables in this article.
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[IMS] [record-type] REGION variable-name

ID Options for IMS REGION Variables

The following ID options can be used with IMS REGION variables.

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

DBNAME Database name 8 Any SUMmary variable

ENDTIME Transaction end time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any SUMmary variable

IMSID IMS subsystem ID 4 All variable classes

IMSREL IMS release level in the format v.r, where
v is the version, and r is the release

4 All variable classes

JOBNAME IMS job names 8 All variable classes

LUNAME Logical unit name 8 All variable classes

PSBNAME Program specification block ID 8 All variable classes

PST Partition specification table number 3 All variable classes

STARTTIME Transaction start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) All variable classes

SYSID z/OS system name 8 All variable classes

TRANID Transaction ID 8 All variable classes

USERID User ID 8 All variable classes

IMS REGION Variables

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

SUMmary SCHEDULERtime 33, 35 Average elapsed scheduler processing
time

SUMmary INTENTwaittime 33, 35 Average intent contention wait time

SUMmary POOLSPCwairtime 33, 35 Average pool space wait time

SUMmary DB-IOTIME 33, 35 Total database I/O time

IMS DL/I Variable Class

Use these SYSVIEW variables in the DL/I class on system IMS, with their associated ID options, to create reports.

Report Syntax

You can use the following sample syntax to create a report. Substitute values for record-type and variable-name from the
table of variables in this article.

[IMS] [record-type] DLI variable-name
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ID Options for IMS DL/I Variables

The following ID options can be used with IMS DL/I variables.

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

DBNAME Database name 8 Any SUMmary variable

ENDTIME Transaction end time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any SUMmary variable

IMSID IMS subsystem ID 4 All variable classes

IMSREL IMS release level in the format v.r,
where v is the version, and r is the
release

4 All variable classes

JOBNAME IMS job names 8 All variable classes

LUNAME Logical unit name 8 All variable classes

PSBNAME Program specification block ID 8 All variable classes

PST Partition specification table
number

3 All variable classes

STARTTIME Transaction start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) All variable classes

SYSID z/OS system name 8 All variable classes

TRANID Transaction ID 8 All variable classes

USERID User ID 8 All variable classes

IMS DL/I Variables

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

SUMmary VSAMREADs 33, 35 Number of DL/I VSAM reads

SUMmary VSAMWRITEs 33, 35 Number of DL/I VSAM writes

SUMmary OSAMREADs 33, 35 Number of DL/I OSAM reads

SUMmary OSAMWRITEs 33, 35 Number of DL/I OSAM writes

SUMmary TOTALIO 33, 35 Total VSAM+OSAM DL/I I/O operations

SUMmary DB-READs 33, 35 Amount of database reads

SUMmary DB-WRITEs 33, 35 Amount of database writes

SUMmary DB-GU 33, 35 Total database unique get requests

SUMmary DB-GN 33, 35 Total requests for database get next

SUMmary DB-GNP 33, 35 Total requests for database get next within parent

SUMmary DB-GHU 33, 35 Number of requests for database get hold unique

SUMmary DB-GHN 33, 35 Number of requests for database get hold next

SUMmary DB-GHNP 33, 35 Number of requests for database get hold next within
parent

SUMmary DB-INSERT 33, 35 Number of database insert requests

SUMmary DB-DELETE 33, 35 Number of database delete requests

SUMmary DB-REPLACE 33, 35 Number of requests for database replace
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Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

SUMmary DB-CALLS 33, 35 Number of DL/I database requests

SUMmary MSG-GU 33, 35 Number of requests for message get unique

SUMmary MSG-GN 33, 35 Number requests for message get next

SUMmary MSG-INSERT 33, 35 Number of message insert calls

SUMmary MSG-PURGE 33, 35 Number of message purge calls

IMS Transaction Summary Variables
Use these SYSVIEW variables in the Transaction Summary class on system IMS, with their associated ID options, to
create reports.

The following SMF record sections are defined as ID options and variables on this page:

Section Description

RecordControl IMS transaction summary record control information
TransactionSummary IMS transaction summary information for a specific transaction or transaction

group

The ID option and variable definitions reside in the GSVSMF36 member and require the use of the COPY command to
use the definitions.

Report Syntax

You can use the following sample syntax to create a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute values for
id_option and variable_name from the tables in this article.

COPY member

TAB [DATETIME|DATE|TIME] id_option,

IMS [SUMMARY] TRANSACTION variable_name

END

RUN

Example:

The following example report creates a TAB report using ID options and variables:

COPY GSVSMF36

TAB DATETIME IMTS_CNTL_RELS,

IMS SUMMARY TRANSACTION IMTS_CNTL_START AND,

IMS SUMMARY TRANSACTION IMTS_CNTL_END

END

RUN

The IMS Transaction Summary ID options and variables that follow can be derived from different data sections within the
SMF record. You can use all of them together in the same TAB or FLASHBACK report because they appear in the SMF
record no more than one time. Fields that have a one-to-one field-to-record relationship can be reported on without the
use of the TAB2 command.
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ID Options for IMS Transaction Summary Variables

The following ID options can be used with IMS Transaction Summary variables.

ID Option Section Type Subtype Description

IMTS_CNTL_RELS RecordControl 255 36 IMS release

IMTS_CNTL_JOBNAM RecordControl 255 36 IMS jobname

IMTS_CNTL_IMS_ID RecordControl 255 36 IMS subsystem Id

IMTS_CNTL_PLEXN RecordControl 255 36 IMS plex name

IMTS_TRAN TransactionSummary 255 36 transaction name

IMTS_GROUP TransactionSummary 255 36 group name

IMTS_PSBNAME TransactionSummary 255 36 program specification block name

IMTS_CLASS TransactionSummary 255 36 transaction class

IMS Transaction Summary Variables

Variable Section Type Subtype Description

IMTS_CNTL_START RecordControl 255 36 interval start

IMTS_CNTL_END RecordControl 255 36 interval end

IMTS_CNTL_INTVAL RecordControl 255 36 interval in microseconds

IMTS_CNTL_SECS RecordControl 255 36 interval in seconds

IMTS_COUNT TransactionSummary 255 36 transaction count

IMTS_IMTRABND TransactionSummary 255 36 abend count

IMTS_IMTRIQUE TransactionSummary 255 36 input queue time

IMTS_IMTRPROC TransactionSummary 255 36 processing time

IMTS_IMTROQUE TransactionSummary 255 36 output queue time

IMTS_IMTRODEQ TransactionSummary 255 36 output dequeue time

IMTS_IMTRLIFE TransactionSummary 255 36 life time

IMTS_IMTRMCPU TransactionSummary 255 36 message processing program CPU time

IMTS_IMTRCKPT TransactionSummary 255 36 checkpoint time

IMTS_IMTRDLBT TransactionSummary 255 36 DLA (DB) time

IMTS_IMTRDLMT TransactionSummary 255 36 DLA (MSG) time

IMTS_IMTRHIWT TransactionSummary 255 36 HSAM I/O IWait time

IMTS_IMTRPIIT TransactionSummary 255 36 program isolation enqueue wait time

IMTS_IMTRSIWT TransactionSummary 255 36 storage IWait time

IMTS_IMTRSSCT TransactionSummary 255 36 external subsystem call time

IMTS_IMTROIWT TransactionSummary 255 36 OSAM I/O wait time

IMTS_IMTFOBWT TransactionSummary 255 36 fast path OBA buffer IWait time

IMTS_IMTFOTWT TransactionSummary 255 36 fast path OThread IWait time

IMTS_IMTFMDWT TransactionSummary 255 36 fast path MSDB write time
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Variable Section Type Subtype Description

IMTS_IMTFDDWT TransactionSummary 255 36 fast path DEDB read time

IMTS_IMTRDLKT TransactionSummary 255 36 fast path DEDB lock IWait time

IMTS_IMTRVIWT TransactionSummary 255 36 VSAM I/O IWait time

IMS TRANsaction Variable Class
Use these SYSVIEW variables in the TRANsaction class on system IMS, with their associated ID options, to create
reports.

Report Syntax

You can use the following sample syntax to create a report. Substitute values for record-type and variable-name from the
table of variables in this article.

[IMS] [record-type] TRANSACTION variable-name

ID Options for IMS TRANsaction Variables

The following ID options can be used with IMS TRANsaction variables.

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

IMSID IMS subsystem ID 4 All variable classes

IMSREL IMS release level in the format v.r, where v
is the version, and r is the release

4 All variable classes

JOBNAME IMS job names 8 All variable classes

LTERM Logical terminal name 8 Any PERFormance variable

LUNAME Logical unit name 8 All variable classes

PROCTYPE Transaction processing type. Valid values
are: A, B, C, D, O, P, Q, R, S, T, X

1 Any PERFormance variable

PSBNAME Program specification block ID 8 All variable classes

PST Partition specification table number 3 All variable classes

REGION IMS region name 8 Any PERFormance variable

STARTTIME Transaction start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) All variable classes

SYSID z/OS system name 8 All variable classes

TRANID Transaction ID 8 All variable classes

USERID User ID 8 All variable classes

IMS TRANsaction Variables

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

PERFormance LIFEtime 32, 34 Average transaction lifetime, in seconds

PERFormance USE|COUNT 32, 34 Number of transactions executed
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Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

PERFormance INQueuetime 32, 34 Average time, in seconds, spent in the input
queue

PERFormance OUTQueuetime 32, 34 Average time, in seconds, spent in the output
queue

PERFormance PROCtime 32, 34 Average time, in seconds, spent processing
the transaction

MQ Variables
This section describes the MQ variables and the variable names for each class defined.

MQ JOBFailure Variable Class

Use these SYSVIEW variables in the JOBFailure class on system MQ, with their associated ID options, to create reports.

Report Syntax

You can use the following sample syntax to create a report. Substitute values for record-type and variable-name from the
table of variables in this article.

[MQ] [record-type] JOBFailure variable-name

ID Options for MQ JOBFailure Variables

The following ID options can be used with MQ JOBFailure variables:

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

ENDTIME End time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

JOBNAME The name of the job 8 Any JOB-related class

OBJNAME MQ object name 48 Any MQ variable

OBJSUBTYPE MQ object subtype 8 Any MQ variable

OBJTYPE MQ object type 8 Any MQ variable

QMANAGER Queue manager name 4 Any MQ variable

RESMANAGER Resolved queue manager name 48 Any MQ variable

RESNAME Resolved object name 48 Any MQ variable

STARTTIME Start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

SYSID System ID of the z/OS system 8 Any MQ variable

MQ JOBFailure Variables

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

REQuest CLOSE 48 Close counts that failed

REQuest GET 48 Get counts that failed

REQuest INQUIRE 48 Inquire counts that failed
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Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

REQuest OPEN 48 Open counts that failed

REQuest PUT 48 Put counts that failed

REQuest PUT1 48 Put1 counts that failed

REQuest SET 48 Set counts that failed

MQ JOBMessage Variable Class

Use these SYSVIEW variables in the JOBMessage class on system MQ, with their associated ID options, to create
reports.

Report Syntax

You can use the following sample syntax to create a report. Substitute values for record-type and variable-name from the
table of variables in this article.

[MQ] [record-type] JOBMessage variable-name

ID Options for MQ JOBMessage Variables

The following ID options can be used with MQ JOBMessage variables:

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

ENDTIME End time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

JOBNAME The name of the job 8 Any JOB-related class

OBJNAME MQ object name 48 Any MQ variable

OBJSUBTYPE MQ object subtype 8 Any MQ variable

OBJTYPE MQ object type 8 Any MQ variable

QMANAGER Queue manager name 4 Any MQ variable

RESMANAGER Resolved queue manager name 48 Any MQ variable

RESNAME Resolved object name 48 Any MQ variable

STARTTIME Start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

SYSID System ID of the z/OS system 8 Any MQ variable

MQ JOBMessage Variables

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

REQuest GETRES 48 Gets with the date and times of the Put

REQuest MAXGET 48 Maximum message size for gets

REQuest MAXPUT 48 Maximum message size for puts

REQuest MINGET 48 Minimum message size for gets

REQuest MINPUT 48 Maximum message size for puts
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MQ JOBStat Variable Class

Use these SYSVIEW variables in the JOBStat class on system MQ, with their associated ID options, to create reports.

Report Syntax

You can use the following sample syntax to create a report. Substitute values for record-type and variable-name from the
table of variables in this article.

[MQ] [record-type] JOBStat variable-name

ID Options for MQ JOBStat Variables

The following ID options can be used with MQ JOBStat variables:

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

ENDTIME End time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

JOBNAME The name of the job 8 Any JOB-related class

OBJNAME MQ object name 48 Any MQ variable

OBJSUBTYPE MQ object subtype 8 Any MQ variable

OBJTYPE MQ object type 8 Any MQ variable

QMANAGER Queue manager name 4 Any MQ variable

RESMANAGER Resolved queue manager name 48 Any MQ variable

RESNAME Resolved object name 48 Any MQ variable

STARTTIME Start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

SYSID System ID of the z/OS system 8 Any MQ variable

MQ JOBStat Variables

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

REQuest BROWSE 48 Get count with browse

REQuest CLOSE 48 Close count for job

REQuest GET 48 Get count for job

REQuest INQUIRE 48 Inquire count for job

REQuest OPEN 48 Open count for job

REQuest PUT 48 Put count for job

REQuest PUT1 48 Put1 count for job

REQuest SET 48 Set count for job

MQ JOBTimer Variable Class

Use these SYSVIEW variables in the JOBTimer class on system MQ, with their associated ID options, to create reports.
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Report Syntax

You can use the following sample syntax to create a report. Substitute values for record-type and variable-name from the
table of variables in this article.

[MQ] [record-type] JOBTimer variable-name

ID Options for MQ JOBTimer Variables

The following ID options can be used with MQ JOBTimer variables:

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

ENDTIME End time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

JOBNAME The name of the job 8 Any JOB-related class

OBJNAME MQ object name 48 Any MQ variable

OBJSUBTYPE MQ object subtype 8 Any MQ variable

OBJTYPE MQ object type 8 Any MQ variable

QMANAGER Queue manager name 4 Any MQ variable

RESMANAGER Resolved queue manager name 48 Any MQ variable

RESNAME Resolved object name 48 Any MQ variable

STARTTIME Start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

SYSID System ID of the z/OS system 8 Any MQ variable

MQ JOBTimer Variables

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

REQuest GMSGTOT 48 Total message size for gets

REQuest MAXCPU 48 Maximum CPU time for all requests

REQuest MAXElapsed 48 Maximum elapsed time for all requests

REQuest MAXRESID 48 Maximum residency time for all requests

REQuest PMSGTOT 48 Total message size for puts

REQuest TOTCPU 48 Total CPU time for all requests

REQuest TOTElapsed 48 Total elapsed time for all requests

REQuest TOTRESID 48 Total residency time for all requests

MQ OBJEct Variable Class

Use these SYSVIEW variables in the OBJEct class on system MQ, with their associated ID options, to create reports.

Report Syntax

You can use the following sample syntax to create a report. Substitute values for record-type and variable-name from the
table of variables in this article.

[MQ] [record-type] OBJEct variable-name
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ID Options for MQ OBJEct Variables

The following ID options can be used with MQ OBJEct variables:

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

ENDTIME End time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

OBJNAME MQ object name 48 Any MQ variable

OBJSUBTYPE MQ object subtype 8 Any MQ variable

OBJTYPE MQ object type 8 Any MQ variable

QMANAGER Queue manager name 4 Any MQ variable

RESMANAGER Resolved queue manager name 48 Any MQ variable

RESNAME Resolved object name 48 Any MQ variable

STARTTIME Start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

SYSID System ID of the z/OS system 8 Any MQ variable

MQ OBJEct Variables

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

REQuest BROWSE 48 Get count with browse

REQuest CLOSE 48 Close count for object

REQuest GET 48 Get count for queue

REQuest INQUIRE 48 Inquire count for object

REQuest OPEN 48 Open count for object

REQuest PUT 48 Put count for queue

REQuest PUT1 48 Put1 count for queue

REQuest SET 48 Set count for object

MQ OBJFailure Variable Class

Use these SYSVIEW variables in the OBJFailure class on system MQ, with their associated ID options, to create reports.

Report Syntax
[MQ] [record-type] OBJFailure variable-name

ID Options for MQ OBJFailure Variables

The following ID options can be used with MQ OBJFailure variables:

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

ENDTIME End time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

OBJNAME MQ object name 48 Any MQ variable

OBJSUBTYPE MQ object subtype 8 Any MQ variable

OBJTYPE MQ object type 8 Any MQ variable
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ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

QMANAGER Queue manager name 4 Any MQ variable

RESMANAGER Resolved queue manager name 48 Any MQ variable

RESNAME Resolved object name 48 Any MQ variable

STARTTIME Start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

SYSID System ID of the z/OS system 8 Any MQ variable

MQ OBJFailure Variables

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

REQuest CLOSE 48 Close counts that failed

REQuest GET 48 Get counts that failed

REQuest INQUIRE 48 Inquire counts that failed

REQuest OPEN 48 Open counts that failed

REQuest PUT 48 Put counts that failed

REQuest PUT1 48 Put1 counts that failed

REQuest SET 48 Set counts that failed

MQ OBJMessage Variable Class

Use these SYSVIEW variables in the OBJMessage class on system MQ, with their associated ID options, to create
reports.

Variable Syntax
[MQ] [record-type] OBJMessage variable-name

ID Options for MQ OBJMessage Variables

The following ID options can be used with MQ OBJMessage variables:

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

ENDTIME End time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

OBJNAME MQ object name 48 Any MQ variable

OBJSUBTYPE MQ object subtype 8 Any MQ variable

OBJTYPE MQ object type 8 Any MQ variable

QMANAGER Queue manager name 4 Any MQ variable

RESMANAGER Resolved queue manager name 48 Any MQ variable

RESNAME Resolved object name 48 Any MQ variable

STARTTIME Start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

SYSID System ID of the z/OS system 8 Any MQ variable
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MQ OBJMessage Variables

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

REQuest GETRES 48 Gets with the date and times of the Put

REQuest MAXGET 48 Maximum message size for the gets

REQuest MAXPUT 48 Maximum message size for the puts

REQuest MINGET 48 Minimum message size for the gets

REQuest MINPUT 48 Maximum message size for the puts

MQ OBJTimer Variable Class

Use these SYSVIEW variables in the OBJTimer class on system MQ, with their associated ID options, to create reports.

Variable Syntax
[MQ] [record-type] OBJTimer variable-name  

ID Options for MQ OBJTimer Variables

The following ID options can be used with MQ OBJTimer variables:

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

ENDTIME End time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

OBJNAME MQ object name 48 Any MQ variable

OBJSUBTYPE MQ object subtype 8 Any MQ variable

OBJTYPE MQ object type 8 Any MQ variable

QMANAGER Queue manager name 4 Any MQ variable

RESMANAGER Resolved queue manager name 48 Any MQ variable

RESNAME Resolved object name 48 Any MQ variable

STARTTIME Start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable

SYSID System ID of the z/OS system 8 Any MQ variable

MQ OBJTimer Variables

Record Type Variable Name SMF Subtype Description

REQuest GMSGTOT 48 Total message size for gets

REQuest MAXCPU 48 Maximum CPU time for all requests

REQuest MAXElapsed 48 Maximum elapsed time for all requests

REQuest MAXRESID 48 Maximum residency time for all requests

REQuest PMSGTOT 48 Total message size for puts

REQuest TOTCPU 48 Total CPU time for all requests

REQuest TOTElapsed 48 Total elapsed time for all requests

REQuest TOTRESID 48 Total residency time for all requests
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AUDIT Variables
This section describes the AUDIT variables and the variable names for each class defined. Only one AUDIT variable
is defined, and it has an equivalent in the ID options of AUDTYPE. The best way to write Audit reports is to use the
FLASHBACK AUDITLOG command, or use the FLASHBACK LIST with two or more ID options

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from the following tables:
TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,AUDIT [LOG] ALL variable_name ENDRUN

The following sample syntax creates a detail report using the FLASHBACK command. Substitute id_option and
variable_name from the following tables:
FLASHBACK AUDITLOG id_option,AUDIT [LOG] ALL variable_name ENDRUN

Use any AUDIT LOG ALL variables with the following ID Options:

ID Option Description

ACMDACC Audit command/subcommand access (A=allowed, F=failed)

ACMDPRI Audit primary command name

ACMDPRM Audit command/subcommand parameters

ACMDSUB Audit subcommand name

AJOBID Audit job ID

AJOBNAME Audit job name

ATERMID Audit terminal ID

AUDTYPE Audit record type

AUSERID Audit user ID

ENDTIME Audit event time

PRELEASE Product release

SECGROUP Security group

STARTTIME Audit event time

SUBSYS Subsystem ID

SYSTEM System name

TASKNAME Task name

NOTE
STARTTIME and ENDTIME in Audit reports represent the audit event time and are equal to each other.

The following table provides a list of available variables for the AUDIT LOG ALL variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

TYPE 255 1 ADTRC_AuditType Audit record type

Example:
The following example uses an AUDIT LOG ALL variable in a FLASHBACK report:
FLASHBACK AUDITLOG AUSERID,

AUDIT LOG ALL TYPE

END

RUN
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COMMON Variables
The following sections describe the COMMON variables and the variable names for each class defined.

COMMON STATE EXCEPTION Variable Class

This section describes variable information for the COMMON STATE EXCEPTION variable class.

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from these tables:
TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

COMMON [STATE] EXCEPTION variable_name

END

RUN

Use any COMMON STATE EXCEPTION variables with the following ID options:

ID Option Description

APPLID Application ID for CICS

CJOBID Job ID for Common variables

ENDTIME Exception time

GROUP Any exception group (System, ASID, Device, CPU, and so on)

JOBNAME Job name

OLDSTATUS Previous status

OWNER Owner (MVS, MQSeries, IMS, TCP/IP, CICS)

RESRC Exception resource 1 names

RESRC2 Exception resource 2 names

STARTTIME Exception time

STATUS Exception status

SUBGROUP Any exception subgroup (SYSTEM, CPU, STORAGE, and so on)

SYSTEM System name

VARNAME Exception variable names

NOTE
STARTTIME and ENDTIME in COMMON reports represent the exception time and are equal to each other.

The following table provides a list of available variables for the COMMON STATE EXCEPTION variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

VARname 255 4 ZSED_Variable Variable name

RESOURCE
RESRC

255 4 ZSED_Resource1 Resource involved with the
exception

RESOURCE2
RESRC2

255 4 ZSED_Resource2 Resource2 (8 characters)
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Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

RESOURCE2L
RESRC2L

255 4 ZSED_Resource2 Resource2 Long (48 characters)

GROUP 255 4 ZSED_Group Group

SUBGroup 255 4 ZSED_Subgroup Subgroup

VALUE 255 4 ZSED_State Current state value

STATUS 255 4 ZSED_Status Exception status

OLDVALUE 255 4 ZSED_OldState Previous state

OLDSTATUS 255 4 ZSED_OldStatus Previous status

ELAPSED 255 4 ZSED_Elapsed Time elapsed from previous
exception, in seconds

COUNT 255 4 N/A Exception count

Example
The following example shows COMMON STATE EXCEPTION variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME VARNAME,

COMMON STATE EXCEPTION RESOURCE AND,

COMMON STATE EXCEPTION RESOURCE2 AND,

COMMON STATE EXCEPTION VALUE AND,

COMMON STATE EXCEPTION STATUS

END

RUN

COMMON THRESHOLD EXCEPTION Variable Class

This section describes variable information for the COMMON THRESHOLD EXCEPTION variable class.

The following sample syntax creates a tabular report using the TAB command. Substitute id_option and variable_name
from these tables:
TAB [DATETIME | DATE | TIME] id_option,

COMMON [THRESHOLD] EXCEPTION variable_name 

END

RUN

Use any COMMON THRESHOLD EXCEPTION variables with the following ID options:

ID Option Description

APPLID Application ID for CICS

CJOBID Job ID for Common variables

ENDTIME Exception time

GROUP Any exception group (System, ASID, Device, CPU, and so on)

JOBNAME Job name

OLDSTATUS Previous status

OWNER Owner (MVS, MQSeries, IMS, TCP/IP, CICS)

RESRC Exception resource 1 names
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ID Option Description

RESRC2 Exception resource 2 names

RULETYPE Threshold rule types.
Valid values: None, Upper, Lower, Change, Above, Below

STARTTIME Exception time

STATUS Exception status

SUBGROUP Any exception subgroup (SYSTEM, CPU, STORAGE, and so on)

SYSTEM System name

THRECLAS Threshold classes.
Valid values: Count, Cnt K (count in 1024), Rate, Time, Pct

THRETYPE Threshold types.
Valid values: *, System, Tran-End, State, Tran-Sum, Timer, Tran-Dyn, Tran-Sys

TRANID CICS transaction IDs

VARNAME Exception variable names

NOTE
STARTTIME and ENDTIME in COMMON reports represent the exception time and are equal to each other.

The following table provides a list of available variables for the COMMON THRESHOLD EXCEPTION variable class:

Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

VARname 255 3 ZTED_Variable Variable name

RESOURCE
RESRC

255 3 ZTED_Resource1 Resource involved with the
exception

RESOURCE2
RESRC2

255 3 ZTED_Resource2 Resource2 (8 characters)

RESOURCE2L
RESRC2L

255 3 ZTED_Resource2 Resource2 Long (48
characters)

GROUP 255 3 ZTED_Group Group

SUBGroup 255 3 ZTED_Subgroup Subgroup

VALUE 255 3 ZTED_Value Average threshold value that
exceeded the limit

MAXVALUE 255 3 ZTED_Value Maximum threshold value
that exceeded the limit

MINVALUE 255 3 ZTED_Value Minimum threshold value
that exceeded the limit

WARNING 255 3 ZTED_Warning Warning limit value

PROBLEM 255 3 ZTED_Problem Problem limit value

STATUS 255 3 ZTED_Status Exception status

OLDVALUE 255 3 ZTED_OldValue Previous value

OLDWARNING 255 3 ZTED_OldWarning Previous warning limit value

OLDPROBLEM 255 3 ZTED_OldProblem Previous problem limit value
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Variable Name SMF Type SMF Subtype SMF Field Description

OLDSTATUS 255 3 ZTED_OldStatus Previous status

ELAPSED 255 3 ZTED_Elapsed Time elapsed from previous
exception, in seconds

COUNT 255 3 N/A Exception count

RTYPE 255 3 ZTED_RuleType Threshold rule type: None,
Upper, Lower, Change,
Above, Below

VTYPE 255 3 ZTED_VType Variable type

TTYPE 255 3 ZTED_ThreshType Threshold type

CLASS 255 3 ZTED_Class Count, Count K (count in
1024), Rate, Time, and
Percent Threshold

Example
The following example shows COMMON THRESHOLD EXCEPTION variables in a TAB report:
TAB DATETIME VARNAME,

COMMON THRESHOLD EXCEPTION RESOURCE AND,

COMMON THRESHOLD EXCEPTION RESOURCE2 AND,

COMMON THRESHOLD EXCEPTION VALUE AND,

COMMON THRESHOLD EXCEPTION STATUS

END

RUN

MVS Variables

MVS ASCB Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class ASCB on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] ASCB variable-name | data  

No ID options can be used with MVS ASCB variables.

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYSTEM AVG-BATCH SMF70BTT Average number of batch

address spaces
SYSTEM AVG-IN SMF70ITT Average number of address

spaces not in storage and ready
to execute

SYSTEM AVG-OUT SMF700TT Average number of address
spaces not in storage and ready
to execute

SYSTEM AVG-READY SMF70RTT Average number of address
spaces in storage and ready to
execute
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SYSTEM AVG-STC SMF70STT Average number of started-task
address spaces

SYSTEM AVG-TSO SMF70TTT Average number of TSO
address spaces

SYSTEM AVG-WAIT SMF70WTT Average number of address
spaces not in storage and not
ready to execute

SYSTEM MAX-BATCH SMF70BMM Maximum number of batch
address spaces

SYSTEM MAX-IN SMF70IMM Maximum number of address
spaces in storage

SYSTEM MAX-OUT SMF70OMM Maximum number of address
spaces not in storage and ready
to execute

SYSTEM MAX-READY SMF70RMM Maximum number of address
spaces in storage and ready to
execute

SYSTEM MAX-STC SMF70SMM Maximum number of started-
task address spaces

SYSTEM MAX-TSO SMF70TMM Maximum number of TSO
address spaces

SYSTEM MAX-WAIT SMF70WMM Maximum number of address
spaces not in storage and not
ready to execute

SYSTEM MIN-BATCH SMF70BMN Minimum number of batch
address spaces

SYSTEM MIN-IN SMF70IMN Minimum number of address
spaces in storage

SYSTEM MIN-OUT SMF700MN Minimum number of address
spaces not in storage and ready
to execute

SYSTEM MIN-READY SMF70RMN Minimum number of address
spaces in storage and ready to
execute

SYSTEM MIN-STC SMF70SMN Minimum number of started-task
address spaces

SYSTEM MIN-TSO SMF70TMN Minimum number of TSO
address spaces

SYSTEM MIN-WAIT SMF70WMN Minimum number of address
spaces not in storage and not
ready to execute

MVS CHANNEL Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class CHANNEL on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] CHANNEL variable-name | data  

The following ID option can be used with the MVS CHANNEL variable: CHNID
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Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYStem LRead SMF73PRU LPAR rate of data read through

the channel in bytes per second
SYStem LWrite SMF73PWU LPAR rate of data written

through the channel in bytes per
second

SYStem READ SMF73TRU Total rate of data read through
the channel in bytes per second

SYStem TIME SMF73PTI Measurement interval length in
seconds

SYStem WRITE SMF73TWU Total rate of data written through
the channel in bytes per second

SYStem %USE SMF73TUC, SMF73TUT Average percentage of time the
channel was active

NOTE
To avoid rounding values too much, use the XTND variable option with rate variables of this class.

MVS CPU Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class CPU on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] CPU variable-name | data  

The following ID options can be used with MVS CPU variables: CPUID, CPUPID, and LPARNAME.

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYSTEM %BUSY|ACTIVE| UTILization SMF70WAT Percentage of time CPU was

busy or active. If you are
running PR/SM and this field
displays as 0 percent or 100
percent, use the MVS LPAR
variable instead.

SYSTEM %WAIT SMF70WAT Percentage of time CPU was
inactive

SYSTEM BUSY|ACTIVE SMF70WAT Total time CPU was busy or
active

SYSTEM WAIT SMF70WAT Total time CPU was inactive

MVS DEVICE Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class DEVICE on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] DEVICE variable-name | data  

The following ID option can be used with MVS DEVICE variables: DEVID
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Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYSTEM CONNECT SMF74CNN Average time spent connected

to a channel path
SYSTEM CUB-DELAY SMF74CUB Average time I/O request is

delayed due to busy control unit
SYSTEM DB-DELAY SMF74DVB Average time I/O request is

delayed due to busy device
SYSTEM DISCONNECT SMF74DIS Average time spent

disconnected during an I/O
request

SYSTEM PENDING SMF74PEN Average time spent waiting on
hardware

SYSTEM SERVTIME SMF74ATV Average service time for device
to complete an I/O request

SYSTEM SSCH SMF74SSC Number of start subchannels
SYSTEM UTILization SMF74ATV Percentage of time device was

busy or active

MVS DISK Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class DISK on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] DISK variable-name | data  

The following ID options can be used with MVS DISK variables: DEVID, DISKID

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYSTEM CONNECT SMF74CNN Average time spent connected

to a channel path
SYSTEM CUB-DELAY SMF74CUB Average time I/O request is

delayed due to busy control unit
SYSTEM DB-DELAY SMF74DVB Average time I/O request is

delayed due to busy device
SYSTEM DISCONNECT SMF74DIS Average time spent

disconnected during an I/O
request

SYSTEM PENDING SMF74PEN Average time spent waiting on
hardware

SYSTEM SERVTIME SMF74ATV Average service time for device
to complete an I/O request

SYSTEM SSCH SMF74SSC Number of start subchannels
SYSTEM UTILization SMF74ATV Percentage of time disk was

busy or active
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MVS DSN Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class DSN on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] DSN variable-name | data  

The following ID options can be used with MVS DSN variables:
DEVID, DISKID, DSNID, JOBID, STEPID, VOLSER

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYSTEM ACTIVITY SMF64 Number of VSAM requests
SYSTEM BPR SMF64 Average buffer performance

rating for VSAM data sets
SYSTEM CA-SPLITS SMF64DAS Number of control area splits for

VSAM data sets
SYSTEM CI-SPLITS SMF64DCS Number of control interval splits

for VSAM data sets
SYSTEM DELETES SMF64DDE Number of VSAM deletes
SYSTEM EXCP SMF64, SMF14, SMF15 Total number of EXCPs
SYSTEM EXCP-VSAM SMF64DEP Number of EXCPs for VSAM

data sets
SYSTEM EXCP-NVSM SMF14, SMF15, SMFEXCP Number of EXCPs for non-

VSAM data sets
SYSTEM INPUT SMF14, SMFEXCP Number of EXCPs for non-

VSAM data sets
SYSTEM INSERTS SMF64DIN Number of VSAM inserts
SYSTEM OUTPUT SMF15, SMFEXCP Number of EXCPs for non-

VSAM output data set
SYSTEM RETRIEVES SMF64DRE Number of VSAM retrieves
SYSTEM UPDATES SMF64DUP Number of VSAM updates
SYSTEM VOLSER SMF64, SMF14, SMF15 Volume serial number of device.

MVS EXCP Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class EXCP on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] EXCP variable-name | data  

The record type of an EXCP variable determines which ID options can be used with the variable, as follows:

• The following ID options can be used with MVS JOB EXCP variables:
ACCTID, DDNAME, DEVID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGRAMMER, USERID

• The following ID options can be used with MVS STEP EXCP variables:
ACCTID, DDNAME, DEVID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGID, PROGRAMMER, STEPID, USERID

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
JOB, STEP COUNT SMF30BLK Number of EXCPs issued
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JOB, STEP DDNAME SMF30DDN DDname
JOB, STEP DEVCUU SMF30CUA Device number
JOB, STEP DEVTYPE SMF30DEV Device class
JOB, STEP DEV-CONN SMF30DCT Total device connect time
JOB, STEP LBLKSIZE SMF30BSZ Largest block size
JOB, STEP UNITTYPE SMF30UTP Device unit type

MVS IO Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class IO on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] IO variable-name | data  

The record type of an IO variable determines which ID options can be used with the variable, as follows:

• No ID options can be used with MVS SYSTEM IO variables.
• The following ID options can be used with MVS JOB IO and MVS STEP IO variables: JOBID, STEPID

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
JOB, STEP CARDs SMF30INP Number of card-image records

read
JOB, STEP DEVCON SMF30TCN Total device connect time
JOB, STEP EXCPs SMF30TEP Number of EXCPs
SYSTEM INTERRUPTs SMF70 Total number of I/O interrupts
SYSTEM INT-SLIH SMF70SLH Number of I/O interrupts

handled by the I/O interrupt
handler

SYSTEM INT-TPI SMF70TPI Number of I/O interrupts
handled through the TPI
instruction

JOB, STEP TGETs SMF30TGT Number of TGETs
JOB, STEP TPUTs SMF30TPT Number of TPUTs

MVS JOB and STEP Variable Classes

This section describes variable information for classes JOB and STEP on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] variable-class variable-name | data  

• The following ID options can be used with z/OS JOB variables:
ACCTID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGRAMMER, USERID

• The following ID options can be used with z/OS STEP variables:
ACCTID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGID, PROGRAMMER, STEPID, USERID
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Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description

SYSTEM %CPUACT SMF30 Percentage of CPU consumed
while active

SYSTEM %CPUDUR SMF30 Percentage of CPU consumed
during the JOB or STEP

SYSTEM %CPUINT SMF30 Percentage of CPU consumed
in report interval

SYSTEM %CPURES SMF30 Percentage of CPU consumed
while resident

SYSTEM ACTIVE SMF30 Total transaction active time
SYSTEM COUNT SMF30 Number of jobs or steps

executed
SYSTEM CPU SMF30 Total amount of CPU time

consumed
SYSTEM DEV-CONN SMF30 Total device connect time
SYSTEM DURATION SMF30 Total job or step duration time
SYSTEM RESIDENT SMF30 Total transaction residency time
SYSTEM SAMPLEs SMF30 Number of step interval samples
SYSTEM SRB SMF30 Total amount of SRB CPU time

consumed
SYSTEM TCB SMF30 Total amount of TCB CPU time

consumed
SYSTEM TOT-EXCP SMF30 Number of EXCPs

MVS LPAR Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class LPAR on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] LPAR variable-name | data  

The following ID options can be used with MVS LPAR variables:
CPUID, CPUPID, LPARID, LPID

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYSTEM %ACTIVE SMF70PDT Logical processor usage
SYSTEM ACTIVE SMF70PDT Logical processor active time
SYSTEM CPU SMF70VPA Logical processor address
SYSTEM NUMBER SMF70LPN Logical partition number
SYSTEM RWF SMF70BPS Logical partition resource weight

factor

MVS OPERator Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class OPERATOR on system MVS.
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MVS [record-type] OPER variable-name | data  

The record type of an OPERator variable determines which ID options can be used with the variable, as follows:

• The following ID options can be used with MVS JOB OPERator variables:
ACCTID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGRAMMER, USERID

• The following ID options can be used with MVS STEP OPERator variables:
ACCTID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGID, PROGRAMMER, STEPID, USERID

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
JOB, STEP NS-DASD-MOUNTs SMF30PDM Number of nonspecific DASD

mounts
JOB, STEP NS-MSS-MOUNTs SMF30MTM Number of nonspecific MTM

mounts
JOB, STEP NS-TAPE-MOUNTs SMF30PTM Number of nonspecific tape

mounts
JOB, STEP S-DASD-MOUNTs SMF30PRD Number of specific DASD

mounts
JOB, STEP S-MSS-MOUNTs SMF30MSR Number of specific MTM mounts
JOB, STEP S-TAPE-MOUNTs SMF30TPR Number of specific tape mounts

MVS PAGE Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class PAGE on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] PAGE variable-name | data  

The record type of a PAGE variable determines which ID options can be used with the variable, as follows:

• No ID options can be used with MVS SYSTEM PAGE variables.
• The following ID options can be used with MVS JOB PAGE variables:

ACCTID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGRAMMER, USER
• The following ID options can be used with MVS STEP PAGE variables:

ACCTID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGID, PROGRAMMER, STEPID, USERID

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYSTEM AVG-UIC SMF71ACA Average of the maximum

unreferenced interval count
during any RMF interval

SYSTEM, JOB, STEP IN-COMMON SMF71SNI, SMF30CPI Number of common area page-
ins

SYSTEM, JOB, STEP IN-LPA SMF71LNI, SMF30IPI Number of LPA page-ins
SYSTEM, JOB, STEP IN-PRIvate SMF71PIN, SMF30PGI Number of private area page-ins
SYSTEM, JOB, STEP IN-SWAP SMF71SIN, SMF30PSI Number of pages swapped in
SYSTEM, JOB, STEP IN-VIO SMF71VIN, SMF30VPI Number of VIO page-ins
SYSTEM, JOB, STEP INs SMF71, SMF30 Total number of page-in

operations
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JOB, STEP IOs SMF30 Total number of page operations
SYSTEM MAX-UIC SMF71LIC Lowest maximum unreferenced

interval count during any RMF
interval

SYSTEM MIGRATE SMF71PEA Number of pages migrated from
expanded storage

SYSTEM MIN-UIC SMF71LIC Lowest maximum unreferenced
interval count during any RMF
interval

SYSTEM MOVES SMF71PMV Number of pages that are
moved between storage above
the 16M line and storage below
the 16M line

SYSTEM MOVES-EXT SMF71PES Number of pages moved to
expanded storage

SYSTEM, JOB, STEP OUT-COMMON SMF71SNO, SMF30CPR Number of page-outs performed
in the common area

SYSTEM, JOB, STEP OUT-PRIvate SMF71POT, SMF30PGO Number of private area page-
outs

SYSTEM, JOB, STEP OUT-SWAP SMF71SOT, SMF30PSO Number of pages swapped out
SYSTEM, JOB, STEP OUT-VIO SMF71VOT, SMF30VPO Number of VIO page-outs
SYSTEM, JOB, STEP OUTs SMF71, SMF30 Total number of page-out

operations
SYSTEM, JOB, STEP RECLAIM-COMMON SMF71SNR, SMF30CPR Number of common areas

reclaimed
SYSTEM, JOB, STEP RECLAIM-LPA SMF71LNR, SMF30LPR Number of LPA reclaims
SYSTEM, JOB, STEP RECLAIM-PRIvate SMF71PRC, SMF30REC Number of private areas

reclaimed
SYSTEM, JOB, STEP RECLAIM-VIO SMF71VRC, SMF30VPR Number of VIO reclaims
SYSTEM, JOB, STEP RECLAIMs SMF71, SMF30 Total number of pages

reclaimed
JOB, STEP SECONDs SMF30PSC Number of CPU page seconds
JOB, STEP STEALs SMF30PST Number of pages stolen

MVS PAGESWAP Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class PAGESWAP on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] PAGESWAP variable-name | data  

The following ID option can be used with MVS PAGESWAP variable: DSNID

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYSTEM AVGUSED SMF75AVU Maximum number of slots or

swap-sets used
SYSTEM IO SMF75SIO Number of I/O requests
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SYSTEM MAXUSED SMF75MXU Maximum number of slots or
swap-sets used

SYSTEM MINUSED SMF75MNU Minimum number of slots or
swap-sets used

SYSTEM PAGES SMF75PGX Number of pages transferred to
or from page data set

SYSTEM SLOTS SMF75SLA Number of slots or swap-sets
within the page or swap data set

SYSTEM UNUSABLE SMF75BDS Number of unusable slots or
swap-sets

MVS PERFormance Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class PERFORMANCE on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] PERF variable-name | data  

The record type of a PERFormance variable determines which ID options can be used with the variable, as follows:

• The following ID options can be used with MVS JOB PERFormance variables:
ACCTID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGRAMMER, USERID

• The following ID options can be used with MVS STEP PERFormance variables:
ACCTID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGID, PROGRAMMER, STEPID, USERID

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
JOB, STEP ACTIVE SMF30TAT Total transaction active time
JOB, STEP CPU-SU SMF30CSU Number of CPU service units
JOB, STEP IOC-SU SMF300 Number of I/O service units
JOB, STEP MSO-SU SMF30MSO Number of main storage service

units
JOB, STEP RESIDENT SMF30RES Total transaction residency time
JOB, STEP SRB-SU SMF30SRB Number of SRB service units
JOB, STEP TOT-SU SMF30RSV Total number of service units

MVS PRINT Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class PRINT on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] PRINT variable-name | data  

The following ID options can be used with MVS PRINT variables: SMF6FMN, SMF6OWC

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYSTEM SMF6FMN SMF6FMN Form number
SYSTEM SMF6NLR SMF6NLR Number of logical records

written
SYSTEM SMF6OUT SMF6OUT Output device name
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SYSTEM SMF6OWC SMF6OWC SYSOUT class

MVS PROCessor Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class PROCESSOR on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] PROC variable-name | data  

The record type of a PROCessor variable determines which ID options can be used with the variable, as follows:

• The following ID options can be used with MVS JOB PROCessor variables:
ACCTID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGRAMMER, USERID

• The following ID options can be used with MVS STEP PROCessor variables:
ACCTID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGID, PROGRAMMER, STEPID, USERID

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
JOB, STEP CONTROL-TASK-CPU (ESA) SMF30RCT Total transaction active time
JOB, STEP HIPERSPACE (ESA) SMF30HPT Hiperspace processing time
JOB, STEP INITIATOR-SRB SMF30ISB Initiator CPU time under SRB
JOB, STEP INITIATOR-TCB SMF30ICU Initiator CPU time under TCB
JOB, STEP INITIATOR-VECTOR-AFFINITY SMF30IVA Total transaction residency time
JOB, STEP INITIATOR-VECTOR-USAGE SMF30IVU Initiator vector usage time
JOB, STEP IO-INT-CPU (ESA) SMF30IIP CPU time used to process I/O

interrupts
JOB, STEP SRB SMF30CPS CPU time under SRB
JOB, STEP TCB SMF30CPT CPU time under TCB
JOB, STEP VECTOR-AFFINITY SMF30FVA Vector affinity time
JOB, STEP VECTOR-USAGE SMF30JVU Vector usage time

MVS STORage Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class STORAGE on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] STOR variable-name | data  

The record type of a STORage variable determines which ID options can be used with the variable, as follows:

• The following ID options can be used with MVS JOB STORage variables:
ACCTID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGRAMMER, USERID

• The following ID options can be used with MVS STEP STORage variables:
ACCTID, JOBCLASS, JOBID, PROGID, PROGRAMMER, STEPID, USERID

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
JOB, STEP ABOVE SMF30EUR Virtual storage allocated from

user subpools above the 16-MB
line
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JOB, STEP BELOW SMF30URB Virtual storage allocated from
user subpools below the 16-MB
line

JOB, STEP LSQA/SWA-ABOVE SMF30EAR Virtual storage allocated from
LSQA/SWA subpools above the
16-MB line

JOB, STEP LSQA/SWA-BELOW SMF30ARB Virtual storage allocated from
LSQA/SWA subpools below the
16-MB line

JOB, STEP PRIVATE-ABOVE SMF30ERG Private area size above the 16-
MB line

JOB, STEP PRIVATE-BELOW SMF30RGB Private area size below the 16-
MB line

JOB, STEP PRIVATE-HIGH SMF30SYS Amount of storage used from
top of private area

JOB, STEP PRIVATE-LOW SMF30PRV Amount of storage used from
bottom of private area

JOB, STEP REGION-SIZE SMF30ORGN Region size

MVS SU Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class SU (service units) on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] SU variable-name | data  

Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYSTEM CPU SMF72CTS Number of CPU service units

consumed
SYSTEM IOC SMF72ITS Number of I/O service units

consumed
SYSTEM MSO SMF72MTS Number of storage service units

consumed
SYSTEM SRB SMF72STS Number of SRB service units

consumed
SYSTEM TOTAL SMF72 Total number of service units

consumed

MVS SWAP Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class SWAP on system MVS.

MVS [record-type] SWAP variable-name | data  

The following ID option can be used with MVS SWAP variables: SWAPID

NOTE
Starting with z/OS V1R13, this section contains no valid values and is not filled in.
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Variable information is provided in the following table:

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYSTEM COUNT SMF71CNT Total number of swap operations
SYSTEM L-AUXiliary SMF71LAX Number of logical swaps

physically swapped to auxiliary
storage

SYSTEM L-EXTended SMF71LES Number of logical swaps
physically swapped to extended
storage

SYSTEM MIGRATEs SMF71MIG Number of physical swaps
migrated from extended storage
to auxiliary storage

SYSTEM P-AUXiliary SMF71AXD Number of physical swaps
directed to auxiliary storage

SYSTEM P-EXTended SMF71ESD Number of physical swaps
directed to extended storage

MVS TSO Variable Class

This section describes variable information for class TSO on system MVS. These variables are applicable only to SMF32,
subtype 3.

MVS [record-type] TSO variable-name | data  

The following ID options can be used with MVS TSO variables: JOBID, STEPID, TSOCMD

Variable information is provided in the following table.

Record Type Variable Name Data Description
SYSTEM DEV-CON SMF32TCT Total device connect time by

TSO user
SYSTEM EXCP SMF32EXP Number of EXCPs issued by

TSO user
SYSTEM SRB SMF32SRB SRB time consumed by TSO

user
SYSTEM TCB SMF32TCB TCB time consumed by TSO

user
SYSTEM TGET SMF32TGT Number of TGETs by TSO user
SYSTEM TPUT SMF32TPT Number of TPUTs by TSO user
SYSTEM TRAN-CNT SMF32CNT Number of transactions by TSO

user

Valid Variable Options
The following types of options can be used with variables:

• Variable options
• ID options
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This section describes the variable options that can be used with most variables. The following variable options are valid
only in tabular reports:

• DIFF
• RANGE
• RIGHT
• SELECT

Specify variable options following the variable to which they are to apply, as the following syntax shows:

variable [option [option...]]

COUNT Option
Use the COUNT option to convert a variable into the number of different identifiers that correspond to that variable.

COUNT=IDoption  

IDoption
Includes any ID option valid for the variable.

Example: COUNT Option

The following command produces a tabular report that displays the number of terminals that had any activity:

TAB TRAN USE COUNT=TERMID

END

RUN

FORMAT Option
Use the FORMAT option to define the length of an output field or to specify how many decimal positions it contains.

The FORMAT option can also be used with ID options to control the number of characters printed for each identifier. For
more information about formatting identifiers, see ID Options.

FORMAT (outputformat)

outputformat
Specifies one of the following values, for numeric or alphanumeric output:
For numeric data: Specifies up to 15 Ns with or without a period to indicate the placement of the decimal point.
For example, FORMAT(NN.NNN) indicates a five-digit output that is truncated to three decimal places. You can
include any constants other than the letters N and C in the string. For example, specify FORMAT(NN.NNN%) to
include a percent sign with each value in your report.
For alphanumeric data: Specifies nC, where n is the number of characters to appear in the output. For example,
FORMAT(4C) indicates an output of four characters. The value of n has no limit.

NOTE
If a value for a variable is greater than the output format you specify, an asterisk replaces the value. For
example, if you specify FORMAT(NN.NN) with a variable, asterisks replace all values greater than 99.99 for that
variable in your report.

Examples: FORMAT Option

The following examples show FORMAT options and the result of each:

TRAN LIFE FORMAT(NNN.NN)
By default, the output of the variable TRAN LIFE appears in the format N.NNN, NN.NN, or NNNNN, depending on
the size of the value. The FORMAT option here forces the output to two decimal places.
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TRAN USE RATE FORMAT(NN.N)
The RATE option that is used with the variable TRAN USE defaults to two decimal positions. The FORMAT option
here alters the output to one decimal place.

LOGICAL Option
By default, the Report Writer reviews all input records and discards any with negative values. Use the LOGICAL option
with a variable to bypass this check and treat all values for the variable as unsigned (logical) values.

LOGICAL

Example: LOGICAL Option

The following commands create a tabular report on terminals, treating all values for the variable TERM USE as unsigned.
Records with a negative value for TERM RESP are still discarded.

TAB TERMID TERM RESP AND,

           TERM USE LOGICAL

END

RUN

MAX and MIN Options
The MAX and MIN options forces a variable that by default prints a count or an average to print the minimum or maximum
value.

MAX[=idoption]

MIN[=idoption]

idoption
Includes any ID option valid for the variable. The values that are produced by the MAX and MIN options depend
on the structure of the data records. Use this operand to control how the values are computed.

Examples: MAX and MIN Options

The following examples use the MAX and MIN options:

TRAN LIFE MAX

TRAN LIFE MIN

DATASET USE MAX=TRANNUM

TRAN LIFE is defined as the average transaction lifetime. TRAN LIFE MAX prints the maximum transaction lifetime.
TRAN LIFE MIN prints the minimum transaction lifetime.

DATASET USE is defined as the number of file requests. DATASET USE MAX=TRANNUM prints the maximum number of
file requests for any single transaction number.

MAXDATE and MAXTIME Options
Use the MAXDATE and MAXTIME options to print the date and time when the value of a variable is highest.

MAXDATE

MAXTIME

Examples: MAXDATE and MAXTIME Options

The following examples use the MAXDATE and MAXTIME options with the variable TRAN LIFE:

TRAN LIFE MAXDATE
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TRAN LIFE MAXTIME

TRAN LIFE is defined as the average transaction lifetime. TRAN LIFE MAXDATE prints the date on which transaction
lifetime was highest. TRAN LIFE MAXTIME prints the time at which this value was highest.

PerCenT Option
Use the PerCenT option to cause a variable to represent the usage of a resource as a percentage of the total value for the
system. You can use the PerCenT option only with variables that represent a total that is not the same as the value for the
entire system.

PerCenT

Example: PerCenT Option

In the following example, the PLOT command plots the use of the transaction CINQ against the total system transaction
use. The second command, PLOT2, plots the percentage of transaction use for CINQ compared to the total system
transaction use.

PLOT  TRANSACTION USE     TRANID(CINQ)

PLOT2 TRANSACTION USE PCT TRANID(CINQ)

END

RUN

RATE Option
Use the RATE option to display a rate (number per second, minute, hour, day, or week) rather than a count. You can use
the RATE option only with variables that represent a count.

RATE[(period [, WEIGHTED] [type])]

period
Defines the time interval to base the rate upon. Specify one of the following options:
(Default) RPTINT

Calculates the rate that is based on the reporting interval.
SYSINT

Calculates the rate that is based on the interval of the main system record, accounting only for the time
SYSVIEW was active logging data.

[nn] interval
Calculates the rate that is based on the interval specified. The value of nn can be 1 through 99; the default is 1.
Replace interval with SECONDs, MINUTEs, HOURs, DAYs, or WEEKs.

WEIGHTED
Prints rates that are based only on those intervals that show activity for the specified variable.

type
Specify one of the following values:
COUNT

Prints the number of active intervals.
MAX

Prints the maximum value for any one interval.
MAXDATE

Prints the date of the interval during which the maximum value occurred.
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MAXRATE
Prints the maximum rate for any one interval.

MAXTIME
Prints the time of the interval during which the maximum value occurred.

Examples: RATE Option
The PLOT command plots the use of the transaction CINQ against the total system transaction use. The PLOT2
command plots the transaction rate for CINQ compared to the total system transaction rate:
PLOT  TRAN USE      TRANID(CINQ)

PLOT2 TRAN USE RATE TRANID(CINQ)

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

These commands create a tabular report showing the hourly transaction rate (average number per hour) each
day:
TAB DATE TRAN USE RATE(1 HOUR)

  EACH DAY

END

RUN

These commands create a tabular report showing the highest hourly transaction rate for each day:
TAB DATE TRAN USE RATE(1 HOUR,MAXRATE)

  EACH DAY

END

RUN

SELZERO Option
By default, the Report Writer reviews all input records and discards any with zero activity for the specified variables. For
example, a tabular report on terminal activity includes only terminals with a positive value for at least one variable that is
specified with the TAB command. Use the SELZERO option to bypass this check and include all resources in the report.

SELZERO

Example: SELZERO Option

By default, a graph of file requests by transaction ID includes only transactions that issued at least one file request. The
following commands graph the average number of file requests by every transaction, including transactions with no file
requests:

GRAF TRANID TRAN USE SELZERO

END

RUN

TOTAL Option
Use the TOTAL option to force a variable that by default prints an average to print a total.

TOTAL

Example: TOTAL Option

The following example uses the TOTAL option with the variable TRAN CPU:

TRAN CPU TOTAL
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By default, the variable TRAN CPU creates a column showing the average CPU time per transaction. Specifying the
variable with the option TOTAL creates a column showing the total CPU time that is used by all transactions.

XTIME XTIMEM NXTIME Options
By default, all time-based Report Writer variables are displayed in seconds. When time-based variables are larger than
or equal to 10000, the default is to display the time value in scientific notation or suffix the time value with a magnitude
depending on the original variable type. The following variable options allow for further control of the formatting of time-
based variables.

XTIME Syntax:
[system] [record-type] variable-class variable-name XTIME

Use the XTIME option to translate time-based variables to hhh:mm:ss format. This option is useful for variables
that display large values that are desired to be viewed in hours, minutes, and seconds instead of only seconds.

• hhh = hours
• mm = minutes
• ss = seconds

XTIMEM Syntax:
[system] [record-type] variable-class variable-name XTIMEM

Use the XTIMEM option to translate time-based variables to hhh:mm:ss.lll format. This option is useful for
variables that display large values that are desired to be viewed in hours, minutes, and seconds instead of only
seconds.

• hhh = hours
• mm = minutes
• ss = seconds
• lll = milliseconds

NXTIME Syntax:
[system] [record-type] variable-class variable-name NXTIME

Use the NXTIME option to translate time-based variables to ssss.lll format. If the time value is larger than or equal
to 10000, then the displayed value is suffixed by magnitude.

• ssss = seconds
• lll = milliseconds

NOTE
The XTIME, XTIMEM, and NXTIME formats can use more column space than the default format.

Example
The following example uses the XTIME, XTIMEM, and the NXTIME variable options with the LIFETIME variable:

TAB TRANID, 

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRAN LIFETIME        HDR1(LIFE) HDR2(TIME)   AND,

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRAN LIFETIME XTIME  HDR1(LIFE) HDR2(XTIME)  AND,

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRAN LIFETIME XTIMEM HDR1(LIFE) HDR2(XTIMEM) AND,

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRAN LIFETIME NXTIME HDR1(LIFE) HDR2(NXTIME) 

END 

RUN

The following sample output is generated from the example:

  TRAN      LIFE      LIFE         LIFE        LIFE 

   ID       TIME      XTIME       XTIMEM      NXTIME 
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-------- ---------- ---------- ------------ ----------

D8CS      1985.517  000:33:06  000:33:05.52  1985.517

CSOL      1883.577  000:31:24  000:31:23.58  1883.577

CEDF      496.4346  000:08:16  000:08:16.43   496.435

STAT      53.61713  000:00:54  000:00:53.62    53.617

CDBQ      9.048927  000:00:09  000:00:09.05     9.049

CEDA      7.841720  000:00:08  000:00:07.84     7.842

CEMT      7.627683  000:00:08  000:00:07.63     7.628

XTND and NXTND Options
Use the XTND and NXTND options to increase or decrease the number of digits in the output of a variable.

Most variables have a maximum value of five digits. If a number is larger than 99999, the Report Writer divides it by 1000
and adds a K. For example, 200,000 becomes 200 KB. If the number is still too large, the Report Writer divides by 1000
again and adds an M, and so on.

For values representing storage, the Report Writer divides large values by 1024 and adds a k. If the number is still too
large, it divides by 1024 again and adds an m.

The XTND and NXTND variable options are not valid for variables that yield time values. You can use the XTIME,
XTIMEM, and NXTIME options to control the output of time variables.

XTND Option

Use the XTND (extend) option to support the printing of up to eight digits. This ability lets you print more precise output of
numbers up to 99,999,999 (including commas).

XTND

Example: XTND Option

The following XTND option with the variable TRAN USE gives an exact count when you expect the number of transactions
to be more than 99999:

TRAN USE XTND

NXTND Option

Some numbers that the Report Writer expects to be large can be extended by default. Use the NXTND option to reduce
the number of digits printed, thus increasing the number of columns that can fit across a page.

NXTND

Example: NXTND Option

The following example uses the NXTND option with the variable TRAN USE:

TRAN USE NXTND

ID Options
You can use ID options with certain commands, variables, or both, as follows:
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• Use ID options with commands to organize the data in a tabular, graph, or flashback report by a specific type of
resource. For example, you can create a tabular report that is organized by transaction ID in which each row contains
information about only a single transaction.
You can also specify one or more identifiers to limit the report to the particular resource or resources that are specified
by the identifiers.

• Use ID options with variables in any type of report to limit the range of the variable to a particular resource or group of
resources. For example, you can limit the range of a variable to a specific transaction or a specific group of programs.

When you use ID options with variables, you generally must include one or more identifiers that specify the particular
resources on which you want information.

Descriptions of ID Options
This article provides an overview of the ID options you can use with Explore Report Writer variables.

The tables in the following topics list:

• All ID options for CICS, COMMON, AUDIT, IMS, MQ, and MVS
• The identifiers that are valid for each
• Their maximum length in characters
• The variable record types that they can be used with

The following list contains the record types and their SMF record subtypes:

• The LOG record type with AUDIT variables has an SMF record subtype of 01.
• The EXCEPTION record type with COMMON STATE variables has an SMF record subtype of 04.
• The SYSTEM record type with THRESHOLD variables has an SMF record subtype of 08.
• The INTERVAL record type has an SMF record subtype of 23 and 28.
• The SYSTEM record type with EXCEPTION variables has an SMF record subtype of 24.
• The SUMMARY record type with CICS variables has an SMF record subtype of 25.
• The PERFORMANCE record type with CICS variables has an SMF record subtype of 27.
• The PERFORMANCE record type with IMS variables has an SMF record subtype of 32.
• The SUMMARY record type with IMS variables has an SMF record subtype of 33.

ID Options for CICS

This article describes ID options for CICS.

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

ABCODE Abend codes for transactions 4 Any PERFormance variable
APPLID VTAM APPLIDs of CICS regions of

the CICS system
8 Only PERFormance variable

CICSREL CICS release level in the format
v.r.m. Where v is the version, r is the
release, and m is the maintenance
level

5 Any INTerval, SYStem, and
SUMmary variable

DB2PROG DB2 requesting programs 8 PERFormance DB2
DB2TYPE DB2 statement types 24 PERFormance DB2
DB2PSNUM DB2 precompiler statement numbers 5 PERFormance DB2
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ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

DCTID Transient Data Queue name 4 PERFormance TERMinal,
PERFormance TRANsaction,
PERFormance TRANSIENT

ENDTIME Interval or transaction end time 8 (hh:mm:ss) All variable classes
FILEID File name 8 PERFormance DATASET and

PERFormance DLI
JOBNAME CICS jobname 8 Any CICS variable
NETNAME VTAM logical unit names for

terminals
8 Any PERFormance variable

OPERNAME Operator names 20 Any PERFormance variable (release
4 only)

PROGID Program names 8 PERFormance DATASET,
PERFormance PROGram,
PERFormance TERMinal,
PERFormance TRANsaction

STARTTIME Interval or transaction start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) All variable classes
SYSID MVS system ID 4 All variable classes
TERMID Terminal IDs 4 Any PERFormance and SYStem

variable
THRCLAS Threshold classes. Valid values are:

COUNT, RATE, TIME, PCT
5 PERFormance TERMinal,

PERFormance THRESHOLD,
PERFormance TRANsaction

THRSID Threshold names 8 PERFormance TERMinal,
PERFormance THRESHOLD,
PERFormance TRANsaction,
SYStem THRESHOLD

THRSSID Secondary threshold names 8 PERFormance TERMinal,
PERFormance THRESHOLD,
PERFormance TRANsaction

THRTYPE Threshold types. Valid values are
UPPER, LOWER

5 PERFormance TERMinal,
PERFormance THRESHOLD,
PERFormance TRANsaction

TRANID Transaction IDs 4 Any PERFormance, SYStem, and
SUMmary variable

TRANNUM Transaction numbers 7 (exactly) Any PERFormance variable and
SYStem THRESHOLD

TRSCEID Threshold resource names 8 PERFormance TERMinal,
PERFormance THRESHOLD,
PERFormance TRANsaction

TSTGID Temporary storage IDs for temporary
storage data

8 PERFormance TEMPSTOR,
PERFormance TERMinal,
PERFormance TRANsaction

USERID User IDs 8 Any PERFormance and SYStem
variable

UTRANID Umbrella names 32 Any PERFormance variable
VOLSER Volume serial number 8 PERFormance DATASET
VTAMLU VTAM logical unit names of terminals 8 Any PERFormance variable and

SYStem EXCEPTION
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ID Options for IMS

Use the ID Options in this article to create reports with IBM IMS variables.

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

DBNAME Database name 8 Any SUMmary variable
ENDTIME Transaction end time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any SUMmary variable
IMSID IMS subsystem ID 4 All variable classes
IMSREL IMS release level in the format v.r,

where v is the version, and r is the
release

4 All variable classes

JOBNAME IMS job names 8 All variable classes
LTERM Logical terminal name 8 Any PERFormance variable
LUNAME Logical unit name 8 All variable classes
PROCTYPE Transaction processing type. Valid

values are: A, B, C, D, O, P, Q, R, S,
T, X

1 Any PERFormance variable

PSBNAME Program specification block ID 8 All variable classes
PST Partition specification table number 3 All variable classes
REGION IMS region name 8 Any PERFormance variable
STARTTIME Transaction start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) All variable classes
SYSID z/OS system name 8 All variable classes
TRANID Transaction ID 8 All variable classes
USERID User ID 8 All variable classes

ID Options for MQ

Use the ID Options in this article to create reports with IBM MQ variables.

NOTE
Use the FORMAT command with the ID option to truncate long identifiers that waste space on the report page.
For more information, see the FORMAT Option.

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

ENDTIME End time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable
JOBNAME The name of the job 8 Any JOB-related class
OBJNAME MQ object name 48 Any MQ variable
OBJSUBTYPE MQ object subtype 8 Any MQ variable
OBJTYPE MQ object type 8 Any MQ variable
QMANAGER Queue manager name 4 Any MQ variable
RESMANAGER Resolved queue manager name 48 Any MQ variable
RESNAME Resolved object name 48 Any MQ variable
STARTTIME Start time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any MQ variable
SYSID System ID of the z/OS system 8 Any MQ variable
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ID Options for AUDITLOG

This article describes the ID Options that you can use with the AUDITLOG group of variables in Explore Report Writer.

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

ACMDACC Audit command/subcommand
access (A=allowed, F=failed)

1 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable

ACMDPRI Audit primary command name 8 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
ACMDPRM Audit command/subcommand

parameters
64 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable

ACMDSUB Audit subcommand name 8 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
AJOBID Audit job ID 8 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
AJOBNAME Audit job name 8 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
ATERMID Audit terminal ID 8 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
AUDTYPE Audit record type 16 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
AUSERID Audit user ID 8 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
ENDTIME Audit event time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
PRELEASE Product release 4 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
SECGROUP Security group 8 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
STARTTIME Audit event time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
SUBSYS Subsystem ID 4 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
SYSTEM System name 8 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable
TASKNAME Task name 8 Any AUDIT LOG ALL variable

ID Options for COMMON

This article describes the ID Options you can use with the COMMON group of variables in Explore Report Writer.

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

APPLID Application ID for CICS 8 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable
CJOBID Job ID for Common variables 8 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable
ENDTIME Exception time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable
GROUP Any exception group (System, ASID,

Device, CPU, and so on)
12 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable

JOBNAME Job name 8 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable
OLDSTATUS Previous status 8 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable
OWNER Owner (MVS, MQ, IMS, TCP/IP,

CICS)
8 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable

RESRC Exception resource 1 names 8 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable
RESRC2 Exception resource 2 names 8 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable
RULETYPE Threshold rule types.

Valid values: None, Upper, Lower,
Change

6 COMMON THRESHOLD
EXCEPTION

STARTTIME Exception time 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable
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ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

STATUS Exception status 8 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable
SUBGROUP Any exception subgroup (SYSTEM,

CPU, STORAGE, and so on)
8 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable

SYSTEM System name 8 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable
THRECLAS Threshold classes.

Valid values: Count, Cnt K (count in
1024), Rate, Time, Pct

5 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable

THRETYPE Threshold types.
Valid values: *, System, Tran-End,
State, Tran-Sum, Timer, Tran-Dyn,
Tran-Sys

8 COMMON THRESHOLD
EXCEPTION

TRANID CICS transaction IDs 8 COMMON THRESHOLD
EXCEPTION

VARNAME Exception variable names 8 Any COMMON EXCEPTION variable

ID Options for MVS

This article describes the ID Options that you can use with the MVS group of variables in Explore Report Writer.

ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

AACCTID Jobs and steps from the JOB
statement accounting field

varies EXCP
JOB
OPERATOR
non-SYSTEM PAGE
PERFORMANCE
PROCESSOR
STEP
STORAGE

ASTYPE The following address space types:
JOB, STC (started task), TSO

3 DSN
EXCP
non-SYSTEM ID
JOB
OPERATOR
non-SYSTEM PAGE
PERFORMANCE
PROCESSOR
STEP
STORAGE
TSO

CHNID Channel IDs, in hexadecimal 2 CHANNEL
CHNTYPE Channel type acronym 5 CHANNEL
CMPCODE Completion code 4 JOB

STEP
CPUID CPU serial numbers of MVS hosts 6 CPU

LPAR
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ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

CPUPID CPU processor IDs of MVS
processors

2 CPU
LPAR

DDNAME DD names of data sets 8 EXCP
DEVID Device addresses, in hexadecimal 4 DEVICE

DISK
DSN
EXCP

DISKID Disk addresses, in hexadecimal 4 DISK
DSN

DSND Data set names 44 DSN
PAGESWAP

ENDTIME Time record was logged 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any variable
FORMID Output form numbers 4 MVS SYSOUT variables
JOBCLASS Job classes 1 EXCP

JOB
OPERATOR
non-SYSTEM PAGE
PERFORMANCE
PROCESSOR
STEP
STORAGE

JOBID Jobname 8 DSN
EXCP
non-SYSTEM ID
JOB
OPERATOR
non-SYSTEM PAGE
PERFORMANCE
PROCESSOR
STEP
STORAGE
TSO

LPARID Names of PR/SM logical partitions 8 LPAR
LPARNAME Name of the operating system

instance
8 CPU

LPID Logical processor IDs 2 LPAR
PROGID Program names 1-8 STEP EXCP

STEP OPERATOR
STEP PAGE
STEP PERFORMANCE
STEP PROCESSOR
STEP
STEP STORAGE
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ID Option Description Length Variable Classes

PROGRAMMER Programmer names 1-20 EXCP
JOB
OPERATOR
non-SYSTEM PAGE
PERFORMANCE
PROCESSOR
STEP
STORAGE

SMF6FMN Output form numbers 4 MVS print variables
SMF6OWC SYSOUT classes 1 MVS print variables
STARTTIME Time record was logged 8 (hh:mm:ss) Any variable
STEPID Step IDs 8 DSN

STEP EXCP
non-SYSTEM IO
STEP OPERATOR
STEP PAGE
STEP PERFORMANCE
STEP PROCESSOR
STEP
STEP STORAGE
TSO

SWAPID Swap reasons 30 SWAP
SYSID System IDs of MVS systems 8 Any MVS variable
TSOCMD TSO command names 8 TSO
USERID User information 1-8 EXCP

JOB
OPERATOR
non-SYSTEM PAGE
PERFORMANCE
PROCESSOR
STEP
STORAGE

VOLSER Volume IDs 6 DSN
DISK

ID Options Used with Commands
Use ID options with commands to organize the data in a report by a specific type of resource, such as transaction,
terminal, program, or user.

You can use ID options with the TAB, TAB2, GRAF, and FLASHBACK commands. You cannot use ID options with any of
the plot commands. You can, however, use ID options with variables in plot reports. For a description, see Generate a Plot
Report Using Variables.

To use an ID option with a command, specify the ID option after the command and before any variables.
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Limitations Caused by Using Identifiers

You are not required to specify identifiers when you use an ID option with a command.

If you specify one or more identifiers with an ID option, the resulting report is:

• Organized by the type of resource specified by the ID option
• Limited to the resources specified by the identifiers

ID Options Syntax

The syntax of ID options when used with commands is as follows:

idoption[(identifier[,identifier...])]

idoption
Includes one of the ID options listed in ID Options for MVS.
The specified ID option determines the type of resource to organize the resulting report by.

identifier
Specifies an individual resource or group of resources to include in the report. The types of identifiers that are
valid for each ID option are given beginning in Use ID Options with Variables and Identifiers.

Examples of ID Options Used with Commands

The following examples show the use of ID options with commands:

TAB Report Using an ID Option and Identifiers

The following TAB command includes the ID option JOBNAME together with the identifiers CICSAOR1, CICSAOR2, and
CICSAOR3 to generate a report. The report shows the number and percentage of transactions that are used by each of
three CICS systems:

TAB JOBNAME(CICSAOR1,CICSAOR2,CICSAOR3),

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION USE AND,

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION USE PCT

END

RUN

A report with the following format is generated:

  JOB      TRAN     TRAN  

  NAME      USE   %  USE  

-------- -------- --------

CICSAOR1    297     51.4

CICSAOR2    188     32.5

CICSAOR3     93     16.1

-------- -------- --------

SUMMARY     578    100.0

-------- -------- -------- 

TAB and TAB2 Report Using ID Options

The following example uses the ID option TERMID with the TAB command and the ID option TRANID with the TAB2
command. This example creates a report on terminals and the transactions that are associated with them:
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TAB TERMID,

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION USE AND, 

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION LIFE

TAB2 TRANID, 

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION USE AND,

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION LIFE

END

RUN

A report with the following format is generated:

TERM      TRAN      TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN

 ID        USE      LIFE      ID       USE     LIFE

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

F014      2483     0.361   FXFR       2482     0.361

                           CSGM          1     0.012

                           --------  ------- --------

                           SUMMARY    2483     0.361

                           -------- -------- --------

.

.

.

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY     5044    140.0             5044     140.0

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

Graph Report Using an ID Option Without Identifiers

By default, the GRAF command produces a report on the identifiers that are associated with the specified variable. If
you specify an ID option with the GRAF command, the identifiers for that ID option are used in place of the default. For
example, graph reports on TRANSACTION variables are, by default, organized by transaction ID. The following
commands use the ID option JOBNAME with the variable TRAN USE:

GRAF JOBNAME,

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION USE

END

RUN

These commands produce a report on transaction usage by CICS job name rather than by transaction ID:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   DAY                                              TRANSACTION COUNT

PERIOD NONE

                  0     191.9     383.8     575.7     767.6     959.5      1151      1343      1535      1727

      1919    X

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+ ........

+.........+

CICSA           

  .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  1919

CICSB             .XXXXXXXXXXXX       .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .   236

CICSTEST          .XXXXXXXXXXX        .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .   219

CICSX1            .XXXXXX   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .   108
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CICSX2            .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .     6

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     191.9     383.8     575.7     767.6     959.5      1151      1343      1535      1727

      1919    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TRANSACTION USE

Graph Report Using an ID Option and Identifiers

The following GRAF command is specified with the ID option TRANID and the identifiers CMAS, CCOM, and CSSF:

GRAF TRANID(CMAS,CCOM,CSSF), 

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION LIFETIME SCALE(1.0)

  FROM 06/06/10 00.00.00

  TO   06/07/10 00.00.00

END

RUN

This command limits the resulting report to data about only those transactions:

SHIFT  NONE                                                                     

EACH   DAY                                         TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME 

PERIOD NONE                                                                     

                  0     0.100     0.200     0.300     0.400     0.500     0.600     0.700     0.800     0.900

     1.000    X

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

CMAS              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  .         .         .

         . 0.668

CCOM              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.286

CSSF              .XXXXXX   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.063

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     0.100     0.200     0.300     0.400     0.500     0.600     0.700     0.800     0.900

     1.000    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

FLASHBACK Report Using an ID Option and Identifiers

The following commands produce a FLASHBACK CICS report that is specified with the ID option TRANID and the
identifier CEDA:

FLASHBACK CICS JOBNAME TRANID(CEDA) TRANNUM ENDTIME,

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION LIFETIME AND,        

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION CPUTIME AND,         

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION I/O                  

END                                                 

RUN                                                 

A report with the following format is generated:

           TRAN     TRAN     END           TRAN      TRAN       TRAN    

JOBNAME     ID     NUMBER    TIME          LIFE       CPU        I/O    
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-------- -------- -------- ------------ ---------- ---------- ----------

CICSAOR1 CEDA     0000070  07.42.41.914   3.984     0.015      0.001

CICSAOR1 CEDA     0000069  07.42.37.930   0.984     0.004      0.005

.

.

.

CICSAOR1 CEDA     0001441  13.02.51.886   4.954     0.224      0.025     

-------- -------- -------- ------------ ---------- ---------- ----------

CICSAOR1                                 26.454     0.007      0.004 

-------- -------- -------- ------------ ---------- ---------- ----------

Use ID Options with Variables and Identifiers
Use ID options with individual variables to limit the range of the variable to a particular resource or group of resources.
You can use ID options with variables in any type of report. Specify one or more identifiers when you use ID options with
variables.

To use an ID option with a variable, specify the ID option and its identifiers immediately following the variable that you
want to restrict.

idoption (identifier[,identifier...])

idoption
Includes one of the ID options. The ID option that you specify determines the type of resource the report is to
be about. The ID options that can be used with a given variable depend upon the class and record type. The
ID options that are valid for each class and record type are given in the tables beginning in Descriptions of ID
Options.

identifier
Specifies an individual resource or group of resources the variable is limited to.

ID Options Used with Commands or Variables
The following reports illustrate the differences between using ID options with commands and using ID options with
variables:

Sample TAB Command to Generate a Report
Organized using both time and CICS job name. The entire report is restricted to data about the CICS job name
CICSAOR1 and CICSAOR2.

Sample Commands and Variables for Report
Organized only using time, and each ID option restricts the range of only the one variable it is specified
with. For example, the third column in the report, generated by the variable and ID option TRAN USE
JOBNAME(CICSAOR1), contains information about CICS job name CICSAOR1 only.

Sample TAB Command to Generate a Report

The following TAB command generates a report showing the number and percentage of transactions that are used
by each of two CICS systems. Specify the ID option and identifiers JOBNAME(CICSAOR1,CICSAOR2) with the TAB
command.

TAB DATE JOBNAME(CICSAOR1,CICSAOR2),

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION USE AND,

  CICS PERFORMANCE TRANSACTION USE PCT

  EACH DAY
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  FROM 12/08/13

  TO   12/09/13

END

RUN

This command generates the following report:

           JOB      TRAN     TRAN

  DATE     NAME      USE   %  USE

-------- -------- -------- --------

12/08/13 CICSAOR2    368     71.0

         CICSAOR1    150     29.0

-------- -------- -------- --------

         SUM         518    100.0

-------- -------- -------- --------

12/09/13  CICSAOR2  5488     79.8

          CICSAOR1  1393     20.2

-------- -------- -------- --------

         SUM        6881    100.0

-------- -------- -------- --------

Sample Commands and Variables for Report

The following commands generate a report showing the number and percentage of transactions that are used by each
CICS system when there are two. In this example, the ID option and identifier JOBNAME(CICSAOR1) and the ID option
and identifier JOBNAME(CICSAOR2) are specified with variables.

TAB DATE,

  TRAN USE                       HDR1(-TOTAL-)  HDR2(TRAN USE) AND,

  TRAN USE JOBNAME(CICSAOR1)     HDR1(CICSAOR1) HDR2(TRAN USE) AND,

  TRAN USE JOBNAME(CICSAOR1) PCT HDR1(CICSAOR1) HDR2(% USE)    AND,

  TRAN USE JOBNAME(CICSAOR2)     HDR1(CICSAOR2) HDR2(TRAN USE) AND,

  TRAN USE JOBNAME(CICSAOR2) PCT HDR1(CICSAOR2) HDR2(% USE)

  EACH DAY

  FROM 12/08/13

  TO   12/09/13

END

RUN

This command generates the following report:

         -TOTAL-  CICSAOR1 CICSAOR1 CICSAOR2 CICSAOR2

  DATE   TRAN USE TRAN USE  % USE   TRAN USE  % USE

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

12/08/13    518      150     29.0      368     71.0

12/09/13   6881     1393     20.2     5488     79.8

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

PERIOD     7399     1543     20.9     5856     79.1

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

Generate a Plot Report Using Variables
The following commands illustrate using an ID option with a variable to generate a plot report that shows the response
time for terminal L310:
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following commands: illustrate using an ID option with a variable to generate a plot report that shows the
response time for terminal L310:
PLOT TERM RESP TERMID(L310)

END

RUN

2. Run the report.
These commands generate a plot report like the following. This plot contains, with the response time for terminal L310,
the response time for all terminals. You can then compare the performance of terminal L310 to the performance of the
rest of the terminals in the system.

                  0     0.010     0.020     0.030     0.040     0.050     0.060     0.070     0.080     0.090

     0.100    X 

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

03/03/13 08.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX--------------------------------------------    .         .

         . 0.031 0.075

         09.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX------.         .         .

         . 0.063 0.069

        

 10.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX------

 0.094 0.100

         11.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----  .

         . 0.082 0.087

SUMMARY:          .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . SUMMARY:

         RANGE:   .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX---------------       .

         . 0.067 0.082

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     0.010     0.020     0.030     0.040     0.050     0.060     0.070     0.080     0.090

     0.100    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TERMINAL RESPONSE TIME IN SECONDS.    "-" =  GLOBAL TERMINAL RESPONSE TIME IN SECONDS.

Generate a Tab Report Using Commands and Variables
A single Report Writer command can include more than one ID option. You can specify an ID option with the command
plus can specify ID options with one or more of the variables included in the command. Use the following procedure to
generate a tab report.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the TAB command with the ID option TRANID.
This ID option organizes the report by transaction ID.

2. In addition, specify one of the variables with the ID option and identifier TRANID(CINQ)
This ID option restricts the range of that variable to the transaction CINQ.
TAB TRANID  TRAN USE         AND,

            TRAN LIFETIME    AND,

            TRAN MAXLIFETIME AND,

            TRAN USE TRANID(CINQ) HDR1( TRAN USE ) HDR2(FOR TRAN "CINQ")

  FROM 03/05/14 08:00:00

  TO   03/05/14 12:00:00

END
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RUN

3. Run the report

A report similar to the following sample is generated:

TRAN       TRAN     TRAN    MAX TRAN     TRAN USE

 ID         USE   LIFETIME  LIFETIME  FOR TRAN "CINQ"

-------- -------- --------- -------- ----------------

CINQ       1081    0.764     102.5        1081

CMAS        651    1.580     115.2           0

PINQ        651    0.564     53.06           0

IINQ        365    0.443     67.73           0

-------- -------- --------- -------- ----------------

SUMMARY    2748    0.867     102.5        1081

-------- -------- --------- -------- ----------------

The last column of the report has only one nonzero entry. Because this report is organized on the ID option TRANID,
each row shows information about only the transaction that is listed in the first column. The last column of the preceding
report represents the use of transaction CINQ only. Only the detail line for transaction CINQ has a nonzero value in the
last column.

Identifiers
Identifiers specify particular resources of the type determined by the ID option. The effect of specifying an identifier
depends on whether the ID option that is used with the identifier is specified with a command or with a variable.

• If an ID option is used with a command, specifying identifiers restricts the report to information about the particular
resources specified.

• If an ID option is used with a variable, specifying identifiers restricts the range of the variable to the particular resources
specified.

NOTE
To see the identifiers that are valid with each ID option, see the table beginning in ID Options for MVS.

Identifiers can specify one of the following items:

• An individual resource of the type determined by the ID option.
For example, an identifier that names a specific user; that is, a user ID, can follow the ID option USERID.

• A group of resources of the type determined by the ID option. You can specify more than one resource in two ways:
– You can list several individual resources that are separated by commas.
– You can specify one or more groups of resources using generic characters, as explained in the following section.

For example, an identifier that specifies the group of terminals with IDs that begin with the letter C can follow the ID
option TERMID.

Generic Characters in Identifiers

Identifiers can contain the following generic characters to report on groups of resources:

• A plus sign (+) tells the Report Writer not to compare that position in the identifier. A place in an identifier filled in with
the plus sign (+) is always a match.

• An asterisk (*) tells the Report Writer that all places after and including the asterisk are matches.
• A not sign (¬) tells the Report Writer to exclude the identifier that follows it. You can use the generic characters * and +

when specifying the identifier to exclude.

Example: Generic Characters Used in Identifiers
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The following GRAF command produces a report on terminal use for only certain transactions:

GRAF TRANID(C*,¬C100, S104) TERMINAL USE

In this example, the ID option TRANID is specified with three identifiers, C*, ¬C100, and S104. The identifier C* includes
all transactions starting with C. The identifier ¬C100 excludes the transaction C100. The identifier S104 includes the
transaction S104. This GRAF command generates a report showing terminal use for transactions starting with C except
transaction C100, and for the transaction S104.

Specify Identifiers in Hexadecimal

Identifiers can be specified in their hexadecimal representation by placing the hexadecimal value inside single quotes.

The following two commands generate the same report, a report on only those transactions with IDs beginning with EXP:

TAB TRANID(EXP*) CICS TRAN USE

END

TAB TRANID('C5E7D7'*) CICS TRAN USE

END

How Format Identifiers Work
In some situations, you want to change the way identifiers are printed. You can use the following ways:

• You can use the FORMAT option to limit the number of characters printed for each identifier.
• You can use the DEFINE command to define new identifiers or redefine existing identifiers.

Each of these methods is explained in more detail in the following sections.

Limit the Number of Characters Printed

You can use the FORMAT option to limit the number of characters printed for each identifier. Truncation of the identifier
names is done immediately before printing. Therefore, even if two identifiers are identical after truncation, their data will
not be combined in the report

idoption FORMAT(nC)

n
Specifies the number of characters to appear in the output. For example, FORMAT(4C) indicates an output of four
characters. The value of n has no limit.

Examples: With and Without the Format Option

Sample report without the format option
.
The user IDs in this report could be shortened using the FORMAT option, saving enough column space to include
another variable. Suppose your user IDs are eight characters long, a portion of a report on users could look like
the following sample:

  USER     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     PROG     PROG     TERM

    ID      USE   ABENDS      CPU     TCPU     LIFE   MAX LIFE   STOR     WAITS     USE    ABENDS   WRITES

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------

AALBERTS      4        0    0.024    0.097    0.233    0.749     8934        3       16        0        5

AANDERSO      3        0    0.016    0.049    0.110    0.262    11872        3       15        0        4

ABROWN        9        2    0.070    0.630    83.11    370.5     8150        4       51        2       14

ABROWNIN     63        0    0.037    2.321    1.917    19.00     7665        5      198        0       44

ACHRISTI      3        1    0.082    0.247    123.7    370.8    11125        5       18        1        5
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AKENNEDY     19        0    0.166    3.150    20.43    347.5    34520       41       61        0       16

ALEWIS        4        0    0.859    3.437    6.840    13.18     116K       13      176        0        4

APETERSO     12        0    0.080    0.961    0.240    0.472    22526        6       66        0       32

BAUSTEN      48        1    0.109    5.245    16.79    715.1    37487       10      304        1       56

  .           .    .  .      .        .         .         .       .          .        .         .        .

Sample report with the FORMAT option
The following commands include the option FORMAT(4C) and the additional variable TERM RESP:
TAB USERID FORMAT(4C) FOR 10 SORT ALPHA,

TRAN USE    AND TRAN ABENDS    AND,

     TRAN CPU    AND TRAN TCPU      AND,

     TRAN LIFE   AND TRAN MAXLIFE   AND,

     TRAN STOR   AND TRAN WAITS     AND,

     PROGRAM USE AND PROGRAM ABENDS AND,

     TERM USE    AND TERM RESP

END

RUN

The following report is produced:
USER  TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN    TRAN    PROG     PROG     TERM     TERM

  ID   USE    ABENDS     CPU     TCPU     LIFE   MAX LIFE   STOR    WAITS    USE    ABENDS   WRITES    RESP

---- ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------- ------- -------- -------- ------

AALB     4        0    0.024    0.097    0.233    0.749     8934       3      16        0        5    0.179

AAND     3        0    0.016    0.049    0.110    0.262    11872       3      15        0        4    0.075

ABRO     9        2    0.070    0.630    83.11    370.5     8150       4      51        2       14    0.213

ABRO    63        0    0.037    2.321    1.917    19.00     7665       5     198        0       44    0.344

ACHR     3        1    0.082    0.247    123.7    370.8    11125       5      18        1        5    0.218

AKEN    19        0    0.166    3.150    20.43    347.5    34520      41      61        0       16    1.467

ALEW     4        0    0.859    3.437    6.840    13.18     116K      13     176        0        4    6.840

APET    12        0    0.080    0.961    0.240    0.472    22526       6      66        0       32    0.072

BAUS    48        1    0.109    5.245    16.79    715.1    37487      10     304        1       56    1.499

 .           .    .    .         .     .   .     .   .         .       .      .        .        .        .

 .           .    .    .         .     .   .     .   .         .       .      .        .        .        .

In the report, the user ID ABRO appears twice in the first column because the first four characters of two user IDs were
the same.

Define New or Redefine Existing Identifiers

Use the DEFINE command to define new identifiers, redefine existing identifiers, or define new variables.

Using the DEFINE Command Versus the FORMAT Option

Use care when using the DEFINE command to create shortened forms of identifiers. Unlike the FORMAT option, the
DEFINE command can merge data about different identifiers. For instance, the DEFINE command could be used to
redefine the ID option USERID to be the first four characters of the user ID. Using this command in the examples With and
Without the Format Option instead of the FORMAT option merges the data for ABROWN and ABROWNING. Both user
IDs would have been redefined to the same value, ABRO.

However, the DEFINE command offers more flexibility than the FORMAT option.

For example, the FORMAT option lets you truncate identifiers and retain the first characters. However, the DEFINE
command lets you select any portion of the identifiers.

For instance, in examples With and Without the Format Option, the ID option USERID could be:
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• Redefined to a length of four characters
• Begin with the second character rather than with the first

Tabular Reports
Tabular reports organize data into rows and vertical columns.

Labels or keys at the beginning of each row describe what the data in the line represents:

• A time period
• A resource, such as a transaction, terminal, or user

Headings at the top of each column describe a variable; the value of that variable for each time period or resource
appears in that column.

TAB Command
Use the TAB command to produce tabular reports. The variables that you specify with the TAB command determine the
columns in your report and the order in which they appear.

The operands that you specify determine:

• How the report is organized: by date or time, by resource type or individual resources (such as transactions, terminals,
or users), or by both

• How the report is sorted
• The column headings that appear in the report

Reports Organized by Time and Date or by Resources
You can organize tabular reports by date and time, by a type of resource, or by both. Examples of each of these types of
organization are provided in the following sections.

Reports Organized by Date and Time Using Tab Operands

You can use the following TAB command operands to organize reports by date, time, or day of the week.

DATETIME
Sets the date and time

DATE
Sets the date

TIME
Sets the time

DAY
Sets the day of the week

DATETIME Operand -- Organize by Date and Time

Use the DATETIME operand to create tabular reports that are organized by date and time.

Syntax to create a tabular report displaying transaction use, transaction lifetime, and maximum transaction lifetime:

TAB DATETIME TRAN USE AND,

             TRAN LIFE AND,

             TRAN MAXLIFE
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 EACH HOUR

 FROM 12/08/08 10:00:00

 TO   12/08/08 18:00:00

END

RUN

The following sample shows a report that is generated where the date is the same for each row in the report:

TRAN     TRAN    TRAN     TRAN

DATE     TIME    USE     LIFE       MAX LIFE

-------- ----- -------- -------- -----------------

12/08/08 10.00      18    213.3    912.3

12/08/08 11.00      63    280.0   2980

12/08/08 12.00      39    515.7   5508

12/08/08 13.00     120    124.9    912.5

12/08/08 14.00      20    729.7    912.8

12/08/08 15.00      20    729.8    912.6

12/08/08 16.00      22    663.4    912.8

12/08/08 17.00      22    580.7    913.0

-------- -----  -------- -------- --------

PERIOD             324    349.2   5508

-------- -----  -------- -------- --------

TIME Operand-Organize by Time

Use the TIME operand to create tabular reports organized by time.

To eliminate the date, use the TIME operand instead of the DATETIME operand:

TAB TIME TRAN USE  AND,

         TRAN LIFE AND,

         TRAN MAXLIFE

EACH HOUR

FROM 12/08/08 10:00:00

TO   12/08/08 18:00:00

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

         TRAN     TRAN     TRAN

 TIME     USE     LIFE   MAX LIFE

-----  -------- -------- --------

10.00      18    213.3    912.3

11.00      63    280.0     2980

12.00      39    515.7     5508

13.00     120    124.9    912.5

14.00      20    729.7    912.8

15.00      20    729.8    912.6

16.00      22    663.4    912.8

17.00      22    580.7    913.0

-----  -------- -------- --------

PERIOD    324    349.2     5508

-----  -------- -------- --------
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DATE Operand -- Organize by Date

Use the DATE operand to create tabular reports organized by date.

To create a report organized by date, use the following commands:

TAB DATE TRAN USE  AND,

         TRAN LIFE AND,

         TRAN MAXLIFE

END

RUN

DAY Operand -- Organize by the Day of the Week

Use the DAY operand to create tabular reports organized by the day of the week (Monday, Tuesday, and so on).

To create a report organized by day, use the following commands:

TAB DAY TRAN USE    AND,

        TRAN ABENDS AND,

        TRAN CPU    AND.

        TRAN LIFE   AND,

        TRAN MAXLIFE

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

            TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN

 WEEKDAY     USE    ABENDS     CPU     LIFE   MAX LIFE

--------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

FRIDAY        59        1    25.29    778.8     4529

SATURDAY    1226       60    0.208    221.3    43995

SUNDAY       518        3    0.392    638.9    46487

MONDAY      6881       77    0.515    16.13     4036

--------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

PERIOD      8684      141    0.633    87.43    46487

--------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

Organize a Report by Resource Using an ID Option

You can organize tabular reports by a type of resource, such as transactions or terminals, or by individual resources within
a type. Specify an ID option with or without identifiers following the TAB command and preceding any variables. Identifiers
are listed in the first column, in descending order of the value of the first variable specified.

The following example uses the same commands as in the example DATETIME Operand except that the ID option
TRANID replaces the DATETIME operand. Using TRANID organizes the resulting report by transaction rather than by
date and time.

TAB TRANID TRAN USE      AND,

           TRAN LIFE     AND,

           TRAN MAXLIFE

 EACH HOUR

 FROM 12/08/08 10:00:00

 TO   12/08/08 18:00:00

END

RUN
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A report like the following sample is generated:

TRAN        TRAN     TRAN     TRAN

ID          USE     LIFE   MAX LIFE

-------- -------- -------- --------

PSPI         97    0.149    1.060

TCP          57    912.2    913.0

.

.

.

VGBR          1    0.371    0.371

-------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY     324    349.2     5508

-------- -------- -------- --------

Organize by Date, Time, or Both and Resource

You can specify an ID option and the DATETIME, DATE, TIME, or DAY operand to create a detailed tabular report.

The following commands generate a report that is organized by time and transaction. The FOR operand limits the report
to the five most active transactions during each interval.

TAB TIME TRANID FOR 5,

    TRAN USE  AND,

    TERM RESP AND,

    DATASET USE

   EACH HOUR

   FROM 03/05/14 12:00:00

   TO   03/05/14 15:00:00

END

RUN

Specify Variables
You can specify multiple variables with the TAB command. The resulting report includes a column of data for each variable
that is specified. The report presents the data in the order in which the variables are specified.

ID Options Specified with the TAB Command

If you do not specify an ID option with the TAB command, no restrictions exist on the variables included in the command.

If you specify an ID option with the TAB command, the type of resource associated with the ID option organizes the
resulting report. Accordingly, you can then use only variables that apply to that type of resource. For example, you cannot
create reports showing transaction activity by data set, program, or transient data.

However, you can use variables of different classes within a report organized by a type of resource. A report organized
by terminal, for example, can include PROGRAM or TRANSACTION variables (among others), because these variables
apply to terminal activity.

Include CICS and MVS Variables

You can produce tabular reports containing data on both CICS and MVS using any combination of CICS and MVS
variables. Review the restrictions described in the previous section.
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Use the following commands to generate a report using data from CICS and MVS:

INPUT(TAPEIN)

 TAB DATE MVS DISK SCH HDR1(DISK) HDR2(SIO COUNT) AND,

         MVS DISK SCH RATE   HDR1(DISK) HDR2(SIO RATE)  AND,

         MVS DISK SERVTIME                              AND,

         MVS DISK SERVTIME MAX HDR1(MAX) HDR2(TIME)     AND,

         TRAN USE                                       AND,

         TRAN LIFE

   EACH 1 DAY

   FROM 01/16/14

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

   DISK      DISK    SERVICE    MAX      TRAN     TRAN

  DATE   SIO COUNT  SIO RATE   TIME   SERVTIME    USE   LIFETIME

-------- ---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

01/16/14      2,156   0.02    0.023    0.093      154    1.218

01/17/14    170,270   1.97    0.023    0.244      461    0.822

01/18/14     74,139   2.42    0.018    0.069      223    0.761

-------- ---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

 PERIOD     246,565   0.53    0.022    0.244      838    0.878

-------- ---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

Use ID Options with Variables

Use of ID options with variables lets you limit the range of the variable to a specific resource or group of resources.

To limit the range of a variable, specify an ID option and one or more identifiers following the variable. The use of ID
options with variables is explained in ID Options.

Not all ID options can be used with all variables. For information about which ID options you can use with each variable
class, see descriptions of the variable classes in Tailor Reports Using Variables.

This example uses the ID option JOBNAME to generate a single report containing information about two systems:

EACH 1 DAY

TAB DATE TRAN USE                     HDR1(-TOTAL-) HDR2(TRAN USE) AND,

         TERM RESP                    HDR1(-TOTAL-) HDR2(TERMRESP) AND,

         TRAN USE   JOBNAME(CICS1)    HDR1(-CICS1-) HDR2(TRAN USE) AND,

         TRAN USE  JOBNAME(CICS1) PCT HDR1(-CICS1-) HDR2(%USE)     AND,

         TERM RESP JOBNAME(CICS1)     HDR1(-CICS1-) HDR2(TERMRESP) AND,

         TRAN USE  JOBNAME(CICS2)     HDR1(-CICS2-) HDR2(TRAN USE) AND,

         TRAN USE  JOBNAME(CICS2) PCT HDR1(-CICS2-) HDR2(%USE)     AND,

         TERM RESP JOBNAME(CICS2)     HDR1(-CICS2-) HDR2(TERMRESP)

 END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

-TOTAL-  -TOTAL-  -CICS1-  -CICS1-  -CICS1-  -CICS2-  -CICS2-  -CICS2-

DATE    TRAN USE TERMRESP TRAN USE   %USE   TERMRESP TRAN USE   %USE   TERMRESP

--------  -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------

02/01/14    1134    2.342      761     67.1    1.445      307     27.1    4.844
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02/08/14    2067    1.047      693     33.5    0.762      723     35.0    1.221

02/08/14    1893    1.758      730     38.6    1.942      463     24.5    2.008

02/04/14    1872    1.039      790     42.2    1.126      484     25.9    0.901

02/05/14    1061    0.772      665     62.7    0.794      143     13.5    1.066

02/06/14    1297    1.526      350     27.0    1.420      271     20.9    3.054

--------  -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------

 PERIOD     9324    1.602     3989     39.8    1.443     2391     24.7    2.280

--------  -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------

Changing Column Headings

Each variable is assigned an abbreviation that is used by default as the heading for columns containing data about the
variable. You can use the HDR1 and HDR2 operands to replace the top and bottom lines of the heading, respectively.

Changing headings is especially useful when you:

• Change the type of data that a variable represents (for example, from a count to a rate). For an example, see RATE
OPTION-Display a Rate Instead of a Count.

• Use an ID option and identifiers to restrict the scope of a variable to particular resources, as shown in the following
example.

• Shorten the column headings to gain space.

You have no restrictions on the characters that are used in a heading.

Sample Commands

The variable TRAN USE is specified twice in the following example. By default, the column that is created for each
occurrence of this variable would have the heading TRAN USE.

The second occurrence of the variable applies only to the transaction PSPI. Therefore, including the HDR1 and HDR2
operands create the heading TRAN USE FOR TRAN “PSPI” above the column for this variable.

TAB TIME TRAN USE     AND.

         TRAN LIFE    AND,

         TRAN MAXLIFE AND,

         TRAN USE TRANID(PSPI) HDR1(TRAN USE) HDR2(FOR TRAN "PSPI")

 EACH HOUR

 FROM 12/08/14 12:00:00

 TO   12/08/14 16:00:00

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

TRAN     TRAN     TRAN    TRAN USE

TIME      USE     LIFE       MAX     LIFE FOR TRAN "PSPI"

-----  -------- -------- -------- ---------------

12.00      39    515.7     5508            8

13.00     120    124.9    912.5           84

14.00      20    729.7    912.8            0

15.00      20    729.8    912.6            0

----- -------- -------- -------- ---------------

PERIOD    101    323.0     5508           92

----- -------- -------- -------- ---------------
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Tab Command Variable Options
You can use any of the variable options that are described in Valid Variable Options with the TAB command. Also, the
following four variable options can be used only with the TAB command.

DIFF
Use this option in a tabular report that is organized by time or date. This option creates a column displaying the
percentage of change in the variable value between time intervals.

RANGE
Use this option for a report to test range criteria that is applied after all data is read and before a report is printed.
See the RANGE command in How the RANGE Command Specifies Ranges.

RIGHT
Use this option to shift the column for a variable to the right.

SELECT
Use this option to apply to a variable the period specified with an INCLUDE or EXCLUDE command.

RATE
Use this option with a variable that displays a count, but in this instance, displays the rate for the variable instead.

DIFF Option -- Percentage of Change Between Time Intervals

You can organize tabular reports by time or date. Use the DIFF option to create a column displaying the percentage of
change in the value of a variable between each time interval. The percentage of change is calculated with the following
formula:

((current value - previous value)/previous value)*100

DIFF command has the following syntax:

DIFF

The following commands use the DIFF option to display the percentage of change of transaction usage. The HDR2 option
assigns an appropriate column heading.

EACH 1 DAY

TAB DATE TRAN USE AND,

 TRAN USE DIFF HDR2(%CHANGE)

 END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

             TRAN        TRAN

   DATE      USE        %CHANGE

--------   ----------   ----------

01/08/14    15,765

01/08/14    22,165     +40.5%

01/04/14    66,374    +199.4%

01/05/14    91,302     +37.5%

01/06/14     2,535     -97.2%

01/07/14     2,123     -16.2%

--------   ---------   ----------

 PERIOD    200,264

--------   ---------   ----------
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The difference between the number of transactions that are executed in the first interval and the second interval is 6400
(22,165 - 15,765). The difference is a 40.5 percent increase (6400 / 15,765 = 40.5 percent).

RANGE Option-Test Range Criteria

Use the RANGE option for a report to test range criteria that is applied after all data is read and before a report is printed.
The RANGE variable option is best explained with the RANGE DEFERRED command, which has the same result. For an
example, see How the RANGE Command Specifies Ranges.

SELECT Option-Specify a Time Period for a Variable

Use the SELECT option to apply to a variable the period specified with an INCLUDE or EXCLUDE command.

SELECT(name)

name
Must match the name operand of the ID operand for the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE command that specifies the time
period to apply to the variable.

Example: Sample Commands

The following example assigns the values of 1STSHIFT, 2NDSHIFT, and 3RDSHIFT to the name operands of the
INCLUDE and SELECT commands. Each associated time period from the INCLUDE command is applied to the variable.

INCLUDE 08.00.00 - 15.59.59 ID 1STSHIFT

INCLUDE 16.00.00 - 23.59.59 ID 2NDSHIFT

INCLUDE 00.00.00 - 07.59.59 ID 3RDSHIFT

EACH 1 DAY

TAB DAY DATE TRAN USE                   HDR1(TOTAL)     HDR2(USAGE)    AND,

             TRAN USE  SELECT(1STSHIFT) HDR1(1ST SHIFT) HDR2(USAGE)    AND,

             TRAN USE  SELECT(2NDSHIFT) HDR1(2ND SHIFT) HDR2(USAGE)    AND,

             TRAN USE  SELECT(3RDSHIFT) HDR1(3RD SHIFT) HDR2(USAGE)    AND,

             TRAN LIFE                  HDR1(AVG)       HDR2(LIFETIME) AND,

             TRAN LIFE SELECT(1STSHIFT) HDR1(1ST SHIFT) HDR2(LIFETIME) AND,

             TRAN LIFE SELECT(2NDSHIFT) HDR1(2ND SHIFT) HDR2(LIFETIME) AND,

             TRAN LIFE SELECT(3RDSHIFT) HDR1(3RD SHIFT) HDR2(LIFETIME)

 END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

          TOTAL  1ST SHIFT 2ND SHIFT 3RD SHIFT   AVG    1ST SHIFT 2ND SHIFT 3RD SHIFT

 WEEKDAY    DATE   USAGE   USAGE  USAGE  USAGE  LIFETIME LIFETIME  LIFETIME  LIFETIME

--------- -------- ------- ------ ------ ------ -------- --------- --------- --------

Friday    03/12/14   962     623    270     69   139.2     89.60     214.9     290.8

Saturday  03/13/14   417     199     18    200   288.7     290.3     270.3     288.8

Sunday    03/14/14    42             42          279.3               279.3

Monday    03/15/14   365     175           190   287.4     272.9               300.8

--------- -------- ------- ------ ------ ------ -------- --------- --------- --------

PERIOD              1786     997    330    459   207.7     161.8     226.1     294.1

--------- -------- ------- ------ ------ ------ -------- --------- ---------   ------
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RIGHT Option-Shift the Column for a Variable to the Right

Use the RIGHT option to shift the column for a variable to the right. The entire column, including the headings, is shifted.

RIGHT(n)

n
Indicates the number of print columns (spaces) to shift the column to the right.

Example: Shifting Columns

This example specifies the RIGHT variable option with the variable TRAN USE to shift the column to the right. The column
appears under the first heading that is specified with the HEADER command.

HEADER(20,24) ---------TOTAL----------

HEADER(47,26) -------TRAN CSSN--------

TAB DAY TRAN USE RIGHT(8)      AND,

        TRAN LIFE              AND,

        TRAN CPU               AND,

        TRAN USE  TRANID(CSSN) AND,

        TRAN LIFE TRANID(CSSN) AND,

        TRAN CPU  TRANID(CSSN)

 END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   DAY

PERIOD NONE        ---------TOTAL----------   -------TRAN CSSN--------

                    TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN

 WEEKDAY             USE     LIFE      CPU      USE     LIFE      CPU

---------         -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

Thursday            1258    205.1    0.032      129    8.756    0.010

Friday               369    175.3    0.028       66    1.773    0.011

---------         -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

PERIOD              1627    198.3    0.031      195    6.393    0.011

---------         -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

RATE OPTION-Display a Rate Instead of a Count

Use the RATE option with a variable that usually displays a count to display the rate for that variable.

Example: Sample Commands

The following commands produce a report that displays the transaction usage of all active transactions by transaction ID.
The RATE option is used to give the transaction rate (number per second) also.

EACH 1 DAY

TAB DATE TRAN USE      TRANID(CINQ) HDR1(CINQ) HDR2(USE)      AND,

         TRAN USE DIFF TRANID(CINQ) HDR1(CINQ) HDR2(%CHANGE)  AND,

         TRAN USE RATE TRANID(CINQ) HDR1(CINQ) HDR2(RATE)     AND,

         TRAN USE      TRANID(PINQ) HDR1(PINQ) HDR2(USE)      AND,

         TRAN USE DIFF TRANID(PINQ) HDR1(PINQ) HDR2(%CHANGE)  AND,

         TRAN USE RATE TRANID(PINQ) HDR1(PINQ) HDR2(RATE)

 END

RUN
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A report like the following sample is generated:

-          CINQ      CINQ   CINQ     PINQ     PINQ   PINQ

- DATE     USE     %CHANGE  RATE     USE    %CHANGE  RATE

-------- -------- -------- ------ -------- -------- ------

01/08/14    2,978           0.03    12,778           0.15

01/08/14    5,304   +78.1%  0.06    16,861   +31.9%  0.20

01/04/14   30,734  +479.4%  0.36    35,452  +110.2%  0.41

01/05/14   38,711   +25.9%  0.45    52,322   +47.5%  0.61

01/06/14    2,113   -94.5%  0.02       395   -99.2%  0.00

01/07/14      417   -80.2%  0.01     1,610  +307.5%  0.02

-------- -------- -------- ------ -------- -------- ------

 PERIOD    80,257           0.16   119,418           0.24

-------- -------- -------- ------ -------- -------- ------

This report shows that in the 86,400 seconds on 01/08/08, transaction CINQ was executed 2978 times, which is a rate of
0.03 times per second.

Limit the Contents of a Report
The following sections describe different ways of limiting the contents of Explore Report Writer reports.

Limit the Resources Included in a Report

Limit a report to a subset of a resource type by specifying one or more identifiers with an ID option used with the TAB
command.

Example: Sample Commands

The following commands include the ID option TERMID and the identifier 0A++ to display data about all 0A terminals:

TAB TERMID(0A++)  TERM RESP    AND,

                  TERM I/OTIME AND,

                  TRAN USE

END

RUN

FOR Operand-Limit the Identifiers Included in a Report

The FOR operand limits the number of identifiers included in a report. Add the operand FOR 5 to the commands used
in the preceding example. Using the operand FOR 5 limits the report to only those five 0A terminals with the highest
response times, as follows:

TAB TERMID(0A++) FOR 5 TERM RESP    AND,

                       TERM I/OTIME AND,

                       TRAN USE

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

  TERM     TERM     TRAN     TRAN

   ID      RESP     TMIO      USE

-------- -------- -------- --------

0A0E      0.793    2.686       59
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0A12      0.226    1.477      401

0A14      0.210    4.747       31

0A19      0.202    144.2       80

0A02      0.194    10.71      115

-------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY   0.220    19.92      686

-------- -------- -------- --------

FOR Operand-Limit Reports Organized by Time and Date

To limit reports organized by time and date, use the FOR operand. The time periods included in the report contain the
highest value for the variable that the FOR operand is specified with.

The following commands produce a report limited to the five times with the highest values for the variable:

TAB DATETIME TRAN USE FOR 5

    EACH 1 HOUR

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

                  TRAN

  DATE    TIME     USE

-------- -----  --------

02/22/08 03.00     42

02/22/08 04.00     19

02/22/08 06.00     29

02/22/08 11.00     16

02/22/08 15.00     20

-------- -----  --------

PERIOD            126

-------- -----  --------

TOP and BOTTOM Operands-Limit Reports

The TOP and BOTTOM operands, like the FOR operand, limit reports organized by identifier to the number of identifiers
specified.

However, the TOP and BOTTOM operands save storage because:

• The FOR operand tests identifiers only after all the data has been read and processed.
• The TOP and BOTTOM operands cause the Report Writer to test each record as it is read and discard records that do

not qualify.

The TOP and BOTTOM operands are appropriate for ID options with many unique identifiers, such as TRANNUM.

Example: Sample Commands

• The following commands create a report on the five transactions with the highest terminal response times. Processing
similar commands using the FOR operand instead of the TOP operand would require much more storage.
TAB TRANNUM TOP 5 TERM RESP AND TRAN TCPU

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:
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  TRAN     TERM     TRAN

 NUMBER    RESP     TCPU

-------- -------- --------

0005671   38.82    5.740

0000276   28.19    0.007

0000794   24.26    0.059

0000027   21.65    0.065

0001157   16.20    0.654

-------- -------- --------

SUMMARY   25.56    6.525

-------- -------- --------

• The following commands create a report on the 30 transactions with the shortest lifetimes. The FORMAT variable
option is used to increase the number of digits in the output.
TAB TRANNUM TRAN LIFE FORMAT(N.NNNNNNN) BOTTOM 30

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:
  TRAN        TRAN

 NUMBER       LIFE

--------    ---------

0000080     0.0056320

0000037     0.0058880

0000775     0.0061440

.

.

.

0000102     0.0076800

--------    ---------

SUMMARY     0.0071680

--------    ---------

How Report Sorting Works
Sorting reports lets you customize the resulting report.

To sort reports, consider the following default sorting process:

1. Tabular reports are sorted from left to right regarding the variable values, in descending order.
2. The leftmost variable is considered first; if the value is the same for two entries, the variable to the right is considered.
3. This sorting continues until variable values differ.

Example: Commands to Sort a Report

TAB TERMID(0A++) FOR 5 TERM RESP    AND,

                       TERM I/OTIME AND,

                       TRAN USE

END

RUN

This example produces the following report. The terminal 0A0E had the highest response time, so it is listed first.
Terminals 0A14 and 0A12 have the same response time, but 0A14 had a higher I/O time, so it precedes 0A12 in the
report:

TERM      TERM     TRAN     TRAN

 ID       RESP     TMIO      USE
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-------- -------- -------- --------

0A0E      0.793    2.686       59

0A14      0.226    4.747       31

0A12      0.226    1.477      401

0A19      0.202    144.2       80

0A02      0.194    10.71      115

-------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY   0.220    19.92      686

-------- -------- -------- --------

Sort Reports by Different Keys

To sort columns by different keys, alter the order of the columns.

To create a report showing the five terminals using the most transactions, make the variable TRAN USE the first variable
in the TAB command:

TAB TERMID(0A++) FOR 5 TRAN USE     AND,

                       TERM RESP    AND,

                       TERM I/OTIME

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

   TERM     TRAN     TERM     TRAN

   ID       USE     RESP     TMIO

-------- -------- -------- --------

0A12        401    0.226    1.477

0A09        180    0.064    8.602

0A02        115    0.194    10.71

0A19         80    0.202    144.2

0A0E         59    0.793    2.686

-------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY     835    0.197    18.05

-------- -------- -------- --------

SORT ASCENDING Operand-Sort in Ascending Order

To sort reports in ascending order, add the SORT ASCENDING operand to the TAB command.

Example: Sample Commands and Reports

• The following commands produce a report sorted so that the five terminals using the fewest transactions are listed in
ascending order of transaction use:
TAB TERMID(0A++) FOR 5 SORT ASCENDING,

    TRAN USE AND,

    TERM RESP AND,

    TERM I/OTIME

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:
  TERM     TRAN     TERM     TRAN

   ID       USE     RESP     TMIO
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-------- -------- -------- --------

0A04          3    0.038    0.004

0A18          6    0.103    0.002

0A0F          6    0.172    34.89

0A11         13    0.158    0.719

0A08         23    0.082    1.970

-------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY      51    0.109    5.177

-------- -------- -------- --------

• You can specify the SORT operand with a variable other than the first variable. For example, the following commands
generate a report sorted by transaction use, the third variable specified:
TAB TRANID TRAN TCPU AND,

           TRAN USE SORT ASCENDING

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:
   TRAN     TRAN     TRAN

   ID       CPU      USE

-------- -------- --------

RAPP      0.098        2

PINV      1.486        2

PADI      0.350        2

SPAM      0.132        3

RAPL      0.011        4

CSSN      0.071        8

CSGM      0.007        8

CATD      0.105        9

JJJ       0.221       10

CSPQ      0.113       10

VGBC      0.055       13

POSS      0.035       37

PSPI      0.097       43

KCP       7.581       45

TCP       0.572       46

CSNE      0.010       49

X25T      0.132       57

-------- -------- --------

SUMMARY   1.123      348 

-------- -------- --------

Sort Reports by Identifier

To have your reports sorted by the identifier, add the SORT ALPHA operand to the TAB command.

The following commands generate a report sorted alphanumerically by transaction ID:

TAB TRANID FOR 20 SORT ALPHA,

 TRAN LIFE AND TRAN USE AND TRAN MAXLIFE

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:
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  TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN

   ID      LIFE      USE   MAX LIFE

-------- -------- -------- --------

BOAG      14.22        4    27.86

BOEF      35.32        2    58.14

BOEN      44.51        8    130.6

CATD      0.465      125    7.752

CEMT      60.92        4    218.6

CHAI      0.193      160    1.475

CHAT      0.190       24    0.802

CIRB      9.981        2    13.30

CRSQ      0.795        7    3.738

CSAC      0.066       25    0.647

CSDA      0.510        2    1.004

-------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY   77.15     1342    0.000

-------- -------- -------- --------

Use Other Commands with the TAB Command
You can use the secondary commands to tailor tabular reports. For a description, see Commands. Examples of the use of
the following commands in tabular reports are provided in the following sections:

• RANGE

NOTE
You can use either the RANGE command or the RANGE option to restrict a report to resources whose
activity falls within a specified range. For a more detailed explanation of the RANGE command, see RANGE.
Examples of its use in tabular reports are given in the following sections. For a description of the RANGE
option, which is valid only for tabular reports, see How the RANGE Command Specifies Ranges.

• GROUP
• COST

How the RANGE Command Specifies Ranges

The RANGE command tests range criteria either at the record level (immediate) or, by specifying the DEFERRED
operand, before printing the report (deferred).

The RANGE command uses the following process to specify ranges:

1. Tests immediate range criteria before the record is processed.
2. If the range criteria are not met, discards the record for that particular report.
3. Deferred range criteria are not tested until all data is read.
4. Reviews the range criteria before each row is printed. If any variable in the row fails to meet its range criteria, the

entire row is discarded.

Example 1: Immediate Range Criteria

This example produces a report about terminals. The RANGE command is specified without the DEFERRED operand to
exclude any individual record for which the value of TERM INPUTS is greater than 50.

TAB TERMID(0A++),

    TERM INPUTS  AND,
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    TERM RESP    AND,

    TERM I/OTIME AND,

    TRAN USE

RANGE TERM INPUTS 0-50 

END

RUN

This example generates the following report:

  TERM     TERM     TERM     TRAN     TRAN

   ID      READS    RESP     TMIO      USE

-------- -------- -------- -------- --------

0A12        401    0.226    1.477      401

0A19        188    0.107    48.08       76

0A09        166    0.064    8.602      180

0A02        143    0.216    4.757      114

0A0E         57    0.793    2.686       59

0A0B         37    0.066    2.362       33

0A14         33    0.210    4.747       31

0A05         25    0.036    0.929       26

0A08         23    0.082    1.970       23

0A11         13    0.158    0.719       13

0A0F         10    0.172    34.89        6

0A18          5    0.103    0.002        6

0A04          2    0.038    0.004        3

-------- -------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY    1103    0.168    7.219      971

-------- -------- -------- -------- --------

Example 2: Deferred Range Criteria

In the preceding example, several terminals with a total number of inputs (“TERM READS”) not in the specified range
are included in the report. Because the RANGE command was specified without the DEFERRED operand, the test of the
number of inputs was applied to each individual record. The test was not applied to the total number of inputs for each
terminal. Although individual records with more than 50 inputs were excluded, the total for a given terminal can exceed the
range.

If instead of the preceding report you want a report on the terminals that had a total of fewer than 50 inputs. You would
use the same commands as in the previous example but specify the DEFERRED operand with the RANGE command.
The Report Writer applies the range criteria only after all the input data is read. The Report Writer can then determine
whether each terminal had a total of fewer than 50 inputs.

The following sample uses the DEFERRED operand with the RANGE command:

TAB TERMID(0A++),

    TERM INPUTS  AND,

    TERM RESP    AND,

    TERM I/OTIME AND,

    TRAN USE

RANGE TERM INPUTS 0-50 DEFERRED

END

RUN

This example generates the following report:

   TERM     TERM    TERM     TRAN     TRAN

   ID      READS    RESP     TMIO      USE
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-------- -------- -------- -------- --------

0A0B         37    0.066    2.362       33

0A14         33    0.210    4.747       31

0A05         25    0.036    0.929       26

0A08         23    0.082    1.970       23

0A11         13    0.158    0.719       13

0A0F         10    0.172    34.89        6

0A18          5    0.103    0.002        6

0A04          2    0.038    0.004        3

-------- -------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY     148    0.107    3.640      141

-------- -------- -------- -------- --------

Use the RANGE Option

The RANGE option yields the same results as the RANGE command with the DEFERRED operand.

The following commands generate the same report as the preceding commands but include the RANGE option instead of
the RANGE command:

TAB TERMID(0A++),

TERM INPUTS RANGE(0,50) AND,

 TERM RESP               AND,

 TERM I/OTIME            AND,

 TRAN USE

END

RUN

Define Groups of Resources Using the Group Command

Use the GROUP command to define groups of resources you want a report to be about.

Example: Sample Group Commands

This example uses the GROUP command to define groups by terminal ID with four divisions defined. Because each group
name begins with CO, the groups can be selected in the tabular report by specifying TERMID(CO*).

GROUP TERMID CO.NORTHERN.DIVISION(L7*)

GROUP TERMID CO.SOUTHERN.DIVISION(L4*)

GROUP TERMID CO.EASTERN.DIVISION(L2*)

GROUP TERMID CO.WESTERN.DIVISION(L1*)

TAB TERMID(CO*) HDR1(DEPARTMENT)  HDR2(NAME),

                  TRAN USE                      AND,

                  TRAN USE RATE     HDR2(RATE)  AND,

                  TRAN LIFE                     AND,

                  TRAN CPU                      AND,

                  TERM RESP                     AND,

                  FILE USE

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

     DEPARTMENT        TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TERM     FILE

        NAME            USE     RATE     LIFE      CPU     RESP      USE
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-------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

CO.WESTERN.DIVISION    3472     0.02    4.599    0.094    0.360    16925

CO.NORTHERN.DIVISION    976     0.01    16.52    0.120    0.189     1080

CO.SOUTHERN.DIVISION    728     0.00    4.770    0.073    0.106      289

CO.EASTERN.DIVISION     667     0.00    3.688    0.180    0.637     8032

-------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY                5843     0.03    6.508    0.106    0.290    26326

-------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

Define Groups by Values Within Specified Ranges

You can use the GROUP and RANGE commands together to produce a report on groups of resources whose activity falls
within different ranges.

Example: GROUP and RANGE Commands

The following example uses both the GROUP and RANGE commands to define 13 groups of transactions in terms of their
lifetimes:

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:00.000-01.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE1)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:01.001-02.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE2)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:02.001-03.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE3)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:03.001-04.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE4)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:04.001-05.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE5)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:05.001-06.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE6)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:06.001-07.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE7)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:07.001-08.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE8)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:08.001-09.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE9)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:09.001-10.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE10)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:10.001-20.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE20)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:20.001-50.000(*)  RANGE(TLIFE50)

 GROUP TRANID RANGE:50.001+(*)        RANGE(TLIFE50+)

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 0-1      ID TLIFE1

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 1-2      ID TLIFE2

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 2-3      ID TLIFE3

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 3-4      ID TLIFE4

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 4-5      ID TLIFE5

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 5-6      ID TLIFE6

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 6-7      ID TLIFE7

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 7-8      ID TLIFE8

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 8-9      ID TLIFE9

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 9-10     ID TLIFE10

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 10-20    ID TLIFE20

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 20-50    ID TLIFE50

 RANGE TRAN LIFE 50-99999 ID TLIFE50+

TAB TRANID(RANGE*) HDR1(TRAN LIFETIME) HDR2(RANGES),

  SORT ALPHA,

                    TRAN USE      AND,

                    TRAN USE PCT  AND,

                    TRAN LIFE     AND,

                    TRAN MAXLIFE  AND,

                    TERM RESP     AND,

                    TRAN CPU      AND,

                    TRAN I/OTIME  AND,
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                    TRAN USERTIME AND,

                    TRAN CICSTIME

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

  TRAN LIFETIME       TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TERM     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN

      RANGES           USE   %  USE     LIFE   MAX LIFE   RESP      CPU      I/O     USER     CICS

------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------

RANGE:00.000-01.000   6981     80.4    0.207    0.999    0.170    0.052    0.053    0.000    0.000

RANGE:01.001-02.000    315      3.6    1.469    1.998    0.726    0.269    0.213    0.000    0.000

RANGE:02.001-03.000    140      1.6    2.502    2.993    1.006    0.356    0.200    0.000    0.000

RANGE:03.001-04.000     92      1.1    3.486    3.989    1.134    0.397    0.199    0.000    0.000

RANGE:04.001-05.000     55      0.6    4.417    4.928    1.380    0.499    0.367    0.000    0.000

RANGE:05.001-06.000     41      0.5    5.499    5.975    1.082    0.434    0.294    0.000    0.000

RANGE:06.001-07.000     40      0.5    6.401    6.847    1.295    0.377    0.092    0.000    0.000

RANGE:07.001-08.000     41      0.5    7.496    7.990    0.741    0.278    0.472    0.000    0.000

RANGE:08.001-09.000     12      0.1    8.545    8.950    0.700    0.419    0.074    0.000    0.000

RANGE:09.001-10.000     18      0.2    9.462    9.924    0.687    0.254    0.273    0.000    0.000

RANGE:10.001-20.000    217      2.5    15.80    19.95    0.445    0.232    0.055    0.000    0.000

RANGE:20.001-50.000     99      1.1    31.62    49.13    0.611    0.545    0.374    0.000    0.000

RANGE:50.001+          633      7.3     1182    46487    0.259    7.542    0.243    0.000    0.000

------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------

SUMMARY               8684    100.0    87.43    46487    0.275    0.633    0.086    0.000    0.000

------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------

Use the COST Command to Create Charge-Back Reports

To create charge-back reports, use the COST command with the TAB command.

Example: COST Commands

The COST commands in the following example charge:

• One cent for every transaction
• 25 cents for every CPU second used
• 1/10 cent per file request
• 1/2 cent per file added

The TAB command uses these cost factors, creating a tabular report with a column showing the value of each variable
for each transaction. The HDR1 and HDR2 operands assign those columns appropriate headings. The last variable,
REPORT COST TOTAL, creates a column that shows the sum of the costs for each row in the report.

COST TRAN USE   .01

COST TRAN CPU   .25

TAB TRANID TRAN USE                                  AND,

           TRAN USE  COST HDR1(TRAN USE) HDR2(COST)  AND,

           TRAN CPU                                  AND,

           TRAN CPU  COST HDR1(TRAN CPU) HDR2(COST)  AND,

           REPORT COST TOTAL

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:
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  TRAN     TRAN   TRAN USE   TRAN   TRAN CPU   TOTAL

   ID       USE     COST      CPU     COST     COST

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

X25T         57     $0.57   0.132     $1.88    $2.45

CSNE         49     $0.49   0.010     $0.12    $0.61

TCP          46     $0.46   0.572     $6.57    $7.03

KCP          45     $0.45   7.581    $85.28   $85.73

PSPI         43     $0.43   0.097     $1.04    $1.47

POSS         37     $0.37   0.035     $0.32    $0.69

VGBC         13     $0.13   0.055     $0.18    $0.31

JJJ          10     $0.10   0.221     $0.55    $0.65

CSPQ         10     $0.10   0.113     $0.28    $0.38

CATD          9     $0.09   0.105     $0.24    $0.33

CSSN          8     $0.08   0.071     $0.14    $0.22

CSGM          8     $0.08   0.007     $0.01    $0.09

RAPL          4     $0.04   0.011     $0.01    $0.05

SPAM          3     $0.03   0.132     $0.10    $0.13

PINV          2     $0.02   1.486     $0.74    $0.76

PADI          2     $0.02   0.350     $0.17    $0.19

RAPP          2     $0.02   0.098     $0.05    $0.07

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY     348     $3.47  11.022   $ 97.68   $101.16

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- - ------

Create Charge-Back Reports Organized by Group

Use the COST command with the GROUP command to create charge-back reports organized by groups.

Example: COST Command used with GROUP Command

The following commands use terminal IDs to define company divisions and list their corresponding charges in the report:

GROUP TERMID CO.NORTHERN.DIVISION(L4*)

GROUP TERMID CO.SOUTHERN.DIVISION(L3*)

GROUP TERMID CO.EASTERN.DIVISION(L2*)

GROUP TERMID CO.WESTERN.DIVISION(L1*)

COST  TRAN USE  .01

COST  TRAN CPU  .25

TAB TERMID(CO*) HDR1(DEPARTMENT)  HDR2(NAME),

    TRAN USE                                   AND,

    TRAN USE COST                HDR2(COST)    AND,

    TRAN CPU COST HDR1(CPU)      HDR2(COST)    AND,

    REPORT COST TOTAL

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

     DEPARTMENT        TRAN     TRAN     CPU     TOTAL

        NAME            USE     COST     COST     COST

-------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------

CO.WESTERN.DIVISION    4415    $44.15   $32.29   $76.44

CO.NORTHERN.DIVISION   2224    $22.24   $15.15   $37.39

CO.EASTERN.DIVISION    2035    $20.35   $15.79   $36.14
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CO.SOUTHERN.DIVISION   2024    $20.24   $43.73   $63.97

-------------------- -------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY               10698   $106.98  $106.97  $213.94

-------------------- -------- -------- -------- --------

TAB2 Command
Use the TAB2 command to present more information about each resource reported upon by the TAB command. You
cannot use the TAB2 command without the TAB command.

Limit TAB2 Report Use the FOR Operand

The FOR operand with the TAB2 command limits the number of identifiers included in a report for each identifier listed by
the TAB command.

Example 1: TAB and TAB2 Commands

The following TAB and TAB2 commands create a report showing terminals and the five transactions used the most by
each:

TAB  TERMID       TRAN USE   AND,

                  TRAN LIFE  AND,

                  TRAN CPU

TAB2 TRANID FOR 5 TRAN USE   AND,

                  TRAN LIFE  AND,

                  TRAN CPU

END

RUN

A report like the following, shown in part, is generated:

TERM     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN

ID       USE      LIFE     CPU      ID       USE      LIFE     CPU

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

WA19         65    1.943    0.037   CSPG         40    0.033    0.002

                                    GLAE         23    5.193    0.098

                                    CSSN          1    5.527    0.080

                                    CSGM          1    0.037    0.002

                                    -------- -------- -------- --------

                                    SUMMARY      65    1.943    0.037

                                    -------- -------- -------- --------

4A93         53    18.37    0.116   WISB         51    19.01    0.121

                                    CSSN          1    4.460    0.019

                                    CSGM          1    0.012    0.002

                                    -------- -------- -------- --------

                                    SUMMARY      53    18.37    0.116

                                    -------- -------- -------- --------

BP3P         42    2.921    0.088   RAPP         42    2.921    0.088

0A0B         33    2.424    0.020   CSPG         18    0.022    0.002

                                    PADI         14    5.683    0.044

                                    CSGM          1    0.017    0.002

                                    -------- -------- -------- --------

                                    SUMMARY      33    2.424    0.020

                                    -------- -------- -------- --------
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0A14         31    5.125    0.086   WISI         11    14.26    0.199

                                    CHAI         11    0.071    0.022

                                    PART          7    0.173    0.035

                                    CSGM          2    0.015    0.002

                                    -------- -------- -------- --------

                                    SUMMARY      31    5.125    0.086

                                    -------- -------- -------- --------

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY    8684    87.43    0.633              8684    87.43    0.633

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

Example 2: FOR Operand with TAB and TAB2 Commands

The FOR operand combined with both the TAB and TAB2 commands creates a table of transactions and the terminals
associated with them:

TAB  TRANID FOR 3 TRAN USE   AND,

                  TRAN LIFE  AND,

                  TRAN CPU

TAB2 TERMID FOR 9 TRAN USE   AND,

                  TRAN LIFE  AND,

                  TRAN CPU

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

   TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TERM     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN

    ID       USE     LIFE      CPU      ID       USE     LIFE      CPU

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

FXFR       2482    0.361    0.072   F014       2482    0.361    0.072

PSPI        939    0.248    0.092   8A21        197    0.219    0.084

.                                   F006        116    0.327    0.158

.                                   0A09         67    0.198    0.103

.                                   0A02         64    0.224    0.103

.                                   8A03         60    0.228    0.060

.                                   8A09         57    0.163    0.048

.                                   F012         41    0.271    0.106

.                                   4A64         41    0.235    0.079

.                                   8A24         40    0.370    0.102

.                                   -------- -------- -------- --------

.                                   SUMMARY     683     1305    517.8

.                                   -------- -------- -------- --------

CSNE        699    0.026    0.007   N/A         699    0.026    0.007

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY    4120    0.279    0.066              8684    87.43    0.633

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

Limit TAB2 Reports Using the TOP or BOTTOM Operand

The TOP and BOTTOM operands, like the FOR operand, limit reports organized by identifier to the number of identifiers
specified.
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However, the TOP and BOTTOM operands save storage because:

• The FOR operand tests identifiers only after all the data has been read and processed.
• The TOP and BOTTOM operands cause the Report Writer to test each record as it is read and discard records that do

not qualify.

The TOP and BOTTOM operands are appropriate for ID options with many unique identifiers, such as TRANNUM.

The TAB command in the following example creates a report on the terminal response time of transactions. The TAB2
command shows the four transactions that had the longest lifetimes for each terminal. Processing similar commands
using the FOR operand instead of the TOP operand would require much more storage.

TAB  TERMID TERM RESP

TAB2 TRANNUM TRAN LIFE TOP 4

END

RUN

A report like the following, shown in part, is generated:

TERM       TERM     TRAN     TRAN

ID         RESP    NUMBER    LIFE

-------- -------- -------- --------

CNSL      2.149   0000020   13.30

.                 0000019   0.016

.                 -------- --------

.                 SUMMARY   6.663

.                 -------- --------

ZA00      0.278   0000054   306.6

.                 0000058   0.647

.                 0000059   0.486

.                 0000053   0.264

.                 -------- --------

.                 SUMMARY   77.01

.                 -------- --------

0A19      0.202   0000297    2390

.                 0000613    2283

.                 0000427    2209

.                 0000229    1600

.                 -------- --------

.                 SUMMARY    2121

.                 -------- --------

  .         .        .         .

-------- -------- -------- --------

SUMMARY   0.275              4176

-------- -------- -------- --------

-------- -------- -------- --------

Plot Reports
This section describes and gives examples of how to generate plot reports using the PLOT, PLOT2, VPLOT, VPLOT2,
MPLOT, and HPLOT commands.

Plot reports plot the value of a variable for a group of resources either against time or against another variable. Plot
reports fall into three categories:
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• Horizontal plot reports, generated by the PLOT and PLOT2 commands, plot a variable horizontally across time.
• Vertical plot reports, generated by the VPLOT, VPLOT2, and MPLOT commands, plot a variable vertically across time.
• Distribution plot reports plot one variable on the vertical axis and another on the horizontal axis. The HPLOT command

used with either the VPLOT or the MPLOT command generate these plots.

Understand the following:

• Report Writer commands
• Descriptions of Report Writer variables and lists of the ID options you can use with each class of variable
• Descriptions of ID options and their use with commands and variables

PLOT Command-Create a Simple PLOT Report
To create a simple plot report, use the PLOT command followed by a variable to plot.

The following commands produce a plot of average terminal response time, with each detail line representing an hour, for
the morning of a single day:

PLOT TERM RESPONSETIME

  FROM 12/07/08 01:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 09:00:00

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

SHIFT NONE

EACH   HOUR                                       TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

PERIOD NONE

                  0     0.033     0.066     0.100     0.133     0.166     0.199     0.232     0.266     0.299

     0.332    X    -

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

12/07/08 01.00.00 .--------------------------------------------------------------       .         .         .

         .      0.206

         02.00.00 .--------------------------------       .         .         .         .         .         .

         .      0.106

         03.00.00 .---------------------------------------.         .         .         .         .         .

         .      0.128

         04.00.00 .------------------------------------   .         .         .         .         .         .

         .      0.120

         05.00.00 .------------------------------------   .         .         .         .         .         .

         .      0.120

        

 06.00.00 .----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      0.332

         07.00.00 .-------------------------------------------------------------------------      .         .

         .      0.242

         08.00.00 .------------------------------------------------------------------------       .         .

         .      0.240

SUMMARY:          .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . SUMMARY:

         RANGE:   .--------------------------------------------------------   .         .         .         .

         .      0.186
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                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     0.033     0.066     0.100     0.133     0.166     0.199     0.232     0.266     0.299

     0.332    X     -

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME        "-" =  GLOBAL TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

Plot the Variable Value for a Specified Resource

You can plot the performance of one or more individual resources (such as transactions, terminals, or operators). Follow
the variables to plot with an ID option and a list of one or more identifiers (such as terminal ID or transaction ID). You can
use generic characters to specify a group of identifiers.

Example: PLOT Command with Variable and ID option

The following PLOT command includes the variable TERM RESP, followed by the ID option TERMID and the identifier 0A.
The average response time of terminals whose IDs begin with the characters 0A plots:

PLOT TERM RESP TERMID(0A*)

  FROM 12/07/08 01:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 09:00:00

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   HOUR                                       TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

PERIOD NONE

                  0     0.033     0.066     0.100     0.133     0.166     0.199     0.232     0.266     0.299

     0.332    X     -

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

12/07/08 01.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXX--------------------------------------------------       .         .         .

         . 0.040 0.206

         02.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----       .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.090 0.106

         03.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-.         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.125 0.128

         04.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----------   .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.083 0.120

         05.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----   .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.104 0.120

        

 06.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

 0.332 0.332

         07.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX---------------      .         .

         . 0.194 0.242

         08.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       .         .

         . 0.240 0.240

SUMMARY:          .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . SUMMARY:

         RANGE:   .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----------   .         .         .         .

         . 0.151 0.186
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                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     0.033     0.066     0.100     0.133     0.166     0.199     0.232     0.266     0.299

     0.332    X     -

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME        "-" =  GLOBAL TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

The average response time of 0A terminals is plotted with Xs. Also the average response time for all terminals is also
plotted with hyphens. You can easily compare the two.

ALONE Operand -- Exclude Global Values from a Plot

Use the ALONE operand to plot the activity of one or more identifiers without including a plot of global activity in the
report.

Suppose you want to plot the response time for 0A terminals, but you do not want to plot the average response time for all
terminals. You can use the same commands as in the previous example but add the ALONE operand, as follows:

PLOT TERM RESP TERMID(0A*) ALONE

  FROM 12/07/08 01:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 09:00:00

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   HOUR                                       TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

PERIOD NONE

                  0     0.033     0.066     0.100     0.133     0.166     0.199     0.232     0.266     0.299

     0.332    X

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

12/07/08 01.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXX       .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.040

         02.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.090

         03.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.125

         04.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.083

         05.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX        .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.104

        

 06.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

 0.332

         07.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX .         .         .         .

         . 0.194

         08.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       .         .

         . 0.240

SUMMARY:          .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . SUMMARY:

         RANGE:   .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.151
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                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     0.033     0.066     0.100     0.133     0.166     0.199     0.232     0.266     0.299

     0.332    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

SCALE Operand-Change the Scale of a PLOT Report

By default, the highest value of a plot scale equals the highest value that is reached by a variable in the plot. For variables
representing percentages, 100 percent. Use the SCALE operand to set your own scale.

If the variable you are plotting yields integer values, you can specify only an integer value with the SCALE operand. If the
variable yields real values, the scale you specify must include a decimal point.

Example: PLOT Command with SCALE Operand

To change the maximum value of the scale that is used in the preceding example to 0.500 seconds, add the
SCALE(0.500) operand, as follows:

PLOT TERM RESP TERMID(0A*) ALONE SCALE(0.500)

  FROM 12/07/08 01:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 09:00:00

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   HOUR                                       TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

PERIOD NONE

                  0     0.050     0.100     0.150     0.200     0.250     0.300     0.350     0.400     0.450

     0.500    X

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

12/07/08 01.00.00 .XXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.040

         02.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.090

         03.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.125

         04.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.083

         05.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX        .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.104

         06.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   .         .         .

         . 0.332

         07.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.194

         08.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.240

SUMMARY:          .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . SUMMARY:

         RANGE:   .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.151
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                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     0.050     0.100     0.150     0.200     0.250     0.300     0.350     0.400     0.450

     0.500    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

CHARn Operands -- Specify Plot Characters

Use the CHAR1 operand to specify the character used to plot the resource specified by an ID option. Use the CHAR2
operand to specify the character used to plot global activity.

Example: CHARn Operand

The following commands plot the usage of transaction PSPI using the character P and the usage of all transactions using
plus signs (+):

PLOT TRAN USE TRANID(PSPI) CHAR1(P) CHAR2(+)

  FROM 12/07/08 01:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 09:00:00

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   HOUR                                             TRANSACTION COUNT

PERIOD NONE

                  0     22.80     45.60     68.40     91.20     114.0     136.8     159.6     182.4     205.2

     228.0    P    +

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

12/07/08 01.00.00 .PPPP++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++   .         .         .         .         .

         .     9  105

         02.00.00 .PPPPPPPPPPPPP++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++    .         .         .

         .    29  149

         03.00.00 .PPPP++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++   .         .         .

         .     9  151

         04.00.00 .PPPPPPP++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++    .

         .    17  194

         05.00.00 .PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++++++++++    72   22

         06.00.00 .PPPP++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++         .         .         .         .         .

         .     8   92

         07.00.00 .PPPPPPPPPPPP++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++       .         .         .         .

         .    28  119

         08.00.00 .PPPPPPP++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  .         .         .         .         .         .

         .    17   84

SUMMARY:          .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . SUMMARY:

         RANGE:   .PPPPPPPPPP+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++        .         .         .

         .    23  140

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+
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                  0     22.80     45.60     68.40     91.20     114.0     136.8     159.6     182.4     205.2

     228.0    P     +

SYMBOLS:  "P" =  TRANSACTION COUNT                     "+" =  GLOBAL TRANSACTION COUNT

RATE Option-Convert Counts to Rates

Use the RATE option to plot a rate (number per second) rather than a count.

Example: Plot a Rate

The following commands plot the usage rate for transaction PSPI against the total transaction rate:

PLOT TRAN USE RATE TRANID(PSPI) CHAR1(P) CHAR2(+)

  FROM 12/07/08 01:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 09:00:00

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   HOUR                                             TRANSACTION COUNT

PERIOD NONE

                  0      0.01      0.01      0.02      0.02      0.03      0.04      0.04      0.05      0.05

      0.06    P    +

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

12/07/08 01.00.00 .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++         .         .         .         .

         .  0.00 0.03

         02.00.00 .PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  .         .         .

         .  0.01 0.04

         03.00.00 .+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  .         .         .

         .  0.00 0.04

         04.00.00 .+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++      .

         .  0.00 0.05

         05.00.00 .PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++++++++++  0.02 0.06

         06.00.00 .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++         .         .         .         .

         .  0.00 0.03

         07.00.00 .PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++         .         .         .         .

         .  0.01 0.03

         08.00.00 .+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++      .         .         .         .         .         .

         .  0.00 0.02

SUMMARY:          .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . SUMMARY:

         RANGE:   .++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++         .         .         .         .

         .  0.00 0.03

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0      0.01      0.01      0.02      0.02      0.03      0.04      0.04      0.05      0.05

      0.06    P     +

SYMBOLS:  "P" =  TRANSACTION COUNT                     "+" =  GLOBAL TRANSACTION COUNT
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PLOT2 Command-Plot Response Time
The following commands generate a report that compares the response time of 0A terminals with the maximum terminal
response time for 0A terminals. The average response time and average maximum response time for all terminals is also
plotted.

PLOT  TERM RESP    TERMID(0A++)

PLOT2 TERM MAXRESP TERMID(0A++)

  FROM 12/07/08 01:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 09:00:00

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   HOUR                                       TERMINAL MAXIMUM RESPONSE TIME

PERIOD NONE

                  0     0.033     0.066     0.100     0.133     0.166     0.199     0.232     0.266     0.299

     0.332    X    -

                  0     0.792     1.584     2.377     3.169     3.961     4.753     5.545     6.338     7.130

     7.922    *    +

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

12/07/08 01.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXX--------------------------------------------------       .         .         .

         .0.040 0.206

                  .**++++++++++++++++++         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .0.160 1.599

         02.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----       .         .         .         .         .         .

         .0.090 0.106

                  .***********************************    .         .         .         .         .         .

         .2.771 2.771

         03.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-.         .         .         .         .         .

         .0.125 0.128

                  .****************   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .1.298 1.298

         04.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----------   .         .         .         .         .         .

         .0.083 0.120

                  .*********************        .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .1.673 1.673

         05.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----   .         .         .         .         .         .

         .0.104 0.120

                  .****************************************************       .         .         .         .

         .4.094 4.094

        

 06.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX0.332

 0.332

                  .*****************************************************************************  .         .

         .6.137 6.137

         07.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX---------------      .         .

         .0.194 0.242

                  .**********************************************************************************       .

         .6.477 6.477
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         08.00.00 .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       .         .

         .0.240 0.240

                 

 .****************************************************************************************************7.922

 7.922

SUMMARY:          .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .SUMMARY:

         RANGE:   .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-----------   .         .         .         .

         .0.151 0.186

                  .************************************************++         .         .         .         .

          3.816 3.996

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     0.792     1.584     2.377     3.169     3.961     4.753     5.545     6.338     7.130

    7.922    *    +

                  0     0.033     0.066     0.100     0.133     0.166     0.199     0.232     0.266     0.299

    0.332    X    -

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME        "-" =  GLOBAL TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

          "*" =  TERMINAL MAXIMUM RESPONSE TIME        "+" =  GLOBAL TERMINAL MAXIMUM RESPONSE TIME

PLOT2 RATE Command -- Convert Counts to Rates

Use the RATE option to plot a rate (number per second) rather than a count.

Example: RATE Option on the PLOT2 Command

In the following example, the PLOT command plots the use of PSPI against the total system transaction use. The PLOT2
command plots the transaction rate for PSPI against the total system transaction rate:

PLOT  TRAN USE      TRANID(PSPI) CHAR1(T) CHAR2(+)

PLOT2 TRAN USE RATE TRANID(PSPI) CHAR1(R) CHAR2(-)

  FROM 12/07/08 02:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 08:00:00

  EACH HOUR

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   HOUR                                             TRANSACTION COUNT

PERIOD NONE

                  0     22.80     45.60     68.40     91.20     114.0     136.8     159.6     182.4     205.2

     228.0   T     +

                  0      0.01      0.01      0.02      0.02      0.03      0.04      0.04      0.05      0.05

      0.06   R     -

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

12/07/08 02.00.00 .TTTTTTTTTTTTT++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++    .         .         .

         .   29  149

                  .RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR--------------------------------------------------  .         .         .

         . 0.01 0.04

         03.00.00 .TTTT++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++   .         .         .

         .    9
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                  .-------------------------------------------------------------------  .         .         .

         . 0.00 0.04

         04.00.00 .TTTTTTT++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++    .

         .   17  194

                  .-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------      .

         . 0.00 0.05

         05.00.00 .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++++++++++   72  228

                 

 .RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR------------------------------------------------------------------- 0.02

 0.06

         06.00.00 .TTTT++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++         .         .         .         .         .

         .    8   92

                  .--------------------------------------------------         .         .         .         .

         . 0.00 0.03

         07.00.00 .TTTTTTTTTTTT++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++       .         .         .         .

         .   28  119

                  .RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR---------------------------------         .         .         .         .

         . 0.01 0.03

SUMMARY:          .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . SUMMARY:

         RANGE:   .TTTTTTTTTT+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++        .         .         .

         .   23  140

                  .--------------------------------------------------         .         .         .         .

         . 0.00 0.03

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0      0.01      0.01      0.02      0.02      0.03      0.04      0.04      0.05      0.05

      0.06   R     -

                  0     22.80     45.60     68.40     91.20     114.0     136.8     159.6     182.4     205.2

     228.0   T     +

SYMBOLS:  "T" =  TRANSACTION COUNT                     "+" =  GLOBAL TRANSACTION COUNT

          "R" =  TRANSACTION COUNT                     "-" =  GLOBAL TRANSACTION COUNT

In the 3600 seconds between 2 and 3 a.m., PSPI was executed 29 times. This PSPI equals a rate of 0.01. Globally, 149
transactions were executed in that period, for a rate of 0.04.

NOTE
A usage rate of zero does not necessarily imply zero usage of the resource. For example, between 3:00 and
4:00 a.m. transaction PSPI was used nine times in the 3600 seconds. However, this yields a usage rate so low
(9 / 3600 = 0.0025) that it appears as zero in the plot of usage rate.

VPLOT Command-Create a Simple Report
The following commands plot terminal response time between 1:00 and 6:00 a.m.:

VPLOT TRAN USE

  FROM 12/07/08 01:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 06:00:00

EACH 10 MINUTES

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:
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SHIFT  NONE

EACH   10 MINUTES                                       TRANSACTION COUNT

PERIOD NONE

  TRAN                                                                                                       

                TRAN

   USE                                                                                                       

                 USE

--------                                                                                                     

               -----

   100   I                                                                                                   

            I    100

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

    88   I                                                                                                   

            I     88

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

    75   I                                                                                                   

            I     75

         I                            X                                                                      

            I

         I                            X                                                                      

            I

         I                            X                                                                      

            I

         I                            X                                                                      

            I

    63   I                            X                                                                      

            I     63

         I                            X                                                                      

            I

         I                            X                                                                      

            I

         I                            X                                                                      

            I

         I                           XX                                                                      

            I

    50   I                          XXX                                                                      

            I     50

         I          X           X   XXX                                                                      

            I
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         I          X           X   XXX                                                                      

            I

         I          X           X   XXX                                                                      

            I

         I          X           X   XXX                                                                      

            I

    38   I   X   X  X  X X      XX  XXX                                                                      

            I     38

         I   X   X  X  X X   X XXX  XXX                                                                      

            I

         I   X   X  X  X X   X XXX  XXX                                                                      

            I

         I   X   X  X  X X   X XXX  XXX                                                                      

            I

        AI---XX--X--X--X-X---X-XXX--

XXX--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I

    25   I   XX  X  X  XXX   X XXX  XXX                                                                      

            I     25

         I   XX  X  XX XXX  XX XXX  XXXX                                                                     

            I

         I X XX  XX XXXXXXX XX XXX XXXXX                                                                     

            I

         I X XXXXXX XXXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXX                                                                     

            I

         I X XXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                                                                     

            I

    13   I X XXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                                                                     

            I     13

         I X XXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                                                                     

            I

         I X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                                                                     

            I

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                                                                     

            I

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                                                                     

            I

     0   II---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------

I---------II      0

        01:00     02:40     04:20

        12/07     12/07     12/07

SYMBOLS:                      "X" =  TRANSACTION COUNT

SCALE(3X) Operands-Widen the Scale of a VPLOT Report

The following commands resemble the previous example except for the addition of the SCALE(3X) operand, which widens
the resulting plot:

VPLOT TRAN USE SCALE(3X)

  FROM 12/07/08 01:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 06:00:00

EACH 10 MINUTES

END
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RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   10 MINUTES                                       TRANSACTION COUNT

PERIOD NONE

  TRAN                                                                                                       

                TRAN

   USE                                                                                                       

                 USE

--------                                                                                                     

             --------

   100   I                                                                                                   

            I    100

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

    88   I                                                                                                   

            I     88

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

    75   I                                                                                                   

            I     75

         I                                                                                    XXX            

            I

         I                                                                                    XXX            

            I

         I                                                                                    XXX            

            I

         I                                                                                    XXX            

            I

    63   I                                                                                    XXX            

            I     63

         I                                                                                    XXX            

            I

         I                                                                                    XXX            

            I

         I                                                                                    XXX            

            I

         I                                                                                 XXXXXX            

            I
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    50   I                                                                              XXXXXXXXX            

            I     50

         I                              XXX                                 XXX         XXXXXXXXX            

            I

         I                              XXX                                 XXX         XXXXXXXXX            

            I

         I                              XXX                                 XXX         XXXXXXXXX            

            I

         I                              XXX                                 XXX         XXXXXXXXX            

            I

    38   I         XXX         XXX      XXX      XXX   XXX                  XXXXXX      XXXXXXXXX            

            I     38

         I         XXX         XXX      XXX      XXX   XXX         XXX   XXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXX            

            I

         I         XXX         XXX      XXX      XXX   XXX         XXX   XXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXX            

            I

         I         XXX         XXX      XXX      XXX   XXX         XXX   XXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXX            

            I

        AI---------XXXXXX------XXX------XXX------XXX---XXX---------XXX---XXXXXXXXX------

XXXXXXXXX----------------------- I

    25   I         XXXXXX      XXX      XXX      XXXXXXXXX         XXX   XXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXX            

            I     25

         I         XXXXXX      XXX      XXXXXX   XXXXXXXXX      XXXXXX   XXXXXXXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXX         

            I

         I   XXX   XXXXXX      XXXXXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXXX   XXXXXXXXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         

            I

         I   XXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         

            I

         I   XXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         

            I

    13   I   XXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         

            I     13

         I   XXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         

            I

         I   XXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         

            I

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         

            I

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         

            I

     0   II---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------

I---------II      0

        01:00     01:30     02:00     02:40     03:10     03:40     04:20     04:50     05:20

        12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07

SYMBOLS:                      "X" =  TRANSACTION COUNT

SCALE (n) Operand-Specify the Maximum Scale Value

The following example uses the SCALE(6.000) operand to plot transaction CPU use with a maximum scale value of 6.000
seconds. The CHAR1 operand specifies x as the plot character.

VPLOT TRAN CPU TOTAL CHAR1(x) SCALE(6.000)

  FROM 12/08/08 10:00:00
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  TO   12/08/08 19:00:00

  EACH 5 MINUTES

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   5 MINUTES                                   TRANSACTION AVERAGE CPU TIME

PERIOD NONE

  TRAN                                                                                                       

               TRAN

   CPU                                                                                                       

                 CPU

--------                                                                                                     

             --------

 6.000   I          +                                                                                        

            I  6.000

         I       x  x                                                                                        

            I

         I       x  x      x                                                                                 

            I

         I       x  x      x                                                                                 

            I

         I       x  x      x                                                                                 

            I

 5.250   I       x  x      x                                                                                 

            I  5.250

         I       x  x      x                                                                                 

            I

         I       x  x      x                                                                                 

            I

         I       x  x      x                                                                                 

            I

         I       x  x      x                                                                                 

            I

 4.500   I       x  x      x                                                                                 

            I  4.500

         I       x  x      x                      x                                                          

            I

         I       x  x      x                      x                                                          

            I

         I       x  x      x                      x                                                          

            I

         I       x  x      x                      x                                                          

            I

 3.750   I       x  x      x                      x                                                          

            I  3.750

         I       x  x      x                      x                                                          

            I

         I       x  x      x                      x                                                          

            I

         I       x  x      x                      x                                                          

            I
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         I       x  x      x x                    x                                                          

            I

 3.000   I       x  x      x x                    x                                                          

            I  3.000

         I       x  x      x x                    x                                                          

            I

         I       x  x      x x                    x                                                          

            I

         I       x  x      x x                    x                                                          

            I

         I       x  x      x x                    x                                                          

            I

 2.250   I       x  x      x x                    x                                                          

            I  2.250

         I       x  x      x x                    x                                                          

            I

         I       x  x      x x                   xx  x  x                                          x         

            I

         I       x  x  x   x x                   xx  x  x      x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x      

            I

         I       x  x  x  xx x                   xx  x  x      x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x      

            I

 1.500   I       x  x  x  xx x                 x xx  x  x      x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x      

            I  1.500

         I       x  x  x  xx x               x xxxx  x  x      x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x      

            I

         I       x  x  x  xx x               x xxxx  x  x      x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x      

            I

         I       x  x  x  xx x               x xxxxx x  x      x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x      

            I

         I       x  x  x  xx x  xx xx xx xx xx xxxxx xx xx xx  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  xx xx

 xx xx x   I

 0.750   I       x  x  x  xx x  xx xx xx xx xx xxxxx xx xx xx  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  xx xx

 xx xx x   I  0.750

         I       x  x  x  xx x  xx xx xx xx xx xxxxx xx xx xx  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  xx xx

 xx xx x   I

         I       x xx  x  xx x  xx xx xx xx xx xxxxx xx xx xx  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  xx x  x  xx xx

 xx xx x   I

         I       x xx  x  xx x  xx xx xx xx xx xxxxxxxx xx xx  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  xx x  x  xx xx

 xx xx x   I

         I       x xx  x  xx x  xx xx xx xx xx xxxxxxxx xx xx  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  xx x  x  xx xx

 xx xx x   I

 0.000   II---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------

I---------II  0.000

        10:00     10:50     11:40     12:30     13:20     14:10     15:00     15:50     16:40     17:30    

 18:20

        12/08     12/08     12/08     12/08     12/08     12/08     12/08     12/08     12/08     12/08    

 12/08

SYMBOLS:                      "x" =  TRANSACTION AVERAGE CPU TIME
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STACK=id Operand-Replace the Plot Character

Use the STACK=id operand with the VPLOT command to replace the plot character with the identifiers being plotted.
Specify from most active to least active starting at the bottom of the plot. You can specify the mX option of the SCALE
operand to print more characters of each identifier.
The following commands create a vertical plot of transaction use. The STACK=TRANID operand specifies to plot the
transaction ID. The SCALE(4X) operand widens each plot column to two characters so the entire transaction ID can be
printed.

VPLOT TRAN USE SCALE(4X) STACK=TRANID

EACH 1 DAY

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

  TRAN                                                                                            TRAN  

   USE                                                                                             USE  

--------                                                                                        --------

  3761   I                                            +                                       I   3761  

         I                                            CEDA                                    I         

         I                                            CWBG                                    I         

         I                                            CEDF                                    I         

         I                                            CEDF                                    I         

  3291   I                                            CECI                                    I   3291  

         I                                            CECI                                    I         

         I                                            CSOL                                    I         

         I                                            CSOL                                    I         

         I                                            CWBA                                    I         

  2821   I                                            CWBA                                    I   2821  

         I                                            CWBA                                    I         

         I                                            CWBA                                    I         

         I                                            CWBA                                    I         

         I                                            CWBA                                    I         

  2351   I                                            CWBA                                    I   2351  

         I                                            CWBA                                    I         

         I                                            CWBA                                    I         

         I                                            CWBA                                    I         

         I                                            CWXN                                    I         

  1881   I                                            CWXN                                    I   1881  

         I                                            CWXN                                    I         

         I                                            CWXN                                    I         

         I                                            CWXN                                    I         

         I                                            CWXN                                    I         

  1411   I                                            CWXN                                    I   1411  

         I                                            CWXN                                    I         

         I                                            CWXN                CRSQ                I         

         I                                            CWXN            CLQ2CWBG                I         

         I                                            CWXN            CWBGCSOLCRSQ            I         

   941   I                CRSQ            CESD        CWXN            CSOLCSOLCECI            I    941  

         I        CWBGCRSQSTAT            CWBGCWBGCWBGCWXN            CWBACWBACESD            I         

         I        CWBACATACEMT            CWBACWBACWBACWXN            CWBACWBACWBG            I         

        AI--------CWBACWBGCWBG------------CWBACWBACWBACWXN------------CWBACWBACWBA------------I         

         I        CSOLCWBACWBA        CLQ2CSOLCSOLCSOLCWXNCPIR    CATACWXNCWXNCWBA            I         
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   471   I        CSOLCSOLCSOLCEMT    CEMTCSOLCSOLCSOLCWXNCLQ2    CEDFCWXNCWXNCSOLCATA        I    471  

         I        CSOLCSOLCSOLCWBGCRSQCWBGCSOLCSOLCSOLCWXNCLR2CATACESDCWXNCWXNCSOLCECICRSQCEDAI         

         I    CWBGCWXNCWXNCWXNCSOLCWBGCECICWXNCWXNCWXNCWXNCWBGCWBGCWBGCWXNCWXNCWXNCWBGCWBGCWBGI         

         ICATACSOLCWXNCWXNCWXNCSOLCSOLCSOLCWXNCWXNCWXNCWXNCSOLCSOLCSOLCWXNCWXNCWXNCSOLCSOLCSOLI         

         ICSOLCSOLCWXNCWXNCWXNCSOLCSOLCSOLCWXNCWXNCWXNCWXNCSOLCSOLCSOLCWXNCWXNCWXNCSOLCSOLCSOLI         

         II---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---          

          FridSatuSundMondTuesWednThurFridSatuSundMondTuesWednThurFridSatuSundMondTuesWednThur          

        04/01     04/03     04/06     04/08     04/11     04/13     04/16     04/18     04/21          

SYMBOLS:                      "X" =  TRANSACTION COUNT                                             

VPLOT2 Command-Create a Simple VPLOT2 Report
The following example uses the VPLOT and VPLOT2 commands to plot both transaction use and terminal response time:

VPLOT  TRAN USE  SCALE(50)    CHAR1(X)

 VPLOT2 TERM RESP SCALE(1.000) CHAR1(O)

  EACH 5 MINUTES

  FROM 12/07/08 00:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 09:00:00

END

RUN

SCALE(COMMON) Operand-Use the Same Scale

The following commands plot transaction use and data set use. The SCALE(COMMON) operand uses the same scale for
both variables being plotted.

VPLOT  TRAN USE    CHAR1(X)

 VPLOT2 DATASET USE CHAR1(O) SCALE(COMMON)

  FROM 12/07/08 00:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 09:00:00

  EACH 10 MINUTES

END

RUN

MPLOT Command-Used with One and Multiple Variables
Use the MPLOT command to produce a vertical plot similar to the one produced by the VPLOT command. The difference
is that MPLOT prints only the outline of the columns.

MPLOT lets you request multiple variables on the same report.

Example: Using Variables with the MPLOT Command

• Using One Variable with the MPLOT Command
The following example uses the MPLOT command to plot terminal response times:
MPLOT TRAN USE SCALE(50)

  EACH 5 MINUTES

  FROM 12/07/08 00:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 23:59:59

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:
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SHIFT  NONE

EACH   5 MINUTES                                        TRANSACTION COUNT

PERIOD NONE

  TRAN                                                                                                       

                TRAN

   USE                                                                                                       

                 USE 

--------                                                                                                     

               ------

    50   I                                                                                                   

            I     50

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                                                   

            I

    44   I                                                                                                   

            I     44

         I                                                                                                   

            I

         I                                                                 X                                 

            I

         I                                                                 X                                 

            I

         I                                                                 X                                 

            I

    38   I                                                         X       X   X                             

            I     38

         I                                                         X       X   X                             

            I

         I                                                         X       X X X                             

            I

         I                                                         X       X XXX                             

            I

         I                                                      X  X       X X X                             

            I

    32   I                                                  X   X  X       X X X                             

            I     32

         I                                                  X   X  X       X X X                             

            I

         I                                           X      X   X  X       X X X                    X        

            I

         I                                X          X      X   X  X       X X X                    X        

            I

         I                                X          X      X   X  X       X X X                    X        

            I

    26   I                                X          X      X   X  X       X X X   X          X     X        

            I     26

         I                                X          X      X   X  X       X X X   X          X     X        

            I
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         I                   X       X    X          X      X   X  X       X X X   X          X     X        

            I

         I                   X       X    X          X      X   X  X       X X X   X          X     X        

            I

         I                   X       X    X          X      X   X  X       X X X   X          X     X        

            I

    20   I                   X X     X X  XX    X    X     XX   X  XX      X X X   X          X     X        

       X    I     20

         I         X X  X    X X     X X  XX    XX X X     XX   X  X X     XX  X   X          X     X        

       X    I

         I         X X  X    X X     X X  X X X XX X XX    XX   X  X X     X   X  XX X        X     X        

       X    I

         I         X X  X    X X     X X  X X X XX X XX    XX   X  X X     X   X  XX X        X   X X        

       X    I

         I         X X  X    X X     X X  X X X XX X XX    XX   X  X X   X X   X  XX X        X   X X        

       X    I

    14   I         X X  X   XX X    XX X  X X X XX X XX    XX   X  X X   X X    X XX X        X   XXX        

       XX   I     14

         I         X X  X   XX X    XX X  X X X XX X XX    XX   X  X X   X X    X XX X        X  X  X        

       X X  I

        AI---------X-X--X---XX-X----XX-X--X-X-X-XX-X-XX----XX---X--X-X---X-X----X-XX-X--------X--X--

X------------X--X-X- I

         I         X X  X   XX X    XX X  X X X XX X XX    XX   X X  X   X X    X XX X        XX X  X        

    X  X X  I

         I         X X  X   XX X XX XX X  X X X XX XX X    XX  XX X  X   X X    X XX X      X XX X  X        

    XXX   X I

     8   I         X X  X   X X X  X X X  X X X XX X  X X  XX X X X  X X XX      X X X      X XX X  X     X  

    X     X I      8

         I         X X  X   X        X X  X X X X X   X XX XX X X X   XX X          XX  X  XX XX X  X     X  X

  X      X I

         I         X X  X   X        X X  X  XX X     X XX XX X X X    X X           X  X  XX XX X  X  X  X  X

  X      X I

         I     X  XX XX X  X         X X X    X X     X XX XX X X X     X            X  X  XX XX X  X  X  X  X

  X      X I

         I     X  XX XX X  X         X X X    X X     X X X  X  X X                  X  XX XX X X   X  XX X  X

  X      X I

     0   II---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------

I---------II      0

        00:00     00:50     01:40     02:30     03:20     04:10     05:00     05:50     06:40     07:30    

 08:20     09:10

        12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07     12/07    

 12/07

SYMBOLS:                      "X" =  TRANSACTION COUNT

• Using Two Variables with the MPLOT Command
The following example uses the MPLOT command to plot transaction use with Xs and terminal response time with Os:
MPLOT TRAN USE  SCALE(50)    CHAR1(X) AND,

      TERM RESP SCALE(1.000) CHAR1(O)

  EACH 5 MINUTES

  FROM 12/07/08 00:00:00

  TO   12/07/08 23:59:59

END
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RUN

• Using Three Variables with the MPLOT Command
The following commands add of a third variable, DATASET USE, which is plotted with plus signs (+):
FROM 12/07/08 00:00:00

TO   12/07/08 09:00:00

EACH 5 MINUTES

MPLOT TRAN USE    SCALE(50)    CHAR1(X) AND,

      TERM RESP   SCALE(1.000) CHAR1(O) AND,

      DATASET USE SCALE(75)    CHAR1(+)

END

RUN

HPLOT Command
Use the HPLOT command to plot the distribution of one variable based on the value of another variable. The variable that
you specify with the HPLOT command is plotted along the horizontal axis. The second variable, specified with the VPLOT
or the MPLOT command, is plotted vertically.

Use the HPLOT command with either the MPLOT or VPLOT command. The HPLOT command must follow the MPLOT or
VPLOT command. To set the plot character for an HPLOT report, specify the CHAR1 operand with the MPLOT or VPLOT
command.

EACH RECORD Command-Used with VPLOT and HPLOT

When you use the command EACH RECORD, always specify the SCALE operand with the HPLOT command.

The following commands are similar to the commands in the previous example with the following differences:

• The interval has been changed from each 5 minutes to each record
• The SCALE operand has been specified with both the VPLOT and HPLOT commands

VPLOT TRAN USE      SCALE(200)   CHAR1(X)

 HPLOT TRAN CPUTIME  SCALE(0.150)

 EACH RECORD

END

RUN

The previous commands generate a report like the following:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   RECORD                                         AVERAGE TRAN I/O TIME

PERIOD NONE

  TRAN

   USE

   200   I+           + + +

         IX           X X X

         IX           X X X

         IX           X X X

         IX         X XXX X

   175   IX         X XXX X

         IX         X XXX X

         IX         X XXX X

         IX         X XXX X

         IX         X XXX X
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   150   IX         X XXX X

         IX         X XXX X

         IX         X XXX X                                                                                  

       X

         IX         XXXXX X                                                                                  

       X

         IX         XXXXX X X                                                                                

       X

   125   IX         XXXXX X X                                                                                

       X

         IX         XXXXXXX X                                                                                

       X

         IX         XXXXXXX X X                                                                              

       X

         IX         XXXXXXX X X                                                                              

       X

         IX         XXXXXXX X X                                                                              

       X

   100   IX         XXXXXXX X X                                                                              

       X

         IX         XXXXXXX X X                                                                              

       X

         IX         XXXXXXX X X                                                                              

       X

         IX         XXXXXXX X X                                                                              

       X

         IX         XXXXXXX X X                                                                              

       X

    75   IX         XXXXXXX X X X                                                                            

       X

         IX         XXXXXXXXX X X                                                                            

       X

         IX       X XXXXXXXXXXX X X     X                                                                    

       X

         IX       X XXXXXXXXXXX X X X   X                                                                    

       X

         IX       XXXXXXXXXXXXX X X X   X                                                                    

       X

    50   IX       XXXXXXXXXXXXX X X X X X   X                                                                

       X

         IX       XXXXXXXXXXXXX X X X X X X X X   X   X                                                      

       X

         IX       XXXXXXXXXXXXX X X XXXXX X X X X X   X                                                      

       X

         IX       XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX XXXXX X X X X X X X                                                      

       X

         IX       XXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX X X X X X X X X                                                  

       X

    25   IX       XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X X XXXXX XXX X X X                                              

       X

         IX X X X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXX XXX X X X X X X X                                      

       X
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         IX XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX X XXX X X                                    

       X

         IXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX   X XXX X X        X               

       X

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXX XXX X XX XXXXXX XX  X XXX

       X

         II---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------

I     -

        0.000     0.015     0.030     0.045     0.060     0.075     0.090     0.105     0.120     0.135    

 0.150   X

                         A - 0.023

         SAMPLE COUNT ==> 8608            AVERAGE TRAN I/O TIME              SAMPLES WITHIN H-SCALE ==> 8466 

   98.3%

                                                                             SAMPLES WITHIN V-SCALE ==> 8608 

  100.0

EACH RECORD Command-Used with MPLOT and HPLOT

The following commands are identical to the commands in the previous example except that MPLOT has been used
instead of VPLOT.

MPLOT TRAN USE      SCALE(200)  

HPLOT TRAN CPUTIME  SCALE(0.150)

 EACH RECORD

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   RECORD                                         AVERAGE TRAN I/O TIME

PERIOD NONE

  TRAN

   USE

   200   I+           + + +

         IX           X X X

         IX           X X X

         IX           X X X

         IX         X XXX X

   175   IX         X X X X

         IX         X X X X

         IX         X X X X

         IX         X X X X

         IX         X X X X

   150   IX         X X X X

         IX         X X X X

         IX         X X X X                                                                                  

       X

         IX         XX  X X                                                                                  

       "

         IX         X   X X X                                                                                

       "
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   125   IX         X   X X X                                                                                

       "

         IX         X    XX X                                                                                

       "

         IX         X     X X X                                                                              

       "

         IX         X     X X X                                                                              

       "

         IX         X     X X X                                                                              

       "

   100   IX         X     X X X                                                                              

       "

         IX         X     X X X                                                                              

       "

         IX         X     X X X                                                                              

       "

         IX         X     X X X                                                                              

       "

         IX         X     X X X                                                                              

       "

    75   IX         X     X X X X                                                                            

       "

         IX         X      XX X X                                                                            

       "

         IX       X X        XX X X     X                                                                    

       "

         IX       X X         X X X X   X                                                                    

       "

         IX       XX          X X X X   X                                                                    

       "

    50   IX       X           X X X X X X   X                                                                

       "

         IX       X           X X X X X X X X X   X   X                                                      

       "

         IX       X           X X X XX XX X X X X X   X                                                      

       "

         IX       X           X XXX X   X X X X X X X X                                                      

       "

         IX       X           X X  X     XX X X X X X X X X                                                  

       "

    25   IX       X            X          X X X XX XX XXX X X X                                              

       "

         IX X X X X                        XX XX    X X X X X X X X X X                                      

       "

         IX XX XX X                          X       X   XX XXX X XXX X X                                    

       "

         I X    X X                                        X   X X  X XXX   X XXX X X        X               

       "

         I       X                                                   X   XXXX X  XX XXX X XX XXXXXX XX  X XXX

       "

         II---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------

I     -
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        0.000     0.015     0.030     0.045     0.060     0.075     0.090     0.105     0.120     0.135    

 0.150   X

                         A - 0.023

         SAMPLE COUNT ==> 8608            AVERAGE TRAN I/O TIME              SAMPLES WITHIN H-SCALE ==> 8466 

   98.3%

                                                                             SAMPLES WITHIN V-SCALE ==> 8608 

  100.0

SCALE Operand-Used with HPLOT and VPLOT

The following example uses the HPLOT and VPLOT commands to produce a terminal response time distribution plot:

VPLOT TRAN USE  SCALE(300)

 HPLOT TERM RESP SCALE(1.000)

 EACH RECORD

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   RECORD                                     TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

PERIOD NONE

  TRAN

   USE

   300   I+                                                                                                  

       +

         IX                                                                                                  

       X

         IXX                                                                                                 

       X

         IXX                                                                                                 

       X

         IXX  X                                                                                              

       X

   263   IXX XX                                                                                              

       X

         IXX XX                                                                                              

       X

         IXX XX                                                                                              

       X

         IXX XXX                                                                                             

       X

         IXX XXX                                                                                             

       X

   225   IXX XXX                                                                                             

       X

         IXX XXX                                                                                             

       X

         IXXXXXX                X                                                                            

       X

         IXXXXXX               XXXX                                                                          

       X
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         IXXXXXXX              XXXX                                                                          

       X

   188   IXXXXXXX              XXXX                                                                          

       X

         IXXXXXXX              XXXX                                                                          

       X

         IXXXXXXX              XXXXX                                                                         

       X

         IXXXXXXX              XXXXX                                                                         

       X

         IXXXXXXX              XXXXX                                                                         

       X

   150   IXXXXXXX              XXXXX                                                                         

       X

         IXXXXXXX              XXXXXX                                                                        

       X

         IXXXXXXX             XXXXXXX                                                                        

       X

         IXXXXXXX             XXXXXXX                                                                        

       X

         IXXXXXXX             XXXXXXX X                                                                      

       X

   113   IXXXXXXX             XXXXXXXXX                                                                      

       X

         IXXXXXXXX            XXXXXXXXXX                                                                     

       X

         IXXXXXXXX            XXXXXXXXXXX                                                                    

       X

         IXXXXXXXX           XXXXXXXXXXXX                                                                    

       X

         IXXXXXXXXX          XXXXXXXXXXXXX                                                                   

       X

    75   IXXXXXXXXX   XX     XXXXXXXXXXXXX                                                                   

       X

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     XXXXXXXXXXXXX                                                                   

       X

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    XXXXXXXXXXXXXX  X                                                               

       X

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXX X                                                            

       X

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                                                            

       X

    38   IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX X  X                                                    

       X

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X X                                                

       X

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   X  X                                         

       X

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X   XX                              

       X

         IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X X  XX     X X

      X
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         II---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------I---------

I     -

        0.000     0.100     0.200     0.300     0.400     0.500     0.600     0.700     0.800     0.900    

 1.000   X

                                     A - 0.275

         SAMPLE COUNT ==> 8991        TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME         SAMPLES WITHIN H-SCALE ==> 8620 

   95.8%

                                                                             SAMPLES WITHIN V-SCALE ==> 8991 

  100.0

SCALE Command-Change the Scale

The following commands are identical to the commands in the previous example with the following differences:

• The scale specified with the MPLOT command has been changed to 300
• The letter M has been specified as the plot character

MPLOT TRAN USE      SCALE(300)   CHAR1(M)

 EACH RECORD

END

RUN

Graph Reports
This section explains the GRAF and GRAF2 command reports.

GRAF Command-Create a GRAF Report
Graph reports are graphs used to compare related identifiers.

The GRAF command produces a single-line bar graph of the performance of each identifier that is associated with a
variable. For example, using the GRAF command with a TRANSACTION variable produces a bar graph of the variable for
each transaction.

The following commands produce a graph of transaction lifetime. The log file can contain data that covers many months.
Use the FROM and TO commands to limit the report. For example, limit the report to transactions active between 10:00
a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on 12/08/10.

GRAF TRAN LIFE SCALE(1.598)

  FROM 12/08/10 10:00:00

  TO   12/08/10 18:00:00

RANGE TRAN LIFE 0-2.000 DEFERRED

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   DAY                                         TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

PERIOD NONE

                  0     0.160     0.320     0.479     0.639     0.799     0.959     1.119     1.278     1.438

     1.598    X

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+
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CRSQ            

  .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 1.598

CATD              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   .

         . 1.376

CSSF              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.767

END               .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.403

VGBR              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.371

CSNE              .XXXXXXXXXXXXX      .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.211

PSPI              .XXXXXXXXX.         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.149

POSS              .XXXXXX   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.092

CSAC              .XX       .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.038

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     0.160     0.320     0.479     0.639     0.799     0.959     1.119     1.278     1.438

     1.598    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

EACH Command -- Create Reports with Multiple Graphs

By default, graph reports include the following items:

• One detail line for each identifier
• Shows the value of the variable that is specified for that identifier during the time period that is covered in the report

Using the EACH command with the GRAF command produces a detail line for each identifier for each time period that is
specified by the EACH command.

The following FROM, TO, and EACH commands produce a report on transaction lifetimes for a given shift each week for
one month:

GRAF TRANSACTION USE

  FROM 01/05/10 00.00.00

  TO   02/01/10 00.00.00

  EACH WEEK

  SHIFT 23:00:00 07:00:00

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

                  0     1.200     2.400     3.600     4.800     6.000     7.200     8.400     9.600     10.80

     12.00    X

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

01/05/08 23.00.00 .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .

 CSTE              .XXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .     1
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CSTA              .XXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .     1

                  .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .

 01/12/08 23.00.00 .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .

 CINQ            

  .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    12

CSSN              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       .         .         .         .         .

         .     5

OSSN              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      .         .         .         .         .         .

         .     4

PINQ              .XXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .     1

                  .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .

 01/20/08 23.00.00 .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .

 JCLR              .XXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .     1

EDII              .XXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .     1

                  .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .

 01/27/08 23.00.00 .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .

 CINQ              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .     3

CUST              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .     2

CSSN              .XXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .     1

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     1.200     2.400     3.600     4.800     6.000     7.200     8.400     9.600     10.80

     12.00    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TRANSACTION USE.

FOR Operand-Limit Lines in a Graph

Use the FOR n operand to produce a report on the n resources with the highest or lowest values for the variable being
graphed.

Example: FOR Operand

The following commands graph average transaction lifetime by terminal. The FOR operand limits the report to the 20
terminals that have the longest transaction lifetimes. The CHAR1 operand sets the plot character to T. A continuation
comma is used to continue the GRAF command to a second line.

GRAF TERMID TRAN LIFETIME,

  FOR 20 CHAR1(T)

 END
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RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   DAY                                         TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

PERIOD NONE

                  0     45.47     90.94     136.4     181.8     227.3     272.8     318.3     363.7     409.2

     454.7    T

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

AF2P            

  .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 454.7

BP1P              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT        .

         . 368.7

N/A               .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT       .         .

         . 326.2

0A19              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT       .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 147.4

F015              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT       .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 102.2

WA2D              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT       .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 101.7

F025              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 80.94

ZA00              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT  .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 77.01

RW1P              .TTTTTTTTTTTTT      .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 58.10

F018              .TTTTTTTTTTTTT      .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 58.09

F028              .TTTTTTTTTTTT       .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 56.58

F026              .TTTTTTTTTTTT       .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 55.34

CG1P              .TTTTTTTTTTT        .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 49.81

F024              .TTTTTTTTTT         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 45.27

BP4P              .TTTTTTTTTT         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 44.36

MB1P              .TTTTTTTT .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 36.87

0A0F              .TTTTTTTT .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 35.20

MP4P              .TTTTTT   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 29.41

F041              .TTTTTT   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 28.89

4A01              .TTTTTT   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 28.84

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+
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                  0     45.47     90.94     136.4     181.8     227.3     272.8     318.3     363.7     409.2

     454.7    T

SYMBOLS:  "T" =  TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

GRAF JOBNAME-Graph by an Alternate Resource

By default, the GRAF command produces a report on the identifiers that are associated with the specified variable. To
graph the value of the variable for resources of another type, specify an ID option with the GRAF command.

Example: Report Jobname Usage

The following example uses the ID option JOBNAME to produce a report on transaction usage by CICS jobname rather
than by transaction ID. Transaction ID is the default for TRANSACTION variables.

GRAF JOBNAME TRANSACTION USE

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

                  0     191.9     383.8     575.7     767.6     959.5      1151      1343      1535      1727

      1919    X

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

CICSA           

  .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  1919

CICSB             .XXXXXXXXXXXX       .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .   236

CICSTEST          .XXXXXXXXXXX        .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .   219

CICSX1            .XXXXXX   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .   108

CICSX2            .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         .     6

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     191.9     383.8     575.7     767.6     959.5      1151      1343      1535      1727

      1919    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TRANSACTION USE

RANGE Command-Create Reports with a Specified Range

Use the RANGE command to restrict a report to resources whose activity falls within a specified range.

The following commands produce a graph of the lifetime of transactions with an average lifetime of 1.000 second or less.
Because the DEFERRED operand is specified with the RANGE command, the range criterion check occurs after all data
has been read. The Report Writer can determine the average lifetime of each transaction.

GRAF TRAN LIFETIME SCALE(1.000)

  FROM 12/08/10 10:00:00

  TO   12/08/10 18:00:00

  RANGE TRAN LIFE 0.000-1.000 DEFERRED

END

RUN
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A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   DAY                                         TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

PERIOD NONE

                  0     0.100     0.200     0.300     0.400     0.500     0.600     0.700     0.800     0.900

     1.000    X

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

CSSF              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  .         .

         . 0.767

END               .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.403

VGBR              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.371

CSNE              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX        .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.211

PSPI              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.149

POSS              .XXXXXXXXX.         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.092

CSAC              .XXXX     .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.038

CSPQ              .XXX      .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.032

CSGM              .XXX      .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.028

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     0.100     0.200     0.300     0.400     0.500     0.600     0.700     0.800     0.900

     1.000    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

SCALE(n) Operand-Change the Scale of a Graph

Use the SCALE(n) operand to alter the scale of a graph report.

If the variable does not yield results with a decimal point, you cannot use a decimal point in the SCALE operand.

Example: SCALE(n) Operand

The following commands produce a report similar to the preceding one but with a scale of 100.0. The FOR operand limits
the report to 15 terminals.

GRAF TERMID TRAN LIFE FOR 15 CHAR1(T) SCALE(100.0)

 END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   DAY                                         TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

PERIOD NONE

                  0     10.00     20.00     30.00     40.00     50.00     60.00     70.00     80.00     90.00

     100.0    T
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                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

AF2P            

  .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT> 454.7

BP1P            

  .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT> 368.7

N/A             

  .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT> 326.2

0A19            

  .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT> 147.4

F015            

  .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT> 102.2

WA2D            

  .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT> 101.7

F025              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT        .

         . 80.94

ZA00              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT  .         .

         . 77.01

RW1P              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT .         .         .         .

         . 58.10

F018              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT .         .         .         .

         . 58.09

F028              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT  .         .         .         .

         . 56.58

F026              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT    .         .         .         .

         . 55.34

CG1P              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT         .         .         .         .

         . 49.81

F024              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT    .         .         .         .         .

         . 45.27

BP4P              .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT     .         .         .         .         .

         . 44.36

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     10.00     20.00     30.00     40.00     50.00     60.00     70.00     80.00     90.00

     100.0    T

SYMBOLS:  "T" =  TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

When the value of the variable exceeds the scale used, a greater-than sign (>) appears to the right of the graph for the
resource. See the first several transactions in the preceding report.

SORT ASCENDING-Sort Graph Reports

Use the SORT ASCENDING operand to sort a graph report in ascending order.

The following commands produce a report on the ten transactions with the shortest average transaction lifetimes:

GRAF TRAN LIFETIME FOR 10 SORT ASCENDING SCALE(0.200)

 END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE
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EACH   DAY                                         TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

PERIOD NONE

                  0     0.020     0.040     0.060     0.080     0.100     0.120     0.140     0.160     0.180

     0.200    X

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

WARE              .XXXXXXXXX.         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.018

CSNE              .XXXXXXXXXXXXX      .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.026

CSPG              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.032

CSPS              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.057

CSPQ              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.060

CSAC              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX      .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.066

WISC              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.080

POSS              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX         .         .         .

         . 0.120

END               .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  .         .         .

         . 0.135

PART              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX        .

         . 0.162

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     0.020     0.040     0.060     0.080     0.100     0.120     0.140     0.160     0.180

     0.200    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

SHIFT Command-Create Reports on Specified Shifts

Use the SHIFT command to create reports that cover only certain hours of the day.

The following commands produce a report on:

• The five transactions active between 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. the week of January 5 2010
• The transactions contain names starting with C that have the shortest lifetimes

GRAF TRAN LIFETIME SCALE(1.0) TRANID(C*),

     FOR 5 SORT ASCENDING

  FROM 01/05/10 00.00.00

  TO   01/11/10 00.00.00

 SHIFT 23:00:00 07:00:00

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

                  0     0.100     0.200     0.300     0.400     0.500     0.600     0.700     0.800     0.900

     1.000    X
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                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

CSTA              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX    .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.354

CSSN            

  .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX> 1.395

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     0.100     0.200     0.300     0.400     0.500     0.600     0.700     0.800     0.900

     1.000    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TRANSACTION LIFETIME IN SECONDS.

Although FOR 5 is used in the previous report, only two transactions appear. Those transactions are the only ones that
were used during the 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. shift whose names started with C.

TRANID ID Option-Specify the Resources to be Included in a Graph

Use an ID option and identifiers with the GRAF command to specify the resources to include in a graph report. You can
specify individual resources or groups of resources.

Example: TRANID ID Option on the GRAF Command

Use the TRANID ID option and the generic identifier (C*) to include in the report only the transactions whose names start
with C:

GRAF TRAN LIFE TRANID(C*) SCALE(1.598)

  FROM 12/08/10 10:00:00

  TO   12/08/10 18:00:00

RANGE TRAN LIFE 0-2.000 DEFERRED

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   DAY                                         TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

PERIOD NONE

                  0     0.160     0.320     0.479     0.639     0.799     0.959     1.119     1.278     1.438

     1.598    X

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

CRSQ            

  .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 1.598

CATD              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   .

         . 1.376

CSSF              .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.767

CSNE              .XXXXXXXXXXXXX      .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.211

CSAC              .XX       .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 0.038

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+
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                  0     0.160     0.320     0.479     0.639     0.799     0.959     1.119     1.278     1.438

     1.598    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

GRAF2 Command Restrictions
Use the GRAF2 command with the GRAF command. Be sure that the variables you specify with the GRAF and GRAF2
commands are logically related.

Examples: Correct and Incorrect Usage of GRAF and GRAF2

• Transaction Use
Correct:
GRAF  TRANSACTION USE

GRAF2 TERMINAL IO

Incorrect:
GRAF  DATASET REQUESTS

GRAF2 TRANSACTION USE

• Terminal Response
Correct:
GRAF  TERMINAL RESP

GRAF2 TRANSACTION USE

Incorrect:
GRAF  DATASET SERVTIME

GRAF2 PROGRAM USE

• Transaction Use
Correct:
GRAF  TRANSACTION USE

GRAF2 VARS TERM USE AND,

           PROGRAM USE AND,

           TRANSIENT USE

Incorrect:
GRAF  TERMINAL IO

GRAF2 VARS TERM USE AND,

           PROGRAM USE AND,

           TRANSIENT USE

• Terminal IO
Correct:
GRAF  TERMINAL IO

GRAF2 VARS TERM USE AND,

           TERM RESP AND,

           TERM MAXRESP AND,

           TERM BYTESREAD

Incorrect:
GRAF  TERMINAL IO

GRAF2 VARS TERM USE AND,

           TRANSACTION USE
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FOR Operand-Limit the Number of Identifiers in a GRAF2 Report

Use the FOR n operand to produce a report on the n resources with the highest or lowest values for the variable being
graphed. The highest or lowest values depend on the sorting order. You can specify the FOR operand only with the first
variable you specify with the GRAF2 command.

The following commands produce a report showing:

• The four transactions with the longest lifetimes
• The three terminals with the highest response times for each of those four transactions

The character F is used to graph transaction life and R is used to graph terminal response time.

GRAF  TRAN LIFE FOR 4 CHAR1(F)

 GRAF2 TERM RESP FOR 3 CHAR1(R)

 END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   DAY                                         TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

PERIOD NONE

                 0     51.36     102.7     154.0     205.4     256.8     308.1     359.5     410.9     462.2 

    513.6    F

                 0     0.225     0.449     0.674     0.899     1.123     1.348     1.573     1.798     2.022 

    2.247         R

                 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

PINV           

  .FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 513.6 

  4A08           .RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.365

  4A01           .RRRRRRRRR.         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.207

  8A21           .RRRRRR   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.142

PBLM             .FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF       .         . 

        . 370.0

  8A26           .RRRRRR   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.126

  0A02           .RRRRR    .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.109

  8A09           .RRRR     .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.093

SOIN             .FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF   .         .         .         . 

        . 285.7

  0A02           .RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR      .         .         . 

        .       1.41

  F024           .RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.892

  8A21           .RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR.         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.887

RECE             .FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF    .         .         .         .         .         . 

        . 180.0
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  F025         

  .RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR      

 2.247

  0A02           .RRRRRRRRRRR        .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.243

  F005           .RRRRRRRRR.         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.211

                 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                 0     0.225     0.449     0.674     0.899     1.123     1.348     1.573     1.798     2.022 

    2.247          R

                 0     51.36     102.7     154.0     205.4     256.8     308.1     359.5     410.9     462.2 

    513.6    F

SYMBOLS: "F" =  TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

         "R" =  TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

GRAF2 Command Used with Multiple Variables

Use multiple variables with the GRAF2 command to compare the performance of a class of resources with respect to
those variables. For example, you can compare the performance of transactions with respect to terminal use, terminal
response time, and data sets I/O.

When you specify more than one variable with the GRAF2 command, a one-line bar graph is created for each variable
specified. The bar graph represents average performance for all active identifiers associated with the variable.

Commands to Produce a Report on Three Transactions

The following commands produce a report on the three transactions with the longest lifetimes. For each transaction, the
number of file requests, terminal I/Os, and transaction waits per use are also plotted, using a scale of 50. The VARS
operand precedes the variables specified with the GRAF2 command.

GRAF       TRAN LIFE     SCALE(100) FOR 3

 GRAF2 VARS DATASET USE   SCALE(50) AND,

           TERM IO                 AND,

           TRAN WAITS

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   DAY

PERIOD NONE

                 0     10.00     20.00     30.00     40.00     50.00     60.00     70.00     80.00     90.00 

    100.0    X

                 0         5        10        15        20        25        30        35        40        45 

       50          *

                 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

SPAR           

  .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 99.88

  FILE USE       .******************************************************************   .         .         . 

        .          33
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  TERM IO        .******************************************       .         .         .         .         . 

        .          21

  TRAN WAITS   

  .**********************************************************************************************     .      

    47

PDDR             .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  .         .         .         .         .         . 

        . 37.29

  FILE USE       .********************************************************** .         .         .         . 

        .          29

  TERM IO        .********************************************************   .         .         .         . 

        .          28

  TRAN WAITS     .************************************************************         .         .         . 

        .          3

DEDA             .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  .         .         .         .         .         . 

        . 36.58

  FILE USE     

  .***************************************************************************************************>      

    76

  TERM IO      

  .***************************************************************************************************>      

    64

  TRAN WAITS   

  .***************************************************************************************************>      

    90

                 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                 0         5        10        15        20        25        30        35        40        45 

       50          *

                 0     10.00     20.00     30.00     40.00     50.00     60.00     70.00     80.00     90.00 

    100.0    X

SYMBOLS:  "X" = TRANSACTION AVERAGE LIFETIME

Commands to Graph Transactions

The following commands graph the transaction use of the eight transactions used the least, and, for each:

• The number of files used
• The amount of transaction waits per use

The CHAR1 operands specify a different plot character for each variable.

GRAF       TRAN USE  CHAR1(U) SCALE(10) FOR 8 SORT ASCENDING

GRAF2 VARS FILE USE  CHAR1(F) SCALE(40) AND,

           TRAN WAIT CHAR1(W) 

END

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   DAY

PERIOD NONE

                 0         1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9 

       10    U
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                 0     4.000     8.000     12.00     16.00     20.00     24.00     28.00     32.00     36.00 

    40.00          W

                 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

BOEF             .UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .     2

  FILE USE       .FFFFFFF  .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .           3

  TRAN WAITTIME  .WWW      .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       1.049

PBLM             .UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .     3

  FILE USE       .FFFFFFF  .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .           3

  TRAN WAITTIME  .WWW      .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       1.167

PDDR             .UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU         .         .         .         .         . 

        .     4

  FILE USE       .FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF       .         . 

        .          29

  TRAN WAITTIME  .WW       .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.868

PSOM             .UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU         .         .         .         .         . 

        .     4

  FILE USE     

  .FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF>      

  939

  TRAN WAITTIME  .WWWWWWWWWWWWWW     .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       5.755

SPON             .UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU         .         .         .         .         . 

        .     4

  FILE USE     

  .FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF>      

   425

  TRAN WAITTIME  .WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       11.16

SPAR             .UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU         .         .         .         .         . 

        .     4

  FILE USE       .FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF       . 

        .          33

  TRAN WAITTIME  .WW       .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.756

PINT             .UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU         .         .         .         .         . 

        .     4

  FILE USE       .FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF    .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .           

  TRAN WAITTIME  .WWWWWW   .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       2.266

DOEF             .UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU         .         .         .         .         . 

        .     4

  FILE USE     

  .FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF  .      

    39
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  TRAN WAITTIME  .WWWWW    .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       1.804

                 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                 0     4.000     8.000     12.00     16.00     20.00     24.00     28.00     32.00     36.00 

    40.00          W

                 0         1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9 

       10    U

SYMBOLS:  "U" = TRANSACTION COUNT

GRAF2 TRANNUM-GRAF2 Command with an Identifier

When you specify a single variable with the GRAF2 command, you can specify an ID option with the GRAF2 command.
Specifying an ID option graphs by an identifier other than the default.

The following commands produce a report on the three users with the highest terminal response times. For each user,
terminal response times for the five transactions with the highest terminal response times are also graphed. If the ID
option TRANNUM had not been specified with the GRAF2 command, the graphs would have been by terminal ID.
Terminal ID is the default for terminal variables.

GRAF  USERID  TERM RESP FOR 3 SCALE(2.000) CHAR1(U)

 GRAF2 TRANNUM TERM RESP FOR 5 SCALE(2.000) CHAR1(T)

 END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

SHIFT  NONE

EACH   DAY                                        TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

PERIOD NONE

                 0     0.200     0.400     0.600     0.800     1.000     1.200     1.400     1.600     1.800 

    2.000    O

                 0     0.889     1.777     2.666     3.554     4.443     5.332     6.220     7.109     7.997 

    8.886          T

                 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

HYZHE01          .UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU . 

        . 1.751

  0004482      

  .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT      

 8.886

  0004475        .TTT      .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.246

  0004471        .TT       .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.203

  0004706        .TT       .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.138

  0005782        .T        .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       0.04

STEMA14          .UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU    .         .         .         .         .         . 

        . 0.696

  0000585        .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT.         .         . 

        .       6.129
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  0000090        .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT       .         .         .         .         . 

        .       3.74

  0000943        .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT.         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       3.475

  0000072        .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT    .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       3.068

  0000043        .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT      .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       2.900

ROBJA01          .UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU  .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        . 0.547

  0001243        .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT   .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       3.178

  0001230        .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       2.709

  0001094        .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT.         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       2.616

  0000625        .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT.         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       1.648

  0000183        .TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT  .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       1.518

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0     0.889     1.777     2.666     3.554     4.443     5.332     6.220     7.109     7.997

     8.886          T

                  0     0.200     0.400     0.600     0.800     1.000     1.200     1.400     1.600     1.800

     2.000    O

SYMBOLS: "U" =  TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

         "T" =  TERMINAL AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME

SCALE Operand-Change the Scale of a GRAF2 Report

Use the SCALE operand to specify a scale for the GRAF2 variable. This operand is useful for creating a common scale in
reports on time-related variables such as variables for transaction lifetime and terminal response time.

The following commands include the SCALE operand to produce a report that uses the same scale for both the GRAF
and GRAF2 variables. The default plot characters are used:

GRAF  TRANSACTION LIFE FOR 3 SCALE(100.0)

 GRAF2 TERMINAL    RESP FOR 2 SCALE(100.0)

 END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

                                                                                                             

             X

                 0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90 

      100          *

                 +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

PVCK             .XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

        . 91.40
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  L401         

  .***************************************************************************************************>      

 168.7

  L205         

  .***************************************************************************************************>      

 110.

 JOUR             .XXXXXXXXXX         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .

         . 10.09

  L205           .************       .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       11.65

  L702           .**********         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       10.13

PIAF             .XXXX     .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        . 4.461

  L601           .**********         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       9.968

  L703           .**********         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       9.828

  L407           .******** .         .         .         .         .         .         .         .         . 

        .       8.237

                  +.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........+.........

+.........+

                  0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80        90

       100          *

                                                                                                             

              X

SYMBOLS:  "X" =  TRANSACTION LIFETIME IN SECONDS.

          "*" =  TERMINAL RESPONSE TIME IN SECONDS.

Historical Reports
You can create historical reports using the FLASHBACK LIST command. Historical, or flashback, reports are tabular
reports with detailed transaction information. The FLASHBACK LIST generates one line of output per transaction.

Transactions are presented in chronological order of ending time. You cannot sort flashback reports.

To create historical reports, review the following items:

• Report Writer commands
• Descriptions of Report Writer variables and lists of the ID options you can use with each class of variable
• Descriptions of ID options and their use with commands and variables

WARNING
Each flashback report must run as a single report in a separate run. You cannot specify another primary report
command (TAB, PLOT, or GRAF) in a job stream with a FLASHBACK LIST command.

Output Considerations

The FLASHBACK commands can generate enormous amounts of output when run against a large input file. To avoid
problems, use the FROM and TO commands, the SELECT command, or the COUNT command to limit output.

When you do not use the FROM and TO commands, the corresponding FROM and TO fields in the printout page headers
are not utilized. Also, the values are set to the default dates and times (01/01/00 00.00.00, 12/31/99 23.59.59).

The way the FLASHBACK reports process records prevents from enumerating the date and time range of the records.
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FLASHBACK LIST Command
Use the FLASHBACK LIST command to produce a tabular report containing one line of output per transaction or event.

To produce default FLASHBACK reports for various systems:

FLASHBACK [LIST] system  

system
Designates one of the following systems:

• CICS
• IMS
• AUDITLOG
• MVS

Create a Customized FLASHBACK LIST Report
You can produce a FLASHBACK LIST report that has:

• The date, time, or day in the first column
• The date and time in the first two columns

To produce these reports, specify the DATE, TIME, DAY, or DATETIME operand with the FLASHBACK LIST command.

The width of the output page limits the number of columns that can appear in a report. Use the DATE, TIME, DAY, or
DATETIME operand only if you specify the variables to include in your report and limit their number. The number of
variables you can specify depends upon the width of the column that is required for each.

Example: Sample Commands

The following FLASHBACK LIST command is specified with the DATETIME operand. The COUNT command, which
is specified with the SELECTED operand, limits the report to 15 transactions meeting the FROM or the TO criterion
specified.

FLASHBACK LIST DATETIME TRANID TRAN LIFE AND,

                         TRAN I/OTIME    AND,

                         TRAN WAIT       AND,

                         TRAN SUSP       AND,

                         TERM I/OTIME    AND,

                         TRAN CPU

  FROM 12/06/08 21:00:00

  TO   12/06/08 22:00:00

  COUNT 15 SELECTED

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

                   TRAN      TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN

  DATE     TIME      ID      LIFE      I/O     WAIT     SUSP     TMIO      CPU

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

12/06/08 21.16.58 CSDA      0.016    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.011

12/06/08 21.21.52 CIRB      13.30    0.000    1.375    0.000    1.521    1.175

12/06/08 21.22.41 TCP       911.9    0.381    901.3    0.000    0.000    2.110

12/06/08 21.24.20 TCP       912.3    0.000    906.8    0.000    0.000    1.051

12/06/08 21.22.42 KCP       912.3    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    1.878

12/06/08 21.23.06 JJJ       937.1    0.000    0.418    934.7    0.000    1.942
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12/06/08 21.23.06 CATD      6.529    0.000    0.124    0.000    0.000    0.326

12/06/08 21.23.07 CSNE      0.081    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.068

12/06/08 21.23.08 CSGM      0.264    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.017    0.010

12/06/08 21.23.15 VGBR      0.332    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.023

12/06/08 21.23.41 VGBQ      19.33    0.000    0.000    0.000    18.40    0.151

12/06/08 21.28.18 VGBS      306.6    0.000    0.000    0.000    304.6    0.633

12/06/08 21.28.20 CSAC      0.647    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.015

12/06/08 21.28.23 END       0.486    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.232

12/06/08 21.28.23 CSNE      0.020    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.000    0.003

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

12/06/08 21.28.23           251.3    0.024    113.1    58.42    20.29    0.602

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

Create a Default FLASHBACK AUDITLOG Report
To create a default audit flashback report, specify the following command without any ID options or variables:

FLASHBACK AUDITLOG 

Use either the COUNT or FROM and TO commands to limit report output.

The following commands produce the default FLASHBACK AUDITLOG report. The FROM and TO commands limit the
report to a short time period.

FLASHBACK AUDITLOG

FROM 05/31/09 20.04.01

TO   05/31/09 20.06.00

END 

RUN

A report like the following is generated:

                       AUDIT        SYSTEM   SUBSYS    JOB      TASK   SECURITY PRODUCT    USER   TERMINAL

  DATE     TIME        TYPE          NAME      ID      ID       NAME    GROUP   RELEASE     ID       ID   

-------- -------- ---------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

05/31/09 20.04.29 Session Logon    MF99       GSVX   TSU53679          DEFAULT    12.0   MOLCE01  A55T    

05/31/09 20.04.46 Session Logoff   MF99       GSVX   TSU53679          DEFAULT    12.0   MOLCE01  A55T    

05/31/09 20.04.55 Session Logon    MF99       GSVX   TSU53463          DEFAULT    12.0   ROGRO02  A55T    

05/31/09 20.05.00 Session Logon    MF99       GSVX   STC47269          ADMIN      12.0   STCSYS           

05/31/09 20.05.00 Session Logon    MF99       GSVX   STC47268          ADMIN      12.0   STCSYS           

05/31/09 20.05.00 Session Logoff   MF99       GSVX   STC47269          ADMIN      12.0   STCSYS           

05/31/09 20.05.02 Session Logoff   MF99       GSVX   STC47268          ADMIN      12.0   STCSYS           

05/31/09 20.05.16 JES2 Job Modify  MF99       GSVX   TSU53463          DEFAULT    12.0   ROGRO02  A55T    

05/31/09 20.05.16 Console command  MF99       GSVX   TSU53463          DEFAULT    12.0   ROGRO02  A55T    

05/31/09 20.05.39 Session Logon    MF99       GSVX   TSU53679          DEFAULT    12.0   MOLCE01  A55T    

-------- -------- ---------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

05/31/09 20.05.39                                                                                         

-------- -------- ---------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------------  - --------

The sample report contains following information:

DATE
Specifies the date when audit event occurred.

TIME
Specifies the time when audit event occurred.
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AUDIT TYPE
Specifies the audit record type.

SYSTEM NAME
Specifies the name of the system where audit event occurred.

SUBSYS ID
Specifies the name of subsystem.

JOB ID
Specifies the ID of the job that caused the event.

TASK NAME
Specifies the task name.

SECURITY GROUP
Specifies the name of a security group to which a user or program that caused an audit event belongs.

PRODUCT RELEASE
Specifies the product release.

USER ID
Specifies the ID of user that causes an audit event.

TERMINAL ID
Specifies the ID of terminal used by user that causes an event.

Create a Default FLASHBACK IMS Report
The FLASHBACK IMS reports provide you with detailed information about IMS transactions.

To create a default IMS flashback report, specify the following command without any ID options or variables:

FLASHBACK IMS 

The same rules apply as for the other default reports, for example, the default CICS FLASHBACK LIST Report.

The sample report contains following information:

DATE
Specifies the date when the audit event occurred.

TIME
Specifies the time when the audit event occurred.

TRAN ID
Specifies the transaction ID.

PSB NAME
Specifies the program specification block.

PST NUM
Specifies the partition specification table number.

LTERM
Specifies the logical terminal name.

REGION NAME
Specifies the region name.

PROC TYPE
Specifies the transaction processing type.
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TRAN LIFE
Specifies the transaction lifetime in seconds.

TRAN INQUEU
Specifies the input queue time in seconds.

TRAN OUTQUEU
Specifies the output queue time in seconds.

TRAN PROC
Specifies the transaction processing time in seconds.

Create Report with Specified Columns
To produce a flashback report with columns that are different from the default report, specify one or more variables with
the FLASHBACK LIST command. A column is created in the report for each variable that you specify.

The following commands produce a report that displays components of transaction lifetime:

FLASHBACK CICS TIME TRANID TRANNUM,

                           TRAN LIFETIME  AND,

                           TRAN CPUTIME   AND,

                           TRAN I/OTIME   AND,

                           TRAN WAITTIME  AND,

                           TRAN SUSPTIME  AND,

                           TRAN IRSPTIME  AND,

                           TRAN FC-IOWAIT AND,

                           TRAN TMIOTIME

  COUNT 10

END

RUN

A report that is similar to the following sample is generated:

           TRAN     TRAN      TRAN      TRAN       TRAN       TRAN       TRAN       TRAN       TRAN       TRAN

  TIME      ID     NUMBER     LIFE       CPU        I/O       WAIT       SUSP     INT RESP     FCIO       TMIO

-------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

 ----------

05.59.09 CSDA     0000986   5.263927   0.175776   0.028211   0.000477   5.082519   0.209640   0.028211  

 5.054287

06.04.45 CIRB     0000987   49.98005   0.021739   0.003090   0.000029   49.95529   0.027854   0.003090  

 49.95220

06.04.49 TCP      0000988   2.642861   0.004462   0.000443   0.000045   2.556675   0.088481   0.000443  

 2.554380

06.05.01 TCP      0000989   4.129006   0.183968   0.032570   0.001775   3.936288   0.225317   0.032570  

 3.903689

06.05.04 KCP      0000069   2.786460   0.012279   0.000162   0.000048   2.770301   0.021727   0.000162  

 2.764733

06.43.08 JJJ      0000070   4.319086   0.162073   0.029513   0.002676   4.131858   0.216778   0.029513  

 4.102308

06.43.11 CATD     0000071   2.520576   0.000612   0.000215   0.000046   2.519111   0.001681   0.000215  

 2.518895

06.43.37 CSNE     0000072   2.105681   0.026411   0.002546   0.001514   2.035180   0.073047   0.002546  

 2.032634

06.43.46 CSGM     0000073   5.529853   0.004667   0.001847   0.001124   5.460719   0.074132   0.001847  

 5.455721
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06.45.42 VGBR     0000098   4.969741   0.169782   0.028900   0.002923   4.753434   0.245234   0.028900  

 4.724507

-------- -------- -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

 ----------

Default CICS FLASHBACK LIST Report
To create a default CICS flashback report, specify the following command without any ID options or variables:

FLASHBACK LIST

Use the COUNT command or the FROM and TO commands to limit report output.

The following commands produce the default FLASHBACK LIST or FLASHBACK CICS report. The FROM and TO
commands limit the report to a short time period.

FLASHBACK LIST

FROM 12/06/08 21:22:00

  TO 12/06/08 21:24:00

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

CICS   END      TERM     OPER     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TERM     TERM     TRAN     FILE     FILE

     PROG    ABEND

 ID    TIME      ID       ID       ID     NUMBER    LIFE      CPU     RESP      IO       I/O     COUNT     USE

     COUNT    CODE

---- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

 -------- -------- --------

 B1  21.22.41 N/A      N/A      TCP           0    911.9    2.110    0.000        0    0.381        1      241

       11

 B1  21.22.42 N/A      N/A      KCP           0    912.3    1.878    0.000        0    0.000        0        0

        0

 B1  21.23.07 N/A      N/A      JJJ           0    937.1    1.942    0.000        0    0.000        0        0

        0

 B1  21.23.07 N/A      N/A      CATD         51    6.529    0.326    0.000        0    0.000        0        0

        5

 B1  21.23.08 N/A      N/A      CSNE         52    0.081    0.068    0.000        0    0.000        0        0

        3

 B1  21.23.09 ZA00     N/A      CSGM         53    0.264    0.010    0.013        2    0.000        0        0

        1

 B1  21.23.15 N/A      N/A      VGBR         55    0.332    0.023    0.000        0    0.000        0        0

        2

 B1  21.23.21 N/A      N/A      CSNE         56    0.013    0.002    0.000        0    0.000        0        0

        3

 B1  21.23.41 X250     N/A      VGBQ         57    19.33    0.151    0.389        5    0.000        0        0

        7     AKCT

---- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

 -------- -------- --------

     21.23.41                               324    309.7    0.723    0.201        7    0.042        0      241

        4

---- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ----- -----------

 -------- -------- --------
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The sample report contains the following information:

CICS ID
Specifies the region ID in which the data was collected.

END TIME
Specifies the time that the transaction completed.

TERM ID
Specifies the ID of the terminal from which the transaction was executed,

TRAN ID
Specifies the transaction ID.

TRAN NUMBER
Specifies the transaction number.

TRAN LIFE
Specifies the transaction lifetime (seconds).

TRAN CPU
Specifies the transaction CPU time (seconds).

TERM RESP
Specifies the terminal average response time (seconds).

TERM IO
Specifies the number of terminal I/Os by the transaction.

TRAN I/O
Specifies the total I/O time for the transaction.

FILE COUNT
Specifies the number of files that are accessed by the transaction.

FILE USE
Specifies the number of file I/Os by the transaction.

PROG COUNT
Specifies the number of programs that are used by the transaction.

ABEND CODE
Specifies the abend code for the transaction.

Limit Default FLASHBACK Reports to Specified Variable Values
The RANGE command with FLASHBACK LIST or FLASHBACK system command lets you produce a report containing
resources in specified range criteria. You can specify more than one RANGE command in a single report.

The following commands produce a report showing all transactions that had an average terminal response time greater
than 10 seconds:

FLASHBACK LIST

  RANGE TERM RESP 10+ DEFERRED

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:

CICS   END      TERM     OPER     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TERM     TERM     TRAN     FILE     FILE

     PROG    ABEND
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 ID    TIME      ID       ID       ID     NUMBER    LIFE      CPU     RESP      IO       I/O     COUNT     USE

     COUNT    CODE

---- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

 -------- -------- --------

 B1  23.25.13 N/A       N/A                 276    56.41    0.007    28.19        2    0.000        0        0

        1

 A1  23.25.02 N/A       N/A                  27    44.26    0.065    21.65        2    0.000        0        0

        1

 A1  01.47.08 WAK       N/A                 278    10.92    0.317    10.92        2    0.000        0        0

        7

 A1  01.48.24 WAK       N/A                 279    15.99    0.060    15.99        2    0.000        0        0

        4

 B1  02.11.44 N/A       N/A                3498    14.20    0.178    14.20        2    0.106        1        1

        8

 B1  02.14.43 AFL       N/A                3708    13.18    0.062    13.18        2    0.000        0        0

        4

 A1  02.23.35 WAS       N/A                 794    24.26    0.059    24.26        2    0.000        0        0

        4

 A1  02.41.37 AFK       N/A                1157    22.84    0.654    16.20        3    0.339        2      114

        5

 B1  02.41.48 N/A       N/A                5247    12.28    1.820    12.28        2    5.885        2      432

        8

 A1  02.42.11 PSH       N/A                1164    36.29    5.162    14.60        4    0.000        0        0

        7

 B1  02.44.43 N/A       N/A                5411    14.43    0.139    14.43        2    0.046        1        1

        8

 B1  02.49.25 N/A       N/A                5671    38.82    5.740    38.82        2    23.64        3      618

        1

---- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

 -------- -------- --------

---- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ----- -----------

 -------- -------- --------

Limit FLASHBACK Reports to Specified Resources
You can limit the information contained in a flashback report to specific resources, such as a single operator or
transactions beginning with the letters ACCT. To limit the information, specify an ID option and identifiers with the
FLASHBACK LIST or FLASHBACK system command.

Example: Using a Single ID Option and Identifier
The following commands produce a FLASHBACK LIST report showing only the transactions of the terminal
0A02:
FLASHBACK LIST TERMID(0A02)

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:
 TRAN      END      TERM     TRAN     TRAN     TRAN     TERM     TERM     TRAN     FILE     FILE   

  PROG     TRAN

  ID       TIME      ID     NUMBER    LIFE      CPU     RESP      IO       I/O     COUNT     USE   

  COUNT   ABENDS

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

 -------- --------
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POSS     00.45.29 0A02         67    1.011    0.274    1.011        2    0.000        0        0  

      3

POSS     00.45.35 0A02         69    2.387    0.051    1.187        3    0.199        1        2  

      6

POSS     00.45.38 0A02         70    0.419    0.249    0.000        1    0.000        0        0  

      3

DEDA     00.45.44 0A02         71    5.040    0.705    0.992        4    0.034        1        1  

      4

POSS     00.45.44 0A02         72    0.078    0.023    0.034        2    0.039        1        1  

      4

POSS     00.46.03 0A02         73    0.025    0.002    0.025        2    0.000        0        0  

      3

SPAM     00.46.12 0A02         75    1.422    0.291    0.462        3    0.040        1        1  

      4

SPAM     00.46.18 0A02         76    0.446    0.085    0.199        3    0.052        1        1  

      4

SPAM     00.46.37 0A02         77    0.094    0.020    0.000        1    0.048        1        1  

      4

POSS     00.46.38 0A02         78    0.088    0.025    0.033        2    0.038        1        1  

      4

POSS     00.46.40 0A02         79    0.034    0.021    0.000        1    0.000        0        0  

      3

PBLM     00.58.19 0A02         80    699.2    1.925    0.109      156    0.030        1        1  

      4

POSS     00.58.19 0A02         81    0.091    0.026    0.041        2    0.047        1        1  

      4

POSS     05.28.09 0A02        574    0.028    0.017    0.000        1    0.000        0        0  

      3

PSPI     05.28.09 0A02        575    0.047    0.016    0.009        2    0.000        0        0  

      3

PSPI     05.28.19 0A02        577    0.177    0.054    0.044        4    0.000        0        0  

      3

PSPI     05.28.29 0A02        580    0.170    0.049    0.029        5    0.000        0        0  

      3

PSPI     05.28.41 0A02        581    0.152    0.050    0.024        5    0.000        0        0  

      3

PSPI     05.28.53 0A02        582    0.148    0.049    0.024        5    0.000        0        0  

      3

PSPI     05.29.03 0A02        584    0.154    0.049    0.025        5    0.000        0        0  

      3

PSPI     05.29.20 0A02        588    0.118    0.040    0.018        5    0.000        0        0  

      3

PSPI     05.29.37 0A02        592    0.100    0.045    0.013        5    0.000        0        0  

      3

PSPI     05.29.48 0A02        593    0.130    0.046    0.018        5    0.000        0        0  

      3

PSPI     05.32.32 0A02        603    0.219    0.051    0.039        5    0.000        0        0  

      3

PSPI     05.34.14 0A02        606    0.129    0.032    0.129        2    0.000        0        0  

      3

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

 -------- --------
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         05.34.14            8003    28.47    0.168    0.132      231    0.021        0       10  

      3

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ----- ----------- --------

 -------- --------

Example: Using Multiple ID Options
The following commands produce a transaction log:
FLASHBACK LIST JOBNAME DATETIME TRANID TERMID TRANNUM

END

RUN

A report like the following sample is generated:
                              TRAN     TERM     TRAN

JOBNAME    DATE     TIME       ID       ID     NUMBER

-------- -------- --------- -------- -------- --------

CICA     12/06/08  21.16.58   CSDA     CNSL         19

CICA     12/06/08  21.21.52   CIRB     CNSL         20

CICB     12/06/08  21.22.41   TCP      N/A           0

CICA     12/06/08  21.24.20   TCP      N/A           0

CICB     12/06/08  21.22.42   KCP      N/A           0

CICB     12/06/08  21.23.06   JJJ      N/A           0

CICB     12/06/08  21.23.06   CATD     N/A          51

CICB     12/06/08  21.23.07   CSNE     N/A          52

CICB     12/06/08  21.23.08   CSGM     ZA00         53

CICB     12/06/08  21.23.15   VGBR     N/A          55

CICB     12/06/08  21.23.20   CSNE     N/A          56

-------- -------- --------- -------- -------- --------

CICB     12/06/08  21.23.20                        306

-------- -------- --------- -------- -------- -------- 

User Exits

Report Writer lets you specify a user exit routine. Report Writer loads the exit routine during initialization and passes
control to the routine according to the exit command you have specified.

Use the DEFEREXT operand of OPTION command to defer the use exit call. Defer the call until after applying all
selection criteria. Then have Report Writer pass to the user exit only those records passing all selection criteria.

Supplied User Exits

The EXPGUX and PRTGUX user exit routines are supplied with the product. The source code for these exits is in
the sample library. The following table shows the user exits, when Report Writer passes control to each, and the exit
command that is used to specify that routine.

User Exit When Control Is Passed Exit Command
EXPGUX After each record is read and before the

Report Writer processes the record
EXITRTN

PRTGUX Before each line is printed PRTEXIT

Source Code

The source code for the supplied user exits is in the EXPGUX and PRTGUX members of the sysview.CNM4RSAM.
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WARNING
If you modify either of the supplied user exits, back up the member using another name. When you install a new
release of SYSVIEW, PRTGUX and EXPGUX are overwritten. Having a backup of the member retains your
modifications.

Sample Reports
The Report Writer includes sample reports on many frequently requested topics. You can find supplied sample report JCL
and report command members in the sysview.CNM4RSAM data set.

This section contains the available sample reports and a brief description of each. The $$INDEX member of
sysview.CNM4RSAM provides a brief description of each sample report.

CICS Sample Reports
The following lists the available CICS sample reports:

Member
Name of the member in sysview.CNM4RSAM.

Log Stream
Associated SYSVIEW command that reads the same log stream to which the sample report should be run
against.

SMF Type
SMF record type the report should be run against.

SMF Subtype
SMF record subtype the report should be run against.

Description
Brief description of the purpose and output of the sample report.

Member Log Stream SMF Type SMF Subtype Description

CICS001 CTRANLOG 255 27 Various CICS statistics broken
down by specific CICS systems.

CICS002 CTRANLOG 255 27 Graph the transient data set usage.
CICS003 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format a detailed

report of transaction maximum
lifetime breakdown.

CICS004 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format the
transactions that are used by an
operator and the performance that
was achieved.

CICS005 CTRANLOG 255 27 Graph the usage of each program
in the system.

CICS006 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format a detailed
report of transaction temporary
storage usage.

CICS007 CTRANLOG 255 27 Graph terminal IO for each terminal
that has been used.

CICS008 CTRANLOG 255 27 Graph terminal response time for
each terminal in the system.
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Member Log Stream SMF Type SMF Subtype Description

CICS009 CTRANLOG 255 27 Transaction usage broken down
into specific terminal response
groups.

CICS010 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format what
terminals were used and how each
terminal performed.

CICS011 CTRANLOG 255 27 Graph terminal usage and all
transactions that are used for each
terminal.

CICS012 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format a detailed
report of transaction lifetime
breakdown.

CICS013 CTRANLOG 255 27 Break down transactions by their
use and show data use for each
transaction, for each data set.

CICS014 CTRANLOG 255 27 Transaction usage broken down
into specific transaction lifetime
groups.

CICS015 CTRANLOG 255 27 Break down transactions by
their lifetime and show terminal
response time for each terminal
that is used by each transaction.

CICS016 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format what
transactions were used, how each
transaction performed, and what
resources it has used.

CICS017 CTRANLOG 255 27 Display in a tabular format all
active transactions and associated
terminals.

CICS018 CTRANLOG 255 27 Graph terminal IO for each terminal
a transaction that is used and
graph transaction use for each
transaction used.

CICS019 CTRANLOG 255 27 Graph the usage of every
transaction in the system.

CICS020 CTRANLOG 255 27 Graph the number of waits each
transaction had.

CICS021 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show a tabular summary of
transactions and programs called
along with basic statistics.

CICS022 CTRANLOG 255 27 An outline of various transaction
lifetime component times and
transaction wait time component
times.

CICS023 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format
transaction counts in groups of
different lifetime length intervals.

CICS024 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format
transaction counts in groups of
different data set usage intervals.
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Member Log Stream SMF Type SMF Subtype Description

CICS025 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format the
transaction counts in groups of
different DB2 call usage intervals.

CICS026 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format
transaction counts in groups
of different storage utilization
intervals.

CICS027 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format program
usage by transaction optionally
filtered by jobname.

CICS028 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format file usage
by transaction optionally filtered by
jobname.

CICS029 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format DB2
requests by transaction that is
optionally filtered by jobname.

CICS030 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format MQ
requests by transaction and queue
manager/object optionally filtered
by jobname.

CICS031 CTRANLOG 255 27 Show in a tabular format the
transactions by jobname and
transaction ID. Output is similar to
the CTRANLOG command display.

CICS032 CSYSDATA 255 28 Show in a tabular format region
performance by jobname. Output
is similar to the CSYSDATA
command display.

CICS033 CTRANSUM 255 25 Show in a tabular format
summarized transactions by
jobname and transaction ID. Output
is similar to the CTRANSUM
command display.

IMS Sample Reports
The following reports are the available IMS sample reports:

Member
Name of the member in sysview.CNM4RSAM.

Log Stream
Associated SYSVIEW command that reads the same log stream to which the sample report should be run
against.

SMF Type
SMF record type the report should be run against.

SMF Subtype
SMF record subtype the report should be run against.
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Description
Brief description of the purpose and output of the sample report.

Member Log Stream SMF Type SMF Subtype Description

IMS01 IMSTLOG 255 34 Show in tabular format the transaction
lifetime breakdown and usage.

IMS02 IMSTLOG 255 34 Graph transaction usage by program
specification blocks and also display the
transaction lifetime that is sorted by logical
terminals.

IMS03 IMSTLOG 255 34 Plot transaction usage over time.
IMS04 IMSTSUM 255 36 Show in tabular format summarized

transactions by jobname and transaction
ID. Output is similar to the IMSTSUM
command display.

IMSSUM01 IMSRSLOG 255 35 Display various region processing time
statistics for each program specification
block.

IMSSUM02 IMSRSLOG 255 35 Display counts for DL/I calls to message
queues for each jobname.

IMSSUM03 IMSRSLOG 255 35 Plot summary of database DL/I calls.
IMSSUM04 IMSRSLOG 255 35 Show in tabular format the database

operation counts for each userid.

MQ Sample Reports
The following reports are the available MQ sample reports:

Member
Name of the member in sysview.CNM4RSAM.

Log Stream
Associated SYSVIEW command that reads the same log stream to which the sample report should be run
against.

SMF Type
SMF record type the report should be run against.

SMF Subtype
SMF record subtype the report should be run against.

Description
Brief description of the purpose and output of the sample report.

Member Log Stream SMF Type SMF Subtype Description

MQ001 MQRLOG 255 48 Show statistics on job activity that is sorted
by time and summarized for all or selected
objects.

MQ002 MQRLOG 255 48 Show statistics on failed job requests sorted
by time and summarized for all or selected
objects.
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Member Log Stream SMF Type SMF Subtype Description

MQ003 MQRLOG 255 48 Show request time statistics for jobs that
are sorted by time and summarized for all
or selected objects.

MVS Sample Reports
The following reports are the available MVS sample reports:

Member
Name of the member in sysview.CNM4RSAM.

Log Stream
Associated SYSVIEW command that reads the same log stream to which the sample report should be run
against.

SMF Type
SMF record type the report should run against.

SMF Subtype
SMF record subtype the report should be run against.

Description
Brief description of the purpose and output of the sample report.

Member Log Stream SMF Type SMF Subtype Description

MVS001 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

70 1 Show in tabular format information
regarding address space performance.

MVS002 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

73 N/A Graph all active channels sorted by channel
utilization.

MVS003 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

70 1 Plot in horizontal format CPU utilization on
one hour intervals.

MVS004 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

30 * Plot a scatter consisting of job residency
on the vertical axis and job CPU on the
horizontal axis.

MVS005 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

70 1 Plot in vertical format CPU utilization on 15-
minute intervals.

MVS006 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

74 1 Show in tabular format various information
on all active MVS devices.

MVS007 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

14, 15, 64 N/A Show in tabular format EXCP counts for the
10 most active data sets for each volume.

MVS008 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

74 1 Show in tabular format various information
on all active MVS DASD.

MVS009 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

14, 15 N/A Graph EXCP counts for active MVS non-
VSAM input/output data sets.

MVS010 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

14, 15 N/A Show in tabular format EXCP counts for
active MVS non-VSAM input/output data
sets.

MVS011 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

71 N/A Show in tabular format various MVS paging
statistics.

MVS013 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

30, 70 * Show in tabular format general MVS
statistics.
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Member Log Stream SMF Type SMF Subtype Description

MVS014 SMFLOG or
IFASMFD

64 N/A Show in tabular format various information
for all active MVS VSAM data sets.

NOTE
To produce some of the MVS sample reports, run IBM RMF to produce SMF type 70-79 records.

Other Sample Reports
Explore Report Writer contains uncategorized AUDITLOG and COMMON sample reports.

AUDITLOG Sample Reports

The following list shows the available SYSVIEW audit sample reports:

Member
Name of the member in sysview.CNM4RSAM.

Log Stream
Associated SYSVIEW command that reads the same log stream to which the sample report should be run
against.

SMF Type
SMF record type the report should be run against.

SMF Subtype
SMF record subtype the report should be run against.

Description
Brief description of the purpose and output of the sample report.

Member Log Stream SMF Type SMF Subtype Description

AUDIT01 AUDITLOG 255 1 Flashback report of AUDITLOG records.

AUDIT02 AUDITLOG 255 1 Flashback report of AUDITLOG records
producing a command security allow/fail
report.

DEFINE01 AUDITLOG 255 1 Flashback report of AUDITLOG records
demonstrating use of the DEFINE
command.

COMMON Sample Reports

The following list shows the available SYSVIEW exception sample reports:

Member
Name of the member in sysview.CNM4RSAM.

Log Stream
Associated SYSVIEW command that reads the same log stream to which the sample report should be run
against.

SMF Type
SMF record type the report should be run against.

SMF Subtype
SMF record subtype the report should be run against.
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Description
Brief description of the purpose and output of the sample report.

Member Log Stream SMF Type SMF Subtype Description

STEXC01 XLOG 255 3, 4 Show in tabular format STATE changes for
STATE exception reports.

Using the Easytrieve Reporting Service
This section explains how to use Easytrieve Common Reporting Service (Easytrieve) to create SYSVIEW historical
reports.

Easytrieve is an information retrieval and data management language that produces tabular reports by retrieving data
from:

• SMF records produced by SYSVIEW
• Various MVS and RMF components

Easytrieve Common Reporting Service is a subset of Easytrieve. If you have Easytrieve installed at your site, you can
use its full reporting capability. For a detailed description of the Easytrieve language, see the Easytrieve Report Generator
documentation.

Plan the Reports
With Easytrieve, follow these basic steps when programming reports:

• Define the files and working storage variables
• Extract a subset of records from an input file
• Order the records by some key; for example, by timestamp and data set name
• Accumulate counters and calculate averages, rates, and so on
• Format the output report

Generate Canned Reports
A canned report is a report for which commands are already written for you. All canned reports that are shipped with
SYSVIEW are distributed as Easytrieve macros in the sysview.CNM4ZMAC data set. These macros simplify common
actions, for example, the selection by time and record type. For more information, see Macros.

Sample JCL

Use the following sample JCL as a guide for writing your own reports:

//   JOBCARD

//  SET PROGRAM=GSVUEZTR

//  SET EZTLOAD=       dsname for Easytrieve program library

//  SET EZTMAC=        dsname for Sysview Easytrieve macros

//  SET SYSVLOAD=      dsname for Sysview program library

//  SET SMFIN=         dsname for input SMF data

//  SET WRKSPACE=20    space, in cylinders, for temporary work files

//  SET WRKUNIT=VIO    unit name for temporary workfiles

//EXECEZTR EXEC PGM=&PROGRAM

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=&EZTLOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=&SYSVLOAD,DISP=SHR

//PANDD    DD DSN=&EZTMAC,DISP=SHR
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//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SMFIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SMFIN

//EZTVFM   DD UNIT=&WRKUNIT,SPACE=(CYL,(&WRKSPACE,&WRKSPACE))

//ERRORS   DD SYSOUT=*

//REPORTS  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

LIST ON NOMACRO

%DISKSTAT TOP 20

Canned Report Keywords

All canned reports that are shipped with SYSVIEW support the following keyword parameters:

EACH
Determines the length of each reporting interval, which can be one of the following values:

• n DAY determines that the reporting interval is n days.
• MONTH determines that the reporting interval is one month.
• n HOUR determines that the reporting interval is n hours.
• n MIN determines that the reporting interval is n minutes.
• RECORD determines that the TSTAMP value for each SMF record should be set to the actual timestamp,

without adjustment.

Default: DAY
FROM

Determines the starting timestamp for SMF record selection. The SELECT-PROC subroutine uses FROM to
exclude SMF records that have timestamps earlier than the provided value. Specify the timestamp as YYYY/MM/
DD-HH:MM.
Default: ALL, which allows all records to be selected.

SHIFT
Determines the time range for selecting data. The SELECT-PROC subroutine uses this range to exclude SMF
records which do not fall within the specified time range. Specify the range as h1:m1 h2:m2.

• h1:m1 specifies the starting time for the shift
• h2:m2 specifies the ending time for the shift

If h1:m1 is greater than h2:m2, two time ranges are assumed: h2:m2 24:00 and 00:00 h1:m1.
Default: 00:00 24:00

TO
Determines the ending timestamp for SMF record selection. The SELECT-PROC subroutine uses TO to exclude
SMF records that have timestamps later than the provided value. Specify the timestamp as YYYY/MM/DD-
HH:MM.
Default: ALL, which allows all records to be selected.

CICS Canned Reports
This section shows the CICS sample reports and the code to produce them. The CICS canned reports require SYSVIEW
Option for CICS collected data.
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ABEND Summary

This report shows the CICS program ABEND summary. In addition to the standard parameters, the following keyword
parameter is supported:

RECTYPE
Record type containing the SYSVIEW SMF data.
Default: 255

To create a CICS ABEND Summary report, use this ABENDSUM code:

LIST OFF

%ABENDSUM

The sample CICS ABEND Summary report:

2008/05/20 08:07   <casys> CICS Program  ABEND Summary                                    PAGE      1

From:            2008/03/04 08:57   Each:     DAY

To:              2008/03/05 07:32   Shift:    00:00 24:00 

Interval Start:  2008/03/04 00:00

                   CICS

TRAN  PROGRAM   ABEND CODE  COUNT

----  --------   --------   ------

CSMI  DFHMIRS      ASRA        10 

CSMI  PGDS         ASRA        10 

CWXN  DFHWBXN      AWB2         2 

DQIN  VPEHJE62     ATNI         1 

MP30  PR3MAINI     ASRA         1 

MP30  PR3SREMS     ASRA         1 

TRLC  PGLC         ASRA         1 

TRLC  PGLC         CAC1         1 

TRME  PGME         ASRA         1 

TR64  PGB5         CAC1         2 

TR64  PGB5         NPRM         2 

TR65  PG51         ASRA         1

TR65  PG51         CAC1         1

TR80  PG80         ????         3

TR80  PG80         ASRA         4

TWBA  LKMK         ASRA        79

TWBA  LKMX         ASRA        29

Program Usage Summary

This report shows the CICS program usage statistics. In addition to the standard parameters, the following keyword
parameters are supported:

RECTYPE
Specifies the record type containing the SYSVIEW SMF data.
Default: 255

ORDERBY
Specifies the variables that are used to sort for the final report, which can be any combination of PROGRAM,
USAGE, PERCENT, AVG_TIME, and AVG_CPU.
Default: USAGE D
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TOP
Restricts the number of lines of output for each time interval.
Default: 99999999

NAME
Filters by the program name. The default is * (an asterisk), which selects all program names.

To create the CICS Program Usage Summary report, use this PROGUSE code:

%PROGUSE

The sample CICS Program Usage Summary report:

2008/05/20 08:07    <casys> CICS Program Usage Summary                                     PAGE      1

From:            2008/03/04 08:57   Each:     DAY

To:              2008/03/05 07:32   Shift:    00:00 24:00

Interval Start:  2008/03/04 00:00   Order by: USAGE D

  Name    Use Count   % of All  AVG Time

--------  ----------  --------  --------- 

XMLDOC       271,528     59.1       0.116     

SQLDYN        41,175      9.0       3.232      

@IAESYNC      38,927      8.5       3.301    

IN25TDAT      16,013      3.5       0.059     

DFHCCNV       10,158      2.2     443.281     

IN25SGET       9,211      2.0       6.450     

IN25MSGS       7,703      1.7       0.095     

IN25PGMS       6,116      1.3    1104.373      

VPEHJE62       5,680      1.2     174.713    

DFHUCNV        5,274      1.1       0.038      

IN25LGET       4,169      0.9       7.852    

SC00DISP       4,152      0.9       1.008    

IN25MSGP       3,616      0.8       0.297     

IN25AKRE       3,368      0.7       0.136      

DFHMIRS        2,663      0.6       2.576    

PR3MAINI       2,061      0.4       3.795     

MP3SMGRI       1,964      0.4      72.566    

IN25SER1       1,812      0.4      63.625     

IN25AKCO       1,684      0.4     283.718   

IN25AKEP       1,684      0.4       0.991     

IN25CORE       1,683      0.4       2.123     

DQONLPR        1,380      0.3       7.620     

IN25AKBE       1,349      0.3       0.149     

SPOLFAX        1,091      0.2       0.847      

DFHWBA         1,080      0.2      60.095     

DFHWBBLI       1,080      0.2       4.968      

DFHWBXN          946      0.2      16.214      

Statistics Summary

This report shows the CICS Statistics. In addition to the standard parameters, the following keyword parameters are
supported:

RECTYPE
The record type containing the SYSVIEW SMF data.
Default: 255
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ORDERBY
The variables that are used to sort for the final report, which can be any combination of JOBNAME, TRANUSE,
TRANTIME, TRANRATE, TRANCPU, and TRANIO.
Default: TRANUSE D

TOP
Used to restrict the number of lines of output for each time interval.
Default: 99999999

To create the CICS Statistics Summary report, use this CICSSTAT code:

LIST OFF

%CICSSTAT

The sample CICS Statistics Summary report:

2008/05/20 08:07   <casys> CICS Statistics Summary                                           PAGE      1

From:           2008/03/04 08:57  Each:     DAY

To:             2008/03/05 07:32  Shift:    00:00 24:00

Interval Start: 2008/03/04 00:00  Order by: TRANUSE D

  CICS    TRAN     TRAN     TRAN    TRAN      TRAN      TRAN       FILE       FILE

JOBNAME    USE     TIME     RATE  MAX TIME     CPU       I/O        USE     I/O TIME

-------- ------- --------- ------ --------- --------- --------- ----------- ---------

TOPCDEVL    4772     8.274   0.05   2087.73     0.027     0.034     155,665     0.034

A02ICSTT    4739     5.343   0.05   1887.50     0.014     0.045     117,779     0.045

TOPCQAQA    4727     6.677   0.05   1962.96     0.015     0.017      70,086     0.017

TOPCDEV3    2391    11.962   0.02   1887.44     0.020     0.114     166,995     0.114

CACTAPG     1243    19.909   0.01   1887.47     0.014     0.005       4,022     0.005

A02ICST2    1100    23.588   0.01   1887.44     0.200     0.059      34,529     0.059

CACTUSA     1042    23.675   0.01   1887.54     0.016     0.002       1,610     0.002

TOPSTEST     329    75.068   0.00   1887.44     0.007     0.000           0     0.000

TOPCMIN      146   168.606   0.00   1887.45     0.007     0.000           0     0.000

A02ICST3      64   383.456   0.00   1887.44     0.013     0.000           0     0.000

TOPCDEM       43   570.890   0.00   1887.47     0.006     0.000           0     0.000

CACTUSA2      33   744.517   0.00   1887.61     0.016     0.003           6     0.003

TOPCDEV2      33   744.228   0.00   1887.44     0.003     0.000           0     0.000

TOPCDEV4      31   791.670   0.00   1887.44     0.001     0.000           0     0.000

CACMPQA       22  1115.366   0.00   1887.54     0.000     0.000           0     0.000

Statistics Summary of File Usage

This report shows the CICS file usage statistics. In addition to the standard parameters, the following keyword parameters
are supported:

RECTYPE
The record type containing the SYSVIEW SMF data.
Default: 255

ORDERBY
Used to sort for the final report, which can be any combination of ID, USE, UPDATES, READNUPD, READUPDT,
DELETES, ADDS, BROWSE, SPLITS, and TIME.
Default: USE D

TOP
Used to restrict the number of lines of output for each time interval.
Default: 99999999
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DSNAME
Used to filter by data set name.
Default: * (an asterisk), which selects all data sets.

To create the CICS Statistics Summary report of file usage, use this FILESTAT code.

%FILESTAT

The sample CICS Statistics Summary report of file usage:

2008/05/20 08:07   <casys> CICS Statistics Summary                                                 PAGE      1

From:           2008/03/04 08:57  Each:     DAY

To:             2008/03/05 07:32  Shift:    00:00 24:00

Interval Start: 2008/03/04 00:00  Order by: USE D

  FILE      FILE        FILE        FILE        FILE        FILE        FILE        FILE        FILE      

 FILE 

   ID        USE       UPDATES    READNUPD    READUPDT     DELETES      ADDS       BROWSE      SPLITS    I/O

 TIME

-------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------

 ---------

PROTSYM      392,746           0     392,746           0           0           0           0           0     

 0.09

IDSTAOBJ      66,530           0      55,500           0           0      11,030           0           0     

 0.18

IDSTASRC      55,473           0      44,846           0           0      10,627           0           0     

 0.03

ADROUT        12,964           0       4,855           0           0       8,109           0           0     

 0.13

ADRLIB         5,961           0       5,961           0           0           0           0           0     

 0.17

IDDVW          4,474           0       4,342           0           0         132           0           0     

 0.38

IDDAT          4,367           0       3,514           0           0         853           0           0     

 0.01

ENMAP30        3,539           0       1,010           0           0           0         509           0     

 0.02

ADRPNL         1,273           0       1,273           0           0           0           0           0     

 0.01

IDSTAPNL       1,187           0       1,052           0           0         135           0           0     

 0.02

IDSASOBJ          62           0          62           0           0           0           0           0     

 0.04

MP3TMP1           55           0           3           0          42          10           0           0     

 0.00

IDSASPNL          17           0          17           0           0           0           0           0     

 0.02

MP3TMP3           13           0           0           0          12           1           0           0     

 0.02

MP3TMP2           11           0           0           0          11           0           0           0     

 0.01
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Transaction Range Summary

This report shows the CICS transaction usage by lifetime. In addition to the standard parameters, the following keyword
parameter is supported:

RECTYPE
The record type containing the SYSVIEW SMF data.
Default: 255

To create the CICS Transaction Range report, use this TRANRANG code:

LIST OFF

%TRANRANG EACH HOUR

The sample CICS Transaction Range report:

2008/05/20 08:08   <casys> CICS Transaction Range Summary                                                   

 PAGE      1

From:            2008/03/04 08:57   Each:  HOUR

To:              2008/03/05 07:32   Shift: 00:00 24:00

                     TRAN       TRAN    TRAN USE  % USE  TRAN USE  % USE  TRAN USE  % USE  TRAN USE  % USE 

 TRAN USE  % USE

    DATE   TIME      USE        RATE    0-1 SEC    0-1   1-3 SEC    1-3   3-5 SEC    3-5   5-10 SEC   5-1  

 10+ SEC    10+ 

---------- -----  -----------  ------  ---------- ----- ---------- ----- ---------- ----- ---------- -----

 ---------- -----

2008/03/04 09:00          136     .03        100   73.5        27   19.8         0    0.0         2    1.4   

      7    5.1

2008/03/04 10:00        2,581     .71      2,217   85.8       227    8.7        37    1.4        28    1.0   

     72    2.7

2008/03/04 11:00        3,786    1.05      3,140   82.9       383   10.1        71    1.8        59    1.5   

    133    3.5

2008/03/04 12:00        1,720     .47      1,479   85.9       111    6.4        30    1.7        40    2.3   

     60    3.4

2008/03/04 13:00        2,747     .76      2,316   84.3       231    8.4        58    2.1        64    2.3   

     78    2.8

2008/03/04 14:00        3,184     .88      2,898   91.0       149    4.6        25    0.7        45    1.4   

     67    2.1

2008/03/04 15:00        5,224    1.45      4,669   89.3       271    5.1        69    1.3       101    1.9   

    114    2.1

2008/03/04 16:00        1,337     .37      1,123   83.9       143   10.6        12    0.8        19    1.4   

     40    2.9

User Summary

This report shows the CICS user summary report. In addition to the standard parameters, the following keyword
parameter is supported:

RECTYPE
The record type containing the SYSVIEW SMF data.
Default: 255

To create the CICS User Summary report, use this USERSTAT code:

LIST OFF

%USERSTAT
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The sample CICS User Summary report:

2008/05/20 08:08    <casys> CICS User Summary Report                                                      

 PAGE      1

From:             2008/03/04 08:57    Each:  DAY

To:               2008/03/05 07:32    Shift: 00:00 24:00

Interval Start:   2008/03/04 00:00

  USER         TRAN       TRAN     TRAN         TRAN           TRAN  

   ID         COUNT        ID    MAX LIFE     AVG LIFE        AVG CPU 

--------    -----------   ----  -----------  -----------    ------------

ACCTCONN            404   TWBA     1238.391        4.181           0.049

                    429   VTAT        0.002        0.000           0.000

            -----------   ----  -----------  -----------    ------------

                    833                            2.028           0.024

ADHPU01               1   IS31        0.152        0.152           0.015

                     55   IS91        0.331        0.023           0.003

                      2   SCFD        0.300        0.151           0.010

                     25   SO41        0.408        0.046           0.004

                      1   STAR        0.872        0.872           0.058

            -----------   ----  -----------  -----------    ------------

                     84                            0.044           0.004

ADROPS                1   IDLX        0.136        0.136           0.010

                      3   SCFD        0.279        0.137           0.018

            -----------   ----  -----------  -----------    ------------

                      4                            0.137           0.016

ALLTR01               1   CESF        0.382        0.382           0.002

                     18   DQIN        0.677        0.153           0.006

                      1   DQRY        0.119        0.119           0.003

                      3   IDLX        1.180        0.464           0.021

                      5   SAST       14.347       10.221           1.211

                    902   SCFD        3.784        0.043           0.004

            -----------   ----  -----------  -----------    ------------

                    930                            0.101           0.011

IMS Canned Reports
This section shows the IMS sample reports and the code that was used to produce them. The IMS canned reports require
SYSVIEW Option for IMS collected data.

Transaction Summary

This report shows the IMS transaction usage by program. In addition to standard parameters, the following keyword
parameter is supported:

IMSID
The target IMS subsystem.
To create the IMS Transaction Summary report, use this IMSMRA02 code:
LIST OFF 

%IMSMRA02 IMSID=SVP9
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The sample IMS Transaction Summary report:

REPORT NO. AP2                         XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX - DEPT. OF INFORMATION SERVICES                   

           PAGE      1 

              M E S S A G E   P R O C E S S I N G   R E P O R T    B Y   A D M I N I S T R A T O R   C O D E 

  D E T A I L 

                                           REPORT PERIOD FROM 2009/07/31 THRU 2010/02/10   

                                                       IMS SYSTEM -  SVP9 

ADMINISTRATOR    TRANSACTION    PROGRAM     TRANSACTION    AVG D.B. CALLS     TOTAL TRANSACTION    AVG. MRR

 SECONDS      AVG. CPU 

 APPLICATION        CODES         NAME         COUNT       PER TRANSACTION       D.B. CALLS        PER

 TRANSACTION       SECONDS 

     AD           ADDPART       DFSSAM04              1                2                   2            

 0.077733          0.002369 

     AD             ***                               1                2                   2            

 0.077733          0.002369 

     IV           IVTNV         DFSIVP2              87                                   83           

 48.550905          0.000505 

     IV             ***                              87                                   83           

 48.550905          0.000505 

     PA           PART          DFSSAM02             11                1                  13            

 0.261262          0.008001 

     PA             ***                              11                1                  13            

 0.261262          0.008001 

                  TOTAL                              99                                   98           

 42.695761          0.001357 

IBM MQ Reports
This section shows the IBM MQ sample reports and the code to produce them:

Buffer Manager Statistics

This report shows the IBM MQ buffer pool usage statistics and requires SMF 115 records. In addition to the standard
parameters, the following keyword parameter is supported:

SUBSYS
Specifies a target queue manager. The default is CSQ1.

To create the IBM MQ Buffer Pool Usage report, use this WMQBUFFU code:

LIST OFF

%WMQBUFFU

The sample IBM MQ Buffer Pool Usage report:

                                           Buffer Pool Usage Report                                         

 PAGE      1

 Buffer     Interval     Interval     Buffer         Total       Lowest   No Buffers    Stealable        Dasd

       Dasd
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   Pool   Start Date   Start Time      Util %      Buffers    Available    Available      Buffers      Writes

      Reads

-------   ----------   ----------   ---------   ----------   ----------   ----------   ----------   ---------

   --------

      0   2008/04/14    08:15:07                     50000        49961                     49963           8

           

          2008/04/14    08:45:11                     50000        49963                     49963            

           

      1   2008/04/14    08:15:07           11         1050          719                       932          59

           

          2008/04/14    08:45:11           12         1050          915                       915            

         11

      2   2008/04/14    08:15:07                      1050         1049                      1049           1

           

          2008/04/14    08:45:11                      1050         1049                      1049            

           

      3   2008/04/14    08:15:07                      1050         1049                      1049           1

           

          2008/04/14    08:45:11                      1050         1049                      1049            

           

Log Manager Statistics

This report shows the IBM MQ log manager statistics and requires SMF 115 records. In addition to the standard
parameters, the following keyword parameter is supported:

SUBSYS
Specifies a target queue manager.
Default: CSQ1

To create the IBM MQ Log Manager report, use this WMQLOGR code:

LIST OFF

%WMQLOGR

The sample Log Manager report:

                                       Log Manager Report                                             PAGE   

   1

   Interval     Interval      Suspend         Read         Read         Read        Write       MAXRTU     

 LOGLOAD

       Date         Time        Count         Hits      Actives     Archives     Page-Ins      Delayed  

 Checkpoint

 ----------   ----------   ----------   ----------   ----------   ----------   ----------   ----------  

 ----------

 2008/04/14    08:15:07             1          123            5            0            0            0       

     1

 2008/04/14    08:45:11             0           34            1            0            0            0       

     0

 2008/04/14    09:00:07             0          154            1            0            0            0       

     0

 2008/04/14    09:15:11             2           24            0            0            5            0       

     0
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MVS Reports
This section shows the MVS sample reports and the code to produce them:

Address Space Statistics

This report shows the MVS Address Space Performance report. This report requires SMF 70 records.

To create the Address Space Statistics report, use this ASCBSTAT code:

LIST OFF

%ASCBSTAT EACH HOUR

The sample Address Space Statistics report:

2008/05/20 08:08    <casys> Address Space Statistics                                                        

 PAGE      1

From:            2008/03/25 06:23   Each:     HOUR

To:              2008/03/29 09:57   Shift:    00:00 24:00

                   AVG     MAX    AVG     MAX    AVG     MAX    AVG     MAX    AVG     AVG     AVG     MAX 

    Interval      READY   READY    IN     IN     OUT     OUT    WAIT   WAIT   BATCH    STC     TSO     TSO 

----------------  ------  -----  ------  -----  ------  -----  ------  -----  ------  ------  ------  -----

2008/03/25 06:00    19.1    143   253.6    267     0.0      2    38.6     41    84.1   252.2    26.1     28

2008/03/25 07:00    36.9    179   263.4    281     0.0      3    35.7     37    89.8   248.8    32.3     36

2008/03/29 08:00     1.7     18   109.7    127     0.0            0.0            7.4   255.6    19.9     36

2008/03/29 09:00     1.7     26   140.0    154     0.0      3     0.0           14.6   270.3    54.0     68

Device Activity

This report shows the Device Activity statistics and requires SMF 74 records. In addition to standard parameters, the
following keyword parameters are supported:

ORDERBY
Orders the variables for sorting for the final report, which can be any combination of DEVNUM, SSCH.
Default: SSCH D

TOP
Restricts the number of lines of output for each time interval.
Default: 99999999

To create the Device Activity report, use this DEVSTAT code:

LIST OFF

%DEVSTAT TOP 30

The sample Device Activity report:

2008/05/20 08:08   <casys> Device Activity                                                 PAGE      1

From:           2008/03/25 06:23  Each:     DAY

To:             2008/03/29 09:57  Shift:    00:00 24:00

Interval:       2008/03/25 00:00

DEVICE   DEVICE    SSCH    DEVICE   DEVICE   DEVICE   DEVICE  DEVICE    DB

  ID      SSCH     RATE   SERVTIME CONNECT  PENDING    DISC   %BUSY   DELAY

------ ---------- ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------ --------

 A010     588,583    6.81     0.88     0.12     0.13     0.63   0.60     0.00

 2679     567,973    6.57     1.13     0.65     0.45     0.03   0.75     0.00
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 2365     402,651    4.66     1.52     1.21     0.22     0.10   0.71     0.00

 211A     309,333    3.58     0.79     0.51     0.25     0.04   0.28     0.00

 2E32     230,613    2.67     2.27     2.00     0.19     0.08   0.61     0.01

 2136     222,787    2.58     1.42     1.16     0.21     0.05   0.37     0.00

 23D7     191,446    2.22     2.27     2.02     0.21     0.04   0.50     0.00

 90D2     108,141    1.25    49.34     0.02     0.51    48.80   6.18     0.00

 90D3     108,003    1.25     0.83     0.18     0.50     0.15   0.10     0.00

 9031      88,287    1.02     1.71     0.26     0.48     0.97   0.18     0.00

 23ED      85,647    0.99     3.43     3.13     0.21     0.09   0.34     0.00

 2E4F      79,565    0.92     1.03     0.70     0.17     0.17   0.10     0.00

 2366      77,257    0.89     1.84     1.56     0.20     0.08   0.16     0.00

 2447      74,320    0.86     2.44     1.97     0.39     0.08   0.21     0.05

 A011      70,286    0.81     1.88     0.37     0.34     1.18   0.15     0.00

 2E1E      63,606    0.74     1.90     1.60     0.20     0.10   0.14     0.01

 28C1      44,182    0.51     1.82     0.70     0.27     0.85   0.09     0.00

 200E      43,367    0.50     1.21     0.43     0.76     0.02   0.06     0.01

 2E30      35,428    0.41     0.53     0.26     0.23     0.04   0.02     0.03

 2105      31,546    0.37     1.40     0.91     0.21     0.27   0.05     0.00

 3400      27,140    0.31     0.55     0.00     0.55     0.00   0.02     0.00

 3425      27,140    0.31     0.49     0.00     0.49     0.00   0.02     0.00

 24AC      24,079    0.28     1.09     0.54     0.22     0.33   0.03     0.00

 26C0      22,031    0.25     1.57     0.84     0.45     0.28   0.04     0.00

 2D83      21,677    0.25     0.57     0.29     0.26     0.03   0.01     0.00

 2054      21,616    0.25     5.05     4.75     0.24     0.07   0.13     0.00

 2363      20,955    0.24     0.88     0.65     0.19     0.03   0.02     0.00

 2808      19,495    0.23     1.28     0.76     0.26     0.27   0.03     0.00

 23F6      19,414    0.22     5.91     5.52     0.21     0.17   0.13     0.01

 2E8D      19,183    0.22     1.09     0.80     0.24     0.05   0.02     0.01

Disk Device Activity

This report shows the disk device activity statistics and requires SMF 74 records. Both the standard and the following
keyword parameters are supported:

ORDERBY
Orders the variables for sorting for the final report, which can be any combination of VOLSER, SSCH.
Default: SSCH D

TOP
Restricts the number of lines of output for each time interval.
Default: 99999999

VOLSER
Filters by volume.
Default: * (an asterisk), which selects all volumes.

To create the Disk Device Activity report, use this DISKSTAT code:

LIST OFF

%DISKSTAT TOP 30

The sample Disk Device Activity report:

2008/05/17 11:28   <casys> Disk Device Activity                                           PAGE      1

From:           2008/03/25 06:23  Each:     DAY

To:             2008/03/29 09:57  Shift:    00:00 24:00
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Interval:       2008/03/25 00:00

VOLSER   DEVICE    SSCH    DEVICE   DEVICE   DEVICE   DEVICE  DEVICE    DB   

  ID      SSCH     RATE   SERVTIME CONNECT  PENDING    DISC   %BUSY   DELAY  

------ ---------- ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------ --------

DCMQAD    567,973    6.57     1.13     0.65     0.45     0.03   0.75     0.00

DCMQAA    402,651    4.66     1.52     1.21     0.22     0.10   0.71     0.00

MVCA44    309,333    3.58     0.79     0.51     0.25     0.04   0.28     0.00

RTM002    230,613    2.67     2.27     2.00     0.19     0.08   0.61     0.01

DCMQAC    222,787    2.58     1.42     1.16     0.21     0.05   0.37     0.00

LOAN02    191,446    2.22     2.27     2.02     0.21     0.04   0.50     0.00

LOAN04     85,647    0.99     3.43     3.13     0.21     0.09   0.34     0.00

S16DB2     79,565    0.92     1.03     0.70     0.17     0.17   0.10     0.00

DCMQAB     77,257    0.89     1.84     1.56     0.20     0.08   0.16     0.00

MVR14A     74,320    0.86     2.44     1.97     0.39     0.08   0.21     0.05

MVS010     63,606    0.74     1.90     1.60     0.20     0.10   0.14     0.01

SPL44D     44,182    0.51     1.82     0.70     0.27     0.85   0.09     0.00

CTL022     43,367    0.50     1.21     0.43     0.76     0.02   0.06     0.01

RTM001     35,428    0.41     0.53     0.26     0.23     0.04   0.02     0.03

SPL44T     31,546    0.37     1.40     0.91     0.21     0.27   0.05     0.00

NMD031     24,079    0.28     1.09     0.54     0.22     0.33   0.03     0.00

SPL44C     22,031    0.25     1.57     0.84     0.45     0.28   0.04     0.00

CAT036     21,677    0.25     0.57     0.29     0.26     0.03   0.01     0.00

LOAN37     21,616    0.25     5.05     4.75     0.24     0.07   0.13     0.00

DCMSPD     20,955    0.24     0.88     0.65     0.19     0.03   0.02     0.00

SPL44B     19,495    0.23     1.28     0.76     0.26     0.27   0.03     0.00

LOAN05     19,414    0.22     5.91     5.52     0.21     0.17   0.13     0.01

APCM06     19,183    0.22     1.09     0.80     0.24     0.05   0.02     0.01

DCMSPA     18,945    0.22     0.57     0.31     0.24     0.03   0.01     0.00

APCD08     15,756    0.18     2.23     1.95     0.21     0.07   0.04     0.00

LOAN10     12,626    0.15     5.75     5.07     0.64     0.04   0.08     0.00

AUTM04     10,952    0.13     1.60     1.06     0.19     0.34   0.02     0.00

APCM04     10,442    0.12     1.73     0.89     0.18     0.66   0.02     0.00

JESCK5     10,071    0.12     2.16     1.88     0.25     0.03   0.03     0.00

APCM03      9,871    0.11     0.86     0.53     0.20     0.13   0.01     0.00

Non-VSAM Data Set Activity

This report shows the MVS data set activity and requires SMF 14 records. Both the standard and the following keyword
parameters are supported:

ORDERBY
Orders the variables for sorting for the final report, which can be any combination of DSNAME, EXCP, INPUT, or
OUTPUT.
Default: EXCP D

TOP
Restricts the number of lines of output for each time interval.
Default: 99999999

DSNAME
Filters by data set name.
Default: * (an asterisk), which selects all data sets.

To create the Non-VSAM Data Set Activity report, use this DSNSTAT code:
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%DSNSTAT TOP 30

The sample report:

2008/05/20 08:08   <casys> Non-VSAM Dataset Activity                                         PAGE    1

From:           2008/03/25 06:23  Each:     DAY

To:             2008/03/29 09:57  Shift:    00:00 24:00

Interval Start: 2008/03/25 00:00  Order by: EXCP D

                                                 Total          Input          Output

                Dataset Name                      EXCP           EXCP           EXCP

-------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- --------------

APCDAL.BMS.CKPT                                  34,405,362     34,403,742          1,620

SYSPROG.OPSMVS.USER.REXX                          1,359,545      1,359,545              0

DCMQA.QAMUFM.A01797                                 482,262              0        482,262

DCMQA.STEPLIB.CAILIB                                158,702        158,702              0

DIST.CAGJG0.SRCLIB                                  155,920        155,920              0

DCMQA.QAMUFM.LXX                                    104,537              0        104,537

DCMQA.PROCLIB                                        86,130         86,130              0

MEN.C5100.DOMCA01.P3300445.SVCDUMP                   59,499         59,140            359

DCMQA.QAMUFM.IXX797                                  50,234              0         50,234

RTM.QA.SYSV771.PARMLIB                               45,278         45,278              0

APCMTL.JSKVIEW.SARDBASE.D0000001                     33,875              0         33,875

SYS1.SMFDATA.MS032504.T0624A1                        27,073              0         27,073

SYS1.SMFDATA.MS032504.T0624P1                        27,073              0         27,073

RTM.QA.SYSV771.PROFILE                               26,053         26,053              0

DCMQA.QAMUFM.IXX796                                  23,519              0         23,519

OPSQA.OPST.CPM.REXX                                  21,603         21,603              0

DCMQA.QAMUFM.IXX795                                  18,654              0         18,654

BST.SASCDEV.LINKLIB                                  14,415         14,415              0

APCMTL.SITA.FOPS.VPS2SP10.CNTL                       13,999         13,999              0

DCMQA.QAMUFM.IXX794                                  13,294              0         13,294

DCMQA.QA10.CICSTEST.JCL                              11,226          5,932          5,294

DCMQA.QAMUFM.CXX                                     10,471              0         10,471

Paging Statistics

This report shows the MVS paging statistics and requires SMF 71 records.

To create the Paging Statistics report, use this PAGESTAT code:

%PAGESTAT EACH HOUR

The sample Paging Statistics report:

2008/05/20 08:15    <casys> Paging Statistics                                                    PAGE      1

From:            2008/03/25 06:23   Each:     HOUR

To:              2008/03/29 09:57   Shift:    00:00 24:00

                   PAGE    PAGE    PAGE    VIO     VIO     SWAP    SWAP    PAGE    PAGE    MIN     MAX     

 AVG

    Interval        IN     OUT    RECLM     IN     OUT      IN     OUT     MOVE   MOVEX    UIC     UIC     

 UIC

----------------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------  ------ 

 -------
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2008/03/25 06:00    1.08   21.50    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.08    0.00   13.66    0.00    2030    2540  

 1886.1

2008/03/25 07:00    2.82    2.88    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.08    0.00   26.23    0.00    2540    2540  

 1903.6

2008/03/29 08:00    1.40    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   10.94    0.00     320    1970   

 528.5

2008/03/29 09:00    1.79   37.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.55    0.55   37.92    0.00    1970    2540  

 1855.3

Swap Statistics

This report shows the MVS paging statistics and requires SMF 71 records.

To create the Swap Statistics report, use this SWAPSTAT code:

LIST OFF

%SWAPSTAT

The sample Swap Statistics report:

2008/05/20 08:09    <casys> Swap Statistics                                                PAGE      1

From:            2008/03/25 06:23   Each:     DAY

To:              2008/03/29 09:57   Shift:    00:00 24:00

Interval Start:  2008/03/25 00:00

                                  Swap      Swap     Swap       Swap       Swap       Swap       Swap

         Swap Reason              Count     Rate     P-AUX      L-AUX      P-EXT      L-EXT     Migrate

------------------------------  ---------  ------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------  ---------

TERMINAL OUTPUT WAIT                  196    0.00          0          0          0          0          0

TERMINAL INPUT WAIT                 5,660    0.07          0          0          0          0          0

LONG WAIT                             654    0.01          0          0          0          0          0

DETECTED WAIT                       2,104    0.02          0          0          0          0          0

EXCHANGE ON RECOMMENDATION VAL          1    0.00          0          0          0          0          0

UNILATERAL                             29    0.00          0          0          0          0          0

TRANSITION TO NON-SWAPPABLE           341    0.00          0          0          0          0          0

VSAM Data Set Activity

This report shows the VSAM data set activity and requires SMF 64 records. In addition to standard parameters, the
following keyword parameters are supported:

ORDERBY
Orders the variables for sorting for the final report, which can be any combination of DSNAME, ACTIVITY,
RETRIEVE, INSERTS, DELETES, UPDATES, EXCPS, CISPLITS, and CASPLITS.
Default: EXCP D

TOP
Restricts the number of lines of output for each time interval.
Default: 99999999

DSNAME
Filters by data set name.
Default: * (an asterisk), which selects all data sets.

To create the VSAM Data Set Activity report, use this VSAMSTAT code:

LIST OFF
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%VSAMSTAT TOP 30

The sample VSAM Data Set Activity report:

2008/05/20 08:09   <casys> VSAM Dataset Activity                                                           

 PAGE      1

From:           2008/03/25 06:23  Each:     DAY

To:             2008/03/29 09:57  Shift:    00:00 24:00

Interval Start: 2008/03/25 00:00  Order by: ACTIVITY D

                                                DSN        DSN        DSN        DSN        DSN        VSAM  

    VSAM      VSAM  

                Dataset Name                  ACTIVITY  RETRIEVES   INSERTS    DELETES    UPDATES     EXCPS  

  CI SPLITS CA SPLITS

-------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

 --------  --------

SYSPROG.XE44.RMF4.DATA                        1,687,650    739,650    800,050          0    147,950  1,174,160

        0         0

SYS1.MAN1.DATA                                  219,459    219,459          0          0          0     60,120

        0         0

SYS1.MAN2.DATA                                   85,426     85,426          0          0          0     13,787

        0         0

BST.P40.STG2.MCF.DATA                               148        148          0          0          0         24

        0         0

YUNED01.TPX50.ADMIN1.DATA                           119        119          0          0          0         10

        0         0

BST.P40.STG2.MCF                                     87         87          0          0          0         62

        0         0

BST.DEVEL.ELMCATL                                    14         14          0          0          0         48

        0         0

BST.DEVEL.ELMCATL.DATA                                9          9          0          0          0         15

        0         0

BST.P40.STG1.MCF.DATA                                 6          6          0          0          0          4

        0         0

YUNED01.TPX50.ADMIN2.DATA                             5          5          0          0          0          1

        0         0

BST.P40.STG1.MCF                                      3          3          0          0          0         19

        0         0

BST.DEVEL.ELMCATL.INDEX                               0          0          0          0          0         43

        0         0

BST.P40.STG1.MCF.INDEX                                0          0          0          0          0         39

        0         0

BST.P40.STG2.MCF.INDEX                                0          0          0          0          0         67

        0         0

RTM.QA.SYSV771.CAPINDEX.XE44.DATA                     0          0          0          0          0         12

        0         0

RTM.QA.SYSV771.CAPINDEX.XE44.INDEX                    0          0          0          0          0         12

        0         0

SYSVIEW.DEV.BASE.CAPINDEX.XE44.DATA                   0          0          0          0          0          4

        0         0

SYSVIEW.MILDO03.V770.CAPINDEX.DATA                    0          0          0          0          0         12

        0         0

SYSVIEW.MILDO03.V770.CAPINDEX.INDEX                   0          0          0          0          0         12

        0         0
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SYSVIEW.DEV.BASE.CAPINDEX.XE44.INDEX                  0          0          0          0          0          6

        0         0

YUNED01.TPX50.ADMIN1.IX                               0          0          0          0          0         16

        0         0

YUNED01.TPX50.ADMIN2.IX                               0          0          0          0          0          2

        0         0

Report Structure
The following example code for the ABENDSUM canned report is based on the provided macros and shows the structure
of an Easytrieve program. Most comments in this example were removed for brevity.

NOTE
The line numbers that are shown on some lines match the explanation section, but are not part of the program.

1  MACRO 0 EACH 'DAY'          +

           SHIFT '00:00 24:00' +

           FROM 'ALL'          +

           TO   'ALL'          +

           RECTYPE 255

2  %SYSVCDEF RECTYPE &RECTYPE  +

            EACH '&EACH'       +

            FROM '&FROM'       +

            TO   '&TO'         +

            SHIFT '&SHIFT'     +

            SEGMENT EXPCRABS

3  JOB INPUT SMFIN START SET-PARMS

4  PERFORM SELECT-REC. 

    IF SELECTED = 'T'

5     %SYSVFOR EXPCRABS ABENDS

      END-IF

6  %SYSVPROC. *Common subroutines

7  REPORT ABENDS PRINTER REPORTS SUMMARY SUMCTL DTLCOPYALL +

   SPACE 2 NOADJUST LONGDATE

   SEQUENCE TITLE-TSTAMP MNS_TRAN ABS_ABNDPGM ABS_ABNDCODE

   CONTROL FINAL NOPRINT TITLE-TSTAMP NEWPAGE NOPRINT MNS TRAN NOPRINT +

           ABS_ABNDPGM NOPRINT ABS_ABNDCODE

   TITLE 1 '             Sysview CICS Program  ABEND Summary'

   TITLE 2 'From:          ' LOW-STAMP    ' Each:     &EACH'

   TITLE 3 'To:            ' HIGH-STAMP   ' Shift:    &SHIFT'

   TITLE 4 'Interval Start:' TITLE-TSTAMP

   HEADING MNS_TRAN     ('TRAN'    '----')

   HEADING ABS_ABNDPGM  ('PROGRAM' '--------')

   HEADING ABS_ABNDCODE ('CICS'    'ABEND CODE' '--------')

   HEADING ABS_ABNDOCOD ('SYSTEM'  'ABEND CODE' '--------')

   HEADING TALLY        ('COUNT'   '------')

   LINE MNS_TRAN ABS_ABNDPGM ABS_ABNDCODE TALLY

The following explanations correspond to the line numbers in the preceding example:

1. This section of the code defines the ABENDSUM program as a macro so that parameters can be specified easily
when the program is run. This example has no positional parameters, and five keyword parameters (EACH, SHIFT,
FROM, TO, and RECTYPE), each with a default value.
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The following examples show how to invoke this macro:
%ABENDSUM

%ABENDSUM  EACH HOUR

2. This section invokes the SYSVCDEF macro. This macro:
– Includes the definitions of:

• All SYSVIEW SMF record types
• Some related MVS and RMF record types

– Sets global variables that are referenced in the common subroutines.
The SEGMENT parameter identifies the primary data segment to use for the report.

3. This line begins the extraction section. The JOB statement defines and initiates processing activities as follows:
INPUT SMFIN

Identifies the SMFIN input file.
START SET-PARMS

Runs the SET-PARMS subroutine, which initializes the selection criteria.
4. This PERFORM statement runs the SELECT-REC subroutine for each record in the input file. This subroutine

performs common selection and filtering. To process the record, set the variable SELECTED to T (true); otherwise, it is
set to F (false).

5. This line issues a PRINT statement for each EXPCRABS segment in the current record.
6. This line includes common subroutine definitions.
7. This section defines the output report.

Macros
SYSVIEW lets you create canned reports using the Easytrieve Reporting Service. The canned reports are constructed
from several macros that provide common functionality. The macros help you eliminate duplicated effort and are described
in the following articles.

SYSVCDEF Macro
The SYSVCDEF macro provides common definitions for global variables that various utility macros and subroutines
use. SYSVCDEF includes the SMF record definitions that the canned reports require. Invoke it as the first noncomment
statement in the Easytrieve program.

The SYSVCDEF macro supports the following keyword parameters:

EACH
Determines the length of each reporting interval. The SELECT-BY-TIME subroutine of the SYSVPROC macro
uses this parameter to set the TSTAMP value for each SMF record. For most reports, SMF data is aggregated for
each reporting interval. Specify one of the following values:
n DAY

Reporting interval is n days.
MONTH

Reporting interval is one month.
n HOUR

Reporting interval is n hours.
n MIN

Reporting interval is n minutes.
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RECORD
Set the TSTAMP value for each SMF record set to the actual timestamp, without adjustment. In practice,
this value prevents data aggregation.

Default: DAY
FROM

Determines the starting timestamp for SMF record selection. The SELECT-PROC subroutine uses this value
to exclude SMF records which have timestamps earlier than the provided value. The timestamp is specified as
YYYY/MM/DD-HH:MM.
Default: ALL, which allows all records to be selected.

PRODUCT
Indicates the name of the product that produced the SMF records. This name is used to filter the SMF records.
Typically, the SEGMENT specification automatically sets this value.
Default: Null string, ''

RECSTYPE
Specifies the SMF record subtype that contains the desired data. Typically, the SEGMENT specification
automatically sets this value.
Default: 0

RECTYPE
Specifies the SMF record type for the SYSVIEW IMS records. The SEGMENT specification automatically sets this
value when SEGMENT is the name of a section in a standard MVS or RMF record.
Default: 255

SEGMENT
Indicates the name of the primary data segment type to extract. SEGMENT is used to:

• Determine RECTYPE and RECSTYPE when appropriate
• Set up variables that can be used for stepping through the segments with the SYSVFOR macro

Default: Null string, ''
SHIFT

Determines the time range for selecting data. The SELECT-PROC subroutine uses SHIFT to exclude SMF
records that do not fall within the specified time range. The range is specified as h1:m1 h2:m2.

• h1:m1 is the starting time for the shift.
• h2:m2 is the ending time for the shift.
• If h1:m1 is greater than h2:m2, ttwo time ranges are assumed: h2:m2 24:00, and 00:00 h1:m1.

Default: 00:00 24:00
SUBSYS

Indicates the name of the subsystem that produced the SMF records. SUBSYS is used to filter the SMF records.
Typically, SUBSYS is set automatically from the SEGMENT specification.
Default: Null string, ''

TO
Determines the ending timestamp for SMF record selection. The SELECT-PROC subroutine uses TO to exclude
SMF records that have timestamps later than the provided value. The timestamp is specified as YYYY/MM/DD-
HH:MM.
Default: ALL, which allows all records to be selected.
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SYSVPROC Macro
The SYSVPROC macro defines common subroutines for selecting and filtering records and data segments. Invoke
SYSVPROC after the first JOB statement, and before the first REPORT statement. The following subroutines are
provided:

SELECT-BY-TIME
Filters the SMF records by the record timestamp. Any record that does not satisfy the FROM, TO, and SHIFT
parameters is rejected by setting the SELECT variable to F.

SELECT-REC
Performs the standard record selection by using the values set previously through the SYSVCDEF macro and the
SET-PARMS subroutine. Upon return from the routine, the SELECT variable has a value of T if the record passes
all filtering criteria, otherwise the value is F.
Specifically, the routine verifies that SMFRTYP, SMFRSTYP, SMFHSSI, and SMFHPROD match the
corresponding values for RECTYPE, RECSTYPE, SUBSYS, and PRODUCT.
The routine also calls SELECT-BY-TIME to verify that the record timestamp is within the time ranges specified in
the FROM, TO, and SHIFT parameters.

SET-OFFSETS
Sets the addressability to the various record definitions, which are based on RECTYPE, RECSTYPE, SMFRTYP,
SMFRSTYP, and SEGMENT.
SELECT-BY-TIME calls SET-OFFSETS, and is not typically named directly from a user program.

SET-PARMS
Decodes the standard parameters that are specified on the SYSVCDEF macro. The values are then inserted into
global variables that are accessible to the various filtering and selection routines and macros.
SET-PARMS is typically invoked as the START procedure on a JOB statement, but can also be invoked directly at
any time using a PERFORM statement.

SET-SMFTIME
Examines the SMF record timestamps to determine the lowest and highest timestamp found in the data.
Because SET-SMFTIME is an internal subroutine, it typically is not invoked directly from a user program.

SPLIT-PARM
Splits a parameter into two parts, delimited by the first blank.
Because SPLIT-PARM is an internal subroutine, it typically is not invoked directly from a user program.

FILTERID Macro
The FILTERID macro filters on an alphanumeric field.

This macro supports the following three positional parameters:

FAIL
Specifies the name of a label for branching to when PAT is not matched.

PAT
Specifies the pattern for matching. The pattern is a text string to match against the content of VAR. Each position
of VAR is matched against PAT, until a mismatch is found, or until a blank is found in VAR.

• The asterisk (*) in PAT matches the rest of VAR.
• The question mark (?) matches any single character.

VAR
Specifies the name of the field or variable to filter.

Example: FILTERID Macro
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In this example, all remaining processing in the current JOB is skipped if the value of SMF74SER does not begin with
TSO.

%FILTERID  SMF74SER  'TSO*'  JOB

In this example, processing jumps to the SKIPIT label if the value of SMF74SER does not end in 01.

%FILTERID  SMF74SER  '????01'  SKIPIT

SMFDATE Macro
The SMFDATE macro converts a binary 8-byte SMF timestamp into a numeric date using the YYYYMMDD format.

This macro supports two positional parameters:

DATEOUT
8-byte numeric, typically defined as follows:
8 N MASK(9999/99/99)

SMFTOD
SMF timestamp, usually SMFHTOD

SMFTIME Macro
The SMFTIME macro converts a binary 8-byte SMF timestamp into a numeric time using the HHMMSS format.

This macro supports two positional parameters:

SMFTOD
SMF timestamp, typically SMFHTOD

TIMEOUT
8-byte numeric, typically defined as follows:
8 N MASK(99:99:99)

STCKCONV Macro
The STCKCONV macro converts data between a binary STCK timestamp and its 19-byte character representation as
YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS.

This macro supports three parameters:

BINSTAMP
Name of the BIN variable, which is defined as 8 A.

CHARSTAMP
Name of the CHAR variable, which is defined as 19 A.

FORMAT
Type of conversion desired:
B

Convert from CHAR to BINARY
C

Convert from BINARY to CHAR
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SYSVFOR Macro
The SYSVFOR macro generates a report line for each instance of a segment type within the current SMF record.

This macro supports two explicit arguments:

SEGN
Name of the desired segment

RPTN
Name of the report to generate

Before you invoke this SYSVFOR macro, set the following global variables in the SET-OFFSETS subroutine, which are
invoked internally through the SELECT-REC and SELECT-BY-TIME subroutines.

SEG_COUNT
Sets the number of segments in the record.

SEG_LEN
Sets the length of the segment type.

SEG_OFFSET
Sets the offset within the SMF record to the first byte of the first segment. Calculate the offset from SMFHSI,
which is the first byte following the RDW.
For SMF records, such as SYSVIEW CMCR that provides “triplets” containing offsets relative to the RDW, set the
SEG_OFFSET to four less than the provided value. The SELECT-REC subroutine code in macro SYSVPROC
does this set for each of the segment types that are defined in any of the provided SMF record types.

This following macro steps through all SMF74B segments and issues PRINT EXTRACT for each such segment found.

%SYSVFOR   SMF74B  EXTRACT

TOP Macro
The TOP macro restricts report output to the first n lines in each control-break. Use it in any report that does not already
have a REPORT-INPUT procedure.

This macro supports two positional parameters:

FIELD
Name of the control-break field, which is typically the timestamp for interval reporting and typically named
T_TSTAMP.
The maximum length of the field is 44.

TOP
Number of lines to include in each control group.

Example: TOP Macro:

%TOP  TSTAMP  20

SYSVIEW SMF Records
The following information about SMF records is covered in this topic:

View SMF Records Online

SYSVIEW has several online commands that let you view SMF records. The following table shows the relationship
between an SMF record and the corresponding online display command.
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              Online

Type Subtype  Command    Description

255  001 x01  AUDITLOG   Audit records

255  002 x02  PLOTLOG    Plot records

255  003 x03  XLOG       Threshold Exception records

255  004 x04  XLOG       State Exception records

255  024 x18  XLOG       CICS exception records

255  025 x19  CTRANSUM   CICS transaction summary records

255  027 x1B  CTRANLOG   CICS transaction detail records

255  028 x1C  CSYSDATA   CICS system interval data records

255  034 x22  IMSTLOG    IMS transaction data records

255  035 x23  IMSRSLOG   IMS region accounting records

255  036 x24  IMSTSUM    IMS transaction summary data records

255  048 x30  MQRLOG     MQ Application Request records

If the Event Capture Option is in use, the SMF data collection process can log any desired SMF record for online
viewing. The online display command SMFLOG provides the viewing of any SMF record that has been captured.

Configuration Options

The writing of each record to SMF is controlled by a configuration option that is defined in a SYSVIEW parmlib member.
The following table shows the relationship between an SMF record and the corresponding configuration option.

              Parmlib

Type Subtype  Member     Configuration Option

255  001 x01  AUDITDEF   See definition

255  002 x02  SYSDATA    LOG-PLOT-RECORDS-SMF

255  003 x03  SYSDATA    LOG-XLOG-RECORDS-SMF

255  004 x04  SYSDATA    LOG-XLOG-RECORDS-SMF

255  003 x03  CICSLOGR   LOG-EXCEPTIONS-SMF

255  004 x04  CICSLOGR   LOG-EXCEPTIONS-SMF

255  024 x18  CICSLOGR   LOG-EXCEPTIONS-SMF

255  025 x19  CICSLOGR   LOG-TRANSACTION-SUMMARY-SMF

255  027 x1B  CICSLOGR   LOG-TRANSACTIONS-SMF

255  028 x1C  CICSLOGR   LOG-SYSTEM-DATA-SMF

255  034 x22  IMSLOGR    LOG-IMSTRAN-RECORDS-TO-SMF

255  035 x23  IMSLOGR    LOG-IMSREGN-RECORDS-TO-SMF

255  036 x24  IMSLOGR    LOG-IMSTSUM-RECORDS-TO-SMF

255  048 x30  MQSDATA    LOG-REQUESTS-TO-SMF

Specifying Record Types

The default SMF record type for all SYSVIEW records is 255. The record type can be specified using the following
options. The following table shows the relationship between an SMF record and the corresponding configuration option.

               Parmlib

Type  Subtype  Member    Configuration Option

255   001 x01  AUDIT     SMF-RECORD-TYPE

255   002 x02  SYSDATA   SMF-PLOT-RECORD-TYPE

255   003 x03  SYSDATA   SMF-XLOG-RECORD-TYPE

255   004 x04  SYSDATA   SMF-XLOG-RECORD-TYPE

255   003 x03  CICSLOGR  SMF-RECORD-TYPE

255   004 x04  CICSLOGR  SMF-RECORD-TYPE

255   024 x18  CICSLOGR  SMF-RECORD-TYPE
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255   025 x19  CICSLOGR  SMF-RECORD-TYPE

255   027 x1B  CICSLOGR  SMF-RECORD-TYPE

255   028 x1C  CICSLOGR  SMF-RECORD-TYPE

255   034 x22  IMSLOGR   SMF-RECORD-TYPE

255   035 x23  IMSLOGR   SMF-RECORD-TYPE

255   036 x24  IMSLOGR   SMF-RECORD-TYPE

255   048 x30  MQSDATA   SMF-RECORD-TYPE

Record Layouts

SYSVIEW can optionally create SMF records. The following table describes the records. By default, the SMF record type
is 255. The record layouts or DSECTs can be found in the distributed sysview.CNM4BMAC data set.

Type  Subtype  MACLIB    Description

255   001 x01  GSVSMF01  Audit records

255   002 x02  GSVSMF02  Plot records

255   003 x03  GSVSMF03  Threshold Exception records

255   004 x04  GSVSMF04  State Exception records

255   024 x18  GSVSMF24  CICS exception records

255   025 x19  GSVSMF25  CICS transaction summary records

255   027 x1B  GSVSMF27  CICS transaction detail records

255   028 x1C  GSVSMF28  CICS system interval data records

255   034 x22  GSVSMF34  IMS transaction data records

255   035 x23  GSVSMF35  IMS region accounting records

255   036 x24  GSVSMF36  IMS transaction summary data records

255   048 x30  GSVSMF48  MQ Application Request records

GSVSMF01 - Audit Record
The layout of the SMF Audit Record (GSVSMF01) is described here. An audit record is created when an event that is
being audited occurs.
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• Record Layout
• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information
• Data Section
• Shutdown
• Logoff
• Command Primary
• Command Subcommand
• APFLIST Modify
• Threshold Modify
• State Modify
• Monitor Modify
• ASID Action
• Console Command
• MQ Command
• IMS Command
• CICS CEMT
• Data Set Service
• LPA Modify
• SVCTABLE Modify
• SubSystem Modify
• PPT Modify
• WTOR Reply
• Log Stream Delete Records Older
• Log Stream Action
• Product Modify
• LinkSet Modify
• LinkList Modify
• Storage Alter
• Action Message Retention Facility
• ESRTABLE Modify
• TSOTABLE Modify
• Registered Product Modify
• Dump Data Set Modify
• CICS Transaction Cancel
• CICS Threshold Modify
• CICS State Modify
• MQ Queue Modify
• User Message
• MQ Channel Modify
• CICS TS Queue Modify
• Set Extended Private
• Set Grande Private
• CICS Start
• CICS Shutdown
• Data Set Zap
• Task Stop
• JES Job Modify
• JES Output Modify
• JES Output Descriptor Modify
• CICS Transaction Cancel Modify
• CICS Transaction Options Modify
• Dynamic Exit Modify
• MQ Topic Modify
• Set Dispatch Priority
• Metric Alert Alter
• System Message
• Set Schedule Environment Resource
• IDMS Task Cancel
• CICS Exec Interface Trace Modify
• IMS SPOC Command
• Command Action
• Security Resource
• Profile Migration
• Audit Event Equates
• Server Request
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Record Layout

Description Audit Data Record

Record Type 255 (default)

Record Subtype 001, x001

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information
• Data Section

– Audit Data

Data segments or sections must be accessed using the corresponding triplet. All time values are in microseconds unless
otherwise stated.

Segment/Section DSECT/Area Count

SMF Header ADTRH 1

Product Header Extension ADTRP 1

Control Information ADTRC 1

Threshold Information ADnnn nnn

SMF Header

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' ADTR DSECT DSECT ADTR

0 X'0' ADTRH 34 BINARY SMF header

0 X'0' ADTRH_RDW 4 BINARY Record/segment
length

0 X'0' ADTRH_RECLE
N

2 BINARY SMF record
length

2 X'2' ADTRH_SEGLE
N

2 BINARY SMF segment
length

4 X'4' ADTRH_SID 1 BINARY System indicator

ADTRH_SID_SU
BSYS

EQU B'10000000' Sub system
follows

ADTRH_SID_SU
BREC

EQU B'01000000' Sub record type
used

5 X'5' ADTRH_RECTY
PE

1 BINARY Record type

ADTRH_Type255 EQU 255 Default record
type

6 X'6' ADTRH_TOD 8 BINARY SMF time of day
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6 X'6' ADTRH_TIME 4 BINARY Time since
midnight 100th

10 X'A' ADTRH_DATE 4 PACKED Date 0cyydddF

14 X'E' ADTRH_SYSID 4 EBCDIC System ID

18 X'12' ADTRH_SSID 4 EBCDIC Sub system ID

22 X'16' ADTRH_SUBRE
C

2 BINARY Sub record type

22 X'16' ADTRH_DATAT
YPE

1 BINARY Data collection
type

ADTRH_DATATY
PE00

EQU 000 Type - 00

23 X'17' ADTRH_DATA 1 BINARY Data record
subtype

ADTRH_DATA_A
udit

EQU 001 Audit record

ADTRH_L EQU *-ADTRH SMF header
length

Product Header Extension Information

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

24 X'18' ADTRP 10 BINARY Product extension
info

24 X'18' ADTRP_Product 4 EBCDIC Product keyword

28 X'1C' ADTRP_Release 4 EBCDIC Product release

28 X'1C' ADTRP_RRM 3 EBCDIC RRM

31 X'1F' ADTRP_RecVer 1 BINARY Record version

ADTRP_RecVer
01

EQU 01 01

ADTRP_RecVer
02

EQU 02 02

ADTRP_RecVer
Curr

EQU 02 Current

32 X'20' ADTRP_SYSTE
M

1 BINARY System

ADTRP_MVS EQU B'10000000' MVS

33 X'21' ADTRP_FLAG1 1 BINARY Flags

ADTRP_180 EQU B'10000000' *--- Not Used ---*

ADTRP_140 EQU B'01000000' *--- Not Used ---*

ADTRP_120 EQU B'00100000' *--- Not Used ---*

ADTRP_110 EQU B'00010000' *--- Not Used ---*

ADTRP_108 EQU B'00001000' *--- Not Used ---*
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ADTRP_104 EQU B'00000100' *--- Not Used ---*

ADTRP_102 EQU B'00000010' *--- Not Used ---*

ADTRP_1Compr
ess

EQU B'00000001' Compressed data

ADTRP_L EQU *-ADTRP Product info
length

34 X'22' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

35 X'23' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

ADTRHP_L EQU *-ADTR SMF Header
length

Control Information

The data portion of the record is comprised of several smaller blocks of data called "segments."

Each group of segments can be referenced via its corresponding triplet entry.
A triplet is made up of three components: offset, length, count.

Offset (4) Offset from the beginning of the record to the 1st segment

Length (2) Length of 1 segment

Count (2) Number of segments

Data may not be available for all segments.

To determine if a segment type exists, check the corresponding count field within the triplet.
If the count value is greater than 0, segments exist for the type.

Data segments can appear in any order.
Segments in the data area must be accessed using the corresponding triplet offset, length and count.

The following is a visual example of a record.
Do not assume the data or offset information to be accurate for a real record.

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information

– Triplet 1
• offset: x00000200
• length: x0080
• count: x0003

• Data Section
– Data Segment 1

• x200: segment 1
• x280: segment 2
• x300: segment 3
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

36 X'24' ADTRC 4 BINARY Record Control
Information

36 X'24' ADTRC_AuditTy
pe

2 BINARY Audit record type

38 X'26' 2 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

40 X'28' ADTRC_DataTri
plet

8 EBCDIC Data section
triplet

40 X'28' ADTRC_DataOff
set

4 BINARY Offset to data
section

44 X'2C' ADTRC_DataCo
unt

2 BINARY Number of data
sections

46 X'2E' ADTRC_DataLen 2 BINARY Total data section
length

48 X'30' ADTRC_System 8 EBCDIC System name

56 X'38' ADTRC_SSID 4 EBCDIC Subsystem ID

60 X'3C' ADTRC_Build 4 EBCDIC Build

64 X'40' ADTRC_Jobnam
e

8 EBCDIC Job name

72 X'48' ADTRC_JobId 8 EBCDIC Job ID

80 X'50' ADTRC_Asid 2 BINARY ASID

82 X'52' 2 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

84 X'54' ADTRC_TaskNa
me

8 EBCDIC Task name

92 X'5C' ADTRC_TaskID 8 EBCDIC Task ID

100 X'64' ADTRC_Userid 8 EBCDIC User ID

108 X'6C' ADTRC_Terminal 8 EBCDIC Terminal

116 X'74' ADTRC_Interface 8 EBCDIC Interface

124 X'7C' ADTRC_Profile 8 EBCDIC Profile name

132 X'84' ADTRC_SecGro
up

8 EBCDIC Security group

140 X'8C' ADTRC_Release 4 EBCDIC Product release
rr.m

144 X'90' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

148 X'94' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

152 X'98' ADTRC_Seg1 8 EBCDIC Segments within
section

152 X'98' ADTRC_Seg1_O 4 BINARY Offset to segment

156 X'9C' ADTRC_Seg1_L 2 BINARY Length of
segment
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158 X'9E' ADTRC_Seg1_C 2 BINARY Count of
segments

160 X'A0' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

164 X'A4' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

168 X'A8' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

172 X'AC' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

176 X'B0' ADTRC_UserNa
me

32 EBCDIC User name

208 X'D0' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

212 X'D4' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

216 X'D8' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

220 X'DC' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

224 X'E0' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

228 X'E4' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

232 X'E8' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

236 X'EC' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

240 X'F0' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

244 X'F4' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

248 X'F8' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

252 X'FC' 4 UNKNOWN *--- Not Used ---*

ADTRC_L EQU *-ADTRC Length of
common header

ADTRHPC_L EQU *-ADTR Length of fixed
prefix

Data Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

256 X'100' ADTRD 1 EBCDIC Data Section

Shutdown

Event Shutdown

Type 002

DSECT AD002

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD002 DSECT DSECT AD002

0 X'0' AD002_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment
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2 X'2' AD002_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD002_Elapsed 8 BINARY Elapsed time
(microsecs)

10 X'A' AD002_Cputime 8 BINARY Cputime
(microsecs)

18 X'12' AD002_IOCount 8 BINARY I/O count

AD002_DL EQU *-AD002_Data Length of data
segment

AD002_L EQU *-AD002 Length of
segment

Logoff

Event Logoff

Type 004

DSECT AD004

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD004 DSECT DSECT AD004

0 X'0' AD004_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD004_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD004_CmdCou
nt

4 BINARY Number of
commands

6 X'6' AD004_Elapsed 8 BINARY Elapsed time
(microsecs)

14 X'E' AD004_Cputime 8 BINARY Cputime
(microsecs)

22 X'16' AD004_StgAHw
m

4 BINARY Storage Above
16M - HWM

26 X'1A' AD004_StgBHw
m

4 BINARY Storage Below
16M - HWM

AD004_R130_DL EQU *-AD004_Data Length of data
segment

30 X'1E' AD004_WLM_CP
UTIME

8 BINARY Enclave
CPUTIME

38 X'26' AD004_WLM_ZII
PTIME

8 BINARY Enclave zIIP time

46 X'2E' AD004_WLM_ZII
PQUAL

8 BINARY Enclave zIIP
qualified
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54 X'36' AD004_WLM_ZII
PONCP

8 BINARY Enclave zIIP on
CP

62 X'3E' AD004_@ZE_TO
TCPU

8 BINARY Total CPU
microseconds

70 X'46' AD004_@ZE_#B
ASMDSW

8 BINARY Basic Mode
Switches

78 X'4E' AD004_@ZE_#A
LESERV

8 BINARY ALESERV
requests

86 X'56' AD004_@ZE_TC
BCPU

8 BINARY TCB CPU
microseconds

94 X'5E' AD004_@ZE_#S
WTOSRB

8 BINARY Switch to SRB
count

102 X'66' AD004_@ZE_#S
RBS

8 BINARY SRB starts

110 X'6E' AD004_@ZE_SR
BCPU

8 BINARY SRB CPU
microseconds

118 X'76' AD004_@ZE_#S
WTOTCB

8 BINARY Switch to TCB
count

126 X'7E' AD004_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

AD004_1SAFCla
ssDef

EQU B'10000000' SAF class is
defined

127 X'7F' AD004_SAFCalls
Made

4 BINARY SAF calls made

131 X'83' AD004_SAFCalls
Avoid

4 BINARY SAF calls avoided

135 X'87' AD004_CMNDC
alls

4 BINARY SAF CMND calls

139 X'8B' AD004_JOBNCa
lls

4 BINARY SAF JOBN calls

143 X'8F' AD004_RESNCa
lls

4 BINARY SAF RESN calls

147 X'93' AD004_JQUECa
lls

4 BINARY SAF JQUE calls

151 X'97' AD004_JTYPCa
lls

4 BINARY SAF JTYP calls

155 X'9B' AD004_NTFYCa
lls

4 BINARY SAF NTFY calls

159 X'9F' AD004_USERCa
lls

4 BINARY SAF USER calls

163 X'A3' AD004_DDNMC
alls

4 BINARY SAF DDNM calls

167 X'A7' AD004_WTRNC
alls

4 BINARY SAF WTRN calls
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171 X'AB' AD004_SUBCCa
lls

4 BINARY SAF SUBC calls

175 X'AF' AD004_OtherCa
lls

4 BINARY SAF Other calls

179 X'B3' AD004_AETSize 4 BINARY Access Entity
Table size

183 X'B7' AD004_SAF_CP
U

8 BINARY CPU microsec for
SAF calls

191 X'BF' AD004_SAF_Ela
psed

8 BINARY Elapsed time for
SAF calls

199 X'C7' AD004_Exit_CPU 8 BINARY CPU microsec for
Exit calls

207 X'CF' AD004_Exit_Ela
psed

8 BINARY Elapsed time for
Exit calls

AD004_R135_DL EQU *-AD004_Data Length of data
segment

215 X'D7' AD004_StgGHw
m

8 BINARY Storage Above
2G - HWM

AD004_DL EQU *-AD004_Data Length of data
segment

AD004_L EQU *-AD004 Length of
segment

Event Logoff

Type 004

DSECT AD004A

Triplet ADTRC_Seg1 (segments within section)

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD004A DSECT DSECT AD004A

0 X'0' AD004A_CmdNa
me

8 EBCDIC Command

8 X'8' AD004A_SubCm
d

8 EBCDIC Subcommand

16 X'10' AD004A_CmdCo
unt

4 BINARY Count

20 X'14' AD004A_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

AD004A_1Subco
mmand

EQU B'10000000' subcommand

21 X'15' AD004A_Compo
nent

1 BINARY Component code
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AD004A_$COMP
ON_BASE

EQU 000 BASE

AD004A_$COMP
ON_JES

EQU 001 JES

AD004A_$COMP
ON_JES2

EQU 001 JES2

AD004A_$COMP
ON_TOOL

EQU 002 TOOL

AD004A_$COMP
ON_CICS

EQU 003 CICS

AD004A_$COMP
ON_MVSP

EQU 004 MVS

AD004A_$COMP
ON_DCOM

EQU 005 DATACOM

AD004A_$COMP
ON_HCHK

EQU 006 HCHECK

AD004A_$COMP
ON_MQS

EQU 007 MQSERIES

AD004A_$COMP
ON_IDMS

EQU 008 IDMS

AD004A_$COMP
ON_ROSC

EQU 009 ROSCOE

AD004A_$COMP
ON_USS

EQU 010 USS

AD004A_$COMP
ON_IMS

EQU 011 IMS

AD004A_$COMP
ON_CAPT

EQU 012 CAPTURE

AD004A_$COMP
ON_XSYS

EQU 013 XSYS

AD004A_$COMP
ON_R014

EQU 014 Reserved

AD004A_$COMP
ON_MIM

EQU 015 MIM

AD004A_$COMP
ON_TCP

EQU 016 TCPIP

22 X'16' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

23 X'17' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

AD004A_R130_L EQU *-AD004A Length of
segment

24 X'18' AD004A_@ZE_T
OTCPU

8 BINARY Total CPU
microseconds

32 X'20' AD004A_WLM_C
PUTIME

8 BINARY Enclave
CPUTIME
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40 X'28' AD004A_@ZE_#
BASMDSW

8 BINARY Basic Mode
Switches

AD004A_L EQU *-AD004A Length of
segment

Command Primary

Event Command Primary

Type 005

DSECT AD005

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet
The following pairs of (length,data) must be processed as data
segments based on the count found in field: ADTRC_DataCount
The data field is defined below with a length equal to the
maximum length possible for the field. Use the length portion of
the pair to determine the actual length. The length may contain
zeros indicating that the data portion is not present.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD005 DSECT DSECT AD005

0 X'0' AD005_CmdLen 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD005_CmdNam
e

8 EBCDIC Primary
command

10 X'A' AD005_ParmLen 2 BINARY Length of
segment

12 X'C' AD005_Parms 254 EBCDIC Parameters

266 X'10A' AD005_AccessL
en

2 BINARY Length of
segment

268 X'10C' AD005_Access 1 BINARY Access

AD005_Access_Allow EQU 0 Allowed

AD005_Access_Fail EQU 8 Failed

AD005_L EQU *-AD005 Total length

Command Subcommand

Event Command Subcommand

Type 006

DSECT AD006
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Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet
The following pairs of (length,data) must be processed as data
segments based on the count found in field: ADTRC_DataCount
The data field is defined below with a length equal to the
maximum length possible for the field. Use the length portion of
the pair to determine the actual length. The length may contain
zeros indicating that the data portion is not present.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD006 DSECT DSECT AD006

0 X'0' AD006_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD006_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD006_Comman
d

8 EBCDIC Primary
command

10 X'A' AD006_Subcom
mand

8 EBCDIC Subcommand

18 X'12' AD006_Parm 256 EBCDIC Command
parameters

18 X'12' AD006_ParmLen 2 BINARY parm length

20 X'14' AD006_Parms 254 EBCDIC parms

274 X'112' AD006_AccessL
en

2 BINARY Length of
segment

276 X'114' AD006_Access 1 BINARY Access

AD006_Access_
Allow

EQU 0 Allowed

AD006_Access_
Fail

EQU 8 Failed

AD006_DL EQU *-AD006_Data Length of data
segment

AD006_L EQU *-AD006 Length of
segment

APFLIST Modify

Event APFLIST Modify

Type 007

DSECT AD007

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD007 DSECT DSECT AD007
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0 X'0' AD007_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD007_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD007_Action 6 EBCDIC ADD | DELETE

8 X'8' AD007_Dsn 44 EBCDIC Data set

52 X'34' AD007_Volser 6 EBCDIC Volser

AD007_DL EQU *-AD007_Data Length of data
segment

AD007_L EQU *-AD007 Length of
segment

Threshold Modify

Event Threshold Modify

Type 008

DSECT AD008

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD008 DSECT DSECT AD008

0 X'0' AD008_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD008_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD008_Action 6 EBCDIC ADD | MODIFY |
DELETE

8 X'8' AD008_Owner 8 EBCDIC Owner

16 X'10' AD008_Name 8 EBCDIC Variable

24 X'18' AD008_ID 8 EBCDIC ID

32 X'20' AD008_Rsce 120 EBCDIC Resource

152 X'98' AD008_Limit 8 EBCDIC Limit value

160 X'A0' AD008_WarnPct 3 EBCDIC Warning
percentage

163 X'A3' AD008_Warning 8 EBCDIC Warning value

171 X'AB' AD008_MSG 3 EBCDIC Message

174 X'AE' AD008_RUN 3 EBCDIC Run

177 X'B1' AD008_IMODna
me

16 EBCDIC IMOD name

193 X'C1' AD008_Duration 3 EBCDIC Duration

196 X'C4' AD008_CMD 8 EBCDIC Command

204 X'CC' AD008_TRIGLVL 8 EBCDIC Trigger level
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212 X'D4' AD008_Capture 8 EBCDIC Capture trigger
level

220 X'DC' AD008_CapEvent 8 EBCDIC Capture event
member name

228 X'E4' AD008_CapTime 8 EBCDIC Capture time

236 X'EC' AD008_Trap 3 EBCDIC TRAP

239 X'EF' AD008_OPSMVS 3 EBCDIC OPSMVS generic
API

AD008_DL EQU *-AD008_Data Length of data
segment

AD008_L EQU *-AD008 Length of
segment

24 X'18' AD008_TCPID 8 EBCDIC TCP ID

24 X'18' AD008_QMGR 4 EBCDIC Qmgr

24 X'18' AD008_IMSID 4 EBCDIC IMS ID

32 X'20' AD008_CICS_R
sce1

8 EBCDIC CICS resource 1

40 X'28' AD008_CICS_R
sce2

8 EBCDIC CICS resource 2

State Modify

Event State Modify

Type 009

DSECT AD009

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD009 DSECT DSECT AD009

0 X'0' AD009_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD009_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD009_Action 6 EBCDIC ADD | MODIFY |
DELETE

8 X'8' AD009_Owner 8 EBCDIC Owner

16 X'10' AD009_Name 8 EBCDIC Variable

24 X'18' AD009_ID 8 EBCDIC ID

32 X'20' AD009_Rsce 120 EBCDIC Resource

152 X'98' AD009_State 12 EBCDIC State

164 X'A4' AD009_Status 8 EBCDIC Status

172 X'AC' AD009_Duration 3 EBCDIC Duration
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175 X'AF' AD009_IMODna
me

16 EBCDIC IMOD name

191 X'BF' AD009_Comman
d

8 EBCDIC Command

199 X'C7' AD009_MSG 3 EBCDIC Message

202 X'CA' AD009_RUN 3 EBCDIC Run

205 X'CD' AD009_TRIGLVL 8 EBCDIC Trigger level

213 X'D5' AD009_Capture 8 EBCDIC Capture trigger
level

221 X'DD' AD009_CapEvent 8 EBCDIC Capture event
member name

229 X'E5' AD009_CapTime 8 EBCDIC Capture time

237 X'ED' AD009_Trap 3 EBCDIC TRAP

240 X'F0' AD009_OPSMVS 3 EBCDIC OPSMVS generic
API

AD009_DL EQU *-AD009_Data Length of data
segment

AD009_L EQU *-AD009 Length of
segment

24 X'18' AD009_TCPID 8 EBCDIC TCP ID

24 X'18' AD009_QMGR 4 EBCDIC Qmgr

24 X'18' AD009_IMSID 4 EBCDIC IMS ID

32 X'20' AD009_CICS_R
sce1

8 EBCDIC CICS resource 1

40 X'28' AD009_CICS_R
sce2

8 EBCDIC CICS resource 2

Monitor Modify

Event Monitor Modify

Type 010

DSECT AD010

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD010 DSECT DSECT AD010

0 X'0' AD010_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD010_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD010_Action 6 EBCDIC ADD | MODIFY |
DELETE
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8 X'8' AD010_Owner 8 EBCDIC Owner

16 X'10' AD010_Name 8 EBCDIC Variable

24 X'18' AD010_ID 8 EBCDIC ID

32 X'20' AD010_Rsce 120 EBCDIC Resource

152 X'98' AD010_Exclude 8 EBCDIC Exclude | Include

AD010_DL EQU *-AD010_Data Length of data
segment

AD010_L EQU *-AD010 Length of
segment

24 X'18' AD010_TCPID 8 EBCDIC TCP ID

24 X'18' AD010_QMGR 4 EBCDIC Qmgr

24 X'18' AD010_IMSID 4 EBCDIC IMS ID

ASID Action

Event ASID Action

Type 011

DSECT AD011

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD011 DSECT DSECT AD011

0 X'0' AD011_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD011_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD011_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD011_Cancel EQU 00 Cancel

AD011_Force EQU 01 Force

AD011_Kill EQU 02 Kill

AD011_CancelT
ask

EQU 03 Cancel Task

AD011_NoSwap EQU 04 NoSwap

AD011_OkSwap EQU 05 OkSwap

AD011_Quiesce EQU 06 Quiesce

AD011_Resume EQU 07 Resume

AD011_Reset EQU 08 Reset

AD011_Hold EQU 09 Hold

AD011_Release EQU 10 Release

AD011_Restart EQU 11 Restart
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3 X'3' AD011_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD011_ASID_C
har

4 EBCDIC ASID - Character

15 X'F' AD011_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Job name

23 X'17' AD011_JobID 8 EBCDIC Job ID

31 X'1F' AD011_TCB_Ch
ar

8 EBCDIC TCB address

39 X'27' AD011_ASID_H
ex

2 BINARY ASID - Hex

41 X'29' AD011_TCB_Hex 4 BINARY TCB address

45 X'2D' AD011_SrvClass 8 EBCDIC WLM Service
class

AD011_DL EQU *-AD011_Data Length of data
segment

AD011_L EQU *-AD011 Length of
segment

Console Command

Event Console Command

Type 012

DSECT AD012

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD012 DSECT DSECT AD012

0 X'0' AD012_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD012_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD012_Console
ID

4 BINARY Console ID

6 X'6' AD012_Console
Name

8 EBCDIC Console name

14 X'E' AD012_Console
Sysn

8 EBCDIC Console system
name

AD012_DL EQU *-AD012_Data Length of data
segment

22 X'16' AD012_Comman
dLen

2 BINARY Length of
segment

24 X'18' AD012_Comman
d

1 EBCDIC Console
command

AD012_L EQU *-AD012 Total length
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MQ Command

Event MQ Command

Type 013

DSECT AD013

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD013 DSECT DSECT AD013

0 X'0' AD013_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD013_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD013_Qmgr 4 EBCDIC Queue manager

6 X'6' AD013_Comman
dQ

48 EBCDIC Command queue
name

54 X'36' AD013_ReplyTo
Q

48 EBCDIC Reply to queue
name

AD013_DL EQU *-AD013_Data Length of data
segment

102 X'66' AD013_Comman
dLen

2 BINARY Length of
segment

104 X'68' AD013_Comman
d

1 EBCDIC Command

AD013_L EQU *-AD013 Total length

IMS Command

Event IMS Command

Type 014

DSECT AD014

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD014 DSECT DSECT AD014

0 X'0' AD014_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD014_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD014_IMSID 4 EBCDIC IMS ID

6 X'6' AD014_ASID 2 BINARY ASID
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8 X'8' AD014_CMDCh
ar

1 EBCDIC Command
character

9 X'9' AD014_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Job name

17 X'11' AD014_JobID 8 EBCDIC Job ID

AD014_DL EQU *-AD014_Data Length of data
segment

25 X'19' AD014_Comman
dLen

2 BINARY Length of
segment

27 X'1B' AD014_Comman
d

1 EBCDIC Command

AD014_L EQU *-AD014 Total length

CICS CEMT

Event CICS CEMT

Type 015

DSECT AD015

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD015 DSECT DSECT AD015

0 X'0' AD015_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD015_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD015_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Job name

AD015_DL EQU *-AD015_Data Length of data
segment

10 X'A' AD015_Comman
dLen

2 BINARY Length of
segment

12 X'C' AD015_Comman
d

1 EBCDIC Command

AD015_L EQU *-AD015 Total length

Data Set Service

Event Data Set Service

Type 016

DSECT AD016

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD016 DSECT DSECT AD016

0 X'0' AD016_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD016_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD016_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD016_Catalog EQU 00 Catalog

AD016_Delete EQU 01 Delete

AD016_Purge EQU 02 Purge

AD016_Recall EQU 03 Recall

AD016_Rename EQU 04 Rename

AD016_Uncatalo
g

EQU 05 Uncatalog

AD016_Empty EQU 06 Empty

3 X'3' AD016_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD016_Dsn 44 EBCDIC Data set

55 X'37' AD016_Volser 6 EBCDIC Volser

AD016_DL EQU *-AD016_Data Length of data
segment

Addition segment if action = RENAME

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD016A DSECT DSECT AD016A

0 X'0' AD016A_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD016A_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD016A_Dsn 44 EBCDIC Rename data
name

AD016A_DL EQU *-AD016A_Data Length of data
segment

AD016_L EQU *-AD016 Length of
segment

LPA Modify

Event LPA Modify

Type 017

DSECT AD017

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD017 DSECT DSECT AD017

0 X'0' AD017_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD017_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD017_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD017_Load EQU 00 Load

AD017_Delete EQU 01 Delete

AD017_Disable EQU 02 Disable

AD017_Enable EQU 03 Enable

3 X'3' AD017_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD017_Module 8 EBCDIC Module name

AD017_DL EQU *-AD017_Data Length of data
segment

Additional segment if action = LOAD

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD017A DSECT DSECT AD017A

0 X'0' AD017A_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD017A_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD017A_Dsn 44 EBCDIC Rename data
name

AD017A_DL EQU *-AD017A_Data Length of data
segment

AD017_L EQU *-AD017 Length of
segment

SVCTABLE Modify

Event SVCTABLE Modify

Type 018

DSECT AD018

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD018 DSECT DSECT AD018
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0 X'0' AD018_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD018_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD018_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD018_Add EQU 00 Add

AD018_Delete EQU 01 Delete

AD018_Replace EQU 02 Replace

3 X'3' AD018_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD018_SvcNum
ber

1 BINARY SVC number 0 -
255

12 X'C' AD018_Type 1 BINARY SVC type
1,2,3,4,6

13 X'D' AD018_Module 8 EBCDIC Module name

AD018_DL EQU *-AD018_Data Length of data
segment

AD018_L EQU *-AD018 Length of
segment

SubSystem Modify

Event SubSystem Modify

Type 019

DSECT AD019

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD019 DSECT DSECT AD019

0 X'0' AD019_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD019_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD019_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD019_Add EQU 00 Add

AD019_Delete EQU 01 Delete

AD019_SyncDef EQU 02 SyncDef

3 X'3' AD019_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD019_SSID 4 EBCDIC Subsystem name
- SSID

15 X'F' AD019_Module 8 EBCDIC Initialization
module
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AD019_DL EQU *-AD019_Data Length of data
segment

Additional segment if ADTRC_DataCount > 1

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD019A DSECT DSECT AD019A

0 X'0' AD019A_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD019A_Data 1 EBCDIC Data -
initialization
parms

AD019A_DL EQU *-AD019A_Data Length of data
segment

AD019_L EQU *-AD019 Length of
segment

PPT Modify

Event PPT Modify

Type 020

DSECT AD020

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD020 DSECT DSECT AD020

0 X'0' AD020_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD020_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD020_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD020_Add EQU 00 Add

AD020_Delete EQU 01 Delete

AD020_Replace EQU 02 Replace

3 X'3' AD020_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD020_PPT1 16 EBCDIC PPT Entry (Add|
Rep|Del)

27 X'1B' AD020_PPT2 16 EBCDIC PPT Entry
(replaced)

AD020_DL EQU *-AD020_Data Length of data
segment
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AD020_L EQU *-AD020 Length of
segment

Overlay for AD020_PPT1 and AD020_PPT2

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD020_PPTENT
RY

DSECT DSECT
AD020_PPTENTRY

0 X'0' AD020_PPTNAM
E

8 EBCDIC Program name

8 X'8' AD020_PPTBYT
E1

1 BINARY 1st byte of
properties

AD020_PPTNCN
CL

EQU B'10000000' Noncancellable

AD020_PPTSKE
Y

EQU B'01000000' Requires protect
key

AD020_PPTNSW
P

EQU B'00100000' Nonswappable

AD020_PPTPRIV EQU B'00010000' Privileged

AD020_PPTSYS
TK

EQU B'00001000' System task

AD020_PPTNDSI EQU B'00000100' No data set
integrity

AD020_PPTNOP
AS

EQU B'00000010' Bypass password
protect

9 X'9' AD020_PPTKEY 1 BINARY Storage key

AD020_PPTKEY
0

EQU 0x00 Key 0

AD020_PPTKEY
1

EQU 0x10 Key 1

AD020_PPTKEY
2

EQU 0x20 Key 2

AD020_PPTKEY
3

EQU 0x30 Key 3

AD020_PPTKEY
4

EQU 0x40 Key 4

AD020_PPTKEY
5

EQU 0x50 Key 5

AD020_PPTKEY
6

EQU 0x60 Key 6

AD020_PPTKEY
7

EQU 0x70 Key 7

AD020_PPTKEY
8

EQU 0x80 Key 8
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AD020_PPTKEY
9

EQU 0x90 Key 9

AD020_PPTKEY
A

EQU 0xA0 Key 10

AD020_PPTKEY
B

EQU 0xB0 Key 11

AD020_PPTKEY
C

EQU 0xC0 Key 12

AD020_PPTKEY
D

EQU 0xD0 Key 13

AD020_PPTKEY
E

EQU 0xE0 Key 14

AD020_PPTKEY
F

EQU 0xF0 Key 15

10 X'A' AD020_PPTCPU
A

2 BINARY Affinity

12 X'C' AD020_PPTPUB
YT

1 BINARY Prefrerred usage
flags

AD020_PPT2LP
U

EQU B'10000000' 2nd level
preferred

AD020_PPT1LP
U

EQU B'01000000' 1st level preferred

AD020_PPTN2L
P

EQU B'00100000' Not 2nd level
pref.

AD020_PPTCRP
G

EQU B'00000001' Critical paging

13 X'D' AD020_PPTORI
G

1 BINARY PPT Entry origin

AD020_PPTDEF
LT

EQU B'10000000' IBM supplied

14 X'E' 2 BINARY Reserved

AD020_PPTENT
RY_L

EQU *-AD020_PPTEN
TRY

Length

WTOR Reply

Event WTOR Reply

Type 021

DSECT AD021

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD021 DSECT DSECT AD021
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0 X'0' AD021_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD021_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD021_Identifier 4 EBCDIC Message
identifier

6 X'6' AD021_System 8 EBCDIC System

14 X'E' AD021_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Jobname

22 X'16' AD021_JobType 3 EBCDIC Job type

25 X'19' AD021_JobNum
ber

6 EBCDIC Job number

31 X'1F' AD021_Lifetime 8 BINARY Lifetime

39 X'27' AD021_ASID 2 BINARY ASID

AD021_DL EQU *-AD021_Data Length of data
segment

Additional segment for WTOR Message Text

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD021A DSECT DSECT AD021A

0 X'0' AD021A_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD021A_Data 1 EBCDIC Data - Reply

AD021A_DL EQU *-AD021A_Data Length of data
segment

Additional segment for Reply to message

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD021B DSECT DSECT AD021B

0 X'0' AD021B_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD021B_Data 1 EBCDIC Data - Reply to
message

AD021B_DL EQU *-AD021B_Data Length of data
segment

AD021_L EQU *-AD021 Length of
segment

Log Stream Delete Records Older

Event Log Stream Delete Records Older

Type 022

DSECT AD022
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Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD022 DSECT DSECT AD022

0 X'0' AD022_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD022_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD022_Stream 26 EBCDIC Log stream name

28 X'1C' AD022_BlkID 8 BINARY Block ID

36 X'24' AD022_BlkSTCK 8 BINARY Block STCK -
GMT

AD022_DL EQU *-AD022_Data Length of data
segment

AD022_L EQU *-AD022 Length of
segment

Log Stream Action

Event Log Stream Action

Type 023

DSECT AD023

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD023 DSECT DSECT AD023

0 X'0' AD023_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD023_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD023_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD023_Empty EQU 00 Add

AD023_Offload EQU 01 Delete

3 X'3' AD023_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD023_Stream 26 EBCDIC Log stream name

AD023_DL EQU *-AD023_Data Length of data
segment

AD023_L EQU *-AD023 Length of
segment
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Product Modify

Event Product Modify

Type 024

DSECT AD024

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD024 DSECT DSECT AD024

0 X'0' AD024_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD024_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD024_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD024_Force EQU 00 FORCE

AD024_Cancel EQU 01 CANCEL

AD024_Modify EQU 02 MODIFY

AD024_Shutdow
n

EQU 03 SHUTDOWN

AD024_Start EQU 04 START

AD024_Stop EQU 05 STOP

AD024_Status EQU 06 STATUS

AD024_Debug EQU 07 DEBUG

AD024_Suspend EQU 08 SUSPEND

AD024_Resume EQU 09 RESUME

AD024_Restart EQU 10 RESTART

AD024_Capture EQU 11 CAPTURE

AD024_LmpChe
ck

EQU 12 LMPCHECK

AD024_Reload EQU 13 RELOAD

3 X'3' AD024_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD024_TaskNam
e

8 EBCDIC Task name

19 X'13' AD024_TaskId 8 EBCDIC Task ID

AD024_DL EQU *-AD024_Data Length of data
segment

Additional segment for modify parameters

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD024A DSECT DSECT AD024A
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0 X'0' AD024A_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD024A_Data 1 EBCDIC Data - Reply

AD024A_DL EQU *-AD024A_Data Length of data
segment

AD024_L EQU *-AD024 Length of
segment

LinkSet Modify

Event LinkSet Modify

Type 025

DSECT AD025

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD025 DSECT DSECT AD025

0 X'0' AD025_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD025_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD025_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD025_Activate EQU 00 Activate

AD025_Allocate EQU 01 Allocate

AD025_Define EQU 02 Define

AD025_Delete EQU 03 Delete

AD025_Free EQU 04 Free

AD025_Update EQU 05 Update

AD025_Rebuild EQU 06 Rebuild

3 X'3' AD025_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD025_SetName 16 EBCDIC Set name

Action=Update Fields

27 X'1B' AD025_ASID 2 BINARY ASID

29 X'1D' AD025_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Job name

AD025_DL EQU *-AD025_Data Length of data
segment

AD025_L EQU *-AD025 Length of
segment
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LinkList Modify

Event LinkList Modify

Type 026

DSECT AD026

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD026 DSECT DSECT AD026

0 X'0' AD026_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD026_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD026_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD026_Add EQU 00 Add

AD026_Delete EQU 01 Delete

3 X'3' AD026_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD026_SetName 16 EBCDIC Set name

27 X'1B' AD026_Dsn 44 EBCDIC Data set name

AD026_DL EQU *-AD026_Data Length of data
segment

AD026_L EQU *-AD026 Length of
segment

Storage Alter

Event Storage Alter

Type 027

DSECT AD027

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD027 DSECT DSECT AD027

0 X'0' AD027_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD027_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD027_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD027_Alter EQU 00 Alter|Move|And|O
r|Xor
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AD027_Copy EQU 01 Copy

AD027_PgFix EQU 02 Page fix

AD027_PgFree EQU 03 Page free

AD027_Post EQU 04 Post ECB

AD027_Protect EQU 05 Protect

AD027_UnProt EQU 06 Unprotect

AD027_Freemain EQU 07 Freemain

AD027_FreeGCo
m

EQU 08 FreeGCom

3 X'3' AD027_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

AD027_1AR EQU B'10000000' 1=AR

AD027_1DAT EQU B'01000000' 1=DAT

4 X'4' AD027_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

12 X'C' AD027_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Job name

20 X'14' AD027_JobId 8 EBCDIC JobId

28 X'1C' AD027_ASIDC 4 EBCDIC ASID - character

32 X'20' AD027_Region 8 EBCDIC Region name

40 X'28' AD027_Dspname 8 EBCDIC Dataspace name

48 X'30' AD027_SubPool
C

6 EBCDIC Subpool -
character

54 X'36' 2 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

56 X'38' AD027_Owner 8 EBCDIC Owner

64 X'40' AD027_OwnerAS
IDC

4 EBCDIC Owner ASID -
char

68 X'44' AD027_SymbolN
ame

72 EBCDIC Symbol name

140 X'8C' AD027_Module 27 EBCDIC Module name

167 X'A7' 1 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

168 X'A8' 32 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

200 X'C8' 16 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

216 X'D8' AD027_SrcAddr 8 BINARY Source address

224 X'E0' AD027_TgtAddr 8 BINARY Target address

232 X'E8' AD027_TgtLen 8 BINARY Target length

240 X'F0' AD027_ASID 2 BINARY ASID - binary

242 X'F2' AD027_OwnerA
SID

2 BINARY Owner ASID -
binary

244 X'F4' AD027_RegionC
ode

1 BINARY Region code

245 X'F5' AD027_SubPool 1 BINARY Subpool - binary

246 X'F6' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
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247 X'F7' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

248 X'F8' AD027_AlterStru
ct

186 BINARY Alter Data
structure

248 X'F8' AD027_AlterData
Len

2 BINARY Length

250 X'FA' AD027_AlterData 184 BINARY Data

AD027_DL EQU *-AD027_Data Length of data
segment

Additional segment for altered data

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD027A DSECT DSECT AD027A

0 X'0' AD027A_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD027A_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD027A_S1Attr1 1 BINARY Attr 1

AD027A_A1Key EQU B'11110000' Protection key

AD027A_A1Fetch EQU B'00001000' Fetch protected

AD027A_A1Inva
lid

EQU B'00000001' Invalid page

AD027A_A1Pag
eErr

EQU B'00000010' Page xlate error

AD027A_A1Seg
Err

EQU B'00000100' Segm xlate error

AD027A_A1Unk
Err

EQU B'00001000' Unknown xlate
error

3 X'3' AD027A_S1Attr2 1 BINARY Attr 2

AD027A_A2Unk
nown

EQU B'10000000' Unknown

AD027A_A2Rese
rved

EQU B'01000000' Reserved

AD027A_A2Seg EQU B'00100000' Page prot (SGT)

AD027A_A2DRef EQU B'00010000' Disabled
reference

AD027A_A2Fixed EQU B'00001000' Fixed page

AD027A_A2Page EQU B'00000100' Page prot (PGT|
SGT)

AD027A_A2Low
Addr

EQU B'00000010' Low addr prot

AD027A_A2Inva
lid

EQU B'00000001' Invalid page

4 X'4' AD027A_S1Off 4 BINARY Offset to data
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8 X'8' AD027A_S1Len 4 BINARY Length of data

12 X'C' AD027A_S1Vsa 8 BINARY Virt addr

20 X'14' AD027A_S1Rsa 8 BINARY Real addr

28 X'1C' AD027A_S2Attr1 1 BINARY Attr 1

29 X'1D' AD027A_S2Attr2 1 BINARY Attr 2

30 X'1E' AD027A_S2Off 4 BINARY Offset to data

34 X'22' AD027A_S2Len 4 BINARY Length of data

38 X'26' AD027A_S2Vsa 8 BINARY Virt addr

46 X'2E' AD027A_S2Rsa 8 BINARY Real addr

AD027A_DL EQU *-AD027A_Data Length of data
segment

AD027_L EQU *-AD027 Length of
segment

Action Message Retention Facility

Event Action Message Retention Facility

Type 028

DSECT AD028

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD028 DSECT DSECT AD028

0 X'0' AD028_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD028_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD028_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD028_Activate EQU 00 Activate

AD028_Deactiva
te

EQU 01 Deactivate

3 X'3' AD028_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

AD028_DL EQU *-AD028_Data Length of data
segment

AD028_L EQU *-AD028 Length of
segment

ESRTABLE Modify

Event ESRTABLE Modify

Type 029
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DSECT AD029

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD029 DSECT DSECT AD029

0 X'0' AD029_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD029_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD029_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD029_Add EQU 00 Add

AD029_Delete EQU 01 Delete

AD029_Replace EQU 02 Replace

3 X'3' AD029_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD029_Module 8 EBCDIC module name

19 X'13' AD029_ESRNum
ber

1 BINARY ESR SVC
number 0 - 255

20 X'14' AD029_SvcNum
ber

1 BINARY SVC number

21 X'15' AD029_Type 1 BINARY ESR SVC type
1,2,3,4,6

AD029_DL EQU *-AD029_Data Length of data
segment

AD029_L EQU *-AD029 Length of
segment

TSOTABLE Modify

Event TSOTABLE Modify

Type 030

DSECT AD030

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD030 DSECT DSECT AD030

0 X'0' AD030_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD030_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD030_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code
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AD030_Add EQU 00 Add

AD030_Delete EQU 01 Delete

3 X'3' AD030_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD030_Table 8 EBCDIC Table

19 X'13' AD030_Name 8 EBCDIC Name

AD030_DL EQU *-AD030_Data Length of data
segment

AD030_L EQU *-AD030 Length of
segment

Registered Product Modify

Event Registered Product Modify

Type 031

DSECT AD031

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD031 DSECT DSECT AD031

0 X'0' AD031_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD031_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD031_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD031_Add EQU 00 Add

3 X'3' AD031_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD031_Name 16 EBCDIC Name

27 X'1B' AD031_Feature 16 EBCDIC Feature

43 X'2B' AD031_Version 8 EBCDIC Version

51 X'33' AD031_Owner 16 EBCDIC Owner

67 X'43' AD031_ID 8 EBCDIC ID

AD031_DL EQU *-AD031_Data Length of data
segment

AD031_L EQU *-AD031 Length of
segment

Dump Data Set Modify

Event Dump Data Set Modify

Type 032
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DSECT AD032

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD032 DSECT DSECT AD032

0 X'0' AD032_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD032_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD032_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD032_Add EQU 00 Add

AD032_Clear EQU 01 Clear

AD032_Delete EQU 02 Delete

3 X'3' AD032_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD032_Dsn 44 EBCDIC Data set name

AD032_DL EQU *-AD032_Data Length of data
segment

AD032_L EQU *-AD032 Length of
segment

CICS Transaction Cancel

Event CICS Transaction Cancel

Type 033

DSECT AD033

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD033 DSECT DSECT AD033

0 X'0' AD033_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD033_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD033_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD033_Purge EQU 00 Purge

AD033_ForcePu
rge

EQU 01 ForcePurge

AD033_Cancel EQU 02 Cancel

AD033_Kill EQU 03 Kill
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AD033_CICSKill EQU 04 CICSKill

3 X'3' AD033_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD033_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Job name

19 X'13' AD033_Tran 4 EBCDIC Transaction ID

23 X'17' AD033_TaskNum 4 BINARY Task number

27 X'1B' AD033_WaitType 8 EBCDIC Wait type

35 X'23' AD033_WaitNam
e

16 EBCDIC Wait name

AD033_DL EQU *-AD033_Data Length of data
segment

AD033_L EQU *-AD033 Total length

CICS Threshold Modify

Event CICS Threshold Modify

Type 034

DSECT AD034

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD034 DSECT DSECT AD034

0 X'0' AD034_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD034_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD034_Action 6 EBCDIC ADD | MODIFY |
DELETE

8 X'8' AD034_Jobname 8 EBCDIC CICS job name

16 X'10' AD034_Name 8 EBCDIC Variable

24 X'18' AD034_Rsce1 8 EBCDIC Resource

32 X'20' AD034_Rsce2 8 EBCDIC Resource

40 X'28' AD034_Limit 8 EBCDIC Limit value

48 X'30' AD034_WarnPct 3 EBCDIC Warning
percentage

51 X'33' AD034_Warning 8 EBCDIC Warning value

59 X'3B' AD034_TrigLvl 8 EBCDIC Trigger level

67 X'43' AD034_MSG 3 EBCDIC Message

70 X'46' AD034_Trap 3 EBCDIC TRAP

73 X'49' AD034_OPSMVS 3 EBCDIC OPSMVS generic
API

76 X'4C' AD034_Cancel 8 EBCDIC Cancel method
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84 X'54' AD034_CanLimit 8 EBCDIC Cancel limit

92 X'5C' AD034_RUN 3 EBCDIC Run

95 X'5F' AD034_IMODna
me

8 EBCDIC IMOD name

103 X'67' AD034_Capture 8 EBCDIC Capture trigger
level

111 X'6F' AD034_CapEvent 8 EBCDIC Capture event
member name

119 X'77' AD034_CapTime 8 EBCDIC Capture time

127 X'7F' AD034_Log 3 EBCDIC Log

130 X'82' AD034_SMF 3 EBCDIC SMF

133 X'85' AD034_TrapDest 8 EBCDIC Trap Destination

AD034_DL EQU *-AD034_Data Length of data
segment

AD034_L EQU *-AD034 Length of
segment

CICS State Modify

Event CICS State Modify

Type 035

DSECT AD035

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD035 DSECT DSECT AD035

0 X'0' AD035_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD035_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD035_Action 6 EBCDIC ADD | MODIFY |
DELETE

8 X'8' AD035_Jobname 8 EBCDIC CICS job name

16 X'10' AD035_Name 8 EBCDIC Variable

24 X'18' AD035_Rsce 8 EBCDIC Resource

32 X'20' AD035_State 12 EBCDIC State

44 X'2C' AD035_Status 8 EBCDIC Status

52 X'34' AD035_Duration 3 EBCDIC Duration

55 X'37' AD035_IMODna
me

16 EBCDIC IMOD name

71 X'47' AD035_Comman
d

8 EBCDIC Command
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79 X'4F' AD035_MSG 3 EBCDIC Message

82 X'52' AD035_RUN 3 EBCDIC Run

85 X'55' AD035_TRIGLVL 8 EBCDIC Trigger level

93 X'5D' AD035_Capture 8 EBCDIC Capture trigger
level

101 X'65' AD035_CapEvent 8 EBCDIC Capture event
member name

109 X'6D' AD035_CapTime 8 EBCDIC Capture time

117 X'75' AD035_Trap 3 EBCDIC TRAP

120 X'78' AD035_OPSMVS 3 EBCDIC OPSMVS generic
API

123 X'7B' AD035_Log 3 EBCDIC Log

126 X'7E' AD035_SMF 3 EBCDIC SMF

129 X'81' AD035_TrapDest 8 EBCDIC Trap Destination

AD035_DL EQU *-AD035_Data Length of data
segment

AD035_L EQU *-AD035 Length of
segment

MQ Queue Modify

Event MQ Queue Modify

Type 036

DSECT AD036

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD036 DSECT DSECT AD036

0 X'0' AD036_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD036_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD036_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD036_Alter EQU 00 Alter

AD036_Clear EQU 01 Clear

AD036_Delete EQU 02 Delete

AD036_Move EQU 03 Move

AD036_Purge EQU 04 Purge

3 X'3' AD036_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD036_Qmgr 4 EBCDIC Queue manager
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15 X'F' AD036_Queue 48 EBCDIC Queue manager

63 X'3F' AD036_Type 8 EBCDIC Queue type

AD036_DL EQU *-AD036_Data Length of data
segment

AD036_L EQU *-AD036 Length of
segment

Alter Parameters

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD036A DSECT DSECT AD036A

0 X'0' AD036A_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD036A_Data 1 EBCDIC Data - Before

AD036A_DL EQU *-AD036A_Data Length of data
segment

User Message

Event User Message

Type 037

DSECT AD037

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD037 DSECT DSECT AD037

0 X'0' AD037_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD037_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

AD037_DL EQU *-AD037_Data Length of data
segment

AD037_L EQU *-AD037 Length of
segment

MQ Channel Modify

Event MQ Channel Modify

Type 038

DSECT AD038

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD038 DSECT DSECT AD038

0 X'0' AD038_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD038_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD038_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD038_Alter EQU 00 Alter

AD038_Delete EQU 01 Delete

AD038_Force EQU 02 Force

AD038_Quiesce EQU 03 Quiesce

AD038_Start EQU 04 Start

AD038_Stop EQU 05 Stop

AD038_Reset EQU 06 Reset

AD038_Backout EQU 07 Backout

AD038_Commit EQU 08 Commit

3 X'3' AD038_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD038_Qmgr 4 EBCDIC Queue manager

15 X'F' AD038_Channel 20 EBCDIC Channel name

35 X'23' AD038_Type 10 EBCDIC Channel type

45 X'2D' AD038_Connect
ion

48 EBCDIC Connection name

AD038_DL EQU *-AD038_Data Length of data
segment

AD038_L EQU *-AD038 Length of
segment

Alter Parameters

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD038A DSECT DSECT AD038A

0 X'0' AD038A_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD038A_Data 1 EBCDIC Data - Before

AD038A_DL EQU *-AD038A_Data Length of data
segment

CICS TS Queue Modify

Event CICS TS Queue Modify

Type 039
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DSECT AD039

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD039 DSECT DSECT AD039

0 X'0' AD039_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD039_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD039_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD039_Delete EQU 00 Delete

3 X'3' AD039_Action 8 EBCDIC Action code

11 X'B' AD039_Jobname 8 EBCDIC CICS jobname

19 X'13' AD039_Queue 16 EBCDIC Queue name

35 X'23' AD039_Type 13 EBCDIC Type

48 X'30' AD039_Tran 4 EBCDIC Transaction

52 X'34' AD039_CreateS
TCK

8 BINARY Create date/time
STCK

60 X'3C' AD039_LastSTC
K

8 BINARY Last reference

AD039_DL EQU *-AD039_Data Length of data
segment

AD039_L EQU *-AD039 Length of
segment

Set Extended Private

Event Set Extended Private

Type 040

DSECT AD040

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD040 DSECT DSECT AD040

0 X'0' AD040_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD040_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD040_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Jobname

10 X'A' AD040_ASID 2 BINARY ASID
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12 X'C' AD040_OldSize 4 BINARY Old size

16 X'10' AD040_NewSize 4 BINARY New size

AD040_DL EQU *-AD040_Data Length of data
segment

AD040_L EQU *-AD040 Length of
segment

Set Grande Private

Event Set Grande Private

Type 041

DSECT AD041

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD041 DSECT DSECT AD041

0 X'0' AD041_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD041_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD041_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Job name

10 X'A' AD041_ASID 2 BINARY ASID

12 X'C' AD041_OldSize 8 BINARY Old size

20 X'14' AD041_NewSize 8 BINARY New size

AD041_DL EQU *-AD041_Data Length of data
segment

AD041_L EQU *-AD041 Length of
segment

CICS Start

Event CICS Start

Type 042

DSECT AD042

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD042 DSECT DSECT AD042

0 X'0' AD042_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD042_Data 1 EBCDIC Data
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2 X'2' AD042_Jobname 8 EBCDIC CICS job name

10 X'A' AD042_Applid 8 EBCDIC CICS applid

18 X'12' AD042_CICS_St
art

8 BINARY CICS start time

26 X'1A' AD042_GSVI_St
art

8 BINARY GSVI start time

34 X'22' AD042_StartType 8 EBCDIC GSVI start type

AD042_DL EQU *-AD042_Data Length of data
segment

AD042_L EQU *-AD042 Length of
segment

CICS Shutdown

Event CICS Shutdown

Type 043

DSECT AD043

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD043 DSECT DSECT AD043

0 X'0' AD043_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD043_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD043_Jobname 8 EBCDIC CICS job name

10 X'A' AD043_Applid 8 EBCDIC CICS applid

18 X'12' AD043_Shutdow
n

8 EBCDIC Shutdown reason
..MANUAL
..ABEND
..CICSNORM
..CICSIMM

26 X'1A' AD043_CICS_St
art

8 BINARY CICS start time

34 X'22' AD043_GSVI_St
art

8 BINARY GSVI start time

42 X'2A' AD043_GSVI_St
op

8 BINARY GSVI stop time

50 X'32' AD043_GSVI_El
apsed

8 BINARY GSVI Elapsed
time

58 X'3A' AD043_SDCS_C
putime

8 BINARY Task SDCS
cputime
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66 X'42' AD043_XDIS_Cp
utime

8 BINARY Task XDIS
cputime

74 X'4A' AD043_XDIS_R
eqs

4 BINARY Task XDIS
requests

78 X'4E' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

82 X'52' AD043_CICS_Cp
uTime

8 BINARY CICS cputime

90 X'5A' AD043_GLUE_C
puTime

8 BINARY GLUE cputime

98 X'62' AD043_GLUE_R
eqs

8 BINARY GLUE requests

106 X'6A' AD043_GLUE_E
lapsed

8 BINARY GLUE elapsed
time

AD043_R127_DL EQU *-AD043_Data Length of data
segment

---------------------- New at release 13.0 --------------------------

114 X'72' AD043_CICS_En
clTime

8 BINARY CICS enclave
time

122 X'7A' AD043_CICS_El
apsed

8 BINARY CICS elapsed
time

130 X'82' AD043_SDCS_C
PTime

8 BINARY SDCS CPTime

138 X'8A' AD043_SDCS_E
nclTime

8 BINARY SDCS EnclTime

146 X'92' AD043_SDCS_zI
IPTime

8 BINARY SDCS zIIPTime

154 X'9A' AD043_SDCS_zI
IPQual

8 BINARY SDCS zIIPQual

162 X'A2' AD043_SDCS_zI
IPonCP

8 BINARY SDCS zIIPonCP

170 X'AA' AD043_XDIS_CP
Time

8 BINARY XDIS CPTime

178 X'B2' AD043_XDIS_En
clTime

8 BINARY XDIS EnclTime

186 X'BA' AD043_XDIS_zII
PTime

8 BINARY XDIS zIIPTime

194 X'C2' AD043_XDIS_zII
PQual

8 BINARY XDIS zIIPQual

202 X'CA' AD043_XDIS_zII
PonCP

8 BINARY XDIS zIIPonCP

210 X'D2' AD043_SCHT_C
putime

8 BINARY SCHT Cputime

218 X'DA' AD043_SCHT_C
PTime

8 BINARY SCHT CPTime
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226 X'E2' AD043_SCHT_E
nclTime

8 BINARY SCHT EnclTime

234 X'EA' AD043_SCHT_zI
IPTime

8 BINARY SCHT zIIPTime

242 X'F2' AD043_SCHT_zI
IPQual

8 BINARY SCHT zIIPQual

250 X'FA' AD043_SCHT_zI
IPonCP

8 BINARY SCHT zIIPonCP

258 X'102' AD043_TPPT_C
putime

8 BINARY TPPT Cputime

266 X'10A' AD043_TPPT_C
PTime

8 BINARY TPPT CPTime

274 X'112' AD043_TPPT_En
clTime

8 BINARY TPPT EnclTime

282 X'11A' AD043_TPPT_zI
IPTime

8 BINARY TPPT zIIPTime

290 X'122' AD043_TPPT_zI
IPQual

8 BINARY TPPT zIIPQual

298 X'12A' AD043_TPPT_zI
IPonCP

8 BINARY TPPT zIIPonCP

306 X'132' AD043_LOGT_C
putime

8 BINARY LOGT Cputime

314 X'13A' AD043_LOGT_C
PTime

8 BINARY LOGT CPTime

322 X'142' AD043_LOGT_E
nclTime

8 BINARY LOGT EnclTime

330 X'14A' AD043_LOGT_zI
IPTime

8 BINARY LOGT zIIPTime

338 X'152' AD043_LOGT_zI
IPQual

8 BINARY LOGT zIIPQual

346 X'15A' AD043_LOGT_zI
IPonCP

8 BINARY LOGT zIIPonCP

AD043_R130_DL EQU *-AD043_Data Length of data
segment

354 X'162' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

362 X'16A' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

370 X'172' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

378 X'17A' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

AD043_R135_DL EQU *-AD043_Data Length of data
segment

386 X'182' AD043_TSFT_C
putime

8 BINARY TSFT Cputime

394 X'18A' AD043_TSFT_C
PTime

8 BINARY TSFT CPTime
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402 X'192' AD043_TSFT_En
clTime

8 BINARY TSFT EnclTime

410 X'19A' AD043_TSFT_zII
PTime

8 BINARY TSFT zIIPTime

418 X'1A2' AD043_TSFT_zI
IPQual

8 BINARY TSFT zIIPQual

426 X'1AA' AD043_TSFT_zII
PonCP

8 BINARY TSFT zIIPonCP

434 X'1B2' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

442 X'1BA' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

450 X'1C2' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

458 X'1CA' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

466 X'1D2' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

474 X'1DA' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

AD043_R137_DL EQU *-AD043_Data Length of data
segment

---------------------- New at release 14.0 --------------------------

482 X'1E2' AD043_MEI_Re
qs

8 BINARY MEI requests

490 X'1EA' AD043_MEI_Ela
psed

8 BINARY MEI elapsed time

498 X'1F2' AD043_MEI_Cpu
Time

8 BINARY MEI CPU time

506 X'1FA' AD043_CSFX_R
eqs

8 BINARY CSFX requests

514 X'202' AD043_CSFX_E
lapsed

8 BINARY CSFX elapsed
time

522 X'20A' AD043_CSFX_C
puTime

8 BINARY CSFX CPU time

AD043_R140_DL EQU *-AD043_Data Length of data
segment

AD043_DL EQU *-AD043_Data Length of data
segment

AD043_L EQU *-AD043 Length of
segment

Data Set Zap

Event Data Set Zap

Type 044

DSECT AD044

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD044 DSECT DSECT AD044

0 X'0' AD044_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD044_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD044_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD044_WriteDa
ta

EQU 00 Write data record

AD044_WriteCS
ECT

EQU 01 Write CSECT

AD044_EOFILE EQU 02 EOFILE

AD044_Erase EQU 03 Erase

3 X'3' AD044_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD044_Dsname 54 EBCDIC Dsname(membe
r)

65 X'41' AD044_Volser 6 EBCDIC Volser

71 X'47' AD044_Disp 3 EBCDIC Disp

WriteData, EOFILE, Erase

74 X'4A' AD044_FDA 10 EBCDIC FullDiskAddr
(cccchhhhrr)

84 X'54' AD044_KeyLen 2 EBCDIC KeyLen

86 X'56' AD044_DataLen 4 EBCDIC DataLen

WriteCSECT

90 X'5A' AD044_SectNam
e

10 EBCDIC Section name

100 X'64' AD044_SectLen 8 EBCDIC Section length

AD044_DL EQU *-AD044_Data Length of data
segment

Additional segment for data

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD044A DSECT DSECT AD044A

0 X'0' AD044A_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD044A_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

AD044A_DL EQU *-AD044A_Data Length of data
segment

AD044_L EQU *-AD044 Length of
segment
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Task Stop

Event Task Stop

Type 046

DSECT AD046

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD046 DSECT DSECT AD046

0 X'0' AD046_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD046_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD046_Elapsed 8 BINARY Elapsed time
(microsecs)

10 X'A' AD046_Cputime 8 BINARY Cputime
(microsecs)

18 X'12' AD046_StgAHw
m

4 BINARY Storage Above
16M - HWM

22 X'16' AD046_StgBHw
m

4 BINARY Storage Below
16M - HWM

AD046_R130_DL EQU *-AD046_Data Length of data
segment

26 X'1A' AD046_WLM_CP
UTIME

8 BINARY Enclave
CPUTIME

34 X'22' AD046_WLM_ZII
PTIME

8 BINARY Enclave zIIP time

42 X'2A' AD046_WLM_ZII
PQUAL

8 BINARY Enclave zIIP
qualified

50 X'32' AD046_WLM_ZII
PONCP

8 BINARY Enclave zIIP on
CP

58 X'3A' AD046_@ZE_TO
TCPU

8 BINARY Total CPU
microseconds

66 X'42' AD046_@ZE_#B
ASMDSW

8 BINARY Basic Mode
Switches

74 X'4A' AD046_@ZE_#A
LESERV

8 BINARY ALESERV
requests

82 X'52' AD046_@ZE_TC
BCPU

8 BINARY TCB CPU
microseconds

90 X'5A' AD046_@ZE_#S
WTOSRB

8 BINARY Switch to SRB
count

98 X'62' AD046_@ZE_#S
RBS

8 BINARY SRB starts
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106 X'6A' AD046_@ZE_SR
BCPU

8 BINARY SRB CPU
microseconds

114 X'72' AD046_@ZE_#S
WTOTCB

8 BINARY Switch to TCB
count

AD046_R135_DL EQU *-AD046_Data Length of data
segment

122 X'7A' AD046_StgGHw
m

8 BINARY Storage above
2G - HWM

AD046_DL EQU *-AD046_Data Length of data
segment

AD046_L EQU *-AD046 Length of
segment

JES Job Modify

Event JES Job Modify

Type 047

DSECT AD047

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD047 DSECT DSECT AD047

0 X'0' AD047_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD047_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD047_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD047_Delete EQU 00 Delete

AD047_Release EQU 01 Release

AD047_Hold EQU 02 Hold

AD047_Modify EQU 03 Modify

AD047_Cancel EQU 04 Cancel

AD047_CanPurg
e

EQU 05 Cancel and Purge

AD047_CanDum
p

EQU 06 Cancel and Dump

AD047_Restart EQU 07 Restart

AD047_Zap EQU 08 ZAP

3 X'3' AD047_Action 8 EBCDIC Action code

11 X'B' AD047_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Jobname

19 X'13' AD047_Jobid 8 EBCDIC Jobid
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27 X'1B' AD047_Type 3 EBCDIC Type

30 X'1E' AD047_Jobnr 7 EBCDIC Job number

37 X'25' AD047_Userid 8 EBCDIC Userid

45 X'2D' AD047_Queue 4 EBCDIC Queue

49 X'31' AD047_InputSys
ID

4 EBCDIC Input system ID

53 X'35' AD047_ExecSys
ID

4 EBCDIC Execution system
ID

57 X'39' AD047_HighCom
pCode

5 EBCDIC High completion
code

62 X'3E' AD047_MsgClass 1 EBCDIC Message class

63 X'3F' AD047_SysAff 8 EBCDIC System affinity

71 X'47' AD047_Program
mer

20 EBCDIC Programmer
name

91 X'5B' AD047_Notify 8 EBCDIC Notify

99 X'63' AD047_ExecCla
ss

1 EBCDIC Execution class

100 X'64' AD047_HeldStat
us

4 EBCDIC Held status

104 X'68' AD047_TotalLin
es

9 EBCDIC Total lines

113 X'71' AD047_STCKSt
art

8 BINARY Start time

121 X'79' AD047_STCKEn
d

8 BINARY End time

129 X'81' AD047_STCKRe
ader

8 BINARY Reader time

137 X'89' AD047_FldName 16 EBCDIC Modified field
name

153 X'99' AD047_FldValue 16 EBCDIC Modified field
value

169 X'A9' AD047_JobClass 8 EBCDIC Job class

AD047_DL EQU *-AD047_Data Length of data
segment

AD047_L EQU *-AD047 Length of
segment

JES Output Modify

Event JES Output Modify

Type 048

DSECT AD048

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD048 DSECT DSECT AD048

0 X'0' AD048_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD048_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD048_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD048_Delete EQU 00 Delete

AD048_Release EQU 01 Release

AD048_Hold EQU 02 Hold

AD048_Modify EQU 03 Modify

3 X'3' AD048_Action 8 EBCDIC Action code

11 X'B' AD048_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Job name

19 X'13' AD048_Jobid 8 EBCDIC Job ID

27 X'1B' AD048_Type 3 EBCDIC Type

30 X'1E' AD048_Jobnr 7 EBCDIC Job number

37 X'25' AD048_Userid 8 EBCDIC User ID

45 X'2D' AD048_DDName 8 EBCDIC DDname

53 X'35' AD048_Stepnam
e

8 EBCDIC Step name

61 X'3D' AD048_Procstep 8 EBCDIC Procstep name

69 X'45' AD048_Dest 8 EBCDIC Destination

77 X'4D' AD048_OutputC
lass

1 EBCDIC Output class

78 X'4E' AD048_TotalLin
es

9 EBCDIC Total lines

87 X'57' AD048_Dataset 44 EBCDIC Dataset

131 X'83' AD048_OutGroup 20 EBCDIC Output group
formatted

151 X'97' AD048_OutGrp 8 EBCDIC Output group

159 X'9F' AD048_OutID1 2 BINARY Output ID 1

161 X'A1' AD048_OutID2 2 BINARY Output ID 2

163 X'A3' AD048_STCKCr
eate

8 BINARY Creation time

171 X'AB' AD048_DestUser 8 EBCDIC Destination user
ID

179 X'B3' AD048_FldName 16 EBCDIC Modified field
name

195 X'C3' AD048_FldValue 20 EBCDIC Modified field
value
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215 X'D7' AD048_Rsvd1 40 EBCDIC Reserved

AD048_DL EQU *-AD048_Data Length of data
segment

AD048_L EQU *-AD048 Length of
segment

JES Output Descriptor Modify

Event JES Output Descriptor Modify

Type 049

DSECT AD049

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD049 DSECT DSECT AD049

0 X'0' AD049_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD049_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD049_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD049_Delete EQU 00 Delete

AD049_Modify EQU 01 Modify

3 X'3' AD049_Action 8 EBCDIC Action code

11 X'B' AD049_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Jobname

19 X'13' AD049_Jobid 8 EBCDIC Job ID

27 X'1B' AD049_Userid 8 EBCDIC User ID

35 X'23' AD049_DDname 8 EBCDIC DDname

43 X'2B' AD049_Stepnam
e

8 EBCDIC Stepname

51 X'33' AD049_Procstep 8 EBCDIC Procstep name

59 X'3B' AD049_DesNam
e

10 EBCDIC Descriptor name

69 X'45' AD049_DesValue 60 EBCDIC Descriptor value

129 X'81' AD049_OutGroup 20 EBCDIC Output group
formatted

149 X'95' AD049_OutGrp 8 EBCDIC Output group

157 X'9D' AD049_OutID1 2 BINARY Output ID 1

159 X'9F' AD049_OutID2 2 BINARY Output ID 2

AD049_DL EQU *-AD049_Data Length of data
segment
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AD049_L EQU *-AD049 Length of
segment

CICS Transaction Cancel Modify

Event CICS Transaction Cancel Modify

Type 050

DSECT AD050

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD050 DSECT DSECT AD050

0 X'0' AD050_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD050_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD050_Action 6 EBCDIC Action

8 X'8' AD050_Jobname 8 EBCDIC CICS job name

16 X'10' AD050_Tran 4 EBCDIC Transaction

20 X'14' AD050_Facility 4 EBCDIC Facility

24 X'18' AD050_SuspTyp
e

8 EBCDIC Suspend Type

32 X'20' AD050_SuspVal
ue

16 EBCDIC Suspend Value

48 X'30' AD050_Dynamic 8 EBCDIC Dynamic cancel
method

56 X'38' AD050_Shutdow
n

10 EBCDIC Shut down

66 X'42' AD050_Member 8 EBCDIC Member

AD050_DL EQU *-AD050_Data Length of data
segment

AD050_L EQU *-AD050 Length of
segment

CICS Transaction Options Modify

Event CICS Transaction Options Modify

Type 051

DSECT AD051

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD051 DSECT DSECT AD051

0 X'0' AD051_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD051_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD051_Action 6 EBCDIC Action

8 X'8' AD051_Jobname 8 EBCDIC CICS job name

16 X'10' AD051_Tran 4 EBCDIC Transaction

20 X'14' AD051_UmbType 8 EBCDIC Umbrella type

28 X'1C' AD051_Exclude 7 EBCDIC Exclude

35 X'23' AD051_Bypass 8 EBCDIC Bypass

43 X'2B' AD051_Log 5 EBCDIC Log

48 X'30' AD051_Thresh 8 EBCDIC Thresh

56 X'38' AD051_Suppress 10 EBCDIC Suppress

66 X'42' AD051_Required 10 EBCDIC Required

76 X'4C' AD051_Member 8 EBCDIC Member

84 X'54' AD051_Elapsed 5 EBCDIC Elapsed

AD051_R130_DL EQU *-AD051_Data Length of data
segment

AD051_R130_L EQU *-AD051 Length of
segment

89 X'59' AD051_SMF 5 EBCDIC SMF

94 X'5E' AD051_TranLog 9 EBCDIC TranLog

103 X'67' AD051_DynExit 9 EBCDIC DynExit

112 X'70' AD051_WilyAPM 9 EBCDIC WilyAPM

112 X'70' AD051_CEAPM 7 EBCDIC CEAPM

119 X'77' 2 EBCDIC pad

121 X'79' AD051_TSF 5 EBCDIC TSF

AD051_R140_DL EQU *-AD051_Data Length of data
segment

AD051_R140_L EQU *-AD051 Length of
segment

126 X'7E' AD051_TranGro
up

8 EBCDIC Transaction/
Group name

134 X'86' AD051_Cancel 8 EBCDIC Cancel Eligible

142 X'8E' AD051_LongRun 9 EBCDIC Long running

151 X'97' 7 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

158 X'9E' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

166 X'A6' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*
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AD051_DL EQU *-AD051_Data Length of data
segment

AD051_L EQU *-AD051 Length of
segment

Dynamic Exit Modify

Event Dynamic Exit Modify

Type 052

DSECT AD052

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD052 DSECT DSECT AD052

0 X'0' AD052_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD052_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD052_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD052_Define EQU 00 Delete

AD052_Undefine EQU 01 Undefine

AD052_Add EQU 02 Add

AD052_Delete EQU 03 Delete

AD052_Modify EQU 04 Modify

3 X'3' AD052_Action 8 EBCDIC Action code

11 X'B' AD052_Exitname 16 EBCDIC Exitname

27 X'1B' AD052_Modnam
e

8 EBCDIC Module name

35 X'23' AD052_State 8 EBCDIC State

AD052_DL EQU *-AD052_Data Length of data
segment

AD052_L EQU *-AD052 Length of
segment

MQ Topic Modify

Event MQ Topic Modify

Type 053

DSECT AD053

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD053 DSECT DSECT AD053

0 X'0' AD053_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD053_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD053_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD053_Alter EQU 00 Alter

AD053_Delete EQU 01 Delete

3 X'3' AD053_Action 8 EBCDIC Action

11 X'B' AD053_Qmgr 4 EBCDIC Queue manager

15 X'F' AD053_Topic 48 EBCDIC Topic

AD053_DL EQU *-AD053_Data Length of data
segment

AD053_L EQU *-AD053 Length of
segment

Alter Parameters

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD053A DSECT DSECT AD053A

0 X'0' AD053A_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD053A_Data 1 EBCDIC Data - Before

AD053A_DL EQU *-AD053A_Data Length of data
segment

Set Dispatch Priority

Event Set Dispatch Priority

Type 054

DSECT AD054

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD054 DSECT DSECT AD054

0 X'0' AD054_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD054_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD054_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Job name
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10 X'A' AD054_ASID 2 BINARY ASID

12 X'C' AD054_Priority 4 BINARY Dispatch priority

16 X'10' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

AD054_DL EQU *-AD054_Data Length of data
segment

AD054_L EQU *-AD054 Length of
segment

Metric Alert Alter

Event Metric Alert Alter

Type 055

DSECT AD055

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD055 DSECT DSECT AD055

0 X'0' AD055_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD055_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD055_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD055_Acknowl
edge

EQU 001 Acknowledge

AD055_ClearAck EQU 002 ClearAcknowled
ge

3 X'3' AD055_RuleType
Code

1 BINARY Rule type code

AD055_RT_Upp
er

EQU 000 Upper

AD055_RT_Low
er

EQU 004 Lower

AD055_RT_Cha
nge

EQU 008 Change

AD055_RT_State EQU 012 State

4 X'4' AD055_VType 1 BINARY Variable type

AD055_VType_C
ount

EQU 000 count

AD055_VType_T
ime

EQU 001 time
microseconds

AD055_VType_C
ountAve

EQU 002 count average
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AD055_VType_T
imeAve

EQU 003 time average
microseconds

AD055_VType_C
har

EQU 004 character

AD055_VType_P
ct3D

EQU 010 percentage 3D

AD055_VType_R
ate

EQU 011 rate

AD055_VType_P
ct

EQU 012 percentage

5 X'5' AD055_Class 1 BINARY Class

AD055_Count EQU 000 Count

AD055_CountK EQU 001 Count in 1024

AD055_Rate EQU 002 Rate

AD055_Time EQU 003 Time

AD055_Pct EQU 004 Percent

6 X'6' AD055_StatusCo
de

1 BINARY Status code

AD055_StatusNo
ne

EQU 000 None

AD055_StatusNo
rmal

EQU 001 Normal

AD055_StatusHi
gh

EQU 002 High

AD055_StatusW
arning

EQU 003 Warning

AD055_StatusPr
oblem

EQU 004 Problem

7 X'7' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

8 X'8' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

9 X'9' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

10 X'A' AD055_Action 16 EBCDIC Action

26 X'1A' AD055_Source 8 EBCDIC Source

34 X'22' AD055_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Jobname

42 X'2A' AD055_RuleType 8 EBCDIC Rule type

50 X'32' AD055_Metric 8 EBCDIC Metric

58 X'3A' AD055_Rsce1 120 EBCDIC Resource 1

178 X'B2' AD055_Rsce2 8 EBCDIC Resource 2

186 X'BA' AD055_Value 8 BINARY Current value

194 X'C2' AD055_Warning 8 BINARY Warning value

202 X'CA' AD055_Problem 8 BINARY Problem value
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210 X'D2' AD055_State 12 EBCDIC State

224 X'E0' AD055_Task 4 BINARY CICS task

228 X'E4' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

232 X'E8' AD055_Elapsed 8 BINARY Previous elapsed
time

AD055_DL EQU *-AD055_Data Length of data
segment

AD055_L EQU *-AD055 Length of
segment

System Message

Event System Message

Type 056

DSECT AD056

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD056 DSECT DSECT AD056

0 X'0' AD056_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD056_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

AD056_DL EQU *-AD056_Data Length of data
segment

AD056_L EQU *-AD056 Length of
segment

Set Schedule Environment Resource

Event Set Schedule Environment Resource

Type 057

DSECT AD057

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD057 DSECT DSECT AD057

0 X'0' AD057_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD057_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD057_System 8 EBCDIC System
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10 X'A' AD057_Resource 16 EBCDIC Resource

26 X'1A' AD057_State 8 EBCDIC State

AD057_DL EQU *-AD057_Data Length of data
segment

AD057_L EQU *-AD057 Length of
segment

IDMS Task Cancel

Event IDMS Task Cancel

Type 058

DSECT AD058

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD058 DSECT DSECT AD058

0 X'0' AD058_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD058_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD058_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Job name

10 X'A' AD058_Task 4 BINARY Task number

14 X'E' AD058_TaskCod
e

8 EBCDIC Task code

AD058_DL EQU *-AD058_Data Length of data
segment

AD058_L EQU *-AD058 Total length

CICS Exec Interface Trace Modify

Event CICS Exec Interface Trace Modify

Type 059

DSECT AD059

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD059 DSECT DSECT AD059

0 X'0' AD059_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD059_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD059_Action 8 EBCDIC Action
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10 X'A' AD059_Name 16 EBCDIC Name

26 X'1A' AD059_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Job name

34 X'22' AD059_Tran 8 EBCDIC Tran

42 X'2A' AD059_Terminal 8 EBCDIC Terminal

50 X'32' AD059_Userid 8 EBCDIC User ID

58 X'3A' AD059_Status 8 EBCDIC Status

66 X'42' AD059_TraceLvl 8 EBCDIC TraceLvl

74 X'4A' AD059_MatchLim 8 EBCDIC MatchLim

AD059_DL EQU *-AD059_Data Length of data
segment

AD059_L EQU *-AD059 Length of
segment

IMS SPOC Command

Event IMS SPOC Command

Type 060

DSECT AD060

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD060 DSECT DSECT AD060

0 X'0' AD060_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD060_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD060_IMSPlex 5 EBCDIC IMS Plex

AD060_DL EQU *-AD060_Data Length of data
segment

7 X'7' AD060_Comman
dLen

2 BINARY Length of
segment

9 X'9' AD060_Comman
d

1 EBCDIC Command

AD060_L EQU *-AD060 Total length

Command Action

Event Command Action

Type 061

DSECT AD061
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Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet
The following pairs of (length,data) must be processed as data
segments based on the count found in field: ADTRC_DataCount
The data field is defined below with a length equal to the
maximum length possible for the field. Use the length portion of
the pair to determine the actual length. The length may contain
zeros indicating that the data portion is not present.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD061 DSECT DSECT AD061

0 X'0' AD061_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD061_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD061_Comman
d

8 EBCDIC Primary
command

10 X'A' AD061_Action 8 EBCDIC Subcommand

18 X'12' AD061_Parm 256 EBCDIC Command
parameters

18 X'12' AD061_ParmLen 2 BINARY parm length

20 X'14' AD061_Parms 254 EBCDIC parms

274 X'112' AD061_AccessL
en

2 BINARY Length of
segment

276 X'114' AD061_Access 1 BINARY Access

AD061_Access_
Allow

EQU 0 Allowed

AD061_Access_
Fail

EQU 8 Failed

AD061_DL EQU *-AD061_Data Length of data
segment

AD061_L EQU *-AD061 Length of
segment

Security Resource

Event Security Resource

Type 062

DSECT AD062

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD062 DSECT DSECT AD062
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0 X'0' AD062_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD062_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'2' AD062_Comman
d

8 EBCDIC Primary
command

10 X'A' AD062_Action 12 EBCDIC Action

22 X'16' AD062_Type 8 EBCDIC Resource type

30 X'1E' AD062_System 8 EBCDIC System

38 X'26' AD062_Qualifier 8 EBCDIC Resource
qualifier

46 X'2E' AD062_Resource 64 EBCDIC Resource name

110 X'6E' AD062_Access 1 BINARY Access

AD062_Access_
Allow

EQU 0 Allowed

AD062_Access_
Fail

EQU 8 Failed

AD062_DL EQU *-AD062_Data Length of data
segment

AD062_L EQU *-AD062 Length of
segment

Profile Migration

Event Profile Migration

Type 063

DSECT AD063

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' AD063 DSECT DSECT AD063

0 X'0' AD063_Length 2 BINARY Length of
segment

2 X'2' AD063_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 AD063_ActionCo
de

1 BINARY Action code

AD063_Copy EQU 0 Copy profile
module

AD063_Migrate EQU 1 Migrate profile

AD063_Upgrade EQU 2 Upgrade profile

3 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

4 AD063_Action 12 EBCDIC Action
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16 x10' AD063_Member 8 EBCDIC Member

24 X'18' AD063_SourceD
sn

44 EBCDIC Source data set

68 X'44' AD063_SourceS
ize

4 BINARY Source member
size

72 X'48' AD063_SourceF
ields

4 BINARY Source field count

76 X'4C' AD063_SourceV
ers

8 EBCDIC Source version

84 X'54' AD063_SourceB
uild

4 EBCDIC Source build

88 X'58' AD063_TargetD
sn

44 EBCDIC Target data set

132 X'84' AD063_TargetSi
ze

4 BINARY Target member
size

136 X'88' AD063_TargetFi
elds

4 BINARY Target field count

140 X'8C' AD063_TargetVe
rs

8 EBCDIC Target version

148 X'94' AD063_TargetBu
ild

4 EBCDIC Target build

152 X'98' 16 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

AD063_DL EQU *-AD063_Data Length of data
segment

AD063_L EQU *-AD063 Length of
segment

Audit Event Equates

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

ADTRC_Noop EQU 000 Noop

ADTRC_Start EQU 001 Start

ADTRC_Shutdo
wn

EQU 002 Shutdown

ADTRC_Session
Logon

EQU 003 Session Log on

ADTRC_Session
Logoff

EQU 004 Session Log off

ADTRC_Comma
ndPrimary

EQU 005 Command
Primary

ADTRC_Comma
ndSubcommand

EQU 006 Command
Subcommand

ADTRC_ApfListM
odify

EQU 007 APFLIST modify
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ADTRC_Thresho
ldModify

EQU 008 Threshold Modify

ADTRC_StateMo
dify

EQU 009 State Modify

ADTRC_Monitor
Modify

EQU 010 Monitor Modify

ADTRC_ASIDAc
tion

EQU 011 ASID action

ADTRC_Console
Command

EQU 012 Console
command

ADTRC_MQCom
mand

EQU 013 IBM MQ
Command

ADTRC_IMSCom
mand

EQU 014 IMS Command

ADTRC_CICSCe
mt

EQU 015 CICS CEMT

ADTRC_DsnSer
vices

EQU 016 DSN Services

ADTRC_LPAMo
dify

EQU 017 LPA modify

ADTRC_SVCTAB
LEModify

EQU 018 SVCTABLE
modify

ADTRC_SUBSY
STEMModify

EQU 019 SUBSYS Modify

ADTRC_PPTMo
dify

EQU 020 PPT Modify

ADTRC_WTORR
eply

EQU 021 WTOR Reply

ADTRC_LGStrea
mDRO

EQU 022 LGStream DRO

ADTRC_LGStrea
mAction

EQU 023 LGStream Action

ADTRC_Product
Modify

EQU 024 Product Modify

ADTRC_LinkSet
Modify

EQU 025 LinkSet Modify

ADTRC_LinkList
Modify

EQU 026 LinkList Modify

ADTRC_Storage
Alter

EQU 027 Storage alter

ADTRC_AMRFA
ction

EQU 028 AMRF action

ADTRC_ESRTAB
LEModify

EQU 029 ESRTABLE
modify
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ADTRC_TSOTAB
LEModify

EQU 030 TSOTABLE
modify

ADTRC_REGPR
ODModify

EQU 031 REGPROD
modify

ADTRC_DUMPD
SModify

EQU 032 DUMPDS modify

ADTRC_CICSTra
nCancel

EQU 033 CICS Transaction
cancel

ADTRC_CICSThr
eshModify

EQU 034 CICS Threshold
modify

ADTRC_CICSSta
teModify

EQU 035 CICS State
modify

ADTRC_MQQue
ueModify

EQU 036 MQ Queue
Modify

ADTRC_UserMe
ssage

EQU 037 User event
message

ADTRC_MQChan
nelModify

EQU 038 MQ Channel
Modify

ADTRC_CICSTS
QueueModify

EQU 039 CICS TS Queue
modify

ADTRC_SetExte
ndedPrivate

EQU 040 Set Extended
Private

ADTRC_SetGran
dePrivate

EQU 041 Set Grande
Private

ADTRC_CICSSt
art

EQU 042 CICS Start

ADTRC_CICSSh
utdown

EQU 043 CICS Shutdown

ADTRC_DataSe
tZap

EQU 044 Data Set Zap

ADTRC_TaskSta
rt

EQU 045 Task Start

ADTRC_TaskSto
p

EQU 046 Task Stop

ADTRC_JesJobM
odify

EQU 047 JES Job Modify

ADTRC_JesOutp
utModify

EQU 048 JES Output
Modify

ADTRC_JesOutD
esModify

EQU 049 JES OutDes
Modify

ADTRC_CICSTra
nCanModify

EQU 050 CICS TranCan
Modify

ADTRC_CICSTra
nOptsModify

EQU 051 CICS TranOpts
Modify
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ADTRC_DynExit
Modify

EQU 052 Dynamic Exit
Modify

ADTRC_MQTopi
cModify

EQU 053 MQ Topic Modify

ADTRC_SetDisp
atchPriority

EQU 054 Set Dispatch
Priority

ADTRC_MetricAl
ertAlter

EQU 055 Metric alert alter

ADTRC_System
Message

EQU 056 System event
message

ADTRC_SetSchE
nvResource

EQU 057 SetSchEnvReso
urce

ADTRC_IDMSTa
skCancel

EQU 058 IDMS Transaction
cancel

ADTRC_CICSEIT
raceModify

EQU 059 CICS EI Trace
Modify

ADTRC_IMSSPO
Ccommand

EQU 060 IMS SPOC
Command

ADTRC_Comma
ndAction

EQU 061 Command Action

ADTRC_Security
Resource

EQU 062 Security
Resource

ADTRC_ProfileM
igration

EQU 063 ProfileMigration

ADTRC_AuditTy
peMax

EQU 255 Max audit type

Server Request

Event Server Request

Type 064

DSECT AD064

Triplet ADTRC_DataTriplet

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'00' AD064 DSECT DSECT AD064

0 X'00' AD064_Length 2 BINARY Length of segment

2 X'02' AD064_Data 1 EBCDIC Data

2 X'02' AD064_TaskType 8 EBCDIC Server task type

10 X'0A' AD064_FuncName 16 EBCDIC Function name

26 X'1A' AD064_Desc 32 EBCDIC Description

58 X'3A' AD064_ReqJobNam
e

8 EBCDIC Requestor's job name
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66 X'42' AD064_ReqJobId 8 EBCDIC Requestor's job id

74 X'4A' AD064_ReqTaskId 8 EBCDIC Requestor's task id

82 X'52' AD064_ReqUserId 8 EBCDIC Requestor's user id

90 X'5A' AD064_ReqASID 2 BINARY Requestor's ASID

92 X'5C' AD064_QueuedSTC
K

8 BINARY Time added to queue

100 X'64' AD064_StartedSTC
K

8 BINARY Time req process started

108 X'6C' AD064_EndedSTCK 8 BINARY Time req process ended

116 X'74' AD064_QueueTime 8 BINARY Elapsed time in queue

124 X'7C' AD064_ProcessTime 8 BINARY Elapsed processing time

132 X'84' AD064_TotalTime 8 BINARY Elapsed time

140 X'8C' AD064_CpuTime 8 BINARY Request CPU time

148 X'94' AD064_AbnCode 16 EBCDIC Formatted abend cmc

164 X'A4' AD064_ErrCodes 8 BINARY Error codes

164 X'A4' AD064_ErrCode1 4 BINARY Error code 1

168 X'A8' AD064_ErrCode2 4 BINARY Error code 2

172 X'AC' AD064_RetCode 1 BINARY Return code

AD064_RcSuccess EQU 0 Success

AD064_RcWarn EQU 4 Warning

AD064_RcError EQU 8 Error - Function use

AD064_RcAbend EQU 12 Abend - SC/SI use

AD064_RcFailed EQU 16 Failed - SC/SI use

173 X'AD' AD064_RsnCode 1 BINARY Reason code

AD064_RsNoReason EQU 0 No reason

AD064_RsBadReqId EQU 1 Bad STRQE identifier

AD064_RsBadReqLen EQU 2 Bad STRQE length

AD064_RsBadFunc EQU 3 Bad function code

AD064_RsBadServName EQU 4 Bad server name

AD064_RsAttachFailed EQU 5 ATTACH failed

AD064_RsSrvTAbnRec EQU 6 Service task abended

AD064_RsNucLoadFail EQU 7 Nucleus load failed

AD064_RsNucInitFail EQU 8 Nucleus init failed

AD064_RsSecSwtFail EQU 9 Security switch fail

AD064_RsAthUtlReq EQU 10 Auth utility required

AD064_RsReleaseFail EQU 11 Release failed

AD064_RsTimeout EQU 12 Request timed out

AD064_RsShutDown EQU 99 Shutdown

174 X'AE' AD064_CmdCount 4 BINARY Number of commands
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178 X'B2' AD064_00B2 4 BINARY Reserved

182 X'B6' AD064_00B6 4 BINARY Reserved

186 X'BA' AD064_00BA 4 BINARY Reserved

190 X'BE' AD064_00BE 4 BINARY Reserved

AD064_DL EQU *-AD064_Data Length of data segment

AD064_L EQU *-AD064 Length of segment

Event Server Request

Type 064

DSECT AD064A

Triplet ADTRC_Seg1 (segments within section)

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'00' AD064A DSECT DSECT AD064A

0 X'00' AD064A_CmdName 8 EBCDIC Command

8 X'08' AD064A_SubCmd 8 EBCDIC Subcommand

16 X'10' AD064A_CmdCount 4 BINARY Count

20 X'14' AD064A_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

AD064A_1Subcomm
and

EQU B'10000000' subcommand

21 X'15' AD064A_Compone
nt

1 BINARY Component code

AD064A_$COMPON
_BASE

EQU 0 BASE

AD064A_$COMPON
_JES

EQU 1 JES

AD064A_$COMPON
_JES2

EQU 1 JES2

AD064A_$COMPON
_TOOL

EQU 2 TOOL

AD064A_$COMPON
_CICS

EQU 3 CICS

AD064A_$COMPON
_MVSP

EQU 4 MVS

AD064A_$COMPON
_DCOM

EQU 5 DATACOM

AD064A_$COMPON
_HCHK

EQU 6 HCHECK

AD064A_$COMPON
_MQS

EQU 7 MQSERIES

AD064A_$COMPON
_IDMS

EQU 8 IDMS
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AD064A_$COMPON
_ROSC

EQU 9 ROSCOE

AD064A_$COMPON
_USS

EQU 10 USS

AD064A_$COMPON
_IMS

EQU 11 IMS

AD064A_$COMPON
_CAPT

EQU 12 CAPTURE

AD064A_$COMPON
_XSYS

EQU 13 XSYS

AD064A_$COMPON
_R014

EQU 14 Reserved

AD064A_$COMPON
_MIM

EQU 15 MIM

AD064A_$COMPON
_TCP

EQU 16 TCPIP

AD064A_$COMPON
_JVM

EQU 17 JVM

22 X'16' AD064A_0016 1 BINARY Reserved

23 X'17' AD064A_0017 1 BINARY Reserved

24 X'18' AD064A_CPUTime 8 BINARY Total CPU microseconds

32 X'20' AD064A_EnclTime 8 BINARY Enclave CPUTIME

40 X'28' AD064A_zSwitches 8 BINARY Basic Mode Switches

48 X’30’ AD064A_0030 8 BINARY Reserved

56 X’38’ AD064A_0038 8 BINARY Reserved

AD064A_L EQU *-AD064A Length of segment

GSVSMF02 - Plot Record
A plot data record is created by the data collectors for metrics that are being monitored.  The record contains resource
usage over an hour period.

Record Layout

Description Plot Data Record

Record Type 255 (default)

Record Subtype 002, x002

Record versions:

1 - The record can be processed as one contiguous record. No triplet processing.

2 - The record must be processed using triplets to access the segments.

Notes:
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• Data segments or sections must be accessed via the corresponding triplet.
• All time values are in microseconds unless otherwise stated.

SMF Header

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' SDPR DSECT DSECT SDPR

0 X'0' SDPRH 34 BINARY Standard Header

0 X'0' SDPRH_SHF 24 EBCDIC SMF Header

0 X'0' SDPRH_RDW 4 BINARY Record/segment
length

0 X'0' SDPRH_RecLen 2 BINARY SMF record
length

2 X'2' SDPRH_SegLen 2 BINARY SMF segment
length

4 X'4' SDPRH_SID 1 BINARY System indicator

SDPRH_SID_Su
bsys

EQU B'10000000' Sub system
follows

SDPRH_SID_Su
brec

EQU B'01000000' Sub record type
used

5 X'5' SDPRH_RecTyp
e

1 BINARY Record type

SDPRH_RecTyp
e255

EQU 255 Default record
type

6 X'6' SDPRH_TOD 8 BINARY Time of day

6 X'6' SDPRH_Time 4 BINARY Time since
midnight

10 X'A' SDPRH_Date 4 PACKED Date 0cyydddF

14 X'E' SDPRH_SysID 4 EBCDIC System ID

18 X'12' SDPRH_SSID 4 EBCDIC Sub system ID

22 X'16' SDPRH_Subrec 2 BINARY Sub record type

22 X'16' SDPRH_DataTy
pe

1 BINARY Data collection
type

SDPRH_DataTy
pe00

EQU 000 Type - 00

23 X'17' SDPRH_DataRec 1 BINARY Data information
type

SDPRH_DataRe
c_Plot

EQU 002 Plot record

SDPRH_L EQU *-SDPRH SMF header
length
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Product Header Extension Information

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

24 X'18' SDPRP 10 BINARY Product
Information

24 X'18' SDPRP_Hdr_Info 10 BINARY Product Header
Information

24 X'18' SDPRP_Product 4 EBCDIC Product

28 X'1C' SDPRP_Release 4 EBCDIC Release

28 X'1C' SDPRP_RRM 3 EBCDIC RRM

31 X'1F' SDPRP_RecVer 1 BINARY Record version

SDPRP_RecVer
01

EQU 01 01, <= r14.1,
Contiguous

SDPRP_RecVer
02

EQU 02 02, >= r14.2,
Triplets

SDPRP_RecVer
Curr

EQU 02 Current

32 X'20' SDPRP_System 1 BINARY System

SDPRP_MVS EQU B'10000000' MVS

33 X'21' SDPRP_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

SDPRP_F1_80 EQU B'10000000' *--- Not Used ---*

SDPRP_F1_Firs
tRec

EQU B'01000000' First record

SDPRP_F1_20 EQU B'00100000' *--- Not Used ---*

SDPRP_F1_10 EQU B'00010000' *--- Not Used ---*

SDPRP_F1_08 EQU B'00001000' *--- Not Used ---*

SDPRP_F1_04 EQU B'00000100' *--- Not Used ---*

SDPRP_F1_SMF
TOD

EQU B'00000010' SDPRH_TOD:
Time, Date

SDPRP_F1_STC
K

EQU B'00000000' SDPRH_TOD:
STCK

SDPRP_F1_Com
press

EQU B'00000001' Compressed data

SDPRP_L EQU *-SDPRP Length of
extension

SDPRHP_L EQU *-SDPR Length of header

Control Information

The data portion of the record is comprised of several smaller blocks of data called "segments."

Each group of segments can be referenced via its corresponding triplet entry.
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A triplet is made up of three components: offset, length, count.

Offset (4) Offset from the beginning of the record to the 1st segment

Length (2) Length of 1 segment

Count  (2) Number of segments

Data may not be available for all segments.

To determine if a segment type exists, check the corresponding count field within the triplet.
If the count value is greater than 0, segments exist for the type.

Data segments can appear in any order.
Segments in the data area must be accessed using the corresponding triplet offset, length and count.

The following is a visual example of a record.
Do not assume the data or offset information to be accurate for a real record.

SMF Record

SMF Header
Product Header Extension Information
Control Information
Triplet 1 - SDPRE

offset x00000068
length x00AC
count x0001

Triplet 2 - SDPRA

offset x00000114
length x000C
count x003C

Data Section
Data Segment 1

x068 segment 1

Data Segment 2

x114 segment 1
x120 segment 2

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

34 X'22' SDPRC 1 EBCDIC Common
Information
Header
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34 X'22' 6 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

40 X'28' SDPRC_StartTim
e

8 BINARY Start of interval

48 X'30' SDPRC_EndTim
e

8 BINARY End of interval

56 X'38' SDPRC_IntvSTC
K

8 BINARY Interval in STCK
format

64 X'40' SDPRC_IntvSecs 4 BINARY Interval in
seconds

68 X'44' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

72 X'48' SDPRC_Time 4 BINARY Time binary -
Time

76 X'4C' SDPRC_Date 4 PACKED Time binary -
Date

80 X'50' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

84 X'54' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

88 X'58' SDPRC_Cntl_SD
PRE

8 EBCDIC Triplet: SDPRE

88 X'58' SDPRC_Cntl_SD
PRE_O

4 BINARY Offset - SDPRE

92 X'5C' SDPRC_Cntl_SD
PRE_L

2 BINARY Length - SDPRE

94 X'5E' SDPRC_Cntl_SD
PRE_C

2 BINARY Count - SDPRE

96 X'60' SDPRC_Cntl_SD
PRA

8 EBCDIC Triplet: SDPRA

96 X'60' SDPRC_Cntl_SD
PRA_O

4 BINARY Offset - SDPRA

100 X'64' SDPRC_Cntl_SD
PRA_L

2 BINARY Length - SDPRA

102 X'66' SDPRC_Cntl_SD
PRA_C

2 BINARY Count - SDPRA

SDPRC_L EQU *-SDPRC Length of
common header

SDCRHPC_L EQU *-SDPR Length of prefix

Data Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

104 X'68' SDPR_Data 1 EBCDIC Data Section
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Data Entry

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' SDPRE DSECT DSECT SDPRE

0 X'0' SDPRE_Variable 8 EBCDIC Variable name

8 X'8' SDPRE_Argume
nt

120 EBCDIC Argument

8 X'8' SDPRE_Argume
nt8

8 EBCDIC 8 byte argument

128 X'80' SDPRE_Alias 8 EBCDIC Alias

136 X'88' SDPRE_STCK 8 BINARY Beginning STCK
value

144 X'90' SDPRE_STCKIn
tv

8 BINARY STCK interval

Variable Type

Type      Decimals  Formatting

--------  --------  ----------

Count            0  99999999

Time             6  9.999999

CountAvg         0  99999999

TimeAvg          6  9.999999

Pct3D            3  999.999

Rate             3  9.999

Pct              0  999

152 X'98' SDPRE_Type 1 BINARY Variable type

SDPRE_Type_C
ount

EQU 00 Count

SDPRE_Type_T
ime

EQU 01 Time,
Microseconds

SDPRE_Type_C
ountAvg

EQU 02 Count average

SDPRE_Type_Ti
meAvg

EQU 03 Time average
microseconds

SDPRE_Type_P
ct3D

EQU 10 Percentage, 3
decimals

SDPRE_Type_R
ate

EQU 11 Rate, 3 decimals

SDPRE_Type_P
ct

EQU 12 Percentage

153 X'99' SDPRE_Flg1 1 BINARY Flags

SDPRE_F1_Stor
age

EQU B'10000000' Storage related
(bytes)
..0, k=1000
..1, K=1024

SDPRE_F1_Arg1 EQU B'01000000' Argument is valid
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SDPRE_F1_Alias EQU B'00000001' Data has alias

154 X'9A' SDPRE_Flg2 1 BINARY Flags - Reserved

155 X'9B' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

156 X'9C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

160 X'A0' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

164 X'A4' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

168 X'A8' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

SDPRE_L EQU *-SDPRE Entry length

Data Array

The data array consists of 60 pairs of values and counts.

The first entry in the array can be associated with the start time found in the field: SDPRC_StartTime

The last entry in the array can be associated with the end time found in the field: SDPRC_EndTime

The difference in time between each array entry or bucket is specified in the field: SDPRC_IntvSTCK

Data Collection Bucket Array

        +0         +8

        +----------+-------+

   x000 | value01  | Cnt01 |

        +----------+-------+

   x00C | value02  | Cnt02 |

        +----------+-------+

             .         .

             .         .

        +----------+-------+

        | value60  | Cnt60 |

        +----------+-------+

Computing the Value of a Single Bucket or Interval

The method to compute the value of a bucket pair is based on the variable type.

Method: Count, Time

   x = value

Method: CountAvg, TimeAvg, Pct3D, Rate, Pct

       value

   x = -----

       count

Averaging or summarizing multiple buckets or intervals

             ( value.1 + value.2 + ... + value.n )

   average = -------------------------------------

             ( count.1 + count.2 + ... + count.n )

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

172 X'AC' SDPRA 1 EBCDIC Collection array
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172 X'AC' SDPRE_Buckets 12 BINARY Collection
buckets

SDPRA_L EQU *-SDPRA Collection array
length

Data Array Buckets

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' SDPRB DSECT DSECT SDPRB

0 X'0' SDPRB_Value 8 BINARY Value

8 X'8' SDPRB_Count 4 BINARY Count

SDPRB_L EQU *-SDPRB Bucket segment
length

SDPRB_Entries EQU 60 60 buckets

GSVSMF03 - Threshold Exception Record
A threshold exception record is a SYSVIEW SMF record that is created when a threshold has been exceeded.

Record Layout

Description Threshold Exception Record

Record Type 255 (default)

Record Subtype 003, x003

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information
• Data Section

– Threshold Exception Information

Data segments or sections must be accessed using the corresponding triplet. All time values are in microseconds unless
otherwise stated.

Segment/Section      DSECT/Area   Count

SMF Header           ZTED_Hdr      1

Product Header Extension ZTED_Hdr_Info 1

Control Information  ZTED_Cntl     1

Threshold Information ZTED_THRS 1
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SMF Header

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' ZTED DSECT DSECT ZTED

0 X'0' ZTED_Hdr 34 EBCDIC Standard Header

0 X'0' ZTED_SMF 24 EBCDIC SMF Header

0 X'0' ZTED_SMF_RDW 4 BINARY Record/segment length

0 X'0' ZTED_SMF_Length 2 BINARY SMF record length

2 X'2' ZTED_SMF_SegLe
ngth

2 BINARY SMF segment length

4 X'4' ZTED_SMF_Flag 1 BINARY System indicator

ZTED_SMF_Flag_
SSI

EQU B'10000000' Sub system follows

ZTED_SMF_Flag_
STY

EQU B'01000000' Sub record type used

5 X'5' ZTED_SMF_RecTy
pe

1 BINARY Record type

ZTED_SMF_Type2
55

EQU 255 Default record type

6 X'6' ZTED_SMF_Time 4 BINARY Time since midnight 100th

10 X'A' ZTED_SMF_Date 4 PACKED Date 0cyydddF

14 X'E' ZTED_SMF_SysID 4 EBCDIC System ID

18 X'12' ZTED_SMF_Subsy
sID

4 EBCDIC Sub system ID

22 X'16' ZTED_SMF_SubTy
pe

2 BINARY Sub record type

22 X'16' ZTED_SMF_SubD
ata

1 BINARY Data collection type

23 X'17' ZTED_SMF_SubR
ec

1 BINARY Data record subtype

ZTED_SMF_SubRe
cType

EQU 003 Subrecord type

ZTED_SMF_SubR
ec03

EQU 003 Subrecord type

ZTED_SMF_L EQU *-ZTED_SMF SMF header length

Product Header Extension Information

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

24 X'18' ZTED_Hdr_Info 10 BINARY Product extension info

24 X'18' ZTED_Hdr_Product 4 EBCDIC Product keyword

28 X'1C' ZTED_Hdr_Release 4 EBCDIC Product release
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28 X'1C' ZTED_Hdr_RRM 3 EBCDIC RRM

31 X'1F' ZTED_Hdr_RecVer 1 BINARY Record version

ZTED_Hdr_RecVe
r01

EQU 01 01 (<=14.1)

ZTED_Hdr_RecVe
r02

EQU 02 02 (>=14.2)

ZTED_Hdr_RecVer
Curr

EQU 02 Current

32 X'20' ZTED_Hdr_OpSys 1 BINARY System

ZTED_Hdr_MVS EQU B'10000000' MVS

33 X'21' ZTED_Hdr_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

ZTED_Hdr_F1_80 EQU B'10000000' *--- Not Used ---* *

ZTED_Hdr_F1_40 EQU B'01000000' *--- Not Used ---* *

ZTED_Hdr_F1_20 EQU B'00100000' *--- Not Used ---* *

ZTED_Hdr_F1_10 EQU B'00010000' *--- Not Used ---* *

ZTED_Hdr_F1_08 EQU B'00001000' *--- Not Used ---* *

ZTED_Hdr_F1_04 EQU B'00000100' *--- Not Used ---* *

ZTED_Hdr_F1_02 EQU B'00000010' *--- Not Used ---* *

ZTED_Hdr_F1_CD EQU B'00000001' Compressed data

ZTED_Hdr_Info_L EQU *-ZTED_Hdr_Info Length

ZTED_Hdr_L EQU *-ZTED_Hdr Length

Control Information

The data portion of the record is comprised of several smaller blocks of data called "segments."

Each group of segments can be referenced via its corresponding triplet entry.
A triplet is made up of three components: offset, length, count.

Component Description

Offset (4) Offset from the beginning of the record to the 1st segment

Length (2) Length of 1 segment

Count (2) Number of segments

Data may not be available for all segments.

To determine if a segment type exists, check the corresponding count field within the triplet.
If the count value is greater than 0, segments exist for the type.

Data segments can appear in any order.
Segments in the data area must be accessed using the corresponding triplet offset, length and count.

The following is a visual example of a record.
Do not assume the data or offset information to be accurate for a real record.

SMF Record
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• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information

– Triplet 1
• offset: x00000200
• length: x0080
• count: x0001

• Data Section
– Data Segment 1

• x200: segment 1

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

40 X'28' ZTED_Cntl 8 BINARY Record Control Information

40 X'28' ZTED_Cntl_Time 8 BINARY Time of exception (STCK)

48 X'30' ZTED_Cntl_SysNa
me

8 EBCDIC System name

56 X'38' ZTED_Cntl_SPLEV
EL

8 EBCDIC SPLEVEL

64 X'40' ZTED_Cntl_Jobna
me

8 EBCDIC Jobname

72 X'48' ZTED_Cntl_JobId 8 EBCDIC JobId

80 X'50' ZTED_Cntl_Applid 8 EBCDIC Applid (CICS only)

88 X'58' ZTED_Cntl_TranID 8 EBCDIC Transaction ID (CICS only)

96 X'60' ZTED_Cntl_TaskN
umber

4 BINARY Task number (CICS only)

100 X'64' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

104 X'68' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

112 X'70' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

120 X'78' ZTED_Cntl_Owner 1 BINARY Owner

ZTED_Cntl_Owner
_MVS

EQU 000 MVS

ZTED_Cntl_Owner_
WEBMQ

EQU 001 IBM MQ

ZTED_Cntl_Owner
_IMS

EQU 002 IMS

ZTED_Cntl_Owner
_TCP

EQU 003 TCP/IP

ZTED_Cntl_Owner
_CICS

EQU 004 CICS

ZTED_Cntl_Owner
_JVM

EQU 005 JVM

121 X'79' ZTED_Cntl_CSACI
REL

1 BINARY Release
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121 X'79' ZTED_Cntl_CICSR
el

1 BINARY Release

ZTED_Cntl_CICS63 EQU 0x63 CICS TS 2.3 - 6.3

ZTED_Cntl_CICS64 EQU 0x64 CICS TS 3.1 - 6.4

ZTED_Cntl_CICS65 EQU 0x65 CICS TS 3.2 - 6.5

ZTED_Cntl_CICS66 EQU 0x66 CICS TS 4.1 - 6.6

ZTED_Cntl_CICS67 EQU 0x67 CICS TS 4.2 - 6.7

ZTED_Cntl_CICS68 EQU 0x68 CICS TS 5.1 - 6.8

ZTED_Cntl_CICS69 EQU 0x69 CICS TS 5.2 - 6.9

ZTED_Cntl_CICS70 EQU 0x70 CICS TS 5.3 - 7.0

ZTED_Cntl_CICS71 EQU 0x71 CICS TS 5.4 - 7.1

ZTED_Cntl_CICS72 EQU 0x72 CICS TS 5.5 - 7.2

122 X'7A' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

123 X'7B' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

124 X'7C' ZTED_Cntl_Triplets 2 BINARY Number of triplets

126 X'7E' 2 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

128 X'80' ZTED_Cntl_Data 1 EBCDIC 1st set of triplets

128 X'80' ZTED_Cntl_THRS 8 EBCDIC Triplet: THRS

128 X'80' ZTED_Cntl_THRS
_O

4 BINARY Offset - THRS

132 X'84' ZTED_Cntl_THRS
_L

2 BINARY Length - THRS

134 X'86' ZTED_Cntl_THRS
_C

2 BINARY Count - THRS

ZTED_Cntl_TripCnt EQU (*-ZTED_Cntl_Data
)/8

Count of triplets

ZTED_Cntl_L EQU *-ZTED_Cntl Length

ZTED_Fixed_L EQU *-ZTED Common Fixed Length

Data Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

136 X'88' ZTED_Data 1 EBCDIC Data Section

Threshold Exception Information

Section Threshold Exception Information

DSECT ZTED_THRS

Triplet ZTED_Cntl_THRS

Description Threshold exception information.
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' ZTED_THRS DSECT DSECT ZTED_THRS

0 X'0' ZTED_Key 144 EBCDIC Threshold Key

0 X'0' ZTED_Variable 8 EBCDIC Variable name

8 X'8' ZTED_Resource 120 EBCDIC Resource

128 X'80' 8 EBCDIC Filler

136 X'88' ZTED_RsceAttr 8 EBCDIC Resource Attribute

144 X'90' ZTED_RuleType 1 BINARY Type

ZTED_RuleType_N
one

EQU 000 None

ZTED_RuleType_U
pper

EQU 001 Upper limit threshold

ZTED_RuleType_L
ower

EQU 002 Lower limit threshold

ZTED_RuleType_C
hange

EQU 003 Change (Std Deviation)

145 X'91' ZTED_VType 1 BINARY Variable type

ZTED_VType_Cou
nt

EQU 000 count

ZTED_VType_Time EQU 001 time microseconds

ZTED_VType_Cou
ntAve

EQU 002 count average

ZTED_VType_Time
Ave

EQU 003 time average microseconds

ZTED_VType_Char EQU 004 character

ZTED_VType_Pct3
D

EQU 010 percentage (3 decimals)

ZTED_VType_Rate EQU 011 rate (3 decimals)

ZTED_VType_Pct EQU 012 percentage

146 X'92' ZTED_Class 1 BINARY Class

ZTED_Count EQU 000 Count

ZTED_CountK EQU 001 Count in 1024

ZTED_Rate EQU 002 Rate

ZTED_Time EQU 003 Time

ZTED_Pct EQU 004 Percent

ZTED_Pct3D EQU 005 Percent 3D

147 X'93' ZTED_Group 1 BINARY Group

ZTED_Group_Syst
em

EQU 000 System

ZTED_Group_Asid EQU 001 Asid
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ZTED_Group_Devi
ce

EQU 002 Device

ZTED_Group_Cha
nnel

EQU 003 Channel

ZTED_Group_Cpu EQU 004 Cpu

ZTED_Group_State EQU 005 State

ZTED_Group_MQQ
ueue

EQU 006 MQQueue

ZTED_Group_MQP
ageSet

EQU 007 MQPageSet

ZTED_Group_MQC
hannel

EQU 008 MQChannel

ZTED_Group_MQD
Qmgr

EQU 009 MQDQmgr

ZTED_Group_MQD
eadLetter

EQU 010 MQDeadLetter

ZTED_Group_UNIX EQU 011 UNIX

ZTED_Group_MQS
tate

EQU 012 MQState

ZTED_Group_Mon
itor

EQU 013 Monitor

ZTED_Group_IMSS
ystem

EQU 014 IMSSystem

ZTED_Group_IMS
State

EQU 015 IMSState

ZTED_Group_IMST
ranSumm

EQU 016 IMSTranSumm

ZTED_Group_IMS
Pool

EQU 017 IMSPool

ZTED_Group_IMS
Tran

EQU 018 IMSTran

ZTED_Group_MQB
uffer

EQU 019 MQBuffer

ZTED_Group_TCP
System

EQU 020 TCPSystem

ZTED_Group_TCP
Asid

EQU 021 TCPAsid

ZTED_Group_TCP
State

EQU 022 TCPState

ZTED_Group_MQQ
mgr

EQU 023 MQQmgr

ZTED_Group_Netw
ork

EQU 024 Network
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ZTED_Group_IMSB
ufferPools

EQU 025 IMSBufferPools

ZTED_Group_CICS
Monitor

EQU 026 CICSMonitor

ZTED_Group_IMSB
alanceGroup

EQU 027 IMSBalanceGroup

ZTED_Group_IMSD
atabase

EQU 028 IMSDatabase

ZTED_Group_IMSE
xternalSubsys

EQU 029 IMSExternalSubsys

ZTED_Group_IMSL
ogicalTerminal

EQU 030 IMSLogicalTerminal

ZTED_Group_IMSV
SAMPools

EQU 031 IMSVSAMPools

ZTED_Group_IMS
OSAMPools

EQU 032 IMSOSAMPools

ZTED_Group_IMSL
ocks

EQU 033 IMSLocks

ZTED_Group_IMS
OTMA

EQU 034 IMSOTMA

ZTED_Group_IMSR
egions

EQU 035 IMSRegions

ZTED_Group_WLM
SystemSummary

EQU 036 WLMSystemSummary

ZTED_Group_Wor
kload

EQU 037 Workload

ZTED_Group_JVM
Application

EQU 038 JVMApplication

ZTED_Group_CICS
_System

EQU 000 System

ZTED_Group_CICS
_Storage

EQU 001 Storage

ZTED_Group_CICS
_Tran

EQU 002 Transaction

ZTED_Group_CICS
_Timer

EQU 003 Timer

ZTED_Group_CICS
_State

EQU 004 State

148 X'94' ZTED_Subgroup 1 BINARY Subgroup

ZTED_Subgroup_S
YSTEM

EQU 000 SYSTEM

ZTED_Subgroup_C
PU

EQU 001 CPU
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ZTED_Subgroup_S
TORAGE

EQU 002 STORAGE

ZTED_Subgroup_I
O

EQU 003 IO

ZTED_Subgroup_P
AGING

EQU 004 PAGING

ZTED_Subgroup_S
WAPPING

EQU 005 SWAPPING

ZTED_Subgroup_J
ES2

EQU 006 JES2

ZTED_Subgroup_D
EVICE

EQU 007 DEVICE

ZTED_Subgroup_J
OB

EQU 008 JOB

ZTED_Subgroup_C
HANNEL

EQU 009 CHANNEL

ZTED_Subgroup_Q
UEUE

EQU 010 QUEUE

ZTED_Subgroup_P
SET

EQU 011 PSET

ZTED_Subgroup_Q
MGR

EQU 012 QMGR

ZTED_Subgroup_V
TAM

EQU 013 VTAM

ZTED_Subgroup_I
MID

EQU 014 IMID

ZTED_Subgroup_T
RAN

EQU 015 TRAN

ZTED_Subgroup_P
OOL

EQU 016 POOL

ZTED_Subgroup_I
PID

EQU 017 IPID

ZTED_Subgroup_L
XATABLE

EQU 018 LXATABLE

ZTED_Subgroup_C
SM

EQU 019 CSM

ZTED_Subgroup_B
ALG

EQU 020 Balance group

ZTED_Subgroup_D
ATABASE

EQU 021 Database

ZTED_Subgroup_I
MESUB

EQU 022 IMS external subsystem

ZTED_Subgroup_I
MLTRM

EQU 023 IMS logical terminal
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ZTED_Subgroup_S
UBPOOL

EQU 024 Subpool

ZTED_Subgroup_I
MOTMA

EQU 025 IMS OTMA

ZTED_Subgroup_I
MREGN

EQU 026 IMS Dependent Region

ZTED_Subgroup_W
MSYSSUM

EQU 027 WLM System Summary

ZTED_Subgroup_W
ORKLOAD

EQU 028 Workload

ZTED_Subgroup_J
VMAPPL

EQU 029 JVM application

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_BMS

EQU 000 BMS

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_CLOCK

EQU 001 CLOCK

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_CMDLEVEL

EQU 002 CMDLEVEL

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_COMMON

EQU 003 COMMON

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_COUNT

EQU 004 COUNT

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_DB2

EQU 005 DB2

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_DLI

EQU 006 DLI

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_DSA

EQU 007 DSA

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_FEPI

EQU 008 FEPI

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_FILE

EQU 009 FILE

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_IRC

EQU 010 IRC

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_ISC

EQU 011 ISC

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_JOURNAL

EQU 012 JOURNAL

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_PRIORITY

EQU 013 PRIORITY

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_PRIVATE

EQU 014 PRIVATE

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_PROGRAM

EQU 015 PROGRAM
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ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_SECURITY

EQU 016 SECURITY

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_STORAGE

EQU 017 STORAGE

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_SUMMARY

EQU 018 SUMMARY

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_SYSTEM

EQU 019 SYSTEM

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_TDATA

EQU 020 TDATA

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_TEMPSTOR

EQU 021 TEMPSTOR

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_TIMER

EQU 022 TIMER

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_DATA

EQU 023 DATA

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_CBTS

EQU 024 CBTS

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_DOCH

EQU 025 DOCH

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_WEBB

EQU 026 WEBB

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_SOCK

EQU 027 SOCK

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_CONNECT

EQU 028 CONNECT

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_FACILITY

EQU 029 FACILITY

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_TERMINAL

EQU 030 TERMINAL

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_CHNL

EQU 031 CHNL

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_TRAN

EQU 032 TRAN

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_REQTRAN

EQU 033 REQTRAN

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_IPCONN

EQU 034 IPCONN

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_PIPELINE

EQU 035 PIPELINE

ZTED_Subgroup_C
ICS_TCLASS

EQU 036 TCLASS

149 X'95' ZTED_ThreshType 1 BINARY Threshold type
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ZTED_ThreshType
_All

EQU 000 *

ZTED_ThreshType
_System

EQU 001 System

ZTED_ThreshType
_Tran

EQU 002 Transaction - End

ZTED_ThreshType
_State

EQU 003 State

ZTED_ThreshType
_TranSumm

EQU 004 Transaction - Summary

ZTED_ThreshType
_Timer

EQU 005 Timer

ZTED_ThreshType
_TranDynamic

EQU 006 Transaction - Dynamic

ZTED_ThreshType
_TranSystem

EQU 007 Transaction - System

150 X'96' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

151 X'97' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

152 X'98' ZTED_Value 8 BINARY Current value

160 X'A0' ZTED_Warning 8 BINARY Warning value

168 X'A8' ZTED_Problem 8 BINARY Problem value

176 X'B0' ZTED_Status 8 EBCDIC Status

184 X'B8' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

192 X'C0' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

200 X'C8' ZTED_OldValue 8 BINARY Previous value

208 X'D0' ZTED_OldWarning 8 BINARY Previous Warning value

216 X'D8' ZTED_OldProblem 8 BINARY Previous Problem value

224 X'E0' ZTED_OldStatus 8 EBCDIC Previous Status

232 X'E8' ZTED_Elapsed 8 BINARY Previous elapsed time

240 X'F0' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

248 X'F8' ZTED_StatusCode 1 BINARY Status code

ZTED_StatusNone EQU 000 None

ZTED_StatusNorm
al

EQU 001 Normal

ZTED_StatusHigh EQU 002 High

ZTED_StatusWarn
ing

EQU 003 Warning

ZTED_StatusProbl
em

EQU 004 Problem

249 X'F9' ZTED_OldStatusC
ode

1 BINARY Previous Status code

250 X'FA' ZTED_SummGrp 1 BINARY Summary group
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251 X'FB' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

252 X'FC' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

253 X'FD' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

254 X'FE' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

255 X'FF' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

256 X'100' 8 BINARY Force alignment

ZTED_THRS_L EQU *-ZTED_THRS Data Length

Record version 1

8 X'8' ZTED_Resource1 8 EBCDIC Resource 1

16 X'10' ZTED_Resource2 112 EBCDIC Resource 2

Record version 2

8 X'8' ZTED_MVS_Resou
rce

120 EBCDIC Resource

8 X'8' ZTED_MQS_Qmgr 4 EBCDIC Queue Manager

12 X'C' ZTED_MQS_Reso
urce

116 EBCDIC Resource

8 X'8' ZTED_IMS_ID 4 EBCDIC IMS subsystem ID

12 X'C' ZTED_IMS_Resou
rce

116 EBCDIC Resource

8 X'8' ZTED_TCP_ID 8 EBCDIC TCP stack job name

16 X'10' ZTED_TCP_Resou
rce

112 EBCDIC Resource

8 X'8' ZTED_CICS_Reso
urce1

8 EBCDIC CICS resource 1

16 X'10' ZTED_CICS_Reso
urce2

8 EBCDIC CICS resource 2

8 X'8' ZTED_JVM_Resou
rce

8 EBCDIC JVM resource

Triplets

Section Triplet Overlay DSECT

DSECT ZTED_Triplet

Description Common DSECT to overlay a triplet structure

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' ZTED_Triplet DSECT DSECT ZTED_Triplet

0 X'0' ZTED_Triplet_Data 8 EBCDIC Data

0 X'0' ZTED_Triplet_Offs
et

4 BINARY Offset
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4 X'4' ZTED_Triplet_Leng
th

2 BINARY Length

6 X'6' ZTED_Triplet_Cou
nt

2 BINARY Count

ZTED_Triplet_L EQU *-ZTED_Triplet Length

GSVSMF04 - State Exception Record

A state exception record is created when a state exception has been triggered.

Record Layout

Description State Exception Record

Record Type 255 (default)

Record Subtype 004, x004

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information
• Data Section

– State Exception Information

Data segments or sections must be accessed using the corresponding triplet. All time values are in microseconds unless
otherwise stated.

Segment/Section      DSECT/Area   Count

SMF Header           ZSED_Hdr      1

Product Header Extension ZSED_Hdr_Info 1

Control Information  ZSED_Cntl     1

State Information ZSED_STAT 1

SMF Header

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' ZSED DSECT DSECT ZSED

0 X'0' ZSED_Hdr 34 EBCDIC Standard Header

0 X'0' ZSED_SMF 24 EBCDIC SMF Header

0 X'0' ZSED_SMF_RD
W

4 BINARY Record/segment
length

0 X'0' ZSED_SMF_Len
gth

2 BINARY SMF record
length
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2 X'2' ZSED_SMF_Seg
Length

2 BINARY SMF segment
length

4 X'4' ZSED_SMF_Flag 1 BINARY System indicator

ZSED_SMF_Flag
_SSI

EQU B'10000000' Sub system
follows

ZSED_SMF_Flag
_STY

EQU B'01000000' Sub record type
used

5 X'5' ZSED_SMF_Rec
Type

1 BINARY Record type

ZSED_SMF_Typ
e255

EQU 255 Default record
type

6 X'6' ZSED_SMF_Tim
e

4 BINARY Time since
midnight 100th

10 X'A' ZSED_SMF_Date 4 PACKED Date 0cyydddF

14 X'E' ZSED_SMF_Sys
ID

4 EBCDIC System ID

18 X'12' ZSED_SMF_Sub
sysID

4 EBCDIC Sub system ID

22 X'16' ZSED_SMF_Sub
Type

2 BINARY Sub record type

22 X'16' ZSED_SMF_Sub
Data

1 BINARY Data collection
type

23 X'17' ZSED_SMF_Sub
Rec

1 BINARY Data record
subtype

ZSED_SMF_Sub
RecType

EQU 004 Subrecord type

ZSED_SMF_Sub
Rec04

EQU 004 Subrecord type

ZSED_SMF_L EQU *-ZSED_SMF SMF header
length

Product Header Extension Information

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

24 X'18' ZSED_Hdr_Info 10 BINARY Product extension
info

24 X'18' ZSED_Hdr_Prod
uct

4 EBCDIC Product keyword

28 X'1C' ZSED_Hdr_Rele
ase

4 EBCDIC Product release

28 X'1C' ZSED_Hdr_RRM 3 EBCDIC RRM

31 X'1F' ZSED_Hdr_Rec
Ver

1 BINARY Record version
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ZSED_Hdr_RecV
er01

EQU 01 01

ZSED_Hdr_RecV
erCurr

EQU 01 Current

32 X'20' ZSED_Hdr_OpS
ys

1 BINARY System

ZSED_Hdr_MVS EQU B'10000000' MVS

33 X'21' ZSED_Hdr_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

ZSED_Hdr_F1_8
0

EQU B'10000000' *--- Not Used ---
* *

ZSED_Hdr_F1_4
0

EQU B'01000000' *--- Not Used ---
* *

ZSED_Hdr_F1_2
0

EQU B'00100000' *--- Not Used ---
* *

ZSED_Hdr_F1_1
0

EQU B'00010000' *--- Not Used ---
* *

ZSED_Hdr_F1_0
8

EQU B'00001000' *--- Not Used ---
* *

ZSED_Hdr_F1_0
4

EQU B'00000100' *--- Not Used ---
* *

ZSED_Hdr_F1_0
2

EQU B'00000010' *--- Not Used ---
* *

ZSED_Hdr_F1_C
D

EQU B'00000001' Compressed data

ZSED_Hdr_Info_
L

EQU *-ZSED_Hdr_Info Length

ZSED_Hdr_L EQU *-ZSED_Hdr Length

Control Information

The data portion of the record is comprised of several smaller blocks of data called "segments."

Each group of segments can be referenced via its corresponding triplet entry.
A triplet is made up of thee components: offset, length, count.

Offset (4) Offset from the beginning of the record to the 1st segment

Length (2) Length of 1 segment

Count  (2) Number of segments

Data may not be available for all segments.

To determine if a segment type exists, check the corresponding count field within the triplet.
If the count value is greater than 0, segments exist for the type.

Data segments can appear in any order.
Segments in the data area must be accessed using the corresponding triplet offset, length and count.
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The following is a visual example of a record.
Do not assume the data or offset information to be accurate for a real record.

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information

– Triplet 1
• offset: x00000200
• length: x0080
• count: x0001

• Data Section
– Data Segment 1

• x200: segment 1

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

40 X'28' ZSED_Cntl 8 BINARY Record Control
Information

40 X'28' ZSED_Cntl_Time 8 BINARY Time of exception
(STCK)

48 X'30' ZSED_Cntl_SysN
ame

8 EBCDIC System name

56 X'38' ZSED_Cntl_SPL
EVEL

8 EBCDIC SPLEVEL

64 X'40' ZSED_Cntl_Jobn
ame

8 EBCDIC Jobname

72 X'48' ZSED_Cntl_JobId 8 EBCDIC JobId

80 X'50' ZSED_Cntl_App
lid

8 EBCDIC Applid (CICS
only)

88 X'58' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

96 X'60' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

104 X'68' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

112 X'70' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

120 X'78' ZSED_Cntl_Own
er

1 BINARY Owner

ZSED_Cntl_Own
er_MVS

EQU 000 MVS

ZSED_Cntl_Own
er_WEBMQ

EQU 001 IBM MQ

ZSED_Cntl_Own
er_IMS

EQU 002 IMS

ZSED_Cntl_Own
er_TCP

EQU 003 TCP/IP
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ZSED_Cntl_Own
er_CICS

EQU 004 CICS

ZSED_Cntl_Own
er_JVM

EQU 005 JVM

121 X'79' ZSED_Cntl_CSA
CIREL

1 BINARY Release

121 X'79' ZSED_Cntl_CIC
SRel

1 BINARY Release

ZSED_Cntl_CIC
S63

EQU 0x63 CICS TS 2.3 - 6.3

ZSED_Cntl_CIC
S64

EQU 0x64 CICS TS 3.1 - 6.4

ZSED_Cntl_CIC
S65

EQU 0x65 CICS TS 3.2 - 6.5

ZSED_Cntl_CIC
S66

EQU 0x66 CICS TS 4.1 - 6.6

ZSED_Cntl_CIC
S67

EQU 0x67 CICS TS 4.2 - 6.7

ZSED_Cntl_CIC
S68

EQU 0x68 CICS TS 5.1 - 6.8

ZSED_Cntl_CIC
S69

EQU 0x69 CICS TS 5.2 - 6.9

ZSED_Cntl_CIC
S70

EQU 0x70 CICS TS 5.3 - 7.0

ZSED_Cntl_CIC
S71

EQU 0x71 CICS TS 5.4 - 7.1

ZSED_Cntl_CIC
S72

EQU 0x72 CICS TS 5.5 - 7.2

122 X'7A' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

123 X'7B' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

124 X'7C' ZSED_Cntl_Tripl
ets

2 BINARY Number of triplets

126 X'7E' 2 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

128 X'80' ZSED_Cntl_Data 1 EBCDIC 1st set of triplets

128 X'80' ZSED_Cntl_STA
T

8 EBCDIC Triplet: STAT

128 X'80' ZSED_Cntl_STA
T_O

4 BINARY Offset - STAT

132 X'84' ZSED_Cntl_STA
T_L

2 BINARY Length - STAT

134 X'86' ZSED_Cntl_STA
T_C

2 BINARY Count - STAT

ZSED_Cntl_Trip
Cnt

EQU (*-ZSED_Cntl_D
ata)/8

Count
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ZSED_Cntl_L EQU *-ZSED_Cntl Length

ZSED_Fixed_L EQU *-ZSED Common Fixed
Length

Data Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

136 X'88' ZSED_Data 1 EBCDIC Data Section

State Exception Information

Section State Exception Information

DSECT ZSED_STAT

Triplet ZSED_Cntl_STAT

Description State exception information.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' ZSED_STAT DSECT DSECT
ZSED_STAT

0 X'0' ZSED_Key 144 EBCDIC State Key

0 X'0' ZSED_Variable 8 EBCDIC Variable name

8 X'8' ZSED_Resource
1

8 EBCDIC Resource 1

16 X'10' ZSED_Resource
2

128 EBCDIC Resource 2

144 X'90' ZSED_Group 1 BINARY Group

ZSED_Group_Sy
stem

EQU 000 System

ZSED_Group_A
sid

EQU 001 Asid

ZSED_Group_D
evice

EQU 002 Device

ZSED_Group_Ch
annel

EQU 003 Channel

ZSED_Group_C
pu

EQU 004 Cpu

ZSED_Group_St
ate

EQU 005 State

ZSED_Group_M
QQueue

EQU 006 MQQueue

ZSED_Group_M
QPageSet

EQU 007 MQPageSet
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ZSED_Group_M
QChannel

EQU 008 MQChannel

ZSED_Group_M
QDQmgr

EQU 009 MQDQmgr

ZSED_Group_M
QDeadLetter

EQU 010 MQDeadLetter

ZSED_Group_U
NIX

EQU 011 UNIX

ZSED_Group_M
QState

EQU 012 MQState

ZSED_Group_M
onitor

EQU 013 Monitor

ZSED_Group_IM
SSystem

EQU 014 IMSSystem

ZSED_Group_IM
SState

EQU 015 IMSState

ZSED_Group_IM
STranSumm

EQU 016 IMSTranSumm

ZSED_Group_IM
SPool

EQU 017 IMSPool

ZSED_Group_IM
STran

EQU 018 IMSTran

ZSED_Group_M
QBuffer

EQU 019 MQBuffer

ZSED_Group_TC
PSystem

EQU 020 TCPSystem

ZSED_Group_TC
PAsid

EQU 021 TCPAsid

ZSED_Group_TC
PState

EQU 022 TCPState

ZSED_Group_M
QQmgr

EQU 023 MQQmgr

ZSED_Group_Ne
twork

EQU 024 Network

ZSED_Group_IM
SBufferPools

EQU 025 IMSBufferPools

ZSED_Group_CI
CSMonitor

EQU 026 CICSMonitor

ZSED_Group_IM
SBalanceGroup

EQU 027 IMSBalanceGrou
p

ZSED_Group_IM
SDatabase

EQU 028 IMSDatabase

ZSED_Group_IM
SExternalSubsys

EQU 029 IMSExternalSub
sys
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ZSED_Group_IM
SLogicalTerminal

EQU 030 IMSLogicalTermi
nal

ZSED_Group_IM
SVSAMPools

EQU 031 IMSVSAMPools

ZSED_Group_IM
SOSAMPools

EQU 032 IMSOSAMPools

ZSED_Group_IM
SLocks

EQU 033 IMSLocks

ZSED_Group_IM
SOTMA

EQU 034 IMSOTMA

ZSED_Group_IM
SRegions

EQU 035 IMSRegions

ZSED_Group_W
LMSystemSumm
ary

EQU 036 WLMSystemSum
mary

ZSED_Group_W
orkload

EQU 037 Workload

ZSED_Group_JV
MApplication

EQU 038 JVMApplication

ZSED_Group_CI
CS_System

EQU 000 System

ZSED_Group_CI
CS_Storage

EQU 001 Storage

ZSED_Group_CI
CS_Tran

EQU 002 Transaction

ZSED_Group_CI
CS_Timer

EQU 003 Timer

ZSED_Group_CI
CS_State

EQU 004 State

145 X'91' ZSED_Subgroup 1 BINARY Subgroup

ZSED_Subgroup
_SYSTEM

EQU 000 SYSTEM

ZSED_Subgroup
_CPU

EQU 001 CPU

ZSED_Subgroup
_STORAGE

EQU 002 STORAGE

ZSED_Subgroup
_IO

EQU 003 IO

ZSED_Subgroup
_PAGING

EQU 004 PAGING

ZSED_Subgroup
_SWAPPING

EQU 005 SWAPPING

ZSED_Subgroup
_JES2

EQU 006 JES2
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ZSED_Subgroup
_DEVICE

EQU 007 DEVICE

ZSED_Subgroup
_JOB

EQU 008 JOB

ZSED_Subgroup
_CHANNEL

EQU 009 CHANNEL

ZSED_Subgroup
_QUEUE

EQU 010 QUEUE

ZSED_Subgroup
_PSET

EQU 011 PSET

ZSED_Subgroup
_QMGR

EQU 012 QMGR

ZSED_Subgroup
_VTAM

EQU 013 VTAM

ZSED_Subgroup
_IMID

EQU 014 IMID

ZSED_Subgroup
_TRAN

EQU 015 TRAN

ZSED_Subgroup
_POOL

EQU 016 POOL

ZSED_Subgroup
_IPID

EQU 017 IPID

ZSED_Subgroup
_LXATABLE

EQU 018 LXATABLE

ZSED_Subgroup
_CSM

EQU 019 CSM

ZSED_Subgroup
_BALG

EQU 020 Balance group

ZSED_Subgroup
_DATABASE

EQU 021 Database

ZSED_Subgroup
_IMESUB

EQU 022 IMS external
subsystem

ZSED_Subgroup
_IMLTRM

EQU 023 IMS logical
terminal

ZSED_Subgroup
_SUBPOOL

EQU 024 Subpool

ZSED_Subgroup
_IMOTMA

EQU 025 IMS OTMA

ZSED_Subgroup
_IMREGN

EQU 026 IMS Dependent
Region

ZSED_Subgroup
_WMSYSSUM

EQU 027 WLM System
Summary

ZSED_Subgroup
_WORKLOAD

EQU 028 Workload
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ZSED_Subgroup
_JVMAPPL

EQU 029 JVM application

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_BMS

EQU 000 BMS

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_CLOCK

EQU 001 CLOCK

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_CMDLEV
EL

EQU 002 CMDLEVEL

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_COMMO
N

EQU 003 COMMON

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_COUNT

EQU 004 COUNT

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_DB2

EQU 005 DB2

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_DLI

EQU 006 DLI

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_DSA

EQU 007 DSA

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_FEPI

EQU 008 FEPI

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_FILE

EQU 009 FILE

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_IRC

EQU 010 IRC

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_ISC

EQU 011 ISC

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_JOURNA
L

EQU 012 JOURNAL

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_PRIORIT
Y

EQU 013 PRIORITY

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_PRIVATE

EQU 014 PRIVATE

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_PROGR
AM

EQU 015 PROGRAM

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_SECURI
TY

EQU 016 SECURITY

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_STORAG
E

EQU 017 STORAGE
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ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_SUMMA
RY

EQU 018 SUMMARY

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_SYSTEM

EQU 019 SYSTEM

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_TDATA

EQU 020 TDATA

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_TEMPST
OR

EQU 021 TEMPSTOR

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_TIMER

EQU 022 TIMER

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_DATA

EQU 023 DATA

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_CBTS

EQU 024 CBTS

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_DOCH

EQU 025 DOCH

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_WEBB

EQU 026 WEBB

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_SOCK

EQU 027 SOCK

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_CONNEC
T

EQU 028 CONNECT

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_FACILITY

EQU 029 FACILITY

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_TERMIN
AL

EQU 030 TERMINAL

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_CHNL

EQU 031 CHNL

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_TRAN

EQU 032 TRAN

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_REQTRA
N

EQU 033 REQTRAN

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_IPCONN

EQU 034 IPCONN

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_PIPELINE

EQU 035 PIPELINE

ZSED_Subgroup
_CICS_TCLASS

EQU 036 TCLASS

146 X'92' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

147 X'93' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
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148 X'94' ZSED_State 12 EBCDIC Resource state
value

160 X'A0' ZSED_Status 8 EBCDIC Status

168 X'A8' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

176 X'B0' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

184 X'B8' ZSED_OldState 12 EBCDIC Previous state
value

196 X'C4' ZSED_OldStatus 8 EBCDIC Previous status

204 X'CC' ZSED_Elapsed 8 BINARY Previous elapsed
time

212 X'D4' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

220 X'DC' ZSED_StatusCo
de

1 BINARY Status code

ZSED_StatusNo
ne

EQU 000 None

ZSED_StatusNo
rmal

EQU 001 Normal

ZSED_StatusHig
h

EQU 002 High

ZSED_StatusWa
rning

EQU 003 Warning

ZSED_StatusPro
blem

EQU 004 Problem

221 X'DD' ZSED_OldStatus
Code

1 BINARY Previous Status
code

222 X'DE' ZSED_SummGrp 1 BINARY Summary group

223 X'DF' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

224 X'E0' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

225 X'E1' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

226 X'E2' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

227 X'E3' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

232 X'E8' 8 BINARY Force alignment

ZSED_STAT_L EQU *-ZSED_STAT Data Length

Triplets

Section Triplet Overlay DSECT

DSECT ZSED_Triplet

Description Common DSECT to overlay a triplet structure
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' ZSED_Triplet DSECT DSECT
ZSED_Triplet

0 X'0' ZSED_Triplet_D
ata

8 EBCDIC Data

0 X'0' ZSED_Triplet_O
ffset

4 BINARY Offset

4 X'4' ZSED_Triplet_Le
ngth

2 BINARY Length

6 X'6' ZSED_Triplet_C
ount

2 BINARY Count

ZSED_Triplet_L EQU *-ZSED_Triplet Length

GSVSMF24 - CICS Exception Record
A record is created when CICS generates an exception.  This record contains the same data that can be found in the
CICS SMF 110 exception record.

Record Layout

Description CICS Exception Data Record

Record Type 255 (default)

Record Subtype 024, x018

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information
• Data Section

– CICS Exception Data

Data segments or sections must be accessed using the corresponding triplet. All time values are in microseconds unless
otherwise stated.

Segment/Section      DSECT/Area   Count

SMF Header           CEXD_Hdr      1

Product Header Extension CEXD_Hdr_Info 1

Control Information  CEXD_Cntl     1

CICS Exception Data CEXD_CEXC 1
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SMF Header

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CEXD DSECT DSECT CEXD

0 X'0' CEXD_Hdr 34 EBCDIC Standard Header

0 X'0' CEXD_SMF 24 EBCDIC SMF Header

0 X'0' CEXD_SMF_RD
W

4 BINARY Record/segment
length

0 X'0' CEXD_SMF_Len
gth

2 BINARY SMF record
length

2 X'2' CEXD_SMF_Seg
Length

2 BINARY SMF segment
length

4 X'4' CEXD_SMF_Flag 1 BINARY System indicator

CEXD_SMF_Fla
g_SSI

EQU B'10000000' Sub system
follows

CEXD_SMF_Fla
g_STY

EQU B'01000000' Sub record type
used

5 X'5' CEXD_SMF_Rec
Type

1 BINARY Record type

CEXD_SMF_Typ
e255

EQU 255 Default record
type

6 X'6' CEXD_SMF_Tim
e

4 BINARY Time since
midnight 100th

10 X'A' CEXD_SMF_Da
te

4 PACKED Date 0cyydddF

14 X'E' CEXD_SMF_Sys
ID

4 EBCDIC System ID

18 X'12' CEXD_SMF_Sub
sysID

4 EBCDIC Sub system ID

22 X'16' CEXD_SMF_Sub
Type

2 BINARY Sub record type

22 X'16' CEXD_SMF_Sub
Data

1 BINARY Data collection
type

23 X'17' CEXD_SMF_Sub
Rec

1 BINARY Data record
subtype

CEXD_SMF_Sub
RecType

EQU 024 Subrecord type

CEXD_SMF_Sub
Rec24

EQU 024 Subrecord type

CEXD_SMF_L EQU *-CEXD_SMF SMF header
length
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Product Header Extension Information

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

24 X'18' CEXD_Hdr_Info 10 BINARY Product extension
info

24 X'18' CEXD_Hdr_Prod
uct

4 EBCDIC Product keyword

28 X'1C' CEXD_Hdr_Rele
ase

4 EBCDIC Product release

28 X'1C' CEXD_Hdr_RRM 3 EBCDIC RRM

31 X'1F' CEXD_Hdr_Rec
Ver

1 BINARY Record version

CEXD_Hdr_Rec
Ver01

EQU 01 01

CEXD_Hdr_Rec
Ver02

EQU 02 02

CEXD_Hdr_RecV
erCurr

EQU 02 Current

32 X'20' CEXD_Hdr_OpS
ys

1 BINARY System

CEXD_Hdr_MVS EQU B'10000000' MVS

33 X'21' CEXD_Hdr_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

CEXD_Hdr_F1_
80

EQU B'10000000' *--- Not Used ---
* *

CEXD_Hdr_F1_
40

EQU B'01000000' *--- Not Used ---
* *

CEXD_Hdr_F1_
20

EQU B'00100000' *--- Not Used ---
* *

CEXD_Hdr_F1_
10

EQU B'00010000' *--- Not Used ---
* *

CEXD_Hdr_F1_
08

EQU B'00001000' *--- Not Used ---
* *

CEXD_Hdr_F1_
04

EQU B'00000100' *--- Not Used ---
* *

CEXD_Hdr_F1_
02

EQU B'00000010' *--- Not Used ---
* *

CEXD_Hdr_F1_
CD

EQU B'00000001' Compressed data

CEXD_Hdr_Info
_L

EQU *-CEXD_Hdr_Info Length

CEXD_Hdr_L EQU *-CEXD_Hdr Length

Control Information

The data portion of the record is comprised of several smaller blocks of data called "segments."
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Each group of segments can be referenced via its corresponding triplet entry.
A triplet is made up of three components: offset, length, count.

Offset (4) Offset from the beginning of the record to the 1st segment

Length (2) Length of 1 segment

Count  (2) Number of segments

Data may not be available for all segments.

To determine if a segment type exists, check the corresponding count field within the triplet.
If the count value is greater than 0, segments exist for the type.

Data segments can appear in any order.
Segments in the data area must be accessed using the corresponding triplet offset, length and count.

The following is a visual example of a record.
Do not assume the data or offset information to be accurate for a real record.

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information

– Triplet 1
• offset: x00000200
• length: x0080
• count: x0001

• Data Section
– Data Segment 1

• x200: segment 1

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

34 X'22' CEXD_Cntl 1 EBCDIC Record Control
Information

40 X'28' CEXD_Cntl_Start 8 BINARY Start of interval
(STCK)

48 X'30' CEXD_Cntl_End 8 BINARY End of interval
(STCK)

56 X'38' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

60 X'3C' 2 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

62 X'3E' CEXD_CICS_CS
ACIREL

1 BINARY CICS release

62 X'3E' CEXD_CICS_Re
lease

1 BINARY CICS release

CEXD_CICS_61 EQU 0x61 CICS TS 2.1 - 6.1

CEXD_CICS_62 EQU 0x62 CICS TS 2.2 - 6.2

CEXD_CICS_63 EQU 0x63 CICS TS 2.3 - 6.3
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CEXD_CICS_64 EQU 0x64 CICS TS 3.1 - 6.4

CEXD_CICS_65 EQU 0x65 CICS TS 3.2 - 6.5

CEXD_CICS_66 EQU 0x66 CICS TS 4.1 - 6.6

CEXD_CICS_67 EQU 0x67 CICS TS 4.2 - 6.7

CEXD_CICS_68 EQU 0x68 CICS TS 5.1 - 6.8

CEXD_CICS_69 EQU 0x69 CICS TS 5.2 - 6.9

CEXD_CICS_70 EQU 0x70 CICS TS 5.3 - 7.0

CEXD_CICS_71 EQU 0x71 CICS TS 5.4 - 7.1

CEXD_CICS_72 EQU 0x72 CICS TS 5.5 - 7.2

63 X'3F' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

64 X'40' CEXD_Cntl_Jobn
ame

8 EBCDIC CICS jobname

72 X'48' CEXD_Cntl_Inte
rval

8 BINARY Interval in
microseconds

80 X'50' CEXD_Cntl_Sec
onds

4 BINARY Interval in
seconds

84 X'54' CEXD_Cntl_Time 4 BINARY TIME BINARY -
time

88 X'58' CEXD_Cntl_Date 4 PACKED TIME BINARY -
date

92 X'5C' CEXD_Cntl_Trip
lets

2 BINARY Number of triplets

94 X'5E' 2 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

96 X'60' CEXD_Cntl_Data 8 EBCDIC 1st set of triplets

96 X'60' CEXD_Cntl_CEX
C

8 EBCDIC Triplet: CEXC

96 X'60' CEXD_Cntl_CEX
C_O

4 BINARY Offset - CEXC

100 X'64' CEXD_Cntl_CEX
C_L

2 BINARY Length - CEXC

102 X'66' CEXD_Cntl_CEX
C_C

2 BINARY Count - CEXC

104 X'68' CEXD_Cntl_0002 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

104 X'68' CEXD_Cntl_000
2_O

4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

108 X'6C' CEXD_Cntl_000
2_L

2 BINARY Length -
Reserved

110 X'6E' CEXD_Cntl_000
2_C

2 BINARY Count - Reserved

112 X'70' CEXD_Cntl_0003 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

112 X'70' CEXD_Cntl_000
3_O

4 BINARY Offset - Reserved
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116 X'74' CEXD_Cntl_000
3_L

2 BINARY Length -
Reserved

118 X'76' CEXD_Cntl_000
3_C

2 BINARY Count - Reserved

120 X'78' CEXD_Cntl_0004 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

120 X'78' CEXD_Cntl_000
4_O

4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

124 X'7C' CEXD_Cntl_000
4_L

2 BINARY Length -
Reserved

126 X'7E' CEXD_Cntl_000
4_C

2 BINARY Count - Reserved

CEXD_Cntl_Trip
Cnt

EQU (*-CEXD_Cntl_D
ata)/8

Count of triplets

CEXD_Cntl_L EQU *-CEXD_Cntl Length

CEXD_Fixed_L EQU *-CEXD Common Fixed
Length

Data Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

128 X'80' CEXD_Data 1 EBCDIC Data Section

CICS Exception Data

Section CICS Exception Data

DSECT CEXD_CEXC

Triplet CEXD_Cntl_CEXC

Description CICS Exception Data

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CEXD_CEXC DSECT DSECT
CEXD_CEXC

0 X'0' CEXD_EXCMNT
RN

4 EBCDIC Transaction ID

4 X'4' CEXD_EXCMNT
ER

4 BINARY Terminal ID

8 X'8' CEXD_EXCMNU
SR

8 EBCDIC Userid

16 X'10' CEXD_EXCMNT
ST

4 EBCDIC Transaction start
type

20 X'14' CEXD_EXCMNS
TA

8 BINARY Exception start
time (STCK)
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28 X'1C' CEXD_EXCMNS
TO

8 BINARY Exception stop
time (STCK)

36 X'24' CEXD_EXCMNT
NO

4 PACKED Transaction
number

40 X'28' CEXD_EXCMNT
PR

4 BINARY Transaction
priority

44 X'2C' 4 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

48 X'30' CEXD_EXCMNL
UN

8 EBCDIC LUname

56 X'38' 4 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

60 X'3C' CEXD_EXCMNE
XN

4 BINARY Exception
number

64 X'40' CEXD_EXCMNR
TY

8 EBCDIC Exception
resource type

72 X'48' CEXD_EXCMNR
ID

8 EBCDIC Exception
resource ID

80 X'50' CEXD_EXCMNT
YP

2 BINARY Exception type

CEXD_EXCMNW
T

EQU 0x0001 Wait

CEXD_EXCMNB
WT

EQU 0x0002 Buffer wait

CEXD_EXCMNS
WT

EQU 0x0003 String wait

82 X'52' 2 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

84 X'54' CEXD_EXCMNT
CN

8 EBCDIC Transaction class
name

92 X'5C' CEXD_EXCMNS
RV

8 EBCDIC Service class
name

100 X'64' CEXD_EXCMNR
PT

8 EBCDIC Report class
name

108 X'6C' CEXD_EXCMNN
PX

20 EBCDIC Network UOW
prefix

128 X'80' CEXD_EXCMNN
SX

8 BINARY Network UOW
suffix

136 X'88' CEXD_EXCMNT
RF

8 BINARY Transaction flags

144 X'90' CEXD_EXCMNF
CN

4 EBCDIC Transaction
facility name

148 X'94' CEXD_EXCMNC
PN

8 EBCDIC Current program
name

156 X'9C' CEXD_EXCMNB
TR

4 EBCDIC Bridge
transaction ID
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160 X'A0' CEXD_EXCMNU
RI

16 BINARY RRMS/MVS Unit
of RecoverID

176 X'B0' CEXD_EXCMNR
IL

4 BINARY Exception Rsce
ID length

180 X'B4' CEXD_EXCMNR
IX

256 BINARY Exception Rsce
ID extended

436 X'1B4' CEXD_EXCMNN
ID

8 EBCDIC Network ID

444 X'1BC' CEXD_EXCMNR
LU

8 EBCDIC Real LUname

CEXD_CEXC_L EQU *-CEXD_CEXC Data Length

Triplets

Section Triplet Overlay DSECT

DSECT CEXD_Triplet

Description Common DSECT to overlay a triplet structure

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CEXD_Triplet DSECT DSECT
CEXD_Triplet

0 X'0' CEXD_Triplet_D
ata

8 EBCDIC Data

0 X'0' CEXD_Triplet_O
ffset

4 BINARY Offset

4 X'4' CEXD_Triplet_Le
ngth

2 BINARY Length

6 X'6' CEXD_Triplet_C
ount

2 BINARY Count

CEXD_Triplet_L EQU *-CEXD_Triplet Length

GSVSMF25 - CICS Transaction Summary Record
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS system data collection subtask creates a series of transaction summary records at the
end of each system data collection interval. A transaction summary record are created for each CICS transaction that was
used within the interval.

Record Layout

Description CICS Transaction Summary Data Record
Record Type 255 (default)
Record Subtype 025, x019
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SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information
• Data Section

– Transaction Summary Information

Notes the following behaviors:

• Data segments or sections must be accessed using the corresponding triplet.
• All time values are in microseconds unless otherwise stated.
• Fields associated with a data collection metric contain the following comment: TSUM : metric
• Fields associated with a CICS Transaction Detail record metric contain the following comment: Metric : metric
• Fields associated with a CICS Monitor Control Table (MCT) entry contain the following comment:

– CICS MCT: DFHxxxx nnn
– CICS documentation for the MCT entry can be referenced for more information.

Segment/Section DSECT/Area Count
SMF Header CTSD_Hdr 1
Product Header Extension CTSD_Hdr_Info 1
Control Information CTSD_Cntl 1
Transaction Summary CTSD_TSUM 1

SMF Header

Offset Name Len Format Value Description
0 X'0' CTSD DSECT DSECT CTSD
0 X'0' CTSD_Hdr 34 EBCDIC Standard Header
0 X'0' CTSD_SMF 24 EBCDIC SMF Header
0 X'0' CTSD_SMF_RDW 4 BINARY Record/segment length
0 X'0' CTSD_SMF_Length 2 BINARY SMF record length
2 X'2' CTSD_SMF_SegLength 2 BINARY SMF segment length
4 X'4' CTSD_SMF_Flag 1 BINARY System indicator

CTSD_SMF_Flag_SSI EQU B'10000000' Sub system follows
CTSD_SMF_Flag_STY EQU B'01000000' Sub record type used

5 X'5' CTSD_SMF_RecType 1 BINARY Record type
CTSD_SMF_Type255 EQU 255 Default record type

6 X'6' CTSD_SMF_Time 4 BINARY Time since midnight 100th
10 X'A' CTSD_SMF_Date 4 PACKED Date 0cyydddF
14 X'E' CTSD_SMF_SysID 4 EBCDIC System ID
18 X'12' CTSD_SMF_SubsysID 4 EBCDIC Sub system ID
22 X'16' CTSD_SMF_SubType 2 BINARY Sub record type
22 X'16' CTSD_SMF_SubData 1 BINARY Data collection type
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23 X'17' CTSD_SMF_SubRec 1 BINARY Data record subtype
CTSD_SMF_SubRecType EQU 025 Subrecord type
CTSD_SMF_SubRec25 EQU 025 Subrecord type
CTSD_SMF_L EQU *-CTSD_SMF SMF header length

Product Header Extension Information

Offset Name Len Format Value Description
24 X'18' CTSD_Hdr_Info 10 BINARY Product extension info
24 X'18' CTSD_Hdr_Product 4 EBCDIC Product keyword
28 X'1C' CTSD_Hdr_Release 4 EBCDIC Product release
28 X'1C' CTSD_Hdr_RRM 3 EBCDIC RRM
31 X'1F' CTSD_Hdr_RecVer 1 BINARY Record version

CTSD_Hdr_RecVer01 EQU 01 01
CTSD_Hdr_RecVer02 EQU 02 02
CTSD_Hdr_RecVer03 EQU 03 03 (>= r12.5)
CTSD_Hdr_RecVer04 EQU 04 04 (>= r14.1)
CTSD_Hdr_RecVerCurr EQU 04 Current

32 X'20' CTSD_Hdr_OpSys 1 BINARY System
CTSD_Hdr_MVS EQU B'10000000' MVS

33 X'21' CTSD_Hdr_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags
CTSD_Hdr_F1_80 EQU B'10000000' *--- Not Used ---*
CTSD_Hdr_F1_40 EQU B'01000000' *--- Not Used ---*
CTSD_Hdr_F1_20 EQU B'00100000' *--- Not Used ---*
CTSD_Hdr_F1_10 EQU B'00010000' *--- Not Used ---*
CTSD_Hdr_F1_08 EQU B'00001000' *--- Not Used ---*
CTSD_Hdr_F1_04 EQU B'00000100' *--- Not Used ---*
CTSD_Hdr_F1_02 EQU B'00000010' *--- Not Used ---*
CTSD_Hdr_F1_CD EQU B'00000001' Compressed data
CTSD_Hdr_Info_L EQU *-CTSD_Hdr_Info Length
CTSD_Hdr_L EQU *-CTSD_Hdr Length

Control Information

The data portion of the record is comprised of several smaller blocks of data called "segments."

Each group of segments can be referenced via its corresponding triplet entry.
A triplet is made up of three components: offset, length, count.

Offset (4) Offset from the beginning of the record to the 1st segment
Length (2) Length of 1 segment
Count (2) Number of segments

Data may not be available for all segments.
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To determine if a segment type exists, check the corresponding count field within the triplet.
If the count value is greater than 0, segments exist for the type.

Data segments can appear in any order.
Segments in the data area must be accessed using the corresponding triplet offset, length and count.

The following is a visual example of a record.
Do not assume the data or offset information to be accurate for a real record.

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information

– Triplet 1
• offset: x00000200
• length: x0080
• count: x0001

• Data Section
– Data Segment

• 1x200:segment 1

Offset Name Len Format Value Description
34 X'22' CTSD_Cntl 1 EBCDIC Record Control Information
40 X'28' 8 BINARY Force doubleword alignment
40 X'28' CTSD_Cntl_Start 8 BINARY Start of interval (STCK)
48 X'30' CTSD_Cntl_End 8 BINARY End of interval (STCK)
56 X'38' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
60 X'3C' 2 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*
62 X'3E' CTSD_CICS_CSACIREL 1 BINARY CICS release
62 X'3E' CTSD_CICS_Release 1 BINARY CICS release

CTSD_CICS_61 EQU 0x61 6.1 - TS 2.1
CTSD_CICS_62 EQU 0x62 6.2 - TS 2.2
CTSD_CICS_63 EQU 0x63 6.3 - TS 2.3
CTSD_CICS_64 EQU 0x64 6.4 - TS 3.1
CTSD_CICS_65 EQU 0x65 6.5 - TS 3.2
CTSD_CICS_66 EQU 0x66 6.6 - TS 4.1
CTSD_CICS_67 EQU 0x67 6.7 - TS 4.2
CTSD_CICS_68 EQU 0x68 6.8 - TS 5.1
CTSD_CICS_69 EQU 0x69 6.9 - TS 5.2
CTSD_CICS_70 EQU 0x70 7.0 - TS 5.3
CTSD_CICS_71 EQU 0x71 7.1 - TS 5.4

63 X'3F' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
64 X'40' CTSD_Cntl_Jobname 8 EBCDIC CICS jobname
72 X'48' CTSD_Cntl_Interval 8 BINARY Interval in microseconds
80 X'50' CTSD_Cntl_Seconds 4 BINARY Interval in seconds
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84 X'54' CTSD_Cntl_Time 4 BINARY TIME BINARY - time
88 X'58' CTSD_Cntl_Date 4 PACKED TIME BINARY - date
92 X'5C' CTSD_Cntl_Triplets 2 BINARY Number of triplets
94 X'5E' 2 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
96 X'60' CTSD_Cntl_Data 8 EBCDIC 1st set of triplets
96 X'60' CTSD_Cntl_TSUM 8 EBCDIC Triplet: TSUM
96 X'60' CTSD_Cntl_TSUM_O 4 BINARY Offset - TSUM
100 X'64' CTSD_Cntl_TSUM_L 2 BINARY Length - TSUM
102 X'66' CTSD_Cntl_TSUM_C 2 BINARY Count - TSUM
104 X'68' CTSD_Cntl_0002 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved
104 X'68' CTSD_Cntl_0002_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved
108 X'6C' CTSD_Cntl_0002_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved
110 X'6E' CTSD_Cntl_0002_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved
112 X'70' CTSD_Cntl_0003 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved
112 X'70' CTSD_Cntl_0003_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved
116 X'74' CTSD_Cntl_0003_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved
118 X'76' CTSD_Cntl_0003_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved
120 X'78' CTSD_Cntl_0004 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved
120 X'78' CTSD_Cntl_0004_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved
124 X'7C' CTSD_Cntl_0004_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved
126 X'7E' CTSD_Cntl_0004_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

CTSD_Cntl_TripCnt EQU (*-
CTSD_Cntl_Data)/8

Count of triplets

CTSD_Cntl_L EQU *-CTSD_Cntl Length of control
CTSD_Fixed_L EQU *-CTSD Common Fixed Length

Data Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description
128 X'80' CTSD_Data 1 EBCDIC Data Section

Transaction Summary Information

Section Transaction Summary Information
DSECT CTSD_TSUM
Triplet CTSD_Cntl_TSUM
Description CICS transaction summary information for a specific transaction or

transaction group.
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Record version notes:

Version Fields Description
1,2,3 CTSD_Count Total transactions executed within the

interval
CTSD_metric Average value for the interval

4 CTSD_Count The number of transactions that executed
within the interval whose metric are
contained as totals in the metric fields such
as: LIFETIME

CTSD_metric Total value for all included transactions
within the interval.
To compute an average:
Average = total/count

Offset Name Len Format Value Description
0 X'0' CTSD_TSUM DSECT DSECT CTSD_TSUM
0 X'0' CTSD_Tran 4 EBCDIC Transaction name
4 X'4' CTSD_Umbrella 8 EBCDIC Transaction umbrella name
12 X'C' CTSD_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

CTSD_1Group EQU B'10000000' Transaction group
13 X'D' CTSD_Flag2 1 BINARY Flags
14 X'E' CTSD_Flag3 1 BINARY Flags
15 X'F' CTSD_Flag4 1 BINARY Flags
16 X'10' CTSD_Count 4 BINARY Usage count
16 X'10' CTSD_Included 4 BINARY Transaction count included

TSUM : TSUMCNT
Metric : TRANUSE
CICS MCT: None

20 X'14' CTSD_TranRate 4 BINARY Transaction rate/minute
TSUM : TSUMRATE
Metric : TRANRATE
CICS MCT: None

24 X'18' CTSD_FileIOs 4 BINARY File requests
TSUM : TSUMFIO
Metric : FCPREQS
CICS MCT: DFHFILE
093

28 X'1C' CTSD_Excluded 4 BINARY Transaction count excluded
32 X'20' CTSD_CPUTIME 8 BINARY Total CPU time

TSUM : TSUMCPU
Metric : CPUTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
008
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40 X'28' CTSD_LIFETIME 8 BINARY Life time of transaction
TSUM : TSUMLIFE
Metric : LIFETIME
CICS MCT: None

48 X'30' CTSD_RESPTIME 8 BINARY Transaction response time
TSUM : TSUMRESP
Metric : RESPTIME
CICS MCT: None

56 X'38' CTSD_WTRTIME 8 BINARY Waiting to run time
TSUM : TSUMWTR
Metric : WTRTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
102

64 X'40' CTSD_FCPTIME 8 BINARY File I/O wait time
TSUM : TSUMFILE
Metric : FCPTIME
CICS MCT: DFHFILE
063

72 X'48' CTSD_SUSPTIME 8 BINARY Suspend time
TSUM : TSUMSUSP
Metric : SUSPTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
014

CTSD_TSUM_R135_DL EQU *-CTSD_TSUM TSUM Length
80 X'50' CTSD_GSVICPU 8 BINARY SYSVIEW CPU time

Metric : GSVICPU
CICS MCT: None

88 X'58' CTSD_GSVITIME 8 BINARY SYSVIEW monitor time
Metric : GSVITIME
CICS MCT: None

96 X'60' CTSD_MONXTIME 8 BINARY SYSVIEW MEI time
Metric : MONXTIME
CICS MCT: None

104 X'68' CTSD_RUNTIME 8 BINARY Run Time (Life time - 1st
delay)
Metric : RUNTIME
CICS MCT: None

112 X'70' CTSD_DISPTIME 8 BINARY Dispatch time
Metric : DISPTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
007

120 X'78' CTSD_TERMTIME 8 BINARY Terminal I/O wait time
Metric : TERMTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTERM
009

128 X'80' CTSD_JCPTIME 8 BINARY Journal I/O wait time
Metric : JCPTIME
CICS MCT: DFHJOUR
010
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136 X'88' CTSD_TSPTIME 8 BINARY Temp storage wait time
Metric : TSPTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTEMP
011

144 X'90' CTSD_MROTIME 8 BINARY Inter-region wait time
Metric : MROTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTERM
100

152 X'98' CTSD_TDATTIME 8 BINARY Transient data request time
Metric : TDATTIME
CICS MCT: DFHDEST
101

160 X'A0' CTSD_EXWTIME 8 BINARY CICS exception wait time
Metric : EXWTIME
CICS MCT: DFHCICS
103

168 X'A8' CTSD_PCPLTIME 8 BINARY Program load time
Metric : PCPLTIME
CICS MCT: DFHPROG
115

176 X'B0' CTSD_GNQDELAY 8 BINARY Global ENQ delay time
Metric : GNQDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
123

184 X'B8' CTSD_DSPDELAY 8 BINARY Dispatch delay time - 1st
Metric : DSPDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
125

192 X'C0' CTSD_TCLDELAY 8 BINARY Tran class delay 1st dispatch
Metric : TCLDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
126

200 X'C8' CTSD_MXTDELAY 8 BINARY MXT delay 1st dispatch
Metric : MXTDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
127

208 X'D0' CTSD_LMDELAY 8 BINARY Lock manager delay wait time
Metric : LMDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
128

216 X'D8' CTSD_ENQDELAY 8 BINARY ENQ delay - Task Control
ENQ
Metric : ENQDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
129

224 X'E0' CTSD_LU61WTT 8 BINARY LU6.1 wait time
Metric : LU61WTT
CICS MCT: DFHTERM
133
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232 X'E8' CTSD_LU62WTT 8 BINARY LU6.2 wait time
Metric : LU62WTT
CICS MCT: DFHTERM
134

240 X'F0' CTSD_SZWAIT 8 BINARY FEPI elapsed time
Metric : SZWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHFEPI
156

248 X'F8' CTSD_RMITIME 8 BINARY Resource Manager Interface
time
Metric : RMITIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
170

256 X'100' CTSD_RMISUSP 8 BINARY Resource Manager Suspend
time
Metric : RMISUSP
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
171

264 X'108' CTSD_SYNCTIME 8 BINARY Syncpoint dispatch time
Metric : SYNCTIME
CICS MCT: DFHSYNC
173

272 X'110' CTSD_RLSWAIT 8 BINARY RLS wait time
Metric : RLSWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHFILE
174

280 X'118' CTSD_RLSCPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - RLS file requests
Metric : RLSCPUT
CICS MCT: DFHFILE
175

288 X'120' CTSD_CFDTWAIT 8 BINARY CFDT I/O wait time
Metric : CFDTWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHFILE
176

296 X'128' CTSD_SRVSTWTT 8 BINARY CFDT server syncpoint wait
time
Metric : SRVSTWTT
CICS MCT: DFHSYNC
177

304 X'130' CTSD_TSSHWAIT 8 BINARY Metric : TSSHWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTEMP
178

312 X'138' CTSD_WTEXWAIT 8 BINARY External ECB wait time
Metric : WTEXWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
181

320 X'140' CTSD_WTCEWAIT 8 BINARY CICS ECB wait time
Metric : WTCEWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
182
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328 X'148' CTSD_ICDELAY 8 BINARY Interval control delay wait
time
Metric : ICDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
183

336 X'150' CTSD_GVUPWAIT 8 BINARY Give up control wait time
Metric : GVUPWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
184

344 X'158' CTSD_IMSWAIT 8 BINARY IMS (DBCTL) wait time
Metric : IMSWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHDATA
186

352 X'160' CTSD_DB2RDYQW 8 BINARY DB2 Readyq wait time
Metric : DB2RDYQW
CICS MCT: DFHDATA
187

360 X'168' CTSD_DB2CONWT 8 BINARY DB2 Connection wait time
Metric : DB2CONWT
CICS MCT: DFHDATA
188

368 X'170' CTSD_DB2WAIT 8 BINARY DB2 wait time
CICS MCT: DFHDATA
189

376 X'178' CTSD_RRMSWAIT 8 BINARY RRMS/MVS wait time
Metric : RRMSWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
191

384 X'180' CTSD_RQRWAIT 8 BINARY Request receiver wait time
Metric : RQRWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
192

392 X'188' CTSD_RQPWAIT 8 BINARY Request processor wait time
Metric : RQPWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
193

400 X'190' CTSD_RUNTRWTT 8 BINARY CBTS run process sync wait
time
Metric : RUNTRWTT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
195

408 X'198' CTSD_SYNCDLY 8 BINARY Syncpoint delay time
Metric : SYNCDLY
CICS MCT: DFHSYNC
196

416 X'1A0' CTSD_OTSINDWT 8 BINARY OTS indoubt wait time
Metric : OTSINDWT
CICS MCT: DFHSYNC
199
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424 X'1A8' CTSD_SOIOWTT 8 BINARY Inbound socket I/O wait time
Metric : SOIOWTT
CICS MCT: DFHSOCK
241

432 X'1B0' CTSD_DSCHMDLY 8 BINARY CICS TCB Change Mode
delay time
Metric : DSCHMDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
247

440 X'1B8' CTSD_QRMODDLY 8 BINARY Wait for dispatch - QR TCB
Metric : QRMODDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
249

448 X'1C0' CTSD_MAXOTDLY 8 BINARY CICS MAXOPENTCBS delay
time
Metric : MAXOTDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
250

456 X'1C8' CTSD_JVMTIME 8 BINARY Java time
Metric : JVMTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
253

464 X'1D0' CTSD_JVMSUSP 8 BINARY Java suspend time
Metric : JVMSUSP
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
254

472 X'1D8' CTSD_QRDISPT 8 BINARY Dispatch time - QR TCB
Metric : QRDISPT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
255

480 X'1E0' CTSD_QRCPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - QR TCB
Metric : QRCPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
256

488 X'1E8' CTSD_MSDISPT 8 BINARY Dispatch time - MS TCB
Metric : MSDISPT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
257

496 X'1F0' CTSD_MSCPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - MS TCB
Metric : MSCPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
258

504 X'1F8' CTSD_L8CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - L8 TCB
Metric : L8CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
259

512 X'200' CTSD_J8CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - J8 TCB
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
260
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520 X'208' CTSD_S8CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - S8 TCB
Metric : S8CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
261

528 X'210' CTSD_KY8DISPT 8 BINARY Dispatch time - K8 TCB
Metric : KY8DISPT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
262

536 X'218' CTSD_KY8CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - K8 TCB
Metric : KY8CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
263

544 X'220' CTSD_KY9DISPT 8 BINARY Dispatch time - K9 TCB
Metric : KY9DISPT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
264

552 X'228' CTSD_KY9CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - K9 TCB
Metric : KY9CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
265

560 X'230' CTSD_L9CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - L9 TCB
Metric : L9CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
266

568 X'238' CTSD_J9CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - J9 TCB
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
267

576 X'240' CTSD_DSTCBMWT 8 BINARY TCB mismatch wait time
Metric : DSTCBMWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
268

584 X'248' CTSD_RODISPT 8 BINARY Dispatch time - RO TCB
Metric : RODISPT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
269

592 X'250' CTSD_ROCPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - RO TCB
Metric : ROCPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
270

600 X'258' CTSD_X8CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - X8 TCB
Metric : X8CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
271

608 X'260' CTSD_X9CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - X9 TCB
Metric : X9CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
272
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616 X'268' CTSD_JVMITIME 8 BINARY CICS JVM initialize elapse
time
Metric : JVMITIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
273

624 X'270' CTSD_JVMRTIME 8 BINARY CICS JVM reset elapse time
Metric : JVMRTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
275

632 X'278' CTSD_MAXJTDLY 8 BINARY CICS MAXJVMTCBS delay
time
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
277

640 X'280' CTSD_MAXHTDLY 8 BINARY CICS MAXHPTCBS delay
time
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
278

648 X'288' CTSD_DSMMSCWT 8 BINARY MVS storage constraint wait
time
Metric : DSMMSCWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
279

656 X'290' CTSD_MAXSTDLY 8 BINARY TCB delay time - Max SSL
Metric : MAXSTDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
281

664 X'298' CTSD_MAXXTDLY 8 BINARY TCB delay time - Max XPLink
Metric : MAXXTDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
282

672 X'2A0' CTSD_MAXTTDLY 8 BINARY TCB delay time - Max thread
Metric : MAXTTDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
283

680 X'2A8' CTSD_PTPWAIT 8 BINARY 3270 bridge partner wait time
Metric : PTPWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
285

688 X'2B0' CTSD_SOOIOWTT 8 BINARY Outbound socket I/O wait
time
Metric : SOOIOWTT
CICS MCT: DFHSOCK
299

696 X'2B8' CTSD_ISIOWTT 8 BINARY IS I/O wait time
Metric : ISIOWTT
CICS MCT: DFHSOCK
300

704 X'2C0' CTSD_ISALWTT 8 BINARY IS alloc wait time
Metric : ISALWTT
CICS MCT: DFHSOCK
319
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712 X'2C8' CTSD_TCALWTT 8 BINARY TC alloc wait time
Metric : ISALWTT
CICS MCT: DFHTERM
343

720 X'2D0' CTSD_ROMODDLY 8 BINARY TCB Delay time – RO
Metric : ROMODDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
348

728 X'2D8' CTSD_SOMODDLY 8 BINARY TCB Delay time – SO
Metric : SOMODDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
349

736 X'2E0' CTSD_WMQGETWT 8 BINARY MQ Getwait wait time
Metric : WMQGETWT
CICS MCT: DFHDATA
396

744 X'2E8' CTSD_WMQASRBT 8 BINARY MQ API SRB time
Metric : WMQASRBT
CICS MCT: DFHDATA
397

752 X'2F0' CTSD_T8CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - T8 TCB
Metric : T8CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
400

760 X'2F8' CTSD_JVMTHDWT 8 BINARY JVMSERVER thread wait
time
Metric : JVMTHDWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
401

768 X'300' CTSD_TDILWTT 8 BINARY TD intra lock wait time
Metric : TDILWTT
CICS MCT: DFHDEST
403

776 X'308' CTSD_TDELWTT 8 BINARY TD extra lock wait time
Metric : TDELWTT
CICS MCT: DFHDEST
404

784 X'310' CTSD_MLXSSCTM 8 BINARY CPU time - XML system
services
CICS MCT: DFHWEBB
411

792 X'318' CTSD_RMITOTAL 8 BINARY RMI time – Total
Metric : RMITOTAL
CICS MCT: DFHRMI
001

800 X'320' CTSD_RMIOTHER 8 BINARY RMI time – Other
Metric : RMIOTHER
CICS MCT: DFHRMI
002
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808 X'328' CTSD_RMIDB2 8 BINARY RMI time - DB2
Metric : RMIDB2
CICS MCT: DFHRMI
003

816 X'330' CTSD_RMIDBCTL 8 BINARY RMI time – DBCTL
Metric : RMIDBCTL
CICS MCT: DFHRMI
004

824 X'338' CTSD_RMIEXDLI 8 BINARY RMI time - EXEC DLI
Metric : RMIEXDLI
CICS MCT: DFHRMI
005

832 X'340' CTSD_RMIMQM 8 BINARY RMI time – MQ
Metric : RMIMQM
CICS MCT: DFHRMI
006

840 X'348' CTSD_RMICPSM 8 BINARY RMI time - CICSPlex SM
Metric : RMICPSM
CICS MCT: DFHRMI
007

848 X'350' CTSD_RMITCPIP 8 BINARY RMI time - TCP/IP sockets
Metric : RMITCPIP
CICS MCT: DFHRMI
008

856 X'358' CTSD_FCXCWTT 8 BINARY FC exclusive control wait time
Metric : FCXCWTT
CICS MCT: DFHFILE
426

864 X'360' CTSD_FCVSWTT 8 BINARY FC VSAM string wait time
Metric : FCVSWTT
CICS MCT: DFHFILE
427

872 X'368' CTSD_CPUTONCP 8 BINARY CPU time on standard CP
Metric : CPUTONCP
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
436

880 X'370' CTSD_OFFLCPUT 8 BINARY Offload on standard CP
Metric : OFFLCPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
437

888 X'378' CTSD_CSFXTIME 8 BINARY Datacom CSFX time
Metric : CSFXTIME
CICS MCT: None

896 X'380' CTSD_CSFXCPU 8 BINARY Datacom CSFX CPU time
Metric : CSFXCPU
CICS MCT: None

904 X'388' CTSD_MONXCPU 8 BINARY SYSVIEW MEI CPU time
Metric : MONXCPU
CICS MCT: None

CTSD_TSUM_R140_DL EQU *-CTSD_TSUM TSUM Length
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912 X'390' CTSD_Abends 4 BINARY Abends
Metric : ABENDS
CICS MCT: None

916 X'394' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
920 X'398' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
924 X'39C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
928 X'3A0' CTSD_DSAPTHWT 8 BINARY DS allocate pthread wait time

Metric : DSAPTHWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
429

936 X'3A8' CTSD_ASFTCHWT 8 BINARY Asynchronous FETCH wait
time
Metric : ASFTCHWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
475

944 X'3B0' CTSD_ASRNATWT 8 BINARY Asynchronous RUN delayed
time
Metric : ASRNATWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
476

952 X'3B8' CTSD_WBURIOPN 8 BINARY WEB OPEN elapsed time
Metric : WBURIOPN
CICS MCT: DFHWEBB
339

960 X'3C0' CTSD_WBSVINVK 8 BINARY INVOKE SERVICE elapsed
time
Metric : WBSVINVK
CICS MCT: DFHWEBC
379

968 X'3C8' CTSD_WBURIRCV 8 BINARY WEB RECEIVE
SESSTOKEN elapsed time
Metric : WBURIRCV
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
393

976 X'3D0' CTSD_WBURISND 8 BINARY WEB SEND SESSTOKEN
elapsed time
Metric : WBURISND
CICS MCT: DFHWEBB
394

984 X'3D8' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
CTSD_TSUM_R141_DL EQU *-CTSD_TSUM TSUM Length

992 X'3E0' CTSD_XSVFYPWD 8 BINARY Password verification wait
time
Metric : XSVFYPWD
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
435

1000 X'3E8' CTSD_XSVFYKER 8 BINARY Kerberos verification wait
time
Metric : XSVFYKER
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
439
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1008 X'3F0' CTSD_XSVFYBAS 8 BINARY Basic auth token verification
wait time
Metric : XSVFYBAS
CICS MCT: DFHTASH
438

1016 X'3F8' CTSD_XSVFYJWT 8 BINARY JSON web token verification
wait time
Metric : XSVFYJWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
440

1024 X'400' CTSD_SMMVSSWT 8 BINARY z/OS storage wait time
Metric : SMMVSSWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK
274

1032 X'408' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
1040 X'410' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

CTSD_TSUM_R15007_DL *-CTSD_TSUM TSUM Length
CTSD_TSUM_L EQU *-CTSD_TSUM TSUM Length
CTSD_WaitToRun EQU CTSD_WTRTIME,8,C'F'
CTSD_FileTime EQU CTSD_FCPTIME,8,C'F'

0 X'0' CTSD_Group 8 EBCDIC Group name

Triplets

Section Triplet Overlay DSECT
DSECT CTSD_Triplet
Description Common DSECT to overlay a triplet structure

Offset Name Len Format Value Description
0 X'0' CTSD_Triplet DSECT DSECT CTSD_Triplet
0 X'0' CTSD_Triplet_Data 8 EBCDIC Data
0 X'0' CTSD_Triplet_Offset 4 BINARY Offset
4 X'4' CTSD_Triplet_Length 2 BINARY Length
6 X'6' CTSD_Triplet_Count 2 BINARY Count

CTSD_Triplet_L EQU *-CTSD_Triplet Length

GSVSMF27 - CICS Transaction Detail Record
A CICS Transaction Detail record is created by the SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collector for each transaction that
completes.
Additional records are created depending on the CICS MCT event monitoring option DELIVER or the system initialization
(SIT) parameters MNCONV=YES or MNSYNC=YES.
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Record Layout

Description CICS Transaction Detail Record

Record Type 255 (default)

Record Subtype 027, x01B

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information
• Data Section

Notes:

• Data segments or sections must be accessed via the corresponding triplet.
• All time values are in microseconds unless otherwise stated.
• Fields associated with a data collection metric contain the following comment:

– Metric : metric
• Fields associated with a CICS Monitor Control Table (MCT) entry contain the following comment:

– CICS MCT: DFHxxxx nnn
– CICS documentation for the MCT entry can be referenced for more information.

Segment/Section DSECT/Area Included Count

SMF Header MNS_Hdr Yes 1

Product Header Extension MNS_Hdr_Info Yes 1

Control Information MNS_Cntl Yes 1

XPFC MNS_XPFC Yes 1

DFHTASK MNS_DFHTASK Yes 1

DFHCICS MNS_DFHCICS Yes 1

DFHTERM MNS_DFHTERM Null/Blank 1

Clocks MNS_CLOCKS Yes 1

DFHCBTS MNS_DFHCBTS Null/Blank 1

DFHDATA MNS_DFHDATA Null/Blank 1

DFHDEST MNS_DFHDEST Null/Blank 1

DFHDOCH MNS_DFHDOCH Null/Blank 1

DFHEJBS MNS_DFHEJBS Null/Blank 1

DFHFEPI MNS_DFHFEPI Null/Blank 1

DFHFILE MNS_DFHFILE Null/Blank 1

DFHJOUR MNS_DFHJOUR Null/Blank 1

DFHMAPP MNS_DFHMAPP Null/Blank 1

DFHPROG MNS_DFHPROG Null/Blank 1

DFHSOCK MNS_DFHSOCK Null/Blank 1

DFHSTOR MNS_DFHSTOR Null/Blank 1
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DFHSYNC MNS_DFHSYNC Null/Blank 1

DFHTEMP MNS_DFHTEMP Null/Blank 1

DFHWEBB MNS_DFHWEBB Null/Blank 1

RealTime MNS_RTime No 1

CICS Exceptions MNS_EXS If-Used nnn

Abends MNS_ABS If-Used nnn

Dumps MNS_DUS If-Used nnn

Programs MNS_PCS If-Used nnn

Correlation MNS_Wily If-Used nnn

Files MNS_FCS If-Used nnn

Web Services MNS_WEBSVC If-Used nnn

URIMAPs MNS_URIMAP If-Used nnn

Exec Interface MNS_CEI If-Used nnn

MEI Events MNS_EVT If-Used nnn

Resource Manager MNS_RMS If-Used nnn

Temp Storage MNS_TSS If-Used nnn

Transient Data MNS_TDS If-Used nnn

DB2 MNS_DB2 If-Used nnn

MQ MNS_WMQ If-Used nnn

Datacom CSF MNS_CSS If-Used nnn

DL/I - IMS MNS_DLS If-Used nnn

User data MNS_UData If-Used nnn

CICS EMP MNS_EMP If-Used nnn

Threshold Exceptions MNS_THS If-Used nnn

Included Will the section always be included?

Yes The section will always be included.

No The section is not included.

If-Used The section is included based on usage and configuration options.

Null/Blank The section is included if the data contains values other than nulls
or blanks.
If the section contains all null or blank values, the section is not
included to reduce the size of the record.
If all nulls or blanks, the transaction did not use resources from
this area.

SMF Header

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNS DSECT DSECT MNS

0 X'0' MNS_Hdr 34 EBCDIC Standard Header
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0 X'0' MNS_SMF 24 EBCDIC SMF Header

0 X'0' MNS_SMF_RDW 4 BINARY Record/segment length

0 X'0' MNS_SMF_Length 2 BINARY SMF record length

2 X'2' MNS_SMF_SegLength 2 BINARY SMF segment length

4 X'4' MNS_SMF_Flag 1 BINARY System indicator

MNS_SMF_Flag_SSI EQU B'10000000' Sub system follows

MNS_SMF_Flag_STY EQU B'01000000' Sub record type used

5 X'5' MNS_SMF_RecType 1 BINARY Record type

MNS_SMF_Type255 EQU 255 Default record type

6 X'6' MNS_SMF_Time 4 BINARY Time since midnight 100th

10 X'A' MNS_SMF_Date 4 PACKED Date 0cyydddF

14 X'E' MNS_SMF_SysID 4 EBCDIC System ID

18 X'12' MNS_SMF_SubsysID 4 EBCDIC Sub system ID

22 X'16' MNS_SMF_SubType 2 BINARY Sub record type

22 X'16' MNS_SMF_SubData 1 BINARY Data collection type

23 X'17' MNS_SMF_SubRec 1 BINARY Data record subtype

MNS_SMF_SubRecType EQU 027 Subrecord type

MNS_SMF_SubRec27 EQU 027 Subrecord type

MNS_SMF_L EQU *-MNS_SMF SMF header length

Product Header Extension Information

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

24 X'18' MNS_Hdr_Info 10 BINARY Product Header Information

24 X'18' MNS_Hdr_Product 4 EBCDIC Product keyword

28 X'1C' MNS_Hdr_Release 4 EBCDIC Product release

28 X'1C' MNS_Hdr_RRM 3 EBCDIC RRM

31 X'1F' MNS_Hdr_RecVer 1 BINARY Record version

MNS_Hdr_RecVer01 EQU 01 01

MNS_Hdr_RecVer02 EQU 02 02 - r12.0

MNS_Hdr_RecVer03 EQU 03 03 - r12.5

MNS_Hdr_RecVer04 EQU 04 04 - r13.0

MNS_Hdr_RecVer05 EQU 05 05 - r13.7

MNS_Hdr_RecVer06 EQU 06 06 - r13.9

MNS_Hdr_RecVer07 EQU 07 07 - r14.0

MNS_Hdr_RecVer08 EQU 08 08 - r14.1

MNS_Hdr_RecVer09 EQU 09 09 - r14.2

MNS_Hdr_RecVer10 EQU 10 10 - r15.0

MNS_Hdr_RecVerCurr EQU 10 Current
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32 X'20' MNS_Hdr_OpSys 1 BINARY System

MNS_Hdr_MVS EQU B'10000000' MVS

33 X'21' MNS_Hdr_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

MNS_Hdr_F1_80 EQU B'10000000' *--- Not Used ---*

MNS_Hdr_F1_40 EQU B'01000000' *--- Not Used ---*

MNS_Hdr_F1_20 EQU B'00100000' *--- Not Used ---*

MNS_Hdr_F1_10 EQU B'00010000' *--- Not Used ---*

MNS_Hdr_F1_08 EQU B'00001000' *--- Not Used ---*

MNS_Hdr_F1_04 EQU B'00000100' *--- Not Used ---*

MNS_Hdr_F1_02 EQU B'00000010' *--- Not Used ---*

MNS_Hdr_F1_CD EQU B'00000001' Compressed data

MNS_Hdr_Info_L EQU *-MNS_Hdr_Info Length of extension

MNS_Hdr_L EQU *-MNS_Hdr Length of header

Control Information

The data portion of the record is comprised of several smaller blocks of data called "segments."
Each group of segments can be referenced via its corresponding triplet entry.
A triplet is made up of three components: offset, length, count.

Offset (4) Offset from the beginning of the record to the 1st segment

Length (2) Length of 1 segment

Count (2) Number of segments

Data might not be available for all segments.

To determine if a segment type exists, check the corresponding count field within the triplet.
If the count value is greater than 0, segments exist for the type.

Data segments can appear in any order.
Segments in the data area must be accessed using the corresponding triplet offset, length and count.

The following is a visual example of a record.
Do not assume the data or offset information to be accurate for a real record.

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information

– Triplet 1
• offset: x00000200
• length: x0080
• count: x0003

– Triplet 2
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• offset: x00000380
• length: x0010
• count: x0002

• Data Section
– Data Segment 1

• x200: segment 1
• x280: segment 2
• x300: segment 3

– Data Segment 2
• X380: segment 1
• X390: segment 2

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

34 X'22' MNS_Cntl 1 EBCDIC Record Control Information

34 X'22' MNS_Cntl_Length 4 BINARY Section length

38 X'26' MNS_Cntl_Triplets 4 BINARY Number of triplets

42 X'2A' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

46 X'2E' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

50 X'32' MNS_Cntl_Data 8 EBCDIC 1st set of triplets

MNS_Cntl_XPFC_T EQU 000 Triplet: XPFC

50 X'32' MNS_Cntl_XPFC 8 EBCDIC Triplet: XPFC

50 X'32' MNS_Cntl_XPFC_O 4 BINARY Offset - XPFC

54 X'36' MNS_Cntl_XPFC_L 2 BINARY Length - XPFC

56 X'38' MNS_Cntl_XPFC_C 2 BINARY Count - XPFC

MNS_Cntl_CLOCKS_T EQU 001 Triplet: Clocks

58 X'3A' MNS_Cntl_CLOCKS 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Clocks

58 X'3A' MNS_Cntl_CLOCKS_O 4 BINARY Offset - Clocks

62 X'3E' MNS_Cntl_CLOCKS_L 2 BINARY Length - Clocks

64 X'40' MNS_Cntl_CLOCKS_C 2 BINARY Count - Clocks

MNS_Cntl_DFHTASK_T EQU 002 Triplet: DFHTASK

66 X'42' MNS_Cntl_DFHTASK 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHTASK

66 X'42' MNS_Cntl_DFHTASK_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHTASK

70 X'46' MNS_Cntl_DFHTASK_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHTASK

72 X'48' MNS_Cntl_DFHTASK_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHTASK

MNS_Cntl_DFHCBTS_T EQU 003 Triplet: DFHCBTS

74 X'4A' MNS_Cntl_DFHCBTS 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHCBTS

74 X'4A' MNS_Cntl_DFHCBTS_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHCBTS

78 X'4E' MNS_Cntl_DFHCBTS_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHCBTS

80 X'50' MNS_Cntl_DFHCBTS_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHCBTS

MNS_Cntl_DFHCICS_T EQU 004 Triplet: DFHCICS

82 X'52' MNS_Cntl_DFHCICS 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHCICS
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82 X'52' MNS_Cntl_DFHCICS_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHCICS

86 X'56' MNS_Cntl_DFHCICS_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHCICS

88 X'58' MNS_Cntl_DFHCICS_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHCICS

MNS_Cntl_DFHDATA_T EQU 005 Triplet: DFHDATA

90 X'5A' MNS_Cntl_DFHDATA 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHDATA

90 X'5A' MNS_Cntl_DFHDATA_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHDATA

94 X'5E' MNS_Cntl_DFHDATA_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHDATA

96 X'60' MNS_Cntl_DFHDATA_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHDATA

MNS_Cntl_DFHDEST_T EQU 006 Triplet: DFHDEST

98 X'62' MNS_Cntl_DFHDEST 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHDEST

98 X'62' MNS_Cntl_DFHDEST_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHDEST

102 X'66' MNS_Cntl_DFHDEST_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHDEST

104 X'68' MNS_Cntl_DFHDEST_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHDEST

MNS_Cntl_DFHDOCH_T EQU 007 Triplet: DFHDOCH

106 X'6A' MNS_Cntl_DFHDOCH 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHDOCH

106 X'6A' MNS_Cntl_DFHDOCH_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHDOCH

110 X'6E' MNS_Cntl_DFHDOCH_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHDOCH

112 X'70' MNS_Cntl_DFHDOCH_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHDOCH

MNS_Cntl_DFHEJBS_T EQU 008 Triplet: DFHEJBS

114 X'72' MNS_Cntl_DFHEJBS 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHEJBS

114 X'72' MNS_Cntl_DFHEJBS_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHEJBS

118 X'76' MNS_Cntl_DFHEJBS_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHEJBS

120 X'78' MNS_Cntl_DFHEJBS_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHEJBS

MNS_Cntl_DFHFEPI_T EQU 009 Triplet: DFHFEPI

122 X'7A' MNS_Cntl_DFHFEPI 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHFEPI

122 X'7A' MNS_Cntl_DFHFEPI_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHFEPI

126 X'7E' MNS_Cntl_DFHFEPI_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHFEPI

128 X'80' MNS_Cntl_DFHFEPI_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHFEPI

MNS_Cntl_DFHFILE_T EQU 010 Triplet: DFHFILE

130 X'82' MNS_Cntl_DFHFILE 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHFILE

130 X'82' MNS_Cntl_DFHFILE_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHFILE

134 X'86' MNS_Cntl_DFHFILE_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHFILE

136 X'88' MNS_Cntl_DFHFILE_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHFILE

MNS_Cntl_DFHJOUR_T EQU 011 Triplet: DFHJOUR

138 X'8A' MNS_Cntl_DFHJOUR 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHJOUR

138 X'8A' MNS_Cntl_DFHJOUR_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHJOUR

142 X'8E' MNS_Cntl_DFHJOUR_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHJOUR

144 X'90' MNS_Cntl_DFHJOUR_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHJOUR
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MNS_Cntl_DFHMAPP_T EQU 012 Triplet: DFHMAPP

146 X'92' MNS_Cntl_DFHMAPP 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHMAPP

146 X'92' MNS_Cntl_DFHMAPP_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHMAPP

150 X'96' MNS_Cntl_DFHMAPP_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHMAPP

152 X'98' MNS_Cntl_DFHMAPP_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHMAPP

MNS_Cntl_DFHPROG_T EQU 013 Triplet: DFHPROG

154 X'9A' MNS_Cntl_DFHPROG 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHPROG

154 X'9A' MNS_Cntl_DFHPROG_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHPROG

158 X'9E' MNS_Cntl_DFHPROG_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHPROG

160 X'A0' MNS_Cntl_DFHPROG_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHPROG

MNS_Cntl_DFHSOCK_T EQU 014 Triplet : DFHSOCK

162 X'A2' MNS_Cntl_DFHSOCK 8 EBCDIC Triplet : DFHSOCK

162 X'A2' MNS_Cntl_DFHSOCK_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHSOCK

166 X'A6' MNS_Cntl_DFHSOCK_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHSOCK

168 X'A8' MNS_Cntl_DFHSOCK_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHSOCK

MNS_Cntl_DFHSTOR_T EQU 015 Triplet: DFHSTOR

170 X'AA' MNS_Cntl_DFHSTOR 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHSTOR

170 X'AA' MNS_Cntl_DFHSTOR_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHSTOR

174 X'AE' MNS_Cntl_DFHSTOR_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHSTOR

176 X'B0' MNS_Cntl_DFHSTOR_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHSTOR

MNS_Cntl_DFHSYNC_T EQU 016 Triplet: DFHSYNC

178 X'B2' MNS_Cntl_DFHSYNC 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHSYNC

178 X'B2' MNS_Cntl_DFHSYNC_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHSYNC

182 X'B6' MNS_Cntl_DFHSYNC_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHSYNC

184 X'B8' MNS_Cntl_DFHSYNC_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHSYNC

MNS_Cntl_DFHTEMP_T EQU 017 Triplet: DFHTEMP

186 X'BA' MNS_Cntl_DFHTEMP 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHTEMP

186 X'BA' MNS_Cntl_DFHTEMP_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHTEMP

190 X'BE' MNS_Cntl_DFHTEMP_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHTEMP

192 X'C0' MNS_Cntl_DFHTEMP_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHTEMP

MNS_Cntl_DFHTERM_T EQU 018 Triplet: DFHTERM

194 X'C2' MNS_Cntl_DFHTERM 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHTERM

194 X'C2' MNS_Cntl_DFHTERM_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHTERM

198 X'C6' MNS_Cntl_DFHTERM_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHTERM

200 X'C8' MNS_Cntl_DFHTERM_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHTERM

MNS_Cntl_DFHWEBB_T EQU 019 Triplet: DFHWEBB

202 X'CA' MNS_Cntl_DFHWEBB 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHWEBB

202 X'CA' MNS_Cntl_DFHWEBB_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHWEBB
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206 X'CE' MNS_Cntl_DFHWEBB_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHWEBB

208 X'D0' MNS_Cntl_DFHWEBB_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHWEBB

MNS_Cntl_DFHCHNL_T EQU 020 Triplet: DFHCHNL

210 X'D2' MNS_Cntl_DFHCHNL 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DFHCHNL

210 X'D2' MNS_Cntl_DFHCHNL_O 4 BINARY Offset - DFHCHNL

214 X'D6' MNS_Cntl_DFHCHNL_L 2 BINARY Length - DFHCHNL

216 X'D8' MNS_Cntl_DFHCHNL_C 2 BINARY Count - DFHCHNL

MNS_Cntl_DFH0022_T EQU 021 Triplet: Reserved

218 X'DA' MNS_Cntl_DFH0022 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

218 X'DA' MNS_Cntl_DFH0022_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

222 X'DE' MNS_Cntl_DFH0022_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

224 X'E0' MNS_Cntl_DFH0022_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

MNS_Cntl_DFH0023_T EQU 022 Triplet: Reserved

226 X'E2' MNS_Cntl_DFH0023 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

226 X'E2' MNS_Cntl_DFH0023_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

230 X'E6' MNS_Cntl_DFH0023_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

232 X'E8' MNS_Cntl_DFH0023_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

MNS_Cntl_DFH0024_T EQU 023 Triplet: Reserved

234 X'EA' MNS_Cntl_DFH0024 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

234 X'EA' MNS_Cntl_DFH0024_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

238 X'EE' MNS_Cntl_DFH0024_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

240 X'F0' MNS_Cntl_DFH0024_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

MNS_Cntl_PC_T EQU 024 Triplet: Programs

242 X'F2' MNS_Cntl_PC 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Programs

242 X'F2' MNS_Cntl_PC_O 4 BINARY Offset - Programs

246 X'F6' MNS_Cntl_PC_L 2 BINARY Length - Programs

248 X'F8' MNS_Cntl_PC_C 2 BINARY Count - Programs
Metric: PROGUSE

MNS_Cntl_FC_T EQU 025 Triplet: Files

250 X'FA' MNS_Cntl_FC 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Files

250 X'FA' MNS_Cntl_FC_O 4 BINARY Offset - Files

254 X'FE' MNS_Cntl_FC_L 2 BINARY Length - Files

256 X'100' MNS_Cntl_FC_C 2 BINARY Count - Files
Metric: FILEUSE

MNS_Cntl_TS_T EQU 026 Triplet: Temp Storage

258 X'102' MNS_Cntl_TS 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Temp Storage

258 X'102' MNS_Cntl_TS_O 4 BINARY Offset - Temp Storage

262 X'106' MNS_Cntl_TS_L 2 BINARY Length - Temp Storage
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264 X'108' MNS_Cntl_TS_C 2 BINARY Count - Temp Storage
Metric: TEMPUSE

MNS_Cntl_TD_T EQU 027 Triplet: Transient Data

266 X'10A' MNS_Cntl_TD 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Transient Data

266 X'10A' MNS_Cntl_TD_O 4 BINARY Offset - Transient Data

270 X'10E' MNS_Cntl_TD_L 2 BINARY Length - Transient Data

272 X'110' MNS_Cntl_TD_C 2 BINARY Count - Transient Data
Metric: TDATUSE

MNS_Cntl_AB_T EQU 028 Triplet: Abends

274 X'112' MNS_Cntl_AB 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Abends

274 X'112' MNS_Cntl_AB_O 4 BINARY Offset - Abends

278 X'116' MNS_Cntl_AB_L 2 BINARY Length - Abends

280 X'118' MNS_Cntl_AB_C 2 BINARY Count - Abends
Metric: ABENDS

MNS_Cntl_EX_T EQU 029 Triplet: CICS Exceptions

282 X'11A' MNS_Cntl_EX 8 EBCDIC Triplet: CICS Exceptions

282 X'11A' MNS_Cntl_EX_O 4 BINARY Offset - CICS Exceptions

286 X'11E' MNS_Cntl_EX_L 2 BINARY Length - CICS Exceptions

288 X'120' MNS_Cntl_EX_C 2 BINARY Count - CICS Exceptions
Metric: CICSEXC

MNS_Cntl_EMP_T EQU 030 Triplet: CICS Monitor

290 X'122' MNS_Cntl_EMP 8 EBCDIC Triplet: CICS Monitor

290 X'122' MNS_Cntl_EMP_O 4 BINARY Offset - CICS monitor

294 X'126' MNS_Cntl_EMP_L 2 BINARY Length - CICS monitor

296 X'128' MNS_Cntl_EMP_C 2 BINARY Count - CICS monitor

MNS_Cntl_DL_T EQU 031 Triplet: DL/I

298 X'12A' MNS_Cntl_DL 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DL/I

298 X'12A' MNS_Cntl_DL_O 4 BINARY Offset - DL/I

302 X'12E' MNS_Cntl_DL_L 2 BINARY Length - DL/I

304 X'130' MNS_Cntl_DL_C 2 BINARY Count - DL/I
Metric: DLIUSE

MNS_Cntl_TH_T EQU 032 Triplet: Thresholds

306 X'132' MNS_Cntl_TH 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Thresholds

306 X'132' MNS_Cntl_TH_O 4 BINARY Offset - Thresholds

310 X'136' MNS_Cntl_TH_L 2 BINARY Length - Thresholds

312 X'138' MNS_Cntl_TH_C 2 BINARY Count - Thresholds
Metric: THRSUSE

MNS_Cntl_RM_T EQU 033 Triplet: Resource Mgr

314 X'13A' MNS_Cntl_RM 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Resource Mgr

314 X'13A' MNS_Cntl_RM_O 4 BINARY Offset - Resource Mgr
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318 X'13E' MNS_Cntl_RM_L 2 BINARY Length - Resource Mgr

320 X'140' MNS_Cntl_RM_C 2 BINARY Count - Resource Mgr

MNS_Cntl_CSF_T EQU 034 Triplet: DATACOM CSF

322 X'142' MNS_Cntl_CSF 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DATACOM CSF

322 X'142' MNS_Cntl_CSF_O 4 BINARY Offset - DATACOM CSF

326 X'146' MNS_Cntl_CSF_L 2 BINARY Length - DATACOM CSF

328 X'148' MNS_Cntl_CSF_C 2 BINARY Count - DATACOM CSF

MNS_Cntl_EI_T EQU 035 Triplet: EXEC Interface

330 X'14A' MNS_Cntl_EI 8 EBCDIC Triplet: EXEC Interface

330 X'14A' MNS_Cntl_EI_O 4 BINARY Offset - EXEC Interface

334 X'14E' MNS_Cntl_EI_L 2 BINARY Length - EXEC Interface

336 X'150' MNS_Cntl_EI_C 2 BINARY Count - EXEC Interface

MNS_Cntl_MQ_T EQU 036 Triplet: MQ

338 X'152' MNS_Cntl_MQ 8 EBCDIC Triplet: MQ

338 X'152' MNS_Cntl_MQ_O 4 BINARY Offset - MQ

342 X'156' MNS_Cntl_MQ_L 2 BINARY Length - MQ

344 X'158' MNS_Cntl_MQ_C 2 BINARY Count - MQ

MNS_Cntl_D2_T EQU 037 Triplet: DB2

346 X'15A' MNS_Cntl_D2 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DB2

346 X'15A' MNS_Cntl_D2_O 4 BINARY Offset - DB2

350 X'15E' MNS_Cntl_D2_L 2 BINARY Length - DB2

352 X'160' MNS_Cntl_D2_C 2 BINARY Count - DB2

MNS_Cntl_EV_T EQU 038 Triplet: MEI Events

354 X'162' MNS_Cntl_EV 8 EBCDIC Triplet: MEI Events

354 X'162' MNS_Cntl_EV_O 4 BINARY Offset - MEI Events

358 X'166' MNS_Cntl_EV_L 2 BINARY Length - MEI Events

360 X'168' MNS_Cntl_EV_C 2 BINARY Count - MEI Events

MNS_Cntl_Wily_T EQU 039 Triplet: Correlation

362 X'16A' MNS_Cntl_Wily 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Correlation

362 X'16A' MNS_Cntl_Wily_O 4 BINARY Offset - Correlation

366 X'16E' MNS_Cntl_Wily_L 2 BINARY Length - Correlation

368 X'170' MNS_Cntl_Wily_C 2 BINARY Count - Correlation

MNS_Cntl_UData_T EQU 040 Triplet: User Data

370 X'172' MNS_Cntl_UData 8 EBCDIC Triplet: User Data

370 X'172' MNS_Cntl_UData_O 4 BINARY Offset - User data

374 X'176' MNS_Cntl_UData_L 2 BINARY Length - User data

376 X'178' MNS_Cntl_UData_C 2 BINARY Count - User data

MNS_Cntl_RTime_T EQU 041 Triplet: Real-Time
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378 X'17A' MNS_Cntl_RTime 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Real-Time

378 X'17A' MNS_Cntl_RTime_O 4 BINARY Offset - Real-time

382 X'17E' MNS_Cntl_RTime_L 2 BINARY Length - Real-time

384 X'180' MNS_Cntl_RTime_C 2 BINARY Count - Real-time

MNS_Cntl_DU_T EQU 042 Triplet: Dumps

386 X'182' MNS_Cntl_DU 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Dumps

386 X'182' MNS_Cntl_DU_O 4 BINARY Offset - Dumps

390 X'186' MNS_Cntl_DU_L 2 BINARY Length - Dumps

392 X'188' MNS_Cntl_DU_C 2 BINARY Count - Dumps

MNS_Cntl_WEBSVC_T EQU 043 Triplet: Web Services

394 X'18A' MNS_Cntl_WEBSVC 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Web Services

394 X'18A' MNS_Cntl_WEBSVC_O 4 BINARY Offset - Web Services

398 X'18E' MNS_Cntl_WEBSVC_L 2 BINARY Length - Web Services

400 X'190' MNS_Cntl_WEBSVC_C 2 BINARY Count - Web Services

MNS_Cntl_URIMAP_T EQU 044 Triplet: URIMAPs

402 X'192' MNS_Cntl_URIMAP 8 EBCDIC Triplet: URIMAPs

402 X'192' MNS_Cntl_URIMAP_O 4 BINARY Offset - URIMAPs

406 X'196' MNS_Cntl_URIMAP_L 2 BINARY Length - URIMAPs

408 X'198' MNS_Cntl_URIMAP_C 2 BINARY Count - URIMAPs

MNS_Cntl_00046_T EQU 045 Triplet: Reserved

410 X'19A' MNS_Cntl_00046 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

410 X'19A' MNS_Cntl_00046_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

414 X'19E' MNS_Cntl_00046_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

416 X'1A0' MNS_Cntl_00046_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

MNS_Cntl_00047_T EQU 046 Triplet: Reserved

418 X'1A2' MNS_Cntl_00047 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

418 X'1A2' MNS_Cntl_00047_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

422 X'1A6' MNS_Cntl_00047_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

424 X'1A8' MNS_Cntl_00047_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

MNS_Cntl_00048_T EQU 047 Triplet: Reserved

426 X'1AA' MNS_Cntl_00048 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

426 X'1AA' MNS_Cntl_00048_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

430 X'1AE' MNS_Cntl_00048_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

432 X'1B0' MNS_Cntl_00048_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

MNS_Cntl_00049_T EQU 048 Triplet: Reserved

434 X'1B2' MNS_Cntl_00049 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

434 X'1B2' MNS_Cntl_00049_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

438 X'1B6' MNS_Cntl_00049_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved
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440 X'1B8' MNS_Cntl_00049_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

MNS_Cntl_00050_T EQU 049 Triplet: Reserved

442 X'1BA' MNS_Cntl_00050 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

442 X'1BA' MNS_Cntl_00050_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

446 X'1BE' MNS_Cntl_00050_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

448 X'1C0' MNS_Cntl_00050_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

MNS_Cntl_TripCnt EQU (*-MNS_Cntl_Data
)/8

Count of tripets

MNS_Cntl_L EQU *-MNS_Cntl Length of control

MNS_L EQU *-MNS Common Fixed Length

Data

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

410 X'19A' MNS_Data 1 EBCDIC Data Section

XPFC

Section XPFC

DSECT MNS_XPFC

Triplet MNS_Cntl_XPFC

Description Miscellaneous transaction data

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNS_XPFC DSECT DSECT MNS_XPFC

0 X'0' MNS_JOBNAME 8 EBCDIC CICS jobname

8 X'8' MNS_SAPPLID 8 EBCDIC CICS Specific Applid

16 X'10' MNS_GAPPLID 8 EBCDIC CICS Generic Applid

24 X'18' MNS_UTRAN 8 EBCDIC Umbrella transaction ID

32 X'20' MNS_UTYPE 8 EBCDIC Umbrella transaction type

40 X'28' MNS_DefGroup 8 EBCDIC RDO trans definition group

48 X'30' MNS_Abends 4 BINARY Abend count

52 X'34' MNS_ClientType 1 BINARY Primary client type

MNS_CT_None EQU 01 None

MNS_CT_Terminal EQU 02 Terminal

MNS_CT_TranData EQU 03 TranData

MNS_CT_Start EQU 04 Start

MNS_CT_StartTerminal EQU 05 Start Terminal

MNS_CT_Scheduler EQU 06 Scheduler
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MNS_CT_XMRunTran EQU 07 XM Run Transaction

MNS_CT_Bridge EQU 08 Bridge

MNS_CT_Socket EQU 09 Socket

MNS_CT_Web EQU 10 Web

MNS_CT_RRSUR EQU 11 RRS UR

MNS_CT_LU61Session EQU 12 LU61 Session

MNS_CT_APPCSession EQU 13 APPC Session

MNS_CT_MROSession EQU 14 MRO Session

MNS_CT_IPECI EQU 15 IP ECI

MNS_CT_IIRR EQU 16 IIRR

MNS_CT_RZInstoreTRPort EQU 17 RZ Instore TRPort

MNS_CT_ISSession EQU 18 IS Session

MNS_CT_Event EQU 19 Event

MNS_CT_JVMServer EQU 20 JVM Server

MNS_CT_ASRunTran EQU 21 AS Run Transaction

53 X'35' MNS_XPFC_Dest 1 BINARY Record logging destinations

MNS_XPFC_Dest_All EQU B'11110000' All

MNS_XPFC_Dest_SMF EQU B'10000000' Log to SMF

MNS_XPFC_Dest_Log EQU B'01000000' Log to log stream

MNS_XPFC_Dest_DynExit EQU B'00100000' Pass data to dynamic exit

MNS_XPFC_Dest_WilyAPM EQU B'00010000' Cross Enterprise APM

MNS_XPFC_Dest_CEAPM EQU B'00010000' Cross Enterprise APM

MNS_XPFC_Dest_XLog EQU B'00001000' Log to Exception log stream

MNS_XPFC_Dest_EITL EQU B'00000100' Log to EI Trace log stream

54 X'36' MNS_AD_Flag1 1 BINARY Application debug flags

MNS_AD_1Started EQU B'10000000' Debug started

MNS_AD_1Active EQU B'01000000' Debug active Now

55 X'37' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

56 X'38' MNS_Zero 4 BINARY Always 0

60 X'3C' MNS_CSACIREL 1 BINARY CICS Release

60 X'3C' MNS_CICSREL 1 BINARY CICS Release

61 X'3D' MNS_FLAG1 1 BINARY Flags

MNS_FLAG1_TRUNC EQU B'10000000' Record Truncated

MNS_FLAG1_CONT EQU B'01000000' Record continuation

MNS_FLAG1_GROUP EQU B'00100000' Belongs to >=1 group

MNS_FLAG1_SuspExcp EQU B'00010000' Suspend exceptions

MNS_FLAG1_System EQU B'00001000' System transaction
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MNS_FLAG1_LinkComm EQU B'00000100' LINK PROGRAM to SYSID
with COMMAREA length
greater than 24K

MNS_FLAG1_InvldTran EQU B'00000010' Invalid transaction ID

62 X'3E' MNS_TOPT_FLAG1 1 BINARY TransactionOptions Flags

MNS_TOPT_180 EQU B'10000000' Not Used

MNS_TOPT_140 EQU B'01000000' Not Used

MNS_TOPT_1LongRun EQU B'00100000' Long running

MNS_TOPT_1Suppress EQU B'00010000' Suppress CMF records

MNS_TOPT_1Detail EQU B'00001000' 1=Detail, 0=Summary

MNS_TOPT_1Thresh EQU B'00000100' Process thresholds

MNS_TOPT_102 EQU B'00000010' Not Used

MNS_TOPT_1Cancel EQU B'00000001' Cancel eligible

63 X'3F' MNS_TOPT_Flag2 1 BINARY TransactionOptions Flags

MNS_TOPT_2Required EQU B'10000000' Required

MNS_TOPT_2ElapsedInit EQU B'01000000' Elapsed - INIT | FIRST

MNS_TOPT_220 EQU B'00100000' Not Used

MNS_TOPT_210 EQU B'00010000' Not Used

MNS_TOPT_208 EQU B'00001000' Not Used

MNS_TOPT_204 EQU B'00000100' Not Used

MNS_TOPT_202 EQU B'00000010' Not Used

MNS_TOPT_201 EQU B'00000001' Not Used

64 X'40' MNS_EITD_TraceLvl 1 BINARY EI trace level

MNS_EITD_TraceNone EQU 000 None

MNS_EITD_TraceSummary EQU 001 Summary

MNS_EITD_TraceDetail EQU 002 Detail

MNS_EITD_TraceOn EQU 003 On - Summary

65 X'41' MNS_EITD_Flag1 1 BINARY EI trace flags

MNS_EITD_1MatchLim EQU B'10000000' match limit reached

66 X'42' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

67 X'43' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

68 X'44' MNS_EITD_Name 16 EBCDIC EI trace definition name

84 X'54' MNS_SuspExcp 4 BINARY Suspend exceptions count

88 X'58' MNS_StgViols 4 BINARY Storage violations
..Metric: STGVTRAN

92 X'5C' MNS_CommLenHWM 2 BINARY Maximum length of any
COMMAREA used by
programs

94 X'5E' MNS_TRAN_Original 4 EBCDIC Transaction ID - Original

98 X'62' 2 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*
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MNS_XPFC_L EQU *-MNS_XPFC Segment length

Clocks

Section Clocks

DSECT MNS_CLOCKS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_CLOCKS

Description The time value is the total time for the metric.
The count value represents the number of times the clock was
turned on and off.
Or, the number of times the transaction was in the associated
state.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNS_CLOCKS DSECT DSECT MNS_CLOCKS

0 X'0' MNS_CLK 1 EBCDIC Clocks

0 X'0' MNS_LIFETIME 12 BINARY Transaction life time

0 X'0' MNS_LIFETIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total time
....Metric :
LIFETIME
....CICS MCT: none

8 X'8' MNS_LIFETIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count, always 1

12 X'C' MNS_RESPTIME 12 BINARY Transaction response time

12 X'C' MNS_RESPTIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total time
....Metric :
RESPTIME
....CICS MCT: none

20 X'14' MNS_RESPTIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count, terminal I/O count

24 X'18' MNS_MONXTIME 12 BINARY SYSVIEW MEI time

24 X'18' MNS_MONXTIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total time
....Metric :
MONXTIME
....CICS MCT: none

32 X'20' MNS_MONXTIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

36 X'24' MNS_CSF_TCB 12 BINARY Datacom CSF TCB alloc

36 X'24' MNS_CSF_TCB_TIME 8 BINARY ..Total time
....Metric :
CSFATIME
....CICS MCT: none

44 X'2C' MNS_CSF_TCB_CNT 4 BINARY ..Count

48 X'30' MNS_CSF_HOLD 12 BINARY Datacom CSF TCB Hold
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48 X'30' MNS_CSF_HOLD_TIME 8 BINARY ..Total time
....Metric :
CSFHTIME
....CICS MCT: none

56 X'38' MNS_CSF_HOLD_CNT 4 BINARY ..Count

60 X'3C' MNS_CSF_WAIT 12 BINARY Datacom CSF Wait

60 X'3C' MNS_CSF_WAIT_TIME 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
CSFWTIME
....CICS MCT: none

68 X'44' MNS_CSF_WAIT_CNT 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
CSFWAITS
....CICS MCT: none

72 X'48' MNS_CSF_REQS 12 BINARY Datacom CSF DB request

72 X'48' MNS_CSF_REQS_TIME 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
CSFRTIME
....CICS MCT: none

80 X'50' MNS_CSF_REQS_CNT 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
CSFREQS
....CICS MCT: none

84 X'54' MNS_USRDISPT 12 BINARY Dispatch

84 X'54' MNS_USRDISPT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
DISPTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 007

92 X'5C' MNS_USRDISPT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count, number of
dispatches

96 X'60' MNS_USRCPUT 12 BINARY Total CPU time

96 X'60' MNS_USRCPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
CPUTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 008

104 X'68' MNS_USRCPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

108 X'6C' MNS_TCIOWTT 12 BINARY Terminal I/O wait

108 X'6C' MNS_TCIOWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
TERMTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 009

116 X'74' MNS_TCIOWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

120 X'78' MNS_JCIOWTT 12 BINARY Journal I/O wait
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120 X'78' MNS_JCIOWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
JCPTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHJOUR 010

128 X'80' MNS_JCIOWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

132 X'84' MNS_TSIOWTT 12 BINARY TS I/O wait

132 X'84' MNS_TSIOWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
TSIOWTT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTEMP 011

140 X'8C' MNS_TSIOWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

144 X'90' MNS_SUSPTIME 12 BINARY Suspend

144 X'90' MNS_SUSPTIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
SUSPTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 014

152 X'98' MNS_SUSPTIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

156 X'9C' MNS_FCIOWTT 12 BINARY File I/O wait

156 X'9C' MNS_FCIOWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
FCPTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHFILE 063

164 X'A4' MNS_FCIOWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

168 X'A8' MNS_IRIOWTT 12 BINARY MRO I/O wait

168 X'A8' MNS_IRIOWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
MROTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHTERM 100

176 X'B0' MNS_IRIOWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

180 X'B4' MNS_TDIOWTT 12 BINARY TD I/O wait

180 X'B4' MNS_TDIOWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
TDATTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHDEST 101

188 X'BC' MNS_TDIOWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

192 X'C0' MNS_DISPWTT 12 BINARY Dispatch wait - Waiting To
Run
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192 X'C0' MNS_DISPWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
WTRTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 102

200 X'C8' MNS_DISPWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

204 X'CC' MNS_EXWTTIME 12 BINARY CICS exception wait

204 X'CC' MNS_EXWTTIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
EXWTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHCICS 103

212 X'D4' MNS_EXWTTIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

216 X'D8' MNS_PCLOADTM 12 BINARY Program load

216 X'D8' MNS_PCLOADTM_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
PCPLTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHPROG 115

224 X'E0' MNS_PCLOADTM_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

228 X'E4' MNS_GNQDELAY 12 BINARY Global ENQ delay

228 X'E4' MNS_GNQDELAY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
GNQDELAY
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 123

236 X'EC' MNS_GNQDELAY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

240 X'F0' MNS_DSPDELAY 12 BINARY Dispatch delay - 1st

240 X'F0' MNS_DSPDELAY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
DSPDELAY
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 125

248 X'F8' MNS_DSPDELAY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
DSPDLYCT
....CICS MCT: none

252 X'FC' MNS_TCLDELAY 12 BINARY Tran class delay 1st dispatch

252 X'FC' MNS_TCLDELAY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
TCLDELAY
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 126

260 X'104' MNS_TCLDELAY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
TCLDLYCT
....CICS MCT: none

264 X'108' MNS_MXTDELAY 12 BINARY MXT delay 1st dispatch
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264 X'108' MNS_MXTDELAY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
MXTDELAY
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 127

272 X'110' MNS_MXTDELAY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
MXTDLYCT
....CICS MCT: none

276 X'114' MNS_LMDELAY 12 BINARY Lock manager delay

276 X'114' MNS_LMDELAY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
LMDELAY
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 128

284 X'11C' MNS_LMDELAY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

288 X'120' MNS_ENQDELAY 12 BINARY ENQ delay - Task Control
ENQ

288 X'120' MNS_ENQDELAY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
ENQDELAY
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 129

296 X'128' MNS_ENQDELAY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
ENQDLYCT
....CICS MCT: none

300 X'12C' MNS_LU61WTT 12 BINARY LU6.1 wait

300 X'12C' MNS_LU61WTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
LU61WTT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTERM 133

308 X'134' MNS_LU61WTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
LU61WTTC
....CICS MCT: none

312 X'138' MNS_LU62WTT 12 BINARY LU6.2 wait

312 X'138' MNS_LU62WTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
LU62WTT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTERM 134

320 X'140' MNS_LU62WTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
LU62WTTC
....CICS MCT: none

324 X'144' MNS_SZWAIT 12 BINARY FEPI wait
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324 X'144' MNS_SZWAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric : SZWAIT
....CICS MCT:
DFHFEPI 156

332 X'14C' MNS_SZWAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
SZWAITCT
....CICS MCT: none

336 X'150' MNS_RMITIME 12 BINARY Resource Manager Interface

336 X'150' MNS_RMITIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RMITIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 170

344 X'158' MNS_RMITIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
RMI..COUNT
....CICS MCT: none

348 X'15C' MNS_RMISUSP 12 BINARY Resource Manager Suspend

348 X'15C' MNS_RMISUSP_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RMISUSP
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 171

356 X'164' MNS_RMISUSP_Count 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
RMISUSPC
....CICS MCT: none

360 X'168' MNS_SYNCTIME 12 BINARY Syncpoint

360 X'168' MNS_SYNCTIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
SYNCTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHSYNC 173

368 X'170' MNS_SYNCTIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
SYNCCNT
....CICS MCT: none

372 X'174' MNS_RLSWAIT 12 BINARY RLS wait

372 X'174' MNS_RLSWAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RLSWAIT
....CICS MCT:
DFHFILE 174

380 X'17C' MNS_RLSWAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
RLSWAITC
....CICS MCT: none

384 X'180' MNS_RLSCPUT 12 BINARY RLS CPU time
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384 X'180' MNS_RLSCPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RLSCPUT
....CICS MCT:
DFHFILE 175

392 X'188' MNS_RLSCPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

396 X'18C' MNS_CFDTWAIT 12 BINARY CFDT I/O wait

396 X'18C' MNS_CFDTWAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
CFDTWAIT
....CICS MCT:
DFHFILE 176

404 X'194' MNS_CFDTWAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

408 X'198' MNS_SRVSTWTT 12 BINARY CFDT server syncpoint wait

408 X'198' MNS_SRVSTWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
SRVSTWTT
....CICS MCT:
DFHSYNC 177

416 X'1A0' MNS_SRVSTWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

420 X'1A4' MNS_TSSHWAIT 12 BINARY TS Shared wait

420 X'1A4' MNS_TSSHWAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
TSSHWAIT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTEMP 178

428 X'1AC' MNS_TSSHWAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

432 X'1B0' MNS_WTEXWAIT 12 BINARY External ECB wait

432 X'1B0' MNS_WTEXWAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
WTEXWAIT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 181

440 X'1B8' MNS_WTEXWAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

444 X'1BC' MNS_WTCEWAIT 12 BINARY CICS ECB wait

444 X'1BC' MNS_WTCEWAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
WTCEWAIT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 182

452 X'1C4' MNS_WTCEWAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

456 X'1C8' MNS_ICDELAY 12 BINARY Interval control delay

456 X'1C8' MNS_ICDELAY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
ICDELAY
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 183
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464 X'1D0' MNS_ICDELAY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

468 X'1D4' MNS_GVUPWAIT 12 BINARY Give up control wait

468 X'1D4' MNS_GVUPWAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
GVUPWAIT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 184

476 X'1DC' MNS_GVUPWAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

480 X'1E0' MNS_IMSWAIT 12 BINARY IMS DBCTL wait

480 X'1E0' MNS_IMSWAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
IMSWAIT
....CICS MCT:
DFHDATA 186

488 X'1E8' MNS_IMSWAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

492 X'1EC' MNS_DB2RDYQW 12 BINARY DB2 readyq wait

492 X'1EC' MNS_DB2RDYQW_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
DB2RDYQW
....CICS MCT:
DFHDATA 187

500 X'1F4' MNS_DB2RDYQW_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

504 X'1F8' MNS_DB2CONWT 12 BINARY DB2 connection wait

504 X'1F8' MNS_DB2CONWT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
DB2CONWT
....CICS MCT:
DFHDATA 188

512 X'200' MNS_DB2CONWT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

516 X'204' MNS_DB2WAIT 12 BINARY DB2 wait

516 X'204' MNS_DB2WAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....CICS MCT:
DFHDATA 189

524 X'20C' MNS_DB2WAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

528 X'210' MNS_RRMSWAIT 12 BINARY RRMS/MVS wait

528 X'210' MNS_RRMSWAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RRMSWAIT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 191

536 X'218' MNS_RRMSWAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

540 X'21C' MNS_RQRWAIT 12 BINARY Request receiver wait
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540 X'21C' MNS_RQRWAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RQRWAIT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 192

548 X'224' MNS_RQRWAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

552 X'228' MNS_RQPWAIT 12 BINARY Request processor wait

552 X'228' MNS_RQPWAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RQPWAIT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 193

560 X'230' MNS_RQPWAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

564 X'234' MNS_RUNTRWTT 12 BINARY CBTS run process wait

564 X'234' MNS_RUNTRWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RUNTRWTT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 195

572 X'23C' MNS_RUNTRWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

576 X'240' MNS_SYNCDLY 12 BINARY Syncpoint delay

576 X'240' MNS_SYNCDLY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
SYNCDLY
....CICS MCT:
DFHSYNC 196

584 X'248' MNS_SYNCDLY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

588 X'24C' MNS_OTSINDWT 12 BINARY OTS indoubt wait

588 X'24C' MNS_OTSINDWT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
OTSINDWT
....CICS MCT:
DFHSYNC 199

596 X'254' MNS_OTSINDWT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

600 X'258' MNS_SOIOWTT 12 BINARY Inbound socket I/O wait

600 X'258' MNS_SOIOWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
SOIOWTT
....CICS MCT:
DFHSOCK 241

608 X'260' MNS_SOIOWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

612 X'264' MNS_DSCHMDLY 12 BINARY CICS TCB Change Mode
delay
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612 X'264' MNS_DSCHMDLY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
DSCHMDLY
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 247

620 X'26C' MNS_DSCHMDLY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count
....Metric :
CHMODECT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 248

624 X'270' MNS_QRMODDLY 12 BINARY QR TCB wait for dispatch

624 X'270' MNS_QRMODDLY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
QRMODDLY
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 249

632 X'278' MNS_QRMODDLY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

636 X'27C' MNS_MAXOTDLY 12 BINARY CICS MAXOPENTCBS delay

636 X'27C' MNS_MAXOTDLY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
MAXOTDLY
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 250

644 X'284' MNS_MAXOTDLY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

648 X'288' MNS_JVMTIME 12 BINARY Java Virtual Machine time

648 X'288' MNS_JVMTIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
JVMTIME
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 253

656 X'290' MNS_JVMTIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

660 X'294' MNS_JVMSUSP 12 BINARY Java Virtual Machine
suspend

660 X'294' MNS_JVMSUSP_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
JVMSUSP
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 254

668 X'29C' MNS_JVMSUSP_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

672 X'2A0' MNS_QRDISPT 12 BINARY QR TCB dispatch

672 X'2A0' MNS_QRDISPT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
QRDISPT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 255

680 X'2A8' MNS_QRDISPT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

684 X'2AC' MNS_QRCPUT 12 BINARY QR TCB CPU time
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684 X'2AC' MNS_QRCPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric : QRCPUT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 256

692 X'2B4' MNS_QRCPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

696 X'2B8' MNS_MSDISPT 12 BINARY MS TCB dispatch

696 X'2B8' MNS_MSDISPT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
MSDISPT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 257

704 X'2C0' MNS_MSDISPT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

708 X'2C4' MNS_MSCPUT 12 BINARY MS TCB CPU time

708 X'2C4' MNS_MSCPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric : MSCPUT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 258

716 X'2CC' MNS_MSCPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

720 X'2D0' MNS_L8CPUT 12 BINARY L8 TCB CPU time

720 X'2D0' MNS_L8CPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric : L8CPUT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 259

728 X'2D8' MNS_L8CPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

732 X'2DC' MNS_J8CPUT 12 BINARY J8 TCB CPU time

732 X'2DC' MNS_J8CPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 260

740 X'2E4' MNS_J8CPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

744 X'2E8' MNS_S8CPUT 12 BINARY S8 TCB CPU time

744 X'2E8' MNS_S8CPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric : S8CPUT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 261

752 X'2F0' MNS_S8CPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

756 X'2F4' MNS_KY8DISPT 12 BINARY Key 8 TCB dispatch

756 X'2F4' MNS_KY8DISPT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
KY8DISPT ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 262

764 X'2FC' MNS_KY8DISPT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

768 X'300' MNS_KY8CPUT 12 BINARY Key 8 TCB CPU time
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768 X'300' MNS_KY8CPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
KY8CPUT ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 263

776 X'308' MNS_KY8CPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

780 X'30C' MNS_KY9DISPT 12 BINARY Key 9 dispatch

780 X'30C' MNS_KY9DISPT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
KY9DISPT ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 264

788 X'314' MNS_KY9DISPT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

792 X'318' MNS_KY9CPUT 12 BINARY Key 9 TCB CPU time

792 X'318' MNS_KY9CPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
KY9CPUT ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 265

800 X'320' MNS_KY9CPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

804 X'324' MNS_L9CPUT 12 BINARY L9 Mode Cpu time

804 X'324' MNS_L9CPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric : L9CPUT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 266

812 X'32C' MNS_L9CPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

816 X'330' MNS_J9CPUT 12 BINARY J9 TCB CPU time

816 X'330' MNS_J9CPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 267

824 X'338' MNS_J9CPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

828 X'33C' MNS_DSTCBMWT 12 BINARY TCB mismatch wait

828 X'33C' MNS_DSTCBMWT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
DSTCBMWT ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 268

836 X'344' MNS_DSTCBMWT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

840 X'348' MNS_RODISPT 12 BINARY RO TCB dispatch

840 X'348' MNS_RODISPT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RODISPT ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 269

848 X'350' MNS_RODISPT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

852 X'354' MNS_ROCPUT 12 BINARY RO TCB CPU time

852 X'354' MNS_ROCPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric : ROCPUT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 270
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860 X'35C' MNS_ROCPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

864 X'360' MNS_X8CPUT 12 BINARY X8 Mode CPU time

864 X'360' MNS_X8CPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric : X8CPUT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 271

872 X'368' MNS_X8CPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

876 X'36C' MNS_X9CPUT 12 BINARY X9 Mode CPU time

876 X'36C' MNS_X9CPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric : X9CPUT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 272

884 X'374' MNS_X9CPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

888 X'378' MNS_JVMITIME 12 BINARY CICS JVM initialization

888 X'378' MNS_JVMITIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
JVMITIME ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 273

896 X'380' MNS_JVMITIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

900 X'384' MNS_JVMRTIME 12 BINARY CICS JVM reset

900 X'384' MNS_JVMRTIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
JVMRTIME ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 275

908 X'38C' MNS_JVMRTIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

912 X'390' MNS_MAXJTDLY 12 BINARY CICS MAXJVMTCBS delay

912 X'390' MNS_MAXJTDLY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 277

920 X'398' MNS_MAXJTDLY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

924 X'39C' MNS_MAXHTDLY 12 BINARY CICS MAXHPTCBS delay

924 X'39C' MNS_MAXHTDLY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 278

932 X'3A4' MNS_MAXHTDLY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

936 X'3A8' MNS_DSMMSCWT 12 BINARY MVS storage constraint wait

936 X'3A8' MNS_DSMMSCWT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
DSMMSCWT ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 279

944 X'3B0' MNS_DSMMSCWT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

948 X'3B4' MNS_MAXSTDLY 12 BINARY Max SSL TCB delay
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948 X'3B4' MNS_MAXSTDLY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
MAXSTDLY ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 281

956 X'3BC' MNS_MAXSTDLY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

960 X'3C0' MNS_MAXXTDLY 12 BINARY Max XPLink TCB delay

960 X'3C0' MNS_MAXXTDLY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
MAXXTDLY ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 282

968 X'3C8' MNS_MAXXTDLY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

972 X'3CC' MNS_PTPWAIT 12 BINARY 3270 bridge partner wait

972 X'3CC' MNS_PTPWAIT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
PTPWAIT ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 285

980 X'3D4' MNS_PTPWAIT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

984 X'3D8' MNS_SOOIOWTT 12 BINARY Outbound socket I/O wait

984 X'3D8' MNS_SOOIOWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
SOOIOWTT ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 299

992 X'3E0' MNS_SOOIOWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

996 X'3E4' MNS_ISIOWTT 12 BINARY IPIC connection I/O wait

996 X'3E4' MNS_ISIOWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
ISIOWTT ....CICS
MCT: DFHSOCK 30 0

1004 X'3EC' MNS_ISIOWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1008 X'3F0' MNS_WMQGETWT 12 BINARY MQ GETWAIT wait

1008 X'3F0' MNS_WMQGETWT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
WMQGETWT ....CICS
MCT: DFHDATA 396

1016 X'3F8' MNS_WMQGETWT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1020 X'3FC' MNS_GSVITIME 12 BINARY GSVI transaction monitoring

1020 X'3FC' MNS_GSVITIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
GSVITIME ....CICS
MCT: none

1028 X'404' MNS_GSVITIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1032 X'408' MNS_GSVICPU 12 BINARY GSVI transaction monitoring
CPU
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1032 X'408' MNS_GSVICPU_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
GSVICPU ....CICS
MCT: none

1040 X'410' MNS_GSVICPU_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1044 X'414' MNS_RUNTIME 12 BINARY Run Time (Life time - 1st
delay)

1044 X'414' MNS_RUNTIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RUNTIME ....CICS
MCT: none

1052 X'41C' MNS_RUNTIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1056 X'420' MNS_MAXTTDLY 12 BINARY Max thread TCB delay

1056 X'420' MNS_MAXTTDLY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
MAXTTDLY ....CICS
MCT: DFHTASK 283

1064 X'428' MNS_MAXTTDLY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1068 X'42C' MNS_T8CPUT 12 BINARY T8 mode CPU time

1068 X'42C' MNS_T8CPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric : T8CPUT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 400

1076 X'434' MNS_T8CPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1080 X'438' MNS_MLXSSCTM 12 BINARY XML system services CPU
time

1080 X'438' MNS_MLXSSCTM_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....CICS MCT:
DFHWEBB 411

1088 X'440' MNS_MLXSSCTM_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1092 X'444' MNS_RMITOTAL 12 BINARY RMI time - Total

1092 X'444' MNS_RMITOTAL_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RMITOTAL ....CICS
MCT: DFHRMI 001

1100 X'44C' MNS_RMITOTAL_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1104 X'450' MNS_RMIOTHER 12 BINARY RMI time - Other

1104 X'450' MNS_RMIOTHER_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RMIOTHER ....CICS
MCT: DFHRMI 002

1112 X'458' MNS_RMIOTHER_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1116 X'45C' MNS_RMIDB2 12 BINARY RMI time - DB2
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1116 X'45C' MNS_RMIDB2_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric : RMIDB2
....CICS MCT:
DFHRMI 003

1124 X'464' MNS_RMIDB2_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1128 X'468' MNS_RMIDBCTL 12 BINARY RMI time - DBCTL

1128 X'468' MNS_RMIDBCTL_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RMIDBCTL ....CICS
MCT: DFHRMI 004

1136 X'470' MNS_RMIDBCTL_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1140 X'474' MNS_RMIEXDLI 12 BINARY RMI time - EXEC DLI

1140 X'474' MNS_RMIEXDLI_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RMIEXDLI ....CICS
MCT: DFHRMI 005

1148 X'47C' MNS_RMIEXDLI_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1152 X'480' MNS_RMIMQM 12 BINARY RMI time - MQ

1152 X'480' MNS_RMIMQM_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric : RMIMQM
....CICS MCT:
DFHRMI 006

1160 X'488' MNS_RMIMQM_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1164 X'48C' MNS_RMICPSM 12 BINARY RMI time - CICSPlex SM

1164 X'48C' MNS_RMICPSM_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RMICPSM ....CICS
MCT: DFHRMI 007

1172 X'494' MNS_RMICPSM_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1176 X'498' MNS_RMITCPIP 12 BINARY RMI time - TCP/IP sockets

1176 X'498' MNS_RMITCPIP_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
RMITCPIP
....CICS MCT:
DFHRMI 008

1184 X'4A0' MNS_RMITCPIP_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1188 X'4A4' MNS_JVMTHDWT 12 BINARY JVMSERVER thread wait

1188 X'4A4' MNS_JVMTHDWT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
JVMTHDWT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 401

1196 X'4AC' MNS_JVMTHDWT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1200 X'4B0' MNS_WMQASRBT 12 BINARY MQ API SRB
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1200 X'4B0' MNS_WMQASRBT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
WMQASRBT
....CICS MCT:
DFHDATA 397

1208 X'4B8' MNS_WMQASRBT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1212 X'4BC' MNS_ISALWTT 12 BINARY IPIC session alloc wait

1212 X'4BC' MNS_ISALWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
ISALWTT
....CICS MCT:
DFHSOCK 319

1220 X'4C4' MNS_ISALWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1224 X'4C8' MNS_TCALWTT 12 BINARY MRO session alloc wait

1224 X'4C8' MNS_TCALWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
TCALWTT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTERM 343

1232 X'4D0' MNS_TCALWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1236 X'4D4' MNS_ROMODDLY 12 BINARY RO TCB delay

1236 X'4D4' MNS_ROMODDLY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
ROMODDLY
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 348

1244 X'4DC' MNS_ROMODDLY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1248 X'4E0' MNS_SOMODDLY 12 BINARY SO TCB delay time

1248 X'4E0' MNS_SOMODDLY_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
SOMODDLY
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 349

1256 X'4E8' MNS_SOMODDLY_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1260 X'4EC' MNS_TDILWTT 12 BINARY Transient Data intra lock wait

1260 X'4EC' MNS_TDILWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
TDILWTT
....CICS MCT:
DFHDEST 403

1268 X'4F4' MNS_TDILWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1272 X'4F8' MNS_TDELWTT 12 BINARY Transient Data extra lock wait

1272 X'4F8' MNS_TDELWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
TDELWTT
....CICS MCT:
DFHDEST 404
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1280 X'500' MNS_TDELWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1284 X'504' MNS_FCXCWTT 12 BINARY File exclusive ctrl wait

1284 X'504' MNS_FCXCWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
FCXCWTT
....CICS MCT:
DFHFILE 426

1292 X'50C' MNS_FCXCWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1296 X'510' MNS_DSAPTHWT 12 BINARY DS allocate pthread wait

1296 X'510' MNS_DSAPTHWT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
DSAPTHWT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 429

1304 X'518' MNS_DSAPTHWT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1308 X'51C' MNS_FCVSWTT 12 BINARY File VSAM string wait

1308 X'51C' MNS_FCVSWTT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
FCVSWTT
....CICS MCT:
DFHFILE 427

1316 X'524' MNS_FCVSWTT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1320 X'528' MNS_ASFTCHWT 12 BINARY Asynchronous FETCH wait
time

1320 X'528' MNS_ASFTCHWT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
ASFTCHWT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 475

1328 X'530' MNS_ASFTCHWT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1332 X'534' MNS_CPUTONCP 12 BINARY CPU time on standard CP

1332 X'534' MNS_CPUTONCP_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
CPUTONCP
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 436

1340 X'53C' MNS_CPUTONCP_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1344 X'540' MNS_ASRNATWT 12 BINARY Asynchronous RUN delayed
time

1344 X'540' MNS_ASRNATWT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
ASRNATWT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 476

1352 X'548' MNS_ASRNATWT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1356 X'54C' MNS_OFFLCPUT 12 BINARY Offload CPU time on
standard CP
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1356 X'54C' MNS_OFFLCPUT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
OFFLCPUT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 437

1364 X'554' MNS_OFFLCPUT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1368 X'558' 12 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

1368 X'558' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

1376 X'560' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

1380 X'564' MNS_CSFXTIME 12 BINARY Datacom CSF monitoring

1380 X'564' MNS_CSFXTIME_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
CSFXTIME
....CICS MCT: none

1388 X'56C' MNS_CSFXTIME_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1392 X'570' 12 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

1392 X'570' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

1400 X'578' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

1404 X'57C' MNS_CSFXCPU 12 BINARY Datacom CSF monitoring
CPU time

1404 X'57C' MNS_CSFXCPU_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
CSFXCPU
....CICS MCT: none

1412 X'584' MNS_CSFXCPU_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1416 X'588' MNS_MONXCPU 12 BINARY Monitor Exit Interface CPU
time

1416 X'588' MNS_MONXCPU_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
MONXCPU
....CICS MCT: none

1424 X'590' MNS_MONXCPU_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1428 X'594' MNS_WBURIOPN 12 BINARY WEB OPEN elapsed time

1428 X'594' MNS_WBURIOPN_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
WBURIOPN
....CICS MCT:
DFHWEBB 339

1436 X'59C' MNS_WBURIOPN_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1440 X'5A0' MNS_WBSVINVK 12 BINARY INVOKE SERVICE elapsed
time

1440 X'5A0' MNS_WBSVINVK_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
WBSVINVK
....CICS MCT:
DFHWEBC 379
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1448 X'5A8' MNS_WBSVINVK_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1452 X'5AC' MNS_WBURIRCV 12 BINARY WEB RECEIVE
SESSTOKEN elap time

1452 X'5AC' MNS_WBURIRCV_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
WBURIRCV
....CICS MCT:
DFHWEBB 393

1460 X'5B4' MNS_WBURIRCV_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1464 X'5B8' MNS_WBURISND 12 BINARY WEB SEND SESSTOKEN
elapsed time

1464 X'5B8' MNS_WBURISND_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time
....Metric :
WBURISND
....CICS MCT:
DFHWEBB 394

1472 X'5C0' MNS_WBURISND_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1476 X'5C4' MNS_XSVFYBAS 12 BINARY Basic auth token verification
wait time

1476 X'5C4' MNS_XSVFYBAS_Time 8 BINARY ..Total time
....Metric :
XSVFYBAS
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASH 438

1484 X'5CC' MNS_XSVFYBAS_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1488 X'5D0' MNS_XSVFYJWT 12 BINARY JSON web token verification
wait time

1488 X'5D0' MNS_XSVFYJWT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total time
....Metric :
XSVFYJWT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 440

1496 X'5D8' MNS_XSVFYJWT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1500 X'5DC' MNS_SMMVSSWT 12 BINARY z/OS storage wait time

1500 X'5DC' MNS_SMMVSSWT_Time 8 BINARY ..Total time
....Metric :
SMMVSSWT
....CICS MCT:
DFHTASK 274

1508 X'5E4' MNS_SMMVSSWT_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

1512 X'5E8' MNS_clock004 12 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

1512 X'5E8' MNS_clock004_Time 8 BINARY ..Total Time

1520 X'5F0' MNS_clock004_Count 4 BINARY ..Count

MNS_CLOCKS_L EQU *-MNS_CLOCKS Segment length
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DFHTASK

Section DFHTASK

DSECT MNS_DFHTASK

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHTASK

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHTASK
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHTASK DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHTASK

0 X'0' MNS_TRAN 4 EBCDIC 001 Transaction ID

4 X'4' MNS_T 4 BINARY 004 Transaction start type

8 X'8' MNS_TRANNUM 4 PACKED 031 Transaction number

12 X'C' MNS_ICPUINCT 4 BINARY 059 IC START or INITIATE
requests
Metric : DSTCBHWM

16 X'10' MNS_TASKFLAG 4 BINARY 064 Task monitor flags

20 X'14' MNS_ICSTACCT 4 BINARY 065 IC start requests with
channel opt
Metric : ICSTACCT

24 X'18' MNS_ICTOTCT 4 BINARY 066 IC total requests

28 X'1C' MNS_TRNGGRPID 28 EBCDIC 082 Transaction group ID

56 X'38' MNS_NETNAME 20 EBCDIC 097 Network name

76 X'4C' MNS_UOWID 8 BINARY 098 Unit-Of-Work (UOW) ID

84 X'54' MNS_TRANPRI 4 BINARY 109 Transaction priority
Metric : PRIORITY

88 X'58' MNS_TCLASS 4 EBCDIC 110 *--- No Longer Used ---*

92 X'5C' MNS_BRDGTRAN 4 EBCDIC 124 3270 bridge transid

96 X'60' MNS_RCVRYTKN 8 BINARY 132 Recovery Unit-Of-Work
ID

104 X'68' MNS_FCTYNAME 4 EBCDIC 163 Transaction facility name

108 X'6C' MNS_TRANFLAG 8 BINARY 164 Transaction flag

116 X'74' MNS_TCLSNAME 8 EBCDIC 166 Transaction class name

124 X'7C' MNS_RRMSURID 16 EBCDIC 190 RRMS/MVS unit of
recovery ID

140 X'8C' MNS_OTSTID 128 EBCDIC 194 OTS transaction id (Tid)
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268 X'10C' MNS_CHMODECT 4 BINARY 248 CICS TCB changes
modes

272 X'110' MNS_TCBATTCT 4 BINARY 251 CICS TCB attach count
Metric : TCBATTCT

276 X'114' MNS_DSTCBHWM 4 BINARY 252 CICS dispatcher TCB
HWM
Metric : DSTCBHWM

280 X'118' MNS_ICSTACDL 4 BINARY 345 IC START CHANNEL
data len
Metric : ICSTACDL

284 X'11C' MNS_ICSTRCCT 4 BINARY 346 IC START CHANNEL
remote requests
Metric : ICSTRCCT

288 X'120' MNS_ICSTRCDL 4 BINARY 347 IC START CHANNEL
remove data len
Metric : ICSTRCDL

------------------- New at CICS TS 5.1 (6.8.0) --------------------

292 X'124' MNS_CECMCHTP 4 EBCDIC 430 CEC machine type

296 X'128' MNS_CECMDLID 16 EBCDIC 431 CEC model ID

312 X'138' MNS_CURTASKS 4 BINARY 434 Current tasks at tran
attach
Metric : CURTASKS

316 X'13C' MNS_MAXTASKS 4 BINARY 433 MXT at transaction
attach
Metric : MAXTASKS

320 X'140' MNS_ACAPPLNM 64 EBCDIC 451 Current application name

384 X'180' MNS_ACPLATNM 64 EBCDIC 452 Current platform name

448 X'1C0' MNS_ACMAJVER 4 BINARY 453 Application major version

452 X'1C4' MNS_ACMINVER 4 BINARY 454 Application minor version

456 X'1C8' MNS_ACMICVER 4 BINARY 455 Application micro version

460 X'1CC' MNS_ACOPERNM 64 EBCDIC 456 Current operation name

------------------- New at CICS TS 5.4 (7.1.0) -----------------------

524 X'20C' MNS_ASTOTCT 4 BINARY 470 Asynch API commands
requests

528 X'210' MNS_ASRUNCT 4 BINARY 471 EXEC CICS RUN
TRANSID requests

532 X'214' MNS_ASFTCHCT 4 BINARY 472 EXEC CICS FETCH
command requests

536 X'218' MNS_ASFREECT 4 BINARY 473 EXEC CICS FREE
CHILD requests

540 x'21C' MNS_LPARNAME 8 EBCDIC 432 LPAR name

MNS_DFHTASK_L EQU *-MNS_DFHTASK Segment length
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DFHTERM

Section DFHTERM

DSECT MNS_DFHTERM

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHTERM

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHTERM
The descriptions for the following fields contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHTERM DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHTERM

0 X'0' MNS_TERM 4 EBCDIC 002 Terminal ID

4 X'4' MNS_TCMSGIN1 4 BINARY 034 Messages received
(principle)
Metric : TCMSGIN1

8 X'8' MNS_TCMSGOU1 4 BINARY 035 Messages sent
(principle)
Metric : TCMSGOU1

12 X'C' MNS_TCMSGIN2 4 BINARY 067 Messages received
(alternate)
Metric : TCMSGIN2

16 X'10' MNS_TCMSGOU2 4 BINARY 068 Messages sent
(alternate)
Metric : TCMSGOU2

20 X'14' MNS_TCALLOCT 4 BINARY 069 TCTTE allocate requests
Metric : TCALLOCT

24 X'18' MNS_TCCHRIN1 4 BINARY 083 Bytes received (principle)
Metric : TCCHRIN1

28 X'1C' MNS_TCCHROU1 4 BINARY 084 Bytes sent (principle)
Metric : TCCHROU1

32 X'20' MNS_TCCHRIN2 4 BINARY 085 Bytes received
(alternate)
Metric : TCCHRIN2

36 X'24' MNS_TCCHROU2 4 BINARY 086 Bytes sent (alternate)
Metric : TCCHROU2

40 X'28' MNS_LUNAME 8 EBCDIC 111 Logical unit name

48 X'30' MNS_TCM62IN2 4 BINARY 135 LU6.2 messages
received
Metric : TCM62IN2
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52 X'34' MNS_TCM62OU2 4 BINARY 136 LU6.2 messages sent
Metric : TCM62OU2

56 X'38' MNS_TCC62IN2 4 BINARY 137 LU6.2 bytes received
Metric : TCC62IN2

60 X'3C' MNS_TCC62OU2 4 BINARY 138 LU6.2 bytes sent
Metric : TCC62OU2

64 X'40' MNS_TERMINFO 4 BINARY 165 Terminal or session info

68 X'44' MNS_TERMCNNM 4 EBCDIC 169 Terminal connection
name

72 X'48' MNS_NETID 8 EBCDIC 197 NETID - Network
qualified name

80 X'50' MNS_RLUNAME 8 EBCDIC 198 Real network name

MNS_DFHTERM_L EQU *-MNS_DFHTERM Segment length

DFHCICS

Section DFHCICS

DSECT MNS_DFHCICS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHCICS

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHCICS
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHCICS DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHCICS

0 X'0' MNS_OPR 4 EBCDIC 003 *--- No Longer Used ---*

4 X'4' MNS_START 8 BINARY 005 Transaction start time -
STCK

12 X'C' MNS_STOP 8 BINARY 006 Transaction stop time -
STCK

20 X'14' MNS_CFCAPICT 4 BINARY 025 CICS OO class requests
Metric : CFCAPICT

24 X'18' MNS_USERID 8 EBCDIC 089 Userid

32 X'20' MNS_RTYPE 4 EBCDIC 112 Performance record type

36 X'24' MNS_RSYSID 4 EBCDIC 130 Remote system of route

40 X'28' MNS_PERRECNT 4 BINARY 131 Performance record
count
Metric : PERRECNT
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44 X'2C' MNS_SRVCLSNM 8 EBCDIC 167 WLM service class name

52 X'34' MNS_RPTCLSNM 8 EBCDIC 168 WLM report class name

60 X'3C' MNS_ONETWKID 8 EBCDIC 359 TCP/IP Origin network id

68 X'44' MNS_OAPPLID 8 EBCDIC 360 TCP/IP Origin applid

76 X'4C' MNS_OSTART 8 BINARY 361 TCP/IP Origin task start
time

84 X'54' MNS_OTRANNUM 4 PACKED 362 TCP/IP Origin task
number

88 X'58' MNS_OTRAN 4 EBCDIC 363 TCP/IP Origin transaction
id

92 X'5C' MNS_OUSERID 8 EBCDIC 364 TCP/IP Origin userid

100 X'64' MNS_OUSERCOR 64 EBCDIC 365 TCP/IP Origin user data

164 X'A4' MNS_OTCPSVCE 8 EBCDIC 366 TCP/IP Origin
TCPIPSERVICE

172 X'AC' MNS_OPORTNUM 4 BINARY 367 TCP/IP Origin port
number

176 X'B0' MNS_OCLIPADR_368 16 EBCDIC 368 TCP/IP Origin client IP
addr

192 X'C0' MNS_OCLIPORT 4 BINARY 369 TCP/IP Origin client port

196 X'C4' MNS_OTRANFLG 8 BINARY 370 TCP/IP Origin tran flags

204 X'CC' MNS_OFCTYNME_old 4 EBCDIC 371 TCP/IP Origin facility
name

208 X'D0' MNS_OCLIPADR 40 EBCDIC 372 TCP/IP Origin client IP
addr

------------------- New at CICS TS 4.1 (6.6.0) --------------------

248 X'F8' MNS_EICTOTCT 4 BINARY 402 Total EXEC CICS
requests
Metric : EICTOTCT

252 X'FC' MNS_TIASKTCT 4 BINARY 405 EXEC CICS ASKTIME
requests
Metric : TIASKTCT

256 X'100' MNS_TITOTCT 4 BINARY 406 Total EXEC xxxTIME
requests
Metric : TITOTCT

260 X'104' MNS_BFDGSTCT 4 BINARY 408 BIF DIGEST requests
Metric : BFDGSTCT

264 X'108' MNS_BFTOTCT 4 BINARY 409 Total BIF requests
Metric : BFTOTCT

268 X'10C' MNS_ECSIGECT 4 BINARY 415 SIGNAL EVENT
requests
Metric : ECSIGECT

272 X'110' MNS_ECEFOPCT 4 BINARY 416 Event Filter operations
Metric : ECEFOPCT
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276 X'114' MNS_ECEVNTCT 4 BINARY 417 EVENTs captured
Metric : ECEVNTCT

------------------- New at CICS TS 4.2 (6.7.0) --------------------

280 X'118' MNS_ECSEVCCT 4 BINARY 418 Sync emission EVENTs
captured
Metric : ECSEVCCT

284 X'11C' MNS_PHNTWKID 8 EBCDIC 373 Previous Hop data
network id

292 X'124' MNS_PHAPPLID 8 EBCDIC 374 Previous Hop data applid

300 X'12C' MNS_PHSTART 8 BINARY 375 Previous Hop data task
start

308 X'134' MNS_PHTRANNO 4 PACKED 376 Previous Hop data task
number

312 X'138' MNS_PHTRAN 4 EBCDIC 377 Previous Hop data tran id

316 X'13C' MNS_PHCOUNT 4 BINARY 378 Previous Hop data count

320 X'140' MNS_OADID 64 EBCDIC 351 Originating adapter id

384 X'180' MNS_OADATA1 64 EBCDIC 352 Originating adapter data
1

448 X'1C0' MNS_OADATA2 64 EBCDIC 353 Originating adapter data
2

512 X'200' MNS_OADATA3 64 EBCDIC 354 Originating adapter data
3

------------------- New at CICS TS 5.1 (6.8.0) -----------------------

576 X'240' MNS_MPPRTXCD 4 BINARY 449 Policy rule thresholds
exceeded
Metric : MPPRTXCD

580 X'244' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

584 X'248' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

------------------- Adjustments --------------------------------------

588 X'24C' MNS_OFCTYNME 8 EBCDIC 371 TCP/IP Origin facility
name

------------------- New at CICS TS 5.3 (7.0.0) -----------------------

596 X'254' MNS_NCGETCT 4 BINARY 464 EXEC CICS GET
COUNT/DCOUNT requests
Metric : NCGETCT

------------------- New at CICS TS 5.4 (7.1.0) -----------------------

600 X'258' MNS_PTSTART 8 BINARY 480 Previous Tran start time

608 X'260' MNS_PTTRANNO 4 PACKED 481 Previous Tran tran seq
number

612 X'264' MNS_PTTRAN 4 EBCDIC 482 Previous Tran tran id

616 X'268' MNS_PTCOUNT 4 BINARY 483 Previous Tran count

620 X'26C' MNS_MPSRECT 4 BINARY 466 System rule evaluations
Metric : MPSRECT
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624 X'270' MNS_MPSRACT 4 BINARY 467 System rule actions
Metric : MPSRACT

MNS_DFHCICS_L EQU *-MNS_DFHCICS Segment length

DFHDEST

Section DFHDEST

DSECT MNS_DFHDEST

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHDEST

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHDEST
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHDEST DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHDEST

0 X'0' MNS_TDGETCT 4 BINARY 041 Transient Data GET
requests
Metric : TDPGETS

4 X'4' MNS_TDPUTCT 4 BINARY 042 Transient Data PUT
requests
Metric : TDPPUTS

8 X'8' MNS_TDPURCT 4 BINARY 043 Transient Data PURGE
requests
Metric : TDPPURGE

12 X'C' MNS_TDTOTCT 4 BINARY 091 Transient Data total
requests
Metric : TDPREQS

MNS_DFHDEST_L EQU *-MNS_DFHDEST Segment length

DFHFILE

Section DFHFILE

DSECT MNS_DFHFILE

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHFILE

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHFILE
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.
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Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHFILE DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHFILE

0 X'0' MNS_FCGETCT 4 BINARY 036 File GET requests
Metric : FCPGETS

4 X'4' MNS_FCPUTCT 4 BINARY 037 File PUT requests
Metric : FCPPUTS

8 X'8' MNS_FCBRWCT 4 BINARY 038 File BROWSE requests
Metric : FCPBROWS

12 X'C' MNS_FCADDCT 4 BINARY 039 File ADD requests
Metric : FCPADD

16 X'10' MNS_FCDELCT 4 BINARY 040 File DELETE requests
Metric : FCPDEL

20 X'14' MNS_FCAMCT 4 BINARY 070 File access method
requests
Metric : FCPAMCT

24 X'18' MNS_FCTOTCT 4 BINARY 093 File total requests
Metric : FCPREQS

MNS_DFHFILE_L EQU *-MNS_DFHFILE Segment length

DFHJOUR

Section DFHHOUR

DSECT MNS_DFHJOUR

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHJOUR

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHJOUR
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHJOUR DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHJOUR

0 X'0' MNS_JCPUWRCT 4 BINARY 058 Journal write requests
Metric : JCPREQS

4 X'4' MNS_LOGWRTCT 4 BINARY 172 Journal log stream write
requests
Metric : LOGWRTCT
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MNS_DFHJOUR_L EQU *-MNS_DFHJOUR Segment length

DFHMAPP

Section DFHMAPP

DSECT MNS_DFHMAPP

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHMAPP

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHMAPP
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHMAPP DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHMAPP

0 X'0' MNS_BMSMAPCT 4 BINARY 050 BMS MAP requests
Metric : BMSMAP

4 X'4' MNS_BMSINCT 4 BINARY 051 BMS MAP IN requests
Metric : BMSIN

8 X'8' MNS_BMSOUTCT 4 BINARY 052 BMS MAP OUT requests
Metric : BMSOUT

12 X'C' MNS_BMSTOTCT 4 BINARY 090 BMS total requests
Metric : BMSREQS

MNS_DFHMAPP_L EQU *-MNS_DFHMAPP Segment length

DFHPROG

Section DFHPROG

DSECT MNS_DFHPROG

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHPROG

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHPROG
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHPROG DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHPROG
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0 X'0' MNS_PCLINKCT 4 BINARY 055 Program LINK and
INVOKE req
Metric : PCPLINK

4 X'4' MNS_PCXCTLCT 4 BINARY 056 Program XCTL requests
Metric : PCPXCTL

8 X'8' MNS_PCLOADCT 4 BINARY 057 Program LOAD requests
Metric : PCPLOAD

12 X'C' MNS_PCMNAME 8 EBCDIC 071 Program called at attach

20 X'14' MNS_PCLURMCT 4 BINARY 072 Program LINK URM
requests
Metric : PCLURMCT

24 X'18' MNS_PCDPLCT 4 BINARY 073 Program DPL requests
Metric : PCDPLCT

28 X'1C' MNS_PCABCODEO 4 EBCDIC 113 Original abend code

32 X'20' MNS_PCABCODEC 4 EBCDIC 114 Current abend code

36 X'24' MNS_PCDLCSDL 4 BINARY 286 DPL requests w/channel
data len
Metric : PCDLCSDL

40 X'28' MNS_PCDLCRDL 4 BINARY 287 DPL RETURN requests
w/channel data
Metric : PCDLCRDL

44 X'2C' MNS_PCLNKCCT 4 BINARY 306 LINK requests with
CHANNEL
Metric : PCLNKCCT

48 X'30' MNS_PCXCLCCT 4 BINARY 307 XCTL requests with
CHANNEL
Metric : PCXCLCCT

52 X'34' MNS_PCDPLCCT 4 BINARY 308 DPL requests with
CHANNEL
Metric : PCDPLCCT

56 X'38' MNS_PCRTNCCT 4 BINARY 309 Remote RETURN
request w/CHANNEL
Metric : PCRTNCCT

60 X'3C' MNS_PCRTNCDL 4 BINARY 310 Remote RETURN data
len w/CHAN
Metric : PCRTNCDL

MNS_DFHPROG_L EQU *-MNS_DFHPROG Segment length

DFHSTOR

Section DFHSTOR

DSECT MNS_DFHSTOR

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHSTOR
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Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHSTOR
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHSTOR DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHSTOR

0 X'0' MNS_SCUSRHWM 4 BINARY 033 UDSA high-water mark
Metric : STGUS24H

4 X'4' MNS_SCUGETCT 4 BINARY 054 UDSA GETMAIN
requests
Metric : STG24GET

8 X'8' MNS_PCSTGHWM 4 BINARY 087 Program storage high-
water mark
Metric : STGPGMH

12 X'C' MNS_SCUSRSTG 8 BINARY 095 UDSA storage
occupancy

20 X'14' MNS_TCSTG 4 BINARY 104 *--- No Longer Used ---*

24 X'18' MNS_SCUCGTCT 4 BINARY 105 EUDSA GETMAIN
requests
Metric : STG31GET

28 X'1C' MNS_SCUCRHWM 4 BINARY 106 EUDSA high-water mark
Metric : STGUS31H

32 X'20' MNS_SCUCRSTG 8 BINARY 107 EUDSA storage
occupancy

40 X'28' MNS_PC24BHWM 4 BINARY 108 DSA Program high-water
mark
Metric : STGPGMBH

44 X'2C' MNS_SC24CHWM 4 BINARY 116 CDSA high-water mark
Metric : CDSAHWM

48 X'30' MNS_SCCGETCT 4 BINARY 117 CDSA GETMAIN
requests
Metric : CDSAGET

52 X'34' MNS_SC24COCC 8 BINARY 118 CDSA storage
occupancy

60 X'3C' MNS_SC31CHWM 4 BINARY 119 ECDSA high-water mark
Metric : ECDSAHWM

64 X'40' MNS_SCAGETCT 4 BINARY 120 ECDSA GETMAIN
requests
Metric : ECDSAGET
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68 X'44' MNS_SC31COCC 8 BINARY 121 ECDSA storage
occupancy

76 X'4C' MNS_PC31RHWM 4 BINARY 122 ERDSA program high-
water mark
Metric : PC31RHWM

80 X'50' MNS_PC31AHWM 4 BINARY 139 EDSA program high-
water mark
Metric : PC31AHWM

84 X'54' MNS_PC31UHWM 4 BINARY 140 *--- No Longer Used ---*

88 X'58' MNS_PC24UHWM 4 BINARY 141 *--- No Longer Used ---*

92 X'5C' MNS_PC31CHWM 4 BINARY 142 ECDSA program high-
water mark
Metric : PC31CHWM

96 X'60' MNS_PC24CHWM 4 BINARY 143 CDSA program high-
water mark
Metric : PC24CHWM

100 X'64' MNS_SC24SGCT 4 BINARY 144 CDSA or SDSA
GETMAIN requests
Metric : SC24SGCT

104 X'68' MNS_SC24GSHR 4 BINARY 145 CDSA or SDSA
GETMAIN bytes
Metric : SC24GSHR

108 X'6C' MNS_SC24FSHR 4 BINARY 146 CDSA or SDSA
FREEMAIN bytes
Metric : SC24FSHR

112 X'70' MNS_SC31SGCT 4 BINARY 147 ECDSA or ESDSA
GETMAIN requests
Metric : SC31SGCT

116 X'74' MNS_SC31GSHR 4 BINARY 148 ECDSA or ESDSA
GETMAIN bytes
Metric : SC31GSHR

120 X'78' MNS_SC31FSHR 4 BINARY 149 ECDSA or ESDSA
FREEMAIN bytes
Metric : SC31FSHR

124 X'7C' MNS_PC24SHWM 4 BINARY 160 SDSA program high-
water mark
Metric : PC24SHWM

128 X'80' MNS_PC31SHWM 4 BINARY 161 ESDSA program high-
water mark
Metric : PC31SHWM

132 X'84' MNS_PC24RHWM 4 BINARY 162 RDSA program high-
water mark
Metric : PC24RHWM

------------------- New at CICS TS 5.1 (6.8.0) -----------------------
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136 X'88' MNS_SC64CGCT 4 BINARY 441 GCDSA GETMAIN
requests
Metric : SC64CGCT

140 X'8C' MNS_SC64CHWM 4 BINARY 442 GCDSA high-water mark
Metric : SC64CHWM

144 X'90' MNS_SC64FSHR 4 BINARY 447 GCDSA or GSDSA
FREEMAIN bytes
Metric : SC64FSHR

148 X'94' MNS_SC64GSHR 4 BINARY 446 GCDSA or GSDSA
GETMAIN bytes
Metric : SC64GSHR

152 X'98' MNS_SC64SGCT 4 BINARY 445 GCDSA or GSDSA
GETMAIN requests
Metric : SC64SGCT

156 X'9C' MNS_SC64UGCT 4 BINARY 443 GUDSA GETMAIN
requests
Metric : SC64UGCT

160 X'A0' MNS_SC64UHWM 4 BINARY 444 GUDSA high-water mark
Metric : SC64UHWM

MNS_DFHSTOR_L EQU *-MNS_DFHSTOR Segment length

DFHSYNC

Section DFHSYNC

DSECT MNS_DFHSYNC

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHSYNC

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHSYNC
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHSYNC DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHSYNC

0 X'0' MNS_SPSYNCCT 4 BINARY 060 Sync point requests
Metric : SYNCREQS

MNS_DFHSYNC_L EQU *-MNS_DFHSYNC Segment length

DFHTEMP

Section DFHTEMP

DSECT MNS_DFHTEMP
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Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHTEMP

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHTEMP
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHTEMP DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHTEMP

0 X'0' MNS_TSGETCT 4 BINARY 044 Temporary Stg GET
requests
Metric : TSPGETS

4 X'4' MNS_TSPUTACT 4 BINARY 046 Temporary Stg PUT AUX
requests
Metric : TSPPUTSA

8 X'8' MNS_TSPUTMCT 4 BINARY 047 Temporary Stg PUT
MAIN requests
Metric : TSPPUTSM

12 X'C' MNS_TSTOTCT 4 BINARY 092 Temporary Stg total
requests
Metric : TSPREQS

------------------- New at CICS TS 5.3 (7.0.0) -----------------------

16 X'10' MNS_TSGETSCT 4 BINARY 460 Temporary Stg GET
shared requests
Metric : TSGETSCT

20 X'14' MNS_TSPUTSCT 4 BINARY 461 Temporary Stg PUT
shared requests
Metric : TSPUTSCT

MNS_DFHTEMP_L EQU *-MNS_DFHTEMP Segment length

DFHFEPI

Section DFHFEPI

DSECT MNS_DFHFEPI

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHFEPI

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHFEPI
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS
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Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHFEPI DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHFEPI

0 X'0' MNS_SZALLOCT 4 BINARY 150 FEPI conversations
allocated
Metric : SZALLOCT

4 X'4' MNS_SZRCVCT 4 BINARY 151 FEPI RECEIVE requests
Metric : SZRCVCT

8 X'8' MNS_SZSENDCT 4 BINARY 152 FEPI SEND requests
Metric : SZSENDCT

12 X'C' MNS_SZSTRTCT 4 BINARY 153 FEPI START requests
Metric : SZSTRTCT

16 X'10' MNS_SZCHROUT 4 BINARY 154 Bytes sent through FEPI
Metric : SZCHROUT

20 X'14' MNS_SZCHRIN 4 BINARY 155 Bytes received through
FEPI
Metric : SZCHRIN

24 X'18' MNS_SZALLCTO 4 BINARY 157 Allocate timeouts
Metric : SZALLCTO

28 X'1C' MNS_SZRCVTO 4 BINARY 158 Receive data time outs
Metric : SZRCVTO

32 X'20' MNS_SZTOTCT 4 BINARY 159 FEPI total requests
Metric : SZTOTCT

MNS_DFHFEPI_L EQU *-MNS_DFHFEPI Segment length

DFHDATA

Section DFHDATA

DSECT MNS_DFHDATA

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHDATA

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHDATA
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHDATA DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHDATA

0 X'0' MNS_IMSREQCT 4 BINARY 179 IMS (DBCTL) requests
Metric : IMSREQCT
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4 X'4' MNS_DB2REQCT 4 BINARY 180 DB2 requests
Metric : DB2REQCT

8 X'8' MNS_WMQREQCT 4 BINARY 395 MQ requests
Metric : WMQREQCT

MNS_DFHDATA_L EQU *-MNS_DFHDATA Segment length

DFHCBTS

Section DFHCBTS

DSECT MNS_DFHCBTS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHCBTS

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHCBTS
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHCBTS DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHCBTS

0 X'0' MNS_PRCSNAME 36 EBCDIC 200 CBTS process name

36 X'24' MNS_PRCSTYPE 8 EBCDIC 201 CBTS process type

44 X'2C' MNS_PRCSID 52 EBCDIC 202 CBTS process ID

96 X'60' MNS_ACTVTYID 52 EBCDIC 203 CBTS activity ID

148 X'94' MNS_ACTVTYNM 16 EBCDIC 204 CBTS activity name

164 X'A4' MNS_BARSYNCT 4 BINARY 205 CBTS run synchronous
requests
Metric : BARSYNCT

168 X'A8' MNS_BARASYCT 4 BINARY 206 CBTS run asynchronous
requests
Metric : BARASYCT

172 X'AC' MNS_BALKPACT 4 BINARY 207 CBTS link process
requests
Metric : BALKPACT

176 X'B0' MNS_BADPROCT 4 BINARY 208 CBTS define process
requests
Metric : BADPROCT

180 X'B4' MNS_BADACTCT 4 BINARY 209 CBTS define activity
requests
Metric : BADACTCT
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184 X'B8' MNS_BARSPACT 4 BINARY 210 CBTS reset activity
requests
Metric : BARSPACT

188 X'BC' MNS_BASUPACT 4 BINARY 211 CBTS suspend process
requests
Metric : BASUPACT

192 X'C0' MNS_BARMPACT 4 BINARY 212 CBTS resume process
requests
Metric : BARMPACT

196 X'C4' MNS_BADCPACT 4 BINARY 213 CBTS delete or cancel
requests
Metric : BADCPACT

200 X'C8' MNS_BAACQPCT 4 BINARY 214 CBTS acquire process
requests
Metric : BAACQPCT

204 X'CC' MNS_BATOTPCT 4 BINARY 215 CBTS total process
requests
Metric : BATOTPCT

208 X'D0' MNS_BAPRDCCT 4 BINARY 216 CBTS delete/get/put
requests
Metric : BAPRDCCT

212 X'D4' MNS_BAACDCCT 4 BINARY 217 CBTS delete/get/put
requests
Metric : BAACDCCT

216 X'D8' MNS_BATOTCCT 4 BINARY 218 CBTS total process/
activity requests
Metric : BATOTCCT

220 X'DC' MNS_BARATECT 4 BINARY 219 CBTS retrieve reattach
requests
Metric : BARATECT

224 X'E0' MNS_BADFIECT 4 BINARY 220 CBTS define input event
requests
Metric : BADFIECT

228 X'E4' MNS_BATIAECT 4 BINARY 221 CBTS define timer event
requests
Metric : BATIAECT

232 X'E8' MNS_BATOTECT 4 BINARY 222 CBTS total event request
requests
Metric : BATOTECT

MNS_DFHCBTS_L EQU *-MNS_DFHCBTS Segment length

DFHDOCH

Section DFHDOCH

DSECT MNS_DFHDOCH

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHDOCH
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Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHDOCH
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHDOCH DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHDOCH

0 X'0' MNS_DHDELCT 4 BINARY 223 Doc handler DELETE
requests
Metric : DHDELCT

4 X'4' MNS_DHCRECT 4 BINARY 226 Doc handler CREATE
requests
Metric : DHCRECT

8 X'8' MNS_DHINSCT 4 BINARY 227 Doc handler INSERT
requests
Metric : DHINSCT

12 X'C' MNS_DHSETCT 4 BINARY 228 Doc handler SET
requests
Metric : DHSETCT

16 X'10' MNS_DHRETCT 4 BINARY 229 Doc handler RETRIEVE
requests
Metric : DHRETCT

20 X'14' MNS_DHTOTCT 4 BINARY 230 Doc handler total
requests
Metric : DHTOTCT

24 X'18' MNS_DHTOTDCL 4 BINARY 240 Doc handler total doc
length
Metric : DHTOTDCL

MNS_DFHDOCH_L EQU *-MNS_DFHDOCH Segment length

DFHWEBB

Section DFHWEBB

DSECT MNS_DFHWEBB

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHWEBB

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHWEBB
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS
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Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHWEBB DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHWEBB

0 X'0' MNS_WBREADCT 4 BINARY 224 WEB READ requests
Metric : WBREADCT

4 X'4' MNS_WBWRITCT 4 BINARY 225 WEB WRITE requests
Metric : WBWRITCT

8 X'8' MNS_WBRCVCT 4 BINARY 231 WEB RECEIVE requests
Metric : WBRCVCT

12 X'C' MNS_WBCHRIN 4 BINARY 232 WEB bytes received
Metric : WBCHRIN

16 X'10' MNS_WBSENDCT 4 BINARY 233 WEB SEND requests
Metric : WBSENDCT

20 X'14' MNS_WBCHROUT 4 BINARY 234 WEB bytes sent
Metric : WBCHROUT

24 X'18' MNS_WBTOTCT 4 BINARY 235 WEB total requests
Metric : WBTOTCT

28 X'1C' MNS_WBREPRCT 4 BINARY 236 WEB repository read
requests
Metric : WBREPRCT

32 X'20' MNS_WBREPWCT 4 BINARY 237 WEB repository write
requests
Metric : WBREPWCT

36 X'24' MNS_WBEXTRCT 4 BINARY 238 WEB EXTRACT requests
Metric : WBEXTRCT

40 X'28' MNS_WBBRWCT 4 BINARY 239 WEB BROWSE requests
Metric : WBBRWCT

44 X'2C' MNS_WBREDOCT 4 BINARY 331 WEB READ requests as
HTTP client
Metric : WBREDOCT

48 X'30' MNS_WBWRTOCT 4 BINARY 332 WEB WRITE requests as
HTTP client
Metric : WBWRTOCT

52 X'34' MNS_WBRCVIN1 4 BINARY 333 WEB RECEIVE requests
as HTTP client
Metric : WBRCVIN1

56 X'38' MNS_WBCHRIN1 4 BINARY 334 WEB bytes received as
HTTP client
Metric : WBCHRIN1

60 X'3C' MNS_WBSNDOU1 4 BINARY 335 WEB SEND requests as
HTTP client
Metric : WBSNDOU1

64 X'40' MNS_WBCHROU1 4 BINARY 336 WEB bytes sent as HTTP
client
Metric : WBCHROU1
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68 X'44' MNS_WBPARSCT 4 BINARY 337 WEB PARSE URL
requests
Metric : WBPARSCT

72 X'48' MNS_WBBRWOCT 4 BINARY 338 WEB BROWSE requests
as HTTP client
Metric : WBBRWOCT

76 X'4C' MNS_WBIWBSCT 4 BINARY 340 WEB INVOKE requests
Metric : WBIWBSCT

80 X'50' MNS_WBREPRDL 4 BINARY 341 WEB bytes read from
repository
Metric : WBREPRDL

84 X'54' MNS_WBREPWDL 4 BINARY 342 WEB bytes written to
repository
Metric : WBREPWDL

------------------- New at CICS TS 4.1 (6.6.0) -----------------------

88 X'58' MNS_WBURIMNM 8 EBCDIC 380 WEB Urimap name

96 X'60' MNS_WBPIPLNM 8 EBCDIC 381 WEB Pipeline name

104 X'68' MNS_WBATMSNM 8 EBCDIC 382 WEB Atomservice name

112 X'70' MNS_WBSVCENM 32 EBCDIC 383 WEB Webservice name

144 X'90' MNS_WBPROGNM 8 EBCDIC 385 WEB Program name

152 X'98' MNS_MLXSSTDL 4 BINARY 412 WEB length of
documents parsed
Metric : MLXSSTDL

156 X'9C' MNS_WBSVOPNM 64 EBCDIC 384 WEB Webservice
operation name

220 X'DC' MNS_WBSFCRCT 4 BINARY 386 WEB SOAPFAULT
CREATE requests
Metric : WBSFCRCT

224 X'E0' MNS_WBSFTOCT 4 BINARY 387 WEB SOAPFAULT
requests
Metric : WBSFTOCT

228 X'E4' MNS_WBISSFCT 4 BINARY 388 WEB INVOKE service
SOAP faults
Metric : WBISSFCT

232 X'E8' MNS_WBSREQBL 4 BINARY 390 WEB SOAP request
body length
Metric : WBSREQBL

236 X'EC' MNS_WBSRSPBL 4 BINARY 392 WEB SOAP response
body length
Metric : WBSRSPBL

240 X'F0' MNS_MLXMLTCT 4 BINARY 413 WEB EXEC CICS
TRANSFORM requests
Metric : MLXMLTCT
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244 X'F4' MNS_WSACBLCT 4 BINARY 420 WEB WSACONTEXT
BUILD requests
Metric : WSACBLCT

248 X'F8' MNS_WSACGTCT 4 BINARY 421 WEB WSACONTEXT
GET requests
Metric : WSACGTCT

252 X'FC' MNS_WSAEPCCT 4 BINARY 422 WEB WSAEPR CREATE
requests
Metric : WSAEPCCT

256 X'100' MNS_WSATOTCT 4 BINARY 423 WEB WS-Addressing
requests
Metric : WSATOTCT

------------------- New at CICS TS 5.3 (7.0.0) -----------------------

260 X'104' MNS_WBJSNRQL 4 BINARY 424 JSON request body
length
Metric : WBJSNRQL

264 X'108' MNS_WBJSNRPL 4 BINARY 425 JSON response body
length
Metric : WBJSNRPL

------------------- New at CICS TS 5.5 (7.2.0) -----------------------

268 X'10C' MNS_NJSAPPNM 32 EBCDIC 419 Node.js application name

MNS_DFHWEBB_L EQU *-MNS_DFHWEBB Segment length

DFHSOCK

Section DFHSOCK

DSECT MNS_DFHSOCK

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHSOCK

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHSOCK
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are typically associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHSOCK DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHSOCK

0 X'0' MNS_SOBYENCT 4 BINARY 242 Bytes encrypted - secure
socket
Metric : SOBYENCT

4 X'4' MNS_SOBYDECT 4 BINARY 243 Bytes decrypted - secure
socket
Metric : SOBYDECT
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8 X'8' MNS_CLIPADDR_244 16 EBCDIC 244 Client IP address

24 X'18' MNS_TCPSRVCE 8 EBCDIC 245 TCP/IP service name

32 X'20' MNS_PORTNUM 4 BINARY 246 TCP/IP service port
number

36 X'24' MNS_ISALLOCT 4 BINARY 288 IPIC allocate session
requests
Metric : ISALLOCT

40 X'28' MNS_SOEXTRCT 4 BINARY 289 Socket EXTRACT
requests
Metric : SOEXTRCT

44 X'2C' MNS_SOCNPSCT 4 BINARY 290 Create non-persistent
sockets
Metric : SOCNPSCT

48 X'30' MNS_SOCPSCT 4 BINARY 291 Create persistent sockets
Metric : SOCPSCT

52 X'34' MNS_SONPSHWM 4 BINARY 292 Non-persistent socket
HWM
Metric : SONPSHWM

56 X'38' MNS_SOPSHWM 4 BINARY 293 Persistent socket HWM
Metric : SOPSHWM

60 X'3C' MNS_SORCVCT 4 BINARY 294 Outbound socket receive
requests
Metric : SORCVCT

64 X'40' MNS_SOCHRIN 4 BINARY 295 Outbound socket bytes
received
Metric : SOCHRIN

68 X'44' MNS_SOSENDCT 4 BINARY 296 Outbound socket send
requests
Metric : SOSENDCT

72 X'48' MNS_SOCHROUT 4 BINARY 297 Outbound socket bytes
sent
Metric : SOCHROUT

76 X'4C' MNS_SOTOTCT 4 BINARY 298 Total socket requests
Metric : SOTOTCT

80 X'50' MNS_SOMSGIN1 4 BINARY 301 Inbound socket receive
requests
Metric : SOMSGIN1

84 X'54' MNS_SOCHRIN1 4 BINARY 302 Inbound socket bytes
received
Metric : SOCHRIN1

88 X'58' MNS_SOMSGOU1 4 BINARY 303 Inbound socket send
requests
Metric : SOMSGOU1

92 X'5C' MNS_SOCHROU1 4 BINARY 304 Inbound socket bytes
sent
Metric : SOCHROU1
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96 X'60' MNS_ISIPCNNM 8 EBCDIC 305 IPIC connection name

104 X'68' MNS_CLIPPORT 4 BINARY 330 Client IP Port

108 X'6C' MNS_CLIPADDR 40 EBCDIC 318 Client IP address

------------------- New at CICS TS 5.1 (6.8.0) -----------------------

148 X'94' MNS_SOCIPHER 4 BINARY 320 Cipher selected
Metric : SOCIPHER

------------------- New at CICS TS 5.5 (7.2.0) -----------------------

152 X'98' MNS_SOCONMSG 4 EBCDIC 344 Indicate first msg in
connection

MNS_DFHSOCK_L EQU *-MNS_DFHSOCK Segment length

------------------- New at CICS TS 6.1 (7.4.0) -----------------------

156 x'9C' MNS_SOTTLSLVL 8 EBCDIC 457 Inbound TLS level

164 x'A4' MNS_SOFLAG 4 BINARY 458 Socket flags

MNS_DFHSOCK_L EQU *-MNS_DFHSOCK Segment length

DFHEJBS

Section DFHEJBS

DSECT MNS_DFHEJBS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHEJBS

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHEJBS
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are normally associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHEJBS DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHEJBS

0 X'0' MNS_CBSRVRNM 4 EBCDIC 311 CorbaServer name

4 X'4' MNS_EJBSACCT 4 BINARY 312 Bean activations
Metric : EJBSACCT

8 X'8' MNS_EJBSPACT 4 BINARY 313 Bean passivations
Metric : EJBSPACT

12 X'C' MNS_EJBCRECT 4 BINARY 314 Bean creations calls
Metric : EJBCRECT

16 X'10' MNS_EJBREMCT 4 BINARY 315 Bean removal calls
Metric : EJBREMCT

20 X'14' MNS_EJBMTHCT 4 BINARY 316 Bean method calls
Metric : EJBMTHCT
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24 X'18' MNS_EJBTOTCT 4 BINARY 317 Total bean requests
Metric : EJBTOTCT

MNS_DFHEJBS_L EQU *-MNS_DFHEJBS Segment length

DFHCHNL

Section DFHCHNL

DSECT MNS_DFHCHNL

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DFHCHNL

Description CICS MCT performance data group DFHCHNL
The descriptions for the fields below will contain a numeric "MCT"
value.
Each value can be associated with a CICS MCT data field for this
group.

Notes Time values that are normally associated with this group can be
found in the section: CLOCKS

Offset Name Len Format Value MCT Description

0 X'0' MNS_DFHCHNL DSECT DSECT MNS_DFHCHNL

0 X'0' MNS_PGTOTCCT 4 BINARY 321 Channel container
requests
Metric : PGTOTCCT

4 X'4' MNS_PGBRWCCT 4 BINARY 322 Channel container
BROWSE requests
Metric : PGBRWCCT

8 X'8' MNS_PGGETCCT 4 BINARY 323 Channel container GET
requests
Metric : PGGETCCT

12 X'C' MNS_PGPUTCCT 4 BINARY 324 Channel container PUT
requests
Metric : PGPUTCCT

16 X'10' MNS_PGMOVCCT 4 BINARY 325 Channel container MOVE
requests
Metric : PGMOVCCT

20 X'14' MNS_PGGETCDL 4 BINARY 326 GET byte total for
containers
Metric : PGGETCDL

24 X'18' MNS_PGPUTCDL 4 BINARY 327 PUT byte total for
containers
Metric : PGPUTCDL

28 X'1C' MNS_PGCRECCT 4 BINARY 328 Channel containers
created
Metric : PGCRECCT
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32 X'20' MNS_PGCSTHWM 4 BINARY 329 Channel container
storage HWM
Metric : PGCSTHWM

MNS_DFHCHNL_L EQU *-MNS_DFHCHNL Segment length

Programs

Section Programs

DSECT MNSPCS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_PC

Description Programs used by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSPCS DSECT DSECT MNSPCS

0 X'0' MNSPCS_MPCNAME 8 EBCDIC Program name

8 X'8' MNSPCS_MPC_SysID 4 EBCDIC SysID

12 X'C' 4 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

16 X'10' MNSPCS_MPCTIME 8 BINARY Total time
Metric: PROGTIME

24 X'18' MNSPCS_MPCUSE 4 BINARY Usage count
Metric: PROGREQS

28 X'1C' MNSPCS_MPC_NonZeroRC 4 BINARY Count of non-zero RCs

32 X'20' MNSPCS_Abends 4 BINARY Abends count

36 x'24' MNSPCS_CommAreaInHWM 2 BINARY Maximum inbound
COMMAREA length to the
program

38 x'26' MNSPCS_CommAreaOutHW
M

2 BINARY Maximum outbound
COMMAREA length from the
program

40 X'28' 4 BINARY *---Not Used---*

44 X'2C' MNSPCS_ProgTypeCode 1 BINARY Program type

MNSPCS_ProgType_Unkno
wn

EQU 00 Unknown

MNSPCS_ProgType_SYSTE
M

EQU 01 PLCB_SYSTEM

MNSPCS_ProgType_EXEC EQU 02 PLCB_EXEC

MNSPCS_ProgType_URM EQU 03 PLCB_URM

MNSPCS_ProgType_TRUE EQU 04 PLCB_TRUE

MNSPCS_ProgType_GLUE EQU 05 PLCB_GLUE

MNSPCS_ProgType_PLT EQU 06 PLCB_PLT

MNSPCS_ProgType_Max EQU 06 Maximum
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45 X'2D' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

46 X'2E' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

47 X'2F' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

MNSPCS_L EQU *-MNSPCS Segment length

Resource Manager

Section Resource Manager

DSECT MNSRMS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_RM

Description Resource managers used by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSRMS DSECT DSECT MNSRMS

0 X'0' MNSRMS_MRMNAME 8 EBCDIC Name

8 X'8' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

16 X'10' MNSRMS_MRMTIME 8 BINARY Total time

24 X'18' MNSRMS_MRMUSE 4 BINARY Usage count

28 X'1C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

MNSRMS_L EQU *-MNSRMS Segment length

Temporary Storage

Section Temporary Storage

DSECT MNSTSS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_TS

Description Temporary storage queue names used by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSTSS DSECT DSECT MNSTSS

0 X'0' MNSTSS_MTSNAME 16 EBCDIC Queue name

0 X'0' MNSTSS_MTSNAME8 8 EBCDIC Queue name (len=8)

8 X'8' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

16 X'10' MNSTSS_MTSITIM 8 BINARY Input request time
Metric: TEMPITIM

24 X'18' MNSTSS_MTSIN 4 BINARY Input request count
Metric: TEMPIREQ

28 X'1C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
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32 X'20' MNSTSS_MTSITIMH 8 BINARY Input time (max request)
Metric: TEMPIHWM

40 X'28' MNSTSS_MTSIBYT 4 BINARY Input bytes count
Metric: TEMPIBYT

44 X'2C' MNSTSS_MTSIBYTH 4 BINARY Input bytes (max request)
Metric: TEMPIBH

48 X'30' MNSTSS_MTSOTIM 8 BINARY Output request time
Metric: TEMPOTIM

56 X'38' MNSTSS_MTSOUT 4 BINARY Output request count
Metric: TEMPOREQ

60 X'3C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

64 X'40' MNSTSS_MTSOTIMH 8 BINARY Output time (max request)
Metric: TEMPOHWM

72 X'48' MNSTSS_MTSOBYT 4 BINARY Output bytes count
Metric: TEMPOBYT

76 X'4C' MNSTSS_MTSOBYTH 4 BINARY Output bytes (max request)
Metric: TEMPOBH

MNSTSS_L EQU *-MNSTSS Segment length

Transient Data

Section Transient Data

DSECT MNSTDS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_TD

Description Transient data queue names used by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSTDS DSECT DSECT MNSTDS

0 X'0' MNSTDS_MTDNAME 4 EBCDIC Queue name

4 X'4' 12 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

16 X'10' MNSTDS_MTDITIM 8 BINARY Input request time
Metric: TDATITIM

24 X'18' MNSTDS_MTDIN 4 BINARY Input request count
Metric: TDATIREQ

28 X'1C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

32 X'20' MNSTDS_MTDITIMH 8 BINARY Input time (max request)
Metric: TDATIHWM

40 X'28' MNSTDS_MTDIBYT 4 BINARY Input bytes count
Metric: TDATIBYT

44 X'2C' MNSTDS_MTDIBYTH 4 BINARY Input bytes (max request)
Metric: TDATIBH
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48 X'30' MNSTDS_MTDOTIM 8 BINARY Output request time
Metric: TDATOTIM

56 X'38' MNSTDS_MTDOUT 4 BINARY Output request count
Metric: TDATOREQ

60 X'3C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

64 X'40' MNSTDS_MTDOTIMH 8 BINARY Output time (max request)
Metric: TDATOHWM

72 X'48' MNSTDS_MTDOBYT 4 BINARY Output bytes count
Metric: TDATOBYT

76 X'4C' MNSTDS_MTDOBYTH 4 BINARY Output bytes (max request)
Metric: TDATOBH

MNSTDS_L EQU *-MNSTDS Segment length

Files

Section Files

DSECT MNSFCS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_FC

Description Files used by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSFCS DSECT DSECT MNSFCS

0 X'0' MNSFCS_MFCKey 16 EBCDIC Key

0 X'0' MNSFCS_MFCNAME 8 EBCDIC File name

8 X'8' MNSFCS_MFCPGM 8 EBCDIC Requesting program name

16 X'10' MNSFCS_MFCSysID 4 EBCDIC System ID

20 X'14' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

24 X'18' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

28 X'1C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

32 X'20' MNSFCS_MFCRTIM 8 BINARY Total request time
Metric: FILETIME

40 X'28' MNSFCS_MFCRCNT 4 BINARY Total request count
Metric: FILEREQS

44 X'2C' MNSFCS_MFC_NonZeroRC 4 BINARY Count of non-zero RCs

48 X'30' MNSFCS_MFCRTIMH 8 BINARY Max single request time
Metric: FILETHWM

56 X'38' MNSFCS_MFCSPLT 4 BINARY Split count
Metric: FILESPLT

60 X'3C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

64 X'40' MNSFCS_MFCREQS 44 BINARY Request Count Statistics

64 X'40' MNSFCS_MFCROTH 4 BINARY Other requests
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68 X'44' MNSFCS_MFCRBRO 4 BINARY BROWSE requests
Metric: FILEBRWS

72 X'48' MNSFCS_MFCRGET 4 BINARY READ requests
Metric: FILEREAD

76 X'4C' MNSFCS_MFCRGTU 4 BINARY READ FOR UPDATE
requests
Metric: FILERUPD

80 X'50' MNSFCS_MFCRUPD 4 BINARY UPDATE requests
Metric: FILEUPD

84 X'54' MNSFCS_MFCRADD 4 BINARY ADD requests
Metric: FILEADDS

88 X'58' MNSFCS_MFCRDEL 4 BINARY DELETE requests
Metric: FILEDEL

92 X'5C' MNSFCS_MFCRSBR 4 BINARY Start browse requests

96 X'60' MNSFCS_MFCREBR 4 BINARY End Browse requests

100 X'64' MNSFCS_MFCRRBR 4 BINARY Reset browse requests

104 X'68' MNSFCS_MFCRUNL 4 BINARY Unlock requests

108 X'6C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

112 X'70' MNSFCS_MFCREQS_Time 88 BINARY Request Time Statistics

112 X'70' MNSFCS_MFCROTH_Time 8 BINARY Other total request time

120 X'78' MNSFCS_MFCRBRO_Time 8 BINARY BROWSE total request time

128 X'80' MNSFCS_MFCRGET_Time 8 BINARY READ total request time

136 X'88' MNSFCS_MFCRGTU_Time 8 BINARY READ FOR UPDATE total
request time

144 X'90' MNSFCS_MFCRUPD_Time 8 BINARY UPDATE total request time

152 X'98' MNSFCS_MFCRADD_Time 8 BINARY ADD total request time

160 X'A0' MNSFCS_MFCRDEL_Time 8 BINARY DELETE total request time

168 X'A8' MNSFCS_MFCRSBR_Time 8 BINARY Start browse total request
time

176 X'B0' MNSFCS_MFCREBR_Time 8 BINARY End Browse total request
time

184 X'B8' MNSFCS_MFCRRBR_Time 8 BINARY Reset browse total request
time

192 X'C0' MNSFCS_MFCRUNL_Time 8 BINARY Unlock total request time

200 X'C8' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

208 X'D0' MNSFCS_Errors 44 BINARY Non-Zero Return Codes

208 X'D0' MNSFCS_Error_Other 4 BINARY Other errors

212 X'D4' MNSFCS_Error_Browse 4 BINARY BROWSE errors

216 X'D8' MNSFCS_Error_Read 4 BINARY READ errors

220 X'DC' MNSFCS_Error_ReadUpd 4 BINARY READ FOR UPDATE errors

224 X'E0' MNSFCS_Error_Update 4 BINARY UPDATE errors
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228 X'E4' MNSFCS_Error_Add 4 BINARY ADD errors

232 X'E8' MNSFCS_Error_Delete 4 BINARY DELETE errors

236 X'EC' MNSFCS_Error_StartBr 4 BINARY Start browse errors

240 X'F0' MNSFCS_Error_EndBr 4 BINARY End Browse errors

244 X'F4' MNSFCS_Error_ResetBr 4 BINARY Reset browse errors

248 X'F8' MNSFCS_Error_Unlock 4 BINARY Unlock errors

252 X'FC' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

MNSFCS_L EQU *-MNSFCS Segment length

Web Services

Section Web Services

DSECT MNS_WEBSVC

Triplet MNS_Cntl_WEBSVC

Description Web Services used by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNS_WEBSVC DSECT DSECT MNS_WEBSVC

0 X'0' MNS_WEBSVC_Name 32 EBCDIC Webservice name

32 X'20' MNS_WEBSVC_Pipe 8 EBCDIC Pipeline name

40 X'28' MNS_WEBSVC_Invk_Time 8 BINARY Invoke service time

48 X'30' MNS_WEBSVC_Invk_Count 4 BINARY Invoke service count

52 X'34' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

56 X'38' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

60 X'3C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

MNS_WEBSVC_L EQU *-MNS_WEBSVC Segment length

URIMAPs

Section URIMAPs

DSECT MNS_URIMAP

Triplet MNS_Cntl_URIMAP

Description URIMAPs used by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNS_URIMAP DSECT DSECT MNS_URIMAP

0 X'0' MNS_URIMAP_Name 8 EBCDIC URIMAP name
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8 X'8' MNS_URIMAP_WEBOPEN_
Time

8 BINARY WEB OPEN URIMAP time

16 X'10' MNS_URIMAP_WEBOPEN_
Count

4 BINARY WEB OPEN URIMAP count

20 X'14' MNS_URIMAP_WEBRECV_
Time

8 BINARY WEB RECEIVE URIMAP time

28 X'1C' MNS_URIMAP_WEBRECV_
Count

4 BINARY WEB RECEIVE URIMAP
count

32 X'20' MNS_URIMAP_WEBSEND_
Time

8 BINARY WEB SEND URIMAP time

40 X'28' MNS_URIMAP_WEBSEND_
Count

4 BINARY WEB SEND URIMAP count

44 X'2C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

48 X'30' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

52 X'34' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

MNS_URIMAP_L EQU *-MNS_URIMAP Segment length

IMS - DL/I

Section IMS - DL/I

DSECT MNSDLS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DL

Description DL/I requests made by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSDLS DSECT DSECT MNSDLS

0 X'0' MNSDLS_MDLNAME 8 EBCDIC Database name

8 X'8' 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

16 X'10' MNSDLS_MDLRTIM 8 BINARY Total request time
Metric: DLIRTIME

24 X'18' MNSDLS_MDLRCNT 4 BINARY Total request count
Metric: DLIREQS

28 X'1C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

32 X'20' MNSDLS_MDLRTIMH 8 BINARY Max single request time
Metric: DLIRTHWM

40 X'28' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

44 X'2C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

48 X'30' MNSDLS_MDLREQS 36 BINARY Request Count Statistics

48 X'30' MNSDLS_MDLRREPL 4 BINARY REPLACE requests
Metric: DLIREPL
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52 X'34' MNSDLS_MDLRGU 4 BINARY GU requests
Metric: DLIGU

56 X'38' MNSDLS_MDLRGHU 4 BINARY GHU requests
Metric: DLIGHU

60 X'3C' MNSDLS_MDLRISRT 4 BINARY ISRT requests
Metric: DLIISRT

64 X'40' MNSDLS_MDLRDLET 4 BINARY DLET requests
Metric: DLIDEL

68 X'44' MNSDLS_MDLRGN 4 BINARY GN requests
Metric: DLIGN

72 X'48' MNSDLS_MDLRGNP 4 BINARY GNP requests
Metric: DLIGNP

76 X'4C' MNSDLS_MDLRGHN 4 BINARY GHN requests
Metric: DLIGHN

80 X'50' MNSDLS_MDLRGHNP 4 BINARY GHNP requests
Metric: DLIGHNP

MNSDLS_L EQU *-MNSDLS Segment length

Datacom CICS Service Facility

Section Datacom CICS Service Facility (CSF)

DSECT MNSCSS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_CSF

Description Datacom CSF requests made by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSCSS DSECT DSECT MNSCSS

0 X'0' MNSCSS_KEY 20 EBCDIC Key

0 X'0' MNSCSS_MUFnndx 9 EBCDIC MUF name/index

0 X'0' MNSCSS_MUFname 8 EBCDIC MUF name

8 X'8' MNSCSS_MUFindex 1 BINARY MUF index

9 X'9' 1 BINARY MUF index

10 X'A' MNSCSS_DBID 2 BINARY DBID

12 X'C' MNSCSS_TABLE 3 BINARY Table

15 X'F' MNSCSS_COMMAND 5 BINARY Command

20 X'14' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

24 X'18' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

28 X'1C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

32 X'20' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

36 X'24' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
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40 X'28' MNSCSS_TIME 8 BINARY Total request time

48 X'30' MNSCSS_REQUESTS 4 BINARY Total requests

52 X'34' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

56 X'38' MNSCSS_TIME_MAX 8 BINARY Max single request time

64 X'40' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

68 X'44' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

72 X'48' MNSCSS_SIO 4 BINARY I/O requests

76 X'4C' MNSCSS_SIO_MAX 4 BINARY Maximum single I/O request

80 X'50' MNSCSS_SIO_ZERO 4 BINARY Requests performing no I/O

MNSCSS_L EQU *-MNSCSS Segment length

EXEC CICS Interface

Section EXEC CICS Interface

DSECT MNSCEI

Triplet MNS_Cntl_EI

Description EXEC CICS interface requests made by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSCEI DSECT DSECT MNSCEI

0 X'0' MNSCEI_Key 14 EBCDIC Key

0 X'0' MNSCEI_Program 8 EBCDIC Requesting program

8 X'8' MNSCEI_Code 2 BINARY Code

8 X'8' MNSCEI_Code1 1 BINARY EIB code

9 X'9' MNSCEI_Code2 1 BINARY EIB code

10 X'A' MNSCEI_Offset 4 BINARY Program offset

14 X'E' 2 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

16 X'10' MNSCEI_Time 8 BINARY Total request time

24 X'18' MNSCEI_Requests 4 BINARY Total request count

28 X'1C' MNSCEI_NonZeroRC 4 BINARY Count of non-zero RCs

32 X'20' MNSCEI_Time_Max 8 BINARY Max single request time

40 X'28' MNSCEI_STCK_Request 8 BINARY Time of request - STCK

48 X'30' MNSCEI_EIBRESP 4 BINARY EIBRESP

52 X'34' MNSCEI_EIBRESP2 4 BINARY EIBRESP2

MNSCEI_L EQU *-MNSCEI Segment length
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MQ

Section MQ

DSECT MNSWMQ

Triplet MNS_Cntl_MQ

Description MQ requests made by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSWMQ DSECT DSECT MNSWMQ

0 X'0' MNSWMQ_Key 56 EBCDIC Key

0 X'0' MNSWMQ_Qmgr 4 EBCDIC Queue manager

4 X'4' MNSWMQ_Object 48 EBCDIC Object

52 X'34' MNSWMQ_APIcode 1 BINARY API code

MNSWMQ_MQOPEN EQU 01 Request - MQOPEN

MNSWMQ_MQCLOSE EQU 02 Request - MQCLOSE

MNSWMQ_MQGET EQU 03 Request - MQGET

MNSWMQ_MQPUT EQU 04 Request - MQPUT

MNSWMQ_MQPUT1 EQU 05 Request - MQPUT1

MNSWMQ_MQINQ EQU 06 Request - MQINQ

MNSWMQ_MQINQL EQU 07 Request - MQINQL

MNSWMQ_MQSET EQU 08 Request - MQSET

MNSWMQ_EndWait EQU 09 Request - END_WAIT

MNSWMQ_CloseHandle EQU 10 Request - CLOSE_HAND

MNSWMQ_Prepare EQU 11 Request - PREPARE

MNSWMQ_Commit EQU 12 Request - COMMIT

MNSWMQ_Backout EQU 13 Request - BACKOUT

MNSWMQ_EndThread EQU 14 Request - END_THREAD

MNSWMQ_InqIndoubt EQU 15 Request - INQINDOUBT

MNSWMQ_ResolveCommit EQU 16 Request - RESCOMMIT

MNSWMQ_ResolveBackout EQU 17 Request - RESBACKOUT

MNSWMQ_ExecResolve EQU 18 Request - EXERESOLVE

MNSWMQ_MQGET_Wait EQU 19 Request - MQGET - wait

53 X'35' 3 BINARY filler

56 X'38' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

60 X'3C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

64 X'40' MNSWMQ_Time 8 BINARY Total request time

72 X'48' MNSWMQ_Requests 4 BINARY Total request count

76 X'4C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
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80 X'50' MNSWMQ_Time_Max 8 BINARY Max single request time

88 X'58' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

92 X'5C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

96 X'60' MNSWMQ_MsgLen 4 BINARY Total message length

100 X'64' MNSWMQ_MsgLen_Max 4 BINARY Max message length

104 X'68' MNSWMQ_RC00 4 BINARY Requests completing with
RC00

108 X'6C' MNSWMQ_NotRC00 4 BINARY Requests completing <>
RC00

MNSWMQ_L EQU *-MNSWMQ Segment length

DB2

Section DB2

DSECT MNSDB2

Triplet MNS_Cntl_D2

Description DB2 requests made by the transaction
Statement type equates can be found in the following macro:
DB2.SDSNMACS(DSNXRDI)
DSNXRDI STMTS=YES

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSDB2 DSECT DSECT MNSDB2

0 X'0' MNSDB2_Key 16 EBCDIC Key

0 X'0' MNSDB2_SSID 4 EBCDIC SSID

4 X'4' MNSDB2_Program 8 EBCDIC Requesting program

12 X'C' MNSDB2_StateType 2 BINARY Statement type
..DB2.SDSNMACS(DSNXRDI)
..DSNXRDI STMTS=YES

14 X'E' MNSDB2_StateNumber 2 BINARY Statement number

16 X'10' MNSDB2_Time 8 BINARY Total request time

24 X'18' MNSDB2_Requests 4 BINARY Total request count

28 X'1C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

32 X'20' MNSDB2_Time_Max 8 BINARY Max single request time

40 X'28' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

44 X'2C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

MNSDB2_L EQU *-MNSDB2 Segment length
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Monitor Exit Interface Events

Section Monitor Exit Interface (MEI) Events

DSECT MNSEVT

Triplet MNS_Cntl_EV

Description Monitor Exit Interface requests made by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSEVT DSECT DSECT MNSEVT

0 X'0' MNSEVT_Key 32 EBCDIC Key

0 X'0' MNSEVT_EventName 16 EBCDIC Event name

16 X'10' MNSEVT_EventType 16 EBCDIC Event type

32 X'20' MNSEVT_Time 8 BINARY Total request time

40 X'28' MNSEVT_Requests 4 BINARY Total request count

44 X'2C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

48 X'30' MNSEVT_Time_Max 8 BINARY Max single request time

56 X'38' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

60 X'3C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

MNSEVT_L EQU *-MNSEVT Segment length

CICS Monitor EMP Fields

Section CICS Monitor EMP Fields

DSECT MNSEMP

Triplet MNS_Cntl_EMP

Description CICS monitor EMP fields created by the transaction.
This is a variable length section.
The length value in MNS_Cntl_EMP_L is 0.
The length must be computed:
MNSEMP_L1 + (MNSEMP_CMODLENG)
The max length of the data field MNSEMP_DATA is 256.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSEMP DSECT DSECT MNSEMP

0 X'0' MNSEMP_CMODNAME 8 EBCDIC NAME

8 X'8' MNSEMP_CMODTYPE 1 EBCDIC Type

MNSEMP_CLOCK EQU C'S' Clock

MNSEMP_COUNT EQU C'A' Count

MNSEMP_STRING EQU C'C' String
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MNSEMP_STCK EQU C'T' STCK

MNSEMP_PACKED EQU C'P' Packed

9 X'9' MNSEMP_CMODIDNT 3 EBCDIC Id within type

12 X'C' MNSEMP_CMODLENG 2 BINARY Length of object

14 X'E' MNSEMP_CMODCONN 2 BINARY Assigned connector

16 X'10' MNSEMP_CMODOFST 2 BINARY Assigned offset

18 X'12' MNSEMP_CMODHEAD 8 EBCDIC Informal name

MNSEMP_L1 EQU *-MNSEMP Segment length (no data)

26 X'1A' MNSEMP_DATA 256 EBCDIC Data (max data area)

MNSEMP_L EQU *-MNSEMP Segment length max

Abends

Section Abends

DSECT MNSABS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_AB

Description Abends for the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSABS DSECT DSECT MNSABS

0 X'0' MNSABS_ABNDSYAB 1 BINARY CONTENTS OF TCASYABI

1 X'1' MNSABS_ABNDPCTR 2 BINARY CONTENTS OF TCAPCTR

3 X'3' MNSABS_ABNDCAXI 1 BINARY CONTENTS OF TCAPXAXI

4 X'4' MNSABS_ABNDCODE 4 EBCDIC ABEND CODE

8 X'8' MNSABS_ABNDPGM 8 EBCDIC FAILING PROGRAM

16 X'10' MNSABS_ABNDREQ 4 EBCDIC REQUEST ID

20 X'14' MNSABS_ABNDRSRC 8 EBCDIC FAILING RESOURCE

28 X'1C' MNSABS_ABNDSENS 4 BINARY SENSE BYTES

32 X'20' MNSABS_ABNDOCOD 4 BINARY OP SYS ABEND CODE

36 X'24' MNSABS_ABNDREGS 64 EBCDIC REGISTERS

36 X'24' MNSABS_ABNDR00 4 BINARY REGISTER - R00

40 X'28' MNSABS_ABNDR01 4 BINARY REGISTER - R01

44 X'2C' MNSABS_ABNDR02 4 BINARY REGISTER - R02

48 X'30' MNSABS_ABNDR03 4 BINARY REGISTER - R03

52 X'34' MNSABS_ABNDR04 4 BINARY REGISTER - R04

56 X'38' MNSABS_ABNDR05 4 BINARY REGISTER - R05

60 X'3C' MNSABS_ABNDR06 4 BINARY REGISTER - R06

64 X'40' MNSABS_ABNDR07 4 BINARY REGISTER - R07
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68 X'44' MNSABS_ABNDR08 4 BINARY REGISTER - R08

72 X'48' MNSABS_ABNDR09 4 BINARY REGISTER - R09

76 X'4C' MNSABS_ABNDR10 4 BINARY REGISTER - R10

80 X'50' MNSABS_ABNDR11 4 BINARY REGISTER - R11

84 X'54' MNSABS_ABNDR12 4 BINARY REGISTER - R12

88 X'58' MNSABS_ABNDR13 4 BINARY REGISTER - R13

92 X'5C' MNSABS_ABNDR14 4 BINARY REGISTER - R14

96 X'60' MNSABS_ABNDR15 4 BINARY REGISTER - R15

100 X'64' MNSABS_ABNDPSW 8 BINARY PSW (ASRA AND ASRB)

108 X'6C' MNSABS_ABNDINT 4 BINARY INTERUPT CODE

MNSABS_L EQU *-MNSABS Segment length

Dumps

Section Dumps

DSECT MNSDUS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_DU

Description Dumps generated by the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSDUS DSECT DSECT MNSDUS

0 X'0' MNSDUS_STCK 8 BINARY Time of day (STCK)

8 X'8' MNSDUS_Type 6 EBCDIC Dump type

14 X'E' MNSDUS_DumpCode 8 EBCDIC Dump code

22 X'16' MNSDUS_DumpID 9 EBCDIC Dump ID

31 X'1F' MNSDUS_Program 8 EBCDIC Program

39 X'27' MNSDUS_FailMod 8 EBCDIC Failing module

47 X'2F' MNSDUS_AbCode 8 EBCDIC Abend code

MNSDUS_L EQU *-MNSDUS Segment length

CICS Exceptions

Section CICS Exceptions

DSECT MNSEXS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_EX

Description CICS exceptions for the transaction
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSEXS DSECT DSECT MNSEXS

0 X'0' MNSEXS_MNTRN 4 EBCDIC TRANSACTION
IDENTIFICATION

4 X'4' MNSEXS_MNTER 4 BINARY TERMINAL IDENTIFICATION

8 X'8' MNSEXS_MNUSR 8 EBCDIC USER IDENTIFICATION

16 X'10' MNSEXS_MNTST 4 EBCDIC TRANSACTION START
TYPE

20 X'14' MNSEXS_MNSTA 8 BINARY EXCEPTION START TIME

28 X'1C' MNSEXS_MNSTO 8 BINARY EXCEPTION STOP TIME

36 X'24' MNSEXS_MNTNO 4 PACKED TRANSACTION NUMBER

40 X'28' MNSEXS_MNTPR 4 BINARY TRANSACTION PRIORITY

44 X'2C' 4 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

48 X'30' MNSEXS_MNLUN 8 EBCDIC LUNAME

56 X'38' 4 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

60 X'3C' MNSEXS_MNEXN 4 BINARY EXCEPTION NUMBER

64 X'40' MNSEXS_MNRTY 8 EBCDIC EXCEPTION RESOURCE
TYPE

72 X'48' MNSEXS_MNRID 8 EBCDIC EXCEPTION RESOURCE ID

80 X'50' MNSEXS_MNTYP 2 BINARY EXCEPTION TYPE

MNSEXS_MNWT EQU 0x0001 WAIT

MNSEXS_MNBWT EQU 0x0002 BUFFER WAIT

MNSEXS_MNSWT EQU 0x0003 STRING WAIT

82 X'52' MNSEXS_MNJOB 8 EBCDIC CICS jobname

90 X'5A' MNSEXS_STCK 8 EBCDIC Store clock

MNSEXS_L EQU *-MNSEXS Segment length

Threshold Exceptions

Section Threshold Exceptions

DSECT MNSTHS

Triplet MNS_Cntl_TH

Description Threshold exceptions for the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSTHS DSECT DSECT MNSTHS

0 X'0' MNSTHS_Key 24 EBCDIC Definition key

0 X'0' MNSTHS_Variable 8 EBCDIC Variable metric name
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8 X'8' MNSTHS_Rsce1_Rule 8 EBCDIC Rule resource 1

16 X'10' MNSTHS_Rsce2_Rule 8 EBCDIC Rule resource 2

24 X'18' MNSTHS_Rsce1 8 EBCDIC Resource 1 (triggered)

32 X'20' MNSTHS_Rsce2 8 EBCDIC Resource 2 (triggered)

40 X'28' MNSTHS_IMODname 8 EBCDIC IMOD event name

48 X'30' MNSTHS_Capture 8 EBCDIC Capture event name

56 X'38' MNSTHS_TOD 8 BINARY Time Of Day (STCK)

64 X'40' MNSTHS_Value 8 BINARY Value

72 X'48' MNSTHS_Warning 8 BINARY Warning value

80 X'50' MNSTHS_Limit 8 BINARY Limit value

88 X'58' MNSTHS_CanLimit 8 BINARY Cancel limit value

96 X'60' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

100 X'64' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

104 X'68' MNSTHS_Type 1 BINARY Variable type

MNSTHS_Type_None EQU 000 None

MNSTHS_Type_Upper EQU 001 Upper limit

MNSTHS_Type_Lower EQU 002 Lower limit

MNSTHS_Type_Change EQU 003 Change limit

105 X'69' MNSTHS_Class 1 BINARY Class

MNSTHS_Class_Count EQU 000 Counter k=1000

MNSTHS_Class_CountK EQU 001 Counter K=1024 (storage)

MNSTHS_Class_Rate EQU 002 Rate (3 decimals)

MNSTHS_Class_Time EQU 003 Time (microseconds)

MNSTHS_Class_Pct EQU 004 Percentage

MNSTHS_Class_Pct3D EQU 005 Percentage (3 decimals)

106 X'6A' MNSTHS_R1Type 1 BINARY Resource 1 - type

MNSTHS_RT_None EQU 00 None

MNSTHS_RT_All EQU 01 Non specific

MNSTHS_RT_Tran EQU 02 Transaction

MNSTHS_RT_Umbrella EQU 03 Umbrella name

MNSTHS_RT_Terminal EQU 04 Terminal

MNSTHS_RT_File EQU 05 File

MNSTHS_RT_Program EQU 06 Program

MNSTHS_RT_TSQueue EQU 07 Temporary storage queue

MNSTHS_RT_TData EQU 08 Transient data

MNSTHS_RT_Jobname EQU 09 CICS jobname

MNSTHS_RT_AbendCode EQU 10 Abend code

MNSTHS_RT_Connection EQU 11 Connection
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MNSTHS_RT_Service EQU 12 Service

107 X'6B' MNSTHS_R2Type 1 BINARY Resource 2 - type

108 X'6C' MNSTHS_WTO 1 BINARY WTO Message

109 X'6D' MNSTHS_Log 1 BINARY Log Message

110 X'6E' MNSTHS_RunIMOD 1 BINARY Run REXX IMOD

MNSTHS_Yes EQU C'Y' Yes

MNSTHS_No EQU C'N' No

111 X'6F' MNSTHS_CancelType 1 BINARY Cancel/Abend Type

MNSTHS_CT_None EQU 00 No/None

MNSTHS_CT_Purge EQU 01 Purge

MNSTHS_CT_Force EQU 02 ForcePurge

MNSTHS_CT_Cancel EQU 03 Cancel

MNSTHS_CT_Kill EQU 04 Kill

MNSTHS_CT_CKill EQU 05 CICSKill

MNSTHS_L EQU *-MNSTHS Segment length

Correlation - CE APM

Section Correlation - CE APM

DSECT MNSWILY

Triplet MNS_Cntl_Wily

Description Correlation segments created for the transaction

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSWILY DSECT DSECT MNSWILY

0 X'0' MNSWILY_Type 1 BINARY Correlation ID type

MNSWILY_Type_None EQU 000 None

MNSWILY_Type_WebServic
e

EQU 001 Web Service

MNSWILY_Type_CTGChan
nel

EQU 002 CTG Channel

MNSWILY_Type_CommAre
aS

EQU 003 CommArea Static

MNSWILY_Type_CommAre
aD

EQU 004 CommArea Dynamic

MNSWILY_Type_MQTM EQU 005 MQ Trigger Message

MNSWILY_Type_HTTP EQU 006 HTTP

MNSWILY_Type_User EQU 007 User

MNSWILY_Type_CommRetr
ieve

EQU 008 CommArea/Retrieve
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MNSWILY_Type_ChanCont EQU 009 Channel Container

MNSWILY_Type_Maximum EQU 009 Maximum type value

1 X'1' MNSWILY_CorID_Length 1 BINARY Correlation ID length

2 X'2' 2 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

4 X'4' MNSWILY_Data 128 EBCDIC Data

MNSWILY_L EQU *-MNSWILY Segment length

Type: Web Service
CTG Channel
CommArea Static
CommArea Dynamic
HTTP

4 X'4' MNSWILY_CorID_GUID 32 EBCDIC Correlation ID

36 X'24' MNSWILY_CorID_Seq 32 EBCDIC Sequence ID

68 X'44' MNSWILY_CorID_PropFlag 1 EBCDIC Propagation flag

69 X'45' MNSWILY_CorID_DepProp 1 EBCDIC Dependency propagation flag

MNSWILY_CorID_L EQU *-MNSWILY_Data Data length

Type: MQ Trigger Message

4 X'4' MNSWILY_MQ_MsgID 24 EBCDIC MQ Message ID

28 X'1C' 8 EBCDIC Filler

36 X'24' MNSWILY_MQ_CorrelID 24 EBCDIC MQ Correlation ID

60 X'3C' 8 EBCDIC Filler

68 X'44' MNSWILY_MQ_PropFlag 1 EBCDIC Propagation flag

69 X'45' MNSWILY_MQ_DepProp 1 EBCDIC Dependency propagation flag

MNSWILY_MQ_L EQU *-MNSWILY_Data Data length

User Data

Section User Data

DSECT MNSUData

Triplet MNS_Cntl_UData

Description User added data
This is a variable length section.
The length value in MNS_Cntl_UData_L is 0.
The length must be computed:
MNSUData_L + (MNSUData_DataLen)
The max length of the data field MNSUData_Data is 256.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSUData DSECT DSECT MNSUData

0 X'0' MNSUData_Name 32 EBCDIC Data element name

32 X'20' MNSUData_DataLen 2 BINARY Data length
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34 X'22' MNSUData_Type 1 BINARY Data type

MNSUData_Type_Binary EQU 000 Binary

MNSUData_Type_Counter EQU 001 Binary counter

MNSUData_Type_EBCDIC EQU 002 Character - EBCDIC

MNSUData_Type_ASCII EQU 003 Character - ASCII

MNSUData_Type_Maximum EQU 004 Maximum type value

35 X'23' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

36 X'24' MNSUData_Requests 4 BINARY Request counter

MNSUData_L EQU *-MNSUData Segment length

40 X'28' MNSUData_Data 256 EBCDIC Data

40 X'28' MNSUData_Counter 4 BINARY Counter

Real-Time

Section Real-Time

DSECT MNSRTime

Triplet MNS_Cntl_RTime

Description Real-time transaction status. This segment is available only while
a transaction is executing. It is not present in an historical record
after the transaction has completed.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSRTime DSECT DSECT MNSRTime

0 X'0' MNSRTime_WaitType 8 EBCDIC Wait type

8 X'8' MNSRTime_WaitName 16 EBCDIC Wait name

24 X'18' MNSRTime_Program 8 EBCDIC Current program

32 X'20' MNSRTime_003 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

40 X'28' MNSRTime_004 8 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

MNSRTime_L EQU *-MNSRTime Segment length

Triplets

Section Triplet Overlay DSECT

DSECT MNSTriplet

Description Common DSECT to overlay a triplet structure

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MNSTriplet DSECT DSECT MNSTriplet

0 X'0' MNSTriplet_Data 8 EBCDIC Data
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0 X'0' MNSTriplet_Offset 4 BINARY Offset

4 X'4' MNSTriplet_Length 2 BINARY Length

6 X'6' MNSTriplet_Count 2 BINARY Count

MNSTriplet_L EQU *-MNSTriplet Length of triplet

GSVSMF28 - CICS System Interval Data Record
The SYSVIEW Option for CICS system data collection subtask creates a record that captures CICS region statistics for a
specified collection interval.

Record Layout

Description CICS System Interval Data Record

Record Type 255 (default)

Record Subtype 028, x01C

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information
• Data Section

– CICS Region Overview
– MVS Address Space
– Storage
– Dynamic Storage Areas
– Temporary Storage
– Transient Data
– DB2
– Degradation Analysis
– State Status

NOTE

• Data segments or sections must be accessed using the corresponding triplet.
• All time values are in microseconds unless otherwise stated.
• Fields associated with a data collection metric contain the following comment:

– Metric: metric
• Fields associated with a CICS Monitor Control Table (MCT) entry contain the following comment:

– CICS MCT: DFHxxxx nnn
– CICS documentation for the MCT entry can be referenced for more information.

Segment/Section DSECT/Area Count

SMF Header CSID_Hdr 1

Product Header Extension CSID_Hdr_Info 1

Control Information CSID_Cntl 1

CICS Region Overview CSID_CICS 1
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Segment/Section DSECT/Area Count

MVS Address Space CSID_MVS 1

Storage CSID_STOR 1

Dynamic Storage Areas CSID_DSA 1

Temporary Storage CSID_TEMP 1

Transient Data CSID_DEST 1

DB2 CSID_DB2 1

Degradation Analysis CSID_DEGA 1

State Status CSID_Stat 1

SMF Header

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CSID DSECT DSECT CSID

0 X'0' CSID_Hdr 40 EBCDIC Standard Header

0 X'0' CSID_SMF 24 EBCDIC SMF Header

0 X'0' CSID_SMF_RDW 4 BINARY Record/segment length

0 X'0' CSID_SMF_Length 2 BINARY SMF record length

2 X'2' CSID_SMF_SegLength 2 BINARY SMF segment length

4 X'4' CSID_SMF_Flag 1 BINARY System indicator

CSID_SMF_Flag_SSI EQU B'10000000' Sub system follows

CSID_SMF_Flag_STY EQU B'01000000' Sub record type used

5 X'5' CSID_SMF_RecType 1 BINARY Record type

CSID_SMF_Type255 EQU 255 Default record type

6 X'6' CSID_SMF_Time 4 BINARY Time since midnight 100th

10 X'A' CSID_SMF_Date 4 PACKED Date 0cyydddF

14 X'E' CSID_SMF_SysID 4 EBCDIC System ID

18 X'12' CSID_SMF_SubsysID 4 EBCDIC Sub system ID

22 X'16' CSID_SMF_SubType 2 BINARY Sub record type

22 X'16' CSID_SMF_SubData 1 BINARY Data collection type

23 X'17' CSID_SMF_SubRec 1 BINARY Data record subtype

CSID_SMF_SubRecType EQU 028 Subrecord type

CSID_SMF_SubRec28 EQU 028 Subrecord type

CSID_SMF_L EQU *-CSID_SMF SMF header length
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Product Header Extension Information

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

24 X'18' CSID_Hdr_Info 16 BINARY Product Header Information

24 X'18' CSID_Hdr_Product 4 EBCDIC Product keyword

28 X'1C' CSID_Hdr_Release 4 EBCDIC Product release

28 X'1C' CSID_Hdr_RRM 3 EBCDIC RRM

31 X'1F' CSID_Hdr_RecVer 1 BINARY Record version

CSID_Hdr_RecVer01 EQU 01 01 - r12.0

CSID_Hdr_RecVer02 EQU 02 02 - r12.5

CSID_Hdr_RecVer03 EQU 03 03 - r13.0

CSID_Hdr_RecVer04 EQU 04 04 - r14.2

CSID_Hdr_RecVerCurr EQU 04 Current

32 X'20' CSID_Hdr_OpSys 1 BINARY System

CSID_Hdr_MVS EQU B'10000000' MVS

33 X'21' CSID_Hdr_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

CSID_Hdr_F1_80 EQU B'10000000' *--- Not Used ---*

CSID_Hdr_F1_40 EQU B'01000000' *--- Not Used ---*

CSID_Hdr_F1_20 EQU B'00100000' *--- Not Used ---*

CSID_Hdr_F1_10 EQU B'00010000' *--- Not Used ---*

CSID_Hdr_F1_08 EQU B'00001000' *--- Not Used ---*

CSID_Hdr_F1_04 EQU B'00000100' *--- Not Used ---*

CSID_Hdr_F1_02 EQU B'00000010' *--- Not Used ---*

CSID_Hdr_F1_CD EQU B'00000001' Compressed data

34 X'22' 2 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

36 X'24' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

CSID_Hdr_Info_L EQU *-CSID_Hdr_In
fo

Length

CSID_Hdr_L EQU *-CSID_Hdr Length

Control Information

The data portion of the record is comprised of several smaller blocks of data called "segments."

Each group of segments can be referenced using its corresponding triplet entry. A triplet is made up of three components:

Offset (4) Offset from the beginning of the record to the 1st segment

Length (2) Length of 1 segment

Count (2) Number of segments

Data might not be available for all segments.
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To determine if a segment type exists, check the corresponding count field within the triplet. If the count value is greater
than 0, segments exist for the type.

Data segments can appear in any order. Segments in the data area must be accessed using the corresponding triplet
offset, length and count.

The following sampel demonstrates a record. Do not assume the data or offset information to be accurate for a real
record.

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information

– Triplet 1
• offset: x00000200
• length: x0080
• count: x0001

– Triplet 2
• offset: x00000280
• length: x0040
• count: x0001

• Data Section
– Data Segment 1

• x200: segment 1
– Data Segment 2

• x280: segment 1

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

40 X'28' CSID_Cntl 1 EBCDIC Record Control Information

40 X'28' CSID_Cntl_Length 4 BINARY Section length

44 X'2C' CSID_Cntl_Triplets 4 BINARY Number of triplets

48 X'30' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

52 X'34' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

56 X'38' CSID_Cntl_Data 8 EBCDIC 1st set of triplets

56 X'38' CSID_Cntl_CICS 8 EBCDIC Triplet: CICS

56 X'38' CSID_Cntl_CICS_O 4 BINARY Offset - CICS

60 X'3C' CSID_Cntl_CICS_L 2 BINARY Length - CICS

62 X'3E' CSID_Cntl_CICS_C 2 BINARY Count - CICS

64 X'40' CSID_Cntl_MVS 8 EBCDIC Triplet: MVS

64 X'40' CSID_Cntl_MVS_O 4 BINARY Offset - MVS

68 X'44' CSID_Cntl_MVS_L 2 BINARY Length - MVS

70 X'46' CSID_Cntl_MVS_C 2 BINARY Count - MVS

72 X'48' CSID_Cntl_STOR 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Storage

72 X'48' CSID_Cntl_STOR_O 4 BINARY Offset - Storage
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

76 X'4C' CSID_Cntl_STOR_L 2 BINARY Length - Storage

78 X'4E' CSID_Cntl_STOR_C 2 BINARY Count - Storage

80 X'50' CSID_Cntl_DSA 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DSA

80 X'50' CSID_Cntl_DSA_O 4 BINARY Offset - DSA

84 X'54' CSID_Cntl_DSA_L 2 BINARY Length - DSA

86 X'56' CSID_Cntl_DSA_C 2 BINARY Count - DSA

88 X'58' CSID_Cntl_TEMP 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Temp Storage

88 X'58' CSID_Cntl_TEMP_O 4 BINARY Offset - Temp Storage

92 X'5C' CSID_Cntl_TEMP_L 2 BINARY Length - Temp Storage

94 X'5E' CSID_Cntl_TEMP_C 2 BINARY Count - Temp Storage

96 X'60' CSID_Cntl_DEST 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Transient Data

96 X'60' CSID_Cntl_DEST_O 4 BINARY Offset - Transient Data

100 X'64' CSID_Cntl_DEST_L 2 BINARY Length - Transient Data

102 X'66' CSID_Cntl_DEST_C 2 BINARY Count - Transient Data

104 X'68' CSID_Cntl_DB2 8 EBCDIC Triplet: DB2

104 X'68' CSID_Cntl_DB2_O 4 BINARY Offset - DB2

108 X'6C' CSID_Cntl_DB2_L 2 BINARY Length - DB2

110 X'6E' CSID_Cntl_DB2_C 2 BINARY Count - DB2

112 X'70' CSID_Cntl_DEGA 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Degradation

112 X'70' CSID_Cntl_DEGA_O 4 BINARY Offset - Degradation

116 X'74' CSID_Cntl_DEGA_L 2 BINARY Length - Degradation

118 X'76' CSID_Cntl_DEGA_C 2 BINARY Count - Degradation

120 X'78' CSID_Cntl_Stat 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Status

120 X'78' CSID_Cntl_Stat_O 4 BINARY Offset - Status

124 X'7C' CSID_Cntl_Stat_L 2 BINARY Length - Status

126 X'7E' CSID_Cntl_Stat_C 2 BINARY Count - Status

128 X'80' CSID_Cntl_0010 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

128 X'80' CSID_Cntl_0010_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

132 X'84' CSID_Cntl_0010_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

134 X'86' CSID_Cntl_0010_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

136 X'88' CSID_Cntl_0011 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

136 X'88' CSID_Cntl_0011_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

140 X'8C' CSID_Cntl_0011_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

142 X'8E' CSID_Cntl_0011_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

144 X'90' CSID_Cntl_0012 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

144 X'90' CSID_Cntl_0012_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

148 X'94' CSID_Cntl_0012_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

150 X'96' CSID_Cntl_0012_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

152 X'98' CSID_Cntl_0013 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

152 X'98' CSID_Cntl_0013_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

156 X'9C' CSID_Cntl_0013_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

158 X'9E' CSID_Cntl_0013_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

160 X'A0' CSID_Cntl_0014 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

160 X'A0' CSID_Cntl_0014_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

164 X'A4' CSID_Cntl_0014_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

166 X'A6' CSID_Cntl_0014_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

168 X'A8' CSID_Cntl_0015 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

168 X'A8' CSID_Cntl_0015_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

172 X'AC' CSID_Cntl_0015_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

174 X'AE' CSID_Cntl_0015_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

176 X'B0' CSID_Cntl_0016 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

176 X'B0' CSID_Cntl_0016_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

180 X'B4' CSID_Cntl_0016_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

182 X'B6' CSID_Cntl_0016_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

184 X'B8' CSID_Cntl_0017 8 EBCDIC Triplet: Reserved

184 X'B8' CSID_Cntl_0017_O 4 BINARY Offset - Reserved

188 X'BC' CSID_Cntl_0017_L 2 BINARY Length - Reserved

190 X'BE' CSID_Cntl_0017_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

CSID_Cntl_TripCnt EQU (*-CSID_Cntl_D
ata)/8

Count of triplets

192 X'C0' 8 BINARY Doubleword alignment

CSID_Cntl_L EQU *-CSID_Cntl Length of control

CSID_Fixed_L EQU *-CSID Common Fixed Length

CICS Region Overview

Section CICS Region Overview

DSECT CSID_CICS

Triplet CSID_Cntl_CICS

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CSID_CICS DSECT DSECT CSID_CICS

0 X'0' CSID_CICS_Start 8 BINARY Start of interval (STCK)

8 X'8' CSID_CICS_End 8 BINARY End of interval (STCK)

16 X'10' CSID_CICS_Interval 8 BINARY Interval - microseconds
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

24 X'18' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

32 X'20' CSID_CICS_Jobname 8 EBCDIC CICS jobname

40 X'28' CSID_CICS_Applid 8 EBCDIC CICS applid

48 X'30' CSID_CICS_JobId 8 EBCDIC CICS JobId

56 X'38' CSID_CICS_SysName 8 EBCDIC System name

64 X'40' CSID_CICS_CSACIREL 1 BINARY CICS release

64 X'40' CSID_CICS_Release 1 BINARY CICS release

CSID_CICS_63 EQU 0x63 6.3 - TS 2.3

CSID_CICS_64 EQU 0x64 6.4 - TS 3.1

CSID_CICS_65 EQU 0x65 6.5 - TS 3.2

CSID_CICS_66 EQU 0x66 6.6 - TS 4.1

CSID_CICS_67 EQU 0x67 6.7 - TS 4.2

CSID_CICS_68 EQU 0x68 6.8 - TS 5.1

CSID_CICS_69 EQU 0x69 6.9 - TS 5.2

CSID_CICS_70 EQU 0x70 7.0 - TS 5.3

CSID_CICS_71 EQU 0x71 7.1 - TS 5.4

65 X'41' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

66 X'42' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

67 X'43' 1 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

68 X'44' CSID_CICS_TransGSVI 4 BINARY Tran count for interval

72 X'48' CSID_CICS_ThreshCnt 4 BINARY Thresholds exceeded
Metric : THRSHCNT

76 X'4C' CSID_CICS_Seconds 4 BINARY Interval time (seconds)

80 X'50' CSID_CICS_AtMaxTask 4 BINARY Times at max task

84 X'54' CSID_CICS_Abends 4 BINARY Abends
Metric : ABENDS

88 X'58' CSID_CICS_TransCnt 4 BINARY CICS tran count for interval

92 X'5C' CSID_CICS_TranRate 4 BINARY Trans/second (3 decimals)
Metric : TRANRATE

96 X'60' CSID_CICS_CurrTasks 4 BINARY Current tasks executing
Metric : ACTTASKS

100 X'64' CSID_CICS_PeakTasks 4 BINARY Peak tasks executing

104 X'68' CSID_CICS_MaxTask 4 BINARY CICS max task value

108 X'6C' CSID_CICS_MaxTaskP 4 BINARY CICS max task pct
Metric : MXTTASK%

112 X'70' CSID_CICS_AIDCount 4 BINARY AIDs - current count
Metric : CAIDSCNT

116 X'74' CSID_CICS_ICECount 4 BINARY ICEs - current count
Metric : CICESCNT
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

120 X'78' CSID_CICS_DumpTran 4 BINARY Transaction dumps taken
Metric : CDUMPTRN

124 X'7C' CSID_CICS_DumpSys 4 BINARY System dumps taken
Metric : CDUMPSYS

128 X'80' CSID_CICS_Dumps 4 BINARY Dumps taken
Metric : CDUMPS

132 X'84' CSID_CICS_CDMPSSYS 4 BINARY System dumps suppressed
Metric : CDMPSSYS

136 X'88' CSID_CICS_CDMPSTRN 4 BINARY Transaction dumps
suppressed
Metric : CDMPSTRN

140 X'8C' CSID_CICS_CDMPSUPP 4 BINARY Dumps suppressed
Metric : CDMPSUPP

144 X'90' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

148 X'94' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

152 X'98' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

156 X'9C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

160 X'A0' CSID_CICS_TransTot 8 BINARY CICS total transaction count

168 X'A8' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

172 X'AC' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

176 X'B0' CSID_CICS_MaxSock 4 BINARY Max IP sockets
Metric : CSOCKMAX

180 X'B4' CSID_CICS_ActSock 4 BINARY Active IP sockets
Metric : CSOCKACT

184 X'B8' CSID_CICS_ActSockP 4 BINARY Active IP sockets pct
Metric : CSOCK%

188 X'BC' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

192 X'C0' 8 BINARY Alignment

CSID_CICS_L EQU *-CSID_CICS Length

MVS Address Space

Section MVS Address Space

DSECT CSID_MVS

Triplet CSID_Cntl_MVS

Description MVS address space statistics for the CICS region.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CSID_MVS DSECT DSECT CSID_MVS

0 X'0' CSID_MVS_Cputime 8 BINARY CPU time used

8 X'8' CSID_MVS_RealStg 8 BINARY Real storage
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

16 X'10' CSID_MVS_SIOS 8 BINARY Start I/Os

24 X'18' CSID_MVS_CPURate 8 BINARY CPU/second (3 decimals)

32 X'20' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

40 X'28' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

48 X'30' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

56 X'38' 8 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

64 X'40' CSID_MVS_CpuPct 4 BINARY CPU percent (0 decimals)

68 X'44' CSID_MVS_JobCpuPct 4 BINARY Job CPU pct (3 decimals)

72 X'48' CSID_MVS_SIOSRate 4 BINARY I/O rate per second (3 dec)

76 X'4C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

80 X'50' CSID_MVS_DPR 4 BINARY Demand page rate

84 X'54' CSID_MVS_AFC 4 BINARY Available frame count

88 X'58' CSID_MVS_UICA 4 BINARY Unreferenced Interval Count

92 X'5C' CSID_MVS_PGR 4 BINARY MVS paging rate

96 X'60' CSID_MVS_PGRT 4 BINARY MVS paging rate total

100 X'64' CSID_MVS_PageRate 4 BINARY Paging rate (3 decimals)

104 X'68' CSID_MVS_PageStolen 4 BINARY Pages Stolen From This
Mem

108 X'6C' CSID_MVS_CacheMiss 4 BINARY Cache Read Page Miss
Count

112 X'70' CSID_MVS_NonVAMIn 4 BINARY Non-VAM - Page In

116 X'74' CSID_MVS_NonVAMOut 4 BINARY Non-VAM - Page Out

120 X'78' CSID_MVS_VAMIn 4 BINARY VAM - Page In

124 X'7C' CSID_MVS_VAMOut 4 BINARY VAM - Page Out

128 X'80' CSID_MVS_VAMReclaim 4 BINARY VAM - Page Reclaims

132 X'84' CSID_MVS_SwapIn 4 BINARY Swap - Page In

136 X'88' CSID_MVS_SwapOut 4 BINARY Swap - Page Outs

140 X'8C' CSID_MVS_SwapCnt 4 BINARY Swap - Count

144 X'90' CSID_MVS_CommonIn 4 BINARY Common - Page In

148 X'94' CSID_MVS_LPAIn 4 BINARY LPA - Page In

152 X'98' CSID_MVS_HyperIn 4 BINARY Hyperspace - Page In

156 X'9C' CSID_MVS_HyperOut 4 BINARY Hyperspace - Page Out

160 X'A0' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

164 X'A4' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

168 X'A8' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

172 X'AC' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

176 X'B0' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

180 X'B4' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

184 X'B8' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

188 X'BC' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

192 X'C0' 8 BINARY

CSID_MVS_L EQU *-CSID_MVS Length

Storage

Section Storage

DSECT CSID_STOR

Triplet CSID_Cntl_STOR

Description CICS address space storage usage.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CSID_STOR DSECT DSECT CSID_STOR

0 X'0' CSID_PVT_User 4 BINARY PVT - User allocated
Metric : PVTUSER

4 X'4' CSID_PVT_Sys 4 BINARY PVT - System allocated
Metric : PVTSYS

8 X'8' CSID_PVT_Alloc 4 BINARY PVT – Allocated
Metric : PVTALLOC

12 X'C' CSID_PVT_Free 4 BINARY PVT – Free
Metric : PVTFREE

16 X'10' CSID_PVT_Size 4 BINARY PVT – Size
Metric : PVTSIZE

20 X'14' CSID_PVT_Limit 4 BINARY PVT – Limit
Metric : PVTLIM

24 X'18' CSID_PVT_PctSize 4 BINARY PVT - Pct of Size
Metric : PVT%SIZ

28 X'1C' CSID_PVT_PctLim 4 BINARY PVT - Pct of Limit
Metric : PVT%LIM

32 X'20' CSID_EPVT_User 4 BINARY EPVT - User allocated
Metric : EPVTUSER

36 X'24' CSID_EPVT_Sys 4 BINARY EPVT - System allocated
Metric : EPVTSYS

40 X'28' CSID_EPVT_Alloc 4 BINARY EPVT – Allocated
Metric : EPVTALLO

44 X'2C' CSID_EPVT_Free 4 BINARY EPVT – Free
Metric : EPVTFREE

48 X'30' CSID_EPVT_Size 4 BINARY EPVT – Size
Metric : EPVTSIZE

52 X'34' CSID_EPVT_Limit 4 BINARY EPVT – Limit
Metric : EPVTLIM
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

56 X'38' CSID_EPVT_PctSize 4 BINARY EPVT - Pct of Size
Metric : EPVT%SIZ

60 X'3C' CSID_EPVT_PctLim 4 BINARY EPVT - Pct of Limit
Metric : EPVT%LIM

64 X'40' CSID_GPVT_Alloc 8 BINARY GPVT - Allocated

72 X'48' CSID_GPVT_Free 8 BINARY GPVT - Free

80 X'50' CSID_GPVT_Limit 8 BINARY GPVT - Limit

88 X'58' CSID_GPVT_PctLim 4 BINARY GPVT - Pct of Limit

92 X'5C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

96 X'60' CSID_CSA_Alloc 4 BINARY CSA - Allocated

100 X'64' CSID_SQA_Alloc 4 BINARY SQA - Allocated

104 X'68' CSID_ECSA_Alloc 4 BINARY ECSA - Allocated

108 X'6C' CSID_ESQA_Alloc 4 BINARY ESQA - Allocated

112 X'70' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

116 X'74' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

120 X'78' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

124 X'7C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

128 X'80' 8 BINARY

CSID_STOR_L EQU *-CSID_STOR Length

Dynamic Storage Areas

Section Dynamic Storage Areas

DSECT CSID_DSA

Triplet CSID_Cntl_DSA

Description Dynamic Storage Area information.
In record versions 1, 2 and 3, the DSA SOS count values were
bytes that indicated whether the specific DSA was in a short on
storage condition at time of interval collection.
Starting with record version 4, the DSA SOS count values record
the number of short on storage events for the interval.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CSID_DSA DSECT DSECT CSID_DSA

0 X'0' CSID_DSA_StgViols 4 BINARY Storage violation count
Metric : STGVIOLS

4 X'4' CSID_DSA_SosCount 4 BINARY Short On Storage count
Metric : SOS

8 X'8' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

12 X'C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*
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16 X'10' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

20 X'14' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

24 X'18' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

28 X'1C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

32 X'20' CSID_DSA_DSA_Size 4 BINARY DSA Size
Metric : DSASIZE

36 X'24' CSID_DSA_DSA_Alloc 4 BINARY DSA Allocated
Metric : DSAALLO

40 X'28' CSID_DSA_DSA_Free 4 BINARY DSA Free
Metric : DSAFREE

44 X'2C' CSID_DSA_DSA_Limit 4 BINARY DSA Limit
Metric : DSALIM

48 X'30' CSID_DSA_DSA_Pct 4 BINARY DSA Pct
Metric : DSA%

52 X'34' CSID_DSA_DSA_HWM 4 BINARY DSA HWM
Metric : DSAHWM

56 X'38' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

60 X'3C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

64 X'40' CSID_DSA_EDSA_Size 4 BINARY EDSA Size
Metric : EDSASIZE

68 X'44' CSID_DSA_EDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY EDSA Allocated
Metric : EDSAALLO

72 X'48' CSID_DSA_EDSA_Free 4 BINARY EDSA Free
Metric : EDSAFREE

76 X'4C' CSID_DSA_EDSA_Limit 4 BINARY EDSA Limit
Metric : EDSALIM

80 X'50' CSID_DSA_EDSA_Pct 4 BINARY EDSA Pct
Metric : EDSA%

84 X'54' CSID_DSA_EDSA_HWM 4 BINARY EDSA HWM
Metric : EDSAHWM

88 X'58' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

92 X'5C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

96 X'60' CSID_DSA_GDSA_Size 8 BINARY GDSA Size
Metric : GDSASIZE

104 X'68' CSID_DSA_GDSA_Alloc 8 BINARY GDSA Allocated
Metric : GDSAALLO

112 X'70' CSID_DSA_GDSA_Free 8 BINARY GDSA Free
Metric : GDSAFREE

120 X'78' CSID_DSA_GDSA_Limit 8 BINARY GDSA Limit
Metric : GDSALIM

128 X'80' CSID_DSA_GDSA_HWM 8 BINARY GDSA HWM
Metric : GDSAHWM
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136 X'88' CSID_DSA_GDSA_Pct 4 BINARY GDSA Pct
Metric : GDSA%

140 X'8C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

144 X'90' CSID_DSA_CDSA_Size 4 BINARY CDSA - Size

148 X'94' CSID_DSA_CDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY CDSA - Allocated

152 X'98' CSID_DSA_CDSA_Free 4 BINARY CDSA - Free

156 X'9C' CSID_DSA_CDSA_MFB 4 BINARY CDSA - Max Free Block
Metric : CDSAMAX

160 X'A0' CSID_DSA_CDSA_Avail 4 BINARY CDSA - Available

164 X'A4' CSID_DSA_CDSA_Limit 4 BINARY CDSA - Limit

168 X'A8' CSID_DSA_CDSA_LPct 4 BINARY CDSA - Pct of limit
Metric : CDSA%

172 X'AC' CSID_DSA_CDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY CDSA - SOS

172 X'AC' CSID_DSA_CDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY CDSA - SOS count
Metric : SOSCDSA

176 X'B0' CSID_DSA_UDSA_Size 4 BINARY UDSA - Size

180 X'B4' CSID_DSA_UDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY UDSA - Allocated

184 X'B8' CSID_DSA_UDSA_Free 4 BINARY UDSA - Free

188 X'BC' CSID_DSA_UDSA_MFB 4 BINARY UDSA - Max Free Block
Metric : UDSAMAX

192 X'C0' CSID_DSA_UDSA_Avail 4 BINARY UDSA - Available

196 X'C4' CSID_DSA_UDSA_Limit 4 BINARY UDSA - Limit

200 X'C8' CSID_DSA_UDSA_LPct 4 BINARY UDSA - Pct of limit
Metric : UDSA%

204 X'CC' CSID_DSA_UDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY UDSA - SOS

204 X'CC' CSID_DSA_UDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY UDSA - SOS count
Metric : SOSUDSA

208 X'D0' CSID_DSA_SDSA_Size 4 BINARY SDSA - Size

212 X'D4' CSID_DSA_SDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY SDSA - Allocated

216 X'D8' CSID_DSA_SDSA_Free 4 BINARY SDSA - Free

220 X'DC' CSID_DSA_SDSA_MFB 4 BINARY SDSA - Max Free Block
Metric : SDSAMAX

224 X'E0' CSID_DSA_SDSA_Avail 4 BINARY SDSA - Available

228 X'E4' CSID_DSA_SDSA_Limit 4 BINARY SDSA - Limit

232 X'E8' CSID_DSA_SDSA_LPct 4 BINARY SDSA - Pct of limit
Metric : SDSA%

236 X'EC' CSID_DSA_SDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY SDSA - SOS

236 X'EC' CSID_DSA_SDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY SDSA - SOS count
Metric : SOSSDSA

240 X'F0' CSID_DSA_RDSA_Size 4 BINARY RDSA - Size
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244 X'F4' CSID_DSA_RDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY RDSA - Allocated

248 X'F8' CSID_DSA_RDSA_Free 4 BINARY RDSA - Free

252 X'FC' CSID_DSA_RDSA_MFB 4 BINARY RDSA - Max Free Block
Metric : RDSAMAX

256 X'100' CSID_DSA_RDSA_Avail 4 BINARY RDSA - Available

260 X'104' CSID_DSA_RDSA_Limit 4 BINARY RDSA - Limit

264 X'108' CSID_DSA_RDSA_LPct 4 BINARY RDSA - Pct of limit
Metric : RDSA%

268 X'10C' CSID_DSA_RDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY RDSA - SOS

268 X'10C' CSID_DSA_RDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY RDSA - SOS count
Metric : SOSRDSA

272 X'110' CSID_DSA_ECDSA_Size 4 BINARY ECDSA - Size

276 X'114' CSID_DSA_ECDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY ECDSA - Allocated

280 X'118' CSID_DSA_ECDSA_Free 4 BINARY ECDSA - Free

284 X'11C' CSID_DSA_ECDSA_MFB 4 BINARY ECDSA - Max Free Block
Metric : ECDSAMAX

288 X'120' CSID_DSA_ECDSA_Avail 4 BINARY ECDSA - Available

292 X'124' CSID_DSA_ECDSA_Limit 4 BINARY ECDSA - Limit

296 X'128' CSID_DSA_ECDSA_LPct 4 BINARY ECDSA - Pct of limit
Metric : ECDSA%

300 X'12C' CSID_DSA_ECDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY ECDSA - SOS

300 X'12C' CSID_DSA_ECDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY ECDSA - SOS count
Metric : SOSECDSA

304 X'130' CSID_DSA_EUDSA_Size 4 BINARY EUDSA - Size

308 X'134' CSID_DSA_EUDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY EUDSA - Allocated

312 X'138' CSID_DSA_EUDSA_Free 4 BINARY EUDSA - Free

316 X'13C' CSID_DSA_EUDSA_MFB 4 BINARY EUDSA - Max Free Block
Metric : EUDSAMAX

320 X'140' CSID_DSA_EUDSA_Avail 4 BINARY EUDSA - Available

324 X'144' CSID_DSA_EUDSA_Limit 4 BINARY EUDSA - Limit

328 X'148' CSID_DSA_EUDSA_LPct 4 BINARY EUDSA - Pct of limit
Metric : EUDSA%

332 X'14C' CSID_DSA_EUDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY EUDSA - SOS

332 X'14C' CSID_DSA_EUDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY EUDSA - SOS count
Metric : SOSEUDSA

336 X'150' CSID_DSA_ESDSA_Size 4 BINARY ESDSA - Size

340 X'154' CSID_DSA_ESDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY ESDSA - Allocated

344 X'158' CSID_DSA_ESDSA_Free 4 BINARY ESDSA - Free

348 X'15C' CSID_DSA_ESDSA_MFB 4 BINARY ESDSA - Max Free Block
Metric : ESDSAMAX
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352 X'160' CSID_DSA_ESDSA_Avail 4 BINARY ESDSA - Available

356 X'164' CSID_DSA_ESDSA_Limit 4 BINARY ESDSA - Limit

360 X'168' CSID_DSA_ESDSA_LPct 4 BINARY ESDSA - Pct of limit
Metric : ESDSA%

364 X'16C' CSID_DSA_ESDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY ESDSA - SOS

364 X'16C' CSID_DSA_ESDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY ESDSA - SOS count
Metric : SOSESDSA

368 X'170' CSID_DSA_ERDSA_Size 4 BINARY ERDSA - Size

372 X'174' CSID_DSA_ERDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY ERDSA - Allocated

376 X'178' CSID_DSA_ERDSA_Free 4 BINARY ERDSA - Free

380 X'17C' CSID_DSA_ERDSA_MFB 4 BINARY ERDSA - Max Free Block
Metric : ERDSAMAX

384 X'180' CSID_DSA_ERDSA_Avail 4 BINARY ERDSA - Available

388 X'184' CSID_DSA_ERDSA_Limit 4 BINARY ERDSA - Limit

392 X'188' CSID_DSA_ERDSA_LPct 4 BINARY ERDSA - Pct of limit
Metric : ERDSA%

396 X'18C' CSID_DSA_ERDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY ERDSA - SOS

396 X'18C' CSID_DSA_ERDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY ERDSA - SOS count
Metric : SOSERDSA

400 X'190' CSID_DSA_GCDSA_Size 8 BINARY GCDSA - Size

408 X'198' CSID_DSA_GCDSA_Alloc 8 BINARY GCDSA - Allocated

416 X'1A0' CSID_DSA_GCDSA_Free 8 BINARY GCDSA - Free

424 X'1A8' CSID_DSA_GCDSA_MFB 8 BINARY GCDSA - Max Free Block

432 X'1B0' CSID_DSA_GCDSA_SPct 4 BINARY GCDSA - Pct of size

436 X'1B4' CSID_DSA_GCDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY GCDSA - SOS

436 X'1B4' CSID_DSA_GCDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY GCDSA - SOS count

440 X'1B8' CSID_DSA_GUDSA_Size 8 BINARY GUDSA - Size

448 X'1C0' CSID_DSA_GUDSA_Alloc 8 BINARY GUDSA - Allocated

456 X'1C8' CSID_DSA_GUDSA_Free 8 BINARY GUDSA - Free

464 X'1D0' CSID_DSA_GUDSA_MFB 8 BINARY GUDSA - Max Free Block

472 X'1D8' CSID_DSA_GUDSA_SPct 4 BINARY GUDSA - Pct of size

476 X'1DC' CSID_DSA_GUDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY GUDSA - SOS

476 X'1DC' CSID_DSA_GUDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY GUDSA - SOS count

480 X'1E0' CSID_DSA_GSDSA_Size 8 BINARY GSDSA - Size

488 X'1E8' CSID_DSA_GSDSA_Alloc 8 BINARY GSDSA - Allocated

496 X'1F0' CSID_DSA_GSDSA_Free 8 BINARY GSDSA - Free

504 X'1F8' CSID_DSA_GSDSA_MFB 8 BINARY GSDSA - Max Free Block

512 X'200' CSID_DSA_GSDSA_SPct 4 BINARY GSDSA - Pct of size
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516 X'204' CSID_DSA_GSDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY GSDSA - SOS

516 X'204' CSID_DSA_GSDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY GSDSA - SOS count

520 X'208' CSID_DSA_GRDSA_Size 8 BINARY GSUDSA - Size

528 X'210' CSID_DSA_GRDSA_Alloc 8 BINARY GSUDSA - Allocated

536 X'218' CSID_DSA_GRDSA_Free 8 BINARY GSUDSA - Free

544 X'220' CSID_DSA_GRDSA_MFB 8 BINARY GSUDSA - Max Free Block

552 X'228' CSID_DSA_GRDSA_SPct 4 BINARY GSUDSA - Pct of size

556 X'22C' CSID_DSA_GRDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY GSUDSA - SOS

556 X'22C' CSID_DSA_GRDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY GSUDSA - SOS count

560 X'230' CSID_DSA_TDSA_Size 4 BINARY TDSA - Size

564 X'234' CSID_DSA_TDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY TDSA - Allocated

568 X'238' CSID_DSA_TDSA_Free 4 BINARY TDSA - Free

572 X'23C' CSID_DSA_TDSA_MFB 4 BINARY TDSA - Max Free Block

576 X'240' CSID_DSA_TDSA_Avail 4 BINARY TDSA - Available

580 X'244' CSID_DSA_TDSA_Limit 4 BINARY TDSA - Limit

584 X'248' CSID_DSA_TDSA_LPct 4 BINARY TDSA - Pct of limit

588 X'24C' CSID_DSA_TDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY TDSA - SOS

588 X'24C' CSID_DSA_TDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY TDSA - SOS count

592 X'250' CSID_DSA_XDSA_Size 4 BINARY XDSA - Size

596 X'254' CSID_DSA_XDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY XDSA - Allocated

600 X'258' CSID_DSA_XDSA_Free 4 BINARY XDSA - Free

604 X'25C' CSID_DSA_XDSA_MFB 4 BINARY XDSA - Max Free Block

608 X'260' CSID_DSA_XDSA_Avail 4 BINARY XDSA - Available

612 X'264' CSID_DSA_XDSA_Limit 4 BINARY XDSA - Limit

616 X'268' CSID_DSA_XDSA_LPct 4 BINARY XDSA - Pct of limit

620 X'26C' CSID_DSA_XDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY XDSA - SOS

620 X'26C' CSID_DSA_XDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY XDSA - SOS count

624 X'270' CSID_DSA_ETDSA_Size 4 BINARY ETDSA - Size

628 X'274' CSID_DSA_ETDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY ETDSA - Allocated

632 X'278' CSID_DSA_ETDSA_Free 4 BINARY ETDSA - Free

636 X'27C' CSID_DSA_ETDSA_MFB 4 BINARY ETDSA - Max Free Block

640 X'280' CSID_DSA_ETDSA_Avail 4 BINARY ETDSA - Available

644 X'284' CSID_DSA_ETDSA_Limit 4 BINARY ETDSA - Limit

648 X'288' CSID_DSA_ETDSA_LPct 4 BINARY ETDSA - Pct of limit

652 X'28C' CSID_DSA_ETDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY ETDSA - SOS

652 X'28C' CSID_DSA_ETDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY ETDSA - SOS count

656 X'290' CSID_DSA_EXDSA_Size 4 BINARY EXDSA - Size
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660 X'294' CSID_DSA_EXDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY EXDSA - Allocated

664 X'298' CSID_DSA_EXDSA_Free 4 BINARY EXDSA - Free

668 X'29C' CSID_DSA_EXDSA_MFB 4 BINARY EXDSA - Max Free Block

672 X'2A0' CSID_DSA_EXDSA_Avail 4 BINARY EXDSA - Available

676 X'2A4' CSID_DSA_EXDSA_Limit 4 BINARY EXDSA - Limit

680 X'2A8' CSID_DSA_EXDSA_LPct 4 BINARY EXDSA - Pct of limit

684 X'2AC' CSID_DSA_EXDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY EXDSA - SOS

684 X'2AC' CSID_DSA_EXDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY EXDSA - SOS count

688 X'2B0' CSID_DSA_GTDSA_Size 8 BINARY GTDSA - Size

696 X'2B8' CSID_DSA_GTDSA_Alloc 8 BINARY GTDSA - Allocated

704 X'2C0' CSID_DSA_GTDSA_Free 8 BINARY GTDSA - Free

712 X'2C8' CSID_DSA_GTDSA_MFB 8 BINARY GTDSA - Max Free Block

720 X'2D0' CSID_DSA_GTDSA_SPct 4 BINARY GTDSA - Pct of size

724 X'2D4' CSID_DSA_GTDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY GTDSA - SOS

724 X'2D4' CSID_DSA_GTDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY GTDSA - SOS count

728 X'2D8' CSID_DSA_GXDSA_Size 8 BINARY GXDSA - Size

736 X'2E0' CSID_DSA_GXDSA_Alloc 8 BINARY GXDSA - Allocated

744 X'2E8' CSID_DSA_GXDSA_Free 8 BINARY GXDSA - Free

752 X'2F0' CSID_DSA_GXDSA_MFB 8 BINARY GXDSA - Max Free Block

760 X'2F8' CSID_DSA_GXDSA_SPct 4 BINARY GXDSA - Pct of size

764 X'2FC' CSID_DSA_GXDSA_SOSC 4 BINARY GXDSA - SOS

764 X'2FC' CSID_DSA_GXDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY GXDSA - SOS count

768 X'300' CSID_DSA_PCDSA_Size 4 BINARY PCDSA - Size

772 X'304' CSID_DSA_PCDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY PCDSA - Allocated

776 X'308' CSID_DSA_PCDSA_Free 4 BINARY PCDSA - Free

780 X'30C' CSID_DSA_PCDSA_MFB 4 BINARY PCDSA - Max Free Block
Metric : PCDSAMAX

784 X'310' CSID_DSA_PCDSA_Avail 4 BINARY PCDSA - Available

788 X'314' CSID_DSA_PCDSA_Limit 4 BINARY PCDSA - Limit

792 X'318' CSID_DSA_PCDSA_LPct 4 BINARY PCDSA - Pct of limit
Metric : PCDSA%

796 X'31C' CSID_DSA_PCDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY PCDSA - SOS count
Metric : SOSPCDSA

800 X'320' CSID_DSA_PUDSA_Size 4 BINARY PUDSA - Size

804 X'324' CSID_DSA_PUDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY PUDSA - Allocated

808 X'328' CSID_DSA_PUDSA_Free 4 BINARY PUDSA - Free

812 X'32C' CSID_DSA_PUDSA_MFB 4 BINARY PUDSA - Max Free Block
Metric : PUDSAMAX
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816 X'330' CSID_DSA_PUDSA_Avail 4 BINARY PUDSA - Available

820 X'334' CSID_DSA_PUDSA_Limit 4 BINARY PUDSA - Limit

824 X'338' CSID_DSA_PUDSA_LPct 4 BINARY PUDSA - Pct of limit
Metric : PUDSA%

828 X'33C' CSID_DSA_PUDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY PUDSA - SOS count
Metric : SOSPUDSA

832 X'340' CSID_DSA_EPCDSA_Size 4 BINARY EPCDSA - Size

836 X'344' CSID_DSA_EPCDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY EPCDSA - Allocated

840 X'348' CSID_DSA_EPCDSA_Free 4 BINARY EPCDSA - Free

844 X'34C' CSID_DSA_EPCDSA_MFB 4 BINARY EPCDSA - Max Free Block
Metric : EPCDSAMX

848 X'350' CSID_DSA_EPCDSA_Avail 4 BINARY EPCDSA - Available

852 X'354' CSID_DSA_EPCDSA_Limit 4 BINARY EPCDSA - Limit

856 X'358' CSID_DSA_EPCDSA_LPct 4 BINARY EPCDSA - Pct of limit
Metric : EPCDSA%

860 X'35C' CSID_DSA_EPCDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY EPCDSA - SOS count
Metric : SOSEPCDS

864 X'360' CSID_DSA_EPUDSA_Size 4 BINARY EPUDSA - Size

868 X'364' CSID_DSA_EPUDSA_Alloc 4 BINARY EPUDSA - Allocated

872 X'368' CSID_DSA_EPUDSA_Free 4 BINARY EPUDSA - Free

876 X'36C' CSID_DSA_EPUDSA_MFB 4 BINARY EPUDSA - Max Free Block
Metric : EPUDSAMX

880 X'370' CSID_DSA_EPUDSA_Avail 4 BINARY EPUDSA - Available

884 X'374' CSID_DSA_EPUDSA_Limit 4 BINARY EPUDSA - Limit

888 X'378' CSID_DSA_EPUDSA_LPct 4 BINARY EPUDSA - Pct of limit
Metric : EPUDSA%

892 X'37C' CSID_DSA_EPUDSA_SOSCount 4 BINARY EPUDSA - SOS count
Metric : SOSEPUDS

CSID_DSA_L EQU *-CSID_DSA Length

172 X'AC' CSID_DSA_CDSA_SOS 1 BINARY CDSA - SOS indicator

204 X'CC' CSID_DSA_UDSA_SOS 1 BINARY UDSA - SOS indicator

236 X'EC' CSID_DSA_SDSA_SOS 1 BINARY SDSA - SOS indicator

268 X'10C' CSID_DSA_RDSA_SOS 1 BINARY RDSA - SOS indicator

300 X'12C' CSID_DSA_ECDSA_SOS 1 BINARY ECDSA - SOS indicator

332 X'14C' CSID_DSA_EUDSA_SOS 1 BINARY EUDSA - SOS indicator

364 X'16C' CSID_DSA_ESDSA_SOS 1 BINARY ESDSA - SOS indicator

396 X'18C' CSID_DSA_ERDSA_SOS 1 BINARY ERDSA - SOS indicator

436 X'1B4' CSID_DSA_GCDSA_SOS 1 BINARY GCDSA - SOS indicator

476 X'1DC' CSID_DSA_GUDSA_SOS 1 BINARY GUDSA - SOS indicator
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516 X'204' CSID_DSA_GSDSA_SOS 1 BINARY GSDSA - SOS indicator

556 X'22C' CSID_DSA_GRDSA_SOS 1 BINARY GRDSA - SOS indicator

588 X'24C' CSID_DSA_TDSA_SOS 1 BINARY TDSA - SOS indicator

620 X'26C' CSID_DSA_XDSA_SOS 1 BINARY XDSA - SOS indicator

652 X'28C' CSID_DSA_ETDSA_SOS 1 BINARY ETDSA - SOS indicator

684 X'2AC' CSID_DSA_EXDSA_SOS 1 BINARY EXDSA - SOS indicator

724 X'2D4' CSID_DSA_GTDSA_SOS 1 BINARY GTDSA - SOS indicator

764 X'2FC' CSID_DSA_GXDSA_SOS 1 BINARY GXDSA - SOS indicator

Temporary Storage

Section Temporary Storage

DSECT CSID_TEMP

Triplet CSID_Cntl_TEMP

Description Temporary storage information.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CSID_TEMP DSECT DSECT CSID_TEMP

0 X'0' CSID_TEMP_TSMain 4 BINARY TS Main storage in use
Metric : TEMPSTG

4 X'4' CSID_TEMP_AuxPct 4 BINARY TS Aux storage used pct
Metric : AUXSTOR%

8 X'8' CSID_TEMP_QueueCnt 4 BINARY TS queue current count
Metric : TEMPSTGQ

12 X'C' CSID_TEMP_StringW 4 BINARY TS String waits
Metric : TEMPSTRW

16 X'10' CSID_TEMP_BufferW 4 BINARY TS Buffer waits
Metric : TEMPBUFW

20 X'14' CSID_TEMP_TSMainPct 4 BINARY TS Main storage pct used
Metric : TEMPSTG%

24 X'18' CSID_TEMP_TSMainFD 8 BINARY TS Main storage in use

32 X'20' CSID_TEMP_TSMainLim 8 BINARY TS Main storage limit

40 X'28' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

44 X'2C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

48 X'30' 8 BINARY

CSID_TEMP_L EQU *-CSID_TEMP Length
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Section Transient Data

DSECT CSID_DEST

Triplet CSID_Cntl_DEST

Description Transient data information.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CSID_DEST DSECT DSECT CSID_DEST

0 X'0' CSID_DEST_DFHINTRA 4 BINARY DFHINTRA CIs in use PCT
Metric : TQINTRA%

4 X'4' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

8 X'8' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

12 X'C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

16 X'10' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

20 X'14' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

24 X'18' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

28 X'1C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

32 X'20' 8 BINARY

CSID_DEST_L EQU *-CSID_DEST Length

DB2

Section DB2

DSECT CSID_DB2

Triplet CSID_Cntl_DB2

Description DB2 information.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CSID_DB2 DSECT DSECT CSID_DB2

0 X'0' CSID_DB2_REQS 4 BINARY DB2 - Requests

4 X'4' CSID_DB2_THDS 4 BINARY DB2 - Thread tasks started

8 X'8' CSID_DB2_AUCT 4 BINARY DB2 - Authorizations

12 X'C' CSID_DB2_CALL 4 BINARY DB2 - Calls

16 X'10' CSID_DB2_COMT 4 BINARY DB2 - Commits

20 X'14' CSID_DB2_ROCT 4 BINARY DB2 - Read-Only Commits

24 X'18' CSID_DB2_ABRT 4 BINARY DB2 - Aborts

28 X'1C' CSID_DB2_WP 4 BINARY DB2 - Wait/Overflow Pool

32 X'20' CSID_DB2_SBCT 4 BINARY DB2 - TCBs active

36 X'24' CSID_DB2_THRD 4 BINARY DB2 - TCB limit
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

40 X'28' CSID_DB2_HIGH 4 BINARY DB2 - Threads HWM

44 X'2C' CSID_DB2_CURR 4 BINARY DB2 - Threads active

48 X'30' CSID_DB2_TMAX 4 BINARY DB2 - TCB high-water mark

52 X'34' CSID_DB2_ENCT 4 BINARY DB2 - RCT table entries

56 X'38' CSID_DB2_SSID 4 EBCDIC DB2 - subsystem ID

60 X'3C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

64 X'40' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

68 X'44' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

72 X'48' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

76 X'4C' 4 BINARY *--- Not Used ---*

80 X'50' 8 BINARY

CSID_DB2_L EQU *-CSID_DB2 Length

Degradation Analysis

Section Degradation Analysis

DSECT CSID_DEGA

Triplet CSID_Cntl_DEGA

Description CICS transaction degradation analysis
All values are total cumulative values for all transactions that
completed within the interval. To compute an average value per
transaction, the total value must be divided by the field:
CSID_CICS_TransGSVI

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CSID_DEGA DSECT DSECT CSID_DEGA

0 X'0' CSID_DEGA_GSVITIME 8 BINARY SYSVIEW monitor time
Metric : GSVITIME
CICS MCT: None

8 X'8' CSID_DEGA_GSVICPU 8 BINARY SYSVIEW CPU time
Metric : GSVICPU
CICS MCT: None

16 X'10' CSID_DEGA_IOCOUNT 8 BINARY I/O Count
Metric : FCPREQS
CICS MCT: DFHFILE 093

24 X'18' CSID_DEGA_LIFETIME 8 BINARY Life time of transaction
Metric : LIFETIME
CICS MCT: None

32 X'20' CSID_DEGA_USRDISPT 8 BINARY Dispatch time
Metric : DISPTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 007
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

40 X'28' CSID_DEGA_USRCPUT 8 BINARY Total CPU time
Metric : CPUTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 008

48 X'30' CSID_DEGA_TCIOWTT 8 BINARY Terminal I/O wait time
Metric : TERMTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTERM 009

56 X'38' CSID_DEGA_JCIOWTT 8 BINARY Journal I/O wait time
Metric : JCPTIME
CICS MCT: DFHJOUR 010

64 X'40' CSID_DEGA_TSIOWTT 8 BINARY Temp storage wait time
Metric : TSPTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTEMP 011

72 X'48' CSID_DEGA_SUSPTIME 8 BINARY Suspend time
Metric : SUSPTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 014

80 X'50' CSID_DEGA_FCIOWTT 8 BINARY File I/O wait time
Metric : FCPTIME
CICS MCT: DFHFILE 063

88 X'58' CSID_DEGA_IRIOWTT 8 BINARY Inter-region wait time
Metric : MROTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTERM 100

96 X'60' CSID_DEGA_TDIOWTT 8 BINARY Transient data request time
Metric : TDATTIME
CICS MCT: DFHDEST 101

104 X'68' CSID_DEGA_DISPWTT 8 BINARY Waiting to run time
Metric : WTRTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 102

112 X'70' CSID_DEGA_EXWTTIME 8 BINARY CICS exception wait time
Metric : EXWTIME
CICS MCT: DFHCICS 103

120 X'78' CSID_DEGA_PCLOADTM 8 BINARY Program load time
Metric : PCPLTIME
CICS MCT: DFHPROG 115

128 X'80' CSID_DEGA_GNQDELAY 8 BINARY Global ENQ delay time
Metric : GNQDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 123

136 X'88' CSID_DEGA_DSPDELAY 8 BINARY Dispatch delay time - 1st
Metric : DSPDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 125

144 X'90' CSID_DEGA_TCLDELAY 8 BINARY Tran class delay 1st dispatch
Metric : TCLDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 126

152 X'98' CSID_DEGA_MXTDELAY 8 BINARY MXT delay 1st dispatch
Metric : MXTDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 127
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

160 X'A0' CSID_DEGA_LMDELAY 8 BINARY Lock manager delay wait
time
Metric : LMDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 128

168 X'A8' CSID_DEGA_ENQDELAY 8 BINARY ENQ delay - Task Control
ENQ
Metric : ENQDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 129

176 X'B0' CSID_DEGA_LU61WTT 8 BINARY LU6.1 wait time
Metric : LU61WTT
CICS MCT: DFHTERM 133

184 X'B8' CSID_DEGA_LU62WTT 8 BINARY LU6.2 wait time
Metric : LU62WTT
CICS MCT: DFHTERM 134

192 X'C0' CSID_DEGA_SZWAIT 8 BINARY FEPI elapsed time
Metric : SZWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHFEPI 156

200 X'C8' CSID_DEGA_RMITIME 8 BINARY Resource Manager Interface
time
Metric : RMITIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 170

208 X'D0' CSID_DEGA_RMISUSP 8 BINARY Resource Manager Suspend
time
Metric : RMISUSP
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 171

216 X'D8' CSID_DEGA_SYNCTIME 8 BINARY Syncpoint dispatch time
Metric : SYNCTIME
CICS MCT: DFHSYNC 173

224 X'E0' CSID_DEGA_RLSWAIT 8 BINARY RLS wait time
Metric : RLSWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHFILE 174

232 X'E8' CSID_DEGA_RLSCPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - RLS file requests
Metric : RLSCPUT
CICS MCT: DFHFILE 175

240 X'F0' CSID_DEGA_CFDTWAIT 8 BINARY CFDT I/O wait time
Metric : CFDTWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHFILE 176

248 X'F8' CSID_DEGA_SRVSTWTT 8 BINARY CFDT server syncpoint wait
time
Metric : SRVSTWTT
CICS MCT: DFHSYNC 177

256 X'100' CSID_DEGA_TSSHWAIT 8 BINARY Temp storage shared wait
time
Metric : TSSHWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTEMP 178
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

264 X'108' CSID_DEGA_WTEXWAIT 8 BINARY External ECB wait time
Metric : WTEXWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 181

272 X'110' CSID_DEGA_WTCEWAIT 8 BINARY CICS ECB wait time
Metric : WTCEWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 182

280 X'118' CSID_DEGA_ICDELAY 8 BINARY Interval control delay wait
time
Metric : ICDELAY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 183

288 X'120' CSID_DEGA_GVUPWAIT 8 BINARY Give up control wait time
Metric : GVUPWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 184

296 X'128' CSID_DEGA_IMSWAIT 8 BINARY IMS (DBCTL) wait time
Metric : IMSWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHDATA 186

304 X'130' CSID_DEGA_DB2RDYQW 8 BINARY DB2 Readyq wait time
Metric : DB2RDYQW
CICS MCT: DFHDATA 187

312 X'138' CSID_DEGA_DB2CONWT 8 BINARY DB2 Connection wait time
Metric : DB2CONWT
CICS MCT: DFHDATA 188

320 X'140' CSID_DEGA_DB2WAIT 8 BINARY DB2 wait time
Metric : DB2WAIT
CICS MCT: DFHDATA 189

328 X'148' CSID_DEGA_RRMSWAIT 8 BINARY RRMS/MVS wait time
Metric : RRMSWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 191

336 X'150' CSID_DEGA_RQRWAIT 8 BINARY Request receiver wait time
Metric : RQRWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 192

344 X'158' CSID_DEGA_RQPWAIT 8 BINARY Request processor wait time
Metric : RQPWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 193

352 X'160' CSID_DEGA_RUNTRWTT 8 BINARY CBTS run process sync wait
time
Metric : RUNTRWTT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 195

360 X'168' CSID_DEGA_SYNCDLY 8 BINARY Syncpoint delay time
Metric : SYNCDLY
CICS MCT: DFHSYNC 196

368 X'170' CSID_DEGA_OTSINDWT 8 BINARY OTS indoubt wait time
Metric : OTSINDWT
CICS MCT: DFHSYNC 199
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

376 X'178' CSID_DEGA_SOIOWTT 8 BINARY Inbound socket I/O wait time
Metric : SOIOWTT
CICS MCT: DFHSOCK 241

384 X'180' CSID_DEGA_DSCHMDLY 8 BINARY CICS TCB Change Mode
delay time
Metric : DSCHMDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 247

392 X'188' CSID_DEGA_QRMODDLY 8 BINARY Wait for dispatch - QR TCB
Metric : QRMODDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 249

400 X'190' CSID_DEGA_MAXOTDLY 8 BINARY CICS MAXOPENTCBS delay
time
Metric : MAXOTDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 250

408 X'198' CSID_DEGA_JVMTIME 8 BINARY Java time
Metric : JVMTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 253

416 X'1A0' CSID_DEGA_JVMSUSP 8 BINARY Java suspend time
Metric : JVMSUSP
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 254

424 X'1A8' CSID_DEGA_QRDISPT 8 BINARY Dispatch time - QR TCB
Metric : QRDISPT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 255

432 X'1B0' CSID_DEGA_QRCPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - QR TCB
Metric : QRCPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 256

440 X'1B8' CSID_DEGA_MSDISPT 8 BINARY Dispatch time - MS TCB
Metric : MSDISPT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 257

448 X'1C0' CSID_DEGA_MSCPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - MS TCB
Metric : MSCPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 258

456 X'1C8' CSID_DEGA_L8CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - L8 TCB
Metric : L8CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 259

464 X'1D0' CSID_DEGA_J8CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - J8 TCB
Metric : J8CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 260

472 X'1D8' CSID_DEGA_S8CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - S8 TCB
Metric : S8CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 261

480 X'1E0' CSID_DEGA_KY8DISPT 8 BINARY Dispatch time - K8 TCB
Metric : KY8DISPT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 262
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

488 X'1E8' CSID_DEGA_KY8CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - K8 TCB
Metric : KY8CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 263

496 X'1F0' CSID_DEGA_KY9DISPT 8 BINARY Dispatch time - K9 TCB
Metric : KY9DISPT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 264

504 X'1F8' CSID_DEGA_KY9CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - K9 TCB
Metric : KY9CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 265

512 X'200' CSID_DEGA_L9CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - L9 TCB
Metric : L9CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 266

520 X'208' CSID_DEGA_J9CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - J9 TCB
Metric : J9CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 267

528 X'210' CSID_DEGA_DSTCBMWT 8 BINARY TCB mismatch wait time
Metric : DSTCBMWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 268

536 X'218' CSID_DEGA_RODISPT 8 BINARY Dispatch time - RO TCB
Metric : RODISPT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 269

544 X'220' CSID_DEGA_ROCPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - RO TCB
Metric : ROCPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 270

552 X'228' CSID_DEGA_X8CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - X8 TCB
Metric : X8CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 271

560 X'230' CSID_DEGA_X9CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - X9 TCB
Metric : X9CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 272

568 X'238' CSID_DEGA_JVMITIME 8 BINARY CICS JVM initialize elapse
time
Metric : JVMITIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 273

576 X'240' CSID_DEGA_JVMRTIME 8 BINARY CICS JVM reset elapse time
Metric : JVMRTIME
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 275

584 X'248' CSID_DEGA_MAXJTDLY 8 BINARY CICS MAXJVMTCBS delay
time
Metric : MAXJTDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 277

592 X'250' CSID_DEGA_MAXHTDLY 8 BINARY CICS MAXHPTCBS delay
time
Metric : MAXHTDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 278
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

600 X'258' CSID_DEGA_DSMMSCWT 8 BINARY MVS storage constraint wait
time
Metric : DSMMSCWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 279

608 X'260' CSID_DEGA_MAXSTDLY 8 BINARY TCB delay time - Max SSL
Metric : MAXSTDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 281

616 X'268' CSID_DEGA_MAXXTDLY 8 BINARY TCB delay time - Max
XPLink
Metric : MAXXTDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 282

624 X'270' CSID_DEGA_PTPWAIT 8 BINARY 3270 bridge partner wait time
Metric : PTPWAIT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 285

632 X'278' CSID_DEGA_SOOIOWTT 8 BINARY Outbound socket I/O wait
time
Metric : SOOIOWTT
CICS MCT: DFHSOCK 299

640 X'280' CSID_DEGA_ISIOWTT 8 BINARY IS I/O wait time
Metric : ISIOWTT
CICS MCT: DFHSOCK 300

648 X'288' CSID_DEGA_WMQGETWT 8 BINARY MQ Getwait wait time
Metric : WMQGETWT
CICS MCT: DFHDATA 396

656 X'290' CSID_DEGA_MAXTTDLY 8 BINARY TCB delay time - Max thread
Metric : MAXTTDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 283

664 X'298' CSID_DEGA_T8CPUT 8 BINARY CPU time - T8 TCB
Metric : T8CPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 400

672 X'2A0' CSID_DEGA_MLXSSCTM 8 BINARY CPU time - XML system
services
Metric : MLXSSCTM
CICS MCT: DFHWEBB 411

680 X'2A8' CSID_DEGA_RMITOTAL 8 BINARY RMI time – Total
Metric : RMITOTAL
CICS MCT: DFHRMI 001

688 X'2B0' CSID_DEGA_RMIOTHER 8 BINARY RMI time – Other
Metric : RMIOTHER
CICS MCT: DFHRMI 002

696 X'2B8' CSID_DEGA_RMIDB2 8 BINARY RMI time - DB2
Metric : RMIDB2
CICS MCT: DFHRMI 003

704 X'2C0' CSID_DEGA_RMIDBCTL 8 BINARY RMI time – DBCTL
Metric : RMIDBCTL
CICS MCT: DFHRMI 004
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

712 X'2C8' CSID_DEGA_RMIEXDLI 8 BINARY RMI time - EXEC DLI
Metric : RMIEXDLI
CICS MCT: DFHRMI 005

720 X'2D0' CSID_DEGA_RMIMQM 8 BINARY RMI time – MQ
Metric : RMIMQM
CICS MCT: DFHRMI 006

728 X'2D8' CSID_DEGA_RMICPSM 8 BINARY RMI time - CICSPlex SM
Metric : RMICPSM
CICS MCT: DFHRMI 007

736 X'2E0' CSID_DEGA_RMITCPIP 8 BINARY RMI time - TCP/IP sockets
Metric : RMITCPIP
CICS MCT: DFHRMI 008

744 X'2E8' CSID_DEGA_JVMTHDWT 8 BINARY JVMSERVER thread wait
time
Metric : JVMTHDWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 401

752 X'2F0' CSID_DEGA_WMQASRBT 8 BINARY MQ API SRB time
Metric : WMQASRBT
CICS MCT: DFHDATA 397

760 X'2F8' CSID_DEGA_ISALWTT 8 BINARY IS alloc wait time
Metric : ISALWTT
CICS MCT: DFHSOCK 319

768 X'300' CSID_DEGA_TCALWTT 8 BINARY TC alloc wait time
Metric : ISALWTT
CICS MCT: DFHTERM 343

776 X'308' CSID_DEGA_ROMODDLY 8 BINARY TCB Delay time – RO
Metric : ROMODDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 348

784 X'310' CSID_DEGA_SOMODDLY 8 BINARY TCB Delay time – SO
Metric : SOMODDLY
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 349

792 X'318' CSID_DEGA_TDILWTT 8 BINARY TD intra lock wait time
Metric : TDILWTT
CICS MCT: DFHDEST 403

800 X'320' CSID_DEGA_TDELWTT 8 BINARY TD extra lock wait time
Metric : TDELWTT
CICS MCT: DFHDEST 404

808 X'328' CSID_DEGA_FCXCWTT 8 BINARY FC exclusive control wait
time
Metric : FCXCWTT
CICS MCT: DFHFILE 426

816 X'330' CSID_DEGA_FCVSWTT 8 BINARY FC VSAM string wait time
Metric : FCVSWTT
CICS MCT: DFHFILE 427
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

824 X'338' CSID_DEGA_CPUTONCP 8 BINARY CPU time on standard CP
Metric : CPUTONCP
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 436

832 X'340' CSID_DEGA_OFFLCPUT 8 BINARY Offload on standard CP
Metric : OFFLCPUT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 437

840 X'348' CSID_DEGA_MONXTIME 8 BINARY SYSVIEW Monitor Exit
Interface time
Metric : MONXTIME
CICS MCT: None

848 X'350' CSID_DEGA_CSFXTIME 8 BINARY Datacom CSF exit time
Metric : CSFXTIME
CICS MCT: None

856 X'358' CSID_DEGA_MONXCPU 8 BINARY SYSVIEW Monitor Exit
Interface CPU time
Metric : MONXCPU
CICS MCT: None

864 X'360' CSID_DEGA_CSFXCPU 8 BINARY Datacom CSF exit CPU time
Metric : CSFXCPU
CICS MCT: None

872 X'368' CSID_DEGA_DSAPTHWT 8 BINARY DS allocate pthread wait time
Metric : DSAPTHWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 429

880 X'370' CSID_DEGA_WBURIOPN 8 BINARY WEB OPEN elapsed time
Metric : WBURIOP
CICS MCT: DFHWEBB 339

888 X'378' CSID_DEGA_WBSVINVK 8 BINARY INVOKE SERVICE elapsed
time
Metric : WBSVINVK
CICS MCT: DFHWEBC 379

896 X'380' CSID_DEGA_WBURIRCV 8 BINARY WEB RECEIVE
SESSTOKEN elapsed time
Metric : WBURIRCV
CICS MCT: DFHWEBB 393

904 X'388' CSID_DEGA_WBURISND 8 BINARY WEB SEND SESSTOKEN
elapsed time
Metric : WBURISND
CICS MCT: DFHWEBB 39

912 X'390' CSID_DEGA_XSVFYPWD 8 BINARY Password verification wait
time
Metric : XSVFYPWD
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 435

920 X'398' CSID_DEGA_XSVFYKER 8 BINARY Kerberos verification wait
time
Metric : XSVFYKER
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 439
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

928 X'3A0' CSID_DEGA_XSVFYBAS 8 BINARY Basic auth token verification
wait time
Metric : XSVFYBAS
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 438

936 X'3A8' CSID_DEGA_XSVFYJWT 8 BINARY JSON web token verification
wait time
Metric : XSVFYJWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 440

944 X'3B0' CSID_DEGA_SMMVSSWT 8 BINARY z/OS storage wait time
Metric : SMMVSSWT
CICS MCT: DFHTASK 274

CSID_DEGA_L EQU *-CSID_DEGA Length

CSID_DEGA_CPUTIME EQU CSID_DEGA_U
SRCPUT,8,C'F'

CSID_DEGA_DISPTIME EQU CSID_DEGA_U
SRDISPT,8,C'F'

CSID_DEGA_EXWTIME EQU CSID_DEGA_E
XWTTIME,8,C'
F'

CSID_DEGA_FCPREQS EQU CSID_DEGA_I
OCOUNT,8,C'F'

CSID_DEGA_FCPTIME EQU CSID_DEGA_F
CIOWTT,8,C'F'

CSID_DEGA_JCPTIME EQU CSID_DEGA_J
CIOWTT,8,C'F'

CSID_DEGA_MROTIME EQU CSID_DEGA_IR
IOWTT,8,C'F'

CSID_DEGA_PCPLTIME EQU CSID_DEGA_P
CLOADTM,8,C
'F'

CSID_DEGA_TDATTIME EQU CSID_DEGA_T
DIOWTT,8,C'F'

CSID_DEGA_TERMTIME EQU CSID_DEGA_T
CIOWTT,8,C'F'

CSID_DEGA_TSPTIME EQU CSID_DEGA_T
SIOWTT,8,C'F'

CSID_DEGA_WTRTIME EQU CSID_DEGA_DI
SPWTT,8,C'F'

State Status

Section State Status

DSECT CSID_STAT

Triplet CSID_Cntl_Stat
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Description CICS state status.

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CSID_Stat DSECT DSECT CSID_Stat

0 X'0' CSID_Stat_MaxTask 12 EBCDIC Max task
Metric : MXTTASK

12 X'C' CSID_Stat_DB2 12 EBCDIC DB2 connection
Metric : CICSDB2

24 X'18' CSID_Stat_WebMQ 12 EBCDIC MQ connection
Metric : CICSMQ

36 X'24' CSID_Stat_DBCTL 12 EBCDIC IMS DB control connection
Metric : CICSDBCT

48 X'30' CSID_Stat_VTAM 12 EBCDIC VTAM connection
Metric : CICSVTAM

60 X'3C' CSID_Stat_WEB 12 EBCDIC WEB connection
Metric : CICSWEB

72 X'48' CSID_Stat_TCPIP 12 EBCDIC TCPIP connection
Metric : CICSTCP

84 X'54' 12 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

96 X'60' 12 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

108 X'6C' 12 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

120 X'78' 12 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

132 X'84' 12 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

144 X'90' 12 EBCDIC *--- Not Used ---*

160 X'A0' 8 BINARY

CSID_Stat_L EQU *-CSID_Stat Length

Triplets

Section Triplet Overlay DSECT

DSECT CSIDTriplet

Description Common DSECT to overlay a triplet structure

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' CSIDTriplet DSECT DSECT CSIDTriplet

0 X'0' CSIDTriplet_Data 8 EBCDIC Data

0 X'0' CSIDTriplet_Offset 4 BINARY Offset

4 X'4' CSIDTriplet_Length 2 BINARY Length

6 X'6' CSIDTriplet_Count 2 BINARY Count

CSIDTriplet_L EQU *-CSIDTriplet Length of triplet
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GSVSMF34 - IMS Transaction Data Record
An IMS Transaction record is created by the IMS logger whenever a monitored transaction completes.

• Record Layout
• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Section Information
• Miscellaneous Transaction Data
• Counters Section
• Clocks Section
• Correlation IDs Section
• Timers Section
• DLI Overview Section
• Summary Trace Section
• External Subsystem Trace Section

Record Layout

Description IMS Transaction Record

Record Type 255 (default)

Record Subtype 034, x022

Data segments or sections must be accessed using the corresponding triplet. Time values are stored in micro-seconds
unless otherwise noted.

Segment/Section DSECT/Area Included Count

SMF Header IMTR Yes 1

Product Header Extension IMTR_PRDHDR Yes 1

Section Information IMTR_SCT Yes 1

Misc Transaction Data Section IMTR_TRN Yes 1

Counters Section IMTR_CNT Yes 1

Clocks Section IMTR_CLK Yes 1

Correlation IDs Section IMTR_WILY Conditional 1

Timers Section IMTR_TIM Conditional 1

DLI Overview Section IMTR_DAC Yes 1

Summary Trace Section IMTR_SUMM Conditional 1

DLI Detail Section IMTR_DLI Conditional 1

External Subsystem Trace Section IMTR_ESS Conditional 1
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SMF Header

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMTR DSECT DSECT IMTR

0 X'0' IMTR_SMFHDR 24 BINARY Standard SMF header

0 X'0' IMTR_RDW 4 BINARY Record/segment length

0 X'0' IMTR_LEN 2 BINARY SMF record length

2 X'2' IMTR_SEG 2 BINARY SMF segment length

4 X'4' IMTR_FLG 1 BINARY System indicator

IMTR_FLG_SSI EQU B'10000000' Sub system follows

IMTR_FLG_STY EQU B'01000000' Sub record type used

5 X'5' IMTR_RTY 1 BINARY Record type

IMTR_RTY_IMTR EQU 255 IMS Monitor Log Record

6 X'6' IMTR_TME 4 BINARY Time since midnight 100th

10 X'A' IMTR_DTE 4 PACKED Date of record 0cyydddF

14 X'E' IMTR_SID 4 EBCDIC System ID

18 X'12' IMTR_SSI 4 EBCDIC Sub system ID

22 X'16' IMTR_STY 2 BINARY Sub record type

IMTR_STY_IMTR EQU 034 IMS Transaction Record

IMTR_SMFHDR_L EQU *-IMTR_SMFHDR SMF header length

Product Header Extension Information

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

24 X'18' IMTR_PRDHDR 10 BINARY Product information

24 X'18' IMTR_PRD_Name 4 EBCDIC Product

28 X'1C' IMTR_PRD_Version 4 EBCDIC Version

28 X'1C' IMTR_PRD_RRM 3 EBCDIC RRM

31 X'1F' IMTR_PRD_RecVer 1 BINARY Record version

IMTR_PRD_RecVer01 EQU 01 01

IMTR_PRD_RecVerCurr EQU 01 Current

32 X'20' IMTR_PRD_System 1 BINARY System

IMTR_PRD_MVS EQU B'10000000' MVS

33 X'21' IMTR_PRD_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

IMTR_PRD_F1_80 EQU B'10000000' *--- Not Used ---*

IMTR_PRD_F1_First EQU B'01000000' First record

IMTR_PRD_F1_SMFTOD EQU B'00000010' SMFTOD - Time(4) Date(4)

IMTR_PRDHDR_L EQU *-IMTR_PRDHDR Product info length

IMTR_HDR_L EQU *-IMTR Header length
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Section Information

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

34 X'22' IMTR_SCT 1 BINARY Section Information

36 X'24' IMTR_SCT_Triplets 4 BINARY Number of triplets used

40 X'28' IMTR_SCT_TRN_Off 4 BINARY Offset to TRN

44 X'2C' IMTR_SCT_TRN_Len 2 BINARY Length of TRN

46 X'2E' IMTR_SCT_TRN_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of TRN

48 X'30' IMTR_SCT_CNT_Off 4 BINARY Offset to CNT

52 X'34' IMTR_SCT_CNT_Len 2 BINARY Length of CNT

54 X'36' IMTR_SCT_CNT_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of CNT

56 X'38' IMTR_SCT_CLK_Off 4 BINARY Offset to CLK

60 X'3C' IMTR_SCT_CLK_Len 2 BINARY Length of CLK

62 X'3E' IMTR_SCT_CLK_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of CLK

64 X'40' IMTR_SCT_001_Off 4 BINARY Offset to ...

68 X'44' IMTR_SCT_001_Len 2 BINARY Length of ...

70 X'46' IMTR_SCT_001_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of ...

72 X'48' IMTR_SCT_WILY_Off 4 BINARY Offset to Wily segment

76 X'4C' IMTR_SCT_WILY_Len 2 BINARY Length of WILY segment

78 X'4E' IMTR_SCT_WILY_Cnt 2 BINARY Wily segments count

80 X'50' IMTR_SCT_002_Off 4 BINARY Offset to ...

84 X'54' IMTR_SCT_002_Len 2 BINARY Length of ...

86 X'56' IMTR_SCT_002_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of ...

88 X'58' IMTR_SCT_TIM_Off 4 BINARY Offset to Timers

92 X'5C' IMTR_SCT_TIM_Len 2 BINARY Length of Timers

94 X'5E' IMTR_SCT_TIM_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of Timers

96 X'60' IMTR_SCT_004_Off 4 BINARY Offset to ...

100 X'64' IMTR_SCT_004_Len 2 BINARY Length of ...

102 X'66' IMTR_SCT_004_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of ...

104 X'68' IMTR_SCT_DAC_Off 4 BINARY Offset to DLI overview

108 X'6C' IMTR_SCT_DAC_Len 2 BINARY Length of DLI overview

110 X'6E' IMTR_SCT_DAC_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of DLI overview

112 X'70' IMTR_SCT_SUMM_Off 4 BINARY Offset to Summary trace

116 X'74' IMTR_SCT_SUMM_Len 2 BINARY Length of Summary trace

118 X'76' IMTR_SCT_SUMM_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of Summary trace

120 X'78' IMTR_SCT_DETL_Off 4 BINARY Offset to DLI detail trace

124 X'7C' IMTR_SCT_DETL_Len 2 BINARY Length of DLI detail trace

126 X'7E' IMTR_SCT_DETL_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of DLI detail trace

128 X'80' IMTR_SCT_ESS_Off 4 BINARY Offset to ESS detail trace
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132 X'84' IMTR_SCT_ESS_Len 2 BINARY Length of ESS detail trace

134 X'86' IMTR_SCT_ESS_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of ESS detail trace

IMTR_SCT_L EQU *-IMTR_SCT Section length

IMTR_L EQU *-IMTR Fixed portion length

Miscellaneous Transaction Data

Offset Name Len Format Value >Description

0 X'0' IMTR_TRN DSECT DSECT IMTR_TRN

0 X'0' IMTR_TRN_IMS_Release 2 EBCDIC IMS Release

2 X'2' IMTR_TRN_PST_Number 2 EBCDIC PST number

4 X'4' IMTR_TRN_Sysname 8 EBCDIC System name

12 X'C' IMTR_TRN_SMFID 4 EBCDIC SMF ID

16 X'10' IMTR_TRN_SubSystem 4 EBCDIC SubSystem ID

20 X'14' IMTR_TRN_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Jobname

28 X'1C' IMTR_TRN_Stepname 8 EBCDIC Stepname

36 X'24' 8 EBCDIC available (was
IMTR_TRN_RegionName
which is obsolete - use
IMTR_TRN_Jobname)

44 X'2C' IMTR_TRN_Userid 8 EBCDIC Userid

52 X'34' IMTR_TRN_Transaction 8 EBCDIC Transaction name

60 X'3C' IMTR_TRN_PSBname 8 EBCDIC PSB program name

68 X'44' IMTR_TRN_LTERM 8 EBCDIC LTERM

76 X'4C' IMTR_TRN_LUName 8 EBCDIC LU name

84 X'54' IMTR_TRN_VTAM_Input 8 EBCDIC VTAM node

84 X'54' IMTR_TRN_Input_Line 4 BINARY Input line

88 X'58' IMTR_TRN_Input_Term 4 BINARY Input terminal

92 X'5C' IMTR_TRN_VTAM_Output 8 EBCDIC VTAM node

92 X'5C' IMTR_TRN_Output_Line 4 BINARY Output line

96 X'60' IMTR_TRN_Output_Term 4 BINARY Output terminal

100 X'64' IMTR_TRN_SMB_Name 8 EBCDIC Destination name

108 X'6C' IMTR_TRN_Classes 10 BINARY Classes

108 X'6C' IMTR_TRN_Class4 8 BINARY Classes

116 X'74' IMTR_TRN_Class1 2 BINARY Class

118 X'76' IMTR_TRN_Priority 1 BINARY Priority

119 X'77' IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type 1 BINARY Processing type

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_A EQU C'A' Program abended or aborted
transaction
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IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_B EQU C'B' Processing restarted

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_C EQU C'C' Conversation send/receive

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_D EQU C'D' Transmit only conversation

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_F EQU C'F' Fast Path

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_M EQU C'M' Message switch

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_O EQU C'O' Region Occupancy

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_P EQU C'P' Program switch

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_Q EQU C'Q' Transmit only program switch

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_R EQU C'R' Program running at abend

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_S EQU C'S' Send/Receive processing

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_T EQU C'T' Transmit only

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_X EQU C'X' Conversational program
switch send/recieve

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_Y EQU C'Y' xmit only conversational
program switch

IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type_Z EQU C'Z' IMLB timeout

120 X'78' IMTR_TRN_TYPE 1 BINARY

IMTR_TRN_TYPE_NORMAL EQU 0x00 - Normal IMLB

IMTR_TRN_TYPE_REGION EQU 0x80 - Region IMLB

124 X'7C' IMTR_TRN_DRRN_01 4 BINARY DRRN from SLOG 01 record

128 X'80' IMTR_TRN_DRRN_03 4 BINARY DRRN from SLOG 03 record

132 X'84' IMTR_TRN_UOW 34 BINARY Unit of Work Id

166 X'A6' IMTR_TRN_OUTPUTS 2 BINARY Output message count

168 X'A8' 1 BINARY Reserved

169 X'A9' IMTR_TRN_OFLAG1 1 BINARY Message origin info flag

IMTR_TRN_ORG1OTMA EQU 0x80 - OTMA message origin

IMTR_TRN_ORG1APPC EQU 0x40 - APPC message origin

IMTR_TRN_ORG1SQ EQU 0x20 - Shared Message Q origin

IMTR_TRN_WMQA EQU 0x10 - WMQ Adapter origin (WILY)

IMTR_TRN_CM1OTMA EQU 0x08 - COMMIT MODE 1 (CM1)

IMTR_TRN_SL1OTMA EQU 0x04 - SYNCHLEVEL CONFIRM

Fast Path areas follow, IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type = 'F' indicates that this transaction is a FAST PATH and these fields apply.

170 X'AA' IMTR_TRN_FPFLAG 1 BINARY Fast Path flags

IMTR_TRN_FPath EQU 0x80 - Fast Path trans x5901

IMTR_TRN_FPathDeqWait EQU 0x40 - Don't wait for x5936

IMTR_TRN_Resrv1 EQU 0x20 - Reserved

IMTR_TRN_Seen5901 EQU 0x10 - Processed x5901

IMTR_TRN_Seen5903 EQU 0x01 - Processed x5903
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IMTR_TRN_Seen5936 EQU 0x02 - Processed x5936

IMTR_TRN_Seen5937 EQU 0x04 - Processed x5937

IMTR_TRN_Seen5938 EQU 0x08 - Processed x5938

171 X'AB' IMTR_TRN_FPFLAG2 1 BINARY (reserved)

176 X'B0' BINARY Align on Double word

The following 3 fields are not specific to Fast Path and are populated for all transaction types.

176 X'B0' IMTR_TRN_ENQPCB 4 EBCDIC Reserved

180 X'B4' IMTR_TRN_ABCODE 4 BINARY Abend code

184 X'B8' IMTR_TRN_CPUTIME 8 BINARY CPU time
..Metric: IMTRMCPU

192 X'C0' IMTR_TRN_TPTDBIO 8 PACKED DB IO Time

200 X'C8' IMTR_TRN_TPTDBPL 8 PACKED DB Lock Time

Fast Path areas follow, IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type = 'F' indicates that this transaction is a FAST PATH and these fields apply.

208 X'D0' IMTR_TRN_SYNCFAIL 1 BINARY FP SYNC failure code

209 X'D1' 3 BINARY (reserved)

212 X'D4' IMTR_TRN_FLIMRTCD 8 EBCDIC Fast Path Routing Code

220 X'DC' IMTR_TRN_FLIMBQCT 2 BINARY BALG Q-Count at SYNC

222 X'DE' IMTR_TRN_FLIMIQTM 2 BINARY BALG Q-TIME
(RESL=1.024ms)

224 X'E0' 8 BINARY Unused

IMTR_TRN_L EQU *-IMTR_TRN Length

Counters Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMTR_CNT DSECT DSECT IMTR_CNT

0 X'0' IMTR_CNT_Tran_Count 4 BINARY Transaction count = 1
..Metric: IMTRCNT

4 X'4' IMTR_CNT_Tran_Sched 4 BINARY Transaction schedules

8 X'8' IMTR_CNT_MPP_DQ_Count 4 BINARY Dequeue Count

12 X'C' IMTR_CNT_Q_IDCount 4 EBCDIC Q ID Count

12 X'C' IMTR_CNT_Q_ID 2 BINARY Q ID

14 X'E' IMTR_CNT_Q_Count 2 BINARY Q count

16 X'10' IMTR_CNT_Tran_Abend 4 BINARY Transaction abend count
..Metric: IMTRABND

20 X'14' IMTR_CNT_V1_L EQU *-IMTR_CNT Version 1 length

20 X'14' IMTR_CNT_Lock_HWM 4 BINARY Syncpoint lock HWM

24 X'18' IMTR_CNT_Lock_Total 8 BINARY Total syncpoint locks

32 X'20' IMTR_CNT_DB2_SQL 4 BINARY Total Db2 SQL calls
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36 X'24' IMTR_CNT_Syncpoint 4 BINARY Total syncpoint count

40 X'28' 24 BINARY RESERVED

64 X'40' IMTR_CNT_L EQU *-IMTR_CNT Length

Clocks Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMTR_CLK DSECT DSECT IMTR_CLK

0 X'0' IMTR_CLK_Input_Queue 8 BINARY Time in input queue
..Metric: IMTRIQUE

8 X'8' IMTR_CLK_Processing 8 BINARY Time processing
..Metric: IMTRPROC

16 X'10' IMTR_CLK_Output_Queue 8 BINARY Time in output queue
..Metric: IMTROQUE

24 X'18' IMTR_CLK_Total 8 BINARY Total time
..Metric: IMTRLIFE

Non-Fast Path areas follow. These fields are populated when IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type does not = 'F' (FAST PATH transaction).

32 X'20' IMTR_CLK_SubQ06_Time 8 BINARY Time spent on subqueue 06

40 X'28' IMTR_CLK_MPP_CPU 8 BINARY MPP CPU time

48 X'30' IMTR_CLK_SMB_ENQ 8 BINARY SMB enqueue time

56 X'38' IMTR_CLK_Schedule_Time 8 BINARY Transaction sched time

64 X'40' IMTR_CLK_CNT_ENQ 8 BINARY CNT enqueue msg on output
Q

72 X'48' IMTR_CLK_MSG_END 8 BINARY Program end or next msg
GU

80 X'50' IMTR_CLK_CNT_GU 8 BINARY CNT GU - output to terminal

88 X'58' IMTR_CLK_UOW_Start 8 BINARY UOW Creation/start time

96 X'60' IMTR_CLK_UOW_End 8 BINARY UOW Termination/end time

104 X'68' IMTR_CLK_Output_Deq 8 BINARY Output dequeue time

ORG IMTR_CLK_SubQ
06_Time

Fast Path areas follow, IMTR_TRN_Proc_Type = 'F' indicates that this transaction is a FAST PATH and these fields apply.

32 X'20' IMTR_CLK_FLIMIQTM 2 BINARY Balg Q-Time (1=1.024ms)

34 X'22' IMTR_CLK_FLOMPRTM 2 BINARY Processing Time
(1=1.024ms)

36 X'24' IMTR_CLK_SYNCPRTM 2 BINARY Sync PH1-PH2 proc time

38 X'26' IMTR_CLK_FLDQOTIM 2 BINARY Output Q time

40 X'28' IMTR_CLK_SYNCDATE 4 PACKED Sync-point date YYYYDDDF

44 X'2C' IMTR_CLK_SYNCTIME 8 BINARY Sync-point time UTC

52 X'34' 4 PACKED Save
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

56 X'38' IMTR_CLK_IFP5901L 8 BINARY Time 5901 logged

64 X'40' IMTR_CLK_IFPMSGWAIT 8 BINARY Time region waited for tran

72 X'48' IMTR_CLK_IFP_CPU 8 BINARY BINARY IFP CPU time

80 X'50' 8 BINARY Reserved

88 X'58' 8 BINARY Reserved

96 X'60' 8 BINARY Reserved

104 X'68' 8 BINARY Reserved

IMTR_CLK_V1_L EQU *-IMTR_CLK Version 1 length

The following four fields are only populated if detail tracing is enabled for MONITOR-ESS-CALL.

112 X'70' IMTR_CLK_UNKN_Elapsed 8 BINARY Unknown ESS elapsed time

120 X'78' IMTR_CLK_DB2_Elapsed 8 BINARY Db2 elapsed time

128 X'80' IMTR_CLK_MQ_Elapsed 8 BINARY MQ elapsed time

136 X'88' IMTR_CLK_WOLA_Elapsed 8 BINARY WOLA (WebSphere
Optimized Local Adapter)
elapsed time

The following field is only populated if detail tracing is enabled for MONITOR-DLA-DB and MONITOR-DLA-MSG.

144 X'90' IMTR_CLK_Last_DLI 8 BINARY Last DLI call elapsed time

152 X'98' IMTR_CLK_Sync_Elapsed 8 BINARY Total Syncpoint elapsed time

The following two fields are only populated if detail tracing is enabled for MONITOR-OSAM-IWAIT and MONITOR-VSAM-IWAIT.

160 X'A0' IMTR_CLK_OSAM_Sync 8 BINARY Total OSAM Syncpoint
elapsed time

168 X'A8' IMTR_CLK_VSAM_Sync 8 BINARY Total VSAM Syncpoint
elapsed time

The following field will only be accurate if MONITOR-ESS-CALL, MONITOR-DLA-DB, and MONITOR-DLA-MSG are enabled.

176 X'B0' IMTR_CLK_Appl_Elapsed 8 BINARY Application elapsed time

184 X'B8' 24 BINARY Reserved

208 X'D0' IMTR_CLK_L EQU *-IMTR_CLK Length

Correlation IDs Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMTR_WILY DSECT DSECT IMTR_WILY

The Correlation IDs (WILY or CE-APM) segment contains the MQ Trigger Monitor and IMS Bridge data. This segment is only present if
you are configured for Cross-Enterprise APM transaction tracing. For more information, see Configure IMS Transaction Tracing.

0 X'0' IMTR_WILY_Segment 132 EBCDIC

IMTR_WILY_L EQU *-IMTR_WILY

0 X'0' IMTR_WILY_Type 1 BINARY Correlation ID type

IMTR_WILY_Type_None EQU 000 None

IMTR_WILY_Type_WebService EQU 001 Web Service
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IMTR_WILY_Type_CTGChannel EQU 002 CTG Channel

IMTR_WILY_Type_CommAreaS EQU 003 CommArea Static

IMTR_WILY_Type_CommAreaD EQU 004 CommArea Dynamic

IMTR_WILY_Type_MQTM EQU 005 MQ Trigger Message

IMTR_WILY_Type_HTTP EQU 006 HTTP

IMTR_WILY_Type_User EQU 007 User

IMTR_WILY_Type_MQBridge EQU 008 MQ IMS Bridge

IMTR_WILY_Type_Adapter EQU 009 MQ IMS Adapter

IMTR_WILY_Type_Maximum EQU 009 Maximum type value

1 X'1' IMTR_WILY_CorID_Length 1 BINARY Correlation ID length

2 X'2' 2 BINARY *

4 X'4' IMTR_WILY_Data 128 EBCDIC Data

IMTR_WILY_CorID_L EQU *-IMTR_WILY_Da
ta

IMTR_WILY_SegLen EQU *-IMTR_WILY_Ty
pe

IBM MQ segment type mapping follows.

4 X'4' IMTR_WILY_MQ_MsgID 24 EBCDIC MQ Message ID

28 X'1C' 8 EBCDIC Filler

36 X'24' IMTR_WILY_MQ_CorrelID 24 EBCDIC MQ Correlation ID

60 X'3C' 8 EBCDIC Filler

68 X'44' IMTR_WILY_MQ_PropFlag 1 EBCDIC Propagation flag

IMTR_WILY_MQ_PropAscii_0 EQU 0x30 - ASCII 0 propagation

IMTR_WILY_MQ_PropAscii_1 EQU 0x31 - ASCII 1 propagation

69 X'45' IMTR_WILY_MQ_DepProp 1 EBCDIC Dependency propagation

IMTR_WILY_MQ_DepPropBlank EQU 0x20 - ASCII BLANK

IMTR_WILY_MQ_SegLen EQU *-IMTR_WILY_Da
ta

Timers Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMTR_TIM DSECT DSECT IMTR_TIM

Settings required in the IMSLOGR PARMLIB member:
MONITOR-ALL-EVENTS     MSG

Note: The specific SLOG x4E subtypes are listed in the 'Origin' for each field in the timers section.

0 X'0' IMTR_TIM_IFP_MSG_IWAIT_Cou
nt

4 BINARY Fast Path input message
IWAIT count
..Metric: IMTFIMWC
..Origin: SLOG 4E38, 4E39
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4 X'4' IMTR_TIM_IFP_MSG_IWAIT_Time 8 BINARY Fast Path input message
IWAIT time
..Metric: IMTFIMWT
..Origin: SLOG 4E38, 4E39

12 X'C' IMTR_TIM_IFP_MSG_IWAIT_Max 8 BINARY Max IFP MSG IWAIT time

20 X'14' IMTR_TIM_IFP_OBA_IWAIT_Cou
nt

4 BINARY IMS fast path OBA buffer
IWAIT count
..Metric: IMTFOBWC
..Origin: SLOG 4E43

24 X'18' IMTR_TIM_IFP_OBA_IWAIT_Time 8 BINARY IMS fast path OBA buffer
IWAIT time
..Metric: IMTFOBWT
..Origin: SLOG 4E43

32 X'20' IMTR_TIM_IFP_OBA_IWAIT_Max 8 BINARY Max IFP OBA IWAIT time

40 X'28' IMTR_TIM_MSDB_WRITE_IWAIT_
Count

4 BINARY IMS fast path MSDB write
IWAIT count
..Metric: IMTFMDWC
..Origin: SLOG 4E56

44 X'2C' IMTR_TIM_MSDB_WRITE_IWAIT
_Time

8 BINARY IMS fast path MSDB write
IWAIT time
..Metric: IMTFMDWT
..Origin: SLOG 4E56

52 X'34' IMTR_TIM_MSDB_WRITE_IWAIT
_Max

8 BINARY Max MSDB WRITE IWAIT
time

60 X'3C' IMTR_TIM_DEDB_READ_IWAIT_
Count

4 BINARY IMS fast path DEDB read
IWAIT count
..Metric: IMTFDDWC
..Origin: SLOG 4E57

64 X'40' IMTR_TIM_DEDB_READ_IWAIT_
Time

8 BINARY IMS fast path DEDB read
IWAIT time
..Metric: IMTFDDWT
..Origin: SLOG 4E57

72 X'48' IMTR_TIM_DEDB_READ_IWAIT_
Max

8 BINARY Max DEDB READ IWAIT
time

80 X'50' IMTR_TIM_PSB_BlkLoad_Count 4 BINARY PSB load IWAIT count
..Metric: n/a
..Origin: SLOG 4E16, 4E17

84 X'54' IMTR_TIM_PSB_BlkLoad_Time 8 BINARY PSB load IWAIT time
..Metric: n/a
..Origin: SLOG 4E16, 4E17

92 X'5C' IMTR_TIM_PSB_BlkLoad_Max 8 BINARY Max PSB block loader time

100 X'64' IMTR_TIM_DEDB_OTHRD_IWAIT
_Count

4 BINARY Fast Path DEDB OTHREAD
IWAIT count
..Metric: IMTFOTWC
..Origin: SLOG 4E72
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104 X'68' IMTR_TIM_DEDB_OTHRD_IWAIT
_Time

8 BINARY Fast Path DEDB OTHREAD
IWAIT time
..Metric: IMTFOTWT
..Origin: SLOG 4E72

112 X'70' IMTR_TIM_DEDB_OTHRD_IWAIT
_Max

8 BINARY Max DEDB OTHREAD
IWAIT time

120 X'78' IMTR_TIM_STG_IWAIT_Count 4 BINARY STG storage IWAIT count
..Metric: IMTRSIWC
..Origin: SLOG 4E20, 4E21

124 X'7C' IMTR_TIM_STG_IWAIT_Time 8 BINARY STG storage IWAIT time
..Metric: IMTRSIWT
..Origin: SLOG 4E20, 4E21

132 X'84' IMTR_TIM_STG_IWAIT_Max 8 BINARY Max STG storage IWAIT time

140 X'8C' IMTR_TIM_OSAM_IO_IWAIT_Cou
nt

4 BINARY OSAM I/O IWAIT count
..Metric: IMTROIWC
..Origin: SLOG 4E22, 4E23

144 X'90' IMTR_TIM_OSAM_IO_IWAIT_Time 8 BINARY OSAM I/O IWAIT time
..Metric: IMTROIWT
..Origin: SLOG 4E22, 4E23

152 X'98' IMTR_TIM_OSAM_IO_IWAIT_Max 8 BINARY Max OSAM I/O IWait time

160 X'A0' IMTR_TIM_VSAM_IO_IWAIT_Cou
nt

4 BINARY VSAM I/O IWAIT count
..Metric: IMTRVIWC
..Origin: SLOG 4E24, 4E25

164 X'A4' IMTR_TIM_VSAM_IO_IWAIT_Time 8 BINARY VSAM I/O IWAIT time
..Metric: IMTRVIWT
..Origin: SLOG 4E24, 4E25

172 X'AC' IMTR_TIM_VSAM_IO_IWAIT_Max 8 BINARY Max VSAM I/O IWait time

180 X'B4' IMTR_TIM_FASTPATH_Count 4 BINARY Fast Path activity count
..Metric: IMTFACTC
..Origin: SLOG 4E58, 4E59

184 X'B8' IMTR_TIM_FASTPATH_Time 8 BINARY Fast Path activity time
..Metric: IMTFACTT
..Origin: SLOG 4E58, 4E59

192 X'C0' IMTR_TIM_FASTPATH_Max 8 BINARY Max Fast Path activity time

200 X'C8' IMTR_TIM_HSAM_IO_IWAIT_Cou
nt

4 BINARY HSAM I/O IWait count
..Metric: IMTRHIWC
..Origin: SLOG 4E28, 4E29

204 X'CC' IMTR_TIM_HSAM_IO_IWAIT_Time 8 BINARY HSAM I/O IWait time
..Metric: IMTRHIWT
..Origin: SLOG 4E28, 4E29

212 X'D4' IMTR_TIM_HSAM_IO_IWAIT_Max 8 BINARY Max HSAM I/O IWait time

220 X'DC' IMTR_TIM_Reserved12A 4 BINARY Reserved #12

224 X'E0' IMTR_TIM_Reserved12B 8 BINARY Reserved

232 X'E8' IMTR_TIM_Reserved12C 8 BINARY Reserved

240 X'F0' IMTR_TIM_Reserved13A 4 BINARY Reserved #13
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244 X'F4' IMTR_TIM_Reserved13B 8 BINARY Reserved

252 X'FC' IMTR_TIM_Reserved13C 8 BINARY Reserved

260 X'104' IMTR_TIM_Reserved14A 4 BINARY Reserved #14

264 X'108' IMTR_TIM_Reserved14B 8 BINARY Reserved

272 X'110' IMTR_TIM_Reserved14C 8 BINARY Reserved

280 X'118' IMTR_TIM_SubSys_Call_Count 4 BINARY External Subsystem call
count
..Metric: IMTRSSCC
..Origin: SLOG 4E48, 4E49

284 X'11C' IMTR_TIM_SubSys_Call_Time 8 BINARY External Subsystem call time
..Metric: IMTRSSCT
..Origin: SLOG 4E48, 4E49

292 X'124' IMTR_TIM_SubSys_Call_Max 8 BINARY Max Ext SubSystem call time

300 X'12C' IMTR_TIM_CheckPoint_Count 4 BINARY Checkpoint count
..Metric: IMTRCKPC
..Origin: SLOG 4E50, 4E51

304 X'130' IMTR_TIM_CheckPoint_Time 8 BINARY Checkpoint time
..Metric: IMTRCKPT
..Origin: SLOG 4E50, 4E51

312 X'138' IMTR_TIM_CheckPoint_Max 8 BINARY Max CheckPoint time

320 X'140' IMTR_TIM_Reserved17A 4 BINARY Reserved #17

324 X'144' IMTR_TIM_Reserved17B 8 BINARY Reserved

332 X'14C' IMTR_TIM_Reserved17C 8 BINARY Reserved

340 X'154' IMTR_TIM_Reserved18A 4 BINARY Reserved #18

344 X'158' IMTR_TIM_Reserved18B 8 BINARY Reserved

352 X'160' IMTR_TIM_Reserved18C 8 BINARY Reserved

360 X'168' IMTR_TIM_Reserved19A 4 BINARY Reserved #19

364 X'16C' IMTR_TIM_Reserved19B 8 BINARY Reserved

372 X'174' IMTR_TIM_Reserved19C 8 BINARY Reserved

380 X'17C' IMTR_TIM_DLA_DB_Count 4 BINARY DLA (DB) count
..Metric: IMTRDLBC
..Origin: SLOG 4E62, 4E63

384 X'180' IMTR_TIM_DLA_DB_Time 8 BINARY DLA (DB) time
..Metric: IMTRDLBT
..Origin: SLOG 4E62, 4E63

392 X'188' IMTR_TIM_DLA_DB_Max 8 BINARY Max DLA (DB) time

400 X'190' IMTR_TIM_DLA_MSG_Count 4 BINARY DLA (MSG) count
..Metric: IMTRDLMC
..Origin: SLOG 4E64, 4E65

404 X'194' IMTR_TIM_DLA_MSG_Time 8 BINARY DLA (MSG) time
..Metric: IMTRDLMT
..Origin: SLOG 4E64, 4E65
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

412 X'19C' IMTR_TIM_DLA_MSG_Max 8 BINARY Max DLA (MSG) time

420 X'1A4' IMTR_TIM_PI_Enq_IWAIT_Count 4 BINARY PI enqueue IWAIT count
..Metric: IMTRPIIC
..Origin: SLOG 4E66, 4E67

424 X'1A8' IMTR_TIM_PI_Enq_IWAIT_Time 8 BINARY PI enqueue IWAIT time
..Metric: IMTRPIIT
..Origin: SLOG 4E66, 4E67

432 X'1B0' IMTR_TIM_PI_Enq_IWAIT_Max 8 BINARY Max PI enqueue IWAIT time

440 X'1B8' IMTR_TIM_DEDB_Lock_IWAIT_C
ount

4 BINARY DEDB lock IWAIT count
..Metric: IMTRDLKC
..Origin: SLOG 4E68, 4E69

444 X'1BC' IMTR_TIM_DEDB_Lock_IWAIT_Ti
me

8 BINARY DEDB lock IWAIT time
..Metric: IMTRDLKT
..Origin: SLOG 4E68, 4E69

452 X'1C4' IMTR_TIM_DEDB_Lock_IWAIT_M
ax

8 BINARY Max DEDB lock IWAIT time

460 X'1CC' IMTR_TIM_Reserved24A 4 BINARY Reserved #24

464 X'1D0' IMTR_TIM_Reserved24B 8 BINARY Reserved

472 X'1D8' IMTR_TIM_Reserved24C 8 BINARY Reserved

480 X'1E0' IMTR_TIM_Reserved25A 4 BINARY Reserved #25

484 X'1E4' IMTR_TIM_Reserved25B 8 BINARY Reserved

492 X'1EC' IMTR_TIM_Reserved25C 8 BINARY Reserved

IMTR_TIM_L EQU *-IMTR_TIM Length

IMTR_TIM_Entries EQU IMTR_TIM_L/IMT
R_TIMER_L

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMTR_TIMER DSECT DSECT IMTR_TIMER

Timer section used to map the individual entries in the IMTR_TIM section.

0 X'0' IMTR_TIMER_Count 4 BINARY Count

4 X'4' IMTR_TIMER_Total 8 BINARY Total

12 X'C' IMTR_TIMER_Max 8 BINARY Max

IMTR_TIMER_L EQU *-IMTR_TIMER Length

DLI Overview Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMTR_DAC DSECT DSECT IMTR_DAC

0 X'0' IMTR_DAC_ID 12 EBCDIC Request identifier

12 X'C' IMTR_DAC_COUNT 4 BINARY Request count

IMTR_DAC_L EQU *-IMTR_DAC
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Summary Trace Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMTR_SUMM DSECT DSECT IMTR_SUMM

Settings required in the IMSLOGR PARMLIB member:
MONITOR-ALL-EVENTS                  MSG

Note: Summary data varies based on the specific x4E subtypes that are enabled.

0 X'0' IMTR_SUMM_TYPE 1 BINARY Event type

1 X'1' IMTR_SUMM_Rsvd 3 BINARY Reserved

4 X'4' IMTR_SUMM_COUNT 4 BINARY Event Count

8 X'8' IMTR_SUMM_Reserved 8 BINARY Reserved

16 X'10' IMTR_SUMM_TTIME 8 BINARY Total event time

24 X'18' IMTR_SUMM_MTIME 8 BINARY Max event time

IMTR_SUMM_L EQU *-IMTR_SUMM

DLI Detail Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMTR_DLI DSECT DSECT IMTR_DLI

Settings required in the IMSLOGR PARMLIB member: 

MONITOR-DLA-DB           MSG

MONITOR-DLA-MSG          MSG

0 X'0' IMTR_DLI_Reserved 8 BINARY Not used

8 X'8' IMTR_DLI_TYPE 2 BINARY Function type

IMTR_DLI_TYPE_D EQU 1 Database

IMTR_DLI_TYPE_M EQU 2 Message

IMTR_DLI_TYPE_S EQU 3 Scheduler

10 X'A' IMTR_DLI_PCBname 8 EBCDIC PCB name

18 X'12' IMTR_DLI_Function 4 EBCDIC Function

22 X'16' IMTR_DLI_Level 2 EBCDIC Level number

24 X'18' IMTR_DLI_Segment 8 EBCDIC Segment

32 X'20' IMTR_DLI_Statcode 2 EBCDIC Status code

34 X'22' IMTR_DLI_IOArea 48 EBCDIC 48 bytes of the IO Area

IMTR_DLI_Key_L EQU *-IMTR_DLI

82 X'52' IMTR_DLI_Reserved1 2 BINARY Reserved

84 X'54' IMTR_DLI_Reserved2 8 BINARY Reserved

92 X'5C' IMTR_DLI_Req_Time 8 BINARY Total request time

100 X'64' IMTR_DLI_Req_Max 8 BINARY Maximum single request time

108 X'6C' IMTR_DLI_Requests 4 BINARY Request count

IMTR_DLI_L EQU *-IMTR_DLI
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External Subsystem Trace Section

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMTR_ESS DSECT DSECT IMTR_ESS

Settings required in the IMSLOGR PARMLIB member:  

MONITOR-ESS-CALL        MSG

0 X'0' IMTR_ESS_Reserved 8 BINARY Not used

8 X'8' IMTR_ESS_TYPE 2 BINARY Function type

IMTR_ESS_TYPE_E EQU 4 ESS

10 X'A' IMTR_ESS_PCBname 8 EBCDIC PSB name

18 X'12' IMTR_ESS_SSN 8 EBCDIC Subsystem name

26 X'1A' IMTR_ESS_Call 1 BINARY Call type

27 X'1B' IMTR_ESS_Rcode 1 BINARY Return code

IMTR_ESS_SST 1 BINARY Subsystemtype

IMTR_ESS_SST_UNKN EQU X'00' ..Unknown

IMTR_ESS_SST_DB2 EQU X'01' ..DB2

IMTR_ESS_SST_MQ EQU X'02' ..MQ

28 X'1C"

IMTR_ESS_SST_WOLA EQU ..WOLA

28 X'1D" 1 BINARY RESERVED

30 X'1E' IMTR_ESS_MQICALL 4 EBCDIC ESS MQI call if WMQ

34 X'22' IMTR_ESS_OBJName 48 EBCDIC ESS Obj name if WMQ

IMTR_ESS_Key_L EQU *-IMTR_ESS

82 X'52' IMTR_ESS_Reserved1 2 BINARY Reserved

84 X'54' IMTR_ESS_Reserved2 8 BINARY Reserved

92 X'5C' IMTR_ESS_Req_Time 8 BINARY Total request time

100 X'64' IMTR_ESS_Req_Max 8 BINARY Maximum single request time

108 X'6C' IMTR_ESS_Requests 4 BINARY Request count

IMTR_ESS_L EQU *-IMTR_ESS

GSVSMF35 - IMS Region Accounting Record
An IMS Region Accounting record is created by the IMS logger whenever an Application Terminate Statistics log record
(DFSLOG07) is created for a monitored IMS region.

• Record Layout
• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Section Information (Triplets)
• Accounting Area
• Events Area
• Threshold Stats Area
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Record Layout

Description IMS Region Accounting Record

Record Type 255 (default)

Record Subtype 035, x023

Data segments or sections must be accessed using the corresponding triplet. Time values are stored in 256 micro-
seconds unless otherwise noted. To convert a full-word time field:

• Multiply value by 256
• Divide product by 1000
• Display quotient using 6 decimals

Segment/Section DSECT/Area Included Count

SMF Header IMRA_HEADER Yes 1

Product Header Extension IMRA_PRDHDR Yes 1

Section Information IMRA_SCT Yes 1

Accounting Area IMRA Yes 1

Events IMRA_EVENT Yes 1

Threshold Stats Area IMRA_SREC Yes 1

SMF Header

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMRA_HEADER DSECT DSECT IMRA_HEADER

0 X'0' IMRA_SMFHDR 24 BINARY Standard SMF header

0 X'0' IMRA_RDW 4 BINARY Record/segment length

0 X'0' IMRA_LEN 2 BINARY SMF record length

2 X'2' IMRA_SEG 2 BINARY SMF segment length

4 X'4' IMRA_FLG 1 BINARY System indicator

IMRA_FLG_SSI EQU B'10000000' Sub system follows

IMRA_FLG_STY EQU B'01000000' Sub record type used

5 X'5' IMRA_RTY 1 BINARY Record type

IMRA_RTY_IMRA EQU 255 Default record type

6 X'6' IMRA_TME 4 BINARY Time since midnight 100th

10 X'A' IMRA_DTE 4 PACKED Date of record 0cyydddF

14 X'E' IMRA_SID 4 EBCDIC System ID

18 X'12' IMRA_SSI 4 EBCDIC Sub system ID

22 X'16' IMRA_STY 2 BINARY Sub record type

IMRA_STY_IMRA EQU 035 x23 IMS Region Accounting
Record

IMRA_SMFHDR_L 24 EQU *-IMRA_SMFHDR SMF header length
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Product Header Extension Information

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

24 X'18' IMRA_PRDHDR 10 BINARY Product information

24 X'18' IMRA_PRD_Name 4 EBCDIC Product

28 X'1C' IMRA_PRD_Version 4 EBCDIC Version

28 X'1C' IMRA_PRD_RRM 3 EBCDIC RRM

31 X'1F' IMRA_PRD_RecVer 1 BINARY Record version

IMRA_PRD_RecVer01 EQU 01 01

IMRA_PRD_RecVerCurr EQU 01 Current

32 X'20' IMRA_PRD_System 1 BINARY System

IMRA_PRD_MVS EQU B'10000000' MVS

33 X'21' IMRA_PRD_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

IMRA_PRD_F1_80 EQU B'10000000' *--- Not Used ---*

IMRA_PRD_F1_First EQU B'01000000' First record

IMRA_PRD_F1_SMFTOD EQU B'00000010' SMFTOD - Time(4) Date(4)

IMRA_PRDHDR_L 10 EQU *-IMRA_PRDHDR Product info length

IMRA_HDR_L 34 EQU *-IMRA_HEADER Header length

Section Information (Triplets)

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

34 X'22' IMRA_SCT 1 BINARY Section Information

36 X'24' IMRA_SCT_Triplets 4 BINARY Number of triplets used

40 X'28' IMRA_SCT_IMRA_Off 4 BINARY Offset to Accounting area

44 X'2C' IMRA_SCT_IMRA_Len 2 BINARY Length of Accounting area

46 X'2E' IMRA_SCT_IMRA_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of Accounting area

48 X'30' IMRA_SCT_IMRE_Off 4 BINARY Offset to Events area

52 X'34' IMRA_SCT_IMRE_Len 2 BINARY Length of Events area

54 X'36' IMRA_SCT_IMRE_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of Events area

56 X'38' IMRA_SCT_SREC_Off 4 BINARY Offset to stats rec area

60 X'3C' IMRA_SCT_SREC_Len 2 BINARY Length of stats rec area

62 X'3E' IMRA_SCT_SREC_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of Stat recs = 1

64 X'40' IMRA_SCT_0003_Off 4 BINARY Offset to ..

68 X'44' IMRA_SCT_0003_Len 2 BINARY Length of ..

70 X'46' IMRA_SCT_0003_Cnt 2 BINARY Count of ..

IMRA_SCT_L EQU *-IMRA_SCT Section length

IMRA_Fixed_L EQU *-IMRA_HEADER Fixed portion length
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Accounting Area

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMRA DSECT DSECT IMRA

0 X'0' IMRA_Reserve 8 BINARY Reserved

IMRA_STATS EQU *

8 X'8' IMRA_Schedule_Start 8 BINARY Time of program start -
DFSLOG08 record

16 X'10' IMRA_Schedule_End 8 BINARY Time of program end -
DFSLOG07 record

24 X'18' IMRA_TranCode 8 EBCDIC Transaction code
DFSLOG07: DLRTRNCD

32 X'20' IMRA_PSBName 8 EBCDIC PSB Name
DFSLOG07: DLRNPSB

40 X'28' IMRA_DBName 8 EBCDIC Database name
IPST: PSTDBN

48 X'30' 2 BINARY Ensure alignment

48 X'30' IMRA_Classes 10 BINARY Classes

48 X'30' IMRA_EligClasses 2 BINARY Eligible classes
DFSLOG08: LINTSY2

56 X'38' IMRA_SchdClass 2 BINARY Scheduled class
DFSLOG08: LINTCLAS

58 X'3A' IMRA_Priority 1 BINARY Transaction priority
DFSLOG07: DLRPRTY

60 X'3C' IMRA_Region_Id 2 BINARY Region Id (PST)
DFSLOG07: DLRPSTNR

62 X'3E' IMRA_SystemId 4 EBCDIC System Id
SMCA: SMCASID

66 X'42' IMRA_IMSid 4 EBCDIC IMS id
SCD: SSCDIMID

70 X'46' IMRA_Jobname 8 EBCDIC Jobname
DFSLOG07: DLRNJOB

78 X'4E' IMRA_Stepname 8 EBCDIC Stepname
DFSLOG07: DLRNSTP

88 X'58' IMRA_SubQ6_Time 8 BINARY Region SUBQ 6 time per
message
DFSLOG07: DLRSQ6TM

96 X'60' IMRA_Pgm_Type 1 BINARY Program type
DFSLOG07: DLRTYPE

IMRA_DLRUOWE EQU 0x80 UOR END (WRITTEN BY
RESTART)

IMRA_DLRPROTC EQU 0x40 RESOLVE INDOUBT
PROTECTED UR

IMRA_DLRJAVA EQU 0x20 JAVA DEPENDENT REGION

IMRA_DLRCPIC EQU 0x10 CPI-C REGION
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

IMRA_DLRQRLR EQU 0x08 QUICK RESCHEDULE

IMRA_DLRDBT EQU 0x04 DBCTL THREAD

IMRA_DLRBMP EQU 0x02 BMP REGION

IMRA_DLRMESR EQU 0x01 MPP REGION

97 X'61' IMRA_Region_Type 1 BINARY Region Type
DFSLOG08: LINTTYPR

100 X'64' IMRA_Sched_Msg_Cnt 4 BINARY Number of messages
processed this schedule.
DFSLOG07: DLRMCNT

104 X'68' IMRA_IMSRL 2 BINARY IMS Version & release
SCD: SSCDIMSR &
SSCDIMSL

106 X'6A' IMRA_SubSys_Type 1 BINARY Subsystem type
SCD: SCDSSTYP

IMRA_SubSys_DBCTL EQU 0x80 DBCTL subsystem

IMRA_SubSys_SCDSSDBC EQU 0x80 Alias for
IMRA_Subsys_DBCTL

IMRA_SubSys_SCDSSDCC EQU 0x40 DCCTL SUBSYSTEM

IMRA_SubSys_SCDSSFDR EQU 0x20 FDR SUBSYSTEM

IMRA_SubSys_Reserved EQU 0x10 RESERVED

IMRA_SubSys_SCDSSDCB EQU 0x08 DCCTL BATCH REGION

IMRA_SubSys_SSCDRST EQU 0x04 CTL REGION RESTART
MODE

IMRA_SubSys_SSCDWRC EQU 0x02 CTL REG INIT'D-AWAITING
CMD

IMRA_SubSys_SSCDINIT EQU 0x01 CTL REG INITIALIZATION
MODE

107 X'6B' 1 BINARY (reserved)

108 X'6C' IMRA_IntentConWait 8 PACKED Intent Conflict wait time in
microseconds
DFSLOG08: LINTMINT

116 X'74' IMRA_PoolSpaceWait 8 PACKED Pool Space wait time in
microseconds
DFSLOG08: LINTMPOL

124 X'7C' IMRA_SchedProcTime 8 PACKED Elapsed time - Sched Process
time in microseconds
DFSLOG08: LINTMSCH

132 X'84' IMRA_CCode 4 BINARY Completion code
DFSLOG07: DLRCOMP

136 X'88' IMRA_AbendFlag 1 BINARY Abend flag
DFSLOG07: DLRCMP

IMRA_ApplAbend EQU 0x80 Application abended

IMRA_BackFail EQU 0x40 Dynamic backout failed
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

IMRA_DLRPCIPF EQU 0x20 CMD in progress failed

137 X'89' IMRA_DLRFLAG2 1 BINARY DLRFLAG2
DFSLOG07: DLRFLAG2

IMRA_DLRPSB EQU 0x80 PSB NOT PRESENT

IMRA_DLRRRSBK EQU 0x40 RRS TOLD US TO BACKOUT

IMRA_DLRSMB EQU 0x20 SMB PRESENT

IMRA_DLRNOBKT EQU 0x10 PST W/O BACKOUTS

IMRA_DLRMSG EQU 0x08 MSG NOT AVAILABLE

IMRA_DLRAB EQU 0x04 APPLICATION ABENDED

IMRA_DLRFALSE EQU 0x02 FALSE SCHEDULE

IMRA_DLR555I EQU 0x01 DO NOT TOSS INPUT MSG

138 X'8A' IMRA_DLRFLAG3 1 BINARY DLRFLAG3
DFSLOG07: DLRFLAG3

IMRA_DLRNOSTP EQU 0x80 DO NOT STOP PSB OR
TRAN

IMRA_DLRMULT EQU 0x40 MODE=MULT TRAN

IMRA_DLRLOAD EQU 0x20 BMP LOAD FUNCTION
INDICATOR

IMRA_DLRM554 EQU 0x10 REQUE TRAN, PSTOP TRAN
IS

IMRA_DLRNOQEL EQU 0x08 ABEND DUE TO NO BQEL
STORAGE

IMRA_DLRLKREJ EQU 0x04 ABEND DUE TO LOCK
REJECT

IMRA_DLRNOQCB EQU 0x02 ABEND DUE TO NO QCB

IMRA_DLRDLOCK EQU 0x01 ABEND DUE TO DEADLOCK

139 X'8B' IMRA_LINTSUB 1 BINARY Log record subtype
DFSLOG08: LINTSUB

140 X'8C' IMRA_ExecTime 4 BINARY Execution time
DFSLOG07: DLRTIME

144 X'90' IMRA_DBioTime 8 PACKED DB I/O elapsed time
DFSLOG07: DLRTMEIO

152 X'98' IMRA_DBioTotal 4 BINARY DB I/O total count (DBCTL)
DFSLOG07: DLRIOCNT

156 X'9C' IMRA_LockTime 8 PACKED Locking elapsed time
DFSLOG07: DLRTMEPL

164 X'A4' IMRA_SQ6Total 8 BINARY Total SQ6 time in
microseconds
DFSLOG07: DLRACCQ6

172 X'AC' IMRA_Netid 8 EBCDIC Network ID of last MSG
DFSLOG07: DLRNWID
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

180 X'B4' IMRA_RTokn 16 BINARY Recovery token
DFSLOG08: LINTOKN

196 X'C4' IMRA_Userid 8 EBCDIC User id of last MSG
DFSLOG07: DLRUSID

204 X'CC' IMRA_QLGUFLG1 1 BINARY Reserved

205 X'CD' IMRA_QLGUFLGX 1 BINARY Reserved

206 X'CE' IMRA_SMBFLAG1 1 BINARY Reserved

207 X'CF' 1 BINARY Reserved

208 X'D0' 4 BINARY Reserved

NOTE: The IMRA_DLI section must map to the LOGREC TYPE=07 record (DFSLOG07). Do not alter the sequence of these fields.

212 X'D4' IMRA_DLI 4 BINARY

212 X'D4' IMRA_DLRGU1 4 BINARY No of DATA BASE GU calls

216 X'D8' IMRA_DLRGN 4 BINARY No of Data Base GN calls

220 X'DC' IMRA_DLRGNP 4 BINARY No of Data Base GNP calls

224 X'E0' IMRA_DLRGHU 4 BINARY No of Data Base GHU calls

228 X'E4' IMRA_DLRGHN 4 BINARY No of Data Base GHN calls

232 X'E8' IMRA_DLRGHNP 4 BINARY No of Data Base GHNP calls

236 X'EC' IMRA_DLRISRT 4 BINARY No of Data Base ISRT calls

240 X'F0' IMRA_DLRDLET 4 BINARY No of Data Base DLET calls

244 X'F4' IMRA_DLRREPL 4 BINARY No of Data Base REPL calls

248 X'F8' IMRA_DLRCLCNT 4 BINARY Total no. DL/I DB calls

252 X'FC' IMRA_DLRGUMES 4 BINARY No of MSG QUEUE GU calls

256 X'100' IMRA_DLRGNMES 4 BINARY No of MSG QUEUE GN calls

260 X'104' IMRA_DLRISMES 4 BINARY No of MSG QUEUE ISRT calls

264 X'108' IMRA_DLRPUMES 4 BINARY No of MSG QUEUE PURGE
calls

268 X'10C' IMRA_DLRTSTNQ 4 BINARY No of TEST ENQUEUES

272 X'110' IMRA_DLRTSTWT 4 BINARY No of WAITS ON TEST
ENQUEUS

276 X'114' IMRA_DLRTSTDQ 4 BINARY No of TEST DEQUEUES

280 X'118' IMRA_DLRQCONQ 4 BINARY No of QUEUE COMMAND
ENQUEUES

284 X'11C' IMRA_DLRQCOWT 4 BINARY No of WAITS ON QUEUE
COMMANDS

288 X'120' IMRA_DLRQCODQ 4 BINARY No of QUEUE COMMAND
DEQUEUES

292 X'124' IMRA_DLRSUPNQ 4 BINARY No of UPDATE ENQUEUES

296 X'128' IMRA_DLRSUPWT 4 BINARY No of WAITS ON UPDATE &
ENQUEUES
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

300 X'12C' IMRA_DLRSUPDQ 4 BINARY No of UPDATE DEQUEUES

304 X'130' IMRA_DLREXCNQ 4 BINARY No of EXCLUSIVE
ENQUEUES

308 X'134' IMRA_DLREXCWT 4 BINARY No of WAITS ON EXCLUSIVE
ENQUEUES

312 X'138' IMRA_DLREXCDQ 4 BINARY No of EXCLUSIVE
DEQUEUES

316 X'13C' IMRA_DLRCMD 4 BINARY No of CMD calls

320 X'140' IMRA_DLRGCMD 4 BINARY No of GCMD calls

324 X'144' IMRA_DLRCHNG 4 BINARY No of DL/I MSG CHNG calls

328 X'148' IMRA_DLRAUTH 4 BINARY No of DL/I MSG AUTH calls

332 X'14C' IMRA_DLRSETO 4 BINARY No of DL/I MSG SETO calls

336 X'150' IMRA_DLRAPSB 4 BINARY No of DL/I APSB calls

340 X'154' IMRA_DLRDPSB 4 BINARY No of DL/I DPSB calls

344 X'158' IMRA_DLRGMSG 4 BINARY No of DL/I GMSG calls

348 X'15C' IMRA_DLRICMD 4 BINARY No of DL/I ICMD calls

352 X'160' IMRA_DLRRCMD 4 BINARY No of DL/I RCMD calls

356 X'164' IMRA_DLRCHKP 4 BINARY No of DL/I CHKP calls

360 X'168' IMRA_DLRXRST 4 BINARY No of DL/I XRST calls

364 X'16C' IMRA_DLRROLB 4 BINARY No of DL/I ROLB calls

368 X'170' IMRA_DLRROLS 4 BINARY No of DL/I ROLS calls

372 X'174' IMRA_DLRSETS 4 BINARY No of DL/I SETS calls

376 X'178' IMRA_DLRSETU 4 BINARY No of DL/I SETU calls

380 X'17C' IMRA_DLRINIT 4 BINARY No of DL/I INIT calls

384 X'180' IMRA_DLRINQY 4 BINARY No of DL/I INQY calls

388 X'184' IMRA_DLRSLOG 4 BINARY No of DL/I LOG calls

392 X'188' IMRA_DLRDEQ 4 BINARY No of DL/I DB DEQ calls

396 X'18C' IMRA_DLRVSAMR 4 BINARY No of DL/I VSAM I/O READ

400 X'190' IMRA_DLRVSAMW 4 BINARY No of DL/I VSAM I/O WRITE

404 X'194' IMRA_DLROSAMR 4 BINARY No of DL/I OSAM I/O READ

408 X'198' IMRA_DLROSAMW 4 BINARY No of DL/I OSAM I/O WRIT

412 X'19C' IMRA_DLRTOTIO 4 BINARY Total VSAM+OSAM DL/I I/O

416 X'1A0' IMRA_DLRESAF 4 BINARY Total ESAF calls

420 X'1A4' IMRA_DLRFLD 4 BINARY No of FP FLD calls

424 X'1A8' IMRA_DLRPOS 4 BINARY No of FP POS calls

428 X'1AC' IMRA_DLRRLSE 4 BINARY No of RLSE calls

432 X'1B0' IMRA_DLRXSAVE 4 BINARY No of SAVE calls

436 X'1B4' IMRA_DLRXRSTR 4 BINARY No of RSTR calls
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

440 X'1B8' IMRA_DLRXCOPY 4 BINARY No of COPY calls

444 X'1BC' IMRA_DLRSICAL 4 BINARY No of ICAL calls

448 X'1C0' 20 BINARY Filler to ensure IMRA_DLI
length is 256

IMRA_DLI_L EQU *-IMRA_DLI IMRA_DLI length (256)

The SLOG 62 and 64 time is the total time making DL/I database and message calls.
These items are only populated if the IMSLOGR PARMLIB has the following specification: TRAN-EVENT-TRACE-LEVEL SUMMARY
or DETAIL (default is DETAIL).

472 X'1D8' IMRA_DB_CALL_TIME 8 BINARY SYSVIEW SLOG DB time

480 X'1E0' IMRA_MSGCALL_TIME 8 BINARY SYSVIEW SLOG MSG time

Misc FASTPATH areas

488 X'1E8' IMRA_IFP_ROUTECODE 8 EBCDIC IFP Routcode
DBFLGRIM: FLIMRTCD

496 X'1F0' IMRA_IFP_TRANCODE 8 EBCDIC IFP Trancode
DBFLGRIM: FLIMTRCD

504 X'1F8' IMRA_IFP_TRANCOUNT 4 BINARY IFP MSG processed count

508 X'1FC' IMRA_IFP_MSGIWAIT 8 BINARY IFP MSG IWAIT time

516 X'204' 4 BINARY Reserved

520 X'208' IMRA_RgnOccupyRatio 4 BINARY Region occupancy ratio

524 X'20C' IMRA_RgnStartSQ6 8 BINARY Region occupancy intvl start

532 X'214' IMRA_RgnAccumSQ6 8 BINARY Region scheduler IWAIT time

540 X'21C' IMRA_V1_L EQU *-IMRA Version 1 length

540 X'21C' IMRA_Lock_HWM 4 BINARY Syncpoint lock HWM

544 X'220' IMRA_Lock_Total 8 BINARY Total syncpoint locks

552 X'228' IMRA_Last_DLI 8 BINARY Last DLI call elapsed time

560 X'228' IMRA_STATS_L EQU *-IMRA_STATS

560 X'230' IMRA_Max_DLI_DB 8 BINARY Max DLI DB call time

568 X'238' IMRA_Max_DLI_DC 8 BINARY Max DLI DC (MSG) call time

576 X'240' IMRA_Max_ESS 8 BINARY Max ESS call time

584 X'248' IMRA_Sync_Elapsed 8 BINARY Total Syncpoint elapsed time

592 X'250' IMRA_DB2_Elapsed 8 BINARY Total Db2 elapsed time

600 X'258' IMRA_MQ_Elapsed 8 BINARY Total MQ elapsed time

608 X'260' IMRA_DB2_SQL 4 BINARY Total Db2 SQL calls

612 X'264' IMRA_Syncpoint 4 BINARY Total Syncpoint count

616 X'268' IMRA_OSAM_Sync 8 BINARY Total OSAM Syncpoint time

624 X'270' IMRA_VSAM_Sync 8 BINARY Total VSAM Syncpoint
elapsed time

The following field will only be accurate if MONITOR-ESS-CALL, MONITOR-DLA-DB, and MONITOR-DLA-MSG are enabled.

632 X'278' IMRA_Appl_Elapsed 8 BINARY Application elapsed time
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

640 X'280' 8 BINARY Reserved

648 X'288' IMRA_L EQU *-IMRA Length of control block

Events Area

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

DB and Message DL/I events are only populated if the IMSLOGR PARMLIB has the following specification:
TRAN-EVENT-TRACE-LEVEL SUMMARY or DETAIL (Default is DETAIL).

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMRA_EVENT_SECTION Record Event section

0 X'0' IMRA_EVENT DSECT DSECT IMRA_EVENT

0 X'0' IMRA_EVENT_TYPE 1 BINARY Event type

1 X'1' IMRA_EVENT_Rsvd 3 BINARY Reserved

4 X'4' IMRA_EVENT_COUNT 4 BINARY Event Count

8 X'8' IMRA_EVENT_Reserved 8 BINARY Reserved

16 X'10' IMRA_EVENT_TTIME 8 BINARY Total event time

24 X'18' IMRA_EVENT_MTIME 8 BINARY Max event time

IMRA_EVENT_L EQU *-IMRA_EVENT

Threshold Stats Area

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' IMRA_SREC DSECT DSECT IMRA_SREC

0 X'0' IMRA_SREC_RunTime 8 BINARY Job run time in microseconds

8 X'8' IMRA_SREC_CPUTime 8 BINARY CPUT time in microseconds -
requires STIMER option

16 X'10' IMRA_SREC_ROPercent 4 BINARY Region Occupancy Percent

24 X'18' IMRA_SREC_ICWait 8 BINARY Intent Conflict wait time in
microseconds

32 X'20' IMRA_SREC_PSWait 8 BINARY Pool Space wait time in
microseconds

40 X'28' IMRA_SREC_SPWait 8 BINARY Schedule Process wait time in
microseconds

48 X'30' IMRA_SREC_CKPTS 4 BINARY Checkpoint count

Some of the following fields will not be populated unless IMSLOGR PARMLIB has the following specification:
TRAN-EVENT-TRACE-LEVEL DETAIL (Default is DETAIL).

52 X'34' IMRA_SREC_PIWaitT 8 BINARY PI Enqueue IWAIT time

60 X'3C' IMRA_SREC_PIWaitC 4 BINARY PI Enqueue IWAIT count

64 X'40' IMRA_SREC_VSIOWaitT 8 BINARY VSAM I/O IWAIT time

72 X'48' IMRA_SREC_VSIOWaitC 4 BINARY VSAM I/O IWAIT count
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

76 X'4C' IMRA_SREC_OSIOWaitT 8 BINARY OSAM I/O IWAIT time

84 X'54' IMRA_SREC_OSIOWaitC 4 BINARY OSAM I/O IWAIT count

88 X'58' IMRA_SREC_DEDBLWaitT 8 BINARY DEDB Lock IWAIT time

96 X'60' IMRA_SREC_DEDBLWaitC 4 BINARY DEDB Lock IWAIT count

100 X'64' IMRA_SREC_PSBLoadT 8 BINARY PSB load IWAIT time

108 X'6C' IMRA_SREC_PSBLoadC 4 BINARY PSB load IWAIT count

112 X'70' IMRA_SREC_DMBLoadT 8 BINARY DMB load IWAIT time

120 X'78' IMRA_SREC_DMBLoadC 4 BINARY DMB load IWAIT count

124 X'7C' IMRA_SREC_CHKPTT 8 BINARY Checkpoint IWAIT time

132 X'84' IMRA_SREC_CHKPTC 4 BINARY Checkpoint IWAIT count

136 X'88' IMRA_SREC_FPBuffT 8 BINARY FASTPATH buffer IWAIT time

144 X'90' IMRA_SREC_FPBuffC 4 BINARY FASTPATH buffer IWAIT count

148 X'94' IMRA_SREC_DEDBOTT 8 BINARY DEDB OTHREAD IWAIT time

156 X'9C' IMRA_SREC_DEDBOTC 4 BINARY DEDB OTHREAD IWAIT
count

160 X'A0' IMRA_SREC_DICalT 8 BINARY DL/I SYSTEM ICAL IWAIT
time

168 X'A8' IMRA_SREC_DICalC 4 BINARY DL/I SYSTEM ICAL IWAIT
count

172 X'AC' IMRA_SREC_SICalT 8 BINARY SYNC Callout IWAIT time

180 X'B4' IMRA_SREC_SICalC 4 BINARY SYNC Callout IWAIT count

184 X'B8' IMRA_SREC_Reserved 36 BINARY Reserved

220 X'DC' IMRA_SREC_CCode 8 EBCDIC Dependent region condition
code ( character string ).

228 X'E4' IMRA_SREC_Reserved2 36 EBCDIC Reserved

IMRA_SREC_L EQU *-IMRA_SREC

GSVSMF36 - IMS Transaction Summary Record
The SYSVIEW for IMS data collection subtask creates a series of transaction summary records at the end of each system
data collection interval. A transaction summary record is created for each IMS transaction that was used within the
interval.

Record Layout

Description IMS Transaction Summary Data Record

Record Type 255 (default)

Record Subtype 036, x024
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Data segments or sections must be accessed via the corresponding triplet. Time values are stored in 256 micro-seconds
unless otherwise noted.

Segment/Section DSECT/Area Included Count

SMF Header IMTS_Hdr Yes 1

Product Header Extension IMTS_Hdr_Info Yes 1

Control Information IMTS_Cntl Yes 1

Transaction Summary IMTS_Cntl Yes 1

SMF Header

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0  X’0’ IMTS_Hdr DSECT DSECT IMTS

0  X’0’ IMTS_SMF 24 BINARY Standard SMF header

0  X’0’ IMTS_SMF_RDW 4 BINARY Record/segment length

0  X’0’ IMTS_SMF_Length 2 BINARY SMF record length

2  X’2’ IMTS_SMF_SegLength 2 BINARY SMF segment length

4  X’4’ IMTS_SMF_Flag 1 BINARY System indicator

IMTS_SMF_Flag_SSI EQU B'10000000' Sub system follows

IMTS_SMF_Flag_STY EQU B'01000000' Sub record type used

5  X’5’ IMTS_SMF_RecType 1 BINARY Record type

IMTS_SMF_Type255 EQU 255 Default record type
6  X’6’ IMTS_SMF_Time 4 BINARY Time since midnight 100th
10 X’A’ IMTS_SMF_Date 4 PACKED Date of record 0cyydddF
14 X’E’ IMTS_SMF_SysID 4 EBCDIC System ID
18 X’12’ IMTS_SMF_SubsysID 4 EBCDIC Sub system ID
22 X’16’ IMTS_SMF_SubType 2 BINARY Sub record type
22 X’16’ IMTS_SMF_SubData 1 BINARY ... Data collection type
23 X’17’ IMST_SMF_SubRec 1 BINARY ... Data record subtype

IMST_SMF_SubRecType EQU 036 .... Subrecord type
IMTS_SMF_SubRec36 EQU 036 .... Subrecord type
IMTS_SMF_L EQU *-IMTS_SMF SMF header length

Product Header Extension

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

34  X’22’ IMTS_Cntl 1 Product extension info

34  X’22’ IMTS_Cntl_034 6 -- Not Used --

40  X’28’ IMTS_Cntl_Start 8 BINARY Start of interval (STCK)

48  X’30’ IMTS_Cntl_End 8 BINARY End of interval (STCK)
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

56  X’38’ IMTS_Cntl_Release 2 BINARY IMS release

IMTS_Cntl_1410 EQU X’1410’ .. 14.1

IMTS_Cntl_1510 EQU X’1510’ .. 15.1

58  X’3A’ IMTS_Cntl_058 2 -- Not Used --

60  X’3C’ IMTS_Cntl_Jobname 8 EBCDIC IMS job name

68  X’44’ IMTS_Cntl_IMS_Id 4 EBCDIC IMS subsystem id

72  X’48’ IMTS_Cntl_Plexname 5 EBCDIC IMS plex name

77  X’4D’ IMTS_Cntl_077 3 -- Not Used --

80  X’50’ IMTS_Cntl_Interval 8 BINARY Interval in microseconds

88  X’58’ IMTS_Cntl_Seconds 4 BINARY Interval in seconds

92  X’5C’ IMTS_Cntl_Time 4 BINARY TIME BINARY – time

96  X’60’ IMTS_Cntl_Date 4 BINARY TIME BINARY – date

100 X’64’ IMTS_Cntl_TimeZone 8 BINARY Time zone offset (CVTLDTO)

108 X’6C’ IMTS_Cntl_Leapsecs 8 BINARY Leap seconds (CVTLSO)

116 X’74’ IMTS_Cntl_116 34 -- Not Used --

150 X’96’ IMTS_Cntl_Triplets 2 BINARY Number of triplets

152 X’98’ IMTS_Cntl_Data 8 1st set of triplets

152 X’98’ IMTS_Cntl_TSUM 8 Triplet: TSUM

152 X’98’ IMTS_Cntl_TSUM_O 4 BINARY .. Offset: TSUM

156 X’9C’ IMTS_Cntl_TSUM_L 2 BINARY .. Length: TSUM

158 X’9E’ IMTS_Cntl_TSUM_C 2 BINARY .. Count: TSUM

160 X’A0’ IMTS_Cntl_0002 8 Triplet: Reserved

160 X’A0’ IMTS_Cntl_0002_O 4 BINARY Offset – Reserved

164 X’A4’ IMTS_Cntl_0002_L 2 BINARY Length – Reserved

166 X’A6’ IMTS_Cntl_0002_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

168 X’A8’ IMTS_Cntl_0003 8 Triplet: Reserved

168 X’A8’ IMTS_Cntl_0003_O 4 BINARY Offset – Reserved

172 X’AC’ IMTS_Cntl_0003_L 2 BINARY Length – Reserved

174 X’AE’ IMTS_Cntl_0003_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

176 X’B0’ IMTS_Cntl_0004 8 Triplet: Reserved

176 X’B0’ IMTS_Cntl_0004_O 4 BINARY Offset – Reserved

180 X’B4’ IMTS_Cntl_0004_L 2 BINARY Length – Reserved

182 X’B6’ IMTS_Cntl_0004_C 2 BINARY Count - Reserved

IMTS_Cntl_TripCnt EQU (*-IMTS_Cntl_Data)/8 Count of triplets

IMTS_Cntl_L EQU *-IMTS_Cntl Length of control

IMTS_Fixed_L_ EQU *-IMTS Common fixed length
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Transaction Summary

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0   X’0’ IMTS_TSUM DSECT DSECT Transaction Summary

0   X’0’ IMTS_Tran 8 EBCDIC Transaction name

0   X’0’ IMTS_Group 8 EBCDIC Transaction group

8   X’8’ IMTS_Flag1 1 BINARY Flags

8   X’8’ IMTS_1Group EQU B’10000000’ .. Transaction group

9   X’9’ IMTS_Flag2 1 BINARY Flags

10  X’A’ IMTS_Flag3 1 BINARY Flags

11  X’B’ IMTS_Flag4 1 BINARY Flags

12  X’C’ IMTS_TSUM_012 4 -- Not Used --

16  X’10’ IMTS_PSBName 8 EBCDIC Program specification block

24  X’18’ IMTS_Class 4 BINARY Transaction class

28  X’1C’ IMTS_Count 4 BINARY Transaction count

32  X’20’ IMTS_032 4 Available

36  X’24’ IMTS_IMTRABND 4 BINARY Abend count

40  X’28’ IMTS_IMTRIQUE 8 BINARY Input queue time

48  X’30’ IMTS_IMTRPROC 8 BINARY Processing time

56  X’38’ IMTS_IMTROQUE 8 BINARY Output queue time

64  X’40’ IMTS_IMTRODEQ 8 BINARY Output dequeue time

72  X’48’ IMTS_IMTRLIFE 8 BINARY Lifetime

80  X’50’ IMTS_IMTRMCPU 8 BINARY Message processing Pgm CPU

88  X’58’ IMTS_IMTRCKPT 8 BINARY Checkpoint time
..Origin: SLOG 4E50, 4E51

96  X’60’ IMTS_IMTRDLBT 8 BINARY DLA (DB) time
..Origin: SLOG 4E62, 4E63

104 X’68’ IMTS_IMTRDLMT 8 BINARY DLA (MSG) time
..Origin: SLOG 4E64, 4E65

112 X’70’ IMTS_IMTRHIWT 8 BINARY HSAM I/O IWAIT time
..Origin: SLOG 4E28, 4E29

120 X’78’ IMTS_IMTRPIIT 8 BINARY Program isolation enq wait time
..Origin: SLOG 4E66, 4E67

128 X’80’ IMTS_IMTRSIWT 8 BINARY Storage IWAIT time
..Origin: SLOG 4E20, 4E21

136 X’88’ IMTS_IMTRSSCT 8 BINARY External subsystem call time
..Origin: SLOG 4E48, 4E49

144 X’90’ IMTS_IMTROIWT 8 BINARY OSAM I/O wait time
..Origin: SLOG 4E22, 4E23
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

152 X’98’ IMTS_IMTFOTWT 8 BINARY Fast Path OBA buffer IWAIT
time
..Origin: SLOG 4E43

160 X’A0’ IMTS_IMTFOTWT 8 BINARY Fast Path OTHREAD IWAIT
time
..Origin: SLOG 4E72

168 X’A8’ IMTS_IMTFMDWT 8 BINARY Fast Path MSDB write time
..Origin: SLOG 4E56

176 X’B0’ IMTS_IMTFDDWT 8 BINARY Fast Path DEDB read time
..Origin: SLOG 4E57

184 X’B8’ IMTS_IMTRDLKT 8 BINARY Fast Path DEDB lock IWAIT
time
..Origin: SLOG 4E68, 4E69

192 X’C0’ IMTS_IMTRVIWT 8 BINARY VSAM I/O IWAIT time
..Origin: SLOG 4E24, 4E25

200 X’C8’ 72 Available

272 X’110’ IMTS_TSUM_L EQU *-IMTS_Tran TSUM length

GSVSMF48 - MQ Application Request Record
An IBM MQ Application Request record is created by the MQ data collector based on the specified system interval for
every MQ object that had MQI activity.

Record Layout

Description IBM MQ Application Request Record

Record Type 255 (default)

Record Subtype 048, x030

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• Control Information
• Data Section

Data segments or sections must be accessed using the corresponding triplet. All time values are in microseconds unless
otherwise stated.

Segment/Section DSECT/Area Included Count

SMF Header           MQRR_SMFHDR Yes        1

Product Header Extension MQRR_PRDHDR Yes    1

MQ Object Information MQRR_OBJ Yes        1

Job Information MQRR_JOB Yes       nnn
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SMF Header

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MQRR DSECT DSECT MQRR

0 X'0' MQRR_SMFHDR 1 BINARY Standard SMF
header

0 X'0' MQRR_RDW 4 BINARY Record/segment
length

0 X'0' MQRR_LEN 2 BINARY SMF record
length

2 X'2' MQRR_SEG 2 BINARY SMF segment
length

4 X'4' MQRR_FLG 1 BINARY System indicator

MQRR_FLG_SSI EQU B'10000000' Sub system
follows

MQRR_FLG_ST
Y

EQU B'01000000' Sub record type
used

5 X'5' MQRR_RTY 1 BINARY Record type

MQRR_RTY_MQ
RR

EQU 255 Default record
type

6 X'6' MQRR_TME 4 BINARY Time since
midnight 100th

10 X'A' MQRR_DTE 4 PACKED Date 0cyydddF

14 X'E' MQRR_SID 4 EBCDIC System ID

18 X'12' MQRR_SSI 4 EBCDIC Sub system ID

22 X'16' MQRR_STY 2 BINARY Sub record type

MQRR_STY_MQ
RR

EQU 048 x30..IBM MQ
Request Record

MQRR_SMFHDR
_L

EQU *-MQRR_SMFH
DR

0018 SMF header
length

Product Header Extension Information

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

24 X'18' MQRR_PRDHDR 10 BINARY Product
information

24 X'18' MQRR_PRD_Na
me

4 EBCDIC Product keyword

28 X'1C' MQRR_PRD_Ve
rsion

4 EBCDIC Product version

28 X'1C' MQRR_PRD_RR
M

3 EBCDIC RRM
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

31 X'1F' MQRR_PRD_Re
cVer

1 BINARY Record version

MQRR_PRD_Re
cVer01

EQU 01 01

MQRR_PRD_Re
cVerCurr

EQU 01 Current

32 X'20' MQRR_PRD_Sy
stem

1 BINARY System

MQRR_PRD_MV
S

EQU B'10000000' MVS

33 X'21' MQRR_PRD_Fla
g1

1 BINARY Flags

MQRR_PRD_F1
_80

EQU B'10000000' *--- Not Used ---*

MQRR_PRD_F1
_First

EQU B'01000000' First record

MQRR_PRD_F1_
SMFTOD

EQU B'00000010' SMFTOD -
Time(4) Date(4)

MQRR_PRDHDR
_L

EQU *-MQRR_PRDH
DR

Length of
extension

MQRR_HDR_L EQU *-MQRR Length of header

MQ Object Information

The Job data portion of the record is composed of several smaller blocks of data called "segments." The job segments
can be referenced using its corresponding triplet entry.
A triplet is made up of three components:

Offset (4) Offset from the beginning of the record to the 1st segment

Length (2) Length of 1 segment

Count  (2) Number of segments

Data may not be available for all segments. To determine if a segment type exists, check the corresponding count field
within the triplet. If the count value is greater than 0, segments exist. Segments in the data area must be accessed using
the corresponding triplet offset, length, and count.

The following example demonstrates a record. Do not assume the data or offset information to be accurate for a real
record.

SMF Record

• SMF Header
• Product Header Extension Information
• MQ Object Information

– Job Triplet
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• offset: x00000200
• length: x0080
• count: x0003

• Data Section
– Job Information Data Segment

• x200: segment 1
• x280: segment 2
• x300: segment 3

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

34 X'22' MQRR_OBJ 1 BINARY Section
Information

34 X'22' MQRR_OBJ_QM
GR

4 EBCDIC Queue manager

38 X'26' MQRR_OBJ_Na
me

48 EBCDIC Object name

86 X'56' MQRR_OBJ_Typ
eKey

16 EBCDIC Object Type/
Subtype

86 X'56' MQRR_OBJ_Ty
pe

8 EBCDIC Object type

94 X'5E' MQRR_OBJ_Su
btype

8 EBCDIC Object subtype

102 X'66' MQRR_OBJ_Re
sName

48 EBCDIC Resolved name

150 X'96' MQRR_OBJ_Res
QMGR

48 EBCDIC Resolved Qmgr
name

198 X'C6' 6 BINARY Reserved

204 X'CC' MQRR_OBJ_JO
B_Off

4 BINARY Offset to first job
entry

208 X'D0' MQRR_OBJ_JO
B_Len

2 BINARY Length of job
entry

210 X'D2' MQRR_OBJ_JO
B_Cnt

2 BINARY Count of job
entries

212 X'D4' MQRR_OBJ_Sta
rt

8 BINARY STCK start of
interval

220 X'DC' MQRR_OBJ_End 8 BINARY STCK end of
interval

228 X'E4' MQRR_OBJ_Inte
rval

8 BINARY Interval time
(End-Start)

Section: OBJ - Request Count Information

236 X'EC' MQRR_OBJ_Counts4 BINARY Individual req
counters

236 X'EC' MQRR_OBJ_Get
Browse

4 BINARY Get count with
browse
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

240 X'F0' MQRR_OBJ_Op
en

4 BINARY Open count for
object

244 X'F4' MQRR_OBJ_Clo
se

4 BINARY Close count for
object

248 X'F8' MQRR_OBJ_Get 4 BINARY Get count for
queue

252 X'FC' MQRR_OBJ_Put 4 BINARY Put count for
queue

256 X'100' MQRR_OBJ_Pu
t1

4 BINARY Put1 count for
queue

260 X'104' MQRR_OBJ_Inq 4 BINARY Inquire count for
object

264 X'108' MQRR_OBJ_Inq
L

4 BINARY InquireL count for
object

268 X'10C' MQRR_OBJ_Set 4 BINARY Set count for
object

MQRR_OBJ_Co
unts_L

EQU *-MQRR_OBJ_C
ounts

counter section
length

Section: OBJ - Request Failure Count Information

272 X'110' MQRR_OBJ_F_C
ounts

4 BINARY Individual failed
counters

272 X'110' 4 BINARY NOT USED

276 X'114' MQRR_OBJ_F_
Open

4 BINARY Open failed
counts

280 X'118' MQRR_OBJ_F_
Close

4 BINARY Close failed
counts

284 X'11C' MQRR_OBJ_F_
Get

4 BINARY Get failed counts

288 X'120' MQRR_OBJ_F_
Put

4 BINARY Put failed counts

292 X'124' MQRR_OBJ_F_
Put1

4 BINARY Put1 failed counts

296 X'128' MQRR_OBJ_F_
Inq

4 BINARY Inquire failed
counts

300 X'12C' MQRR_OBJ_F_I
nqL

4 BINARY InquireL failed
counts

304 X'130' MQRR_OBJ_F_
Set

4 BINARY Set failed counts

MQRR_OBJ_F_L EQU *-MQRR_OBJ_F
_Counts

Section: OBJ - Message Count Information

308 X'134' MQRR_OBJ_M_
Counts

4 BINARY Message request
counters
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

308 X'134' MQRR_OBJ_Pu
tMin

4 BINARY Min msg size for
puts

312 X'138' MQRR_OBJ_Put
Max

4 BINARY Max msg size for
puts

316 X'13C' MQRR_OBJ_Ge
tMin

4 BINARY Min msg size for
gets

320 X'140' MQRR_OBJ_Ge
tMax

4 BINARY Max msg size for
gets

324 X'144' MQRR_OBJ_Ge
tRes

4 BINARY Gets with Put
Date/Times

MQRR_OBJ_M_
L

EQU *-MQRR_OBJ_M
_Counts

328 X'148' 4 BINARY Alignment

Section: OBJ - Time Information

336 X'150' MQRR_OBJ_D_
Counts

8 BINARY Time and size
totals

336 X'150' MQRR_OBJ_Ela
psedTotal

8 BINARY All reqs elapsed
time tot

344 X'158' MQRR_OBJ_Ela
psedMax

8 BINARY All reqs elapsed
time max

352 X'160' MQRR_OBJ_CP
UTimeTotal

8 BINARY All reqs cpu time
total

360 X'168' MQRR_OBJ_CP
UTimeMax

8 BINARY All reqs cpu time
max

368 X'170' MQRR_OBJ_Res
TimeTotal

8 BINARY All reqs resid time
total

376 X'178' MQRR_OBJ_Res
TimeMax

8 BINARY All reqs resid time
max

384 X'180' MQRR_OBJ_Put
MsgTotal

8 BINARY Total msg size for
puts

392 X'188' MQRR_OBJ_Get
MsgTotal

8 BINARY Total msg size for
gets

MQRR_OBJ_D_L EQU *-MQRR_OBJ_D
_Counts

MQRR_OBJ_L EQU *-MQRR_OBJ Section length

MQRR_L EQU *-MQRR Fixed portion
length

Data

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

400 X'190' 1 EBCDIC Data Section
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Job Information

Section Job Information

DSECT MQRR_JOB

Triplet MQRR_OBJ_JOB_Off
MQRR_OBJ_JOB_Len
MQRR_OBJ_JOB_Count

Description Jobs (Applications) that accessed the MQ object

Offset Name Len Format Value Description

0 X'0' MQRR_JOB DSECT DSECT
MQRR_JOB

0 X'0' MQRR_JOB_Job
Key

24 EBCDIC Job Key

0 X'0' MQRR_JOB_Job
name

8 EBCDIC Jobname

8 X'8' MQRR_JOB_Co
nnType

8 EBCDIC Connection type

16 X'10' MQRR_JOB_Qu
alifier

8 EBCDIC Qualifier

Section: JOB - Request Count Information

24 X'18' MQRR_JOB_Co
unts

4 BINARY Individual req
counters

24 X'18' MQRR_JOB_Get
Browse

4 BINARY Get count with
browse

28 X'1C' MQRR_JOB_Op
en

4 BINARY Open count for
object

32 X'20' MQRR_JOB_Clo
se

4 BINARY Close count for
object

36 X'24' MQRR_JOB_Get 4 BINARY Get count for
queue

40 X'28' MQRR_JOB_Put 4 BINARY Put count for
queue

44 X'2C' MQRR_JOB_Pu
t1

4 BINARY Put1 count for
queue

48 X'30' MQRR_JOB_Inq 4 BINARY Inquire count for
object

52 X'34' MQRR_JOB_Inq
L

4 BINARY InquireL count for
object

56 X'38' MQRR_JOB_Set 4 BINARY Set count for
object

MQRR_JOB_Co
unts_L

EQU *-MQRR_JOB_C
ounts

counter section
length
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

Section: JOB - Request Failure Count Information

60 X'3C' MQRR_JOB_F_C
ounts

4 BINARY Individual failed
counters

60 X'3C' 4 BINARY NOT USED

64 X'40' MQRR_JOB_F_
Open

4 BINARY Open failed
counts

68 X'44' MQRR_JOB_F_
Close

4 BINARY Close failed
counts

72 X'48' MQRR_JOB_F_
Get

4 BINARY Get failed counts

76 X'4C' MQRR_JOB_F_
Put

4 BINARY Put failed counts

80 X'50' MQRR_JOB_F_
Put1

4 BINARY Put1 failed counts

84 X'54' MQRR_JOB_F_
Inq

4 BINARY Inquire failed
counts

88 X'58' MQRR_JOB_F_I
nqL

4 BINARY InquireL failed
counts

92 X'5C' MQRR_JOB_F_
Set

4 BINARY Set failed counts

MQRR_JOB_F_L EQU *-MQRR_JOB_F
_Counts

Section: JOB - Message Count Information

96 X'60' MQRR_JOB_M_
Counts

4 BINARY Message request
counters

96 X'60' MQRR_JOB_Pu
tMin

4 BINARY Min msg size for
puts

100 X'64' MQRR_JOB_Put
Max

4 BINARY Max msg size for
puts

104 X'68' MQRR_JOB_Ge
tMin

4 BINARY Min msg size for
gets

108 X'6C' MQRR_JOB_Ge
tMax

4 BINARY Max msg size for
gets

112 X'70' MQRR_JOB_Ge
tRes

4 BINARY Gets with Put
Date/Times

MQRR_JOB_M_
L

EQU *-MQRR_JOB_M
_Counts

116 X'74' 4 BINARY Alignment

Section: JOB - Time Information

120 X'78' MQRR_JOB_D_
Counts

8 BINARY Time and size
totals
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Offset Name Len Format Value Description

120 X'78' MQRR_JOB_Ela
psedTotal

8 BINARY all reqs elapsed
time tot

128 X'80' MQRR_JOB_Ela
psedMax

8 BINARY all reqs elapsed
time max

136 X'88' MQRR_JOB_CP
UTimeTotal

8 BINARY all reqs cpu time
total

144 X'90' MQRR_JOB_CP
UTimeMax

8 BINARY all reqs cpu time
max

152 X'98' MQRR_JOB_Res
TimeTotal

8 BINARY all reqs resid time
total

160 X'A0' MQRR_JOB_Res
TimeMax

8 BINARY all reqs resid time
max

168 X'A8' MQRR_JOB_Put
MsgTotal

8 BINARY Total msg size for
puts

176 X'B0' MQRR_JOB_Get
MsgTotal

8 BINARY Total msg size for
gets

MQRR_JOB_D_L EQU *-MQRR_JOB_D
_Counts

MQRR_JOB_L EQU *-MQRR_JOB Length
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Securing
Administrators provide security for SYSVIEW because they control access use of the product. They define user groups
that include a global group and a default group.

The Administrator completes the following tasks:

• Limit SYSVIEW command and subcommand usage
• Define what is shown on a display
• Limit MVS command usage
• Display a message on the system console when a user issues a command
• Interface with your system security through an exit
• Limit access to jobs and changes to job information
• Limit the output destinations accessible by members of a security group
• Limit the resources available to members of a security group

NOTE
SYSVIEW contains Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIG) articles. The articles help you improve
mainframe security coverage and protect your vital data and infrastructure. STIG articles explain how to secure
your products, environment, and users. When applied to your mainframe security product, the security standards
decrease the risk of unauthorized disclosure of sensitive information. We provide the security standards as
guidelines. For more information, see Using STIG Articles.

Simplified Security
SYSVIEW provides several options to implement and customize security:

Internal security
Represents the easiest process initially, but it is unlikely to be approved by auditors (default process for
SYSVIEW).

External security
Represents the most difficult process initially, which is reserved for the most stringent environments (it requires
your security administrators to perform SYSVIEW user management and SYSVIEW command management).

In this product, you can externalize the association of a USERID and a SYSVIEW USER GROUP in SAF. With this
capability, you combine the benefits of internal and external security into a third option:

Simplified security
SYSVIEW calls the SAF package to associate the SYSVIEW INTERNAL USER GROUP with the USERID of the
user (Recommended best practice for new implementations).

The simplified security approach stresses a user-defined field in the External Security Manager, which provides the
following benefits:

• Uses USER GROUPS (which are created and maintained within SYSVIEW)

• Moves the association between USERID and GROUP into SAF

• Removes the SYSVIEW admin from the USERID business

• Removes the security admin from the SYSVIEW business

The following topics provide information about implementing simplified security with several different security products:
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Implement Simplified Security with Top Secret

Follow these steps:

1. Set Security-Validation to USERDEF in the System Configuration member.
<hlq>.CNM4SCFG(GSVXGSVX)

 Security-Validation USERDEF

2. Check the OPTIONS parmlib member:
BROWSE    <hlq>.CNM4BPRM(OPTIONS)

  

               SAFUserGroupField GSVUSER 

              SAFUserGroupSegment BASE

SAFUserGroupField
Specifies the name of the user-defined field that contains the internal security group name of the user. Use this
option only when Security-Validation is set to a value of USERDEF in the System Configuration parmlib member.
Define the user-defined field in the external security manager.

SAFUserGroupSegment
Specifies the segment name that is used when querying SAF for the user-defined field name containing the
internal security group name of the user. Use this option only when Security-Validation is set to a value of
USERDEF in the System Configuration parmlib member.

3. Create a user-defined field in the FDT ACID (BASE is default segment name. GSVUSER is the default field name).
Add the field GSVUSER to the base segment.
TSS ADD(FDT)              -

       FDTNAME(GSVUSER)   -

       FDTCODE(01)        -

       MAXLEN(8)          -

       SEGMENT(BASE)

See SAMPLIB member GSVUDEFT.
4. Permit user ACID (TSO ID) access to the user-defined field:

TSS ADD(userid)           -

       GSVUSER(groupname)

Example:
TSS ADD(TECH001)          -

    GSVUSER(CICSUSER)

5. Add the SYSVIEW internal User Group. In the User Groups section of the SECURITY command:
ADD UserGroupName DEFAULT

Example:
ADD CICSUSER DEFAULT

This command creates the CICSUSER user group by copying the DEFAULT group. Customize the security settings in
the CICSUSER group.

Implement Simplified Security with ACF2

Follow these steps:

1. Set Security-Validation to USERDEF in the System Configuration member.
<hlq>.CNM4SCFG(GSVXGSVX)

 Security-Validation USERDEF

2. Update the OPTIONS parmlib member:
EDIT    <hlq>.CNM4BPRM(OPTIONS)
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              SAFUserGroupField $GSVUSER 

              SAFUserGroupSegment BASE

SAFUserGroupField
Specifies the name of the user-defined field that contains the internal security group name of the user. Use this
option only when Security-Validation is set to a value of USERDEF in the System Configuration parmlib member.
Define the user-defined field in the external security manager.

NOTE

The default value is GSVUSER. We suggest that you prefix site-defined fields with a national character. The
suggested name is $GSVUSER.

SAFUserGroupSegment
(Not used for ACF2)
Specifies the segment name that is used when querying SAF for the user-defined field name containing the
internal security group name of the user. Use this option only when Security-Validation is set to a value of
USERDEF in the System Configuration parmlib member.

3. Using ACF2 USERMOD UM99901, update the USERCFDE macro to add the new field:
*---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7- 

   @CFDE  $GSVUSER,LIDGSVUG,CHAR,LIST=ALL,ALTER=SECURITY+ACCOUNT,      X

               FLAGS=NULL,GROUP=0

and the USERLID macro to define the symbol for the new field:
*---+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7-

LIDGSVUG DS    CL8                CA SYSVIEW USER GROUP NAME

See SAMPLIB member GSVUDEFA.
4. Refresh the ACFFDR module in LINKLIST:

F LLA,REFRESH

and in the ACF2 address space:
F ACF2,NEWMOD(ACFFDR)

5. Permit User LID access to the user-defined field:
ACF

  CHANGE userid $GSVUSER(groupname)

Example:
ACF

  CHANGE TECH001 $GSVUSER(CICSUSER)

6. Add the SYSVIEW internal User Group.
In the User Groups section of the SECURITY command:
ADD UserGroupName DEFAULT

Example:
ADD CICSUSER DEFAULT

This command creates the CICSUSER user group by copying the DEFAULT group. Customize the security settings in
the CICSUSER group.

Implement Simplified Security with RACF

Follow these steps:

1. Set Security-Validation to USERDEF in the System Configuration member:
<hlq>.CNM4SCFG(GSVXGSVX)

 Security-Validation USERDEF

2. Update the OPTIONS parmlib member:
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EDIT    <hlq>.CNM4BPRM(OPTIONS)

 

              SAFUserGroupField GSVUSER 

              SAFUserGroupSegment CSDATA

SAFUserGroupField
Specifies the name of the user-defined field that contains the internal security group name of the user. Use this
option only when Security-Validation is set to a value of USERDEF in the System Configuration parmlib member.
Define the user-defined field in the external security manager.

SAFUserGroupSegment
(Ignored for RACF)
Specifies the segment name that is used when querying SAF for the user-defined field name containing the
internal security group name of the user. Use this option only when Security-Validation is set to a value of
USERDEF in the System Configuration parmlib member.

NOTE
The default value is BASE. For RACF, this parameter setting is ignored. CSDATA is used for the segment
name.

3. Add field GSVUSER to the CSDATA segment of the USER profile:
RDEFINE CFIELD USER.CSDATA.GSVUSER        - 

    UACC(NONE)                            - 

    CFDEF(TYPE(CHAR)                      - 

      FIRST(ALPHANUM)                     - 

      OTHER(ALPHANUM)                     - 

      MIXED(NO)                           - 

      MAXLENGTH(8)                        - 

      LISTHEAD('GSVUSER=')                - 

      HELP('CA SYSVIEW USER GROUP NAME'))

This example uses a USER profile. You could use a GROUP profile.
See SAMPLIB member GSVUDEFR.

4. Activate the CFIELD class:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(CFIELD)

5. Run the IRRDPI00 utility to update the Dynamic Parse Table.  Do the CHECK first, and then UPDATE if no errors are
flagged:
ALLOCATE FILE(SYSUT1) DATASET('SYS1.SAMPLIB(IRRDPSDS)') SHR

 

IRRDPI00 CHECK

  

IRRDPI00 UPDATE

  

IRRDPI00 LIST(USER CSDATA)

6. Permit the User ID access to the custom field:
ALTUSER userid  CSDATA(GSVUSER(groupname))

Example:
ALTUSER TECH001 CSDATA(GSVUSER(CICSUSER))

7. Add the SYSVIEW internal User Group.
In the User Groups section of the SECURITY command:
ADD UserGroupName DEFAULT

Example:
ADD CICSUSER DEFAULT
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This command creates the CICSUSER user group by copying the DEFAULT group. Customize the security settings in
the CICSUSER group.

Frequently Asked Questions

Why are Resource Class definitions not used instead of User-Defined fields to assign the SYSVIEW Internal
Security User Group?

Using a Resource Class does not work well with User IDs that have the NORESCHK (Top Secret), NON-CNCL (ACF2), or
TRUSTED (RACF) attribute. These users are assigned to the first User Group that was checked. Also, the number of SAF
calls required grows with the number of SYSVIEW Internal Security Groups defined.

Security File Cache
The Security File is cached in a dataspace and is reloaded automatically when an update is made using the SECURITY
command. If you are sharing Security File among multiple systems, the cached copy of the Security File on a system
where the update did not occur is not reloaded automatically. To facilitate automatic updates to remote systems in the
same Sysplex, update parmlib member SVWXSECC to include MODIFY RELOAD commands that can be routed to
remote systems to reload the cache.

User Groups
User groups contain the security definitions for lists of users who have similar security requirements for the product.
SYSVIEW reviews these groups to determine what security privileges a user can exercise. You can define any number of
user groups.

Types of User Groups

SYSVIEW supports these user groups:

GLOBAL
Apply to all SYSVIEW users.

ADMIN
Apply only to the SYSVIEW administrators.

User-defined
Apply to users. The administrators define the definitions. The definitions for these security groups reflect the
restricted use of the SECURITY command.

DEFAULT
Apply to users who are not defined in any security group. This group does not need User IDs defined. If a user ID
is not found in any other security group, the DEFAULT security group is used.

Who Defines User Groups

Administrators define user groups. An administrator is a user who has the authority to create and modify all user groups
and perform all user functions.

Administrator Privileges

The first SYSVIEW administrator is created during the product installation. That administrator creates more administrators.

Administrator Capabilities

The administrator performs the following functions:
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• Creates administrators
• Changes the ADMIN, GLOBAL, and DEFAULT security user groups
• Defines a security user group and all security definitions for the group
• Defines a security user group, the members belonging to that group, and the commands they can use
• Defines a security user group, the members belonging to that group, and the command groups they can use
• Defines command groups
• Views all security user groups
• Changes the default user profile

How User Groups Are Checked

SYSVIEW reviews the user groups to determine security privileges. When a user issues a SYSVIEW command,
SYSVIEW verifies whether the user is allowed to use the command.

SYSVIEW uses the following process to verify the command against the user security:

1. Reviews the GLOBAL user group first for definitions that apply to every user of the product.
2. Checks to see what user-defined security group the user belongs to and reviews those definitions.
3. Uses the more specific definition in the user-defined group when a definition from a user-defined group is more

specific or equivalent to a GLOBAL definition.
The definition in the user-defined group overrides the GLOBAL group definition.

4. Uses the DEFAULT user group if a user ID is not found in any other user group.

How Security Checks Work

The following diagram shows the order in which SYSVIEW verifies security groups:
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Command Groups (Optional)
Command groups are groups that contain selected SYSVIEW commands. The administrator defines the command groups
and then assigns them as either allowed or failed to one or more user groups.

For instance, to give all users in the group access to all commands in the CICS command group, the administrator:

1. Defines a command group that is named ALLCICS that contains all CICS commands.
2. Assigns this ALLCICS group to a user group with an action of allow.

Using command groups simplifies assigning which commands a group can use instead of setting the commands
individually through the Commands Section.

Command Group Types

SYSVIEW provides a set of predefined command groups that start with the letters GSV. The predefined command groups
should not be modified, altered, or deleted. The groups are based on the component with which a command is associated.
For example, the GSVCICS group contains all CICS commands. You can assign the predefined command groups to user
groups, or can copy them to make you own user-defined command groups. GSV groups are updated and delivered with
Feature PTF maintenance as new commands are created.
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Who Defines Command Groups

Administrators define the command groups. An administrator is a user who has the authority to create and modify all user-
defined command groups and perform all command functions.

Who Creates Administrators

The first SYSVIEW administrator is created during the installation of the product. That administrator creates more
administrators.

How Command Groups Are Checked

Using command groups significantly reduces the calls necessary to determine which commands are authorized for the
user.

SYSVIEW verifies the security of command groups as follows:

1. Reviews the command groups during the initialization of a SYSVIEW user session to determine whether command
groups are assigned to a user group.

2. When command groups are assigned to a user group, SYSVIEW initiates a call to the security exit. This call
determines whether the command group is authorized. The call is made during the session initialization with a
resource type of CMDGROUP and a resource value of the command group name. When internal security forbids a
command group, the security exit cannot override this setting.

3. Marks the command included in the command group as allowed or not allowed, depending on the group authorization.
4. Verifies all the command groups.
5. Reviews the remaining commands that were not included in a command group that is assigned to the user group as

the user references each command.

Manage Internal Security to Control Product Access and Usage
As the SYSVIEW administrator, you use internal security to provide and control user access to SYSVIEW, its commands,
and command groups.

In this section, system administrators learn how to:

SYSVIEW security provides the following security user groups that let you control their access to the product:

Security User Group Description
ADMIN Group Define who can be product administrators.
GLOBAL Group Define the initial setting for global user access.
DEFAULT Group Define the initial setting for default user access.
User-defined Group Define the initial setting for user-defined access.
Command Groups Define user access to command groups.

Define Security for User Groups

The following illustration shows the overall process to define security for SYSVIEW user groups. After you determine
your administrators and plan the different user groups that require security, modify each user group that your organization
requires. You can perform the procedures in any sequence.
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After you make your planning decisions, perform the following procedures.

Access the Primary Security Menu

Use the Primary Security menu to update the user groups and the command groups for your site.

Follow these steps:

1. From any SYSVIEW menu, enter the following command:
security

The Security menu provides the following two selections:
User Groups

Contains a list all user groups you have permission to see.
Command Groups

Contains a list all command groups.
2. Select a group by entering S to the left of the group and press Enter.

Example:  SYSVIEW Primary Security Menu

<casys> VTAM   ------------- SECURITY, Security -------------- 

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

 --------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-2/2 Col 1-18/18

 Select a section to add or update the desired group

 Update Yes  Dataset data set name

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Section

 _S_ User Groups

 ___ Command Groups

 ********************************* End of Data *********************************
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT 12=RECALL 

Modify the ADMIN User Group

The ADMIN user group can perform all functions for the product. The administrator, who is defined during installation,
creates more administrators for the product by adding user IDs to the ADMIN user group. Any administrators can specify
definitions for administrators in the ADMIN user group.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to SYSVIEW with an administrator ID.
2. Enter SECURITY after any product prompt and select the User Groups.

The User Groups display is shown.
3. Enter S to the left of the group name ADMIN and press Enter.

The User Group Detail display is shown.
4. Enter S to the left of the User IDs Section field and press Enter.

The User IDs Section display is shown.
– Enter the user IDs of the additional administrators in the user IDs column.
– Remove the user IDs of the administrators you want to delete by erasing the line or spacing over the User ID.
– Specify or change the definitions and then issue the RETURN command.

5. Issue the RETURN command and completely exit the SECURITY command.
When you exit the SECURITY command, the changes are made permanent. If a user is logged on, the changes take
effect the next time the user logs in.

NOTE
If you share a security file across multiple systems and make an update to security, flush the cache using
the SECURITY DELCache subcommand on all systems sharing that file. Alternatively, an MVS MODIFY
SYSVIEW,RELOAD SECURITY command can be issued to reload cache. The local system where the update
was made is flushed automatically.

Modify the GLOBAL User Group

The GLOBAL user group provides initial settings for the GLOBAL group. Initially, each section in the GLOBAL user group
grants access to all product commands and resources. Security definitions in the GLOBAL user group apply to all security
user groups.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter SECURITY after any SYSVIEW prompt and select the User Groups.
The User Groups display appears.

2. Enter S to the left of the group name GLOBAL and press Enter.
3. Modify the following GLOBAL user group settings:
Command Fields

Specifies a list of the commands available to the global user group
Jobnames

Specifies which jobs are allowed
Resources Sections

Allows or restricts resources
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Modify the DEFAULT User Group

The DEFAULT User Group provides initial settings for the default group. Initially, the default user group grants access to
all commands, except the SECURITY command. Security definitions in the DEFAULT user group apply to all users that
are not explicitly defined in any security group.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the SECURITY command.
2. Select User Group.
3. Select the group DEFAULT.

The User Group Detail DEFAULT menu appears.
4. Access the following displays for a selected group by entering S next to the section name to modify and pressing

Enter:
Miscellaneous Section

Lists the miscellaneous values for the user group.
User IDs Section

Lists the user IDs that belong to the user group. Typically, user IDs are not added to the DEFAULT User Group.
Users default to the DEFAULT User Group when their user ID is not found in any other group.

Commands Section
Lists the commands that are allowed or forbidden for the user group.

Command Groups Section
Lists the command groups that are assigned to the user group.

Command Fields Section
Lists the fields that you can control on a display.

Jobnames Section
Lists the jobs that are allowed or forbidden for the user group.

Resources Section
Lists the resources that are allowed or forbidden for the user group.

External Security Section
Lists the SAF definitions that are used to interface with external security products.

Define a Command Group to a User Group

Command groups are groups that contain selected SYSVIEW commands. The administrator defines the command groups
and assigns them as allowed or failed to one or more user groups.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the SECURITY command.
2. Select Command Groups.

a. Review the list of command groups and decide which groups to add to the User Group.
b. Press PF3 to exit the Command Groups menu.

3. Select User Groups.
4. Select Command Groups Section.
5. Assign command groups to the User Group by completing the fields on the display:
Group

Specifies the name of the command group.
Access

Specifies whether the command group is allowed or forbidden:
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A
Allows the use of the commands or subcommands that are included in the command group.

F
Forbids the use of the commands or subcommands that are included in the command group.

Security Categories
This table lists the security categories that can be available for a user group. These categories are options on the User
Group Detail display.

Security Categories What You Define
User IDs The members of the user group.
Commands The commands that the user group can use.
Command Groups Command groups that are defined to the user group.
Command Fields The fields on the SYSVIEW displays that the user group can see

and change.
Jobnames The jobs that the user group can access or the ones for which

definitions apply.
Resources The resources that are defined for the user group that the group

can access.
External Security The SAF definitions that are used to interface with external

security products.

If the user group does not use a category, that category is not shown on the User Group Detail display for the group. For
example, the GLOBAL user group does not use the User IDs Section or Commands Sections, so those categories do not
appear on the display.

How Administrators Are Defined
The first administrator for SYSVIEW is created during the installation of the product. The user ID of the first administrator
is specified on the Administrator-Userid parameter in the Systems Configuration Member. You can specify more than one
user ID on this parameter.

The administrator who is defined during installation creates additional administrators for the product by adding user IDs to
the ADMIN user group. Any administrators can specify definitions for administrators in the ADMIN user group.

If you are sharing a security file across multiple systems and make an update to security, flush the cache using the
SECURITY DELCache subcommand on all systems sharing that file. Alternatively, an MVS MODIFY SYSVIEW,RELOAD
SECURITY command can be issued to reload cache. The local system where the update was made is flushed
automatically.

Initial Settings for the ADMIN User Group

The installation provides the initial settings for the ADMIN user group definitions. Initially, the ADMIN user group can
perform all functions for the SYSVIEW product.

Define Additional Administrators

You can receive requests to add additional administrators to the system due to personnel changes.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in with an administrator ID.
2. Enter SECURITY after any SYSVIEW prompt and select the User Groups.

The User Groups display appears.
3. Enter S to the left of the group name ADMIN and press Enter.

The User Group Detail display appears.
4. Enter S to the left of the User IDs Section field and press Enter.

The User IDs Section display appears.
5. Enter the user IDs of the additional administrators in the user IDs column.
6. Issue the RETURN command and completely exit the SECURITY command.

When you exit the SECURITY command, the changes are made permanent. If a user is logged in, the changes take
effect the next time the user logs in.

Specify or Change Definitions for Administrators

You can receive requests to change the definitions of the administrators. Specifying or changing the definitions affects all
administrators, including the administrator making the specification or change.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter SECURITY after any SYSVIEW prompt and select the User Groups.
The User Groups menu appears.

2. Enter S to the left of the group name ADMIN and press Enter.
The User Group Detail menu appears.

3. Enter S to the left of one of the sections and press Enter.
The section menu appears.

4. Specify or change the definitions and then issue the RETURN command.
5. Repeat Steps 4 and 5 until all changes are made and then completely exit the SECURITY command.

When you exit the SECURITY command, the changes are permanent. If a user is logged in, the new definitions take
effect the next time the user logs in.

Delete an Administrator

You can receive requests to remove administrators from the system due to personnel changes.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter SECURITY after any SYSVIEW prompt and select the User Groups.
The User Groups display appears.

2. Enter S to the left of the group name ADMIN and press Enter.
The User Group Detail display appears.

3. Enter S to the left of the User IDs Section field and press Enter.
The User IDs Section display appears.

4. Remove the user IDs of the administrators you want to delete by erasing the line or spacing over the User ID.
5. Issue the RETURN command and completely exit the SECURITY command.

The changes become permanent when you exit the SECURITY command. If a user is logged in, the new definitions
take effect the next time the user logs in.

Control Access with User Groups
Defining user groups lets you control SYSVIEWusage. Often the members of a user group are the members of a
department. For example, employees in the payroll department can be placed in a user group of their own.
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Initial Settings for User Groups

The installation provides initial settings for the following user group definitions:

User-defined
Provides initial setting for a user-defined group. All commands are initially allowed. So, minimally update the
Commands Section to fail any commands that you do not want the new User Group to access.

GLOBAL
Provides initial settings for the GLOBAL group. Initially, each section in the GLOBAL user group grants access to
all SYSVIEW commands and resources.

DEFAULT
Provides initial settings for the DEFAULT group. Initially, the DEFAULT user group grants access to all commands
(except SECURITY).

Define a User Group

You can receive requests to add new user groups. The following steps define your security for the new user groups.
Repeat these steps for each user group you want to create.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter SECURITY after any SYSVIEW prompt and select the User Groups.
The User Groups display is shown.

2. Enter S to the left of the AddGroup field, enter the new group name in the group field, and press Enter.
The User Group Detail display is shown.

3. Enter S to the left of the Miscellaneous section field and press enter.
The miscellaneous values display for your review.

4. Enter S to the left of the User IDs Section field and press Enter.
The User IDs Section display is shown.

5. Enter the user IDs of the users you want to specify as members of this group and issue the RETURN command.
The User Group Detail display is shown.

6. Enter S to the left of another section and press Enter.
The display for this section is shown.

7. Specify the desired definitions and issue the RETURN command.
The User Group Detail display is shown.

8. Repeat Steps 6 and 7 until you specify all the definitions you want and then completely exit the SECURITY command.
The changes are made permanent. If a user is logged on, the changes take effect the next time the user logs in.

Copy a User Group

You can receive requests to copy a user group. Repeat these steps for each security group you want to copy.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter SECURITY after any SYSVIEW prompt and select the User Groups.
The User Groups display is shown.

2. Enter the ADD subcommand and its parameters to the right of the command prompt and press Enter.
The new security group is created.

3. Completely exit the SECURITY command.
The changes are made permanent. If a user is logged on, the new definitions take effect the next time the user logs in.

A batch utility is available to copy selected User Groups from one security data set to another. See the member
GSVUSECC in the CNM4BSAM SMP/E target library for a sample JCL for executing the utility.
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Delete a User Group

You can receive requests to delete a user group.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter SECURITY after any SYSVIEW prompt and select the User Groups.
The User Groups menu displays.

2. Enter D to the left of the security group you want to delete and press Enter.
The security group is deleted.
When you have the delete confirmation in effect, the User Group Detail display is shown and you are asked to confirm
the deletion. Enter YES to delete the group. Press PF3 or enter RETURN to cancel the request.

3. Completely exit the SECURITY command.
The changes are made permanent. If a user is logged on, the changes take effect the next time the user logs in.

Change Definitions for User Groups

You can receive requests to change a user group.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter SECURITY after any SYSVIEW prompt and select the User Groups.
The User Groups menu displays.

2. Enter S to the left of the security group you want to alter and press Enter.
The User Group Detail menu displays.

3. Enter S to the left of a section and press Enter.
The display for this section is shown.

4. Change the desired definitions and issue the RETURN command.
You are returned to the User Group Detail display.

5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until you make all the changes you want.
6. Completely exit the SECURITY command.

The changes are made permanent. If a user is logged on, the changes take effect the next time the user logs in.

Delete a Member of a User Group

You can receive requests to delete a member of a user group.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter SECURITY after any SYSVIEW prompt and select the User Groups.
The User Groups display is shown.

2. Enter S to the left of the security group to which the user you want to delete belongs and press Enter.
The User Group Detail display is shown.

3. Enter S to the left of the User IDs Section field and press Enter.
The User IDs Section display is shown.

4. Remove the user IDs of the members you want to delete by erasing the line or spacing over the user ID. Issue the
RETURN command and completely exit the SECURITY command.
The changes are made permanent. If a user is logged on, the changes take effect the next time the user logs in.

Security Displays
Use this section as a reference for the displays you see when you use the SECURITY command.

Primary Security Menu
The Primary Security Menu is the first display that is presented when you enter the Security command.
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This menu provides the following two selections:

User Groups
Contains a list all user groups you have permission to see.

Command Groups
Contains a list all command groups.

You can select a group by entering S to the left of the group and pressing Enter.

Example: Sample Security Menu

SYSVIEW VTAM   ------------- SECURITY, Security -------------- 

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

 --------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-2/2 Col 1-18/18

 Select a section to add or update the desired group

 Update Yes  Dataset data set name

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Section

 ___ User Groups

 ___ Command Groups

 ********************************* End of Data *********************************

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT 12=RECALL 

User Groups Display
The User Groups display is presented when you select the User Groups entry from the primary Security Menu. This
display lists all the security groups and serves as a menu. Select a user group to show the User Group Detail display.

NOTE
You cannot change the group name of an existing security group. If you are adding the group, specify a new
group name using the following guidelines:

• The name cannot be the same as another security group name.
• The name cannot contain blanks.
• The name cannot be longer than eight characters.

The User Groups display has the following fields:

Cmd
Enter the following commands in this area:
S

to select a security group. Use with AddGroup to add a new security group.
D

to delete a security group.
Group

Specifies the name of a security group. Group names are shown in the order they were created. AddGroup is a
special group name that is used to add a security group.

Count
Specifies the number of users belonging to the security group

Upd-Date
The date the security group was last updated.
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Upd-Time
Specifies the time the security group was last updated
This field uses the hh:mm:ss format. hh is the hour, mm is the minute, and ss is the second.

Userid
Specifies the user ID of the user who last updated the security group

Description
Provides a brief description of the security group.

For more information about working with user groups, see the following topics:

Add Subcommand - Copy an Existing User Group

Use the ADD subcommand to copy an existing security group to a new group name.

ADD ngname,cgname  

ngname
Specifies the name that is given to the created group.

cgname
Specifies the name of the existing group you want to copy.

Delete User Groups

You can delete user-defined security groups by typing a D before each security group you want to delete.

You cannot delete the following security groups:

• GLOBAL
• DEFAULT
• ADMIN
• AddGroup

Select User Groups

To select more than one user group at a time, enter an S before each security group you want to select and press Enter.

When you exit one of the selected user groups, the next one you selected is shown.

WHERE Subcommand - Verify the User Group

To verify which user group a user uses when logging on to SYSVIEW, specify the WHERE subcommand after the
command prompt.

WHERE userid  

userid
Specifies the SYSVIEW user ID you want to verify as belonging to a user group.

The WHERE subcommand has the following features:

• You can enter the WHERE subcommand from the User Groups display and the User IDs display.
• The results that you get when you issue the WHERE command reflect any user IDs coded in the Systems

Configuration Options member. The user ID is included in the ADMIN group when coded in the Systems Configuration
Options member. and not in any other user group.

• If a nonadministrator user ID is not coded in any user group, it is included in the DEFAULT group.
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User Group Detail Display
The User Group Detail display is presented when you select a user group from the User Groups Display. Use the User
Group Detail display to access displays for a selected group.

Access the following displays by entering S to the left of the section and then pressing Enter:

• Miscellaneous Section
• User IDs Section
• Commands Section
• Command Groups Section
• Command Fields Section
• Jobnames Section
• Resources Section
• External Security Section

If the user group does not use a section, that section is not shown. For example, the GLOBAL user group does not use
the User IDs Section or Commands section. Therefore, these sections do not display when you select that user group.

You can cancel any changes and return to the previous display by issuing the CANCEL command.

Example: User Group Detail display

CA SYSVIEW TSO ------------- SECURITY, Security -------------- mm/dd/yy 13:40:45

 Command ====>                                               Scroll *===> PAGE

 ------------------------------------------------- Lvl 4 Row 1-7/7 Col 1-26/26

 User Group Detail DEFAULT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Section_Name

 ___ Miscellaneous Section

 ___ User IDs Section

 ___ Commands Section

 ___ Command Groups Section

 ___ Command Fields Section

 ___ Jobnames Section

 ___ Resources Section

 ___ External Security Section

 ********************************* End of Data *******************************

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 4=ASDF 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT

 12=RECALL

The User Group Detail display contains the following selectable sections:

Miscellaneous
Indicates the Miscellaneous Section display, which lists miscellaneous values for the user group.

User IDs
Indicates the User IDs Section display, which lists the user IDs that belong to the user group.

Commands
Indicates the Commands Section display, which lists the commands that are allowed or forbidden for the user
group.
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Command Groups
Indicates the Command Groups Section display, which lists the command groups that are assigned to the user
group.

Command Fields
Indicates the Command Fields Section display, which lists the fields that you can control on a display.

Jobnames
Indicates the Jobnames Section display, which lists the jobs that are allowed or forbidden for the user group.

Resources
Indicates the Resources Section display, which lists resources that are allowed or forbidden for the user group.

External Security
Indicates the External Security Section, which lists the System Authorization Facility (SAF) definitions that are
used to interface with external security products for the user group.

User Group Miscellaneous Fields
The User Group Miscellaneous fields display information about the user group.

This display has the following fields:

Description
Provides a general description of the group. You can update this field.

Interfaces
Specifies the interfaces the security group can use to access SYSVIEW. The valid interfaces are:

• ALL
• NONE
• TSO
• BATCH
• ISPF
• ETSO (Roscoe)
• VTAM
• CICS
• API
• XDI

Default Profile
Specifies the default profile member to use for members in this group. Typically, the DEFAULT profile member is
used for users without a profile.

NOTE
For information about creating profiles for other users, see the PROFILE command online help or
Creating and Changing Profiles.

Timeout Value
Specifies the amount of time a CICS or VTAM session can be idle before SYSVIEW terminates the session. The
value is in minutes. A value of 0 (zero) specifies there is no time limit.
For example, the timeout value is 5. If a user in this group logs in but does not enter any input for 5 minutes,
SYSVIEW terminates the session.
The DEFAULT profile is distributed with a timeout value of 240 minutes.

Update Minimum
Specifies the minimum value that a user in the group can specify as the update interval on the UPDATE
command. Values can be from 2 to 9999 seconds.
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Update Duration
Specifies the maximum amount of time, which is specified in minutes, that a user in the group can stay in update
mode. Values can be from 0 to 9999 minutes. Values of 0 and 9999 mean that a user can stay in update mode
indefinitely. Use this field to set an update mode limit on users.

Display Unauthorized Jobs
Controls whether unauthorized jobs are included in the list of jobs for a display. Enter YES to include unauthorized
jobs or NO to exclude them. When you specify YES, security checks made when building a display for a
command are bypassed. Using the SAF security exit can significantly reduce the amount of processing required
to build the display. If one of the unauthorized jobs is selected from a display, a security check is made, and
access is denied.

Display Unauthorized Help
Controls whether online help information for unauthorized commands can display. Valid values are YES and NO.
YES displays unauthorized online help and NO does not display the online help information.

Debug Userid
Used for debugging. When the user ID for a member in this group is entered in this field, tracing information
is written to a SYSOUT file within the address space that invoked SYSVIEW. For job name and resource
validation calls, the information shows which rule failed an access attempt. Only failed access attempts are
traced. Remember to clear this field after debugging the problem.

Fail command if failed in any CMDGROUP
Determines whether access to a command that is included in more than one command group (CMDGROUP)
associated with this user group should fail if it is set to 'F' in at least one CMDGROUP. The default is YES. Setting
this option to NO allows access to a command when it is set to 'A' in ANY of the user associated Command
Groups. Typically, the only time you change this setting to NO is when you are using user-defined command
groups and the same command is present in more than one group.

Fail new commands by default
Fail new commands by default have a default value of NO, meaning that new commands added to the current
release are ALLOWED by default. This setting can only be modified by the GSVXCNVS utility when a security file
is being converted from a prior release. For more information, see the security conversion job that gets generated
as part of installation.

User IDs Section Display
The User IDs Section display lists the user IDs that belong to the security group. Use the display to add user IDs to the
group, alter user IDs in the group, and delete user IDs from the group. The user IDs are sorted in ascending order.

The following field is on the User IDs Section display:

User IDs
Specifies a full user ID or a partial user ID. Place an = (equal sign) after a user ID to specify a partial user ID. Or,
use an asterisk (*) to match any single character. Any user ID that begins with the characters before the = belongs
to the group. = by itself is not permitted.

Example: Specify User IDs

• XYZ= specifies user IDs that start with XYZ
• ******CD specifies user IDs that are eight characters long ending in CD. The first six characters of the user ID can be

any characters.

Commands Section Display
The Commands Section display lists the available commands. You can use the display to specify which commands the
user group can access.
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You cannot change the action for the commands that are contained in command groups that are assigned to the user
group. The actions for these commands are based on the action that is assigned to the command group.

The fields on the Commands Section display are as follows:

Command
Specifies the name of the commands available to the user group.

Sub-Cmd
Specifies the name of a subcommand for the command in the Command field.

Access
Designates the definitions for the command or subcommand. The following values can appear:
A

Allows the use of the command or subcommand.
F

Forbids the use of the command or subcommand.
L

Logs the use of the command in the Audit Log whenever a member of the group enters the
command. Use with the A or F definition.
Commands and subcommands that can alter or update the system, as indicated in the Alter field, are
logged automatically.

M
Displays message GSVX014I on the system log whenever a member of the group enters the command.
Use with the A or F definition.
If defined for the following commands, and a REPLY command is issued, the reply is suppressed from the
message. This suppression preserves the integrity of confidential replies.

• MASTER
• MVS
• WTOR
• XMVS

Alter
Specifies whether the command is considered to be a command that can alter or can update the system.
The use of alter commands and subcommands is logged in the Audit Log automatically.

CmdGroup
Specifies the name of the command group that contains the command and is assigned to the user group. If
the command is not in a command group, this field is blank. The Access field is set based on the access that
is assigned to the command group for the user group. The Access field cannot be changed for commands in a
command group that is assigned to the user group.

Description
Provides a description of the command.

Command Groups Section Display
The Command Groups Section display lists the SYSVIEW command groups that are assigned to the user group. Use this
display to assign command groups to the user group.

To use Command Groups when external security is active, set the Bypass internal security call option in the
External Security Section to NO.

The Command Groups Section display has the following fields:
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Group
Specifies the name of the command group.

Access
Specifies whether the command group is allowed or forbidden:
A

Allows the use of the commands or subcommands that are included in the command group.
F

Forbids the use of the commands or subcommands that are included in the command group.
Description

Describes the command group.

Command Fields Section Display
The Command Fields Section display lists the commands whose displays you can control, and serves as a menu. Select
an option (a command) to show a Command Fields Section Screens display. All product commands are displayed
whether they are allowed or forbidden.

The Command Fields Section display has the following fields:

Cmd
Displays the area in which you select a command. Enter S to select a command. The Command Fields Section
Screens display is shown for the command.

Command-Name
Displays the name of the command.

Defined
Indicates whether the command field section has been altered. YES is displayed if an alteration has occurred.

Description
Describes the command.

Command Fields Section Screens Display
The Command Fields Section Screens display lists the available screens for the command whose display you can control.
This display also serves as a menu. Select an option (a screen) to show a Command Fields Section Detail display.

The Command Fields Section Screens display has the following fields:

Cmd
Displays the area in which you select a screen. Enter S to select a screen for the command. The Detail Command
Fields Section display is shown for the screen.

Screen
Displays the name of the command screen.

Defined
Indicates whether the command field section has been altered. YES is displayed if an alteration has occurred.

Description
Describes the command screen.

Detail Command Fields Section Display
The Detail Command Fields Section display lists the fields that are displayed when you issue the selected command. With
this display, you can exclude fields from the display, and you can change input fields to display-only fields.
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For example, suppose that a command creates a display that has four possible fields, one is an input field. You can
specify that all four fields be displayed, or that only two of the fields be displayed. You can also change an input field so
that it is display-only.

The Detail Command Fields Section display has the following fields:

Field-Name
Specifies the name of the fields that can be displayed after issuing the selected command.

Display
Indicates whether the field is displayed. The values are YES and NO.

Input
Indicates whether the input field accepts input. You can only specify Input for fields that are designated as input
fields. The values are YES and NO.

Jobnames Section Display
The Jobnames Section display lists the jobs the security group can access or for which definitions apply. The Jobnames
Section display has the following fields:

Cmd
Displays the area where you enter a line command to perform actions on a job name.
The following values are valid:
S

Selects a job name. The Detail Jobnames Section display is shown for the job name. AddJob adds a new
job name.

D
Deletes a job name.

Jobname
Specifies the name of a job. The job name can be an exact job name, or can use special qualifiers or masking
characters. AddJob is a special job name used to add a job to the list.
Specify an exact job name, or use one of the following:
=

Indicates a partial job name. Matches any number of characters at the end of a job name. Used alone,
specifies all jobs. For example, XYZ= specifies jobs that start with XYZ.

*
Indicates a partial job name. Matches one character. For example, ******N2 specifies jobs that are eight
characters long ending in N2. The first six characters of the job name can be any characters.

USERID
Indicates a job name that matches the user ID. This rule also applies when the security user ID field for
the job matches the user ID of the user.

USERID:n
Indicates a job name that starts with a portion of the user ID. This rule also applies when the security user
ID field for the job matches a portion of the user ID of the user.
n

Specifies the number of characters to compare.
USERID=

Indicates a job name that starts with the user ID. This rule also applies when the security user ID field for
the job starts with the user ID or the user.
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NOTIFY
Indicates the NOTIFY field on the JOB statement matches the user ID.

NOTIFY:n
Indicates the NOTIFY field on the JOB statement starts with the user ID.
n

Specifies the number of characters to compare.
NOTIFY=

Indicates the NOTIFY field on the JOB statement must start with the user ID.
Additional Information

• If a job matches the USERID rule and the security user ID for the job matches the user ID of the user,
SYSVIEW does not validate the following:
– Job class
– Output class
– Destination
If the user tries to change the job class, output class, or destination, the new value is searched for
authorization.

• If a job matches the NOTIFY rule (that is, the NOTIFY value on the JOB statement for the job matches the
user ID of the user), SYSVIEW does not validate the job class, output class, and destination for the job.

Access
Specifies the display action for the job name.
The following values are valid:
A

The job is allowed for the group.
F

The job is forbidden for the group.

For more information about working with the Jobnames Section display, see the following topics:

Add Subcommand - Add a New Job Name Rule

Use the ADD subcommand to add a new job name rule by copying an existing job name rule. The ADD subcommand has
the following format:

ADD newjobname,currentjobname,currentjobgroup  

newjobname
Specifies the name of the new job name rule.

currentjobname
Specifies the name of an existing job name rule.

currentjobgroup
(Optional) Specifies the user group name for the existing job rule.
Default: The current group

Job Name Restrictions Affect On Displays

If a job name is restricted for a group, it does not appear in the following list of jobs. You can override this
restriction by specifying YES on the display unauthorized jobs field on the User Group Miscellaneous Fields display.
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• Transaction Output Queue
• Exception Log Summary
• Held Output Queue
• Initiators
• Input Queue
• Internal Readers
• Job Queue
• Job Summary
• NJE and RJE Lines
• Output Queue
• Printer
• Punch
• Readers
• System Activity
• WTOR Replies Required

How Job Names Are Validated

SYSVIEW validates job names on a best-fit basis. For example, suppose that a job name section contains the following
entries:

  Jobname Access

_ A=      F

_ ABC=    A

If the job name ABCD is validated, the ABC= rule applies because it has more characters that match. All job names in the
job name section are verified when a job name is validated. Therefore, the order in which the job names are entered is not
important.

Detail Jobnames Section Display
The Detail Jobnames Section display lists functions that you can perform on jobs that appear on SYSVIEW displays. You
can restrict the use of any of this information.

For example, you can allow users in a security group to alter input attributes for a job, but not output attributes.

The Detail Jobnames Section display has the following fields:

Description
Lists the actions that can be taken against a job.
Display

Specifies whether the job displays at all. If this field is F, no other fields are verified. The message
designator (M) is not valid for this field. If you set Display to F, jobs display when Display unauthorized
jobs set to YES in the Miscellaneous Section of the user group.

Alter input
Specifies whether the user can alter input attributes for the job. Alter input authority is also checked when
the user specifies the R line command to release an input queue job from the Job Queue, Job Summary,
or Input queue displays. The following displays are affected:
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• LISTINP
• JJOBQUE
• JOBSUM
• ACTIVITY
• WMENCLAV

Alter output
Specifies whether the user can alter output attributes for the job. The following displays are affected:

• JHELDQUE
• LISTFILE
• JJOBQUEUE
• JOBSUM
• JOUTQUE

Alter storage
Specifies whether the user can alter storage for the job.

Cancel
Specifies whether the user can cancel the job.

Copy
Specifies whether the user can copy the output of the job.

Datasets allocated
Specifies whether the user can use the following commands for the job:

• DDLIST
• DSALLOC

Delete
Specifies whether the user can delete the output of the job.

Force
Specifies whether the user can force a job.

Hold
Specifies whether the user can hold the job.

Kill
Specifies whether the user can kill the job.

List output files
Specifies whether the user can list the output files for the job. The following displays are affected:

• JOUTDES
• LISTFILE

Make it nonswappable
Specifies whether the user can use the nonswap (NS) line command for the job. The following displays
are affected:

• ACTIVITY
• JINIT
• ASLIST

Make it swappable
Specifies whether the user can use the swap (SW) line command for the job. The following displays are
affected:
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• ACTIVITY
• JINIT
• ASLIST

Modules loaded
Specifies whether the user can use the following commands for the job:

• JPA
• LISTLOAD
• MODULES

Private region info
Specifies whether the user can use the following commands for the job:
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• ABENDX
• ACTJOB
• ALLIST
• ATLIST
• ATTNX
• CELLPOOL
• CTGLSRVR
• CTGSRVR
• CTGWEBSV
• DBBPOOLS
• DBDSETS
• DBERRMSG
• DBLOGAL
• DBLOGCKP
• DBPRMBP
• DBPRMGBP
• DBPRMS
• DBSQLDY
• DBSTG
• DBSYSSUM
• DBTHACT
• DBTHCONT
• DCACCESS
• DCACNT
• DCAREAIO
• DCAREAS
• DCBUFFER
• DCBUFP
• DCCBS
• DCCBSO
• DCCDC
• DCCDCBT
• DCCDCL
• DCCOLUMN
• DCCONFIG
• DCDBASES
• DCDIR
• DCDSETS
• DCELEMEN
• DCINDEX
• DCKEYFLD
• DCKEYS
• DCLOG
• DCMEMDT
• DCMEMSM
• DCMRDF
• DCMUFS
• DCOPEN
• DCOPTION
• DCPRODS
• DCRATES
• DCRCOPT
• DCREQS
• DCSMP
• DCSMPTSK
• DCSTATS
• DCSTATSM
• DCSYSTEM
• DCTABLES
• DCTABREQ
• DCTASKS
• DCTCBSRB
• DCTRACE
• DCTRACEB
• DCVOLUME
• DCXCF
• DCZIIP
• DDLIST
• DISASSEM
• DSALLOC
• DUMP
• ENQJOB
• FRAMES
• GPRIVATE
• IMSDEDB
• IMSDLIDB
• IMSEVENT
• IMSHALDB
• IMSSLOGS
• JPA
• JVMARGS
• JVMBEANS
• JVMDMODS
• JVMDTHDS
• JVMGC
• JVMHEAPS
• JVMMMGR
• JVMPATHS
• JVMPROP
• JVMSTACK
• JVMTHRDS
• JVMXDIS
• LEENVAR
• LEHEAPS
• LEOPTS
• LEPATHS
• LINKLIST
• LISTLOAD
• LISTMAPS
• LSRBUFF
• LSRPOOLS
• MAP
• MQBUFFER
• MQCFBACK
• MQCFCONN
• MQCFSMCO
• MQCFSMDS
• MQCFSTRU
• MQCFSUMM
• MQCHAN
• MQCHAUTH
• MQCHSTAT
• MQLOGS
• MQPAGE
• MQPARMS
• MQPROC
• MQPUBSUB
• MQQLOCAL
• MQQPERF
• MQQUEUE
• MQQUSERS
• MQSBSTAT
• MQSTGCL
• MQSUBSCR
• MQTOPIC
• MQTUSERS
• MQUSERS
• NAMETOKN
• PAGES
• PCLIST
• PLOTLIST
• POSTEXIT
• PRIVATE
• REGION
• RESMGRS
• SEGMENTS
• SYMBOLS
• TASK
• TASKLIB
• TASKMON
• TIMERS
• UFILES
• UTHREADS
• ZCNAPIS
• ZCNSERV
• ZCNSOR
• ZCNURIS
• ZCXDISK
• ZCXLIST
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Quiesce
Specifies whether the user can quiesce the job.

Release
Specifies whether the user can release a job. If the job is on the input queue, the user must also have
Alter input authority to release the job.

Reply to WTORs
Specifies whether the user can reply to WTORs issued by the job. This field applies only to the WTOR
command.

Restart
Specifies whether the user can restart a job. The following displays are affected:

• JINIT
• JLINES
• JPRINTER
• JPUNCH
• ACTIVITY

Resume
Specifies whether the user can resume the job.

Select output
Specifies whether the user can display the output of the job. The following display is affected:

• JOUTPUTW
• OUTPUT

DD name
Specifies the DD names of the output files that are allowed or restricted. Use the Name field to enter the
DD name. Use = to specify a partial DD name. For example, to specify all DD names that start with the
character $, enter $=.
If no DD names are specified, all DD names are allowed. Once one DD name is specified, all other
unspecified DD names are restricted. To allow all other DD names again, make a new entry of = in the
Name field and A in the Access field.

ZAP
Specifies whether the user is authorized to remove all traces of a job structure from the JES2 job queue.
The zap line command is available from the following displays:

• JHELDQUE
• JJOBQUE
• JOBSUM
• JOUTQUE
• JTRANQUE
• LISTINP

Access
Lists the access to the action against the job name. The following can appear:
A

Allows use of the action against the job.
F

Forbids the use of the action against the job.
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M
Displays message GSVX015I on the system log whenever a member of the group uses the action against
the job. This access is used with the A or F definition.

Name
Lists the DD names that are allowed or restricted. This field is valid for only the DDname action.

Resources Section Display
The Resources Section display lists all resources that are allowed or restricted for the security group. To select a section,
type S in the input field next to the desired resource and press Enter.

The Resources Section display has the following fields:

Cmd
Displays the command field area. Select a resource section by entering S.

Resource
Specifies the resource name that is allowed or restricted. For the list of resource types, see Resources Section
Detail Display.

Description
Provides a brief description of the resource section.

Resources Section Detail Display
The Resources Section Detail Display allows resources to be controlled on displays. You can specify line commands and
can alter authority.

The following values are available:

Resource-Value
Specifies the value for a resource. To add a new resource value, use the newresource line. To delete a resource
value, erase it or space over it and press Enter.

Access
Specifies the action to take for the resource value. Valid values are:
A

Allows the use of the resource.
F

Forbids the use of the resource.
M

Displays message GSVX502I on the system log when a group member uses the resource. Use this value
with the A or F definition.

Actions
Specifies authorized actions for the resource. Enter ALL as the first action to include all valid actions. Enter NONE
as the first action to clear the actions.

Actions Field Description
The Actions field indicates which actions are valid for the resource rule. When entering actions in the Actions field, enter
only enough characters to identify uniquely the action. For instance, CL can be entered for CLEAR but CLO must be
entered for CLOSE. ALL can be entered as the first value to include all valid actions for the resource. NONE can be
entered as the first value to clear all actions.

The actions are as follows:
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ACTIVATE
Activates the resource

ADD
Adds the resource

ADVANCE
Advances a journal

ALLOCATE
Allocates the resource

ALTER
Alters the resource

BACK
Backspaces the output

CANCEL
Cancels a resource

CHECKPT
Checkpoints the resource

CLEAR
Clears the resource

CLOSE
Closes the resource

CLSDEST
Closes the destination

DEACT
Deactivates the resource

DEFINE
Defines a resource

DELETE
Deletes the resource

DEQUEUE
Dequeues the resource

DISABLE
Disables the resource

DRAIN
Drains the resource

DUMP
Dumps the resource

ENABLE
Enables the resource

EXCLUSIV
Restricts use of the resource

FORCE
Forces the resource

FORMAT
Formats a spool volume
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FORWARD
Advances the output

FREE
Frees the resource

HALT
Halts the resource

HOLD
Holds the resource

IDLE
Makes the resource idle.

IMSDBD
Uses a line command that issues an IMS DBD command

IMSDBR
Uses a line command that issues an IMS DBR command

IMSERE
Uses a line command that issues an IMS ERE command

IMSNRE
Uses a line command that issues an IMS NRE command

INIT
Initializes the resource

INTERRUP
Interrupts the resource

IOVF
Uses the IOVF line command

KILL
Terminates a resource immediately

LOCK
Locks the resource

MASTER
Assigns master status to the resource

MOUNT
Mounts the resource

NEW
Loads a new copy of the resource

OPEN
Opens the resource

PURGE
Purges the resource

QUIESCE
Quiesces the resource.

RELEASE
Releases the resource

REQUEUE
Requeues the resource
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REPEAT
Repeats the resource

RESTART
Stops and restarts the resource

RESUME
Resumes the resource

SCFW
Initiates a SETCACHE CACHEFASTWRITE against the resource

SDEV
Initiates a SETCACHE DEVICE against the resource

SDFW
Initiates a SETCACHE DASDFASTWRITE against the resource

SEND
Sends the resource

SHUTDOWN
Shuts down the resource

SNVS
Initiates a SETCACHE NVS against the resource

SSUB
Initiates a SETCACHE SUBSYSTEM against the resource

START
Starts the resource

STOP
Stops the resource

SWITCH
Switches a journal or IMS region

TERM
Terminates data collection

TRACEOFF
Turns off a trace for the resource

TRACEON
Turns on a trace for the resource

UNLOAD
Unloads the resource

UNLOCK
Unlocks the resource

VARYOFF
Varies the resource offline

VARYON
Varies the resource online

XSCON
Connects cross system to the resource
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Valid Actions by Resource
The following list describes the resources and the actions that you can perform using the resources.

CATALOG
ALTER, ALLOCATE, CLOSE, FREE, OPEN

CICSAID
No valid actions

CICSDCT
ALTER, CLOSE, DISABLE, ENABLE, OPEN

CICSFILE
ALTER, CLOSE, DISABLE, ENABLE, OPEN

CICSICE
PURGE

CICSJOBN
ALTER

CICSJRNL
ALTER

CICSJVMS
ALTER, DISABLE, ENABLE, FORCE, KILL, PURGE

CICSMQMN
ALTER, DISABLE, ENABLE, START, STOP

CICSPROG
ALTER, DISABLE, ENABLE, NEW

CICSTCLS
ALTER

CICSTERM
ALTER, CANCEL, FORCE, KILL, PURGE

CICSTOPT
ALTER, ADD, DELETE

CICSTRAN
ALTER, CANCEL, DISABLE, ENABLE, FORCE, KILL, PURGE

CICSTSQ
ALTER, DELETE

CICSVAR
ALTER, ADD, DELETE

CONSOLE
ALTER, ACTIVATE, DEACT, DELETE, MASTER, RELEASE, VARYOFF, VARYON

CPU
ALTER, VARYOFF, VARYON

DEST
ALTER

DEVICE
ALTER, BACK, FORWARD, HALT, INTERRUP, REPEAT, RESTART, START, STOP, VARYOFF, VARYON
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DUMPDS
ALTER, ADD, CLEAR, DELETE

EMAIL
SEND

GROUPS
ALTER, ADD, DELETE

IMSCLASS
ALTER, START, STOP

IMSCMD
ALTER

IMSDBASE
ALTER, DELETE, IMSDBD, IOVF, IMSDBR, LOCK, START, STOP, UNLOCK

IMSID
ALTER, SHUTDOWN, START, STOP, SWITCH

IMSJOBN
ALTER, CANCEL, CHECKPT, IMSERE, IMSNRE, PURGE, RESTART, START, STOP, SHUTDOWN, SWITCH,
UNLOCK

IMSLINE
ALTER, IDLE, PURGE, START, STOP, TRACEOFF, TRACEON

IMSLTERM
ALTER, DEQUEUE, LOCK, PURGE, START, STOP, TRACEOFF, TRACEON, UNLOCK

IMSNODE
ALTER, ACTIVATE, CLSDEST, DEQUEUE, EXCLUSIV, IDLE, QUIESCE, RESTART, START, STOP, TRACEOFF,
TRACEON

IMSPROG
ALTER, DELETE, LOCK, START, STOP, TRACEOFF, TRACEON, UNLOCK

IMSPSB
ALTER, TRACEOFF, TRACEON

IMSTMEM
START, STOP, TRACEOFF, TRACEON

IMSTPIPE
START, STOP, TRACEOFF, TRACEON

IMSTRACE
TRACEOFF, TRACEON

IMSTRAN
ALTER, DUMP, LOCK, PURGE, START, STOP, TRACEOFF, TRACEON, UNLOCK

IMSUSER
ALTER, DEQUEUE, START, STOP

IMSVAR
ALTER, ADD, DELETE

INIT
ALTER, HALT, STOP, START

INVOKEKW
No valid actions
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JESGROUP
ALTER, HOLD, RELEASE, START, STOP

JOBCLASS
ALTER, HOLD, RELEASE

JVMJOBN
ALTER, STOP

JVMVAR
ALTER, ADD, DELETE

LGSTREAM
ALTER

LIBCACHE
ALTER

MENUKWD
No valid actions

MQSVAR
ALTER, ADD, DELETE

MVSCMD
No valid actions

MVSVAR
ALTER, ADD, DELETE

NODE
ALTER, FORCE, HOLD, RELEASE, START

OUTCLASS
ALTER

PAGEDS
ALTER, ADD, DELETE, DRAIN

SCHEDULE
ALTER, ADD, DELETE, DISABLE, ENABLE, EXECUTE

SETKWD
No valid actions

SMFDS
ALTER, DUMP, SWITCH

SPOOL
ALTER, CANCEL, FORMAT, HALT, RELEASE, START, STOP

STGSSID
ALTER, SCFW, SDEV, SDFW, SNVS, SSUB

SYSTEM
ALTER, RESTART, START, STOP

TCPVAR
ALTER, ADD, DELETE

UNIT
ALTER, FREE, MOUNT, UNLOAD, VARYOFF, VARYON

VOLSER
ALTER, FREE, MOUNT, SDEV, SDFW, UNLOAD, VARYOFF
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WMAPLENV
ALTER

WMSCHENV
ALTER

XSDATA
No valid actions

XSYSDEST
ALTER, XSCON

XSYSORIG
ALTER, XSCON

ZAP
ALTER

Resource Calls by Command
The following list describes the SYSVIEW contains commands and the resources they call.

ACTIVITY
Calls for the JOBCLASS resource.

ALLOCAS
Calls for the UNIT and VOLSER resources.

ALLOCDS
Calls for the UNIT and VOLSER resources.

APPCOUTQ
Calls for the DEST, JOBCLASS, and OUTCLASS resources.

CACHECTL
Calls for the STGSSID resource.

CACHEDEV
Calls for the STGSSID and VOLSER resources.

CAIDS
Calls for the CICSTERM and CICSJOBN resources.

CALERTS
Calls for the CICSJOBN resource.

CARTM
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTRAN resources.

CATALOG
Calls for the CATALOG resource.

CDUMPMGT
Calls for the CICSJOBN resource.

CENQPOOL
Calls for the CICSJOBN resource.

CENQUEUE
Calls for the CICSJOBN resource.

CFILES
Calls for the CICSFILE and CICSJOBN resources.
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CGROUPS
Calls for the CICSGRPS and CICSJOBN resources.

CICE
Calls for the CICSICE and CICSJOBN resources.

CICSLIST
Calls for the CICSJOBN resource.

CICSSET
Calls for the CICSFILE, CICSJVMS, CICSSET, CICSPROG, CICSTERM, and CICSTRAN resources.

CJINFO
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSJRNL resources.

CJMODEL
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSJRNL resources.

CONSOLE
Calls for the CONSOLE resource.

CICSMQMN
Calls for the CICSMQMN and CISJOBN resource.

CCPROGRAM
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSPROG resources.

CJVMSERV
Calls for the CICSJVMS resource.

CPU
Calls for the CPU resource.

CREMOTE
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTERM resources.

CSCHEDUL
Calls for the CICSJOBN and SCHEDULE resources.

CSFTASKS
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTRAN resources.

CSTATES
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSVAR resources.

CSTATUS
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSVAR resources.

CSYSDATA
Calls for the CICSJOBN resource.

CTASKENT
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTRAN resources.

CTASKS
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTRAN resources.

CTCLASS
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTCLS resources.

CTDATA
Calls for the CICSDCT and CICSJOBN resources.

CTERMS
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTERM resources.
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CTGLIST
Calls for the JVMJOBN resources.

CTGLSRVR
Calls for the JVMJOBN resources.

CTGSET
Calls for the JVMJOBN resources.

CTGSRVR
Calls for the JVMJOBN resources.

CTGWEBSV
Calls for the JVMJOBN resources.

CTHRESH
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSVAR resources.

CTRANLOG
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTRAN resources.

CTRANOPT
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTOPT resources.

CTRANS
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTRAN resources.

CTRANSUM
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTRAN resources.

CTSMODEL
Calls for the CICSJOBN resource.

CTSPOOLS
Calls for the CICSJOBN resource.

CTSQUEUE
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTSQ resources.

CUOW
Calls for the CICSJOBN and CICSTRAN resources.

DASD
Calls for the UNIT and VOLSER resources.

DESTID
Calls for the DEST resource.

DEVPATH
Calls for the UNIT and VOLSER resources.

DEVSERV
Calls for the UNIT and VOLSER resources.

DUMPDS
Calls for the DUMPDS resource.

EXTENTS
Calls for the UNIT and VOLSER resources.

GROUPS
Calls for the GROUPS resource.

IMS
Calls for the IMSID resource.
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IMSCLASS
Calls for the IMSCLASS and IMSID resources.

IMSCMD
Calls for the IMSCMD and IMSID resources.

IMSDBASE
Calls for the IMSDBASE and IMSID resources.

IMSLINES
Calls for the IMSLINE and IMSID resources.

IMSLIST
Calls for the IMSID and IMSJOBN resources.

IMSLTERM
Calls for the IMSID, IMSLTERM, and IMSNODE resources.

IMSMON
Calls for the IMSID and IMSVAR resources.

IMSNODES
Calls for the IMSID and IMSNODE resources.

IMSOSAM
Calls for the IMSID and IMSTRACE resources.

IMSOTMA
Calls for the IMSID, IMSTPIPE, and IMSTMEM resources.

IMSPI
Calls for the IMSID and IMSTRACE resources.

IMSPROGS
Calls for the IMSID and IMSPROG resources.

IMSPSBS
Calls for the IMSID and IMSPSB resources.

IMSREGNS
Calls for the IMSID, IMSJOBN, and IMSTRAN resources.

IMSTATE
Calls for the IMSID and IMSVAR resources.

IMSTEXIT
Calls for the IMSID and IMSTRACE resources.

IMSTHRSH
Calls for the IMSID and IMSVAR resources.

IMSTRANS
Calls for the IMSID and IMSTRAN resources.

IMSTTABL
Calls for the IMSID and IMSTRACE resources.

IMSUSERS
Calls for the IMSID and IMSUSER resources.

INTRDR
Calls for the DEVICE and JOBCLASS resources.

INVOKE
Calls the INVOKEKW resource.
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JCOPYOUT
Calls for the DEST and OUTCLASS resources.

JHELDQUE
Calls for the DEST, JOBCLASS, and OUTCLASS resources.

JINIT
Calls for the INIT and JOBCLASS resources.

JINPRTY
Calls for the JOBCLASS resource.

JJOBQUE
Calls for the DEST, JOBCLASS, and OUTCLASS resources.

JLINES
Calls for the DEVICE, JOBCLASS, and OUTCLASS resources.

JNODES
Calls for the NODE resource.

JOBCLASS
Calls for the JOBCLASS resource.

JOBSUM
Calls for the DEST and JOBCLASS resources.

JOUTCLAS
Calls for the OUTCLASS resource.

JOUTDES
Calls for the JOBCLASS and OUTCLASS resources.

JOUTQUE
Calls for the DEST, JOBCLASS, and OUTCLASS resources.

JPATHS
Calls for the NODE resource.

JPLEX
Calls for the SYSTEM resource.

JPRINTER
Calls for the DEST, DEVICE, JOBCLASS, and OUTCLASS resources.

JSPOOLS
Calls for the SPOOL resource.

JVMLIST
Calls for the JVMJOBN resources.

JVMMON
Calls for the JVMVAR resources.

JVMSET
Calls for the JVMJOBN resources.

JVMSTATE
Calls for the JVMVAR resources.

LGDRO
Calls for the LGSTREAM resource.

LGEMPTY
Calls for the LGSTREAM resource.
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LIBCACHE
Calls for the LIBCACHE resource.

LISTCONS
Calls for the CONSOLE resource.

LISTFILE
Calls for the DEST, JOBCLASS, and OUTCLASS resources.

LISTINP
Calls for the DEST, and JOBCLASS resources.

MONITOR
Calls for the MVSVAR resource.

MQMON
Calls for the MQSVAR resource.

MQSTATES
Calls for the MQSVAR resource.

MQTHRESH
Calls for the MQSVAR resource.

MVS
Calls the MVSCMD resource.

OFFLOAD
Calls for the DEST, DEVICE, JOBCLASS, and OUTCLASS resources.

PAGEDS
Calls for the PAGEDS resource.

PRISM
Calls for the CPU resource.

PROFILE
Calls for the DEST resource.

PUNCH
Calls for the DEST, DEVICE, JOBCLASS, and OUTCLASS resources.

READER
Calls for the DEVICE, DEST, JOBCLASS, and OUTCLASS resources.

SCHEDULE
Calls for the SCHEDULE resource.

SENDMAIL
Calls for the EMAIL resource.

SET
Calls for the DEST, SETKWD, and OUTCLASS resources.

SMF
Calls for the SMFDS resource.

SPACE
Calls for the UNIT and VOLSER resources.

STATES
Calls for the MVSVAR resource.

SUBCHAN
Calls for the UNIT and VOLSER resources.
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TAPE
Calls for the UNIT resource.

TCPMON
Calls for the TCPVAR resource.

TCPSTATE
Calls the TCPVAR resource.

TCPTHRSH
Calls for the TCPVAR resource.

THRESH
Calls for the MVSVAR resource.

UNIT
Calls for the UNIT and VOLSER resources.

VOLSER
Calls for the UNIT and VOLSER resources.

VTAM
Calls the MVSCMD resource.

WMAPPENV
Calls for the WMAPLENV resource.

WMSCHENV
Calls for the WMSCHENV resource.

XLOG
Calls for the CICSJOBN resource.

XSCONN
Calls for the XSYSDEST and XSYSORIG resources.

ZAP
Calls for the ZAP resource.

ZCNLIST
Calls for the JVMJOBN resources.

ZCNSET
Calls for the JVMJOBN resources.

Resource-Value Field Values
To specify a resource value, overtype the newresource field on the first line. Enter an exact resource value or a partial
value using an asterisk (*) or an equal sign (=). The asterisk matches one character. For example, to specify all resources
that have ABC as their fourth, fifth, and sixth characters, enter ***ABC=. An equal sign (=) matches any number of
characters at the end of the value. For example, to specify all resources with values that start with the characters XYZ,
enter XYZ=. Use = alone to specify all resources.

Resource-Value Field Values for Basic Resource Types

The basic resources are allowed or restricted. No actions can be specified for the resource. The following list includes the
basic resources:

INVOKEKW
Specifies the allowed or restricted INVOKE command keywords. Specify an exact keyword or use an equal sign
(=) at the end to specify a partial keyword.
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The INVOKE command calls for the INVOKEKW resource to validate the external application that the user is
trying to invoke. If the resource is not allowed, the user cannot invoke the application.

MENUKWD
Specifies the allowed or restricted menu panel names. Specify an exact keyword or use an equal sign (=) at the
end of the value to specify a partial keyword.
The MENU member in the sysview.CNM4BPRM data set associates the name of a menu with a member name in
the sysview.CNM4BPNL data set. For more details, see the MENU member in the data set sysview.CNM4BPRM.
If the menu panel is not authorized, it is not displayed as a selectable item on the Primary Option Menu.

MVSCMD
Specifies the allowed or restricted z/OS or JES commands. You can either specify an exact command or specify
a partial command using * or =. For example, to specify all JES2 display commands, type $D=. To specify all
commands, use = by itself. The MVS and VTAM commands use this resource.

• Command Validation
• For JES commands, all spaces are removed from the command before they are validated. For example, if a

user enters the command $P JES2, then the command is changed to $PJES2 before validation. The space
between the P and the J is removed.

• For MVS commands, multiple consecutive spaces are changed to one space before validation.

SETKWD
Specifies the allowed or restricted SET command keywords. Specify an exact keyword or use an equal sign (=)
on the end to specify a partial keyword.
The SET command calls for the SETKWD resource.
The PROFILE command also calls for the SETKWD resource. Access to profile sections is controlled by
validating access to the following SETKWD resources:
PROFGENPFKS

Displays the general PF key section
PROFGENMSCS

Displays the general miscellaneous section
PROFCMDSYNS

Displays the command synonym section
PROFCMDPFKS

Displays the command PF key section
PROFCMDMSCS

Displays the command miscellaneous section
PROFCMDFMTS

Displays the command format section
If the resource is not allowed, then the section is not displayed on the profile display. Individual fields within a
profile section can also be controlled with the SETKWD resource. If the corresponding SETKWD resource for a
field is restricted, then the field is displayed on the profile display, but it cannot be changed.
The PROFILE command also calls for the following SETKWD resources to control profile formats:
FORMATCREATE

Creates a format
FORMATMODIFY

Modifies an existing format
FORMATDELETE

Deletes a format
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If the FORMATCREATE resource is not authorized, then formats cannot be created. However, the existing
formats can be displayed. If the FORMATMODIFY resource is not authorized, then existing formats can be
displayed but not modified. If the FORMATDELETE resource is not authorized, then formats cannot be deleted.

XSDATA
Specifies the allowed or restricted cross-system data commands. The complete list of cross-system eligible
commands is shown on the XSCMDS display. Specify the exact command name (no synonyms or abbreviated
command names). Masking is allowed in the command name. This resource call is only applicable if:

• The cross-system command has XSDATA set to YES.
• The command specified the XSDATA keyword when it was issued.

Resource-Value Field Values for the CICS Option

The following values are possible for the Resource-Value field of the SYSVIEW Option for CICS:

CICSAID
Specifies the CICS automatic initiate descriptor IDs. Use this section to control the authorized descriptor IDs
displayed with the CAIDS command.

CICSDCT
Specifies the CICS transient data queue names. Use this section to control transient data queues displayed with
the following command, which calls for the CICSDCT resource:
CTDATA-Calls for the queue name and for the CLOSE, DISABLE, ENABLE, and OPEN line commands.

CICSFILE
Specifies the CICS file names. Use this section to control the authorized file names displayed with the CFILES
command. The following command, which calls for the CICSFILE resource:
CFILES-Calls for the file name and for the CLOSE, DISABLE, ENABLE, and OPEN line commands.

CICSGRPS
Specifies the CICS group names. Use this section to control the authorized group names displayed with the
following command, which calls for the CICSGRPS resource:
CGROUPS-Calls for the group name, for alter access when group attributes can be changed, and for alter access
when the ADD line command is used.

CICSICE
Specifies the CICS interval control element IDs. Use this section to control the authorized element IDs displayed
with the following command, which calls for the CICSICE resource:
CICE-Calls for the element ID for the PUR line command.

CICSJOBN
Specifies the CICS job names. Use this section to control the authorized CICS job names displayed with the
following command, which calls for the CICSJOBN resource:
CICSLIST-Calls for the job name and for the ALTER line command.
The following commands call for the CICSJOBN resource to validate a job name for the display: CAIDS,
CALERTS, CARTM, CDUMPMGT, CENQPOOL, CENQUEUE, CFILES, CGROUPS, CICE, CICSLIST, CJINFO,
CJMODEL, CMQMON, CPROGRAM, CREMOTE, CSFTASKS, CSTATES, CSTATUS, CSYSDATA, CTASKENT,
CTCLASS, CTASKS, CTDATA, CTERMS, CTHRESH, CTRANLOG, CTRANOPT, CTRANS, CTRANSUM,
CTSMODEL, CTSPOOLS, CTSQUEUE, CUOW, and XLOG

CICSJRNL
Specifies the CICS journal names.
The CJINFO and CJMODEL commands calls for the CICSJRNL resource to validate a name for display.

CICSJVMS
Specifies the CICS status for JVM servers. The following command calls for the CICSJVMS resource:
CJVMSERV-Calls for the CICS JVM server resource name for the ALTER, DISABLE, ENABLE, FORCE, KILL,
and PURGE line commands.
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CICSMQMN
Specifies the CICS MQ monitor definitions. The following command calls for the CICSMQMN resource:
CMQMON-Calls for the MQ monitor resource definition name for the ALTER, DISABLE, ENABLE, START, and
STOP line commands.

CICSPROG
Specifies the CICS program names. The following command calls for the CICSPROG resource:
CPROGRAM-Calls for the program name and for the DISABLE, ENABLE, NEWCOPY, and PHASEIN line
commands.

CICSTCLS
Specifies the CICS transaction class names. Use this section to control the authorized classes displayed with the
following command, which calls for the CICSTCLS resource:
CTCLASS-Calls for the class name and for alter access when class attributes are changed.

CICSTERM
Specifies the CICS terminal names. Use this section to control the authorized terminals displayed with the
following command, which calls for the CICSTERM resource:
CAIDS

The PURGE access is required to purge Automatic Initiate Descriptors.
CREMOTE

The ALTER access is required to change an attribute of the remote connection.
CTERMS

Calls for the following options:

• Terminal name
• Alter access when terminal attributes can be changed
• Alter access when the Acquire, Inserv, Outserv, and Release line commands are used
• C, FOR, KIL, and PUR line commands

CICSTRAN
Specifies the CICS transaction names. Use this section to control the authorized transactions displayed with the
following commands, which call for the CICSTRAN resource:
CARTM

Calls for the transaction name and for alter access when transaction attributes can be changed.
CSFTASKS

Calls for the transaction name and for the C, FOR, KIL, and PUR line commands.
CTASKS

Calls for the transaction name and for the C, FOR, KIL, and PUR line commands.
CTASKENT

Calls for the transaction name and for the C, FOR, KIL, and PUR line commands.
CTRANLOG

Calls to validate the authority to display a transaction.
CTRANS

Calls for the transaction name, for alter access when transaction attributes can be changed, and for the
DIS and ENA line commands.

CTRANSUM
Calls to validate the authority to display a transaction.

CUOW
Calls for the transaction name and for alter access when transaction attributes can be changed.
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CICSTSQ
Specifies the CICS temporary storage queue IDs. Use this section to control the authorized queues displayed with
the following command, which calls for the CICSTSQ resource:
CTSQUEUE

Calls for the queue ID and for the DELETE line command.
CICSTOPS

Specifies the CICS transaction options. Use this section to control the authorized transactions displayed with the
following command, which calls for the CICSTOPS resource:
CTRANOPT

Calls for the transaction name and for alter access when attributes can be changed, and for the Add,
Delete, and Reset line commands.

CICSVAR
Specifies the CICS resource variable names.
Use this section to control the authorized variables and thresholds that are displayed with the following
commands, which call for the CICSVAR resource:
CSTATUS

Calls for the variable name, for alter access when group attributes can be changed, and for alter access
when the Add line command is used.

CSTATES
Calls for the resource name. Calls for alter access when group attributes can be changed, and for alter
access when the Add and Delete line command is used.

CTHRESH
Calls for the threshold name. Calls for alter access when group attributes can be changed, and for alter
access for the Add, Delete, and Reset line commands.

Resource-Value Field Values for the IMS Option

The following list details the resource types and describes the possible values for the Resource-Value field of the
SYSVIEW Option for IMS:

IMSCLASS
Specifies the IMS class number. The IMSCLASS command calls for alter access to the IMSCLASS resource
when the class state is changed.

IMSCMD
Specifies the IMS command name. The following commands call for ALTER access to the IMSCMD resource
when an IMS command is issued:

• IMSCLASS
• IMSCMD
• IMSLIST
• IMSLTERM
• IMSNODE
• IMSPROG
• IMSPSB
• IMSREGN
• IMSTRAN
• IMSUSER
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IMSDBASE
Specifies the IMS database name. The IMSDBASE command calls for database name to the IMSDBASE
resource, and to the following line commands: ARECOV, ARNFEOV, DBDUMP, DBDNFEOV, DBRECOV,
DBRNFEOV, DELETE, GARECOV, GARNFEOV, GPDB, GSDB, LOCK, PAREA, SAREA, START, STOP, and
UNLOCK.

IMSID
Specifies the IMS subsystem ID. If NOQUAL was specified for the GSVXGEN SECEXIT parameter, the following
commands call for ALTER access to the IMSID resource. This call prevents any line commands from being issued
that result in a MODIFY console command against the IMS control region:

• IMSCLASS
• IMSCMD
• IMSDBASE
• IMSLINES
• IMSLIST
• IMSLTERM
• IMSNODES
• IMSOSAM
• IMSPI
• IMSOTMA
• IMSPROGS
• IMSPSBS
• IMSREGNS
• IMSTEXIT
• IMSTRANS
• IMSTTABL
• IMSUSER

The following command makes READ access calls to the IMSID resource. This call prevents the IMS from being
display on a list of active IMS control regions:
IMSLIST

Verifies READ access to the IMSID before displaying the IMS in the list.
IMSJOBN

Specifies the IMS job names.
The following commands call for ALTER access to the IMSJOBN resource. This call prevents any line commands
from being issued that alter the state of the IMS control region or dependent region:
IMSLIST

Verifies ALTER access to the IMSJOBN before issuing any commands that can alter the state of the IMS
control region.

IMSREGN
Verifies ALTER access to the IMSJOBN before issuing any commands that can alter the state of the IMS-
dependent region.

The following commands call for access to the IMSJOBN resource before letting the IMS to be listed on a list of
active IMS job names:
IMSLIST

Verifies READ access to the IMSJOBN before displaying an IMS job name in the list of IMS control
regions.

IMSREGN
Verifies READ access to the IMSJOBN before displaying an IMS job in the region list.
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IMSLINE
Specifies the IMS line number. The IMSLINE command calls for the line number, and for the following line
commands: IDLE, PURGE, START, STOP, TROFF, and TRON.

IMSLTERM
Specifies the IMS logical terminal name. The IMSLTERM command calls for the terminal name and for the
following line commands: DEQALL, DEQFIRST, LOCK, PSTOP, PURGE, START, STOP, TROFF, TRON, and
UNLOCK.

IMSNODE
Specifies the IMS node name.
IMSLTERM

Calls for the node name and for the TROFF and TRON line commands.
IMSNODES

Calls for the node name and for the following line commands: TROFF, TRON, ACTIVATE, CLSDST,
DEQUEUE, EXCLUSIV, IDLE, QUIESCE, RSTART, START, STOP, TROFF, and TRON.

IMSPROG
Specifies the IMS program name. The IMSPROG command calls for program name and for the following line
commands: DELETE, LOCK, START, STOP, TROFF, TRON, and UNLOCK.

IMSPSB
Specifies the IMS program status block name. The IMSPSB command calls for PSB name and of the TROFF and
TRON line commands.

IMSTMEM
Specifies the IMS TMEMBER name.
The IMSOTMA command calls for the TMEMBER name and for the following line commands: TMTS, TMTP,
TPTS, TPTP, TPS, and TPP.

IMSTPIPE
Specifies the IMS TPIPE name. The IMSOTMA command calls for the TPIPE name and for the following line
commands: TMTS, TMTP, TPTS, TPTP, TPS, and TPP.

IMSTRACE
Specifies the IMS trace type. The following lists the calls that are made for the IMSTRACE resource:
IMSOSAM

Calls for the OSAM GTF trace status be set to active or inactive.
IMSPI

Calls for the program isolation trace status.
IMSTTABL

Calls for the trace type and for the TROFF, TRON, TRONLO, TRONME, TRONHI, TRONLLO,
TRONLME, and, TRONLHI line commands

IMSTEXIT
Calls for the trace type and for the TROFF and TRON line commands.

IMSTRAN
Specifies the IMS transaction name.
IMSREGNS

Calls for alter access to the IMSREGNS resource when the IMS regions attributes are changed.
IMSTRANS

Calls for alter access to the IMSTRANS resource when the IMS transaction attributes are changed.
IMSUSER

Specifies the IMS USER ID
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The IMSUSER command calls for alter access to the IMSUSER resource when the user state is changed.
IMSVAR

Specifies the IMS variables. The IMSVAR resource is checked when trying to define or alter the attributes of an
IMSVAR definition such as a threshold definition. The following commands require alter access to the IMSVAR
resource when a definition is created or altered: IMSTHRSH, IMSSTATE, and IMSMON.

Resource-Value Field Values for Other Resource Types

Values for the Resource-Value field for other resource types are listed in this section. The following values are for the
Resource-Value field:

CATALOG
Indicates the catalog data set name that is allowed or restricted. Specify an exact data set or use an equal sign
(=) at the end to specify a partial data set. The CATALOG command calls for the CATALOG resource to validate
the catalog data set name. If the catalog data set is not allowed, the catalog is not displayed. The CATALOG
command also calls for alter access when the ISC, NOISC, VLF, and NOVLF line commands are used. Calls are
also made for the AL, CL, FRE, and OP line commands.

CONSOLE
Indicates the console name that is allowed or restricted. Specify an exact name or use an equal sign (=) at the
end to specify a partial name. The following commands call for the CONSOLE resource:
CONSOLE

Calls for a console name, for the RELEASE subcommand, and for the D line command.
LISTCONS

Calls for a console name, for alter access, and for the AC, D, DE, MAS, OFF, ON, and R line commands.
CPU

Indicates the CPU address that is allowed or restricted.
CPU

Calls for the CPU resource to validate the CPU address. If the CPU is not allowed, it is not displayed. The
CPU command also calls for the CPU resource to validate the line commands OFF and ON.

PRISM
Calls for the CPU resource to validate the VARYOFF and VARYON line commands.

DEST
Indicates the execution or output destination that is allowed or restricted. DEST can be an exact destination, a
partial destination, or one of the following:
USERID -

Specifies a destination that matches the user ID of the user.
USERID:n

Specifies a destination that starts with a portion of the user ID of the user.
USERID=

Specifies a destination that starts with the user ID of the user.
If use of the destination is allowed (the Act field value is A) and alteration is authorized (the Alt field value is YES),
this destination can be used when you change the destination of a job or the selection criteria of a device. If
use of the resource is allowed and alter authority is not allowed, you can see jobs that are associated with the
destination. You cannot use this destination when specifying a new destination for a job.
You can specify no line commands for the DEST resource. The following commands call for the DEST resource:
APPCOUTQ

Calls for the APPC initiators and transactions and for alter access to the new destination when the
destination of the output file changes.
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DESTID
Calls for the destination ID.

JCOPYOUT
Calls to copy the output to a new output file and for alter access to the new destination.

JHELDQUE
Calls for the destination of a job and for alter access to the new destination when the job destination is
changed.

JJOBQUE
Calls for the destination of a job and for alter access to the new destination when the job destination
changes.

JOBSUM
Calls for the destination of a job and for alter access to the new destination when the job destination
changes.

JOUTQUE
Calls for the destination of a job and for alter access to the new destination when a job destination is
changed.

LISTFILE
Calls for the destination of a file and for alter access to the new destination when the output file
destination changes.

LISTINP
Calls for the destination of a job and for alter access to the new destination when the job destination
changes.

OFFLOAD
Calls for the destination of a job and for alter access to the new destination when a job destination is
changed.

PRINTER
Calls for the destination of a printer and for alter access to the new destination when the printer selection
destination changes.

PROFILE
Calls for the destination of the profile and for alter access to the new destination when the profile selection
destination changes.

PUNCH
Calls for the destination of a punch and for alter access to the new destination when the punch selection
destination changes.

READERS
Calls for the destination of a reader and for alter access to the new destination when a job destination is
changed.

SET
Calls for the destination of a job and for alter access to the new destination when a job destination is
changed.

DEVICE
Specifies the device name for a JES line, offloader, printer, punch, or reader. The following commands call for the
DEVICE resource:
INTRDR

Calls for the device name of a reader and for alter access when a reader is changed.
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LINES
Calls for the device name of a line, for alter access when a line is changed, and for the E, I, N, S, and Z
line commands.

OFFLOAD
Calls for the device name of an offloader, for alter access when an offloader is changed, and for the P, S,
and Z line commands.

PRINTER
Calls for the device name of a printer, for alter access when a printer is changed, and for the B, E, F, I, N,
P, S, and Z line commands.

PUNCH
Calls for the device name of a punch, for alter access when a punch is changed, and for the B, E, F, I, N,
P, S, and Z line commands.

READER
Calls for the device name of a reader, for alter access when a reader is changed, and for the P, S, and Z
line commands.

DUMPDS
Specifies the dump data set that is allowed or restricted. Specify an exact data set or use an equal sign (=) at the
end to specify a partial data set. The DUMPDS command calls for the DUMPDS resource to validate the dump
data set name. If the dump data set is not allowed, the dump data set is not displayed. The DUMPDS command
also calls for the AD, CLR, and D line commands.

EMAIL
Specifies the valid email address of users. The following command calls to the EMAIL resource:
SENDMAIL

Initiates calls to validate the “From” email address with the SEN line command.
GROUPS

Specifies the allowed or restricted groups. Specify an exact name or use an equal sign (=) at the end to specify a
partial group name.
The GROUPS command calls for the group name, for the AD and D line commands, and the ADDGRP,
ADDMBR, DELGRP, and DELMBR subcommands.

JINIT
Specifies the initiator ID. Use = instead of an ID to specify all initiators. The JINIT command is the only command
that uses this resource. JINIT calls for the ID of the initiator, for alter access when an initiator is changed, and for
the P, S, and Z line commands.

JOBCLASS
Specifies the job class that is allowed or restricted. Values are A-Z, 0-9, $, and @. You can specify no line
commands for the JOBCLASS resource. You can use the ALT field with JOBCLASS, which works like the DEST
resource described earlier in this table.
These commands call for the JOBCLASS resource:
ACTIVITY

Calls for job class data display.
APPCOUTQ

Calls for job class display and the APPC initiators and transactions data.
JINIT

Calls for job class data display.
INTRDR

Calls for job classes that are displayed and for alter access when a job class is changed.
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JHELDQUE
Calls for the class of a job.

JINPRTY
Calls for job class data display.

JJOBQUE
Calls for the class of a job and for alter access to the new job class when the class of a job changes.

JOBCLASS
Calls for job classes that are displayed and for alter access when a job class is changed or the H or R line
command is used.

JOBSUM
Calls for the class of a job and for alter access to the new job class when the class of a job changes.

JOUTDES
Calls for the class of a job.

JOUTQUE
Calls for the class of a job.

LINES
Calls for the class of a job when lines are active.

LISTINP
Calls for the class of a job and for alter access to the new job class when the class of a job changes.

OFFLOAD
Calls for the class of a job.

PRINTER
Calls for the class of a job when printers are active.

PUNCH
Calls for the class of a job when punches are active.

READERS
Calls for the class of a job and for alter access to the new job class when the class of a job changes.

LGSTREAM
Specifies the log stream name. The LGDRO and LGEMPTY commands use this resource with alter access to
validate the log stream name.

LIBCACHE
Specifies the library cache type. Valid resource values are CAPLIB, CLISTLIB, HELPLIB, MAPLIB, PANELLIB,
PANELLIB, and PARMLIB. The LIBCACHE command uses this resource to look for alter access to the library type
when the following line commands and subcommands are used:

• The DELETE or RELOAD line command
• The COMPRESS, DELETE, RELOAD, or SETCACHE subcommand

When the EMPTY subcommand is used, a call is made for alter access with a resource value of ALL.
MQSVAR

Specifies the IBM MQ monitor variable name. The following commands call for the MQSVAR resource:
MQMON

Calls for alter access when adding, changing, or deleting a variable definition. Makes a check for the
resource value ?ADD to determine whether to display the line for adding a variable.

MQSTATES
Calls for alter access when adding, changing, or deleting a variable definition. Makes a check for the
resource value ?ADD to determine whether to display the line for adding a variable.
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MQTHRESH
Calls for alter access when adding, changing, or deleting a variable definition. Makes a check for the
resource value ?ADD to determine whether to display the line for adding a variable.

MVSVAR
Specifies the MVS monitor variable name. The following commands call for the MVSVAR resource:
MONITORS

Calls for alter access when adding, changing, or deleting a variable definition. Makes a check for the
resource value ?ADD to determine whether to display the line for adding a variable.

STATES
Calls for alter access when adding, changing, or deleting a variable definition. Makes a check for the
resource value ?ADD to determine whether to display the line for adding a variable.

THRESH
Calls for alter access when adding, changing, or deleting a variable definition. Makes a check for the
resource value ?ADD to determine whether to display the line for adding a variable.

NODE
Specifies the node name.
JPATHS

Calls for the JES network paths.
NODES

Calls for the node name of a node, for alter access when a node is changed, and for the S line command.
OUTCLASS

Specifies the Output class that is allowed or restricted. Values are A-Z or 0-9. You can specify no line commands
for the OUTCLASS resource. You can use the ALT field with OUTCLASS, which works like the JOBCLASS and
DEST resources described earlier in this table. These commands call for the OUTCLASS resource:
APPCOUTQ

Calls for a file output class and for alter access to the new output class when a file output class is
changed.

COPYOUTP
Calls to copy output to a new output file and for alter access to the new destination.

JHELDQUE
Calls for a job output class and for alter access to the new output class when a file output class is
changed.

JJOBQUE
Calls for a job output class and for alter access to the new output class when a file output class is
changed.

JOUTCLAS
Calls for output classes that are displayed and for alter access when an output class is changed.

JOUTDES
Calls for the class of a job.

JOUTQUE
Calls for a job output class and for alter access to the new output class when a file output class is
changed.

LINES
Calls for the class of a job when lines are active.
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LISTFILE
Calls for a file output class and for alter access to the new output class when a file output class is
changed.

OFFLOAD
Calls for the class of a job and for alter access to the new output class when a file output class is
changed.

PRINTER
Calls for the class of a job when printers are active.

PUNCH
Calls for the class of a job when punches are active.

READERS
Calls for the class of a job and for alter access to the new job class when the class of a job changes.

SET
Calls for the destination of a job and for alter access to the new destination when a job destination is
changed.

PAGEDS
Specifies the Page data set that is allowed or restricted. Specify an exact data set or use an equal sign (=) at the
end to specify a partial data set. bThe PAGEDS command calls for the PAGEDS resource to validate the page
data set name. If the page data set is not allowed, the page data set is not displayed. The PAGEDS command
also calls for the AD, D, and DR line commands.

SCHEDULE
Specifies the schedule name that is allowed or restricted. Specify an exact name or use an equal sign (=) at the
end to specify a partial data set name. The SCHEDULE command calls for:

• The schedule name to determine whether to display the schedule.
• Alter access when the Add, Delete, Enable, and Disable line commands are used and when a schedule field is

changed.

A call is also made for read access for the name ?Add to see whether to display the line to add a schedule.
SMFDATA

Specifies the SMF record type that is allowed or restricted. The SMFDATA command calls for alter access when,
and the LOG, NOLOG, SUPRESS and NOSUPRES line commands are used.

SMFDS
Specifies the SMF data set that is allowed or restricted. Specify an exact data set or use an equal sign (=) at the
end to specify a partial data set. The SMF command calls for the SMFDS resource to validate the DU and SW line
commands.

SPOOL
Specifies the last two characters of a spool volume name. The JSPOOLS command is the only command that
uses this resource.
The JSPOOLS command makes a resource call to determine whether to present a line on the display that lets
spool volumes be added. To authorize this line, define a resource value of XX with the S line command. If the XX
resource value is not defined, you cannot add spool volumes. Calls are also made to validate the C, FMT, P, S,
and Z line commands.

STGSSID
Specifies the subsystem storage IDs. These commands call for the STGSSID resource:
CACHECTL

When you enter the line command:
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• CACHEON or CACHEOFF, a call is made for the SSUB line command.
• CFWON or CFWOFF, a call is made for the SCFW line command.
• NVSON or NVSOFF, a call is made for the SNVS line command.

CACHEDEV
When you enter the line command:

• CACHEON or CACHEOFF, a call is made for the SDEV line command.
• DFWON or DFWOFF, a call is made for the SDFW line command.

SYSTEM
Specifies the system name. The LISTSYS command is the only command that uses this resource. It calls for the
system ID, for alter access when a system is changed, and for the E line command.

TCPVAR
Specifies the TCP/IP monitor variable name. The following commands call for the TCPVAR resource:
TCPMON

Calls for alter access when adding, changing, or deleting a variable definition. Makes a check for the
resource value ?ADD to determine whether to display the line for adding a variable.

TCPSTATE
Calls for alter access when adding, changing, or deleting a variable definition. Makes a check for the
resource value ?ADD to determine whether to display the line for adding a variable.

TCPTHRSH
Calls for alter access when adding, changing, or deleting a variable definition. Makes a check for the
resource value ?ADD to determine whether to display the line for adding a variable.

UNIT
Specifies the Unit device address. The following commands call for the UNIT resource:
ALLOCAS

Calls for the ON, OFF, and FRE line commands.
ALLOCDS

Calls for the FREE line command.
DASD

Calls for the DASD device address, for alter access when volume attributes can be changed, and for the
MNT, OFF, ON, and UNL line commands.

DEVPATH
Calls for the DEVPATH device number, for alter access when volume attributes can be changed, and for
the line commands OFF and ON.

DEVSERV
Calls for the DEVSERV device number and for the FREE, MNT, OFF, ON, and UNL line commands.

EXTENTS
Calls for the EXTENTS device number.

SPACE
Calls for the SPACE device number.

SUBCHAN
Calls for the subchannel device number.

TAPE
Calls for the tape device address, for alter access when volume attributes can be changed, and for the
MNT, OFF, ON, and UNL line commands.
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UNIT
Calls for the unit device address, for alter access when volume attributes can be changed, and for the
MNT, OFF, ON, and UNL line commands.

VOLSER
Calls for the volser device number.

VOLSER
Specifies the DASD volume serial numbers that are allowed or restricted. The following commands call for the
VOLSER resource:
ALLOCAS

Calls for the OFF, and FRE line commands.
ALLOCDS

Calls for the FREE line command.
CACHEDEV

Calls for volser name.
SDEV initiates a call to CACHEON and CACHEOFF line commands.
SDFW initiates a call to DFWON and DFWOFF line commands.

DASD
Calls for the volser of a DASD and for the MOUNT, OFF, and UNLOAD line commands.

DEVSERV
Calls for the device service volser name and for the FREE, MNT, OFF, ON, and UNL line commands.

DEVPATH
Calls for the device path volser name and for the FREE, MNT, OFF, ON, and UNL line commands.

EXTENTS
Calls for the volser of a DASD.

SPACE
Calls for the volser of a DASD.

SUBCHAN
Calls for the subchannel volser name.

UNIT
Calls for the device address of a DASD. Calls for alter access when volume attributes can be changed,
and for the MNT, OFF, and UNL line commands.

VOLSER
Calls for the volser name.

WMAPLENV
Specifies the WLM application environments. The WMAPPENV command calls for alter access to this resource
when the REFresh, RESume, and QUIesce line commands are used.

WMSCHENV
Specifies the WLM scheduling environment names. The WMSCHENV command requests ALTER access for this
resource when the OFF, ON, or RESET line commands are used.

XSYSDEST
Specifies the destination system names allowed or restricted when connecting to another system. Specify an
exact system name or use an equal sign (=) at the end to specify a partial system name. The XSCONN command
calls for the destination system name.
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XSYSORIG
Specifies the originating system names that are allowed or restricted when connecting to another system. Specify
an exact system name or use an equal sign (=) at the end to specify a partial system name. The XSCONN
command calls for the originating system name.

ZAP
Specifies the ZAP command resource that is allowed or restricted. Specify an exact resource value or use an
equal sign (=) at the end to specify a partial resource value. The ZAP command calls for the ZAP resource to
validate access to the following resource values:
LABEL.volser

volser is the volume serial number for the LABEL to be zapped. A call is made for this resource value
when the ZAP LABEL command is entered.

SPOOL.jesname
jesname is the JES subsystem name for the spool to be zapped. A call is made for this resource value
when the ZAP SPOOL command is entered.

VOLSER.volser
volser is the volume serial number for the volume to be zapped. A call is made for this resource value
when the ZAP VOLUME command is entered.

VTOC.volser
volser is the volume serial number for the VTOC to be zapped. A call is made for this resource value
when the ZAP VTOC command is entered.

External security covers the zapping data sets, members of data sets, and CSECTs through normal data set
access.

External Security Section Display
The External Security Section display shows the System Authorization Facility (SAF) definitions that are used to interface
with external security products.

The External Security Section display has the following fields:

SAF Entity Class Name
Specifies the SAF resource class name to use when you want external security to validate commands and other
resources.
Specify NONE to use internal security definitions to validate all commands and resources and thus bypass the
SAF authorization calls.
Default: NONE
Suggested SAF resource class names:

• CAGSVX for Top Secret
• SYSVIEW for ACF2
• FACILITY for IBM RACF

Specifying a class name in the security group overrides any specified value in the GLOBAL group.
SAF Entity Name Prefix

The prefix, or first node name, used to build the entity names for SAF calls. The prefix is only used when a SAF
entity class is defined.
Default: SV

Bypass Internal Security Call
Specify a value of YES if you want only your external security determining access. SYSVIEW calls the external
security before calling the internal security. Normally, access that internal security failed external security cannot
override and allow. This option lets you use the external security exclusively without having to allow all access
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in the DEFAULT internal security group. When you set this option, Command Groups that are defined in internal
security do not participate in determining command and subcommand access.
Default: NO

Call SAF if failed internally
Specify a value of YES to call SAF to validate access to the resource when internal security already failed the
access. External security cannot grant access to a resource that internal security failed. Setting this value to YES
lets you log violations in the external security database that would otherwise not be recorded.
Default: NO

Use JESSPOOL for Job Validation
Specify a value of YES if you want to use the JESSPOOL resources for all job name validation calls. All other
resource checks (CMND, SUBC, RESN, and so on) continue to use resources that are defined for the SAF Entity
Class Name.
SAF only verifies the JESSPOOL resources (no SAF calls for CMND, SUBC, RESN, and so on) when
JESSPOOL is the SAF Entity Class Name.
Default: NO

Use System SMFID in Entity Name
Specifies whether the SAF entity name contains the system SMFID as the third node when a SAF entity class is
defined.
Default: YES

Use System QUAL in Entity Name
Specifies whether the SAF entity name contains a qualifier following the resource type when a SAF entity class is
defined. Some example qualifiers would be JES2 for JES resource types, or the subsystem ID for IMS resources.
Default: YES

Display SAF Class message at INIT
Specify whether you want a message that is generated at session initialization to indicate that external security is
active for the user using the SAF class specified.
Default: NO

Access required for ALTER commands/sub-commands
The default is that only READ access is required for any ALTER type command or sub-command. If you want
ALTER-type commands or sub-commands to require UPDATE access, change the value to UPDATE.
Default: READ

SAF Exit Name
Specifies the name of an optional user exit to invoke before SAF. The entity class and entity name are passed to
the exit.
Default: NONE

Pass JES JCT addr to the SAF exit
Specify a value of YES to pass the address of the JES JCT to the SAF exit. This value only applies if an exit is
coded.
Default: NO

Access Entity Table Size
Specifies the initial size of the SAF Access Entity Table (AET). The AET is used to cache responses to SAF calls
so subsequent calls for the same entity name can retrieve the responses. The size of the AET is specified in KB.
AET storage is allocated above the 2-GB bar. A value of zero uses no AET.
Default: 256
Maximum: 1024
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Command Groups Display
The Command Groups display is presented when you select the Command Groups entry from the primary Security Menu.
This display lists all the command groups and serves as a menu. Select a command group to show the Command Group
Access Detail display.

Command Groups Display Fields

The Command Groups display has the following fields:

Cmd
Specifies the area in which you enter a command. Use the following commands:
S

-Selects a command group. Use with AddGroup to add a new command group. Specify the new
command group name in the Group field.
The group name cannot:

• Be the same as another group name
• Contain blanks
• Be longer than eight characters

D
-Deletes a command group.

• Command groups starting with GSV cannot be deleted.
• A deleted command group is not removed automatically from the Command Groups Section of the

user groups.

Group
Specifies the name of a command group. AddGroup is a special group name that is used to add a command
group.

Count
Specifies the number of commands that are included in the command group.

Upd-Date
Specifies the date the command group was last updated.

Upd-Time
Specifies the time the command group was last updated.

Userid
Specifies the user ID of the user who last updated the command group.

Description
Specifies a brief description of the command group.

Add Subcommand - Copy an Existing Command Group

Use the ADD subcommand to copy an existing command group to a new group name. The ADD subcommand has the
following format:

ADD ngname,cgname  

ngname
The name that is given to the created group.

cgname
The name of the existing group you want to copy.
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Select Command Groups

To select multiple command groups, enter S before each command group you want to select and press Enter. When you
exit one of the selected command groups, the next one you selected is shown.

Delete Command Groups

You can delete user-defined command groups by typing D before each command group you want to delete. However, you
cannot delete command groups that start with the letters GSV.

Command Group Detail Display
The Command Group Detail display is presented when you select a command group entry from the Command Groups
display. This display lists all the commands available in the product. You can use the display to specify which commands
are included in the command group.

Sample Command Group Detail display:

 

  SYSVIEW ---------------------------------------------------- SECURITE, Security Command Group

 ------------------------------------------- 2016/09/24 11:53:38

 Command ====>                                                                                                

                                 Scroll *===> CSR 

 GSVX005I Beginning of data rows

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Lvl 4 Row 1-43/1260

 Dsname SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC                                  Stat RW   Cache Y                                   

                                                      

 Group  GSVALL                                                                                                

                                                  

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Command  Sub-Cmd  Include Msg Log Alter Description                      Feature                         

                                                  

 ___ ABENDX            YES     NO  NO  NO    Abend exits                      MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ACTIVITY          YES     NO  NO  NO    System activity                  MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ACTJOB            YES     NO  NO  NO    Job activity                     MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ACTSUM            YES     NO  NO  NO    Job activity summary             MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ADREGION          YES     NO  NO  NO    Display region for an address    MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ALERTS            YES     NO  NO  NO    MVS exception alerts             MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ALERTSUM          YES     NO  NO  NO    Exception alert summary          MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ALLFILES          YES     NO  NO  NO    Include all JES data sets        MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ALLIST            YES     NO  NO  NO    Access lists                     MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ALLOCAS           YES     NO  NO  NO    Device allocation status         MVS                             
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 ___ ALLOCDS           YES     NO  NO  NO    Data sets allocated on a volume  MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ AMBLIST           YES     NO  NO  NO    AMBLIST utility interface        MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ AMSTEST           YES     NO  NO  NO    AMS task services test           MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ APFLIST           YES     NO  NO  NO    APF list data sets               MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ .        ADD      YES     NO  YES YES   Add a data set to APF list       MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ .        DELETE   YES     NO  YES YES   Delete a data set from APF list  MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ .        VERIFY   YES     NO  NO  NO    Verify APF list data sets        MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ APFSERV           YES     NO  YES YES   APF list services                MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ .        ADD      YES     NO  YES YES   Add a data set to APF list       MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ .        DELETE   YES     NO  YES YES   Delete a data set from APF list  MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ APFSTAT           YES     NO  NO  NO    APF list data set status         MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ APFTEST           YES     NO  NO  NO    Test data set for APF auth       MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ APPLMON           YES     NO  NO  NO    VTAM application monitor         MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ .        EXPORT   YES     NO  YES YES   Export definitions               MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ .        SAVE     YES     NO  YES YES   Save definitions                 MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ APPLMOND          YES     NO  NO  NO    VTAM application monitor detail  MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ AR                YES     NO  NO  NO    Control AR mode                  MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASADMIN           YES     NO  NO  NO    Address space administration     BASE                            

                                                  

 ___ ASCANCEL          YES     NO  YES YES   Cancel an address space          MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASCANTSK          YES     NO  YES YES   Cancel a task within an addrspc  MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASEXTRAC          YES     NO  NO  NO    Extract address space variables  MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASFORCE           YES     NO  YES YES   Force an address space           MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASID              YES     NO  NO  NO    Set target address space         MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASKILL            YES     NO  YES YES   Kill an address space            MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASLIST            YES     NO  NO  NO    Address space list               MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASLOCKS           YES     NO  NO  NO    Address space suspend locks      MVS                             
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 ___ ASLOST            YES     NO  NO  NO    Lost address spaces              MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASNOSWAP          YES     NO  YES YES   Set address space nonswappable   MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASOKSWAP          YES     NO  YES YES   Set address space swappable      MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASOPTION          YES     NO  NO  NO    Set address space cmd options    MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASPERF            YES     NO  NO  NO    Address space performance        MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASQUERY           YES     NO  NO  NO    Query address space variables    MVS                             

                                                  

 ___ ASQUIESC          YES     NO  YES YES   Set address space quiesced       MVS                             

                                                  

The following list details the Command Group Detail display sections:

cmd
Specifies the area in which you enter a command. Use the following commands:
S

Selects a command to include it in the group.
I

Includes the command in the group.
E

Excludes the command from the group.
L

Toggles whether the command is logged to the Audit Log when the command is entered.
M

Toggles whether message GSVX014I is written to the system log when the command is entered.
Command

Specifies the name of the command in the command group.
Sub-Cmd

Specifies the name of a subcommand for the command.
Include

Shows whether the command is included in the command group.
Msg

Shows whether message GSVX014I is written to the system log when the command is entered.
Log

Specifies whether to log the command.
Alter

Shows whether the command can alter or update the system.
Description

Shows the command description.
Feature

The name of the product feature (option or component) of which that this command is part.
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Printing Security Definitions
This section explains how to print reports that list in various ways the information in your security data set.

Print Security Definition Reports
You can print three reports that list in various ways the information in your security data set. The security data set contains
your security definitions.

The following reports are available for printing:

Group/User ID Cross-Reference Report
Lists the names of the security groups defined in the security data set and the user IDs defined in each group.

User ID/Group Cross-Reference Report
Lists each defined user ID and the name of the group or groups in which it is defined.

Group Detail Report
Lists all the information from the definitions of the security group.

To print these reports, use the provided sample JCL to execute the GSVXSECL batch utility. This utility prints the contents
of the security data set. The sample JCL is in the EXECSECL member of the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

Group and User ID Cross-Reference Report
The Group and User ID Cross-Reference Report lists the following data:

• Names of the security groups defined in the security data set
• User IDs defined in each group

Groups are listed in the order in which they occur in the security data set. This order is the same order used by SYSVIEW
when determining what group a user belongs to. User IDs are sorted alphabetically in ascending order.

Example: Sample Group and User ID Cross-Reference Report

CA SYSVIEW              Security Data set Report              Page 1

mm/dd/yy 11:22    Security Dataset Name: SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC

                                          Group/User ID Cross-Reference

Group    User IDs

DEFAULT  None

ADMIN    APM      CRS  DCD   DTC   JFS   KSD   MKC   PBOJKO   RGF   RWM

CRSTES   CRSTEST

DTCTEST  DEMO1

BWWTEST  ASDF     BWW

PBOJKOT  PBOJKXX

RGFTEST  RGFTEST

MKCTEST  CRSTEST

The Group/User ID Cross-Reference Report contains the following fields:

Group
Identifies the name of a group.

User IDs
Indicates the user IDs that belong to the group.

User ID/Group Cross-Reference Report
The User ID/Group Cross-Reference Report lists the following:
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• Each defined user ID
• Name of the group or groups in which it is defined

This report is helpful in identifying users who are in multiple groups.

User IDs are sorted alphabetically in ascending order. User IDs belonging to multiple groups are flagged with a message
in the SYSOUT report.

Example: Sample User ID/Group Cross-Reference Report

CA SYSVIEW              Security Dataset Report             Page 1

mm/dd/yy 11:22                  Security Dataset Name: SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC

                                          User ID/Group Cross-Reference

User ID  Group(s)

APM      ADMIN

ASDF     BWWTEST

BWW      BWWTEST

CRS      ADMIN

CRSTEST  CRSTEST  MKCTEST

DCD      ADMIN

DEMO1    DTCTEST

DTC      ADMIN

JFS      ADMIN

KSD      ADMIN

MKC      ADMIN

PBOJKO   ADMIN

PBOJKXX  PBOJKOT

RGF      ADMIN

RGFTEST  RGFTEST

RWM      ADMIN

The User ID/Group Cross-Reference Report contains the following fields:

User IDs
Indicates the user IDs that belong to the group.

Group
Identifies the name of a group.

Group Detail Report
The Group Detail Report lists all the information for each selected security group. By default, all defined groups are
reported alphabetically by Group Name in ascending order. The provided control statements let you do the following:

• Select specific groups to print
• Select a group record for a specific user ID

Example: Sample Group Detail Report

CA SYSVIEW                                    Security Data set Report                     Page 1

01/05/yy 11:30:27                 Security Dataset Name:  SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC  

                  Group Name:  GROUP1    Group Owner:   ADMIN      Description:  Group 1 

Miscellaneous section:                                          Last Update: 
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Interfaces ...... ..........All

Default Profile.............DEFAULT                             Date .. 01/05/yy 

Timeout Value ... ..........0000 (Minutes)                      Time .. 11:30:01 

Update Minimum .. ..........0002 (Seconds)                      Userid  JOE01JOE 

Update Duration... .........0000 (Minutes)

Display unauthorized jobs...NO

Display unauthorized help...NO

Debug user ID...............(blank)

Fail command if failed

in any CMDGroup............YES

User ID Section   

JOE  

Commands Section  

Command  Sub-Cmd  Access CmdGroup Command  Sub-Cmd  Access CmdGroup Command  Sub-Cmd  Access CmdGroup 

ABENDX            A               ACTIVITY          A               ACTJOB            A 

ACTSUM            A               AGENTS            A               ALERTS            A 

ALLFILES          A               ALLIST            A               ALLOCAS           A 

ALLOCDS           A               APFLIST           A               APFLIST  ADD      A 

APFLIST  DELETE   A               APFLIST  VERIFY   A               APPCOUTQ          A 

CAIDS             F      CICS     CAILMP            A               CAIRIM            A 

CAISMF            A               CALENDAR          A               CALERTS           F      CICS 

CAPNOTE           A               CAPOPEN           A               CAPPARMS          A           

CARTM             F      CICS     CATALOG           A               CCONFIG           F      CICS 

CDBCTL            F      CICS     CDB2CONN          F      CICS     CDB2CSUB          F      CICS 

CDB2ENTR          F      CICS     CDIR              F      CICS     CDOCTEMP          F      CICS 

CDOMAINS          F      CICS     CDSAS             F      CICS     CDSAX             F      CICS 

CDUMPMGT          F      CICS     CDUMPS            F      CICS     CEDA              F      CICS 

CICSLOGR          F      CICS     CICSSET           F      CICS     CICSTEST          F      CICS 

CJINFO            F      CICS     CJMODEL           F      CICS     CKTCB             F      CICS 

CLIFE             F      CICS     CLIST             A               CLISTLIB          A  

CLOCKMGR          F      CICS     CMCT              F      CICS     CMODES            F      CICS 

CMONITOR          F      CICS     CMQCONN           F      CICS     CMQTASKS          F      CICS

.

.

.

CA SYSVIEW                                    Security Data set Report                     Page 2

01/05/yy 11:30:27              Security Dataset Name:  SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC  

                  Group Name:  GROUP1    Group Owner:   ADMIN      Description:  Group 1 

Command Fields Section  

Command Fields Section for ABENDX

Field-Name       Display  Input   Field-Name       Display  Input   Field-Name       Display  Input    

TCB                Yes     n/a    Own-TCB            Yes     n/a    Own-RB             Yes     n/a     

Type               Yes     n/a    Exit               Yes     n/a    Region             Yes     n/a     

Module             Yes     n/a    Offset             Yes     n/a    Parm               Yes     n/a     

Token              Yes     n/a    Asynch             Yes     n/a    Purge              Yes     n/a     

Term               Yes     n/a    Xctl               Yes     n/a    Mode               Yes     n/a     

Key                Yes     n/a    Cancel             Yes     n/a    Record             Yes     n/a     

Interruptions      Yes     n/a                                                                         
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Jobnames Section 

Refer to GLOBAL  Group 

Resources Section 

Resource  Resource-Value                             Access  Actions

EMAIL     KARL.PAUL@CA.COM                           FM    

EMAIL     SUSAN.MA=                                  A       ALTER 

LIBCACHE  CAPLIB                                     A     

LIBCACHE  ALL                                        A     

MENUKWD   SFASDFS                                    F 

MVSVAR    2NDRES                                     A    

CA SYSVIEW                                    Security Data set Report                               Page 3

01/05/06 11:30:27              Security Dataset Name:  SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC    

                  Group Name:  GROUP1    Group Owner:   ADMIN      Description:  Group 1    

Resources Section (cont)    

Resource  Resource-Value                                Access  Actions  

STGSSID   0041                                          F                        

STGSSID   0042                                          F          

CA SYSVIEW                                         Security Data set Report                          Page 4

01/05/yy 11:30:27              Security Dataset Name:  SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC 

                                                           Report Index

         Report Name                     Page 

Security Group Detail                       1 

   Detail Report for GROUP1                 1 

SECL001I Security report ended - completion code=00 

 

The Group Detail Report contains the following fields:

Group Name
Specifies the group name that applies to the report information

Group Owner
Specifies the group name that the user who created this group belongs to

Description
Provides the description given to the group when it was created

Miscellaneous section
Provides the general information defined for the security group on the User Group Detail display

Last Update
Indicates the date and time the group definition was last changed and the user ID of the person who changed it

User ID Section
Specifies a list of the user IDs that belong to the group as defined on the User IDs Section display
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Commands Section
Specifies a list of commands that this group can access. This section has the following fields:
Command

Specifies the command name
Access

Indicates if the command is authorized (A) or forbidden (F). If an M displays in this field, then a message
is displayed in the system log when the command is used. An L displaying in this field indicates the
command usage is logged in the Audit Log.

Command Groups Section
Specifies the commands that are defined to command groups and the command groups are defined to user
groups. For example, all CICS commands are defined to the CICS Command Group and only the CICS users can
access the CICS Command Group.

Command Fields Section
Specifies a list of the commands that this group can access and control. The display for each command has its
own section on the report. Only displays that differ from the defaults or the GLOBAL group are listed. This section
has the following fields:
Field-Name

Indicates the field name on the display
Display

Indicates if the field can be displayed, values are YES and NO.
Input

Indicates if the user can update the field, values are YES and NO.
Jobnames Section

Provides a list of jobs (or masks) that have been allowed or failed for this group. These jobs are defined on the
Jobnames Section and Detail Jobnames Sections displays. If there are no specifications, the Refer to GLOBAL
Group message is displayed. For definitions that apply to this section, see the GLOBAL Security Group on the
report.
This section has the following fields:
Jobname

Specifies the job name or a partial name (specified with * or =)
Access

Specifies if access is allowed (A), allowed and issue a message (AM), forbidden (F), or forbidden and
issue a message (FM)

Function
Specifies a SYSVIEW function

Resources Section
A list of the resources allowed for the group as defined on the Resources Section display. If there are no
specifications, the GLOBAL group message is displayed. For definitions that apply to this section, see the
GLOBAL security group on the report.
This section has the following fields:
Resource

Name of the resource
Resource-Value

Value associated with the resource, either an exact resource name or a partial name (specified with * or
=)

Access
Resource is either allowed (A) or forbidden (F)
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M indicates that a message is written to the system log when a group member uses the resource.
Actions

Valid actions for the resource
Report Index

An index of the major divisions in the report
Completion Code

The code with which the job ended.

Produce Reports
This section describes the JCL used to run the job and the control statements available to produce the reports:

Report Types

SYSVIEW provides a sample job in the EXECSECL member of the data set sysview.CNM4BSAM. This sample job
produces the following reports:

• Group/User ID Cross-Reference Report for all security groups
• User ID/Group Cross-Reference Report for all security groups
• Group Detail Report for the GLOBAL, ADMIN, and DEFAULT security groups

The Group Detail Report includes only the Jobnames Section for each selected group.

Run Your Reports

To run your reports, use the GSVXSECL batch utility.

Example: The EXECSECL job

//EXECSECL JOB

//STEP0001 EXEC PGM=GSVXSECL,PARM='SSID=GSVX,LINECNT=60'

//*

//  SET SYSVIEW=SYSVIEW

//*

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&SYSVIEW..CNM4BLOD

//*

//GSVXSCFG DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&SYSVIEW..CNM4SCFG

//*

//SYSLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&SYSVIEW..CNM4BSEC

//*

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

 SECTIONS=JOBS,

 REPORTS=(USRXREF,GRPXREF,GRPDET=(GLOBAL,

                                  ADMIN,

                                  DEFAULT))

/*

The JCL produces the reports contain the following job statements. In addition to the JCL discussed, you can add your
company-specific JCL.

EXEC
(Required) Executes the job. The PARM parameters are:
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SSID
- Specifies the Subsystem Identifier (SSID) that is used to determine which System Configuration Options
member to use from the system parmlib.

LINECNT
- Specifies the number of lines that are printed per page of the report. You can specify 20 through 99
lines. The default is 66 lines per page.

SYSOUT
Prints the input control statements and messages. The required DCB attributes are RECFM=FBA (or FA) and
LRECL=133. BLKSIZE is optional and defaults to 133.

SYSPRINT
(Required) Defines the output report data set. The required DCB attributes are RECFM=FBA (or FA) and
LRECL=133. BLKSIZE is optional and defaults to 133.

SYSIN
(Optional) Designates the input control statements. The required DCB attributes are RECFM=FB (or F) and
LRECL=80. BLKSIZE is optional and defaults to 80.

SYSLIB
(Optional) Specifies the name of the security data set from which to produce the reports. If omitted, the security
data set name is obtained from the Systems Configuration Options member.

GSVXSCFG
Points to the System Configuration data set that contains the System Configuration Options member for the
specified SSID.

LINECNT Control Statement

Specifies the number of lines that are printed per page of the report. You can specify 20 through 99 lines.

LINECNT=nn  

nn
Defines the number of lines per page.

Default: 66 lines per page

REPORTS Control Statement

The REPORTS control statement specifies which reports are produced for which groups or users.

REPORTS=rpt 

 REPORTS=(rpt,...rpt)

 

Default Format:

REPORTS=(GRPXREF,USRXREF,GRPDET)

The following parameters are available for rpt:

GRPXREF
Produces a Group/User ID Cross-Reference report.

USRXREF
Produces a User ID/Group Cross-Reference report.

GRPDET
Produces a Group Detail report of all defined groups.
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GRPDET=group or GRPDET=(group,group)
Produces a Group Detail report for groups where group is a group name in a security file. ADMIN, GLOBAL, and
DEFAULT are groups that are supplied with the default security file.

USER=userid
Produces reports for the group that contains this user ID. The GLOBAL group is also reported on.

USER=(userid,....userid)
Produces reports for the groups that contain these user IDs. The GLOBAL group is also reported on.

SECTIONS Control Statement

The SECTIONS control statement specifies which Group Detail Report sections to print. Specify no sections to print all
available sections. If you specify one section, only that section prints. Use the ALL parameter as the first parameter to
select all sections. Prefix section names with the NO prefix to exclude that section.

The SECTIONS control statement has the following format:

SECTIONS=secname 

 SECTIONS=(secname,...secname)

 SECTIONS=(ALL,NOsecname,...NOsecname)

 

The following parameters are available for secname:

ALL
Specifies all sections. ALL can only be specified as the first parameter and is used with the NO prefix on the
following parameters.

USERID
Specifies the User ID section.

CMDS
Specifies the Commands section.

CMDG
Specifies the Command Groups section.

CMDFLDS
Specifies the Command Fields section.

JOBS
Specifies the Jobnames section.

RESOURCE
Specifies the Resources section.

EXTERNAL
Specifies the External Security section.

Examples: Group Detail Report

• This example produces a Group Detail report with the User ID and Jobnames sections:
SECTIONS=(USERID,JOBS)

• This example produces a Group Detail report with all sections except the CMDFLDS section:
SECTIONS=(ALL,NOCMDFLDS)

Usage and Processing Rules

The following rules pertain to global usage and processing:
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• The GRPDET and USER control statements cannot be used during the same run of the GSVXSECL job.
• Include the control statements in any order you want.
• Separate control statements with a comma. The GSVXSECL job scans for parameters until it encounters a blank

delimiter.
• Shorten the control statement name and parameter names to any length you want as long as the result is a unique

specification.
• Place an asterisk (*) in column 1 of SYSIN records to ignore the remainder of the record.
• Input parameters are printed to the SYSOUT DD statement, if present.

GSVXSECL Completion Codes

The following values are GSVXSECL job completion codes and their explanations. For details, see the SECL001I
message in the online help.

0
The job completed as expected.

4
An error occurred while the report was running. All the reports that you requested might not print.

8
A parameter processing error occurred.

12
The report job was not set up correctly or the product was installed incorrectly.

16
A SYSPRINT DD statement was not present in your job.

20
An OPEN for SYSPRINT failed.

Interfacing with External Security
This section documents the external security requirements for the SYSVIEW started tasks. It also documents the security
requirements for individual user IDs.

Define Started Tasks
All SYSVIEW started tasks must be defined to the external security product at your site:

Customize Top Secret

You must customize Top Secret before you can activate the SYSVIEW interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a task as a facility to Top Secret in the Facilities Matrix. Add the following commands to the Top Secret
parameter file:
FAC(USERn=NAME=GSVX)

FAC(GSVX=PGM=GSV,MULTIUSER,SHRPRF,KEY=8,NOLUMSG,NOSTMSG)

FAC(GSVX=MODE=FAIL,LOG(NONE),ACTIVE,NOABEND)

FAC(GSVX=SIGN(M),NOTRACE,AUTHINIT)

FAC(GSVX=NOAUDIT,ASUBM,DEFACID(*NONE*))

FAC(GSVX=UIDACID=8)
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USERn
Must be a valid Facility Matrix Table entry.

2. Create master facility ACIDs for SYSVIEW.
TSS CREATE(SYSVIEW) NAME('SYSVIEW ACID') FACILITY(STC)

   MASTFAC(GSVX) PASSWORD(PROTECTED) DEPT(owningdept)

TSS CREATE(SYSVAPPS) NAME('SYSVIEW APP SERVER') FACILITY(STC)

   PASSWORD(PROTECTED) DEPT(owningdept)

Specifying a password is recommended for the SYSVIEW ACID and OPTION(4) be set in the Top Secret Control
Option file. When these passwords are set, the started task does not get prompted on the console for a password.

3. Define the SYSVIEW address spaces as started tasks in the STC record using the master facility ACID that you
created in Step 2.
TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(SYSVIEW)  ACID(SYSVIEW)

TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(SYSVUSER) ACID(SYSVIEW)

TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(SYSVAUX)  ACID(SYSVIEW)

TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(SYSVAPPS) ACID(SYSVAPPS)

TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(SYSVLCL)  ACID(SYSVLCL)

4. Add an OMVS segment to the ACID. HOME() is any valid directory. SYSVIEW does not create files in this directory.
TSS ADDTO(SYSVIEW)  UID(nnn) GROUP(OMVSGRP) DFLTGRP(OMVSGRP) HOME('/cai/sysview) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

TSS ADDTO(SYSVAPPS) UID(nnn) GROUP(OMVSGRP) DFLTGRP(OMVSGRP) HOME('/cai/sysview) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

Top Secret security is customized. You can activate the SYSVIEW interface.

Customize ACF2

You must customize ACF2 to activate the SYSVIEW interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Define security requirements for the SYSVIEW address spaces by using the following ACF2 commands to create STC
logon IDs:
ACF

INSERT SYSVIEW  NAME(SYSVIEW)  STC

INSERT SYSVUSER NAME(SYSVUSER) STC

INSERT SYSVAUX  NAME(SYSVAUX)  STC

INSERT SYSVAPPS NAME(SYSVAPPS) STC

INSERT SYSVAPPS NAME(SYSVLCL)  STC

2. Add an OMVS segment to the logon IDs. HOME() is any valid directory. SYSVIEW does not create files in this
directory.
ACF

CHANGE SYSVIEW  UID(nnn) GROUP(OMVSGRP) HOME('/cai/sysview') OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

CHANGE SYSVUSER UID(nnn) GROUP(OMVSGRP) HOME('/cai/sysview') OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

CHANGE SYSVAUX  UID(nnn) GROUP(OMVSGRP) HOME('/cai/sysview') OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

CHANGE SYSVAPPS UID(nnn) GROUP(OMVSGRP) HOME('/cai/sysview') OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

CHANGE SYSVLCL  UID(nnn) GROUP(OMVSGRP) HOME('/cai/sysview') OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

ACF2 security is customized. You can activate the SYSVIEW interface.

Customize RACF

You must customize RACF before you can activate the SYSVIEW interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a RACF group and user IDs for SYSVIEW.
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ADDUSER SYSVIEW  NAME('SYSVIEW MAIN STC')   DFLTGRP(STCGROUP) OWNER(STCADMIN) NOPASSWORD

ADDUSER SYSVUSER NAME('SYSVIEW USER STC')   DFLTGRP(STCGROUP) OWNER(STCADMIN) NOPASSWORD

ADDUSER SYSVAUX  NAME('SYSVIEW AUX  STC')   DFLTGRP(STCGROUP) OWNER(STCADMIN) NOPASSWORD

ADDUSER SYSVAPPS NAME('SYSVIEW APP SERVER') DFLTGRP(STCGROUP) OWNER(STCADMIN) NOPASSWORD

ADDUSER SYSVLCL  NAME('SYSVIEW LOCAL 3270') DFLTGRP(STCGROUP) OWNER(STCADMIN) NOPASSWORD

2. Define the SYSVIEW address spaces as started tasks in the class that is named STARTED using the user IDs that
you defined in Step 1.
RDEFINE STARTED SYSVIEW.SYSVIEW   STDATA(USER(SYSVIEW)  GROUP(STCGROUP))

RDEFINE STARTED SYSVUSER.SYSVUSER STDATA(USER(SYSVUSER) GROUP(STCGROUP))

RDEFINE STARTED SYSVAUX.SYSVAUX   STDATA(USER(SYSVAUX)  GROUP(STCGROUP))

RDEFINE STARTED SYSVAPPS.SYSVAPPS STDATA(USER(SYSVAPPS) GROUP(STCGROUP))

RDEFINE STARTED SYSVLCL.SYSVLCL   STDATA(USER(SYSVLCL)  GROUP(STCGROUP))

3. Add an OMVS segment to the SYSVIEW user IDs. HOME() is any valid directory. SYSVIEW does not create files in
this directory.
ADDUSER SYSVIEW  OMVS(UID(nnn) HOME('/cai/sysview') PROG('/bin/sh'))

ADDUSER SYSVUSER OMVS(UID(nnn) HOME('/cai/sysview') PROG('/bin/sh'))

ADDUSER SYSVAUX  OMVS(UID(nnn) HOME('/cai/sysview') PROG('/bin/sh'))

ADDUSER SYSVAPPS OMVS(UID(nnn) HOME('/cai/sysview') PROG('/bin/sh'))

ADDUSER SYSVLCL  OMVS(UID(nnn) HOME('/cai/sysview') PROG('/bin/sh'))

RACF security is customized. You can activate the SYSVIEW interface.

User Access Requirements to Resources
Individual user IDs require access to various resources depending on the SYSVIEW component being accessed. All users
require access to the SYSVIEW run-time libraries.

Data Set and Access Requirements

This table provides the data set and the access requirements:

Data Set Access Level

sysview.CAPINDEX.smfid Update access for SYSVUSER started task, Update access for users who are permitted
to do a CAPTURE.

sysview.CNM4BCAP Read access for users permitted to do a CAPTURE, Update access for product
Administrators.

sysview.CNM4BCLS Read access for all users.

sysview.CNM4BDAT Read access for all users, Update access for SYSVIEW started task and product
Administrators.

sysview.CNM4BHLP Read access for all users.

sysview.CNM4BISP Read access for all users.

sysview.CNM4BLOD Read access for all users.

sysview.CNM4BMAP Read access for all users.

sysview.CNM4BPDL Update access for all users.

sysview.CNM4BPLT Read access for all users.

sysview.CNM4BPNL Read access for all users.

sysview.CNM4BPRF Read access for all users.
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sysview.CNM4BPRM Read access for all users, Update access for product Administrators.

sysview.CNM4BREX Read access for all users.

sysview.CNM4BSEC Read access for all users, Update access for product Administrators.

sysview.CNM4BTMP Read access for all users.

sysview.CNM4SCFG Read access for SYSVIEW started tasks, Update access for product Administrators.

User Validation for Top Secret

User validation is performed when you log in to the VTAM interface. Set parameter Security-Validation to the default value
of USER in the System Configuration Options member.

Provide the following Top Secret settings:

• Create a master facility for SYSVIEW, that is GSVX.
• Provide the user with access to the facility as follows:

TSS ADDTO(useracid) FACILITY(GSVX)

User Validation for ACF2

User validation is performed when you log in to the VTAM interface. Set parameter Security-Validation to the default value
of USER in the System Configuration Options member.

Provide the following ACF2 settings:

• Create a MUSID for SYSVIEW:
SYSVIEW

• Provide the user with access as follows:
ACF 

SET LID 

CHANGE userid SYSVIEW

Add OMVS Segment to User IDs

When user IDs have an OMVS segment that is defined, they can issue any of the USS, TCP/IP, or CSM (Communications
Storage Manager) commands. Some USS commands, like UPROCESS, only display processes belonging to the USS
UID of a user.

To add an OMVS segment to user IDs, see the Security Requirement section in the online help for the command.

Example: HELPcommandname

To retrieve security requirements information for a specific USS, TCP/IP, or CSM-related command:

HELP UPROCESS

Configure SAF Authorizations
System Authorization Facility (SAF) authorizations are required for SYSVIEW.
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SAF Authorizations for Only Address Spaces

Create SSID Authorization

SAF authorization is required to prevent users from overriding System Configuration Options specified by the GSVXSCFG
DDname. SAF authorization to the following entity is required for only the SYSVIEW server address spaces:

ESM: ACF2
SAF class: SYSVIEW
SAF entity: SV.CREATE.SSID.smfid.ssid
When the SYSVIEW Resource Class is not defined in the GSO CLASMAP record, and you do not have a generic
definition, the first three characters of the Resource Class (SYS) are used for the resource type.
Access: READ

ESM: RACF
SAF class: FACILITY
SAF entity: SV.CREATE.SSID.smfid.ssid
Access: READ

ESM: Top Secret
SAF class: CAGSVX
SAF entity: SV.CREATE.SSID.smfid.ssid
Access: READ

Variables:

smfid
Specifies the SMF ID of the system where the server address space is executing.

ssid
Specifies the Subsystem ID that was specified for the SSID= parameter during installation.
Default: GSVX.

Optionally, you can define the SAF Entity as a generic resource in your External Security Manager: SV.CREATE.SSID.*
.

The server address spaces include:

• SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space (SYSVIEW)
• SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space (SYSVUSER)
• SYSVIEW Auxiliary Services Address Space (SYSVAUX)

Starting a server address space that does not have access to this SAF resource fails with the following error message:

GSVX205E Nucleus load failed, reason 30 not authorized to create or update subsystem

Restrict Update access to:

• The procedure library containing the startup JCL for any of the server address spaces
• The System Configuration data set pointed to by the GSVXSCFG DDname

Example Definitions:

ACF2:
ACF

SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT CLASMAP.GSV ENTITYLN(39) RESOURCE(SYSVIEW) RSRCTYPE(GSV)

F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASMAP),TYPE(GSO)

SET RESOURCE(GSV)

COMPILE *
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$KEY(CREATE) TYPE(GSV) OWNER(SYS1)

$USERDATA(SYSVIEW SUBSYSTEM CREATE)

$PREFIX(SV)

CREATE.SSID.- UID(*****SYSVIEW) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

STORE

RACF:
RDEFINE FACILITY SV.CREATE.SSID.*.* UACC(NONE)

PERMIT SV.CREATE.SSID.*.* CLASS(FACILITY) ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(READ)

Top Secret:
TSS PERMIT(SYSVIEW) CAGSVX(SV.CREATE.SSID.*.*) ACCESS(READ)

SYSVIEW Application Server (SYSVAPPS) Authorization

The SYSVIEW Application Server (SYSVAPPS) requires security access to manage UNIX thread security for client
connections via resources BPX.SERVER and BPX.DAEMON.

Optionally, you can grant access to the BPX.CONSOLE resource to prevent all WTO messages that are issued by
SYSVAPPS from being prefixed with the generic USS BPXM023I console message ID.

Example Definitions:

ACF2:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

 COMPILE

$KEY(BPX) TYPE(FAC)

 SERVER UID(*****SYSVAPPS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

$KEY(BPX) TYPE(FAC)

 DAEMON UID(*****SYSVAPPS) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW

$KEY(BPX) TYPE(FAC)

 CONSOLE UID(*****SYSVAPPS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

 STORE

RACF:
PERMIT BPX.SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(SYSVAPPS) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT BPX.DAEMON CLASS(FACILITY) ID(SYSVAPPS) ACCESS(UPDATE)

PERMIT BPX.CONSOLE CLASS(FACILITY) ID(SYSVAPPS) ACCESS(READ)

Top Secret:
TSS PERMIT(SYSVAPPS) IBMFAC(BPX.SERVER) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(SYSVAPPS) IBMFAC(BPX.DAEMON) ACCESS(UPDATE)

TSS PERMIT(SYSVAPPS) IBMFAC(BPX.CONSOLE) ACCESS(READ)

JVM Version Discovery

The SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space performs JVM discovery, which includes discovery of JVM versions. The
user ID that is assigned to the SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space must have the following permissions:

• Read access to the java_home/bin directory
• Execute authority for the Java application under the java_home/bin directory

The permissions are required for each version of Java that is used to run the JVMs.

The directories that belong to the z/OS Java SDK products usually allow read access to the directories and execute
authority to all user IDs. However, when there are Java versions that are embedded under a product directory (for
example, IBM WebSphere Application Server™), read access and execute authority might be restricted. You can use
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access control lists (ACLs) to grant the SYSVIEW Main Services user ID with permission to access the embedded Java
directories and the execute authority to the Java executable.

Although SYSVIEW might not be able to discover the versions of JVMs that are running on the system, SYSVIEW and
SYSVIEW JVM data collector agent can run without incident and can discover the JVMs that are running on the system.

SAF Authorizations for Address Spaces and User IDs

The following list of SAF authorizations are required for the SYSVIEW address spaces and for individual user IDs. The
SAF authorizations depend on what features and components are implemented at your site.

JESSPOOL Class

The JESSPOOL class protects JES spool data from unauthorized access. If the JESSPOOL class is active in your
external security product, the SYSLOG, OUTPUT, and JJCL commands make SAF calls in the JESSPOOL class for the
resources shown (if JESPOOL is active).

• This resource requires all users have Read access when permitted access to the SYSLOG command:
jesnode.+MASTER+.SYSLOG.SYSTEM.sysname

• This resource requires all users have Read access when selecting a job on spool, or issuing the OUTPUT command
directly:
jesnode.userid.jobname.jobid.jesdsname.ddname

• This resource requires all users have Read access when selecting the execution JCL using the JJCL command:
jesnode.userid.jobname.jobid.JCL

FACILITY Class

Access is required to the following FACILITY class resources so you can define MVS log streams, permit access to IBM
MQ managers, and allow access to USS and HMC/BCPii commands.

• The administrator, or user defining the SYSVIEW log streams, requires Alter access to the following resources:
MVSADMIN.LOGR

MVSADMIN.XCF.CFRM

XLSTR.cf_structure_name

• The SYSVIEW started tasks and any individual user IDs requiring access to data from MQ needs Read access to the
specific MQ subsystem:
ssid.MQM

• Grant Read access to users in lieu of a default UID(0) to let them switch in and out of SUPERUSER:
BPX.SUPERUSER

• Users that use the SYSVIEW logger subsystem exit GSVXLGEX (alias GSVXLGXG) to read SYSVIEW log streams
require Read access to the following resource:
IXGLOGR.SUBSYS.LSEXIT.GSVX*

• Users require Read access to the FACILITY class resources listed below to connect to and invoke the HWILIST
and HWIQUERY z/OS services to view hardware management console (HMC) and Base Control Program internal
interface (BCPii) configuration-related information for the commands that are listed on the SYSVIEW command MENU
BCPII display. The commands on MENU BCPII are display-only commands that show information about Central
processor complexes (CPCs), images, capacity records, and activation profiles.
HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV 

HWI.TARGET.netid.nau

HWI.TARGET.netid.nau.imagename

HWI.CAPREC.netid.nau.caprecid
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– netid
Specifies the HMC network ID

– nau
Specifies the CPC name

– imagename
Specifies the LPAR name

– caprecid
Specifies the capacity record connection ID

LOGSTRM Class

The LOGSTRM class secures access to MVS log streams.

• The SYSVIEW main address space requires Update access to write records to the log streams:
log.stream.name

• The administrator, or user defining the SYSVIEW log streams, requires Alter access to change or alter the
characteristics of the log stream:
log.stream.name

• All users require Read access to read data from the log stream:
log.stream.name

OPERCMDS Class

The OPERCMDS class secures access to MVS operator commands.

• The user requires Update access to issue the STOP command for any of the SYSVIEW started tasks:
MVS.STOP.STC.**

• The user requires Update access to issue the START command for any of the SYSVIEW started tasks:
 MVS.START.STC.**

• The user requires Update access to issue the MODIFY command for any of the SYSVIEW started tasks:
 MVS.MODIFY.STC.**

• The user requires Update access to issue the MVS or XMVS command. Access to the appropriate resource in the
OPERCMDS class is checked also:
 MVS.mvscommand.**

UNIXPRIV Class

The UNIXPRIV class is used to secure access to Unix System Services (USS) commands.

• Users require Read access to see all USS processes and threads from the UPROCESS and UTHREADS displays:
SUPERUSER.PROCESS.GETPSENT

Use this resource in place of granting the user access to BPX.SUPERUSER in the FACILITY class or having a default
UID of 0. By default, you only see processes and threads running with the same UID as your user ID.

• Grant Read access to users that issue the UFILESYS and ULISTDIR commands to view USS file system directories
and files:
 SUPERUSER.FILESYS

Use this resource in place of granting the user access to BPX.SUPERUSER in the FACILITY class or having a default
UID of 0.

• Grant users Read access to use the UKILL command to terminate any USS process:
SUPERUSER.PROCESS.KILL
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You can do this option instead of granting the user access to BPX.SUPERUSER in the FACILITY class or having a
default UID of 0. By default, you are able to kill only USS processes owned by your UID.

MQCONN Class

The MQCONN class secures access to MQ connections.

• The SYSVIEW started task and individual user IDs require Read access to the following resource to connect to IBM
MQ:
ssid.BATCH

MQQUEUE Class

The MQQUEUE class secures access to MQ queues.

• The SYSVIEW started task and individual user IDs require Update access to issue commands to IBM MQ through the
system command queue:
ssid.SYSTEM.COMMAND.**

• The SYSVIEW started task and individual user IDs require Update access to create temporary dynamic queues in
which the queue manager puts replies from the display commands that are issued to the system command queue:
ssid.ssid.GSV*.**

MQCMDS Class

The MQCMDS class secures access to MQ commands.

• The SYSVIEW started task and individual user IDs require Read access to the following resource to issue display
commands to IBM MQ Resource:
ssid.DISPLAY.**

SERVAUTH Class

The SERVAUTH class secures access to TCP/IP stacks.

• This resource allows access to the TCP/IP stacks. The SYSVIEW started task and individual user IDs requiring access
to TCP/IP or CSM (Communications Storage Manager) commands need Read access to this resource:
EZB.STACKACCESS.**

• This resource allows access to the NETSTAT commands. The SYSVIEW started task requires Read access to this
resource, and individual user IDs issuing the IPCONFIG, IPDEVICE, and TCPLIST commands need Read access to
this resource:
EZB.NETSTAT.**

• CSM commands use the Communications Server Network Management Interface to gather CSM data. The SYSVIEW
started task requires Read access to this resource for CSM monitoring, and individual user IDs issuing the CSMBUFF,
CSMOWNER, CSMSTAT, IPEESUM, and IPEECONN commands need Read access to this resource. If the resource
is not defined, Superuser access or access to BPX.SUPERUSER in the FACILITY class, is required.
IST.NETMGMT.mvsname.SNAMGMT

• mvsname
Represents the z/OS system name.

Superuser access is a UID of 0 or Read access to the BPX.SUPERUSER entity of the FACILITY class. The VTAM start
option, SNAMGMT, must be set to YES, so that the ISTMGCEH subtask is attached to open the Network Management
Interface.
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SAF Authorizations for Products that Require Access to SYSVIEW Data and Services

Broadcom products that request data from SYSVIEW, such as DX Application Performance Management and SymDump,
require access to the SYSVIEW CORE services resource.

The user ID that is associated with requesting data and services from SYSVIEW requires READ access to the following
SAF resource:

ESM:
ACF2
SAF class: SYSVIEW
SAF entity:SV.CORE. ssid
When the SYSVIEW Resource Class is not defined in the GSO CLASMAP record, and you do not have a generic
definition, the first three characters of the Resource Class (SYS) are used for the resource type.
Access: READ

ESM:
RACF
SAF class: FACILITY
SAF entity:SV.CORE. ssid
Access: READ

ESM:
Top Secret
SAF class: CAGSVX
SAF entity:SV.CORE. ssid
Access: READ

ESM:
SymDump
SAF class: CAGSVX
SAF entity:SV.CORE. ssid
Access: READ

Variables:

ssid
Specifies the Subsystem ID that was specified for the SSID= parameter during installation.
Default: GSVX

Optionally, you can define the SAF Entity as a generic resource in your External Security Manager: SV.CORE.*

Configure PassTickets
PassTicket configuration is required for the SYSVIEW for Db2 component. This SYSVIEW component acquires data
from another product, SYSVIEW for Db2, by establishing connections to SYSVIEW for Db2 on behalf of users who are
requesting the information. Although this connection is transparent to the user of SYSVIEW for Db2, the connection setup
to SYSVIEW for Db2 is analogous to a logon into that product and the user must be authenticated by that product before
access is allowed. The authentication mechanism for this interface is a PassTicket.

A PassTicket is a temporary encoded and encrypted substitute for the user password that can be used to access a
specific application.

Using PassTickets enables the z/OS components and products to provide the user ID authentication without saving z/OS
passwords and sending them through the network. Instead, the users are authenticated once using their real password
when they first log in to SYSVIEW. The following process occurs when the user selects a function that accesses a z/OS
component or product that must also authenticate the user:
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• The SYSVIEW component calls the z/OS security product to generate a PassTicket for the user verification.
• The PassTicket is sent with the user request to the component.
• The component calls the z/OS security product to authenticate the user using the PassTicket as a password substitute

before processing the request.

PassTickets must be generated for SYSVIEW for Db2 component users to connect to the SYSVIEW for Db2 product.
The connection is made through the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Xnet component. The Xnet component
performs the user authentication before forwarding requests to SYSVIEW for Db2.

Sample ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF commands to generate PassTickets are provided as a guideline.

Some sample commands refer to the variable xnet_applid. The PassTickets generated using this configuration can only
be used for access to the application that identifies itself as xnet_applid during the user authentication process. The
recommended xnet_applid is DB2TOOLS, but the name is configurable (any uppercase string of eight characters or less
is permitted). If a different value is used for the application ID, update the sample commands to use the same value.

PassTicket Configuration for the SYSVIEW for Db2 Component

The SYSVIEW for Db2 component generates a PassTicket that permits the user to access the SYSVIEW for Dn2 back-
end product that the SYSVIEW for Db2 component uses.

The PassTicket configuration for the z/OS security product must be done on each z/OS system where the SYSVIEW for
Db2 component will be used to display DB2 data. Configuring PassTickets in your z/OS security products enables the
proper user authentication in the back-end products that SYSVIEW accesses.

Note the following tips:

• When all security products in your z/OS configuration use the same shared security database, configure the
PassTicket once from one of the z/OS systems.

• When multiple z/OS systems in your configuration are not using a shared security database, perform the PassTicket
configuration on each of those z/OS systems.

SAMPLE: Use ACF2 to Configure SYSVIEW for Db2 Component PassTickets

You can use ACF2 to configure specific SYSVIEW for Db2 component PassTickets for validating access.

These examples are provided as a guideline. Only a security administrator familiar with PassTicket configuration should
execute this process. For information about using these commands, see the ACF2 documentation.

Example: Use ACF2 to Configure PassTickets for SYSVIEW for Db2 Component

Follow these steps:

1. Define the application session keys by entering the following commands:
SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON)

INSERT xnet_applid SSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

xnet_applid
Defines the application ID used for the PassTicket validation. This value is specified in the Database Management
Solutions for Db2 Xnet INITPARM data set parameter PASSNAME and next in the SYSVIEW for Db2 component
PARMLIB XNET-PassTicketApplId parameter.

SSKEY
Defines an encryption key for the application using values that are different from the values in the sample syntax.
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NOTE
The sample syntax demonstrates a complete key value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte or
64-bit key). Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration and the values
must be kept "secret."

The SYSVIEW for Db2 (Database Management Solutions for Db2 Xnet) session keys are defined.
2. Permit access to the xnet_applid application for each user that is allowed to access the Database Management

Solutions for Db2 Xnet):

NOTE
Complete this step only if you have defined the xnet_applid application resources. If you inserted a GSO
CLASMAP record to change the type code for the APPL class to APL, use APL instead of SAF for TYPE in
the following commands.

ACF 

SET RESOURCE(SAF) 

RECKEY xnet_applid ADD(useridn UID(uid-of-useridn) 

SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(SAF)

SAMPLE: Use Top Secret to Configure SYSVIEW for Db2 Component PassTickets

You can use Top Secret to configure specific SYSVIEW for Db2 component PassTickets for validating access.

These examples are provided as a guideline. Only a security administrator familiar with PassTicket configuration should
execute this process. For information about using these commands, see the Top Secret documentation.

NOTE
This procedure assumes that the PTKTDATA class and IRRPTAUTH resource ownership have been defined.

Example: Use Top Secret to Configure PassTickets for SYSVIEW for Db2 Component

Follow these steps:

1. Define the application resources that are used by SYSVIEW for Db2 component and assign ownership:
TSS ADDTO(department) APPLICATION(xnet_applid)

department
Identifies a preexisting department. The application is defined to this department. This ownership lets a
department administrator (or higher) define permissions for PassTicket generation and validation.

xnet_applid
Defines the application ID used for the PassTicket validation. This value is specified in the Database Management
Solutions for Db2 Xnet INITPARM data set parameter PASSNAME and next in the SYSVIEW for Db2 component
PARMLIB XNET-PassTicketApplId parameter.

The application is defined and owned.
2. Update the Node Descriptor Table (NDT) to define the application IDs and assign session keys using the following

command:
TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(xnet_applid) SESSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF)

NOTE
The session key defines an encryption key for the application in the format of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating
an 8-byte or 64-bit key). Use a session key value that is different from what is shown in the sample syntax.
Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration and the value must be kept
"secret."

The host system is set up to accept PassTickets.
All systems using Passtickets must have identical application names and session keys for all nodes on the network.
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3. Permit access to the xnet_applid application for each user that is allowed to access the Database Management
Solutions for Db2 Xnet):
TSS PERMIT(useridn) APPLICATION(xnet_applid)

SAMPLE: Use RACF to Configure SYSVIEW for Db2 Component PassTickets

You can use IBM RACF to configure specific SYSVIEW for Db2 component PassTickets for validating access.

These examples are provided as a guideline. Only a security administrator familiar with PassTicket configuration should
execute this process. For information about using these commands, see the IBM RACF product documentation.

NOTE
Before you configure Passtickets, verify that the PTKTDATA class and ownership for the PassTicket resource
IRRPTAUTH have not been defined. If they are defined, skip Step 1 and Step 2 in the following procedure.

Example: Use IBM RACF to Configure PassTickets for SYSVIEW for Db2 Component

Follow these steps:

1. Define the xnet_applid application by entering the following commands:
RDEFINE APPL xnet_applid UACC(NONE) 

SETROPTS CLASSACT(APPL)

To implement a generic user ID, specify the following command:

SETROPTS GENERIC(PTKTDATA)

2. Activate the PassTicket class if it is not currently active:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA) RACLIST(PTKTDATA)

3. Define profiles for the applications and specify the session keys:
RDEFINE PTKTDATA xnet_applid 

SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(FEDCBA9876543210))

xnet_applid
Defines the application ID used for the PassTicket validation. This value is specified in the Database Management
Solutions for Db2 Xnet INITPARM data set parameter PASSNAME and next in the SYSVIEW for Db2 component
PARMLIB XNET-PassTicketApplId parameter.

KEYMASKED
Defines an encryption key for the application using values that are different from the values in the sample syntax.

NOTE
The sample syntax demonstrates a complete key value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte or
64-bit key). Each application key must be the same on all systems in the configuration and the values
must be kept "secret."

The profiles and session keys are defined.
4. Permit access to the xnet_applid application for each user that is allowed to access the SYSVIEW for Db2 using

Database Management Solutions for Db2 Xnet):
PERMIT xnet_applid CLASS(APPL) ID(useridn)

useridn
Specifies the user ID of the users requesting access.

5. Refresh the APPL and PTKTDATA classes with the following commands if they are RACLISTed:
SETROPTS RACLIST(APPL) REFRESH 

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH
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Implement External Security (SAF)
Enabling External Security in SYSVIEW is controlled by defining a SAF Entity Class in the External Security Section of an
Internal Security Group.

This behavior allows for the possibility of turning on External Security for some users, but not others. The default SAF
Class is NONE, meaning that no SAF calls are made. Even though External Security may be in use, users are still
assigned to an Internal Security Group that is used to determine External Security settings.

Create Test User Group

1. Create an Internal User Group by entering the SECURITY command and selecting User Groups.
2. Select the AddGroup row and over-type AddGroup with a new group name (such as SAFTEST).
3. Select the External Security Section for this new group and review the settings for each of the fields. See help for

the External Security Section for a description of each field.
4. Identify a User ID that can be used for testing and can add it to the User IDs Section of the test group. For the rest of

the sections, Commands, Jobnames, and so on, leave the default values.

Run the SAF Generator Utility

Use the SAF Generator Utility to generate template profiles, or rule definitions, based on the external security manager
you are using.

The sample SAF Generator JCL is located in sysview.CNM4BSAM(GSVUSAFE).

Ensure the parameters for the Entity Prefix, Entity Class, System, and Qualifier match what you have defined in the
External Security Section for your test User Group.

Determine Entity Types to Bypass

Using the output from the SAF Generator Utility, review the SUSP entities. Use these entities to suspend SAF calls for the
specific entity type. For example, if you want to be able to access a job on spool regardless of what type of job it is (STC,
TSU, OTX, JOB, and so on), then you can permit access to the SV.SUSP.*.JTYP entity to suspend all SAF calls for JTYP.
The SUSP entities are checked once when a user session is started.

Allowing access to the SV.SUSP.*.RESN entity suspends SAF calls to all RESN entity types. If you only want to suspend
SAF calls to specific RESN entities, grant access to only SV.SUSP.*.RESN.resntype entities. The SV.SUSP.*.RESN entity
is global for all RESN types. The RESN types are described in the help for Security Resources.

Do not grant universal access to the RESN types you do not care about securing in lieu of suspending the calls as the
former still makes the SAF call. When you have decided what types to suspend, permit your test User ID access to these
entities.

Using Command Groups

Consider using Command Groups to authorize access to commands and subcommands. Using Command Groups has
several benefits:

• This option reduces the number of SAF calls made by making a single call to validate access to the group as opposed
to a call every time a command that is contained in the group is issued.

• The number of profiles, or rules, must be defined is less.

Command Groups that are listed in the SAF Generator Utility are pre-defined ones that are shipped with SYSVIEW. They
begin with the reserved prefix of 'GSV'. Generally, the groups are defined in pairs where the suffix 'A' denotes alter-type
commands. For example, the group GSVCICS contains all the CICS commands (including the alter commands). Group
GSVCICSA contains only CICS alter commands.
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If you have users that belong to the same Internal Security Group and you want some to have all CICS commands,
but others to not have access to the CICS alter commands, attach GSVCICS and GSVCICSA groups to their Internal
Security Group in the Command Groups Section. Then permit access to both CICS Command Group profiles (see the
SAF Generator output) for the users that should have access to all CICS commands. Only permit access to the GSVCICS
profile for those users who should not have CICS alter commands.

You can create your own user-defined Command Groups. Command Groups are carried forward to new releases of
SYSVIEW when the Security Conversion Utility is run. Do not alter the pre-defined ('GSV') Command Groups because the
Security Conversion Utility does not migrate any changes that are made to these groups.

Command Field Checking

The ability to limit what fields or columns display for a command is possible using External Security. Although field
checking is possible, it adds overhead by making a SAF call for each column appearing on the display every time the
command is entered.

To enable field checking, access to the CHKF profile is needed. In addition, access to the following profiles is required:

SV.RESN.<sysid>.FIELD.cccccccc.ffffffff

cccccccc
Specifies the command.

ffffffff
Specifies the field name.

The Internal Security of  SYSVIEW lets you give a user DISPLAY-ONLY access to a field whereas External Security
cannot. External Security can only allow or deny access. No concept of a DISPLAY-ONLY field exists.

Command Field profiles or rules are not produced by the SAF Generator Utility because we do not recommend their use.

Bypassing Job Name Checking

The CHKU profile can be used to bypass Job Name checking (JOBN) for jobs that match any of the following items:

• The job name begins with the user's ID.
• The ID associated with the job matches the user's ID.
• The job has a NOTIFY= coded on the job that matches the user's ID.

Allowing access to the CHKU profile is a simple way to let users access their jobs. The CHKU processing does not rely on
NTFY or USER entity types, so if either (or both) of these entity types are suspended, it does not affect bypassing of
job name checking using CHKU.

Action Codes

When a Job Name (JOBN) or Resource (RESN) is accessed and a user attempts to perform an action against the
resource, an Action Code is assigned to indicate the task that the user is attempting. A SAF call is first made for the JOBN
or RESN entity. If that access is permitted, a second call is made with the associated Action Code. If the action attempted
by the user is altering or modifying a resource, the SAF calls made containing the Action Code requires UPDATE access.

For example, suppose a user on system CAxx attempts to delete job TESTJOB from the JOBSUM display, the following
calls are made when the delete line command is issued:

SV.JOBN.CAxx.TESTJOB              1st call requiring READ access

SV.JOBN.CAxx.TESTJOB.AC.DEL       2nd call requiring UPDATE access

All JOBN and RESN Action Codes are documented in Controlling Access Using SAF.

Optionally, Action Codes can be enabled for USER calls if access is permitted to the CHKA entity. Action Codes for USER
entities are the same as JOBN Action Codes. The SAF Generator Utility does not provide sample Action Code profiles. To
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use Action Codes, permit access to these entities using the generic profiles generated by the utility, and create an explicit
profile for any restricted actions.

Enable WARN Mode

WARN mode lets you trace SAF calls being made when External Security is enabled. WARN mode can be enabled
by permitting access to:

SV.WARN.<smfid>.<entity_type>

To trace only specific entity type calls, or by granting access to:

SV.WARN.<smfid>.*

To trace all SAF calls made by the user.

The trace is a WTO message that appears in the JES job log of the user's TSO session or in the SYSVIEW User address
space, depending on what interface they are logged on to. Trace messages can be enabled dynamically by entering a
SET DEBUG4 X10 command from your SYSVIEW session. A SET DEBUG4 X00 disables the trace messages.

If the TSO or ISPF interface is being used, the trace message is TPUT back to the user's screen if WTPMSG is set in
the TSO profile.

For initial testing, permit your test User ID access to the WARN mode entity.

Review

Your test User ID should now have been granted access to all SUSP entities that you want to bypass and also be in
WARN mode. You now must permit access to all the resource types that you do want to check. For example, suppose you
suspended checks for NTFY, USER, WTRN, JQUE, JTYP, ENV, and DDNM on system CAxx by permitting access to:

SV.SUSP.CAxx.NTFY

SV.SUSP.CAxx.USER

SV.SUSP.CAxx.WTRN

SV.SUSP.CAxx.JQUE

SV.SUSP.CAxx.JTYP

SV.SUSP.CAxx.ENV

SV.SUSP.CAxx.DDNM

You must give access to CMND and SUBC (or use Command Group) profiles, RESN profiles, and JOBN profiles. The
WARN mode trace messages can be used to fine-tune the access requirements. After you are satisfied with the access,
remove WARN mode access.

SAF Statistics

SAF statistics are provided in the SESSION_LOGOFF Audit Event. This event must be active on the AUDITDEF display
to get statistics. SAF statistics are only generated for user sessions where External Security is active.

Example:

Section: SAF Statistics

SAF calls made                        1012

SAF calls avoided                     3267

--- Total SAF calls ---               4279

JQUE calls                               0

JTYP calls                               0

NTFY calls                            1074

USER calls                            1410
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JOBN calls                            1410

DDNM calls                               0

WTRN calls                               0

RESN calls                             345

CMND calls                              10

SUBC calls                               0

Other calls                             30

Access Entity Table (AET) size        256K

SAF CPU time                      0.101173

SAF elapsed time                  0.765851

SAF exit CPU time                 0.000000

SAF exit elapsed time             0.000000

Control Access Using SAF
You can use your external security instead of the internal security to provide access to commands, subcommands, job
names, and resources. System Authorization Facility (SAF) calls made for various SYSVIEW entities determine whether
to permit access.

External Security Guidelines

Review the following external security guidelines:

• SYSVIEW checks the internal security first unless 'Bypass internal security call' is set to YES in the External Security
Section of the User Group.

• If the internal security fails the access, external security cannot override the failed access by permitting access to the
resource.

• Grant external security full control using one of the following settings:
– Set all internal security rules to allow access to all commands, job names, and resource.
– Set the ‘Bypass internal security call’ to YES.

• If SAF is unavailable, access is granted to only users in the ADMIN group while your external security is inactive.
• The following special characters are translated to a dash (‘-‘) in the Entity Name that is used for the SAF call:

!`~#%¬&*()_+=¦\{}¢|<>:;"'?/,

Enable SAF Entity Checking

SAF calls determine whether to permit access to various SYSVIEW entities.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the External Security Section of the group definition.
2. Define a SAF entity class in the internal security group or specify a SAF entity class in the GLOBAL group to have it

apply to all users. Defining a class name for the internal group of the user (DEFAULT) overrides the class name that is
defined in the GLOBAL group.

SAF entity checking is enabled.

SAF Entity Types

The security entity format that is used when calling SAF varies depending on the type of entity to validate. Each entity
starts with the SAF entity name prefix that is defined in the external security section of internal user group, where the
default is SV.

The following items require you to set the default of Yes in the external security section of internal user group for:
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• Use System SMFID in Entity Name
• Use System QUAL in Entity Name

ENV - Control Interfaces
The ENV entity controls which interface you can use to log in to SYSVIEW.

The ENV entity has the following format:

SV.ENV.system.interface  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

interface
Specifies API, BATCH, CICS, ETSO, ISPF, TSO, VTAM, and XDI.
Read access is required to verify the interface.

CMND - Control Primary Command Access
The CMND entity controls access to SYSVIEW primary commands.

The CMND entity has the following format:

SV.CMND.system.command  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

command
Specifies the SYSVIEW primary command.
Read access is required to verify a command.

SUBC - Control Subcommand Access
The SUBC entity controls access to SYSVIEW subcommands.

The SUBC entity has the following format:

SV.SUBC.system.command.subcommand  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

command
Specifies the SYSVIEW primary command.

subcommand
Specifies the subcommand of the primary command.
Read access is required to verify a subcommand.

JOBN - Control Job Access and Action
The JOBN entity controls access to jobs, actions taken against jobs, and access to output files based on the job name.

• The JOBN entity to control job access has the following format:
SV.JOBN.system.qualifier.jobname  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.
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qualifier
Specifies the JES subsystem name.

jobname
Specifies the job name of the job.
Read access is required for this format of the JOBN entity.

• The JOBN entity used to control actions taken against jobs.
This JOBN entity has the following format:
SV.JOBN.system.qualifier.jobname.AC.action  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

qualifier
Specifies the JES subsystem name.

jobname
Specifies the job name of the job.
The following are valid actions and access requirements:

• DSAL shows the allocated data sets.
Access: Read

• MODL shows the loaded modules.
Access: Read

• NSWP makes a job not swappable.
Access: Update

• PRIV shows the private storage usage.
Access: Read

• RPLY replies to a WTOR.
Access: Read

• SWAP makes a job swappable.
Access: Update

action
Specifies the action the user is taking against the job.
The following are valid actions and access requirements:

• ALTI alters a job on the input queue.
Access: Update

• ALTO alters a job on the output queue.
Access: Update

• ALTS alters storage for an executing job.
Access: Update

• CANC cancels a job.
Access: Update

• COPY copies the output of a job.
Access: Read

• DEL deletes a job or the job output.
Access: Update

• DSAL views the data sets allocated to an executing job.
Access: Read

• FORC Forces a job from the system.
Access: Update

• HOLD holds a job or the job output.
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Access: Update
• KILL kills a job.

Access: Update
• LIST lists the output files for a job.

Access: Read
• MODL views the modules loaded for an executing job.

Access: Read
• NSWP makes a job non-swappable.

Access: Update
• PRIV views private region information for an executing job.

Access: Read
• QUIE quiesces an executing job.

Access: Update
• REL releases a job or the job output.

Access: Update
• REST restarts a job.

Access: Update
• RESU resumes an executing job.

Access: Update
• RPLY replies to WTORs issued by the job.

Access: Read
• SEL selects a job to display the output.

Access: Read
• SWAP makes a job swappable.

Access: Update
• ZAPJ removes all traces of the job from the JES2 job queue.

Access: Update
• The JOBN entity used to control access to output files for a job.

This JOBN entity has the following format:
SV.JOBN.system.qualifier.jobname.DDNM.ddname  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

qualifier
Specifies the JES subsystem name.

jobname
Specifies the job name of the job.

ddname
Specifies the ddname for the output file.

Read access is required for this format of the JOBN entity.
• The JOBN entity used to control actions against output files for a job.

This JOBN entity has the following format:
SV.JOBN.system.qualifier.jobname.DDNM.ddname.AC.action  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

qualifier
Specifies the JES subsystem name.

jobname
Specifies the job name of the job.
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ddname
Specifies the ddname for the output file.

action
Specifies the action taken against the job output file.

The actions and access required are the same as the ones listed previously for job names.

JTYP - Control Job Access Based on Job Type
The JTYP entity controls access to jobs based on job type.

The JTYP entity has the following format:

SV.JTYP.system.qualifier.jobtype  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

qualifier
Specifies the JES subsystem name.

jobtype
Specifies the job type of the job.
The following are valid job types and the access requirements:

• ATX indicates an APPC transaction.
Access: Read

• INI indicates an initiator.
Access: Read

• JOB indicates a batch job.
Access: Read

• OTX indicates an OMVS transaction.
Access: Read

• STC indicates a started task.
Access: Read

• SYS indicates a system task.
Access: Read

• TSU indicates a TSO user.
Access: Read

NTFY - Control Job Access Based on Notify
The NTFY entity controls access to jobs based on the NOTIFY value on the JOB statement for the job.

The NTFY entity has the following format:

SV.NTFY.system.qualifier.notify  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

qualifier
Specifies the JES subsystem name.

notify
Specifies the notify value of the job.
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USER - Control Job Access Based on User ID
The USER entity controls access to jobs based on the user ID value for the job.

If the USER entity checks allow access, then all other job name checks are skipped. The USER entity is the first check
when a SAF job name (JOBN) call is made.

The USER entity has the following format:

SV.USER.system.qualifier.userid  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

qualifier
Specifies the JES subsystem name.

user
Specifies the user ID for the job.

Optionally, you can include actions with the USER entity.

The USER entity with an action has the following format:

SV.USER.system.qualifier.userid.AC.action  

action
Specifies the action taken against the job.
The actions and access required are the same as the ones listed previously for job names.

Note: See the CHKA entity for information about including actions with the USER entity.

WTRN - Control Writer Access
The WTRN entity controls access to jobs based on the name of the writer for the job output.

The WTRN entity has the following format:

SV.WTRN.system.qualifier.writer  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

qualifier
Specifies the JES subsystem name.

writer
Specifies the writer for the job output.

Read access is required for the WTRN entity.

RESN - Control Resource Access
The RESN entity controls access to resources, for example, a printer. The FIELD resource type checks access to fields on
the SYSVIEW displays and the CMDGROUP resource checks access to security command groups.

The RESN entity has the following format:

SV.RESN.system.restype.qualifier.resvalue  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.
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restype
Specifies the resource type.

qualifier
Specifies the resource qualifier.

resvalue
Specifies the resource value.
Read access is required for this format of the RESN entity.

NOTE
For the type of resources, see Resources Section Detail Display.

Optionally, you can include actions with the RESN entity to control actions taken against resources.

The RESN entity with an action has the following format:

SV.RESN.system.restype.qualifier.resvalue.AC.action  

action
Specifies the action the user is taking against the job. The actions and access required are the same as the ones
listed previously for job names.
ACTV

Activates a resource.
Access: Update

ADDR
Adds a resource
Access: Update

ADVA
Advances a resource
Access: Update

ALCR
Allocates a resource.
Access: Update

ALTR
Alters a resource.
Access: Update

BACK
Backspaces a resource.
Access: Read

CANR
Cancels a resource.
Access: Update

CKPT
Checkpoints a resource.
Access: Update

CLOS
Closes a resource.
Access: Update

CLRR
Clears a resource.
Access: Update
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CLSD
Closes a destination.
Access: Update

DEAC
Deactivates a resource.
Access: Update

DEFR
Defines a resource.
Access: Update

DELR
Deletes a resource.
Access: Update

DEQU
Dequeues a resource.
Access: Update

DISA
Disables a resource.
Access: Update

DRNR
Drains a resource.
Access: Update

DUMP
Dumps a resource.
Access: Update

ENAB
Enables a resource.
Access: Update

EXCL
Restricts a resource.
Access: Update

FORR
Forces a resource.
Access: Update

FORW
Forwards a resource.
Access: Update

FREE
Frees a resource.
Access: Update

FRMT
Formats a resource.
Access: Update

HALT
Halts a resource.
Access: Update

HOLD
Holds a resource.
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Access: Update
IDBD

Issues an IMS DBD command.
Access: Update

IDBR
Issues an IMS DBR command.
Access: Update

IDLE
Idles a resource.
Access: Update

IERE
Issues an IMS ERE command.
Access: Update

INIT
Initializes a resource.
Access: Update

INRE
Issues an IMS NRE command.
Access: Update

INTR
Interrupts a resource.
Access: Update

IOVF
Issues the IMS command:
DISPLAY AREA areaname IOVF

Access: Update
KILR

Kills a resource.
Access: Update

LOCK
Locks a resource.
Access: Update

MAST
Assigns master status to a resource.
Access: Update

MNT
Mounts a resource.
Access: Update

NEWR
Loads a new copy of a resource.
Access: Update

OPEN
Opens a resource.
Access: Update

PURG
Purges a resource.
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Access: Update
RELR

Releases a resource.
Access: Update

REPT
Repeats a resource.
Access: Update

REQR
Requeues a resource.
Access: Update

REST
Restarts a resource.
Access: Update

RESU
Resumes a resource.
Access: Update

SCFW
Issues a SETCACHE CACHEFASTWRITE for the resource.
Access: Update

SDEV
Issues a SETCACHE DEVICE for the resource.
Access: Update

SDFW
Issues a SETCACHE DASDFASTWRITE for the resource.
Access: Update

SEND
Sends a resource.
Access: Update

SHUT
Shuts a resource.
Access: Update

SNVS
Issues a SETCACHE NVS for the resource.
Access: Update

SSUB
Issues a SETCACHE SUBSYSTEM for the resource.
Access: Update

STOP
Stops a resource.
Access: Update

STRT
Starts a resource.
Access: Update

SWIT
Switches a resource.
Access: Update
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TERM
Terminates a resource.
Access: Update

TROF
Turns off a trace.
Access: Update

TRON
Turns on a trace.
Access: Update

UNL
Unloads a resource.
Access: Update

UNLK
Unlocks a resource.
Access: Update

VOFF
Varies a resource offline.
Access: Update

VON
Varies a resource online.
Access: Update

XSCN
Creates a cross-system connection to the resource.
Access: Update

In addition to the resources listed in Security Displays, the FIELD resource type is used to verify access to fields on
SYSVIEW displays.

The RESN entity that is used to control display fields has the following format:

SV.RESN.system.FIELD.command.fieldname  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

command
Specifies the command that is displaying the field.

fieldname
Specifies the field name.
Read access is required to display the field.

For information about bypassing field name checking, see the CHKF entity.

CMDGROUP is another resource used to verify access to security command groups.

The RESN entity that is used to control command groups has the following format:

SV.RESN.system.CMDGROUP.groupname  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

groupname
Specifies the security group name.
If read access is granted to this entity, the command group is allowed.
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JQUE - Control Job Queue Access
The JQUE entity controls access to jobs based on the job queue.

The JQUE entity has the following format:

SV.JQUE.system.qualifier.jobqueue  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

qualifier
Specifies the JES subsystem name.

jobqueue
Specifies the job queue for the job.
The following are valid job queues and access requirements:

• CONV indicates a conversion queue.
Access: Read

• EXEC indicates an execution queue.
Access: Read

• INP indicates an input queue.
Access: Read

• OUTP indicates an output queue.
Access: Read

• PURG indicates a purge queue.
Access: Read

• RECV indicates a receiver queue.
Access: Read

• RDR indicates a reader queue.
Access: Read

• XMIT indicates a transmitter queue.
Access: Read

CHKA - Check Actions
The CHKA entity controls whether actions are included on USER entities.

If the USER entity checks allow access

If read access is granted to this entity, an action is included when performing USER entities check.

The CHKA entity has the following format:

SV.CHKA.system  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID

For the format of the USER entity when an action is included, see the USER Entity section.

CHKF - Check Display Fields
The CHKF entity controls whether to perform field checks on the displays.

If read access is granted to this entity, an action is included when performing USER entities checks.
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If read access is granted to this entity, display field checks are performed for all SYSVIEW formatted displays. To control
the display fields, use the RESN entity with a resource type of FIELD.

The CHKF entity has the following format:

SV.CHKF.system  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

CHKU - Control Job Name Checks
The CHKU entity controls whether job name checks are bypassed when USER, NOTIFY, or the job name match the user
ID of the user. The following job name checks are bypassed: job class, output class, destination, writer name, job type, job
queue, output file DD names, and actions.

If read access is granted to this entity, the previously listed job name checks are bypassed if the USER, NOTIFY, or the
job name of the job match the user ID of the user.

The CHKU entity has the following format:

SV.CHKU.system  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

NQDQ - Control Interface Access
The NQDQ entity controls whether to allow multiple concurrent logons to SYSVIEW from the CICS and VTAM interfaces.
If read access is granted to this entity, the user can have only a single logon to SYSVIEW from one interface at a time.

The NQDQ entity has the following format:

SV.NQDQ.system  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

SUSP - Control Suspend Mode
The SUSP entity controls whether suspend mode is in effect for the user or for a specific entity type.

If suspend mode is on for the user, no SAF checks are made and access to all entities is allowed. If suspend mode is on
for a specific entity, only calls for that entity are skipped and access to the entity is allowed.

The SUSP entity for user suspend mode has the following format:

SV.SUSP.system.userid  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

userid
Specifies the user ID of the user.

If read access is granted to this entity, all SAF calls are skipped and access to all entities is allowed.

The SUSP entity for a specific entity has the following format:

SV.SUSP.system.entitytype  
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system
Specifies the SMF system ID.

entitytype
Specifies the type of entity.

If read access is granted to this entity, SAF calls for the entity are skipped and the access to the entity is allowed.

If the entity type is RESN, SAF calls may also be suspended for a resource type by granting read access to:

SV.SUSP.system.RESN.resourcetype  

resourcetype is one of the resource types that are listed in the Resources Section Detail display. For example, CATALOG,
CPU, DEST, MVSCMD.

WARN - Control Warn Mode
The WARN entity controls whether warn mode is in effect for the user or for a specific entity type.

If warn mode is on for the user, the results from all SAF calls are recorded in the job log of the user. If warn mode is on for
a specific entity, only calls for that entity are recorded in the job log. Warn mode is convenient for displaying which entities
had a security check and for debugging purposes.

The WARN entity has the following format:

SV.WARN.system.userid  

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.
This node is present in the entity name only when the "Use System SMFID in Entity Name" option is set to YES in
the External Security Section of the users security User Group.

userid
Specifies the user ID of the user.

If read access is granted to this entity, all SAF calls are recorded in the job log and access to all entities is allowed.

The WARN entity for a specific entity has the following format:

SV.WARN.system.entitytype

system
Specifies the SMF system ID.
This node is present in the entity name only when the "Use System SMFID in Entity Name" option is set to YES in
the External Security Section of the users security User Group.

entitytype
Specifies the type of entity.

When read access is granted to this entity:

• The SAF calls for the entity are recorded in the job log
• The access to the entity is allowed

SAF Exit Point to External Security
Defining a System Authorization Facility (SAF) exit is optional. This article provides basic information about the SYSVIEW
security exit.
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Purpose of the Exit

The SAF exit point lets you examine and modify the Entity and Class name before being passed to SAF for authentication.
SYSVIEW calls the exit:

• Before calling SAF
• When a user terminates their session

NOTE
No SAF entity name is associated with the termination call.

Define an Exit Using the Sample Exit

Define an exit for your site by customizing the sample exit.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the sample exit shell provided in sysview.CNM4BSAM(SAFSAMPX) and customize it to suit the needs of your
site.

2. Modify the SAF Exit Name field of the user External Security Section of their internal security group.
3. If you use the same exit for all users, define it in the GLOBAL group.

The exit is defined.

Exit Specifications

The exit is not called authorized. If you plan on using any privileged instructions, place the exit into an APF authorized
library. The exit is called in 31-bit AMODE.

Registers on Entry
R0 - Entry code (decimal)

     00 - SAF entity is for an initialization call

     04 - SAF entity is for a command validation call

     08 - SAF entity is for a job name validation call

     12 - SAF entity is for a resource validation call

     16  -  Termination call (No SAF entity passed)

R1 - Security parameter area address, 

     mapped by DSECT SECC#### in macro GSVXSECC

R2/12 - Work registers

R13 - Save area

R14 - Return address

R15 - Entry address

Registers on Exit
R0 - N/A

R1 - N/A

R2/12 - Contents on entry

R13 - Save area

R14 - Return address

R15 - Return code

     00 - Use SAF to decide

     04 - Bypass SAF, allow request

     08 - Bypass SAF, fail request
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What Register 1 Points To

Register 1 points to the data passed to the security exit, which is formatted as shown in the following example. This data
is mapped by the GSVXSECC macro in the sysview.CNM4BMAC data set.

                      MACRO

                      GSVXSECC ,

SECC####              DSECT ,

*

SECC_Access           DS    XL1             Access flag

Access_Prompt         EQU   X'80'               Prompt for password

Access_Fail           EQU   X'08'               Fail command

Access_Msg            EQU   X'04'               Display msg on console

Access_Allow          EQU   X'01'               Allow command

*

SECCFLAG              DS    XL1             Control flag

SECRACT               EQU   X'80'               Security is active

NLOGCALL              EQU   X'40'               NO-LOG call

USESYST               EQU   X'20'               Use resource system

USEQUAL               EQU   X'10'               Use resource qualifier

SECCFCIM              EQU   X'08'               Fail cmd in mult grps

SECCJSPL              EQU   X'04                Use JESSPOOL for JOBV

SECCJJCT              EQU   X'02'               Pass JES JCT to exit

SECCCIFI              EQU   X'01'               Call SAF if failed int

*

SECCCODE              DS    XL1             Command code

SUBCMND               EQU   X'10'               Subcommand

PRIMCMND              EQU   X'08'               Primary command

*

SECCENV               DS    XL1             Environment flag

TSOENV                EQU   X'80'               TSO

CICSENV               EQU   X'40'               CICS

VTAMENV               EQU   X'20'               VTAM

XDIENV                EQU   X’10’               XDI

SPFENV                EQU   X'08'               ISPF

BATENV                EQU   X'04'               BATCH

ETSOENV               EQU   X'02'               Roscoe/etso

APIENV                EQU   X'01'               Api

*

SECCGRPN              DS    CL8             Group name

SECCUSER              DS    CL8             User

SECCACTV              DS    CL8             Active command

SECCCMDA              DS    F               Pointer to command

SECCCMDL              DS    H               Length of command entered

SECCPRML              DS    H               Parameter length

SECCPRMA              DS    F               Pointer to parameters

*

SECCJESN              DS    CL4             JES subsystem name

SECCJCTA              DS    F               Pointer to JCT

SECCSYST              DS    CL4             SMF system ID

SECCRESQ              DS    CL8             Resource qualifier

SECCREST              DS    CL8             Resource type

SECCRESV              DS    CL48            Resource value

SECCDSNM              EQU   SECCRESV,44     Output file dsname
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SECCPASS              EQU   SECCRESV,17     Not used

SECCJOBN              DS    CL8             Jobname

SECCWTRN              DS    CL8             Writer name for output

SECCNTFY              DS    CL8             NOTIFY from JOB card

SECCJTYP              DS    CL3             Type (STC,TSU,JOB,INI,ATX)

SECCJNUM              DS    CL7             Job number

SECCDDNM              DS    CL8             DDname of output file

SECCSUSR              DS    CL8             Security user id for job

SECCSLBL              DS    CL8             Security label for job

SECCNODN              DS    CL8             JES node name

SECCOGRP              DS    CL8             Output group name

*

SECCJQUE              DS    XL1             Job queue

*

         AIF   (D'JQUEOUTP).SKPJQUE

*

JQUEOUTP              EQU   X'80'               Output

JQUEEXEC              EQU   X'40'               Executing

JQUEINP               EQU   X'20'               Input

JQUERDR               EQU   X'10'               Reader

JQUECONV              EQU   X'08'               Converter

JQUEXMIT              EQU   X'04'               Transmit

JQUERECV              EQU   X'02'               Receive

JQUEPURG              EQU   X'01'               Purge

.SKPJQUE              ANOP  ,

*

SECCACTC              DS    XL1             Action code

*

SECCMSGT              DS    XL1             Message type

SECCMSGA              EQU   X'80'               Action

SECCMSGE              EQU   X'40'               Error

SECCMSGW              EQU   X'20'               Warning

SECCMSGI              EQU   X'10'               Info

*

SECCMSG               DS    CL79            Message to be displayed

*

SECCFLG2              DS    X               Flag byte

SEC2DPRM              EQU   X'80'           Don't prompt for password

*

SECCINTC              DS    XL1             Interface code

INTCAPI               EQU   001                API

INTCBATC              EQU   002                Batch

INTCCICS              EQU   003                CICS

INTCISPF              EQU   005                ISPF

INTCLCLD              EQU   006                LCL3270D

INTCTSO               EQU   007                TSO

INTCVTAM              EQU   008                VTAM

INTCCAPT              EQU   009                Capture

INTCXSSI              EQU   010                Cross system

INTCXSXI              EQU   INTCXSSI           Cross system

INTCSRVR              EQU   011                Server

*

SECC_Access_Intent    DS    XL1             Access intent for entity
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SECC_READ             EQU   X'02'           READ access

SECC_UPDATE           EQU   X'04'           UPDATE access

SECC_CONTROL          EQU   X'08'           CONTROL access

SECC_ALTER            EQU   X'80'           ALTER access

*

SECC_SAF_EntityLen    DS    H               Length of Entity

SECC_SAF_EntityData   DS    CL255           Entity name

*

SECC_SAF_NoXlate_EntityLen  DS    H         Length of entity (NoXlate)

SECC_SAF_NoXlate_EntityData DS    CL255     Entity name      (NoXlate)

*

SECC_SAFClassLen      DS    AL1             Length of class

SECC_SAFClassName     DS    CL8             Class name

*

SECCRSV1              DS    H               Reserved

SECCRSV2              DS    F               Reserved

SECCEND               DS    0D              Align to doubleword

*

SECCL                 EQU   *-SECC####      SECC length

SECL                  EQU   SECCL           Alias for SECCL

SECC                  EQU   SECC####,SECL   SECC name with len attr

*

USERWORK              DS    XL512           User work area

                      ORG   USERWORK        Reset location counter

                      MEND  ,

SECC_Access Field and Equates
The SECC_Access field contains actions that SYSVIEW should take for calls made to the exit.

The SECC_Access field has the following features:

• If internal security sets the Access_Fail bit, and the security exit sets the Access_Allow equate, the Access_Allow
equate is ignored. The security exit cannot grant access once internal security has failed the access.

• If security is handled by the security exit, change all the security groups in the internal security to allow use of all
commands, job names, and resources.

Equates for the SECC_Access field:

Access_Prompt
Valid only during the user verification call. Specifying Access_Prompt causes SYSVIEW to reprompt for a
password and to make another initialization call to the security exit.
For information about passing back a message from the security exit, see the SECCMSGT and SECCMSG fields.

Access_Fail
Usage is not authorized.

Access_Msg
The security exit causes SYSVIEW to write a message to the console. One of the following messages is written:

• GSVX015I - Job was accessed.
• GSVX014I - Command was used.
• GSVX036I - Usage was denied.
• GSVX040I - Resource was altered.
• The message passed back from the security exit, if applicable.

For information about passing back a message from the security exit, see the SECCMSGT and SECCMSG fields.
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Access_Allow
Usage is authorized. This value is set for an initialization call.

SECCFLAG Field
The SECCFLAG field contains status information.

Equates in the SECCFLAG field:

SECRACT
Internal security has initialized successfully.

NLOGCALL
SYSVIEW is verifying whether the user can use a command or access a job. NLOGCALL is always set for
an initialization call. The security exit checks whether the user has access without actually causing an access
violation when the user is not authorized. This method of security checking is typically used to suppress
unauthorized commands from menus. The user is not actually using the command; instead, the security exit
checks whether the user could even try to use it.

SECCCODE Field
The SECCCODE field describes the type of command passed by address in SECCCMDA.

The following list explains each equate in the SECCCODE field:

SUBCMND
The command passed is a subcommand of the active command.

PRIMCMND
The command passed is a primary command.

SECCENV Field
The SECCENV field describes the environment from which you are accessing SYSVIEW.

The following list equates are in the SECCENV field:

TSOENV
If set, you are running under TSO.

CICSENV
If set, you are running under CICS.

VTAMENV
If set, you are running through the VTAM interface.

SPFENV
If set, you are running under ISPF.

BATENV
If set, you are running through the batch interface.

ETSOENV
If set, you are running under ROSCOE/ETSO.

APIENV
If set, you are running through the API interface.

XDIENV
If set, you are running through the External Data Interface (XDI).
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SECCGRPN Field
The SECCGRPN field contains the name of the security group to which the user belongs.

The following table explains what the SECCGRPN field is setting:

If the user Field is set to
Belongs to a security group Group name
Does not belong to a security group DEFAULT
Is a SYSVIEW administrator ADMIN or the security group the user belongs to

SECCUSER Field
The SECCUSER field contains the user ID of the user.

The following table explains the SECCUSER field:

If you are running under Field is set to
TSO or ISPF The user TSO logon ID.
CICS What the SYSVIEW CICS user ID exit routine passes back, or

what the user enters on the user ID prompt screen.
VTAM What the user enters on the user ID prompt screen.
Batch interface The batch jobs user ID.
API The user ID of the user who invoked the API. If it is invoked under

TSO, it is the user TSO logon ID. If it is invoked in a batch job, it is
the user ID of the batch job.

SECCACTV Field
The SECCACTV field contains the command name of the active display command.

SECCCMDA Field
The SECCCMDA field contains the address of the command entered by the user.

This field is valid only for command validation and initialization calls.

SECCCMDL Field
The SECCCMDL field contains the length of the command entered by the user.

This field is valid only for command validation and initialization calls.

SECCPRML Field
The SECCPRML field contains the length of the parameters entered by the user.

This field is valid only for command validation calls.
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SECCPRMA Field
The SECCPRMA field contains the address of the parameters entered by the user.

This field is valid only for command validation calls.

SECCJESN Field
The SECCJESN field contains the JES subsystem name.

SECCJCTA Field
The SECCJCTA field contains the address of the JES2 Job Control Table (JCT) control block for the job name being
validated.

The following usage notes apply to the SECCJCTA field:

• The address of the JCT is valid only during the job name validation call.
• The JCT storage is reused for each job name validation call.
• Use the JCTSTART field in the $JCT macro as the base when using the SECCJCTA address.
• This field applies when a job name validation call is made from the APPCOUTQ, JHELDQUE, JJOBQUE, JOBSUM,

JOUTQUE, LISTINP, LISTFILE, OUTDES, or OUTPUT command. Job name validation calls by other commands set
the field to 0.

• This field is set to 0 unless the following two values are set:
a. The SAF exit name was specified in the External Security section of the internal security group for the user.
b. The Pass JES JCT addr to SAF exit value is YES.

SECCSYST Field
The SECCSYST field contains the SMF system ID.

SECCRESQ Field
The SECCRESQ field contains the resource qualifier.

SECCREST Field
The SECCREST field contains one of the resource types listed in Security Displays. See that section for more information
about the contents of the SECCREST field.

SECCRESV Field
The SECCRESV field contains the value for the resource type specified in the SECCREST field. The value for the FIELD
resource is in uppercase.

SECCDSNM Field
The SECCDSNM field contains the output file data set name on a job name validation call when the SECCDDNM field is
filled in.

Check the SECCDDNM field before this field. If the SECCDDNM field contains a ddname, this field contains the output file
data set name.
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SECCJOBN Field
The SECCJOBN field contains the name of the job to validate on a job name validation call.

If the user enters a line command that affects the job, the field is set to the job name of the job the user is trying to affect.

SECCWTRN Field
The SECCWTRN field contains the writer name for the job being validated. This field contains hexadecimal zeros when it
does not apply.

SECCNTFY Field
The SECCNTFY field contains the contents of the NOTIFY field from the JOB statement. This field contains hexadecimal
zeros when it does not apply.

SECCJTYP Field
The SECCJTYP field contains the type of job.

Valid values for the SECCJTYP field are shown in the following table:

Job Type Field Setting
Batch JOB
Started task STC
TSO user TSU
Initiator INI
System task SYS
APPC transaction ATX

SECCJNUM Field
The SECCJNUM field contains the job number for the job in character format.

SECCDDNM Field
The SECCDDNM field contains the ddname of the output file when the LISTFILES command makes job name validation
calls. The SECCDDNM field is also used when a line command is used on an output file from the Output Files display.

This field contains hexadecimal zeros when it does not apply.

SECCSUSR Field
The SECCSUSR field contains the security user ID for the job or output for a job name validation call.

SECCSLBL Field
The SECCSLBL field contains the security label for the job or output for a job name validation call.
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SECCNODN Field
The SECCNODN field contains the JES node name for the current system.

SECCOGRP Field
The SECCOGRP field contains the output group name for a selected output file when you use the following commands:

• JJOBQUE
• JHELDQUE
• JOUTQUE

This field contains hexadecimal zeros when it does not apply.

SECCJQUE Field and Equates
The SECCJQUE field describes the job queue for the job.

The following table explains the SECCJQUE field equates:

Equate is Set If the Job Is on the
JQUEOUTP Output queue
JQUEEXEC Execution queue
JQUEINP Input queue
JQUERDR Reader
JQUECONV Converter queue
JQUEXMIT Transmit queue
JQUERECV Sysout receiver
JQUEPURG Purge queue

SECCACTC Field
The SECCACTC field contains the hexadecimal code equivalent of the action that is performed by the user. For job name
validation calls, the SECCJOBN field contains the job name.

For resource validation calls:

• The SECCREST field contains the resource type.
• The SECCRESQ field contains the resource qualifier.
• The SECCRESV field contains the resource value.

Equates for the hexadecimal codes are supplied in the GSVXACTC member of the sysview.CNM4BMAC data set.

SECCMSGT Field and Equates
The SECCMSGT field contains the type of message being passed back from the security exit.

The following table explains the message-type equates in the SECCMSGT field.

Equate Message Type
SECCMSGA Action. Some type of action is required from the user.
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SECCMSGE Error
SECCMSGW Warning
SECCMSGI Informational

If the SECCMSGT field contains hexadecimal zeros, no message is passed back.

SECCMSG Field
The SECCMSG field contains the message text being passed back from the security exit.

SECCFLG2 Field
The SECCFLG2 field is a flag byte that contains the SEC2DPRM flag. If the SEC2DPRM flag is set, the security exit does
not check or prompt the user for a password. This flag is set in cases in which it is not possible to prompt the user for a
password; for example, the security report program.

SECC_Access_Intent
The SECC_Access_Intent field is a flag byte that contains the access intent of the security request; READ, UPDATE,
CONTROL, or ALTER.

SECC_SAF_EntityLen
The SECC_SAF_EntityLen field contains the half-word length of the entity name being passed to SAF.

SECC_SAF_EntityData
The SECC_SAF_EntityData field contains the entity name being passed to SAF.

SECC_SAFClassLen
The SECC_SAFClassLen field contains the 1-byte length of the class name being passed to SAF.

SECC_SAFClassName
The SECC_SAFClassName field contains the 8-byte name of the class name being passed to SAF.

USERWORK Field
The USERWORK field is the start of a 512-byte work area used to store data for the duration of the user session.

The field is cleared to hexadecimal zeros before the first call is made to the security exit.

Manage User Profiles
Every SYSVIEW user can have a profile that contains customized settings for their session. A profile contains settings
such as synonyms, PF Key definitions, and command format definitions:

Profile Types

SYSVIEW has the following profile types:
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Global
Contains the default values for the profile settings. You cannot change these settings.

Default
Used to set default values for your site. You can change these settings. Changes made to the default profile
override the global values.

User
Used to set override values for a user. You can change these settings. Changes made to the user profile override
the default values.

DEFAULT Profile Contents

By default, SYSVIEW uses the DEFAULT profile when a user does not have a profile that is defined. Administrators can
change the DEFAULT profile to meet the needs of your site.

The initial profile for a user is determined by the default profile that is specified in the user's security group. For information
to specify the default profile for each security user group, see User Group Miscellaneous Fields.

The DEFAULT profile contains the following information:

• Default PF key settings
• Default synonyms
• Other information that is used by the SYSVIEW commands

Change the DEFAULT Profile

Only SYSVIEW administrators can change the DEFAULT profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Change the profile:
PROFILE CHANGE,DEFAULT

The Profile Selection displays.
2. Enter S to the left of the section (General or a specific command) you want to change and press Enter.

The new selection displays.
3. Enter S on the next selection screen to the left of the section you want to change and press Enter.

The section that you selected displays.
4. Complete your updates and issue the RETURN command.

You return to the previous display.

User Profile Contents

The individual users define their profile using the PROFILE command. If a user does not have a profile, the PROFILE
command automatically creates a profile from the default profile that is specified in the user's security group.

The user profile contains the following information:

• PF key settings
• Synonyms
• Other information that is used by the SYSVIEW commands

Create a User Profile

Only SYSVIEW administrators can create a user profile.
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Follow these steps:

1. Create the profile:
PROFILE CREATE,u1,u2

u1
Specifies the user ID of the user whose profile you want to create

u2
Specifies the profile to use when the new profile is created

The DEFAULT profile member is used to create the profile when u2 is not specified.
2. Enter S to the left of the option you want to change and press Enter.

The menu for that option displays.
3. Enter S to the left of the section you want to change and press Enter.

The menu for that section displays.
4. Complete your changes issue the RETURN command.

You return to the previous display.

IMPORTANT
Two members in a partitioned data set cannot have the same name. If a profile exists for the user ID supplied on
the PROFILE CREATE command, it is overlaid.

Change the Profile of a User

Only SYSVIEW administrators can change a profile of a user.

Follow these steps:

1. Change the profile:
PROFILE CHANGE,userid

userid
Specifies the user ID of the user whose profile you want to change

The Profile Selection menu displays.
2. Enter S to the left of the option you want to change and press Enter.

The menu for that option displays.
3. Enter S to the left of the section you want to change and press Enter.

The menu for that section displays.
4. Complete your changes and issue the RETURN command.

You return to the previous display.
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Using SYSVIEW
The articles in this section contain information about using SYSVIEW.

Basic Skills
This section contains information about the basic skills you need for using SYSVIEW.

If this is the first time that you are using SYSVIEW, familiarize yourself with the basic skills that are required to use the
product daily.

We ecourage you to review all of the aricles in this section.

Menu Navigation
Learning how to use SYSVIEW begins with understanding the SYSVIEW menu structure. Knowing how menus are set up
and how to use them lets you easily learn to access the displays and perform many useful tasks.

The Primary Option Menu

By default, the first SYSVIEW menu you see is the Primary Option Menu. This menu appears when you first logon
to SYSVIEW. The Primary Option Menu contains a list of other menus you can access to perform tasks. From the Primary
Option Menu, you can also select the option MENU HELP to display the online help information menu.

A sample Primary Option Menu:

SYSVIEW  -------------- MENU, Primary Option Menu --------------------- 15:22:56

 Option ====>                                                  Scroll *===> PAGE

 ------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 1 Row 1-18/18

 Option Command              Description

 _   1  MENU OVERVIEW        System overview

 _   2  MENU MVS             MVS displays

 _   3  MENU JES             JES job and output management

 _   4  MENU CICS            CICS displays

 _   5  MENU DATACOM         CA Datacom displays

 _   6  MENU DB2             Database 2 displays

 _   7  MENU IDMS            CA IDMS displays 

 _   8  MENU IMS             IMS displays

 _   9  MENU MQ              MQ displays

 _  10  MENU NETWORK         Network and TCP/IP displays

 _  11  MENU USS             UNIX system services displays

 _  12  MENU CAPTURE         Event capture and SMF/RMF collection

 _  13  MENU ADMIN           SYSVIEW administration

 _  14  MENU PRODUCTS        Product integration menu

 _  15  MENU HELP            Online help information

 _  16  END                  Terminate SYSVIEW session

The Menu Command

If you are viewing a SYSVIEW display and you type the MENU command without parameters at the command line, the
Primary Option Menu appears. However, you can also access other SYSVIEW menus by specifying a menu name as a
parameter on the MENU command. To see a list of SYSVIEW menus that you can access using the MENU command,
type HELP MENU on the command line.
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Not all menus may be available at your site. If you are not authorized to use a menu, you cannot display it. If you would
like to know more about the menus that you have access to, contact your system administrator.

Select an Option on a Menu

You can select an option on a menu in one of three ways.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an option from the Primary Option Menu using one of the following methods. In this case, we are choosing
option 3, the MENU JES command:
– Enter 3, the number of the option, in the command input field and press Enter.
– Place the cursor in the input field to the left of the number 3 option, MENU OPERATOR, and press Enter.
– Type the command name, MENU JES, in the command input field and press Enter.
The JES Menu displays.

2. Select a command from the JES Menu the same way you chose the menu from the Primary Options Menu and press
enter.
The new menu that you drilled down to displays.

NOTE
The Option numbers can be different for different users, depending on which commands the user is authorized
to use.

Learn About Command Displays
Issuing a SYSVIEW command generates a display that you can use to look at data and perform tasks that are associated
with the command.

The default format that is shown on this page is how the displays look in SYSVIEW out of the box. Your displays may look
different if you or your system administrator has changed your profile.

You can also customize your displays by changing the location or color of certain display fields. For more information, see
Basic Tasks.

The possible parts of a command display are described below in alphabetic order. Note that the components differ for
different displays.

Parts of the Display

The following figure shows a hypothetical command display. Each labelled part is described in the following sections in
alphabetic order.
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Command Line

The command line contains two fields:

• The command input field, where you enter a command to the right of the prompt (Command ===>).
• The Scroll field, which displays the current scroll value when you scroll up, down, left, or right. (This field does not

appear on the example display.)

Data Area

The data area of the display, which is composed of rows and columns, contains the data fields that are related to the
command you entered. Some columns scroll and some do not. The information in a column is referred to as a field.

The first line of data line on the display is known as the current line.

Divider Line

The divider line separates parts of the display and appears in several locations, depending on the display.

Messages that are issued by SYSVIEW can overlay the divider line.

The divider line that appears just below the command line contains the following fields:

• HOP Count (not shown)
Indicates the number of cross-system connections deep you are from the original local system when you are
connected to a remote system through a cross-system connection.

• Level Number
Indicates how many levels deep you are from the Primary Option Menu.

• Row
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Displays information to help you determine which rows of data in the data area are currently displayed.
The Row field shows row information in the following format:
first-last/ [total]

– first Indicates the number of the first row displayed.
– last Indicates the number of the last row displayed.
– total Indicates the total number of rows. This number is not displayed when the total number of rows is not yet

known.
• Column

Displays information to help you determine which columns of data in the data area are currently displayed.
The Column field is shown in this format:
[1 -lastncol&] firstscol-lastscol/totalcols

– 1-lastncol& Indicates the number of the nonscrollable columns displayed. This information is shown only when there
are nonscrollable and scrollable columns, and you have scrolled the display to the right. Nonscrollable columns
always start in column 1, and they end in lastncol.

– firstscol Indicates the number of the first scrollable column displayed.
– lastscol Indicates the number of the last scrollable column displayed.
– totalcols Indicates the total number of columns.

End of Data Line

The end of data line indicates the end of data for the display. A few displays (DUMP, for example) do not contain an end of
data line. If the display does not contain any data, the line says “No Data Available” instead of “End of Data.”

Formats

The format line displays when the following are in effect and at least one profile format is defined:

• SET FORMATLINE YES
• SET FORMATLINE COND

The format line shows the DEFAULT format name with the names of any defined formats. The format currently in use is
highlighted. To switch to another format, place your cursor on a format name that is not highlighted and press ENTER.

Header Line

The header line identifies the fields (columns) in the display. You can sort columns and scroll fields on the header line and
you can access online help to see a description of a particular field.

Sort by a Header Line Field

On command displays with a header line above the data columns, you can sort the data by column heading. Place the
cursor on a field name and press Enter to sort the display by that field. To switch the sort direction, press Enter again.

Here are the default sort orders when you initially sort data rows by a particular field:

• Descending order for numeric fields.                                                       
• Ascending order for character, hex, date, and time fields.

NOTE

When the field displays both numeric and character data, the sort is determined by the field type.

Scroll Down and Across the Fields

Field names stay in the same place when you scroll up and down but scroll with the display when you scroll left and right.
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Access Online Help to See Field Descriptions

For command displays with a header line above the columns of data, place the cursor on a field name or the data row
metric and press the Help key (PF1). The product Help displays the corresponding field description.

Information Area

The information area appears on some SYSVIEW displays and contains information unique to the command. The length
of the information area varies from 1 to 16 lines.

Overview Menu

This section provides high-level information regarding the display.

Parameter Line

The parameter line appears on some SYSVIEW displays and contains the current parameter settings for the display. The
parameters appear above their associated field headings. The parameter area redisplays when you scroll up and down
but scrolls with the display when you scroll left and right.

PF Message Area

The PF message area is customizable and displays one to four lines of information. By default, the PF keys are displayed
there. For information about specifying what is displayed in this area, see Basic Tasks or the PROFILE command online
help.

Status Line

The status line displays only when requested and describes particular status information regarding the display.

Title Line

The title line identifies the display and shows these items in the following order. Note that some of these items do not
appear on the example display:

• Product name
• Product release number
• The system name where SYSVIEW is executing
• Name of the display
• Current date
• Current time

Scroll the Displays
You can scroll the SYSVIEW displays using the following commands:

• LEFT
• RIGHT
• UP
• DOWN

You can also issue the TOP and BOTTOM commands to go to the top and the bottom of the display, respectively.

If a display contains more data than can fit on one screen, you can view the additional data by scrolling right. To return to
your original position, scroll left.
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You can use PF keys or function commands to scroll as follows:

• Use PF keys
By default, your PF keys for scrolling commands (LEFT, RIGHT, UP, and DOWN) have been set for how much data to
scroll at one time. You can change these settings using the SET SCROLLVALUE command.
For the values you can specify for SCROLLVALUE, see the SET command online help.
For more information about how to use the SET command, see SET Command--Change Your Profile.

• Issuing function commands
To scroll a display using a function command, type the scrolling command at the command line. If you want, you can
add parameters to the command. For example, if you would like to scroll down eight lines, you would specify the
following command at the command line:
DOWN 8

To learn about the parameters for scrolling commands, look up the command in the SYSVIEW online help.

View the PF Key Settings
By default, your PF key settings display at the bottom of your screen. If for some reason they do not, you can set them to
display.

When you are using a display, you can display the PF key settings by specifying the following command in the command
input area:

PFSHOW ON

To display PF key settings for all displays, specify the following command:

PFSHOW ON ALL

Default PF Key Settings

The PF key definitions that are distributed on the installation tape are the default definitions. The PF keys are initially the
same on every display.

SYSVIEW provides the following default PF key settings:

• PF1/PF13 - HELP
• PF3/PF15 - RETURN
• PF5/PF17 - FIND
• PF7/PF19 - UP
• PF8/PF20 - DOWN
• PF10/PF22 - LEFT
• PF11/PF23 - RIGHT
• PF12/PF24 - RECALL

For information about how to change your PF key settings, see Basic Tasks.

Enter Commands, Parameters, Subcommands, and Line Commands
SYSVIEW commands can have parameters and subcommands. You can also use line commands on a command display.
The following sections describe how to enter commands, parameters, subcommands, and line commands.
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Primary and Function Commands

The COMMANDS command distinguishes the type of command to use. COMMANDS has PRI, FUNC, or SUB for
Primary, Function, and Subcommand.

PRI
The primary command returns a display.

FUNC
The function command takes an action and returns a message on the current display.

Parameter Conventions

Knowing how to enter parameters for a command is essential. Properly entering parameters lets you access the display
that you want.

Enter the parameters using the following conventions:

• When you enter a parameter, separate the command from the parameters with a space.
• When you enter more than one parameter, separate the individual parameters with a comma or a space.

Example: Add Parameters to a Command

This example adds parameters to the ACTIVITY command.

ACTIVITY [jobname][,type][,status]

Enter Command Parameters with Lowercase or Embedded Blanks

Some commands allow or require parameter strings to be entered with the command. These strings might need to be
entered in lowercase format or the string can contain embedded blanks.
Most commands convert any included parameter strings to uppercase letters automatically. A blank character is
interpreted as a separator during command parsing.
To enter a string that is case-sensitive, specify the string using one of the following examples:

 C'string'

 C'AbCdeFg'

 C'Upper and LowerCase String'

To enter a string that contains embedded blanks, specify the string using one of the following examples:

'STRING WITH BLANKS'

 

'STRING WILL BE UPPERCASED'

Using only the character delimiter single quote (') does not ensure case sensitivity.

Mark an Omitted Parameter Position

A positional parameter must be placed in a specific position among the parameters you enter. The positional parameters
are interpreted based on their order in a series of parameters. You account for any omitted positional parameter by
entering a comma in its place. Except however, if the omitted parameters are to the right of the last parameter you
entered. Then you do not need to enter commas to show where they would be placed.

The following examples show parameters that are entered on the ACTIVITY command. When the jobname and type
parameters are not specified, commas are inserted in their places.

ACTIVITY ABC
This example uses the jobname parameter.
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ACTIVITY ,TSU
This example omits the jobname parameter, but uses the type parameter. The comma before the TSU represents
the omitted jobname.

ACTIVITY ,,OUT
This example omits both the jobname and type parameters, and uses the status parameter OUT. The two
commas preceding OUT represent the omitted jobname and type.

ACTIVITY ABC22,NOI,ALL
This example shows how you can enter all three parameters. Commas separate the parameters. You can use
spaces to separate the parameters instead of commas.

Parameter Masks

You can use masks to enter some command parameter values. A mask is a partial or generic parameter name. For
example, you could use masking characters to indicate a partial (or masked) job name as a value for the ACTIVITY
jobname parameter.

Default masking characters are the asterisk (*) and the equal sign (=). The asterisk replaces any single character, and the
equal sign replaces any number of characters in the name being masked.

Change Masking Characters

You can change these masking characters to other characters.

To change masking characters, go to the Input character options area in the Miscellaneous Section of your general profile
and change the following values:

• Fixed-length masking character (default *)
• Variable-length masking character (default =)

Your default masking characters are changed.

You can also use the SET command to change these characters. For full instructions on how to perform this task, see
Basic Tasks.

Examples: Using Masking Characters

The following examples show how to use masking characters to mask a jobname parameter. These examples reflect the
use of default characters.

=
Matches all characters of a job name

ABC=
Matches job names starting with ABC and ending in any other characters.

A=C
Matches job names that begin with A and end with C

**ABC=
Matches job names with ABC as their third, fourth, and fifth characters, any specific first or second characters,
and any remaining characters after the fifth (C)

*ABC
Matches job names with ABC as their second, third, and last characters

AB****
Matches job names with AB as their first two characters, and four remaining characters in their names
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Enter Parameters with PF Keys

You can include a parameter with a command for which you have defined a PF key.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the parameter on the command line.
2. Press the PF key.

For information about how to define default parameters for a command, see Initialization Command Options in the Profile.

Enter Subcommands

Some commands have subcommands that you can use when you are on the display of that command. These
subcommands provide extra functionality that lets you perform the following tasks:

• Access more specific displays
• Locate information that is on a display.
• Refresh a display.
• Add or replace information that is on a display.

You enter subcommands on the command line in much the same way you enter commands. Also, subcommands can
have parameters, and if they have multiple parameters, those parameters are treated as positional parameters.

Enter Line Commands

Line commands are commands that you issue on many displays to affect a line on a display. You can use the abbreviated
uppercase part of a line command to issue the command.

Follow these steps:

1. From a command display, tab to the input area under the Cmd heading to the left of the line on the display for the job
you want to affect.

2. Type a question mark "?" and press Enter.
You are taken to a display that shows the available action and navigation line commands for the current display.

3. From this display, select and line command for execution, request help, or select a line command entry to be defined
as the default cursor line command.
The command is processed.

NOTE
Block commands are available for use with line commands, and for other purposes. For more information about
entering block commands, see the online help Topics.

Create External Line Commands

You can externally define your own line commands for any given display. This ability lets you drill down or initiate an
action to satisfy your own requests. The parmlib member LINECMDS contains example definitions. Using these example
definitions, you can define your own set of external line commands specific to your needs.

Follow these steps:

1. Access user definitions from the following location:
user.sysview.parmlib(LINECMDS)

The LINECMDS parmlib member displays.
2. Code your own external line commands in this member. Use the provided example definitions in this member as a

template.
3. Save your changes.

Your line commands are defined.
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Information About Commands

The following list provides miscellaneous information about SYSVIEW commands.

• Commands Executed in the Current ASID
When executing commands for SYSVIEW, the current address space ID is used. To change the address space ID
when appropriate, you can use either the ASID function command or an ASID parameter of a command.

• Dynamic Changes Not Saved at Next IPL
Some changes that you can make when you issue SYSVIEW commands are only in effect until the next system IPL.
For example, use the ADD subcommand to add a data set to the LINKLIST. That data set addition is in effect only
until the next IPL of your system. To see if this restriction applies to a particular command, see the online help for that
command.

• Save time with the RECALL and REVIEW Commands.
The RECALL and REVIEW commands help you save time when you are issuing commands.
– RECALL Command

The RECALL command displays, on the command line of the current display, the last command that you executed.
This recall helps you to remember previously executed commands so that you can issue them again without having
to type them in. When the command you issued has been recalled, you can issue it again by pressing Enter.

NOTE
You cannot recall scrolling commands (unless they contain a parameter) or the REFRESH command. You
can recall only one copy of a command that you have entered several times in succession.

– REVIEW Command
The REVIEW command displays the contents of the command input stack. Your previously issued commands are
shown and you can optionally modify them and issue them again.

• For information about how to enter command strings that exceed the length of the command line, see Enter Long
Commands.

NOTE
For specific information about using the commands, see the online help.

FIND Command - Find Information on a Display
Use the FIND command for locating information that is on a display. The FIND command searches the display data for a
specified character string.

NOTE
The DUMP command has its own FIND subcommand. For information about issuing FIND from the DUMP
display, see the DUMP command in online help.

Find Command Format

The FIND command has the following format:

FIND {string}[,keyword1][,keyword2][,col1][,col2][,fieldname]

string
This required parameter specifies the string that you want to find. If a string contains embedded blanks or
commands, it must be contained in character delimiters. The default character delimiter is the apostrophe ('). You
can change this default in your profile.
The following formats qualify a string:

• C'string' indicates a character string
• T'string' indicates a text string
• X'string' indicates a hex string
• P'string' indicates a picture string
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Example: The following command finds the string JOB1:
FIND JOB1

The string parameter must be specified before you can specify any of the other parameters.
keyword1

This first keyword finds multiple occurrences of the string. Values of keyword1 are NEXT, PREV, FIRST, LAST,
and ALL.
Example: Find a previous occurrence of the string JOB1, specify the following command:
FIND JOB1 PREV

When you use the value ALL for keyword1, the command:

1. Searches for all occurrences of the string
2. Positions the display at the first occurrence

To see the remaining occurrences, repeat the FIND command (without any parameters). By default, you can use
the FIND PF key to repeat the find.

keyword2
This second keyword finds all occurrences of a string according to its position in a word. Values of keyword2 are
CHARs (ignores the position), PREfix (beginning of a word), SUFfix (end of a word), INFIX (middle of a word).
Some examples of the previous keywords follow. The capitalized characters indicate the strings that are found.
FIND 'DO' CHAR  DO DOnt aDO aDOpt 'DO' +aDO (DOnt) aDO-

FIND 'DO' PRE   do DOnt ado adopt 'do' +ado (DOnt) ado-

FIND 'DO' SUF   do dont aDO adopt 'do' +aDO (dont) ado-

FIND 'DO' WORD  DO dont ado adopt 'DO' +ado (dont) ado-

FIND 'DO' INFIX do dont ado aDOpt 'do' +ado (dont) ado-

col1 and col2
Specify to find a string in a column that these column numbers defined.

NOTE
To see column numbers on your display, specify SET COLS ON at the command line. To find the string
3658 between columns 42 and 48, specify FIND 3658 42 48 .

fieldname
Specify to find a string in a column that is defined by a field on the display.
To find the string 3658 in the Jobnr field, specify FIND 3658 Jobnr .

Use the FIND PF Key

The default setting for the FIND command you issued without parameters is FIND NEXT. Unless you or your system
administrator has changed the setting of your PF 5 key, it is by default set to FIND. Use your default FIND NEXT PF key
for finding other occurrences of a string you located by issuing the FIND command at the command line.

For example, type the following command on the command line:

FIND jobname 

After the FIND command locates an instance of the job name you are searching for, use your PF 5 key to find other
occurrences.

Number of Lines Searched

The Find limit option setting determines the maximum number of lines searched by the FIND command. This setting is in
the Command options area of the general profile Miscellaneous section.
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Obtaining Help
This section provides information about different ways to access help in SYSVIEW:

You can obtain online help in the following ways:

• Use the Help commands, the online reference materials in the SYSVIEW online Help Information Menu, or both. You
can access the online Help Information Menu either through the Primary Option Menu or can issue the MENU HELP
command.

• Use the Line Command Assist, which lets you:
– Display all available line commands for a given data row on a screen
– Execute a line command from the available list
– Access more help for each line command
– Select a line command entry to be defined as the default cursor line command

Access Online Help

SYSVIEW provides online help for all commands and messages. You can access the online help in several different ways.

• From a Display
If you are on a command display, you can obtain help for that command by any of the following methods:
– Press the default PF key for online help (F1).
– Type the HELP command at the command line.
By default, issuing the HELP command with no parameters and your cursor is on a field that online help has been
defined causes help information to display for that particular field within the online help panel.

• From Anywhere
On any display, to obtain online help for any command or message ID:
– Type the HELP command at the command line
– Include the appropriate parameters
To obtain online help for a command and the display you receive when you issue the command, use the following
format:
HELP cmdname  

For example, if you would like to see online help for the ACTIVITY command, type the following command:
HELP ACTIVITY

To obtain online help for a message you have received, use the following format:
HELP msgid  

For example, to obtain online help for message GSVX537A, from the command line specify:
HELP GSVX537A

• For a Message
Issue the HELP command with the message displayed on the screen. By default, you can see help for a message, if
online help is defined for that message.

• From the Main Menu
The online Help Information Menu is organized to let you quickly access the following information:
– Changes in this release
– List of commands and subcommands
– Help information
– MVS/QuickRef from Chicago-Soft
– Online reference materials
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Access Online Help from the Main Menu

Choose the MENU HELP option from the Primary Option Menu or issue the MENU HELP command from any menu to
access the following online Help Information Menu:

SYSVIEW MENU ----------- MENU, Help Information Menu ---------------- 10:35:33

Option ====>                                                  Scroll *===> HALF

------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-17/17

Option Command  Parameters                   Description

_   1  TOPICS                                Online knowledge base

_   2  FINDHELP                              Search online knowledge base

_   3  QUICKREF                              MVS/QuickRef from Chicago-Soft

 

_   4  CHANGES                               What's new in this release?

_   5  SUPPORT                               SYSVIEW support diagnostics

 

_   6  COMMANDS                              List commands and subcommands

_   7  FIELDS   ALL                          List command display fields

_   8  INFOFLDS                              List info line fields defined

_   9  MENU     HELPREF                      Online reference material

_  10  MENU     HELPPRT                      Printing reference material

Search the Online Help

You can search the online help system for a specified text string by:

• Using the FINDHELP option on online Help Information Menu
• Issuing the FINDHELP command from any menu

The search is performed against a list of predefined online help topics. Each topic corresponds to a HELPLIB member.

The following functions can be performed:

• Locate all online help information that is on selected topics.
• Ask for the commands that provide information about a desired topic. For example: “What commands display alert

information?”
• Create user-customized search lists.

Use FINDHELP

To find information about alerts, issue the following command:

FINDHELP alert

To find information about alerts using the online Help Information Menu, enter alert in the parameters column next to the
FINDHELP option as follows:

SYSVIEW ------- MENU, Help Information Menu ---

 Option ====>                                                  Scroll *===> PAGE

 ------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-15/15 Col 1-79/79

 Option Command  Parameters                   Description

 _   1  TOPICS                                Online knowledge base

 _   2  FINDHELP alert                        Search online knowledge base

 _   3  QUICKREF                              MVS/QuickRef from Chicago-Soft

 

 _   4  CHANGES                               What's new in this release?
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 _   5  SUPPORT                               SYSVIEW support diagnostics

 .   .   .                                     .

 .   .   .                                     .

The following help screen displays:

SYSVIEW FINDHELP ---------- Search Online Help Topics ------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

------------------------------------------------ Lvl 3 Row 1-16/30 Col 1-79/158

List      TOPICS    Topics 679     Lines 113016    Hits 39

Options   ALL CHARS              Section

String    alert

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd  Help       ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6...

____ ALERTS   |   ALERTs          <Normal>

____ .        | ALERTS Command

____ .        | The ALERTS command displays z/OS system data collection excepti

____ .        | Data collection values will be displayed by the ALERTS command

____ .        |                      displayed alert.

____ .        |                 GSVXEXTR_OPTIONS_ALERTS.  EXTRACT is only val

____ DASDRESP | Alert status is only displayed if the "CURRENT" interval is

____ IMSALERT |                      displayed alert.

____ .        | IMSALERT Command

____ .        | The IMSALERT command displays IMS data collection exception

____ .        | alerts.  Data collection values will be displayed by the

____ .        | IMSALERT command if the current value exceeds a threshold defin

____ .        |   IMSALERT        <Normal>

____ IMSSTATE |                      displayed alert from the IMSALERT command.

____ IMSTHRSH |                      displayed alert from the IMSALERT command.

Online Reference Topics

You can display the Help Topics screen by:

• Choosing the TOPICS option on the online Help Information Menu
• Issuing the TOPICS command from any menu

The topics are listed in categories. Press Enter next to the help topic you want to display.

A sample Help Topics screen:

SYSVIEW ----------- TOPICS, Help Topic Knowledge Base ---------------- 10:56:48

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

 ------------------------------------------------ Lvl 3 Row 1-18/880 Col 1-79/87

 Member  TOPICS    Dsn  SYSVIEW.CNM4BPRM 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Class    Description                                                      

 ___ SYSVIEW  Documentation for SYSVIEW

 ___ .        Address spaces

 ___ .        API return codes

 ___ .        Audit events

 ___ .        Audit Event Notification - CA OPS/MVS

 ___ .        Batch interface

 ___ .        Build and release numbers

 ___ .        CLIST or CLISTLIB member, what is the difference?

 ___ .        Console interface
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 ___ .        Control statements - parameter members

 ___ .        Convert SYSVIEW REXX library to variable block

 ___ .        Cross-System communications with multiple servers

 ___ .        Cross-System component logical group usage

 ___ .        Cross-System session connections

 ___ .        Cross-System session logons

Online Reference Materials

The online Help Information Menu lets you display the list of Commands and Messages. This menu also includes their
explanations and reference information for the following options and components:

• SYSVIEW Datacom Option
• SYSVIEW Option for CICS
• SYSVIEW Option for IMS
• UNIX System Services (USS) Component
• SYSVIEW Option for WebSphere MQ
• Workload Manager Component

Sample of the CICS online reference:

SYSVIEW  ---------------- TOPICS, Help Topics Knowledge Base ------------------

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> PAGE

 ------------------------------------------------ Lvl 3 Row 1-14/81 Col 1-79/87

 Member  TOPICS

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Class    Description

 ___ CE APM   CA CE APM - CICS transaction trace integration

 ___ CICS     Automatic initiate descriptors - AIDS

 ___ .        Auxiliary temporary storage

 ___ .        CICS Global User Exits

 ___ .        Common storage area

 ___ .        EIBRESP response codes

 ___ .        Temporary storage

 ___ SYSVCICS Assign a userid to the GSVI CICS transaction

 ___ .        CICS data collection abnormal termination

 ___ .        CICS data collection shutdown and restart

 ___ .        CICS data collection start mode - WARM or COLD

 ___ .        CICS data collection transaction syntax

 ___ .        CICS monitor activation

 ___ .        CICS Monitor Exit Interface (MEI)

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 4=ASDF 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT

 12=RECALL

Print Online Help Topics

You can use the PRINT command to print all or part of a command display. The printed output can be placed in a system
output unit or disk data set.

Use one of the following steps:

• Execute the PRINT command with no parameters prints the entire current display to the current print data set.
• Execute the PRINT command with parameters prints the specified lines to the specified print data set.
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Obtain Help with a Help Topic

Within the online help panel for a command, sections of information are labeled according to content. One or more of
these labels are used in the online help panel of each command. You can use a label as a parameter on the LOCATE
command to find the specific information. When you do so, you need only use the uppercased portion of the label as the
parameter.

This command has the following format:

Locate D

Use the following labels within the online help panel of a command:

Command
Displays the command name, which is at the top of the online help panel.

Datafields
Displays the data fields on the display.

Format
Displays the command format.

Infofields
Displays the information fields on the display.

Linecommands
Displays the line available commands for this display.

Messages
Displays the messages that you could receive when issuing the command.

Notes
Displays usage notes for the command.

Parameters
Displays command parameters and their explanations.

Relatedinfo
Displays information that is related to the command.

Subcommands
Displays the subcommands that you can use on the display.

Basic Tasks
This section describes basic tasks that you perform using SYSVIEW.

If this is the first time that you are using SYSVIEW, familiarize yourself with the basic tasks that are required to use the
product daily.

We ecourage you to review all of the aricles in this section.

Work with Your Profile
As a SYSVIEW user, you have a profile that determines:

• How you can use the product
• What you see on your screen

Use the PROFILE Command
The PROFILE command displays let you perform the following tasks:
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• Define the synonyms for commands, values for PF keys, and formats for the command displays
• Change your general profile for all displays, or change only specific command displays
• Switch to the profile of another user

Switching to another profile means that you can acquire the settings from the profile of that user for your own. You can
switch to the profile of another user by issuing this command:

PROFILE SWITCH,userid  

userid
Specifies any SYSVIEW user ID.

NOTE
Switching to the profile of another user does not give you the command authority of that user. The security
administrator sets the ability to use particular commands. Also, when you use the PROFILE command after
switching profiles, the profile values of the profile you switched to will be displayed.

To see all the options you can set using the PROFILE command, see the PROFILE online help. Later in this section, you
learn more about PROFILE displays and how to perform some representative tasks.

Keep in mind that changes you make to your profile using the PROFILE command are permanent.

SET Command - Change Your Profile
You can also use the SET command to change your profile. Issue the SET command at the command line with
parameters to make one change at a time.

For example, you are using the ACTIVITY command display and want to set the PF6 key for that display so that it issues
the CONSOLE command, type the following command on the command line:

SET PF6 CONSOLE

As with the PROFILE command, you can use the SET command both for the general profile (all displays) and for specific
command profiles. To do so, you use the GENERAL or command parameter, respectively.

Most of the parameters that are defined in the profile can be changed with the SET command.

Access the PROFILE Command Displays
The PROFILE commands let you access the profile displays.

Review the following list of commands and their descriptions of what they display:

PROFILE
Specify this command from a menu to see the Command Selection Display, which shows all profile sections.
Specify this command on a SYSVIEW display to see the profile section for the active display command.

PROFILE SELECT
Displays the Command Selection display, which shows all of the profile sections.

PROFILE SELECT GENERAL or PROFILE GENERAL
Displays a selection menu showing only the general profile sections.

PROFILE SELECT cmdname
Displays a selection menu showing the profile sections for the command you specify.

How You Access Profile Displays
The following illustration shows how you can access PROFILE displays and how you can use them to change a profile.
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Change Your Options Using the PROFILE Displays
Review the following representative list of options you can change using the PROFILE displays.

• General Profile
For all displays, you can set or change the following options:
– Default PF key designations for all commands
– Initialization and termination options
– Printing and copying options
– Special characters for commands and line commands
– Display options

• Command Profile
In most command profiles, you can set or change the following options:
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– Alternate names (synonyms) for issuing the command
– PF key designations for the command (these designations override the GENERAL profile settings)
– PF key messages
– Default parameters for a command
– Command display format
– Date and time display options
– Whether to display the command-line prompt
– Initial sort parameters

Review the PROFILE Sections
You can learn about specific items that you can set or change.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the PROFILE SELECT command at the command line.
2. Browse through the fields in the General and command profile sections.
3. Look at the listed items in a section by typing an S to the left of the item and press Enter.

For the explanations of the different options, use the PROFILE command online help.

Update Your Profile
To add a value for a field in a profile section, type it in. To change an item in the profile section list, type over the present
value.

By default, your user profile is updated after you terminate your SYSVIEW session or switch to the profile of another user.
However, you can save the change immediately by issuing the PROFILE SAVE command.

NOTE
You canoverride the default value and can specify that your changes can only be saved when you issue the
PROFILE SAVE command. To do so, specify the following command at the command line:

SET PROFILESAVE COMMAND

On some profile displays, the CANCEL command can be used to cancel any changes to the current profile display.

Change Your Display Format
This section provides instructions on performing several representative tasks that change your display format.

You can change your display format by using either of the following methods:

• The PROFILE displays
• The SET command

You can use these tasks as a guide for changing other items in your profile. The procedure is similar.

For the details on the default display format and the names that are used for parts of the display, see Basic Skills.

Change the Initial Display Format Name

The ability to customize how data displays makes a command easier and quicker to use and lets you tailor it for specific
tasks.

Follow one of these steps:
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• Go to the Formats section of the command PROFILE you want to change and specify the name of the format in the
Format field.

• Specify the following command at the command line while you are on the display that you want to change:
SET FORMAT formatname 

formatname
Specify either:

• The name of a format that you have created in your profile (a one- to eight-character name).
• DEFAULT to use the default format for the display.

For information about creating display formats, see Change the Data Display Format.

The initial display format name is changed to the name you want to be used for a command display when the command is
first entered.

Define Command Line Placement

You can define whether the command line appears at the top or bottom of your SYSVIEW displays.

Follow one of these steps:

• Go to the Display options area of the Miscellaneous Section of the General profile and type TOP or BOTTOM in the
command-line placement field.

• Specify one of the following commands at the command line:
SET CMDLINE TOP

SET CMDLINE BOTTOM

NOTE
The display changes in several ways when you move the command line to the bottom of the display. For
example, the SYSVIEW issued messages and the Row/Col field also move to different areas on the screen.

Change the Divider Line Character

You can change the character that is used in the divider lines on your screen. The default character is the dash (-), but
many characters are valid.

Follow one of these steps:

• Go to the Display character options area of the Miscellaneous Section of the General profile and place x in the Divider
line character field.

• Specify the following command on the command line:
SET DIVCHAR x 

The divider line character is changed to an x.

For more information about valid divider line characters, see the DIVCHAR character in the online help for the SET
command.

Change the Row/Col Field Display

Various settings affect the display of row and column numbers in the Row/Col field. You can elect to always display or
never display the row and column counts, or you can make the display of the counts conditional. The conditional Row/
Col field is on when at least one row or column is not visible on the display; otherwise, the field is off. Some commands
internally suppress the display of the row and column counts (DUMP, for example), and there is no way to override this
setting.

Follow one of these steps:
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• Go to the Display options area in the Miscellaneous Section of the general profile and change the Display row counts
and Display column counts fields to either ON, OFF, or COND.

• Use one of the following SET commands:
SET ROWCOUNT ON (or OFF or COND)

SET COLCOUNT ON (or OFF or COND)

Change the Separator Area

Various settings affect the display in the separator area, the area that separates the header area on your display from the
data area. The default is no separator area. You can change the separator to display a line.

Follow these steps:

1. Column Ruler Line
If the column ruler line is on, a horizontal column ruler is displayed. To display the column ruler line, use one of the
following commands:
SET COLS ON

COLS ON

To turn off the column ruler line, use one of these commands.
SET COLS OFF

COLS OFF

You can also set the column ruler line on or off in some command displays. Specify ON or OFF for Column line field in
the Display options area of the command profile Miscellaneous Section.

2. Separator Line
To specify whether the separator line is displayed, use one of the following commands:
SET SEPLINE ON

SET SEPLINE OFF

You can also set the separator line on or off in some command displays. Specify ON or OFF for Separator line field in
the Display options area of the command profile Miscellaneous Section.

3. Separator Character
To change the separator line character (by default, it is a blank), use the following command:
SET SEPCHAR x 

x
A variable representing a valid separator line character.

For more information about valid separator line characters, see the SET SEPCHAR command explanation in the
online help.

You can also change the value in the Separator line character in the Miscellaneous Section of your General profile under
Display character options.

Change the PF Message Area

You can determine what is displayed in the PF.

message area using the PF Keys Section of your General profile. You can specify what you want displayed in two
message lines. If the PF key settings are set to show, they overlay this area.

Display the PF Key Settings

You can set up SYSVIEW to list the settings of your PF keys on a command display.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the Message fields in the PF Keys Section of your general profile.
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2. Specify YES in the PF message lines field under Display options of the Miscellaneous Section of the command profile.

When you are using a display, you can use the PFSHOW command to display the PF key settings.

NOTE
For more information, see View the PF Key Settings.

Change PF Key Definitions
This section provides instructions on performing several representative tasks that change your PF key definitions:

How to Change PF Key Definitions

Change the setting for a PF key using either of the following methods:

• Change the value for the key in the Profile General PF Keys Section of your profile
• Use the SET command

For example, to change the setting of the PF2 key from SPLIT to RECALL, issue the following command:

SET PF2 RECALL

Change ISPF PF Keys

You can change your current PF key settings in your SYSVIEW profile without affecting the KEYS command.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the SYSVIEW KEYS command.
The ISPF KEYS command is invoked and displays the PF Key Definitions and Labels panel.

2. Assign the PF keys to the ISPF commands and optionally assign labels to the function key definitions.

For more information about the ISPF KEYS command, see your IBM ISPF documentation.

Change the PF Key Values for Different Displays

You can specify different PF key definitions for each SYSVIEW display. For example, change your PF7 key to issue the
ACTIVITY command from the CONSOLE display, and to issue the CONSOLE command from the ACTIVITY display.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the PF Keys Section of your profile.
2. Change the PF7 key definition to include the ACTIVITY and CONSOLE commands.

Your PF7 key definition has been changed for the ACTIVITY and CONSOLE commands.

Initialization Command Options in the Profile
Specifying the values for initialization options makes a command easier and quicker to use and lets you tailor it for specific
tasks.

Review the following options in the Miscellaneous Section of the command PROFILE under Initialization options:

Default Parameters
Controls the parameters that are used with the command by default. The default parameters for the command
are used whenever the command is entered without parameters. Entering the parameters with the command
overrides the default parameters. To use a parameter with a command when you issue it, specify that parameter
here.
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Link-to Command
Specifies whether to invoke implicitly the command with the LINK command. Values are YES and NO.
The LINK command saves the current command environment, while passing control to another command.
Therefore, specifying YES on this option in your profile for the ACTIVITY command, the current environment is
saved when you issue the ACTIVITY command.

Change the Masking Characters
You can use masking characters when entering some values on some command parameters. The default masking
characters are:

• An asterisk (*) for the fixed length masking character
• An equal sign (=) for the variable-length masking character

You can change the default masking characters.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the PROFILE GENERAL command.
The default profile displays.

2. Select the Miscellaneous Section.
The General Section - Miscellaneous Section displays.

3. Find the Input character options and type in new values for the fixed length masking character and the variable-length
masking character.
Press PF3 to save your changes and start using the new masking characters.

You can also use the SET command to change these variables. For example, to change the fixed-length masking
character or variable-length masking character, you specify:

SET FLM|VLM value  

value
Specifies the new masking character.

NOTE
For more information about using masking characters when entering parameters on commands, see Basic
Skills. For the values you can use for the FLM and VLM parameters, see the SET command online help.

Work with Data on a Display
You can change how data appears on your screen so that it meets your work needs. One way is by changing your data
display format in your profile. However, there are other ways to affect how data displays without using the PROFILE or
SET command.

Change the Data Display Format

Change, Add, or Copy a Format

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following command:
PROFILE command 

The display shows the profile sections for that command.
2. Select the Formats Section as shown on the following display for the ACTIVITY command and press Enter.

SYSVIEW PROFILE ------------- Profile for SYSVUSER ----------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF
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--------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 3 Row 1-4/4

Settings for ACTIVITY

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd Section

___ Synonyms

___ PF Keys 

___ Miscellaneous

S__ Formats

================================= End of Data =================================

The following screen displays showing that the ACTIVITY command has one screen that is named ACTIVITY and the
default format is CPU:
SYSVIEW PROFILE ------------- Profile for SYSVUSER ----------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

-------------------------------------------------- Lvl 4 Row 1-4/4 Col 1-79/255

Settings for ACTIVITY - Formats section

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd Screen   Format   Description

_   ACTIVITY CPU      System activity

================================= End of Data =================================

3. Change the default format for a screen using either of the following methods:
– Enter the name in the Format field
– Create a format for a screen by entering an S in the Cmd field next to the screen and press Enter.
A screen similar to the following displays:
SYSVIEW PROFILE ------------- Profile for SYSVUSER ----------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

-------------------------------------------------- Lvl 4 Row 1-4/4 Col 1-79/255

Settings for ACTIVITY - Formats section for screen ACTIVITY

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Name     Description                      SortParms

 ___ DEFAULT  Select line + enter name to add  CPU%,D

 ___ CPU      ACTIVITY command 1 format        CPU%,D

 ___ 2        ACTIVITY command 2 format        CPU%,D

 ___ 3        ACTIVITY command 3 format        CPU%,D

 ___ 4        ACTIVITY command 4 format        CPU%,D

================================= End of Data =================================

This screen shows that the System Activity display already has five defined formats.
4. Change a format that is already defined by selecting that format with an S in the Cmd field and press Enter.
5. Copy a format from another user's profile by entering the following command at the Command line:

 COPY formatname,newformatname,profilename

Where:
– formatname is the name of an existing format
– newformatname is the name for the copied format
– profilename is the user ID of the existing profile to copy from

NOTE

• If the profilename is omitted, the existing format is copied from the current profile.
• The DEFAULT format cannot be copied with the COPY subcommand.
• To create a copy of the DEFAULT format, simply add a new format.

6. Add a format as follows:
a. Place an S in the Cmd field next to DEFAULT.
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b. Overtype DEFAULT with the name for the new format you are adding; then press Enter.

The data display format is changed or a new format is added when the screen refreshes.

NOTE
You can also specify parameters SORT and SELECT for formats on this display.

Change the Order of Fields and Exclude Fields

When you have finished changing the data display format, you can:

• Change the order of the fields on the display.
• Exclude the fields from the display.

When you press Enter from the System Activity display, you access a display similar to the following one. This display
shows the profile for the ACTIVITY command in the format CPU.

SYSVIEW PROFILE ------------- Profile for SYSVUSER ---------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> ALF

----------------------------------------------- Lvl 5 Row 1-16/45 Col 1-79/331

Settings for ACTIVITY - Screen ACTIVITY - User format CPU

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd FieldName        AlternateName    Length DefLng DataLng Column Scroll XSys

___ Cmd                                    4      4       3      1

___ Jobname                                9      9       8      5

___ Stepname                               9      9       8     14 SCROLL

___ Procstep                               9      9       8     23

___ Type                                   5      5       4     32

___ Jobnr                                  7      7       7     37

___ Jc                                     3      3       1     44

___ Status                                 8      8       6     47

___ CPU-Time                              10     10       8     55

___   CPU%                                 7      7       6     65

___ Paging                                 8      8       7     72

___ Limit                                  6      6       5     80

___ Clocktime                             10     10       8     86

___ SRB-Time                               9      9       8     96

___  I/O-Count                            11     11      10    105

___ IO/Sec                                 7      7       6    116

On this display, place the following values in the Cmd field to help change the order of fields or exclude them from a
display.

M
Place an M next to the field to be moved.

A
Place an A next to the field after which the field marked with an M is to move.

B
Place a B next to the field before which the field marked with an M is to move.

D
Exclude this field from the display. The excluded fields appear at the bottom of the list. You can use M to move
them, at which point they are “included” again.

S
Scrolling to the right begins with this field. The starting column of the field must be less than the terminal line size.
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Provide an Alternate Name for a Field

To provide an alternate name for a field, type the name in the Alternate Name field next to the field name.

Use a Format for a Display

When your new display format is created, you can implement it.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the command and, on the command line of the command display, type the following command:
SET FORMAT formatname 

formatname
Specifies the name of the format you created.

2. To change the format name back to the default, issue this command:
SET FORMAT DEFAULT

You can also specify the format name for a display on the first Formats Section display that lists the screens for a
command.

Change Parameter Values Using the Parameter Area
You can change parameters for several of the SYSVIEW displays by using the parameter area above the heading lines of
displays.

Follow these steps:

1. Type over the current value with a new value and press Enter.
The data is redisplayed so that it reflects the new parameter value.

2. Change the value of the existing Type value by typing over the SYS value in the parameter area with another value
and press Enter. For example, replace SYS with ALL.
The new display reflects this change.

Example: Activity Display

An ACTIVITY display with the Type value SYS shown in the parameter area.

 SYSVIEW ACTIVITY -------------- System Activity -------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

 ------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-16/21 Col 1-79/348

 Status:  NOSORT NOSELECT NODEST NOPREFIX NOOWNER NOUPDATE                     

 CPU  100%  LCPU   42%  Paging  0     SIO  198   UIC 300   AFC 21639

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     *                            SYS           ALL

 Cmd Jobname   Stepname  Procstep Type Jobnr Jc Status CPU-Time  Limit Clocktime

 ___ *MASTER*                     SYS   3242 $  NS     00:57:36  86400  5.42DAYS

 ___ PCAUTH    PCAUTH             SYS           NS        0.021         5.42DAYS

 ___ RASP      RASP               SYS           NS        0.008         5.42DAYS

 ___ TRACE     TRACE              SYS           NS        0.007         5.42DAYS

 ___ DUMPSRV   DUMPSRV   DUMPSRV  SYS           NS     00:01:38  86400  5.42DAYS

 ___ GRS       GRS                SYS           NS     01:10:01         5.42DAYS

 ___ SMXC      SMXC               SYS           NS     00:07:54         5.42DAYS

 ___ SYSBMAS   SYSBMAS            SYS           NS       50.963         5.42DAYS

 ___ CONSOLE   CONSOLE            SYS           NS     01:42:36         5.42DAYS

 ___ WLM       WLM       IEFPROC  SYS           NS     00:52:30  86400  5.42DAYS

 ___ IEFSCHAS  IEFSCHAS           SYS           NS        0.007         5.42DAYS
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 ___ IXGLOGR   IXGLOGR   IEFPROC  SYS           NS        0.585  86400  5.42DAYS

 ___ SMF       SMF       IEFPROC  SYS           NS        5.318  86400  5.42DAYS

 ___ TNF       TNF                SYS           NS        0.008         5.42DAYS

Change Input Fields
You use input fields on SYSVIEW displays to:

• change which data or fields appear
• take an action on data

Locate Input Fields

Input fields can appear in different parts of a command display but often appear in the information area or data area.

Out of the box, SYSVIEW input fields are yellow. When there is too much data in an input field to fit on a display, the text
in the field appears in red and ends with a plus sign (+).

NOTE

Display colors can be customized, so input fields might be another color on your system.

You can move your cursor to an input field in two ways:

• Using your mouse.
• Pressing the TAB key to move from input field to input field.

TIP

Using the TAB key can help you identify input fields when you are unsure of where they are.

Change Which Data or Fields Appear on a Display

To change which data appears on a display, you can type over the value of the field and press Enter. For example, on the
CTRANLOG display, which shows log stream data for a particular time period, you can type over the date and time shown
in the Displayed input field to see the data for a different time frame. Using the input field in this case is akin to entering
the CTRANLOG command again with specific DATE and TIME parameter values.

Sometimes, changing the value of an input field also changes which fields appear on a display. For example, say that you
just entered the RMJOBS command, which defaults to SUMMARY mode—that is, the display combines data records from
multiple RMF collection intervals and shows them as a single set. If you want to see the records for individual intervals
separately, you can just move the cursor to the MODE input field in the information area, type the word DETAIL over the
word SUMMARY, and press Enter. The way the data is shown changes, along with the fields that appear on the display.
Using the MODE input field this way is akin to entering the RMJOBS command with the DETAIL parameter.

Take an Action on Data

To take an action on data that appears on a display, you can type over the text in an input field. For example, on the
MQQLOCAL display, which shows information about IBM MQ local queues, you can change the description for a listed
queue by typing over the text in the Desc input field. Doing that alters the description associated with that queue.

Access Online Help on Input Fields

To find out what values you can enter in an input field, move your cursor to the field and press PF1 to see the online help.
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Change the Order of Data on a Display
You can change the order of data on a display. The following topics discuss multiple ways of accomplishing this:

Use Cursor Point-and-Click to Sort the Header Line Fields

For commands that have a header line above the columns of data, place the cursor on a field name and press the Enter
key. The display sorts by that field. Press Enter the second time on the same field name to switch the sort direction.

Default sort order:

• Numeric fields are sorted descending initially when you cursor select their headers.                                                       
• Character, Hex, Date, and Time fields are sorted ascending initially when you cursor select their headers.
• When the field displays both Numeric and Character data, the sort is determined by the field type.

Use the Sort Command

You can use the SORT command to change the order of data as it appears in columns on your screen. The SORT
command helps you to view data in the order that is most useful to you.

• According to Field
One useful way to sort data is under a column heading (field) in either ascending or descending order. This sample
ACTIVITY display shows the field CPU% in ascending order.

 SYSVIEW ACTIVITY -------------- System Activity -------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

 ----------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-17/414 Col 1-79/342

 CPU  100%  LCPU   35%  Paging  0     SIO  76   UIC 300   AFC 21639

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           *                              ALL  ALL

 Cmd Jobnr Jobname   Stepname Procstep Jc Type Status   CPU%  CPU-Time Clocktime

 ___  2316 *MASTER*                    $  SYS  NS       0.63  00:27:22  81:21:25

 ___       PCAUTH    PCAUTH               SYS  NS       0.00     0.021  81:21:25

 ___       RASP      RASP                 SYS  NS       0.00     0.009  81:21:25

 ___       TRACE     TRACE                SYS  NS       0.00     0.007  81:21:25

 ___       DUMPSRV   DUMPSRV  DUMPSRV     SYS  NS       0.00  00:01:39  81:21:21

 ___       XCFAS     XCFAS    IEFPROC     STC  NS       0.44  00:49:48  81:21:16

 ___       GRS       GRS                  SYS  NS       0.87  00:16:12  81:21:25

 ___       SMXC      SMXC                 SYS  NS       0.04  00:04:34  81:21:25

 ___       SYSBMAS   SYSBMAS              SYS  NS       0.00    28.487  81:21:25

 ___       CONSOLE   CONSOLE              SYS  NS       1.33  00:49:08  81:21:25

 ___       WLM       WLM      IEFPROC     SYS  NS       0.62  00:30:02  81:21:22

 ___       ANTMAIN   ANTMAIN  IEFPROC     STC  NS       0.00     0.067  81:21:17

 ___       ANTAS000  ANTAS000 IEFPROC     STC  NS       0.00     0.227  81:21:11

 ___       OMVS      OMVS     OMVS        STC  NS       0.00    40.916  81:21:13

 ___       IEFSCHAS  IEFSCHAS             SYS  NS       0.00     0.008  81:21:25

 ___       JESXCF    JESXCF   IEFPROC     STC  NS       0.00  00:01:45  81:21:13

 ___       ALLOCAS   ALLOCAS              SYS  NS       0.00     0.010  81:21:25

To put the data in the field CPU% on this display in descending order, specify the following command on the command
line:

SORT CPU% D

This command displays a screen like the following one. The D parameter caused the values in the CPU% field to be listed
in descending order. Specifying A (ascending) lists the values in ascending order.
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 SYSVIEW ACTIVITY -------------- System Activity -------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

 ----------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-17/414 Col 1-79/342

 CPU  100%  LCPU   35%  Paging  0     SIO  76    UIC 300   AFC 21639

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           *                              ALL  ALL

 Cmd Jobnr  Jobname  Stepname Procstep Jc Type Status   CPU%  CPU-Time Clocktime

 ___  2423  CICSPROD CICSPROD CICS     $  STC  NS      21.55  03:10:51  81:17:59

 ___  1136  IXRASUBS IXRASUBS IEFPROC  $  STC  NS      11.05  00:18:41  14:45:25

 ___  2333  NET      NET      A44X     $  STC  NS       7.88  05:34:28  81:19:29

 ___  2334  RMF      RMF      IEFPROC  $  STC  NS       4.08  00:35:23  81:19:29

 ___  2586  CCITCPGW CCITCPGW CCITCPGW $  STC  NS       3.18  00:33:56  81:17:07

 ___  1562  KNUJO01  CATSO    A55TG013 @  TSU  LSW      2.30     6.346  01:27:48

 ___  2362  TCPIP44  TCPIP44  TCPIP    $  STC  NS       2.18  00:40:23  81:18:54

 ___        JES      JES      IEFPROC     STC  NS       2.01  00:48:19  81:20:26

 ___        CONSOLE  CONSOLE              SYS  NS       1.33  00:49:08  81:21:25

 ___  2615  SYSQA02  SYSQA02           I  JOB  NS       1.13  00:07:10  17:50:14

 ___  1281  ROSCOE   ROSCOE   ROSCOE   $  STC  NS       0.96    36.883  07:03:28

 ___  2398  ENF      ENF      ENF      $  STC  NS       0.94  00:21:23  81:18:05

 ___        GRS      GRS                  SYS  NS       0.87  00:16:12  81:21:25

 ___  1300  SYSTEM23 SYSTEM23 $$$@NX@  $  STC  NS       0.80    40.133  06:13:40

 ___  3938  SUP$TE10 TECHDC10          I  JOB  NS       0.78  00:05:36  45:21:14

 ___  9073  SYSQA03  SYSQA03           I  JOB  NS       0.67  00:07:50  22:02:58

 ___  1307  SYSTEM47 SYSTEM47 $$$@NX@  $  STC  NS       0.66    41.750  06:12:48

• Start and End Columns
You can also sort data using start and end column numbers to define a range of data within a display field. This data
can also be put in ascending or descending order.
To sort the data between two columns on the ACTIVITY display in ascending order, specify the following command on
the command line and press enter:
SORT 11 18 A

NOTE
To show the column ruler on your screen, specify SET COLS ON to find out the column numbers where the
data begins and ends. In this example, 11 and 18.

This command displays a screen like the following one. The parameter caused the values beginning in column 11 and
ending in column 18 to be listed in ascending order.

 SYSVIEW ACTIVITY -------------- System Activity -------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

 ----------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-15/399 Col 1-79/342

 Status:    SORT NOSELECT NODEST NOPREFIX NOOWNER NOUPDATE

 CPU  100%  LCPU   45%  Paging  0     SIO  230    UIC 300   AFC 21639

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           *                             ALL  ALL

 ....+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60...+....70...+..

 Cmd Jobnr Jobname  Stepname Procstep Jc Type Status   CPU% CPU-Time Clocktime

 ___       *LOGON*           A01TD015    TSU  OUT TI   0.00    0.014

 ___       *LOGON*           A55TG034    TSU  OUT TI   0.00    0.012

 ___       *LOGON*           A55TG036    TSU  OUT TI   0.00    0.012

 ___  3242 *MASTER*                   $  SYS  NS       4.48 00:57:39  5.42DAYS

 ___  3931 ADAMPM1  ADADB01  $$$$$$@  3  JOB  NS       0.00   12.799  21:50:22

 ___       ALLOCAS  ALLOCAS              SYS  NS       0.00    0.010  5.42DAYS
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 ___  5318 ANDNI02  CATSO    A01TD003 @  TSU  OUT TI   0.00   17.392  06:21:28

 ___       ANTAS000 ANTAS000 IEFPROC     STC  NS       0.00    0.278  5.42DAYS

 ___       ANTMAIN  ANTMAIN  IEFPROC     STC  NS       0.00    0.067  5.42DAYS

 ___       APPC     APPC     APPC        STC  NS       0.00    1.852  5.42DAYS

 ___       ASCH     ASCH     ASCH        STC  NS       0.00 00:01:03  5.42DAYS

 ___  3269 ASCHINT  ASCHINT  IEFPROC  $  INIT OUT LW           0.004 

 ___  3270 ASCHINT  ASCHINT  IEFPROC  $  INIT OUT LW           0.004 

 ___  3271 ASCHINT  ASCHINT  IEFPROC  $  INIT OUT LW           0.004 

 ___  3272 ASCHINT  ASCHINT  IEFPROC  $  INIT OUT LW           0.004 

• Special sort options
You can specify special options on the SORT command to either:
– Return the data to the order created by the original command
– Request that data be sorted as specified in the command profile Formats Section
For more on how you can change your user profile, see Use the PROFILE command.
You can also specify the current SORT parameters on the command line and overtype them. For the details about
using the SORT command and its parameters, see the SORT command online help.

Select Particular Rows of Data to Display
You can display particular rows of data using the SELECT command. You can select the rows according to the values that
appear under the column headings. You can display all rows that have a particular field value.

Sample ACTIVITY display.

 SYSVIEW ACTIVITY -------------- System Activity -------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

 ----------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-16/402 Col 1-79/342

 Status:  NOSORT NOSELECT NODEST NOPREFIX NOOWNER NOUPDATE

 CPU  100%  LCPU   42%  Paging  14    SIO  293    UIC 300   AFC 21639

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           *                              ALL  ALL

 Cmd Jobnr Jobname  Stepname  Procstep Jc Type Status   CPU%  CPU-Time Clocktime

 ___  3242 *MASTER*                    $  SYS  NS       2.00  00:57:42  5.42DAYS

 ___       PCAUTH   PCAUTH                SYS  NS       0.00     0.021  5.42DAYS

 ___       RASP     RASP                  SYS  NS       0.00     0.008  5.42DAYS

 ___       TRACE    TRACE                 SYS  NS       0.00     0.007  5.42DAYS

 ___       DUMPSRV  DUMPSRV   DUMPSRV     SYS  NS       0.00  00:01:38  5.42DAYS

 ___       XCFAS    XCFAS     IEFPROC     STC  NS       0.14  01:18:40  5.42DAYS

 ___       GRS      GRS                   SYS  NS       0.18  01:10:02  5.42DAYS

 ___       SMXC     SMXC                  SYS  NS       0.11  00:07:55  5.42DAYS

 ___       SYSBMAS  SYSBMAS               SYS  NS       0.00    51.094  5.42DAYS

 ___       CONSOLE  CONSOLE               SYS  NS       0.14  01:42:47  5.42DAYS

 ___       WLM      WLM       IEFPROC     SYS  NS       0.20  00:52:36  5.42DAYS

 ___       ANTMAIN  ANTMAIN   IEFPROC     STC  NS       0.00     0.067  5.42DAYS

 ___       ANTAS000 ANTAS000  IEFPROC     STC  NS       0.00     0.278  5.42DAYS

 ___       OMVS     OMVS      OMVS        STC  NS       0.04    58.781  5.42DAYS

 ___       IEFSCHAS IEFSCHAS              SYS  NS       0.00     0.007  5.42DAYS

 ___       JESXCF   JESXCF    IEFPROC     STC  NS       0.00  00:03:14  5.42DAYS

You want the display to show only entries with a value greater than two in the CPU field. Filter the display by entering the
following command on the command line:

SELECT CPU% > 2
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When you press Enter, you would see the following display.

 SYSVIEW ACTIVITY -------------- System Activity -------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

 -------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-5/5 Col 1-79/342

 Status:  NOSORT   SELECT NODEST NOPREFIX NOOWNER NOUPDATE

 CPU   99%  LCPU   54%  Paging  13    SIO  165   UIC 300   AFC 21639

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           *                              ALL  ALL

 Cmd Jobnr Jobname  Stepname  Procstep Jc Type Status   CPU%  CPU-Time Clocktime

 ___  3258 NET      NET       A44X     $  STC  NS       4.68  08:23:00  5.42DAYS

 ___  3339 CSQ1MSTR CSQ1MSTR  CSQ1MSTR $  STC  NS       7.58  02:30:08  5.42DAYS

 ___  3340 CSQ2MSTR CSQ2MSTR  CSQ2MSTR $  STC  NS       3.94  01:46:34  5.42DAYS

 ___  5727 OLEJU01  CATSO     A55TG012 @  TSU  IN       6.36    25.152  00:17:42

 ================================= End of Data =================================

Methods for Specifying Options on a Command

You can display specific values on a display using the following methods:

• Operators
Operators let you associate the field with the value and determine that those rows be displayed. You can use many
operators:
– Greater than: > or GR
– Equal to: EQ or =
– Greater than or equal to: GE or >=
– Blank or No Blank: B or NB
You would not specify a value after the B or NB field and the operator.

• COND Keyword
You can use the condition (COND) keyword in place of a field name to specify selection for all fields that are defined
as status fields on the current screen. You do not have to name them individually. Several requirements exist for
specifying this keyword. To learn more about this option, see the SELECT command online help.

• Multiple Fields
You can select data to display according to more than one field by specifying parameters on the SELECT command
using the conn parameter.

• Special Options
As with the SORT command, you can specify special options on the SELECT command to either:
– Return the data to the order created by the original command.
– Request that data be sorted as specified in the profile Formats Section.
You can also specify the current SELECT parameters on the command line and overtype them. See the SELECT
command online help.

Customize Your Display
You can customize your display by choosing the color of the fields on your display, or whether to highlight them. You can
also modify the field according to its type-input or output.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the attributes of the fields that appear on your displays using the SCREEN.
The following sample screen displays when you issue the SCREEN command:
SYSVIEW SCREEN ------------ Screen Field Attributes ---------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF
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------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 3 Row 1-17/50

Status:     SORT NOSELECT NODEST NOPREFIX NOOWNER NOUPDATE

Dev color   YES   Dev hilite  YES   Use color COND   Use hilite COND

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name        Type    Intens  Color     Hilite     Description

ARrow       OUTPUT  HIGH    GREEN     NONE       Arrow prompts for input fields

BARgraph    OUTPUT  LOW     BLUE      REVERSE    Bar graph

BARGRAPHHi  OUTPUT  HIGH    YELLOW    REVERSE    Hilited bar graph

BARNormal   OUTPUT  LOW     GREEN     REVERSE    Normal condition bar graph

BARProblem  OUTPUT  HIGH    RED       REVERSE    Problem condition bar graph

BARWarning  OUTPUT  LOW     YELLOW    REVERSE    Warning condition bar graph

COLumns     OUTPUT  HIGH    BLUE      NONE       Column ruler line

CONDHi      OUTPUT  HIGH    TURQUOISE REVERSE    Hilited condition status field

CONDNormal  OUTPUT  LOW     GREEN     REVERSE    Normal condition status field

CONDProblm  OUTPUT  HIGH    RED       REVERSE    Problem condition status field

CONDWarnng  OUTPUT  LOW     YELLOW    REVERSE    Warning condition status field

DAta        OUTPUT  LOW     GREEN     NONE       Data lines

DATAHi      OUTPUT  HIGH    TURQUOISE NONE       Data line hilited fields

DIvider     OUTPUT  LOW     GREEN     NONE       Divider lines

DUmmy       INPUT   LOW     YELLOW    NONE       Dummy data input fields

DUMMYHi     INPUT   HIGH    TURQUOISE NONE       Hilited dummy data input fields

Eodata      OUTPUT  LOW     GREEN     NONE       End of data line

The Fields are listed in the first column.
2. Change the attributes of the field using one of the following methods:

– Overtype the attribute values for them.
– Specify the SCREEN command with parameters, indicating the field and how you would like it to be changed.
For example, to make all input fields on your displays white, either overtype the value for the field in the Color column,
or specify:
SCREEN INPUT WHITE

For attribute values you can specify for the field, and for other details about the SCREEN command, see the SCREEN
command online help.

Print a Display
You can print a display using the PRINT command. The printed output for the display can be sent to a printer or placed in
a data set.

Follow these steps:

• To print the whole display, issue the following command:
PRINT ALL 

• To print what is on the screen, issue the following command:
PRINT SCREEN

• To print specified lines on the display. For example, to print lines 5 through 20 on a display, issue the following
command:
PRINT FROM 5 TO 20

Once you issue a PRINT command, all output from subsequent PRINT commands goes to the same file until you issue a
PRINT CLOSE command.

NOTE
For other printing options you can use, see the online help for information about the PRINT command.
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RMF Data Displays
This section describes how to use the RMF command displays to view RMF historical data in different ways.

The parameters shown in these examples also apply to other RM commands. For more information, see the online help.

NOTE

For all of the examples, we assume that intervals are set at 15 minutes, and we use variations of the following
table to illustrate which systems, jobs, and intervals will be shown on the resulting RMJOBS display.

System Jobname 8:00 AM - 8:15 AM 8:15 AM - 8:30 AM
8:00 AM - 8:30 AM

SYS1
Job1
Job2
Job3
Job4

SYS2
Job1
Job2
Job3
Job4

Show Data - All Jobs on One System - One Interval
The following examples show how to display RMF historical data for all the jobs that are running on one system during
one interval.

Example One: Display Data from the Default Interval

For example, the time is 8:35 AM and you want to show RMF records for all jobs on your current system (SYS1) for the
most recent interval (8:15 – 8:30)—that is, the items highlighted in the following table:

System Jobname 8:00 AM – 8:15 AM 8:15 AM – 8:30 AM
8:00 AM – 8:30 AM

SYS1
Job1 √
Job2 √
Job3 √
Job4 √

SYS2
Job1
Job2
Job3
Job4
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Enter the RMJOBS Command at the Command Line

To view that data, enter this command at the SYSVIEW command line:

Command ====> RMJOBS

No parameters are needed on the RMJOBS command in this case, as long as it is the first RMF command you are issuing
during your current SYSVIEW session. The RMJOBS command defaults to displaying records for the current system and
most recent interval.

NOTE

If you not sure whether you entered an RMJOBS command earlier, use the CURRENT keyword parameter to
reset the interval to the current one:

Command ====> RMJOBS CURRENT

Example Two: Display Data from a Specified Interval

For example, the time is 2:00 PM and you want to show RMF records for all jobs that ran on the SYS1 system today from
8:00 AM - 8:15 AM—that is, the items highlighted in the following table:

System Jobname 8:00 AM – 8:15 AM 8:15 AM – 8:30 AM
8:00 AM – 8:30 AM

SYS1
Job1 √
Job2 √
Job3 √
Job4 √

SYS2
Job1
Job2
Job3
Job4

Because the interval you want to see is not the most recent one, specify the system and time using one of the following
methods.

Method 1: Use Input Fields

On the RMJOBS command display, type over the SysID and Time input fields that appear in the information area and
press ENTER:

SysID       Time/Date                 Interval   Mode     Jobname 

SYS1        08:00:00 2017/12/06       00:15:00   SUMMARY  =

Method 2: Enter the RMJOBS Command

At the command line, enter this command, which includes the SysID and Time parameters:

Command ====> RMJOBS SYSID sys1 TIME 08:00:00
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Method 3: Enter RMJOBS Subcommands

On the RMJOBS command display, enter the SYSID and TIME subcommands:

Command ====> SYSID sys1 TIME 08:00:00

Resulting display:

SYSVIEW ------------------------------ RMJOBS, RMF Job Information ------------------- 2017/11/29 02:00:00

Command ====>                                                                            Scroll *===> PAGE

----------------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-34/1646 Col 1-159/477

…

 SysID      Time/Date                  Interval  Mode     Jobname

 SYS1       08:00:00 2017/12/06        00:15:00  SUMMARY  = 

…

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd  SysID Jobname  ASID Per Type JobId    SrvClass Dp CPUPct IFAPct IIPPct   CPUTime  TCBTime  SRBTime

 ____ SYS1  JOB1     0001   1 STC           SYSTEM   FF  0.46                 00:45:46  00:23:02 0.008705

 ____ .     JOB2     0350   1 TSU  TSU10795 TSO      FF  0.00   0.827  0.819 

 ____ .     JOB3     0350   2 TSU  TSU10795 TSO      FF  0.00   0.745  0.737 

 ____ .     JOB4     0497   1 OMVS STC08416 TSO      FE  0.00   0.047  0.047 

…

Summarize Data - All Jobs on One System - Multiple Intervals
The following example shows how to display summarized RMF historical data for all the jobs that are running on one
system during multiple intervals.

For example, you want to show RMF records for all jobs that ran on the SYS1 system today from 8:00 AM - 8:30 AM—that
is, the items highlighted in the following table:

System Jobname 8:00 AM – 8:15 AM 8:15 AM – 8:30 AM
8:00 AM – 8:30 AM

SYS1
Job1 √
Job2 √
Job3 √
Job4 √

SYS2
Job1
Job2
Job3
Job4

You can view this data using one of the following methods.

Method 1: Use Input Fields

On the RMJOBS command display, type over the SysID, Time, and Interval input fields that appear in the information area
and press ENTER:

SysID    Time/Date                  Interval  Mode     Jobname 
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SYS1     08:00:00 2017/12/06        00:15:00  SUMMARY  =

Method 2: Enter the RMJOBS Command

At the command line, enter this command, which includes the SYSID, TIME, and INTERVAL parameters:

Command ====> RMJOBS SYSID sys1 TIME 08:00:00 INTERVAL 30MIN

Since we did not specify the DETAIL or SUMMARY view mode parameter in the command, the default of SUMMARY is
used. In SUMMARY mode, the data from multiple intervals is aggregated into a single set. For information about these
modes, see view modes for the RMJOBS command.

Method 3: Enter RMJOBS Subcommands

On the RMJOBS command display, enter the SYSID, TIME, and INTERVAL subcommands:

Command ====> SYSID sys1 TIME 08:00:00 INTERVAL 30MIN

Resulting RMJOBS display:

SYSVIEW ------------------------------ RMJOBS, RMF Job Information ------------------- 2017/11/29 11:19:15

Command ====>                                                                            Scroll *===> PAGE

----------------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-34/1646 Col 1-159/477

…

 SysID      Time/Date                  Interval  Mode     Jobname

 SYS1       08:00:00 2017/12/06        00:30:00  SUMMARY  =

…

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd  SysID Jobname  ASID Per Type JobId    SrvClass Dp CPUPct IFAPct IIPPct   CPUTime  TCBTime  SRBTime 

 ____ SYS1  JOB1     0001   1 STC           SYSTEM   FF  0.28                  00:42:47 00:19:45 0.005058 

 ____ .     JOB1     0334   1 TSU  TSU21262 TSO      FF 11.483 11.371

 ____ .     JOB3     005A   1 JOB  JOB09597 NOTINPOL DA  0.01   0.01           00:02:52 00:02:49 

 ____ .     JOB4     02FF   1 OMVS STC32160 TSO      FF  0.003  0.002

…

Show Data - One Job on Multiple Systems - One Interval
The following example shows how to display RMF historical data for a single job that is running on multiple systems during
one interval.

For example, you want to show RMF records for the JOB1 job that ran on the SYS1 and SYS2 systems today from 8:00
AM - 8:15 AM—that is, the items highlighted in the following table:

System Jobname 8:00 AM – 8:15 AM 8:15 AM – 8:30 AM
8:00 AM – 8:30 AM

SYS1
Job1 √
Job2
Job3
Job4

SYS2
Job1 √
Job2
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Job3
Job4

You can view this data using one of the following methods.

Method 1: Use Input Fields

On the RMJOBS command display, type over the SysID, Jobname, and Time input fields that appear in the information
area and press ENTER:

SysID      Time/Date                  Interval  Mode     Jobname

SYS1       08:00:00 2017/12/06        00:15:00  SUMMARY  =

Method 2: Enter the RMJOBS Command

At the command line, enter this command, which includes the SYSID, JOBNAME, and TIME parameters:

 Command ====> RMJOBS SYSID sys* JOBNAME JOB1 TIME 08:00:00

Since we did not specify the DETAIL or SUMMARY view mode parameter in the command, the default of SUMMARY is
used. In SUMMARY mode, the data from multiple intervals is aggregated into a single set. For information about these
modes, see view modes for the RMJOBS command.

Method 3: Enter RMJOBS Subcommands

On the RMJOBS command display, enter the SYSID, JOBNAME, and TIME subcommands:

Command ====> SYSID sys1 JOBNAME JOB1 TIME 08:00:00

Options for Specifying the Systems for Which You Want to See Data

Here are two options for specifying systems in this command:

• Use a wildcard on the SYSID parameter: If only those two systems are configured at your site, you could enter the
command this way instead:
Command ====> RMJOBS SYSID * JOBNAME JOB1 TIME 08:00:00

• Use a group of systems: If you created a group of systems previously that are named GRP1 that contains SYS1 and
SYS2, you can enter the following command:
Command ====> RMJOBS SYSID >GRP1 JOBNAME JOB1 TIME 08:00:00

Resulting RMJOBS display:
SYSVIEW ------------------------------ RMJOBS, RMF Job Information ------------------- 2017/11/29 11:19:15 

Command ====>                                                                            Scroll *===> PAGE 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-34/1646 Col 1-159/477 

… 

SysID      Time/Date                  Interval  Mode     Jobname 

SYS*       08:00:00 2017/12/06        00:30:00  SUMMARY  = 

…

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Cmd  SysID Jobname  ASID Per Type JobId    SrvClass Dp CPUPct IFAPct IIPPct  CPUTime  TCBTime  SRBTime 

____ SYS1  JOB1     0001   1 STC           SYSTEM   FF  0.28                00:42:47 00:19:45 0.005058 

____ .     JOB1     0334   1 TSU  TSU21262 TSO      FF 11.483 11.371 

____ .     JOB3     005A   1 JOB  JOB09597 NOTINPOL DA  0.01   0.01         00:02:52 00:02:49 

____ .     JOB4     02FF   1 OMVS STC32160 TSO      FF  0.003  0.002 

____ .SYS2 JOB1     0078   1 JOB  JOB59510 DATABASE E8  0.00  17.394 16.957                   0.000001 

____ .     JOB2     0323   1 TSU  TSU09208 TSO      FF  0.05   5.374 5.298                    0.000012 
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____ .     JOB3     0323   2 TSU  TSU09208 TSO      FF  0.02   5.341 5.266                    0.000002 

____ .     JOB4     0323   3 TSU  TSU09208 TSO      FF  0.03   5.135 5.066 

        …

Show Data - One Job on Multiple Systems - Multiple Intervals
The following example shows how to display RMF historical data for one job that is running on multiple systems during
multiple intervals.

For example, you want to show RMF records for the JOB1 job that ran on the SYS1 system today from 8:00 AM - 8:15 AM
—that is, the items highlighted in the following table:

System Jobname 8:00 AM – 8:15 AM 8:15 AM – 8:30 AM
8:00 AM – 8:30 AM

SYS1
Job1 √ √
Job2
Job3
Job4

SYS2
Job1 √ √
Job2
Job3
Job4

You can view this data using one of the following methods.

Method 1: Use Input Fields

On the RMJOBS command display, type over the SysID, Jobname, and Interval input fields that appear in the information
area and press ENTER:

SysID     Time/Date                  Interval  Mode     Jobname 

SYS1      08:00:00 2017/12/06        00:15:00  SUMMARY  =

Method 2: Enter the RMJOBS Command

At the command line, enter this command, which includes the SYSID, JOBNAME, and INTERVAL parameters:

Command ====> RMJOBS SYSID sys* JOBNAME JOB1 INTERVAL 30MIN

Since we did not specify the DETAIL or SUMMARY view mode parameter in the command, the default of SUMMARY is
used. In SUMMARY mode, the data from multiple intervals is aggregated into a single set. For information about these
modes, see View Modes  for the RMJOBS Command.

Method 3: Enter RMJOBS Subcommands

On the RMJOBS command display, enter the SYSID, JOBNAME, and TIME subcommands:

Command ====> SYSID sys1 JOBNAME JOB1 TIME 08:00:00
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View Modes for the RMJOBS Command

The RMJOBS command contains the following view modes:

• SUMMARY, which is the default, displays the data for all intervals aggregated into one set. Since SUMMARY is the
default, you do not need to specify it on the RMJOBS command, unless the mode of your current RMJOBS display is
set to DETAIL. That is, if the Mode field in the information area says DETAIL.

• DETAIL, which displays the data for each interval separately.

Use the DETAIL Mode to See Data for Multiple Intervals Separately

Next, let us review how to use the DETAIL parameter. If we add the DETAIL parameter to the previous command
(RMJOBS SYSID sys* JOBNAME JOB1 INTERVAL 30MIN DETAIL), the display shows the highlighted items in the
following table:

System Jobname 8:00 AM – 8:15 AM 8:15 AM – 8:30 AM
8:00 AM – 8:30 AM

SYS1
Job1 √ √
Job2
Job3
Job4

SYS2
Job1
Job2
Job3
Job4

You can view this data using one of the methods that are described below.

Method 1: Use Input Fields

On the RMJOBS command display, type over the Mode input field that appears in the information area and press ENTER:

SysID     Time/Date                 Interval   Mode     Jobname 

SYS1      08:00:00 2017/12/06       00:15:00   SUMMARY  =

Method 2: Enter the RMJOBS Command

At the command line, enter this command, which includes the DETAIL parameter:

Command ====> RMJOBS SYSID sys* JOBNAME JOB1 INTERVAL 30MIN DETAIL

Since we did not specify the DETAIL or SUMMARY view mode parameter in the command, the default of SUMMARY is
used. In SUMMARY mode, the data from multiple intervals is aggregated into a single set. For information about these
modes, see view modes for the RMJOBS command.

Method 3: Enter RMJOBS Subcommands

On the RMJOBS command display, enter the SYSID, JOBNAME, and TIME subcommands:

Command ====> SYSID sys* JOBNAME JOB1 INTERVAL 30MIN DETAIL
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Here is the resulting display. Notice that the same amount of time is covered as before (8:00 AM to 8:30 AM), but the
records for each interval are shown separately. Also note that the fields in the information and data areas change when
DETAIL mode is used.

SYSVIEW ------------------------------ RMJOBS, RMF Job Information ------------------- 2017/11/29 11:19:15 

Command ====>                                                                            Scroll *===> PAGE 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-34/1646 Col 1-159/477 

…

 SysID    Time/Date                  Interval  Mode    Jobname 

SYS1     08:00:00 2017/12/06        00:30:00  DETAIL  JOB1 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Cmd  Date       Time     Interval SysID Jobname ASID Per Type JobId    SrvClass Dp CPUPct IFAPct IIPPct 

____ 2017/12/06 08:00:00 00:15:00 SYS1  JOB1    02EC   1 JOB  JOB10916 CLASS1   E0 

____ .          .               . .     JOB1    02EC   2 JOB  JOB10916 CLASS1   E4 0.00 

____ .          08:15:00 00:15:00 SYS1  JOB1    02EA   1 JOB  JOB12707 CLASS1   D0 

____ .          .               . .     JOB1    02EA   2 JOB  JOB12707 CLASS1   E2 0.00 

…

 

MVS Displays
In addition to the displays described here, you can use many other displays to view MVS resource displays. To see menus
of the commands you can use, specify MENU MVS on the command line. This menu contains other menus that let you
view different types of information, including status, storage, devices, data sets, and so on.

DASD Units Display
Use the DASD Units display to view the status of DASD devices in the system. This display shows you information about
a device, limited by volume, unit type, usage type, and status.

How to Access the DASD Units Display

To access the display, issue the DASD command.

The sample DASD Units display:

SYSVIEW DASD ------------------- DASD Units ----------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> HALF

 --------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-17/1097 Col 1-79/252

 Interval   2.1

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     *       ONLINE  *     *        ALL

 Cmd Volser  Status  Devn  Unit     Usage    Shr  Jobname   ASID AM  IORt  IOCt

 ___ ACFQA1  ONLINE  2E26  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR                            939

 ___ ACF001  ALLOC   054F  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  JAC$1215  0091           1432

 ___ ACUT05  ALLOC   2E40  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  IXRASUBS  0197           9613

 ___ ACUT06  ALLOC   2E45  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  ASTEX     022D          30112

 ___ ACUT07  ALLOC   2120  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  ASTEX     022D          38187

 ___ ADBA01  ALLOC   2D20  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  WILDI04S  016A          50231

 ___ ADBA02  ALLOC   2D21  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  STADOONL  0085          52931

 ___ ADBA03  ALLOC   2D22  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  WILDI04S  016A           6407

 ___ ADBA04  ALLOC   2D23  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  ASTEX     022D          57649

 ___ ADBA05  ALLOC   2D24  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  WILDI04S  016A          26237

 ___ ADBA06  ALLOC   2D25  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  WILDI04S  016A          25392

 ___ ADBA07  ALLOC   2D26  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  ASTEX     022D          63687
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 ___ ADBA08  ALLOC   2D27  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  WILDI04S  016A          41642

 ___ ADBA09  ALLOC   2D28  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  WILDI04S  016A           1205

 ___ ADBA10  ALLOC   2D29  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  INIT      00EE          40368

 ___ ADBA11  ALLOC   2D2A  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  WILDI04S  016A          40306

 ___ ADBA12  ALLOC   2D2B  3390-3   PRIVATE  SHR  STADO02P  001E          30384

Tasks Performed from the DASD Units Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the DASD Units display, enter a question mark (?) in the
Cmd field. To issue these commands, place your cursor in the Command input area to the left of the variable you would
like to affect.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Space
Display allocated free DASD space for the selected volser.
Link-to Command: SPACE

Vtoc
Display data sets for the selected volser.
Link-to Command: VTOC

DSinfo
Display information about the DASD volume.
Link-to Command: DSINFO VTOC

OUtput
Display the output of the job that last allocated the unit.
Link-to Command: OUTPUT

Plot, PLt
Display a plot selection list for the selected volser.
Link-to Command: PLOTLIST DEVICE

MVS Exception Alerts Display
Use the MVS Exception Alerts display to view exception alerts for thresholds that have been defined to the MVS data
collector. If the current value exceeds a threshold definition, the data collection value displays. You can display alerts for
both problem and warning thresholds.

How to Access the MVS Exception Alerts Display

To access the display, issue the ALERTS command.

NOTE
The THRESH command displays thresholds that have been defined.

The sample MVS Exception Alerts display:

SYSVIEW ALERTS ------------- MVS Exception Alerts -----------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

 ------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-15/15 Col 1-79/211

 Cmd  Name     Argument Alias       Value  Status    Description

 ___  CPU%     ALL                   100%  PROBLEM   CPU usage percentage

 ___  .        0000                  100%  PROBLEM   CPU usage percentage

 ___  .        0001                  100%  PROBLEM   CPU usage percentage
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 ___  .        0002                  100%  PROBLEM   CPU usage percentage

 ___  .        0003                  100%  PROBLEM   CPU usage percentage

 ___  JOBECSA  NET      0032        5.22M  PROBLEM   E-CSA storage allocated

 ___  JOBRSTG  *MASTER* 0001        56.4M  PROBLEM   Real storage

 ___  STGESQA%                       110%  PROBLEM   E-SQA storage allocated pct

 ___  STGESQAF                      48.2K  PROBLEM   E-SQA storage free

 ___  STGSQAF                        355K  WARNING   SQA storage free

 ___  JOB      D51IMSTR                 0  INACTIVE  Job required to be active

 ___  .        D51JMSTR                 0  INACTIVE  Job required to be active

 ___  .        NETVIEW                  0  INACTIVE  Job required to be active

 ___  .        NETVWSSI                 0  INACTIVE  Job required to be active

 ___  .        SYSVCPAS                 0  INACTIVE  Job required to be active

 ================================= End of Data =================================

Tasks Performed from the MVS Exception Alerts Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the MVS Exception Alerts display, enter a question mark
(?) in the Cmd field. To issue these commands, place your cursor in the Command input area to the left of the variable you
would like to affect.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

• Select
Dynamically provide more information about the selected data element using the PLOT or CLIST command. If a
member for this variable has been defined in the CLISTLIB, the CLIST command is executed. If a member name does
not exist, the PLOT command is executed.
Link-to Command: PLOT or CLIST

• Plot
Display a graph of performance data for the selected data element.
Link-to Command: PLOT

• CList
Issue the CLIST command for the selected data element.
The following CLIST command is issued:
CLIST member ,, argument alias  

member - Variable name. If the variable name contains the percent character (%), this character translates to the letter
“P” to generate a valid member name.
argument - Passed as parameter 1
alias - Passed as parameter 2

• Thresh
Display threshold information for the selected variable name.
Link-to Command: THRESH

• Variable
Display a variable definition for the selected variable name.
Link-to Command: VARS

Console Display
Use the Console display to view the currently displayed messages on any active console. You can use the console
facilities without having to go to the computer room.
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How to Access the Console Display

To access the Console display, issue the CONSOLE command. To view messages for a console, specify the console ID
on the CONSOLE command. The default ID is the ID of the master console.

NOTE
Another console command is the XCONSOLE command, which establishes an MVS extended console session,
where the user can both issue commands and receive responses. For more information, see the XCONSOLE
command online help.

The sample Console display:

SYSVIEW CONSOLE ------------------- Console -----------------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

----------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 21-39/39 Col 1-79/191

Id=20 Devn=0902 Mode=R  Backlog=1    Name=ALT1XE44 Sys=XE44     Cmdsys=XE44   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  - 09.25.33 JOB00485  $HASP375 DOROL01D ESTIMATE EXCEEDED BY             260,

  -  000  LINES   1 % SPOOL 

    09.25.36 JOB01504  $HASP308 G325EXEC ESTIMATED TIME EXCEEDED BY 110

     MINUTES

    09.25.37 STC03697  CAS9899E - Error: Invalid CTH header received

    09.25.37 STC03697  CAS9890E - Vers: 6  Cpu: 7

   *09.25.38          *$HASP050 JES  RESOURCE SHORTAGE OF TGS - 85%

   * UTILIZATION REACHED 

    09.25.39           $HASP893 VOLUME(SPL04A)                               C

    $HASP893 VOLUME(SPL04A)  STATUS=ACTIVE,TGNUM=16500,

    $HASP893                 TGINUSE=14044,TRKPERTGB=3,PERCENT=85

    09.25.39           $HASP646 85.1151 PERCENT SPOOL UTILIZATION

    09.25.40 JOB01523  $HASP308 PC3AEXEC ESTIMATED TIME EXCEEDED BY 100

     MINUTES

    09.25.40 JOB01697  $HASP100 DBDRIUTL ON INTRDR      IVEDA01

     FROM STC01281 ROSCOE

    09.25.40 JOB01503  $HASP308 G315EXEC ESTIMATED TIME EXCEEDED BY 110

     MINUTES 

  - 09.25.40 JOB01697  TSS7053I Default ACID <BATCHDEF> Assigned

Tasks Performed from the Console Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the Console display, enter a question mark (?) in the Cmd
field. To issue these commands, place your cursor in the Command input area to the left of the variable you would like to
affect.

The following list shows a sample line command:

Delete
Delete the message from the MVS console screen. The message is marked as a candidate for deletion. When
space is required on the screen, the message is physically deleted.

Processor Information Display
The Processor Information display lets you view information about processors. You can view the busy percentage, mode,
job name, and ASID.

To access the display, issue the CPU command.
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Tasks Performed from the Processor Information Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the Processor Information display, enter a question mark
(?) in the Cmd field. To issue these commands, place your cursor in the Command input area to the left of the variable you
would like to affect.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Select
Display job output for the job active on the selected processor.
Link-to Command: OUTPUT

Plot
Display a plot of the CPU busy percentage for the selected processor.
Link-to Command: PLOT

Access the APF List Display
The APF List display shows data set information in the authorized program facility (APF) list. Use line commands and
subcommands to alter this list dynamically.

How to Access the APF List Display

To access the display, issue the APFLIST command.

The sample APF List display:

SYSVIEW APFLIST ------------------ APF List -----------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

 ------------------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-17/451

 Status:    SORT NOSELECT NODEST NOPREFIX NOOWNER NOUPDATE

 APFLIST format is DYNAMIC

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd  Dataset-Name                                 Volser  Status

 ___  ADD.APFLIST.DATASET.NAME                     ADDVOL

 ___  ANF.SANFLOAD                                 MVR25A

 ___  AOP.SAOPLOAD                                 MVR25A

 ___  APC.DEVCA7.CL233.LOADLIB                     APCD06

 ___  APC.DEVCA7.L230.CALLIB                       APCD98

 ___  APC.DEVCA7.SECLIB                            APCD06

 ___  APC.DEVCA7.TSO4.LOADLIB                      APCD98

 ___  APC.DEVCA7.TSO4.TESTLIB                      APCD98

 ___  APC.DEVCA7.TSO44.CAILIB                      APCD98

 ___  APC.DEVL232.CAILIB                           APCD10

 ___  APC.LV1CA7.L29302.LOADLIB                    APCD98

 ___  APC.LV1JT.V3R3.P9504.TRACLINK                APCD10

 ___  APC.LV2CA7.TEST.CAILIB                       APCD09

 ___  APC.LV2CA7.TEST4.CAILIB                      APCD08

 ___  APCDAL.L233X.CAILIB                          APCD06

 ___  APCMTL.CU1B.CHQA.SESFLNK                     APCM06

 ___  APCMTL.DS60P.DS9710.CAILIB                   APCM07

Tasks Performed from the APF List Display

To verify that the data sets listed exist on the specified volumes, use the VERIFY subcommand on the APF List command.
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An example of an APF List display after the VERIFY subcommand has been issued:

SYSVIEW APFLIST ------------------ APF List ----------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> HALF

 APFL004I VERIFY complete - 82 errors detected ------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-17/451

 Status:    SORT NOSELECT NODEST NOPREFIX NOOWNER NOUPDATE

 APFLIST format is DYNAMIC

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd  Dataset-Name                                 Volser  Status

 ___  ADD.APFLIST.DATASET.NAME                     ADDVOL

 ___  ANF.SANFLOAD                                 MVR25A  FOUND

 ___  AOP.SAOPLOAD                                 MVR25A  FOUND

 ___  APC.DEVCA7.CL233.LOADLIB                     APCD06  FOUND

 ___  APC.DEVCA7.L230.CALLIB                       APCD98  FOUND

 ___  APC.DEVCA7.SECLIB                            APCD06  FOUND

 ___  APC.DEVCA7.TSO4.LOADLIB                      APCD98  FOUND

 ___  APC.DEVCA7.TSO4.TESTLIB                      APCD98  FOUND

 ___  APC.DEVCA7.TSO44.CAILIB                      APCD98  FOUND

 ___  APC.DEVL232.CAILIB                           APCD10  FOUND

 ___  APC.LV1CA7.L29302.LOADLIB                    APCD98  NOT_FOUND

 ___  APC.LV1JT.V3R3.P9504.TRACLINK                APCD10  NOT_FOUND

 ___  APC.LV2CA7.TEST.CAILIB                       APCD09  NOT_FOUND

 ___  APC.LV2CA7.TEST4.CAILIB                      APCD08  NOT_FOUND

 ___  APCDAL.L233X.CAILIB                          APCD06  FOUND

 ___  APCMTL.CU1B.CHQA.SESFLNK                     APCM06  FOUND

Access the LINKLIST Libraries Display
The LINKLIST Libraries display shows you the linklist data sets. Use this information to:

• Identify linklist data sets that have gone into extra extents after the last IPL.
• Identify which linklist data sets are APF-authorized.
• Identify which linklist data sets contain a specific load module.
• Display all duplicated members in more than one linklist data set by using the DUPLICAT command.

How to Access the LINKLIST Libraries Display

To access the display, issue the LINKLIST command.

The sample LINKLIST Libraries display:

SYSVIEW LINKLIST ------------ LINKLIST Libraries -----------------------------

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> HALF

 ------------------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-15/73

 Jobname SYSVIEW   ASID 007B  Jobid STC02423 

 Setname LNKLST00            Status CURRENT IPL CHK   Allocations ACTIVE 

 LLA search available    Extents 168

 Libraries  73  Alloc   0  Open   0

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd  Dataset-Name                                 Xtn Volser APF

 ___  SYS1.LINKLIB                                   6 MVR25A APF

 ___  SYS1.MIGLIB                                    5 MVR25A APF

 ___  SYS1.CSSLIB                                    1 MVR25A APF

 ___  SYS2.XE44.LINK250                              1 MVCA44 APF
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 ___  SYS2.COMMON.LINK250                            1 MVSPP2 APF

 ___  SYS2.XE44.LINKLIB                              1 MVCA44 APF

 ___  ISP.SISPLOAD                                   1 MVR25A APF

 ___  ISF.SISFLOAD                                  12 MVR25A APF

 ___  SYS1.CMDLIB                                    3 MVR25A APF

 ___  SYS1.V2R5M0.SHASLINK                           9 MVR25A APF

 ___  SYS1.V2R5M0.SHASMIG                            2 MVR25A APF

 ___  NETVIEW.V3R1M0.CNMLINK                         3 MVR25A APF

 ___  SYS2.OPERA30.P9602                             1 MVSPP1 APF

 ___  SYS2.OPS42.P9808B                              5 MVSPP2 APF

 ___  SYS2.TSS50.P9808D.XE44                         1 MVCA44 APF

Tasks Performed from the LINKLIST Libraries Display

You can perform the following subcommands from this display. Use of these commands can have dependencies on LLA.

ADD
Add a data set to LINKLIST.

DELETE
Delete a data set from LINKLIST.

REBUILD
Rebuild the linklist DEB (data extended block).

WHERE
Search for a module in the LINKLIST libraries.

Examples: ADD and WHERE Subcommands

1. The ADD subcommand
To add a cataloged data set to the end of the list of LINKLIST data sets, issue this subcommand:
ADD dsname  

dsname
Specifies the name of the data set.

2. The WHERE subcommand
To locate all instances of a module on the LINKLIST Libraries display, issue the following command:
WHERE modulename 

modulename
Specifies the name of the module to locate.

Subsystem Detail Display
The Subsystem Detail display lets you view information about subsystems. Use this display to determine which
subsystems handle certain functions and the entry point address of the module that handles that function.

How to Access the Subsystem Detail Display

To access the display, issue the SUBSYS command and specify a summary display or a detail display.

The sample Subsystem Detail display:

SYSVIEW SUBSYS --------------- Subsystem Detail -------------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

-------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 477-493/538 Col 1-79/112

Status:    SORT NOSELECT NODEST NOPREFIX NOOWNER NOUPDATE
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Subsystems Defined   161  Actual   161

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name SSCT     SSVT     User-1   User-2   Code EPAddr   Region   Module   Offset

SLS0 00C47ECC 0AC180F0 08A39000 20179B2F    4 89A9C4A0 E-CSA    ***NA***

.    .        .        .        .           8 892780F0 E-CSA    ***NA***

.    .        .        .        .           9 88A23028 E-CSA    ***NA***

.    .        .        .        .          10 89026038 E-CSA    ***NA***

.    .        .        .        .          50 89684078 E-CSA    ***NA***

.    .        .        .        .          58 89A9C768 E-CSA    ***NA***

SMS  00C491B0 00C48048 00000000 00000000    8 842E2248 E-PLPA   CMPSTSGI 075248

.    .        .        .        .          15 842E2248 E-PLPA   CMPSTSGI 075248

.    .        .        .        .          16 84444D58 E-PLPA   IGGS0OPN 00AD58

.    .        .        .        .          17 84441700 E-PLPA   IGGS0OPN 007700

.    .        .        .        .          55 842E2248 E-PLPA   CMPSTSGI 075248

SPVT 00C495F8 00000000 00000000 00000000

SSTB 00A76178 00000000 09DF7160 00000000

STRB 00C35028 0868F340 0868F000 00000000

SVDM 00C445E4 00000000 00ADA520 00000000

SVPM 00C4462C 00000000 00ADA020 00000000

SYST 00C4459C 00000000 00FA3480 00000000

Tasks Performed from the Subsystem Detail Display

You can perform the following subcommands from this display. For detailed information about parameters, see the online
help.

ADD
Add a subsystem entry to z/OS.

DELETE
Delete a subsystem entry from z/OS.

Example: Add a Subsystem Entry

To add a subsystem entry, issue the following subcommand:

ADD name 

name
Specifies the subsystem name.

Job and Output Management
In addition to the displays described in this section, you can use many others to do the following tasks:

• View information about jobs
• Perform job management tasks
• Perform output-related tasks

To see a menu of the commands you can use, specify MENU JES on the command line.

NOTE
You can use line commands to perform many tasks on these displays. To view the valid line commands for a
display, place your cursor in the line command input area and press the Help PF key.
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Access the System Activity Display
This section provides information for accessing the System Activity display along with the tasks you can perform from this
display:

How to Access the System Activity Display

To access the System Activity display, issue the ACTIVITY command. This display shows status information about jobs
executing on the system. The jobs can be started tasks, TSO users, or batch jobs. The displayed information lets you
determine:

• Whether a job is swapped out and why
• The amount of real storage the job is using
• The dispatching priority of a job relative to other jobs
• Whether a job is in a loop

The sample System Activity display:

SYSVIEW ACTIVITY -------------- System Activity ---------------------- 10:25:20

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

---------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 69-77/762 Col 1-79/484

(r)   CP% IFA% Pct% ...50..100  -Condition-  ---Ready---  --Paging--  -Storage-

CPU   35%   0%  28%               ENQ NoSMF  ASIDs     3  Slots  41%  ECSA  87%

LCPU  35%   0%  28%               RES NoWTO  Tasks     3  Rate     3  ESQA  95%

                                NoDMP   TAP  ----I/O----  AFQA 10649   SQA  97%

Spool           51%                          Rate  27113  UICA  2540   CSA  64%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Formats DEFAULT CPU CPU1 PERF STORAGE                                         

Status  SORT                                                                 

XSStat  Data NO  Group ALL  MsgLvl ERROR  Limit NONE  RemDup NO  Type SYST   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    *                          ALL            ALL                             

Cmd Jobname  Stepname Procstep Type  Jobnr Jc Status CPU-Time Limit Clocktime 

___ BLADA08  CATSO    A55TG129 TSU   62337 @  LSW    8.985128  3600  01:04:18 

___ BLX1PROC BLX1PROC BLXSPCAS STC   17660 $  NS     0.109452 86400  85:03:33 

Tasks Performed from the System Activity Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the System Activity display, enter a question mark (?) in
the Cmd field. To perform line commands from the System Activity Display, place your cursor in the command input area
to the left of the variable.

The following list of sample line commands are valid:

C
Cancel a job.

S
Display the job output.
Link-to Command: OUTPUT

L
List the job output files.
Link-to Command: LISTFILE
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T
Display tasks for the job.
Link-to Command: TASK

M
Invoke the MENU ADDRSP command.
Link-to Command: MENU

Access Job Summary Display
The Job summary display shows a summary of information about jobs on the JES job queues:

How to Access the Job Summary Display

To access the Job Summary display, issue the JOBSUM command. This display tells you the type, queue, status, job
input class, and spool volume.

The sample Job Summary display:

SYSVIEW JOBSUM ------------------ Job Summary ---------------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

---------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-16/1998 Col 1-79/328

Status:    SORT NOSELECT NODEST NOPREFIX NOOWNER NOUPDATE

Spool space used - 62.95%   Maximum jobs allowed - 5000

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    *        ALL        ALL   ALL  ALL

Cmd Jobname  Type Jobnr Queue Stat Jobc Prty Posi Spool% Tot-Lines Ccode

___ CHH$IPC9 JOB   2475 OUTP  HLDC M       1        2.37   1456782     0

___ SYSTEM74 JOB   4137 OUTP  HLDC I       1        2.21    847380 U3334

___ QA90MUF4 JOB   3673 OUTP  HLDC D       1        2.19    905079     0

___ GLOED02F JOB   4663 OUTP  HLDC A       1        2.18    811295    16

___ NETSPY52 JOB   5712 OUTP       M       1        2.13    858767  S222

___ ONETH01E JOB   5406 OUTP  HLDC B       1        2.12    793355    16

___ FONCR01C JOB    588 OUTP  HLDC A       1        1.69    629805  S222

___ A021BKWD JOB   4643 OUTP  HLDC Y       1        1.64    778816  S222

___ QADRAS60 JOB   2133 OUTP  HLDC 3       1        1.42    541641  S222

___ SYSTEM11 STC   3741 OUTP  HLDC $       1        1.33    501196  S978

___ SYSTEM11 STC    120 OUTP  HLDC $       1        1.19    446748  S978

___ SYSTEM07 STC   5025 OUTP  HLDC $       1        1.17    513076  S222

___ SYSTEM11 STC   2990 OUTP  HLDC $       1        1.13    423551  S978

___ NETSPY52 JOB   4536 OUTP       M       1        1.07    417642     0

___ NETSPY52 JOB    784 OUTP       M       1        1.05    417375     0

___ SYSTEM11 STC   1868 OUTP  HLDC $       1        1.03    387792  S978

Tasks Performed from the Job Summary Display

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the Job Summary display, enter a question mark (?) in
the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the
variable.

The following line commands are valid:

D
Delete a job.
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S
Display the job output.
Link-to Command: OUTPUT

SS
Display information about steps for a job.
Link-to Command: STEPSUM

R
Release a job.

H
Hold a job.

Access Job Queues Display
The Job Queues display shows information about jobs on the JES job queues:

How to Access the Job Queues Display

To access the Job Queues display, issue the JJOBQUE command. This display is probably the most comprehensive
SYSVIEW display for jobs on job queues. The Output Queue display and the Held Output Queue display are less
comprehensive, but useful. These displays are, basically, subsets of the Job Queues display. Issue the JOUTQUE and
JHELDQUE commands, respectively, to access these displays.

The sample Job Queues display:

SYSVIEW JJOBQUE ---------------- Job Queues ----------------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

--------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 12-27/2190 Col 1-79/413

Status:    SORT NOSELECT NODEST NOPREFIX NOOWNER NOUPDATE

Total Lines  20,440,040      Total Pages 0

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                             *        ALL   ALL  ALL                 ALL

Cmd  St-Date   St-Time  Jobnr Jobname  Queue Type Jobc Prty Tot-Lines Outc Opri

___  11Mar2008 15:36:27  4709 ACOBA01S OUTP  JOB  A       1      1967 X     144

___  11Mar2008 13:50:25  4356 ACOBA01S OUTP  JOB  A       1      1981 X     144

___  11Mar2008 13:22:07  4255 ACOBA01S OUTP  JOB  A       1      1970 X     144

___  11Mar2008 11:10:11  3931 ADAMPM1  EXEC  JOB  3      11                   

___  11Mar2008 10:22:36  3665 AJNL0027 OUTP  JOB  Y       1       145 Y     144

___  10Mar2008 19:44:57  1154 AJNL0074 OUTP  JOB  Y       1       133 X     144

___  09Mar2008 10:45:06   738 AJNL0105 OUTP  JOB  Y       1       157 A     144

___  09Mar2008 10:15:01   654 AJNL0105 OUTP  JOB  Y       1       158 A     144

___                      2207 ALEDA01B INP   JOB  X      11

___  12Mar2008 02:39:04  5318 ANDNI02  EXEC  TSU  @      15

___  12Mar2008 02:39:04  5318 .        OUTP  TSU  @      15     40279 D      96

___  11Mar2008 16:28:30  4884 ANDNI02D OUTP  JOB  A       1        76 X     144

___  11Mar2008 16:28:30  4884 .        OUTP  JOB  A       1         3 Y     144

___  11Mar2008 16:05:52  4816 ANDNI02D OUTP  JOB  A       1        76 X     144

___  11Mar2008 16:05:52  4816 .        OUTP  JOB  A       1         3 Y     144

___  11Mar2008 15:23:00  4668 ANDNI02D OUTP  JOB  A       1        76 X     144

Tasks Performed from the Job Queues Display

You can perform line commands from this display.
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To show the available action and navigation line commands for the Job Queues display, enter a question mark (?) in the
Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the
variable.

The following sample list of  line commands are valid:

D
Delete output.

S
Display output.
Link-to Command: OUTPUT

L
List output files.
Link-to Command: LISTFILE

R
Release output or a job.

Access Printers Display
The Printers display shows the status of local and remote JES printers. If a job is printing, the Printers display also shows
information about the job.

How to Access the Printers Display

To access the Printers display, issue the PRINTER command.

The sample Printers display:

SYSVIEW PRINTER ------------------ Printers -----------------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-17/20 Col 1-79/577

Status:    SORT NOSELECT NODEST NOPREFIX NOOWNER NOUPDATE 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      *        ALL

Cmd   Device   Status   Devn Jobname  Jobnr Programmer Lines-Prt Tot-Lines Fcnt

____  PRT1     DRAINED  001E

____  PRT10    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT2     DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT33    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT66    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT67    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT76    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT77    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT88    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT90    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT91    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT92    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT93    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT94    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT95    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT96    DRAINED  FSS

____  PRT97    DRAINED  FSS
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Tasks Performed from the Printers Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the Printers display, enter a question mark (?) in the Cmd
field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

C
Cancel the output.

S
Start the printer.

P
Stop the printer.

Access System Log Display
The System Log display shows the MVS system log data set. This display takes all SYSLOG output files on the JES spool
and logically combines them.

How to Access System Log Display

To access the System Log display, issue the SYSLOG command. To view a system log, specify the JES system ID of the
SYSLOG you want to display on the SYSLOG command. By default, the current system log displays.

The sample System Log display:

SYSVIEW SYSLOG -------------- System Log for XE44 -----------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 76234-76252/76289 Col 37-115/126

Date 12Mar2008  Time 09:12:49

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          00000214  IEA989I SLIP TRAP ID=X33E MATCHED.  JOBNAME=*UNAVAIL, ASID=

          00000010  TSS7100E 009 J=HARCA06 A=HARCA06 T=A01TD023 F=TSO - Incorre

 STC05315 00000010  ROS120I: LINE 015 ONCHI01                A55TG010 <SIGNOFF>

 STC05315 00000010  RCS012I: ROSCOE  /A55TG010: SUCCESSFUL DISCONNECT <VTAM>  

 TSU05502 00000210  IEA630I  OPERATOR SOUAY01  NOW ACTIVE,   SYSTEM=XE44    , L

 SOUAY01  00000210  $TOJ5744,OUTGRP=1.1.1,C=6683,T=GT15

 JOB00922 00000010  $HASP308 CICS4IDS ESTIMATED TIME EXCEEDED BY 2280 MINUTES

 JOB05744 00000010  $HASP686 OUTPUT(SOUAY01B) 992

      992 00000010  $HASP686 OUTPUT(SOUAY01B)  OUTGRP=1.1.1,BURST=NO,FCB=6683,

      992 00000010  $HASP686                   FLASH=****,FORMS=STD,HOLD=(NONE)

      992 00000010  $HASP686                   OUTDISP=WRITE,PRIORITY=128,

      992 00000010  $HASP686                   PRMODE=LINE,QUEUE=A,

      992 00000010  $HASP686                   RECORDS=(2866 OF 2866),

      992 00000010  $HASP686                   ROUTECDE=LOCAL,SECLABEL=,TSOAVAI

      992 00000010  $HASP686                   UCS=GT15,USERID=SOUAY01,WRITER=

 STC03491 00000010  CAS9899W - USILEP05 (141.202.133.43:1721) not available...w

 JOB05781 00000010 @48 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS V74

 JOB00789 00000010 *42 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO DS60 V1

 JOB05728 00000010 @41 REPLY WITH REQUEST TO IDMS V71
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Tasks Performed from the System Log Display

The System Log display lets you locate a time, date, or both in the log. To do so, issue the LOCATE subcommand in the
following format:

LOCATE [hh:mm:ss] [,<date>]

hh:mm:ss
This variable specifies the time to locate in hh:mm:ss format.
hh (optional)

Values are 00-23.
mm (optional)

Values are 00-59.
ss

Values are 00-59.
The default is 00:00:00.

NOTE
You can use a period instead of a colon to separate the hh, mm, and ss values.

<date>
This variable specifies the date to locate in the user date format. The default is the current displayed date.
Because the user date format can vary widely, the full date must be entered.

For example, to locate ten a.m. on March 17 2013, and the user date format is set to mm/dd/yy, issue the following
command:

LOCATE 10 03/18/13

System Overview Displays
This section describes some representative displays for the System Overview component. The information section of a
SYSVIEW command or menu can display an overview of a select group of metrics and conditions of your system.

System Overview Information

SYSVIEW System Overview panel and description:                     

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(r)  IFA% IIP%  CP% ...50..100  -Condition-  ---Ready---  --Paging--  -Storage-

CPU    0%  47%  65%             NoENQ NoSMF  ASIDs     2  Slots   0%  ECSA  41%

LCPU   0%  47%  65%               RES NoWTO  Tasks     2  Rate     0  ESQA  71%

                                NoDMP   TAP  ----I/O----  AFQA  1.8m   SQA  66%

Spool           29%                          Rate   9203  UICA 65535   CSA  54%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Status  NoSRT NoLIM NoSEL NoDST NoPFX NoOWN NoUPD   PRT NoCAP                  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The System Overview component provides the ability to display a select group of metrics and conditions as a single
package. This package of information can be displayed in the information section of a command or menu display.
The information can also be displayed in a cross-system view showing multiple z/OS images through the SYSTEMS
command.

The system overview information display can be in either the long/full format or the short/abbreviated format.
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• OVERVIEWFMT LONG - Long format overview fields description.
• OVERVIEWFMT SHORT - Short format overview fields description.

Here is a brief summary of the SET keywords used to control the display of system overview information. See the SET
help in the product help for more information. You can also issue the QUERY or MODIFY command for any of these
OVERVIEW keywords.

• OVERView - Sets the overview information display ON or OFF.
• OVERVIEWDivl - Sets the overview divider line display ON or OFF.
• OVERVIEWFmt - Sets the overview format to LONG or SHORT.
• OVERVIEWType - Sets the overview type to INTERVAL or REALTIME.

An easier way to control the display of the system overview information lines on any command is to use the OVERCMDS
command.

 

Accessing and Controlling the Displays
You can access the System Overview Menu from the Primary Option Menu or by typing the command Menu Overview
from any SYSVIEW menu or command.

System Overview Menu

The following graphic of the sample menu demonstrates the information section in full format displaying real-time data and
a few available options:

Displaying the Information Lines

Using the commands PROFILE or SET, users can control the following System Overview options and characteristics for
each command:
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• Whether the information area is displayed
• Whether the format of the information area is displayed in a full or short format
• Whether the type of information is real time or interval

SET Keywords

The following available SET keywords let you control the display of the information lines:

OVERView
Controls the display of the system overview information lines.
Valid Values: YES or ON and NO or OFF.
Default: NO or OFF
For example:
set overview yes

If you turn the SET command parameter IMPLICITSET to yes, you can switch the OVERVIEW between yes and
no.
set implicitset yes

OVERVIEWFmt or OVERFmt
Controls the format of the system overview information lines when the Overview option is set to Yes.
Valid Values: LONG or SHORT. FULL can also be specified and is a synonym for LONG.
Default: LONG

OVERVIEWType or OVERType
Controls the type of displayed data in the system overview information lines when the Overview option is set to
Yes.
Valid Values: REALTIME or INTERVAL.
Default: REALTIME

OVERVIEWDivl or OVERDivline
Controls the display of a divider line following the system overview information lines when the Overview option is
set to Yes.
Valid Values: Yes or On and No or Off.
Default: Yes

Sample Displays

The following screens show the information area in both the long format and the short format of the Activity command
display.

• Short Format
The following sample display shows the short format of the information area, which displays when you specify SET
OVERVIEWFMT SHORT:
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• Long Format
The following sample display shows the information area set back to the long format, which displays when you specify
SET OVERVIEWFMT LONG:

Screen Attributes

Users can define and control their screen color, reverse video, highlighting, and so on. To display and set these screen
attributes, use the SCREEN command.

Review the following areas of the screen attribute of the OVERVIEW information section:
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Headers
The screen attribute name is HEADER.

Text
The screen attribute name is INFO.

Conditions
Specifies the screen attribute that is based on the status of the condition, as follows:

• Condition is false - INFO
• Condition is true - CONDHI

Bar graphs
Specifies an attribute that is based on the threshold definition (if any), as follows:

• BARGRAPH - No threshold defined
• BARNORMAL - Evaluated status - NORMAL
• BARWARNING - Evaluated status - WARNING
• BARPROBLEM - Evaluated status - PROBLEM

Metrics and Values
Specifies the metric and value attributes that are based on the threshold definition (if any), as follows:

• INFO - No threshold defined
• CONDNORMAL - Evaluated status - NORMAL
• CONDWARNING - Evaluated status - WARNING
• CONDPROBLEM - Evaluated status - PROBLEM

System Overview Data
The System Overview data displays in fields that are associated with the following information areas and are described in
the following sections:

Graph Fields
(r)

Indicates that the information is being displayed in real-time mode.
(i)

Indicates that the information is being displayed using collected interval data.
CPU

Specifies the processor busy percentage from the operating system point of view.
LCPU

Specifies the processor busy percentage from the LPAR point of view.
Spool

Indicates the percentage of spool space used. This percentage is in relation to the total number of spool track
groups that are defined to JES.

Condition Fields

The following fields display the condition of your system:

ENQ|NoENQ
Indicates whether enqueue conflicts currently exist.
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RES|NoRES
Indicates whether enqueue reserves currently exist.

DMP|NoDMP
Indicates whether a dump data set is in use.

SMF|NoSMF
Indicates whether a potential problem with SMF exists, such as:

• SMF not active
• SMF data lost
• SMF buffering records
• Dump required for one or more SMF data sets

WTO|NoWTO
Indicates whether a potential WTO problem exists, such as:

• A message backlog exists
• WTO buffer shortage

TAP|NoTAP
Indicates whether a tape mount is pending.

Ready Fields

The following fields display the number of jobs that are ready to be dispatched:

ASIDs
Specifies the number of address spaces that have one or more tasks ready to be dispatched.

Tasks
Specifies the number of tasks ready to be dispatched.

I/O Fields

This field displays the I/O rates:

Rate
Specifies the overall start I/O rate for the system, expressed as the number of start I/Os per second.

Paging Fields

The following fields display the paging information:

Slots
Specifies the percent of local page data set slots in use.

Rate
Specifies the overall paging rate for the system, expressed as the number of pages per second.

AFQA
Specifies the available frame queue average.

UICA
Specifies the unreferenced interval count average.

Common Fields

The following fields display the percentage of used common storage and queue areas:
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ECSA
Displays the percentage of currently used Extended Common Storage Area.

ESQA
Displays the percentage of currently used Extended System Queue Area.

SQA
Displays the percentage of currently used System Queue Area.

CSA
Displays the percentage of currently used Common Storage Area.

UNIX System Services Displays
In addition to the displays that are described in the following topics, there are other USS resources displays. To see a
menu of the commands you can use, specify MENU USS on the command line. You can use these commands to monitor
and manage USS resources.

You can use SYSVIEW line commands to perform many tasks on these displays. To see the valid line commands for a
display, place your cursor in the line command input area and press the Help PF key.

USS Address Space List Display
The USS Address Space List display shows you information about address spaces that contain USS processes.

How to Access the USS Address Space List Display

To access the USS Address Space List display, issue the USSLIST command. The following display is a sample USS
Address Space List:

SYSVIEW USSLIST ---------- USS Address Space List ----------------------------

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> HALF

 ----------------------------------------------- Lvl 3 Row 1-18/67 Col 1-79/219

 Jobname SYSVIEW   ASID 0078  Jobid STC01358

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd              Jobnr Jobname  Stepname Procstep Type Jc Status  PrcCt ThrCt

 ________________  1270 AOPD     STEP1             OTX  $  NS          1     5

 ________________  1279 FTPD441  STEP1             OTX  $  OUT DW      1     1

 ________________  1271 INETD8   STEP1             OTX  $  OUT DW      1     1

 ________________       OPSUSS   OPSP002B OPSP     STC     OUT DW      1     1

 ________________       OPSUSS   OPSP002C OPSP     STC     OUT DW      1     1

 ________________  1269 OPSUSS1  STEP1             OTX  $  OUT DW      1     1

This second screen shows the fields that you see when you scroll to the right:

 SYSVIEW USSLIST ---------- USS Address Space List ----------------------------

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> HALF

 ---------------------------------------- Lvl 3 Row 1-18/67 Col 1-32&84-130/219

 Jobname SYSVIEW   ASID 0078  Jobid STC01358

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd              Jobnr Jobname |UserTime  SysTime TotlTime SysCl FilRd FilWr

 ________________  1270 AOPD        0.200    0.060    0.260   289   446     1

 ________________  1279 FTPD441     0.220    0.070    0.290   181    12

 ________________  1271 INETD8      0.020    0.000    0.020    28     4     1

 ________________       OPSUSS      0.030    0.010    0.040     8

 ________________       OPSUSS      0.030    0.010    0.040     8

 ________________  1269 OPSUSS1     0.030    0.010    0.040    16    31
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Tasks Performed from the USS Address Space List Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the USS Address Space List display, enter a question
mark (?) in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the
left of the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Select
Switch to the selected ASID.
Link-to Command: USS

Process or UProcess
Display the processes for the selected address space.
Link-to Command: UPROCESS

Threads or UThreads
Display the threads for the selected address space.
Link-to Command: UTHREADS

Files or UFiles
Display the open USS files for the selected address space.
Link-to Command: UFILES

USS Mounted File Systems Display
The USS Mounted File System display shows you information about mounted USS file systems.

How to Access the USS Mounted File Systems Display

To access this display, Issue the UFILESYS command. The sample USS Mounted File Systems displays:

SYSVIEW AB12 ---------------------------------------------- UFILESYS, USS Mounted File Systems

 ------------------------------------------ 2016/09/25 06:57:00

Command ====>                                                                                                 

                               Scroll *===> CSR 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Lvl 3 Row 523-566/3136 Col 1-159/388

Formats DEFAULT ZFS        

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Name                                         Type     Status   Mode ISUid BpSec DevNo PDevN  Elapsed 

    Blocks Used ....+....5....+....1 RdCnt WrCnt

________ OMVS.CA32.ETC                                HFS      ACTIVE   R/W      0     0   714   712 86:06:57 

     51840 74%                         214

________ OMVS.CA32.IPSEC.HFS                          HFS      ACTIVE   R/W      0     0   727   720 86:06:56

      85500  2%

________ OMVS.CA32.LOCAL                              HFS      ACTIVE   R/W      0     0   716   712 86:06:57

      19800  3% 

________ OMVS.CA32.SYS.ZFS                            ZFS      ACTIVE   R/O      0     0   719   712 86:06:56 

    351360 99%                        1860

________ OMVS.CA32.USERSM                             HFS      ACTIVE   R/O      0     0   720   712 86:06:56 

    140400 17%                        2146

________ OMVS.CA32.VAR                                HFS      ACTIVE   R/W      0     0   715   712 86:06:57 

     24120 50%                         679
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************************************************************************* End of Data

 *************************************************************************  

Tasks Performed from the USS Mounted File Systems Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the USS Mounted File Systems display, enter a question
mark (?) in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the
left of the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Select
Select the file system detail display.

ULISTDir, ULS, Ls, or Ld
List the mount point directory of the file system.
Link-to Command: ULISTDIR

UDIRTree, DIRTree, or DT
Display the mount point of the selected file system using the FILESYS keyword.
Link-to Command: UDIRTREE

Dsinfo or Info
Display the file system name.
Link-to Command: DSINFO

LISTCat or LCat
Display the file system name.
Link-to Command: LISTCAT

System Configuration Options Display
The System Configuration Options display shows you USS system configuration options.

How to Access the System Configuration Options Display

To access the System Configuration Options display, issue the USYSCONF command.

The sample System Configuration Options display:

 SYSVIEW USYSCONF------- USS System Configuration Options ---------------------

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> HALF

 ------------------------------------------------------------ Lvl 3 Row 1-18/29

 Parmlib member BPXPRM00

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Description                      Parameter        Value

 Storage copy option on fork call FORKCOPY         COPY

 Max message queues               IPCMSGNIDS       500

 Max message queue bytes          IPCMSGQBYTES     262144

 Max messages per queue           IPCMSGQMNUM      10000

 Max semaphore sets               IPCSEMNIDS       500

 Max operations per semaphore cal IPCSEMNOPS       25

 Max semaphores per semaphore set IPCSEMNSEMS      25

 Max pages for one shared mem seg IPCSHMMPAGES     256

 Max shared memory segments       IPCSHMNIDS       500
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 Max shared mem seg per addrspc   IPCSHMNSEGS      10

 Max pages for all shared mem seg IPCSHMSPAGES     262144

 Max address space region size    MAXASSIZE        41943040

 Max core dump file size          MAXCORESIZE      4194304

 Max cpu time in seconds          MAXCPUTIME       1000

 Max files per process            MAXFILEPROC      256

 Max file size                    MAXFILESIZE      NOLIMIT

 Max memory mapped file pages     MAXMMAPAREA      4096

 Max processes in the system      MAXPROCSYS       125

CICS Displays
In addition to the displays described here, you can use many others to view CICS resource displays. To see menus of the
commands you can use, specify MENU CICS on the command line. This menu contains other menus that let you view
different types of information, such as:

• Status
• Storage
• Subsystems
• Transactions
• Domains
• Journals

CICS System Activity Display
The CICS System Activity display shows you information about CICS address spaces that are currently being monitored.
You also see CICS address spaces that are currently inactive but have been monitored during the current IPL.

How to Access the CICS System Activity Display

To access the CICS System Activity display, issue the CICSLIST command.

The sample CICS System Activity display:

SYSVIEW  ----------CICSLIST, CICS System Activity -----------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

-------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-5/5 Col 1-79/192

Jobname SYSVIEW   ASID 0051  Jobid STC01321  CICS n/a    SSID GSVX

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd   Name     Status   JobStat  Job-CPU RealStg Trans IOReqs  CPUTime Lifetime

_____ CACTUSA  ACTIVE   NS      00:14:49   1.51M  4094  58261    0.055    0.611

_____ CICSPMP6 ACTIVE   IN      00:38:16   11.5M 23646   143k    0.001    3.481

_____ CICSPMP9 ACTIVE   IN      00:37:35   14.8M 11919  71772    0.001   15.740

_____ CICSPQA5 ACTIVE   IN      00:09:44   2.74M  7586  30704    0.001   10.619

_____ PAQMC520 ACTIVE   IN      00:03:01   2.14M  8480  89475    0.006    0.050

================================= End of Data =================================

Tasks Performed from the CICS System Activity Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the CICS System Activity display, enter a question mark
(?) in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left
of the variable.
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The following list shows some sample line commands:

DSAs
Display a list of the Dynamic Storage Areas in use.
Link-to Command: CDSAS

LISTFILE and LF
List spool files for the selected CICS job name.
Link-to Command: LISTFILE

LOgs
List history data collection logs for the selected job name and SSID.
Link-to Command: LGLOGS

REView
Display an hourly breakdown of transaction activity.
Link-to Command: CREVIEW

Select
Select the CICS address space for future use in displays. The currently selected address space is displayed in the
information section.
Example:
Jobname  CICSPROD  ASID  0039

Link-to Command: ASID
Tasks

List the active and suspended transactions.
Link-to Command: CTASKS

CICS Active Tasks Display
The CICS Active Tasks display provides information about CICS active and suspended tasks for the current address
space or for all CICS address spaces that are currently being monitored.

How to Access the CICS Active Tasks Display

To access the CICS Active Tasks display, issue the CTASKS command.

The sample CICS Active Tasks display:

SYSVIEW CTASKS ---------- CICS Active Tasks -----------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

 ------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-13/13 Col 1-79/398

 Jobname SYSVC530  ASID 01A0  Jobid STC04215  CICS TS3.2  Mode LOCAL   SSID GSVX

                  Current High Limit AtLimit          CPU Paging IORate TranRate

 Max Tasks              4    4    32       0  Job   0.13%  0.133  3.067    1.433

                                              MVS     11%     19    335

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd A Tran   Task# Program  Term WaitType WaitName          CPUTime Lifetime

 ___   CSHQ      22 DFHSHSY       SHSYSTEM                     0.090

 ___   CSSY       6 DFHAPATT      ICEXPIRY DFHAPTIX            0.004

 ___   CSTP       8 DFHZCSTP      TCP_NORM DFHZDSP             2.148

 ___   CSOL       3 DFHSOL        SODOMAIN SO_NOWORK           0.018

 ___   CSNE      23 DFHZNAC       ZC       DFHZNAC1            0.007

 ___   CEMT     222 DFHEMTD  U015 ZCIOWAIT DFHZARQ1                  00:05:34

 ___ > SYSV     375 GSVXCICS U036 EKCWAIT  SINGLE              0.001    0.003

 ___   CEBR     225 DFHEDFBR U037 ZCIOWAIT DFHZARQ1                  00:05:27
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 ___   XPFI      25 XC53INIT      XPFC     REQUESTS            0.238

 ___   CFQR      20 DFHFCQT       FCCFQR                       0.001

 ___   CSNC      21 DFHCRNP       CSNC     MROQUEUE            0.003

 ___   CFQS      19 DFHFCQT       FCCFQS                       0.007

Tasks Performed from the CICS Active Tasks Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the CICS Active Tasks display, enter a question mark (?) in
the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the
variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Cancel
Cancels the selected transaction.

Enqueue and NQ
Displays the enqueues that the selected transaction owns or is waiting on.
Link-to Command: CENQUEUE

Kill
Kills (cancels) the selected looping transaction.

Select
Displays detailed transaction information.

SUbpools
Displays the CSUBPOOL command. The subpools that the selected task owns are displayed.
Link-to Command: CSUBPOOL

CICS Dynamic Storage Areas Display
The CICS Dynamic Storage Areas display shows you information about each Dynamic Storage Area that CICS defined.

How to Access the CICS Dynamic Storage Areas Display

To access the CICS Dynamic Storage Areas display, issue the CDSAS command.

The sample CICS Dynamic Storage Areas display:

SYSVIEW CDSAS ---------- CICS Dynamic Storage Areas --------------------------

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> PAGE

 ------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-8/8 Col 1-79/241

 Jobname PAQMC520  ASID 00DE  Jobid JOB06244  CICS TS3.2

 Storage protection is INACTIVE

 Region    User   Sys Alloc  Free   PctS  Size   PctL Limit  High   SOS

 DSA                   820K  716K    53%  1.5M    16%    5M  1.5M

 EDSA                 6.64M 2.36M    74%    9M    33%   20M    9M

 PVT      5.36M  400K 5.75M  720K    64% 8.98M    88% 6.06M

 E-PVT    23.4M 9.61M   33M  104M     2% 1.84G    18%  128M

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd DSAname   Size Alloc  Free MFree SOS Queued Used ...20...40...60...80..100

 ___ UDSA      256K        256K  256K              0%

 ___ CDSA      512K  488K   24K    8K             95%

 ___ SDSA      256K   16K  240K  240K              6%

 ___ RDSA      512K  316K  196K  124K             62%
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 ___ ECDSA       3M  2.2M  820K  788K             73%

 ___ EUDSA       1M          1M    1M              0%

 ___ ESDSA                                         0%

 ___ ERDSA       5M 4.44M  576K  500K             89%

Tasks Performed from the CICS Dynamic Storage Areas Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the CICS Dynamic Storage Areas display, enter a question
mark (?) in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the
left of the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Elements
Display a list of allocated storage blocks.
Link-to Command: CELEMENT

Plot
Display the DSA percentage full.
Link-to Command: PLOT

PRograms
Display a list of programs that are loaded in the selected DSA.
Link-to Command: CPROGRAM

Subpools
Display a list of allocated subpools.
Link-to Command: CSUBPOOL

Xtents
Display the Dynamic Storage Area Extents.
Link-to Command: CDSAX

Transaction Log Display
The Transaction Log display shows you CICS transaction records.

How to Access the Transaction Log Display

To access the Transaction Log display, issue the CTRANLOG command.

The sample Transaction Log display:

SYSVIEW  MF99 ---------- CTRANLOG, Transaction Log ---------- 03/20/08 15:22:32

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> PAGE

 ---------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 4987-4999/5000 Col 1-79/226

 Status  NoSRT NoLIM NoSEL NoDST NoPFX NoOWN NoUPD NoPRT NoCAP

 LogStream SYSVIEW.CICSLOGR.TRAN.XX99     Retention 2 days

 Available 22:21:02 01/06/08           to 15:09:19 03/20/08

 Displayed 12:09:47 02/27/08           to 15:09:19 03/20/08

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Jobname  Date     Time     Tran    Task# Term Userid   Lifetime  CPUTime

     A44ICCS8 03/20/08 11:42:18 CWBG       68      CICSUSER 0.893456 0.000576

     A44ICB18 03/20/08 12:00:34 CSOL        3      CICSUSER 00:31:27 0.000720

     A44ICB18 03/20/08 12:32:01 CSOL        3      CICSUSER 00:31:27 0.000480

     A44ICB18 03/20/08 12:42:18 CWBG       74      CICSUSER 0.960104 0.000672
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     A44ICCS8 03/20/08 12:42:20 CWBG       69      CICSUSER 0.986021 0.000688

     A44ICB18 03/20/08 13:03:29 CSOL        3      CICSUSER 00:31:27 0.000720

     A44ICB18 03/20/08 13:34:56 CSOL        3      CICSUSER 00:31:27 0.000624

     A44ICB18 03/20/08 13:42:19 CWBG       75      CICSUSER 0.789768 0.000624

     A44ICCS8 03/20/08 13:42:20 CWBG       70      CICSUSER 0.865847 0.000624

     A44ICB18 03/20/08 14:06:24 CSOL        3      CICSUSER 00:31:27 0.000432

     A44ICB18 03/20/08 14:37:51 CSOL        3      CICSUSER 00:31:27 0.000624

     A44ICB18 03/20/08 14:42:20 CWBG       76      CICSUSER 0.806204 0.000624

     A44ICCS8 03/20/08 14:42:22 CWBG       71      CICSUSER 0.852687 0.000624

Tasks Performed from the Transaction Log Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the Transaction Log display, enter a question mark (?) in
the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the
variable.

The following list shows a sample line command:

Select
Display the detail screen for a record.

CICS Degradation Analysis Display
The CICS Degradation Analysis display shows you a degradation analysis graph that summarizes the time CICS spent on
various resources.

How to Access the CICS Degradation Analysis Display

To access the CICS Degradation Analysis display, issue the CWAITS command.

The sample CICS Degradation Analysis display:

 SYSVIEW CWAITS ----------- CICS Degradation Analysis --------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

 ------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-11/11

 Jobname PAQMC520  ASID 00DE  Jobid JOB06244  CICS TS3.2                       

         CPU Paging IORate TranRate Transactions                               

 Job   0.03%         0.533    0.067        8,529                               

 MVS     94%      2   1350                                                     

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Resource                        Total  Average Pct% ...20...40...60...80..100 

 Transaction life time        00:07:10    0.050 100% ************************* 

 Dispatch time                00:01:30    0.011  21% *****                     

 CPU time                       50.364    0.006  12% ***                       

 Program control load wait       1.470           <1%                           

 Suspend time                 00:05:38    0.040  79% ********************      

 Dispatch delay                 10.160    0.001   2% *                         

 File control wait            00:05:26    0.038  76% *******************       

 Lock manager delay time         0.888           <1%                           

 Syncpoint time                  1.998           <1%                           

 Waiting to run               00:01:27    0.010  20% *****                     

 I/O count                       87875       10
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IBM MQ Displays
This section describes some representative IBM MQ resource displays and some tasks you can perform on them.

In addition to the displays described here, there are many other MQ resource displays. To see menus of the commands
you can use, specify MENU MQ on the command line. This menu contains other menus that let you view different types of
information, such as:

• MQ queue managers
• Queues
• Channels
• Processes
• Page sets

MQ Subsystem List Display
This MQ Subsystem List display shows you information about defined MQ subsystems.

How to Access the MQ Subsystem List Display

To access this display, issue the MQLIST command.

The sample MQ Subsystem List display:

SYSVIEW ------------------ MQLIST, MQ Subsystem List --------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

-------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-3/3 Col 1-79/251

Jobname CSQ5MSTR  ASID 0284  Jobid STC61678  MQ 6.0    Qmgr CSQ5              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd              Qmgr Status   ChInit   Mon  Job-CPU RealStg IOReqs Clocktime 

________________ CSQ3 ACTIVE   ACTIVE       2.533079   45.6M   2712  00:02:27 

________________ CSQ4 ACTIVE   ACTIVE       1.692717   14.9M   1605  00:02:44 

________________ CSQ5 ACTIVE   ACTIVE   MON 5.068565   4.86M   5146  05:08:20

Tasks Performed from the MQ Subsystem List Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the MQ Subsystem List display, enter a question mark (?)
in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of
the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Output
Displays the output for the selected queue manager.
Link-to Command: OUTPUT

Select
Sets the selected queue manager as target MQ queue manager.
Link-to Command: MQSERIES

STArt kwd
Issues the START command indicated by the keyword specified.
Valid Keyword:
Chinit

- Issues the START CHINIT command
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If the keyword is omitted, a START QMGR command is issued.
STOp kwd

Issues the STOP command that is indicated by the keyword specified.
Valid Keywords:
Quiesce

- Issues the STOP QMGR MODE(QUIESCE) command
Force

- Issues the STOP QMGR MODE(FORCE) command
Restart

- Issues the STOP QMGR MODE(RESTART) command
Chinit

- Issues the STOP CHINIT command
If the keyword is omitted, a STOP QMGR command is issued.

MQ Exception Alerts Display
The MQ Exception Alerts display shows you information about MQ data collection exception alerts. If the current value
exceeds a threshold definition, the data collection value displays. You can display alerts for both problem and warning
thresholds.

NOTE
Alerts are not generated for aliases.

How to Access the MQ Exception Alerts Display

To access this display, issue the MQALERTS command.

The sample MQ Exception Alerts display:

SYSVIEW MQALERTS ------------- MQ Exception Alerts --------------------------

Command ====>                                               Scroll *===> HALF

------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-5/5 Col 1-79/252

Cmd Name     QMgr Argument                           Value  Status

___ MQQDEPTH CSQ1 CSQ1.GSVSMQSR.B1F406759B47D800      2403  PROBLEM

___ .        CSQ1 CSQ1.GSVSMQSR.B1F414871FA9DA00      1528  PROBLEM

___ .        CSQ1 SYSTEM.ADMIN.QMGR.FWD                344  PROBLEM

___ .        CSQ2 SYSTEM.ADMIN.CHANNEL.FWD             295  PROBLEM

___ .        CSQ2 SYSTEM.ADMIN.QMGR.FWD                373  PROBLEM

Tasks Performed from the MQ Exception Alerts Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the MQ Exception Alerts display, enter a question mark (?)
in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of
the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Select
Dynamically provide more information about the selected data element using the PLOT or CLIST command. If a
member for this variable has been defined in the CLISTLIB, the CLIST command is executed. If a member name
does not exist, the PLOT command is executed.
Link-to Command: PLOT or CLIST
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Plot
Display a graph of performance data for the selected data element.
Link-to Command: PLOT

CList
Issue the CLIST command for the selected data element.
Link-to Command: CLIST

Thresh
Display threshold information for the selected variable name.
Link-to Command: MQTHRESH

Variable
Display a variable definition for the selected variable name.
Link-to Command: MQVARS

MQ Channel Status Display
The MQ Channel Status display provides you with the status of MQ channels.

How to Access the MQ Channel Status Display

To access this display, issue the MQCHSTAT command.

The sample MQ Channel Status display:

SYSVIEW ----------------- MQCHSTAT, MQ Channel Status -------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

----------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 17-33/33 Col 1-79/767

Formats DEFAULT COMMON COMPRESS CONNECT MONITOR SSL STATUS                    

Jobname CSQ5MSTR  ASID 0284  Jobid STC61678  MQ 6.0    Qmgr CSQ5              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Channel              ChlType  Status     SubState     ConName        

________ CSQ5.TO.CSQ4         SDR      INACTIVE                               

________ CSQ5.TO.S31Q         SDR      INACTIVE                               

________ MQECOLL.CSQ5         RCVR     INACTIVE                               

________ MQSRV2.CSQ5          RCVR     INACTIVE                               

________ SYSTEM.ADMIN.SVRCONN SVRCONN  INACTIVE                               

________ SYSTEM.AUTO.RECEIVER RCVR     INACTIVE                               

________ SYSTEM.AUTO.SVRCONN  SVRCONN  INACTIVE                               

________ SYSTEM.DEF.CLUSRCVR  CLUSRCVR INACTIVE                               

________ SYSTEM.DEF.CLUSSDR   CLUSSDR  INACTIVE                               

________ SYSTEM.DEF.RECEIVER  RCVR     INACTIVE                               

________ SYSTEM.DEF.REQUESTER RQSTR    INACTIVE                               

________ SYSTEM.DEF.SENDER    SDR      INACTIVE                               

________ SYSTEM.DEF.SERVER    SVR      INACTIVE                               

________ SYSTEM.DEF.SVRCONN   SVRCONN  RUNNING    RECEIVE      ::ffff:168.192.0

________ S31Q.TO.CSQ5         RCVR     INACTIVE                               

________ TO.CSQ3.CLUSTERS     CLUSSDR  RETRYING   OTHER        168.192.0.100(44

________ TO.CSQ5.CLUSTERS     CLUSRCVR RUNNING    RECEIVE      ::ffff:168.192.0

Tasks Performed from the MQ Channel Status Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.
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To show the available action and navigation line commands for the MQ Channel Status display, enter a question mark (?)
in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of
the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

• List
Invoke the appropriate MQCHxxxx command to list the details of all channels of the selected channel type.
Link-to Command: MQCHxxxx

• RESet
Issue a RESET CHANNEL command for the channel.

• Select or Alter
Invoke the MQALTER command to display and alter the attributes of the selected channel.
Link-to Command: MQALTER

• STArt
Issue a START CHANNEL command to start the channel.

• STOp
Issue a STOP CHANNEL command to stop the channel.

MQ Local Queues Display
The MQ Local Queues display shows you information about MQ local queues.

How to Access the MQ Local Queues Display

To access this display, issue the MQQLOCAL command.

The sample MQ Local Queues display:

SYSVIEW ------------------ MQQLOCAL, MQ Local Queues --------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

SET$009I MQQLOCAL FORMATLINE set to NO --------- Lvl 2 Row 1-15/15 Col 1-79/849

Jobname CSQ5MSTR  ASID 0284  Jobid STC61678  MQ 6.0    Qmgr CSQ5              

Interval   53.0                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Queue                            Depth  QHWM IProc OProc  Puts PutsD 

________ AMQ.C0634EF6AD4CDFEB                             1                   

________ CSQ5.GSVSMQSR.C0635C8468ED38CB                   1                   

________ IMSS.OTMA.QUEUE                    200   250     1                   

________ SYSTEM.ADMIN.CHANNEL.EVENT          20           1                   

________ SYSTEM.ADMIN.CONFIG.EVENT           10           1                   

________ SYSTEM.ADMIN.PERFM.EVENT           124           1                   

________ SYSTEM.ADMIN.QMGR.EVENT             44           1                   

________ SYSTEM.CHANNEL.INITQ                             1                   

________ SYSTEM.CHANNEL.SYNCQ                 6           1     1             

________ SYSTEM.CLUSTER.COMMAND.QUEUE                     1                   

________ SYSTEM.CLUSTER.REPOSITORY.QUEUE     11           1     1             

________ SYSTEM.CLUSTER.TRANSMIT.QUEUE                    1     1             

________ SYSTEM.COMMAND.INPUT                             1     3            

________ SYSTEM.PENDING.DATA.QUEUE                        1                  

________ TPTPTP.GSVSMQSR.C0635CC6B8D8EE0C                 1 
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Tasks Performed from the MQ Local Queues Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the MQ Local Queues display, enter a question mark (?) in
the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the
variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

• DELete
Issue a DELETE QLOCAL for the queue.

• PLot
Invoke a PLOTLIST MQQUEUE command to display a plot selection list for the selected local queue.
PLOTLIST MQQUEUE

• Select or Alter
Invoke the MQALTER command to display and alter the attributes of the selected queue.
Link-to Command: MQALTER

MQ Queue Manager Display
The MQ Queue Manager display shows you information about the currently selected target MQ queue manager.

For information about displaying potential target MQ queue managers, see the online help for the MQLIST command. For
information about setting the target MQ queue manager, see the online help for the MQSERIES command.

To access the MQ Queue Manager display, issue the MQMGR command.

The sample MQ Queue Manager display:

SYSVIEW ------------------- MQMGR, MQ Queue Manager ---------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-18/79 Col 1-79/100

Jobname CSQ5MSTR  ASID 0284  Jobid STC61678  MQ 9.0    Qmgr CSQ5              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Description              Field    Value                                       

Queue manager            QMName   CSQ5                                        

Queue manager id         QMId     CSQ5.C044F70A629CA54B                       

Description              Descr    CSQ5, IBM MQ for z/OS V9.0.0      

Accounting for queues    AcctQ    OFF                                         

Active channels          ActChl   200                                         

Activity reports         ActivRec MSG                                        

Adoption check           AdoptChk ALL                                         

Adoption MCA restart     AdoptMCA NO                                         

Alteration date          AltDate  04/02/07                                   

Alteration time          AltTime  09:27:51                                  

Authority events         AuthorEv DISABLED                                   

Bridge events            BridgeEv DISABLED                                   

Coded char set id        CCSId    500                                       

Channel auto-def exit    ChADExit                                            

Channel init adaptors    ChIAdaps 8                                          

Channel init dispatchers ChIDisps 5                                          

Channel init service prm ChIServP 00000000000000000000000000000000           

Channel events           ChlEv    DISABLED   
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IMS Displays
This section describes some representative IMS displays and some tasks you can perform on them. In addition to the
displays described here, there are many other IMS resource displays. 

To see menus and commands you can use, specify MENU IMS on the command line.

Note: You can use SYSVIEW line commands to perform many tasks on these displays. To see the valid line commands
for a display, place your cursor in the line command input area and press the Help PF key.

IMS Subsystem List Display
The IMS Subsystem List display shows you information about IMS control regions. Both active and inactive control
regions display.

How to Access the IMS Subsystem List Display

To access the IMS Subsystem List display, issue the IMSLIST command. The following screen is a sample IMS
Subsystem List display.

 SYSVIEW IMSLIST ------------- IMS Subsystem List ------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

 -------------------------------------------------- Lvl 3 Row 1-6/6 Col 1-79/146

 Jobname SVD61IM1  ASID 0081  Jobid STC01952  IMS 10.0 Id SVP1

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd   Jobname  Status       Id   Region  Job-CPU R-Stg I/O-Req Clocktime Xrf

 _____ SVD51IMS INACTIVE     IMSV                                           

 _____ OPS51IMS INACTIVE     IMS1                                           

 _____ OPS69IMS INACTIVE     IMS9                                           

 _____ SVD61IM1 ACTIVE       SVP1 DB/DC    51.185  876K    2524  26:07:29 XRF

 _____ SVD61IM2 INACTIVE     SVP2                                           

 _____ SVD61IM3 ACTIVE       SVP3 DB/DC    28.735  816K    2292  26:06:30

This second screen displays the fields that you see when you scroll to the right:

 SYSVIEW IMSLIST ------------- IMS Subsystem List ------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

 ------------------------------------------- Lvl 3 Row 1-6/6 Col 1-18&81-141/146

 Jobname SVD61IM1  ASID 0081  Jobid STC01952  IMS 10.0 Id SVP1

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd   Jobname |Jobnr ASID Type Description                      CC Ver SCD 

 _____ SVD71IMS                 SYSVIEW DB/DC Test Region

 _____ OPS71IMS                 OPS/MVS DB/DC Test Region

 _____ OPS69IMS                 OPS/MVS DBCTL Coldstart 1

 _____ SVD61IM1  1952 0081 STC  SYSVIEW DB/DC XRF IRLM             10.0 00C7AEE8

 _____ SVD61IM2                 SYSVIEW DB/DC XRF IRLM

 _____ SVD61IM3  1958 0086 STC  SYSVIEW DB/DC IRLM                 10.0 00B3AEE8

Tasks Performed from the IMS Subsystem List Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the IMS Subsystem List display, enter a question mark (?)
in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of
the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:
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Select
Select the active IMS control region for subsequent commands.

CHEckpt
Issue the IMS command CHE to take a simple checkpoint for the control region.

COLDSYS
Issue the IMS command ERE COLDBASE OVERRIDE to perform a cold start on both the database and
communications components.

DUMPQ
Issue the IMS command CHE DUMPQ. This command causes IMS to take a DUMPQ checkpoint and shut down
the control region.

EREstart
Issue the IMS command ERE. This command causes an emergency restart for the control region.

IMS Exception Alerts Display
The IMS Exception Alerts display shows you information about IMS data collection exception alerts. Data collection values
display if the current value exceeds a threshold definition.

To access this display, issue the IMSALERT command. The sample IMS Exception Alerts display:

 SYSVIEW IMSALERT ---------- IMS Exception Alerts -----------------------------

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> PAGE

 ---------------------------------------------- Lvl 3 Row 20-32/32 Col 1-79/226

 Cmd Name     ID   Argument        Value  Status    Description 

 ___ IMPLSIZE SVP3 TTAB             256K  PROBLEM   Current pool size

 ___ IMPLMAX  SVP1 BXQE              96K  WARNING   Maximum pool size

 ___ IMPLMAX  SVP1 LGWA             116K  WARNING   Maximum pool size

 ___ IMPLMAX  SVP3 BXQE              96K  WARNING   Maximum pool size

 ___ IMPLMAX  SVP3 LGWA             116K  WARNING   Maximum pool size

 ___ IMPLSIZE SVP1 STTR              56K  WARNING   Current pool size

 ___ IMPLSIZE SVP1 XMCI              56K  WARNING   Current pool size

 ___ IMPLSIZE SVP3 STTR              56K  WARNING   Current pool size

 ___ IMPLSIZE SVP3 XMCI              52K  WARNING   Current pool size

 ___ IMSSTAT  IMSV              INACTIVE  INACTIVE  IMS ID status

 ___ IMSSTAT  IMS1              INACTIVE  INACTIVE  IMS ID status

 ___ IMSSTAT  IMS9              INACTIVE  INACTIVE  IMS ID status

 ___ IMSSTAT  SVP2              INACTIVE  INACTIVE  IMS ID status

IMS Pools Display
The IMS Pools display shows you a list of CBT pools that have been defined to the IMS control region. Current storage
information for each pool is also available.

To access this display, issue the IMSPOOLS command. The sample IMS Pools display:

 SYSVIEW IMSPOOLS ----------------- IMS Pools ---------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> HALF

 ----------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 4 Row 1-17/120

 Jobname SVD61IM1  ASID 0081  Jobid STC01952  IMS 10.0 Id SVP1

 Global 1.17M  Local  496K

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd      Pool  SP Current Maximum  Gets Frees CSA Pct% ...25...50...75..100 

 ________ LSAV   0    160K    164K    40     1      32%
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 ________ TTAB 231    256K    256K    64       CSA  21%

 ________ LQMW   0     92K     92K    23            19%

 ________ LCLL   0     88K     88K    22            18%

 ________ LGWA 231    112K    116K    42    14 CSA   9%

 ________ BXQE 231     96K     96K    12       CSA   8%

 ________ CLLE 231     80K     80K    20       CSA   7%

 ________ PST  231     76K     80K    33    14 CSA   6%

 ________ SVPL   0     32K     32K     8             6%

 ________ TIB  251     28K     28K     1             6%

 ________ STTR 231     56K     60K    28    14 CSA   5%

 ________ XMCI 241     56K     56K    14       CSA   5%

 ________ RECA   0   21.2K   21.2K     1             4%

 ________ DMHR 228     32K     32K     8       CSA   3%

 ________ EPST 231     36K     40K    10     1 CSA   3%

 ________ GQMW 231     36K     36K     9       CSA   3%

 ________ IRLM 231     32K     32K     8       CSA   3%

IMS Dependent Region List Display
The IMS Dependent Region List display shows information about dependent regions for the active IMS control region.

To access this display, issue the IMSREGNS command. The sample IMS Dependent Region List Display:

 SYSVIEW IMSREGNS -------- IMS Dependent Region List --------------------------

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> PAGE

 ------------------------------------------------- Lvl 4 Row 1-6/6 Col 1-79/122

 Jobname SVD61IM1  ASID 0081  Jobid STC01952  IMS 10.0 Id SVP1

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd      Jobname  Type  Id Status           Class           Program  Tran/Step

 ________ SVD61DL1 DLI      ACTIVE

 ________ SVD61F11 FPM    1 ACTIVE                           DFSIVP4

 ________ SVD61F12 FPM    2 ACTIVE                           DFSIVP5

 ________ SVD61F13 FPM    3 ACTIVE                           DBFSAMP3

 ________ SVD61M11 TP     4 WAITING          1

 ________ SVD61RC1 DBRC     ACTIVE

IMS Common Queue Subtask
The IMS Common Queue Server subtask (IMSCQS) is the interface between the z/OS Common Queue Server and
SYSVIEW.

Display IMS Subsystem Shared Queues Group Information

You can obtain information about the IMS subsystems that participate in a shared queues group.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the IMSLIST command.
The IMS Control Regions display shows the shared Q group name, CQS SSN, and the primary overflow message
structure names.

2. Issue the IMSQTRAN, IMSQSTAT, or the IMSTRANS command.
IMSQTRAN shows the message counts for transactions queued to various queue types in the shared message
queue. 
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IMSQSTAT shows the status of the CQS address space and the Coupling Facility structures that support the shared
messaging environment used by the target IMS subsystem.

Use the IMS SPOC to Issue IMS Commands

You can use the SYSVIEW IMS single point of control (SPOC) to issue IMS type 1 and type 2 commands in an IMSPLEX.
Type 1 commands must be preceded with a forward slash (/) character.

To use the SYSVIEW IMS SPOC, configure and implement:

• SYSVIEW Option for IMS
• An IMSPLEX
• IMS Common Services Layer
• IMS Structured Call Interface
• IMS Operations Manager

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the IMSSPOC command
The IMS SPOC screen displays as a console interface, which lets SYSVIEW communicate with the IMS subsystems
participating in the IMSPLEX.

2. Change the IMSPLEX and Route fields using either of the following methods:
– Overtype the data in the information area of the display
– Specify the IMSPLEX and the Route parameters on the command line
– IMSPLEX

Provides the current target IMSPLEX name.
– Route

Provides the current route options that specify which IMSPLEX members the command is routed to. Asterisk (*)
routes the command to all members.

The screen refreshes and displays the new data.

Java Virtual Machines (JVM) and Language Environment (LE) Displays
SYSVIEW contains the following JVM and LE displays that help Systems Administrators and mainframe users monitor
and manage JVM and LE resources:

• Java Virtual Machine List display
• JVM Threads display
• LE Environment Variables display

In addition to the displays described here, you can use other displays to view JVM and LE resource displays.

To see menus of the commands that you can use, specify MENU JVMLE on the command line. The JVMLE menu contains
other menus that let you view the different types of information. For example:

• JVM Heap
• JVM Garbage Collection
• JVM Arguments
• JVM Properties
• JVM Paths
• LE Heap
• LE Options
• LE Paths
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Java Virtual Machine List Display
The Java Virtual Machine List display shows you information about address spaces that are currently running with Java
Virtual Machines.

How to Access the Java Virtual Machine List Display

To access the Java Virtual Machine List display, issue the JVMLIST command.

Example:

SYSVIEW SYSV TSO1 ---------------- JVMLIST, Java Virtual Machine List -------------------------

Command ====>                                                                                  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jobname CICSJOB1  ASID 01A2  Jobid STC54720  PID *         Mode SYSTEM                         

JVM discovery is ACTIVE                                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Jobname  ASID ASIType      AM Version   Mon  Application            ClockTime  CPUTime

________ IMSJMP11 024D IMS          31 1.8.0_241      IMS_SS11_JMP_31         1.96DAYS 0.434279

________ IMSJMP12 024E IMS          64 1.8.0_241 MON  IMS_SS12_JMP_64         1.96DAYS 0.453289

________ CICSJOB1 01A2 CICS         64 1.8.0_241 MON  CICS_APPLID01_SYSVJVM1  1.97DAYS 00:05:59

________ .        .    .            64 1.8.0_241 MON  CICS_APPLID01_DFHAXIS          .        .

________ .        .    .            64 1.8.0_241 MON  CICS_APPLID01_SYSVWLP1         .        .

________ .        .    .            64 1.8.0_241 MON  CICS_APPLID01_DFHXSTS          .        .

________ .        .    .            64 1.8.0_241 MON  CICS_APPLID01_SYSVWLP          .        .

________ ZCONJOB1 0417 ZOSCONNECT   64 1.8.0_241 MON  GSV_ZCONJOB1_04050284   13:01:18 00:01:11

***************************************** End of Data *****************************************

Tasks Performed from the Java Virtual Machine List Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase characters portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the JVM List display, enter a question mark (?) in the Cmd
field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the variable.
The following list describes sample line commands:
ARGs

Displays a list of the JVM arguments.
Link-to Command: JVMARGS

Heaps
Displays Java Heap memory usage.
Link-to Command: JVMHEAPS

PRoperty
Displays a list of the JVM properties.
Link-to Command: JVMPROP

JVM Threads Display
The JVM Threads display shows you information about the threads running in a Java Virtual Machine.

How to Access the JVM Threads Display

To access the JVM Threads display, issue the JVMTHRDS command.

Example:
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SYSVIEW SYSV TSO1 ---------------------- JVMTHRDS, JVM Threads -------------------------------------

Command ====>                                                                                       

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jobname CICSJOB1  ASID 01A2  Jobid STC54720  PID *         Mode JOB                                 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Jobname  ASID PID      ThreadName                             State    Pri  CPUTime WaitCnt

....+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60...+....70...+....80...+....90...+....1

________ CICSJOB1 01A2 0205016E main                                   RUNNABLE   5 0.212000        

________ .        .    .        Signal Dispatcher                      RUNNABLE   5                 

________ .        .    .        JIT Compilation Thread-000             RUNNABLE  10 0.896000        

________ .        .    .        JIT Compilation Thread-001 Suspended   RUNNABLE  10 1.197000        

________ .        .    .        JIT Compilation Thread-002 Suspended   RUNNABLE  10 0.172000        

________ .        .    .        JIT Compilation Thread-003 Suspended   RUNNABLE  10 0.120000        

________ .        .    .        JIT Diagnostic Compilation Thread-007+ RUNNABLE  10                 

________ .        .    .        JIT-SamplerThread                      TIMEWAIT  10 0.943000        

________ .        .    .        IProfiler                              RUNNABLE   5 1.512000        

________ .        .    .        Concurrent Mark Helper                 RUNNABLE   1                 

________ .        .    .        GC Slave                               RUNNABLE   5 0.006000        

________ .        .    .        GC Slave                               RUNNABLE   5 0.005000        

________ .        .    .        GC Slave                               RUNNABLE   5 0.005000        

________ .        .    .        CA SYSVIEW - eXternalDataInterface     RUNNABLE  10 0.157177        

________ .        .    .        Finalizer thread                       RUNNABLE   5 0.006000        

________ .        .    .        SHUTDOWN_RESPONDER                     RUNNABLE   5                 

________ .        .    .        Timer-0                                TIMEWAIT   5 13.88700   17043

________ .        .    .        Timer-1                                TIMEWAIT   5 13.55400   17042

***************************************** End of Data **********************************************

Tasks Performed from the JVM List Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase characters portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the JVM Threads display, enter a question mark (?) in
the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the
variable. The following list describes sample line commands:
STack

Displays the current stack trace for the thread.
Link-to Command: JVMSTACK

LE Environment Variables Display
The LE Environment Variables display shows you information about environment variables that are set for the active LE
based enclave.

How to Access the LE Environment Variables Display

To access the LE Environment Variables display, issue the LEENV command.

Example:

SYSVIEW SYSV TSO1 ---------------------- LEENVAR, LE Environment Variables --------------------------

Command ====>                                                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jobname CICSJOB1  ASID 01A2  Jobid STC54720  TCB *         Mode JOB                                  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Cmd      TCB      RBName   EnVar                            Value                                    

________ 0076B488 BPXPTATT _BPXK_AUTOCVT                    OFF                                      

________ .        .        _BPXK_DISABLE_SHLIB              YES                                      

________ .        .        _DFH_LOG_IDENTITY                FALSE                                    

________ .        .        _DFH_LOGFILE                     503970B0                                 

________ .        .        _DFH_SJKIP                       3E419000                                 

________ .        .        _DFH_STDERR_IDENTITY             FALSE                                    

________ .        .        _DFH_STDOUT_IDENTITY             FALSE                                    

________ .        .        _DFH_TRC_IDENTITY                FALSE                                    

________ .        .        _DFH_TRCFILE                     50397470                                 

________ .        .        _EDC_PTHREAD_YIELD               -2                                       

________ .        .        com.ibm.cics.jvmserver.applid    APPLID01                                 

________ .        .        com.ibm.cics.jvmserver.bundle.id                                          

________ .        .        com.ibm.cics.jvmserver.bundle.n+                                          

________ .        .        com.ibm.cics.jvmserver.config.r+ /usr/lpp/cicsts/cicssys.cts55/JVMProfiles

**************************************** End of Data ************************************************

Tasks Performed from the LE Environment Variables Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only uppercase characters portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the LE Environment Variable display, enter a question
mark (?) in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the
left of the variable. The following list describes sample line commands:
LEPath

Displays the individual directory paths for a path based environment variable.
Link-to Command: LEPATH

UListdir
Displays the contents of a USS directory for a path based environment variable.
Link-to Command: ULISTDIR

CICS Transaction Gateway Displays
SYSVIEW contains CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) displays that help Systems Administrators and mainframe users
monitor and manage CTG resources. The SYSVIEW CTG displays let you view different types of information, such as:

• Server connections
• Logical server connections
• Web services
• Daemon lists

For example, SYSVIEW contains the following CTG displays:

• CICS Transaction Gateway Daemon List Display
• CICS Transaction Gateway CICS Server Connections Display

Various CTG displays can be executed in interval or total modes.

• Interval:
The statistics values that display are for the current CTG statistics interval.

• Total:
The statistics values that display are since CTG was initialized.

You can specify INTERVAL or TOTAL as parameters to the commands or can use the information area of the commands
to toggle between the interval mode and total mode.
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NOTE
Although CTG commands are contained within the SYSVIEW Option for CICS, the SYSVIEW JVM component
must be configured to let CTG commands function. For information about how to install the JVM agent into a
CTG daemon running on z/OS, see Configure the JVM Data Collector Agent.

CICS Transaction Gateway Daemon List Display
The CICS Transaction Gateway daemon list display shows you information about active CTG daemons running on z/OS.

How to Access the CICS Transaction Gateway Daemon List Display

To access the CICS Transaction Gateway Daemon List display, issue the CTGLIST command.

Example:

SYSVIEW TSO1 ---------------------------------------------- CTGLIST, CICS Transaction Gateway List

 ----------------------------------------------

Command ====>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jobname CTGJOB2   ASID 0024  Jobid TSU07105  PID 05000048  Mode SYSTEM

Options TOTAL

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Jobname  ASID Mon  Status   Requests RespTime   IOTime LUWCur LUWCmt LUWRoll SyncCur SyncSucc

 SyncFail XAReq XACur XAHWM XACmt XARoll

________ CTGJOB1  0089 MON  RUNNING        10    1.638    1.952                                      5       

 5

________ CTGJOB2  0024 MON  RUNNING        19    1.712    2.203                                     19

************************************************************************* End of Data

 ***********************************************************

Tasks Performed from the CICS Transaction Gateway Daemon List Display

You can perform line commands from the display. The line commands let you take action against CTG address spaces
and link to other CTG displays.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the CICS Transaction Gateway Daemon List display, enter
a question mark (?) in the Cmd field.

To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the data row and
enter the line command. The uppercase characters indicate the minimum length required.

The following list describes a subset of the line commands available:

LOG:
Displays CTG SMF 111 records.
Link-to Command: CTGLOG

LSERVers:
Displays CTG logical servers.
Link-to Command: CTGLSRVR

RESet:
Resets CTG health to 100.
Link-to Command: CTGSET

Select:
Select the CTG daemon as the target address space for future use in displays. The target address space is
displayed in the information area.
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Link-to Command: ASID
SERVers:

Displays CTG CICS server connections.
Link-to Command: CTGSRVR

SHUTdown:
Shuts down the CTG daemon.
Link-to Command: CTGSET

WEBServc:
Displays CTG web services.
Link-to Command: CTGWEBSV

CICS Transaction Gateway CICS Server Connections Display
The CICS Transaction Gateway CICS Server Connections display shows you information about CICS servers that are
connected to your CTG daemons.

The command contains the following screens:

• SUMMARY:
Shows all CICS server connections.

• EXCI:
Shows statistics specific to the respective server connection type.

• IPIC:
Shows statistics specific to the respective server connection type.

You can display the different screens by passing SUMMARY, EXCI, or IPIC as parameters to the command or by toggling
the Options value in the information area of the display.

How to Access the CICS Transaction Gateway CICS Server Connections Display

To access the CICS Transaction Gateway CICS Server Connections display, issue the CTGSRVR command.

Example:

SYSVIEW TSO1 ------------------------------------------- CTGSRVR.SUMMARY, CTG CICS Server Connections

 -------------------------------------------

Command ====>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jobname CTGJOB2   ASID 0024  Jobid STC06736  PID 05000048  Mode REGION

Interval 00:09:56 IntervalEnd 11:00:00

Options SUMMARY TOTAL

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Jobname  Server   Protocol Requests RespTime  Wait CommFail ConnFail ConnLost TimeOut ReqLen RespLen

 ReqLenT RespLenT Applid   ApplidQ

________ CTGJOB2  CICSSRV1 IPIC

________ CTGJOB2  CICSSRV2 EXCI            8    0.070

________ CTGJOB2  CICSSRV3 IPIC

________ CTGJOB2  CICSSRV4 IPIC

________ CTGJOB2  CICSSRV5 IPIC

________ CTGJOB2  CICSSRV6 IPIC            8    0.704                                        2    725     465 

   5796     3716 SERVER1  SYS01

________ CTGJOB2  CICSSRV7 IPIC            3    0.262                                        1    801     526 

   2402     1579 SERVER2  SYS01

________ CTGJOB2  CICSSRV8 IPIC
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************************************************************************* End of Data

 ***********************************************************

Tasks Performed from the CICS Transaction Gateway CICS Server Connections Display

You can perform several line commands from this display. The line commands let you take action against CTG CICS
server connections.

To show the available action line commands for the CICS Transaction Gateway CICS Server Connections display, enter a
question mark (?) in the Cmd field.

To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the data row and
enter the line command. The uppercase characters indicate the minimum length required.

The following list describes the line commands available:

STArt:
Starts the IPIC server connection.
Link-to Command: CTGSET

STOp:
Stops the IPIC server connection.
Link-to Command: CTGSET

z/OS Connect Displays
SYSVIEW contains displays that help systems administrators and mainframe users monitor and manage z/OS Connect
resources. In addition to the displays that are described in this section, you can use many others to view z/OS Connect
resource displays.

To see the menus of the commands that you can use, enter MENU ZCN on the command line. The ZCN menu contains
other menus that let you view different types of information, such as:

• Services
• Systems of Record
• URIs
• SMF Request Log

SYSVIEW contains the following z/OS Connect displays:

• z/OS Connect Server List display
• z/OS Connect API display

z/OS Connect Server List Display
The z/OS Connect Server List display shows you information about z/OS Connect server address spaces that are
currently running.

How to Access the z/OS Connect Server List Display

To access the z/OS Connect Server List display, issue the ZCNLIST command.

Example:

SYSVIEW SYSV TSO1 ------------- ZCNLIST, z/OS Connect Server List -------------------------

Command ====>                                                                                              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jobname ZCNJOB2   ASID 0392  Jobid STC62407  PID 04050657  Mode SYSTEM                                     
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Jobname  ASID Mon  ServerName  Version Requests Failed TimedOut  APIs Services

________ ZCNJOB1  0313 MON  MQ1         3.0.38                               1        1

________ ZCNJOB2  0392 MON  ALL1        3.0.38    102434    100        2     9       18

======================================= End of Data =======================================

Tasks Performed from the z/OS Connect Server List Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase characters portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the z/OS Connect Server List display, enter a question
mark (?) in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the
left of the variable. The following list describes sample line commands:
APIs

Displays a list of the Application Programming Interfaces.
Link-to Command: ZCNAPI

SERVices
Displays a list of the services.
Link-to Command: ZCNSERV

SOR
Displays a list of the Systems of Record.
Link-to Command: ZCNSOR

Select
Select the z/OS Connect server for future use in displays. The currently selected address space is displayed in
the information section.
Example:
Jobname ZCNJOB1  ASID 0392

Link-to Command: ASID

z/OS Connect APIs Display
The z/OS Connect API display shows you information about z/OS Connect application programming Interfaces (APIs)
defined on your server and how they are performing.

How to Access the z/OS Connect API Display

To access the z/OS Connect API display, issue the ZCNAPI command.

Example:

SYSVIEW SYSV TSO1 ----------------------- ZCNAPIS, z/OS Connect APIs

 --------------------------------------------

Command ====>                                                                                                

    

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jobname ZCNJOB1   ASID 0392  Jobid STC62407  PID 04050657  Mode JOB                                          

    

MonZcn INITIALIZED  MonZcnReq INITIALIZED                                                                    

    

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd  Jobname  APIName  Status  Requests Failed TimedOut  AvgReqT  MinReqT  MaxReqT  AvgSoRT  MinSoRT  MaxSoRT
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____ ZCNJOB1  catalog  STARTED      221                 0.007433 0.002233 0.208107 0.002364 0.000699 0.009382

    

____ .        contacts STARTED       45                 0.025941 0.005528 0.161889 0.009780 0.003525 0.035195

Tasks Performed from the z/OS Connect API Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase characters portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the z/OS Connect API display, enter a question mark (?) in
the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the
variable.The following list shows some sample line commands:
Select

Displays a list of URIs for this API
Link-to Command: ZCNURI

STArt
Starts a stopped API.
Link-to Command: ZCNSET

STOp
Stops a started API.
Link-to Command: ZCNSET

Datacom Displays
This section describes some representative Datacom resource displays and some tasks you can perform on them. In
addition to the displays described here, there are many other Datacom resource displays.

To see menus of the commands you can use, specify MENU DATACOM on the command line. This menu contains other
menus that let you view different types of information, such as: Datacom directories, elements, keys, and so on, and
Datacom MUF displays.

DATACOM System Activity Display
The DATACOM System Activity display shows information about Datacom address spaces. The parmlib member
DATACOM defines the list of job names to monitor; however, you can also obtain this information dynamically. For more
on defining this list, see Administrating.

How to Access DATACOM System Activity Display

To access this display, issue the DCLIST command. The sample DATACOM System Activity display:

SYSVIEW  -------------- DCLIST, DATACOM System Activity -----------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-13/13 Col 1-79/184

Jobname SYSV31UR  ASID 0050  Jobid JOB19593  DATACOM n/a                      

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd Name     JobStat  Job-CPU RealStg IOReqs Clocktime  Jobnr Stepname Procname

    DBDVM631 IN         0.051   1.13M     10  00:56:01   2713 $$$$$$@         

    EDBC10MF LSW        1.824     20M   1648  23:38:45  19383 DB10STRT DBMUF  

    I0D0STRT NS         1.494   15.8M   1634  15:37:01  27261 AD10STRT DBMUF  

    MMIMDB31 IN         1.286   10.7M   2163  01:19:22   2363 DB11STRT DBMUF  

    QAMUF11G NS         7.366   1.84M   3120  23:08:11  20095 QAMUF11G $$$@NX@

    QAMUF11M NS        10.112   7.13M   5934  23:08:36  20076 QAMUF11M $$$@NX@

    QAMUF11W NS         1.737   2.24M   1786  23:08:24  20087 QAMUF11W $$$@NX@

    QAMUF11Z NS         2.174     28M   2164  23:08:05  20099 QAMUF11Z $$$@NX@
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    QAMUF111 NS         2.700   3.47M   2151  23:08:26  20085 QAMUF111 $$$@NX@

    SCDP1MUF NS         4.487    544K   1340  23:39:21  19266 SCDP1MUF DBMUF  

    SCHDMUF  NS         4.233    588K    653  23:40:21  19152 SCHDMUF  DBMUF  

    SQL2MUFA                                                                  

    SQL2MUFB LSW        0.973   14.3M   1749  19:41:14  24871 DBMUF           

********************************* End of Data *********************************

Tasks Performed from the DATACOM System Activity Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the DATACOM System Activity display, enter a question
mark (?) in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the
left of the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

JJobque
Lists the jobs for a selected job name.
Link-to Command: JJOBQUE

Select
Selects the address space for use in future displays. The currently selected address space is displayed in the
information section.
Example:
Jobname  DATACOM   ASID   0039

Link-to Command: ASID

DATACOM Directory Areas Display
The DATACOM Directory Areas display shows you an entry for each area in the Directory (CXX).

How to Access DATACOM Directory Areas Display

To access this display, issue the DCAREAS command. The sample DATACOM Directory Areas display:

 SYSVIEW DCAREAS ----------- DATACOM Directory Areas --------------------------

 Command ====>                                                Scroll *===> HALF

 ----------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-18/55 Col 1-79/177

 Jobname SYSVDCOM  ASID 017E  Jobid STC03610  DBID *

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd DBID Area Occurrence                      Inserts HiURI Moved Tracks Slack

 ___    1 DEM  DEMO-DEM                                   17                  0

 ___    . PAY  PAYROLL                                   200                  0

 ___    . PMF  PERSONNEL                                 200                  0

 ___    2 AGR  AGGREGATE                            69   225     5     10     0

 ___    . ALS  ALIAS                               109  1032           10     0

 ___    . ARA  AREA                                 11    71           10     0

 ___    . ATZ  AUTHORIZATION                         1     8           10     0

 ___    . BAS  DATABASE                              5    16           10     0

 ___    . DVW  DATAVIEW                                   37           10     0

 ___    . ELM  ELEMENT                              72   381           10     0

 ___    . FIL  FILE                                       80           10     0

 ___    . FLD  FIELD                              2671  8550   163     20     0

 ___    . HSD  DD-HSD-FILE                         172   344           10     0
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 ___    . JOB  JOB                                                     10     0

 ___    . KEY  KEY                                  70   296           10     0

 ___    . KWC  DESCRIPTOR                                 30           10     0

 ___    . LIB  LIBRARY                                                 10     0

 ___    . MEM  MEMBER                                                  10     0

Tasks Performed from the DATACOM Directory Areas Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the DATACOM Directory Areas display, enter a question
mark (?) in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the
left of the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Select
Displays information for every table in the current area.
Link-to Command: DCTABLES

DSets
Displays information about the data set in the current area.
Link-to Command: DCDSETS

IO
Displays read and write statistics for the current area.
Link-to Command: DCAREAIO

Tables
Displays information for every table in the current area.
Link-to Command: DCTABLES

DATACOM Directory Databases Display
The DATACOM Directory Databases display shows you one entry for each database in the directory.

How to Access the DATACOM Directory Databases Display

To access this display, issue the DCDBASES command. The sample DATACOM Directory Databases display:

 SYSVIEW DCDBASES -------- DATACOM Directory Databases -------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

 ------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-11/11 Col 1-79/172

 Jobname SYSVDCOM  ASID 017E  Jobid STC03610  DBID *

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd DBID Occurrence                    Tracks Index Part Extend  Read  Rep  SQL

 ___    1 HUMAN-RESOURCE                    15     1      EXTEND

 ___    2 DATA-DICT                         20     2      EXTEND

 ___    4 PRM-ACT-DB                         5     1      EXTEND  READ

 ___    5 SAMP-ACT-DB                       20     1      EXTEND

 ___    6 CBS-DB                                   1

 ___   10 ORDER-ENTRY                              1

 ___   15 DDD-DATABASE                      20     1      EXTEND

 ___   16 CASQLDEFAULT                             1

 ___   17 TTM-DATABASE                             1

 ___  400 B400-DATABASE                            1

 ___ 1000 CASYSTEMTABLES                           1              READ
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Tasks Performed from the DATACOM Directory Databases Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the DATACOM Directory Databases display, enter a
question mark (?) in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input
area to the left of the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Select or Areas
Displays the areas for the selected database.
Link-to Command: DCAREAS

DSets
Displays data sets for the selected database.
Link-to Command: DCDSETS

IO
Displays read and write statistics for the selected database.
Link-to Command: DCAREAIO

Tables
Displays the tables for the selected database.
Link-to Command: DCTABLES

DATACOM MUF Identity Display
The DATACOM MUF Identity display shows multi-user facility system information for Datacom address spaces.

To access this display, issue the DCMUFS command. The sample DATACOM MUF Identity display:

 SYSVIEW DCMUFS ------------- DATACOM MUF Identity -----------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

 --------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-1/1 Col 1-79/90

 Jobname SYSVDCOM  ASID 017E  Jobid STC03610                                   

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd MUFname  Dirname  Nodename SubID SVC Release SP GenLvl RAAT-Sec SQL-Sec  D

 ___ SYSVDCOM DCOM90                0 213  11.0             NONE     NONE     I

DATACOM MUF Active Tasks Display
The DATACOM MUF Active Tasks display shows information about Datacom tasks.

To access this display, issue the DCTASKS command. The sample DATACOM MUF Active Tasks display:

 SYSVIEW DCTASKS ---------- DATACOM MUF Active Tasks ---------------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

 -------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-4/4 Col 1-79/142

 Jobname QA90MUF1  ASID 00A7  Jobid JOB01430                                   

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Jobname  Task# Owner Excps RunUnit SeqNum Command Status          Duration

 ___ B310EXEC     4               48585 128783 REDKY   NOT ACTIVE      000:00  

 ___ G315EXEC    13               48594 128781 UPDAT   NOT ACTIVE      000:00  

 ___ H316EXEC    14               48595 128778 ADDIT   NOT ACTIVE      000:00  

 ___ I317EXEC     1               48581 128782 ADDIT   NOT ACTIVE      000:00
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CA Health Checker
The CA Health Checker enables the IBM Health Checker for z/OS to communicate with SYSVIEW so you can monitor
how SYSVIEW is configured to operate and collect data.

In addition to out-of-the-box health checks, SYSVIEW provides commands that you can use to drill down into a health
check to view up-to-date, real-time information. That information can help you diagnose potential configuration problems
and resolve outstanding exceptions, resulting in a more efficient SYSVIEW system.

SYSVIEW Commands Used with CA Health Checker

You can perform the following tasks on health checker data using SYSVIEW commands:

To perform this task Use this command And see this display/output

View the SYSVIEW Health Checker Menu MENU HCHECK Health Checker Menu

View a list of health check drill-down
commands that were defined externally

HCCLIST Health Check Commands Display

Execute an externally defined health check
drill-down command string

HCCMD Command output

View information about the IBM Health
Checker for z/OS

HCHECKER Health Checker display

View the Health Check records that have
been logged to the Health Checker log
stream

HCLOG Health Checker Log display

View the messages generated by one or
more IBM Health Checker for z/OS checks

HCMSGS Health Checker Messages display

View IBM Health Check owner information HCOWNER Health Check Owners Display

Related Parmlibs

CA Health Checker uses these parmlib members:

• HCHECKS, which defines SYSVIEW Health Checks
• HCCMDS, which defines drill-down commands externally
• GSVHHCHK and GSVHHCMD, which contain user- and site-specific definitions. Change these members only under

the direction of Broadcom Support.

For more information about these parmlib members, see General Members.

Health Checker Menu
The Health Checker Menu, shown below, lists the SYSVIEW Health Checker commands.

To view this display, issue the MENU HCHECK command. Then, enter the number that corresponds to the command you
want.

SYSVIEW SYS1 ---------------------------------- MENU, Health Checker Menu

 -----------------------------------------

 Option ====>                                                                                     Scroll *===>

 PAGE

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row

 1-12/12
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 Option Command Parameters Description

 _ 1 HCOWNER Health Checker owner summary

 _ 2 HCHECKER Health Checker check details

 _ 3 HCMSGS Health Checker check messages

 _ 4 HCLOG Health Checker log

 

 _ 5 HCCLIST Health Checker command list

 _ 6 HCCMD Health Checker command

 

 Option DISPLAY Commands Description

 _ 7 STATUS Status information

 _ 8 CHECKS,SUMMARY Checks summary

 _ 9 POLICY,SUMMARY Policy summary

 

 

Health Check Commands Display
The Health Check Commands display, shown below, lists the health check drill-down commands that were
defined externally.

To view this display, issue the HCCLIST command. 

SYSVIEW SYS1 ------------------ HCCLIST, Health Check Commands -----------------------

 Command ====>                                                       Scroll *===> PAGE

 ------------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-39/43

 Status NoSRT NoLIM NoSEL NoDST NoPFX NoOWN NoUPD NoPRT NoCAP

 Source USER SYSTEM

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Owner             Name                              Source    CommandString

 ___ =                 =                                 PRODUCT   HCMSGS &P_OWNER &PN

 ___ CA_SYSV           SYSV_CICSMON=                     PRODUCT   CICSLIST

 ___ .                 SYSV_IMSMON=                      PRODUCT   IMSLIST

 ___ .                 SYSV_MQMON=                       PRODUCT   MQLIST

 ___ .                 SYSV_SAFUSER=                     PRODUCT   STATUS

 ___ .                 SYSV_SDSFACT=                     PRODUCT   REGPROD ; SELECT FE

 ___ .                 SYSV_SRVRACT=                     PRODUCT   JJOBQUE &PRIMJOBN

 ___ IBMASM            =                                 SYSTEM    PAGEDS

 ___ .                 ASM_LOCAL_SLOT_USAGE              SYSTEM    PAGEDS

 ___ .                 ASM_NUMBER_LOCAL_DATASETS         SYSTEM    PAGEDS

 ___ .                 ASM_PAGE_ADD                      SYSTEM    PAGEDS

 ___ .                 ASM_PLPA_COMMON_SIZE              SYSTEM    PAGEDS

 ___ .                 ASM_PLPA_COMMON_USAGE             SYSTEM    PAGEDS

 ___ IBMCEE            CEE_USING_LE_PARMLIB              SYSTEM    PARMLIST;WHERE IEAS

 ___ IBMCNZ            CNZ_AMRF_EVENTUAL_ACTION_MSGS     SYSTEM    WTOACTN

 ___ .                 CNZ_CONSOLE_MASTERAUTH_CMDSYS     SYSTEM    LISTCONS

 ___ .                 CNZ_CONSOLE_MSCOPE_AND_ROUTCODE   SYSTEM    LISTCONS

 ___ .                 VSM_CSA_LIMIT                     SYSTEM    COMMON

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT 12=RECALL
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Health Checker Display
The Health Checker display, shown below, provides information about the IBM Health Checker for z/OS.

To view this display, issue the HCHECKER command. 

SYSVIEW SYS1 -------------------- HCHECKER, Health Checker ---------------------------

 Command ====>                                                       Scroll *===> PAGE

 --------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-36/1161 Col 1-159/664

 Formats DEFAULT NEXT2RUN OWNER STATUS

 Status  NoSRT NoLIM NoSEL NoDST NoPFX NoOWN NoUPD NoPRT NoCAP

 Options CNFM XSYS ACT INACT DEL ENAB DISAB BYNAME

 Policy  DEFAULT           LogStr  *NONE*                            TaskId  HCHECK

 Owner   =                 Check   =

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Name                             UState   SState    Status              Global 

 ___ ALLOC_ALLC_OFFLN_POLICY          ACTIVE   ENABLED   SUCCESSFUL 

 ___ ALLOC_SPEC_WAIT_POLICY           ACTIVE   ENABLED   SUCCESSFUL 

 ___ ALLOC_TIOT_SIZE                  ACTIVE   ENABLED   SUCCESSFUL 

 ___ ASM_LOCAL_SLOT_USAGE             ACTIVE   ENABLED   SUCCESSFUL 

 ___ ASM_NUMBER_LOCAL_DATASETS        ACTIVE   ENABLED   SUCCESSFUL 

 ___ ASM_PAGE_ADD                     ACTIVE   ENABLED   SUCCESSFUL 

 ___ ASM_PLPA_COMMON_SIZE             ACTIVE   ENABLED   SUCCESSFUL 

 ___ ASM_PLPA_COMMON_USAGE            ACTIVE   ENABLED   SUCCESSFUL 

 ___ CATALOG_ATTRIBUTE_CHECK          ACTIVE   ENABLED   SUCCESSFUL 

 ___ CATALOG_IMBED_REPLICATE          ACTIVE   DISABLED  UNEXPECTED ERROR 

 ___ CATALOG_RNLS                     ACTIVE   ENABLED   EXCEPTION-LOW 

 ___ CA7_ICOM_ACTIVE_TASKS            ACTIVE   ENABLED   EXCEPTION-MEDIUM 

 ___ CA7_ONLINE_ACTIVE_TASKS          ACTIVE   DISABLED  ABEND 

 ___ CCS_ENF_SCREEN_VALIDITY          ACTIVE   ENABLED   SUCCESSFUL 

 ___ CICS_CEDA_ACCESS                 ACTIVE   ENABLED   EXCEPTION-LOW 

 ___ CICS_JOBSUB_SPOOL                ACTIVE   ENABLED   EXCEPTION-LOW 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT 12=RECALL

Health Checker Log Display
The Health Checker Log display, shown below, lists the Health Check records that have been logged to the Health
Checker log stream.

To view this display, issue the HCLOG command. 

SYSVIEW SYS1 ------------------------ HCLOG, Health Checker Log ----------------------

 Command ====>                                                       Scroll *===> PAGE

 ------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 954-988/988 Col 1-159/392

 Formats DEFAULT NAME

 LogStream HZS.HEALTH.CHECKER.HISTORY       Retention 0 days

 Available 01:08:14 2014/06/22           to 09:02:30 2014/06/25

 Searched  01:08:14 2014/06/22           to 09:02:30 2014/06/25

 Displayed 01:08:14 2014/06/22           to 09:02:30 2014/06/25

 Options   Lines 25000    Limit 1000000   Period NONE

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 Cmd      Date       Time     System    Owner             Name 

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:03 SYS1      PR_DB2            DB2_PRA_#LOAD_LAST_RUN@PTXPUM

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:03 .         .                 DB2_PRA_PARM_LEVEL@PTXPUMAN 

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:03 .         .                 DB2_PDA_BP_LOOKUP@PTXPUMAN 

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:03 .         .                 DB2_PDA_EXCP_ACCESS@PTXPUMAN 

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:03 .         .                 DB2_RCM_FULLTREE_CHECK@PTXPUM

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:05 .         PR_SPOOL          SPOOL_TRANSFRM_ACT@ESFTEST6 

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:05 .         .                 SPOOL_FILE_QUEUE_PCT@ESFTEST6

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:05 .         .                 SPOOL_SPACE_PCT@ESFTEST6 

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:05 .         .                 SPOOL_TCP_ACT@ESFTEST6 

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:05 .         .                 SPOOL_CKPT_ACT@ESFTEST6 

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:08 .         PR_SYSV           SYSV_CICSMON@GSVX0820 

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:08 .         .                 SYSV_MQMON@GSVX0820 

 ________ 2014/06/25 09:02:08 .         .                 SYSV_IMSMON@GSVX0820 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT 12=RECALL

 

 

Health Checker Messages Display
The Health Checker Messages display, shown below, lists the messages generated by one or more checks in the IBM
Health Checker for z/OS.

To view this display, do one of the following:

• Select a message on the Health Checker display
• Issue the HCMSGS command with parameters at the command line. (See the online help to see which parameters are

valid.)

SYSVIEW SYS1 ------------------ HCMSGS, Health Checker Messages --------------------

 Command ====>                                                      Scroll *===> PAGE

 ----------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-39/732

 Options NOMSGID

 Policy DEFAULT LogStr *NONE* TaskId HCHECK

 Owner PR_NM Check =

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------

 CHECK(PR_NM,NM_PA_STACKS@QANM1)

 SYSPLEX:    PLEXC1    SYSTEM: SYS1

 START TIME: 01/30/2018 14:14:39.312492

 CHECK DATE: 20180130  CHECK SEVERITY: MEDIUM

 

 All active stacks are known to Packet Analyzer.

 

 Stack TCPIP31 is known to packet analyzer.

 Type                    :    0623

 Version                 :    ANALYZE

 Packet Analysis         :    DISABLED

 

 The Packet Analyzer is responsible for monitoring the packet flow

 to and from monitored stacks.
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 The recommended best practice is that all IP stacks on an LPAR

 should be known to the Packet Analyzer.

 

 It is critical to many of the facilities provided by

 CA NetMaster, including:

 

 - Real-time IP traffic figures grouped by application,

 address, protocol, port and interface

 

 - Real-time IP packet stream viewing and deep packet inspection

 

 - Real-time packet-based event detection and notification

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT 12=RECALL

 

 

Health Check Owners Display
The Health Checker Owners display, shown below, provides information on IBM Health Check owners.

To view this display, issue the HCOWNER command. 

SYSVIEW SYS1 -------------------- HCOWNER, Health Check Owners ----------------------

 Command ====>                                                      Scroll *===> PAGE

 ------------------------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-39/61

 Policy  DEFAULT           LogStr  *NONE*                       TaskId  HCHECK

 Owner   =

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Owner            Status           Description                     Chks High  Med

 ___ PR_DTCM          EXCEPTION-HIGH   CA Datacom                        36    3   

 ___ IBMUSS           EXCEPTION-HIGH   IBM UnixSystemServices            13    1   

 ___ PR_TLMS          EXCEPTION-HIGH   CA TLMSTapeManagementSystem       10    1   

 ___ PR_DB2           EXCEPTION-MEDIUM CA DB2                           447        2

 ___ PR_OPSMVS        EXCEPTION-MEDIUM CA OPS/MVS                        77        

 ___ IBMXCF           EXCEPTION-MEDIUM IBM XsystemCouplingFacility       40        

 ___ PR_MIM           EXCEPTION-MEDIUM CA Multi-image Manager            18        

 ___ IBMIOS           EXCEPTION-MEDIUM IBMIOS                             9         

 ___ IBMCS            EXCEPTION-MEDIUM IBM CommunicationServer           23         

 ___ PR_NM            EXCEPTION-MEDIUM CA NetMaster                      44        

 ___ PR_TOP_SECRET    EXCEPTION-MEDIUM CA TopSecret                       2        

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT 12=RECALL

 

 

TCP/IP Displays
This section describes some representative TCP/IP resource displays and some tasks you can perform on them.
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To see menus of the commands you can use, specify MENU TCP on the command line. This menu contains other menus
that let you view different types of information, such as:

• Configuration
• Statistics
• UDP connections

Access the TCP/IP Stacks Display
The TCP/IP Stacks display provides information about active or stopped TCP/IP stacks.

How to Access the TCP/IP Stacks Display

To access the TCP/IP Stacks display, issue the TCPLIST command. Enter the appropriate line command against the
stack you are working with.

The sample TCP/IP Stacks display:

SYSVIEW ------------------- TCPLIST, TCP/IP Stacks ----------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

-------------------------------------------------- Lvl 3 Row 1-3/3 Col 1-79/197

TCP Jobname TCPIP31  (DEFAULT)                                                

Jobname  SYSTCPD                                                              

USER01  VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA                                                

SYSVIEW  VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA                                                

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd  Jobname  Status   Hostname IPV6     ClockTime  CPUTime RealStg IOCount   

____ TCPIP31  ACTIVE   TCPIP31  ENABLED   41:48:13 00:05:15   8.91M  117565   

____ TCPIP31V ACTIVE   TCPIP31V ENABLED   41:48:06 00:01:25    4.8M   15429   

____ TCPIP99  ACTIVE   TCPIP99  ENABLED   41:48:07 00:01:21   3.46M    5518   

Tasks Performed from the TCP/IP Stacks Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the TCP/IP Stacks display, enter a question mark (?) in
the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the
variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Activity
Display the system activity for the selected TCP/IP stack jobname.
Link-to Command: ACTIVITY

Ping
Ping the hostname for the TCP/IP stack.
Link-to Command: PING

Select
Set the selected TCP/IP stack as the target stack.
Link-to Command: TCPOPTS

Access the IP Users Display
The IP Users display provides information about the jobs that use the selected TCP stack.
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How to Access the IP Users Display

To access this display, issue the IPUSERS command to access the display. Enter the appropriate line command against
the jobs you are working with.

The sample IP Users display:

SYSVIEW ---------------------- IPUSERS, IP Users ------------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-14/14

TCP Jobname TCPIP31  (DEFAULT)                                                

Interval    2.0                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd  Jobname  ASID   TCP UDP Lsn   InBytes  OutBytes   InD  OutD    InR   OutR

____ AW31RSTR 01FD     1   2       1036691  10763020                          

____ CCISSLGW 00AD    38       1 254448500 206748814 45301 27864  22651  13932

____ CCITCPG2 00AB    13       1  45272259  73088976  1494  1235  747.0  617.5

____ CSQ5CHIN 02EE     2       1   4373020  16574571                          

____ DENMX2JV 005A     1       1   3837337    183287                          

____ DENMX3JV 01CC     1       1    447155     20667                          

____ DENMX5JV 01D1     1       1   3353301    158976                          

____ DFSKERN  011D         2   1    445416   1170114                          

____ D81ADIST 0140    39       2  20257129  21561306  2188  3321   1094   1661

____ MVSNFSC  001E     3   7     246202332 116054888  2440  1256   1220  628.0

____ OSNMPD   0138         1   1  45941137  48208110                          

____ SYSQA09  007D     3       3 442352444 442352696                          

____ SYSQA10  0082     3       2 442351720 442352444                          

____ TCPIP31  00E7    13       6   3045080  34987667    86  1634  43.00  817.0

Tasks Performed from the IP Users Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the IP Users display, enter a question mark (?) in the Cmd
field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Lsn
Drill down to show details about each listener socket the job has opened.
Link-to Command: IPLISTEN

Tcp
Drill down to show details about each TCP socket the job has opened.
Link-to Command: IPTCONN

Udp
Drill down to show details about each UDP socket the job has opened.
Link-to Command: IPUCONN

Access the TCP/IP Connections Display
The TCP/IP connections display provides information about each TCP socket connection for each job using the TCP
stack.
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How to Access the TCP/IP Connections Display

To access this display, issue the IPTCONN command. Enter the appropriate line command against the connection you are
working with and then use the TCP/IP Connections display.

The sample TCP/IP Connections display:

SYSVIEW ----------------- IPTCONN, TCP/IP Connections -------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> CSR

-------------------------------------------- Lvl 3 Row 129-144/189 Col 1-79/615

Formats DEFAULT PERFORM SECURITY SOCKOPTS STATE TEST                          

TCP Jobname TCPIP31  (DEFAULT)                                                

Interval TOTAL                                                                

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd  Jobname  ASID Subtask  State       Port PortName         RAddr           

____ D81ADIST 0140 007B1CF0 ESTABLSHED  5141                  192.168.31.215  

____ .        .    .        ESTABLSHED     .                  192.168.31.88   

____ EDCQAM01 0099 007F90C8 ESTABLSHED  3011                  192.168.65.31   

____ .        .    007A1378 ESTABLSHED  3015                  192.168.65.31   

____ JCKTE#G2 0192 007CAD90 ESTABLSHED  3689                  ::FFFF:192.168.65

____ .        .    00000000 ESTABLSHED 24233                  ::FFFF:192.168.65

____ LABDO023 0205 007FF708 ESTABLSHED  1831                  192.168.201.201 

____ LABDO024 01F2 007FF210 ESTABLSHED  1832                  192.168.201.201 

____ LABDO025 020F 007FF708 ESTABLSHED  1830                  192.168.201.201 

____ LABDO028 0234 007FF290 ESTABLSHED  3608                  192.168.27.141  

____ MVSNFSC  001E 007C8718 ESTABLSHED  1753                  ::FFFF:192.168.27

____ .        .    007C8400 ESTABLSHED  1975                  ::FFFF:192.168.27

____ .        .    007C8268 ESTABLSHED  3321                  ::FFFF:192.168.27

____ M81ADIST 00F3 007B0658 ESTABLSHED  5151                  192.168.10.26   

Tasks Performed from the TCP/IP Connections Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the TCP/IP Connections display, enter a question mark (?)
in the Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of
the variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

DROP
Issue the following command for the selected connection:
VARY TCPIP,,DROP

Link-to Command: XMVS
Intf

Drill down to show details about the device and interface that the connection uses.
Link-to Command: IPDEVICE

Ping
Ping the remote address for the connection.
Link-to Command: PING

Access the IP Devices Display
The IP Devices display provides information about the devices, links, and interfaces that are defined for the TCP/IP stack.
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How to Access the IP Devices Display

To access this display, issue the IPDEVICE command. Enter the appropriate line command against the device, link, or
interface you are working with.

The sample IP Devices display:

SYSVIEW ----------- IPDEVICE, TCP Devices/Links/Interfaces --------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

-------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-4/4 Col 1-79/195

TCP Jobname TCPIP31  (DEFAULT)                                                

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd  DevName          DevType    DevStatus Name             Type       Status 

____ LOOPBACK         LOOPBACK   READY     LOOPBACK         LOOPBACK   READY  

____ .                .          .         LOOPBACK6        LOOPBACK6  READY  

____ OSD12            MPCIPA     READY     OSA              IPAQENET   READY  

____ IUTIQDFF         MPCIPA     READY     HIPERLFF         IPAQIDIO   READY 

____ OSD53            MPCIPA     READY     OSA53LNK         IPAQENET   READY

____ .                .          .         OSAQDIO26        IPAQENET6  READY

Tasks Performed from the IP Devices Display

You can perform line commands from this display. Specify only the uppercase portion of the line command.

To show the available action and navigation line commands for the IP Devices display, enter a question mark (?) in the
Cmd field. To perform line commands from this display, place your cursor in the command input area to the left of the
variable.

The following list shows some sample line commands:

Ping
Ping the device address.
Link-to Command: PING

Select
Display detail information about the device and link or interface.
Link-to Command: XTSO

STArt
Issue the following command for the device or interface:
VARY TCPIP,START

Link-to Command: XMVS
STOp

Issue the following command for the device or interface:
VARY TCPIP,STOP

Link-to Command: XMVS

System Condition Monitor Displays
The System Condition Monitor (SCM) displays tell you at a glance where the problems are. This display eliminates the
need to search multiple areas to find the problem sources. The SCM provides a color-coded, high-level summary of
resources that are currently being monitored.

How to Access the System Condition Monitor Displays

The SCM display lets you obtain threshold information, as follows:
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• According to the type of data, including MVS, CICS, USS, IMS, TCP/IP, or IBM MQ system entries
• According to the system name of the desired MVS system
• Data for all connected systems or only the current system

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the SCMSYS command.
The sample System Condition Monitor display:
SYSVIEW   ----------- SCMSYS, System Condition Monitor ------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-17/22 Col 1-79/126

(r)   Pct% ..25..50..75.100  -Condition-  ---Ready---  ---Paging---  --Common--

CPU   100%                     ENQ NoSMF  ASIDs    24  Slots    39%  ECSA   75%

LCPU   45%                     RES NoWTO  Tasks    24  Rate       1  ESQA   94%

                             NoDMP NoTAP  ----I/O----  AFQA   33543   SQA   91%

Spool  81%                                Rate   5394  UICA    2540   CSA   76%

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jobname GREZZ99   ASID 02E8  Jobid TSU29348                                   

ISERVE  ISRV      Name *         Type *                                       

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd Name     Description                     Norm Warn Prob  Status    System 

    FILESYS  USS File systems                       11   16  PROBLEM   ZZ99   

    JOBS     Job resource alerts                     3   13  PROBLEM   .      

    WLM      Workload Manager                       11    2  PROBLEM   .

    STORAGE  Common storage usage                         1  PROBLEM   .

    OPERATOR Operations overview               25    5       ACTION    .

    JES2OUT  JES2 output                       20    1       WARNING   .

    PAGING   Paging alerts and datasets         2    1       WARNING   .

    DEVICES  Devices and connections            3            NORMAL    .

    ENQUEUES Enqueue Conflicts                  1            NORMAL    .

    PRINTERS Printer devices                    1            NORMAL    .

    SMS      SMS storage groups                 1            NORMAL    .

2. Place an S in the command area to the left of the OPERATOR entry.
The resulting detailed display for the OPERATOR entry:
 SYSVIEW SCMENTRY ------ System Condition Monitor Detail -----------------------

 Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

 ------------------------------------------------ Lvl 3 Row 1-10/10 Col 1-79/186

 System   Type     Name     Status                                             

 XE44     MVS      OPERATOR ACTION REDQ                                        

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Cmd Description                                                       Status  

 ___ Intervention required on 2 TAPE devices.                          ACTION  

 ___ WTOs requiring replies is 42                                      ACTION 

 ___ Enqueue conflicts are causing 1 jobs to wait.                     WARNING 

 ___ The JES2 input queue has 3 jobs held due to duplicate jobnames.   WARNING 

 ___ There are 4 jobs waiting for classes X,S.                         WARNING 

 ___ WTO buffers are queued on 6 EXTENDED CONSOLES.                    WARNING 

 ___ No PRINT devices require attention.                               NORMAL  

 ___ Spool volume SPL44A extension 0 is 54.4% full.                    NORMAL  

 ___ Spool volume SPL44B extension 1 is 52.6% full.                    NORMAL  

 ___ SMF recording 35% used. Dsn=SYS1.MAN1                             NORMAL
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Cross-System Resource Monitoring
The Cross-System Resource Monitoring feature lets you remotely display, monitor, and manage information from:

• A current system
• All connected systems
• A subset of connected systems

You perform these tasks from one interface without using a session manager. This feature uses the Common
Communications Interface (CAICCI) component of Common Components and Services (CCS) to implement the cross-
system communication.

When the available sessions that are cross-system capable are displayed, you can use the screens to do the following
tasks:

• Jump to any of those active sessions, including sessions that are running under different SYSVIEW releases, and
monitor the information.

• Use the cross-system mode of multiple systems. This mode lets you gather and display data from all of the active
cross-system capable sessions running under the same SYSVIEW release.

Note: The cross-system mode of multiple systems cannot gather data from sessions that are running under different
releases of SYSVIEW.

Display the Cross-System Connections
The following two sample displays show the cross-system servers and statistics.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the XSLIST command.
The XSystem Servers panel containing a list of available cross-system connections displays.
From this panel, you can select and switch to a remote system using the XSCONN command or by selecting a system
from the menu.
For information about these commands or any other SYSVIEW commands, select the Menu Help option on the
Primary Option Menu and review the materials.
SYSVIEW XSLIST ---------------- XSystem Servers -------------------------------

Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> HALF

------------------------------------------------ Lvl 2 Row 1-13/13 Col 1-79/377

Cmd      System   Status   Type Description                      Ssid Jobname

________ DEVA     ACTIVE   DATA Development system A             GSVX SYSVIEW

________ .        ACTIVE   SESS .                                GSVX SYSVUSER

________ DEVB     INACTIVE      Development system B

________ DEVC     INACTIVE      Development system C

________ MAINTA   INACTIV       Maintenance system A

________ MAINTB   INACTIVE      Maintenance system B

________ PROD     ACTIVE   DATA Production system                GSVX SYSVIEW

________ .        ACTIVE   SESS .                                GSVX SYSVUSER

________ SYSTEM1  INACTIVE      Production system 1

________ SYSTEM2  ACTIVE   DATA Production system 2              GSVX SYSVIEW

________ .        ACTIVE   SESS .                                GSVX SYSVUSE

________ TEST     ACTIVE   DATA Test system                      GSVX SYSVIEW

________ .        ACTIVE   SESS .                                GSVX SYSVUSER

2. Select the PROD system from the menu.
The XSYS PROD displays. The interface type of XSYS on the title line indicates that you are viewing statistics from a
cross-system session. PROD indicates that the system activity statistics are from the production system.
SYSVIEW XSYS PROD -------------- ACTIVITY, System Activity ------------------
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Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

----------------------------------------- Hop 1 Lvl 3 Row 1-14/435 Col 1-79/439

CPU   17%  LCPU   17%  Paging  3     SIO  972   UIC 2540   AFC   1857

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    =                          ALL            ALL

Cmd Jobname  Stepname Procstep Type  Jobnr Jc Status CPU-Time Limit Clocktime

___ *MASTER*                   SYS    1234 $  NS     00:04:47 86400  59:51:59

Selected product commands can display gathered data from remote systems. Gathering data from a remote system
requires:

• An active product data server on the remote system
• A reachable system through the CAICCI communication network

Control the Display of Cross-System Data
The following list summarizes the SET keywords. These keywords control the display of cross-system data and only apply
to commands that are defined as cross-system data capable. For a list of commands that have this attribute, issue the
XSCMDS command.

XSData
Controls whether the cross-system data is gathered and displayed. The values are YES and NO.
Default: NO

XSGroup
Controls which system gathers and displays the cross-system data. Values are the keywords:

• ALL
• NONE
• Group name (as defined by the GROUPS PARMLIB member or the GROUPS command) or a specific system

name or alias

The group must be defined as the type XSSYSTEM and the members are the names of the systems from which
data is displayed. The group member names cannot be aliases.
Default: ALL
Note: The XSGROUP NONE is not the same as XSDATA NO. With XSGROUP NONE and XSDATA YES, the
screen displays the cross-system fields but does not display data from any remote systems.

XSLimit
Sets a limit on the number of command data records that are returned from a remote system. The value must be
a number from 0 to 99999 or the keyword NONE. A value of 0, or the equivalent NONE keyword means that there
is no limit on the number of returned records from a remote system.
Default: NONE (or 0)

XSMsglvl
Controls the display of data lines for systems from which data could not be obtained. The message data line
displays the system name and message in a field named XSMsg.
The values are NONE, INFO, WARN, and ERROR.
Default: ERROR

XSRemdup
Controls the removal of duplicate systems from any hardware, sysplex, or node base cross-system data. The
values are:
NO

No duplicate systems are removed from any hardware, sysplex, or node base cross-system data.
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AUTO
Automatically removes the duplicate systems from any hardware, sysplex, or node base cross-system
data. Only the first system (taken in alphabetical order) within like-named hardware, sysplex, or node
(JES MAS) configurations are displayed.

PREF
A system preference order is used to remove the duplicate systems. A group name the same as the
hardware, sysplex, or node configuration defines the order with a group type of XSHDWR, XSPLEX, or
XSNODE.
The order of the group members (system names) in the group defines the preferred order. The first
available system, if any, is used. If no matching system names are found, then the systems are
considered in alphabetical order (the same as AUTO).

Default: NO
The AUTO and PREF options only apply when the XSGROUP name is ALL and only when cross-system data
type is HARDWARE, SYSPLEX, or NODE. In all other cases, AUTO and PREF are ignored.
Duplicate data resulting from more than one cross-system data server active on a system is automatically
removed.

XSStatusline
Controls the display of the cross-system status line in the screen info line area. The values are:
YES

Always display the cross-system status line.
NO

Never display the cross-system status line.
COND

Only display the cross-system status line when XSDATA is YES.
Default: NO

XSCMDS Command Display
The XSCMDS command displays all cross-system capable commands and the set status for each command. This display
lets you easily control the cross-system data for a command by simply changing the command values in the data fields.

The following example XSCMDS command display shows:

• A few cross-system capable commands and their default values
• The changed default ACTIVITY data field values for Data, Limit, and Stat

SYSVIEW VTAM  -------------------- XSCMDS, XSystem Data Commands ------------------------------

 Command ====>                                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

 -----------------------------------------------                -- Lvl 3 Row 1-17/19 Col 1-79/98

 Cmd      Name     Description                      Data Group    MsgLvl Limit Stat RemDup Type

 ________ ACTIVITY System activity                  YES  ALL      ERROR   500  YES  NO     System

 ________ ALERTs   MVS exception alerts             NO   ALL      ERROR   NONE NO   NO     System

 .        .        ,                                .    .        .       .    .    .      .

 .        .        ,                                .    .        .       .    .    .      .

 .        .        ,                                .    .        .       .    .    .      .

 ________ PARTinfo Partition information            NO   ALL      ERROR   NONE NO   NO     HARDWARE

 ________ PLEXSys  Sysplex systems                  NO   ALL      ERROR   NONE NO   NO     SYSPLEX

 ________ WTOR     WTO reply required messages      NO   ALL      ERROR   NONE NO   NO     SYSPLEX
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Use SDSFMIGRATE to Migrate from SDSF
SYSVIEW provides the SDSFMIGRATE option to help you migrate from the IBM SDSF product to SYSVIEW.

Activate the SDSFMIGRATE Option

The SDSFMIGRATE option lets you:

• Work in an environment similar to SDSF while becoming accustomed to the SYSVIEW environment and command
structure

• Enter most SDSF primary commands
• Enter most SDSF line commands

To activate and use this option, perform the following steps:

1. Enter the SET SDSFMIGRATE ON command or have the SYSVIEW administrator change the DEFAULT profile when
the product is first installed.

2. Compare the SDSF commands with the SYSVIEW commands by entering the MENU SDSF command.
3. After you become used to SYSVIEW and want to experience the full potential and flexibility of its environment, issue

the SET SDSFMIGRATE OFF command.
NOTE
When you issue the SET SDSFMIGRATE ON command, the variable length masking character is set
to * (asterisk) and the fixed length masking character is set to % (percent). When you issue the SET
SDSFMIGRATE OFF command, the masking characters are not modified. To set the mask characters back to
the system default values, issue the following commands:
SET VLMASKCHAR DEFAULT

SET FLMASKCHAR DEFAULT

Create Command Displays
SYSVIEW lets users create their own SYSVIEW command displays. The display can be simple rows of text data, or can
be formatted using extended attributes. The user display supports:

• Extended attributes
• Help
• Line commands
• Selection
• Sorting

The following sections provide additional details about working with displays:

How to Create Your Displays

To create your displays, follow these steps:

1. Use REXX for building your user-defined command displays.
2. Use the control statement for letting the REXX EXEC embed statements to define a title, info lines, header lines, link

fields, and so on.
3. Use the data queued to the REXX stack for creating the display.
4. Use the RXDISP command for invoking a REXX EXEC and display any returned output on the stack on a SYSVIEW

screen.

Example: REXX EXEC Samples

The REXXLIB data set, SYSVIEW.CNM4BREX, contains the following REXX EXEC samples:
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FILELIST
Provides a sample REXX EXEC for creating a display that contains a directory listing of multiple data sets.

LOAN
Provides a sample REXX EXEC for calculating loan payments.

User Command Definition

The user command definition has been extended to allow a HELP member to be associated with the user command.

DEFINE         commandname

   MINlen      nn

   DESCription ' '

   HELP        member

   CMDstring   string

ENDDEFINE

REXX EXEC Samples

The REXXLIB data set, SYSVIEW.CNM4BREX, contains the following REXX EXEC samples:

FILELIST
Provides a sample REXX EXEC for creating a display that contains a directory listing of multiple data sets.

LOAN
Provides a sample REXX EXEC for calculating loan payments.

The following is a complete list of the product supplied user commands:

ADDTOGRP
Adds a list to the logical group

ATTRTEST
HELP for ATTRTEST

CAPDISPLAY
Capture the current display

CICSCONFIG
Set CICS configuration options

CICSMONitor
Set CICS monitoring

CICSZIIP
CICS data collection dashboard (zIIP usage)

CVARs
CICS monitor variables

DASHboard
Displays the dashboards

FILEList
Displays the Multi-DSN Directory

HWIList
BCPii HWILIST

HWIQuery
BCPii HWIQUERY
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IMSVARs
IMS monitor variables

JVMVARs
JVM monitor variables

GOTOCICS
Go to the CICS region

LOAN
Displays the loan calculator

LOGOFF
Logout of the product

MQCLUSTERTopic
Displays the cluster MQ topic objects

MQLOCALTopic
Displays the locally defined MQ topic objects

MQVARs
MQ monitor variables

MVSVArs
MVS monitor variables

NEWCHELP
Library Cache reload HELP library

NEWCPARM
Library Cache reload parameter library

NEWCTEMP
Library Cache reload template

PLOTJOBS
Plot metric for multiple jobs

PROBlem
Select problem lines

RXDTEST
Sample RXDISP REXX EXEC

STARTSYSVIEW
Start the SYSVIEW Main address space

STOPSYSVIEW
Stop the SYSVIEW Main address space

STP
Displays Server Time Protocol information

SYSVDATA
SYSVIEW data collection dashboards

SYSVZIIP
SYSVIEW zIIP usage dashboard

TOPCPU
Top 10 CPU address spaces

TCPVARs
TCP/IP monitor variables
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UNIQflds
Displays a list of unique fields

WARNing
Select warning lines

SYSVIEW Software Solutions Report
Mainframe and system administrators rely on SYSVIEW to provide continuous insight into the health and status of their
mainframe network. The SYSVIEW Software Solutions Report helps your organization to maximize the benefits that
SYSVIEW provides. The SYSVIEW Software Solutions report gives system administrators and security administrators
an overview of their SYSVIEW environment through an easy to use web interface. After running the required scans and
uploading them into MRI, users can view the status of the installations and best practice and feature utilization statistics
for multiple SYSVIEW systems.

The SYSVIEW Software Solutions Report provides the following information:
Summary

Displays links to SYSVIEW news and information, a summary of feature usage across all SYSVIEW installations,
an installation status summary, and a list of the top five best practice recommendations. The Summary view
provides a single pane overview of your SYSVIEW environment and its utilization. From the summary, you can
drill down to the more detailed report views.

Feature Usage
Displays a list of SYSVIEW features and indicates whether the features are used on your SYSVIEW systems.

Installations by System
Displays the installation status of your SYSVIEW systems. For each sysplex/system/Subsystem combination,
the report shows the SYSVIEW version and the recommended update action. The Installations by System view
simplify maintenance because System Administrators can quickly see which systems are up to date, without
having to check in multiple mainframe locations.

Best Practice Recommendations
Displays a list of SYSVIEW best practices that are not currently in use on your SYSVIEW systems. In addition
to the system information, the report includes a detailed description of the best practice, the importance of
implementing the practice, the actual settings on your systems, and the work effort required for implementation.

All the report views can be sorted and filtered to access information quickly.

The SYSVIEW Software Solutions Report also features an Ask the Expert link to directly engage, via email, with a
SYSVIEW subject matter expert. You can:

• Ask specific questions about the report output, such as how to implement specific features or best practice
recommendations.

• Request an expert walk-through of your report results. The SYSVIEW team can help you to prioritize and plan for the
implementation of the report suggestions.

Example Use Cases

The utilization and status information that is provided by the SYSVIEW Software Solutions Report helps your organization
to maximize the value of its SYSVIEW installations. Consider the following report scenarios:

• The Summary tab indicates in the Installation Status chart, that five of your twenty SYSVIEW installations are
running a version of SYSVIEW that is end-of-life.
From the Summary view, click View Installations by System, where you see the full listing of SYSVIEW installations.
You then sort by Action to see the sysplex, system, and region information for those installations with a SYSVIEW
version that is end-of-life. The ability to quickly and to easily see if you have installations that require an upgrade, or
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have available updates, helps to ensure that you implemented regular system maintenance, security, and compliance
programs. Also, it helps to ensure that your users always have access to the latest features and fixes.

• The Feature Usage view indicates that the Cross-System Services (XSYSTEM) component is not in use on your
systems. You should enable the XSYSTEM component so that you can view data about multiple SYSVIEW systems in
one display.

• The Best Practice Recommendations view indicates that one or more members were updated in the SYSVIEW
system parmlib. You should never update members in the SYSVIEW system parmlib. Customizations to the system
parmlib should be performed only in the site-specific system parmlib. The SYSVIEW system parmlib can be updated
when updates are applied to SYSVIEW. When updates are applied to a customized SYSVIEW system parmlib, the
customizations can be overwritten by the update.
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Using SYSVIEW APIs
Use SYSVIEW application programming interfaces (APIs) to obtain information from SYSVIEW for use in other programs.

REXX API:
Use the REXX API to build executables that can execute from OPS/MVS rules, stand-alone applications that
analyze product data, intelligent modules for the SYSVIEW System Condition Monitor, and define new SYSVIEW
user displays.

REST API:
Use the REST API to integrate SYSVIEW data into other products, build web-based dashboards, and build scripts
that support CI/CD pipelines.

Plug-in for Zowe CLI:
Use the Plug-in for Zowe CLI to execute Zowe and SYSVIEW commands in a command line window and build
scripts that process SYSVIEW command data and execute in CI/CD pipelines.

Getting Started with the SYSVIEW REXX API
You can use the SYSVIEW REXX API data extraction and integration with other Broadcom products such as OPS/MVS.

Commands are passed to the API by using the REXX ADDRESS function. The information from the display is passed
back to the caller in a line-oriented format. Change the information passed back by using the API.

Address Command - Issue Commands to the API
Use the Address command to issue a command to the API.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' 'keyword(value)' 'keyword(value)'...

Keywords can be abbreviated by using only their first character. For example, the following syntax causes the MTT
command to execute:

ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' 'C(MTT)'

Keywords used with ADDRESS SYSVIEWE:

BLANKLINES(YES|NO)
Controls whether blank lines are returned on the stack.
Default: NO

COMMAND(cmd)
cmd is a SYSVIEW command, which has a maximum length of 256.

DELIMITER(dlm)
dlm is the delimiter that is used to separate fields on SYSVIEW displays that have defined formats.
Possible dlm values:
| @ # $ % ¢ & * ! < > : . / + = _ - ' “ ? ; } { \ ~
Once a delimiter is set, it remains in effect until another DELIMITER keyword is entered or the API interface is
terminated.
Default: The vertical line (|)

EXTRACT(YES|NO)
Controls whether the title, message, and info line data are automatically extracted when the SET APISTACK or
API STACK option is set to NO.
Default: YES
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INPUT(fld,val)
fld

The name or relative number of an input field to receive input data.
val

The new value for the field.
If the command has a defined format, the name of a field can be used for the fld parameter. Otherwise, a number
must be used to describe the relative input field position. You assign a 1 to the first input field and then add 1 for
each input field after the first input field. The INPUT keyword only affects the first data line returned. The DOWN
and FIND commands can be used to position a line so the INPUT keyword can be used.
The INPUT keyword is processed against the output of the last command executed by the COMMAND(cmd)
keyword of the previous ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' statement. The INPUT keyword is not processes against the
output of any COMMAND(cmd) keyword on the same ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' statement.
When you include both the INPUT and COMMAND keywords on the same ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' statement
results in both keywords being accepted. No error condition generates, which probably does not produce the
desired result. The INPUT and COMMAND keywords process in the following sequence:

1. The INPUT keyword, in effect, types in a data row on a virtual screen
2. The COMMAND keyword then types a command in the primary command input field

When all parameters on the ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' statement have been processed, the result is submitted to
SYSVIEW. SYSVIEW execution of the command in the primary command input field takes precedence over the
data row input.

LIMIT(nnnnnn)
nnnnnn is the maximum limit of the number of lines returned. nnnnnn must be a number from 4 through 999999.
When the amount of data returned exceeds the LIMIT value, the GSVX360W message is returned stating the limit
was exceeded and the data is incomplete. Once a limit is set, it remains in effect until another LIMIT keyword is
entered or the API interface is terminated.
Default: 100000

PLACEHOLDER(char)
Specifies the character used by the API interface as a placeholder for blank fields and to fill embedded blanks in
formatted fields. Specify any character in the range X'40' to X'FE'. You can use hex string notation to specify a
character that cannot be directly typed or displayed.
Default: A blank
The API interface uses the placeholder character for the following line types returned on the stack:
T

- All title lines
H

- Header lines when field formats are used
D

- Data lines when field formats are used
The current placeholder character is always the last character in the title line.

SIZE(rows,cols)
Controls the virtual screen size used by the API. The rows value must be a number from 16 to 255 and the cols
value must be a number from 79 to 255. The SIZE parameter is only valid on the first ADDRESS SYSVIEWE call.
Default: SIZE(100,132).

STACK(YES|NO)
Controls whether the REXX API interface places information in the stack.
Default: YES
A value of NO is in effect only for the duration of the product session. When APISTACK is set to NO, the REXX
API interface:
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• Does not place any information in the stack
• Does perform the following functions on every user interaction:

– XVEXTRAC TITLE
– XVEXTRAC MESSAGE
– XVEXTRAC INFO

The REXX EXEC can then use the XVEXTRAC DATA function to extract whatever data fields are necessary for
its processing.
For more information, see the XVEXTRAC command in the SYSVIEW online help system.

ZEROIFBLANK(YES|NO)
Controls whether any numeric field that is all blanks is:

• Left alone (NO)
• Filled with a single right-justified character; that is, a zero (YES).

Note: This keyword can only change blanks to a zero.
Default: NO, unless your site changed this setting with the OPTIONS PARMLIB member
ZeroIfBlankForNonInterActAppl.
Setting this keyword to YES has no effect in the following instances:

• When the field already displays a zero
• When the screen is unformatted

Data Returned from the API
After you send a command to the API, the data from the display is returned up to the limit specified by the LIMIT keyword.
The data is returned in the external data queue or stack.

The following types of lines are returned when a command is executed:

Message
The first position of a message line contains the letter M. This line is always first and is always present even
if there is no message. The message text starts in the second position of the line. Only one message line is
returned for each call to the API.

Title
The first position of a title line contains the letter T. The following fields are returned in this order:

• Product name
• Product release
• System ID where the information is obtained
• Command that produces the information
• Current date
• Current time

The second position of the title line contains a default delimiter that marks the start of each field. Specify the
default delimiter with the DELIMITER keyword. Only one title line is returned for each call to the API.

Info
The first position of an information line contains the letter I. They contain the information line fields from the
command display. Multiple information lines can be returned depending on the number of information lines on the
command display.

Header
The first position of a header line contains the letter H. The header line contains the header line fields from the
command display. If the second position of the line contains the default delimiter, the delimiter marks the start of
each field. If the second position is blank, the fields are not delimited.
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Data
The first position of a data line contains the letter D. They contain the data line fields from the command display.
If the second position of the line contains the default delimiter, the delimiter marks the start of each field. If the
second position is blank, the fields are not delimited. Multiple data lines can be returned.

Sample Display of Returned Data

The following example shows the data returned after issuing the command ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' 'C(ACTIVITY)':

M

T|SYSVIEW |     |C2        |ACTIVITY|03/05/08|06:40:06

I CPU  38%  LCPU  36%  Paging  5  SIO  138

H|Cmd|Jobname |Stepname|Procstep|Type|Jobnr |Cl|STATUS |CPU-Time |Limit

D|   |GLNREP  |GLNREP  |GLNREP  |STC |12988 |$ |OUT LW |    0.49 |86400

D|   |*MASTER*|        |        |SYS |12770 |$ |NS     |   41.89 |86400

D|   |PCAUTH  |PCAUTH  |        |SYS |      |  |NS     |    0.03 |

D|   |RASP    |RASP    |        |SYS |      |  |NS     |    0.01 |

D|   |TRACE   |TRACE   |        |SYS |      |  |NS     |    0.01 |

D|   |XCFAS   |XCFAS   |IEFPROC |SYS |      |  |NS     |  177.98 |86400

D|   |GRS     |GRS     |        |SYS |      |  |NS     |    7.07 |

D|   |SMXC    |SMXC    |        |SYS |      |  |NS     |    0.00 |

D|   |SYSBMAS |SYSBMAS |        |SYS |      |  |NS     |    0.00 |

D|   |DUMPSRV |DUMPSRV |DUMPSRV |SYS |      |  |NS     |    7.06 |86400

D|   |CONSOLE |CONSOLE |        |SYS |      |  |NS     |   55.94 |

D|   |ALLOCAS |ALLOCAS |        |SYS |      |  |NS     |    0.01 |

D|   |SMF     |SMF     |IEFPROC |SYS |      |  |NS     |    1.02 |86400

D|   |LLA     |LLA     |LLA     |STC |      |  |NS     |    4.17 |86400

D|   |VLF     |VLF     |VLF     |STC |      |  |NS     |    5.96 |86400

D|   |INIT    |INIT    |IEFPROC |INIT|12934 |$ |OUT DW |    0.03 |

The data extends to the right for the full length of the display. The number of lines returned can be determined by using
the REXX QUEUED() function.

Assume that the last call returned the previous data. The following call simulates entering the S line command in the Cmd
field next to the job GLNREP:

ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' 'INPUT(CMD,S)'

The output for job GLNREP is then returned.

Return Codes from Each API Call

The following return codes are passed back after each API call:

0
Command executed, no messages are returned.

4
Informational message returned. You always receive return code 4 the first-time you call the API. The copyright
message is always displayed when you first invoke SYSVIEW.

8
Action messages are returned.

12
Warning messages are returned.
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16
Error messages are returned.

20
Termination return code. The API has terminated.

 

C(END) - End the API Session
To terminate the API session, use the following command:

ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' 'C(END)' 

The C(END) is a requirement when using TSO/E REXX; if you do not use this command, an abend occurs.

API Called from a REXX Internal Subroutine
When a REXX EXEC calls an internal subroutine to issue ADDRESS SYSVIEWE statements, and the subroutine includes
the PROCEDURE statement to hide subroutine variables from the calling routine:

• The subroutine must use the PROCEDURE EXPOSE option
• Include a variable named GSVXAPIE_APIC in the list of exposed variables

Using the API with TSO/E REXX
To use the SYSVIEW API from TSO/E REXX, you must update the REXX host command environment table to include the
SYSVIEW entry. You can do this in two ways:

Dynamically

Updating the REXX host command environment table dynamically involves coding a statement that either adds or deletes
the SYSVIEW entry.

NOTE

The REXX Language Environment must be running Problem state KEY 8.

Add the REXX API Environment

To dynamically add the host command environment name to the REXX host command environment table, code the
following statement at the beginning of the REXX routine that invokes the API:

ADDRESS LINK GSVXRXAA <envname> <modname>

GSVXRXAA Parameters:

Parameter Description
<envname> (Optional) The host command environment name to be added to the REXX host command

environment table. This value must be from 1 to 8 alpha, national, or numeric characters. Lowercase
characters are translated to uppercase.
Default: SYSVIEWE

<modname> (Optional) The name of the module to be invoked for "ADDRESS <envname>". This value must
follow standard PDS member name rules.
Default: GSVXAPIE
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If the specified envname is:

• In the table with the specified modname, the module does nothing.
• In the table but with a different modname, a new entry is added.
• Not in the table, a new entry is added.

Return Codes:

Return Code Description
00 The requested entry was either added to the host command environment table or already in the

table.
04 You specified more than two parameters.
08 You omitted a required parameter.
12 You exceeded the maximum parameter length of 8 bytes.
16 You specified an invalid parameter value.
20 An IRXSUBCM error occurred. See the corresponding message for details.
28 An IRXSUBCM error occurred because a language processor environment could not be located.
32 An IRXSUBCM error occurred due to one of these conditions:

• The parameter list contains too many or too few parameters.
• The high-order bit of the last address in the parameter list is not set to 1 as it should be to

indicate the end of the parameter list.

Delete the REXX API Environment

To delete the host command environment name from the REXX host command environment table, code the following
statement in your REXX routine:

ADDRESS LINK GSVXRXAD <envname> <modname>

GSVXRXAD Parameters:

Parameter Description
<envname> (Optional) The host command environment name to be deleted from the REXX host command

environment table. This value must consist of 1 to 8 alpha, national, or numeric characters.
Lowercase characters are translated to uppercase.
Default: SYSVIEWE

<modname> (Optional) The name of the module to be invoked for "ADDRESS <envname>". This value must
follow standard PDS member name rules. An envname is deleted only if the associated module
name matches the name you specify.
Default: The envname will be deleted from the table regardless of the associated module name.

Return Codes:

Return Code Description
00 The requested entry was either deleted from the host command environment table or not found in

the table.
02 - 32 See the Return Codes table above.
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Statically

To avoid the overhead of invoking the GSVXRXAA module multiple times, follow these steps:

1. Add the SYSVIEW entry to the IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM, and IRXISPRM modules.
2. Verify that

a. the routine name is GSVXAPIE.
b. the token value is blank.

For more information about updating these modules, see your IBM REXX documentation.

Summary of REXX Functions
Review the following summary of the REXX functions that are available to any REXX EXEC that is executed in a REXX
environment that SYSVIEW creates.

NOTE
To view detailed information about a REXX function, issue the following command: HELP REXXFUNC . From the
results that display, place your cursor on the function for which you want more information and press Enter.

Function Description

ABEND Force an abend in a REXX EXEC.
ASID Set the current target ASID.
ATTN Implement ATTN key (attention interrupt) processing.
BLDPARM Returns a standard SYSVIEW command string parameter for a supplied character string.
CLEARMSG Clear pending message. Cause any message previously queued for display to be suppressed. The

message is written to the system activity log.
CONFIRM Prompt for confirmation.
C2DE Returns a 5-byte character string that represents the supplied numeric character string in compressed

format using decimal suffixes (k=1000, m=1000000, etc.).
C2MS Takes a numeric character string that is a number of milliseconds and returns an 8-byte character string

that formats the milliseconds according to the user's profile settings.
C2STCK Returns an 8-byte hexadecimal string in STCK format that represents the supplied character format date

and time.
C2US Takes a numeric character string that is a number of microseconds and returns an 8-byte character string

that formats the microseconds according to the user's profile settings.
C2XE Returns a 5-byte character string that represents the supplied numeric character string in compressed

format using hex suffixes (K=1024, M=1048576, and so on.).
DSINFO Extract various types of information about a data set, volume, or GDG base name into REXX EXEC

variables.
DUMP Extract virtual storage contents, at a specified address for a given length, into a REXX EXEC variable.
EXTRACT Extract various types of SYSVIEW data into REXX EXEC variables.
FUNCCMD Invokes selected SYSVIEW function commands.
GROUPS Manage logical groups and their contents.
GETUSER Returns the user ID of the SYSVIEW session that created the REXX environment.
LOGDATA Log data. Log the supplied data into the system activity log.
LOGSMSG Log system message. Process a message located in the system message table, inserting any supplied

variables into the message text and logging the result into the system activity log.
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Function Description

LOGUMSG Log user message. Log user-supplied message into the system activity log.
MCCOMP Masked character compare a pattern string with an argument string.
OSCMDRSP Issue an OS command and return the command responses in a stem variable.
PUTSCRN Display output-only screen with a message.
PUTSMSG Put system message. Process a message located in the system message table, inserting any supplied

variables into the message text and making the message available for display on a SYSVIEW screen.
PUTUMSG Put user message. Process a user-supplied message for potential display on a SYSVIEW screen.
P2DE Returns a 5-byte character string that represents the supplied 16-byte packed decimal hex value in

compressed format using decimal suffixes (k=1000, m=1000000, and so on).
P2XE Returns a 5-byte character string that represents the supplied 16-byte packed decimal hex value in

compressed format using hex suffixes (K=1024, M=1048576, and so on).
QCALLER Query caller. Returns a string that identifies the caller of the EXEC.
RESCHECK Perform resource security authorization checking.
SAFAUTH Perform SAF authorization checking on a SAF class, entity, and required access level.
SORT Takes records from stack, sorts them as requested, and returns them to the stack.
STCK2C Returns a string, in character format, that represents the date and time (in the user-defined format) of the

supplied 8-byte hexadecimal STCK-format time.
STCK2L Returns an 8-byte hexadecimal string in STCK format that represents the supplied 8-byte hexadecimal

string in STCK format that is adjusted from UTC to LOCAL time.
STCK2U Returns an 8-byte hexadecimal string in STCK format that represents the supplied 8-byte hexadecimal

string in STCK format that is adjusted from LOCAL to UTC time.
TARCHVOL Tests a supplied volume serial number to see if it is an "archived" volume serial number.
TESTCMD Tests a supplied string to see if it is a valid command name and, if so, if it is executable.
TESTMC Tests for the presence of mask characters (variable length or fixed length) within a supplied string.
VDEFINE Define a variable and optionally set the variable value. The variables are SYSVIEW command variables,

not REXX variables. For additional information about SYSVIEW command variables, see the product online
help.

VDELETE Delete a variable defined with the VDEFINE function. The variables are SYSVIEW command variables, not
REXX variables. For additional information about SYSVIEW command variables, see the product online
help.

VSET Set value for a variable defined by the VDEFINE function. The variables are SYSVIEW command
variables, not REXX variables. For additional information about SYSVIEW command variables, see the
product online help.

VSUB Perform variable substitution on the supplied string. The variables are SYSVIEW command variables, not
REXX variables. For additional information about SYSVIEW command variables, see the product online
help.

WAIT Wait for a time interval.
XLATEMC Translates the default system mask characters (variable length and fixed length) to the mask characters

defined in the profile of the current user.
XVEXTRAC Extract various types of SYSVIEW data into REXX EXEC variables.
X2DE Returns a 5-byte character string that represents the supplied 8-byte fixed-point hex value in compressed

format using decimal suffixes (k=1000, m=1000000, and so on).
X2MS Takes an 8-byte hexadecimal value that is a number of milliseconds and returns an 8-byte character string

that formats the milliseconds according to the user's profile settings.
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Function Description

X2SC Translates hex input to separated character output. A separator character (the underscore "_") is inserted
every 8 bytes of output starting from the right-most character.

X2US Takes an 8-byte hexadecimal value that is a number of microseconds and returns an 8-byte character
string that formats the microseconds according to the profile settings for the user.

X2XE Returns a 5-byte character string that represents the supplied 8-byte fixed-point hex value in compressed
format using hex suffixes (K=1024, M=1048576, and so on).

Sample REXX Procedure
This sample is provided in the APISAMP member of the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set. This procedure displays all jobs
using a resource like a data set name. To identify the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set, use the SAMPLIB command.

IMPORTANT
This procedure uses the REXX POS function to get the offsets of the fields in the data. This procedure avoids
problems with fields that change the position on the display. Do not assume that the fields are always in a
particular order or that they are always at the same offset.

/* REXX ==============================================================*/

/*                                                                    */

/* This sample REXX procedure will display jobs which have issued     */

/* an enqueue for a specific resource like a data set name.           */

/*                                                                    */

/* Input parameter: res - The resource name to test                   */

/*                                                                    */

/*====================================================================*/

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Change to TRACE I for testing                                      */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

TRACE N

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Check for required parameter                                       */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

PARSE UPPER ARG res

IF res = '' THEN

  DO

    SAY 'Required resource parameter missing'

    EXIT(-1)

  END

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Initialization                                                     */

/*------------------------------------------------------------------- */

accum = 0

msg. = ''

ADDRESS 'LINK' 'GSVXRXAA'             /* Init SYSVIEW address env    */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Get enqueues for specified resource                                */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' "C(ENQUEUE "res")"

IF QUEUED() = 0 THEN                  /* Error occurred if no data    */

  DO

    SAY 'Error - No data returned from ADDRESS SYSVIEWE'
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    SIGNAL EXIT

  END

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Extract 1st line. Should be a 'M' (Msg line).  Msg follows...      */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

PARSE PULL msgline

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Find header line                                                   */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

ltype = ''

DO WHILE QUEUED() > 0

  PARSE UPPER PULL ltype 2 ldelim 3 ldata

  IF ltype = 'H' THEN LEAVE

END

IF ltype ¬= 'H' THEN                  /*Error occurred if no header   */

  DO

    SAY 'Error - Header line not returned from ADDRESS SYSVIEWE'

    SIGNAL EXIT

  END

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Get the offsets of required fields                                 */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

rnameo    = POS('RNAME',ldata)          /*Get offset of Rname field   */

jobnameo  = POS('JOBNAME',ldata)        /*Get offset of Jobname field */

typeo     = POS('TYPE',ldata)           /*Get offset of Type field    */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Process rest of returned data looking for data lines               */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

DO WHILE QUEUED() > 0

  PARSE PULL ltype 2 ldelim 3 ldata

  IF ltype = 'D' THEN                      /* Process if data line      */

    DO

      PARSE VAR ldata =(rnameo) rname =(jobnameo) jobname =(typeo) type

      PARSE VAR rname rname (ldelim)    /* Parse rname to delimiter   */

      IF rname = res THEN               /* Process if rname matches   */

        DO

          PARSE VAR jobname jobname (ldelim) /*Parse jobname field    */

          PARSE VAR type    type    (ldelim) /*Parse type field       */

          accum = accum + 1                  /* Increment accumulator */

          msg.accum = jobname'    'type      /* Save jobname and type */

        END

    END

END

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* If any jobs found, display them                                    */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

IF accum > 0 THEN

  DO

    SAY '*** Number of jobs using resource 'res' is 'accum' ***'

    SAY 'Jobname     Type'               /* Display header            */

    SAY '-------     ----'

    DO i = 1 TO accum                   /* Display each job           */

       SAY msg.i
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    END

    SAY '-------     ----'              /* Display end line           */

  END

ELSE SAY '*** Resource 'res' not in use ***'

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Exit procedure                                                     */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

EXIT:

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Formal termination of the API is required.                         */

/* Abends will occur if this step is omitted.                         */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' "C(END)"            /* TERMINATE SYSVIEW SESSION   */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* Discard any residual output, so TSO won't try to execute it.       */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

CALL CLEAREDQ                          /* Discard any residual output */

EXIT 0

/* ===================================================================*/

/* CLEAREDQ Subroutine:  Clean out the external data queue            */

/* ===================================================================*/

CLEAREDQ: PROCEDURE

TRACE N

   DO WHILE QUEUED() > 0

   PULL line

   END

RETURN

Converting the REXX Library to Variable Blocked
When you log on to the SYSVIEW TSO/ISPF interface:

• SYSVIEW installs a REXX exec library that is dynamically concatenated to the SYSEXEC DD.
• The Dsn-System-REXXLIB parameter in the System Configuration Options identifies the SYSVIEW REXX library.
• The library is installed as a RECFM=F data set.
• If your installation uses RECFM=V data sets for the SYSEXEC DD, then the SYSVIEW REXX DD and the SYSVIEW

REXX library must be copied and converted to a RECFM=V data set.

The SYSVIEW REXX library contains text and compiled REXX execs. Compiled REXX execs cannot simply be copied
from a RECFM=F data set to a RECFM=V data set. They must be converted.

SYSVIEW supplies the following REXX utility execs to copy and convert the SYSVIEW REXX execs:

GSVUCFV1:
Uses ISPF library management services to copy one or more REXX execs from a RECFM=F data set to a
RECFM=V data set. This exec can also call the GSVUCFV2 exec described below to convert any complied REXX
execs copied.

GSVUCFV2:
Uses ISPF library management services to convert a single complied REXX exec from a RECFM=F data set to
RECFM=V data set.

SYSVIEW supplies the following job in SAMPLIB to copy and convert the SYSVIEW REXX execs.
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REXXFTOV:
This SAMPLIB JCL member invokes the GSVUCFV1 REXX exec described above to copy all REXX execs from
a RECFM=F data set to a RECFM=V data set and then to convert any complied REXX execs that were copied by
invoking the GSVUCFV2 exec.

NOTE
Ensure that your Dsn-System-REXXLIB parameter in the System Configuration Options specifies the data set
name of the converted RECFM=V data set.

REXX API Return Codes
The SYSVIEW REXX API passes back the following return codes after each API call.

Code Description

0 The command executed. No messages are returned.

4 An informational message is returned. Return code 4 is always returned the first time you call the API
because the copyright message is displayed when you first invoke SYSVIEW.

8 An action message is returned.

12 A warning message is returned.

16 An error message is returned.

20 Termination return code. The API has terminated.

Getting Started with the SYSVIEW REST API
The SYSVIEW REST API provides endpoints that access data and actions provided through SYSVIEW commands.

For example, Operations Managers can have their development support staff use the REST API to build various
dashboard widgets that display on an operations dashboard. DevOps and CI/CD Administrators can use the REST API
with client applications to help the mainframe development staff build CI/CD pipelines for their mainframe application
development process.

The SYSVIEW REST Server communicates with the SYSVIEW User Address Space through the eXternal Data Interface
(XDI). The XDI provides foundational support for APIs such as the SYSVIEW REST API.

NOTE
For information about how to deploy and configure the SYSVIEW REST API, see Configure and Deploy the
SYSVIEW Application Server (SYSVAPPS).

This REST API earned Zowe Conformant status. The Zowe Conformance Program aims to give
users the confidence that when they use a product, app, or distribution that leverages Zowe
they can expect a high level of common functionality, interoperability and user experience. For
information about which REST APIs are conformant with the Zowe API Mediation Layer, see the
Open Mainframe Project site.

REST API Architecture
The SYSVIEW REST API consists of the following components:
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• SYSVIEW Application Server Address Space
• REST API Server
• XDI Task
• Server Tasks

The following diagram illustrates the relationship between the SYSVIEW Application Server Address Space, the REST
API Server, and the SYSVIEW User Address Space.

The Application Server Address Space is a Java-based application that runs as a started task with the SYSVIEW Main
Address Space and SYSVIEW User Address Space. The REST API Server that is running in the Application Server
Address Space receives HTTPS requests from client applications and invokes the native SYSVIEW eXternal Data
Interface (XDI). The XDI queues service requests to the SYSVIEW User Address Space for execution. When the REST
API server receives the response, it returns it to the client application information in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
format.

Each system requires its own REST server to access SYSVIEW for that system. Although, cross-system enabled
commands can be invoked on the local SYSVIEW, which returns data from connected systems.

Server tasks run inside the SYSVIEW User Address Space. The server tasks process requests from the REST API server
and return the results. Processing a request involves the invocation of a SYSVIEW command (or series of commands),
capturing the resulting data, and returning the data.

How Security Works with the REST API
The following items describe how security works in the SYSVIEW REST API.

Transport Layer Security (TLS):
REST API calls are made using HTTPS, which is an extension of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) that
uses network Transport Layer Security (TLS).

Authentication:
The REST Server requires z/OS login authentication with a user ID and password. The SYSVIEW REST server
executes native SYSVIEW XDI calls under TCBs that execute in the context of the user’s user ID.

Access to SYSVIEW:
The server tasks that execute in the SYSVIEW User Address Space validate all requested SYSVIEW commands
using SYSVIEW security. The same access to commands that a user would have when accessing SYSVIEW
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using the 3270 interface, is the same access they have through the REST server. SYSVIEW security contains
a facility that lets you restrict access based on the interface. For example, TSO and VTAM. Optionally, Security
Administrators can restrict access to SYSVIEW through the REST using the XDI keyword in the Interfaces field
under Security Miscellaneous.

Access to System and Other Product Resources:
Commands execute on a server task running inside the SYSVIEW User Address Space under the context of the
user ID. Therefore, access to any z/OS resources or other product resources will be secured based on SAF rules
that are in place on your systems.

Roles and Responsibilities
The installation, deployment, and configuration of the SYSVIEW REST API involves the following roles.

Systems administrator/programmer:
To download required PTFs, maintenance, and install, deploy, and configure the REST API service and eXternal
Data Interface (XDI) into the SYSVIEW environment.

Security administrator:
To configure the security settings for the security server that is active in the SYSVIEW environment so that you
can install the REST API. For example, ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF.

Network administrator:
To assign and reserve a TCP/IP port for use by the REST API service.

Integrate the REST API with API Mediation Layer
The Zowe™ API Mediation Layer (Zowe API ML) provides a single point of access for mainframe service REST APIs.
The layer offers enterprise, cloud-like features such as high-availability, scalability, dynamic API discovery, consistent
security, a single sign-on experience, and documentation. The API Mediation Layer facilitates secure communication
across loosely coupled microservices through the API Gateway. The API Mediation Layer includes an API Catalog that
provides an interface to view all discovered microservices, their associated APIs, and Swagger documentation in a user-
friendly manner. The Discovery Service makes it possible to determine the location and status of microservice instances
running inside the ecosystem.

Integration with the API Mediation Layer is optional. You can still use the SYSVIEW REST API without the API Mediation
Layer. However, the integration with the API ML manifests other benefits.

API Mediation Layer Key Features
Consistent Access:

API call routing and normalization of API service URLs through the built-in Gateway component provide API
Mediation Layer users with a consistent way of accessing mainframe APIs at a static IP location.

Dynamic Discovery:
The Discovery Service component frees clients from having to face the challenge of determining the location and
status of API service instances running inside the ecosystem.

High Availability:
API Mediation Layer is designed with high availability and scalability in mind through DVIPA running on z/OS.

Redundancy and Scalability:
The Gateway increases API service throughput without the need for API consumers to make changes to
configuration settings by simply starting multiple API service instances.
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Presentation of Services:
The API Catalog component provides easy access to discovered API services and their associated API
documentation in a user-friendly manner. Access to the contents of the API catalog is controlled through z/OS
security.

Encrypted Communication:
API Mediation Layer facilitates secure communication across internal components, and discovered API services
through the Gateway.

Platform Independence:
As the API Mediation Layer is implemented in Java, the Layer targets z/OS as a platform, but can run on other
platforms as needed.

Install the API Mediation Layer

Download the API Mediation Layer package with one of the following methods:

• Acquire the Zowe API ML PAX file from Broadcom Support under Download Management. For more information, see
the Brightside documentation.

• Install the API Mediation Layer as part of the Zowe project.
TIP
Zowe offers modern interfaces to interact with z/OS and allows you to work with z/OS in a similar way to
cloud platform.
For more information about Zowe, see the Zowe documentation.

Integrate with the API Mediation Layer

Integrate the SYSVIEW REST API with Zowe API Mediation Layer to make the API discoverable through the API catalog.
This procedure also enables a secure HTTPS connection between the API and the API Mediation Layer.

NOTE
Systems Administrators must configure and deploy the SYSVIEW REST API before it can integrated with the
API Mediation Layer. For more information, see Configure and Deploy the SYSVIEW Application Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following definitions to the runtime_dir/config/application.yml configuration file. The configurations
take effect when you start the SYSVREST PROC:
apiml:

    enabled: true

    service:

       serviceId: casysview<systemid>

       hostname: localhost

       ipAddress: 127.0.0.1

       discoveryServiceUrls:

           - https://localhost:10011/eureka

       authentication:

           scheme: httpBasicPassTicket

           applid: <applid>

apiml.service.discoveryServiceUrls
The URL of the API Mediation Layer Discover Service. You can use the default URL https://
localhost:10011/eureka if the Discovery Service is running on the default port 10011.

apiml.service.hostname
and apiml.service.ipAddress
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The hostname and the IP address of your server. You can use localhost for development purposes when your
API Mediation Layer is running on the same server.

apiml.service.serviceid
The unique service ID that identifies your individual SYSVIEW Rest Server instances in the API Mediation Layer.
The prefix of the service ID must be casysview . The <systemid> part of the service ID should be replaced
with the system name of the host on which the Rest Server is running.

apiml.authentication.scheme
and apiml.authentication.applid
Required only if you are enabling single sign-on support between the API Mediation Layer. The scheme
parameter must be httpBasicPassTicket. The applid can be assigned to any eight character name, but it must
match the applid being used by the API Mediation Layer and the SYSVIEW Rest Server.

2. In the same file, if you want to enable single sign-on, uncomment the following line at the top of the file by removing
the leading # and update the <applid> to match the apiml.authentication.applid definition further down in
the file.
zowe.commons.security.saf.applid: <applid>

3. Configure certificates to enable HTTPS connection between the REST API and the API Mediation Layer.
For more information, see Certificate Management in Zowe API Mediation Layer.

4. Configure single sign-on to the API Mediation Layer.
For more information, see Enabling PassTicket creation for API Services that Accept PassTickets.

TIP
After you complete these steps, you integrated the SYSVIEW REST API with the API Mediation Layer. To verify
that the service integrated successfully, navigate to the API Catalog home page and verify that the SYSVIEW
REST API service displays.

Using the REST API
This section describes how to use the SYSVIEW REST API.

The calls to the REST API can be made through any standard REST API client.

URL Structure

All SYSVIEW RESTful actions have the same base URL, which has the following structure:

<protocol>://<host>:<port>/api/v1/SYSVIEW/<endpoint>?<parameters>

protocol
HTTPS

host
The host name of the system where the REST API is running.

port
The communication port of the system where the REST API is running.
Default: 8080

endpoint
The name of the endpoint. For example, /Display.

parameters
The parameters for each endpoint are described in more detail in following topics.

REST API Endpoints
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The SYSVIEW REST API contains the following endpoints:

/Display:
Executes a SYSVIEW command string where the resulting command is a display command whose data is
returned.

/Command:
Executes a SYSVIEW command string where no display data is returned, only contextual information related to
the command. The intention is that this endpoint is used for SYSVIEW function commands.

/Capture:
Returns display data for a command that was previously captured using the Event Capture feature of SYSVIEW.
The format of the data is identical to the real-time data returned for a /Display request.

REST API /Display Endpoint

The /Display Endpoint executes display commands and returns the data.

/Display Endpoint Parameters

The /Display endpoint contains the following parameters:

Name Data Type Request Type Default Value Description

command string query status Commands to be issued. If more than one
command, separated by a semi-colon.
Example: ACTIVITY;SORT CPU%25 D
Special characters, such as (%), require the URL
encoding format of %nn, where nn is the hex
number of the ASCII character.

fields string query all fields
returned

Fields to be returned by name, separated by a
semi-colon.
Example: jobname;cpu%25;iocount

rowend string query last row of the
command

Ending row to be returned.

rowstart string query first row of the
command

Starting row to be returned.

ssid string query GSVX SYSVIEW Subsystem Identifier

timeout integer query 30 seconds
Range: 1 to 60
seconds

The length of time that the request is allowed
to execute on a SYSVIEW server before the
request is interrupted. If the timeout is exceeded,
the request is interrupted and the REST API fails.
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Name Data Type Request Type Default Value Description

types string query Command data types to be returned separated
by a semi-colon.
Valid parameters:
CONTEXT:

Command context data
OVERVIEW:

Overview area data
INFOALL:

Equivalent to INFOFLDS,
INFOROWS, INFODATA

INFOFLDS:
Information area field descriptions

INFOROWS:
Information area rows as text

INFODATA:
Information values as keyword/value
pairs

DATAALL:
Equivalent to DATAFLDS,
DATAROWS

DATAFLDS:
Data area field descriptions

DATAROWS:
Data row values

STATUS:
Return field statuses with row values

Example: Return context and data sections
CONTEXT;DATAALL

Command Restrictions

The /Display endpoint imposes the following restrictions on commands:

Primary and Display Commands
Primary commands are commands that generate a display. The commands correspond to those that appear in
the COMMANDS command with the Type column indicating PRI.

IMPORTANT
The REST API does not support using the following /Display commands:

• SYSLOG: Optionally, use the JSYSLOGW command.
• OUTPUT: Optionally, use the JOUTPUTW command.
• DUMP: Optionally, use the SNAP command.
• USSCMD

Commands that require ISPF services and select TSO services.

Function Commands
Function commands are functions that perform an action but do not display data. The commands correspond to
those listed in the COMMANDS command with the Type column showing FUNC. For example, the ASCANCEL
command.
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TIP
Use the /Command endpoint for Function commands.

/Display Endpoint Use Cases

As an Operations Manager, you can have your development support staff use the /Display endpoint to build various
dashboard widgets that display on an operations dashboard.

The following examples describe unique use cases and their corresponding parameter values and URLs.

NOTE
Users must define the <host> and <port> values for the URLs.

• Retrieve the top 10 CPU consuming address spaces on the target host system.
URL Parameters:
command: ACTIVITY;SORT CPU% D LIMIT 10

fields:  Jobname;Type;ASID;CPU%;CPUT%;CPU-Time

types:   CONTEXT;DATAALL

URL:
https://<host>:<port>/api/v1/SYSVIEW/Display?command=ACTIVITY%3BSORT%20CPU%25%20D%20LIMIT

%2010&fields=Jobname%3BType%3BASID%3BCPU%25%3BCPUT%25%3BCPU-Time&types=CONTEXT%3BDATAALL

• Retrieve the CPU percentage for the target host system for the past 60 minutes.
URL Parameters:
command: GRAPH MVS CPU%

fields:  Time;Value

types:   CONTEXT;DATAALL

URL:
https://<host>:<port>/api/v1/SYSVIEW/Display?command=GRAPH%20MVS%20CPU%25&fields=Time%3BValue&types=CONTEXT

%3BDATAALL

• Retrieve the average CICS transaction rate and lifetime for each region across systems over the last system interval.
URL Parameters:
command: CICSLIST XSYSTEM SYSINTERVAL

fields:  XSSYSTEM;NAME;Status;Trans;TranRate;Lifetime;XSMsg

types:   CONTEXT;DATAALL

URL:
https://<host>:<port>/api/v1/SYSVIEW/Display?command=CICSLIST%20XSYSTEM%20SYSINTERVAL&fields=XSSYSTEM

%3BNAME%3BStatus%3BTrans%3BTranRate%3BLifetime%3BXSMsg&types=CONTEXT%3BDATAALL

As a Workload Operations Manager, you must ensure that all CICS files named ABC are closed before the nightly batch
run begins. Your development support staff build an interface that uses the /Display endpoint to show the status of file
ABC across your CICS regions.

• Find all CICS regions that contain a file that is named ABC across systems.
URL Parameters:
command: SET SELECTNEXT 'Filename eq ABC';CFILES XSYSTEM

fields:  XSSYSTEM;Jobname;Filename;Status;XSMsg

types:   CONTEXT;DATAALL

URL:
https://host:port/api/v1/SYSVIEW/Display?command=SET%20SELECTNEXT%20%27Filename%20eq%20ABC%27%3BCFILES

%20XSYSTEM&fields=XSSYSTEM%3BJobname%3BFilename%3BStatus%3BXSMsg&types=CONTEXT%3BDATAALL
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REST API /Command Endpoint

The /Command endpoint executes SYSVIEW function commands.

/Command Endpoint Parameters

The /Command endpoint contains the following parameters:

Name Data Type Request Type Default Value Description

command string query Action commands to be issued (separated by a
semi-colon)

ssid string query GSVX SSID of SYSVIEW

timeout integer query 30 seconds
Range: 1 to 60 seconds

The length of time that the request is allowed to
execute on a SYSVIEW server before the request
is interrupted. If the timeout is exceeded, the
request is interrupted and the REST API fails.

/Command Endpoint Use Cases

The following examples describe unique use cases and their corresponding Parameter and URLs.

• As a DevOps and CI/CD Administrator, you want to help the mainframe development staff build CI/CD pipelines for
their mainframe application development process.
The pipeline requires a new application data set in the z/OS APF list. You build an application that invokes the
SYSVIEW REST API to add the data set to the pipeline.
URL Parameters:
command: APFSERV ADD data.set.name * NOCONFIRM

URL:
https://<host>:<port>/api/v1/SYSVIEW/Command?command=APFSERV%20ADD%20data.set.name%20*%20NOCONFIRM

NOTE
You define the <host> and <port> values for the URLs.

REST API /Capture Endpoint

The /Capture endpoint lets you return display data for a command that was previously captured using the SYSVIEW
Event Capture Option.

NOTE
The SYSVIEW Event Capture Option is required to use the /Capture endpoint.

The format of the data is identical to the real-time data that was returned using a /Display request.
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/Capture Endpoint Parameters

The /Capture endpoint contains the following parameters:

Name Data Type Request Type Default Value Description

capturecommand (required) types query The name of the captured command from the
capture data set. The value of capturecommand
parameter is the value as shown in the
Name field on the CAPEVENT display
for the capture data set. For example,
capturecommand=ACTIVITY.

capturedsn (required) string query The name of the capture event data set. The
value of the capturedsn parameter is the value as
shown in the CapDsname field on the CAPLIST
display.

capturerow (optional) string query The name of the capture event data set. The
value of the capturerow parameter is the value as
shown in the CapDsname field on the CAPLIST
display.

capturescreen (optional) string query The name of the captured screen from the
capture data set. The value of the capturescreen
parameter is the value as shown in the Screen
field on the CAPEVENT display for the capture
data set.
If there is more than one command with the same
name, but differing screen names, use the value
in the Screen field to distinguish between them.

capturetitle (optional) string query The title of the captured command from the
capture data set. The value of the capturetitle
parameter is the value as shown on the Title field
on the CAPEVENT display for the capture data
set.
If there is more than one command with the same
name in the capture data set, use the value in
the Title field to distinguish them when the title is
unique.

fields string query Fields to be returned by name (separated by a
semi-colon)

rowend string query Ending row to be returned

rowstart string query Starting row to be returned

ssid string query GSVX SSID of SYSVIEW

timeout integer query 30 seconds
Range: 1 to 60
seconds

The length of time that the request is allowed
to execute on a SYSVIEW server before the
request is interrupted. If the timeout is exceeded,
the request is interrupted and the REST API fails.
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Name Data Type Request Type Default Value Description

types string query Types to be returned (separated by a semi-colon)
Valid parameters:

CONTEXT:
Command context data

OVERVIEW:
Overview area data

INFOALL:
Equivalent to INFOFLDS,
INFOROWS, INFODATA

INFOFLDS:
Information area field descriptions

INFOROWS:
Information area rows as text

INFODATA:
Information values as keyword/value
pairs

DATAALL:
Equivalent to DATAFLDS,
DATAROWS

DATAFLDS:
Data area field descriptions

DATAROWS:
Data row values

STATUS:
Return field statuses along with row
values

REST API JSON Response Format

The data that is returned in the response JSON message corresponds to data from a SYSVIEW command.

A SYSVIEW display contains the following parts:
Context:

Context information from a SYSVIEW command can be found in various parts of the display. For example, the
command’s screen title, the date and time, any displayed message, the current jobname displayed often in the
information area. All the information about the system name, LPAR, and so on are placed in the context section of
the response message.

Overview area:
The Overview area shows overall system performance information. See the ACTIVITY display, which has
overview on by default. The REST API can return Overview information for any command. SYSVIEW allows
multiple formats of the information area. The Overview area provides real-time and interval version of the data,
and a short and long version of the data. All of the data is returned in the JSON response message.

Information area:
The Information area shows data related to the display as a whole. See the ASLIST display for a sample of
information area. Data in this area includes maximum number of address spaces allowed, how many are in use,
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etc. The rows of data are returned in the InfoRows section of the response buffer. From ASLIST, type INFOFLDS
to see each field in the information area as it is named. This information is returned in the InfoFlds section of
the response message to document the offset and row where the fields are found. The InfoData section of the
response message is a keyword value pair similar to the Name and Value fields of the INFOFLDS command.

Data area:
The Data area shows columns and rows of data in a SYSVIEW display. The DataRows section of the response
buffer contains the rows and column data. The DataFlds section of the response message contains field headers,
descriptions, and other defining information. This section includes field names and data types. You can view
similar data in SYSVIEW using the FIELDS from any display command.

JSON Header Section

The JSON header section contains the following fields:

• type (string):
An identifier that indicates that this is a SYSVIEW API containing command data.
Value: APICMDD

• version (string):
The SYSVIEW response message format version.
Value: 1.0

• time (string):
The time that the command was executed in ISO81234 format with timezone offset.
Example: "2019-09-24T08:28:19.322473-04:00"

Example JSON header:

"type":"APICMDD",

"version":"1.0",

"time":"2019-09-24T08:28:19.322473-04:00",

JSON Context Section

The JSON Context section (CONTEXT) is an object that contains the following elements:

"hardwareName"     (string) - Name of the zSystem hardware. Ex: "HW01"

"sysplexName"      (string) - Name of the SYSPLEX. Ex: "PLX05"

"lparName"         (string) - Name of the LPAR. Ex: "LP01"

"systemName"       (string) - Name of the system. Ex: "PROD01"

"smfId"            (string) - The SMF Id for the system. Ex: "PRD1"

"jesName"          (string) - The JES name.  Ex: "JES2"

"jesNode"          (string) - JES Node. Ex: "NODEPRD1"

"vmUserId"         (string) - The User Id for the Virtual Machine.

"productName"      (string) - The product name: "SYSVIEW"

"productRelease"   (string) - The product release.  Ex: "16.0"

"productBuild"     (string) - The product build. Ex: "0990"

"productSsId"      (string) - The product's subsystem Id.  Ex:"GSVX"

"productInterface" (string) - The product interface "SERVER"

"productUserId"    (string) - The UserId used to execute the command.

                              Ex: "USER001"

"productJobName"   (string) - The product's address space.

                              Ex: "SYSVUSER"

"homeJobName"      (string) - The home address space for the product job.

                              Ex: "SYSVUSER"
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"homeJobId"        (string) - The home address space's JES job Id.

                              Ex: "STC18128"

"homeAsId"         (string) - The home address space's Address Space Id (ASID).

                              Ex: "021C"

"currentJobName"   (string) - The current address space which is the target

                              for the command.  Ex: "CICS1"

"currentJobId"     (string) - The current address space's JES job Id.

                              Ex: "STC00145"

"currentAsId"      (string) - The current address space's Address Space Id.

                              Ex: "021A"

"currentAsiType"   (string) - Current target address space type. Ex: "MQ"

"currentAsiSubType"(string) - Current target address space subtype. Ex: "QMGR"

"currentTCB"       (string) - Current TCB address. Ex: "007C8998"

"currentProcessId" (string) - Current hexadecimal process id. Ex: "0505A788"

"commandName"      (string) - The command whose data was captured.

                              Ex: "ASLIST"

"commandFormat"    (string) - The format for the command whose data was captured.

                              Ex: ""

"commandScreen"    (string) - The screen for the command whose data was captured.

                              Ex: ""

"screenTitle"      (string) - The screen title for the command whose data was

                              captured. Ex: "Address Space List"

"crossSystemData"  (string) - Indicates whether the returned data contains 

                              cross-system data. Possible values are:

                              - XSDATA - cross-system data is included

                              - NOXSDATA - cross-system data is not included

"crossSystemCommand"(string)- Indicates whether the command supports 

                              cross-system mode. Possible values are:

                              - XSCMD - the command supports cross-system data

                              - NOXSCMD - the command does not support 

                                cross-system data

"crossSystemGroup" (string) - The name of the cross-system logical group used

                              to retrieve the data.

                              If the command is not in cross-system mode, the 

                              value will contain the value of NONE.

"message"          (string) - The message that was generated for the command whose

                              data was captured. Ex: ""

"messageReturnCode"(string) – The severity level of the Message that was

                              generated by the command execution.

                              Possible values are:

                              “0”  No message was returned.

                              “4”  An informational message was returned.

                              “8”  An action message was returned.

                              “12” A warning message was returned.

                              “16” An error message was returned. 

"conditionNone"    (string) - The number of rows whose highest field status

                              is NONE.  Ex: "2425"

"conditionNormal"  (string) - The number of rows whose highest field status

                              is NORMAL.  Ex:"0"

"conditionHigh"    (string) - The number of rows whose highest field status

                              is HIGH.  Ex:"0"

"conditionWarning" (string) - The number of rows whose highest field status

                              is WARNING.  Ex:"6"
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"conditionProblem" (string) - The number of rows whose highest field status

                              is PROBLEM.  Ex:"17"

"infoFields"       (string) - The number of information area fields. Ex: "24"

"infoRows"         (string) - The number of information area rows.  Ex: "5"

"dataFields"       (string) - The number of data area fields. Ex: "47"

"dataRows"         (string) - The number of data area rows. Ex: "2448"

JSON Information Area Section

The JSON Information area sections (INFOALL) contains the information that is described in the following topics.

Information Fields

The JSON response object information fields (INFOFLDS) contains the following fields:

fields
(array of strings)
Each element in the array describes the contents of the array elements in the values array.

values
(array of array of strings)
Each element is an array that is ordered according to the elements listed in the fields array, and correspond to
fields found in the rows of data in the InfoRows arrays.

Example:

"InfoFlds":{

"Fields":[   "row","name",           "offset","length"],

"Values":[ 

            ["1",  "Jobname",        "8",     "8"],

            ["1",  "ASID",           "23",    "4"],

            ["1",  "JobId",          "35",    "8"],

            ["3",  "MAXUSERTotl",    "9",     "5"],

            ["3",  "MAXUSERUsed",    "16",    "5"],

            ["3",  "MAXUSERUsedPct", "22",    "4"],

            ["3",  "MAXUSERFree",    "28",    "5"],

            ["3",  "MAXUSERFreePct", "34",    "4"],

            ["3",  "MAXUSERLost",    "40",    "5"],

            ["3",  "MAXUSERLostPct", "46",    "4"],

            ["4",  "RSVSTRTTotl",    "9",     "5"],

            ["4",  "RSVSTRTUsed",    "16",    "5"],

            ["4",  "RSVSTRTUsedPct", "22",    "4"],

            ["4",  "RSVSTRTFree",    "28",    "5"],

            ["4",  "RSVSTRTFreePct", "34",    "4"],

            ["4",  "RSVSTRTLost",    "40",    "5"],

            ["4",  "RSVSTRTLostPct", "46",    "4"],

            ["5",  "RSVNONRTotl",    "9",     "5"],

            ["5",  "RSVNONRUsed",    "16",    "5"],

            ["5",  "RSVNONRUsedPct", "22",    "4"],

            ["5",  "RSVNONRFree",    "28",    "5"],

            ["5",  "RSVNONRFreePct", "34",    "4"],

            ["5",  "RSVNONRLost",    "40",    "5"],

            ["5",  "RSVNONRLostPct", "46",    "4"]

]},
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row
The row number in the InfoRows array where the value can be located.

name
The name of the information area field.

offset
The offset in the InfoRows array row where the value can be located.

length
The length of the value located at the offset in the InfoRows array row.

Information Rows

The information rows section (INFOROWS) is an array of strings that represent the rows as how they appear in the
Information Area of the display.

Example:

["Jobname SYSVUSER  ASID 021C  Jobid STC18128                                    ",

 "Queue    Count   Used/Pct%   Free/Pct%   Lost/Pct%                             ",

 "MAXUSER   2048    538  26%   1487  73%     23   1%                             ",

 "RSVSTRT    100      0   0%    100 100%      0   0%                             ",

 "RSVNONR    300     23   8%    277  92%      0   0%                             "]

Information Data

The information data section (INFODATA) is an object that represents the individual fields from the Information Area of the
display.

TIP
If you do not need to display the information rows as-is, you do not need to get the InfoFlds nor the InfoRows.
You can simply get the InfoData values, which are in keyword/value pairs. All values are strings.

The keywords correspond to the field names for the information area fields. The names are listed using the INFOFLDS
command from SYSVIEW for the command that was executed.

Example:

{"Jobname":"SYSVUSER",

 "ASID":"021C",

 "JobId":"STC18128",

 "MAXUSERTotl":"2048"...

Data Sections

The data sections (DATAALL) contains the following sections:

Data Fields

The data fields section (DATAFLDS) is an object that contains the following elements:

fields
(array of strings):
Each element in the array describes the contents of the array elements in the Values array.

values
(array of array of strings):
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Each element is an array, which is ordered according to the elements listed in the Fields array. The arrays
represent information about each field returned in the DataRows.

Example:

"Fields": [  "name",    "type",  "units", "description","status"],

"Values": [ ["ASID",    "hex",   "hex",   "",           "true"],

            ["ASStatus","string","string","",           "true"],

Data Rows

The data rows section (DATAROWS) is an object that contains the following elements:

fields
(array of strings):
Each element in the array corresponds to a field name. Their order determines the order of their corresponding
value in the Values array.
Example:
["ASID","ASStatus","Jobname",

fieldsProperties
(array of strings):
Each string is a keyword that indicates the content of each value array element. Fields, by default, have a single
value string, but if the STATUS type keyword is specified on the request, a string representing the status of that
field also appears in the value array.
Example:
["value"]

    If STATUS was specified:    ["value","status"]

values
(three dimensional array of strings):
The first dimension represents a row, the second dimension represents the fields in the rows, and the third
dimension represents the content of the field. The content has only a single string which represents the fields
value. If STATUS is specified as a type, each content array will has a second string representing the status of that
field.
Example (The status was not specified):
[

  [

    ["0001"],["ACTIVE"],["*MASTER*"],...,   

  ],

  [ 

    ["0002"],["ACTIVE"],["PCAUTH"],...,     

  ],

]

Example (The status was specified):
[

  [

    ["0001",""],["ACTIVE","NONE"],["*MASTER*","BOLD"],...,   

  ],

  [ 

    ["0002",""],["ACTIVE","NONE"],["PCAUTH","BOLD"],...,     

  ],

]

Example (A sample JavaScript function f=was used to process the dataFlds and dataRows sections and
output the results in tabular format):
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// simple function to display returned data as a table

function displaySYSVIEWData(queryResult) {

    // indexes/maps

    let fieldNameIndex  = queryResult.dataFlds.fields.findIndex(field => field === "name");

    let fieldNames      = queryResult.dataFlds.values.map(fieldInfo => fieldInfo[fieldNameIndex]);

    let fieldTypeIndex  = queryResult.dataFlds.fields.findIndex(field => field === "type");

    let fieldTypes      = queryResult.dataFlds.values.map(fieldInfo => fieldInfo[fieldTypeIndex]);

    let fieldValueIndex = queryResult.dataRows.fieldProperties.findIndex(prop => prop === "value");

    // display headers

    let strHeaders = "";

    fieldNames.forEach((fieldName, i) => {

        if (fieldTypes[i] === "string"){

            strHeaders += fieldName.padEnd(8, " ") + " ";

        } else if (fieldTypes[i] === "numeric") {

            strHeaders += fieldName.padStart(8, " ") + " ";

        }

    });

    console.log(strHeaders);

    // loop through each row of CA SYSVIEW data

    for (const row of queryResult.dataRows.values) {

        let strData = "";

        row.forEach((field, i) => {

            // do something with the data

            if (fieldTypes[i] === "string"){

                strData += field[fieldValueIndex].padEnd(8, " ") + " ";

            } else if (fieldTypes[i] === "numeric") {

                strData += field[fieldValueIndex].padStart(8, " ") + " ";

            }

        });

        console.log(strData);

    }

}

REST API Return and Reason Codes
The SYSVIEW REST API produces JSON formatted responses for successful and unsuccessful endpoint executions. The
responses provide a return code and reason code.

In addition to the JSON responses that contain data as the result of a successful endpoint execution, the SYSVIEW REST
API might produce error responses formatted in JSON for unsuccessful endpoint executions. If an error occurs while
processing a request, the REST API also returns an HTTP status code 500.

The following example illustrates a JSON error response message:

{

  "status": "500",                  

  "function": "CONNAPI4",

  "returnCode": "8",

  "reasonCode": "4",

  "returnCodeText": "RetCodeError",

  "reasonCodeText": "RsnCodeNotFound",

  "reasonDesciption": "A CONNECT request could not find a SYSVIEW.",
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  "message": ""

}

Return Code and Reason Code Descriptions

The following table lists error messages that can occur while using the SYSVIEW REST API.

returnCode reasonCode returnCodeText reasonCodeText reasonDescription

0 0 RetCodeOk RsnCodeOk Request processed
successfully.

4 8 RetCodeWarning RsnCodeNoData The server returned no data.
The command may not be
eligible for this interface or
authorized for this userid.

8 4 RetCodeError RsnCodeNotFound A CONNECT request could not
find a SYSVIEW.

8 8 RetCodeError RsnCodeNotActive SYSVIEW is not active.

8 12 RetCodeError RsnCodeBadParm SYSVIEW XDI discovered a
bad parameter value.

8 16 RetCodeError RsnCodeInvalidHandle SYSVIEW XDI discovered a
bad handle value.

8 20 RetCodeError RsnCodeTempMaxConns The maximum number of
connections to the server has
been reached.

8 24 RetCodeError RsnCodeInvalidCmdReqs An XDI function request passed
an invalid CMDREQ handle.

8 28 RetCodeError RsnCodeServerBusy The maximum number of server
requests has been reached.

8 32 RetCodeError RsnCodeMaxCmdReqs The maximum number of
command requests per
connection has been reached.

8 36 RetCodeError RsnCodePETAllocError The allocation of a Pause
Element Token (PET) has
failed.

8 40 RetCodeError RsnCodeMemObjStgError The GSVAPI_GOPT control
block specified in the
GETOPT= parameter was
invalid.

8 44 RetCodeError RsnCodeInvalidGetOpts An error occurred in the
SYSVIEW Server task that was
servicing the request.

8 48 RetCodeError RsnCodeInvalidBuffer A bad address was specified for
the BUFFER= parameter.

8 52 RetCodeError RsnCodeInvalidBufLen Either a bad address or a bad
value was specified for the
BUFLEN= parameter.
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returnCode reasonCode returnCodeText reasonCodeText reasonDescription

8 56 RetCodeError RsnCodeBufferTooSmall The reply buffer area specified
in the BUFFER= was too small
to recieve the requested data.

8 60 RetCodeError RsnCodeProdReplyError SYSVIEW XDI Get processing
returned an unexpected reply
buffer.

8 64 RetCodeError RsnCodeServerError An error occurred in the
SYSVIEW Server task that was
servicing the request.

8 68 RetCodeError RsnCodeTimeOut An INIT_CMD_REQUEST
function failed to complete
before the specified timeout
interval.

8 72 RetCodeError RsnCodeNotAuthorized A request was made and the
caller was not authorized.

8 76 RetCodeError RsnCodeTerminated The server has been
terminated.

8 80 RetCodeError RsnCodeInvalidCONN An INIT_CMD_REQUEST
function was attempted but the
CMDREQ structure was not
valid.

8 92 RetCodeError RsnCodeInvalidReplyFmt A null reply buffer was returned
from the server.

8 96 RetCodeError RsnCodeInvalidCmdList An INIT_CMD_REQUEST
function was attempted but the
list of commands following the
CMDREQ structure was not
properly formed.

8 100 RetCodeError RsnCodeInvalidFieldList A GET_CMD_DATA function
was attempted but the list
of field names following the
GETOPT structure was not
properly formed.

8 104 RetCodeError RsnCodeSrvrQueAllocErr The interface uses ECSA to
interface with the server and
the allocation failed.

8 108 RetCodeError RsnCodeInvalidReplyBuf The server either returned
a NULL reply buffer or the
returned buffer does not appear
to be formatted correctly.

8 112 RetCodeError RsnCodeCapDsnReqFailed SYSVIEW XDI INITCMDREQ
with a request type of
GSVAPI_CREQ_RTCmdFromCapture
could not be completed.

8 152 RetCodeError RsnCodeInvalidTimeOut Invalid time out value. Valid
values are 1-60.
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returnCode reasonCode returnCodeText reasonCodeText reasonDescription

12 4 RetCodeEnvError RsnCodezOSCB z/OS control block corruption.

12 8 RetCodeEnvError RsnCodeCAAT Broadcom Anchor Table not
found.

12 12 RetCodeEnvError RsnCodeSGAT The SYSVIEW Global Anchor
Table was not found.

12 16 RetCodeEnvError RsnCodeXDIS The SYSVIEW System eXternal
Data Interface service routine
was not found.

12 20 RetCodeEnvError RsnCodeXDIL When trying to connect to a
specific SYSVIEW subsystem
the Local External Data
Interface service environment
was not found.

12 24 RetCodeEnvError RsnCodeXDIA When trying to connect to a
specific SYSVIEW subsystem
the Local External Data
Interface service environment
was not found.

12 28 RetCodeEnvError RsnCodeBadPCRetCode An unexpected return code was
generated.

12 32 RetCodeEnvError RsnCodeInvalidASITH An infrastructure error was
detected.

12 36 RetCodeEnvError RsnCodeNoTCB A function other than
CONNECT was requested and
an invalid connection handle
was passed.

12 40 RetCodeEnvError RsnCodeInvalidParms An infrastructure error was
detected.

12 44 RetCodeEnvError RsnCodeANCM An internal environmental error
has been detected. Contact
SYSVIEW technical support.

12 48 RetCodeEnvError RsnCodeNoStorage A request could not be
processed because it was
unable to obtain storage in
the SYSVIEW User Address
Space.

How to Identify Commands That Are Eligible for the REST API
The /Display and /Command endpoints let you execute SYSVIEW commands. However, not all SYSVIEW commands are
eligible to be executed through the REST API.

SYSVIEW contains many commands. The Primary commands generate and display data. The function commands
perform an action, but do not display data.

To display all the commands that are eligible to the REST API, issue the following SYSVIEW command from a 3270
session:
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COMMANDS; SELECT XDI NB

The command execution results do not display excluded commands. The excluded commands primarily control 3270
navigation, diagnostics, or require ISPF. For example, the following commands process the 3270 display in a manner that
causes them to be excluded. However, there are other eligible commands that perform similar functions:

OUTPUT:
Use JOUTPUTW to retrieve job output.

SYSLOG:
Use JSYSLOGW to retrieve system log data.

DUMP:
Use SNAP to display storage.

To view a list of the excluded commands, issue the following SYSVIEW command:

COMMANDS; SELECT XDI B AND TYPE NE SUB

How to Interpret REST Interface Response Data
Your application should handle REST interface responses from the SYSVIEW REST API when the responses are
successful or error responses.

The first data that your application should examine is the HTTP response code that is returned after the SYSVIEW REST
endpoint is invoked. The response codes are documented in the Swagger API tool that we supply with the REST server.
The following response codes return JSON data that you should examine.

• HTTP Status 500 – SYSVIEW server error response code
The HTTP Status 500 response occurs when SYSVIEW could not execute the requested command string or capture
request. The JSON data that is returned contains specific return codes, reason codes, and optional message text that
can be further examined by your application logic to handle the request. You should log or display the error.
Example:
{

  "function": "string",

  "message": "string",

  "reasonCode": "string",

  "reasonCodeText": "string",

  "reasonDescription": "string",

  "returnCode": "string",

  "returnCodeText": "string",

  "status": "string"

}

The returnCode and reasonCode fields indicate the specific error that has occurred. For more information about
how to tailor your application logic to respond to errors, see REST API Return and Reason Codes.
Here are common errors and suggestions about how to handle them. All of the errors contain a returnCode “8” or
returnCodeText of “GSVXDI_RetCodeError” .
– reasonCode “4” or reasonCodeText GSVXDI_RsnCodeNotFound

The SYSVIEW subsystem that is specified by the SSID parameter was not found. The error might indicate that the
subsystem has not started. You might want to try again after a short interval. Or, the response might indicate that an
incorrect value was specified. After retrying several times, you can log or display an error so that it can be corrected.

– reasonCode “8” or reasonCodeText GSVXDI_RsnCodeNotActive
reasonCode “76” or reasonCodeText GSVXDI_RsnCodeTerminated
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The SYSVIEW subsystem is no longer active or is terminating. The subsystem might be having maintenance
applied and will restart shortly. You can try again after a short interval.

– reasonCode “28” or reasonCodeText GSVXDI_RsnCodeServerBusy
reasonCode “68” or reasonCodeText GSVXDI_RsnCodeTimeOut
The SYSVIEW subsystem reached the maximum limit or the request timed out. You might want to try again after
a short interval. If you receive multiple timeout reason codes, you should log the error and should review the
command string that caused the timeout. You can attempt the command from a 3270 interface to determine if there
are any changes. For example, you can add parameters that limit the scope of data that you are gathering.

– reasonCode “72” or reasonCodeText GSVXDI_RsnCodeNotAuthorized
The user ID specified is not authorized for the command request. Contact your SYSVIEW administrator to
determine if the security for the user ID requires modifications.

• HTTP Status 200 – SYSVIEW server successful response code
The HTTP Status 200 response occurs when the request completes in the SYSVIEW User Address space. However,
an HTTP Status 200 response does not necessarily indicate that you received the results that you expected. For
example, did you receive all of the expected rows of data?
To determine your next steps, your code should examine the following fields in the Context section of the JSON
response:
– currentJobName

The value that is returned indicates the target jobname. If the request targeted a specific jobname, examine the field
to ensure that the data came from the expected target jobname. If not, you can log or display the message and skip
processing the rows of data.

– dataRowsTruncated
The value that is returned indicates the number of data rows that were truncated. If the row set was too large,
rows might have been truncated and there might be more rows that could have been be processed. You can log or
display a message that indicates that the data might be incomplete.

– dataRows
The value that is returned indicates the number of rows that are returned in the dataRows section. If the value is
zero, you can skip the logic that processes rows of data.

– messageReturnCode
The value that is returned indicates the severity level of the message that the command execution generated. The
messageReturnCode displays one of the following values:

0:
No message was returned.

4:
An informational message was returned.

8:
An action message was returned.

12:
A warning message was returned.

16:
An error message was returned.

You can log or display the message that was returned in the value of the message keyword. A non-zero
messageReturnCode does not necessarily indicate that there are no rows of data to process. However, you can
continue to process the results.

Create Command Strings
The SYSVIEW REST API is a stateless API, which differs from other SYSVIEW interfaces and APIs. As a stateless
API, all requests occur in complete isolation. When your application invokes the HTTP request, it must contain all the
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information that the REST server requires to fulfill that request. The REST server does not rely on information from
previous requests. As a result, you must carefully construct the command string to get your desired results.

The following examples describe how to construct REST command strings.

Example 1:

You want to get the list of the top 10 IBM MQ queues from queue manager MQM1 whose queue depth is greater than 5.
From the 3270 or REXX, you might use the following sequence of commands:

• MQ MQM1
Switch the target mq queue managers to MQM1.

• MQQLOCAL
Get the list of local queues.

• SELECT DEPTH > 5
Select only queues that have more than five messages.

• SORT DEPTH D LINELIMIT 10
Sort the queues by depth in descending order and limit the display to ten rows.

To accomplish the task using the /Display REST endpoint, you use a single URI. You construct the command parameters
using the following command string:

MQ MQM1;MQQLOCAL;SELECT DEPTH > 5;SORT DEPTH D LINELIMIT 10

You can stack commands from the 3270 and other interfaces using a semi-colon, however, that is not how one typically
interacts using the interface. As a good practice, after you construct your command string, copy and paste the string into a
3270 session to determine if you are getting the expected results.

When stacking multiple commands in a single request, if an error occurs while executing one of the commands, by
default, the remainder of the request is not executed. This behavior is useful when one command relies on the successful
execution of a previous command. However, if the commands in the request are all independent, you can continue
execution by stacking "CONTROL NOFLUSH" to the front of the request.

In the following request, if the second APFSERV request fails, the third APFSERV request still executes:

CONTROL NOFLUSH; APFSERV ADD MY.DATASET.ONE VOLSR1; APFSERV ADD MY.DATASET.TWO VOLSR2; APFSERV ADD

 MY.DATASET.THREE VOLSR3

Example 2:

You want to perform another MQ request after you perform the request that is described in Example 1. In this example,
you want to verify that all of your production channels that start with PROD are running for the same queue manager.
From the 3270 or REXX, you might use the following sequence of commands:

• MQCHSTAT
Invoke the MQ Channel Status command.

• SELECT CHANNEL EQ PROD=
Select only the channels that start with PROD. In this example, we assume that your profile variable length masking
character is the default equal sign ‘=’.

Assuming you followed each of the examples on the same SYSVIEW session, you did not have to reissue the MQ MQM1
command because that was still your target queue manager because your session retains its state. To accomplish with a
subsequent REST call, you need to construct the command parameter as follows:

MQ MQM1;MQCHSTAT;SELECT CHANNEL EQ PROD&VLMC

TIP
The REST API is stateless API. You must pass all of the commands that you need to reestablish the context that
is required to fulfill the request. In this case, ensure that you set the target queue manager to MQM1.
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The server tasks on the SYSVIEW User Address Space do not use a profile that is based on the user ID that is
executing the REST request. The server tasks use an internal profile named $XDIAPI to help ensure consistent
and predicable results each time they run. In Example 2, we changed PROD= to PROD&VLMC because the
variable length mask character (VLMC) is an asterisk ‘*’. Although you can code an asterisk, we recommend
that you use substitution variables (such as &VLMC ) in all of your APIs, including the REST API, to help ensure
that you receive the results that you expect regardless of the context of the user ID. To see a list of substitution
variables you can use, issue the SYSVIEW VLIST command.

REST API URL Build Tools and Samples
The SYSVIEW REST server contains tools and samples that can help you build URLs and understand how to process the
REST server responses.

Swagger

Swagger is a specification for describing RESTful APIs in a human and computer readable format. A Swagger UI renders
the details of the APIs in an easily readable user interface.

Broadcom ships Swagger with the SYSVIEW REST server. The Swagger UI displays forms for all of the SYSVIEW
endpoints. Using the forms you can build and execute URLs without writing code and use the URLs that you built in your
software code.

To display the Swagger UI, enter the host name and port of your REST Server into your web browser. For example:

https://hostname:port

Sample Pages

The SYSVIEW REST server contains sample webpages with embedded Javascript that execute REST endpoints and
display the results. The source for the samples is included in the .jar file.

To execute the samples, enter the following URL into your web browser:
https://hostname:port/samples

TIP
To access the samples, click the Sample 1 and Sample 2 links on the SYSVIEW REST API Samples website.

The /samples URL contains the following samples:

Sample 1:
Sample 1 is a web-based interface that helps you build REST URLs. With Sample 1 you can:

• Execute SYSVIEW commands using the REST interface from a sample command line
• View the REST URL used to execute the command and retrieve the data
• Visualize the results in a formatted display and the raw JSON
• Choose various data types to be returned
• View command help to assist you with understanding the fields that you might want to select to be returned
• View the page source (available in most browsers) so that you can understand how to process the response

JSON and format various field types

Sample 2:
Sample 2 contains a set of charts and graphs that are built from API responses using the Google Charts library.
With Sample 2 you can:

• Get ideas for using the SYSVIEW REST API to visualize SYSVIEW data graphically
• View the source to understand how to process the response JSON and format the various field types
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TIP
If you are unfamiliar with REST APIs, Broadcom highly recommends that you explore the sample pages.

SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets Application Developers, DevOps and CI/CD Administrators, and other similar IT
roles issue SYSVIEW commands that take actions or display data.

Zowe CLI is a command-line interface that lets users interact with the mainframe in a familiar format. Zowe CLI helps
increase productivity, reduce the learning curve for developing mainframe applications, and exploit the ease-of-use of off-
platform tools.

NOTE
To use the plug-in, deploy and configure the SYSVIEW REST API. For more information, see Getting Started
with the SYSVIEW REST API.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge.
Licensed SYSVIEW users are entitled to support for this plug-in. This plug-in does not require a
Brightside subscription for download or use.

IMPORTANT
The SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI might contain periodic updates. The updates can relate to new features and
functionalities, enhancements, and solutions to known issues. For more information, see the article Zowe CLI
Latest Updates in the Brightside documentation.

Use Cases

The following list contains examples of the tasks that Application Developers, DevOps and CI/CD Administrators, and
other mainframe users can perform using the plug-in:

• Issue SYSVIEW primary commands. Primary commands display data. For example, the ACTIVITY command.
• Execute SYSVIEW function commands. Function commands perform a function and return a result message. For

example, the APFSERV command.
• Return data from a SYSVIEW primary command that was captured in a SYSVIEW Event Capture Option data set.

NOTE
For information about SYSVIEW commands and syntax, see How to Enter Commands, Parameters,
Subcommands, and Line Commands.

Learn More

The following resources can help you learn more about the core Zowe CLI and plug-ins:

• SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI
Learn more about this plug-in and its available commands in Brightside documentation. The documentation includes
information about Zowe Conformant plug-ins that are available for general use.

• Install CLI Plug-ins
Learn how to install this and other Broadcom plug-ins to Zowe CLI.

• Zowe Docs Site
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Learn about installing and using core Zowe CLI and other open-source components.

Brightside is the Broadcom enterprise-class support offering for Zowe. The Brightside documentation includes
information about Broadcom plug-ins for Zowe CLI that are available for general use and simplified installation methods.

Zowe CLI is an open-source component of Zowe that lets you interact with the mainframe remotely and use common
tools such as Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), shell commands, bash scripts, and build tools for mainframe
development.

Using the Plug-in
The following topics contain examples of SYSVIEW plug-in commands that you can execute and profiles that you can
create using Zowe CLI and the SYSVIEW plug-in.

Commands

Example 1:

As an IT Operations Manager, you want to include system activity data during the automated creation of select help desk
tickets. Your service management system can execute scripts, so you want to execute SYSVIEW display commands
using Zowe CLI and the SYSVIEW plug-in to include CPU usage and the top 10 CPU consuming address spaces.

1. To capture the CPU information, issue the following command:
zowe sysview display "set selectnext 'addr eq ''all''';cpu" --fields type busy% busygraph

After the Zowe command execution completes, the following output generates for the trouble ticket:
Type Busy% BusyGraph 

ALL  31.9  ************* 

CP   65.8  ************************** 

SP   6.5   *** 

IIP  6.5   ***

2. To capture the top 10 CPU consuming address spaces, issue the following command:
zowe sysview display "activity;sort cput% d linelimit 10" --fields jobname asid type cput% cpu-time

After the Zowe command execution completes, the following output generates for the trouble ticket:
Jobname  ASID Type CPUT%  CPU-Time

CICSJOB1 01A6 STC  36.904 20.85379

USER002  052A TSU  14.488 8.257708

CATALOG  002A SYS  13.301 7.619393

OMVS     0012 SYS  11.889 6.758058

TESTJOB  0511 STC  11.278 6.556914

REGRESS1 047D JOB  8.411  4.802743

JVMSERV  0167 STC  6.295  3.772017

*MASTER* 000B SYS  6.284  3.597984

CICSJOB2 058D STC  5.258  3.016502

JES2     003A STC  4.473  2.540347

Example 2:

As an application developer, you want to ensure that your test application load library is APF authorized in your sandbox
as part of the CI/CD pipeline. You want to execute SYSVIEW commands using the Zowe CLI and the SYSVIEW plug-in.

To APF authorize your test load library, issue the following command:
zowe sysview execute "apfserv add my.test.loadlib *"

After the Zowe command execution completes, the following message is logged into your pipeline:
Message: APFL012I Entry added – MY.TEST.LOADLIB VOL001
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Profiles

Example 1:

As an IT Operations Manager, you want to create a profile named mySysFormat that displays the context fields named
lparName and systemName , the information area and the overview area, and display blanks instead of zeros. If a profile
with the same name exists, you want to overwrite the profile.

To create the profile, issue the following command:

zowe profiles create sysview-format-profile mySysFormat --cf lparname systemName --overview true --info true

 --pretty true --biz true --overwrite true

After the command execution completes, the following message displays:

Overwrote existing profile for mySysFormat.

Profile created successfully! Path:

C:\Users\<username>\.zowe\profiles\sysview-format\mySysFormat.yaml

contextFields:

  - lparName

  - systemName

overview:      true 

info:          true 

pretty:        true 

blankIfZero:   true

Review the created profile and edit if necessary using the profile update command.

TIP
If mySysFormat was the first profile that you created, it is your default profile. With this scenario (mySysFormat
is your default profile), you do not need to specify the profile using the –sysview-format-p argument. You
can create more than one format profile and specify any profile that you create as your default profile.

Example 2:

The following example demonstrates how you can customize how data displays when you use format profiles with
SYSVIEW commands. The example includes the profile named mySysFormat .

Issue the following Zowe command:

zowe sysview display "CICSLIST INTERVAL" --fields name status trans lifetime

Note that the command does not specify a profile to use for the command execution. When you issue a command without
specifying a profile, the command executes using your default profile.

After the Zowe command execution completes, the following information displays:

Name     Status   Trans Lifetime

CICS0001 ACTIVE   154   1.206513

CICS0002 ACTIVE   151   5.518209

CICS0003 ACTIVE   151   1.793745

CICS0004 ACTIVE   150   1.293687

CICS0005 ACTIVE   171   8.740909

CICS0006 ACTIVE   0     0.000000

CICS0007 ACTIVE   0     0.000000

CICS0008 ACTIVE   0     0.000000

CICS0009 ACTIVE   0     0.000000

Re-issue the command and include the profile named mySysFormat . For example:

zowe sysview display "CICSLIST INTERVAL" --fields name status trans lifetime --sysview-format-p mySysFormat
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After the Zowe command execution completes, the following information displays. Observe that the displayed results
contain the fields, elements, and options that were defined in the mySysFormat profile:

Context:

lparName:   MF99

systemName: MF99

Overview:

(rc)   CP% IIP% ALL% -Condition-  ---MSU---  ---Ready---  --Paging--  -Storage-

CPU    51%  37%  43% NoENQ NoSMF  4H    259  ASIDs     1  Slots   0%  ECSA  40%

LCPU   51%  50%  51% NoRES NoWTO  4H%   36%  Tasks     1  Rate     0  ESQA  57%

                     NoDMP NoTAP  4G    258  ----I/O----  AFQA  712k   SQA  72%

Spool  51%                        4G%   12%  Rate   2731  UICA 65535   CSA  40%

Info area:

Jobname CICS0001 ASID 00F9 Jobid STC12345 CICS 5.3 Mode SYSTEM

Options INTERVAL ALL

Name     Status   Trans Lifetime

CICS0001 ACTIVE   154   1.206513

CICS0002 ACTIVE   151   5.518209

CICS0003 ACTIVE   151   1.793745

CICS0004 ACTIVE   150   1.293687

CICS0005 ACTIVE   171   8.740909

CICS0006 ACTIVE

CICS0007 ACTIVE

CICS0008 ACTIVE

CICS0009 ACTIVE
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Using STIG Articles
SYSVIEW Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGs) include mainframe security standard review and
implementation guidelines for the latest release of SYSVIEW.

Broadcom developed STIGs to enhance the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of customers using our mainframe
products. When applied to SYSVIEW, the security standards decrease the risk of unauthorized disclosure of sensitive
information.

Implementation Responsibility

Before you implement these standards within your production environment, especially within large user populations, we
recommend that you evaluate the specified standards in a local, representative test environment. The extensive variety of
environments makes it impossible to test these standards for all potential mainframe environments.

IMPORTANT
Broadcom accepts no liability for the consequences of applying specific configuration settings that are made
based on the security standard. For some production environments, failure to test before implementation may
lead to a loss of required functionality.

Evaluating the risks and benefits of a system’s circumstances and requirements is the system owner’s responsibility.
The evaluated risks resulting from not applying specified configuration settings must be approved by the responsible
authorizing official within respective organizations. Furthermore, Broadcom implies no warranty that the application of all
specified configurations results in a system that is 100 percent secure. We provide these security standards as guidelines.
Ensure that all applicable security guidance is applied at the device-hardening level and the architectural level because
some settings may not be configurable in all environments. This STIG is limited to the specific SYSVIEW solution and
assumes that you have fully and properly implemented all security controls within RACF.

Severity Definitions

These definitions are a measure of vulnerabilities that are used to assess a facility or system security posture. Each STIG
ID in this document is assigned one of the following values:
Severity 1: High

Any vulnerability, the exploitation of which directly and immediately result in loss of confidentiality, availability, or
integrity.

Severity 2: Medium
Any vulnerability, the exploitation of which has a potential to result in loss of confidentiality, availability, or integrity.

Severity 3: Low
Any vulnerability, the existence of which degrades measures to protect against loss of confidentiality, availability,
or integrity.

Depending upon the specific details within the access granted, aggregated risks may exist. The resulting risks could
increase the risk severity from one level to another.

User Roles and Least Privilege Access

The following list details typical mainframe infrastructure roles at the z/OS system level regardless if 0 to 500 applications
are running. These roles correspond to the roles allowed to have specific access levels within the STIG. Your
organization, least privilege, and separation of role requirements determine who is assigned a role by user ID. We
recommend that you build a formalized document that defines all roles, duties, responsibilities, and specific access
allowed and approved for each of your organization's mainframe infrastructure roles.
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• z/OS Application Scheduler/Production Team (DCSPTEAM)
• z/OS Application Security Team (DSECTEAM)
• z/OS Auditors (AUDITORS)
• z/OS CICS System Programmer (CICSSYSP)
• z/OS Communications System Programmer (COMMSYSP)
• z/OS Database System Programmer (DBASYSP)
• z/OS DB2 System Programmer (DB2SYSP)
• z/OS IDMS System Programmer (IDMSSYSP)
• z/OS IMS System Programmer (IMSSYSP)
• z/OS Operations (ZOSOPER1)
• z/OS Storage Administrator System Programmer (DASDSYSP)
• z/OS System-Level Product Schedulers/Support Team (PCSPTEAM)
• z/OS System/LPAR Level Mainframe Security Team (ZSECTEAM)
• z/OS System Programmer (ZOSSYSP1)
• z/OS SYSVIEW Trusted Started Tasks Users (SYSVSTC)
• z/OS IBM MQ System Programmer (WMQSYSP)

Access is granted only based on valid requirements to product resources as documented by roles that individuals are
assigned. Ensure that the least privilege access is granted, allowing individuals to perform the documented functions
within the assigned role.

STIG Articles by Findings for RACF
This article provides a list of all SYSVIEW STIG articles. Select the specific SYSVIEW ID to assess and implement the
guidance.

Severity 1:
High

Severity 2:
Medium

Severity 3:
Low

To manage your STIG implementation, download this tracker spreadsheet.

Broadcom STIG ID Title Description

BSYSR001
Severity 1

Protect APF Loadlib Data Sets Using RACF Shows how to secure SYSVIEW APF loadlib data sets
properly using IBM RACF.

BSYSR006
Severity 1

Define and Activate the @SYSVIEW
Resource Class in RACF

Shows how to define the RACF @SYSVIEW resource
class properly and to ensure that it is active in IBM RACF.

BSYSR007
Severity 1

Protect the SYSVIEW SECURITY
Command and CNM4BSEC Data Set Using
RACF

Shows how to protect the SYSVIEW SECURITY command
and the SYSVIEW CNM4BSEC data set properly using
IBM RACF.

BSYSR008
Severity 1

Define and Protect SYSVIEW Resources
Using RACF

Shows how to define and protect SYSVIEW Environment,
Command, RESN, Job-related, Miscellaneous, and SUSP
resources properly using RACF.

BSYSR010
Severity 1

Define and Protect the @SYSVIEW Class
SV.SUSP Resources Using RACF

Shows how to define and secure @SYSVIEW class
SV.SUSP.* resources using IBM RACF.
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Broadcom STIG ID Title Description

BSYSR011
Severity 1

Secure SYSVIEW Configuration and
Parameter Values Using RACF

Shows how to identify and secure the configuration and
parameter values for SYSVIEW security properly using
IBM RACF.

BSYSR002
Severity 2

Protect Installation Data Sets Using RACF Shows how to secure SYSVIEW installation data sets
properly using IBM RACF.

BSYSR003
Severity 2

Protect STC Data Sets Using RACF Shows how to secure SYSVIEW STC data sets properly
using IBM RACF.

BSYSR004
Severity 2

Secure SYSVIEW Started Tasks Using
RACF

Shows how to identify the SYSVIEW STCs that are not
defined properly and how to define them.

BSYSR005
Severity 2

Define the Started Tasks to the STARTED
Resource Class Using RACF

Shows how to define and secure the SYSVIEW started
tasks to the STARTED resource class properly using IBM
RACF.

BSYSR009
Severity 3

Define and Protect the @SYSVIEW WARN
Resources Using RACF

Shows how to define and secure the @SYSVIEW class
SV.WARN and SV.WARN.** resources using IBM RACF.

STIG ID - BSYSR001: Protect APF Loadlib Data Sets Using RACF
Severity: 1 – High

The Authorized Program List designates the libraries that can contain program modules that possess a significant level
of security bypass capability. Unauthorized access may compromise the operating system environment, IBM RACF,
applications, and customer data.

The organization must ensure that the SYSVIEW APF Loadlib data set is secured properly in accordance with the
requirements that are described in Identify Audit Finding.

This STIG article shows how to secure SYSVIEW APF loadlib data sets properly using IBM RACF.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Review the System APF and determine if the SYSVIEW loadlib data set is APF authorized.
2. Review the RACF permissions for the SYSVIEW data set:

LISTDSD DATASET(‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BLOD’) AUTHUSER GENERIC

CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BLOD is the format of the file name for the SYSVIEW loadlib data set. CAI.SYSVIEW represents
the high-level qualifier for the runtime loadlib.
a. If the IBM RACF data set rules for APF libraries allow inappropriate access, your organization has an audit finding.

See Remediate Audit Finding.
b. If the IBM RACF data set rules for APF libraries do not restrict UPDATE or ALTER access to only z/OS systems

programming personnel, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
c. If the IBM RACF data set rules for APF libraries do not specify to log UPDATE or ALTER access for all failures and

successes, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
3. If you do not find any of the conditions that are described in Steps 2a through 2c, your organization does not have an

audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Security team reviews the access authorization to critical system files and evaluates the impact of correcting
the deficiency. The team should develop a plan and should implement the changes that are required to protect APF
Authorized Libraries.
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The z/OS System/LPAR Level Mainframe Security team must ensure that update and allocate access to all APF-
authorized libraries are limited to only system programmers, based on documented roles performed. All update and
allocate access are logged.

1. Implement data set controls:
AD ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BLOD.**’ uacc(none) owner(CAI) audit(success(update, failures(read)) data(‘CA SYSVIEW

 for z/OS’)

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BLOD.**’ ID(zossysp1) access(alter)

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BLOD.**’ ID(sysvstc auditors  authuser) access(read)

SETROPTS GENERIC(DATASET) REFRESH

zossysp1
Specifies the user ID for z/OS Systems Programmers

sysvstc
Specifies the user ID for z/OS SYSVIEW Trusted Started Tasks Users

auditors
Specifies the user ID for z/OS Auditors

authuser
Specifies the SYSVIEW authorized users

2. To determine if the changes were applied successfully, issue a LISTUSER <userid> command.
Example:
LISTUSER zossysp1 

If the changes were not applied successfully, issue the following commands:
To PERMIT access, for example:
PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BLOD.**’ id(zossysp1 sysvstc) access(update)

To remove PERMIT access, for example:
RDEL ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BLOD.**’ id(zossysp1 sysvstc) access(update)

All SYSVIEW APF loadlib data sets are now secured properly using IBM RACF.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following CCIs are related to this STIG.

CCI-000213:

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Type: technical

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-3.1

CCI-002234:

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24
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Type: technical

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BSYSR002: Protect Installation Data Sets Using RACF
Severity: 2 – Medium

SYSVIEW installation data sets can use privileged functions and have access to sensitive data. Failure to restrict access
to the data sets properly can violate the integrity of the SYSVIEW base product, which can compromise the operating
system or sensitive data.

The organization must ensure that all SYSVIEW installation data sets are secured properly in accordance with the
requirements that are described in Identify Audit Finding.

This STIG article shows how to secure SYSVIEW installation data sets properly using IBM RACF.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

In the examples in the following steps, “CAI.SYSVIEW.**” represents the standardized name that organizations use
to name their data sets. To perform the validation steps, the reviewer must know the correct (organizational) names of
the data set nodes for the SYSVIEW installation data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that access to the SYSVIEW installation data sets is restricted properly.
Issue the following RACF command to list all SYSVIEW installation data sets:
LISTDSD DATASET(‘CAI.SYSVIEW.**’) AUTHUSER GENERIC

a. If the IBM RACF data set rules for the data sets restrict READ access to all authorized users that possess a
valid requirement except for the profile data set, or Profile Data Library (low-level qualifier CNM4BPDL), your
organization does not have an audit finding.
All authorized users require UPDATE access to the Profile Data Library to store their customized profile
settings. The name of the profile data library always ends with CNM4BPDL .

b. If the IBM RACF data set rules for the data sets restricts UPDATE or ALTER access to only responsible systems
programming personnel, your organization does not have an audit finding.

c. If the IBM RACF data set rules for the data sets specify to log UPDATE or ALTER for all failures and successes,
your organization does not have an audit finding.

2. If any of the conditions that are described in Steps 1a through 1c are not true, your organization has an audit finding.
See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) must ensure that UPDATE and ALTER access to SYSVIEW installation
data sets is limited to only systems programmers, and that all UPDATE and ALTER access is logged. The ISSO can grant
READ access to all authorized users that have a valid need and requirement to access the installation data sets.

The installing systems programmer must identify and document the SYSVIEW data sets and categorize them according
to who has UPDATE and ALTER access. If necessary, all UPDATE and ALTER access must be logged. The installing
systems programmer must identify the additional groups that have UPDATE or ALTER access to specific data sets. After
the installing systems programmer documents the groups, the individual must work with the ISSO to ensure that the data
sets are restricted properly to the IBM RACF instance that is active on the system.
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Follow these steps:

1. Implement data set controls.
Example:
AD ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.**’ UACC(NONE) OWNER(CAI) AUDIT(SUCCESS(UPDATE) FAILURES(READ)) DATA(‘Installation Data

 Sets: CA SYSVIEW for z/OS’) 

AD ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BCAP.**’ UACC(NONE) OWNER(CAI) AUDIT(FAILURES(READ)) DATA(‘Install Capture Library: CA

 SYSVIEW for z/OS’) 

AD ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BDAT.**’ UACC(NONE) OWNER(CAI) AUDIT(SUCCESS(UPDATE) FAILURES(READ)) DATA(‘Install

 Data Library: CA SYSVIEW for z/OS’) 

AD ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPDL.**’ UACC(NONE) OWNER(CAI) AUDIT(FAILURES(READ)) DATA(‘Install Profile: CA SYSVIEW

 for z/OS’) 

AD ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPRM.**’ UACC(NONE) OWNER(CAI) AUDIT(SUCCESS(UPDATE) FAILURES(READ)) DATA(‘Install

 PARMLIB: CA SYSVIEW for z/OS’) 

AD ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC.**’ UACC(NONE) OWNER(CAI) AUDIT(SUCCESS(UPDATE) FAILURES(READ)) DATA(‘Install

 Security File: CA SYSVIEW for z/OS’) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.**’ ID(zossysp1) ACCESS(UPDATE) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.**’ ID(authuser) ACCESS(READ) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BCAP.**’ ID(zossysp1) ACCESS(UPDATE) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BCAP.**’ ID(authuser) ACCESS(READ) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BDAT.**’ ID(zossysp1) ACCESS(UPDATE) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BDAT.**’ ID(authuser) ACCESS(READ) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPDL.**’ ID(zossysp1  authuser) ACCESS(UPDATE) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPRM.**’ ID(zossysp1) ACCESS(UPDATE) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPRM.**’ ID(authuser) ACCESS(READ) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC.**’ ID(zossysp1) ACCESS(UPDATE) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC.**’ ID(authuser) ACCESS(READ) 

SETROPTS GENERIC(DATASET) REFRESH

CAI.SYSVIEW.**
Specifies the data sets to protect

zossysp1
Specifies the user ID for z/OS systems programmers

authuser
Specifies the user ID for SYSVIEW authorized users

2. To determine if the changes were applied successfully, issue a LISTUSER <userid> command.
Example:
LISTUSER zossysp1 

If the changes were not applied successfully, issue the following commands:
Example: To PERMIT access:
PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BCAP.**’ id(zossysp1 sysvstc) access(update)

Example: To remove PERMIT access:
RDEL ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BCAP.**’ id(zossysp1 sysvstc) access(update)

zossysp1
Specifies the user ID for z/OS systems programmers

sysvstc
Specifies the user ID fo z/OS SYSVIEW Started Tasks Users

All SYSVIEW installation data sets are now secured properly using IBM RACF.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following CCIs are related to this STIG.

CCI-000213:

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Type: technical

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-3.1

CCI-002234:

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Type: technical

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BSYSR003: Protect STC Data Sets Using RACF
Severity: 2 – Medium

SYSVIEW started task (STC) data sets can use privileged functions and can access sensitive data. Failure to restrict
access to the data sets properly can violate the integrity of the SYSVIEW base product, which may compromise the
operating system or sensitive data.

The organization must ensure that all SYSVIEW started task data sets are secured properly in accordance with the
requirements that are described in Identify Audit Finding.

This STIG article shows how to secure SYSVIEW STC data sets properly using IBM RACF.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Retrieve a list of users and groups and their access level (for example, READ, WRITE, UPDATE) to the SYSVIEW
STC data sets:
LISTDSD DATASET('dataset_name') AUTHUSER GENERIC

The following example illustrates sample command output:
LISTDSD  DATASET('CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4SCFG')  AUTHUSER

 INFORMATION FOR DATASET CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4SCFG

 LEVEL  OWNER    UNIVERSAL ACCESS  WARNING  ERASE

 -----  -------- ----------------  -------  -----

  00    CAI             NONE         NO     NO

AUDITING
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--------

SUCCESS(UPDATE), FAILURES(READ)

NOTIFY

--------

NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

YOUR ACCESS  CREATION GROUP   DATASET TYPE

-----------  --------------   ------------

   UPDATE       SYSVIEW          NON-VSAM

VOLUMES ON WHICH DATASET RESIDES   UNIT

---------------------------------  ----

231407                             SYSDA

INSTALLATION DATA

--------------------------------------------------

INSTALLATION CONFIGURATION FILE: CA SYSVIEW FOR Z/OS

              SECURITY LEVEL

-------------------------------------------

NO SECURITY LEVEL

CATEGORIES

----------

NOCATEGORIES

SECLABEL

----------

NO SECLABEL

  ID      ACCESS   ACCESS COUNT

-------   -------  ------------

IADMIN    UPDATE      00009

SYSVUSR1   READ       00015

SYSVUSR2   READ       00006

SYSVUSR3   READ       00004

ZOSSYSP1   ALTER      00020

  ID      ACCESS   ACCESS COUNT   CLASS   ENTITY NAME

------    ------   ------------   -----   -----------

NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

2. Review the output. Ensure that access to the STC data sets is limited to only SYSVIEW STCs and responsible
systems programmers.

3. If the result of your research in Step 2 indicates that only SYSVIEW started tasks and responsible systems
programmers can access the started task data sets, your organization does not have an audit finding.

4. If the conditions that are described in Step 2 and Step 3 are not true, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) must ensure that update access and allocate access to SYSVIEW STC
data sets is limited to only system programmers, and SYSVIEW started tasks. Read access can be granted to auditors
and users that require authorization and access to SYSVIEW.

1. From the results that are listed in Step 1 of Identify Audit Finding, identify and document the SYSVIEW data sets
and categorize them according to who has UPDATE and ALTER access.

2. Identify other groups that have UPDATE or ALTER access to specific data sets.
3. Issue the commands in the following example to restrict the identified data sets to IBM RACF. If necessary, all

UPDATE and ALTER access must be logged.
AD ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.**’ uacc(none) owner(cai) audit(failures(read)) data(‘Install Capture Index: CA

 SYSVIEW for z/OS’) 
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AD ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4SCFG.**’ uacc(none) owner(cai) audit(success(update) failures(read)) data(‘Install

 Configuration File: CA SYSVIEW for z/OS’) 

AD ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CAPDATA.**’ uacc(none) owner(cai) audit(failures(read)) data(‘Install Capture Data Set: CA

 SYSVIEW for z/OS’) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.**’ id(sysvstc) access(read) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.**’ id(zossysp1 sysvstc) access(update) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.**’ id(authuser) access(read) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BCAP.**’ id(sysvstc) access(read) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BDAT.**’ id(sysvstc) access(update) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPDL.**’ id(sysvstc) access(update) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPRM.**’ id(sysvstc) access(read) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC.**’ id(sysvstc) access(read) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4SCFG.**’ id(zossysp1) access(update) 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4SCFG.**’ id(sysvstc  authuser) access(read) 

PE‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CAPDATA.**’  id(sysvstc) access(update) 

SETR generic(dataset) refresh

NOTE
The names of the data sets can be more specific for data sets that are not altered by product started tasks.

zossysp1
Specifies the user ID for z/OS systems programmers

sysvstc
Specifies the user ID for z/OS SYSVIEW Trusted Started Tasks Users

authuser
Specifies the user ID for authorized users

4. To verify that the changes were applied successfully, issue a LISTUSER <userid> command.
Example:
LISTUSER zossysp1 

If the changes were not applied successfully, issue the following commands:
Example: To PERMIT access:
PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.**’ id(zossysp1 sysvstc) access(update)

Example: To remove PERMIT access:
RDEL ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.**’ id(zossysp1 sysvstc) access(update)

All STC data sets are now secured properly using IBM RACF.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following CCIs are related to this STIG.

CCI-001499:

CCI: CCI-001499

Published Date: 2009-09-29

Type: technical

Definition: The organization limits privileges to change software resident within software libraries.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-6 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-6 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-6.1 (ii)
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STIG ID - BSYSR004: Secure SYSVIEW Started Tasks Using RACF
Severity: 2 - Medium

SYSVIEW requires started tasks (STCs) to be defined with specific characteristics. When each started task is defined
as a user ID to RACF, SYSVIEW allows RACF to control the STC. Failure to properly control these capabilities can
compromise the operating system environment, RACF, and customer data.

Security administrators must configure the user IDs for all SYSVIEW STCs with the RACF PROTECTED attribute and
with the lowest amount of required resource access. The PROTECTED attribute prevents users from logging in to the
system using a protected user ID with methods that use a supplied password. For example, TSO logins, CICS signons,
batch job submissions when a password is specified using the PASSWORD parameter of the JOB statement, or by
supplying a password phrase.

The organization must ensure that all SYSVIEW STCs are defined and secured properly in accordance with the
requirements that are described in this article.

This STIG article shows how to identify the SYSVIEW STCs that are not defined properly and how to define them.

SYSVIEW contains the following STCs:

SYSVIEW
SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space

SYSVUSER
SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space

SYSVAUX
SYSVIEW Auxiliary Services Address Space

SYSVAPPS
SYSVIEW Application Server Address Space

SYSVLCL
SYSVIEW Local 3270 Device Interface Address Space

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Display a list of the SYSVIEW STCs using the RLIST command to identify the user IDs that are associated with the
STCs.
Example:
Illustrates the results of issuing the RLIST command on the SYSVIEW STC. The user ID are defined with
NOPRIVILEGED and NOTRUSTED attributes.
  RLIST STARTED SYSV*.* STDATA NORACF

  

  CLASS      NAME

  -----      ----

  STARTED    SYSVIEW.* (G)

  STDATA INFORMATION

  ------------------

  USER= SYSVIEW

  GROUP= STCGROUP

  TRUSTED= NO

PRIVILEGED= NO

  TRACE= NO
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Individual user IDs for each of the STCs must be used to provide accountability. The user IDs for the STCs should
be the same names as the STC names. If the SYSVIEW STCs do not have a user ID with the same name, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

2. List the user IDs that are associated with each of the SYSVIEW STCs using the results from Step 1.
LISTUSER <SYSVIEW_userid> OMVS

<SYSVIEW_userid>
The SYSVIEW STC.

Submit the LISTUSER command for all the SYSVIEW STCs.
Example: The PROTECTED attribute is assigned to the SYSVAPPS user ID.
 LISTUSER SYSVAPPS

 USER=SYSVAPPS   NAME=SYSVIEW APP SERVER 1 OWNER=STCOWN  CREATED=20.228

  DEFAULT-GROUP=STCGROUP  PASSDATE=N/A  PASS-INTERVAL= 30 PHRASEDATE=N/A

 ATTRIBUTES=PROTECTED

  REVOKE DATE=NONE   RESUME DATE=NONE

  LAST-ACCESS=20.228/13:31:11

  CLASS AUTHORIZATIONS=NONE

  NO-INSTALLATION-DATA

  NO-MODEL-NAME

  LOGON ALLOWED   (DAYS)          (TIME)

  --------------------------------------------

  ANYDAY                          ANYTIME

    GROUP=STCGROUP AUTH=USE   CONNECT-OWNER=IBMUSER   CONNECT-DATE=20.228

      CONNECTS=    01  UACC=NONE    LAST-CONNECT=20.228/13:31:11

      CONNECT ATTRIBUTES=NONE

      REVOKE DATE=NONE   RESUME DATE=NONE

  SECURITY-LEVEL=NONE SPECIFIED

  CATEGORY-AUTHORIZATION

      NONE SPECIFIED

  OMVS INFORMATION

  ----------------

  UID= 0000000120

  HOME= /cai/sysview

  PROGRAM= /bin/sh

  CPUTIMEMAX= NONE

  ASSIZEMAX= NONE

  FILEPROCMAX= NONE

  PROCUSERMAX= NONE

  THREADSMAX= NONE

  MMAPAREAMAX= NONE

3. From the results of the command output in Step 1, ensure that the STARTED resource record
that maps to the user IDs that are assigned to the STCs are defined with NOPRIVILEGED and
NOTRUSTED attributes. If the STARTED resource record that maps to the user ID is not defined
with NOPRIVILEGED and NOTRUSTED attributes, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

4. From the results of the command output in Step 2, ensure that the RACF PROTECTED attribute is assigned to the
user IDs that are assigned to the STCs.
If the PROTECTED attribute is not assigned to the user IDs, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

5. From the results of the command output in Step 2, ensure that the STCs have a properly defined OMVS segment,
which includes a UID and GID. If the OMVS segment is not present in the results of Step 2, the UID is not properly
defined. Define the GID in the default group.The STCGROUP is used in the following example:
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LISTGRP STCGROUP NORACF OMVS

OMVS INFORMATION

—--—------------

GID= 0000000025

If any STC does not have a properly defined OMVS segment, your organization has an audit finding.
See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the SYSVIEW security administrator must ensure that the SYSVIEW
STCs are properly defined. Ensuring that the started tasks are properly defined reduces risk and exposure to the
organization.

1. Review the results of the LISTUSER command in Step 2 of Identify Audit Finding. If the command output indicates that
the user ID does not exist, define the user ID using the ADDUSER command. Define all SYSVIEW STCs, including
their USS and STC attributes. Define all SYSVIEW STCs, including their USS and STC attributes.
Example:
ADDUSER SYSVIEW NAME('SYSVIEW MAIN STC') DFLTGRP(STCGROUP) +

   OWNER(STCADMIN) NOPASSWORD NOPHRASE + 

   OMVS(AUTOUID HOME('/cai/sysview') PROG('/bin/sh'))

 ADDUSER SYSVUSER NAME('SYSVIEW USER STC') DFLTGRP(STCGROUP) +

   OWNER(STCADMIN) NOPASSWORD NOPHRASE +

   OMVS(AUTOUID HOME('/cai/sysview') PROG('/bin/sh'))

 ADDUSER SYSVAUX NAME('SYSVIEW AUX STC') DFLTGRP(STCGROUP) +

   OWNER(STCADMIN) NOPASSWORD NOPHRASE +

   OMVS(AUTOUID HOME('/cai/sysview') PROG('/bin/sh'))

 ADDUSER SYSVAPPS NAME('SYSVIEW APP SERVER') DFLTGRP(STCGROUP) +

   OWNER(STCADMIN) NOPASSWORD NOPHRASE +

   OMVS(AUTOUID HOME('/cai/sysview') PROG('/bin/sh'))

 ADDUSER SYSVLCL NAME('SYSVIEW LOCAL 3270') DFLTGRP(STCGROUP) +

   OWNER(STCADMIN) NOPASSWORD NOPHRASE +

   OMVS(AUTOUID HOME('/cai/sysview') PROG('/bin/sh'))

 /* ADDGROUP STCGROUP OMVS(AUTOGID) */

 RDEFINE STARTED SYSVIEW.* STDATA(USER(SYSVIEW)) UACC(NONE)

 RDEFINE STARTED SYSVUSER.* STDATA(USER(SYSVUSER)) UACC(NONE)

 RDEFINE STARTED SYSVAUX.* STDATA(USER(SYSVAUX)) UACC(NONE)

 RDEFINE STARTED SYSVLOCL.* STDATA(USER(SYSVLCL)) UACC(NONE)

 RDEFINE STARTED SYSVAPPS.* STDATA(USER(SYSVAPPS)) UACC(NONE)

 RDEFINE FACILITY SV.CREATE.SSID.*.GSVX UACC(NONE)

 RDEFINE LOGSTRM GSVX.* UACC(NONE)

 /* */

 PERMIT SYSVIEW.* CLASS(STARTED) ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(READ)

 PERMIT SYSVUSER.* CLASS(STARTED) ID(SYSVUSER)  ACCESS(READ)

 PERMIT SYSVAUX.* CLASS(STARTED) ID(SYSVAUX)  ACCESS(READ)

 PERMIT SYSVLOCL.* CLASS(STARTED) ID(SYSVLCL)  ACCESS(READ)

 PERMIT SYSVAPPS.* CLASS(STARTED) ID(SYSVAPPS) ACCESS(READ)

 PERMIT SV.CREATE.SSID.*.GSVX CLASS(FACILITY) ID(SYSVIEW) +

        ACCESS(READ)

 PERMIT SV.CREATE.SSID.*.GSVX CLASS(FACILITY) ID(SYSVUSER) +

        ACCESS(READ)

 PERMIT BPX.SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(SYSVAPPS) ACCESS(READ)

 PERMIT GSVX.* CLASS(LOGSTRM) +
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        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVAUX) ACCESS(UPDATE)

HOME(/cai/sysview)
Specifies the SYSVIEW default installation directory. If SYSVIEW was not installed using the default directory,
specify the directory where you installed the product.
The user IDs for the STCs do not require UID(0). However, you must assign a valid, non-zero UID to the user IDs
for the STCs.

2. If your SYSVIEW installation contains generic profiles that must be defined, refresh the definitions.
Example: See the commented lines in the following example:
  PERMIT EZB.STACKACCESS.* CLASS(SERVAUTH) ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(READ)

  PERMIT EZB.NETSTAT.* CLASS(SERVAUTH) ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(READ)

  PERMIT IST.NETMGMT.*.SNAMGMT CLASS(SERVAUTH) ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(READ)

  /* */

  /* For each MQ ssid being monitored, the following           */

  /*     profiles and permissions will be required:            */

  /* */

  /* RDEFINE MQCONN ssid.BATCH UACC(NONE)                        */

  /* RDEFINE MQQUEUE ssid.SYSTEM.COMMAND.INPUT UACC(NONE)        */

  /* RDEFINE MQQUEUE ssid.SYSTEM.CHANNEL.INITQ UACC(NONE)        */

  /* RDEFINE MQQUEUE ssid.SYSTEM.COMMAND.REPLY.MODEL) UACC(NONE) */

  /* RDEFINE MQQUEUE ssid.ssid.GSVSMQSR.*) UACC(NONE)            */

  /* RDEFINE MQCMDS ssid.DISPLAY.CHINIT UACC(NONE)               */

  /* RDEFINE MQCMDS ssid.DISPLAY.QLOCAL UACC(NONE)               */

  /* RDEFINE MQCMDS ssid.DISPLAY.USAGE UACC(NONE)                */

  /* */

  /* PERMIT ssid.BATCH CLASS(MQCONN) ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(READ) */

  /* PERMIT ssid.SYSTEM.COMMAND.INPUT CLASS(MQQUEUE) +           */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(UPDATE)  */

  /* PERMIT ssid.SYSTEM.CHANNEL.INITQ CLASS(MQQUEUE) +           */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(UPDATE)  */

  /* PERMIT ssid.SYSTEM.COMMAND.REPLY.MODEL CLASS(MQQUEUE) +     */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(UPDATE)  */

  /* PERMIT ssid.ssid.GSVSMQSR.* CLASS(MQQUEUE) +                */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(UPDATE)  */

  /* PERMIT ssid.DISPLAY.CHINIT CLASS(MQCMDS) +                  */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(READ)    */

  /* PERMIT ssid.DISPLAY.QLOCAL CLASS(MQCMDS) +                  */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(READ)    */

  /* PERMIT ssid.DISPLAY.USAGE CLASS(MQCMDS) +                   */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(READ)    */

  /* */

  /* SETROPTS RACLIST(MQCONN) REFRESH  */

  /* SETROPTS RACLIST(MQQUEUE) REFRESH */

  /* SETROPTS RACLIST(MQCMDS) REFRESH  */

  /* */

  /* Dataset profiles are not provided in this sample. */

  /* The following permissions will be required for    */

  /* the started tasks:                                */

  /*                                                   */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BLOD' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL SYSVAPPS) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.**' +      */
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  /*        ID(SYSVUSER) ACCESS(UPDATE) */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CAPDATA.**' +       */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(UPDATE)                             */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BCLS' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BDAT' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(UPDATE)                             */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPDL' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(UPDATE)                             */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BHLP' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BISP' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BMAP' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPLT' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPNL' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPRF' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPRM' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BREX' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4BTMP' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4SCFG' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                               */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4PDAT' + */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(UPDATE)                             */

  /* PERMIT 'CAI.SYSVIEW.CNM4XML' +                */

  /*        ID(SYSVIEW SYSVUSER SYSVAUX SYSVLCL) + */

  /*        ACCESS(READ)                           */

  /* */
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  /* Refresh any classes that are RACLISTed */

  /* */

   SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

   SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

   SETROPTS RACLIST(LOGSTRM) REFRESH

   SETROPTS RACLIST(SERVAUTH) REFRESH

3. Issue the LISTUSER command to list the SYSVIEW STCs, the associated user IDs, and the resource attributes.
Verify that your changes were applied successfully. If your changes were not applied successfully (as required by your
organization), repeat Step 2.

4. Issue the RLIST and LISTUSER commands as described in Step 1 and Step 2 in Identify Audit Finding. Ensure that
the following statements are true:
a. The STCs are defined only with specific user IDs that are defined to the STCs.
b. The user IDs that are associated with the STCs are limited to only the resources and access levels that the user

IDs require (as defined by your organization).
5. If the STCs are not defined as described in Step 4a and Step 4b, repeat Step 1 and Step 2.

SYSVIEW STCs are now defined and secured properly using RACF.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following CCIs are related to this STIG.

CCI-000764:

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Type: technical

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of organizational users).

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-2.1

STIG ID - BSYSR005: Define the Started Tasks to the STARTED
Resource Class Using RACF
This Security Technical Implementation Guide (STIG) describes how to define and secure the SYSVIEW started tasks to
the STARTED resource class properly using RACF.

Severity: 2 - Medium

SYSVIEW requires access to product resources to be restricted to only the individuals that are responsible for the
application connectivity and for users that have a valid requirement to access SYSVIEW resources and functions.
Improper control of product resources can compromise the operating system, IBM RACF, and customer data.

The organization must ensure that all SYSVIEW started tasks are defined to the RACF STARTED resource class in
accordance with the requirements that are described in Identify Audit Finding.

SYSVIEW systems programmers can use the DSMON program to produce reports on the status of the security
environment for SYSVIEW implementations and list the status of the resources that RACF controls.
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This STIG article shows how to define and secure the SYSVIEW started tasks to the STARTED resource class properly
using RACF.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. List all of the IBM RACF started tasks. Issue the following command:
RLIST STARTED * NORACF STDATA

2. Review the results of Step 1 and verify that the following SYSVIEW started tasks are defined to the RACF STARTED
class:

SYSVIEW
SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space

SYSVUSER
SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space

SYSVAUX
SYSVIEW Auxiliary Services Address Space

SYSVAPPS
SYSVIEW Application Server Address Space

SYSVLCL
SYSVIEW Local 3270 Device Interface Address Space

If the SYSVIEW started tasks are not defined to the STARTED resource class, your organization has an audit finding.
See Remediate Audit Finding.

3. If the SYSVIEW started tasks are defined to the STARTED resource class, your organization does not have an audit
finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the SYSVIEW System Programmer must ensure that the SYSVIEW
started tasks are identified and defined properly using RACF.

1. Assign a unique user ID to the SYSVIEW started tasks using a corresponding STARTED class entry.
The following example illustrates the commands that you can issue to assign unique user IDs:
RDEFINE STARTED SYSVIEW.SYSVIEW   STDATA(USER(SYSVIEW)  GROUP(STCGROUP))

RDEFINE STARTED SYSVUSER.SYSVUSER STDATA(USER(SYSVUSER) GROUP(STCGROUP))

RDEFINE STARTED SYSVAUX.SYSVAUX   STDATA(USER(SYSVAUX)  GROUP(STCGROUP))

RDEFINE STARTED SYSVAPPS.SYSVAPPS STDATA(USER(SYSVAPPS) GROUP(STCGROUP))

RDEFINE STARTED SYSVLCL.SYSVLCL   STDATA(USER(SYSVLCL)  GROUP(STCGROUP))  

SETR RACL(STARTED) REF

2. List all RACF started tasks by issuing the following command:
RLIST STARTED * NORACF STDATA

3. Review the results of Step 2 to ensure that the SYSVIEW started tasks (SYSVIEW, SYSVUSER, SYSVAUX,
SYSVAPPS, and SYSVLCL) are all defined to the RACF started class with the correct user IDs.
If the changes were not applied successfully, repeat Step 1 and Step 2.

The SYSVIEW started tasks are now defined and secured to the STARTED resource class properly using RACF.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following CCIs are related to this STIG.
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CCI-000764:

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Type: technical

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of organizational users).

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-2.1

STIG ID - BSYSR006: Define and Activate the @SYSVIEW Resource
Class in RACF
Severity: 1 - High

SYSVIEW requires a robust External Security Manager, such as ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF, to control and protect
the integrity and availability of Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS) operating systems and customer data. Unauthorized access
to SYSVIEW due to an inactive RACF @SYSVIEW resource class can compromise the integrity of the MVS environment,
RACF, and customer data.

The organization must ensure that the RACF @SYSVIEW resource class is defined and is active in RACF.

This STIG article shows how to define the RACF @SYSVIEW resource class properly and to ensure that it is active in IBM
RACF.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Review the RACF options using SETROPTS:
SETROPTS LIST

The following example illustrates sample command output. The highlighted text indicates that the RACF @SYSVIEW
resource class is defined and is active in RACF.
ATTRIBUTES = INITSTATS WHEN(PROGRAM -- BASIC)

STATISTICS = GSDSF SDSF

ACTIVE CLASSES = DATASET USER GROUP @SYSVIEW ACCTNUM AIMS APPL CA@OPS

                 CBIND CDT CIMS DIMS DSNR EJBROLE FACILITY GEJBROLE GIMS

                 GSDSF GXFACILI GZMFAPLA IIMS JIMS LIMS LOGSTRM MIMS OPERCMDS

                 PTKTDATA PTKTVAL SDSF SERVAUTH SERVER STARTED SURROGAT

                 TIMS TSOAUTH TSOPROC UNIXPRIV WBEM XFACILIT ZMFAPLA ZMFCLOUD

GENERIC PROFILE CLASSES =  DATASET @SYSVIEW ACCTNUM ACICSPCT AIMS ALCSAUTH

APPCLU APPCPORT APPCSERV APPCSI APPCTP APPL

...

2. Review the results of the command execution.
– If the RACF @SYSVIEW resource class is present in the list of active classes, your organization does not have an

audit finding.
– If the RACF @SYSVIEW resource class is not present in the list of active classes, your organization has an audit

finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) must ensure that the RACF @SYSVIEW resource class is defined and is
active in RACF.

1. Define and activate the RACF @SYSVIEW resource class.
Specify a value for POSIT that is not in use at your site (such as 519) as illustrated in the following example:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(CDT)

RDEFINE CDT @SYSVIEW UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS CLASSACT(@SYSVIEW)

RDEFINE CDT @SYSVIEW UACC(NONE)

RALTER CDT @SYSVIEW CDTINFO(DEFAULTUACC(NONE) FIRST(ALPHA) MAXLENGTH(246))

RALTER CDT @SYSVIEW CDTINFO(OTHER(ALPHA,NUMERIC,NATIONAL,SPECIAL))

RALTER CDT @SYSVIEW CDTINFO(DEFAULTRC(8) OPERATIONS(NO))

RALTER CDT @SYSVIEW CDTINFO(PROFILESALLOWED(YES) GENERIC(ALLOWED))

RALTER CDT @SYSVIEW CDTINFO(POSIT(519) RACLIST(REQUIRED))

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CDT)

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(CDT)

SETROPTS CLASSACT(@SYSVIEW)

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(@SYSVIEW)

SETROPTS AUDIT(@SYSVIEW)

SETROPTS GENERIC(@SYSVIEW)

2. Activate the sharing of in-storage profiles and to improve RACF performance:
SETROPTS RACLIST(@SYSVIEW)

3. Determine if the changes were applied successfully:
SETROPTS LIST

4. Review the results of the command execution.
If the RACF @SYSVIEW resource class is present in the list of active classes, (see the results of Step 1 in Identify
Audit Finding), the RACF @SYSVIEW  resource class is properly defined and is active in IBM RACF.

5. After you define all the resource rules, change the default resource type to @SYSVIEW and verify that the SYSVIEW
prefix is set to SV. The following steps help to ensure that SYSVIEW uses the permissions that you configured in the
previous steps.
a. From the SYSVIEW 3270 interface, type SECURITY to open the Cmd Section display. Type S next to User Groups

and press ENTER.
Cmd Section        

s__ User Groups    

___ Command Groups

b. Type S next to GLOBAL and press ENTER.
Cmd Group    Count Upd-Date   Upd-Time Userid   Description         

s__ GLOBAL       0 2021/04/05 06:42:02 SYSV160  Global Definitions  

___ DEFAULT      0 2021/04/12 08:32:00 USER001  Default User Group  

___ ADMIN        1 2021/04/06 13:27:26 USER001  Administrators      

___ AddGroup 

c. Type S next to External Security Section and press ENTER.
Cmd Section_Name

___ Command Fields Section

___ Jobnames Section

___ Resources Section

s__ External Security Section

d. Type @SYSVIEW in the Value field for SAF Entity Class Name. Type SV in the Value field for SAF Entity Name
Prefix. Ensure that the other values on the screen are consistent with the security rules that you implemented.
Press ENTER.
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Field                                                Value

SAF Entity Class Name                                @SYSVIEW

    SAF Entity Name Prefix                           SV

    Bypass internal security call                    NO

    Call SAF if failed internally                    NO

    Use JESSPOOL for Job Validation                  NO

    Use System SMFID in Entity Name                  YES

    Use System QUAL in Entity Name                   YES

    Display SAF Class message at INIT                NO

    Access required for ALTER commands/sub-commands  READ

    SAF Exit Name                                    NONE

        Pass JES JCT address to SAF exit             NO

    Access Entity Table Size (KB)                    256

The RACF @SYSVIEW resource class is properly defined and is active in IBM RACF.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following CCIs are related to this STIG.

CCI-000336:

CCI: CCI-000336

Published Date: 2009-09-18

Type: policy

Definition: The organization, after the information system is changed, checks the security functions to verify the
functions are operating as intended.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-4 (2)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-4 (2)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-4 (2).1

CCI-002358:

CCI: CCI-002358

Published Date: 2013-06-25

Type: technical

Definition: The information system implements a reference monitor for organization-defined access control policies
that is always invoked.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-25

STIG ID - BSYSR007: Protect the SYSVIEW SECURITY Command and
CNM4BSEC Data Set Using RACF
Severity: 1- High

SYSVIEW can run with sensitive system privileges and can potentially circumvent system controls. The SYSVIEW
SECURITY command controls all SYSVIEW security settings. The SECURITY command can be used to enable and
disable security validation, which allows SYSVIEW users to bypass required security controls.
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The combination of access to the SECURITY command and update or greater access to the SYSVIEW CNM4BSEC
data set presents a CAT 1 level risk. This combination of access must be limited to only the duration of product security
configuration and limited to only the responsible system programmers and the security administrators that are involved
with implementing SYSVIEW security. READ access to the CNM4BSEC data set and access to the SECURITY command
allows for display-only of the security settings for auditors, or other individuals responsible for SYSVIEW security
controls. Unauthorized access can result in the compromise of the operating system environment, RACF, and customer
data.

The organization must ensure that the SYSVIEW SECURITY command and update or access to the SYSVIEW
CNM4BSEC data set is limited to only the responsible system programmers and the security administrators that are
involved with implementing SYSVIEW security. Update or greater access to the CNM4BSEC data set must be logged.
After SYSVIEW security is configured, access to the CNM4BSEC data set must be reduced to READ access only as
indicated in the following topics.

This STIG article shows how to protect the SYSVIEW SECURITY command and the SYSVIEW CNM4BSEC data set
properly.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Generate a report that lets you analyze the SYSVIEW security settings.
a. Identify the data set resources:

LISTDSD DATASET('CAI.SYSVIEW.*.CNM4BSEC') AUTHUSER GENERIC

Example: The following example illustrates the results of the command execution. Examine the results of the
execution to determine the remediation actions that are required. For example, RACF UACC (UNIVERSAL
ACCESS), NO WARNING, the user IDs (ID) and their access level (ACCESS) to the CNM4BSEC data set
resources.
INFORMATION FOR DATASET CAI.SYSVIEW.*.CNM4BSEC (G)

LEVEL  OWNER    UNIVERSAL ACCESS WARNING   ERASE

-----  -------- ----------------   -------   -----

 00    SYS1            NONE          NO      NO

AUDITING

--------

SUCCESS(UPDATE),FAILURES(READ)

NOTIFY

--------

NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

YOUR ACCESS  CREATION GROUP  DATASET TYPE

-----------  --------------  ------------

    NONE        ADMINGRP       NON-VSAM

GLOBALAUDIT

-----------

 NONE

INSTALLATION DATA

----------------------------------------------------

VENDOR SECURITY DS PROFILE: CA SYSVIEW FOR Z/OS

              SECURITY LEVEL

------------------------------------------
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NO SECURITY LEVEL

CATEGORIES

----------

NO CATEGORIES

SECLABEL

--------

NO SECLABEL

   ID     ACCESS

--------  -------

ZOSSYSP1  READ 

AUDITOR1  READ 

SYSVSTC   READ

   ID    ACCESS   CLASS                ENTITY NAME

-------- ------- -------- ----------------------------------------------------

NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

b. Identify the command resources:
RLIST SYSVIEW SV.CMND.*.SECURITY AUTHUSER GENERIC

Example: The following example illustrates the results of the command execution. Examine the results of the
execution to determine the remediation actions that are required. For example, RACF UACC (UNIVERSAL
ACCESS), NO WARNING, the user IDs (USER) and their access level (ACCESS) to the SECURITY command
resources.
CLASS      NAME

-----      ----

SYSVIEW    SV.CMND.*.SECURITY (G)

LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING

-----  --------   ----------------  -----------  -------

 00    SYS1            NONE             NONE       NO

INSTALLATION DATA

-----------------

NONE

APPLICATION DATA

----------------

NONE

SECLEVEL

--------

NO SECLEVEL

CATEGORIES

----------

NO CATEGORIES

SECLABEL

--------

NO SECLABEL
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AUDITING

--------

FAILURES(READ)

GLOBALAUDIT

-----------

NONE

NOTIFY

------

NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

              

              USER      ACCESS

----      ------

ZOSSYSP1  READ

AUDITOR1  READ

   ID     ACCESS  CLASS                ENTITY NAME

-------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------

NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

2. Review the results of the command executions from the previous step. Ensure that access to the resources or generic
equivalents is restricted properly and in accordance with the requirements that are described in the overview section of
this article.
a. If the RACF resource authorizations are defined as UACC(NONE) and NOWARNING, your organization does not

have an audit finding.
b. If access to the SYSVIEW SECURITY command is not granted in the RACF Global Access Table, your

organization does not have an audit finding.
c. If access to CNM4BSEC data set is not granted in the RACF Global Access Table, your organization does not have

an audit finding.
d. If all of the following conditions are true, your organization does not have an audit finding:

a. The RACF resource access authorization for the SYSVIEW SECURITY command restricts UPDATE access to
only responsible system programmers, security team members, and auditors.

b. The RACF resource access authorization for the CNM4BSEC data set restricts greater than READ access to
system programmers and security team members for only the period of time when the initial SYSVIEW security
settings are being defined, or during scheduled change windows.

c. The RACF resource access authorization for the CNM4BSEC data set of Update or greater is logged.
d. The RACF resource access authorization for the CNM4BSEC data set is restricted to READ access for

authorized system programmers, security team members, and auditors except for the conditions that are
noted in Step 2dii (initial SYSVIEW setup and scheduled change windows).

3. If any of the findings in the previous step are not true, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) or the mainframe security team must configure and ensure that the
following security settings are properly specified in RACF.

1. Define and secure the CNM4BSEC security data set profile:
AD 'CAI.SYSVIEW.*.CNM4BSEC' UACC(NONE) OWNER(SYS1) AUDIT(SUCCESS(UPDATE)

   FAILURES(READ)) DATA('Vendor SECURITY DS Profile: CA SYSVIEW for z/OS') 
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PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.*.CNM4BSEC’ ID(AUDITOR1) ACC(R)

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.*.CNM4BSEC’ ID(ZOSSYSP1) ACC(U)

– ZOSSYSP1
Specifies the user ID for z/OS system programmers

– AUDITOR1
Specifies the user ID for z/OS Auditors

Example: The following example illustrates that permission to the CNM4BSEC data set for RACF UACC
(UNIVERSAL ACCESS) is NONE and with NO WARNING. The example also illustrates the user IDs (ID ACCESS)
and their access level to the CNM4BSEC data set is READ.
INFORMATION FOR DATASET CAI.SYSVIEW.*.CNM4BSEC (G)

LEVEL  OWNER    UNIVERSAL ACCESS WARNING   ERASE

-----  -------- ----------------   -------   -----

 00    SYS1            NONE          NO      NO

AUDITING

--------

SUCCESS(UPDATE),FAILURES(READ)

NOTIFY

--------

NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

YOUR ACCESS  CREATION GROUP  DATASET TYPE

-----------  --------------  ------------

    NONE        ADMINGRP       NON-VSAM

GLOBALAUDIT

-----------

 NONE

INSTALLATION DATA

----------------------------------------------------

VENDOR SECURITY DS PROFILE: CA SYSVIEW FOR Z/OS

              SECURITY LEVEL

------------------------------------------

NO SECURITY LEVEL

CATEGORIES

----------

NO CATEGORIES

SECLABEL

--------

NO SECLABEL

   ID     ACCESS

--------  -------

ZOSSYSP1  READ 

AUDITOR1  READ 

SYSVSTC   READ

   ID    ACCESS   CLASS                ENTITY NAME
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-------- ------- -------- ----------------------------------------------------

NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

2. Define and secure the SECURITY command resource:
RDEFINE SYSVIEW SV.CMND.*.SECURITY UACC(NONE) OWNER(SYS1) AUDIT(FAILURE(READ))

PERMIT SV.CMND.*.SECURITY CLASS(SYSVIEW) ACCESS(UPDATE) ID(ZOSSYSP1 AUDITOR1)

– ZOSSYSP1
Specifies the user ID for z/OS system programmers

– AUDITOR1
Specifies the user ID for z/OS Auditors

Example: The following example illustrates that permission to the SECURITY command resources for RACF UACC
(UNIVERSAL ACCESS) is NONE and with NO WARNING. The example also illustrates the user IDs (USER ACCESS)
and their access level to the SECURITY command resources is READ.
CLASS      NAME

-----      ----

SYSVIEW    SV.CMND.*.SECURITY (G)

LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING

-----  --------   ----------------  -----------  -------

 00    SYS1            NONE             NONE       NO

INSTALLATION DATA

-----------------

NONE

APPLICATION DATA

----------------

NONE

SECLEVEL

--------

NO SECLEVEL

CATEGORIES

----------

NO CATEGORIES

SECLABEL

--------

NO SECLABEL

AUDITING

--------

FAILURES(READ)

GLOBALAUDIT

-----------

NONE

NOTIFY

------

NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED
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              USER      ACCESS

----      ------

ZOSSYSP1  READ

AUDITOR1  READ

   ID     ACCESS  CLASS                ENTITY NAME

-------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------

NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

3. Ensure that the following security settings are configured:
a. The RACF resource access authorizations are defined with UACC(NONE) and NOWARNING.
b. The SYSVIEW resources and data sets are not defined in the RACF Global Access Table.
c. The RACF resource access authorizations for the SECURITY command and greater than READ access to

the CNM4BSEC data set restricts access to only responsible system programmers or to the security team that
configured the initial SYSVIEW security settings when the product was installed.

d. The RACF resource access authorizations restrict access to the SECURITY command and READ only access to
the CNM4BSEC data set for appropriate personnel at all other times.

4. Ensure that you reduce the access to the CNM4BSEC data sets to READ only for all users that were granted access
previously.
Example:
PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.*.CNM4BSEC’ ID(ZOSSYSP1) DELETE 

PE ‘CAI.SYSVIEW.*.CNM4BSEC’ ID(ZOSSYSP1) ACC(R)

SETR GENERIC(DATASET) REFRESH

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following CCIs are related to this STIG.

CCI-000035:

CCI: CCI-000035

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Type: technical

Definition: The information system provides the capability for privileged administrators to configure the organization-
defined security policy filters to support different security policies.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-4 (11).1 (ii)

CCI-002234:

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Type: technical

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)
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STIG ID - BSYSR008: Define and Protect SYSVIEW Resources Using
RACF
Severity: 1 - High

SYSVIEW can run with sensitive system privileges, which can potentially let users with less-restrictive permissions
circumvent system controls. Unauthorized access to resources can compromise the operating system, IBM RACF, and
customer data. Many utilities assign resource controls that can be granted to system programmers with only greater than
READ access. Specific and limited display-only type resources can be granted to non-systems personnel with READ-only
access, in accordance with their documented user roles and business requirements.

The organization must ensure that the SV.** resources in the @SYSVIEW class are defined and restricted properly from
all non-authorized users on the system. SV.** is a generic resource for all SV profiles. The generic resource specifies a
default access of NONE for all users. Using SV.** prevents users from gaining default access to resources when the user
does not have a specific profile defined that allows them to access the resource.

This STIG article shows how to define and protect SYSVIEW resources properly using RACF.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Verify that access to the resources or to the generic equivalents are restricted properly and in accordance with the
requirements that are specified in the following SYSVIEW Resources tables:
– Environment Resources
– Command Resources
– Resource Name (RESN) Resources
– Job-Related Resources
– Miscellaneous Resources
– Suspend (SUSP) Resources

2. If all of the following conditions are true, your organization does not have an audit finding:
a. The RACF SV.** is defined with a default access of NONE and no users have access.

RLIST @SYSVIEW SV.** AUTHUSER GENERIC

CLASS      NAME

-----      ----

@SYSVIEW   SV.** (G)

LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING

-----  --------   ----------------  -----------  -------

 00    ADMIN           NONE               NONE    NO

INSTALLATION DATA

-----------------

NONE

APPLICATION DATA

----------------

NONE

SECLEVEL

--------

NO SECLEVEL
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CATEGORIES

----------

NO CATEGORIES

SECLABEL

--------

NO SECLABEL

AUDITING

--------

FAILURES(READ)

NOTIFY

------

NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

USER         ACCESS

----         ------

NO USERS IN ACCESS LIST

  ID     ACCESS  CLASS                ENTITY NAME

-------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------

NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

b. The RACF resource access authorizations are defined with UACC(NONE) and NOWARNING.
RLIST @SYSVIEW SV.RESN.CATALOG.* AUTHUSER GENERIC

CLASS      NAME

-----      ----

@SYSVIEW   SV.RESN.CATALOG.* (G)

LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING

-----  --------   ----------------  -----------  -------

 00    ADMIN           NONE               NONE    NO

INSTALLATION DATA

-----------------

NONE

APPLICATION DATA

----------------

NONE

SECLEVEL

--------

NO SECLEVEL

CATEGORIES

----------

NO CATEGORIES

SECLABEL
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--------

NO SECLABEL

              

AUDITING

--------

SUCCESS(UPDATE),FAILURES(READ)

NOTIFY

------

NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

              

USER      ACCESS

----      ------

ZOSSYSP1  UPDATE

   ID     ACCESS  CLASS                ENTITY NAME

-------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------

NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

c. The RACF resource access authorizations restrict access to the appropriate assigned roles as recommended for
the roles that are described in the SYSVIEW Resources tables that are listed in Step 1.
  RLIST @SYSVIEW SV.RESN.CATALOG.* AUTHUSER GENERIC

  CLASS      NAME

  -----      ----

  @SYSVIEW   SV.RESN.CATALOG.* (G)

  LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING

  -----  --------   ----------------  -----------  -------

   00    ADMIN           NONE               NONE    NO

  INSTALLATION DATA

  -----------------

  NONE

  APPLICATION DATA

  ----------------

  NONE

  SECLEVEL

  --------

  NO SECLEVEL

  CATEGORIES

  ----------

  NO CATEGORIES

  SECLABEL

  --------

  NO SECLABEL

              

  AUDITING

  --------
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  SUCCESS(UPDATE),FAILURES(READ)

  NOTIFY

  ------

  NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

 USER      ACCESS

  ----      ------

 ZOSSYSP1  UPDATE

     ID     ACCESS  CLASS                ENTITY NAME

  -------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------

  NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

d. The RACF logging is defined in accordance with the requirements that are described in the SYSVIEW Resources
tables that are listed in Step 1.
  RLIST @SYSVIEW SV.RESN.CATALOG.* AUTHUSER GENERIC

  CLASS      NAME

  -----      ----

  @SYSVIEW   SV.RESN.CATALOG.* (G)

  LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING

  -----  --------   ----------------  -----------  -------

   00    ADMIN           NONE               NONE    NO

  INSTALLATION DATA

  -----------------

  NONE

  APPLICATION DATA

  ----------------

  NONE

  SECLEVEL

  --------

  NO SECLEVEL

  CATEGORIES

  ----------

  NO CATEGORIES

  SECLABEL

  --------

  NO SECLABEL

 AUDITING

  --------

 SUCCESS(UPDATE),FAILURES(READ)
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  NOTIFY

  ------

  NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

              

  USER      ACCESS

  ----      ------

  ZOSSYSP1  UPDATE

     ID     ACCESS  CLASS                ENTITY NAME

  -------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------

  NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

3. If any of the conditions that are described in Step 2 are not true, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) works with the systems programmer to help ensure all the SYSVIEW
Resources are defined and protected properly in RACF.

IMPORTANT
The resource class, resources, and/or resource prefixes identified below are examples of a possible installation.
The actual resource classes, resources, or prefixes are determined when the product is installed on a system
using the product installation guide and can be site-specific.

1. Analyze the SYSVIEW resources that are listed in the following tables:
– Environment Resources
– Command Resources
– Resource Name (RESN) Resources
– Job-Related Resources
– Miscellaneous Resources
– Suspend (SUSP) Resources

2. Define and activate the RACF @SYSVIEW resource class.
Specify a value for POSIT that is not in use at your site (such as 519) as illustrated in the following example:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(CDT)

RDEFINE CDT @SYSVIEW UACC(NONE) 

SETROPTS CLASSACT(@SYSVIEW) 

RALTER CDT @SYSVIEW CDTINFO(DEFAULTUACC(NONE) FIRST(ALPHA) MAXLENGTH(246))

RALTER CDT @SYSVIEW CDTINFO(OTHER(ALPHA,NUMERIC,NATIONAL,SPECIAL)) 

RALTER CDT @SYSVIEW CDTINFO(DEFAULTRC(8) OPERATIONS(NO)) 

RALTER CDT @SYSVIEW CDTINFO(PROFILESALLOWED(YES) GENERIC(ALLOWED) ) 

RALTER CDT @SYSVIEW CDTINFO(POSIT(519) RACLIST(REQUIRED)) 

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CDT)             

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(CDT)      

SETROPTS CLASSACT(@SYSVIEW) 

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(@SYSVIEW) 

SETROPTS AUDIT(@SYSVIEW)

SETROPTS GENERIC(@SYSVIEW)

3. The SYSVIEW Resources tables specify the resources names, functions, roles allowed, access allowed, and logging
requirements for SYSVIEW resources. Ensure that you adhere to the guidelines for the resources or the generic
equivalent that is specified in the resources tables.
a. Ensure that the RACF SV.** is defined with a default access of NONE and no users have access. Issue the

following command to define the generic profile.
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RDEFINE @SYSVIEW SV.** UACC(NONE) OWNER(ADMIN) AUDIT(FAILURE(READ) SUCCESS(READ))

b. Issue the command in Step 2a in Identify Audit Finding to ensure that the profile is defined properly.
c. Ensure that the RACF resource rules for the resources that are designated in the Resources tables specify

UACC(NONE) and NOWARNING.
RDEFINE @SYSVIEW SV.RESN.CATALOG.* UACC(NONE) OWNER(ADMIN)

d. Issue the command in Step 2b in Identify Audit Finding to ensure that the profile is defined properly.
e. Ensure that the RACF resource access authorizations restrict access to the appropriate assigned roles as

recommended for the roles that are described in the Resources tables.
PERMIT SV.RESN.CATALOG.* CLASS(@SYSVIEW) ACCESS(UPDATE) ID(ZOSSYSP1)

f. Issue the command in Step 2c in Identify Audit Finding to ensure that the profile is defined properly.
g. Ensure that the RACF logging is defined in accordance with the requirements that are described in the Resources

tables.
RLIST @SYSVIEW SV.RESN.CATALOG.* AUTHUSER GENERIC

h. Issue the command in Step 2d in Identify Audit Finding to ensure that logging is defined properly.
4. After you define all the resource rules, change the default resource type to @SYSVIEW and verify that the SYSVIEW

prefix is set to SV. The following steps help to ensure that SYSVIEW uses the permissions that you configured in the
previous steps.
a. From the SYSVIEW 3270 interface, type SECURITY to open the Cmd Section display. Type S next to User Groups

and press ENTER.
Cmd Section        

s__ User Groups    

___ Command Groups

b. Type S next to GLOBAL and press ENTER.
Cmd Group    Count Upd-Date   Upd-Time Userid   Description         

s__ GLOBAL       0 2021/04/05 06:42:02 SYSV160  Global Definitions  

___ DEFAULT      0 2021/04/12 08:32:00 USER001  Default User Group  

___ ADMIN        1 2021/04/06 13:27:26 USER001  Administrators      

___ AddGroup 

c. Type S next to External Security Section and press ENTER.
Cmd Section_Name

___ Command Fields Section

___ Jobnames Section

___ Resources Section

s__ External Security Section

d. Type @SYSVIEW in the Value field for SAF Entity Class Name. Type SV in the Value field for SAF Entity Name
Prefix. Ensure that the other values on the screen are consistent with the security rules that you implemented.
Press ENTER.
Field                                                Value

SAF Entity Class Name                                @SYSVIEW

    SAF Entity Name Prefix                           SV

    Bypass internal security call                    NO

    Call SAF if failed internally                    NO

    Use JESSPOOL for Job Validation                  NO

    Use System SMFID in Entity Name                  YES

    Use System QUAL in Entity Name                   YES

    Display SAF Class message at INIT                NO

    Access required for ALTER commands/sub-commands  READ

    SAF Exit Name                                    NONE

        Pass JES JCT address to SAF exit             NO

    Access Entity Table Size (KB)                    256
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The SYSVIEW resources are defined and protected properly using RACF.

Optionally, organizations can run the SYSVIEW GSVXSECL Utility to generate all the RACF commands, which lets
security administrators set up user profiles for external security managers quickly. The following commands are sample
commands for implementing resource controls:
RDEFINE @SYSVIEW <resource_name> UACC(NONE) OWNER(ADMIN) AUDIT(FAILURE(READ))

PERMIT <resource_name> CLASS(@SYSVIEW) ACCESS(ALTER) ID(autoaudt)

PERMIT <resource_name> CLASS(@SYSVIEW) ACCESS(ALTER) ID(dasdaudt)

PERMIT <resource_name> CLASS(@SYSVIEW) ACCESS(ALTER) ID(mqsaaudt)

Reference

Use the following reference tables to perform the steps that are described in Identify Audit Finding and Remediate Audit
Finding.

Environment Resources

The following table lists the SYSVIEW environment resources.

Environment Function Logging Role Access

API Permit access to the Rexx API No NONE READ
BATCH Permit access to the batch interface (GSVXBAT) No NONE READ
CICS Permit access from CICS using SYSV transaction No NONE READ
ETSO Permit access from Roscoe No NONE READ
ISPF Permit access from ISPF No NONE READ
TSO Permit access from TSO No NONE READ
VTAM Permit access from VTAM (SYSVUSER) No NONE READ
XDI Permit access using REST API No NONE READ

Command Resources

The following table lists the SYSVIEW command resources.

NOTE
The first column of Command Resources table contains Product Related information. The organization does
not need to define the Product Related resources in RACF when it does not have the specific product related
software installed. For example, if CICS is not installed, security administrators not need to define the CICS-
related resources that are listed in the table.

Other Authorized Users (OTHUSER) depending upon Organizational Policy, can be allowed limited DISPLAY only
functions in SYSVIEW. However, base the access on least privilege, assigned role or function, and a documented
requirement of the user's function.

SV.CMND.<command>
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SV.SUBC.<command>.<subcommand>

Product
Related Command SUBC/RESN Function Log Roles Access

z/OS ABENDX n/a The ABENDX command
displays the abend recovery
environments that have been
established in an address space.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

z/OS ACTIVITY n/a The ACTIVITY command
displays the status of jobs
executing in the system.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ACTJOB n/a The ACTJOB command displays
a summary of activity for the
job or address space that has
been collected by the MVS data
collector.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ACTSUM n/a The ACTSUM command displays
address space time information
that has been collected by the
MVS Data Collector.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ADREGION n/a The ADREGION command
reports the name of the region
in which an address resides in a
message.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ALERTS n/a The ALERTS command displays
MVS system data collection
exception alerts.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTions Set and Display command
options

Yes ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

UPDATE

z/OS ALERTSUM n/a The ALERTSUM command
displays a summarization or roll-
up of current exception alerts for
all SYSVIEW components.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTions Set and Display command
options

Yes *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

UPDATE

z/OS ALLFILES n/a The ALLFILES command
includes the internal text file, the
sysin files, and all processed
output files on the LISTFILE and
OUTPUT displays.

No ALL READ

z/OS ALLIST n/a The ALLIST command lists the
contents of the access lists of an
address space.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ALLOCAS n/a The ALLOCAS command
displays allocated units.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ALLOCDS n/a The ALLOCDS command
displays which data sets are
allocated by which jobs on a
specific or generic DASD volume
serial number.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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Product
Related Command SUBC/RESN Function Log Roles Access

z/OS AMBLIST n/a The AMBLIST command invokes
the IBM AMBLIST utility to format
the contents of a load module or
program object.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS APFLIST n/a The APFLIST command allows
you to verify data set information
in the Authorized Program
Facility (APF) list.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add a dataset to APF LIST Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Remove a dataset from from

APF LIST
Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand VERIFY Verify APF list data sets No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS APFSERV n/a The APFSERV command
provides a set of services that
can take actions on the APF list.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add a data set to APF List Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete a dataset from APF List Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand Query Query if dataset is in APF list No ZOSSYSP1 READ
z/OS SUBCommand Verify Verify APF List data sets No ZOSSYSP1 READ
z/OS APFSTAT n/a The APFSTAT command

displays the status of all data
sets found in the Authorized
Program Facility (APF) list.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS APFTEST n/a The APFTEST command tests
the APF authorization status of a
data set and reports the result in
a message.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS APPLMON n/a The APPLMON command
displays the availability summary
of VTAM applications that
are monitored by the VTAM
Application Monitor Task of the
main product address space.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS SUBCommand EXPORT Export Definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand SAVE Save Definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS APPLMOND n/a The APPLMOND command

displays the availability details
of a VTAM applications that
is monitored by the VTAM
Application Monitor Task of the
main product address space.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS AR n/a The AR command controls the
access register (AR) mode of the
DISASSEM, DUMP, and MAP
commands.

No *SYSP* READ
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Product
Related Command SUBC/RESN Function Log Roles Access

BASE ASADMIN n/a The ASADMIN command
displays information about the
SYSVIEW address spaces
running on your system.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

BASE SUBCommand OPTions Set and Display command
options

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS ASCANCEL n/a The ASCANCEL command
is used to cancel an address
space.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS ASCANTSK n/a The ASCANTSK command is
used to cancel a task within an
address space.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS ASEXTRAC n/a The ASEXTRAC command
is used to extract identifying
information about an address
space into a TSO CLIST or
REXX EXEC variable.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

z/OS ASFETCH n/a The ASFETCH command
displays information about
the fetching and unfetching of
modules.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

z/OS ASFORCE n/a The ASFORCE command is
used to force an address space.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS ASID n/a The ASID command changes the
current target address space and
the current target data space,
process ID (PID) and TCB within
that address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ASITYPES n/a The ASITYPES command
shows the rules that are used
by SYSVIEW to assign address
space identification types,
subtypes and attributes to an
address space.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

z/OS ASKILL n/a The ASKILL command is used
to terminate an address space
that cannot be canceled or
forced using the ASCANCEL or
ASFORCE commands.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS ASLIST n/a The ASLIST command displays
information about every address
space defined in the Address
Space Vector Table (ASVT).

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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Product
Related Command SUBC/RESN Function Log Roles Access

z/OS ASLOCKS n/a The ASLOCKS command
displays system-wide and
address space specific suspend
lock instrumentation data
collected by the operating
system and stored in LOCKI
control blocks mapped by the
DSECTs generated by the
IHALOCKI macro.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ASLOST n/a The ASLOST command displays
information about nonreusable
address spaces.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ASNOSWAP n/a The ASNOSWAP command is
used to make an address space
nonswappable.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS ASOKSWAP n/a The ASOKSWAP command is
used to make an address space
swappable.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS ASOPTION n/a The ASOPTION command is
used to set and display the
default option values that are
used by the following commands:
ASCANCEL: Cancel an address
space
ASFORCE: Force an address
space
ASKILL: Kill an address space
ASNOSWAP: Make an address
space nonswappable
ASOKSWAP: Make an address
space swappable
ASQUIESC: Quiesce an address
space
ASRESUME: Resume a
quiesced address space
ASEXTRAC: Extract address
space identification
ASCANTSK: Cancel a task within
an address space

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS ASPERF n/a The ASPERF command displays
performance information for
active address spaces. A

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ASQUERY n/a The ASQUERY command
is used to query identifying
information about an address
space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ASQUIESC n/a The ASQUIESC command is
used to quiesce an address
space.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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Product
Related Command SUBC/RESN Function Log Roles Access

z/OS ASRESUME n/a The ASRESUME command is
used to resume a previously
quiesced address space or
to reclassify work currently
in execution according to the
service policy in effect.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS ASSET n/a The ASSET command provides
a set of functions that can take
actions on an address space.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand EPVTLIM Set extended private limit Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand GPVTLIM Set grande private limit Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand SRVCLASS Ste WLM Service class Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DPRTY Set Dispatch priority Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS ATLIST n/a The ATLIST command lists

information contained in the
Authorization Table.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ATTNX n/a The ATTNX command
displays the TSO attention exit
environment and allows you
to verify that an attention exit
environment has been properly
established.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS AUDITDEF n/a The AUDITDEF command
displays the Audit Event
definitions and attributes.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand EXPORT Exports definitions to a specific
member of a data set.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand MODIFY Modifies an existing audit event. Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand RELOAD Reloads definitions. Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand SAVE Saves definitions to the

persistent data store.
Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

BASE AUDITLOG n/a The AUDITLOG command
displays event records created
by the Audit Events component.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand Backward Read backward in the log No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand EOF Go to the end of the log No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE AUDITMSG n/a The AUDITMSG command
logs an audit event for type
USER_EVENT_MESSAGE.

No *SYSP* READ

z/OS AXATABLE n/a The AXATABLE command
displays information from the
Authorization Index Allocation
Table.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS BOOST n/a The BOOST command displays
information about the IBM Z
System Recovery Boost process.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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Product
Related Command SUBC/RESN Function Log Roles Access

BASE BROWSE n/a The BROWSE command
displays the specified data set.

No ALL READ

z/OS CACHECTL n/a The CACHECTL command
displays the status of cache
control units.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTions Set and display command
options

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS CACHEDEV n/a The CACHEDEV command
displays the status of DASD
devices attached to cache
control units.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTions Set and display command
options

No ZOSOPER1 READ

BASE CADCONS n/a The CADCONS command
displays information for
Broadcom data consumers.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

BASE CADMOVER n/a The CADMOVER command
displays information for the CCS
Data Mover.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

BASE CADPROD n/a The CADPROD command
displays information for
Broadcom data producers.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS CAICCI n/a Common Components
and Services provides a
communications service called
CCI.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

CICS CAIDS n/a The CAIDS command displays
the CICS Automatic Initiate
Descriptors (AID) chain.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CAILMP n/a The CAILMP command is
used to display Common
Components and Services LMP
code exceptions and violation
information.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS CAIRIM n/a The CAIRIM command is
used to display information
about products that have
been installed by the Common
Components and Services
Resource Initialization Manager.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS CAISMF n/a The CAISMF command is used
to display information about
the SMF intercepts that have
been installed by Common
Components and Services.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

CICS CALERTS n/a The CALERTS command
displays CICS data collection
exception alerts.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand OPTions Set and display command
options

No ZOSOPER1 READ
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Product
Related Command SUBC/RESN Function Log Roles Access

BASE CAMASM n/a The CAMASM command
displays address space
management information for
those address spaces that are
being managed by CAMASTER.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

BASE CAMASTER n/a The CAMASTER command
can be used to set or configure
CAMASTER services.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

BASE SUBCommand PCSERV PC services Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand ZDMDISC Data Mover disconnect Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE CAMPCS n/a The CAMPCS command

displays PC services that are
managed by CAMASTER.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

CAPTURE CAPCLOSE n/a The CAPCLOSE command is
used to close a capture data
set opened with the CAPOPEN
command.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

CAPTURE CAPEVENT n/a The CAPEVENT command
displays the contents of a
capture data set and allows the
output from a captured command
to be selected for redisplay.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE SUBCommand OPTions Set and display command
options

No ZOSOPER1 READ

CAPTURE CAPIMMED n/a The CAPIMMED command
is used to capture the current
command's display data to an
open capture dataset.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE CAPLIB n/a The CAPLIB command displays
the site CAPLIB library and the
system CAPLIB library.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

CAPTURE SUBCommand CLEAR Clear search results No ZOSOPER1 READ
CAPTURE SUBCommand WHERE Search all libraries for member No ZOSOPER1 READ
CAPTURE CAPLIST n/a The CAPLIST command displays

a list of captured events that are
contained in one or more capture
index data sets.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE SUBCommand OPTions Set and display command
options

No ZOSOPER1 READ

CAPTURE SUBCommand REBUILD Rebuild Display data No ZOSOPER1 READ
CAPTURE CAPMAINT n/a The CAPMAINT command

displays a list of captured events
that are contained in one or
more capture index data sets
and also provides facilities
for maintenance activities on
capture index data sets and
event capture data sets.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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CAPTURE SUBCommand CLEANUP Requests a cleanup action
against all currently displayed
index records and the capture
data sets they point to.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

CAPTURE SUBCommand IMPORT Imports a capture data set into a
capture index.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

CAPTURE CAPNOTE n/a The CAPNOTE command is
used to view or edit notes saved
with a capture data set.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

CAPTURE SUBCommand CANCEL Return without saving note Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CAPTURE SUBCommand CLEAR Clear note text Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CAPTURE SUBCommand RESTORE Restore note text Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CAPTURE SUBCommand SAVE Save changes Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CAPTURE CAPOPEN n/a The CAPOPEN command is

used to open a capture data set
to your session.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

n/a

CAPTURE CAPPARMS n/a The CAPPARMS command is
used to set or modify capture
parameters.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE SUBCommand CANCEL Return without saving changes Yes *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

UPDATE

CAPTURE SUBCommand DEFAULTS Reset all values or defaults Yes *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

UPDATE

CAPTURE CAPQUERY n/a The CAPQUERY command is
used to display the state of the
capture data set that may be
allocated to your session.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

CAPTURE CAPTURE n/a The CAPTURE command
is used to request an event
capture.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

CICS CARTM n/a The CARTM command displays
information about transactions
processed by the ARTM
(automated response time
management) function.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand SAVE Saves definitions to the
persistent data store.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS CATALOG n/a The CATALOG command
displays information about the
catalog address space.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

CICS CATOMS n/a The CATOMS command displays
information about CICS Atom
Service resource definitions.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CATPERF n/a The CATPERF command
displays information on the
performance of specific services
in the CATALOG address space.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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BASE CAVARS n/a The CAVARS command displays
variables that have been
defined using the Broadcom
variable service managed by
CAMASTER.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

CICS CBUNDLES n/a The CBUNDLES command
displays information about an
installed BUNDLE resource.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CBUNDPAR n/a The CBUNDPAR command
displays information about
the resources contained in an
installed BUNDLE resource.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CCEDA n/a The CCEDA command provides
easy method of executing CICS
CEDA requests. The resulting
response data is displayed. The
CEDA request can be sent to
multiple CICS regions.

No CICSSYSP READ

CICS CCEMT n/a The CCEMT command provides
easy method of executing CICS
CEMT requests. The resulting
response data is displayed. The
CEMT request can be sent to
multiple CICS regions.

No CICSSYSP READ

CICS CCHANNEL n/a The CCHANNEL command
displays channels container
summary information.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CCONFIG n/a The CCONFIG command
displays the current CICS
configuration monitoring options.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CCONN n/a The CCONN command displays
information about CICS
connections and facilities.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CCONTAIN n/a The CCONTAIN command
displays information about
data that is stored in channel
containers.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDATAMON n/a The CDATAMON display
provides information about the
SYSVIEW CICS Data Collection
processes.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDATATBL n/a The CDATATBL command
displays statistics and definition
information for CICS files defined
as data tables since the last
CICS statistics reset.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDBCTL n/a The CDBCTL command displays
the CICS DB Control definitions
and statistics.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CICS CDB2CONN n/a The CDB2CONN command
displays the global state
information for the current CICS-
DB2 connection.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDB2CSUB n/a The CDB2CSUB command
displays state data for DB2
connection blocks.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDB2ENTR n/a The CDB2ENTR command
displays DB2ENTRY RDO object
information.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDB2TRAN n/a The CDB2TRAN command
displays DB2TRAN resource
definitions.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDFHCNV n/a Displays the CICS DFHCNV
conversion table.

No CICSSYSP READ

CICS CDIR n/a The CDIR command displays
elements that have been defined
to the CICS Directory Domain.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDISP n/a The CDISP command displays
statistics about the CICS
dispatcher.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDOCTEMP n/a The CDOCTEMP command
displays information about
currently installed document
handler templates.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDOMAINS n/a The CDOMAINS command
displays information about CICS
domains.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDSAS n/a The CDSAS command displays
information about each Dynamic
Storage Area defined by CICS.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDSAX n/a The CDSAX command displays
information about each Dynamic
Storage Area extent created by
CICS.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CDUMPMGT n/a The CDUMPMGT command
displays a list of SYSVIEW
dump management definitions
and statistics since the start of
the SYSVIEW for CICS data
collector.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand ADD Add definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand SAVE Save Definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EDIT Edit Definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS CDUMPS n/a The CDUMPS command

displays a list of CICS dump
definitions and statistics since
the last CICS statistics reset.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CICS CEDA n/a The CEDA command provides
easy method of executing a
CICS CEDA function.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

CICS CEITLOG n/a The CEITLOG command
displays CICS transaction
records that have been
monitored or traced based on an
EXEC Interface trace definition.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand BACKWARD Read backward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand EOF Go to the end of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand EOL Go to the end of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand FILTER Set filter parameters No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand FORWARD Read forward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand NEXT Read forward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand POSITION Position to a specific record No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand PREVIOUS Read backward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand TOF Go to the start of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand TOL Go to the start of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CEITRACE n/a The CEITRACE command
allows a user to display and
modify definitions that control
the monitoring or tracing of CICS
EXEC Interface requests.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand ADD Add threshold definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EXPORT Export definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDA
CICS SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definition from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand ENABLE Enable definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand DISABLE Disable definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EDIT Edit definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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CICS CELEMENT n/a The command CELEMENT
displays information about blocks
of storage allocated and in use
by CICS storage management.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CELLPOOL n/a The CELLPOOL command
displays information about
allocated storage cell pools.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CEMT n/a The CEMT command provides
easy method of executing a
CICS CEMT function.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

CICS CENQMOD n/a The CENQMOD command
displays information about CICS
enqueue model definitions.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CENQPOOL n/a The CENQPOOL command
displays a list of enqueue pools
in use by the CICS address
space.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CENQUEUE n/a The CENQUEUE command
displays a list of resources that
are currently enqueued.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CEPBS n/a The CEPBS command displays
the list of CICS exit program
blocks.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CFCACHE n/a The CFCACHE command
displays cache storage class
statistics for cache structures
allocated in coupling facilities.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CFCONFIG n/a Coupling facility configuration Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS CFILEREQ n/a The CFILEREQ command

displays request information for
files, transactions, and programs
since the start of the SYSVIEW
for CICS data collector.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CFILES n/a The CFILES command displays
CICS File Control Table
definitions and statistics since
the last CICS statistics reset.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CFILEUSE n/a The CFILEUSE display provides
information and status of CICS
files that are currently in use by
transactions.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CFLIST n/a The CFLIST command displays
coupling facility summary
information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CFPATH n/a The CFPATH command displays
coupling facility I/O path
information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS CFPROC n/a The CFPROC command displays
coupling facility processor
utilization.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS CFSTRUCT n/a The CFSTRUCT command
displays information about
structures allocated in coupling
facilities.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS CFUSER n/a The CFUSER command displays
information about the user
connections to structures
allocated in coupling facilities.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CGATES n/a The CGATES command displays
defined gate information for
CICS domains.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CGBLEXIT n/a The CGBLEXIT command
displays the list of CICS global
user exits that are available.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CHANPATH n/a The CHANPATH command
displays channel path status.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CHOSTS n/a The CHOSTS command displays
CICS virtual hosts information.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CICE n/a The CICE command displays the
CICS Interval Control Elements
(ICE) chain, which represents
time-dependent transaction
requests.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CICS n/a The CICS command changes
the current target CICS address
space.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CICSDATA n/a The CICSDATA command sets
configuration options within the
data collector.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

CICS SUBCommand TSD Set time series data Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS CICSLIST n/a The CICSLIST command

displays information about CICS
address spaces that are currently
being monitored or have been
monitored since the last IPL.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CICSLOGR n/a The CICSLOGR command
displays information about the
defined CICS data loggers.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CICS CICSLOGS n/a The CICSLOGS command
displays active and inactive
SYSVIEW CICS logger tasks.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CICSSET n/a The CICSSET command
provides a set of functions that
can take actions on or alter
resources in a CICS region.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

CICS SUBCommand ALLOCATE Allocate ddname and dsn Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand CANCEL Cancel transaction Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand CEDA CEDA request Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand CEMT CEMT request Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand CHKPOINT Checkpoint configuration Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand CKILL CICS Kill transaction Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand CONFIG Set configuration option Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand CONNECT Set remove connections Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand DSALIM Set DSA limit Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EDSALIM Set EDSA limit Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EXPORT Export data definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand FILE Set file Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand FLUSH Flush log buffers Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand FORCEPUR Force purge transaction Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand FREEDDN Free ddname Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand JVMSERV Set JVM server Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand KILL Kill transaction Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand LIBRARY Set library Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand MAXTASKS Set max tasks Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBComman MODENAME Set mode name Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand MONITOR Set monitoring options Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand MQMON Set MQMONITOR Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand NEWCOPY Newcopy module Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand PROGRAM Set program Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand PURGE Purge transaction Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand SAVE Save configuration definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand TCLASS Set transaction class Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand TCPIPS Set tcpipservice Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand TDQUEUE Set transient data queue Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand TERMINAL Set terminal Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand THRSHLOD Threshold reload Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand TRAN Set tramsaction Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand TSD Set Time Series Data actions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand TSQUEUE Set temp storage queue Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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CICS SUBCommand UOW Set unit of work Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS CIPCONN n/a The CIPCONN command

displays IP connections to a
remote system or CICS region.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CJINFO n/a The CJINFO command displays
statistical and status information
for the journals that have been
defined to CICS.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CJMODEL n/a The CJMODEL command
displays a list of CICS journal
model definitions.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CJVMPROG n/a The CJVMPROG display
provides information and status
for CICS JVM programs.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CJVMSERV n/a The CJVMSERV display
provides information and status
for CICS JVM servers.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CKTCB n/a The CKTCB command displays a
list of TCB table entries (KTCB).

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CLIBS n/a The CLIBS command displays a
list of CICS dynamic application
libraries.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand WHERE Search all data sets for member No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CLIFE n/a The CLIFE command displays
a lifetime summary for a
transaction, by ranges, since the
start of the SYSVIEW for CICS
data collector.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CLIFESUM n/a The CLIFESUM command
displays a lifetime range
distribution for transactions that
have executed since the start
of the SYSVIEW for CICS data
collector.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE CLIST n/a The CLIST command executes
a list of SYSVIEW commands
contained in a specified data set
member.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE CLISTLIB n/a The CLISTLIB command
displays your personal CLIST
library, the site CLIST library, and
the system CLIST library.

No ALL READ

BASE SUBCommand CLEAR Clear search results No ALL READ
BASE SUBCommand WHERE Search all libraries for member No ALL READ
CICS CLOCKMGR n/a The CLOCKMGR command

displays locks that have been
defined to the CICS lock domain.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CICS CMCT n/a The CMCT command displays a
list of the fields that have been
included in the monitor control
table dictionary record.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE CMDACT n/a The CMDACT command
displays an hourly summary of
SYSVIEW command activity for
the last 24 hours.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE CMDATTR n/a The CMDATTR command sets
command attributes dynamically
for the current user session.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

BASE CMDUSAGE n/a The CMDUSAGE command
displays a list of SYSVIEW
commands that have been
issued by all users since the last
IPL.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CMODES n/a The CMODES command
displays information about
a session group within a
connection

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CMODS n/a The CMODS display provides
information and status for
SYSVIEW CICS Data Collection
modules.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CMONITOR n/a The CMONITOR command
displays information about the
Monitor Domain.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CMONSTAT n/a The CMONSTAT command
displays status information for
the CICS monitor domain.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ CMQCONN n/a The CMQCONN command can
be used to display details about
the current connection between
IBM MQ and CICS.

No CICSSYSP,
WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ CMQMON n/a The CMQMON command
displays the attributes of defined
MQMONITOR resources.

No CICSSYSP,
WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ CMQTASKS n/a The CMQTASKS command can
be used to display information
about the tasks that are using
the IBM MQ, CICS to queue
manager connection.

No CICSSYSP,
WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE COMMANDS n/a The COMMANDS command
displays SYSVIEW command
and subcommand information.

No ALL READ

BASE SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No ALL READ

z/OS COMMON n/a The COMMON command
displays information about
common storage.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CONFLICT n/a The CONFLICT command
displays enqueued resources
that have conflicting requests.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CONSOLE n/a The CONSOLE command
displays messages appearing on
any active console.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS CPCGROUP n/a The CPCGROUP command
displays the group capacity
information for local LPAR's
capacity group.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CPCLPAR n/a The CPCLPAR command
provides a summary of CPC
capacity for the LPAR.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CPCSUM n/a The CPCSUM command
provides a summary of CPC
capacity within your data center.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CPFTABLE n/a The CPFTABLE command
displays the contents of the
Command Prefix Table.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand DEFINE Define a command prefix Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete a command prefix Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand CPIPE The CPIPE command displays

the current status of CICS
pipelines.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

n/a

CICS CPROCTYP n/a The CPROCTYP command
displays information about
business transaction services
(BTS) PROCESSTYPE
definitions.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CPROFILE n/a The CPROFILE command
displays information about CICS
terminal profile definitions.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CPROGRAM n/a The CPROGRAM command
displays a list of CICS program
definitions and statistics.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CPROGUSE n/a The CPROGUSE command
displays programs used by a
transaction since the start of
the SYSVIEW for CICS data
collector.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CPU n/a The CPU command displays
processor information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS CPUSUM n/a Displays processor information
collected by the MVS Data
Collector averaged over a
specified interval up to an hour.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display CPUSUM
options.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CREMOTE n/a The CREMOTE command
displays a list of remote system
connections defined to CICS.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CRESUSE n/a The CRESUSE command
displays statistical usage
information for defined and in
use CICS resource definitions.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CREVIEW n/a The CREVIEW command
displays transaction usage
and data collection overhead
summarized by interval.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSCHEDUL n/a The Event Scheduling facility is
an event driver that is able to
perform a variety of functions at
a specified time or a recurring
interval.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand ADD Add definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand LOAD Load event definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand RESUME Resume timer event processing Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand SUSPEND Suspend timer event processing Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand RUN Run or execute definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EDIT Edit definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand ENABLE Enable definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand DISABLE Disable definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand CSFBUSY The CSFBUSY command

displays the activity and busy
percent time for each CSF TCB.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSFCODES n/a The CSFCODES command
displays the return codes that
have been returned by Datacom
CICS Services.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSFIO n/a The CSFIO command displays
start I/O statistics for each CSF
TCB.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSFLOAD n/a The CSFLOAD command
displays a list of currently loaded
modules.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CICS CSFMUFS n/a The CSFMUFS command
displays a list of Multi-User
Facilities that have been defined
for use.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSFOPTS n/a The CSFOPTS command
displays the generation options
of the Datacom CICS Services
trace facility.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSFREQS n/a The CSFREQS command
displays request information for
DBIDs, tables, and commands.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSFTABLE n/a The CSFTABLE command
displays the status of each
table that is defined in the User
Requirements Table.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSFTASKS n/a The CSFTASKS command
displays the current users of the
CICS Service Facility TCBs.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSFTCBS n/a The CSFTCBS command
displays the current TCB usage
statistics.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSFTCBW n/a The CSFTCBW command
displays the current TCB wait
statistics.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSFTRACE n/a The CSFTRACE command
displays the current data found
in the Datacom CICS Services
trace facility.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSFURTS n/a The CSFURTS command
displays information about the
User Requirements Table.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSFUSERS n/a The CSFUSERS command
allows you to assess the impact
of the value assigned to the
USERS= parameter, which
specifies the maximum number
of users whose requests can be
concurrently serviced.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS CSIQUERY n/a Displays detailed information
from any SMP/E CSI data set.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSIT n/a The CSIT command displays a
list of CICS System Initialization
Table options and values.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSITINIT n/a The CSITINIT command
displays a list of CICS System
Initialization Table (SIT) init
parms (INITPARM) that have
been defined.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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TCPIP CSMBUFF n/a The CSMBUFF command
displays the status of the
Communications Storage
Manager global buffer pool.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP CSMOWNER n/a The CSMOWNER command
displays Communications
Storage Manager storage use by
owning jobname.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP CSMSTAT n/a The CSMSTAT command
displays the status of the
Communications Storage
Manager.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSOCKETS n/a The CSOCKETS command
displays a list of TCP/IP services
that have been defined to CICS.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSRT n/a The CSRT command displays
a list of system and user abend
codes that have been defined
to CICS through the System
Recovery Table.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSTATUS n/a The CSTATUS command
displays the current value
and status of a selected set of
variable resources.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand ADD Add collection definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand DELETE Delete collection definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS CSUBPOOL n/a The CSUBPOOL command

displays a list of CICS subpools
owned by the CICS storage
manager.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSUBSPAC n/a The CSUBSPAC command
displays a list of subspaces that
are currently executing within the
CICS address space.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSYMBOLS n/a The CSYMBOLS command
displays a list of symbols and
address locations to CICS
storage.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSYSDATA n/a The CSYSDATA command
displays CICS system interval
records.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand BACKWARD Read backward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand EOF Go to the end of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand EOL Go to the end of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CICS SUBCommand FILTER Set filter parameters No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand FORWARD Read forward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand NEXT Read forward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
activities

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand POSITION Position to a specific record No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand PREVIOUS Read backward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand TOF Go to the start of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand TOL Go to the start of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CSYSDMON n/a The CSYSDMON display
provides information about the
SYSVIEW CICS System Data
Collection processes.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTAGS n/a Displays defined CICS region
tagging.

No CICSSYSP READ

CICS CTASKENT n/a The CTASKENT command
displays a list of task table
entries (TASENTRY).

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTASKS n/a The CICS Active Tasks screen
displays information about active
and suspended tasks.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTCBMODE n/a The CTCBMODE command
displays information about the
CICS dispatcher TCB modes.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTCBPOOL n/a The CTCBPOOL command
displays information about the
CICS dispatcher TCB pools.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTCLASS n/a The CTCLASS command
displays the transaction
class definition and statistics
maintained by the CICS DFHXM
domain (Txn Manager).

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTDATA n/a The CTDATA command displays
information about transient data
set activity.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTDSTATS n/a The CTDSTATS command
displays statistics for the CICS
transient data intrapartition data
set.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CICS CTEMPSTG n/a The CTEMPSTG command
displays CICS temporary storage
statistics for main and auxiliary
storage.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTERMS n/a The CTERMS command displays
a list of terminals that have been
defined or are active to CICS.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CTG CTGLIST n/a The CTGLIST command displays
a list of active CICS Transaction
Gateways.

No CICSSYSP READ

CTG CTGLOG n/a The CTGLOG command displays
and formats SMF records
created by CICS Transaction
Gateway daemons. The source
of the records must be a log
stream. The log stream can be
managed by SYSVIEW or by the
IBM SMF facility.

No CICSSYSP READ

CTG CTGLSRVR n/a The CTGLSRVR command
displays a list of logical CICS
servers defined and in-use by
CICS Transaction Gateway.

No CICSSYSP READ

CTG SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options.

No CICSSYSP READ

CTG CTGSRVR n/a Displays a list of CICS servers
to which a CICS Transaction
Gateway is connected.

No CICSSYSP READ

CTG SUBCommand OPTIONS Alters the display by modifying
profile options specific to this
command.

No CICSSYSP READ

CTG CTGSET n/a The CTGSET command provides
a set of functions that can take
actions against active CICS
Transaction Gateway address
spaces.

No CICSSYSP READ

CTG SUBCommand DAEMON Process requests for the CICS
Transaction Gateway daemon.

Yes CICSSYSP UPDATE

CTG SUBCommand HEALTH Process requests for the
health of the CICS Transaction
Gateway daemon.

Yes CICSSYSP UPDATE

CTG SUBCommand IPIC Process requests for IPIC
connections.

Yes CICSSYSP UPDATE

CTG SUBCommand RMEXIT Process requests for request
monitoring exits.

Yes CICSSYSP UPDATE

CTG SUBCommand TRACE Process requests for controlling
CTG trace level.

Yes CICSSYSP UPDATE

CTG SUBCommand CTGSRVR The CTGSRVR command
displays a list of CICS servers
to which a CICS Transaction
Gateway is connected.

No CICSSYSP READ
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CTG SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options.

No CICSSYSP READ

CTG CTGWEBSV n/a The CTGWEBSV command
displays a list of CICS
Transaction Gateway web
services.

No CICSSYSP READ

CTG SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options.

No CICSSYSP READ

CICS CTIMERS n/a The CTIMERS command
displays information about CICS
interval control timers.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTOGGLES n/a The CTOGGLES command
displays CICS feature toggles
and values.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTRACE n/a The CTRACE command display
formats the CICS internal trace
table.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTRANCAN n/a The CTRANCAN command is
used to display and maintain
transaction cancel definitions.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand ADD Add definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EDIT Edit definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS CTRANDEG n/a The CTRANDEG command

displays degradation analysis
for transactions to summarize
the time that is spent by CICS
on various execution and wait
reasons.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTRANLOG n/a The CTRANLOG command
displays CICS transaction
records.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand BACKWARD Read backward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand EOF Go to the end of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand EOL Go to the end of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand FILTER Set filter parameters No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CICS SUBCommand FORWARD Read forward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand NEXT Read forward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand POSITION Position to a specific record No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand PREVIOUS Read backward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand TOF Go to the start of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand TOL Go to the start of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTRANOPT n/a The CTRANOPT command is
used to display and maintain
transaction option definitions.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand ADD Add definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand RESET Reset definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand EDIT Edit definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS CTRANS n/a The CTRANS command displays

transaction definitions along with
summary usage information.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTRANSUM n/a The CTRANSUM command
displays CICS transaction
summary records.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand BACKWARD Read backward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand EOF Go to the end of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand EOL Go to the end of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand FILTER Set filter parameters No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand FORWARD Read forward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand NEXT Read forward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CICS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand POSITION Position to a specific record No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand PREVIOUS Read backward in the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand TOF Go to the start of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand TOL Go to the start of the log No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTSDSTAT n/a The CTSDSTAT command
displays statistical information for
Time Series Data generated and
sent for analytics processing.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand ENABLE enabled time series data Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS SUBCommand DISABLE Disable time series data Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CICS CTSMODEL n/a The CTSMODEL command

displays CICS temporary storage
model definitions.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTSPOOLS n/a The CTSPOOLS command
displays CICS temporary storage
shared pools and connection
status.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CTSQUEUE n/a The CTSQUEUE command
displays the current temporary
storage queues.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CUOW n/a The CUOW command displays
the current status of CICS Units
Of Work.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CURIMAPS n/a The CURIMAPS command
displays URIMAP resource
definitions and associated
attributes.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CUSERS n/a The CUSERS command displays
user information about currently
active users.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CVLIST n/a The CVLIST command displays
a list of product, user and OS
defined symbolic variables.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CWAITS n/a The CWAITS command displays
a degradation analysis graph to
summarize the time that is spent
by CICS on various execution
and wait reasons.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CICS CWEBSERV n/a The CWEBSERV command
displays the current status and
configuration of CICS Web
services.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CWLMHLTH n/a The CWLMHLTH command
displays the z/OS WLM health
indicators of CICS.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CICS CXDISTAT n/a The CXDISTAT display provides
information about the CICS
external data interface requests.

No CICSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DASD n/a The DASD command displays
the status of DASD devices in
the system.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DASDRESP n/a The DASDRESP command
displays response time
information that has been
collected by the MVS Data
Collector.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DAT n/a The DAT command controls the
dynamic address translation
(DAT) mode of the DISASSEM,
DUMP, MAP, and SNAP
commands.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DATACOM n/a The DATACOM command
changes the current target
Datacom address space.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DBBPOOLS n/a The DBBPOOLS command
displays information about DB2
buffer pools.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DBDSETS n/a The DBDSETS command
displays a list of all currently
open data sets in the DB2
DBM1 address space and
information on their use and
extent allocation.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DBERRMSG n/a The DBERRMSG command
displays the last set of WTO
messages recorded by DB2
through IFCID 197 since the
request was last started.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DBLOGAL n/a The DBLOGAL command
displays a list of logs allocated
and their current usage and
status.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DBLOGCKP n/a The DBLOGCKP command
displays checkpoint information
and select ZPARM settings for
logging. Only one row will be
returned.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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DB2 DBPRMBP n/a The DBPRMBP command
displays parameter information
for each buffer pool.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DBPRMGBP n/a The DBPRMGBP command
displays parameter information
for each group buffer pool
connected to this DB2 data
sharing member.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DBPRMS n/a The DBPRMS command
displays current DB2 system
parameters (ZPARMs).

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DBSQLDY n/a The DBSQLDY command
displays information about
dynamic SQL statements that
are cached for reuse.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DBSTG n/a The DBSTG command displays
storage utilization statistics for
the DB2 subsystem as recorded
in the IFCID 225 record.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DBSYSSUM n/a The DBSYSSUM command
displays a system status
overview of the Db2 address
spaces.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DBTHACT n/a The DBTHACT command
displays information about active
DB2 threads.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DBTHCONT n/a The DBTHCONT command
displays information about active
Db2 thread contentions.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DB2 n/a The DB2 command is used
to set the current target DB2
subsystem.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 DB2LIST n/a The DB2LIST command displays
information about DB2 address
spaces and subsystems that are
currently defined or executing.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCACAREA n/a The DCACAREA command
displays Multi-User-Facility
access areas for Datacom
address spaces.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCACCESS n/a The DCACCESS command
displays Multi-User-Facility start
option ACCESS settings.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCACNT n/a The DCACNT command displays
the accounting facility.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCAREAIO n/a The DCAREAIO command
displays read and write request
statistics for each area.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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DATACOM DCAREAS n/a The DCAREAS command
displays an entry for each area in
the Directory (CXX).

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCBUFCON n/a The DCBUFCON command
displays information when a
DBID or DBID and area have
been defined to use an alternate
buffer pool.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCBUFFER n/a The DCBUFFER command
displays system statistics
concerning buffer usage.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCBUFP n/a The DCBUFP command displays
the MUF_BUF_USE Dynamic
System table which contains
information for the buffer pools
defined to the Multi-User Facility.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCCBS n/a The DCCBS command displays
the MUF_CBS Dynamic System
table which contains Compound
Boolean Selection (CBS)
information and statistics.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCCBSO n/a The DCCBSO
command displays the
MUF_CBS_OLD_SETS Dynamic
System table which contains a
row for each of the ten oldest
Compound Boolean Selection
(CBS) sets that reside in the CBS
buffer and therefore have not
been spilled.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCCDC n/a The DCCDC command displays
the MUF_CDC Dynamic System
table which contains information
about Change Data Capture
(CDC) and the current Multi-User
Facility (MUF).

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCCDCBT n/a The DCCDCBT
command displays the
MUF_CDC_BASE_TABLE
Dynamic System table which
reflects the current settings
of the CDC_BASE and the
CDC_TABLE Multi-user
startup options as changed by
console-like CDC_BASE and
CDC_TABLE commands.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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DATACOM DCCDCL n/a The DCCDCL command displays
the MUF_CDCL Dynamic
System Table which displays
information about the Change
Data Capture Listener tasks
defined to the current MUF.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCCOLUMN n/a The DCCOLUMN command
displays information about every
column in the Directory.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCCONFIG n/a The DCCONFIG command
displays nearly all Multi-User
startup options and console
API commands that are not
represented in another Dynamic
System Table.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCDATASH n/a The DCDATASH command
displays information about MUF
data sharing.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCDBASES n/a The DCDBASES command
displays one entry for each
database in the Directory.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCDIR n/a The DCDIR command displays
information about the directory in
general.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCDSETS n/a The DCDSETS command
displays one entry for the
Directory (CXX), one for every
(IXX), and one for every data
area.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCDUMPL n/a The DCDUMPL command
displays Multi-User-Facility dump
information for last 10 Master List
dumps requested by Datacom
address spaces.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCDUMPS n/a The DCDUMPS command
displays Multi-User-Facility dump
information for Datacom address
spaces.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCELEMEN n/a The DCELEMEN command
displays one entry for every
element in the Directory.
Information describing each
element is displayed.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCINDEX n/a The DCINDEX command
displays an entry for each Index
Area in the Directory (CXX).

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCKEYFLD n/a The DCKEYFLD command
displays every key field in the
Directory.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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DATACOM DCKEYS n/a The DCKEYS command displays
one entry for every key in the
Directory. Information describing
each key is displayed.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCLIST n/a The DCLIST command displays
information about Datacom
address spaces that are currently
being monitored.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCLOCKS n/a The DCLOCKS command
displays information about the
current contents of the value lock
table.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCLOG n/a The DCLOG command displays
information about the logging
environment and status.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCMEMDT n/a The DCMEMDT command
displays the MUF_MEM_DETAIL
Dynamic System Table which
contains information regarding
the MUF memory pools.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCMEMSM n/a The DCMEMSM
command displays the
MUF_MEM_SUMMARY
Dynamic System Table which
contains information regarding
the MUF memory pools.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCMRDF n/a The DCMRDF command
displays information about the
Memory Resident Data Facility.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCMUFS n/a The DCMUFS command
displays Multi-User-Facility
system information for Datacom
address spaces.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCOPEN n/a The DCOPEN command
displays a list of open databases
along with the jobname that
currently has the database open.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCOPTION n/a The DCOPTION command
displays general startup options
and their values.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCPARCOL n/a The DCPARCOL command
displays information about
directory partition columns.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCPRODS n/a The DCPRODS command
displays a list of products or
features that can be in use in the
Datacom/DB system.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCRATES n/a The DCRATES command
displays information about
Datacom resource consumption.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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DATACOM DCRCOPT n/a The DCRCOPT command
displays the Datacom
return codes from the
MUF_RC_DUMP_OPT dynamic
system table.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCREQS n/a The DCREQS command
displays system statistics
concerning requests and pending
requests.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCRETCOD n/a The DCRETCOD command
displays Multi-User-Facility return
codes for Datacom address
spaces.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCSMP n/a The DCSMP command displays
monitoring information relating
to the running of the Multi-User-
Facility in SMP mode.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCSMPTSK n/a The DCSMPTSK command
displays counts of times
that each TCB selected and
performed a unit of work.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCSQLCOD n/a The DCSQLCOD command
displays Multi-User-Facility SQL
codes for Datacom address
spaces.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCSQLMSC n/a The DCSQLMSC command
displays the Multi-User-Facility
SQL miscellaneous statistics for
Datacom address spaces.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCSQLPRC n/a The DCSQLPRC command
displays the Multi-User-Facility
SQL procedure detail information
for Datacom address spaces.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCSQLSEQ n/a The DCSQLSEQ command
displays the Multi-User-Facility
SQL sequence number for
Datacom address spaces.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCSTATS n/a The DCSTATS command
displays internal Multi-User-
Facility statistics.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCSTATSM n/a The DCSTATSM command
displays MUF internal
statistics from the
MUF_INTERNAL_STATS table.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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DATACOM DCSYSOUT n/a The DCSYSOUT command
displays information about the
SYSOUT Multi-User startup
option that directs diagnostic and
tracing information to SYSOUT
files instead of to the Statistics
and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCSYSTEM n/a The DCSYSTEM command
displays system statistics about
the Multi-User-Facility.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCTABLES n/a The DCTABLES command
displays information about every
table in the Directory.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCTABREQ n/a The DCTABREQ command
displays table level information
about the number and types of
requests being processed by this
Multi-User-Facility.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCTASKS n/a The DCTASKS command
displays information about
Datacom tasks.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCTCBSRB n/a The DCTCBSRB command
displays the MUF EOJ TCB/SRB
use statistics.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCTRACE n/a The DCTRACE command
displays the user request trace
table.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCTRACEB n/a The DCTRACEB command
displays the buffer management
trace table.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCVOLUME n/a The DCVOLUME command
displays volume information for
each directory.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCXCF n/a The DCXCF command displays
information contained in the
startup option XCFFROM
statement.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DATACOM DCZIIP n/a The DCZIIP command displays
SRB/zIIP statistics when SRB
mode is specified with the
SMPTASK Multi-User startup
option.

No DBASYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DDLIST n/a The DDLIST command displays
the libraries allocated to a
specified ddname in a specified
address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand CLEAR Clear search results No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS SUBCommand WHERE Search all libraries for member No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DELAYS n/a The DELAYS command displays
the status of delayed jobs.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS DELMAPS n/a The DELMAPS command
deletes loaded maps.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES DEST n/a The DEST command can
be used to limit which jobs
or devices are displayed by
limiting the display to certain
destinations.

No ALL READ

BASE DETAILS n/a The DETAILS command is a
common or generic command
driver used to display drill-down
or detail information from another
command source.

No ALL READ

BASE SUBCommand DBTHACT DB2 Active threads No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand HWILIST BCPII HWILIST No ZOSOPER1 READ
BASE SUBCommand HWIQUERY BCPII HWIQUERY No ZOSOPER1 READ
z/OS DEVPATH n/a The DEVPATH command

displays the status of the device
path.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DEVSERV n/a The DEVSERV performs
a variety of device related
functions.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand EXTRACT Extract device variables Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand FREE Free a device from an ASID Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand MOUNT Mount volume to device Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand OFFLINE Vary device offline Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand ONLINE Vary device online Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set DEVSERV default options No DASDSYSP,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand QUERY Query device information No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand UNLOAD Unload Volume from device Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand VALIDATE Validate I/O paths to a device No DASDSYSP,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand AVAIL Vary device unavailable Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand UNAVAIL Vary device available Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS DISASSEM n/a The DISASSEM command

disassembles areas of virtual
storage in address spaces or
data spaces into assembler
instructions.

n/a *SYSP*.
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ALTER Alter storage Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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z/OS SUBCommand AND Alter storage with logical AND Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand BASE Set base for indirect addressing Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand COPY Copy storage Yes ZOSOPER1
z/OS SUBCommand Evaluate Evaluate and address expression Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand MOVE Move data to an address Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand OR Alter storage with logical OR Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand PGFIX Fix a page in real storage Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand PGFREE Free a fixed page Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand POST Post ECB with a completion code Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand PROTECT Make a virtual page read-only Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand UNPROT Make a virtual page modifiable Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand XLATE Set dump translate table option Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand XOR Alter storage with logical XOR Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE DLCOPY n/a Datalib COPY No ZOSOPER1 READ
BASE DLDELETE n/a The DLDELETE function

command and the DLDELETE
panel (a DELETE line command
from the DLLIST command)
delete SYSVIEW DATALIB data
members.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

BASE DLEXPORT n/a The DLEXPORT function
command and the DLEXPORT
panel (an EXPORT line
command from the DLLIST
command) export SYSVIEW
DATALIB data members to an
external PDS or PDSE.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

BASE DLIMPORT n/a The DLIMPORT function
command and the DLIMPORT
panel (an IMPORT line command
from the DLLIST command)
import SYSVIEW DATALIB data
members from an external PDS
or PDSE.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

BASE DLINIT n/a The DLINIT command initializes
a SYSVIEW DATALIB data set.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

BASE DLLIST n/a DLLIST displays the contents of
a SYSVIEW DATALIB library.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

BASE DLOPTION n/a The DLOPTION command is
used to set and display the
default option values that are
used by various DATALIB
commands.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

BASE DLRENAME n/a Datalib Rename No ZOSOPER1 READ
BASE DLVIEW n/a DLVIEW displays the contents

of SYSVIEW DATALIB library
members.

No ZOSOPER1 READ
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z/OS DROP n/a Use the DROP command to
delete a symbol defined by the
EQUATE command.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DSALLOC n/a The DSALLOC command
displays information about the
data sets allocated to an address
space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DSCAT n/a The DSCAT command lists
catalog entries for a specified
data set name level.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DSEXTENT na Displays extents information for
the provided data set name.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DSID n/a The DSID command changes the
current target data space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DSINFO n/a The DSINFO command displays
information about a data set, a
DASD volume, or a GDG base
name.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DSLIST n/a The DSLIST command displays
the status of all currently defined
dataspaces and hiperspaces.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DSMFLOGS The DSMFLOGS command is
the interface to view and modify
the SYSVIEW Dynamic SMF Log
stream Browsing definitions.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add a new log stream definition. Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Mark an existing definition for

deleted.
Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand DISABLE Disable an existing definition. Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand ENABLE Enable an existing definition. Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand EXPORT Exports definitions to a specific

member of a data set.
Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions from a specific
parmlib member.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand LOG Subscribe to a specified SMF
record type and subtype.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand NOLOG Disable an existing subscription
to an SMF type or subtype.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand SAVE Save existing definitions to the
persistent data store.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS DSMFSET n/a The DSMFSET command is
an interface to interact with the
SYSVIEW Dynamic SMF Log
stream Browsing component.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ
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z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add a new log stream definition. Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Mark an existing definition for

deletion.
Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand DISABLE Disable an existing definition. Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand ENABLE Enable an existing definition. Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand EXPORT Exports definitions to a specific

member of a data set.
z/OS SUBCommand LOG Subscribe to a specified SMF

record type and subtype.
Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand NOLOG Disable an existing subscription
to an SMF type or subtype.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand SUPPRESS Suppress the specified SMF
record type and subtype from
being written to IBM SMF data
sets and log streams.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand NOSUPPREss Remove suppression of specified
SMF record type and subtype
from being written to IBM SMF
data and log streams.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions from a specific
parmlib member.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand SAVE Save existing definitions to the
persistent data store.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

z/OS DSSERV n/a The DSSERV performs a variety
of data set related services.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ALLOCATE Allocate a dataset to a ddname Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand ALCONCAT Alloc/concat dataset to ddname Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand CATALOG Catalog a dataset to a volume Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand CONCAT Concatenate two or more

ddnames
Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand DECONCAT Deconcatenate a ddname Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete a dataset Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand FREE Free a ddname Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand LOCATE Locate the volser of a dataset No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand PURGE Delete an unexpired dataset Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand RECALL Recall an acrchived dataset Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand RENAME Rename a dataset Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand UNCAT Uncatalog a dataset Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand EMPTY Empty a dataset Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display DSSERV options No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ
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z/OS DUMP n/a The DUMP command displays
the contents of virtual and real
storage for any job in the system,
and virtual storage residing in
data spaces.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand AFFINITY Set/display processor affinity No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ALIGN Set/display address alignment No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ALTER Alter storage Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand AND Alter storage with logical AND Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand BASE Set base for indirect addressing No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand BOTTOM Scroll to high address No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand CLEAR Clear the address stack No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand COPY Copy storage Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand CURLOC Set current location row No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand DOWN Scroll down by row No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand DUMP64 Point-and-shoot dump 64-bit
address

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand EVALUATE Evaluate an address expression No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand FIND Find data in storage No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand LEFT Scroll left by byte No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand MOVE Move data to an address Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand NEXT Scroll to next page/segment No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OR Alter storage with logical OR Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand PGFIX Fix a page in real storage Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand PGFREE Free a fixed page Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand POP Display address on top of stack No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand POST Post ECB with a completion code Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand PREVIOUS Scroll to previous page/segment No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand PROTECT Make a virtual page read-only Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand PUSH Save address on address stack No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ
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z/OS SUBCommand RIGHT Scroll right by byte No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand TOP Scroll to address 0 No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand UNPROT Make a virtual page modifiable Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand UP Scroll up by row No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand WHERE Locate a module in storage No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand XLATE Set/display translate table No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand XOR Alter storage with logical XOR Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS DUMPDS n/a The DUMPDS command

displays the status of datasets
and units used to hold system
dumps.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add SMS resource/DASD
Volumes

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete SMS resource/DASD
Volumes

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS DUMPINFO n/a The DUMPINFO command
displays information contained in
a system dump data set.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DUMPOPTS n/a The DUMPOPTS command
displays the dump mode
and options in effect for the
following dump types: * SDUMP
* SYSABEND * SYSMDUMP *
SYSUDUMP * SYSVIEW

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS DYNEXIT n/a The DYNEXIT command
displays information about MVS
dynamic exits.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand MODIFY Modify the exit state Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand UNDEFINE Remove the exit Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete the exit Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS ECONFLIC n/a The ECONFLIC command

displays enqueued resources
that are blocking other requests.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE EDIT n/a The EDIT command displays the
specified data set.

No ALL READ

z/OS EDT n/a The EDT command displays
Eligible Device Table detail
information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS EDTSUMM n/a The EDTSUMM command
displays Eligible Device Table
summary information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS ENFLIST n/a The ENFLIST command displays
information about the listeners
registered with the MVS Event
Notification Facility.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ENQDSN n/a The ENQDSN displays
information about data set
enqueues.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ENQEDIT n/a The ENQEDIT displays
information about data sets and
members enqueued by ISPF
EDIT.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ENQJOB n/a The ENQJOB command displays
the enqueued resources for a
specific job.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ENQSTATS n/a The ENQSTATS command
displays global resource
serialization (GRS) enqueue and
latch request and contention
statistics by address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ENQSUM n/a The ENQSUM command
displays a summary of enqueued
resources.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ENQUEUE n/a The ENQUEUE command
displays enqueued resources.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS EQUATE n/a Use the EQUATE command to
define a symbol.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ESRTABLE n/a The ESRTABLE command
displays the Extended SVC
Router Table.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add an entry to ESR table Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete an entry to ESR table Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand REPLACE Replace an entry in ESR table Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS ETCONN n/a The ETCONN command displays

information about Entry Table
connections.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ETLIST n/a The ETLIST command displays
information from the entry tables
defined in the PCAUTH address
space and all the PC routines
defined in those entry tables.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ETRINFO n/a The ETRINFO command
displays External Time
Reference information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS EXTENTS n/a The EXTENTS command
displays all allocated and free
extents of one or more DASD
volumes.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and Display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE FINDHELP n/a The FINDHELP command
searches the help system for a
specified text string.

No ALL READ

BASE FORMATS n/a The FORMATS command
displays SYSVIEW command
format definitions.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS FRAMES n/a The FRAMES command displays
real storage frame information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS FREEGCOM n/a The FREEGCOM command
is used to free allocated 64-bit
common storage (the G-COM
region).

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS FREEMAIN n/a The FREEMAIN command is
used to free allocated common
storage.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

BASE FTPCA n/a The FTPCA command is used to
submit a batch job using FTP or
SFTP which will send a data set
to Broadcom.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS FXE n/a The FXE command displays
information about functions in the
IBM Function Registry for z/OS.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS GCOMMON n/a The GCOMMON command
displays information about
common area virtual storage
memory objects allocated above
the 2G bar.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS GETMAIN n/a The GETMAIN command is
used to get an area of common
storage.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

XSYSTEM GMILIST n/a Displays information about
commands marked eligible for
the GMI interface.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS GPRIVATE n/a The GPRIVATE command
displays information about
private area virtual storage
memory objects allocated above
the 2G bar.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE GRAPH n/a The GRAPH command displays
information that has been
collected by one of the SYSVIEW
data collectors.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE GROUPS n/a The GROUPS command allows
you to define a list of similar
items as a single group name.
During initialization, the parmlib
member GROUPS is used to
define an initial set of groups and
members.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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BASE SUBCommand ADDGRP Add group Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand ADDMBR Add member to group Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand DELGRP Delete group and members Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand DELMBR Delete member from group Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
HCHECK HCCLIST n/a The HCCLIST command

displays a list of externally
defined health check drill-down
commands.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions No ZOSOPER1 READ
HCHECK HCCMD n/a The HCCMD command executes

an externally defined health
check drill-down command
string.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK HCHECKER n/a The HCHECKER command
displays IBM Health Checker for
z/OS information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK HCLOG n/a The HCLOG command displays
the Health Check records that
have been logged to the Health
Checker log stream.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand BACKWARD Read backward in the log No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand EOF Go to the end of the log No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand EOL Go to the end of the log No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand FILTER Set filter parameters No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand FORWARD Read forward in the log No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand NEXT Read forward in the log No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand POSITION Position to a specific record No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand PREVIOUS Read backward in the log No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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HCHECK SUBCommand TOF Go to the start of the log No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand TOL Go to the start of the log No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK HCMSGS n/a The HCMSGS command
displays the messages
generated by one or more IBM
Health Checker for z/OS checks.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

HCHECK HCOWNER n/a The HCOWNER command
displays IBM Health Check
owner information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE HELPLIB n/a The HELPLIB command displays
your personal HELPLIB library,
the site HELPLIB library, and the
system HELPLIB library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand CLEAR Clear search results No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand VIEW Search all libraries for member No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS HSMREQ n/a The HSM Requests screen
shows the current status of
synchronous requests that were
serviced by the Hierarchical
Storage Manager (HSM).

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS HWIDISC n/a The HWIDISC command can
be used to manually disconnect
all acquired BCPii connection
tokens.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS ICSF n/a The ICSF command displays
Integrated Cryptographic Service
Facility information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDBUFFIO n/a The IDBUFFIO command
displays a line of information for
each buffer defined to DC/UCF.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

DB2 IDB2 n/a The IDB2 command is used to
initiate a SYSVIEW Performance
Management Option for DB2
session.

No DB2SYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS IDCAMS n/a The IDCAMS command is used
to submit a command to the IBM
Access Method Services Utility
program IDCAMS and display
the output from the command.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand CLEAR Clear the display No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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IDMS IDDBASES n/a The IDDBASES command
displays overview information
about IDMS databases.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDDBIOD n/a The IDDBIOD command
displays information about IDMS
database I/O drivers.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS IDENTIFY n/a The IDENTIFY command is used
to assign a module name to an
address in the common area of
virtual storage. The entry point
name is added to the ALPAQ
(Active Link Pack Area Queue).

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

IDMS IDJRNL n/a The IDJRNL command displays
information about IDMS journal
activity.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDLINES n/a The IDLINES command displays
a line of information about the
activity on each teleprocessing
line.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDLTERMS n/a The IDLTERMS command
displays information for each
logical terminal ID in IDMS.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDLTRESU n/a The IDLTRESU command
displays resource usage
information for each logical
terminal ID in IDMS.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDMS n/a The IDMS command changes
the current target IDMS address
space.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDMSLIST n/a The IDMSLIST command
displays information about IDMS
address spaces.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDMSSET n/a The IDMSSET command
provides functions that can take
actions on an IDMS region.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDPGMPL n/a The IDPGMPL command
displays information for each
type of program pool defined to
IDMS.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDRU n/a The IDRU command displays
system run unit information for
each type of system transactions
in IDMS.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDSCRMGR n/a The IDSCRMGR command
displays information about
scratch area activity, including
access statistics and page-use
statistics for IDMS.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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IDMS IDSQL n/a The IDSQL command displays
SQL information for the entire
system since startup and for
each active transaction.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDSTG n/a The IDSTG command displays
summary information about
storage use since DC/UCF
system startup for IDMS.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDSTGPL n/a The IDSTGPL command
displays a line of information for
each storage pool defined to the
DC/UCF system.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDTASKS n/a The IDTASKS command displays
a line of information for each
active task in the dispatch chain.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDTRANOV n/a The IDTRANOV command
displays information for each
type of program pool defined to
IDMS.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDTRANS n/a The IDTRANS command
displays information for each
active transaction.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IDMS IDTSKPGM n/a The IDTSKPGM command
displays information about both
task and program activity in
IDMS.

No IDMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS IMAGES n/a The IMAGES command displays
BCPii configuration information
associated with an image of a
CPC.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

IMS IMS n/a The IMS command is used to
set the current target IMS control
region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSALERT n/a The IMSALERT command
displays IMS data collection
exception alerts.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSBALG n/a The IMSBALG command
displays information about IMS
Balance Groups for the currently
selected IMS control region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSBUFP n/a The IMSBUFP command
displays a list of fixed and
variable pools that have been
allocated by the IMS control
region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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IMS IMSCLASS n/a The IMSCLASS command
displays information about IMS
classes, including status and
number of SMB's enqueued
against each class.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSCMD n/a The IMS command is used to
submit a command to an IMS
control region.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

IMS IMSCONN n/a The IMSCONN command
displays information about active
IMS Connect OTMA connections.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSDAILY n/a The IMSDAILY command
displays an hourly summary of
transaction usage.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSDATA n/a The IMSDATA command sets
configuration options within the
data collector.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

IMS SUBCommand INTERVAL Set threshold interval Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
IMS SUBCommand MONITOR Set monitoring options Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
IMS SUBCommand CHKPOINT Checkpoint definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
IMS SUBCommand THRESH Set threshold checking Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
IMS SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
IMS SUBCommand TSD Set time series data Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
IMS IMSDBASE n/a The IMSDBASE command

displays a list of databases
for the currently selected IMS
control region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSDBLS n/a The IMSDBLS command
displays detailed information
about the logical structure of DL/
I databases defined to active
programs.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSDBPS n/a The IMSDBPS command
displays detailed information
about the physical structure of
resident DL/I databases.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSDCMON n/a The IMSDCMON command
displays the current status of the
SYSVIEW IMS logger task and
the IMS DC Monitor.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSDEDB n/a The IMSDEDB command
displays detailed information
about the selected DEDB
database.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSDESS n/a The IMSDESS command
displays information about IMS
dependent region external
subsystem connections.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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IMS IMSDLIDB n/a The IMSDLIDB command
displays detailed information
about the selected DL/I
database.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSEVENT n/a The IMSEVENT command
displays information about the
status of IMS DC Monitor events
being processed by the IMSMON
exit.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSHALDB n/a The IMSHALDB command
displays detailed information
about the selected HALDB
database.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSHSB n/a The IMSHSB command displays
information about IMS hot
standby systems.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSLATCH n/a The IMSLATCH command
displays a list of latches that
cause transaction delays.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSLINES n/a The IMSLINES command
displays information about IMS
lines for the currently selected
IMS control region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSLIST n/a The IMSLIST command displays
information about IMS control
regions.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSLOCKS n/a The IMSLOCKS command
displays information about IRLM
lock data.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSLTERM n/a The IMSLTERM command
displays information about IMS
logical terminals for the currently
selected IMS control region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSMSGQ n/a The IMSMSGQ command
displays processor storage
utilization statistics for the IMS
message queue pool.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSMTO n/a The IMSMTO command is used
to display output for the currently
selected IMS control region.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

IMS IMSNODES n/a The IMSNODES command
displays information about IMS
nodes for the currently selected
IMS control region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSOMAT n/a The IMSOMAT command
displays the IMS OM audit
trail log if the CSL Operations
Manager (OM) is configured to
produce an audit trail log.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand BACKWARD Read backward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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IMS SUBCommand EOF Go to the end of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand EOL Go to the end of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand FILTER Set filter parameters No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand FORWARD Read forward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand NEXT Read forward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand POSITION Position to a specific record No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand PREVIOUS Read backward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand TOF Go to the start of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand TOL Go to the start of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSOMAX n/a The IMSOMAX command
formats IMS OM Audit Trail
response records.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSOSAM n/a The IMSOSAM command
displays detail performance
statistics for the IMS OSAM
buffer pool and subpools.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSOSUM n/a The IMSOSUM command
displays summary performance
statistics for the IMS OSAM
buffer pool and subpools.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSOTMA n/a The IMSOTMA command
displays information about the
IMS Open Transaction Manager
Access facility.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSOVER n/a The IMSOVER command
displays an overview of activity
and resource status for your
active IMS Control Regions.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSPI n/a The IMSPI command displays
IMS Program Isolation conflicts
for the currently selection IMS
control region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSPOOLS n/a The IMSPOOLS command
displays a list of CBT pools that
have been defined to the IMS
control region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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IMS IMSPROGS n/a The IMSPROGS command
displays a list of programs for the
currently selected IMS control
region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSPSBS n/a The IMSPSBS command
displays a list of Program
Specification Blocks and related
data for the currently selected
IMS control region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSQPOOL n/a The IMSQPOOL command
displays queue pool statistics.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSQSTAT n/a The IMSQSTAT command
displays status information
related to the IMS shared
message queue structures.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSQSUM n/a The IMSQSUM command
displays information related to
messages queued, by queue
type, to the various IMS shared
message queues.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSQTRAN n/a The IMSQTRAN command
displays the list of messages
currently queued in the IMS
shared message queues.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSRACT n/a The IMSRACT command
displays detailed information
about active IMS Message,
Batch and Fast Path regions.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSREGNS n/a The IMSREGNS command
displays information about
dependent regions for an active
IMS control region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSRSLOG n/a The IMSRSLOG command
displays historical region
summary records created by the
IMS data collector.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

IMS SUBCommand BACKWARD Read backward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand EOF Go to the end of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand EOL Go to the end of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand FILTER Set filter parameters No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand FORWARD Read forward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand NEXT Read forward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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IMS SUBCommand POSITION Position to a specific record No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand PREVIOUS Read backward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand TOF Go to the start of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand TOL Go to the start of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSSET n/a The IMSSET command provides
a set of functions that can take
actions against IMS objects and
resources.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

IMS SUBCommand CLASS Action on IMS classes Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
IMS SUBCommand MONEVENT Action on IMS DC monitor event Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
IMS IMSSLOGS n/a The IMSSLOGS command

displays information about the
IMS system logs.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSSPOC n/a The IMSSPOC command serves
as a single point of control for
issuing IMS type 1 and type 2
commands in an IMSPLEX.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

IMS IMSSSYS n/a The IMSSSYS command
displays information about IMS
external subsystem entries.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSTEXIT n/a The IMSTEXIT command
displays the current status of the
IMS user exit tracing facility.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSTIMES n/a The IMSTIMES command
displays a list of all defined
transactions and transaction
groups.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSTLIST n/a IMSTLIST displays a list of
archived IMS traces that were
exported from the IMSTRACE
display.

No IMSSYSP READ

IMS IMSTLOG n/a The IMSTLOG command
displays historical transaction
records created by the IMS data
collector.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand BACKWARD Read backward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand EOF Go to the end of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand EOL Go to the end of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand FILTER Set filter parameters No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand FORWARD Read forward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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IMS SUBCommand NEXT Read forward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand POSITION Position to a specific record No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand PREVIOUS Read backward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand TOF Go to the start of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand TOL Go to the start of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSTRANS n/a The IMSTRANS command
displays a list of transaction
codes for the currently selected
IMS control region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSTSUM n/a The IMSTSUM command
displays IMS transaction
summary records.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand BACKWARD Read backward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand EOF Go to the end of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand EOL Go to the end of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand FILTER Set filter parameters No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand FORWARD Read forward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand NEXT Read forward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand POSITION Position to a specific record No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand PREVIOUS Read backward in the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand TOF Go to the start of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS SUBCommand TOL Go to the start of the log No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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IMS IMSTRACE When no parameters are
specified, the IMSTRACE
command displays the trace
status for the currently selected
IMS control region. If a trace
is active, or if a trace has
completed, the trace data will be
formatted on the display.

No IMSSYSP READ

IMS SUBCommand DELETE Delete the trace data and free
the trace buffer.

Yes IMSSYSP UPDATE

IMS SUBCommand EXPORT Export the trace data to the IMS
datalib and free the trace buffer.

Yes IMSSYSP UPDATE

IMS SUBCommand START Starts the trace for the target IMS
subsystem using the Interval and
Buffer size specified in the Info
Area.

Yes IMSSYSP UPDATE

IMS SUBCommand STOP Stops the trace if it is currently
active.

Yes IMSSYSP UPDATE

IMS IMSTTABL n/a The IMSTTABL command
displays the current status of the
IMS Table traces.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSUEXIT n/a The IMSUEXIT command
displays information about IMS
user exits.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSUSERS n/a The IMSUSERS command
displays information about IMS
user structures and users logged
on to the currently selected IMS
control region.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSVSAM n/a The IMSVSAM command
displays detailed performance
statistics for the IMS VSAM
buffer pool and subpools.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSVSUM n/a The IMSVSUM command
displays summary performance
statistics for the IMS VSAM
buffer pool and subpools.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

IMS IMSWAITS n/a The IMSWAITS command
displays a degradation analysis
graph to summarize the time
that is spent by IMS on various
resources.

No IMSSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE INVOKE n/a The INVOKE command links
to a predefined ISPF or TSO
application that has been defined
in the INVOKE parameter library
member.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS IOCDATA n/a The IOCDATA command
displays configuration data
records obtained from devices
that support self-description.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP IPCONFIG n/a The IPCONFIG command
displays configuration
information about TCP, UDP, IP,
IPv6, SMF, and other TCP/IP
settings.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP IPDEVICE n/a The IPDEVICE command
displays the TCP/IP devices,
links, and interfaces.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP IPEECONN n/a The IPEECONN command
displays connection information
for the Enterprise Extender
function of Communications
Server for z/OS.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP IPEESUM n/a The IPEESUM command
displays summary information for
the Enterprise Extender function
of Communications Server for z/
OS.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS IPLINFO n/a The IPLINFO command displays
IPL information obtained from the
IBM Initialization Parameter Area
(IPA).

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP IPLISTEN n/a The IPLISTEN command
displays detailed information for
each TCP/IP socket connection
listening for a remote connection.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS IPLSTATS n/a The IPLSTATS command
displays IPL timing statistics.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP IPPORTS n/a The IPPORTS command
displays the reserved TCP and
UDP ports.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP IPSTATS n/a The IPSTATS command displays
detailed statistics for IP, TCP,
UDP and ICMP protocols.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP IPTCONN n/a The IPTCONN command
displays detailed information for
each TCP/IP socket connection.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP IPTELNET n/a The IPTELNET command
displays detailed information for
each telnet socket connection.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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TCPIP IPUCONN n/a The IPUCONN command
displays detailed information for
each UDP/IP socket connection.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP IPUSERS n/a The IPUSERS command
displays the jobs that are using
the TCP/IP stack for TCP and
UDP socket connections.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS IRLMLIST n/a The IRLMLIST command
displays information about IRLM
address spaces and connected
subsystems that are currently
defined or executing.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS IRLMLOCK n/a The IRLMLOCK command
displays information about IRLM
address spaces and connected
subsystems that currently have
an IRLM lock.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE ISERVE n/a The ISERVE command controls
the GSS IMOD facility.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand CLEAR Clear display No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand IMOD Submit an IMOD for execution No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE ISPFCMD n/a The ISPFCMD command issues
ISPF commands from the ISPF
interface.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ISPTCM n/a The ISPTCM command displays
the contents of the ISPF TSO
Command Table.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JAPPL n/a The JAPPL command displays
the status of JES2 SNA NJE
applications.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JBROWSE n/a The JBROWSE command
displays the contents of job
output data sets using ISPF
BROWSE.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JCGROUPS n/a The JCGROUPS command
displays information about JES3
job class groups.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JCKPT n/a The JCKPT command displays
JES2 checkpoint information.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JCOPYOUT n/a The JCOPYOUT command
copies output to a disk data set
or a new SYSOUT data set.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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JES SUBCommand CANCEL Cancel copy operation and return No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JCPU n/a The JCPU command displays
JES2 main task CPU statistics.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand BACKWARD Scroll back in time No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand DURATION Set number of hours of data No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand EOD Go to the end of the data No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand Forward Scroll forward in time No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand Next Scroll forward in time No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand Previous Scroll back in time No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand TIMEDATE Set time and date for data No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JDESTID n/a The JDESTID command
displays information about JES2
destination IDs.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JEDIT n/a The JEDIT command displays
the contents of job output data
sets using ISPF EDIT.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JESSET n/a The JESSET command provides
a set of functions that can take
actions against JES jobs.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

JES JHELDQUE n/a Use the JHELDQUE command
to display information about
output groups that are held by
class on the JES held output
queue.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JINIT n/a The JINIT command displays the
status of JES and WLM initiators
and information about an active
job for the initiator.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JINPRTY n/a The JINPRTY command displays
a summary of jobs on the input
queue by class and priority.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JINTRDR n/a The JINTRDR command
displays the status of JES2 batch
internal readers.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JJCL n/a The JJCL command uses ISPF
EDIT to display the JCL used to
submit a job.

No ALL READ
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JES JJOBDEP n/a The JJOBDEP command
displays information about job
dependencies for either a job
group or an individual job.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JJOBGRP n/a The JJOBGRP command
displays information about JES2
job groups.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JJOBQUE n/a Use the JJOBQUE command to
display information about jobs on
the JES job queues.

No ALL READ

JES SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No ALL READ

JES JLINES n/a The JLINES command displays
the status of JES lines and their
transmitters and receivers.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JLOGON n/a The JLOGON command displays
the status of JES2 VTAM logon
connections.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JNETSERV n/a The JNETSERV command
displays the status of JES
network servers.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JNODES n/a The JNODES command displays
information about JES nodes.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JOBCLASS n/a The JOBCLASS command
displays information about JES
job classes.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JOBSUM n/a The JOBSUM command displays
information about jobs on the
JES job queues.

No ALL READ

JES SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No ALL READ

JES JOFFLOAD n/a The JOFFLOAD command
displays the status of JES2
offloaders.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JOUTCLAS n/a The JOUTCLAS command
displays information about JES2
output classes.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JOUTDES n/a The JOUTDES command lists
output descriptor information for
a job.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JOUTPUTW n/a The JOUTPUTW command
displays job output.

No ALL READ

JES SUBCommand BACKWARD Read backward in the data No ALL READ
JES SUBCommand CC Display carriage control

characters
No ALL READ

JES SUBCommand DATASET Position to output dataset No ALL READ
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JES SUBCommand EOD Go to the end of the data No ALL READ
JES SUBCommand FILE Position to output dataset No ALL READ
JES SUBCommand FORWARD Read forward in the data No ALL READ
JES SUBCommand NEXT Read forward in the data No ALL READ
JES SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command

options
No ALL READ

JES SUBCommand PREVIOUS Read backward in the data No ALL READ
JES SUBCommand POSITION Position to a line No ALL READ
JES SUBCommand TOD Go to the start of the data No ALL READ
JES JOUTQUE n/a Use the JOUTQUE command to

display information about output
groups on the JES output queue.

No ALL READ

JES SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command
options

No ALL READ

z/OS JPA n/a The JPA command displays the
status of job pack area modules.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JPATHS n/a The JPATHS command displays
information about JES2 network
paths.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JPLEX n/a The JPLEX command displays
the status of members in a JES
environment.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JPRINTER n/a The JPRINTER command
displays the status of local and
remote JES printers.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JPUNCH n/a The JPUNCH command displays
the status of local and remote
JES card punches.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JREADER n/a The JREADER command
displays the status of local and
remote JES readers.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JREMOTES n/a The JREMOTES command
displays the status of JES remote
workstation devices.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JRESOURC n/a The JRESOURC command
displays information about JES2
resources.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JSESSION n/a The JSESSION command
displays the status of JES2
VTAM sessions.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JSOCKET n/a The JSOCKET command
displays the status of JES
sockets.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JSPOOLS n/a The JSPOOLS command
displays the status of JES spool
volumes.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand ADD Add a new spool dataset Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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JES JSTORAGE n/a The JSTORAGE command
displays JES2 storage usage.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand BACKWARD Scroll back in time No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand DURATION Set number of hours of data No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand EOD Go to the end of the data No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand FORWARD Scroll forward in time No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand NEXT Scroll forward in time No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand PREVIOUS Scroll back in time No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand TIMEDATE Set time and date for data No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SUBCommand TOD Go to the start of the data No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JSYSLOGW n/a The JSYSLOGW command
displays the system log data set.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES JTRANQUE n/a Use the JTRANQUE command
to display information about
output groups for jobs that create
transaction output.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMALERT n/a The JVMALERT command
displays JVM data collection
exception alerts.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMARGS n/a The JVMARGS command
displays the list of options and
arguments for a JVM.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMBEANS n/a The JVMBEANS command
displays a list of Java
management beans for a JVM.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMDATA n/a The JVMDATA command sets
configuration options within the
data collector.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM SUBCommand MONITOR Set monitoring options Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand CHKPOINT Checkpoint definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM JVMDMODS n/a The JVMDMODS command

displays a list of installed JVM
data collector modules that are
used for JVM monitoring.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMDMON n/a The JVMDMON command
displays a list of configured and
active JVM Data Collector agents
used for JVM monitoring.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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JVM JVMDTHDS n/a The JVMDTHDS command
displays statistics for the threads
that SYSVIEW creates and uses
for JVM data collection.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMGC n/a The JVMGC command displays
statistics for the JVM garbage
collection.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMHEAPS n/a The JVMHEAPS command
displays memory and heap-
related storage allocation
information for a JVM.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMLIST n/a The JVMLIST command displays
a list of active Java virtual
machines.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMMMGR n/a The JVMMMGR command
displays statistics for the JVM
memory manager.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMPATHS n/a The JVMPATHS command
displays a list of properties and
values for a JVM whose property
values contain paths.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMPROP n/a The JVMPROP command
displays a list of properties and
values for a JVM.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMSET n/a The JVMSET command enables
you to communicate with the
JVM data collector agent to alter
JVM or agent resources.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM SUBCommand STOP Stop jvm data collector agent Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand LOGLEVEL Set log level Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand CPUMON Set cpu time monitoring Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand CONTMON Set contention monitoring Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand SALOGLEV Set system activity log level Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM JVMSTACK n/a The JVMSTACK command

displays a stack trace for a
specified thread within a JVM.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMSTATE n/a The JVMSTATE command
displays the current JVM state
monitor definitions.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM SUBCommand ADD Add definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand SAVE Safe definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM SUBCommand EDIT Edit definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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JVM SUBCommand RESET Reset definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JVM JVMTHRDS n/a The JVMTHRDS command

displays threads executing within
a JVM.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMVERS n/a The JVMVERS command
displays a list of Java versions
based on the Java home
directories of discovered JVMs.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM JVMXDIS n/a The JVMXDIS command
displays a list of External Data
Interface statistics for installed
JVM data collectors.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LATCHES n/a The LATCHES command
displays latch enhanced
contention analysis data for
waiters that might indicate
contention issues.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM LEENVAR n/a The LEENVAR command
displays a list of Language
Environment variables and
values for the current address
space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM LEHEAPS n/a The LEHEAPS command
displays heap storage allocation
information for each TCB with
a Language Environment in the
current target address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM LEOPTS n/a The LEOPTS command displays
a Language Environment run-
time options and values.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JVM LEPATHS n/a The LEPATHS command
displays a list of Language
Environment variables whose
values are paths.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LGBROWSE n/a The LGBROWSE command
allows you to browse a log
stream.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LGCONN n/a LGCONN displays connections
to log streams from the current
system.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LGDRO n/a The LGDRO command is used
to delete all records older than a
specified block ID or time within a
log stream.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS LGEMPTY n/a The LGEMPTY command is
used to delete all the records in a
log stream.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS LGJOBS n/a LGJOBS displays connections
to log streams from the current
system by job.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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BASE LGLOGS n/a The LGLOGS command displays
a list of data collection logs
specified in the parmlib member
LGLOOKUP.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LGOFFLOD n/a The LGOFFLOD command
is used to initiate an offload
operation against a log stream.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS LGOPTION n/a The LGOPTION command is
used to set and display the
default option values that are
used by the following commands:
LGOFFLOD Initiate an offload
operation for a log stream.
LGEMPTY Delete all records in a
log stream.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LGPLEX n/a LGPLEX displays connections
to log streams from all systems
within the current sysplex.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LGSTAGE n/a The LGSTAGE command
displays information about the
System Logger staging data
sets.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LGSTREAM n/a The LGSTREAM command
displays log stream definitions.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LGSTRUCT n/a The LGSTRUCT command
displays log stream structure
definitions.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE LIBCACHE n/a The LIBCACHE command
displays a list of SYSVIEW
library members that have been
cached.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand EMPTY Empty cache Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand DELETE Delete cache member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand COMPRESS Compress cache type Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand SETCACHE Set caching options Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand RELOAD Reload member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand USERDIR Reload userlib directory No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ

BASE LIBS n/a The LIBS command displays
information about product
libraries and data sets.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE LIBVIEW n/a The LIBVIEW command displays
the contents of a library member.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LINKACT n/a The LINKACT command
activates a linklist set as the
linklist concatenation for the
system.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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z/OS LINKALOC n/a The LINKALOC command re-
obtains the allocation (and
the SYSDSN enqueue) for
every data set in every linklist
concatenation that is in use by
one or more address spaces, as
well as the current linklist set.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS LINKDEF n/a The LINKDEF command defines
a linklist set of data sets for the
linklist concatenation.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS LINKDEL n/a The LINKDEL command deletes
a definition of a linklist set from
the system.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS LINKFREE n/a The LINKFREE command frees
all existing dynamic linklist data
set allocations.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS LINKJOBS n/a The LINKJOBS command
displays information about the
jobs using dynamic linklist sets.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LINKLIBS n/a The LINKLIBS command
displays information about the
libraries defined for dynamic
linklist sets.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LINKLIST n/a The LINKLIST command
displays the data sets in the
system linklist concatenation.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add dataset to linklist set Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete dataset from linklist set Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand REBUILD Rebuild linkilst DEB Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS LINKOPT n/a The LINKOPT command sets

and displays various options
used by the linklist series of
commands.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LINKSETS n/a The LINKSETS command
displays information about the
currently defined dynamic linklist
sets.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LINKUPD n/a The LINKUPD command
updates one or more address
spaces to use the current linklist
set.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS LISTCONS n/a The LISTCONS command
displays information about your
consoles.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE LISTCSEL n/a The LISTCSEL command
displays a list of user defined
cursor selection override
definitions.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LISTDIR n/a The LISTDIR command displays
PDS and PDSE directories.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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BASE LISTDSPS n/a The LISTDSPS command
displays the dataspaces that are
used by SYSVIEW.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES LISTFILE n/a The LISTFILE command displays
information about the output
datasets for a job.

No ALL READ

JES LISTINP n/a The LISTINP command displays
information about jobs on the
JES input queue.

No ALL READ

z/OS LISTLOAD n/a The LISTLOAD command
displays modules loaded by a
job.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LISTMAPS n/a The LISTMAPS command
displays information about
loaded maps.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LISTMDIR n/a The LISTMDIR command
processes a group of libraries
and displays all members in
all libraries, all members found
in more than one library, or all
members found in only one
library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE LISTMODS n/a The LISTMODS command lists
the status of SYSVIEW modules.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand DELETE DELETE A MODULE Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand LOAD LOAD A MODULE Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand RELOAD RELOAD A MODULE Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE LISTMORE n/a The LISTMORE command

displays a list of externally
defined drill-down commands
used by the MOREINFO
command.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LLAREFR n/a The LLAREFR command is used
to refresh LLA directories for a
specified LLA-managed data set.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS LLASTATS n/a The LLASTATS command
displays LLA statistics.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LMINFO n/a The LMINFO command displays
various kinds of information
about load modules.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LOADMAPS n/a The LOADMAPS command
loads DSECT maps from a
specified map library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LOGREC n/a The LOGREC command displays
a one-line abstract of selected
information from each record
written to SYS1.LOGREC.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand CLEAR Invoke IFCDIP00 to clear
LOGREC

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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z/OS LPA n/a The LPA command displays
information about link pack area
modules.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand DELETE delete module from active LPA Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DISABLE Disable an LPA module Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand ENABLE Enable a disabled LPA Module Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand LOAD Load a module to active LPA Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS LPALIST n/a The LPALIST command displays

information about the LPA data
set list.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LSRBUFF n/a The LSRBUFF command
displays a list of the defined
Local Shared Resource buffers.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LSRPOOLS n/a The LSRPOOLS command
displays a list of the defined
Local Shared Resource pools.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS LXATABLE n/a The LXATABLE command
displays information from the
Linkage Index Allocation Table.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS MAP n/a The MAP command formats
virtual storage in an address
space, or a dataspace, using a
map loaded with the LOADMAPS
command.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand AFFINITY Set processor affinity No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ALTER Alter storage Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand AND Alter storage with logical AND Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand BASE Sets the base used with base

+offset indirect addresses.
No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand COPY Copy storage Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand EVALUATE Evaluate and address expression No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand MOVE Move data to an address Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand OR Alter storage with logical OR Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand PGFIX Fix a page in real storage Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand PGFREE Free a fixed page Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand POST Post ECB with completion code Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand PROTECT Make a virtual page read-only Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand UNPROT Make a virtual page modifiable Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand XLATE Sets DUMP translate table

option.
No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand XOR Alter storage with logical XOR Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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BASE MAPLIB n/a The MAPLIB command displays
your personal MAPLIB library,
the site MAPLIB library, and the
system MAPLIB library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS MASTER n/a Use the MASTER command
to issue most MVS and JES2
operator commands.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

BASE METRIC n/a The METRIC command sets
attributes for data collection
metrics.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand ACKNOWLE Set acknowledgement for alert Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand CLEARACK Clear acknowledgement for alert Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MIM MIATAPES n/a The MIATAPES command

displays current status and
allocation information for
managed and unmanaged tape
devices by Broadcom Multi-
image Allocation.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MIM MIIQCNTS n/a The MIIQCNTS command
displays Qname counts and
request information that has
been collected by the MII
component.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MIM SUBCommand ADD Add qname Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MIM MIIQSERV n/a The MIIQSERV command

displays information about how
quickly Global Data Set Integrity
Facility (GDIF) is processing
enqueue or reserve requests for
managed resources.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MIM MIMFAC n/a The MIMFAC command displays
the facilities that are active in
each MIM address space.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MIM MIMLIST n/a The MIMLIST command displays
a list of MIM address spaces.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MIM MIMOPTS n/a The MIMOPTS command sets
and displays options used by the
MIM series of commands.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MIM MIMSYS n/a The MIMSYS command displays
the status and configuration of
the MIM address spaces running
in the complex.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS MOBJECTS n/a The MOBJECTS command
displays summary information
about memory objects allocated
by any active address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS MODIDR n/a The MODIDR command displays
module IDR records for multiple
members in a load library or
program object library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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BASE MODIDS n/a Analyzes the module
identification information found in
Broadcom product load modules.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS MODMAP n/a The MODMAP command
displays module maps for
multiple members in a load
library or program object library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS MODULES n/a The MODULES command
displays information about
storage-resident modules.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS MODXREF n/a The MODXREF command
displays module cross reference
data for multiple members in a
load library or program object
library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS MONITOR n/a The MONITOR command
displays the current MVS monitor
definitions.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add/chg definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand SAVE Safe definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand EDIT Edit definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS MPFTABLE n/a The MPFTABLE command

displays information from the
Message Processing Facilities
Table.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQACTIVE n/a The MQACTIVE command
displays information about IBM
MQ active threads.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQALERTS n/a The MQALERTS command
displays IBM MQ data collection
exception alerts. Data collection
values are displayed by the
MQALERTS command if
the current value exceeds a
threshold definition.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQALTER n/a The MQALTER command allows
you to display and alter the
attributes of a specific queue,
channel, process, namelist,
storage class, topic, subscription,
or queue manager.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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MQ MQAUTHIN n/a The MQAUTHIN command
displays information about IBM
MQ authentication information
objects.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define an authinofo object Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQBROWSE n/a The MQBROWSE command

displays the contents of a IBM
MQ local queue.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand COPY Copy the message Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand DELETE Delete the message Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand EDIT Edit the message Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand FORWARD Forward the message Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command

options
No WMQSYSP,

ZOSOPER1
READ

MQ MQBUFFER n/a The MQBUFFER command
displays information about IBM
MQ Buffer Pools.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQCFBACK n/a The MQCFBACK command
displays backup status
information about coupling facility
(CF) structures associated with a
queue manager that is part of a
queue sharing group.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQCFCONN n/a The MQCFCONN command
displays connection status
information about coupling facility
(CF) structures associated with a
queue manager that is part of a
queue sharing group.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQCFSMCO n/a The MQCFSMCO command
displays information about
shared message data set
(SMDS) connections for coupling
facility (CF) structures associated
with a queue manager that is
part of a queue sharing group.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQCFSMDS n/a The MQCFSMDS command
displays status information
for shared message data sets
(SMDSs) for coupling facility
(CF) structures associated with a
queue manager that is part of a
queue sharing group.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQCFSTRU n/a The MQCFSTRU command
displays information about
coupling facility (CF) structures
associated with a queue
manager that is part of a queue
sharing group.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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MQ MQCFSUMM n/a The MQCFSUMM command
displays summary status
information about coupling facility
(CF) structures associated with a
queue manager that is part of a
queue sharing group.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQCHAN n/a The MQCHAN command
displays IBM MQ channel
definitions.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define channel Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQCHAUTH n/a The MQCHAUTH command

displays IBM MQ channel
authorization definitions.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQCHCCON n/a The MQCHCCON command
displays information about IBM
MQ client-connection channels.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define client-connection channel Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQCHCRCV n/a The MQCHCRCV command

displays information about IBM
MQ cluster receiver channels.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define cluster receiver channel Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQCHCSND n/a The MQCHCSND command

displays information about IBM
MQ cluster sender channels.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define cluster sender channel Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQCHRCVR n/a The MQCHRCVR command

displays information about IBM
MQ receiver channels.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define receiver channel Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQCHRQSR n/a The MQCHRQSR command

displays information about IBM
MQ requester channels

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define requestor channel Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQCHSCON n/a The MQCHSCON command

displays information about IBM
MQ server-connection channels.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define server-connection
channel

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

MQ MQCHSNDR n/a The MQCHSNDR command
displays information about IBM
MQ sender channels.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define sender channel Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQCHSRVR n/a The MQCHSRVR command

displays information about IBM
MQ server channels.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define server channel Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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MQ MQCHSTAT n/a The MQCHSTAT command
displays the status of IBM MQ
channels.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQCLEAN n/a The MQCLEAN command is
used to clean up any leftover
local queues defined by
SYSVIEW to issue commands to
and get responses from the IBM
MQ queue manager.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

MQ MQCLEAR n/a The MQCLEAR command is
used to clear messages from a
local queue.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

MQ MQCMD n/a The MQCMD command is used
to issue commands to IBM MQ
and to view the responses from
those commands.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

MQ MQCONN n/a The MQCONN command is used
to connect to an IBM MQ queue
manager.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

MQ MQCQMGR n/a The MQCQMGR command
displays information about IBM
MQ cluster queue manager.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQDB2ACT n/a The MQDB2ACT command
displays DB2 activity for queue
managers that are members of
IBM MQ queue sharing groups.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQDB2SRV n/a The MQDB2SRV command
displays DB2 Server task activity
for queue managers that are
members of IBM MQ queue
sharing groups.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQDEAD n/a The MQDEAD command
displays the contents of the IBM
MQ dead letter queue.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand COPY Copy the message Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand DELETE Delete the message Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand FORWARD Forward the message Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command

options
No WMQSYSP,

ZOSOPER1
READ

MQ SUBCommand REQUEUE Requeue the message Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQDEFINE n/a The MQDEFINE command

allows you to display, define,
and redefine queue, channel,
channel authentication, process,
namelist, storage class, topic,
and subscription objects.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define the object Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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MQ MQDISC n/a The MQDISC command is used
to disconnect from an IBM MQ
queue manager.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

MQ MQDQMGR n/a The MQDQMGR command
displays information about
the IBM MQ distributed queue
manager.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQEDIT n/a The MQEDIT command allows
you to edit the contents and
context of IBM MQ messages
and message headers.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

MQ MQEVENT n/a The MQEVENT command
displays the contents of the IBM
MQ event queues.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQHANDLE n/a The MQHANDLE command
displays information about tasks
connected to IBM MQ and the
specific object handles opened.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQINDOUT n/a The MQINDOUT command
displays information about IBM
MQ indoubt threads.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQLGMGR n/a The MQLGMGR command can
be used to display details about
the Log Manager component of
IBM MQ.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQLGSTAT n/a The MQLGSTAT command can
be used to display performance
metrics for the Log Manager
component of IBM MQ.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQLIST n/a The MQLIST command displays
information about defined MQ
subsystems.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQLOGS n/a The MQLOGS command can
be used to display details about
the active logs maintained by the
Log Manager component of IBM
MQ.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand ARCHIEVE Archive log Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define log Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQMGR n/a The MQMGR command displays

information about the currently
selected target IBM MQ queue
manager.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQMON n/a The MQMON command displays
the current IBM MQ monitor
definitions.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand ADD Add/chg definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand EMPTY Edit definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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MQ SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDA
MQ SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand EDIT Edit definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQMSGLOG n/a The MQMSGLOG command

displays the contents of the IBM
MQ session log.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQNAME n/a The MQNAME command
displays the names of IBM MQ
queues in a namelist.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define Namelist Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQPAGE n/a The MQPAGE command

displays information about IBM
MQ page sets.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define pageset Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQPARMS n/a The MQPARMS command

displays information about IBM
MQ Initialization parameters.

n/a WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

n/a

MQ MQPERF n/a The MQPERF command
displays the IBM MQ global
performance statistics that are
described in the Interpreting
IBM MQ Performance Statistics
section of the IBM MQ for z/OS
System Setup Guide.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQPROC n/a The MQPROC command
displays information about IBM
MQ processes.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define process Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQPUBSUB n/a The MQPUBSUB command

displays publish/subscribe status
information for a queue manager.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQQALIAS n/a The MQQALIAS command
displays information about IBM
MQ alias queues.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define an alias queue Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQQCLUST n/a The MQQCLUST command

displays information about IBM
MQ cluster queues.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQQLOCAL n/a The MQQLOCAL command
displays information about IBM
MQ local queues.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQQMODEL n/a The MQQMODEL command
displays information about IBM
MQ model queues.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define a model queue Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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MQ MQQMOVE n/a The MQQMOVE command
moves all messages from one
local queue to another.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

MQ MQQPERF n/a The MQQPERF command
displays performance information
about IBM MQ local queues.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define a local queue Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command

options
No WMQSYSP,

ZOSOPER1
READ

MQ MQQREMOT n/a The MQQREMOT command
displays information about IBM
MQ remote queues.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define a remote queue Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQQSTAT n/a The MQQSTAT command

displays status information about
handles connected to IBM MQ
queues.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQQUEUE n/a The MQQUEUE command
displays information about IBM
MQ queues.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand Define Define a queue Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQQUSERS n/a The MQQUSERS command

displays information about
current users of IBM MQ queues.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQQUTIL n/a The MQQUTIL command
provides services that enable
you to import and export queued
messages between IBM MQ
queues and MVS data sets.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

MQ SUBCommand EXPORT Export messages Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand IMPORT Import Messages Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command

options
No WMQSYSP,

ZOSOPER1
READ

MQ MQRCONF n/a The MQRCONF command
displays request history
configuration parameters for a
queue manager that is actively
being monitored.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQRJOB n/a The MQRJOB command
displays IBM MQI requests to
IBM MQ objects by interval by
job name for the last 24 hours.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQRLOG n/a The MQRLOG command
displays historical queue usage
by application.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQROBJ n/a The MQROBJ command
displays IBM MQI requests to
IBM MQ objects by interval for
the last 24 hours.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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MQ MQRSTAT n/a The MQRSTAT command
displays request history
monitoring status for queue
managers that are being actively
monitored for requests or are
no longer being monitored but
had been since the product was
started.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQRSUMM n/a The MQRSUMM command
displays summary information
about MQI requests made
against IBM MQ objects for the
current real-time interval.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQRTRACE n/a The MQRTRACE command
displays a list of MQI requests
made to the selected IBM MQ
queue manager.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQSBSTAT n/a The MQSBSTAT command
displays information about IBM
MQ Pub/Sub subscriptions.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQSDATA n/a The MQSDATA command sets
configuration options within the
data collector.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand INTERVAL Set threshold interval Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand MONITOR Set monitoring options Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand CHKPOINT Checkpoint definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand THRESH Set threshold checking Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand TSD Set time series data Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQSECUR n/a The MQSECUR command

displays the current IBM MQ
security attributes.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQSERIES n/a The MQSERIES command is
used to set the current target IBM
MQ queue manager.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQSSET n/a The MQSSET command
provides a set of functions that
can take actions against IBM MQ
objects.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

MQ SUBCommand CHANNEL Action on channels Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand MANAGER Action on queue managers Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand PSID Action on page sets Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand QUEUE Action on queues Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand CHINIT Action on channel initiators Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand BUFFPOOL Action on buffer pools Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand AUTHINFO Action on authinfo objects Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand CFSTRUCT Action on csfstruct objects Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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MQ SUBCommand PROCESS Action on process objects Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand STGCLASS Action on storage class objects Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand ZPARM Action on system parameters Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand LOG Action on logs Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQSTATES n/a The MQSTATES command

displays the current IBM MQ
state monitor definitions.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand ADD Add definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand EDIT Edit definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand RESET Reset statistics Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQSTGCL n/a The MQSTGCL command

displays information about IBM
MQ storage classes.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ SUBCommand DEFINE Define a storage class Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQSUBSCR n/a The MQSUBSCR command

displays information about IBM
MQ Pub/Sub subscriptions.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQTHRESH n/a The MQTHRESH command
displays the current IBM MQ
threshold definitions.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

MQ SUBCommand ADD Add defintions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand SAVE Save definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand EDIT Edit definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ SUBCommand RESET Reset statistics Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
MQ MQTOPIC n/a The MQTOPIC command

displays information about IBM
MQ Topic administrative objects.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQTRACE n/a The MQTRACE command
displays information about IBM
MQ traces.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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MQ MQTUSERS n/a The MQTUSERS command
displays information about
IBM MQ Pub/Sub topic users
(publishers and subscribers).

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

MQ MQUSERS n/a The MQUSERS command
displays information about tasks
connected to IBM MQ.

No WMQSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS MSGCOLOR n/a The MSGCOLOR command
displays the color, highlighting,
and intensity attributes the
system uses when displaying
messages on an operator
console.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE MSGPARMS n/a The MSGPARMS command
displays the contents of the
MESSAGES parmlib member.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS MTT n/a The MTT command displays
messages appearing in the
Master Trace Table.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS MVS n/a Use the MVS command to issue
most MVS and JES2 operator
commands. Some commands
are console-related and can be
entered only from a real MVS
console.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS MVSDATA n/a The MVSDATA command sets
configuration options within the
data collector.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand MONITOR Set monitoring options Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand CHKPOINT Checkpoint definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand THRESH Set threshold checking Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand TSD Set time series data Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS NAMETOKN n/a The NAMETOKN command

displays the name/token pairs
created, accessible, or both, by
the programs executing in an
address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS NUCLEUS n/a The NUCLEUS command
displays information about MVS
nucleus modules.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS OPCODES n/a The OPCODES command
displays information about
assembler instruction operation
codes.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS OPERLOG n/a The OPERLOG command
displays the operations log
stream.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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JES OUTPUT n/a The OUTPUT command displays
the contents of job output data
sets.

No ALL READ

BASE OVERCMDS n/a The OVERCMDS command is
used to display and modify the
system overview info line display
options of commands which are
defined as overview capable.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES OWNER n/a The OWNER command can
be used to limit which jobs
are displayed when using
the ACTIVITY, JTRANQUE,
JOBSUM, JHELDQUE, LISTINP,
JJOBQUE, and JOUTQUE
commands.

No ALL READ

z/OS PAGEDS n/a The PAGEDS command displays
information about MVS page
data sets.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PAGES n/a The PAGES command displays
the status of virtual storage
pages.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PAGING n/a The PAGING command displays
a summary of paging statistics
that have been collected by the
MVS data collector.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE PANELLIB n/a The PANELLIB command
displays your personal
PANELLIB library, the site
PANELLIB library, and the
system PANELLIB library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE PARMLIB n/a The PARMLIB command
displays your personal PARMLIB
library, the site PARMLIB library,
and the system PARMLIB library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PARMLIST n/a The PARMLIST command
displays the concatenation of
logical system parmlib libraries.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PARTINFO n/a The PARTINFO command
displays information about the
logical partitions defined in the
physical hardware complex.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE PAUSE n/a The PAUSE command is used to
pause for an interval of time.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PCIE n/a The PCIE command displays
information for Peripheral
Component Interconnect
Express (PCIe) devices.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS PCLIST n/a The PCLIST command lists
information about PC routines
available to an address space
as defined by linkage table and
entry table entries.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PETS The PETS command displays
information about pause element
tokens in use.

No *SYSP* READ

z/OS PFT n/a The PFT command displays
information in the Page Frame
Table.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP PING n/a The PING command sends an
echo request to a remote host
to determine whether the host is
accessible.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PLEXARM n/a The PLEXARM command
displays information about jobs
registered with the sysplex
Automatic Restart Manager
(ARM).

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PLEXCPL n/a The PLEXCPL command
displays information about
sysplex couple data sets.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PLEXGRPS n/a The PLEXGRPS command
displays information about
groups of members participating
in a sysplex.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PLEXMBRS n/a The PLEXMBRS command
displays information about
members of a sysplex.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PLEXPATH n/a The PLEXPATH command
displays information about
sysplex signaling paths.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PLEXPEND n/a The PLEXPEND command
displays information about
messages pending delivery from
this system to some other system
within a sysplex.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PLEXSYS n/a The PLEXSYS command
displays information about
systems participating in a
sysplex.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE PLOT n/a The PLOT command displays
collected performance data
graphically.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE PLOTATTR n/a The PLOTATTR command is
used to display, modify, or both,
the attributes of PLOT command
displays.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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BASE PLOTLIB n/a The PLOTLIB command displays
your personal PLOTLIB library,
the site PLOTLIB library, and the
system PLOTLIB library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE PLOTLIST n/a The PLOTLIST command
displays a list of pre-defined plot
definition members.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE PLOTLOG n/a The PLOTLOG command
displays hourly interval records
for z/OS and other subsystem
data collection metric.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS POINFO n/a The POINFO command displays
various kinds of information
about program objects.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS POSTEXIT n/a The POSTEXIT command
displays the queue of valid POST
exit routines available to an
address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PPT n/a The PPT command displays
information in the Program
Properties Table.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add a ppt entry Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete ppt entry Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand REPLACE Replace a ppt entry Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
JES PREFIX n/a The PREFIX command can

be used to limit which jobs
are displayed when using
the ACTIVITY, JTRANQUE,
JOBSUM, JHELDQUE, LISTINP,
JJOBQUE, and JOUTQUE
commands.

No ALL READ

BASE PRINT n/a The PRINT command prints all
or part of a SYSVIEW command
display.

No ALL READ

z/OS PRISM n/a The PRISM command displays
PR/SM and LPAR configuration
information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PRIVATE n/a The PRIVATE command displays
information about private
storage.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PROCINFO n/a The PROCINFO command
displays processor information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PROCLIST n/a The PROCLIST command
displays the JCL procedure
libraries allocated to JES2 or
JES3.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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BASE PRODUCTS n/a The PRODUCTS command
displays a list of external
applications that have been
defined in the INVOKE
parameter library member.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE PROFMBRS n/a The PROFMBRS command
displays information about
members in the SYSVIEW profile
data sets.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE PSW n/a The PSW command decodes the
bits contained in the 1st fullword
of a Program Status Word.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE PTFLIST n/a Displays a list of pre-defined
product PTF analysis definitions.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE PTFS n/a Performs an analysis of PTFs
that have been published and
applied using SMP/E.  

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS PVTUSAGE n/a The PVTUSAGE command
displays information about
private storage usage within
each address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE QUICKREF n/a The QUICKREF command
provides an interface to the MVS/
QuickRef product by Chicago-
Soft, Ltd.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS REGION n/a The information displayed by the
REGION command allows you
to review name, address, and
length information for all virtual
storage regions.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS REGPRODS n/a The REGPRODS command
is used to display information
about products that have
been registered or the product
enablement policy.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add product registration entry Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS RESERVE n/a The RESERVE command

displays enqueued resources
that are requested through the
RESERVE macro.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS RESMSGRS n/a The RESMGRS command
displays information about
currently active resource
managers. T

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete the resource manager Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE REXXLIB n/a The REXXLIB command displays

the site REXXLIB library and the
system REXXLIB library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CAPTURE RMCAP n/a The RMCAP command provides
a summary of CPC capacity
within your data center.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMCRYACC n/a Displays activity information
about cryptographic hardware
configured in accelerator mode.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMCRYOVW n/a Displays overview information
about cryptographic hardware
configured on an LPAR.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMCRYPKC n/a Displays activity information
about cryptographic hardware
configured in PKCS11
coprocessor mode.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMCDEV n/a The RMCDEV command
provides an overview of I/O
activity for volumes connected to
a cache subsystem.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMCFSTRU n/a The RMCFSTRU command
displays historical RMF
information about structures
allocated in the Coupling
Facilities.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMCFSUMM n/a The RMCFSUMM command
displays historical RMF
information about structures
allocated in the Coupling
Facilities.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMCFUSER n/a The RMCFUSER command
displays Coupling Facility
structure user connection
information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMCHAN n/a The RMCHAN command
provides a summary of channel
path activity.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMDASD n/a The RMDASD command
provides a view of DASD I/O
activity for the selected RMF
interval.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMEADM n/a Displays Extended
Asynchronous Data Mover
(EADM) statistics for the current
SYSPLEX or LPAR.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMFSLIST n/a Displays performance data for
zFS file systems that are or were
mounted in the current SYSPLEX
or LPAR.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMFSSTAT n/a Displays zFS system and
cache statistics for the current
SYSPLEX or LPAR.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CAPTURE RMINDEX n/a The RMINDEX command
displays the RMF dataset index
used by each system and
the time ranges for the data
contained in the datasets.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMJOBS n/a The RMJOBS command
provides information about jobs
running on a system.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMJSTAT n/a Displays job state delay analysis
information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMMSU n/a The RMMSU command provides
a summary of CPC capacity for
the LPAR. The data allows you to
compare defined capacity limits
against actual MSU consumption
for the current LPAR.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMORPHAN n/a The RMORPHAN command
provides information about
orphaned storage.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMPCIE n/a Provides information about
Peripheral Component
Interconnect Express (PCIe)
functions that are configured on
LPARs.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMPROC n/a The RMPROC command
provides a summary of CPC
processor information for an
LPAR.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMRESP n/a The RMRESP command
displays historical RMF
information about Workload
Manager activity response time
data.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMSTG n/a The RMSTG command
provides a summary of storage
information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMSYSSUM n/a The RMSYSSUM command
displays historical RMF
information about WLM workload
activity and response time data.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE RMUSSP n/a The RMUSSP command
provides an overview of USS
process information for the
interval specified.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS RNLIST n/a The RNLIST command displays
the Resource Name lists.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

ROSCOE ROSACT n/a The ROSACT command displays
information about wait conditions
and CPU activity for logged on
users.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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ROSCOE ROSAWS n/a The ROSAWS command
displays information about
Roscoe AWS usage.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

ROSCOE ROSBUFF n/a The ROSBUFF command
displays information about
Roscoe buffer usage.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

ROSCOE ROSCOE n/a The ROSCOE command is used
to set the current target Roscoe
address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

ROSCOE ROSLIBS n/a The ROSLIBS command
displays information about
Roscoe libraries.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

ROSCOE ROSLIST n/a The ROSLIST command
displays information about
monitored Roscoe jobs.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

ROSCOE ROSMON n/a The ROSMON command
displays information about
Roscoe monitors.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

ROSCOE ROSMPL n/a The ROSMPL command displays
information about Roscoe MPL
stack usage.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

ROSCOE ROSRESP n/a The ROSRESP command
displays information about
Roscoe response times.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

ROSCOE ROSRESPD n/a The ROSRESPD command
displays detail about Roscoe
response times by ranges.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

ROSCOE ROSUSERS n/a The ROSUSER command
displays information about
logged on users.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE RXCLIST n/a The RXCLIST command
executes a REXX EXEC and
takes any records returned on
the REXX stack and adds them
to the SYSVIEW command stack
for execution.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE RXDISP n/a The RXDISP command executes
a REXX EXEC and displays any
stacked output generated by the
target EXEC.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE RXEXEC n/a The RXEXEC command
executes a REXX EXEC.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE RXINIT n/a The RXINIT command initializes
a REXX environment.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE RXOUTPUT n/a The RXOUTPUT command
displays REXX sysout output.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE RXQUERY n/a The RXQUERY command is
used to display information about
the REXX environment.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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BASE RXTERM n/a The RXTERM command
terminates a REXX environment.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SAFAUTH n/a The SAFAUTH command
displays a list of SAF resources
and the corresponding security
authorization for each resource.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SAMPLIB n/a The SAMPLIB command
displays the system SAMPLIB
library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SCHEDULE n/a The Event Scheduling facility is
an event driver that is able to
perform a variety of functions
at a specified time or recurring
interval.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand ADD Add definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand DISABLE Disable definition yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand EDIT Edit definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand ENABLE Enable definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand EXPORT Export Definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand LOAD Load event definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand RESUME Resume timer event processing Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand RUN Run or execute definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand SUSPEND Suspend timer event processing Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SCM n/a The SCM command displays

the current health or condition of
your system.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SCMENTRY n/a The SCMENTRY command
displays detail information for
a selected System Condition
Monitor summary entry.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SCMMSG n/a The SCMMSG command
displays messages that have
been captured for the System
Condition Monitor summary
entry.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SCMSYS n/a The SCMSYS command displays
System Condition Monitor
information for a system.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand SCMUPDATE Update all entries Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SCREEN n/a The SCREEN command is used

to display, modify, or both, the
attributes of screen display fields.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SECURITY n/a Use the SECURITY command
to limit a user's access to
commands.

Yes DSECTEAM READ
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BASE SUBCommand DELCACHE Delete cached security data Yes DSECTEAM READ
z/OS SEGMENTS n/a The SEGMENTS command

displays the status of virtual
storage segments.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP SENDMAIL n/a The SENDMAIL command
provides the ability to send a
simple text email through an
SMTP server.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP SENDTRAP n/a The SENDTRAP command
allows a message to be sent to
a specific IP address through an
SNMP alert trap.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SFTABLE n/a The SFTABLE command
displays information about
the PC routines defined in the
System Function Table.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SLIPS n/a The SLIPS command displays
Serviceability Level Indication
Processing (SLIP) definitions.
SLIPs are a diagnostic aid
designed to intercept or trap
certain system events.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SMF n/a The SMF command displays
information about SMF data sets
and log streams.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE SMFDATA n/a The SMFDATA command is
a dynamic interface to the
SYSVIEW process of capturing
SMF records.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE SUBCommand LOG Enable record logging by type Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CAPTURE SUBCommand NOLOG Disable record logging by type Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CAPTURE SUBCommand NOSUPPRE Disable suppression by type Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
CAPTURE SUBCommand SUPPRESS Enable suppression by type Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SMFLIM n/a The SMFLIM command displays

definitions that have been
activated from the set of
SMFLIMxx parmlib members.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE SMFLOG n/a The SMFLOG command displays
and formats SMF records. The
source of the records are log
streams. The log streams can be
those managed by the SYSVIEW
SMFDATA subtask or by the IBM
SMF facility.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

CAPTURE SMFRPT n/a The SMFRPT command will
display a formatted report of
an SMF record. The source of
the SMF record is a log stream
managed by SYSVIEW or by the
IBM SMF facility.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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CAPTURE SMFTYPE n/a The SMFTYPE command
displays the SMF record type
and subtype definitions derived
from the SMFTYPE parmlib
member.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SMSAGGRG n/a The SMSAGGRG command
displays the names and
attributes of the aggregate
groups that have been defined in
the active SMS configuration.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SMSCLOUD n/a The SMSCLOUD command
displays the names and
attributes of the cloud constructs
that have been defined in the
active SMS configuration.   

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SMSDATA n/a The SMSDATA command
displays the names and
attributes for the data classes
that have been defined in the
active SMS configuration.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SMSGROUP n/a The SMSGROUP command
displays information about the
SMS storage groups defined in
the active SMS configuration.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SMSINFO n/a The SMSINFO command
displays DFSMS information
obtained from the IBM Data
Facility Area (DFA) and the SMS
Subsystem Interface (SSI).

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SMSMGMT n/a The SMSMGMT command
displays the management
classes that have been defined
in the active SMS configuration.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SMSSTOR n/a The SMSSTOR command
displays the names and
attributes for the storage classed
that have been defined in the
active SMS configuration.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SMSVOLS n/a The SMSVOLS command
displays information about the
SMS volumes defined in the
active SMS configuration.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SNAP n/a Use the SNAP command to
display areas of virtual or real
storage for the purposes of
PRINT or CAPTURE.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SOBJECTS n/a The SOBJECTS command
displays detail information about
shared memory objects.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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BASE SOFTWARE n/a The SOFTWARE command
displays release and version
information for software installed
or running on the system.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SPACE n/a The SPACE command displays
a DASD Free Space Display that
shows the allocated and free
DASD space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SRBS n/a The SRBS command is used to
display Service Request Blocks
(SRBs) for the current target
address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SRVRSTAT n/a Displays statistical information
about functions that have been
processed by SYSVIEW server
tasks.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS STATES n/a The STATES command displays
the current MVS state monitor
definitions. New definitions can
be created and existing ones can
be modified by overtyping the
entry.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand EDIT Edit definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand RESET Reset statistics Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE STATUS n/a The STATUS command displays

various product and environment
information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS STCK n/a Use the STCK command to
convert a STCK time value into
a formatted time and date or
convert a time and date into a
STCK time value.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES STEPSUM n/a The STEPSUM command
displays information about the
steps for a job. To properly
display all the information for
a step, MSGLEVEL=(1,0) or
MSGLEVEL=(1,1) must be
specified or be the default on the
JOB card.

No ALL READ
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z/OS STORAGE n/a The STORAGE command
displays a summary of system
storage statistics that have
been collected by the MVS data
collector.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS STREXCL n/a The STREXCL command
displays structure exclusion lists.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS STRLIST n/a The STRLIST command displays
structure summary information.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS STRPREF n/a The STRPREF command
displays structure coupling
facility preference lists.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCHAN n/a The SUBCHAN command
displays the status of the device
subchannel.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBMIT n/a The SUBMIT command submits
JCL to MVS for execution.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBPOOL n/a The SUBPOOL command
displays information about
virtual storage subpools. The
information displayed by the
SUBPOOL command allows you
to determine whether storage
acquired in a certain subpool is
fixed or fetch protected.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBSYS n/a The SUBSYS command displays
information about subsystems.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add a subsystem table entry Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete a subsystem table entry Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display command

options
No *SYSP*,

ZOSOPER1
READ

z/OS SUBCommand SYNCDEF Synchronize subsystem counts Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SVCTABLE n/a The SVCTABLE command

displays information about the
SVC table. The information
contains current SVC entries and
the previous entry information
if the SVC was updated using
SVCUPDTE.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add an SVC table entry Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete an SVC table entry Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand REPLACE Replace an SVC Table entry Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SWAPPING n/a The SWAPPING command

displays a summary of swapping
statistics that have been
collected by the MVS data
collector.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS SYMBOLS n/a The SYMBOLS command
displays user and system defined
symbols.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SYMPTOMS n/a The SYMPTOMS command
displays symptom information
maintained by the Dump
Analysis and Elimination (DAE)
component of MVS.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SYSDMON n/a The SYSDMON display provides
information about the SYSVIEW
System Data Collection
processes.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SYSGROUP n/a The SYSGROUP command
displays the system group
names and the names and
statuses of the member systems
available for use as the group
name parameter on the MVS
ROUTE command.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

JES SYSLOG n/a The SYSLOG command displays
the system log data set. To see
a specific time or date within the
data, you can use the LOCATE
subcommand. The SYSLOG
command was designed to be
used as a problem determination
tool.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SYSSYM n/a The SYSSYM command displays
the contents of the MVS system
static symbol table.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SYSTEMS n/a The SYSTEMS command
displays information from any
system that is reachable through
the CCI communication network
that is running at least one
SYSVIEW XSystem Session
Server (XSSS) task.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS TAPE n/a The TAPE command displays
the status of tape devices in the
system.

No ZOSOPER1 READ

z/OS TASK n/a The TASK command displays
information about tasks for a job.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS TASKLIB n/a The TASKLIB command displays
the TASKLIB, STEPLIB, and
JOBLIB structure for a particular
task in a specified address
space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS TASKMON n/a The TASKMON command
monitors the activity of work units
within an address space over
an interval. This can be used
to identify the modules that are
being executed and the amount
of time that is spent at different
offsets within the modules.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP TCPALERT n/a The TCPALERT command
displays TCP/IP data collection
exception alerts. Data collection
values are displayed by the
TCPALERT command if the
current value exceeds a
threshold definition.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP TCPDATA n/a The TCPDATA command sets
configuration options within the
data collector.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP SUBCommand CHKPOINT Checkpoint definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand INTERVAL Set threshold interval Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand MONITOR Set monitoring options Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand THRESH Set threshold checking Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand TSD Set time series data Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP TCPLIST n/a The TCPLIST command displays

information about defined TCP/IP
stacks.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP TCPMON n/a The TCPMON command
displays the current TCP/
IP monitor definitions. New
definitions can be created and
existing ones can be modified by
overtyping the entry.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP SUBCommand ADD Add/chg definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand EDIT Edit definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP TCPOPTS n/a The TCPOPTS command sets

and displays options used by the
TCP/IP series of commands.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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TCPIP TCPSTATE n/a The TCPSTATE command
displays the current TCP/IP
state monitor definitions. New
definitions can be created and
existing ones can be modified by
overtyping the entry.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP SUBCommand ADD Add definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand EDIT Edit definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand RESET Reset statistics Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP TCPTHRSH n/a The TCPTHRSH command

displays the current TCP/IP
threshold definitions. New
thresholds can be added and
existing definitions can be
modified by overtyping the entry.

No COMMSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

TCPIP SUBCommand ADD Add definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand EDIT Edit definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand RESET Reset statistics Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
TCPIP SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE TEMPLATE n/a The TEMPLATE command

displays your personal
TEMPLATE library, the site
TEMPLATE library, and the
system TEMPLATE library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS THRESH n/a The THRESH command displays
the current MVS threshold
definitions. New thresholds can
be added and existing definitions
can be modified by overtyping
the entry.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete definition Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand EDIT Edit definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand EMPTY Delete all definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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z/OS SUBCommand EXPORT Export definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand LOAD Load definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand RELOAD Reload definitions from member Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand RESET Reset statistics Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand SAVE Save definitions Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS TIMERS n/a The TIMERS command displays

the active timers for a job. The
information displayed by the
TIMERS command allows you
to do the following: * Determine
time remaining for intervals
* Determine the entry point
address of the exit that gains
control when the timer of a
job expires * Verify the timer
environment

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS TRACE n/a The TRACE command displays
the status of the system trace
component and the contents of
the system trace table.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE TSDSTATS n/a The TSDSTATS command
displays statistical information for
Time Series Data generated and
sent for analytics processing.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand ENABLE Disable time series data Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE SUBCommand DISABLE Enable time series data Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
BASE TSO n/a The TSO command issues TSO

commands and CLISTs from
the ISPF and TSO interfaces.
From other interfaces the TSO
command will be changed to an
XTSO command.

No ALL READ

z/OS TSOSET n/a The TSOSET command sets
TSO environment settings.

No ALL READ

z/OS SUBCommand ENVIRON Set TSO environment Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS TSOTABLE n/a The TSOTABLE command

displays information about TSO
command and program tables.
The information displayed by the
TSOTABLE command allows
you to do the following: * Identify
authorized TSO commands
and programs * Use the ADD
subcommand to add a TSO entry
to the table without having to IPL
your system

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ADD Add a TSO table entry Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DELETE Delete a TSO table entry Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
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BASE TYPE n/a The TYPE command simulates
typing at a virtual keyboard on
a virtual screen. This command
can be used in CLISTs or
through the batch and API
interfaces to enter data in any
input field.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS UDIRTREE n/a The UDIRTREE command
displays a directory tree for
all directories found below
the directory specified as a
parameter.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS UFILES n/a The UFILES command displays
the open HFS files for all USS
processes in an address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS UFILESYS n/a The UFILESYS command
displays information about
mounted USS file systems. The
USS callable service used to
obtain this information requires
SMF record type 92 to be active
to populate the file system I/O
activity statistics such as RdCnt,
WrCnt, RdIoB, WrIoB and DrIoB.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS UFSMNT n/a Function command used to
mount a Unix File System.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS UFSUMNT n/a Function command used to
unmount a Unix File System.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS UGROUPS n/a The UGROUPS command
displays the contents of the USS
groups database.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS UKILL n/a The UKILL command is used to
terminate a process by sending
it a KILL signal. You must be the
owner of the process to be killed,
unless you are a superuser.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

USS ULISTDIR n/a The ULISTDIR command lists
USS file and directory names
and attributes.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS UMSGQUE n/a The UMSGQUE command
displays information about USS
interprocess communication
message queues.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS UNIT n/a The UNIT command displays the
status of devices in the system.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE UPDATE n/a The UPDATE command specifies
an automatic refresh interval
for a display. It can also specify
how long to stay in the automatic
refresh mode.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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USS UPROCESS n/a The UPROCESS command
displays information about USS
processes.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS URESOURC n/a The URESOURC command
displays a summary of USS
resource monitoring statistics
that have been collected by the
MVS data collector.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS USE n/a The USE command associates
symbols with maps, allowing
the symbol.maplabel format for
dump addresses to be used.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS USEMAPH n/a The USEMAPH command
displays information about USS
interprocess communication
semaphore sets.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE USERACT n/a The USERACT command
displays an hourly summary of
SYSVIEW user and task session
activity for the last 24 hours.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE USERCMD n/a The USERCMD command
executes an externally defined
user command string.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE USERS n/a The USERS command displays
SYSVIEW user session
information.

n/a *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS USHRMEM n/a The USHRMEM command
displays information about USS
interprocess communication
shared memory.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS USIGNAL n/a The USIGNAL command is used
to send a signal to a process.
You must be the owner of the
process to be signaled, unless
you are a superuser.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS USS n/a The USS command is used
to set the current target USS
address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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USS USSCMD n/a The USSCMD command
enables you to do the following:
* Issue z/OS UNIX or OMVS
commands without switching
to an OMVS session. * Display
the responses from z/OS
UNIX or OMVS commands. *
The responses from multiple
commands will remain in the
command response display until
a "CLEAR" is requested or the
USSCMD command is ended.
* Multiple USSCMDs can be
active at different display levels.
* A long running request can
be interrupted by pressing the
"ATTENTION" key. * USSCMD
is not available in a session that
executes in a multi-user address
space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS USSLIST n/a The USSLIST command displays
address spaces that contain USS
processes.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS USUPER n/a The USUPER command allows
you to enable and disable
superuser mode for your user ID.
You must have the appropriate
security privilege to use this
command.

Yes *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

UPDATE

USS USYSCONF n/a The USYSCONF command
displays USS system
configuration options.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS UTHREADS n/a The UTHREADS command
displays information about USS
threads for all active processes
in an address space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

USS UUSERS n/a The UUSERS command displays
the contents of the USS user
database.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS VALPATH n/a The VALPATH command
validates an I/O path to a device.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE VARS n/a The VARS command can
display a list of metric or variable
definitions for all SYSVIEW
subsystems.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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BASE VCHECK n/a The VCHECK command is only
available through SYSVIEW
CLISTs. This command cannot
be used within a TSO CLIST.
The VCHECK command is used
in a CLIST to ensure that the
required number of parameters
were correctly specified when the
CLIST was invoked.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE VDEFAULT n/a The VDEFAULT command is
used to assign default values to
CLIST parameter variables.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE VDEFINE n/a The VDEFINE command defines
a user variable.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE VDELETE n/a The VDELETE command deletes
a user variable.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE VIEW n/a The VIEW command displays
the specified data set. The ISPF
VIEW facility is used. The VIEW
command is only available when
ISPF services are available
and only at ISPF version 4.1 or
higher.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE VLFIELD n/a The VLFIELD command is used
to display and modify the display
lengths of fields defined as
variable length fields.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE VLFLIST n/a The VLFLIST command displays
the commands and field names
that use each of the defined
types of variable length fields.
For more information on variable
length fields, see the VLFIELD
command.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE VLIST n/a The VLIST command lists all
product, user, REXX, and OS
defined variables.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS VM n/a The VM command enables you
to do the following: 1. Submit CP
commands to VM. 2. Attach tape
drives to MVS directly. 3. Issue
CP commands without having
to switch to a CMS session. CP
commands are available if you
are running MVS under VM

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS VOLMAP n/a The VOLMAP command displays
a map of the allocated and free
extents on a DASD volume.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE VRESET n/a The VRESET command deletes
all user-defined variables.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS VSAM n/a The VSAM command displays
a list of open VSAM data sets
in use by an address space.
Performance and file usage
statistics are available for non-
RLS files.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE VSET n/a The VSET command is used to
set the value of a user-defined
variable.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS VSMTRACK n/a The VSMTRACK command
displays common storage
ownership information gathered
and maintained by the Virtual
Storage Manager (VSM)
common storage tracking facility.
Summary and detail displays
are available through command
options.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS VTAM n/a The VTAM command is used
to submit a command to VTAM
and to receive and display the
response from the command.
The command is also used to
display the contents of VTAM
vector lists.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS VTOC n/a The VTOC command searches
all or selected DASD volumes
for specific or generic data set
names.

No DASDSYSP,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE WAIT n/a The WAIT command waits for a
specified number of time units to
expire.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WEBS n/a The WEBS command is used
to display Work Element Blocks
(WEBs) currently in-use in the
system. Each WEB represents a
dispatchable work unit.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WLM n/a The WLM command displays the
Workload Manager policy and
definitions as a graphical tree
structure.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WLMOPTS n/a The WLMOPTS command sets
and displays options used by the
WLM series of commands.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMACT n/a The WMACT command displays
the workload activity resource
data that has been collected by
the Workload Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS WMADELAY n/a The WMADELAY command
displays, by address space,
the workload activity delay data
that has been collected by the
Workload Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMAGRAPH n/a The WMAGRAPH command
graphs, by address space, the
workload activity delay data
that has been collected by the
Workload Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMAPPENV n/a The WMAPPENV command
displays application environment
information as defined in the
Workload Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMASINFO n/a The WMASINFO command
displays Workload Manager
group information by address
space and independent and
dependent enclave CPU usage.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMCLASS n/a The WMCLASS command
displays service class and
service class period information
as defined in the Workload
Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMDELAY n/a The WMDELAY command
displays, by service class, the
workload activity delay data
that has been collected by the
Workload Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMDIST n/a The WMDIST command displays
the workload activity response
time distribution data that has
been collected by the Workload
Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMENCLAV n/a The WMENCLAV command
displays information about
Workload Manager enclaves.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMGROUPS n/a The WMGROUPS command
displays group definition and
group values as defined in the
Workload Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMOPTS n/a The WMOPTS command
displays information about the
WLM options that were set by the
IEAOPTxx parmlib member.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMPOLICY n/a The WMPOLICY command
displays Workload Manager
service policy information.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS WMREPORT n/a The WMREPORT command
displays report class information
as defined in the Workload
Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMRESP n/a The WMRESP command
displays the workload activity
response time data that is
collected by the Workload
Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMRSCE n/a The WMRSCE command
displays resource group
definition information as defined
in the Workload Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMSCHENV n/a The WMSCHENV command
displays scheduling environment
information as defined in the
Workload Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMSERSCE n/a The WMSERSCE command
displays scheduling environment
information for resources defined
in the Workload Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMSUBSYS n/a The WMSUBSYS command
displays subsystem and
classification rules as defined in
the Workload Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMSYSCAP n/a The WMSYSCAP command
displays information about the
systems in the sysplex that
are running in goal mode. The
information contains available
CPU capacity and resource
constraint status.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMSYSSUM n/a The WMSYSSUM command
displays a summary of the
workload activity response
time and delay data that has
been collected by the Workload
Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMTENANT n/a The WMTENANT command
displays information about WLM
tenant resource groups.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WMWORK n/a The WMWORK command
displays workload definition
information as defined in the
Workload Manager.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS WORKLOAD n/a The WORKLOAD command
displays summarized job metrics
for groups of address spaces
that have been collected by the
MVS Data Collector.

No ZOSSYSP1,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS WTOACTN n/a The WTOACTN command
displays Write-to-Operator
messages saved by the Action
Message Retention Facility
(AMRF).

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ACTIVATE Start AMRF Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand DEACT Stop AMRF Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS WTOR n/a The WTOR command displays

information about messages that
require a reply and allows replies
to those messages. The REPLY
subcommand allows you to enter
those replies.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand REPLY Reply to WTOR message Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS XCFADMIN n/a The XCFADMIN command

invokes the IBM Sysplex
Administration Utility IXCMIAPU
to generate a report of the
contents of various types of
couple data sets and then
displays the report.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS XCONSOLE n/a The XCONSOLE command
establishes an MVS extended
console session. This extended
console session is your own
personal console from which you
can enter commands, using the
MVS command, and receive the
responses to those commands.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

BASE XDIUSERS n/a Displays a list of eXternal Data
Interface (XDI) API users.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS XLOG n/a The XLOG command displays
SYSVIEW records that have
been written to the specified
MVS log stream.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE XMLLIB n/a Displays your personal XMLLIB
library, the site XMLLIB library,
and the system XMLLIB library.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand ALL Invokes the LISTMDIR command
with the ALL option to display all
members in all libraries.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand CLEAR Clears the results of a previous
WHERE subcommand.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand DUPLICAT Invokes the LISTMDIR command
with the DUPLICAT option to
display duplicate members in all
libraries.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

BASE SUBCommand UNIQUE Invokes the LISTMDIR command
with the UNIQUE option to
display unique members in all
libraries.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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BASE SUBCommand WHERE Searches all libraries for a
specific or generic module name.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS XMVS n/a The XMVS command is used to
issue a command to MVS and
to display the responses to that
command.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

XSYSTEM XSCMDS n/a The XSCMDS command is
used to display and modify
the xsystem data attributes of
commands which are defined as
xsystem data capable.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

XSYSTEM XSCONN n/a The XSCONN command is used
to create a SYSVIEW session on
a remote system.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

XSYSTEM XSLIST n/a The XSLIST command displays
information about SYSVIEW
cross-system server tasks.
These tasks execute in either the
SYSVIEW server address space
or the SYSVIEW user address
space.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

XSYSTEM XSMVS n/a The XSMVS command is used
to send MVS or JES operator
commands to any remote
system where there is an active
SYSVIEW cross-system server.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

XSYSTEM XSPING n/a The XSPING command is
used to test and time the
communication network
connectivity to remote SYSVIEW
cross-system servers.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

XSYSTEM XSSTATUS n/a The XSSTATUS command
displays various product and
environment information from
any active SYSVIEW cross-
system servers reachable in the
network.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

XSYSTEM XSUSER n/a The XSUSER command displays
information about cross-system
user sessions.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

XSYSTEM XTSO n/a The XTSO command issues a
TSO command and displays its
responses.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

XSYSTEM XVEXTRAC n/a The XVEXTRAC command
is used to extract data from
SYSVIEW into REXX EXEC
variables. This command is
valid only when SYSVIEW is
executing under a REXX EXEC.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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XSYSTEM XVLIST n/a The XVLIST command displays
external variables - variables
created by REXX EXECs or TSO
CLISTs. The XVLIST command
is only available when SYSVIEW
is activated through a REXX
EXEC or TSO CLIST.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ZAP n/a The ZAP command and its
subcommands provide an
interactive equivalent to the IBM
service aid program AMASPZAP.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand ALTER Alter the in-storage data record. Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE
z/OS SUBCommand AND Alter the in-storage data record

with a logical AND.
Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand BACKWARD Scroll backward through the
allocated records.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand CANCEL Cancel out of the ZAP display
without writing altered data.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand CCHHR Read and display a record by
explicit CCHHR address.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand CONFIG Read and display a device
configuration data record.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand COPY Alter an in-storage data record
with the copy operation.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand CSECT Switch to another CSECT of an
allocated load module.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand DEVCHARS Read and display device
characteristics.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand EOFILE Write an EOF record at the
current location.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand ERASE Erase data from the current
location to the end of the track.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand FIND Find a string in an in-storage
data record.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand FORWARD Scroll forward through the
allocated records.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand HOMEADDR Display the home address record
for the current track.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand MCCHHR Read and display a record by
explicit MCCHHR address.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand MEMBER Switch to another member of an
allocated PDS.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand MOVE Alter an in-storage data record
with a move operation.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand MTTR n/a No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OFFSET Scroll to an explicit offset in a
displayed record.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ
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z/OS SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and various ZAP processing
and display options.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand OR Alter an in-storage data record
with a logical OR.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand RBA Read and display a record by
explicit relative byte address.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand RBN Read and display a record by
explicit relative block number.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand REALLOC Reallocate changing the
disposition, access intent, or
both.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand RECORD0 Read and display record zero for
the current track.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand RESTORE Restore an in-storage data
record to its original contents.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand RRN Read and display a record by
explicit relative record number.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand SAME Re-read and display the current
record.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand SEARCH Search for a string within the
current access limits.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand SENSEID Read and display device
identification data.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand SSCOUNTS Read and display subsystem
counts for a device.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand SSSTATUS Read and display the subsystem
status for a device.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand SYNadmsg Display I/O error messages from
the IBM SYNADAF service.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand TTR Read and display a record by
explicit TTR address.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand WRITE Write an in-storage data record
back to disk.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

z/OS SUBCommand XLATE Set and display a translate table. No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS SUBCommand XOR Alter an in-storage data record
with a logical exclusive OR.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

JVM ZCNAPIS n/a The ZCNAPIS command
displays information about z/OS
Connect APIs.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM ZCNLIST n/a The ZCNLIST command displays
a list of active z/OS Connect
servers.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM ZCNRLOG n/a The ZCNRLOG command
displays and formats SMF
records created by z/OS Connect
Enterprise Edition.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ
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JVM SUBCommand BACKWARD Read the previous block of
records in the log starting with
the first record displayed on the
screen.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM SUBCommand EOF Go to the end of the log / end of
file.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM SUBCommand EOL Go to the end of the log / end of
file.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM SUBCommand FILTER Display a "filter" screen to allow
the entering command syntax
parameters filter the data.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM SUBCommand FORWARD Read the previous block of
records in the log starting with
the first record displayed on the
screen.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM SUBCommand NEXT Read the next block of records
in the log starting with the last
record displayed on the screen.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM SUBCommand OPTIONS Set and display miscellaneous
command options.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM SUBCommand POSITION Position to a time and date. No ZOSSYSP1 READ
JVM SUBCommand PREVIOUS Read the previous block of

records in the log starting with
the first record displayed on the
screen.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM SUBCommand TOF Go to the top of the log / top of
file.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM SUBCommand TOL Go to the top of the log / top of
file.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM ZCNSERV n/a The ZCNSERV command
displays information about z/OS
Connect services.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM ZCNSET n/a The ZCNSET command lets you
communicate with the JVM data
collector agent running in one or
more z/OS Connect servers to
alter z/OS Connect resources.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM SUBCommand API Process requests for z/OS
Connect APIs.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

JVM SUBCommand INTerceptor Process requests for the installed
interceptor.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

JVM SUBCommand PROVider Process requests for the SMF
provider queue.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

JVM SUBCommand REQuester Process requests for the SMF
requester queue.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE

JVM SUBCommand SERVice Process requests for z/OS
Connect services.

Yes ZOSSYSP1 UPDATE
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Product
Related Command SUBC/RESN Function Log Roles Access

JVM ZCNSOR n/a The ZCNSOR command displays
information about z/OS Connect
Systems of Record.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

JVM ZCNURIS n/a The ZCNURIS command
displays information about z/OS
Connect URIs.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

USS ZCXCPU n/a The ZCXCPU command displays
z/OS Container Extensions
processor information.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

USS ZCXDISK n/a The ZCXDISK command
displays z/OS Container
Extensions disk information.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

USS ZCXLIST n/a The ZCXLIST command displays
a list of active z/OS Container
Extensions.

No ZOSSYSP1 READ

BASE ZDMSET n/a The ZDMSET command enables
you to set attributes and control
SYSVIEW's usage of the CCS
Data Mover.

Yes ZOSOPER1 UPDATE

BASE ZDMSTATS n/a The ZDMSTATS command
allows you to view configuration
and statistical information for
SYSVIEW data Collection
categories that utilize the CCS
Data Mover.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

z/OS ZEDC n/a Displays zEDC information
provided by the DISPLAY IQP
MVS command.

No *SYSP*,
ZOSOPER1

READ

Resource Name (RESN) Resources

The following table lists the SYSVIEW Resource Name SV.RESN.* Resources.

NOTE
The first column of Resource Name Resources table contains Product Related information. The organization
does not need to define the Product Related resources in RACF when it does not have the specific product
related software installed. For example, if CICS is not installed, security administrators not need to define the
CICS-related resources that are listed in the table.

IMPORTANT
For information about the SYSVIEW action codes that are described in the column Action Code, see Action
Codes.

Product Related Resource Function Role Action in
Action Codes Logging Access

n/a No READ

ALCR Yes UPDATE
ALTR Yes UPDATE
CLOS Yes UPDATE

z/OS CATALOG.* Permits access to the
catalog data set name.

ZOSSYSP1

FREE Yes UPDATE
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Product Related Resource Function Role Action in
Action Codes Logging Access

OPEN Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

ACTV Yes UPDATE
ALTR Yes UPDATE
DEAC Yes UPDATE
DELR Yes UPDATE
MAST Yes UPDATE
VOFF Yes UPDATE
VON Yes UPDATE

z/OS CONSOLE.* Permits access to the
MVS console name.

ZOSOPER1

RELR Yes UPDATE

CICS CICSAID.* Permits access to the
CICS Automatic Initiate
Descriptor ID.

CICSSYSP n/a No READ

n/a No READ

CLOS Yes UPDATE
DISA Yes UPDATE
ENAB Yes UPDATE

CICS CICSDCT.* Permits access to CICS
Transient Data queue
names.

CICSSYSP

OPEN Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

CLOS Yes UPDATE
DISA Yes UPDATE
ENAB Yes UPDATE

CICS CICSFILE.* Permits access to CICS
file names.

CICSSYSP

OPEN Yes UPDATE

n/a No READCICS CICSICE.* Permit access to CICS
Interval Control Element
IDs.

CICSSYSP

PURG Yes UPDATE

CICSSYSP n/a No READCICS CICSJOBN.* Permit access to CICS
job names.

n/a ALTR Yes UPDATE

CICS CICSJRNL.* Permit access to CICS
Journal names.

CICSSYSP n/a No READ

n/a No READ

ENAB Yes UPDATE
DISA Yes UPDATE
FORR Yes UPDATE
KILR Yes UPDATE
ALTR Yes UPDATE

CICS CICSJVMS.* Permit access to CICS
JVM servers.

CICSSYSP

PURG Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

ALTR Yes UPDATE

CICS CICSMQMN.* Permit access to CICS
MQ monitor.

CICSSYSP

DISA Yes UPDATE
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Product Related Resource Function Role Action in
Action Codes Logging Access

ENAB Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE
STOP Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

DISA Yes UPDATE
ENAB Yes UPDATE

CICS CICSPROG.* Permit access to CICS
programs.

CICSSYSP

NEWR Yes UPDATE

n/a No READCICS CICSTCLS.* Permit access to CICS
transaction class
names.

CICSSYSP

ALTR Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

ALTR Yes UPDATE
CANR Yes UPDATE
FORR Yes UPDATE
KILR Yes UPDATE

CICS CICSTERM.* Permit access to CICS
terminal names.

CICSSYSP

PURG Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

ALTR Yes UPDATE
CANR Yes UPDATE
DISA Yes UPDATE
ENAB Yes UPDATE
FORR Yes UPDATE
KILR Yes UPDATE

CICS CICSTRAN.* Permit access to CICS
transaction names.

CICSSYSP

PURG Yes UPDATE

n/a No READCICS CICSTSQ.* Permit access to CICS
temporary storage
queue IDs.

CICSSYSP

DELR Yes UPDATE

ALTR Yes UPDATE
ADDR Yes UPDATE

CICS CICSTOPT.* Permit access to CICS
transaction options.

CICSSYSP

DELR Yes UPDATE
ALTR Yes UPDATE
ADDR Yes UPDATE

CICS CICSVAR.* Permit access to CICS
resource variable
names.

CICSSYSP

DELR Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

VOFF Yes UPDATE

z/OS CPU.* Permit access to the
CPU address.

ZOSSYSP1
ZOSOPER1

VON Yes UPDATE
All roles n/a No READJES DEST.* Permit access to JES

job output destinations. ZOSSYSP1
ZOSOPER1

ALTR Yes UPDATE

n/a No READJES DEVICE.* Permit access to JES
devices.

ZOSSYSP1
ZOSOPER1 ALTR Yes UPDATE
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Product Related Resource Function Role Action in
Action Codes Logging Access

BACK Yes UPDATE
CANC Yes UPDATE
FORW Yes UPDATE
HALT Yes UPDATE
INTR Yes UPDATE
REPT Yes UPDATE
REST Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE
STOP Yes UPDATE
VOFF Yes UPDATE
VON Yes UPDATE

*SYSP* n/a No READ

ZOSOPER1 ADDR Yes UPDATE
ZOSOPER1 CLRR Yes UPDATE

z/OS DUMPDS.* Permit access to system
dump dataset definition.

ZOSOPER1 DELR Yes UPDATE

z/OS EMAIL.* Permit access to send
emails.

*SYSP*
ZOSOPER1

SEND Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

ADDR Yes UPDATE
ALTR Yes UPDATE

z/OS GROUPS.* Permit access to group
names.

*SYSP*

DELR Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATEIMS IMSCLASS.* Permit access to IMS

class numbers.
IMSSYSP

STOP Yes UPDATE

IMS IMSCMD.* Permit access to IMS
command names.

IMSSYSP ALTR Yes UPDATE

DELR Yes UPDATE
IDBD Yes UPDATE
IDBR Yes UPDATE
IOVF Yes UPDATE
LOCK Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE
STOP Yes UPDATE

IMS IMSDBASE.* Permit access to IMS
database names.

IMSSYSP

UNLK Yes UPDATE

n/a No READIMS IMSID.* Permit access to IMS
subsystem ID.

IMSSYSP

ALTR Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

CANR Yes UPDATE
CKPT Yes UPDATE
PURG Yes UPDATE

IMS IMSJOBN.* Permit access to IMS
job names.

IMSSYSP

REST Yes UPDATE
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Product Related Resource Function Role Action in
Action Codes Logging Access

STRT Yes UPDATE
STOP Yes UPDATE
SHUT Yes UPDATE
SWIT Yes UPDATE
UNLK Yes UPDATE
IDLE Yes UPDATE
PURG Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE
STOP Yes UPDATE
TROF Yes UPDATE

IMS IMSLINE.* Permit access to IMS
line numbers.

IMSSYSP

TRON Yes UPDATE
DEQU Yes UPDATE
PURG Yes UPDATE
LOCK Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE
STOP Yes UPDATE
TROF Yes UPDATE
TRON Yes UPDATE

IMS IMSLTERM.* Permit access to IMS
logical terminals.

IMSSYSP

UNLK Yes UPDATE
ACTV Yes UPDATE
CLSD Yes UPDATE
DEQU Yes UPDATE
EXCL Yes UPDATE
IDLE Yes UPDATE
QUIE Yes UPDATE
REST Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE
STOP Yes UPDATE
TROF Yes UPDATE

IMS IMSNODE.* Permit access to IMS
node names.

IMSSYSP

TRON Yes UPDATE
DELR Yes UPDATE
LOCK Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE
STOP Yes UPDATE
TROF Yes UPDATE
TRON Yes UPDATE

IMS IMSPROG.* Permit access to IMS
program names.

IMSSYSP

UNLK Yes UPDATE
TROF Yes UPDATEIMS IMSPSB.* Permit access to IMS

program status block
names.

IMSSYSP
TRON Yes UPDATE
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Product Related Resource Function Role Action in
Action Codes Logging Access

TROF Yes UPDATE
TRON Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE

IMS IMSTMEM.* Permit access to IMS
OTMA target member
names.

IMSSYSP

STOP Yes UPDATE
TROF Yes UPDATE
TRON Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE

IMS IMSTPIPE.* Permit access to IMS
OTMA transaction pipe
names.

IMSSYSP

STOP Yes UPDATE
TROF Yes UPDATEIMS IMSTRACE.* Permit access to IMS

trace types.
IMSSYSP

TRON Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

ALTR Yes UPDATE
DUMP Yes UPDATE
LOCK Yes UPDATE
PURG Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE
STOP Yes UPDATE
TROF Yes UPDATE
TRON Yes UPDATE

IMS IMSTRAN.* Permit access to IMS
transaction names.

IMSSYSP

UNLK Yes UPDATE
DEQU Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE

IMS IMSUSER.* Permit access to IMS
user names.

IMSSYSP

STOP Yes UPDATE
ADDR Yes UPDATE
ALTR Yes UPDATE

IMS IMSVAR.* Permit access to IMS
variables.

IMSSYSP

DELR Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

ALTR Yes UPDATE
HALT Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE

JES INIT.* Permit access to JES
initiators.

ZOSOPER1

STOP Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

ALTR Yes UPDATE
HOLD Yes UPDATE
RELR Yes UPDATE
STRT Yes UPDATE

JES JESGROUP.* Permit access to JES
job class group.

ZOSOPER1

STOP Yes UPDATE
All Roles n/a No READJES JOBCLASS.* Permit access to JES

job execution class. ZOSOPER1 ALTR Yes UPDATE
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Product Related Resource Function Role Action in
Action Codes Logging Access

ZOSOPER1 HOLD Yes UPDATE
ZOSOPER1 RELR Yes UPDATE
*SYSP* n/a No READ

ZOSOPER1 ALTR Yes UPDATE

JVM JVMJOBN.* Permit access to JVM
job names.

ZOSOPER1 STOP Yes UPDATE
*SYSP* n/a No READ

ZOSOPER1 ADDR Yes UPDATE

n/a ALTR Yes UPDATE

JVM JVMVAR.* Permit access to JVM
monitor variables.

n/a DELR Yes UPDATE

z/OS LIBCACHE.* Permit access to library
cache.

ZOSOPER1 ALTR Yes UPDATE

z/OS LGSTREAM.* Permit access to log
stream names.

ZOSOPER1 ALTR Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

ALTR Yes UPDATE
ADDR Yes UPDATE

MQS MQSVAR.* Permit access to MQ
monitor variables.

WMQSYSP

DELR Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

ALTR Yes UPDATE
ADDR Yes UPDATE

z/OS MVSVAR.* Permit access to MVS
monitor variables.

ZOSSYSP1

DELR Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

ALTR Yes UPDATE
FORR Yes UPDATE
HOLD Yes UPDATE
RELR Yes UPDATE

JES NODE.* Permit access to JES
node names.

ZOSOPER1

STRT Yes UPDATE
All Roles n/a No READJES OUTCLASS.* Permit access to JES

job output class. ZOSOPER1 ALTR Yes UPDATE
*SYSP* n/a No READ

ZOSOPER1 ADDR Yes UPDATE

n/a DELR Yes UPDATE

z/OS PAGEDS.* Permit access to page
data set names.

n/a DRNR Yes UPDATE

*SYSP* n/a No READ

ZOSOPER1 ADDR Yes UPDATE

n/a ALTR Yes UPDATE

n/a DELR Yes UPDATE

n/a DISA Yes UPDATE

z/OS SCHEDULE.* Permit access to
schedule names.

n/a ENAB Yes UPDATE
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Product Related Resource Function Role Action in
Action Codes Logging Access

n/a EXEC Yes UPDATE

z/OS SMFDATA.* Permit access to SMF
record types.

*SYSP*
ZOSOPER1

ALTR Yes UPDATE

*SYSP* n/a No READ

ZOSOPER1 DUMP Yes UPDATE

z/OS SMFDS.* Permit access to SMF
data set names.

ZOSOPER1 SWIT Yes UPDATE
*SYSP* n/a No READ

ZOSOPER1 ALTR Yes UPDATE
ZOSOPER1 CANR Yes UPDATE
ZOSOPER1 FRMT Yes UPDATE
ZOSOPER1 HALT Yes UPDATE
ZOSOPER1 RELR Yes UPDATE
ZOSOPER1 STRT Yes UPDATE

JES SPOOL.* Permit access to spool
resource.
JES2 = spool volser
JES3 = spool dd or
partition name

ZOSOPER1 STOP Yes UPDATE

n/a No READ

Cacheoff Yes UPDATE
Cacheon Yes UPDATE
CFWoff Yes UPDATE
CFWon Yes UPDATE
DFWoff Yes UPDATE
DFWon Yes UPDATE
NVSoff Yes UPDATE

z/OS STGSSID.* Permit access to
subsystem storage IDs.

ZOSOPER1

NVSon Yes UPDATE

Job-Related Resources

The following table lists the SYSVIEW job-related resources.

Resource Function Logging Role Access

SV.JOBN.* Controls access to jobs based on the JOBNAME value
in the JOB Statement for the job

No NONE READ

SV.USER.* Controls access to jobs based on the USER= value in
the JOB Statement for the job

No NONE READ

SV.NTFY.* Controls access to jobs based on the Notify value in
the JOB Statement for the job

No NONE READ

SV.WTRN.* Controls access to jobs based on the name of the
writer for the job output

No NONE READ

SV.CHKA.* Controls whether actions are included on USER
Entities.

No NONE READ

SV.CHKU.* Controls whether job name checks are bypassed
when USER, NOTIFY, or the job name match the user
ID of the user logged onto SYSVIEW.

No NONE READ

SV.JTYP.*.ATX Control Job Access based on APPC Transaction type No NONE NONE
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Resource Function Logging Role Access

SV.JTYP.*.INI Control Job Access based on Initiator type No NONE NONE
SV.JTYP.*.JOB Control Job Access based on Batch job type No NONE NONE
SV.JTYP.*.OTX Control Job Access based on OMVS transaction type No NONE NONE
SV.JTYP.*.STC Control Job Access based on Started Task type No NONE NONE
SV.JTYP.*.TSU Control Job Access based on TSO User type No NONE NONE
SV.JQUE.*.OUTP Control Job Queue Access based on output queue No NONE NONE
SV.JQUE.*.EXEC Control Job Queue Access based on execution queue No NONE NONE
SV.JQUE.*.INP Control Job Queue Access based on input queue No NONE NONE
SV.JQUE.*.RDR Control Job Queue Access based on reader queue No NONE NONE
SV.JQUE.*.CONV Control Job Queue Access based on conversion

queue
No NONE NONE

SV.JQUE.*.XMIT Control Job Queue Access based on transmitter
queue

No NONE NONE

SV.JQUE.*.RECV Control Job Queue Access based on receiver queue No NONE NONE
SV.JQUE.*.PURG Control Job Queue Access based on purge queue No NONE NONE

Miscellaneous Resources

The following table contains SYSVIEW resources that are not elsewhere classified.

SV.resource.*

Resource Function Logging Role Access

WARN.* SYSVIEW WARN MODE No NONE NONE
NQDQ.* Controls whether to allow simultaneous access to

SYSVIEW from multiple interfaces.
No NONE READ

Suspend (SUSP) Resources

The following table contains SYSVIEW suspend resources.

For various SUSP resources, we recommend that you allow READ access. For example, unless there is a specific need
to restrict access to job output by the job type (for example, TSU, STC, JOB, OTX), the recommendation is to suspend
security checking for the JTYP resource.

SV.SUSP.<resource>

Resource Type Function Logging Role Access

CMND n/a Bypass all Command security Checks Yes NONE NONE

SUBC n/a Bypass all SUB-Command security Checks Yes NONE NONE

AC n/a Bypass Action Codes associated with RESN
resources

Yes NONE NONE

ENV n/a Bypass all Environment Security Checks Yes NONE NONE

USER n/a Bypass all USER Security checks Yes NONE NONE

JOBN n/a Bypass all jobname security checks Yes NONE NONE
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Resource Type Function Logging Role Access

JTYP n/a Bypass all JOBTYPE security checks No NONE READ

JQUE n/a Bypass all JOBQUEUE security checks No NONE READ

NTFY n/a Bypass all NOTIFY=userid security checks Yes NONE NONE

WTRN n/a Bypass all writer security checks No NONE READ

DDNM n/a Bypass all DDName security checks No NONE READ

RESN n/a Bypass all RESN security checks Yes NONE NONE

RESN CATALOG Bypass CATALOG RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSDCT Bypass CICSDCT RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSFILE Bypass CICSFILE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSICE Bypass CICSICE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSJOBN Bypass CICSJOBN RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSJRNL Bypass CICSJRNL RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSPROG Bypass CICSPROG RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSTCLS Bypass CICSTCLS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSTERM Bypass CICSTERM RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSTOPT Bypass CICSTOPT RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSTRAN Bypass CICSTRAN RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSTSQ Bypass CICSTSQ RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSVAR Bypass CICSVAR RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CONSOLE Bypass CONSOLE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CPU Bypass CPU RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN DEST Bypass DEST RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN DEVICE Bypass DEVICE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN DUMPDS Bypass DUMPDS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN EMAIL Bypass EMAIL RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN GROUPS Bypass GROUPS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSCLASS Bypass IMSCLASS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSCMD Bypass IMSCMD RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSDBASE Bypass IMSDBASE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSID Bypass IMSID RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSJOBN Bypass IMSJOBN RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSLINE Bypass IMSLINE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSLTERM Bypass IMSLTERM RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSNODE Bypass IMSNODE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSPROG Bypass IMSPROG RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSPSB Bypass IMSPSB RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSTMEM Bypass IMSTMEM RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSTPIPE Bypass IMSTPIPE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSTRACE Bypass IMSTRACE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSTRAN Bypass IMSTRAN RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
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Resource Type Function Logging Role Access

RESN IMSUSER Bypass IMSUSER RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSVAR Bypass IMSVAR RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN INIT Bypass INIT RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN INVOKEKW Bypass INVOKEKW RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN JOBCLASS Bypass JOBCLASS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN LGSTREAM Bypass LGSTREAM RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN LIBCACHE Bypass LIBCACHE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN MENUKWD Bypass MENUKWD RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN MQSVAR Bypass MQSVAR RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN MVSCMD Bypass MVSCMD RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN MVSVAR Bypass MVSVAR RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN NODE Bypass NODE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN OUTCLASS Bypass OUTCLASS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN PAGEDS Bypass PAGEDS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN SCHEDULE Bypass SCHEDULE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN SETKWD Bypass SETKWD RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN SMFDATA Bypass SMFDATA RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN SMFDS Bypass SMFDS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN SPOOL Bypass SPOOL RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN STGSSID Bypass STGSSID RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN SYSTEM Bypass SYSTEM RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN TCPVAR Bypass TCPVAR RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN UNIT Bypass UNIT RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN VOLSER Bypass VOLSER RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN WMAPLENV Bypass WMAPLENV RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN WMSCHENV Bypass WMSCHENV RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN XSYSDEST Bypass XSYSDEST RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN XSYSORIG Bypass XSYSORIG RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN ZAP Bypass ZAP RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN JESGROUP Bypass JESGROUP RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN XSDATA Bypass XSDATA RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSMQMN Bypass CICSMQMN RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSJVMS Bypass CICSJVMS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN JVMVAR Bypass JVMVAR RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN JVMJOBN Bypass JVMJOBN RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
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Action Codes

The following table contains the action codes that correspond with the column Action in Action Codes in the Command
Resources table and the Resource Name (RESN) Resources table.

Action Code Description

ACTV Activate resource
ADDR Add resource
ADVA Advance resource
ACLR Allocate resource
ALTI Alter input resource
ALTO Alter output resource
ALTR Alter resource
ALTS Alter storage resource
BACK Backspace resource
CANC Cancel resource
CANR Cancel resource
CKPT Checkpoint resource
CLOS Close resource
CLRR Clear resource
CLSD Close destination resource
COPY Copy resource
DEAC Deactivate resource
DEFR Define resource
DEL Delete resource
DELR Delete resource
DEQU De-queue resource
DISA Disable resource
DRNR Drain resource
DSAL Data set allocate resource
DUMP Dump resource
ENAB Enable resource
EXCL Exclusive resource
EXEC Execute resource
FORC Force resource
FORR Force resource
FORW Forward resource
FREE Free resource
FRMT Format resource
HALT Halt resource
HOLD Hold resource
IDBD IMS DBD command resource
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Action Code Description

IDBR IMS DBR command resource
IDLE Idle resource
IERE IMS ERE command resource
INIT Initialize resource
INRE IMS NRE command resource
INTR Interrupt resource
IOVF IMS display independent overflow area command resource
KILL Kill resource
KILR Kill resource
LIST Listfile resource
LOCK Lock resource
MAST Master resource
MNT Mount resource
MODL Load module resource
NEWR New resource
NSWP Non-Swappable resource
OPEN Open resource
PRIV Private resource
PURG Purge resource
QUIE Quiesce resource
REL Release resource
RELR Release resource
REPT Repeat resource
REQR Re-queue resource
REST Restart resource
RESU Resume resource
RPLY Reply resource
SCFW Set Cache Fast Write resource
SDEV Set Cache Device resource
SDFW Set Cache DASD Fast Write resource
SEL Select resource
SEND Send resource
SHUT Shutdown resource
SNVS Set Cache Non-Volatile Storage resource
SSUB Set Cache Sub-system resource
STOP Stop resource
STRT Start resource
SWAP Swap resource
SWIT Switch resource
TERM Terminate resource
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Action Code Description

TROF Trace off resource
TRON Trace on resource
UNL Unload resource
UNLK Unlock resource
VOFF Vary offline resource
VON Vary online resource
XSCN Cross-system connect resource
ZAPJ ZAP JES2 jobname resource

Roles Permitted by SAF @SYSVIEW SV. Resources

The following table contains the role designators and descriptions that correspond with the ROLE column of the tables in
this article.

Role Description

ALL, All Roles All of the roles in this table should have access

CICSSYSP CICS System Programmer

COMMSYSP Communications or Network System Programmer

DASDSYSP DASD (Storage) Manager or System Programmer

DB2SYSP Db2 DBA or System Programmer

DBASYSP Datacom DBA or System Programmer

IDMSSYSP IDMS DBA or System Programmer

IMSSYSP IMS DBA or System Programmer

n/a Access should not be specified for individual roles

NONE No one should be given access

*SYSP* All types of System Programmers

WMQSYSP Websphere MQ System Programmer

ZOSOPER1 z/OS Operator

ZOSSYSP1 z/OS System Programmer

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following CCIs are related to this STIG.

CCI-000035:

CCI: CCI-000035
Published Date: 2009-09-14
Type: technical
Definition: The information system provides the capability for privileged administrators to configure the organization-

defined security policy filters to support different security policies.
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References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-4 (11).1 (ii)

CCI-002234:

CCI: CCI-002234
Published Date: 2013-06-24
Type: technical
Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.
References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BSYSR009: Define and Protect @SYSVIEW WARN Resources
Using RACF
This Security Technical Implementation Guide (STIG) describes how to properly define and secure @SYSVIEW class
SV.WARN.** resources.

Severity: 3 - Low

The @SYSVIEW class SV.WARN.** SAF resources are intended only for debugging security controls in SYSVIEW. With
written approval from the Information System Security Officer (ISSO), READ access to any SV.WARN.** resource can be
granted for a defined and limited period of time to specific users who are debugging SYSVIEW security controls.

Granting a user limited, temporary access to an SV.WARN.** resource is known as putting the user in WARN mode.
WARN mode ensures logging of any temporary access while also enforcing all security calls.

When a user is in WARN mode:

• The user's access to other resources in the @SYSVIEW class is not affected. WARN mode does not allow access to
any other @SYSVIEW resources apart from SV.WARN.** resources.

• SAF calls made for any resource in the @SYSVIEW class are recorded in the user’s TSO job log, or in the
SYSVUSER job log if the user is logged on to the VTAM interface.
See message GSV4204I for more information about what data is recorded in the job log.

To maintain security of SV.WARN.** resources, your organization must ensure that the following conditions are true:

• The @SYSVIEW class SV.WARN.** resources are defined and properly restricted from all users on the system.
Within RACF, SV.WARN.** must be defined with UACC(NONE) and no users or groups assigned.

• Any temporary access to SV.WARN.** resources is logged in the log file.

NOTE
To complete the steps in this article, the @SYSVIEW resource class must be defined and active in RACF.

Format of @SYSVIEW class SV.WARN.** resources:

SV.WARN.smfid.resourcetype

smfid
Specifies the SMF system ID of the resource that you want to secure.

resourcetype
Specifies the resource type. Possible values are:

ENV Environment
JQUE Job queue
JTYP Job type
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NTFY Notify
USER User
JOBN Job name
DDNM DD name
WTRN Writer name
RESN Resource name
CMND Command
SUBC Subcommand

AC Action code
* Generic ‐ includes all resource types

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Ensure that the @SYSVIEW resource class is defined and active in RACF. To do this, see STIG ID - BSYSR006:
Define and Activate the @SYSVIEW Resource Class in RACF.

2. Display access to resources or to the generic equivalent.
a. Search the @SYSVIEW class for all SV.WARN.** generic and discrete profiles.

To conduct the search, issue the following command from a TSO, ISPF option 6, or batch TSO session:
SEARCH CLASS(@SYSVIEW) FILTER(SV.WARN.**)

The SEARCH command returns a list of profiles similar to the following example:
SV.WARN.MF99.RESN

SV.WARN.MF99.USER  

SV.WARN.** (G)

b. For each profile returned, issue the following command:
RLIST @SYSVIEW profilename AUTHUSER

profilename
The name of a profile from the list returned by the SEARCH command.

The RLIST command returns information as shown in the following example:
CLASS      NAME                                         

-----      ----                                         

@SYSVIEW   SV.WARN.MF99.RESN                                 

                                                        

LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING

-----  --------   ----------------  -----------  -------

 00    IBMUSER     NONE             NONE         NO

                                                        

INSTALLATION DATA                                       

-----------------                                       

NONE                                                    

                                                        

APPLICATION DATA                                        

----------------                                        

NONE                                                    

                                                        

SECLEVEL                                                

--------                                                

NO SECLEVEL                                             

                                                        

CATEGORIES                                              

----------                                              
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NO CATEGORIES       

SECLABEL                                                                       

--------                                                                       

NO SECLABEL                                                                    

                                                                               

AUDITING                                                                       

--------                                                                       

FAILURES(READ)                                                                 

                                                                               

NOTIFY                                                                         

------                                                                         

NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

 USER       ACCESS   ACCESS COUNT 

 ----       ------   ----------- 

 NO USERS IN ACCESS LIST

ID  ACCESS  ACCESS COUNT  CLASS    ENTITY  NAME           

--- ------  ------------ -------- ----------------

NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

3. If there are no users in the access list for resources that have names beginning with SV.WARN. , your organization
does not have an audit finding.

4. If resources that have names beginning with SV.WARN. are defined with UACC(NONE) and NOWARNING , your
organization does not have an audit finding.

5. If any of the previous conditions are not true, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The ISSO works with the systems programmer to verify that the SV.WARN.** resource values are properly specified in
RACF.

1. Remove access to any SV.WARN.** resources from users that have it:
PERMIT SV.WARN.** CLASS(@SYSVIEW) DELETE ID(userid)

userid
Specifies a user ID with access to SV.WARN.** resources.

2. Alter any profiles that do not have the appropriate settings:
RALTER @SYSVIEW(SV.WARN.**) UACC(NONE) NOWARNING AUDIT(FAILURE(READ))

3. Search the @SYSVIEW class again for all SV.WARN.** generic and discrete profiles:
SEARCH CLASS(@SYSVIEW) FILTER(SV.WARN.**)

The SEARCH command returns a list of profiles similar to the following example:
SV.WARN.MF99.RESN

SV.WARN.MF99.USER  

SV.WARN.** (G)

4. For each profile returned, issue the following command:
RLIST @SYSVIEW profilename AUTHUSER

profilename
The name of a profile from the list returned by the SEARCH command.

The RLIST command returns information as shown in the following example:
CLASS      NAME                                         
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-----      ----                                         

@SYSVIEW   SV.WARN.MF99.RESN                                 

                                                        

LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING

-----  --------   ----------------  -----------  -------

 00    IBMUSER     NONE             NONE         NO

                                                        

INSTALLATION DATA                                       

-----------------                                       

NONE                                                    

                                                        

APPLICATION DATA                                        

----------------                                        

NONE                                                    

                                                        

SECLEVEL                                                

--------                                                

NO SECLEVEL                                             

                                                        

CATEGORIES                                              

----------                                              

NO CATEGORIES       

SECLABEL                                                                       

--------                                                                       

NO SECLABEL                                                                    

                                                                               

AUDITING                                                                       

--------                                                                       

FAILURES(READ)                                                                 

                                                                               

NOTIFY                                                                         

------                                                                         

NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

 USER       ACCESS   ACCESS COUNT 

 ----       ------   ----------- 

 NO USERS IN ACCESS LIST

ID  ACCESS  ACCESS COUNT  CLASS    ENTITY  NAME           

--- ------  ------------ -------- ----------------

NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

5. Verify that the following conditions are true:
– There are no users in the access list for resources that have names beginning with SV.WARN .
– All resources that have names beginning with SV.WARN. are defined with UACC(NONE) and NOWARNING.
– Temporary access to SV.WARN.** resources is logged in the log file.

The @SYSVIEW class SV.WARN.** resources are now properly defined and protected using RACF.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following CCIs are related to this STIG.

CCI-000035:

CCI: CCI-000035

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Type: technical

Definition: The information system provides the capability for privileged administrators to configure the organization-
defined security policy filters to support different security policies.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-4 (11).1 (ii)

CCI-002234:

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Type: technical

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BSYSR010: Define and Protect the @SYSVIEW Class
SV.SUSP Resources Using RACF
Shows how to ensure that @SYSVIEW class SV.SUSP.* resources are properly defined and secured to ensure that
SYSVIEW users cannot access the resources without permission to access them.

Severity: 1- High

The SYSVIEW @SYSVIEW class SV.SUSP.* resource suspends security checking, which can allow users to bypass
security controls to all SYSVIEW resources or to specific resources. The permission to access the SV.SUSP.* resource
can grant any user ID with complete access to all SYSVIEW functions.

The range of resources is intended for only debugging access controls in SYSVIEW. Limited access can be
granted temporarily to only specific users that are debugging SYSVIEW security controls with written approval from
the Information System Security Officer (ISSO) for a defined and limited period of time. Unauthorized access can
compromise the operating system environment, IBM RACF, and customer data.

The organization must ensure that the @SYSVIEW class SV.SUSP.* resources, with or without a third qualifier or fourth
qualifier, are defined and properly restricted.

This STIG article shows how to ensure that @SYSVIEW class SV.SUSP.* resources are properly defined and secured to
ensure that users cannot access the resources without permission to access them.

NOTE
To complete the steps in this article, the @SYSVIEW resource class must be defined and active in RACF.

Formats:
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SV.SUSP.*

• “*”
A generic value that specifies the resources to be secured. We highly recommend that security administrators
do not grant this access level to the resource to users.

SV.SUSP.resname
resname

Specifies the name of the resource that you want to secure.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Ensure that the @SYSVIEW resource class is defined and active in RACF. To do this, see STIG ID - BSYSR006:
Define and Activate the @SYSVIEW Resource Class in RACF.

2. Verify that access to resources or to the generic equivalent are restricted properly and in accordance with the following
requirements.
Issue the following commands from a TSO, ISPF option 6, or a batch TSO session:
SEARCH CLASS(@SYSVIEW) NOMASK NOLIST CLIST('RLIST @SYSVIEW ' ' ALL')

EXEC EXEC.RACF.CLIST

The first command searches for all @SYSVIEW resources. The command execution appends the name of each
resource that is detected to the end of the string that you specified in the quoted value of the CLIST parameter and
outputs each result into <yourprefix.>EXEC.RACF.CLIST. You can execute (EXEC) the CLIST to get the output that
you want. If the data set does not exist, RACF attempts to allocate the data set. For example:
(. . .)

 CLASS      NAME                                          

 -----      ----                                          

 @SYSVIEW   SV.SUSP.* (G)                                 

                                                          

 LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING 

 -----  --------   ----------------  -----------  ------- 

  00    SYS1            NONE               READ    NO     

                                                          

 INSTALLATION DATA                                        

 -----------------                                        

 NONE                                                     

                                                          

 APPLICATION DATA                                         

 ----------------                                         

 NONE                                                     

                                                          

 SECLEVEL                                                 

 --------                                                 

 NO SECLEVEL                                              

                                                          

 CATEGORIES                                               

 ----------                                               

 NO CATEGORIES                                            

                                                          

 SECLABEL                                                 

 --------                                                 

 NO SECLABEL                                              
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 AUDITING                                                 

 --------                                                 

 ALL(READ)                                                

                                                                  

 GLOBALAUDIT                                                      

 -----------                                                      

 NONE                                                             

                                                                  

 NOTIFY                                                           

 ------                                                           

 NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED                                           

                                                                  

 CREATION DATE  LAST REFERENCE DATE  LAST CHANGE DATE             

  (DAY) (YEAR)       (DAY) (YEAR)      (DAY) (YEAR)               

 -------------  -------------------  ----------------             

   167    21          167    21         167    21                 

                                                                  

 ALTER COUNT   CONTROL COUNT   UPDATE COUNT   READ COUNT          

 -----------   -------------   ------------   ----------          

 NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE                               

                                                                  

 USER      ACCESS                                                 

 ----      ------                                                 

 SYSPROG1  READ                                                   

                                                                  

    ID     ACCESS  CLASS                ENTITY NAME               

 -------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------

 NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST                            

(. . .)

3. Analyze the following conditions. If all of the following conditions are true, your organization does not have an audit
finding.
a. The RACF @SYSVIEW class resources that have names that begin with “SV.SUSP.” are all defined with

UACC(NONE) and NOWARNING.
(. . .)

 CLASS      NAME                                          

 -----      ----                                          

 @SYSVIEW   SV.SUSP.* (G)                                 

                                                          

 LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING 

 -----  --------   ----------------  -----------  ------- 

  00    SYS1            NONE               READ    NO     

                                                          

 INSTALLATION DATA                                        

 -----------------                                        

 NONE                                                     

                                                          

 APPLICATION DATA                                         

 ----------------                                         

 NONE                                                     

                                                          

 SECLEVEL                                                 
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 --------                                                 

 NO SECLEVEL                                              

                                                          

 CATEGORIES                                               

 ----------                                               

 NO CATEGORIES                                            

                                                          

 SECLABEL                                                 

 --------                                                 

 NO SECLABEL                                              

                                                          

 AUDITING                                                 

 --------                                                 

 ALL(READ)                                                

                                                                  

 GLOBALAUDIT                                                      

 -----------                                                      

 NONE                                                             

                                                                  

 NOTIFY                                                           

 ------                                                           

 NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED                                           

                                                                  

 CREATION DATE  LAST REFERENCE DATE  LAST CHANGE DATE             

  (DAY) (YEAR)       (DAY) (YEAR)      (DAY) (YEAR)               

 -------------  -------------------  ----------------             

   167    21          167    21         167    21                 

                                                                  

 ALTER COUNT   CONTROL COUNT   UPDATE COUNT   READ COUNT          

 -----------   -------------   ------------   ----------          

 NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE                               

                                                                  

 USER      ACCESS                                                 

 ----      ------                                                 

 SYSPROG1  READ                                                   

                                                                  

    ID     ACCESS  CLASS                ENTITY NAME               

 -------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------

 NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST                            

(. . .)

b. The RACF access authorizations for the resources that were detected in Step 3a are restricted from all users. NO
USERS have access except as defined in Suspend (SUSP) Resources.
(. . .)

 CLASS      NAME                                          

 -----      ----                                          

 @SYSVIEW   SV.SUSP.* (G)                                 

                                                          

 LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING 

 -----  --------   ----------------  -----------  ------- 

  00    SYS1            NONE               READ    NO     

                                                          

 INSTALLATION DATA                                        
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 -----------------                                        

 NONE                                                     

                                                          

 APPLICATION DATA                                         

 ----------------                                         

 NONE                                                     

                                                          

 SECLEVEL                                                 

 --------                                                 

 NO SECLEVEL                                              

                                                          

 CATEGORIES                                               

 ----------                                               

 NO CATEGORIES                                            

                                                          

 SECLABEL                                                 

 --------                                                 

 NO SECLABEL                                              

                                                          

 AUDITING                                                 

 --------                                                 

 ALL(READ)                                                

                                                                  

 GLOBALAUDIT                                                      

 -----------                                                      

 NONE                                                             

                                                                  

 NOTIFY                                                           

 ------                                                           

 NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED                                           

                                                                  

 CREATION DATE  LAST REFERENCE DATE  LAST CHANGE DATE             

  (DAY) (YEAR)       (DAY) (YEAR)      (DAY) (YEAR)               

 -------------  -------------------  ----------------             

   167    21          167    21         167    21                 

                                                                  

 ALTER COUNT   CONTROL COUNT   UPDATE COUNT   READ COUNT          

 -----------   -------------   ------------   ----------          

 NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE                               

                                                                  

 USER      ACCESS                                                 

 ----      ------                                                 

 SYSPROG1  READ                                                   

                                                                  

    ID     ACCESS  CLASS                ENTITY NAME               

 -------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------

 NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST                            

(. . .)

c. The RACF logging is defined in accordance with the requirements listed in Suspend (SUSP) Resources.
(. . .)

 CLASS      NAME                                          

 -----      ----                                          
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 @SYSVIEW   SV.SUSP.* (G)                                 

                                                          

 LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING 

 -----  --------   ----------------  -----------  ------- 

  00    SYS1            NONE               READ    NO     

                                                          

 INSTALLATION DATA                                        

 -----------------                                        

 NONE                                                     

                                                          

 APPLICATION DATA                                         

 ----------------                                         

 NONE                                                     

                                                          

 SECLEVEL                                                 

 --------                                                 

 NO SECLEVEL                                              

                                                          

 CATEGORIES                                               

 ----------                                               

 NO CATEGORIES                                            

                                                          

 SECLABEL                                                 

 --------                                                 

 NO SECLABEL                                              

                                                          

 AUDITING                                                 

 --------                                                 

 ALL(READ)                                                

                                                                  

 GLOBALAUDIT                                                      

 -----------                                                      

 NONE                                                             

                                                                  

 NOTIFY                                                           

 ------                                                           

 NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED                                           

                                                                  

 CREATION DATE  LAST REFERENCE DATE  LAST CHANGE DATE             

  (DAY) (YEAR)       (DAY) (YEAR)      (DAY) (YEAR)               

 -------------  -------------------  ----------------             

   167    21          167    21         167    21                 

                                                                  

 ALTER COUNT   CONTROL COUNT   UPDATE COUNT   READ COUNT          

 -----------   -------------   ------------   ----------          

 NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE                               

                                                                  

 USER      ACCESS                                                 

 ----      ------                                                 

 SYSPROG1  READ                                                   

                                                                  

    ID     ACCESS  CLASS                ENTITY NAME               

 -------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------
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 NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST                            

(. . .)

4. If any of the conditions that are described in Step 3 are not true, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The ISSO works with the systems programmer to verify that the resources values are specified properly in RACF as
described in Suspend (SUSP) Resources.

1. Use the RACF PERMIT commands with the DELETE parameter to remove access to any of the resources from users
that have permission to access the resource. For example:
PERMIT SV.SUSP.* CLASS(@SYSVIEW) DELETE ID(SYSPROG1)

2. Use the RACF RALTER command to change any profiles that do not have the appropriate settings.  For example:
RALTER @SYSVIEW(SV.SUSP.*) UACC(NONE) NOWARNING AUDIT(FAILURE(READ))

3. Reissue the commands in Step 2 in Identify Audit Finding to verify and ensure that the specified changes applied
successfully.

The @SYSVIEW Class SV.SUSP Resources are defined and protected using RACF.

Suspend (SUSP) Resources

The following table contains SYSVIEW suspend resources and the recommended values for Logging, Role, and Access.

There are several resources where we recommend READ access instead of NONE access. The affected resources
(JTYP, JQUE, WTRN, DDNM) are not considered critical resources that you should secure, unless you have a specific
reason to secure them. For example, when there is no specific reason to restrict access to job output by the job type (for
example, TSU, STC, JOB, OTX), we recommend that you suspend security checking for the JTYP resource.

SV.SUSP.<resource>

Resource Type Function Logging Role Access

CMND n/a Bypass all Command security Checks Yes NONE NONE

SUBC n/a Bypass all SUB-Command security Checks Yes NONE NONE

AC n/a Bypass Action Codes associated with RESN
resources

Yes NONE NONE

ENV n/a Bypass all Environment Security Checks Yes NONE NONE

USER n/a Bypass all USER Security checks Yes NONE NONE

JOBN n/a Bypass all jobname security checks Yes NONE NONE

JTYP n/a Bypass all JOBTYPE security checks No NONE READ

JQUE n/a Bypass all JOBQUEUE security checks No NONE READ

NTFY n/a Bypass all NOTIFY=userid security checks Yes NONE NONE

WTRN n/a Bypass all writer security checks No NONE READ

DDNM n/a Bypass all DDName security checks No NONE READ

RESN n/a Bypass all RESN security checks Yes NONE NONE

RESN CATALOG Bypass CATALOG RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSDCT Bypass CICSDCT RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSFILE Bypass CICSFILE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
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Resource Type Function Logging Role Access

RESN CICSICE Bypass CICSICE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSJOBN Bypass CICSJOBN RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSJRNL Bypass CICSJRNL RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSPROG Bypass CICSPROG RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSTCLS Bypass CICSTCLS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSTERM Bypass CICSTERM RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSTOPT Bypass CICSTOPT RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSTRAN Bypass CICSTRAN RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSTSQ Bypass CICSTSQ RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CONSOLE Bypass CONSOLE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CPU Bypass CPU RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN DEST Bypass DEST RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN DEVICE Bypass DEVICE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN DUMPDS Bypass DUMPDS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN EMAIL Bypass EMAIL RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN GROUPS Bypass GROUPS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSCLASS Bypass IMSCLASS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSCMD Bypass IMSCMD RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSDBASE Bypass IMSDBASE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSID Bypass IMSID RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSJOBN Bypass IMSJOBN RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSLINE Bypass IMSLINE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSLTERM Bypass IMSLTERM RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSNODE Bypass IMSNODE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSPROG Bypass IMSPROG RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSPSB Bypass IMSPSB RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSTMEM Bypass IMSTMEM RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSTPIPE Bypass IMSTPIPE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSTRACE Bypass IMSTRACE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSTRAN Bypass IMSTRAN RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN IMSUSER Bypass IMSUSER RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN INIT Bypass INIT RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN INVOKEKW Bypass INVOKEKW RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN JOBCLASS Bypass JOBCLASS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN LGSTREAM Bypass LGSTREAM RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN LIBCACHE Bypass LIBCACHE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN MENUKWD Bypass MENUKWD RESN checks Yes NONE NONE

RESN METRIC Bypass METRIC RESN checks Yes NONE NONE

RESN MVSCMD Bypass MVSCMD RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN NODE Bypass NODE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
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Resource Type Function Logging Role Access

RESN OUTCLASS Bypass OUTCLASS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN PAGEDS Bypass PAGEDS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN SCHEDULE Bypass SCHEDULE RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN SETKWD Bypass SETKWD RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN SMFDATA Bypass SMFDATA RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN SMFDS Bypass SMFDS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN SPOOL Bypass SPOOL RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN STGSSID Bypass STGSSID RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN SYSTEM Bypass SYSTEM RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN UNIT Bypass UNIT RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN VOLSER Bypass VOLSER RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN WMAPLENV Bypass WMAPLENV RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN WMSCHENV Bypass WMSCHENV RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN XSYSDEST Bypass XSYSDEST RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN XSYSORIG Bypass XSYSORIG RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN ZAP Bypass ZAP RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN JESGROUP Bypass JESGROUP RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN XSDATA Bypass XSDATA RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSMQMN Bypass CICSMQMN RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN CICSJVMS Bypass CICSJVMS RESN checks Yes NONE NONE
RESN JVMJOBN Bypass JVMJOBN RESN checks Yes NONE NONE

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following CCIs are related to this STIG.

CCI-000035:

CCI: CCI-000035

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Type: technical

Definition: The information system provides the capability for privileged administrators to configure the organization-
defined security policy filters to support different security policies.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-4 (11).1 (ii)

CCI-002234:

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24
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Type: technical

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BSYSR011: Secure SYSVIEW Configuration and Parameter
Values Using RACF
Severity: 1 - High

The SYSVIEW configuration settings and parameters allow for the control of the security and operational characteristics
of the product. When the configuration settings and parameters are not specified properly, the SYSVIEW security and
operational controls can be weakened or disabled. Unauthorized access can compromise confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of the operating system, RACF, and customer data.

Your organization must ensure that the SYSVIEW configuration settings and parameters are secured properly using
RACF. Properly secured settings result in a more secure, consistent, and reliable security configuration, and helps to
ensure that access to SYSVIEW resources is limited to only authorized users.

This STIG article shows how to identify and secure the configuration and parameter values for SYSVIEW security properly
using RACF.

To complete the identification and remediation tasks in this article, the user that performs the audits must possess
a SYSVIEW administrator user ID or a user ID that is a member of the SYSVIEW ADMIN group. The user must also
possess READ permission to the SYSVIEW CNM4BSEC file. To determine if the user ID possesses the required
permissions, see STIG ID - BSYSR007: Protect the SYSVIEW SECURITY Command and CNM4BSEC Data Set Using
RACF.

Optionally, users can run the SYSVIEW GSVXSECL utility to audit the SYSVIEW security settings. Run the utility using a
user ID that has READ access to the SYSVIEW CNM4BSEC file. A SYSVIEW administrator user ID or a user ID that is a
member of the ADMIN group is not required to run the utility.

Identify Audit Finding

The following steps describe how to generate the information that you require to audit the SYSVIEW security settings
using the SYSVIEW SECURITY command and using the GSVXSECL utility.

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Log in to SYSVIEW using a user ID that possesses the required permissions to perform an audit using the SYSVIEW
SECURITY command.
a. Open the SECURITY display:

SECURITY

b. Open the Security User Groups display to audit SYSVIEW user groups. Select User Groups and press Enter.
c. Display the values for all SYSVIEW user groups. Select Global and press Enter.
d. Display the SAF definitions that SYSVIEW uses to interface with external security products. Select External

Security Section and press Enter.
Field                                                Value

SAF Entity Class Name                                @SYSVIEW

    SAF Entity Name Prefix                           SV   

    Bypass internal security call                    YES

    Call SAF if failed internally                    YES  

    Use JESSPOOL for Job Validation                  YES  

    Use System SMFID in Entity Name                  YES  

    Use System QUAL in Entity Name                   YES  
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    Display SAF Class message at INIT                YES  

    Access required for ALTER commands/sub-commands  ALTER 

    SAF Exit Name                                    NONE 

        Pass JES JCT address to SAF exit             NO   

    Access Entity Table Size (KB)                    256

e. Analyze the values of the definitions and continue to Step 3.
2. (Optional) Modify the following sample JCL to perform an audit using the GSVXSECL utility:

a. Specify the required values in the JCL:
Example:
//jobcard    

//*

//* Report on GLOBAL Group External Security

//*

//REPORT   EXEC PGM=GSVXSECL,PARM='SSID=GSVX,LINECNT=66'            

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sysview.CNM4BLOD 

//GSVXSCFG DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sysview.CNM4SCFG 

//SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sysview.CNM4BSEC 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                   

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                   

//SYSIN    DD *                                          

 SECTIONS=(EXTERNAL)

 REPORTS=(GRPDET=(GLOBAL))                                              

/*

EXEC
Executes the job. The PARM parameters are:
SSID

- Specifies the Subsystem Identifier (SSID) that is used to determine which System Configuration Options
member to use from the system parmlib.

LINECNT
- Specifies the number of lines that are printed per page of the report. You can specify 20 through 99
lines. The default is 66 lines per page.

SYSOUT
Prints the input control statements and messages. The required DCB attributes are RECFM=FBA (or FA) and
LRECL=133. BLKSIZE is optional and defaults to 133.

SYSPRINT
Defines the output report data set. The required DCB attributes are RECFM=FBA (or FA) and LRECL=133.
BLKSIZE is optional and defaults to 133.

SYSIN
(Optional) Designates the input control statements. The required DCB attributes are RECFM=FB (or F) and
LRECL=80. BLKSIZE is optional and defaults to 80.

SYSLIB
(Optional) Specifies the name of the security data set from which to produce the reports. If omitted, the security
data set name is obtained from the Systems Configuration Options member.

GSVXSCFG
Points to the System Configuration data set that contains the System Configuration Options member for the
specified SSID.

b. To generate the security report, submit the JCL. For more information about generating security reports, see
Produce Reports.

c. Analyze the values of the definitions. See Page 2 of the report.
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CA SYSVIEW 16.0                                        Security Dataset Report                         

                  Page     2

2021/11/10 06:35:18            Security Dataset Name:  sysview.CNM4BSEC

                  Group Name:  GLOBAL    Group Owner:   ADMIN      Description:  Global Values

External Security section:

SAF Entity Class Name ........................... @SYSVIEW

SAF Entity Name Prefix .......................... SV

Bypass internal security call ................... YES

Call SAF if failed internally ................... YES

Use JESSPOOL for Job Validation ................. YES

Use System SMFID in Entity Name ................. YES

Use System QUAL in Entity Name .................. YES

Display SAF Class message at INIT ............... YES

Access required for ALTER commands/sub-commands . ALTER

SAF Exit Name ................................... NONE

    Pass JES JCT addr to SAF exit                 NO

Access Entity Table Size (KB) ................... 256

d. Continue to Step 3.
3. If any of the keyword values are not defined as described in the following list, your organization has an audit finding.

See Remediate Audit Finding.
SAF Entity Class Name:

@SYSVIEW

NOTE
@SYSVIEW is the recommended value for the SAF Entity Class Name. If your organization
implemented an alternative SAF Entity Class Name (for example, FACILITY), the value that is displayed
does not indicate an audit finding. However, the value of the SAF Entity Class Name must never be
NONE.

SAF Entity Name Prefix:
SV

Bypass internal security call:
YES

Call SAF if failed internally:
YES

Use JESSPOOL for Job Validation:
YES

Use System SMFID in Entity Name:
YES

Use System QUAL in Entity Name:
YES

Display SAF Class message at INIT:
YES

Access required for ALTER commands/sub-commands:
ALTER

SAF Exit Name:
NONE

Pass JES JCT address to SAF exit:
NO
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Access Entity Table Size (KB):
256

4. If all of the keyword values are defined as described in the list in Step 3, your organization does not have an audit
finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information Systems Security Officer (ISSO) works with the SYSVIEW system programmer to ensure that
the configuration settings and parameters that are required to control SYSVIEW security are defined properly and
syntactically correct. Defining the values of the SYSVIEW configuration and parameters properly helps to ensure that
RACF is implemented to the fullest extent.

The organization must ensure the security settings that are listed in the following steps are specified for Global and all
other groups using the SYSVIEW SECURITY command.

1. Log in to SYSVIEW using user ID that possesses the required permissions.
2. Review the results of the SYSVIEW SECURITY command execution or the security report that the GSVXSECL utility

generated.
3. Ensure that the SAF Entity Class name is defined as @SYSVIEW and is active in SYSVIEW. To do this, see STIG

ID - BSYSR006: Define and Activate the @SYSVIEW Resource Class in RACF. If your organization implemented an
alternative SAF Entity Class Name as described in Step 3 of Identify Audit Finding, continue to the next step.

4. Display the SAF definitions:
a. Open the Security display:

SECURITY

b. Open the Security User Groups display. Select User Groups and press Enter.
c. Display the values for all SYSVIEW user groups. Select Global and press Enter.
d. Display the SAF definitions that SYSVIEW uses to interface with external security products. Select External

Security Section and press Enter.
5. Ensure that the keyword values for each field are defined as described in Step 3 in Identify Audit Finding.

Example:
Field                                                Value

SAF Entity Class Name                                @SYSVIEW

    SAF Entity Name Prefix                           SV

    Bypass internal security call                    NO

    Call SAF if failed internally                    NO

    Use JESSPOOL for Job Validation                  NO

    Use System SMFID in Entity Name                  YES

    Use System QUAL in Entity Name                   YES

    Display SAF Class message at INIT                NO

    Access required for ALTER commands/sub-commands  READ

    SAF Exit Name                                    NONE

        Pass JES JCT address to SAF exit             NO

    Access Entity Table Size (KB)                    256

6. Insert your cursor in the Value fields that you want to modify. Update the values. Press PF3 to apply the changes.
7. Repeat Step 4 and Step 5 to confirm that the updated SAF definition values are in effect.

After you complete these steps, the SYSVIEW configuration and parameter values are secured properly using RACF.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. For more information, see the National Institute of Standards and
Technology website. The following CCIs are related to this STIG.
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CCI-000035:

CCI: CCI-000035

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Type: technical

Definition: The information system provides the capability for privileged administrators to configure the organization-
defined security policy filters to support different security policies.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-4 (11)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-4 (11).1 (ii)
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Using GMI
The articles in this section describe configuring and using the GMI.

Introducing GMI
Note: The following software versions were used to create the screen samples and examples in this section:

• Vantage Windows Client Release 12.6
• MTC-M Release 14.0
• Vantage Release 12.6

Integrate with GMI
GMI is a graphical management interface consisting of user-interface clients which interface with a z/OS server
component to allow access to basic z/OS server functions. Integrating SYSVIEW enables you to view and manage
mainframe activity from a PC.

The following user-interface clients are available:

• Windows Client
• Web Client

As a browser interface, GMI can be used from any PC with internet access to the Web Client’s application server. The
current version of the Web Client provides the user-driven functionality of view and analysis, filtering and sorting, zooming,
and the ability to take actions on selected entries.

This client also includes a series of factory dashboards that are available right after installation. These dashboards include
SYSVIEW-specific ones that are usable out-of-the-box. You can customize the data displays through the use of these
dashboards. You can use the dashboards as is, clone them, or add parameters to them.

The articles in this section mostly include examples from the Windows Client, which are similar in many respects to the
Web Client.

GMI is included free of charge with many Broadcom products. The GMI components only need to be installed once.
However, you must configure the z/OS server component for each GMI-enabled Broadcom product you want to use GMI
for, on each host where you want to use it. The following is the list of GMI enabled Broadcom products:

• CA 1
• ASTEX
• CREWS
• Datacom/DB
• Disk
• Encryption Key Manager
• IDMS/DB
• MasterCat
• PDSMAN
• SYSVIEW
• Tape Encryption
• TLMS
• Vantage
• Vtape

For more information about GMI, see the Vantage documentation at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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The Object Tree
You access all user-interface functions from the main window of the user-interface. The Object Tree is a major feature on
the main window of the user-interface.

The expandable and collapsible Object Tree lists all the source objects in a hierarchical tree structure. A folder icon
represents a grouping of objects in the tree. When you expand a folder you will either view subfolders, the objects in the
folder, or both. Different types of objects are represented by different icons and their title. A source object contains all
the fields updated by the data collection services for that object. All fields-or any subset of them-can be included in user-
defined views based on the source object.

In the Windows Client, the Object Tree displays in its own window. To display the Object Tree in the Windows Client, click
the Object Tree icon in the Windows Client toolbar.

In the Web Client, the Object Tree displays in the Object Tree navigation pane in the Web Client main window.

You can access GMI enabled product objects using the user-interfaces, and the following basic Vantage storage
management objects:

• Vantage Internal Management, which includes the following objects and sub-folders:
– All Summary Objects
– All Joined Objects
– JCL Model List
– Mailbox
– Operator Commands
– System Parameters
– Sub-folder; Dictionary (objects: Dictionary Object Definitions Dictionary, Dictionary Field Definitions and so on)
– Sub-folder; Memory Usage (objects: Memory Usage Summary, Memory usage above the bar, and so on)
– Sub-folder, Status Monitors (objects: Internal Status Monitor, and Log and Warm Start Status)
– Sub-folder; Messages (objects: System Activity Log, console messages and so on)

• Catalog Management (locations, relationships, entries, and space usage)
• DFSMS Constructs (all attributes)
• Hardware Errors (current and historical, and tape units)
• Storage Groups (space usage and other attributes)
• Volumes (DASD - space usage and other attributes)
• z/OS System Resources (APF list, Link list, and so on)

To find out more about these objects in the Windows Client, right-click the object in the object tree and click the Help on
Object option. To display the Object Help in the Web Client, open the object, click Help, and then Object object_name
Help.

Standard GMI Features
GMI user-interfaces provide a rich set of standard features for working with your products and related object data. These
features include the following:
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• Simultaneous connection to several z/OS hosts, with separate views for each host, or all hosts consolidated into a
single view

• Table views of all data, customizable with the ease of point-and-click
• Graphical views of any numeric data, easily customized, with a wide range of two-dimensional and three-dimensional

features
• Filtering and sorting on any field
• Summary Totals and Statistics (aggregate functions such as total, average, minimum, and maximum)
• Scaling (KB, MB, GB, and so on) and color coding features
• Drill-down feature to zoom to related object data
• Wizards for simple or complex summaries (Summary Objects)

NOTE
Currently, you can create and manage Summary Objects using only the Windows Client. You can view
Summary Objects using both the Windows Client and the Web Client.

• Reporting features for customized and printed reports
• Multiple output formats, including:

– Web page (HTML)
– Email
– PDF
– Excel
– Microsoft Access Database (MDB)

NOTE
This output format is only available from the Windows Client.

– Comma Separated Values (CSV)

NOTE
This output format is only available from the Web Client.

• Schedulers for producing and sending report output on a regular basis
• JCL management (edit, model, drag and drop, substitute, submit, and schedule)

NOTE
Currently, JCL management is only available in the Windows Client.

Standard Object Views
The standard object views in the Windows Client are the Table View, Graph View, and List View. The standard object view
in the Web Client is the table view and you can create charts (graphs) of object information (data).

The following sections describe the Table View of both clients and the Graph View of the Windows Client.

Table Views

In both the Windows Client and the Web Client, the default view of objects is the Table View. The Table View displays
object information (data) in configurable tables. You can change display characteristics (such as the width and number of
table columns, the number of rows displayed, and so on) and characteristics that apply to specific objects, such as sort
and filter criteria. The display and object-specific characteristics determine the appearance of the table. When you save
your user-defined views of objects, you automatically save the display and object characteristics with it.

The following is a sample of an object table displayed by the Web Client:
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The following is a sample of a Table View of an object displayed by the Windows Client:

In the Windows Client, you can change the view type, for example from the Table View to the Graph View, or List View by
clicking the Switch to icon in the bottom left corner of the object window, as shown in the sample Table View. In the Web
Client, if you have created a chart (graphic) view of object data then the chart is displayed above the table.

Table View Dialog Toolbar Options

The Web Client Customize Menu provides access to the Customize View Wizard and the Customize Report Wizard.
The Customize View Wizard provides object view customize options such as: filter, sort, charting (object graphs), hide or
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display columns, rename columns, and so on. The Customize Report Wizard allows you to create and manage output
reports and output report schedules.

The Windows Client Table View dialog toolbar provides the following options:

The Windows Client Table View dialog toolbar icons can vary depending on the object being displayed. The following are
just a couple of the additional icons that may appear depending on the object being displayed:

• View Info Area Icon

( )
Displays an information area (Info Area) window that contains information unique to the object, or other information
related to the entire object.

NOTE
To see an explanation of the information displayed in the information area window, open the Help About
Object online help system from the object's toolbar.

• Input List Icon

( )
Allows you to specify the input that creates the object. The type of input can vary from object to object. In some cases,
such as when working with Disk archive and backup data, the Input List provides the names of one or more data sets
from which the object data is extracted; that is, the Disk FILES Data Sets. In the case of the BCS Data Set Entries
object (which lists catalog entries), the Input List is a data set name or data set name pattern to be found in the system
catalogs. For other objects, the Input List is an input command to the specific product that produces the object.
In most cases, each Input List can be configured to provide system defaults. The Input List dialog allows you to
override the default values. Click the Help button in the Input List dialog to find out how to use the dialog.
When the Input List consists of data set names, and GDGs are appropriate, either relative or absolute names may be
entered. You may also specify System variables and System Symbols within the Input List, and their active values will
be substituted.

NOTE

• Because an Input List is not executed in any specific object context, you cannot use Object Related
variables for substitution.

• For more information about the Table View dialog toolbar options, see the section Windows Client in the
Vantage Windows documentation and the Help About Window online help system.

Additional Table View Options

In addition to the Web Client menu and toolbar options, you can click the down arrow next to a column heading and sort
the object table by that column in ascending or descending order. You can also click the down arrow next to a column
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heading and specify which columns you want to display or hide. The following is an example of the Web Client's Object
Column Headings Options menu, where the down-arrow next to the % Alloc column heading is selected:

NOTE
The Web Client Customize View Wizard also provides sort and column display or hide options.

In addition to the Windows Client Table View menu and toolbar options you can also perform some quick appearance
changes to the Table View as follows:

• Quick Find in Column
• Quick Sort on Columns
• Quick Color Code a Column
• Move the Freeze Column Line
• Return a Table View to Factory Settings

How to perform these changes is explained in the following procedures.

NOTE
The following Windows Client options and more options for customizing a view are available in the View and
Output Definition feature. For more information, see Customized Reports.

To Quick Find in Column

Instead of scrolling down to a row you can quickly find a particular item. To do this you can use the Quick Find in Column
option by following these steps:

1. Right click the column heading which contains the item you want to find.
The Column Options Menu displays as shown in the following sample:
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2. Click the Find option in the Column Options Menu.
The Find dialog displays.

3. In the Find What field type in the item you want to find. You can type in part of the item, for example if you wanted to
find ABC123 then you could type in ABC, ABC1, and so on.

4. Click Find Next.
The Table View of the object is updated and the first item containing your find criteria is displayed. If the criterion is not
found in the column, then you receive a message advising that it is not found.

To Quick Sort on Columns

You can perform quick sorts in the Table View by clicking a column heading title cell and the table will sort by that column
in descending order. Click the column heading title cell again and the table will sort by that column in ascending order.

You can also right click a column heading and the Column Options Menu is displayed where you can select the Sort
Ascending or Sort Descending options.

NOTE
After you have created a Table View column sort in this manner you may want to remove it; to remove a Table
View column sort, click the Sort icon and use the Exclude a Field option or the Exclude all Fields option. For
more information, see the section Sort Option.

To Quick Color Code a Column

You can highlight certain values in columns by color coding them when specific criteria is met. You have two options for
color coding, you can use the Quick Color Code a Column option or you can use the View and Output Destination - Fields
option (the View and Output Destination - Fields option, is described in the section Color Code Option).

To use the Quick Color Code a Column option, perform the following steps:

1. Right click the column heading of the column you want to color code.
The Column Options Menu displays.
Click the Column Color Coding option in the Column Options Menu.

2. The Column Color Code dialog displays. The following is a sample of the Column Color Code dialog displayed for the
Volumes column in the Storage Group Volumes object:
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3. Click in the first empty Condition cell.
A down arrow appears on the right side of the cell.

4. Click the down arrow on the right side of the cell.
The Condition options display as shown in the following sample:

5. Select the condition you want.
The condition selected displays in the cell.

6. Click in the Value cell of the same row you selected the condition. Type in the value that you want the condition applied
to.
The value displays in the cell.

7. Click the Color cell of the same row you selected the condition and typed in a value.
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The Color dialog displays.
8. In the Color dialog select the color you want to appear as the background for the items that meet your criteria and click

OK.
The Column Color Code dialog displays showing the condition, value and color you have specified.
The following is an example of the Column Color Code dialog where the condition is ‘=’, the value is ‘ACFQA1‘ and the
color is blue for the Volumes column in the Storage Group Volumes object:

9. Click OK.
The Table View of the object is displayed with your color code settings.

10. In the Table View menu select File and then click Save, to save your settings.

If you save the Table View with the column color code setting then every time you open the object the color codes are
applied. To remove the column color coding; display the object, right click the column, select No Colors, and then click OK
in the Column Color Code dialog.

Observe the following:

• You can apply the color coding to the cells in the column selected or you can apply the color coding to the whole row
by selecting the Apply to Row option.

• You can apply predefined color code values by selecting the Use predefined colors button

(
).

• You can save the column color codes you have created so that you can use them later by selecting the Store these
colors as predefined button

(
).

• You can have multiple conditions, values, and colors to the same column. However, the Windows Client checks the
conditions sequentially until the first match occurs and it uses ANSII character sort order for the comparison (for
example: 0-9, A-Z, and a-z). If one value meets two or more conditions then the first condition is applied.
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For example: if you color code two conditions in the dialog such that ‘= AAAA1 Blue’ is listed first, and then ‘> AAAA0
Red’ is listed second in the dialog then the Windows Client will apply the ‘= AAAA1 Blue’ condition to all AAAA1 items,
then it will apply the second condition, ‘> AAAA0 Red’, to any items that meets the second condition but where the first
condition has not been applied. If the conditions are reversed in the dialog so that ‘> AAAA0 Red’ is first and ‘= AAAA1
Blue’ is listed second in the dialog, then the second condition, ‘=AAAA1 Blue’, would be ignored because items with
values AAAA1 have already met the first condition and the red color coding is already applied to them.

• There are no "and" or "or" condition statements available for color coding multiple conditions, values, and colors to the
same column. There are simply the 'less than', 'less than or equal to', 'equal to', 'greater than', 'greater than' or equal
to', 'less than or greater than' and ‘Range’ (for numerical fields only) conditions available for comparison to the values
you specify.

To Move the Freeze Column Line

You can freeze columns so that when you scroll to the right in a Table View, certain columns stay in the view. The black
vertical line separating columns is the Freeze Column Line.

To include the Type and Volumes columns as Freeze Columns perform the following steps:

NOTE
You can similarly include as many columns as you want as Freeze columns in any Table View of an object.

1. Click on the vertical line between the SG Name and the Type columns and drag-and-drop it to the vertical line between
the Volume and the CUA1 columns.

NOTE
You must click and drag the line anywhere below the column heading portion of the line, that is, it will not
work if you click and drag the section of the line between the column headings.

The Freeze Column Line now displays between the Volume and the CUA1 columns.
When you now scroll to the right in the Storage Group Volumes object the SG Name, Type and Volume columns
display in the left columns of the view.

2. In the object view menu, click File and then Save to save your settings.
If you save your settings, then every time you open the object the Freeze Columns line are where you saved it.
Alternatively you can just close the Table View without saving your Freeze Column Line change and the next time you
open the Table View for the object, the Freeze Column Line is where it was with the factory setting.

To Return a Table View to Factory Settings

Before you return an object view to factory settings note the following:

• By following this procedure you will erase all your settings in the view of the object, for example the Sort settings,
Column Color Coding settings, Freeze Columns settings, Filter settings and so on.

• If you only want to remove a particular setting but not all your customized settings then open the tool option for the
setting you want to remove and remove it. The following are a few examples of how to remove particular settings:
– To remove column color code settings, open the Color Coding dialog for the column colors you want to remove and

select No Colors.
– To remove a filter, open the Filter dialog and click the Clear icon

(
) then Save. For more information, see the section Filter Option.

– To remove your Freeze Columns settings, move the Freeze Columns line to the dividing line between the first and
second column.

– To remove column sorts, click the Sort icon

( )
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and use the Exclude a Field option or the Exclude all Fields option. For more information, see the section Sort
Option.

To return an object view to factory settings, perform the following steps:

1. Right click the object in the Object Tree.
The Object Options Menu displays. The following shows a sample of the Object Options Menu:

2. Click Return to Default Settings.
A confirmation dialog displays.

3. Click Yes.
All the changes to the object that you previously saved are replaced with factory default settings. You will see this
change the next time you open the object.

Graph Views

The GraphView feature displays a selected set of object data in a graph.

NOTE
For Web Client users; the Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides Charting options. These options
allow you to create charts (graphs) of object data. For more information, see the section Windows Client  in the
Vantage documentation.

The Windows Client offers a large variation of graph types to present your data in a variety of formats. Some of the
available graph types are:

• Line
• Point
• Area-curve
• Bar
• Pie
• Doughnut
• Pyramid
• Cube
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You can specify the graph type and its format to obtain the kind of display you prefer. You can preview the general look of
a graph while defining its various features.

NOTE
To immediately view certain changes, you must click the Refresh icon.

The following is a sample of the Windows Client Graph View of the Storage Groups object:

Graph View Dialog Toolbar Options

The Windows Client Graph View dialog toolbar provides the following options for working with graphs:

NOTE
For more information about the Graph View dialog toolbar options, see the section Windows Client  in the
Vantage documentation and the Help About Window online help system.

Additional Graph View Options

In addition to the Windows Client Graph View menu and toolbar options you can also perform some quick appearance
changes to the Graph View as follows:
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• Increase or Decrease Number of Items Displayed
• Quick Gallery Option (to change graph type)
• Quick Color Option (to change graph color)
• Quick Multiple Colors Option

How to perform these changes is explained in the following procedures.

NOTE
The following options and more options for customizing a view are available in the Windows Client View and
Output Definition option. For more information, see the section Customized Reports.

Increase or Decrease Number of Items Displayed
When you switch the object view from Table View to Graph View by clicking the Graph icon in the bottom left
corner of the view, the Graph View will display the same amount of items that were displayed in the Table View.
For example, if the Table View displayed 8 rows of X records found then the Graph View will display only those
8 items. If you want the Graph View to display more items then switch back to the Table View and expand the
window to display more rows. Then when you switch back to the Graph View it will display the same amount of
items. For example, if the Table View displayed 8 rows and you expand the Table View to display 10 rows then
when you switch to the Graph View it will display 10 items.
You can also use the Sort Option and the Filter Option in order to specify the order of the items and reduce the
amount of items you want to display in the graph, prior to switching to the Graph View.

NOTE
When you print a Graph View, all records (not only the ones displayed in Graph View on your screen)
are included in the printout unless you specify a range in the print option.

Quick Gallery Option to Change Graph Type
When a Graph View is displayed you can use the Quick Gallery option to change the graph type. (This option is
the same as the Gallery icon option found on the Graph View toolbar, this is another method for initializing the
same option.)

To use the Quick Graph Type Change option

• Right click in the graph of the Graph View.
The Graph Options Menu displays.

• Click the Gallery option and a list of graph types display as shown in the following sample:

• Click on the graph type you want to change to.
The Graph View is updated and the new graph type selected displays.

Quick Color Option to Change Graph Colors
When you switch to the Graph View, all the bars will have the same color. To apply different colors to the bars you
must first use the Quick Multiple Colors Option. Then you can right click a particular bar and specify a color for
that bar. The following procedure assumes you have the object displayed in the Graph View and all the bars have
the same color.

• To use the Quick Graph Color option to specify a color
• Right click on a particular item (for example a bar) in the graph.
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The Graph Options Menu displays.
• Select the Multiple Colors option.

The Graph View displays and the graph items display by a different color.
• Right click on the item (for example a bar) in the graph you want to specify a color for.

The Graph Options Menu displays.
• Click the Color option.

A color chart displays as shown in the following sample:

• Click on the color you want the item changed to.
The item in the Graph View is displayed with the color selected.

Quick Multiple Colors Option
When you switch to the Graph View, all the bars will have the same color. To apply different colors to the bars you
can use the Quick Multiple Colors Option. Then you can right click a particular bar and specify a color for that bar
as described in the section Quick Color Option. The following procedure assumes you have the object displayed
in the Graph View and all the bars have the same color.

• To use the Multiple Colors Option
• Right click on any item (for example a bar) in the graph.

The Graph Options Menu displays.
• Click the Multiple Colors option.

The Graph View is updated with each item displayed by a different color.

NOTE
To return the Graph View so that all items use the same color, right click an item (for example a bar)
in the graph and select the Multiple Colors option.

Standard View Options
In both the Windows Client and the Web Client, each standard view of object data provides options you can use to
manipulate object information so it is presented the way you like. Some of the more common Windows Client options are
described in the following sections.

NOTE
For more information about these options in the Web Client, see the MTC-Mdocumentation.

Filter Option

The Filter feature narrows the amount of object information (the number of rows) displayed in the table. The Windows
Client lists the object fields in the Filter dialog in alphabetical order by field name. The Filter dialog guides you in the
process of defining the filter expression by enabling and disabling the appropriate fields and controls at every step.
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NOTE
For Web Client users; the Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides a similar filtering feature. For more
information, see the MTC-Mdocumentation.

Example: Create a Filter

The following Windows Client example shows the filter criteria that would produce a user defined view showing only the
Vantage messages issued in the last three days. In the example a relative date of TODAY-3 is used instead of an absolute
date. A relative date allows for reuse of the filter without you having to calculate and update the date. However you can
use absolute dates (specific dates).

Filter Dialog Toolbar Options

The Windows Client Filter dialog toolbar provides the following options:

How Filters Work

A filter can be built from the fields of the object by combining them into Boolean expressions. You can also use
expressions that contain patterns with wildcard characters.
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You can refine your filter by using the AND/OR logical operators to combine several expressions. Use parentheses to
group sub-expressions.

You can enter a filter expression directly into the text box at the bottom of the Define Filter dialog or use the typing aids in
the dialog. It is possible to edit any expression in the text box.

Observe the following:

• For more information about how filters work click the Help icon in the Filter dialog.
• To immediately view the effect of your filter you must click the Apply and Refresh Data icon.

Sort Option

The Sort feature sorts the table by the values in the columns of the table. Every object attribute (or field for z/OS) in a
table can serve as a sort key. You can use the Windows Client Sort Dialog to sort object data in both the Table View and
the Graph View.

Note: The Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides a similar sort feature. For more information, see the MTC-M
documentation.

The following is a sample of the Windows Client Sort dialog for the POOLS object. It points out how to include and
exclude fields the object view is sorted by.

To change the Sort order using the Windows Client Sort dialog

1. Double-click the Sort Order icon in the Sort Orderpane of the Sort dialog.
The Ascending Sort Order icon appears.

2. Double-click the Sort Order icon again in the Sort Orderpane of the Sort dialog.
The Descending Sort Order icon appears.

NOTE
To immediately view the effect of your sort you must click the Apply and Refresh Data icon.

You can sort object data by columns directly in the Table View.

To sort the Table View by columns in the Windows Client

1. Click the column title you want the object data to be sorted by.
The first time the column title is clicked the table is updated and sorted in ascending order by object data in that
column.

2. Click the column title again to change the sort to descending order.
The table is updated and sorted in descending order by object data in that column.

After you have created a Table View column sort in this manner you may want to remove it; to remove a Table View
column sort, click the Sort icon and use the Exclude a Field option or the Exclude all the Fields option.
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Sort Dialog Toolbar Options

The Windows Client Sort dialog toolbar provides the following options:

Statistics Full and Totals

The Windows Client Statistics Full and Totals options in the View menu let you request the total of every numeric field, or
combine the totals with the average, minimum, and maximum values.

Note: The Statistics option in the View menu of the Web Client provides a statistics and totals view of the object. For more
information, see the MTC-Mdocumentation.

Example: Access Statistics Full and Totals options

The following example shows where to access the Statistics Full and Totals options from the Windows Client View drop-
down menu option in the Table View.

Statistics Totals Option

The Statistics Totals option provides the sum of all numeric fields, as shown in the following sample Windows Client
Statistics Totals screen capture.
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Statistics Full Option

The Statistics Full option provides totals plus the average, minimum, and maximum values for all numeric fields, as shown
in the following sample Windows Client Statistics Full screen capture.
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Scale Option

The Scale option list lets you select the scale base units for displaying numerical data. The difference between requesting
K, M, G, and so on, as opposed to KB, MB, GB and so on is that those with the appended B mean multiples of 1024, while
those without the B mean multiples of 1000. For example:

• nnK = nn(1000), nnM = nn(1000)(1000), and so on.
• nnKB = nn(1024), nnMB = nn(1024)(1024), and so on.

NOTE
The Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides a similar field scaling feature. For more information, see
the MTC-Mdocumentation.

To scale a column of numeric data in the Windows Client

1. Click the Definitions icon on the Windows Client toolbar of the object view.
The View and Output Definition dialog appears.

2. Click the Fields option in the left navigation pane of the View and Output Definition dialog.
The Fields dialog appears.

3. Click the cell in the Scale column of the Field row for which you want to establish the scale for.
A scale options list appears as show in the following sample:

4. Select the scale you want to use.
The scale selected appears in the cell in the Scale column of the Field.

5. Click OK.
The View and Output Definition dialog closes and the object view is updated with the scales selected. The column
heading displays the scale after the heading title, for example if you selected a scale of GB for Free Bytes the column
heading title will indicate the scale is GB.

Color Code Option

The Color Code option lets you set conditions for color coding values in object Table Views.
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NOTE
The Customize View Wizard in the Web Client provides a row and field coloring feature. For more information,
see the MTC-Mdocumentation.

To color code values in object views in the Windows Client

1. Click the Definitions icon from the toolbar of the object Table View.
The View and Output Definition dialog appears.

2. Click the Fields option in the left navigation pane of the View and Output Definition dialog.
The Fields dialog appears.

3. Click in the Color cell for a field you want to assign a background color.
The Color Coding dialog appears. The following Color Coding dialog sample shows how you can select a condition,
enter a condition value, and then select a background color for the item that meets the condition.

4. Complete the Color Code dialog.
The condition, value, and color code you selected are displayed in the Color Code dialog.

5. Click OK in the Color Code dialog.
The Color Code dialog closes and the field Color icon appears in the Color cell in the Fields dialog, as shown in the
following sample:
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6. Click OK.
The View and Output Definition dialog closes. The object Table View appears with background of values that meet
your conditions color coded.

Open Zoom Option (Drill-Down Feature)

The Windows Client Open Zoom feature provides you with a list of objects that have related information. You can select
an object from the Zoom list dialog to view the related information.

NOTE
The Web Client provides a Zoom feature on the Object toolbar. For more information, see the MTC-
Mdocumentation.

To zoom to related objects in the Windows Client

1. Select a row in the object Table View.
The selected row is highlighted.

2. Click the Open Zoom icon.
The Zoom list dialog appears, listing related objects.

3. Click an object in the Zoom list.
Object information in the object selected for that item appears.

The following sample illustrates a zoom from a particular Storage Group in the Storage Groups object to the same
Storage Group in the Storage Groups Volumes object.
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New Summary Objects Option

The Windows Client Summary Designer helps you create new summary objects from any source object. You select the
method for defining the summary groups and select the fields to include in the summary object. The summary object
includes summary groups from a source object table, and then provides statistics about all the object rows that fall into
each summary group. The statistics include counts, maximum values, minimum values, average values, and totals. These
statistics are provided for each group of records and for all the records.

You can start the Windows Client Summary Designer two ways, from the object pop-up menu or from the Object view
Menu Bar.

NOTE
Currently, you cannot create or manage Summary Objects using the Web Client. You can view Summary
Objects using the Web Client.

To start the Windows Client Summary Designer from the object pop-up menu

1. Right-click on the object in the Object Tree view.
The Object pop-up menu appears.

2. Select New Summary Object in the Object pop-up menu.
The Summary Designer appears.

To start the Summary Designer from the object view Menu Bar

1. Click the object in the Object Tree view.
The object view appears.

2. Select View, then New Summary Object from the object view Menu Bar.
The Summary Designer appears.

The following is a sample of the Summary Designer:
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NOTE
For more information about how to use the Summary Designer to create a new Summary Object click the
Help icon in the Summary Designer dialog, or see Working with Generalized Summary Objects in the Vantage
documentation.

Customized Reports

You can customize reports with the appearance and information you want by using the Windows Client Output Report
wizard and the View and Output Definition wizard.

NOTE
The Customize Reports Wizard in the Web Client provides an output report feature you can use to create and
manage user-view object data output reports and schedules for output reports. For more information, see the
MTC-Mdocumentation.

Windows Client Output Report wizard
This wizard allows you to define:

• The number of records (record range) of the report.
• The report format (print, web publishing, email, PDF, HTML, XML, TXT, Excel, FTP Server, and so on).
• The destination of the report (the printer, the directory, web server, email address, FTP server ID, and so on).

Windows Client View and Output Definition wizard
This wizard allows you to define:
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• The z/OS hosts from which data is to be retrieved.
• The fields (columns) to be included in the report.
• The order of the fields (columns) displayed in the report.
• The sort, color, and scale of the data in the report.
• The layout design, contents, and record range of the report. This includes the grouping of the fields (columns)

displayed in the report (using the Grouping facility in this feature).
• The report format (print, web publishing, email, PDF, HTML, XML, TXT, Excel, FTP Server, and so on).
• The destination of the report (the printer, the directory, web server, email address, FTP server ID, and so on).

To start the Output Report wizard in the Windows Client

1. Click the object in the Object Tree view to open the object view.
2. Click File, Output Report. Or click one of the following icons from the object window toolbar:

– Print Report
– Mail Report
– Export data into Excel
The Output Report wizard opens.

To start the View and Output Definition wizard in the Windows Client

1. Click the object in the Object Tree view.
The object view opens.

2. Click the Definitions icon from the toolbar of the object view.
The View and Output Definition wizard opens.

Example: Define fields to be displayed in a Storage Groups report

You can create a report based on the Storage Groups object that contains information on the SG Name, Type, % Allo, Vol
Cnt, Capacity Bytes, Allocated Bytes and Free Bytes. You can then sort the report by descending % Allo.

The following example shows how you would define this report in the Windows Client View and Output
Definition>View>Fields dialog:
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NOTE
For more information about the View and Output Definition dialog, click the Help icon in the View and Output
Definition dialog.

Multiple Output Formats

You can use the Windows Client Output Reports wizard to define output formats, number of records, and destinations of
your object view as it is currently displayed. You also have the option of using the View and Output Definition wizard to
customize reports with the appearance and information you want.

NOTE

• The Customize Reports Wizard in the Web Client provides an output report feature where you can define
output formats, schedules, and destinations of object user-view data. For more information, see the MTC-
Mdocumentation.

• When using the Output Reports wizard in the Windows Client, the output includes all the information from
your object view as it appears in your object view at the time you generate the report. Before you generate
the report, you can use other object view options (such as filter, sort, color code, and so on) to design how
the information appears in your object view and subsequently how the report appears. The number of
records in the report depends on the settings in the Record Range page of the wizard.

To start the Output Report wizard in the Windows Client

1. Click the object in the Object Tree view to open the object.
2. Select File, then Output Report from the object View menu to open the Output Report wizard. If you just want to print

a report, mail a report as an attachment, or export the object data to Excel, then simply click the corresponding report
output icon in the object window toolbar.

The following is a sample of the Windows Client Destinations page of the Output Report wizard for the Storage Group
object:

Each output destination gives you additional options as shown in the following example procedure for creating a
Formatted File.
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To produce a Formatted File using the Output Report wizard

1. Click the box next to the File (PDF, HTML, XML, TXT) option in the Destinations page of the Output Report wizard.
A check mark appears in the box next to the File (PDF, HTML, XML, TXT) option and the Define file location link is
highlighted.

2. Click the Define file location link.
The File (Formatted Report Destinations) Destinations page opens with PDF (Adobe Acrobat) format selected, as
shown in the following sample:

3. Click the box next to the formats of the report you want to create. For example, select the box next to HTML option if
you do not want to create a HTML file.
The File: field is populated with a default location dependent on the formats selected.

4. Click the Browse button next to the File: field if you want to change where the report is to be filed.
The File: field is populated with the new file location.

5. Click Perform.
The File (Formatted Report Destinations) page closes, and the file is created and filed in the location indicated.

NOTE
For more information about the Output Report wizard, click the Help icon in the Output Reports wizard.

Print Report Option

You can quickly print an object view using the Windows Client Print Report icon from the toolbar of the object view.

NOTE

• The Customize Reports Wizard in the Web Client provides a output report feature with output report
options. You can then print the output report as you would any report. For more information, see the MTC-
Mdocumentation.

• When using the Windows Client Output Report wizard, the output includes all the information from your
object view as it appears in your object view at the time you generate the report. Before you generate the
report, you can use other object view options (such as filter, sort, color code, and so on) to design how the
information appears in your object view and subsequently how the report appears. The number of records
in the report depends on the settings in the Record Range page of the Output Report wizard. You also have
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the option of using the View and Output Definition wizard to customize reports with the appearance and
information you want.

To quickly print an object view using the Print Report icon in the Windows Client

1. Click the object in the Object Tree view.
The object view appears.

2. Click the Print Report icon from the toolbar of the object view.
The Record Range page of the Output Report wizard opens, as shown in the following sample:

3. Indicate how many rows of information you want printed.
4. If you have defined a default printer in your Windows operating system and you want the print file sent to that printer

click the Perform button.
The Record Range page closes and the print file is sent to your default printer. You do not need to perform any more
of the following steps.

5. If you want to indicate the printer you want the report sent to click the Next button.
The Destinationspage opens.

6. Click the Define the printer link to open the Printer page, as shown in the following sample:
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7. Click the down arrow at the end of the Printer field and select the printer you want the report sent to.

NOTE
The Printer drop-down list includes all printers you have defined in your Windows operating system printer
setup.

You can also use the Printerpage to specify number of copies, page orientation, and paper size.
8. Click Perform.

The Printerpage closes and the print file is sent to the printer.

NOTE
For more information about the Output Report wizard, click the Help icon in the wizard.

Mail Report Option

You can email an object view report in PDF, HTML or Excel format using the Windows Client Mail Report icon from the
toolbar of the object view.

NOTE

• The Customize Reports Wizard in the Web Client provides an email output report option. For more
information, see the MTC-Mdocumentation.

• hen using the Windows Client Output Report wizard to email a report, the output includes all the information
from your object view as it appears in your object view at the time you generate the report. Before you
generate the report, you can use other object view options (such as filter, sort, color code, and so on) to
design how the information appears in your object view and subsequently how the report appears. The
number of records in the report depends on the Record Range settings. You also have the option of using the
View and Output Definition feature to customize reports with the appearance and information you want.

To quickly mail an object view using the Mail option in the Windows Client

1. Click the object in the Object Tree view.
The object view appears.

2. Click the Mail Report icon from the toolbar of the object view.
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The Record Range page of the Output Report wizard opens.
3. Indicate how many rows of information you want included in the attachment report.
4. Click Next to open the e-Mail page. It opens with the box next to e-Mail checked and the Define mail addressee link

highlighted.
5. Click Next to open the Destinations e-Mail page, as shown in the following sample:

NOTE
If you have defined a Mail to Address in the (global) Windows Client Options feature then that defined email
address is displayed in the e-Mail Destination page.

6. Provide the email address, subject, body text to be included in the email, and file format of the attachment object view
report, then click Perform.
The e-Mail Destination page closes. An email is created and sent with the object view report attached.

NOTE
For more information about the Output Report dialogs, click the Help icon in the Output Reports wizard.

Other Standard Features
The Windows Client and the Web Client contain other standard features that you can access from the main window Menu
Bar or Toolbar.

Windows Client
Windows Client features are explained in more detail in the Vantage Windows Client documentation and the
Windows Client Help About Window online help system.

Web Client
The Web Client also provides a Scheduler feature. End users can create output report schedules using the
Customize Reports wizard. Schedules and scheduled items can be managed using the Schedule Status feature
that is found in the Tools menu. The Web Client Scheduler currently does not provide a JCL Management feature.
The Web Client Scheduler feature is explained in more detail in the MTC-M documentation and the Web Client
Navigation online help system.

The following sections give a short explanation to the Windows Client Scheduler and JCL Management features.
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Scheduler

Both the Windows Client and the Web Client have Schedulers. The Schedulers provide a consistent set of scheduling
services for all output activities within the user-interfaces. You can schedule events by month, week, day, hour, and
minute.

For example, suppose you wanted to be kept up to date on the scratch status of volumes by displaying a daily report on
your web site. To do this, you could schedule a report based on the Volumes object to run every morning at 9:00 AM and
set the Destination of the report to Web Publishing in the Windows Client, or Publish to Web in the Web Client. With this
setup, the user-interface automatically runs a report on current volume activity every morning and publish the web report
on your web server.

NOTE
For more information about Web Publishing using the Windows Client, see the Vantage Windows
documentation. For more information about publishing reports to a web server using the Web Client, see the
MTC-Mdocumentation.

Both the Windows Client and the Web Client have Start Scheduler and Stop Scheduler options found under their Tools
options. And the Windows Client has the Schedule List option and the Web Client has a Schedule Status option that is
found under their Tools options which you can use to manage the different user-interface's scheduled items.

The Windows Client also has the Start Scheduler icon and the Schedule List icon in the Windows Client main menu
Toolbar.

The following is an example of the Web Client Scheduler Status Window that displays when you select the Schedule
Status option in the Tools menu:

The following is a sample of the Windows Client Schedule List window that displays when you select the Schedule List
icon in the main toolbar, or the Schedule List menu item from the Tools menu:
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Schedule List Dialog Toolbar Options

The Web Client Scheduler Status Window provides the following options:

Run
Runs the selected scheduled activities immediately.

Edit
Modifies a Schedule.

Enable/Disable
Enables or disables the selected schedules.

Export to Excel
Exports the information displayed in the Activity List table.

Refresh
Refreshes the information that displays in the Activity List table with the latest data from the web application
database.

NOTE
For more information about the Web Client Scheduler Status Window, see Web Client in the Vantage
documentation.

The Windows Client Schedule List dialog provides the following toolbar options:

NOTE
For more information about the Scheduler and Schedule List, see Windows Client in the Vantage documentation
and the Help on Windows online help system.

JCL Management

You can submit jobs manually from the Windows Client, either immediately or at a scheduled time. When you create a
job (JCL stream) to submit, you determine the type of job being submitted, the number of steps, and so on. The job can
involve your GMI enabled Broadcom product, standard IBM utility programs, your own utility programs, or any combination
of these. You can also use IEFBR14 jobs for testing purposes.

NOTE
Currently, the Web Client does not have a JCL Management feature.

The Windows Client helps you specify substitution variables (symbolic parameters) in the sample JCL you provide,
allowing you to create generalized model JCL.

GMI provides two options for managing your JCLs:
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• The Member Editor (Submit) function
• The JCL Model List feature

The Member Editor (Submit) Function

The Windows Client Member Editor (Submit) function under the z/OS menu in the Main Window can be used to manage
your JCLs. You can use it to specify substitution variables (symbolic parameters) in your sample JCLs. It has a drag-and-
drop feature that allows you to drag rows from object displays and drop them onto a JCL template in the Edit dialog. When
you drag and drop the rows, the variables from the rows are substituted into the template. You can also use the Member
Editor (Submit) function to submit jobs manually, either immediately or at a scheduled time.

NOTE
Currently, the Web Client does not have a Member Editor (Submit) function.

The following is a sample of the Windows Client New PDS Member Editor dialog that is displayed when you select the
Member Editor (Submit) function under the z/OS menu option:

PDS Member Editor Dialog Toolbar Options

The PDS Member Editor dialog provides the following toolbar options:
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NOTE
For more information about PDS Member Editor options, click the Help icon on the PDS Member Editor dialog
Toolbar.

The JCL Model List Feature

The Windows Client JCL Model List feature helps you manage JCL. The JCL Model List feature provides the same
functionality as the Member Editor (Submit) function however it presents your JCL working environment (the Object Table,
the Associated JCL Members, the Substitution Variable List, and the PDS Member Editor) in one window so that working
with your JCL is much easier.

NOTE
Currently, the Web Client does not have a JCL Model List feature.

You can use the Windows Client JCL Model List feature to select JCL models to be used by objects or a group of objects
using pattern matching. These models can be used to perform actions or mainframe management functions in batch jobs.
The models can contain object variables that are substituted upon request or at submit time.

You can start the JCL Model List feature two ways, from the Object Tree Pop-up Menu or from the object view Toolbar.

To start the JCL Model List feature from the Object Tree pop-up menu in the Windows Client

1. Right-click an object in the object tree.
The Object Tree pop-up menu appears.

2. Click the JCL Model List option.
The JCL Model List dialog appears.

To start and use the JCL Model List feature from the object view Toolbar

1. Click the object in the object tree.
The Object view appears.

2. Click the down arrow next to the Definitions icon in the object view Toolbar.
The Definitions drop-down menu appears.

3. Click the JCL Model List option.
The JCL Model List dialog appears. The JCL Model List dialog displays the object data and the list of JCL members
associated with that object in separate panes as shown in the following sample:
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The Object Table pane displays the object selected. You can use the object view menu options in the pane to change
the object view, such as sort, filter, zoom, and so on.
The Associated JCL Members pane displays the JCL models you have created and linked to the object selected. You
can use the Associated JCL Members Action options to modify the JCL Model information displayed in the pane, add
new JCL models, and to delete JCL Models.

NOTE
For more information about the Associated JCL Members pane, click the menu bar Help option and select
Help About Object.

4. Double-click a model line, and two additional panes appear in the JCL Model List dialog; the Substitution Variable List
for the object, and the PDS Member Editor with the model JCL.
The following sample shows how the JCL Model List displays all 4 panes in the JCL Model List dialog.

Using the PDS Member Editor pane you can edit the model JCL, create new JCL Models, insert variables, substitute
variables with object information, submit the JCL, and so on.
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NOTE
For more information about PDS Member Editor options click the Help option on the PDS Member Editor
pane Menu Bar.

5. Click your cursor in the JCL in the PDS Member Editor pane where you want a variable to be inserted, and then
double click the desired variable in the Substitution Variable List pane.
The variable appears in the PDS Member Editor pane where you indicated.

6. Repeat step 5 until you have included all your variables in the PDS Member Editor pane.
Now you are ready to substitute the variables in your JCL with object line information.

7. Click a line or multiple lines in the Object Table pane, then drag-and-drop them into the PDS Member Editor.
When you do this, a new PDS Member Editor dialog is opened with the resulting JCL; that is, the field values from
your selected object table lines are substituted into the variable locations in a copy of your JCL model in a new PDS
Member Editor dialog.

8. Click the Submit icon in the PDS Member Editor Toolbar when your JCL is complete and you are ready to submit it.
A message dialog appears advising that your JCL has been submitted.

NOTE
For more information about working with the JCL Model List, see Using in the Vantage documentation.

User Interface Object Action Options
The Actions option in GMI is only available for certain objects. It is used to perform actions on specific object items.

The actions available for an object relate to specific functionality of the object being accessed.

NOTE
If the Windows Client Help on Object or the Web Client Object-object_name-Help for an object lists Actions, but
the Actions menu option does not display any Actions, it is because your GMI license does not authorize you to
use them.

Example: Display of the Action menu of the Volume Space Usage object

The following screen is a sample of the Volume Space Usage object Action menu that is displayed in the Web Client:
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The following screen is a sample of the Volume Space Usage object Action menu that is displayed in the Windows Client:

NOTE
When object actions are performed, security checks are made with the proper access levels. The user ID for
each security check will be either the user ID associated with the GMI started task, or the user ID that owns
the script (the person who created or last modified it). For more information about the security system, see the
description of system parameter SECURSCR in Configuring in the Vantage documentation.

Display Actions Dialog Feature

You can use the actions dialog feature to perform actions on certain objects.

To start the Actions dialog feature

1. Click an object in the Object Tree.
An object in Table View appears in your user interface window.

2. Select a line or group of object data in the object Table that you want to perform the action on.
The line or lines of object data in the Table View is selected.

3. If you are using the Windows Client, click Actions in the Table View Menu Bar. If you are using the Web Client, click
Actions in the object Menu Bar.
The Actions drop down list appears.

4. Click the Action that you want to perform.
The Actions dialog appears.

NOTE
For more information about how to use the Actions dialog view the Help on Window online help system in
the Windows Client or the Navigation online help system in the Web Client. For more information about an
object and available object actions view the Help on Object online help system in the Windows Client or the
Object-object_name-Help online help system in the Web Client. If the Help on Object for an object or the
Object-object_name-Help online help system lists Actions, but the Actions menu option does not display any
Actions, it is because your GMI license does not authorize you to use them.
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User-Interface Online Help Systems
Both the Web Client and the Windows Client of GMI have two types of online help systems.

Windows Client
Help on Window

(Help About Window)
Help on Window provides information about how to use Windows Client features. If you click Help About
Window from a window or dialog Help menu option, it provides help about the opened window or dialog.
This online help system also has a search facility.

NOTE
From the object tree, the help is named Help on Window. When you have a window open and
you click the Help menu option, the Help About Window object opens.

Help on Object
(Help About Object)

Help on Object provides object-specific information, including a description of the object, actions available,
and information about the object data fields in the object.

NOTE

• If the Help on Object for an object lists Actions but the Actions menu option does not display
any Actions it is because your GMI license does not authorize you to use them.

• From the object tree, this help is called Help on Object, and when you have the object open
in a window and click the Help menu option, this is called Help About Object.

To access the Windows Client Help on Object (Help About Object) online help system:

1. Right-click on an object in the Object Tree dialog.
The Object pop-up menu appears.

2. Click Help on Object.
The Help on Object system appears. It shows the help page that is related to the object selected as
shown in the following sample of the Help on Object for the Storage Groups object:

Example: Display help from an object view
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You can also access the Help on Object (Help About Object) and the Help on Window (Help About Window) online help
systems from the Help menu item in the object view Menu Bar as shown in the following sample of the object table view
Menu Bar.

Web Client
Navigation Online Help Provides information about how to navigate the Web Client and use Web Client features If you click Help,

then Navigation from a window, wizard, or dialog, the online Help topic that is displayed provides help
about the opened window, wizard, or dialog. This online help system also has an index and a search facility.

To access the Web Client Navigation online help system, click Help and then Navigation in the object
Menu Bar, or in the opened window, wizard, or dialog. The help topic that pertains to that open window,
wizard, or dialog is displayed. The help topic displayed when you click Help and then Navigation in the
object menu bar is the Welcome page.

You can also open this online help system by clicking Help in the top line of the main Web Client window.

Object -
object_name - Help

Provides object-specific information. Object help includes a description of the object, actions available, and
information about the object data fields in the object.

To access the Web Client Object - object_name - Help online help system, click Help and then Object -
object_name - Help on the object Menu Bar. The Object - object_name - Help appears to show the
help page that is related to the displayed object.

NOTE
If the Object - object_name - Help for an object lists Actions, but the Actions menu option does
not display any Actions, it is because your GMI license does not authorize you to use them.

Set Up GMI
This section explains the GMI components and how to set up GMI:

GMI Components

GMI consists of the following components:

z/OS Server
Installed on the mainframe.

User-Interface (PC) Clients
The following user-interface clients are available:
Windows Client

This client is a Windows-based user-interface. This client provides full functionality and when you install
the Windows Client you also install the Config Client and the Vantage documentation set. You can use the
Config Client to set Vantage parameters.

Web Client
This client is a web-based user interface. The client can be used from any PC with internet access to the
web client application server. You can access the Vantage documentation set from the web client. The
current web client provides partial functionality compared to the Windows client.
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NOTE
Install the Windows client first and then the web client. The Windows client contains the Config
client, which you can use to set Vantage system parameters.

3270-based interface (View 3270 Client)
This client provides partial functionality that is limited to:

• User-driven functionality of view and analysis
• Filtering and sorting, zooming
• Ability to initiate actions on selected entries

NOTE
The View 3270 Client is considered a character-based user-interface, not a graphic-based
user-interface, so it is not discussed in this section. For View 3270 Client installation and
configuration information, see Configuring GMI in the Vantage Configuration documentation.
For more information about using the View 3270 Client, see Navigating the View 3270 in the
Vantage documentation.

Install and Configure GMI

To use GMI you must install and configure both the z/OS component and at least one of the User-Interface (PC) Client
components (you can use the Windows Client, the Web Client, or both).

NOTE
If you already installed GMI components for one of the other GMI enabled products, there is no need to install
the components again, however you must perform Step 4 in the following procedure for the GMI qualified
product. If you are installing the components for the first time, ensure that you have received the proper
installation materials for the z/OS and the User-Interface (PC) Client components. If you do not have all the
installation materials you need, contact Broadcom Support.

To install and configure both components of GMI

NOTE
System software and hardware requirements for both components of GMI can be found Installing in the Vantage
documentation.

1. Install the z/OS server as described in Installing in the Vantage documentation.
The z/OS server is installed on your z/OS system.

2. Install the Windows Client as described in Installing in the Vantage documentation.
The Windows Client is installed on at least one PC.

NOTE
When you install the Windows Client, you also install the Vantage Config Client which you can use to set
Vantage system parameters. If you want to use the Web Client, we suggest you install it after you have
completed step 8. However, you can install the Web Client after you have completed step 3 and to be able
to use it to work with GMI enabled product objects you must complete step 4 for each GMI enabled product.
For more information about installing, navigating, and using the Web Client, see the MTC-M documentation.

3. Configure the parts of the z/OS server that are common to all GMI enabled products as described in the chapter
Configuring GMI in the Vantage Configuration documentation.
Common GMI parts of the z/OS server are configured on your z/OS system.

4. Configure the parts of the z/OS server that are specific to your GMI enabled product as described in z/OS Host
Configuration.
Your GMI enabled product objects are defined for retrieving your GMI enabled product object data by the GMI user-
interface.
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NOTE
If you want to use the Web Client you can install it now or after you complete step 8. For more information
about installation, starting, navigation, and using the Web Client, see the MTC-M documentation.

5. Start the Windows Client.
The Windows Client is up and running on your PC.

6. Define z/OS host connections.
At least one z/OS host is defined in your Host List.

7. Connect the Windows Client to a z/O host and log in.
The Windows Client is connected and logged in to a z/OS host. You can start using it to view and work with object
data.

8. Define the Windows Client data collection mode.
Object data is automatically displayed in the object view when you open an object.

NOTE
The latest version of the Vantage documentation set is available at techdocs.broadcom.com. However,
you can install the Windows Client first (with no configuration) and then access the Vantage documentation
set. To access the Vantage documentation set from the Windows Client click Start, Programs, CA, SRM,
Documentation, and then Manuals - z/OS, or from the Windows Client main menu Help drop-down menu click
Manuals - z/OS.

Start and Log In to the Windows Client
If you want to use the Windows Client for your GMI session then you must start it.

By default, when you start the Windows Client, you automatically log in as the ADMIN user (the default administrator),
no Windows Client Login dialog appears, and the Windows Client Main Window appears. However, if this default was
changed to require a specific user ID and password, the Windows Client Login dialog appears when you start the
Windows Client and you must provide a valid user ID and password.

NOTE
For more information about creating and maintaining Windows Client logins, see Windows Client in the Vantage
documentation.

To start and log in to the Windows Client

1. Click Start, Programs, CA, CA Storage Resource Manager, and select Windows Client.
The Windows Client Login dialog appears as shown in the following sample.

2. Type in your Windows Client User ID and Password and click OK.
The Windows Client Main Window appears with the Home Form dialog displayed as shown in the following sample.
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To start the Windows Client, click Start, Programs, CA, CA Storage Resource Manager, and select Windows Client. If no
Windows Client login is required, the Windows Client Main Window appears with the Home Form dialog displayed.
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Windows Client Menu Bar and Toolbar Options
The top of the main window of the Windows Client has the following Menu Bar and Toolbar options:

NOTE
For more information about the Windows Client Menu Bar and Toolbar options, see the section Windows Client
in the Vantage Resource Manager documentation on the Tech Docs Portal.

The Windows Client View
Many Windows Client users prefer to close the Home Form window and display the Host List and the Object Tree
windows.

To close the Windows Client Home Form window, click the Close icon that is located at the top right-hand corner of the
Home Form window, as shown in the following sample:

To display the Host List window, click the Host List icon

( )
located in the Windows Client Toolbar. The following graphic is a sample of an empty Host List window:
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To display the Object Tree window, click the Object Tree icon

( )
located in the Windows Client Toolbar. The following graphic is a sample of the Object Tree window:

You can resize and move displayed windows in the Windows Client the same as you resize and move opened windows
on your PC desktop. Arrange the Host List and Object Tree windows so they display as shown in the following graphic
sample:
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Define a z/OS Host
After starting the Windows Client, connect the Windows Client to the z/OS server component. To connect the Windows
Client to the z/OS server component, define the z/OS servers that you want to use.

Use the Windows Client Host List feature to define z/OS server connections.

You can define as many z/OS servers as you want. Also, you can connect to as many z/OS servers as you
want simultaneously, given that you installed and configured the z/OS server component on the servers.

The following steps presume that you started the Windows Client and the Host List window is not displayed. If the Host
List window is already displayed, you can skip Step 1.

1. Click the Host List icon

( )
in the Windows Client toolbar.
The Host List dialog appears as shown in the following sample.

2. Click the New Host icon

( )
in the Host List window toolbar.
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The Host Definition dialog appears as shown in the following sample.

3. Complete the Host Definition dialog, the field options are:
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Name
Provides the Host Name that is displayed in the Host List dialog.

Agent ID
Provides the name of the agent that collects data from the host. Select z/OS Agent if it is not already displayed.

IP Address
Defines the IP address or server name of the z/OS host to which you are connecting.

Port
Defines the port number of the z/OS host to which you are connecting.

User name
(Optional) Provides the user ID, which is sent to the host in encrypted form. If you leave the user name, password,
or both fields empty, you have to provide them each time you connect to the host. However, if the host is used in
scheduled operations, this information is required.

Password Type
Select the password type in the Password Type drop-down list. The host definition supports the following types of
passwords:
Code (default)

A combination of up to eight characters.
Phrase

A passphrase of up to 100 characters.
Token+PIN

A two-factor RSA authentication token and PIN of up to eight characters each.
Password String

(Optional) Provides the password string, which is sent to the host in encrypted form. If you do not specify a
password string, you must enter it every time that you try to connect the Windows Client to the z/OS host.

NOTE
You also have the option of providing the z/OS host user ID and not the password when setting up
your Host Definition. This option is used often at sites where security policies require Passwords to be
changed periodically. If the host is used in scheduled operations, the password string is required.

Confirmation
Renter the password string. If you provide a Password String, you must provide the same password string in the
confirmation field.

Client Trace
(Optional) Indicates if the system should save the messages relating to host-client communication in a log file.
For more information about this field, click the Help icon. Normally you will only select this if requested to do so by
Broadcom Support.

Host Trace
(Optional) Creates a trace on the host of all the messages that are exchanged between the z/OS host and the
Windows Client. For more information about this field, click the Help icon. Normally, select this option only when
requested to do so by Broadcom Support.

4. Click Test to test your connection information.
The Windows Client informs you when your connection to the z/OS host is successful.

5. Click OK.
The Windows Client stores the host definition. The new host definition appears in the Host List window. The Host List
window displays all your defined hosts and their connection status.
The following is a sample of the Host List window showing the different connection status icons.
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Host List Dialog Toolbar Options
The Windows Client Host List dialog provides the following toolbar options:

Connect and Log In to the z/OS Host
After you start the Windows Client and have defined z/OS host connections, you can then connect the Windows Client to
a z/OS host and log in to the z/OS host. Once that is done you can start using GMI.

To connect and log in to the z/OS host

NOTE
The following procedure assumes you have predefined your z/OS hosts and they are displayed in the Host List
window. If the Host List window already displays in your Windows Client window, then skip step 1.

1. Click the Host List icon

( )
in the main Windows Client toolbar.
The Host List window opens. The following is a sample of the Host List window:
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2. Select the host to which you want to log in to from the Host List window.
The selected host definition is highlighted. as shown in the following sample.

3. Click the Connect icon

( )
in the Host List window toolbar.
If your user ID and password were provided in the Host Definition dialog for the
selected host, the Windows Client attempts to connect to the host. If the connection
is successful then the connection status icon changes from the Not Connected icon

( )
to the Connected icon

( ).
You can begin using GMI and you can skip step 4.
If your user ID and password were not provided in the Host Definition dialog for the selected host, then the Host Login
dialog appears as shown in the following sample dialog, and you must proceed to the next step.

4. Enter a valid user ID and password in the Host Login dialog, and click OK.
The Host Login dialog disappears.
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The Windows Client attempts to connect and log on to the z/OS host. When the connection and
log on is complete, the connection icon in the Host List window changes from the Connecting icon

( )
to the Connected icon

( ),
as shown in the following sample, and you can begin using GMI.

NOTE
For more information about defining hosts and connecting to hosts, see the Vantage Windows Client Guide or
the online help.

Define the Data Collection Mode
GMI can be configured to collect data in either Automatic or Manual mode.

• In Automatic mode, object data is collected automatically when you open an object.
• In Manual mode, object data is only collected by the Windows Client when you click the Execute icon

( )
in the open object view Toolbar.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Tools in the Windows Client main window Menu Bar.
The Tools menu expands to display available items, as shown in the following sample:
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2. Select Options from the Tools menu drop-down list, to open the Windows Client Options wizard.
3. Select the Host Defaults page in the navigation tree in the left-side panel of the Windows Client Options wizard.
4. Select the drop-down arrow in the z/OS View Execution field, to display the options, as shown in the following sample:
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5. Select the mode you want the system to use and click OK.
The Windows Client Options wizard closes. When you select an object in the Object Tree the Windows Client will
collect data based on the mode that you have selected.

NOTE
The examples in this guide assume that Automatic mode is selected.

Close the GMI Windows Client
When you close the Windows Client it will log you off from your connected hosts. However, when you are finished working
you should disconnect from hosts first then close the Windows Client.

To close the Windows Client

1. Select the host you are connected to in the Host List dialog.
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The selected host is highlighted.
2. Click the disconnect icon

( )
in the Host List dialog.
The status icon of the selected host will change from connected

( )
to disconnected

( ).
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 and close all host connections.

All hosts displayed in the Host List dialog are displayed with the disconnected icon

( ).
4. Close the Windows Client by clicking the Close icon

( )
in the top right hand corner of the Windows Client.
The Windows Client is no longer displayed.

z/OS Host Configuration
This section defines system requirements and how to configure the z/OS host.

Software Requirements
To use the SYSVIEW GMI component, check that your system has the following:

• Vantage Client Release 12.6.0 or higher
• Vantage Release 12.6.0 or higher with SYSVIEW Version 13.0 or higher
• SYSVIEW User Address Space:

– XSystem eXternal session Server task (XSXS)
Provides GMI access to SYSVIEW using the external server to establish user sessions.

NOTE
The XSYSTEM component must be set to YES in the system configuration options member GSVXGSVX.

• CAICCI component of Common Components and Services provides the communications protocol.

How the Default Configuration Works
SYSVIEW performs the following actions:

• Provides a user interface address space that establishes user sessions through interfaces like VTAM and CICS
• Establishes cross-system sessions from remote SYSVIEW interfaces

The user interface address space also handles sessions that are established through other Broadcom applications, such
as GMI, which provides the GUI interface.

The following illustration shows the default configuration:
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The following list describes the default SYSVIEW and GMI configuration:

• One Vantage (GMI) address space per SYSVIEW. If you have multiple LPARs, you need a secondary GMI address
space per LPAR, as illustrated in the diagram.

• Vantage runs on the same system as SYSVIEW.
• The SYSVIEW user interface address space is autodiscovered.

Alter the Default Configuration
The default configuration can be changed to run SYSVIEW and GMI in the following two alternate configurations:
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• Run SYSVIEW and GMI on different systems.
Specify an override for the SVSRVSYS parameter to direct GMI to a SYSVIEW user interface address space on an
alternate system.

NOTE
This configuration is used for testing.

• Run SYSVIEW and GMI on the same system and point to a specific user address space.
Alter the SVSRVJOB parameter. Specify the name of the SYSVIEW user interface job that GMI should communicate
with when running both:

• – Multiple copies of SYSVIEW
– Multiple copies of the user interface

Configure the GMI Interface
You do not need to override the default out-of-the-box configuration of the SYSVIEW GMI parameters. You only configure
the GMI PROC.

Perform the following steps for each Vantage z/OS host where SYSVIEW objects are to be available.

To configure GMI PROC

1. Concatenate the SYSVIEW GMI PARMDLIB, hlq.CNM4GPRM, to the PARMS DD statement.
The distributed library contains the following members:

VPPDFU
Contains the SYSVIEW parameter definitions and default settings located in the distributed GMI PARMLIB
member.
You can override these default settings in member VKGPARMS in the users parmlib.

VPCDFU
Contains the parameters used by the Host Configuration Client (HCC).

VPOTFU
Contains the SYSVIEW Object Tree.

2. Concatenate the SYSVIEW load library, hlq.CNM4BLOD, to the STEPLIB DD in the GMI PROC.
3. Configure the Help by concatenating the SYSVIEW SMP/E library hlq.CNM4GHLP to the HELP DD in the GMI PROC.

The SYSVIEW Object Help becomes available through GMI.
4. Configure the Messages by concatenating the SYSVIEW SMP/E library hlq.CNM4GMSG to the MSGLIB DD in the

GMI PROC.
The SYSVIEW messages become available through GMI.

To configure GMI parameters

If the Vantage/GMI parameter SECURSCR is set to Y:

1. Modify the SYSVIEW GMI security parameter SVEXTSEC.
2. Define an appropriate SAF security rule to authorize GMI to alter security context for scripts.

For more information, see Distributed Configuration Parameters.

Your SYSVIEW GMI environment has been configured. Component startup messages similar to the following display:

SYV0001I Component SYSVIEW Release and Build initialization started

SYV0011I Component token 2F770F78.00000000.00000000.00000000

SYV0016I Default SYSVIEW cross-system external server found.

         System ccisys Jobname sysvuser 

SYV0027I xxx objects defined for SYSVIEW build xxxx 

SYV0002I Component SYSVIEW initialization completed
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NOTE
If message SYV0027I is not issued, SYSVIEW objects do not appear in the object tree. Verify that both CAICCI
and the SYSVIEW user interface address space have started. Look for message SYV0017E indicating that the
user address space was not found:

SYV0017E Default SYSVIEW cross-system external server not found.

         System ccisys Jobname sysvuser

After the SYSVIEW user address space and the XSystem eXternal session Server task (XSXS) are running, the
SYSVIEW component task will:

1. Discover the SYSVIEW cross-system external server on the next interval
2. Build the SYSVIEW objects and issue message SYV0027I

Configure the SYSVIEW User Address Space
The SYSVIEW user interface address space must be configured to start the XSystem eXternal (XSXS) session server.
The XSXS session server subtask provides GMI access to SYSVIEW using the external server to establish user sessions.

To configure the external interface, specify the XSYSTEM feature value in the system parmlib concatenation GSVXGSVX
member during installation.

F gmiaddr,SYSVIEW Command -- Modify the Component Task
After the SYSVIEW Component task has started, you can modify the started task using the F gmiaddr command.

This command has the following format:

F gmiaddr,SYSVIEW,component-command  

gmiaddr
Defines the name of the GMI/Vantage address space.

component-command
Specifies one of the following values:
STATUS

Displays the SYSVIEW Component task status by issuing message SYV0013I, and possibly a few other
messages, when the task is active.

TIMEOUT=xxx
Controls the timeout value.

DEBUG=x
Controls debugging using the SVDEBUG parameter.

OVERVIEW=Y/N
Controls whether the system overview information displays in the information area.

Distributed Configuration Parameters
SYSVIEW distributes user modifiable parameters. To override or alter the distributed parameters, use the Config Client or
update the VKGPARMS parmlib member in the Vantage parmlib data set.

The following are the distributed parameters and their defaults:
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SVSRVJOB
Specifies the name of the SYSVIEW user interface address space with which the GMI address space
communicates. Only specify SVSRVJOB when running multiple SYSVIEW user interfaces and you want to
connect to a specific jobname.
Default: Blank. The SYSVIEW component of GMI discovers the local SYSVIEW user interface address space.
SYSVIEW uses the first discovered interface when you are running multiple interfaces.

SVSRVSYS
Specifies the CAICCI system name where the SYSVIEW user interface address space is located.
Default: Blank. The SYSVIEW component of GMI discovers the local SYSVIEW user interface address space.

SVINTVL
Specifies the interval time in seconds that the SYSVIEW component of GMI verifies the status of the SYSVIEW
user interface server. The interface is checked each interval. If the user interface is not available, GMI issues a
message during each interval until the user interface becomes available.
During GMI and SYSVIEW component initialization, the SYSVIEW user interface must be available to define
the SYSVIEW objects. If the SYSVIEW user interface address space is not available during initialization, the
SYSVIEW component under GMI checks for its availability each interval. When it becomes available, the
component defines the SYSVIEW objects at that time. After initialization, the component uses this interval to verify
the status of the SYSVIEW user interface. The component issues a message when the interface is no longer
available.
Default: 120
Minimum: 30
Maximum: 600

SVTIMOUT
Specifies the time in seconds the communication code waits for a response from the SYSVIEW user interface
address space before timing out the request.
Default: 30
Minimum: 30
Maximum: 120

SVOVRINF
Controls whether to include SYSVIEW Overview information in the information area of the user interface.

• Valid Values:
• Y (Yes), include the overview data in the information section.
• N (No), do not include the overview data in the information section.

Default: N

The following are the distributed debugging parameters and their defaults:

SVDEBUG
Specifies the debugging level to generate messages that can be used for debugging the SYSVIEW component.
Only specify a value other than zero when directed by Broadcom Support.
Valid Values: Zero through five
Default: Zero (0)

SVEXTSEC
The SVEXTSEC parameter only governs the RACROUTE CLASS name that is used. The name does not have to
match the actual security product that is installed.
Specifies the external security product:

• RACF
• Top Secret
• ACF2
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If the Vantage/GMI parameter SECURSCR is set to Y, the user ID of the user that creates a script is saved. When
Vantage/GMI executes a script, the Vantage/GMI address space must have the authority to change the security
context of the corresponding user session.
The SYSVIEW API does a RACROUTE call to validate that the Vantage/GMI address space user ID is authorized
based on the following:
SVEXTSEC  RACROUTE  RACROUTE 

Value     Class     Entity (Resource Name) 

--------  -------- ------------------------------------- 

RACF      FACILITY  SV.XAPI.ALTUSER.ccisyst.ssid.jobname 

TOPS      CAGSVX    SV.XAPI.ALTUSER.ccisyst.ssid.jobname 

ACF2      SYSVIEW   SV.XAPI.ALTUSER.ccisyst.ssid.jobname

ccisyst
The CAICCI system name of the system where the SYSVIEW user address space is running. The default
configuration is that GMI and SYSVIEW are on the same system, so ccisyst would be the local CAICCI.

ssid
The subsystem name for SYSVIEW on the ccisyst system.

jobname
The job name of the SYSVIEW user address space.

SVLOGLVL
Specifies the API debugging level, which generates messages that can be used for debugging the SYSVIEW
component.
Only specify a value other than four when directed by Broadcom Support.
Valid Values: One through seven
Default: Four

Work with SYSVIEW Objects
The GMI graphical management interface product lets you access and use SYSVIEW objects to view and manage
mainframe activity from a PC.

How Security Validation Works
The same user security is applied to the user accessing SYSVIEW through the client as they would through any
SYSVIEW user interface. Users that do not have access to a command as established by SYSVIEW internal or external
rules, cannot access that command on the client.

Client security validation works as follows:

1. The user logs on through the client.
2. The user goes through GMI user ID and password validation.
3. The user accesses a SYSVIEW object.
4. A user session is established in the SYSVIEW User Interface address space.

The following diagram shows the GUI connections and the user tasks:

When a user does not have access to a field, security works as follows:
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• Under a SYSVIEW 3270 interface, the field is not displayed.
• Under GMI, instead of displaying the actual data, the GUI displays static data in these columns according to the

following data type of the field:
– For character data, blanks display
– For numeric data, zeros display
– For the date, NONE displays
– For the time, 00:00:00 displays

Use the GMI Windows Client GUI to Access SYSVIEW Objects
All SYSVIEW objects are included in the SYSVIEW folder of the Object Tree.

NOTE
Before you begin, ensure that the z/OS host to which you want to connect is up-and-running. For procedures on
defining a z/OS Host, see Set Up GMI.

To access SYSVIEW objects:

1. Click Start, Programs, CA, CA Storage Resource Manager, and click Windows Client to open the GMI Windows Client.
2. Click the Host List icon

on the GMI Windows Client main windows to open the Host List dialog.
3. Select the z/OS host that you want to connect to and click the Connect icon

.
If your user ID and password were provided in the Host Definition dialog for the selected
host, the GMI Windows Client attempts to connect to the host. If the connection is
successful, then the connection status icon changes from the Not Connected icon

to the Connected icon
.

You can skip to step 4.
If your user ID and password were not provided in the Host Definition dialog for the selected host, then the
Host Login dialog appears. Enter a valid user ID and password in the Host Login dialog, and click OK. The
Host Login dialog disappears. The GMI Windows Client attempts to connect and log on to the z/OS host. If the
connection is successful, the connection status icon in the Host List dialog changes from the Not Connected icon

to the Connected
icon .
GMI collects information from the z/OS host that you have chosen to connect to.

4. Click the Object Tree icon

in the GMI Windows Client main windows toolbar to open the Object Tree dialog.
5. Click the plus sign next to the SYSVIEW folder.

The SYSVIEW objects display in the Object Tree, as shown in the following sample.
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SYSVIEW Object Tree

Administration Object Tree
The Administration folder contains an object tree with both objects and subfolders that provide you with administrative
information.

Example: SYSVIEW Administration Object Tree

Admin Subfolders and Objects

This SYSVIEW Administration section briefly describes the Administration objects and subfolders.

• Administration objects provide the following information:
ASADMIN - Address Space Administration Object

Displays information about the SYSVIEW address spaces running on your system. The status shows the various
tasks running in those address spaces.

CALENDAR - Calendar Object
Displays a 12-month calendar for the current year.
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CMDACT - Command Activity Object
Displays an hourly summary of command activity for the last 24 hours.

CMDUSAGE - Command Usage Object
Displays all SYSVIEW commands issued by all users after the last IPL.

SAFAUTH - SAF Authority
Displays a list of SAF resources and the corresponding security authorization for each resource.

TIMEZONE - Time Zones Object
Displays information about time zones as defined in the input list.

USERACT - User Logon Activity
Displays an hourly summary of SYSVIEW user and task session activity for the last 24 hours

USERS - Product Users Object
Displays information about all users in session with SYSVIEW, including data from multiple systems.

XSUSER - XSystem Users Object
Displays information about users in cross-system sessions.

• The objects in the subfolders provide the following information:
Audit

This subfolder contains objects that display the following audit information:

• Audit event definitions
• Audit event records
• Command activity
• Command usage

Capture
This subfolder contains objects that display the following capture information:

• List of captured events
• Contents of a capture data set
• Capture index maintenance activities

Configuration
This subfolder contains objects that display the following configuration information:

• Feature definitions
• Logical groups
• Lists the dataspaces in use
• Product module status
• Message parameters
• Scheduled events
• Translation table sets
• Translation tables
• Variable-length fields
• User and system variables

Help
This subfolder contains objects that display the following online help information:
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• Product release changes
• Help topics
• Search online help topics
• Help information
• Message definitions

Libraries
This subfolder contains objects that display the following information about your SYSVIEW libraries:

• CLIST libraries
• DATALIB list
• Library Cache
• Library Viewer
• Product Libraries
• PARMLIB Libraries
• External Applications

Status
This subfolder contains objects that display the following status information:

• Grande storage area
• Activity log
• Product status
• Product users

The Status XSystem subfolder that contains objects that display the following cross-system information:

• Cross-system list
• Cross-system users
• Cross-system status

zOS Object Tree
The z/OS object tree contains subfolders that provide you with z/OS monitoring and management information.

Example: SYSVIEW z/OS Object Tree
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The z/OS subfolders provide objects that display the information unique to z/OS.

Address Space
The objects in this subfolder show information about a single address space:

• Address space monitoring
• Allocated data sets and devices
• Loaded modules
• Storage
• Tasks

NOTE
For information about how to switch address spaces, see the section Input Lists.

Coupling Facility
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Configurations
• I/O paths
• Processors
• Structures
• Users

CPU
This subfolder includes CPU utilizations.

Datasets
This subfolder includes system data set information.

Devices
This subfolder includes the following statistics:
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• Device allocations
• Catalogs
• I/O configurations
• Volumes
• DASD and tape units

DFSMS System Management Storage
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• SMS volumes
• Data and management classes
• Storage groups and classes

Enqueues
This subfolder includes enqueue conflict information.

Logger
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Data logs
• Log stream connections and definitions
• Job and sysplex connections
• Sysplex log data

Paging and Swapping
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Virtual storage pages
• Page data sets and frame tables
• System paging and swapping

Performance and Status
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Performance
• Monitoring
• Status
• Exception alerts

RMF Resource Management Facilities
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Storage
• Capacity
• Jobs
• LPARs
• Data sets
• Processors

SMF System Management Facilities
This subfolder includes the following statistics:
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• SMF data sets
• Data collection
• Logs
• Record type definitions
• CAISMF intercepts

Storage
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Common, real, private, virtual, system, and subpool storage
• Data spaces
• Allocated cell pools

SYSPLEX
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Auto restarts
• Couple data sets
• Groups
• Members
• Paths
• Pending messages
• Systems
• Administration utility interface

System
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Address spaces
• System consoles
• IRLM system and locks
• LOGREC history
• Systems overview and trace tables
• VTAM extended commands and column lists
• WTO action messages and replies

This subfolder contains the following subfolder:
System Definitions

The objects in this subfolder contain information related to the definition of the z/OS operating system.
Utilities

This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• AMBLIST utility
• IDCAMS command facility
• I/O configuration data

USS
This UNIX System Services subfolder includes the following statistics:
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• List address spaces and directory entries
• Mounted file systems
• Open files
• Processes
• Threads
• Resource monitor data
• System configuration
• Groups
• Users
• IPC information

WLM
This Workload Manager subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Workload activity
• Address spaces
• Application environments
• Policies
• Response times
• Enclaves
• Resources
• Rules
• System information

CICS Object Tree
The CICS object tree contains objects and subfolders that provide you with CICS monitoring and management
information.

Example: SYSVIEW CICS Object Tree

The CICS subfolders provide objects that display information unique to your CICS system.

Administration
This subfolder includes the following statistics:
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• Auto response times
• Configuration options
• Dump management
• Transaction groups
• Data loggers
• Transaction options

File Resources
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• File requests and control tables
• VSAM file performance
• Local shared resource buffers and pools

Historical Collection
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Hourly transactions
• System interval analysis
• Transaction log summaries and intervals
• Exception and data logs

Monitoring
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Exception alerts
• State and threshold definitions
• Resource status summary
• Monitor variables

Java Virtual Machines
This subfolder includes the following information:

• JVM programs
• Java virtual machines
• JVM servers

Resources
This subfolder includes the following statistics:
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• Channels
• Containers
• Directory domain elements
• Document handler templates
• Exit program blocks
• Global user exits
• Journal information and models
• Libraries
• Mode names
• Pipelines
• Program and terminal statistics
• Remote system entries
• TCP/IP sockets and socket users
• Transient data queues and statistics
• Interval timers
• Web services

Status
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Automatic initiate descriptors
• Domains
• Dump statistics
• Enqueues and enqueue pools
• Domain gates
• Interval control elements
• Lifetime range statistics
• Lock managers
• Monitor domains
• Resource status summary
• Internal trace tables
• External security users
• Degradation wait analysis

Storage
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Dynamic storage areas
• DSA extents
• Dynamic storage elements and subpools
• Subspace areas
• Symbols

System definitions
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Monitor control tables
• System initialization and recovery tables
• SIT initialization parameters

Tasks and Transactions
This subfolder includes the following statistics:
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• Kernel tasks and task table entries
• Active tasks
• Transaction summary and classes
• Units of work

Temporary storage
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Summary information
• Models
• Pools
• Queues

DB2, IMS, and MQ
This folder includes the following statistics:

• DB2 connections, connection state blocks, and entries
• IMS DB controls
• MQ connections and tasks

Datacom CICS Service Facility
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• TCB use, tasks, activity, and waits
• Return codes
• TCB start I/O
• Load module list
• MUFs
• Generation options
• Request statistics
• URT file tables
• Trace
• URTs
• Concurrent users

JES Object Tree
The JES object tree contains objects and subfolders that provide you with JES monitoring and management information.

Example: JES Object Tree

The JES subfolders provide objects that display information unique to your JES system.
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Job Management
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• APPC Output Queues
• Summary of input job priorities
• Job classes and summaries
• Status of JES and WLM Initiators
• Output files
• All job queues
• Job output
• Job step summary

Output Management
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• APPC Output Queues
• Destination IDs
• Job summaries
• Network paths
• Remote devices
• NJE (network job entry) and RJE (remote job entry) lines
• Output files
• Jobs on the held output queues
• All job queues
• All output queues
• JES Nodes
• Output classes and descriptors
• Job output file contents

Device Management
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Internal readers
• Checkpoints
• Logons
• Paths
• Devices
• Sessions
• Lines
• Nodes
• Offloaders
• Printers
• Punches
• Readers
• Spool Volumes

Databases Object Tree
The Databases object tree contains objects and subfolders that provide you with monitoring and management information
for the databases.

Example: Databases Object Tree
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Datacom
The Datacom object tree contains objects and subfolders that provide you with monitoring and management
information.

IMS
The IMS object tree contains objects and subfolders that provide you with IMS monitoring and management
information.

Network Object Tree
The SYSVIEW Network object tree contains objects and subfolders that provide you with monitoring and management
information.

Example: Network Object Tree

The Network subfolders provide objects that display information unique to your network environment.

Communications Storage Manager
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Global buffer pools
• Global storage owners
• CSM status

Enterprise Extender
This subfolder includes the following statistics for the Enterprise Extender function of Communications Server for
z/OS:

• Connection information
• Summary information

TCP
This subfolder includes the following:

• Monitoring alerts and definitions
• Resources and statistics

VTAM
This subfolder includes the following:

• Monitoring alerts and definitions
• Resources and statistics
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IBM MQ Object Tree
The SYSVIEW IBM MQ object tree contains objects and subfolders that provide you with monitoring and management
information.

Example: SYSVIEW IBM MQ Object Tree

The IBM MQ subfolders provide objects that display information unique to your IBM MQ environment:

Configuration
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Authentications
• Channel definitions
• Queue managers
• Names lists
• Processes
• Queues
• Page sets
• Storage classes
• Parameter settings
• Subscriptions
• Topics

Status
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Exception alerts
• Active and Indoubt threads
• Cluster and Distributed queue managers
• Channel status
• Dead letter queues
• Handles
• Security
• Traces
• Topic users
• Queue and MQ Users

Resource Management
This subfolder includes the following statistics:
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• Active Logs
• Buffers
• Log Manager
• Page sets
• Performance

Channels
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Definitions
• Status
• Client and Server Connections
• Requesters
• Senders
• Receivers

Queues
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Queue users and status
• Alias
• Clusters
• Local, remote, model, and event queues

Publish Subscribe
This subfolder includes information about IBM MQ publish and subscription statistics. The command requires
WebSphere MQ 7.1 or above.

Historical Requests
This subfolder includes historical requests by jobs, objects, and additional request information.

Monitoring
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Monitor, state, and threshold definitions
• Monitor variables

DB2 Activity
This subfolder includes the following statistics:

• Manager activity
• Server tasks

Common Components and Services Object Tree
The Common Components and Services object tree objects provide monitoring and management information unique to
your Common Components and Services environment.

Example: Common Components and Services Object Tree
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MIM Object Tree
The MIM object tree contains objects that provide you with monitoring and management information.

Example: MIM Object Tree

Roscoe Object Tree
The Roscoe object tree contains objects that provide you with monitoring and management information.

Example: Roscoe Object Tree

Use the Online Help Systems for More Information
You can access two types of online help systems from the GMI Windows Client:

Help on Window
Provides information about how to use GMI Windows Client features

Help on Object
Provides object-specific information, including information about the object data fields in each object

NOTE
The online help is generated from the standard SYSVIEW online help. This online help can contain
references to parameters, fields, and notes that pertain only to the 3270 interface.

To access the Help on Window online help system

1. Right-click on an object in the Object Tree dialog.
The Object pop-up menu appears.

2. Click HELP on Window
The GMI Windows Client online help system appears to show the online help page for the window from which the Help
on Window was selected.
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To access the Help on Object online help system

1. Right-click on an object in the Object Tree dialog.
The Object pop-up menu appears.

2. Click Help on Object
The Help on Object appears to show the online help page for the selected object.
Example: Display online help from an object view

You can access the Help About Object and the Help About Window from the Help menu item in the object view Menu Bar.
This access is shown in the following sample of the SYSVIEW ASADMIN Address Space administration menu.

Display the Information Area of an Object
The information area is present on some of the SYSVIEW displays and contains information unique to the object
(command). The information area length is from 1 to 16 lines.

Note: Information in this section is not applicable to the Web client.

To display the information area

1. Go to the object tree and click on an object.
2. Select the View Info Area icon on the open object view toolbar.

Example: Information Area
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Specify Parameters Using the Input List
GMI uses the input list to pass parameters to SYSVIEW objects.

NOTE
Cross-system parameters, XSYSTEM and XSDATA, are not supported.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Input List icon on the object view toolbar.
The Input List dialog opens.

2. Specify input parameter settings for the object.

The input list data for SYSVIEW objects uses a keyword-parameter pair format:

KEYWORD parameters  

Keyword is either:

• ASID
• SYSVIEW Option (CICS, IMS, MQ, DATACOM, or ROSCOE)
• PARM (or command_name or blank)

NOTE

• ASID and SYSVIEW Option are used to control the switching to a specific address space.
• PARM is used to pass parameters to SYSVIEW commands.

The following sample shows the CTRANS object keywords and parameters.

ASID xxxxx | nnnnn. | jobname | jnnnnn

CICS jobname

{CTRANS | PARM}* {Local | Global}

                 {SYSTEM | INTERVAL | TOTAL}

* - Optional. If you do not specify either the command name or PARM, the parameters are assumed to be object
parameters.

Examples: Passing CTRANS parameters

The following examples show switching modes and address spaces in the CICS Transaction Summary display.

• This example changes the mode from global to local:
CTRANS Local

PARM Local

Local

• This example changes the mode from local to global:
CTRANS Global

PARM Global

Global

• This example changes the default address space to SYSVC510 and mode to global:
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After the object executes, the CICS transaction summary data displays for the CICS SYSVC510 region and GLOBAL
mode.

For the address space switchable objects, the Info Area usually contains the name of the address space in focus.

NOTE
To see an explanation of the object parameters, open the Help About Object online help systems from the
toolbar of the object.

Status Fields
SYSVIEW commands on the 3270 can have a status that is reflected as color. Under GMI, a text string in a separate field
named fieldname:

• Represents the status for a field
• Provides the status for the field it follows

The following information provides more details about these status fields:

Special Status Fields

Under GMI, SYSVIEW objects can contain special fields related to status:

• :fieldname
Contains the status of the individual field. Values display in character format.

• RowStat field
Represents the highest status for any field in the entire row. Values display in character format.

• RowStatLvl
Represents the highest status for any field in the entire row. Values display in numeric format.

fieldname Status Field

The following status field can appear in GMI objects:
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:fieldname
Provides a status field for the field that it follows. For example, the field R-Stg displays first followed by the status
field :R-Stg.
The :fieldname status fields are character fields and can contain the following values:

• Blank
• NORM
• HIGH
• WARN
• PROB

Example: Comparison of :R-Stg on the GMI GUI and the R-Stg on the 3270.

The following sample ACTIVITY display shows the R-Stg field followed by the :R-Stg status field displaying the status
values of PROB and WARN.

This sample shows that the R-Stg colored problem status of red on the 3270 corresponds to the :R-Stg field (:fieldname)
on the GMI GUI.

RowStat and RowStatLvl Status Fields

You can implement the functionality of SYSVIEW CONDITION selection processing under GMI. The following two fields
appear on the objects that contain fields (:R-Stg field) with statuses:

RowStat
Displays in character format the highest level status for all fields in a row. The status can contain one of the five
values previously listed. This field is great for displaying the row level status but does not sort well.
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RowStatLvl
Displays a numeric representation of the highest status for the row. Use this field with the GMI filter function
to filter on the numeric row level status. For example: RowStatLvl >= 3 displays only status levels of 3 and 4,
RowStatLvl =4 displays only rows with a status value of 4.
Status Values are as follows:

• 0
No status

• 1
Normal (NORM)

• 2
High (HIGH)

• 3
Warning (WARN)

• 4
Problem (PROB)

You can use the RowStatLvl field to sort the row status with descending status, so that all of your highest severity
rows display first.

Example: RowStat and RowStatLvl

Factory User Views and Solution
Note: Information in this section is not applicable to the Web client.

Supplied User Views
SYSVIEW objects contain user views that are shipped with the product. The views correspond to the formats that are
shipped with SYSVIEW . User-defined views appear under the source object for which they are defined.

Example: User Views Supplied for the Object ASADMIN
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This example shows factory-supplied user views that provide Configuration, CPU, and Storage information for the object
ASADMIN - Address Space Admin.

NOTE
Information in this section is not applicable to the Web client.

Supplied SYSVIEW System Overview Solution
SYSVIEW supplies a SYSVIEW System Overview solution that contains SYSVIEW objects related to system health and
performance.

The SYSVIEW System Overview solution corresponds to the SYSVIEW Overview Menu on the 3270 interface.

When you select Solutions from the Desktop Layout menu, you can see the SYSVIEW System Overview solution listed in
the secondary menu. Clicking the SYSVIEW System Overview solution opens it.

NOTE
Information in this section is not applicable to the Web client.

Example: SYSVIEW System Overview Solution

This example demonstrates the SYSVIEW System Overview solution included in the list of available solutions and the
SYSVIEW System Overview solution menu.
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Object and Line Actions
Object Actions are SYSVIEW subcommands that issue an action related to the command as a whole, like an APFLIST
ADD.

Line actions are equivalent to SYSVIEW line commands.

Line actions let you do the following:

• Issue an action on a specific row, like to cancel a job.
• Alter fields on the display

Example: Object and Line Actions

This example shows an Actions drop down menu.
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Object Actions
Object Actions are only available for certain objects and are used to let SYSVIEW subcommands issue an action related
to the object. The object actions available for an object relate to specific functionality of the object, like adding a data set to
the APFLIST.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Add Dataset from the list of Object Actions.

The Object Action Parameter dialog displays.
2. Fill in the parameters, which is in this example are the data set name and volser number, and click the Accept button.

The dialog refreshes and shows the results; in this case the message confirms the entry is added.
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Example: Data Set Name and Volser added to the APFLIST Object

This example shows the new data set name and volser included in the APFLIST Object display.

NOTE
The object display may automatically update. A message appears instructing you to refresh the object display to
see the results.

Use Line Actions to Affect Rows and Fields
Line Actions are equivalent to SYSVIEW line commands. You can execute line actions by selecting lines in the table, and
then selecting the action you want to perform in the Action menu.

Line actions let you do the following:

• Initiate an action on a specific row or set of rows, like to cancel a job
• Alter fields, the same as typing over a value in SYSVIEW on z/OS

Follow these steps:

1. Select the rows you want to change and right-click.
The Actions drop-down list displays the available line actions and, if available, the alter field line actions that you can
perform on the selected rows.

2. Click the action you want to perform on the lines that you selected.
The dialog displays where you can accept, stop, exit, or access online help.

3. Click Accept All
The action processes, the dialog refreshes, and the results display.

Examples: Line Actions Dialog and Alter Field

• The following example shows using line actions to delete lines in the object.
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• The following example shows the Alter Fields drop-down menu selections. These selections let you select a field and
change its value, like Alter TimeBeg to change the begin time, for the selected row or rows.
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Troubleshooting
This section contains helpful information that you can use to troubleshoot GMI.

GMI Graph Displays Incorrectly
Symptom:

Decimals do not display in our graphs. All graph zooms have the decimal fields removed.

Reason:

The GRAPH command under GMI does not display decimal places. Any graphed values with decimal places show as
whole numbers.

Solution:

You could consider where the decimal place belongs when reading the graph. For example, millisecond contains three
decimal places, microsecond contains six decimal places, and so on.

GMI Zooms Match All Criteria
Symptom:

When you zoom to an object in the Zoom list, the zoom matches all rows (fields) on the destination object when the
column is blank.

Reason:

Zooms must match one field from the source object to a corresponding field on the destination object. If the source object
field is blank, zoom matches all rows on the destination object. This match usually occurs because the zoom does not
apply to the selected object.
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For example, the SPACE object lets you zoom to the SMSGROUP objects. If the volume from the SPACE object is not
SMS managed, the SMS fields are blank. You do not need to zoom to the SMSGROUP for such a row. When you do
select the SMSGROUP zoom, the result shows all groups matching.

Line or Object Action Failed
Symptom:

I receive the following message when attempting to initiate line or object actions:

SYV0044E Object not last to execute or session timed out

Reason:

A line or object action was attempted on an object and the action could not be executed due to one of the following
reasons:

• The object must be the most recent object retrieved from SYSVIEW to ensure that its state has not changed.
• The SYSVIEW session has timed out and the object state is no longer valid.

Solution:

Refresh the object and try the action again.

Messages from CAICCI Need Clarification
Symptom:

I received the following error message from CAICCI and do not know what it means:

CCI Error R=xx RC=xxxxxxxx...

Solution:

See the Common Components and Services Message Reference for error message explanations.

Messages from the Server Need Explanation
Symptom:

I receive messages from the SYSVIEW server and do not know why they are being issued. For example, GRPH002E.

Solution:

You can use the LISTMSGS object to look up the messages. If the message is found, do one of the following:

• Double-click to zoom to the Help object
• Use the Help object directly and specify the message ID as input in the input list dialog

Factory Dashboards
A dashboard is a collection of widgets that you use to customize data displays. You can use the SYSVIEW factory
dashboards as is, or, you can clone and use them as a template and can modify them to meet your needs.

NOTE
MTC-M r14.0 (previously known as GMI Web Client) provides factory dashboards including multiple SYSVIEW-
specific dashboards. Also, if you are using MTC-M r12.6 or earlier, these dashboards are not available.
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The dashboards install automatically when you install the web client. If you have not already installed the Web Client,
you can obtain the installation files from the Vantage r14.0 pax file at support.broadcom.com. Use the following steps to
acquire the installation (PAX) files.

1. Log in to Broadcom Support.
2. Click My Downloads, Vantage Storage Resource Manager, the Solutions tab, and click Graphical Management

Interface MVS in the list. Click Release 14.0.
3. Locate and download the Vantage Web Client 14.0 pax file.

For installation instructions, see the Vantage documentation at techdocs.broadcom.com.

Access Dashboards

To access these dashboards, select the Dashboards icon in the upper left panel of the display:

To open a dashboard, locate it in the Factory Dashboard list and select it:
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The following list shows the SYSVIEW dashboards that are available:

Dashboard Name Description

SYSVIEW CEC Overview View CEC LPAR configuration and CEC processor busy
percentages.

SYSVIEW CICS Overview Shows CICS region status, performance, utilization, and alerts.

SYSVIEW LPAR Alert Summary and WTO Display Provides a summary of alerts and displays WTOs requiring a
reply.

SYSVIEW LPAR Overview Shows LPAR Activity, Top CPU Users, Top JES Users, WLM
Performance Index, and Alerts.

SYSVIEW LPAR Performance Overview View LPAR Activity, MSU Consumption, and CPU utilization.

SYSVIEW MQ Subsystem Overview Provides a system level view of IBM MQ subsystems, queues,
active logs, page sets, and alerts.

SYSVIEW TCP/IP Stack Overview View TCP/IP Configuration, Performance Statistics, Resource
Consumption, and Exception Alerts.

Modify a SYSVIEW Dashboard

Due to the complexity and uniqueness of complex systems and the differences between applications, platforms, and
environments, a one-size-fits-all approach to monitor and manage all system resources is unlikely to exist. Therefore, you
can tailor these factory dashboards to fit your different environments better.

Although you cannot modify a factory dashboard, you can clone one that meets your needs as closely as possible, and
then modify the clone to more fully meet your needs. The following example describes how to clone a dashboard and add
some parameters. In this example, we clone the SYSVIEW CICS Overview dashboard and modify it to limit the displayed
regions to only production CICS regions.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SYSVIEW CICS Overview factory dashboard.
2. Click the Action button in the upper right section of the display and select Clone.

A new tab appears with the dashboard name highlighted.
3. Rename the dashboard and press Enter. In this case, rename it to Production CICS Regions.

Note: The new dashboard name appears in the User Dashboards section on the left when you save it.
4. Determine which widget that you want to modify. Click the Menu icon in the upper left corner of the widget and select

Maximize. This action makes it easier to work with the widget.
5. Click the Show the Toolbar Menu in the upper right corner of the maximized widget and select the icon on the left:

The toolbar appears in the upper right area of the widget.
6. Click the Gear icon (Setting of the Vantage Object) in the Toolbar Menu and a list of sort objects appears.
7. Select Filter and in the Search area, click the object that you want to filter. In this case, we chose Name.

Click the INCL button and add the filter item that is surrounded by double quotes. In this case, we chose "PROD".
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8. Click the Recycle icon (Reload Vantage Object Data) in the upper right area of the widget.
The widget refreshes with your filtered data.

9. Click Hide Toolbar and Minimize.The widget now provides the filtered data that you defined.
10. Click Action, Save.

Your new dashboard is saved in the User Dashboards list, above the Factory Dashboards list. 
11. Repeat these steps for each widget in that dashboard.

Note: Each display can use different a filter name (such as JobName instead of Name) so be sure to use the correct
one for each display.

You can now clone your saved dashboard to create another version of this one instead of starting over with a factory
dashboard.

Integrate with Mainframe Operational Intelligence
System administrators can integrate GMI with Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI) to get additional analytic
calculations that help you identify and resolve problems that trigger MOI alerts.

Vantage Web Client 14.0 includes an option to integrate with Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI). The analysis
engine provides raw data (metrics) from SYSVIEW and limited analytic calculations. Integrate GMI with MOI to get
additional analytic calculations that help you identify and resolve problems that trigger MOI alerts. MOI displays data from
only the metrics that it receives from SYSVIEW.

NOTE
Only the MTC-M administrator can integrate MTC-M with Mainframe Operational Intelligence.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Settings in the navigation pane.
2. Click Analytic Settings in the object tree.
3. In the Operational Intelligence URL field enter the following data service details:

https://<Host>:<Port>

– Host
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Specifies the host name of the appliance that you defined when you configured MOI environment.
– Port

(Read Only) Specifies the port numbers for the data service host that you defined when you configured MOI.
Default Values:
HTTP: 7160 | HTTPS: 7161

4. Click Update to complete the integration.
Notes:
– Vantage maintains a list of analyzed objects. MOI generates an error message when you click the Graph -

Operational Intelligence icon from an object that is not on this list.
– SYSVIEW metrics link to Mainframe Operational Intelligence alerts as follows:

ALERTS Object
Displays MVS exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the corresponding z/OS metric.

CALERTS Object
Displays CICS exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the corresponding CICS exception alerts.

MQALERTS Object
Displays MQ exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the corresponding MQ exception alerts.

IMSALERT Object
Displays IMS exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the corresponding IMS exception alerts.

XLOG Object
Displays for MVS, CICS, IMS, and MQ and shows historic exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the
corresponding metric.

When MOI opens you can view historical data for the SYSVIEW metrics.

NOTE
The date and time displayed in the Mainframe Operational Intelligence user interface might not match the
time for the alert that originated in MOI. This behavior can occur because the MOI machine displays local
time. You can resolve this behavior by resetting the time on the MOI system to match the server time.
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Integrate with APM
You can integrate SYSVIEW with APM to trace CICS and IMS transaction tracing data and gather metrics for dashboards.

SYSVIEW Performance Management provides SYSVIEW and APM users with integration with Application Performance
Management (APM) to provide the following capabilities:
Extend transaction tracing into CICS and IMS

Increases end-to-end visibility for quickly isolating transaction performance problems.
Integrate dashboards to monitor mainframe performance metrics

Delivers mainframe statistics and metrics into APM. Dashboards enable a side-by-side view of data from the
mainframe and other managed platforms.

The integration lets you gather CICS and IMS transaction trace data and dashboard data using one the following
solutions:

Integrate with APM using the DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension.
Use this solution to integrate with APM SaaS 21.11 or later.

Integrate with APM using the Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management Cross-Enterprise APM
Agent.

Use this solution to integrate with any previous version of APM.

NOTE
If you are installing SYSVIEW integration with APM for the first time, implement the latest architecture. The
latest architecture uses z/OS APM Bridge and DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension. Going forward, all
Broadcom development efforts toward SYSVIEW integration with APM will focus on the new architecture.

SYSVIEW APM Integration Architecture

SYSVIEW harvests data from CICS and IMS instances. SYSVIEW transports transaction tracing data and dashboard data
to an agent from which APM can process the data.

The following diagram illustrates a high-level view of the integration.
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CICS and IMS Transaction Tracing Integration Using APM

The solutions let system administrators select trace filter criteria and analyze the results to improve the system
performance. The following list describes the capabilities of extending tracing into CICS and IMS events:

• Create, view, browse, and search transactions trace events.
• Trace the transaction activity at the event level.
• Reduce the time that is required to identify a problem event.
• Generate cross-process transaction traces.
• Trace synchronous transactions that cross boundaries in the homogeneous application server environments.

Dashboard Integration Using APM

Dashboards offer a quick view of the overall health of the environments that you want to monitor.

For example, APM application support specialists can create mainframe dashboards using APM Team Center that provide
end-to-end monitoring of an application. When the application is critical to the running the business, APM application
support specialists can create the following types of dashboards to monitor business-critical applications:

• Dashboards that monitor the key performance indicator (KPI) metrics that reflect the health of the supporting
infrastructure.

• Dashboards that provide summary alerts that tell you when problems occur in the infrastructure.

Integration with APM Using DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension
This section provides system administrators, system programmers, and security administrators with fundamental
information about integrating SYSVIEW with APM using DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension.

DX Application Performance Management contains an Infrastructure Agent that bundles extensions and monitors
to collect and send data to the Enterprise Manager for processing. The Infrastructure Agent contains an extension named
DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension.

Extending transaction tracing and dashboard integration capabilities using DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension
are not dependent on each other. For example, if you do not plan to use transaction tracing, you do not need to install the
components that are required to integrate transaction tracing.

CICS and IMS Transaction Tracing Using DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension

The integration solution uses a transport mechanism named z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB) that resides on z/OS. ZAB is a
service that facilitates the transport of all transaction trace data from IBM CICS mainframe subsystems and IBM IMS
mainframe subsystems to an off-platform consumer, such as DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension. The capability to
transport all trace data lets users create complete application maps.

With ZAB, enterprises can collect transaction trace data from distributed applications through CICS instances and IMS
instances. ZAB receives transaction trace records from SYSVIEW through the Common Services (CCS) Data Mover. 
ZAB sends all records to Kafka, which is an open-source messaging and event streaming platform. Kafka publishes all the
records to applications that subscribe to Kafka messaging, such as DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension.

You install ZAB on every LPAR where you want to collect data. The solution scales easily. The architecture can help
enterprises reduce their overall cost because ZAB uses fewer mainframe resources compared to that of the previous
architecture (CE APM Agent).

The following diagram illustrates how data flows from CICS instances and IMS instances to DX APM - Mainframe
Integration Extension:
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DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension Dashboards

APM dashboards show users the health of an environment.

With this solution, the off-platform consumer (DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension) initiates HTTPS requests to the
REST API Server that is running in the SYSVIEW Application Server Address Space. The REST API Server receives the
requests and communicates with SYSVIEW. The REST API Server gets responses from SYSVIEW and sends HTTPS
responses to DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension.

The following diagram illustrates how data flows from an off-platform consumer, such as DX APM - Mainframe Integration
Extension, to SYSVIEW.

Installation and Configuration Process

As a system administrator, you install, configure, and deploy ZAB on the systems where you want to monitor and collect
CICS and IMS transaction trace records. For more information, see z/OS APM Bridge Installation Process. After you
install, configure, and deploy ZAB, complete the configuration tasks that are described in Implement APM Integration.

To collect data from SYSVIEW using DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension dashboards, ensure that the SYSVIEW
REST API is installed on all of the systems that you want to monitor. For more information, see Getting Started with the
SYSVIEW REST API.
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Integration with APM Using Cross-Enterprise APM
This section provides system administrators, system programmers, and security administrators with fundamental
information about integrating SYSVIEW with APM using CE APM Agent.

Cross-Enterprise APM is an extension to Application Performance Management that enables mainframe application
monitoring and management from a distributed platform interface. The extension also lets you use performance data from
SYSVIEW.

When using Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management (CE APM), the integration lets you track business
process transactions across your infrastructure and through your CICS and IMS mainframe subsystems. CE APM users
can create dashboards that monitor the metrics that reflect the health of the CICS and IMS instances that are running in
your infrastructure.

CICS and IMS Transaction Tracing Using CE APM Agent

The CE APM integration solution lets system administrators specify the trace filter criteria for poor performing transactions
and then analyze the results to improve the performance of the system.

SYSVIEW receives transaction trace records from the CICS instances and IMS instances that you are running in your
SYSVIEW environment. SYSVIEW transports the records using TCP communication to the CE APM Agent. The agent
sends the records to APM.

The following diagram illustrates how data flows from CICS instances and IMS instances APM:

Cross-Enterprise APM Agent Dashboards

APM dashboards show users the overall health of an environment.

With this solution, the off-platform consumer (APM) receives data from the CE APM Agent. The agent sends requests to
and from the SYSVIEW User Address Space using CAICCI communication.

The following diagram illustrates how data flows from SYSVIEW to an off-platform consumer, such as APM:
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CE APM Installation and Configuration Process

As a system administrator, you install and deploy the Cross-Enterprise APM Agent on the z/OS systems where you want
to monitor and collect transaction trace records and dashboard data. To do this, see Install the Cross-Enterprise APM
Agent in the Cross-Enterprise APM documentation. After you install the Cross-Enterprise APM Agent, complete the
configuration tasks that are described in Implement APM Integration.

Implement APM Integration
SYSVIEW lets you integrate with APM so that you can perform transaction tracing and use dashboards.

The following articles describe how to configure SYSVIEW to implement transaction tracing and dashboards so that the
DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension or the CE APM Agent can receive data from SYSVIEW.

Implement Transaction Tracing
This section describes how to configure SYSVIEW to extend transaction tracing.

In previous releases of the product, SYSVIEW extended CICS and IMS transaction tracing through the Cross-Enterprise
APM (CE APM) Agent. APM can now receive trace data using the DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension.

The following articles describe how to configure SYSVIEW to extend CICS and IMS transaction trace records to APM
Enterprise Manager.

Configure CICS Transaction Tracing
This article describes the tracing methods that SYSVIEW integration with APM supports and how to configure SYSVIEW
to extend CICS tracing records to APM Enterprise Manager.

Supported CICS Transaction Tracing Methods

SYSVIEW supports CICS transaction tracing using the following ingress methods:

• CTG Channel
• CTG COMMAREA

If the CTG COMMAREA method of tracing is used, ensure that transactions that are traced by APM are undecorated,
even when SYSVIEW is stopped in a region. The following conditions must be true to enable this protection:
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– SYSVIEW must be installed in all CICS regions that can be the destination of a CTG transaction.
– SYSVIEW must be started automatically in those regions using PLTPI.
– SYSVIEW system configuration option OPTION-APM must be set to Yes.
The protection is put in place only if OPTION-APM is Yes when SYSVIEW is started in the CICS region.

• HTTP
• MQ
• WebService SOAP

All ingress methods are supported for all supported releases of CICS Transaction Server.

Configure SYSVIEW to Trace CICS Transactions

SYSVIEW sends CICS transaction tracing data from the CICS Logger to APM. Complete the following steps to configure
CICS transaction tracing.

1. Ensure that the SYSVIEW for CICS data collector is configured on all CICS regions that are part of your transaction
tracing strategy. For more information, see CICS Data Collection.

2. Specify the following system configuration option in the CNM4SCFG (GSVXssid) parmlib member:
Option: OPTION-APM
Required value: Yes
Default: No

3. Specify the following CICS configuration options in the CNM4BPRM (SVWCOPTS) parmlib member:
Option:

CEAPM-ENABLE
Required value: Yes
Default: Yes

Option:
TRANSACTION-DATA
Required value: Yes
Default: Yes

Option:
TRANSACTION-DATA-WEBMQ
Required value: Yes
Only when you want to trace records using the MQ ingress method.
Default: No

4. Specify the following CICS Data Logger connection option in the CNM4BPRM (CICSLOGR) parmlib member:
Option:

Wily-Introscope-PortList
Required value for DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension: NONE
Required value for CE APM Agent: CICSWILY
Use the CICSLOGR command to display the current PortList value for each CICS logger.
Default: CICSWILY

5. Complete the following steps for only CE APM Agent implementations.
a. Specify the following definition in the CNM4BPRM (GROUPS) parmlib member:

Definition

-------------------------------------------------------------

DEFINE CICSWILY

       TYPE      PORTLIST

       DESC      'CE APM portlist               '

       MEMBER    15029

Use the GROUPS command to display the current group definitions.
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b. Configure CE APM to receive trace data from SYSVIEW. Specify the following CE APM Agent definition:
CE APM Agent profile:

Introscope_Cross-Enterprise_APM.profile
Option:

ppz.smf.socket.port=15029
For more information, see Configure the Cross-Enterprise APM Agent in the Cross-Enterprise APM documentation.

SYSVIEW is configured to trace CICS transactions.

CICS Tracing of MRO and Started Transactions

CICS transactions can run as a transaction within a single CICS region or as a more complex transaction running in
several CICS MRO regions. This environment is sometimes referred to as a "TOR to AOR" environment.

CICS connected MRO regions can reside on the same system or different systems (LPARs). The regions can execute
within the same or a different sysplex.

The correlation of transactions is performed in an MRO configuration.

The MRO environment includes the following requests:

• EXEC CICS LINK requests
• EXEC CICS START requests

Single z/OS System or LPAR

The correlation of transactions executing on a single system can be performed for all supported releases of CICS.

The following functions are supported on a single z/OS system or a single LPAR:

• LINK requests to programs running in a different CICS region within the same z/OS system
• Transaction START requests that initiate a transaction in the same CICS region
• Transaction START requests that initiate a transaction in a different CICS region within the same z/OS system

Multiple z/OS Systems or LPARs

The correlation of transactions executing on multiple systems can be performed for all supported releases of CICS.

The following functions for CICS tracing of MRO and started transactions are supported:

• LINK requests to programs that execute in a CICS region on a different z/OS system.
• Transaction START requests that initiate a transaction in a CICS region on a different z/OS system are not supported.

Supported Function Matrix
Origin     -----------  Remote  ------------

CICS Release Request 6.2  6.1  5.6  5.5  5.4  

------------ ------- ---  ---  ---  ---  ---  

CICS TS 6.2` LINK    Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             START   Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             xLINK   Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             xSTART  No   No   No   No   No

CICS TS 6.1` LINK    Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             START   Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             xLINK   Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             xSTART  No   No   No   No   No
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CICS TS 5.6` LINK    Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             START   Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             xLINK   Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             xSTART  No   No   No   No   No

 

CICS TS 5.5` LINK    Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             START   Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             xLINK   Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             xSTART  No   No   No   No   No

 

CICS TS 5.4` LINK    Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             START   Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             xLINK   Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes

             xSTART  No   No   No   No   No

Request type legend:

LINK
EXEC CICS LINK - same CICS or system

START
EXEC CICS START - same CICS or system

xLINK
EXEC CICS LINK - different system or sysplex

xSTART
EXEC CICS START - different system or sysplex

Configure Tracing CICS MRO and Started Transactions

The tracing of CICS MRO and started transactions is an optional configuration.

1. Complete the steps in Configure SYSVIEW to Trace CICS Transactions.
2. Verify that the following CICS configuration options are specified in the CNM4BPRM (SVWCOPTS) parmlib member:
Option:

CEAPM-MRO
Required value: Yes
Default: Yes

Option:
CEAPM-MRO-LINK
Required value: Yes
Default: Yes

Option:
CEAPM-MRO-START
Required value: Yes
Default: Yes

SYSVIEW is configured to trace CICS MRO and started transactions.
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Configure CICS Transaction Db2 Requests

The collection of summary or detailed Db2 information about requests and resources that relate to CICS transactions is an
optional configuration.

1. Complete the steps in Configure SYSVIEW to Trace CICS Transactions.
2. Specify the following CICS configuration options in the SVWCOPTS parmlib member:
Option:

TRANSACTION-DATA-DB2
Required value: SUMMARY or DETAIL (Yes is a synonym for SUMMARY)
Default: No

Option:
TRANSACTION-RECORD-DB2
Required value: Yes
Default: Yes

SYSVIEW is configured to trace CICS transaction Db2 requests.

Configure IMS Transaction Tracing
SYSVIEW supports several IMS tracing methods that let you extend IMS tracing records to APM Enterprise Manager.

This article describes the tracing methods that SYSVIEW integration with APM supports, and how to configure SYSVIEW
to extend IMS tracing records to APM Enterprise Manager.

Supported IMS Transaction Tracing Methods

SYSVIEW supports IMS transaction tracing using the following ingress methods:

• MQ-IMS Adapter
• MQ-IMS Bridge

The ingress methods are supported by the following versions of IMS:

• IMS v15.1
• IMS v15.2
• IMS v15.3

Configure SYSVIEW to Trace IMS Transactions

SYSVIEW sends IMS transaction tracing data from the IMS Logger to APM. Complete the following steps to configure
IMS transaction tracing.

1. Ensure that an IMS Monitor User Exit is configured on all IMS regions that are part of your transaction tracing strategy.
For more information, see IMSMON User Exit.

2. Specify the following system configuration option in the CNM4SCFG (GSVXssid) member:
Option:

Option-APM
Required value: Yes
Default: No

3. Specify the following IMS Data Logger connection options in the CNM4BPRM (IMSLOGR) parmlib member:
Option:

MONITOR-ESS-CALLS
Required value: Yes
Default: No
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Option:
Wily-Introscope-PortList
Required value for DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension: NONE
Required value for CE APM Agent: IMSWILY
Use the IMSLIST command to display the current PortList value for each IMS logger.

4. Complete the following steps for only CE APM Agent implementations:
a. Specify the following definition in the CNM4BPRM (GROUPS) parmlib member:

Definition

-------------------------------------------------------------

DEFINE IMSWILY

       TYPE      PORTLIST

       DESC      'CE APM portlist               '

       MEMBER    15029

Use the GROUPS command to display the current group definitions.
b. Configure CE APM to receive trace data from SYSVIEW. Specify the following CE APM Agent definition:

CE APM Agent profile:
Introscope_Cross-Enterprise_APM.profile

Option:
ppz.smf.socket.port=15029

For more information, see Configure the Cross-Enterprise APM Agent in the Cross-Enterprise APM documentation.

SYSVIEW is configured to trace IMS transactions.

Implement APM Dashboards
System administrators configure SYSVIEW to integrate with APM dashboards.

Configure Dashboard Integration Using DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension

To collect data from SYSVIEW using DX APM - Mainframe Integration Extension dashboards, ensure that the SYSVIEW
REST API is installed on all the systems that you want to monitor. For more information, see Getting Started with the
SYSVIEW REST API.

For information about how to configure DX APM dashboards to monitor  SYSVIEW data, see DX APM - Mainframe
Integration in the DX APM Agents documentation.

Configure Dashboard Integration Using CE APM Agent

To collect data from SYSVIEW using CE APM Agent dashboards, configure the following options:

CE APM Agent Definition:
CE APM Agent JCL data set:

custom.JCL(STDENV)
Option:

SYSVIEWPATH=/cai/sysview/<fmid>/CNM4BJAR

Use the USERS command to display the current SYSVIEW session for the CE APM Agent.

For information about how to configure dashboards to monitor SYSVIEW data using the CE APM Agent, see Create
Dashboards for Monitoring Applications in the Cross-Enterprise APM documentation.
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IMPORTANT
DX APM SaaS and DX APM 11.x, 20.x, 21.x and 22.x do not support legacy APM Typeviews and Dashboards.
For assistance with migrating your existing legacy Management Modules, Dashboards and Typeviews, contact
DX APM support.

Verify Your APM Integration
When the integration configuration tasks are complete, system administrators can verify that the SYSVIEW integration
with APM completed successfully.

Verify the Integration with ZAB

After you complete the tasks for configuring SYSVIEW to send data to APM, issue commands to verify that SYSVIEW is
producing data (records) and z/OS APM Bridge (ZAB) is consuming the records.

1. Verify that SYSVIEW is producing records.
CADPROD

The command execution displays the names of the SYSVIEW instances that are producing data, the type of data
(CICS, IMS, or both), and the names of the instances that are producing data.
Example: The following example illustrates the results of executing the CADPROD command. SYSVIEW (Product)
is producing CICS (CicsTranRecord) and IMS (ImsTranRecord) trace records (Category) from the GSVX instance
(Instance) and there is at least one consumer (Consumers).
SYSVIEW TSO1 ---------------------------------------------------- CADPROD, CA Data Producers

 ---------------------------

Command ====>                                                                                             

              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Status  NoSRT NoLIM   SEL NoDST NoPFX NoOWN NoUPD NoPRT NoCAP                                             

              

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Owner Product          Component        Category         Consumers   Writes BytesWritten 

 BytesBuffer Instance 

________ CA    SYSVIEW          CICS                                                                      

     GSVX     

________ .     .                .                CicsConnection                                           

     .        

________ .     .                .                CicsRegion               6                               

     .        

________ .     .                .                CicsSocket               6                               

     .        

________ .     .                .                CicsTran                 6                               

     .        

________ .     .                .                CicsTranRecord           1                               

     .        

________ .     .                .                CicsTClass               6                               

     .        

________ .     .                .                CicsTData                6                               

     .        

________ .     .                IMS                                            35064    116538567         

     GSVX     

________ .     .                .                ImsBalGrp                6     3896      3424770         

     .        
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________ .     .                .                ImsBPool                 6     3896     12282201         

     .        

________ .     .                .                ImsLTerm                 6     3896     11707754         

     .        

________ .     .                .                ImsOsam                  6     3896      3313838         

     .        

________ .     .                .                ImsOtma                  6     3896      3946694         

     .        

________ .     .                .                ImsPool                  6     3896     69318228         

     .        

________ .     .                .                ImsSsid                  6     3896      4089523         

     .        

________ .     .                .                ImsTran                  6     3896      4207557         

     .        

________ .     .                .                ImsTranRecord            1                               

     .        

________ .     .                .                ImsVsam                  6     3896      4248002

2. Verify that ZAB is consuming the records.
CADCONS

The command execution displays names of the jobs that are running, the product and component from which the
records are received, and the types of records that the job is consuming.
Example: The following example illustrates the results of executing the CADCONS command. ZABPROC (Jobname)
is consuming CICS (CicsTranRecord) and IMS (ImsTranRecord) trace records (Category) from SYSVIEW (Product).
SYSVIEW TSO1 ---------------------------------------------------- CADCONS, CA Data Consumers

 ---------------------------

Command ====>

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Formats DEFAULT

Status  NoSRT NoLIM   SEL NoDST NoPFX NoOWN NoUPD NoPRT NoCAP

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd      Jobname  SelectionName    Category                         Owner    Product          Component   

     Instance

________ ZABPROC 

________ .

________ .        CICSTRANRECORD   CicsTranRecord                   CA       SYSVIEW          CICS        

     *

________ .        IMSTRANRECORD    ImsTranRecord                    CA       SYSVIEW          IMS         

     *

If the products and components do not display after you issue the commands, or if error messages display,
analyze the output and correct any errors or warnings that display. For more information, see Troubleshooting z/
OS APM Bridge.

Verify the Integration with CE APM Agent

After you complete the tasks for configuring SYSVIEW to integrate with APM, you can issue commands to verify that the
integration with the agent completed successfully.

1. Verify that the CEAPM started task is running.
ACTIVITY ceapm

If the CEAPM STC is not running, issue the following command:
START ceapm
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2. Verify that tracing is active.
a. Verify that SYSVIEW is communicating with the CE APM Agent using the correct port number.

GROUPS TYPE PORTLIST

• CICS tracing: Ensure that the group named CICSWILY is configured to communicate using the same port
number as the CE APM Agent is configured to use.

• IMS tracing: Ensure that the group name IMSWILY is configured to communicate using the same port number
as the CE APM Agent is configured to use.

If the port number is not correct, ensure that value that is specified is the same as the value that is specified for the
CE APM Agent. For more information, see Implement Transaction Tracing.

b. Verify that the CE APM Agent is listening on the correct port.
IPLISTEN

• Locate the CEAPM started task and verify that it is listening on the correct port.
• The SYSVIEW Option for TCP/IP must be enabled to issue the IPLISTEN command.
If the CE APM Agent is not listening on the same port, ensure that the ppz.smf.socket.port= configuration parm is
configured correct. For more information, see Configure the Cross-Enterprise APM Agent in the Cross-Enterprise
APM documentation.

c. Verify that the CICSLOGR subtask is communicating.
CICSLOGR

• With CICS transaction tracing, the TcpSend and TCPByteS fields display the number of SMF records and
number of bytes that were sent to the CEAPM agent. Values display only when transaction tracing is active in
APM.

• After the command execution completes, the PortList field displays CICSWILY, which can be verified by issuing
the GROUPS command.

d. Verify that the IMSLOGR subtask is communicating.
IMSLOGRS

• With IMS transaction tracing, the TcpSend and TCPByteS fields display the number of SMF records and number
of bytes that were sent to the CEAPM agent. Values display only when transaction tracing is active in APM.

• After the command execution completes, the PortList field displays CICSWILY, which can be verified by issuing
the GROUPS command.

• The SYSVIEW Option for IMS must be enabled to issue the IMSLOGRS command.
Corrective actions for Steps 2c and 2d:
– Ensure that tracing is enabled using the APM user interface. For more information, see Trace and Analyze Events

in Cross-Enterprise APM documentation.
– If APM is configured to perform front-end tracing, ensure that the correct front-end tracers are installed. For more

information, see Trace and Analyze Events in Cross-Enterprise APM documentation.
– Ensure that there are correlation segments in the records for CICS subtype 27 records and IMS subtype 34

records. If there are no correlation segments that are configured, ensure that the tracers are configured. For
information about configuring and troubleshooting tracers and correlation segments, see the topic Configure
Transaction Sampling in Configure the Cross-Enterprise APM Agent and Troubleshooting in the CE APM
documentation. For information about SYSVIEW correlation segments, see GSVSMF27 - CICS Transaction Detail
Record and GSVSMF34 - IMS Transaction Data Record.

3. Verify that data collection for dashboards is active.
a. Ensure that the CEAPM started task Jobname displays in the list with the Subtype field that displays a value of

CEAPM.
XSUSER

The value of the send count field (SendC) increases with every CEAPM collection interval.
If the CEAPM started task Jobname does not display, review and analyze any warning or error messages and
correct the problems.

b. Verify that the XSXS task displays a value of ACTIVE.
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ASADMIN

If the XSXS started task is not running, issue a line START command to start the task. For information about how to
configure the task to start automatically, see XSystem eXternal Server Subtask Setup.

Get Started with APM Integration
This article describes the next steps to take after SYSVIEW is configured to integrate with APM.

After you install, configure, and deploy ZAB or CE APM Agent successfully and perform the SYSVIEW configurations
that you require, see the following documentation for information about configuring APM to use the data that SYSVIEW
provides:

• See DX APM - Mainframe Integration in the DX APM documentation for information about how to configure DX APM -
Mainframe Integration Extension.

• See the following articles in the Cross-Enterprise APM documentation for information about how to configure CE APM
Agent.
– Trace and Analyze Events
– Create Dashboards for Monitoring Applications

NOTE
If you have not determined which architecture is the most suitable solution for SYSVIEW integration with APM,
you should implement the latest architecture. The latest architecture uses z/OS APM Bridge and DX APM -
Mainframe Integration Extension. Going forward, all Broadcom development efforts toward integrating SYSVIEW
with APM focuses on the new architecture. For more information, see Integrating SYSVIEW with APM.

Troubleshooting z/OS APM Bridge
Use the following information to troubleshoot problems that you are having with your z/OS APM Bridge implementation.

DX APM Does Not Receive CICS or IMS Transaction Trace Data

Symptoms:

• DX APM does not receive CICS transaction traces or IMS transaction traces.
• The z/OS APM Bridge application logs do not show one or both of the following log entries:

Successfully subscribed to category: CicsTranRecord

Successfully subscribed to category: ImsTranRecord

Solution:

• Ensure that the CICS or IMS category is enabled in the z/OS APM Bridge application configuration file (conf-app.yml).
If the category is not enabled, edit the conf-app.yml file by specifying enabled: true for the corresponding category.
Start or restart z/OS APM Bridge.

• If the CICS or IMS categories were specified as true, verify that CCS Data Mover is up and running. Start CCS Data
Mover if it is not running.

z/OS APM Bridge Cannot Send Messages to APM

Symptoms:

• The following WTO/MVS Console message displays:
z/OS APM Bridge is stopping due to connection issues with APM Kafka.

• z/OS APM Bridge application logs contain the following (error) message:
Exception while sending heartbeat message.

Solution:
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• Ensure that the Kafka hosts and ports for the bootstrap server are specified properly in the z/OS APM Bridge
configuration file named conf-app.yml.

• Ensure that the Kafka bootstrap servers are up and running.
• Ensure that there is network connectivity between the system where z/OS APM Bridge is running and the systems

where Kafka brokers are running.
• If SSL/TLS is enabled, ensure that z/OS APM Bridge is configured with valid client truststore and keystore certificates.
• Start or restart z/OS APM Bridge.

z/OS APM Bridge Cannot Start in SSL Mode Because Certificate Files are Missing

Symptoms:

z/OS APM Bridge exits without starting up. Errors that relate to missing certificate files (client truststore and keystore files)
appear in the log.

Solution:

1. Ensure that the client truststore and keystore files are available in a folder that z/OS APM Bridge can access.
2. Provide the correct path to the folder where the truststore and keystore files are available in the z/OS APM Bridge

configuration file named conf-app.yml.
3. Start z/OS APM Bridge.

z/OS APM Bridge Cannot Start Because the Pipe Files Cannot Be Created

Symptoms:

z/OS APM Bridge exits without starting up. An error message that relates to creating the pipe appears in the zab.log file.
For example, ERROR com.broadcom.mfd.zab.ZABApplication - Failed to create pipe, errno=134 .

Solution:

1. Refer to the zab.log file to identify the location where ZAB attempted to create the pipe file, which is runtimeUSSDir/
data/zdm-zab.pipe.

2. Ensure that the user and/or group that is assigned to the ZAB STC has the permissions that are required to create the
runtimeUSSDir/data directory.

z/OS APM Bridge Integration with OPS/MVS is Not Working

Symptoms:

ZAB status events are not published to OPS/MVS Console. Warning messages related to loading OpsGenAPI class
appear in the ZAB log. For example:
WARN c.b.m.z.console.OpsConsolePublisher - Exception while loading 

com.ca.opsmvs.opsgenapi.OpsGenAPI class. OPS events are disabled

Solution:

To help ensure that ZAB integrates with OPS/MVS properly, verify that the OPS/MVS configuration properties are defined
properly. For more information, see the section OPS/MVS Integration Properties in z/OS APM Bridge Configuration
Properties.

Ensure that the value of CCSOPJEX_JAR_PATH is specified to the correct path of the ccsopjex.jar file for the OPS/
MVS integration Service in ZABPROC.

z/OS APM Bridge Does Not Start or Ends with an ABEND

Symptoms:
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The ZAB job does not start. If the job ends with an ABEND, a message such as CEE3501S The module libjvm.so
was not found appears in the JOB output.

Solution:

Ensure the location to JAVA_HOME directory is specified properly in ZABPROC.
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Scenarios, How to Articles, Videos, and Online Help Topics
View scenario-based content, how-to articles, videos, and online help for SYSVIEW.

Learn more about how to use SYSVIEW.

Videos
SYSVIEW Performance Management has a selection of video resources available to complement the documentation and
demonstrate the product features.

To view the embedded videos in a full screen, click play and then click the YouTube logo on the bottom tool bar.

Using SYSVIEW

Video Link Title and Description

Product PTF Analysis Using SYSVIEW:
This video explains how to use SYSVIEW to determine which
PTFs and APARs have been applied for any SMP/E installed
product, and to understand the possible system impacts when a
PTF has not been applied.
Run time: 16 min 15 sec.

Anatomy of a Display:
For a new SYSVIEW user, this video explains the different areas
of a SYSVIEW display that are consistent across the product to
help you become more comfortable using it.
Run time: 4 min 36 sec.

Exception Processing: Rule Types and Trigger Levels:
This video discusses attributes of SYSVIEW exception definitions,
along with in-depth discussions on rule types and trigger levels.
Run time: 18 min 34 sec.

Finding Help in SYSVIEW:
This video shows new users how to find help for SYSVIEW so that
they can become more self-sufficient in their use of the product.
Run time: 2 min 18 sec.

Navigating in SYSVIEW:
This video explains how the SYSVIEW menus are organized so
that you can become more comfortable navigating the product.
Run time: 4 min 41 sec.

Scrolling in a SYSVIEW Display:
For a new user, this video explains how to scroll in SYSVIEW to
help you become more comfortable in your use of the product.
Run time: 5 min 27 sec.

Selecting and Filtering Data in SYSVIEW:
This video shows how to use SELECT to filter data on a
SYSVIEW display so that new users can become more effective in
their use of the product.
Run time: 4 min 25 sec.
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Video Link Title and Description

Sorting Data in a SYSVIEW Display:
This video shows how to sort data on a SYSVIEW display so that
new or occasional users can become effective in their use of the
product.
Run time: 3 min 56 sec.

Using the Command Line Assist Feature:
Introduced in SYSVIEW r14.1, this video shows how to use the
Line Command Assist command.
Run time: 5 min 1 sec.

Using SYSVIEW to Manage CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) Instances

Video Link Title and Description

Configuring CICS Transaction Gateway for z/OS Monitoring in
SYSVIEW:
This video introduces the SYSVIEW component for CICS
Transaction Gateway (CTG). You use the component to monitor
and manage CTG instances running on z/OS. This video also
describes the steps to configure SYSVIEW and the JVM Data
Collector Agent to monitor CTG instances running on z/OS.
Run time: 14 min 18 sec.

Using the SYSVIEW Component for CICS Transaction
Gateway for z/OS:
This video contains demonstrations of the SYSVIEW CTG
commands that you can use. You can use the commands to view
real-time performance statistics and manage your CTG instances.
Run time: 10 mins 53 sec.

Using SYSVIEW to Manage z/OS Connect (zCN) Servers

Video Link Title and Description

Configuring z/OS Connect Enterprise Edition Monitoring in
SYSVIEW:
This video introduces the SYSVIEW Component for z/OS Connect
(zCN) Enterprise Edition monitoring component. You use the
component to monitor and manage servers where zCN is running
on z/OS. The video describes the steps to configure SYSVIEW
and the JVM Data Collector Agent to monitor zCN servers that are
running on z/OS.
Run time: 14 min 52 sec.

Using the SYSVIEW Component for z/OS Connect Enterprise
Edition:
The video contains demonstrations of the SYSVIEW zCN
commands that you can use. You can use the commands to view
real-time performance statistics and manage your zCN servers.
Run time: 9 mins 43 sec.
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Using SYSVIEW to Monitor Java Virtual Machines (JVMs)

Video Link Title and Description

Introduction to JVM Monitoring:
This video introduces the JVM Monitoring feature that you can
use to monitor Java, Java virtual machines (JVMs), and Language
Environments on z/OS.
Run time: 5 min 43 sec.

JVM Data Collector Agent Overview, Installation, and
Configuration:
This video introduces the JVM Data Collector Agent, what it does,
and how to install and configure it.
Run time: 16 min 50 sec.

Using SYSVIEW to Manage CICS

Video Link Title and Description

Finding CICS Transactions that have Performed Poorly:
This video shows how to use the CREVIEW command to find
CICS transactions that have performed poorly or that were
terminated abnormally.
Run time: 2 min 14 sec.

Finding CICS Transactions that have Abended:
This video shows how to use the CTRANLOG command to find
CICS transactions that have recently terminated or abended
abnormally.
Run time: 2 min 8 sec.

Using the CICS Exec Interface Trace Command:
This video shows how to get more information about a CICS
transaction or a set of CICS transactions that make up a larger
application or business service.
Run time: 2 min 11 sec.

Viewing CICS Transactions within a Time Period:
This video shows how to find which CICS transactions have run
within a selected time period.
Run time: 2 min 11 sec.
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Using SYSVIEW to Manage IMS

Video Link Title and Description

Finding IMS Transactions that have Abended:
View this video to learn how to find which IMS transactions have
recently terminated or abended abnormally.
Run time: 2 min 15 sec.

Finding IMS Transactions that have Performed Poorly:
This video shows how to use the IMSTLOG command to find IMS
transactions that have performed poorly or that were terminated
abnormally.
Run time: 2 min 34 sec.

Profiles
Contains information and tips about using SYSVIEW with profiles and profile keywords.

Set Profile Keyword Values to Have No Value
For certain SYSVIEW profile keywords, you can use the value NONE to set a value in your profile that indicates that the
keyword should have no value.

This setting prevents the keyword from reverting to the default value. Check the documentation for a keyword to see if it
allows the NONE value.

Example: The DEFAULT profile has a value of S defined for the ACTIVITY CSRLINECMD keyword and you do not want
to have a value defined for CSRLINECMD.

• To change the default profile value, set the value of the ACTIVITY CSRLINECMD to NONE.
This setting prevents the value of the ACTIVITY CSRLINECMD value from reverting to the default.

• To set the value of ACTIVITY CSRLINECMD back to the default value, set the ACTIVITY CSRLINECMD value to
DEFAULT.

Set Profile Keywords Back to the Default Value
You can use a value of DEFAULT to set the value of a profile keyword back to the default value.

The default value can be:

• A value in the GENERAL section of your profile
• The value in the DEFAULT profile
• The default value for the keyword defined in the documentation

For instance:

• If you set the value of PF1 to DEFAULT for the MTT command, the value reverts to the value of PF1 in the GENERAL
section of your profile.

• If you do not have a value defined in the GENERAL section of your profile and the DEFAULT profile has a value
defined for PF1, it is the value of PF1 in the DEFAULT profile.

• If there is not a value defined in the DEFAULT profile for PF1, it will revert to the default value for PF1, which is HELP.

Hierarchical Profile Settings
The user settings stored in the SYSVIEW profile are hierarchical. Settings can be stored in the user profile of an individual
or in a  site specific DEFAULT profile.
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If a user has not altered or specified a value for a specific  profile setting, the setting for the item will be retrieve in the
following hierarchical order.

1. User profile     
2. Site DEFAULT profile
3. Global internal defaults

 

 

Alerts
This section contains information and tips about using SYSVIEW alerts.

Exception Definition Best Match Rules
 

SYSVIEW evaluates data collection metrics to determine if a metric has exceeded a limit or triggered an exception.
SYSVIEW uses a best match process to determine which exception definition, if any, to use for evaluating a metric.

Only one definition is used. The default sort order in which the definitions display indicates how the best match process is
evaluated. When viewing the definitions in order, the last definition that matches all criteria is used to evaluate the metric.

A match is determined using the following definition attributes:

• Metric name
• Resources
• State
• Rule type
• Day of week
• Active days of week
• Time of day
• Time range of definition
• Start time
•  End time

Preference is given to the following items:

• Definitions with more specific resource arguments. See the following section for more details about resource
specificity.

• Definitions with fewer active days. For example, weekdays (Mon-Fri) are better than Everyday (Sun-Sat).
• Definitions with smaller time range. For example, time range of 2 hours is better than 24 hours.
• Definitions with active days later in the week. For example, if today is Wednesday, WED-THU is better than TUE-WED.
• Definitions with later start times. For example, if the current time is 12:00 noon, 12:00 to 14:00 is better than 10:00 to

12:00.

Resource specificity:

• Resources for definitions on state and threshold commands are sorted by how specific the resources are. The least
specific is sorted to the top and the most specific is sorted to the bottom. The default sort order that is displayed on the
command is the exact order that the definitions are checked. This sort order is done intentionally to ensure that the last
match is the most specific match possible in cases where a resource can match on multiple definitions.

• Resource specificity is determined in the following order (from least specific to most specific):
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– Fully generic
– Leading generic
– Groups
– Partially generic
– Fully specific

• Assuming the same definition attributes for all resources, the following example lists the order in which the resources
are sorted (from least specific to most specific):
– =
– =PROD
– >MYGROUP
– CICS=
–  CICSPROD

• For example, assume the following definitions on the THRESHOLD command:

Name     Resource                 RsceAttr    Limit Pct  Warning

JOBCPUT% =                        =           20.00  75    15.00

.        =PROD                    =           40.00  75    30.00

.        >MYGROUP                 =           60.00  75    45.00

.        CICS=                    =           80.00  75    60.00

.        CICSPROD                 =           100.0  75    75.00

Also assume the job name CICSPROD is in the JOBNAME group named MYGROUP (denoted by >MYGROUP):

Type     Group    Instance Exclude  Member   Description

JOBNAME  MYGROUP                    CICSPROD My Group

When threshold processing occurs, each definition is checked from least specific to most specific to determine which
definition to use. The following examples show how different job names are checked to select the correct definition:
– Job Name: CICSPROD

• Does CICSPROD match the fully generic resource “=”?
• Yes. If no other matches are found that match the resource, then this definition is used.

• Does CICSPROD match the leading generic resource “=PROD”?
• Yes. If no other matches are found that match the resource, then this definition is used.

• Does CICSPROD participate in the group named “MYGROUP”?
• Yes. CICSPROD is a member of group MYGROUP. If no other matches are found that match the resource,

then this definition is used.
•  Does CICSPROD match the partially generic resource “CICS=”?

• Yes. If no other matches are found that match the resource, then this definition is used.
• Does CICSPROD match the fully specific resource “CICSPROD”?

• Yes. If no other matches are found that match the resource, then this definition is used.
• No other definitions exist, so the last match is used. In this case, the fully specific “CICSPROD” resource is used,

and threshold processing follows the actions specified by this definition.

NOTE

In this example, the job name CICSPROD exactly matches a member in the group MYGROUP, but
this definition was not used because there was a match after the group resource was checked. Groups
are treated less specifically than partially generic resources. As such, if a match is found in a partially
generic or fully specific definition after the group definition, then the group definition is not used.
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• – Job Name: CICSTEST
• Does CICSTEST match the fully generic resource “=”?

• Yes. If no other matches are found that match the resource, then this definition is used.
• Does CICSTEST match the leading generic resource “=PROD”?

• No. The last match, which was the fully generic resource “=”, is used if no other matches are found.
• Does CICSTEST participate in the group named “MYGROUP”?

• No. CICSTEST is not a member of group MYGROUP. The last match, which was the fully generic resource
“=”, is used if no other matches are found.

• Does CICSTEST match the partially generic resource “CICS=” ?
•  Yes. If no other matches are found that match the resource, then this definition is used.

• Does CICSTEST match the fully specific resource “CICSPROD”?
• No. The last match, which was the partially generic resource “CICS=”, is used if no other matches are found.

• No other definitions exist, so the last match is used. In this case the partially generic “CICS=” resource is used,
and threshold processing follows the actions specified by this definition.

Summarizing Exception Alerts
SYSVIEW has over 1,000 variable metrics that can be used to monitor system resources or resources from subsystem
components such as:

• CICS
• IMS
• IBM MQ
• TCP/IP

SYSVIEW typically monitors hundreds of thousands of resources. You can create exception alerts for every resource or
metric.

The command ALERTSUM is available to summarize and organize the monitoring of resources and metrics.

Example commands and displays:

• Alert summarization menu
• Alert summary by owner
• Alert summary by owner and resource
• Alert summary by owner and instance
• Alert summary by owner, instance, and resource
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The monitored exception alerts can be summarized at several different levels:

Level Description

Owner Display a single summary data row for each owner.
If the owner has multiple child instances, the alert information is rolled-up into the owner summary
data row.
Possible owners:
• SYSTEM
• MVS
• CICS
• IMS
• TCP/IP
• IBM MQ

Owner/Resource Display a single summary data row for each owner.
Display a single data row for each resource summary group that is associated with the owner.
If the owner has multiple child instances, the alert information is rolled-up into the owner summary
data row and into the summary resource data rows.

Instance Display a single summary data row for each owner.
Display a single data row for each instance that summarizes any associated resource summary
groups that are associated with the owner.

Resource Display a single summary data row for each owner.
Display a single data row for each instance that summarizes any associated resource data rows.
Display a data row for each resource associated with the instance.

Logical groups display by default on modes:

• INSTANCE
• RESOURCE

Logical groups do NOT display on modes:

• OWNER
• OWNERRSCE

Command syntax parameters control whether logical groups display:
"GROUPS | NOGROUPS"

Command Syntax
+---------------+-----------------------------------------------------+

| ALERTSUM      | { MODE         OWNER      }                         |

|               | { OWNERRSCE               }                         |

|               | { INSTANCE                }                         |

|               | { RESOURCE                }                         |

|               |                                                     |

|               | { SYSTEM                  }                         | 

|               | { MVS                     }                         |

|               | { CICS                    } <–-owners               |

|               | { IMS                     }                         |

|               | { TCP                     }                         |

|               | { WEBMQ                   }                         |

|               |                                                     |

|               | { ACTive     | INACTive   }                         |

|               |                                                     |
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|               | { GROUPS     | NOGROUPS   }                         |

|               |                                                     |

|               | { INSTANCE    instance |  >group }                  |

|               | { GROUPTYPE   grptype            }                  |

|               | { RESOURCE    resource           }                  |

|               |                                                     |

|               | { NOXSDATA  | XSDATA      }                         |

|               | { NOXSYSTEM | XSYSTEM     }                         |

+---------------+-----------------------------------------------------+

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| GROUPS           | Display data rows for defined logical groups.    |

|                  |                                                  |

|                  | Defined logical groups will be displayed as a    |

|                  | separate instance. Logical group entries are     |

|                  | not rolled up into the owner entries.            |

|                  |                                                  |

|                  | Logical groups will be displayed for the         |

|                  | following modes:                                 |

|                  |                                                  |

|                  |    Mode                                          |

|                  |    --------                                      |

|                  |    INSTANCE                                      |

|                  |    RESOURCE                                      | 

|                  |                                                  |

|                  |    Owner      Logical Group Type                 |

|                  |    ---------  --------------------------         |

|                  |    CICS       CICSPLEX                           |

|                  |    IMS        IMSID                              |

|                  |    TCP        TCPID                              |

|                  |    WEBMQ      MQQMGR                             |

|                  |                                                  |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| NOGROUPS         | Do not display defined logical groups.           |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

WTO Console Exception Messages
When an exception alert within SYSVIEW is triggered based on a defined threshold or state rule, a WTO message can be
written to the console and job log:

MVS - WTO message format

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 Exception type 9

02 Metric subgroup 8

03 Metric name 8

04 Resource 8

05 New metric status 8
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06 Metric value
V=value

14

07 Exception warning limit
W=warning

10

08 Exception problem limit
P=problem

10

09 Exception rule type 8

10 Elapsed time since notification 8

11 ASID 4

12 JES job ID 8

13 'Desc=' 5

14 'description' 42

15 'Policy=' 7

16 Policy 8

If the metric is job related, (subgroup = 'JOB') then the parameters ASID and JOBID will contain data from the job being
monitored.

If the metric is not job related, the parameters ASID and JOBID will contain '*'.

IBM MQ - WTO message format

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 Exception type 9

02 Metric subgroup 8

03 Metric name 8

04 Queue manager 4

05 Resource 64

06 New metric status 8

07 Metric value
V=value

14

08 Exception warning limit
W=warning

10

09 Exception problem limit
P=problem

10

10 Exception rule type 8

11 Elapsed time since notification 8

12 'Desc=' 5

13 'description' 42

14 'Policy=' 7

15 Policy 8
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IMS - WTO message format

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 Exception type 9

02 Metric subgroup 8

03 Metric name 8

04 IMS subsystem ID 4

05 Resource 8

06 New metric status 8

07 Metric value
V=value

14

08 Exception warning limit
W=warning

10

09 Exception problem limit
P=problem

10

10 Exception rule type 8

11 Elapsed time since notification 8

12 'Desc=' 5

13 'description' 42

14 'Policy=' 7

15 Policy 8

 

TCP/IP - WTO message format

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 Exception type 9

02 Metric subgroup 8

03 Metric name 8

04 TCP/IP jobname of stack 8

05 Resource 8

06 New metric status 8

07 Metric value
V=value

14

08 Exception warning limit
W=warning

10

09 Exception problem limit
P=problem

10
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10 Exception rule type 8

11 Elapsed time since notification 8

12 'Desc=' 5

13 'description' 42

14 'Policy=' 7

15 Policy 8

 

CICS - WTO message format

 

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 Exception type 8

02 Metric subgroup 8

03 Metric name 8

04 Resource 1 8

05 Resource 2 8

06 Old metric status 8

07 New metric status 8

08 'V=' 2

09 Metric value 12

10 'W=' 2

11 Exception warning limit 8

12 'P=' 2

13 Exception problem limit 8

14 Exception rule type 8

15 Elapsed time since notification 8

16 CICS jobname 8

17 Transaction ID 4

18 Task number 8

19 Terminal ID 8

20 Userid 8

21 'Desc=' 5

22 'description' 42

23 'Policy=' 7

24 Policy 8
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Modify Threshold, State, and Monitor Definitions
Use on-line commands to add or modify SYSVIEW threshold, state, and monitor definitions dynamically. Alternatively,
they can be added or modified through a MODIFY command to the SYSVIEW Main Services address space SYSVIEW.

If you use the modify command, direct the modify to the specific subsystem data collector.

• The following table describes the update definitions using online commands:

Command Description

THRESH MVS threshold definitions

STATES MVS state definitions

MONITOR MVS monitor definitions

MQTHRESH IBM MQ threshold definitions

MQSTATES IBM MQ state definitions

MQMON IBM MQ monitor definitions

IMSTHRSH IMS threshold definitions

IMSSTATE IMS state definitions

IMSMON IMS monitor definitions

TCPTHRSH TCP/IP threshold definitions

TCPSTATE TCP/IP state definitions

TCPMON TCP/IP monitor definitions

JVMSTATE JVM state definitions

JVMMON JVM monitor definitions

CTHRESH CICS threshold definitions

CSTATES CICS state definitions

• Reload definitions using the MODIFY interface:
MODIFY SYSVIEW,MODIFY MVSDATA, RELOAD <MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES>member

MODIFY SYSVIEW,MODIFY MQSDATA, RELOAD <MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES>member

MODIFY SYSVIEW,MODIFY IMSDATA, RELOAD <MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES>member

MODIFY SYSVIEW,MODIFY TCPDATA, RELOAD <MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES>member

MODIFY SYSVIEW,MODIFY JVMDATA, RELOAD <MONITOR|STATES>member

• Reload definitions on all systems using the MODIFY interface:
ROUTE *ALL,F SYSVIEW, MODIFY taskname,RELOAD <MONITOR|THRESHOLD|STATES> member

Direct SNMP Trap Event Notifications
When an exception alert within SYSVIEW is triggered based on a defined threshold or state rule, multiple actions can be
taken.

One action is to send an SNMP Trap event notification:

• SNMP traps are sent using the Common Components and Services Event Notification Facility (ENF).
• The threshold or state rule TrapDest specifies the name of a logical group that contains a list of IP addresses or names

that correspond to entries in the SNMPCNFG parmlib member of ENF.

To direct a trap to a specific port:
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• Define the node in the SNMPCNFG parmlib with the specific port.

If you already have the node that is specified in your SNMPCNFG parmlib and you do not want to modify its port, then:

1. Define a new node name in your DNS.
2. Add an entry in your parmlib member with the new DNS name and port.
3. Define the new node in your SYSVIEW TrapDest group.

Review the following SNMP Trap Fields:

Enterprise OID - 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.6.4

Trap type      - 6 (enterprise)

Specific type  - 1

SNMP Trap OID  - 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.6.4 

SNMP MIB - The SYSVIEW MIB contains definitions for SNMP traps only.

The following member contains the MIB definition:

sysview.CNM4BSAM(GSVXMIB)

• MVS SNMP Trap Alert Format

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 Message ID - 'CAGSVX01' 8

02 Plex name 8

03 System name 8

04 Subsystem - 'MVS' 8

05 Jobname 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric alias name 8

10 Resource scope 16

11 Resource name 64

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 ASID 4

19 JES job ID 8

20 Policy ID 8

21 Description - enclosed in single quotes 40

22 Metric name 32
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– If the metric is job-related, the parameters JOBNAME, ASID, and JOBID contain data from the job being
monitored.

– If the metric is not job-related, the parameters JOBNAME, ASID, and JOBID contain '*'.
• CICS SNMP Trap Alert Format

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 Message ID - 'CAGSVX02' 8

02 Plex name 8

03 System name 8

04 Subsystem - 'CICS' 4

05 Jobname 8

06 ASID 4

07 JES job ID 8

08 Exception type
Possible Values:
• SYSTEM
• TRANDYN
• TRANEND
• TRANSYS
• STATE
• TRANSUMM
• TIMER

8

09 Metric group 8

10 Metric subgroup 8

11 Exception rule type 8

12 Metric alias name 8

13 Resource name 64

14 Resource qualifier 16

15 Old metric status 8

16 New metric status 8

17 Elapsed time since notification 8

18 Metric value 12

19 Exception warning limit 8

20 Exception problem limit 8

21 Transaction ID 4

22 Task number 8

23 Terminal ID 4

24 Userid 8

25 Policy ID 17

26 Description - enclosed in single quotes 40
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Parameter Contents Max Length

27 Metric name 32

• MQ SNMP Trap Alert Format

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 Message ID - 'CAGSVX03' 8

02 Plex name 8

03 System name 8

04 Subsystem - 'MQ' 8

05 Queue manager 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric alias name 8

10 Resource scope 16

11 Resource name 64

12 Old metric status 8

13 ew metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 '*' 4

19 '*' 8

20 Policy ID 8

21 Description - enclosed in single quotes 40

22 Metric name 32

• IMS SNMP Trap Alert Format

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 Message ID - 'CAGSVX04' 8

02 Plex name 8

03 System name 8

04 Subsystem - 'IMS' 8

05 IMS subsystem ID 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric alias name 8
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Parameter Contents Max Length

10 Resource scope 16

11 Resource name 64

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 '*' 4

19 '*' 8

20 Policy ID 8

21 Description - enclosed in single quotes 40

22 Metric name 32

• JVM SNMP Trap Alert Format

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 Message ID - 'CAGSVX06' 8

02 Plex name 8

03 System name 8

04 Subsystem - 'JVM' 8

05 Jobname (currently '*') 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric alias name 8

10 Resource scope 16

11 Resource name 64

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 ASID (currently '*') 4

19 JES job ID (currently '*') 8

20 Policy ID 8

21 Description - enclosed in single quotes 40
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Parameter Contents Max Length

22 Metric name 32

• TCP/IP SNMP Trap Alert Format

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 Message ID - 'CAGSVX05' 8

02 Plex name 8

03 System name 8

04 Subsystem - 'TCP' 8

05 TCP/IP jobname of stack 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric alias name 8

10 Resource scope 16

11 Resource name 64

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 '*' 4

19 '*' 8

20 Policy ID 8

21 Description - enclosed in single quotes 40

22 Metric name 32

Write Log Messages to a DD name
When an exception alert within SYSVIEW is triggered based on a defined threshold or state rule, a log message can be
written to a specific DD name.

The following topics describe the format of the log messages.

MVS Log Message Format

• Jobname
SYSVIEW Main Services address space

• DD name
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GSVXMVS

Parameter Contents Max Length

1 Date - yyyy/mm/dd 10

2 Time - hh:mm:ss 8

3 Metric name 32

4 Resource scope 9

5 Resource name 32

6 Resource qualifier 8

7 Resource attribute 8

8 Old metric status 8

9 New metric status 8

10 Elapsed time since notification 8

11 Metric value 12

12 Exception warning limit 8

13 Exception problem limit 8

14 Exception rule type 8

15 ASID 4

16 JES job ID 8

17 Policy 8

18 Description 40

If the metric is job related (group = 'JOB') then the parameters JOBNAME, ASID and JOBID will contain data from the job
being monitored, otherwise they will contain '*'.

IBM MQ Log Message Format

• Jobname
SYSVIEW Main Services address space

• DD name
GSVXMQS

Parameter Contents Max Length

1 Date - yyyy/mm/dd 10

2 Time - hh:mm:ss 8

3 Metric name 32

4 Resource scope (queue manager) 9

5 Resource name 48

6 Resource qualifier 8

7 Resource attribute 8

8 Old metric status 8

9 New metric status 8
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Parameter Contents Max Length

10 Elapsed time since notification 8

11 Metric value 12

12 Exception warning limit 8

13 Exception problem limit 8

14 Exception rule type 8

15 Policy 8

16 Description 40

IMS Log Message Format

• Jobname
SYSVIEW Main Services address space

• DD name
GSVXIMS

Parameter Contents Max Length

1 Date - yyyy/mm/dd 10

2 Time - hh:mm:ss 8

3 Metric name 32

4 Resource scope (IMS subsystem ID) 9

5 Resource name 32

6 Resource qualifier 8

7 Resource attribute 8

8 Old metric status 8

9 New metric status 8

10 Elapsed time since notification 8

11 Metric value 12

12 Exception warning limit 8

13 Exception problem limit 8

14 Exception rule type 8

15 Policy 8

16 Description 40

JVM Log Message Format

• Jobname
SYSVIEW Main Services address space

• DD name
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GSVXJVM

Parameter Contents Max Length

1 Date - yyyy/mm/dd 10

2 Time - hh:mm:ss 8

3 Metric name 32

4 Resource scope 9

5 Resource name 64

6 Resource qualifier 8

7 Resource attribute 8

8 Old metric status 8

9 New metric status 8

10 Elapsed time since notification 8

11 Metric value 12

12 Exception warning limit 8

13 Exception problem limit 8

14 Exception rule type 8

15 Policy 8

16 Description 40

TCP/IP Log Message Format

• Jobname
SYSVIEW Main Services address space

• DD name
GSVXTCP

Parameter Contents Max Length

1 Date - yyyy/mm/dd 10

2 Time - hh:mm:ss 8

3 Metric name 32

4 Resource scope (TCP stack jobname) 9

5 Resource name 32

6 Resource qualifier 8

7 Resource attribute 8

8 Old metric status 8

9 New metric status 8

10 Elapsed time since notification 8

11 Metric value 12

12 Exception warning limit 8

13 Exception problem limit 8
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Parameter Contents Max Length

14 Exception rule type 8

15 Policy 8

16 Description 40

CICS Log Message Format

• Jobname
CICS region

• DD name
GSVCXLOG

Parameter Contents Max Length

1 Date - yyyy/mm/dd 10

2 Time - hh:mm:ss 8

3 Exception type 8

4 Metric name 32

5 Resource scope 9

6 Resource name 8

7 Resource qualifier 8

8 Old metric status 8

9 New metric status 8

10 Elapsed time since notification 8

11 Metric value 12

12 Exception warning limit 8

13 Exception problem limit 8

14 Exception rule type 8

15 Transaction ID 4

16 Task number 8

17 Terminal ID 8

18 Userid 8

19 Policy 8

20 Description 40

Execute REXX IMOD on an Exception
When an exception alert within SYSVIEW is triggered based on a defined threshold or state rule, a REXX IMOD can be
executed:
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MVS - Parameters Passed to the REXX IMOD

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem - 'MVS' 8

03 Jobname 8

04 ASID 4

05 JES job ID 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric name 8

10 Resource 1 64

11 Resource 2 8

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 Description - 'description text' 40

If the metric is job related, (subgroup = 'JOB') then the parameters JOBNAME, ASID and JOBID will contain data from the
job being monitored.
If the metric is not job related, the parameters JOBNAME, ASID and JOBID will contain '*'.

IBM MQ - Parameters Passed to the REXX IMOD

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem - 'MQSeries' 8

03 Queus Manager 8

04 '*' 4

05 '*' 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric name 8

10 Resource 1 64

11 Resource 2 8

12 Old metric status 8
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13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 Description - 'description text' 40

IMS - Parameters Passed to the REXX IMOD

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem - 'IMS' 8

03 IMS subsystem ID 8

04 '*' 4

05 '*' 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric name 8

10 Resource 1 64

11 Resource 2 8

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 Description - 'description text' 40

JVM - Parameters Passed to the REXX IMOD

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem - 'JVM' 8

03 Jobname 8

04 ASID 4

05 JES job ID 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8
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09 Metric name 8

10 Resource 1 64

11 Resource 2 8

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 Description - 'description text' 40

TCP/IP - Parameters Passed to the REXX IMOD

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem - 'TCP' 8

03 TCP/IP jobname of stack 8

04 '*' 4

05 '*' 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric name 8

10 Resource 1 64

11 Resource 2 8

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 Description - 'description text' 40

CICS - Parameters Passed to the REXX IMOD

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem - 'CICS' 4

03 Jobname 8

04 ASID 4
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05 JES job ID 8

06 Exception type
Possible Values:
SYSTEM
TRANDYN
TRANEND
TRANSYS
STATE
TRANSUMM
TIMER

8

07 Metric group 8

08 Metric subgroup 8

09 Exception rule type 8

10 Metric name 8

11 Resource 1 8

12 Resource 2 8

13 Old metric status 8

14 New metric status 8

15 Elapsed time since notification 8

16 Metric value 12

17 Exception warning limit 8

18 Exception problem limit 8

19 Transaction ID 4

20 Task number 8

21 Terminal ID 4

22 Userid 8

23 Description - 'description text' 40

Event Capture on an Exception
When an exception alert within SYSVIEW is triggered based on a defined threshold or state rule, an Event Capture can be
requested:

MVS - Parameters Passed to the Event Capture Process

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem - 'MVS' 8

03 Jobname 8

04 ASID 4
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05 JES job ID 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric name 8

10 Resource 1 64

11 Resource 2 8

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 Description - 'description text' 40

If the metric is job related, (subgroup = 'JOB') then the parameters JOBNAME, ASID and JOBID will contain data from the
job being monitored. If the metric is not job related, the parameters JOBNAME, ASID and JOBID will contain '*'.

IBM MQ - Parameters Passed to the Event Capture Process

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem - 'MQSeries' 8

03 Queue Manager 8

04 '*' 4

05 '*' 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric name 8

10 Resource 1 64

11 Resource 2 8

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 Description - 'description text' 40
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IMS - Parameters Passed to the Event Capture Process

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem - 'IMS' 8

03 IMS subsystem ID 8

04 '*' 4

05 '*' 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric name 8

10 Resource 1 64

11 Resource 2 8

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 Description - 'description text' 40

JVM - Parameters Passed to the Event Capture Process

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem - 'JVM' 8

03 Jobname 8

04 ASID 4

05 JES job ID 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric name 8

10 Resource 1 64

11 Resource 2 8

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8
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15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 Description - 'description text' 40

TCP/IP - Parameters Passed to the Event Capture Process

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem - 'TCP' 8

03 TCP/IP jobname of stack 8

04 '*' 4

05 '*' 8

06 Metric group 8

07 Metric subgroup 8

08 Exception rule type 8

09 Metric name 8

10 Resource 1 64

11 Resource 2 8

12 Old metric status 8

13 New metric status 8

14 Elapsed time since notification 8

15 Metric value 12

16 Exception warning limit 8

17 Exception problem limit 8

18 Description - 'description text' 40

CICS - Parameters Passed to the Event Capture Process

Parameter Contents Max Length

01 System name 8

02 Subsystem - 'CICS' 4

03 Jobname 8

04 ASID 4

05 JES job ID 8
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06 Exception type
Possible Values:
SYSTEM
TRANDYN
TRANEND
TRANSYS
STATE
TRANSUMM
TIMER

8

07 Metric group 8

08 Metric subgroup 8

09 Exception rule type 8

10 Metric name 8

11 Resource 1 8

12 Resource 2 8

13 Old metric status 8

14 New metric status 8

15 Elapsed time since notification 8

16 Metric value 12

17 Exception warning limit 8

18 Exception problem limit 8

19 Transaction ID 4

20 Task number 8

21 Terminal ID 4

22 Userid 8

23 Description - 'description text' 4

How To Articles
This section contains information, how to articles, and tips about using SYSVIEW.

Cancel an Address Space or TCB

Cancel an Address Space

MVS rules are enforced when you cancel an address space. Issue a CANCEL command for an address space prior to
issuing a FORCE command. You can issue the KILL command at any time, but be sure to use the CANCEL and FORCE
commands first.

Cancel, Force and Kill line commands are provided on several job-related displays such as ACTIVITY and ASLIST.

The following primary commands are also available:

ASCANCEL:
Cancels an address space using the MVS CANCEL command.
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ASFORCE:
Forces an address space using the MVS FORCE command. Requires the CANCEL command to be issued first.

ASKILL:
Kills an address space using the CALLRTM service to terminate memory with a completion code of x'A22'.

Cancel a TCB (Task) Within an Address Space

You can cancel any TCB within an address space using the CANCEL and CD line commands on the TASK command
display. These line commands use CALLRTM to cancel the TCB with completion codes of x'222' and x'122' respectively.

Connect to zCX Instances from UNIX System Services
SYSVIEW users can use the Secure Shell (SSH) application to connect to z/OS Container Extension (zCX) instances
from Unix System Services (USS) using the ZCXLIST line command SSH with key-based authentication.

NOTE
To use the ZCXLIST SSH line command, key-based authentication is required.

Set up SSH on z/OS Container Extensions

To connect to the z/OS Container Extension using SSH key-based authentication, you create and authorize RSA keys for
use by the user.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the zCX instance using the following steps:
a. From a Mac, Windows, or Linux shell terminal, issue the following command:

$ ssh -p portnum userid@host

A password prompt appears.
b. Enter the zCX password associated with the user ID as illustrated by the following command:

> userid@host's password:

When you log in successfully, messages similar to the following appear on the shell terminal screen:
> Welcome to the IBM z/OS Container Extensions (IBM zCX) shell that 

> provides access to Docker commands. 

> For more information on how to use this shell to execute Docker commands 

> refer to IBM

2. Generate the RSA key pair using the following steps:
a. Paste the following text and add "your comment" as illustrated by the following command and press Enter:

$ ssh-keygen -t rsa -b 4096 -C "your comment"

NOTE
The value of your comment should describe the purpose for which the key is created.

The following message displays:
> Generating public/private rsa key pair.

b. Accept the default key path location and press Enter:
> Enter file in which to save the key (~/.ssh/id_rsa):

The following message displays on the screen:
> Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase):

NOTE
The ZCXLIST SSH line command does not support using private keys that are created with a
passphrase.

c. Press Enter to bypass the key passphrase.
The following message displays on the screen:
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> Enter same passphrase again:

d. Press Enter.
After you bypass the key passphrase, information that is similar to the following appears on the screen:
> Your identification has been saved in ~/.ssh/id_rsa.

> Your public key has been saved in ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.

> The key fingerprint is:

> SHA256:***************************************** your comment

> The key's randomart image is:

> +----RSA 4096-----+

> |                 |

> |                 |

> |                 |

> |                 |

> |                 |

> |                 |

> |                 |

> |                 |

> |                 |

> +-----SHA256------+

3. Authorize the generated public key for login using the following steps:
a. Copy the generated public key to the authorized_keys file by issuing the following command:

$ cat ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

b. Verify that the generated key was successfully added by issuing the following command:
$ cat ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

After you issue the command in Step 3b, the the last line of the displayed output should contain "your comment". If
not, verify the private and public pair was generated successfully and are located in the following directories: (private)
~/.ssh/id_rsa and (public) ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub

4. Save the private key content to a temporary file using the following steps:
a. Issue the following command:

$ cat ~/.ssh/id_rsa

b. Copy the result of the cat command to your clipboard or save the result to a temporary file if desired. You refer to
the key in a subsequent step.

IMPORTANT
Ensure that you copy the entire key including the first line indicator -----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE
KEY----- and the last line indicator-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY----- .

Set up SSH on z/OS USS

Configure SSH on USS to use the private key that you generated in Set up SSH on z/OS Container Extensions to
authenticate with zCX.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the private key file using the following steps:
a. From ISPF Data Set List Utility panel (3.4), specify the user home directory in the Dsname Level field as illustrated

by the following screen:
Enter one or both of the following parameters:

Dsname Level . . . ~

Volume serial  . .

A directory that is named .ssh should exist. If a directory does not exist, you must create one.
b. Go to .ssh by using the L line command.
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c. Type N on any of the listed lines and press Enter to create a new key file. Use TSO1ZCX.key as the key file name
as illustrated by the following example:
+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                      Create New z/OS UNIX File                     |

|     Command ===>                                                   |

|                                                                    |

|     Pathname . . . . ~/.ssh/TSO1ZCX.key                            |

|                                                                    |

|     Permissions  . . 700  (Octal)                                  |

|                                                                    |

|     Link-. . . . . .                                               |

|                                               Options              |

|     File Type  . . . 2  1. Directory             Set sticky bit    |

|                         2. Regular file          Copy...           |

|                         3. FIFO                S Edit...           |

|                         4. Symbolic Link-                          |

|                         5. External Link-                          |

|                         6. Hard Link-                              |

|                                                                    |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

ISPF-Edit should open up. Specify S next to the Edit ... option as illustrated by the example in the previous
step.

d. Paste the private-key from your clipboard or from the temporary file that you created.
2. Create or update the SSH configuration file using the following steps:

This file is needed so that when a user attempt to SSH to an IP address, SSH can recognize the Host Name and can
use the proper private-key, port, and so on.
a. If ~/.ssh/config already exists, go to Step 2c.

From ISPF 3.4, type ~/.ssh for the dsname as illustrated by the following screen:
Enter one or both of the following parameters:

Dsname Level . . . ~/.ssh

Volume serial  . .

b. Specify N on any of the listed lines and press Enter to create a new configuration file.
Specify the following information:
+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                      Create New z/OS UNIX File                     |

|     Command ===>                                                   |

|                                                                    |

|     Pathname . . . . ~/.ssh/config                                 |

|                                                                    |

|     Permissions  . . 700  (Octal)                                  |

|                                                                    |

|     Link-. . . . . .                                               |

|                                               Options              |

|     File Type  . . . 2  1. Directory             Set sticky bit    |

|                         2. Regular file          Copy...           |

|                         3. FIFO                S Edit...           |

|                         4. Symbolic Link-                          |

|                         5. External Link-                          |

|                         6. Hard Link-                              |

|                                                                    |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+
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The ISPF-Edit screen opens. Ensure that you specify S next to the Edit ... option as illustrated by the example
in the previous step.

c. Specify the following information to create the configuration file:
Host system_zcx

     HostName hostName

     User userId

     Port portNum

     IdentityFile identityFile

NOTE
The configuration file parameters are case-sensitive.

• system_zcx
The concatenation of the system name with the zCX job name
Example: The system name is TSO1 and the zCX job name is ZCX00001 . The concatenation result
for system_zcx is TSO1ZCX00001 . You can obtain the zCX job name by issuing the SYSVIEW ZCXLIST
command.

• hostName
The host IP address

• userId
The zCX user ID

• portNum
The ssh port number

• identityFile
The private key to be used to authenticate to the host (zCX). You created the private key in Set up SSH on z/OS
Container Extensions.

Example:
Host TSO1ZCX00001

     HostName 11.222.33.444

     User user1

     Port 8022

     IdentityFile ~/.ssh/TSO1ZCX.key

Validate the Connection

After you complete the steps in Set up SSH on z/OS USS, the container is now accessible using SSH from OMVS.
However you must validate the connection using OMVS before you can issue the ZCXLIST SSH line command.

To validate the connection, issue the following command from OMVS:

ssh system_zcx

• system_zcx:
The Host defined in ~/.ssh/config

Example:

ssh TSO1ZCX00001

If messages similar to the following appear after you issue the ssh command, reply yes if the host can be trusted.

> The authenticity of host 'ip:portnum (.ip.:portnum)' can't be established        

> ECDSA key fingerprint is SHA256:**************************                        

> Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yes 

When authentication completes successfully, welcome messages similar to the following appear on the screen:

> Welcome to the IBM z/OS Container Extensions (IBM zCX) shell that
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> provides access to Docker commands.

> For more information on how to use this shell to execute Docker commands

> refer to IBM

Troubleshooting

If authentication fails, ensure that you performed the following actions:

• The private key was copied correctly. There are no lines missing or spaces added.
• The file permissions are specified to 700.

When the file permissions are not set up as described in Set up SSH on z/OS USS, messages similar to the following
messages might appear:
> Permissions 0770 for '~/.ssh/TSO1ZCX.key' are too open.

> It is required that your private key files are NOT accessible by others.

> This private key will be ignored.

• Host authenticity is established.
When you do not establish host authenticity as described in Validate the Connection, messages that are similar to the
following appear:
FOTS1370 Host key verification failed..

Create a Predefined PLOT Member
The PLOT command lets you display up to eight metrics. The command supports many parameters and values.
Optionally, you can save the parameters and values that you can specify on the PLOT command in a predefined PLOT
member.

When you create a predefined member, the complexity of specifying many parameters and values on the PLOT command
itself is reduced.

Use predefined plot members to:

• Define commonly used plots
• Combine a PLOT with multiple metrics

Example: PLOT command syntax using a predefined member:

PLOT USING member

Predefined PLOTLIB Member Examples:

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

  *=====================================================================*

  *                        Predefined Plot Member                       *

  *=====================================================================*

  TITLE    'System Resource Utilization'

  *=====================================================================*

  *        Source   Variable Resource Resource

  PLOT1A   MVS      CPU%

  PLOT2A   MVS      SYSIOR

  PLOT3A   MVS      PAGERATE

  PLOT4A   MVS      STGUICA

  

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

  TITLE    'New Plot Member'

  JOBASID

  LEGEND
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  *        Source   Variable Resource Resource Scale

  PLOT1A   MVS      JOBCPU%  &jobname

  PLOT1B

  PLOT2A   MVS      CPU%     *        *        100

  PLOT2B

  PLOT3A

  PLOT3B

  PLOT4A

  PLOT4B

Predefined PLOTLIB Definition Syntax Keywords and Options:

Keyword Description

* The comment line, This keyword must be in column one.
TITLE Defines the title to display with the plot, Enclose the title description in quotes.
LEGEND Displays the LEGEND at the top of the screen,
NOLEGEND Does not display the LEGEND.
JOBNAME Issue a memory switch command to the specified JOBNAME.
ASID Issue a memory switch command to the specified ASID.
JOBASID Displays the current jobname and ASID in the information section.
JOBASIDCICS Displays the current jobname, ASID, and CICS.
NOJOBASID Does not display the current jobname, ASID, and CICS version in the information section.
DEVICE Displays the current device number, volser, and unit in the information section.
NODEVICE Does not display the current device number, volser, and unit in the information section.
DSN Displays the data set and member name of the PLOT definitions member in the information section.
NODSN Does not display the data set and member name of the PLOT definitions member in the information

section.
END Logical end of file.

Plot Definitions:

 Keyword       Description

 -------       -----------

 PLOTnA        Defines the target jobname, variable, and resource.

  n = 1, 2, 3, or 4

              The A variable is the default plot if only one variable within a quadrant is being used. The A

 plot uses the left 

              vertical scale.

  

 PLOTnB        Defines the target jobname, variable, and resource.

  n = 1, 2, 3, or 4

              The B variable is typically used if two plots are desired within a plot quadrant. The B plot

 uses the right 

              vertical scale.

  

 SCALEnA       Defines the maximum vertical scale value for plot n variable A.

  n = 1,2,3 or 4

  

 SCALEnB       Defines the maximum vertical scale value for plot n variable B.
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  n = 1,2,3 or 4

Sample Variable Substitution

• &JOBNAME  - The current jobname
• &ASID - The current ASID
• &SYSNAME - The system name
• &USERID - The user id
• &VOLUME - The current DASD volume

Create a List of Predefined PLOT Members

Defining a PLOTLIST Member

The PLOTLIST command displays a list of predefined plot definition members. The PLOTLIST command can be entered
specifying a member name. The member name that is specified is a member that contains a list of predefined plot
definition members.

PLOTLIST command syntax examples:

 PLOTLIST member

dsname(member)

 

The PLOT command allows for up to eight metrics to display. The PLOT command supports many parameters and
values. As an option, the parameters and values that can be specified on the PLOT command can be saved in a
predefined PLOT member. This reduces the complexity of specifying many parameters and values on the PLOT
command itself.

Use predefined plot members to:

• Define commonly used plots
• Combine a PLOT with multiple metrics

PLOT command syntax example using a predefined member:

PLOT USING member 

PLOTLIST Example:

  ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

  TITLE    'Sample Plotlist Member'

  DSN

  JOBASIDCICS

  PLOTDASD TEST     Test plot member for DASD

  PLOTJOBS TEST     Test plot member for JOBS

  PLOTSYS  TEST     Test plot member for MVS system information

  END

 

PLOTLIST Definition Syntax:

Keywords and Options Description

* Comment line.
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TITLE Defines the title to be displayed with the PLOTLIST. Enclose the
title description in quotes.
Title limit = 32 characters

NODSN Does not display the data set name in the information section
when displaying the PLOTLIST.

DSN Displays the data set name in the information section when
displaying the PLOTLIST.

JOBASID Displays the current jobname and ASID in the information section.

JOBASIDCICS Displays the current jobname, ASID, and CICS version in the
information section.

JOBASIDIMS Displays the current jobname, ASID, and IMS version in the
information section.

JOBASIDMQS Displays the current jobname, ASID, and MQ version in the
information section.

NOJOBASID Does not display the current jobname, ASID, and CICS version in
the information section.

DEVICE Displays the current device number, volser, and unit in the
information section.

NODEVICE Does not display the current device number, volser, and unit in the
information section.

INTERNAL Equivalent to the following:
• NODSN
• NODEVICE
• NOJOBASID

Definition Entry:

Column Description

01:08 Plot member name. 1 to 8 characters left justified and blank
padded.

10:17 Class name. 1 to 8 characters left justified and blank padded.

19:73 Plot list  description

How Implicit Commands Work
SYSVIEW supports issuing SET, USERCMD, INVOKE, ISPF, and TSO commands as extensions to the normal set
of SYSVIEW commands.

The SYSVIEW profile contains options that allow the user to issue these command strings without the "SET",
"USERCMD", "INVOKE", "ISPF" or "TSO" command keyword. This is referred to as the implicit command options.

When a user enters a command in the primary command area, the search order is as follows:

1. Standard internally defined SYSVIEW commands
2. Command synonyms defined via the user profile
3. SET keywords

If the user profile option IMPLICTSET is set to YES
4. External USER Command Definitions
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Source: user.parmlib(USERCMDS)
The user profile option IMPLICITUCMD must be set to YES

5. External SYSTEM or SITE Command Definitions
Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(USERCMDS)
The user profile option IMPLICITUCMD must be set to YES

6. INVOKE keywords
If the user profile option IMPLICTINVK is set to YES

7. ISPF commands
If the user profile option IMPLICTISPF is set to YES

8. TSO commands
If the user profile option IMPLICTTSO is set to YES

Example: How the implicit SET command option operates

• With implicit SET off:
SET COLOR ON

• With implicit SET on:
COLOR ON
-or-
COLOR

The following help topics provide more information on a specific implicit command option:

• IMPLICITSET - Implicit SET command option
• IMPLICITUCMD - Implicit USERCMD command option
• IMPLICITINVK - Implicit INVOKE command option
• IMPLICITISPF - Implicit ISPF command option
• IMPLICITTSO - Implicit TSO command option

How Threshold and State Definitions Work
SYSVIEW contains alert mechanisms or actions that are available for alerting purposes. You set threshold or state
definitions to raise an exception or an alert when resource usage is outside a defined range or the resource is not in the
desired state.

Thresholds and states are different:

• Threshold definitions assign numeric warning and problem limit values to a metric or resource.
Thresholds are always numeric.

• State definitions assign a status to a specific condition of a metric or resource.
States always have character values.

Some examples of states include:

• ACTIVE
• INACTIVE
• ONLINE
• OFFLINE

NOTE
To learn more about SYSVIEW exception definitions, along with in-depth discussions about rule types and
trigger levels, see the video that is named Exception Processing: Rule Types and Trigger Levels in the
Videos article.

Review the following sections for information about threshold and state rule types:
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Threshold Rule Types

Threshold rule types define the algorithm that is used to determine when a collected metric has exceeded the allowable
resource usage.

Multiple rule types or checks can be defined for a single metric:

• AUTO
• UPPER
• LOWER
• ABOVE
• BELOW
• CHANGE

Rule Type: AUTO

A threshold rule type of AUTO uses the factory default of UPPER, LOWER, or CHANGE defined for the metric. The
default value is displayed in the Rule field on the VARS command display.

Rule Type: UPPER

An UPPER limit rule type defines the upper warning and problem limit values that a collected metric can use. If the metric
value exceeds the warning or problem limit values, defined actions can be triggered that are associated with the definition.

Algorithm:

IF value >= problemlimit THEN

   status = PROBLEM

ELSE

   IF value >= warninglimit THEN

      status = WARNING

   ELSE

      status = NORMAL

   END

END

Example: The CPU percent busy is 93%.

Defined limit values:

• Warning - 80%
• Problem - 90%

Using the above algorithm, the status that is assigned to the metric is PROBLEM. The value (93%) is greater than the
defined problem limit value of 90%.

Rule Type: LOWER

A LOWER limit rule type defines the lower warning and problem limit values that a collected metric can use. If the metric
value falls below the warning or problem limit values, defined actions can be triggered that are associated with the
definition.

Algorithm:

IF value <= problemlimit THEN

   status = PROBLEM

ELSE

   IF value <= warninglimit THEN
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      status = WARNING

   ELSE

      status = NORMAL

   END

END

Example: The amount of free Common Storage is 128K.

Defined limit values:

• Warning - 256K
• Problem - 64K

Using thsi algorithm, the status that is assigned to the metric is WARNING. The value (128K) is less than the defined
warning limit value (256K), but is not less than the problem limit (64K).

Rule Type: ABOVE

An ABOVE limit rule type defines the upper warning and problem limit values that a collected metric can use. If the metric
value exceeds the warning or problem limit values for each collection interval for a specified duration, defined actions can
be triggered that are associated with the definition.

Algorithm:

IF value >= problemlimit FOR EACH INTERVAL THEN

          status = PROBLEM

       ELSE

          IF sustainedvalue >= warninglimit FOR EACH INTERVAL THEN

             status = WARNING

          ELSE

             status = NORMAL

          END

       END

Example: The CPU percent busy is 93%.

Defined limit values:

• Warning - 80%
• Problem - 90%

Using this algorithm, the status that is assigned to the metric is PROBLEM. The value (93%) is greater than the defined
problem limit value of 90%.

Rule Type: BELOW

A BELOW limit rule type defines the lower warning and problem limit values that a collected metric can use. If the metric
value exceeds the warning or problem limit values for each collection interval for a specified or duration, defined actions
can be triggered that are associated with the definition.

Algorithm:

IF value <= problemlimit FOR EACH INTERVAL THEN

         status = PROBLEM

      ELSE

         IF value <= warninglimit FOR EACH INTERVAL THEN

            status = WARNING

         ELSE

            status = NORMAL
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         END

      END

Example: The amount of free Common Storage is 128K.

Defined limit values:

• Warning - 256K
• Problem - 64K

Using this algorithm, the status that is assigned to the metric is WARNING. The value (128K) is less than the defined
warning limit value (256K), but is not less than the problem limit (64K).

Rule Type: CHANGE

Workload and resource consumption can be unpredictable. For this reason, creating a "baseline" of expected values for
the resource consumption can be difficult.

Creating a baseline value for a metric is simply the expected value of resource consumption for a known time period.
Workload must be predictable or must be a recurring event for the baselining approach to work. Workload is not as
predictable as it was in the past, largely due to workload arriving from internet and global applications. Since workload is
unpredictable, a different, or smarter detection method for analyzing exceptions is needed.

A CHANGE limit rule type defines the amount that a metric can change. This change can be in an upward or downward
direction. The CHANGE rule does not require specific values for a metric to be specified. The change is measured in
terms of the number of standard deviations from the historical average.

If the change in the metric exceeds the defined warning or problem limit values, defined actions can be triggered that are
associated with the definition. The change in the metric value can be an upward or downward change.

Within the CHANGE rule type definition, the warning and problem limit value are defined as the number of standard
deviations that must be exceeded for the metric to be assigned the status of WARNING or PROBLEM.

Generally speaking, we assume that if a data value is within one standard deviation of the mean, its status is considered
NORMAL.

  Standard Deviation       (stddev)

Standard deviation is a measure of the variability or distribution of a set of data values. If a set of data has a low standard
deviation, this indicates that all the data values are very close to the average or mean of the set. A high standard deviation
value indicates that the data is spread out over a wide range of data values.

  Mean                     (mean)

The average value for the entire set of data.

  Duration Average         (duravg)

The average value for the most current "n" intervals of data where "n" is the interval or duration in minutes.

  Duration Change          (durchg)

The difference between the duration average and the mean.

  durchg = duravg - mean

  Warning Limit Value      (warninglimit)

The actual warning limit value is calculated dynamically during the threshold checking or evaluation process. The warning
limit value must be calculated dynamically because it is based on the mean and standard deviation of the data.

   warninglimit = warning * stddev
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   Problem Limit Value      (problemlimit)

The actual problem limit value is calculated dynamically during the threshold checking or evaluation process. The problem
limit value must be calculated dynamically because it is based on the mean and standard deviation of the data.

   problemlimit = problem * stddev

Algorithm:

IF durchg >= problemlimit THEN

   status = PROBLEM

ELSE

   IF durchg >= warninglimit THEN

      status = WARNING

   ELSE

      status = NORMAL

   END

END

Example:

Metric: CPU percent busy

The 60-minute mean or average: 40%

The standard deviation: 12

The duration average: 55

The duration change: 15 (duravg - mean)

The duration change stddev: 1.250 (durchg / stddev)

A simple analysis of the mean and standard deviation indicates that the CPU percent busy average has been typically in
the range of 28% to 52%.

    -1 stddev    mean   +1 stddev    ---------    ----   ---------       28%       40%       52%

Defined limit values (number of standard deviations):

• Warning - 1.000
• Problem - 2.000

The warning and problem limit values that are used during the check process is calculated dynamically as follows:

     warninglimit = warning * stddev     12           = 1.000   * 12     problemlimit = problem * stddev    

 24           = 2.000   * 12

The defined limit values have the following meaning:

• If the "duration change value (15)" is greater than 24, the assigned status is PROBLEM.
• If the "duration change value (15)" is greater than 12, the assigned status is WARNING.
• Using the above algorithm, the status that is assigned to the metric is WARNING. The duration change value (15) is

greater than the warning limit value (12), but is less than the problem limit value (24).

State Rule Types

States do not have multiple rule types. State exception processing assigns a status to the current state of a metric or
resource.

Example: The current state of a CPU process is OFFLINE.
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DEFINE MVS_CPU_Status   RSCE =    STATE ONLINE     STATUS NORMAL

DEFINE MVS_CPU_Status   RSCE =    STATE OFFLINE    STATUS WARNING

DEFINE MVS_CPU_Status   RSCE =    STATE PARKED     STATUS HIGH

Based on the example definitions, the status WARNING is assigned to a CPU in the state OFFLINE.

Notifications and Actions

Multiple methods of notification and actions can be taken when an exception occurs:

• Write a message to the log.
• Write a message to the console.
• Send an SNMP alert trap.
• Send an event notification to OPS/MVS.
• Request an Event Capture.
• Execute a pre-defined REXX EXEC or IMOD.
• Cancel a CICS transaction.

Define ISPF or TSO Applications
You can define any ISPF or TSO application to SYSVIEW as an externally callable program. This definition allows
SYSVIEW to link to commonly used applications or products.

Externally callable applications or products are defined in the parameter library member INVOKE.

The format of the data:

Column Description
01-08 INVOKE command keyword. 1 to 8 characters left justified and

blank padded.
10 The minimum length required to match the INVOKE keyword.

1 numeric digit from 0 to 8 or blank. A value of blank, 0, or 8 all
imply that the full keyword must be specified.

12-19 ISPF interface parmlib member name.
21-28 TSO interface parmlib member name.
30-69 Product description.

Example parmlib member INVOKE:

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 *Command T ISPF-Mbr TSO-Mbr  Description

 *------- - -------- -------- ----------------------------------------+

 QUICKREF 5 XISPQWRF          MVS/Quick-Ref from Chicago-Soft

 

Display Cross-System Data from Multiple Systems
Selected product commands can display data that is gathered from remote systems. To gather data from a remote
system, there must be a product data server active on the remote system and the system must be reachable through the
CCI communication network.
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Review the following SET keywords that are used to control the display of cross system data. See the SET keyword help
for more information.

SET Keyword Description
XSData Controls the gathering and displaying of xsystem data.
XSDUmmyinput Controls the display of dummy input fields in xsystem data.
XSGroup Controls which system xsystem data is gathered from.
XSHome Controls the display of home system data in xsystem data.
XSLimit Controls the amount of data that is returned from a remote

system.
XSMsglvl Controls the level of xsystem error message displayed.
XSRemdup Controls the removal of duplicate data from the display.
XSStatusline Controls the display of the xsystem status info line.
XSUseridsave Controls the saving of authenticated user IDs.

An easier way to control the xsystem data display for a command is to use the XSCMDS command display.

Display Detail Information for the SYSVIEW for Db2 Thread
Effective in SYSVIEW r15.0, you can use the DETAILS command in SYSVIEW to view the necessary SYSVIEW thread
details while remaining in SYSVIEW.

Previously, SYSVIEW displayed a list of active DB2 threads natively (DBTHACT). However, SYSVIEW did not provide
enough details for analysis of whether the DB2 thread was performing well. Using this command introduces the
DB2THRD panel and eliminates the challenge of trying to understand an unfamiliar interface. If you want to move over to
the SYSVIEW display for more details, issue the IDB2 command.

Dump Storage Using the Point-and-Shoot Method
The DUMP command displays the contents of virtual and real storage for any job in the system and virtual storage
residing in data spaces.

• When you enter DUMP without any parameters and the cursor is positioned in the body lines of any display, then the
data pointed to by the cursor is used as the address.

• All address fields are defined as dummy input fields, which enable you to TAB to the address field.

To increase your efficiency, assign a PF key to invoke the LINK DUMP command.

Follow these steps:

1. SET PFn DEFAULT ALL
Ensure that the selected PF key is not in use by any command.

2. SET PFn 'LINK DUMP' GENERAL
Sets the selected PF key to save the current environment and LINK to the DUMP command from all screens.

3. SET PFn DUMP DUMP
Sets the selected PF key to DUMP for use from the DUMP screen.

 

Enter Command Parameters with Lowercase or Embedded Blanks
Some commands allow or require parameter strings to be entered with the command. These strings might need to be
entered in lowercase format or the string can contain embedded blanks.
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Most commands automatically uppercase any included parameter strings. A blank character is interpreted as a separator
during command parsing.

To enter a string that is case sensitive, specify the string using one of the following examples:

• C'string'
• C'AbCdeFg'
• C'Upper and LowerCase String'

To enter a string that contains embedded blanks, specify the string using one of the following examples:

• 'STRING WITH BLANKS'
• 'STRING WILL BE UPPERCASED'

Using only the character delimiter "'" does not ensure case sensitivity.

Enter Long Commands
You begin entering a command on the command line and discover that your command is longer than the command line.

You can continue entering long command strings using one of the following methods:

• Use the command: LONGCMD
• Use the following continuation characters:

– Use a hyphen (-) or plus (+) continuation character as the last nonblank character.
– If the continuation character is a hyphen, then all leading blanks on the next command are NOT ignored.
– If the continuation character is a plus, then all leading blanks on the next command ARE ignored.
– The total command length must not exceed 256 characters.

When a command is entered that ends with a continuation character, you receive the following message:

GSVX515A Command input pending - Continue and Enter or press any PFK to clear

The current command input string ended with the command continuation character. Any data entered has been added
to the pending command string. Continue to enter the rest of the command or use any PF key to discard the entire
command.

Find Abended IMS Transactions
Abended IMS transactions are logged in the IMS Transaction log stream.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the command IMSTLOG FILTER.
2. Enter the equal symbol (=), or whatever your variable length masking character is, in the CCODE field of the resulting

panel, and then press PF3.

The resulting display includes all abended IMS transactions contained in the current log stream display window, where the
window size is determined by the start date/time, period, lines, limit, and cushion settings.

Alerts for abended IMS transactions can be generated by setting up a threshold definition using variable IMTRABND from
the IMSTHRSH command. Or, by coding a threshold definition in the IMSTHRSH PARMLIB member if you are doing cold
starts of IMSDATA from the SYSVIEW PARMLIB member. The sample IMSTHRSH display shows a generic IMTRABND
definition that matches for all transactions and all IMS subsystems:
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Find Help for a Specific Topic (FINDHELP)
The FINDHELP command searches the help system for a specified text string. The search is performed against a list of
predefined help topics. Each help topic corresponds to a HELPLIB member.

By default, the list of topics to be searched is contained in the parmlib member TOPICS. The parmlib member TOPICS is
also used to generate the TOPICS display command.

The following functions can be performed:

• Locate all help information for a selected search string
• Determine the commands that provide information on a desired topic, such as what commands display ALERT

information
• Print selected help topics

This command supports an attention exit to interrupt processing.

Command Syntax
 FINDHelp  string  { ALL   } { CHARs  } { PROGRESS nn }

                   { FIRST } { WORD   } { NOPROGRESS  }

                             { PREfix }

                             { SUFfix }

                             { INFix  }

  

                   { LIST member } { SECTION section }

 

Parameter Description

string The desired search string.

ALL Find and display all occurrences of the specified string within each
help member.

FIRST Find and display the first occurrence of the specified string within
each help member.

CHARS Searches for the specified string, regardless of its position in a
word. This is the default.

PREfix Searches for the specified string as it appears at the beginning of
a word.

SUFfix Searches for the specified string as it appears at the end of a
word.

WORD Searches for the specified string as it appears as an entire word.

INFix Searches for the specified string as it appears embedded in the
middle of a word.
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PROGRESS nn Specify the elapsed time that must pass before an in progress
message is displayed showing the amount of data that has been
searched.
• Default = 5 seconds
• Minimum = 1 second
• Maximum = 15 seconds

NOPROGRESS No in progress message is to be displayed.

LIST member Specify a parmlib member that contains a list of help member
names. The member name must be found in columns 1 through 8.
Columns 9 through 80 are not used.

SECTION section Specify the name of the section within the topic that is to be
searched. If no section is specified, then all sections are searched.
Sections are identified within a topic by the ")LABEL section"
statement.
Valid section names:
• COMMAND - Command overview
• FORMAT - Command format or syntax
• PARAMETERS, PARMS -  Command parameters
• INFOFIELDS - Information section
• DATAFIELDS - Data lines
• LINECOMMANDS - Line commands
• SUBCOMMANDS - Sub commands
• RELATEDINFO - Related information
• NOTES - Notes
• SECURITY - Security information
• MESSAGES, MSG - Messages

Information Fields

Field Description

List The parmlib member name containing the list of HELPLIB
members to be searched.

Topics The number of topic members searched.

Lines The total lines of help searched.

Hits The number of hits found.

Options The options in use. Valid values are:
• ALL
• CHARS
• FIRST
• WORD
• PREFIX
• SUFFIX
• INFIX

Section The name of the section within the topic member that is to be
searched. If this is blank, then all sections are searched.

String The specified search string.
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Data Fields

Field Description

Help The name of the help member that contains the specified search
string.

Text A columns scale is displayed as the header. The data is the text
that contains the specified string from the help member.

Title The title of the help topic member.

Section The name of the section within the topic member that the search
string was found.

Line Commands

The following table lists the line commands defined by the FINDHELP command. Other types of line commands are also
available.

Command Description

Select, Locate Invoke the HELP command for the selected topic and issue a
LOCATE command for the selected line.

EXecute, X Execute the value in the Help column if the value is a valid
command name.

Find Invoke the HELP command for the selected topic and issue a
FIND command for the specified search string.

Help Invoke the HELP command for the selected topic.

Print Print the selected topic.
Any or all of the displayed topics can be printed by using the Print
line command. Using block line commands makes printing groups
of topics easier. An index page is created.
The following command controls the number of lines per page:
SET PRINTLINect nnn 

Subcommands

• REFRESH - Refresh display data.

Find IMS Threshold Exceptions
IMS threshold exceptions are logged in the exception log stream. You need to look at exceptions for a specific IMS
subsystem.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the IMSLIST command.
The IMS Control Regions display.

2. Enter the XLOG line command on the row containing the IMS ID you are interested in:

Cmd      Jobname  Status       ID

________ IMS1CTLR ACTIVE       IMS1

XLOG____ IMS2CTLR ACTIVE       IMS2
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The resulting display contains the exception log summary data for the IMS ID selected using your default XLOG options
for LINES, LIMIT, PERIOD, and so on.                    

To modify your default options, see the HELP for the XLOG command.

Find Multiple Occurrences of a Module
You can use the WHERE subcommand to find multiple occurrences of a module. The WHERE subcommand displays the
location of members or modules within a list of concatenated data sets.

Example: Locate all occurrences of the module IEFBR14 within the LINKLIST:

1. Enter the command  LINKLIST
2. Enter the command  WHERE IEFBR14

The following list of commands support the WHERE subcommand:

• CLISTLIB
• DDLIST
• LINKLIST
• LPALIST
• MAPLIB
• PARMLIB
• PARMLIST
• PLOTLIB
• PROCLIST
• TASKLIB

Increase the Command Input Area
Use the following SET options to increase the command input field size. The most aggressive settings increase the size
by 32 bytes over the default settings.

You can enter any of the following SET commands in the command input field:

SET Command Description
COMMANDLABEL Sets the text of command label field. The value must be 1 to

15 characters long and must be enclosed in character delimiter
characters if it contains any blanks or commas. You can specify
the keyword value NONE to request no label or DEFAULT to
request the default label.
Examples:
• SET COMMANDLABEL NONE
• SET COMMANDLABEL DEFAULT
• SET COMMANDLABEL C'Cmd'

COMMANDARROW Controls the command input field arrow display. Valid values are
ON or OFF.
Examples:
• SET COMMANDARROW OFF
• SET COMMANDARROW ON
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COMMANDFIELD Controls the display of the command label and arrow fields.
Values are ON or OFF. A value of OFF takes precedence over the
COMMANDLABEL and COMMANDARROW settings.
Examples:
• SET COMMANDFIELD OFF
• SET COMMANDFIELD ON

SCROLLLABEL Sets the text of the scroll label field. The value must be 1 to 15
characters long and must be enclosed in character delimiter
characters if it contains any blanks or commas. You can specify
the keyword value NONE to request no label or DEFAULT to
request the default label.
Examples:
• SET SCROLLLABEL NONE
• SET SCROLLLABEL DEFAULT
• SET SCROLLLABEL C'Scr'

SCROLLARROW Controls the Scroll input field arrow display.
Valid values are ON or OFF.
Examples:
• SET SCROLLARROW OFF
• SET SCROLLARROW ON

SCROLLFIELD Controls the display of the scroll label, arrow, and input fields.
Valid values are ON or OFF.
Examples:
• SET SCROLLFIELD OFF
• SET SCROLLFIELD ON

Use the PROFILE SAVE to commit your changes or PROFILE RELOAD to discard your changes.

Recall or Retrieve a Previous Command
The RECALL command displays the last command executed on the command line of the current display. The RECALL
command can be issued multiple times to recall previously-executed commands.

The number of commands you can recall depends on the size of the commands entered. You cannot recall scrolling
commands unless they contain a parameter. You cannot recall the REFRESH subcommand and you can recall only one
copy of a command entered multiple times in succession.

To increase your efficiency, assign a PF key to invoke the RECALL command.

Follow these steps:

1. SET PFn DEFAULT ALL
Ensure selected PF key is not used by any command.

2. SET PFn 'RECALL' GENERAL
Sets the selected PF key to issue the RECALL command from all screens.

NOTE
For more information, see the REVIEW command.
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Scroll Command Displays
You can scroll your data on any command display. Review the commands in the following table to scroll through the data
on your display:

Command Description
Slash (/) Enter a "/" in a line command input field to scroll the selected line

to the top of the data display area.
BOTTOM The BOTTOM command scrolls the data rows to the bottom or

end of the data. The BOTTOM command has no parameters.
DOWN The DOWN command scrolls the data rows down or forward. This

command has the following syntax:
 DOWN  <number>

       <keyword>

 

number (n) - A decimal number specifying the number of lines to
scroll down.
keyword - Review the following keyword parameter values and
descriptions:
• Page - Scrolls the display a full screen.
• Half - Scrolls the display a half screen.
• Max - Scrolls the display to the last full screen of information.
• Csr - Scrolls the display to the position of the cursor.
• Data - Scrolls the display one screen minus one line.

LEFT The LEFT command scrolls data, header, parameter, and
separator rows to the left.
This command has the following syntax:
 LEFT  <number>

      <keyword>

       <fieldname>

 

number (n) - A decimal number specifying the number of columns
to scroll left.
keyword - Review the following keyword parameter values and
descriptions:
• Page - Scrolls the display a full screen.
• Half - Scrolls the display a half screen.
• Max - Scrolls the display to the first full screen of information at

the left.
• Csr - Scrolls the display to the position of the cursor.
• Data - Scrolls the display one screen minus one column.
fieldname - The name of the field whose first column can be
scrolled to the left edge of the scrollable portion of the display.
A field that is within the non-scrollable portion of the data rows
cannot be scrolled to the left edge of the scrollable portion of the
display.
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RIGHT The RIGHT command scrolls data, header, parameter, and
separator rows to the right.
This command has the following syntax:
 RIGHT <number>

      <keyword>

       <fieldname>

 

number (n) - A decimal number specifying the number of columns
to scroll right.
keyword - Review the following keyword parameter values and
descriptions:
• Page - Scrolls the display a full screen.
• Half - Scrolls the display a half screen.
• Max - Scrolls the display to the first full screen of information at

the right.
• Csr - Scrolls the display to the position of the cursor.
• Data - Scrolls the display one screen minus one column.
fieldname - The name of the field whose first column can be
scrolled to the right edge of the scrollable portion of the display.
A field that is within the non-scrollable portion of the data rows
cannot be scrolled to the right edge of the scrollable portion of the
display.

TOP The TOP command scrolls the data rows to the top or beginning of
the data. The TOP command has no parameters.

UP The UP command scrolls the data rows up or backward.
This command has the following syntax:
 UP  <number>

     <keyword>

 

number (n) - A decimal number specifying the number of lines to
scroll up.
keyword - Review the following keyword parameter values and
descriptions:
• Page - Scrolls the display a full screen.
• Half - Scrolls the display a half screen.
• Max - Scrolls the display to the last full screen of information.
• Csr - Scrolls the display to the position of the cursor.
• Data - Scrolls the display one screen minus one line.

Submit JCL - Variable Substitution
Using the symbolic variable substitution capability of the SUBMIT command, a PDS member, or a sequential data set
containing JCL can be submitted. If requested, symbolic variable substitution can occur.

Symbolic variables can be:

• System defined symbolic variables
• SYSVIEW defined symbolic variables
• User-defined symbolic variables

You can use this mechanism to submit template JCL and have symbolic variable substitution occur for data that is shown
on the SYSVIEW screen, such as a data set name or VOLSER.
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Symbolic variable substitution is requested by specifying the SUBstitute keyword option on the SUBMIT command. The
substitution occurs when SYSVIEW reads the JCL member before submission.
Refer to the SUBMIT command HELP for JCL data set (DSNAME) specification, the SUBstitute keyword option, and all
other possible keyword options.

Examples:

Several examples of using variable substitution with the SUBMIT command can be found in the distributed SAMPLIB data
set yourhlq.CNM4BSAM.  Each sample member in the following table contains comments to facilitate the implementation
into your configuration.  For a full list of distributed SAMPLIB members, refer to page CNM4BSAM - SAMPLIB Members in
the Administrating section.

CNM4BSAM member Description

GSVT0001 Sample jobcard for inclusion
GSVT0002 From LISTDIR command, scan a selected PDS for a specified string.
GSVT0003 From CREVIEW command, submit a Report Writer detail report.
GSVT0004 From VTOC command, compress-in-place a selected PDS

Subset a Display Using the SELECT Command
The SELECT command specifies the field selection criteria that you can use to display particular rows of data. The
selection criteria are applied after parameter line processing (if any). The SELECT command is available from most
screens with formatted fields.

Command Syntax

To begin a new selection, use:

SELect   field oper value <conn <field oper value...>>

To extend a previously active selection, use:

SELect    conn field oper value <conn <field oper value...>>

To control overall SELECT command processing:

SELect    keyword 

Parameters

field

The name of the display field to select. 

A field name of * can be used to reference the previous field name specified. Every field name that is not equal to * is
saved and a field name of * uses the last saved field name.

The field name can be the special keyword CONDition to specify selection for all fields defined as status fields on the
current screen without needing to individually name them. When the CONDition keyword is specified, the operator cannot
be BL, NB, CN, NC, CW, or NW and the value must be one of the special CONDITION value keywords described under
the VALUE parameter. When the CONDition keyword is used, all the internally generated comparisons are connected with
OR logic. If you specify any other field/operator/value clauses along with the CONDITION/operator/value and connect
them with OR, then your results are as expected. If you use AND, then specify the CONDition clause last.

oper 

The operator. Valid values are: 
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• EQ or = (Equal to)
• NE or ¬= (Not equal to)
• GT or > (Greater than)
• LT or <  (Less than)
• GE or >=  (Greater than or equal to)
• LE or <= (Less than or equal to)
• NG or ¬> (Not greater than)
• NL or ¬< (Not less than)
• B (Blank)
• NB (Not blank)
• CN or CT (Contains)
• NC (Not contains)
• CW (Contains word) A word is a string preceded and followed by a non-alphameric character.
• NW (Not contains word) A word is a string preceded and followed by a non-alphameric character.
• UN (Unique) Select the first occurrence of each unique value for a field.
• IN - Field value in a logical group name. Instance/type specified by the value parameter described below.
• NI - Field value not in a logical group name. Instance/type specified by the value parameter described below.

value

The value to be compared against. You should not specify a value if the operator is B, NB, or UN. If the operator is not
CT, NC, CW or NW and the value is not enclosed in character delimiters, then the value can contain the fixed-length and
variable-ength masking characters. If the value contains blanks or commas, then enclose it in character delimiters.

The following special value keywords are valid when the fieldname specifies a status field and the operator is not CT, NC,
CW or NW. They are mandatory when the field name the special CONDITION keyword.

• NONE - No status. The lowest status.
• NORMal - Normal status. Greater than NONE.
• HIGHlight - Highlighted status. Greater than NORMal.
• WARNing - Warning status. Greater than HIGHlight. 
• PROBlem - Problem status. Greater than WARNing.

To specify a value equal to one of these special status field keywords as a plain character string, enclose the value in
character delimiters.

When either the IN (in group) or NI (not in group) operators are specified, then the value parameter must be of the form:

groupname<.instance></grouptype>

-or-

groupname</grouptype></instance>

• groupname - The group name is required and must be a defined logical group name.
• instance - The group instance is a qualifier to the group name and is optional. 
• grouptype - The group type is optional if the field is defined with a default logical group type. If a group type is

specified, it will override any default logical group type. 

Selection on the logical group name occurs on the local system regardless of the XSDATA setting. 

The GROUPS command displays information about the defined logical groups and types. 

List of logical group name, instances, and types.

The FIELDS command displays the default logical group type defined for a field. 
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conn 

The connector. Valid values are:

AND or &

OR  or |

If the SELECT command parameter begins with a connector, then the new parameters are added to the previously active
selection parameters. If the first parameter is a connector and there is no previous SELECT active or if the previous
SELECT is still pending, then the command is rejected with an error message.  

If the SELECT command parameters end with a connector, then the command remains pending. Any subsequent
SELECT command parameters are added to the previous pending parameter. This process continues until a SELECT
CLEAR or SELECT END command is entered or until a SELECT that does not end in a connector is entered.

keyword 

SELECT command keyword parameters are:

• Clear - Clears any active or pending selection
• Display - Invokes the LISTSEL command to display the current selection status and parameters. This command

keyword creates a full screen display. Use the QUERY SELECT command to display the selection status and
parameters in a message. 

• Reset - Requests that data be selected as specified by the PROFILE command Formats section SelectParms value. If
there is no value, then RESET functions like CLEAR. 

• Modify - Displays a SELECT command and the current selection parameters in the command line. New parameters
can be typed over the current parameters and the SELECT command can be immediately reentered.

• END - Terminates a pending SELECT command
• OPTIONS - Sets or displays SELECT command options. SELECT OPTIONS can be followed by one or more of the

following option keywords:
– NOUNBlank, UNBlank - Controls whether a blank value is considered unique. The default is NO. This option is only

used by the UN operator.
– NOUNInternal, UNInternal - Controls whether an internal value, if any, is used for comparison purposes by the UN

(unique) operator rather than the displayed external value. The default is NO (the external displayed value is used.
This option is reported in the resulting SELECT options message as UNINT or NOUNINT.

– EXTRact - Requests that the current option settings be extracted into a TSO CLIST or REXX EXEC variable. The
variable created or updated is named:
   SYSV_OPTIONS_SELECT
EXTRACT is only valid when the product is running under a TSO CLIST or REXX EXEC. EXTRACT can be
specified alone or in combination with any other OPTIONS keywords.

If the OPTIONS keyword is entered with no option values, then the current settings are displayed in the message line.

Update Screen Displays Automatically
You can use the UPDATE command to specify:

• An automatic refresh interval for a display
• How long to stay in the automatic refresh mode

Note: The UPDATE command is not supported in the CICS and batch interfaces.

Command Syntax
UPDATE <interval><,duration><,command><OFF>
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interval
Sets the refresh interval, in seconds, for the current display. The default is specified in your security group, and
the interval cannot be set below the default. Specifying 0 (zero) seconds turns off the update facility.

duration
Sets the duration, in minutes, of automatic refresh mode. The default is specified in your security group, and
the duration cannot be set above the default. Specifying 0 (zero) turns on automatic update mode indefinitely.
Automatic update mode remains in effect until the duration value expires or you turn off update mode.

command
A scrolling or function command. If specified, then the command is executed at the update interval. If not
specified, then a null response (Enter key) is simulated at the update interval.

OFF
Turns off the update facility.

REMEMBER

• If you issue UPDATE within the TSO, or VTAM interface, only the command and parameter lines accept
input.

• If you issue UPDATE within the ISPF or ROSCOE/ETSO interface, input is not accepted; the keyboard is
locked. To turn off UPDATE on an SNA terminal press the ATTN key. To turn off UPDATE on a non-SNA
terminal, press Reset and then PA1.

• If you are in the VTAM interface on an SNA terminal and you enter data on the command or parameter line,
UPDATE is disabled until you press ENTER. To turn off UPDATE from the VTAM interface, press the PA1
key. The ATTN key is not supported in the VTAM interface.

• Issuing the UP, DOWN, TOP, or BOTTOM commands while UPDATE is turned on turns off UPDATE.
• UPDATE mode is turned off if a message is displayed that is equal to or greater than the level specified by

the SET option UPDENDMSGLVL.
• Active UPDATE mode can be indicated by either highlighting the time field in the screen title line or by

displaying the UPDATE keyword in the statusline. The highlighting of the screen title time field is controlled
by the setting of the SET HLUPDATETIME keyword. The display of the status line is controlled by the setting
of the SET STATUSLINE keyword.

View Available Line Commands
As a SYSVIEW user, sometimes you are unsure or unaware of all the tasks that you can perform on a specific row of a
display. The Line Command Assist (LCASSIST) is a navigation aid and a learning tool that is available on every command
display from which you can enter line commands. You can easily navigate command functionality without having to read
command help or remembering line commands.

The Line Command Assist lets you:

• Display all available line commands for a given data row on a screen
• Execute a line command from the available list
• Access additional help for each line command
• Select a line command entry to be defined as the default cursor line command

Review the following topics for more information about working with line commands:

View the Line Command Assist Display

You can access LCASSIST from all command displays that contain line commands. As a systems administrator, you need
to see the available actions and navigation that you can take for rows on the ACTIVITY command display.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the command line type ACTIVITY.
2. Enter a question mark (?) on the line command field for any row (for example, the DB2 Database Manager address

space DH1GDBM1).

The Line Command Assist displays providing the following areas:

Area Description

Information area The information area provides the following information:
• Context from where you came, for example the ACTIVITY

command.
• The data line you were on (DH1GDBM1).

Data area The data area provides the following fields:
• Cmd - On the line command field for LCASSIST, you can

choose the following options:
– Select - Selects a line command for execution
– Set - Sets a line command as the default cursor line

command
– Help - Requests additional help for a line command

• Type - The type field provides the following navigation types:
– ACT – Take an action
– NAV – Navigate to another command for more detail
– UNK – Type not defined

Note: UNK is the result of site or user external line
command definitions that were defined on a previous
release of the product and have not been updated to
designate a type. See External Line Commands.

• LineCmd - Displays the line commands for the command.
• CursorField - The name of the field on the specified command

where a positioned cursor on enter causes this line command
to be executed.

• Description - Short description of the line command. Use the
HELP line command for more detailed help.

Example: LCASSIST Display

 SYSVIEW            - LCASSIST, Line Commands for ACTIVITY -

  Command ====>                                                 Scroll *===> PAGE

  -------------------------------------------------------------- Lvl 4 Row 1-9/32

  Status  NoSRT NoLIM NoSEL NoDST NoPFX NoOWN NoUPD NoPRT NoCAP

  Cmd Jobname  Stepname Procstep Type  Jobnr JobClass Status Dispatch CPU-Time  +

  ?   DH1GDBM1 DH1GDBM1 IEFPROC  STC                  NS              00:03:02  +

  

  Command   Screen    CSRLinecmd

  ACTIVITY            S

  

  SET - Set as CSRLinecmd, Help - LineCmd help

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  Cmd      Type LineCmd  CursorField      Description

  ________ ACT  A                         Set target address space

  ________ .    C                         Cancel address space

  ________ .    CD                        Cancel address space with dump

  ________ .    E                         Restart the job
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  ________ NAV  ENQueue                   Enqueues

  ________ .    J                         Display JCL using ISPF EDIT

  ________ .    JOD                       Display output descriptors

  ________ .    L                         Output data sets

  ________ .    LL                        Loaded modules

  ________ .    Menu                      Address space commands menu

  ________ .    NQ                        Enqueues

  ________ .    OD                        Display output descriptors

  ________ .    PCpu     CPU%             Plot CPU usage

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT 12=RECALL

 

Execute a Line Command for a Command

Each command contains many line commands that you can issue against data lines (address spaces). You can now view
all of the available line commands for a command. This procedure uses the ACTIVITY command.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter ACTIVITY on the command line of the SYSVIEW Primary Option Menu.
2. From the ACTIVITY display, enter a question mark (?) in the DH1GDBM1 Cmd field, or a Cmd field that you want to

investigate.
3. Page down through the actions to review the list of available line commands for DH1GDBM1.
4. Investigate data sets allocated to this address space by entering S (Select) in the Cmd field next to the DSalloc line

command.

Access Help from LCASSIST

The LCASSIST lets you display complete help information for the line command. This feature lets you navigate the
product while remembering fewer commands and line commands.

In addition to the short description that LCASSIST provides for line commands, detailed help is available in context for
each line command. This feature lets you gain detailed understanding of the action that takes place if you choose to select
a line command at the same point where the line command is executed.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter Help on the Cmd line next to a line command to access the help for that line command.
2. Read the detailed help.
3. Press PF3 to return to LCASSIST.

Change the Default Cursor Line Command

You can use the line command assist to change the default cursor line command.

The cursor line command setting is a profile option, CSRLinecmd, that indicates what line command is executed when the
cursor is placed on the Cmd field for a data row.

For example, you can use the DSalloc line command from ACTIVITY frequently to view data sets allocated to an address
space, for example, the Database Manager for DB2. Simply place your cursor on a data row for that address space and
press Enter to reduce the path to get to the DSALLOC display.

Follow these steps:

1. On the command line type ACTIVITY.
2. Type SET in the Cmd field next to the DSalloc line command.
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A message displays requesting confirmation.
3. Type YES to confirm and press Enter.

You receive a confirmation message saying the cursor line command is set to DSalloc.
4. Check that your CSRLinecmd field in the information area reflects DSALLOC as your new cursor line command.
5. Test your new cursor line command setting:

a. Use PF3 to move out of LCASSIST and go back to ACTIVITY.
b. Position your cursor on the line command field of your DB2 Database Manager address space row.
c. Press Enter.

You are taken directly to the DSALLOC display.

Verify APF Authorization for a Data Set
Many data sets in a system must be APF authorized. Verifying the authorization of a data set or data sets can be a long
and difficult process. SYSVIEW can help with this process.

How can I verify APF authorization for a data set?

• Solution 1:
Use the APFLIST command to verify the authorization of a data set. If the data set is authorized, the APFLIST
command displays the data set name. Remember that the data set name and volser must match.

Example:
APFLIST
FIND data.set.name

• Solution 2:
Use the APFTEST command to verify the authorization of a data set. A message displays showing the results.

Example:
APFTEST SYS1.LINKLIB

How can I verify all of my APF definitions?

Use the APFLIST command to verify the currently active list of APF definitions. You can use the VERIFY subcommand
and line commands.

Example: (If APF list is large, this can take a few moments)

APFLIST;VERIFY

Online Help Topics
This section does not contain all the online help topics that are available for SYSVIEW. You can find additional help topics
directly in the product. For more information, see Obtaining Help.

Line Commands
This section contains information about the SYSVIEW line commands.

Block Line Commands
Type a block command character at the start of a block of rows and another block command character at the end of the
block of rows.

NOTE
The default block command character is a plus sign .
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Overtype the fields you want repeated throughout the block on either the first or last row of the block. To repeat a line
command, type the line command immediately following the block command character on either the first or last row of the
block. If you want to overtype a column that is not visible then you can use the LEFT and RIGHT commands to scroll the
screen without executing a completed block.

You can enter multiple blocks of block command characters. If a block is not completed (there remains an unpaired block
command character), then any completed block remains pending until the incomplete block is completed.

Any input within a block, either line command input or other overtypeable field input, is discarded with no message.

To change the block command character, use the SET BLOCKCMDCHAR command. To disable all block command
character processing, issue a SET BLOCKCMDCHAR NONE command.

Enter Multiple Line Commands
Line commands can be entered on any display under the Cmd column header. Line commands are typically processed
when the Enter key is pressed or another function key is pressed. Multiple line commands of the same or different function
can be processed at the same time.

Line commands can be processed simultaneously for rows that are currently not displayed. To process the same line
command on a series of rows, use block line commands.

You can also enter multiple line commands on rows that are not currently displayed.

Following these steps:

1. Enter the block line command character "+" on the first data row. This causes the line commands to be in a pending
state.

NOTE

Line commands are processed when a function key is pressed.
2. Enter the desired line commands on each row, scrolling when needed.
3. Scroll to the top and remove the "+" from the first line.

Your line commands are processed.

Special Line Command Characters - A set of special line commands are available for all command displays that contain
a line command input area.

Block line commands - Block line commands can be used to issue the same line command on several or all rows at the
same time.

Line command assistance - The Line Command Assist feature can be used to display a list of available line commands
for a command.

Line Command Assist
Enter a question mark (?) in a line command input field to invoke the line command assist feature. The line command
assist displays a list of defined line commands for the current command from which it was invoked.

Example Line Command Assist Display

        +------------------------------------------------------------------+

        | SYSVIEW SYSV TSO1 -- LCASSIST, Line Commands for ACTIVITY ------ |

        | Command ====>                                                    |

        | ---------------------------------------------------------------- |

  Line1 | Cmd Jobname  Stepname Procstep Type  Jobnr JobClass Status       |

  Line2 | ?   CATALOG  CATALOG  IEFPROC  SYS                  NS           |

        |                                                                  |
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  Line3 | Command   Screen    CSRLinecmd                                   |

  Line4 | ACTIVITY            S                                            |

        |                                                                  |

  Line5 | Select - Execute, SET - Set as CSRLinecmd, Help - LineCmd help   |

        | ---------------------------------------------------------------- |

        | Cmd      Type LineCmd  CursorField      Description              |

        | ________ ACT  A                         Set target address space |

        | ________ .    C                         Cancel address space     |

        | ________ NAV  S                         Display job output       |

        +------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

Information Fields

Line1 - Context Header
The context header line displays the field header from the command that invoked the line command assist.

Line2 - Context Row Data
The context row data line displays the row of data from the command that invoked the line command assist as it
appeared with the exception of highlighting.
Any line command selected from the line command assist is invoked on this row back on the originating
command.

Line3 - Command Information Header
The command information header line contains field headers for data about the command that invoked the line
command assist.

Field Name Description
Command The name of the command from where the line command assist

was invoked.
Screen The screen name of the command from where the line command

assist was invoked.
CSRLinecmd The value for the CSRLinecmd profile variable for the command

from where the line command assist was invoked. If the
CSRLinecmd profile variable was not for the command, the word
'none' displays.

Line4 - Command Information Data
The command information data line contains the data values related to the originating command that invoked the
line command assist.

Line5 - Line Commands
The line commands informational line provides a list of line commands that can be invoked from the line
command assist display.

Data Fields

Field Description
Type Describes the navigation type of the defined command string.

Possible Values:
• ACT - Take an action
• NAV - Navigate to another command for more detail
• UNK - Type not defined

LineCmd The line command name.
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CursorField The name of the field on the specified command where a
positioned cursor on enter causes this line command to be
executed.

Description Description of the resulting command string.

Special Line Commands
A set of special line commands are available for all command displays that contain a line command input field.

• Line command selection assistant
A '?' can be entered in a line command input field to display a list of available action and navigation line commands.

• Detail row display
The 'ROWdisp' line command is used to display a single row of data from the current display as a series of rows at a
new lower display level. It in effect turns a horizontal row of data into vertical columns of headers and data.

• Scroll selected line to top
A '/' can be entered in a line command input field to scroll the selected line to the top of the data display area.
The '/' character is the default for this function. You can change the character with a SET CURLINECMD command.
You can query the character with a QUERY CURLINECMD command.

• Scroll selected line to the bottom
A '\' can be entered in a line command input field to scroll the selected line to the bottom of the data display area.
The '\' character is the default for this function. You can change the character with a SET ENDLINECMD command.
You can query the character with a QUERY ENDLINECMD command.

• Repeat last line command
An '=' can be entered in a line command input field to repeat any previously executed line command.
The '=' character is the default for this function. You can change the character with a SET REPLINECMD command.
You can query the character with a QUERY REPLINECMD command.

• Block line commands
The Block Line Command Character can be used to issue the same line commands on multiple rows at the same time.
The '+' character is the default for this function. You can change the character with a SET BLOCKCMDCHAR
command. You can query the character with a QUERY BLOCKCMDCHAR command.

SYSVIEW Base Product
This section contains information about SYSVIEW base product-related online help topics.

Audit Events
The following table describes the events that SYSVIEW can audit. The events are audited when the action is performed
from within SYSVIEW.

The events are listed in alphabetic order.

Event Description

AMRF_ACTION Logs an audit event each time an action is taken upon the Action Message Retention
Facility (AMRF). The following actions are recorded:
• ACTIVATE - Activate AMRF
• DEACTIVATE - Deactivate AMRF

APFLIST_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time the Authorized Program Facility list (APFLIST) is
modified. The following actions are recorded:
• ADD - Add data set
• DELETE - Delete data set
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Event Description

ASID_ACTION Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify an address space. The
following actions are recorded:
• CANCEL - Cancel an address space
• FORCE - Force an address space
• KILL - Terminate an address space
• CANCELTASK - Cancel a task within an address space
• NOSWAP - Make an address space non-swappable
• OKSWAP - Make an address space swappable
• QUIESCE - Quiesce an address space
• RESET - Reset the WLM service class for an address space
• RESUME - Resume a quiesced address space

CICS_CEMT Logs an audit event each time a request is made to a CICS address space where CEMT
is used to fulfill the request.

CICS_EI_TRACE_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time a request is made to change a CICS EXEC Interface
Trace definition.

CICS_MONITOR_SHUTDOWN Logs an audit event each time the CICS data collector is terminated within a CICS
region.

CICS_MONITOR_START Logs an audit event each time the CICS data collector is initialized within a CICS region.

CICS_STATE_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time a request is made to modify a CICS state definition.

CICS_THRESHOLD_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time a request is made to modify a CICS threshold definition.

CICS_TRAN_CANCEL Logs an audit event each time a request is made to cancel a CICS transaction. The
following cancel actions are recorded:
• CANCEL - Cancel a CICS transaction
• CICSKILL - Kill a CICS transaction using the CICS kill facility
• FORCEPURGE - Force purge a CICS transaction
• KILL - Kill a CICS transaction
• PURGE - Purge a CICS transaction

CICS_TRANCANCEL_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time a request is made to modify a CICS transaction
cancellation definition.

CICS_TRANOPTS_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time a request is made to modify a CICS transaction options
definition.

CICS_TSQUEUE_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a CICS temporary storage
queue. The following actions are recorded:
• Delete - Delete the queue

COMMAND_ACTION Logs an audit event each time a command makes an action.
Command actions are validated by security as a "SubCommand" resource.

COMMAND_PRIMARY Logs an audit event each time a primary command is used. Commands that are to
be audited are defined by the "Commands Section" and "Command Groups" within
the SECURITY command.

COMMAND_SUBCOMMAND Logs an audit event each time a subcommand of a primary command is
used. Subcommands that are to be audited are defined by the "Commands Section" and
"Command Groups" within the SECURITY command.

CONSOLE_COMMAND Logs an audit event each time a console or operator command is used. Operator
commands are issued internally to perform some requested functions.
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Event Description

DATASET_SERVICES Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a data set. The following
actions are recorded:
• Catalog - Catalog a data set
• Delete - Delete a data set
• Purge - Purge a data set
• Recall - Recall a data set
• Rename - Rename a data set
• Uncatalog - Uncatalog a data set

DATASET_ZAP Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a data set via a ZAP
function. The following actions are recorded:
• Write Data - Write of data record
• Write CSECT - Write of CSECT
• EOFILE - End Of File record
• Erase - Erase

DUMPDS_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a dump data set. The
following actions are recorded:
• Add - Add a new dump data set
• Clear - Clears a full dump data set
• Delete - Removes a dump data set from the list of eligible dump data sets.

DYNEXIT_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify an MVS Dynamic Exit. The
following actions are recorded:
• Add - Add an exit routine
• Define - Define a new exit
• Delete - Delete an exit routine
• Modify - Modify an existing exit
• Undefine - Remove an existing exit

ESRTABLE_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify the Extended SVC Router
Table. The following actions are recorded:
• Add - Add an entry to the ESR table
• Delete - Delete an entry from the ESR table
• Replace - Replace an entry in the ESR table

IDMS_TASK_CANCEL Logs an audit event each time a request is made to cancel an IDMS task.

IMS_COMMAND Logs an audit event each time a command is issued to an IMS region via IMS WTOR
interface.

IMS_SPOC_COMMAND Logs an audit event each time a command is issued to any IMS region(s) through the
IMS SPOC interface.

JES_JOB_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a JES job. The following
actions are recorded:
• Cancel - Cancel a job
• CanPurge - Cancel a job and purge the output
• Delete - Delete a job
• Hold - Hold a job
• Modify - Modify a job
• Release - Release a job
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Event Description

JES_OUTDES_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a JES output descriptor. The
following actions are recorded:
• Delete - Delete a descriptor
• Modify - Modify a descriptor

JES_OUTPUT_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a JES output file. The
following actions are recorded:
• Delete - Delete a file
• Modify - Modify a file
• Release - Release a file

LGSTREAM_ACTION Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a log stream. The following
actions are recorded:
• Empty - Empty a log stream
• Offload - Initiate an offload operation for a log stream

LGSTREAM_DRO Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to delete all records older than a
specified block ID or time within a log stream.

LINKLIST_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify the MVS linklist. The following
actions are recorded:
• Add - Add a data set to an inactive linklist set.
• Delete - Delete a data set from an inactive linklist set.

LINKSET_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify linklist sets. The following
actions are recorded:
• Activate - Activate a linklist set
• Allocate - Allocate linklist libraries
• Define - Define a linklist set
• Delete - Delete a linklist set
• Free - Unallocate linklist libraries
• Update - Update jobs to use the current linklist set
• Rebuild - Define, activate and update a new set

LPA_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify the Link Pack Area. The
following actions are recorded:
• Load - Load a module to command storage and put it on the active LPA queue
• Delete - Deletes a module that was loaded to common storage and is on the active

LPA queue
• Disable - Disables an active LPA queue or PLPA module
• Enable - Enables a disabled active LPA queue or PLPA module

METRIC_ALERT_ALTER Logs an audit event each time an exception or alert is acknowledged or the
acknowledgment is cleared.
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Event Description

MQ_CHANNEL_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a IBM MQ channel. The
following actions are recorded:
• Alter - Alter a channel definition
• Delete - Delete a channel definition
• Force - Stop a channel using MODE(FORCE)
• Quiesce - Stop a channel using MODE(QUIESCE)
• Start - Start channel
• Stop - Stop a channel
• Reset - Reset a channel
• Backout - Resolve channel with ACTION(BACKOUT)
• Commit - Resolve channel with ACTION(COMMIT)

MQ_COMMAND Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to issue a WebShere MQ command via
the "MQCMD" interface.

MQ_QUEUE_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a IBM MQ queue. The
following actions are recorded:
• Alter - Alter a queue definition
• Clear - Clear messages from a local queue
• Delete - Delete a queue definition
• Move - Move messages from one queue to another
• Purge - Delete a queue definition with the PURGE option

MQ_TOPIC_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a IBM MQ topic. The following
actions are recorded:
• Alter - Alter a topic definition
• Delete - Delete a topic definition

PERF_MONITOR_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a data collection monitor
definition for the following data collectors:
• IMS
• MVS
• TCP/IP
• IBM MQ

PERF_STATE_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a data collection state
definition for the following data collectors:
• IMS
• MVS
• TCP/IP
• IBM MQ

PERF_THRESHOLD_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a data collection threshold
definition for the following data collectors:
• IMS
• MVS
• TCP/IP
• IBM MQ

PPT_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a Program Properties Table
(PPT) entry. The following actions are recorded:
• Add - Add a new entry
• Delete - Delete an existing entry
• Replace - Replace an existing entry
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Event Description

PROFILE_MIGRATION Logs an audit event each time an action is taken that migrates or upgrades a profile data
library member. The following actions are recorded:
• COPY - Copy a profile load module to the profile data library.
• MIGRATE - Migrate a profile library member to the profile data library.
• UPGRADE - Upgrade the profile data version and content of a profile data library

member.

REGPROD_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify the information concerning
products that have been registered or the product enablement policy. The following
actions are recorded:
• Add - Add a new product registration entry

SECURITY_RESOURCE Logs an audit event each time a resource is authenticated for an action.

SERVER_REQUEST Logs an audit event each time a server request is processed. Resource and command
usage information is logged.

SESSION_LOGOFF Logs an audit event each time a session is terminated. Resource and command usage
information is logged.

SESSION_LOGON Logs an audit event each time a session is created.

SET_DISPATCH_PRIORITY Logs an audit event each time the dispatch priority for an address space is set.

SET_EXTENDED_PRIVATE Logs an audit event each time the extended private storage limit is set.

SET_GRANDE_PRIVATE Logs an audit event each time the grande private storage limit is set.

SET_SCHENV_RESOURCE Logs an audit event each time a request is made to set the scheduling environment state
for a resource defined in the WorkLoad Manager. The following actions are recorded:
• Off - Set resource to the state of OFF.
• On - Set resource to the state of ON.
• Reset - Set resource to the state of RESET.

STORAGE_ALTER Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify storage.

SUBSYSTEM_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify an MVS subsystem entry. The
following actions are recorded:
• Add - Add a subsystem entry to MVS
• Delete - Delete an existing subsystem entry
• SyncDef - Synchronize the defined and actual subsystem counts

SVCTABLE_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify the SVC table. The following
actions are recorded:
• Add - Add a new entry to the SVC table
• Delete - Delete an entry from the SVC table
• Replace - Replace an existing entry in the SVC table

SYSTEM_EVENT_MESSAGE Logs an audit event when a system event occurs. The only system event that is currently
logged is when an invalid count is found within a VTOC Extent of a DASD volume.

SYSVIEW_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an MVS MODIFY command is processed by SYSVIEW.

SYSVIEW_SHUTDOWN Logs an audit event each time a product shutdown is requested.

SYSVIEW_START Logs an audit event each time a product start is requested.

TASK_STOP Logs an audit event each time a SYSVIEW task is stopped.

TASK_START Logs an audit event each time a SYSVIEW task is started.
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Event Description

TSOTABLE_MODIFY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to modify a TSO command and
program table. The following actions are recorded:
• Add - Add an entry to the TSO table
• Delete - Delete an entry from the TSO table

USER_EVENT_MESSAGE Logs an audit event each time a user creates an audit entry using the AUDITMSG
command.

WTOR_REPLY Logs an audit event each time an action is taken to reply to an outstanding message
using the REPLY subcommand of the WTOR command.

OPS/MVS Audit Event Notification
When an audit event within SYSVIEW is created, you can take multiple actions. One action is to send an event notification
to OPS/MVS.

To enable the event notification process, set the following options in the configuration parmlib members. The action to
generate an audit event notification is specified on each audit event definition. This can be coded as a default for all
events or specifically on each definition in the AUDITDEF parmlib member.

The events are processed by OPS/MVS )API events.

Enable Audit Event Notifications
Member: sysview.CNM4BPRM(AUDIT)

Configuration Option                      Value

----------------------------------------  ----------

OPSMVS-EVENT-NOTIFICATION                 Yes

)API Events

The event notification triggers a specific )API event.

All API REXX variables have a data type of CHARACTER, with the exception of the API.COLOR variable.  The
API.COLOR value is binary.

All API REXX variables are READ-ONLY.

Audit Event Notification
)API CAGSVX0002

The following REXX variables are available:

REXX Variable          Value

---------------------- ---------------------------

API.APPLICATION        SYSVIEW

API.VERSION            Current release

API.LEVEL              Service Pack/Build

API.ID                 CAGSVX0002

API.COLOR              alert color

                          0 - Default

                          1 - Green

                          2 - Blue

                          3 - Red
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                          4 - White

                          5 - Pink

                          6 - Yellow

                          7 - Turq

API.EVENT              Audit event name

API.SYSTEM             System name

API.SSID               SYSVIEW subsystem

API.BUILD              SYSVIEW build number

API.JOBNAME            Originating Jobname

API.JOBID              Originating JobId

API.ASID               Originating ASID

API.USERID             Originating Userid

API.TERMINAL           Originating terminal ID

API.INTERFACE          Originating terminal interface

API.PROFILE            Profile name of originating user

API.SECGROUP           Security group of originating user

API.TEXT               Audit resource summary text

SYSVIEW Library Caching
SYSVIEW can optionally cache members that reside in system owned libraries. System owned libraries are those that are
defined in the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options member.

A list of SYSVIEW libraries can be viewed using the LIBS command. The following library types are eligible to be cached:

• CAPLIB - Capture scripts

• CLISTLIB - Command lists

• HELPLIB - Product help

• MAPLIB - Control block maps

• PANELLIB - Menu panels

• PARMLIB - Parameter definitions

• PLOTLIB - Pre-defined plots

Why Do I Want to Cache Library Members?

• When a library member is cached, subsequent read requests for the same member do not require I/O or a data set to
be allocated. The read request is satisfied from the cache. The read operation is faster and no I/O occurs.

• Session initialization time is shorter.
• Can be beneficial to those using the REXX API interface.

Does Everyone have to Participate in Library Caching?

• If a user does not wish to participate in library caching, the user must set their profile option accordingly.

SET LIBCACHE YES|NO

How do I View the Contents of the Library Cache?

• The library cache can be viewed using the LIBCACHE command.
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How do I Maintain the Contents of the Library Cache?

• The library cache maintains itself.
• When a member is requested to be read, the library cache is checked to determine if it currently contains the member.

– If the member is found in the cache, the member's contents are returned from the cache.
– If the member is NOT found in the cache, the member is read from the data set and stored into the cache.

• The library cache can be compressed to remove those members that are not actively being used.

How do I Delete a Member from the Library Cache?

A member can be deleted using the following methods:

• From the LIBCACHE command, enter the DELETE line command on the desired member.
• Use the LIBCACHE DELETE subcommand.

Syntax: DELETE type member
• Issue a console operator command.

Syntax: MODIFY SYSVQAA,MODIFY UTIL,LIBCACHE DELETE type member
• The member is reloaded into the cache the next time the member is requested.

How do I Compress unused Members from the Library Cache?

Unused members can be compressed using the following methods:

• Use the LIBCACHE COMPRESS subcommand.
Syntax: COMPRESS type interval

• Issue a console operator command.
Syntax: MODIFY SYSVQAA,MODIFY UTIL,LIBCACHE COMPRESS type interval

• Use a scheduler event to automatically compress the library cache. An example has been provided in:
sysview.CNM4BPRM(SCHDLIBC)

How do I Remove all Members from the Library Cache?

All members can be deleted using the following methods:

• From the LIBCACHE command, enter the DELETE line command on the desired members. The FILL command or
block line commands can be used to enter the DELETE line command on multiple lines.

• Use the LIBCACHE EMPTY subcommand.
Syntax: EMPTY

• Issue a console operator command.
Syntax: MODIFY SYSVQAA,MODIFY UTIL,LIBCACHE EMPTY

How do I Set which Library Types are to be Cached?

• The parmlib member sysview.CNM4BPRM(OPTIONS) contains the initial configuration settings for library caching. The
caching of each library type can be controlled using the following configuration options:

LibCache-Caplib     Yes

LibCache-Clistlib   Yes

LibCache-Helplib    Yes

LibCache-Maplib     No

LibCache-Panellib   Yes

LibCache-Parmlib    Yes

LibCache-Plotlib    Yes

• Use the LIBCACHE SETCACHE subcommand.
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Syntax: SETCACHE type YES|NO

• Issue a console operator command.

Syntax: MODIFY SYSVQAA,MODIFY UTIL,LIBCACHE SETCACHE YES|NO

Keep in mind the following:

• When caching is active, a read request is satisfied from the cache. If you have updated a library member in a data
set, you may need to delete the member from the active cache before the new or updated member can be used.

• The library cache is emptied each time the SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space is started.
• The library cache can periodically be compressed using the SYSVIEW Scheduler. An example has been provided in:

sysview.CNM4BPRM(SCHDLIBC)

SYSVIEW Server
SYSVIEW Server is designed to be a data provider to other Broadcom software products. All installations of SYSVIEW
include the ability to run in server mode. No special or additional installation steps are needed.

All options of SYSVIEW are capable of running in a licensed or non-licensed mode. Generally speaking, a non-licensed
installation or option of SYSVIEW is considered to be a server application.

SYSVIEW licensed options running in server mode have some limitations on functionality. Limitations are generally
in the area of data collection, monitoring, and alerting. The SYSVIEW 3270 interfaces are available for use by server
installations. The command set available in server mode is limited.

SYSVIEW Server functionality is available automatically if you are running SYSVIEW with any of the licensed options
listed here. Multiple copies of SYSVIEW are not required.

Licensed Options:

• Datacom

• CICS

• Event Capture

• IMS

• TCP/IP

• WebSphere MQ

• Cross-Enterprise APM

• z/OS

SYSVIEW Start Mode - WARMSTART or COLDSTART
SYSVIEW requires configuration information during initialization. The original or initial configuration definitions are stored
in various PARMLIB members. During termination, configuration information is saved. The configuration information can
then be persistent.

The Difference Between a WARM and COLD Start
WARM Start

During a warm start, configuration information is retrieved from the persistent data store. Configuration data from
the previous invocation is restored.
If the persistent data store does not contain the data requested, the definitions are retrieved from parmlib
members.
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COLD Start
During a cold start, configuration information is retrieved from the PARMLIB member. Configuration data from the
previous invocation is NOT restored.

How the Start Mode Is Specified

The start mode can be specified for the SYSVIEW Main Services address space and associated tasks. The User Interface
address space does not support a start mode.

The start mode for the Main Services address space and each associated task can be different.

The default start mode for the address space and all tasks is WARMSTART.

If a COLDSTART is explicitly specified for the Main Services address space, a COLDSTART is performed for all
associated tasks even if the task has requested a WARMSTART.

Main Services Address Space

The start mode for the Main Services address space can be specified using three different methods:

• The start mode can be specified on the START command for the start task.

     S SYSVIEW,START=COLDstart

     S SYSVIEW,START=WARMstart

• The start mode can be specified using the START= parameter within the SYSVIEW started task PROCLIB member.

//SYSVIEW PROC SSID=GSVX,MEM=SVW$MAIN,START=WARM

.

.

//SYSVIEW EXEC PGM=GSV$MAIN,REGION=0M,TIME=1440,

// PARM='&SSID,&MEM,&START'

• The start mode can be specified as an initialization option in the parmlib member specified by the MEM= parameter.

WARMSTART
-or-
COLDSTART

Start Mode Matrix Table

+----------+-------------+--------------+

| STC      | Parmlib     | Resulting    |

| PARM=    | MEM=        | Start mode   |

+----------+-------------+--------------+

| none     | none        | WARM         |

| none     | COLD        | COLD         |

| none     | WARM        | WARM         |

+----------+-------------+--------------+

| COLD     | none        | COLD         |

| COLD     | COLD        | COLD         |

| COLD     | WARM        | COLD         |

+----------+-------------+--------------+

| WARM     | none        | WARM         |

| WARM     | COLD        | WARM         |

| WARM     | WARM        | WARM         |

+----------+-------------+--------------+

If the start mode was explicitly specified on the START command or within the PROC, the parmlib setting is ignored.
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Main Services Tasks

If a COLDSTART is explicitly specified for the Main Services address space, a COLDSTART is performed for all
associated tasks even if the task has requested a WARMSTART.

The following tasks support a start mode of WARM or COLD:

Taskname   Description

---------  --------------------------------------------

APPLMON    VTAM application availability monitor task

AUDIT      Audit task

IMSDATA    IMS performance data collection task

JVMDATA    JVM performance data collection task

MQSDATA    IBM MQ performance data collection task

MVSDATA    MVS performance data collection task

SCHEDULR   Event scheduler task

SMFDATA    SMF data collection task

TCPDATA    TCP/IP data collection task

SYSVIEW System Configuration Options
The system configuration options member sets configuration options during the initialization of SYSVIEW.

Data Set Location

The system configuration options member must be located in the data set referenced by the DDname GSVXSCFG. The
DDname GSVXSCFG is specified only in SYSVIEW server address spaces and utility jobs.

Example: sysview.CNM4SCFG

The server address spaces include:

• SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space

• SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space

• SYSVIEW Auxiliary Services Address Space

Member Naming Conventions

A subsystem ID must be assigned to each instance or installation of SYSVIEW within a z/OS system or LPAR. The four
character SYSVIEW subsystem ID (ssid) is used to name the "system configuration options" member.

Member name = GSVXssid

The first four characters of the member name are ALWAYS "GSVX".

Example: SYSVIEW subsystem ID = GSVX

Member name = GSVXGSVX

The default SYSVIEW subsystem ID is "GSVX".

Multiple Product Installations

Multiple instances of SYSVIEW can be installed on a single z/OS system. These instances of SYSVIEW can be of the
same or different release levels.
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• Multiple instances at the same release levels CANNOT share SYSVIEW subsystem ID or system configuration options
member. A unique subsystem ID must be assigned to each SYSVIEW running at the same release level.

• Multiple instances at different release levels can share SYSVIEW subsystem ID and system configuration options
member.

If multiple instances of SYSVIEW are installed using the same subsystem ID, those instances specify their system
configuration options in the same system configuration member GSVXssid.

Enclose the options for each instance within the following structure in order to separate the options by release. Those
options that are not unique to an instance can be shared across multiple instances and do not need to be within an ")IF"
statement.

)IF RELEASE=vv.r

  option1

  option2

)ENDIF

Configuration Caching

Each SYSVIEW address space, subtask, and user session requires the information that is contained in the system
configuration options member. The system configuration information is cached in storage to reduce the number of times
that the system configuration data set is allocated and to reduce I/O. This approach improves the performance during the
initialization of a SYSVIEW session.

The SYSVIEW server address spaces physically read the system configuration member each time the address space
is started. If the configuration options in the member are found to be different, the cached information is updated. The
updated configuration options are used when a new SYSVIEW session is started.

A modify command can be sent to the main server address space requesting the configuration data to be reloaded and
replaced in cache.

Example:

MODIFY SYSVIEW,RELOAD SCFG

The server address spaces include:

• SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space

• SYSVIEW User Interface Address Space

• SYSVIEW Auxiliary Services Address Space

Options and Descriptions

SYSVIEW contains the following system configuration options:

Administrator-Userid

This option can be coded multiple times to specify additional administrators. At least one administrator must be defined.
Additional administrators can also be defined online using the SYSVIEW SECURITY command.

• Valid values: Any valid userid
• Default value: none

CA-Customer-SiteID

Specifies the Broadcom customer site ID to use when contacting Broadcom Support. The site ID is used when FTPing
information to Broadcom.
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• Valid values: 7-digit numeric value.
• Default value: 0000000

Company-Name

Specifies a company name to associate with this installation. The company name is included in Event Captures.

• Valid values: A string of 1 to 32 characters
If the name includes embedded blanks, the name must be enclosed in single quotes.

• Default value: ' '

Component-CTG
Specifies whether to activate the SYSVIEW CTG component. The CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) component is
included as a subcomponent of the SYSVIEW Option for CICS. The SYSVIEW JVM component must also be active to
receive the full benefits of the CTG component.
The CTG component includes data for CICS Transaction Gateways.

• Valid Values: Yes, No
• Default Value: No

Component-DB2

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW for Db2 component is activated. The DB2 component requires the product SYSVIEW for
Db2.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Component-Health-Check

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW Health Check component is activated. The Health Check component is included as a
subcomponent of the SYSVIEW for MVS option.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Component-IDMS

Specifies if the SYSVIEW for IDMS component is to be activated.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Component-JVM

Specifies whether to activate the component SYSVIEW for JVM. The JVM component is included as a subcomponent of
the SYSVIEW.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Component-MIM

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW for MIM for z/OS component is activated. The MIM component is included as a
subcomponent of the SYSVIEW for MVS option.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Component-ROSCOE

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW for Roscoe component is activated. The Roscoe component is included as a
subcomponent of the SYSVIEW for MVS option.
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• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Component-USS
Specifies whether the SYSVIEW for Unix System Services (USS) is activated. The USS component is included as a
subcomponent of the SYSVIEW for MVS option.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Component-XSYSTEM

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW Cross System component is activated. The cross system component is included as a
subcomponent of the SYSVIEW for MVS option.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

DB2XNET-Userid

Specifies the ID to be used to generate passtickets when the SYSVIEW capture task issues DB2 XNET requests. If you
want to specify a DB@XNET-Userid to be used when generating passtickets, you must specify an eight character ID
for the new option. If you do not specify an ID, security user ID for the SYSVUSER started task is used to generate the
passtickets for capture requests.

• Valid values: A valid eight character SYSVIEW user ID.
• Default: The security user ID for the SYSVUSER started task.

Dsn-Site-CAPLIB

Specifies the data set name of the site Event Capture library. Members in the Event Capture library define a list of
instructions to be processed when an Event Capture occurs.

The site data set is dynamically concatenated in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set should be
used to create members that will used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NONE

A value of NONE indicates that no site data set name is to be used.
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users can have read access to the data set but not required.

The userid assigned to the SYSVIEW User Interfaces address space must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

a. Site data set (if defined)
b. System data set

Dsn-Site-CLISTLIB
Specifies the data set name of the site command list library.

The site data set is dynamically concatenated in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set should be
used to create members that are used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NONE
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A value of NONE indicates that no site data set name is to be used.
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

a. User data set (if defined)
b. Site data set (if defined)
c. System data set

Dsn-Site-HELPLIB
Specifies the data set name of the site help library.

The site data set is dynamically concatenated in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set should be
used to create members that will used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NONE

A value of NONE indicates that no site data set name is to be used.
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

a. User data set (if defined)
b. Site data set (if defined)
c. System data set

Dsn-Site-MAPLIB

Specifies the data set name of the site assembled maps library.

The site data set is dynamically concatenated in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set should be
used to create members that are used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NONE

A value of NONE indicates that no site data set name is to be used.
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

a. User data set (if defined)
b. Site data set (if defined)
c. System data set

Dsn-Site-PANELLIB

Specifies the data set name of the site panel library. The panel library contains MENU definitions for on-line SYSVIEW
displays.

The site data set is dynamically concatenated in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set should be
used to create members that will used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NONE
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A value of NONE indicates that no site data set name is to be used.
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

a. User data set (if defined)
b. Site data set (if defined)
c. System data set

Dsn-Site-PARMLIB

Specifies the data set name of the site parameter library.

The site data set is dynamically concatenated in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set should be
used to create members that will used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NONE

A value of NONE indicates that no site data set name is to be used.
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

a. User data set (if defined)
b. Site data set (if defined)
c. System data set

Dsn-Site-PLOTLIB

Specifies the data set name of the site plot definition library.

The site data set is dynamically concatenated in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set should be
used to create members that will used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NONE

A value of NONE indicates that no site data set name is to be used.
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

a. User data set (if defined)
b. Site data set (if defined)
c. System data set

Dsn-Site-REXXLIB

Specifies the data set name of the site REXX exec library. This data set can contain text and compiled REXX execs that
are used by SYSVIEW.

The site data set is dynamically concatenated in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set should be
used to create members that are used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

This library is dynamically concatenated to the SYSEXEC DD when you log on to the TSO/ISPF interface.

The library is installed as a RECFM=F data set. If your installation uses RECFM=V data set for the SYSEXEC DD, the
SYSVIEW REXX library must be copied and converted to a RECFM=V data set.

Compiled REXX execs cannot simply be copied from a RECFM=F data set to a RECFM=V data set. They must be
converted.
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SYSVIEW supplies two REXX utility execs to copy and convert SYSVIEW REXX execs.

GSVUCFV1 Uses ISPF library management services to copy one or more REXX execs from a RECFM=F data set to a
RECFM=V data set. This exec can also call the GSVUCFV2 exec described below to convert any complied REXX execs
copied.

GSVUCFV2 Uses ISPF library management services to convert a single complied REXX exec from a RECFM=F data set
to RECFM=V data set.

SYSVIEW supplies to the following job in the SAMPLIB data set to copy and convert the REXX execs.

REXXFTOV This SAMPLIB JCL member invokes the GSVUCFV1 REXX exec described above to copy all REXX execs
from a RECFM=F data set to a RECFM=V data set and then to convert any compiled REXX execs that were copied by
invoking the GSVUCFV2 exec.

Make sure that your Dsn-Site-REXXLIB option specifies the data set of the converted RECFM=V data set.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NONE

A value of NONE indicates that no site data set name is to be used.
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

a. Existing SYSEXEC dsns
b. Site data set (if defined)
c. System data set

Dsn-Site-TEMPLATE

Specifies the data set name of the site template library.

The site data set is dynamically concatenated in front of the corresponding system data set. The site data set should be
used to create members that will used in place of the members that are found in the system data set.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NONE

A value of NONE indicates that no site data set name is to be used.
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

a. User data set (if defined)
b. Site data set (if defined)
c. System data set

Dsn-Site-XMLLIB

Specifies the data set name of the site XML library. The site data set is concatenated dynamically in front of the
corresponding system data set. The site data set is used to create members to be used in place of the members that are
found in the system data set.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: None
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:
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– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dsn-System-CAPDATA-HLQ

Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for Event Capture library data sets. SYSVIEW uses the HLQ to allocate new
Event Capture data set when a capture is taken. A time and date suffix are added to the HLQ to create the full data set
name.Time and date suffix = Thhmmss.Dyymmdd

• Valid values: Any valid data set name. Limit the HLQ to 28 characters so that the time and date can be added as a
suffix.

Examples: SYSVIEW.CAPDATA

• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CAPDATA

Dsn-System-CAPINDEX

Specifies the name of the Event Capture index data set. The data set must be unique for each instance of SYSVIEW.

Use symbolic substitution variables to make definitions easier.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.

Examples: SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.PROD
SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.TEST
SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.CA31

• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX.SYSNAME
• Sharing: This data set CANNOT be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.

Dsn-System-CAPINDEX-HLQ

Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for Event Capture index data sets. The HLQ is used by online SYSVIEW
commands to reference multiple Event Capture index data sets.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.

Examples: SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX

• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CAPINDEX

Dsn-System-CAPLIB

Specifies the data set name of the Event Capture library. Members in the Event Capture library define a list of instructions
to process when an Event Capture occurs.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BCAP
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users can have read access to the data set but is not required.

The user ID assigned to the SYSVIEW User Interfaces address space must have read access to the data set.

Dsn-System-CLISTLIB

Specifies the data set name of the command list library.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BCLS
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.
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Dsn-System-CSI
Specifies the name of the SMP/E CSI data set used for installation and maintenance.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name. The SMP/E CSI data set name must end with ".CSI"
• Default Value: NONE

Dsn-System-DATALIB

Specifies the data set name of the persistent data store or data library. This data set can be reused when migrating or
updating SYSVIEW releases.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BDAT
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems. The data set is

allocated as a PDSE and therefore can only be shared within a single sysplex.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set. The userid assigned to the SYSVIEW Main Services

address space must have update access to the data set.

Dsn-System-HELPLIB

Specifies the data set name of the help library.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BHLP
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.

Dsn-System-MAPLIB

Specifies the data set name of the assembled maps library.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BMAP
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.

Dsn-System-PANELLIB

Specifies the data set name of the panel library. The panel library contains MENU definitions for online SYSVIEW
displays.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPNL
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.

Dsn-System-PARMLIB

Specifies the data set name of the parameter library.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPRM
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.

Dsn-System-PLOTLIB

Specifies the data set name of the plot definition library.
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• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPLT
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.

Dsn-System-PROFILE

Specifies the data set name of the profile library.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPRF
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems. If profile data set is

allocated as a PDS, it can be shared across multiple sysplexes. If profile data set is allocated as a PDSE, it can only
be shared within a single sysplex.

• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set. Users can change profile settings while in an online
session. Users must have update access to the data set if hardening of the user settings is desired.

Dsn-System-PROFLIB
Specifies the data set name of the profile data library.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BPDL
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances including releases of SYSVIEW and across systems. The

data set is allocated as a PDSE and therefore can only be shared within a single sysplex.
• Security: All users must have Read access to the data set. Users can change profile settings while in an online

session. Users must have Update access to the data set to harden the user settings.
• Concatenation: None

NOTE

The profile data library will not be used in the incremental 0 release of the product, but rather in a future feature
increment. The data set associated with the profile data library is allocated during installation and verified during
initialization. The library is being defined and allocated so that an extra installation is not required when the
feature becomes available.

Dsn-System-REXXLIB

Specifies the data set name of the REXX exec library. This data set contains text and compiled REXX execs that are used
by SYSVIEW. This library is concatenated dynamically to the SYSEXEC DD when you log on to the TSO/ISPF interface.

The library is installed as a RECFM=F data set. If your installation uses RECFM=V data set for the SYSEXEC DD, the
SYSVIEW REXX library must be copied and converted to a RECFM=V data set.

Compiled REXX execs cannot simply be copied from a RECFM=F data set to a RECFM=V data set. They must be
converted. SYSVIEW supplies two REXX utility execs to copy and convert SYSVIEW REXX execs.

GSVUCFV1 - Uses ISPF library management services to copy one or more REXX execs from a RECFM=F data set to a
RECFM=V data set. This exec can also call the GSVUCFV2 exec described below to convert any complied REXX execs
copied.

GSVUCFV2 - Uses ISPF library management services to convert a single complied REXX exec from a RECFM=F data
set to RECFM=V data set.

SYSVIEW supplies to the following job in the SAMPLIB data set to copy and convert the REXX execs.

REXXFTOV - This SAMPLIB JCL member invokes the GSVUCFV1 REXX exec described above to copy all REXX execs
from a RECFM=F data set to a RECFM=V data set and then to convert any compiled REXX execs that were copied by
invoking the GSVUCFV2 exec. Make sure that your Dsn-System-REXXLIB option specifies the data set of the converted
RECFM=V data set.
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• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BREX
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.

Dsn-System-SAMPLIB

Specifies the data set name of the sample library.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BSAM
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users can have read access to the data set but is not required.

Dsn-System-SECURITY

Specifies the data set name of the security library.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BSEC
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set. Administrators need update access.

Dsn-System-TEMPLATE

Specifies the data set name of the template library.

• Valid values: Any valid data set name.
• Default value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4BTMP
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security Info: All users must have read access to the data set.

Dsn-System-XMLLIB

Specifies the data set name of the XML library.

• Valid Values: Any valid data set name.
• Default Value: NOT.DEFINED.SYSVIEW.CNM4XML
• Sharing: This data set can be shared with multiple instances of SYSVIEW and across systems.
• Security: All users must have read access to the data set.
• Concatenation:

– User data set (if defined)
– Site data set (if defined)
– System data set

Dump-Destination

Specifies the output destination to use when SYSVIEW allocates a dump data set. If no value is specified, no destination
is used when allocating a dump data set. Use this parameter option along with "Dump-Remote-Userid" to route a dump
output that is created by SYSVIEW to a specific user.

• Valid values: Any valid destination
• Default value: none

Dump-Remote-Userid

Specifies the remote userid to use when SYSVIEW allocates a dump data set. If no value is supplied, no remote userid is
used when allocating a dump data set.
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Any value that is specified for this parameter is ignored if a value was not also specified for the parameter "Dump-
Destination".

• Valid values: Any valid userid
• Default value: none

Dump-SYSOUT-Class

Specifies the SYSOUT class to use when SYSVIEW allocates a dump data set. userid is used when allocating a dump
data set.

• Valid values: Any valid class
• Default value: A

Exit-Module-Command

Specifies the command exit module name.

• Valid values: Any valid member name
• Default value: GSVXCMDX

Exit-Module-SDSF

Specifies the SDSF command exit module name.

• Valid values: Any valid member name
• Default value: GSVXSDSX

JES-Config-Module

Specifies the JES configuration module name. This parameter is optional and normally is not changed. When a user-
assembled configuration module is created with the USRM0004 USERMOD, it might be necessary to specify a module
name with this parameter. See the USRM0004 member in the SAMPLIB/CNM4BSAM data set for more information about
creating a JES configuration module.

• Valid values: Any valid module name
• Default value: none

JES-Name

Specifies the default JES subsystem name. This parameter is optional and if it is not specified, the primary JES
subsystem is used. Using SYSVIEW with a secondary JES2 subsystem requires that you code the subsystem name of
the secondary JES2 subsystem for this parameter.

• Valid values: Any valid JES subsystem name
• Default value: none

Map-Member-System

Defines the name of the assembled z/OS control block maps member. This value is used when profile option
LOADSYSMAPS YES is in effect.

• Valid values: Any valid member name located in the maps library.
• Default value: SVWX&G$SPLQual

Note: The symbol &G$SPLQual resolves to the SP Level (that is, 721 for z/OS 2.1 or 722 for z/OS 2.2). The
distributed MAP library (CNM4BMAP) contains the pre-assembled maps for all supported releases of z/OS, so we
recommend you use the default value. Sample JCL is provided in member SVWXMAPS of the CNM4BSAM data set if
you want to reassemble this map.

Option-CEAPM

Specifies whether the Cross-Enterprise APM option is activated.
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• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Option-CICS

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW for CICS option is activated.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Option-DATACOM

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW for DATACOM option is activated.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Option-Event-Capture

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW Event Capture option is activated.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Option-IMS

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW for IMS option is activated.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Option-MVS

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW for MVS option is activated.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Option-TCPIP

Specifies whether the SYSVIEW for TCP/IP option is activated.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Option-WebSphereMQ

Specifies if the SYSVIEW for IBM MQ option is to be activated.

• Valid values: Yes, No
• Default value: No

Route-Code

Specifies the console route codes to use for all WTO and WTOR macros that SYSVIEW might issue. The route codes are
specified as decimals number. The "Route-Code" parameter option can be specified multiple times if more than one route
code is desired. Each specification contains one route code.

Examples: Route-Code 2

Route-Code 11

• Valid values: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16
• Default value: 2, 11
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Security-Validation

Specifies how security verification and validation are to be performed.

• Valid values:

USER - Specifies the System Authorization Facility (SAF) is to be used to validate userid and passwords at session logon
to the following interfaces: CICS, VTAM, and local 3270. For other interfaces such as TSO, ISPF, and Roscoe, only the
userid is validated.

GROUP - Specifies that the group name assigned to the userid by the external security product is used to determine
which internal SYSVIEW security group to use. If the userid belongs to multiple groups, the group that is assigned is either
the default group (DFLTGRP), or the current connect group, depending on the external security manager. The GROUP
option includes all USER option functionality.

USERDEF - Specifies that a user-defined field in the external security product is used to set the internal SYSVIEW
security group. The USERDEF option includes all USER option functionality. For more details on setting this up, see
SAMPLIB members:

• GSVUDEFA - ACF2
• GSVUDEFR - RACF
• GSVUDEFT - TopSecret

NO - Specifies that userid validation will not be performed when logging on to the CICS, VTAM, or Local 3270 interface.

• Default value: USER

SYSOUT-Class

Specifies the default SYSOUT class for dynamically allocated files.

• Valid values: Any valid class
• Default value: '*'

TCP-SYSTCPD-Dsn

Specifies the name of the system TCP/IP configuration file. This can be specified as a Hierarchical File System (HFS)
path.

• Valid values: Any valid data set or path name
• Default value: VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA

TCP-SYSTCPD-Member

Specifies the member name (if any) from the TCP/IP data set that is to be used. This parameter is required only if the data
set specified in the TCP-SYSTCPD-Dsn parameter is a PDS.

The member parameter supports the use of system symbols. The string that is supplied for the TCP-SYSTCPD-Member
parameter can be up to 24 bytes in length. Anything longer than 24 bytes is truncated. When the symbols in the string are
resolved, the final member name consists of the first eight bytes of the TCP-SYSTCPD-Member value; anything longer is
truncated and ignored.

• Valid values: Any valid member name
• Default value: none

User-Abend-Code
Specifies the abend code that is to be used for all user abends issued. Unique reason codes are used to identify the
reason for the abend.

• Valid values: A number from 0 to 4095.
• Default value: 2999

VTAM-Applid
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Specifies the VTAM APPL name to be used by the SYSVIEW VTAM interface.

This parameter can be overridden with the APPLID parameter of the START command that is used to start the SYSVIEW
VTAM interface.

• Valid values: Any valid applid name
• Default value: SYSVIEW

VTAM-SPO-Applid

Specifies a value to override the default VTAM APPL name used by the SYSVIEW VTAM command. The value that you
specify must be from three to eight characters long and end with two numeric digits.

If you specify a value for this parameter, you must also change the corresponding APPL names in the SYSVAPPL
member in the sysview.CNM4BSAM data set.

The first name that is coded in the SYSVAPPL member should match the VTAM-SPO-Applid parameter value. You can
specify other APPL names by incrementing the numeric suffix by one. The numeric suffix does not need to start at 00, but
only numbers that are consecutive with the initial value are used.

• Valid values: Three-eight characters, ending with two numeric digits
• Default value: SYSVPO00

CLIST or CLISTLIB Member, What is the Difference?
The term CLIST or CLISTLIB member refers to a text-based member in the SYSVIEW CLISTLIB data set.

SYSVIEW CLISTs are NOT the same as TSO CLISTs.

The purpose of a CLIST is to make it easier for a user to enter a list of predefined commands. The same commands
that can be entered on the command line can be used in a CLIST member. Therefore, you should think of the term CLIST
as a command list or a list of commands.

CLIST Command Syntax

The following notes explain how to use certain features of CLISTs:

• CLIST libraries must be cataloged datasets with fixed record format, blocked or unblocked, with a record length of 80
(RECFM=F,LRECL=80).

• Only columns 1 through 71 of a CLIST member record are processed. Columns 72 through 80 are ignored.
• Records with an asterisk (*) in column 1 are treated as comments and ignored.
• Records containing blanks in columns 1 through 71 are ignored unless a continuation was expected. In this case, the

blank record is processed and terminates the previously continued command.
• Commands are coded in a CLIST member in the same way they are coded on the command line.
• Commands can be continued by coding a continuation character as the last nonblank character on a line. A hyphen

"-" indicates that leading blanks in the next record are not ignored. A plus sign "+" indicates that leading blanks in the
next record are ignored. The only restriction on the number of continuation records is that the total length of the actual
resulting command cannot exceed 256 characters.

• Comments bracketed by /* and */ are permitted before, within, and after a command and its operands. Comments are
considered to be a part of a command or a command itself, and are subject  to the length restrictions described above.

• If you use the "CLIST mbrname dsname" format of the CLIST command and you want to omit the dsname but specify
parameters, you must code two consecutive commas following the mbrname  to indicate that the dsname has been
omitted.

• An initial CLIST that is to be executed during logon can be defined in the general section of the profile of the user.
• Parameters can be passed to CLIST members.

The parameters are referenced within the CLIST member as:
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&1 - parameter 1
&2 - parameter 2
&n - parameter n

Console Interface
The console interface enables the user to communicate with and execute SYSVIEW commands through the use of a
console. The interface is implemented through the GSS product, which is a component of Common Components and
Services.

Communication

GSS communicates to SYSVIEW through the supplied application program interface GSVXAPIE. During GSS
initialization, a server is started that attaches a long running session with SYSVIEW. All console commands that are
directed to SYSVIEW are routed through this server. By default, the name of this server is SYSVCONS.

During GSS initialization, the IMOD $SYSVIEWE_INIT is executed. This IMOD controls initialization of SYSVIEW
services.

During GSS termination, the IMOD $SYSVIEWE_TERM is executed. This IMOD controls termination of SYSVIEW
services.

Requirements

• SYSVIEW is installed

• GSS is installed and active

Installation of Console Interface

• The following statements must be in the GSS runtime parameter member (RUNPARM). Some of these
statements may already exist.

COMMAND VERB SYSV IMOD SYSVIEW_CONSOLE

PRODUCT SYSVIEWE

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE GSVXAPIE 15 DETACH TYPE 0

ISET SYSVIEWE DSN sysview.CNM4BIMD SSID ISRV LOAD

GLOBVAL &GSVBSSID 'GSVX'

• Some TCP component commands require the name of a TCP  stack to communicate with. If you plan on using any
TCP commands you need to set this stack name in one of two ways:

• Issue the TCPOPTS command to set the stack name prior to issuing any TCP commands:

TCPOPTS JOBNAME stackname

• Set the stack name for the GSS jobname in the SYSVIEW OPTIONS parmlib member as follows:

)IF JOBNAME=GSSA

    TCP-JOBNAME 'name'

)ENDIF

Using the Console Interface

To execute a SYSVIEW command through the console interface, the user enters any SYSVIEW command prefixed by the
command verb SYSV specified during installation.

Syntax: verb command parameters ((console_options
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Example: SYSV ACTIVITY CICS=

Several options are available to allow the user to dynamically alter the displayed output:

Options            Description

----------------   ------------------------------------------

?                  Display options help

L=                 Area name

DC=                WTO descriptor code

LC=                Line count

PREFIX=            Prefix characters for each display line

W=                 Display width

LINECMD            Display line command input column

NOLINECMD          Do not display line command input column

DEBUG              Display debug messages

NODEBUG            Do not display debug messages

PAUSE              Display output in groups separated by operator replies

Customization

The IMOD SYSVIEW_SRVCONS can be customized to meet the specific needs of your site. Options can be
permanently specified in the SETUP_OPTIONS: routine of the SYSVIEW_SRVCONS IMOD.

Options available are:

• A prefix can be attached to all output messages.

• WTO route code can be specified.

• WTO descriptor codes can be specified.

• Maximum message length can be specified.

• End of data line can be displayed.

• Maximum number of data lines to be displayed can be specified. Displaying output to an area restricts the line count to
25.

Convert SYSVIEW REXX Library to Variable Blocked
SYSVIEW installs a REXX exec library that is dynamically concatenated to the SYSEXEC DD when you log on to the
SYSVIEW TSO/ISPF interface. The Dsn-System-REXXLIB parameter in the System Configuration Options identifies the
SYSVIEW REXX library.

The library is installed as a RECFM=F data set. If your installation uses RECFM=V data sets for the SYSEXEC DD, the
SYSVIEW REXX DD, the SYSVIEW REXX library must be copied and converted to a RECFM=V data set.

The SYSVIEW REXX library contains text and compiled REXX execs. Compiled REXX execs cannot simply be
copied from a RECFM=F data set to a RECFM=V data set. They must be converted.

SYSVIEW supplies the following REXX utility execs to copy and convert the SYSVIEW REXX execs:

GSVUCFV1
Uses ISPF library management services to copy one or more REXX execs from a RECFM=F data
set to a RECFM=V data set. This exec can also call the GSVUCFV2 exec described next to convert
any complied REXX execs copied.
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GSVUCFV2
Uses ISPF library management services to convert a single complied REXX exec from a RECFM=F data set to
RECFM=V data set.

SYSVIEW supplies the following job in SAMPLIB to copy and convert the SYSVIEW REXX execs:

REXXFTOV
This SAMPLIB JCL member invokes the GSVUCFV1 REXX exec described previously to copy all REXX execs
from a RECFM=F data set to a RECFM=V data set and then to convert any complied REXX execs that were
copied by invoking the GSVUCFV2 exec.

Ensure that your Dsn-System-REXXLIB parameter in the System Configuration Options specifies the data set name of
the converted RECFM=V data set.

Creating User-Defined Maps
You can create user-defined maps using the MAP command. SYSVIEW provides SAMPJCL in the SVWXMAPS and
SVWJMAPS members that you can use to build CVT maps.

The ability to map well known MVS or JES2 data areas like the CVT is provided by the MAP command (see the following
subtopic). Members in the distribution MAPLIB have been pre-generated for every supported release of z/OS and JES2.
Although the z/OS and JES2 maps have been pre-generated, sample JCL to generate these maps is provided in the
CNM4BSAM library:

• SVWXMAPS
• SVWJMAPS

You can tailor either of these samples to create user-defined maps by:

• Creating a new MAPIN member that contains the assembler source to generate the DSECTs to be mapped
• Supplying a new MAPOUT member name to use to store the maps into MAPLIB. The MAPOUT member will contain

the processed ADATA output from the assembly.

When creating user-defined maps, consider using a SITE MAPLIB for storing the MAP member. Examples for defining
maps for CICS and IMS data areas were generated in the SAMPJCL dataset during installation. Reference members
CICSMAPS and IMSMAPS. For more information, see LOADMAPS command, LISTMAPS command, or DELMAPS
 command.  

If you plan to make frequent use of MAPS, consider setting profile options LOADJESMAPS and LOADSYSMAPS to
YES so that the appropriate MAPLIB members load automatically when you start your SYSVIEW session. The System
Configuration option Map-Member-System determines the MAPLIB member to use for the system maps. For JES2 maps,
the MAPLIB member selected for use has the format ‘SVWJ2’ + the z/OS SPLevel, that is, SVWJ2722 for SP7.2.2. For
any user-defined Maps that you want to preload, create a CLIST to do the LOADMAPS for the member name, then
update profile option INITIALCLIST to execute the CLIST.                                                          

Sample CVT Map
Status  MASKFLD 

Options NODATA  DDISP CNFM DREL EDIT DEDIT EQU NOXADD OFFS NOLGND NOOWN NOBOTH 

Jobname *******   ASID  01CB  Jobid TSU54414  Owner  n/a       ASID  n/a 

Region  RWNUC     AR     OFF  Dspnm n/a       Module IEAVCVT+40 

StrAddr 00FDED90  DAT    ON   Spn   n/a       Symbol CVT.CVT 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Address  Offset   Label                     Opcode Operands                        Hex        Char     Ky P F

 Descr 

00FDED90 00000000 CVT                       DSECT  0XL1280                                              0 N Y

 Dummy section 
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00FDED90 00000000                           DS     0D                                                   . . .

 Define storage 

00FDED90 00000000 CVTMAP                    EQU    *                                                    . . .

 Equate 

00FDED91 00000001                           ORG    CVT                                                  . . .

 Set location counter 

00FDED90 00000000 CVTTCBP                   DS     V                               00000218   ....      . . .

 Define storage 

00FDED94 00000004 CVT0EF00                  DC     V(IEAVEGLU+X'0001BC')           00FF57E4   ..ïU      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDED98 00000008 CVTLINK                   DC     V(IEAVBK00+X'000004')           00FDED0C   .ÙÒ.      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDED9C 0000000C CVTAUSCB                  DC     V(IEFAUSDM)                     00FDC958   .ÙIì      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDA0 00000010 CVTBUF                    DC     A(0)                            00000000   ....      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDA4 00000014 CVTXAPG                   DC     V(IECVEXCP+X'001410')           00FEDF5    .Úÿ&      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDA8 00000018 CVT0VL00                  DC     V(IEAVEVAL+X'00001E')           00FF6BD6   ..,O      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDAC 0000001C CVTPCNVT                  DC     V(IEC0SCR1+X'000C22')           00FE8422   .Úd.      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDB0 00000020 CVTPRLTV                  DC     V(IEC0SCR1+X'0009AC')           00FE81AC   .ÚaÐ      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDB4 00000024 CVTLLCB                   DC     V(CSVLLCB1+X'000018')           01BC85F8   .¯e8      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDB8 00000028 CVTLLTRM                  DC     V(CSVLLTRM)                     81579098   aï°q      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDBC 0000002C CVTXTLER                  DC     V(IECVERPL+X'000018')           00FEA128   .Ú~.      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDC0 00000030 CVTSYSAD                  DS     A                               025B1508   .$..      . . .

 Define storage 

00FDEDC4 00000034 CVTBTERM                  DC     V(IEAVTRG1)                     00FF3D20   ....      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDC8 00000038 CVTDATE                   DC     F'18221119' 18.2m               0116083F   ....      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDCC 0000003C CVTMSLT                   DC     V(IEEMSER)                      00FDC7F8   .ÙG8      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDD0 00000040 CVTZDTAB                  DC     A(DVCT)                         00F3B000   .3^.      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDD4 00000044 CVTXITP                   DC     V(IECVITRP)                     00FF9BC0   ..º{      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDD8 00000048 CVT0EF01                  DC     V(IEAVEGLU+X'0001E2')           00FF580A   ..ì.      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDDC 0000004C CVTVPRM                   DS     0F                                                   . . .

 Define storage 

00FDEDDC 0000004C CVTVSS                    DC     H'0'                                       0000 ..   . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDDE 0000004E CVTVPSM                   DC     H'0'                                       0000 ..   . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDE0 00000050 CVTEXIT                   DC     H'2563'                                    0A03 ..   . . .

 Define constant 
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00FDEDE2 00000052 CVTBRET                   DC     H'2046'                                    07FE .Ú   . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDE4 00000054 CVTSVDCB                  DC     V(IEAVBK00+X'00000C')            00FDED14  .ÙÒ.      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDE8 00000058 CVTTPC                    DC     V(IEATPC)                        00FDC980  .ÙIØ      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDEC 0000005C CVTFLGCS                  DS     0F                                                   . . .

 Define storage 

00FDEDEC 0000005C CVTFLGC0                  DC     XL1'00'                          00        .         . . .

 Define constant 

                  CVTMULNF                  EQU    X'80'B'10000000' F'128' C'Ø'                              

 Equate 

00FDEDED 0000005D CVTFLGC1                  DC     XL1'00'                          00        .         0 N Y

 Define constant 

00FDEDEE 0000005E CVTICPID                  DC     H'3'                             0003      ..        . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDF0 00000060 CVTCVT                    DC     CL4' CVT'                        40C3E5E3  CVT       . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDF4 00000064 CVTCUCB                   DC     V(IEEUCMC+X'0000C0')             00FD8CF8  .Ùð8      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDF8 00000068 CVTQTE00                  DC     V(IEAVEGLU+X'000216')            00FF583E  ..ì.      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEDFC 0000006C CVTQTD00                  DC     V(IEAVEGLU+X'000220')            00FF5848  ..ìç      . . .

 Define constant 

00FDEE00 00000070 CVTSTB                    DS     A                                00F52A88  .5.h      . . .

 Define storage

Cross-System Communications with Multiple Servers
There are two types of cross-system servers. Each instance of SYSVIEW has one of each type. Multiple instances of
SYSVIEW can run on a single system. Each instance must be associated with a different MVS subsystem.

Most customers do not run more than one instance of SYSVIEW on a system at the same time. A customer may
occasionally run multiple instances of SYSVIEW during an upgrade process.

Cross-System Data Servers

The cross-system data servers run within the Main Services address space (SYSVIEW) of SYSVIEW. Cross-system data
servers will only communicate with other data servers of the same release.

Cross-system data servers are used by commands that have been enabled for cross-system data collection. These
commands gather data from multiple systems to create a combined display.

If multiple cross-system data servers are executing on a remote system, you may need or want to specify the search order
that is used to communicate with the remote servers.

If needed, the search order can be specified using a logical group of type "XSDS". The group name equals the
system name of the remote data server. The group contains a list of jobnames supporting a cross-system data server. The
entry order of the jobnames indicates the preferred search order.

Example: GROUPS parmlib definition

The XSDS logical group definition specifies the search order of jobnames containing cross-system data servers.

DEFINE PROD TYPE XSDS DESC 'XSDS search order'
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MEMBER SYSVIEW

MEMBER SYSVTEST

Cross-System Session Servers

The cross-system session servers run within the User Interface address space (SYSVUSER) of SYSVIEW. Cross-system
session servers communicate with other session servers of the same release or prior releases.

Cross-system session servers are used when a user creates a cross-system session connection using the XSCONN
command. When creating a cross-system connection, a specific jobname can be specified on the XSCONN command.

If multiple cross-system session servers are executing on a remote system, you may need or want to specify the search
order that is used to communicate with the remote servers.

If needed, the search order can be specified using a logical group of type "XSSS". The group name equals the
system name of the remote data server. The group contains a list of jobnames supporting a cross-system session server.
The entry order of the jobnames indicates the preferred search order.

Example: GROUPS parmlib definition

The XSSS logical group definition specifies the search order of jobnames containing cross-system session servers.

DEFINE PROD TYPE XSSS DESC 'XSSS search order'

MEMBER SYSVUSER

MEMBER SYSVUS01

Cross-System Session Connections
The Cross-System Resource Monitoring component lets users view, monitor, and manage multiple MVS images
remotely from one interface without using a session manager.

The initial target system at logon is always the current system that you have logged on to. After the initial logon, you can
select or switch to a target system of your choice. The original system is now in a pass-thru mode acting as a terminal
interface to a remote system. Once you have switched to a desired system, all new display commands are directed to that
system. The Cross-System resource Monitoring component uses the

Common Communications Interface (CAICCI) component of Common Components and Services (CCS) to implement the
cross-system communication. CAICCI must be customized to define the required connections between systems.

Any Setup or Configuration Required to Connect all Systems?

Yes, usually, the required setup for the CAICCI component has been completed when Common Components and
Services was installed.

Once the CAICCI component is installed and configured, SYSVIEW can automatically discover all participating systems.

For more information, see: CAICCI Setup Considerations

SYSVIEW Configuration

The Component-XSYSTEM must specify a value of Yes in the System Configuration Options.

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+

Component-XSYSTEM                 Yes

The Cross-System Session Server must be started in the SYSVIEW User Interface address space.

Parmlib member: sysview.CNM4BPRM(SVW$USER)

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+
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START XSSS

Can Cross-System Connections be Secured by userid?

Yes. Rules can be written that secure the ability to create a cross-system connection to a specific destination or from a
specific origin system. This method is only secure if all systems that are participating are considered secured systems.

Resource    Description

--------    ----------------------------------------------------------

XSYSDEST    The destination system names allowed or restricted when connecting to another system.

            The XSCONN command makes calls for the destination system name and the XSC line command.

XSYSORIG    The originating system names allowed or restricted when trying to connect to another system.

            The XSCONN command makes calls for the originating system name and the XSC line command.

Can Connections between Systems be Controlled or Rejected?

The target or destination system of a cross-system connection can be in control of the systems that may connect to
it. This feature can be important if your complex contains systems that are not secure.

The target system of a cross-system connection may want to allow connections from specific systems and reject others.

The target system searches logical groups for a group of type XSCONN with a matching system name.

If a logical group is not found, the cross-system connection server allows a connection from all incoming systems.

If a logical group is found, only those systems that are specified within the group will be allowed to connect.

Example: GROUPS parmlib definition

The XSCONN logical group definition allows the following systems to connect to system CA01.

CA02, PROD, TEST

DEFINE CA01 TYPE XSCONN DESC 'Allow XSCONN from systems'

MEMBER CA02

MEMBER PROD

MEMBER TEST

The XSCONN logical group definition allows the following systems to connect to system CA02. A connection from TEST
is rejected.

CA01, PROD

DEFINE CA02 TYPE XSCONN DESC 'Allow XSCONN from systems'

MEMBER CA01

MEMBER PROD

Cross-System Session Logons
The Cross-System Resource Monitoring component lets users view, monitor, and manage multiple MVS images remotely
from one interface without using a session manager.

What User ID is used when a Cross-System Session is Created?

When a user directly or indirectly issues an XSCONN command to establish a remote cross-system connection, an
attempt is made to automatically log the user on to the remote system using the same user ID that is being used on the
origin system.
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What do I do if my User ID is Different on a Remote System?

When logging on to a remote system a user can request a logon screen to be presented. This is needed when user IDs
are not the same on the origin and remote systems.

If a user is attempting to connect to a remote system from a system where the user id has not been verified using an
external security product, the logon screen is presented.

Example:
XSCONN SYSB LOGON

If the profile SET option XSUSERIDSAVE is set to YES then once you have logged on to a remote system you will not
be required to log on to it again during your original SYSVIEW session or until you issue the "SET XSUSERIDSAVE
CLEAR" command (or until you issue "SET XSUSERIDSAVE NO" which also causes all saved user ids to be cleared).

NOTE

Saved user ids are not propagated backwards through multiple hops of xsystem sessions - only to the
immediately preceding session.

How Can we Require a User to Log on to a Remote System?

When a cross-system connection is being established, the remote system can control if an explicit logon will be required
based on the origin system name.

This configuration information is contained in logical group definitions. The logical group types that are used are
XSLOGNRQ and XSLOGNNR.

XSLOGNRQ - Cross-System Logon Required

The member names that are defined in an XSLOGNRQ logical group are names of origin systems. If a user attempts
to create a cross-system session from a system that is defined in the logical group, the user is required to log on.
Connections from systems that are NOT defined in the group are not required to log on.

Example: GROUPS parmlib definition

The XSLOGNRQ logical group definition requires the following systems to log on when connecting to PROD.

CA01, CA02, TEST

DEFINE PROD TYPE XSLOGNRQ DESC 'Require logon from systems'

MEMBER CA01

MEMBER CA02

MEMBER TEST

XSLOGNNR - Cross-System Logon Not Required

The member names that are defined in an XSLOGNNR logical group are names of origin systems. If a user attempts to
create a cross-system session from a system that is defined in the logical group, the user will NOT be required to log on.
Connections from systems that are NOT defined in the group are required to log on.

Example: GROUPS parmlib definition

The XSLOGNNR logical group definition specifies that the following systems are not required to log on when connecting
to PROD.

CA03, CA04, DEV1

DEFINE PROD TYPE XSLOGNNR DESC 'Not require logon'

MEMBER CA03

MEMBER CA04

MEMBER DEV1
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If both group types are defined for a given remote system, then the XSLOGNRQ group is used and the XSLOGNNR
group is ignored. If neither group type exists for a remote system, then no additional inclusion or exclusion processing
occurs.

All of the above logic is skipped if the user has explicitly requested logon with the XSCONN LOGON keyword. It is
also skipped if the origin system has supplied an authenticated user id - a user id that has previously been authenticated
with a password on the remote system while "SET XSUSERIDSAVE YES" was in effect.

Even if the above logic determines that a logon is not required, logon processing can still occur if the security system
rejects the supplied user id as either invalid or user access revoked.

Dashboards Display
A dashboard is a display showing multiple SYSVIEWs, user commands, or both, each in separate areas of the display
named window panes.

Dashboards are built using specific keywords to describe the windows and panes and the commands associated with
them. Dashboards do not require programming.

What is a Dashboard?

As shown below, a dashboard consists of horizontal areas of the display named windows. Each window is divided into one
or more areas named panes. Each pane contains the data from a SYSVIEW command.

 +.Window1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .+

 . +Pane1-------+-Pane2--------------------+-Pane3-------------+ .

 . | command1   |  command2                |  command3         | .

 . |            |                          |                   | .

 . +------------+--------------------------+-------------------+ .

 +.Window2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .+

 . +Pane1------------------------------------------------------+ .

 . | command4                                                  | .

 . |                                                           | .

 . +-----------------------------------------------------------+ .

 +.Window3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .+

 . +Pane1--------------------+-Pane2---------------------------+ .

 . | command5                |  command6                       | .

 . |                         |                                 | .

 . |                         |                                 | .

 . |                         |                                 | .

 . |                         |                                 | .

 . +-------------------------+---------------------------------+ .

 +. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .+

A window is a logical entity consisting of one or more panes. Windows do not actually take up screen space as depicted in
the picture above. All panes in a window have the same number of rows either by padding out shorter panes to the height
of the largest, or by a defined maximum.

Why Create a Dashboard?

Dashboards can increase your productivity by bringing information from many SYSVIEW commands and even user-
generated data into a single display. Dashboards can contain system information or application-specific data like
transactions and IP ports belonging to the application. When defining a dashboard, you should consider its scope.

Here are a few categories of dashboards:
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• ConfigurationA dashboard can be created for the sole purpose of bringing together information related to the
configuration of the system, subsystems, or applications. From one display, you can determine if all the parts are up
and configured as expected.

• PerformanceA dashboard can contain performance information only, like the "Top 10 CPU Consumers" and "Top 10
Spool Consumers", and so on.

• DiagnosticA dashboard can be created for diagnostic purposes and contain data only when there is a problem. For
example, a IBM MQ display can have panes containing dead-letter queue messages and in-doubt threads. These
panes can be empty most of the time. The panes only show data when a message could not be delivered and ended
up in the dead-letter queue or when a thread was in doubt.

• CombinationYour dashboard can contain performance, configuration, and diagnostic data all on one display.
• OtherIf you have the ability to gather other non-SYSVIEW data using REXX, you can include that data too.

What Data Can I Put into a Dashboard?

As discussed earlier, a dashboard consists of areas named panes. Panes are where commands are defined, and those
commands determine which data is displayed.

A command consists of any valid SYSVIEW command string that adheres to the following rules:

1. The string must contain at least one primary command.
The command string can include function commands also, for example to switch to a specific CICS:
CICS MYCICS;CTRANS
If the string contains more than one primary command, the data from the last primary command displays.

2. The primary command must contain formatted data.
Most primary commands contain formatted data with the exception of SYSLOG, OUTPUT, and DUMP.

3. User-defined command names cannot be used.
You cannot use a user-defined command name, but you might be able to reproduce the command string from the
user-defined command.
For example, the DASHBOARD command is defined as a user command. DASHBOARD is defined as executing the
RXDISP primary command passing the DASHBORD REXX exec name.
If you want to embed a dashboard within another dashboard, you must use the RXDISP command explicitly in the
pane command statement as follows:
DEFINE PANE

...

COMMAND RXDISP DASHBORD <name>

...

4. SDSF migrate commands cannot be used.
Note: The Tips section contains other useful information to consider when defining your command string.
SYSVIEW provides a set of widgets that can also be used in a dashboard window pane. Widgets are created using the
SVWIDGET REXX exec from the RXDISP command.
DEFINE PANE

...

COMMAND RXDISP SVWIDGET parameters

...

Where Are Dashboards Defined?

Dashboards are defined in SYSVIEW parmlib members. Users and system administrators have the ability to extend the
product by adding additional dashboards. Because the definitions can come from multiple locations, it is important to
understand the order of precedence for locating a definition.

Order of precedence:

1. USER definitions
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Source: user.parmlib(DASHBORD)
A user can define a set of external definitions. These definitions are specific to the user. This is only available if the
user has a user parmlib data set specified. Parmlib data sets in use can be viewed using the PARMLIB command.
Note: USER definitions are implemented using an )INCLUDE statement that is in the default product parmlib member
(see 3 below). If the include is removed or the included member name is altered, USER definitions are not retrieved
unless an explicit DSN and MEMBER options are specified on the DASHBOARD command.
After setting the user parmlib data set name, the user profile must be saved before USER definitions are retrieved.

2. SITE definitions
Source: sysview.site.CNM4BPRM(DASHBORD)
A system administrator can define a set of definitions that are available to all users.
Note: SITE definitions are implemented using an )INCLUDE statement that is in the default product parmlib member
(see 3 below). If the include is removed or the included member name is altered, SITE definitions are not retrieved
unless an explicit MEMBER option is specified on the DASHBOARD command.

3. SYSVIEW-supplied SYSTEM definitions
Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(GSVXDASH)
Contains product-shipped dashboard definitions that are available to all users. This member also contains )INCLUDE
statements, which bring in USER and SYSTEM definitions, respectively.

How Do I Display a Dashboard?

Dashboards are displayed using the DASHBOARD command, which is defined as an external user command.

The DASHBOARD user command executes the RXDISP command with the DASHBORD REXX exec as its target. The
exec is compiled REXX and requires either the Library for REXX on zSeries, which is a pay-for option from IBM, or the
Alternate Library for REXX on zSeries, which is free and can be accessed here.

Do I Need a Specific Screen Size to Display Dashboards?

Technically, NO, but practically, YES.

Dashboards have the ability to display multiple SYSVIEW commands on a single display, which means that you will likely
have a lot of data to view. Depending on the purpose of the dashboard, it is likely that you will want to see all the data at
once. Even though Dashboards can extend beyond the display size and scrolling is available, we recommend that you
take advantage of the SYSVIEW ability to support larger alternate screen sizes. A recommended alternate screen size is
50x160 (50 rows, 160 columns).

The product ships with sample dashboards, most of which are sized for a MOD5 terminal type, but a few samples are
defined for larger displays.

Where Can I See a List of Defined Dashboards?

The DASHBOARD command without any parameters displays a list of defined dashboards.

Do I Need to Know REXX or Any Other Language to Define Dashboards?

No. Dashboards are defined using a keyword syntax.

A dashboard definition does allow for a small piece of REXX code to be defined and executed by the dashboard for a very
specific purpose. A sample is provided in the keyword syntax description for dashboards and in the sample dashboards
shipped with the product.

What Does a Dashboard Window Pane Look Like?

Panes consist of a Title line, Command line, Separator/Message line, followed by the data area.
The data area consists of the command information area, the field header line, and the field data.
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Line      Description

--------- ---------------------------------------------------------

Title     command commandtitle.. ======================= WxxPyy ? +

Command   => commandstring                                        |

Sep/Msg   ------------------------------------------------------- |

Infoarea  info line1                                              |

Infoarea  info line2                                              |

...                                                               |

Header    field1 field2 field3                                    |

Datarow   row1f1 row1f2 row1f3                                    |

Datarow   row2f1 row2f2 row2f3                                    |

...                                                               |

          --------------------------------------------------------+

The following example shows the CALERTS command in a pane:

Title     CALERTS CICS Alerts ========================== WxxPyy ? +

Command   => CALERTS WARNING;SORT LINELIMIT 10                    |

Sep/Msg   ------------------------------------------------------- |

Infoarea  Jobname SYSVC630  ASID 01A9  Jobid STC47150  CICS TS2.3 |

Header    Jobname  Name     Arg1            Value Status          |

Datarow   SYSVC630 CDSAMAX                  40960  PROBLEM        |

Datarow   SYSVC630 CICSDB2           DISCONNECTED  PROBLEM        |

Datarow   SYSVC630 FILEOPEN FILEA          CLOSED  PROBLEM        |

Datarow   SYSVC630 CONNSTAT CCS2         RELEASED  WARNING        |

Datarow   SYSVC630 CONNSTAT CCS3         RELEASED  WARNING        |

          --------------------------------------------------------+

The following pane definition was used to generate the example:

DEFINE PANE

     WIDTH   55

     COMMAND CALERTS WARNING;SORT LINELIMIT 10

     FIELDS  Jobname Name Arg1 Value Status

     OPTIONS INFO

Display Areas Description
Title Line The title line forms the top of the pane and always displays. It contains the following information:

• command - The name of the command whose data is being displayed as a result of the command string that was executed.
• cmdtitle - The title of the command that was executed or a title override that was specified in the pane's definition.
• WxxPyy - The pane identifier that consists of the window number xx and the pane number yy. This identifier is also a cursor selectable link that

executes the command string used to build this pane (default) or it will link to an optional command string override from the pane's definition.
• ? - A link that will execute the HELP for the command or a specific section of a user defined help member.

Command Line The command line displays the command string defined in the pane's definition. The command line can be truncated if the pane is not wide enough to hold
the entire string. The command line is not interactive. It only appears to be input to be consistent with standard SYSVIEW displays.You can optionally turn
off the command line for individual panes.

Separator/Message Line The separator line separates the command data portion of the pane from the title and command lines. It is also used to display any message information.
Data Area Infoarea - The command's information area lines. By default, no information area lines display.

Header - The header line contains the column field header names. For some display commands like panels, there is only one field and it is named 'Data'.
For these commands you should consider turning off the header line in the pane's definition.
Datarow - Data row lines are the rows of data returned by the command that was executed for the pane. By default, the data rows display because they
most likely contain the data that needs to be displayed. But for some commands like PRIVATE or COMMON, the information area can contain all the
necessary data to display, so there is an option in the pane definition to turn off data rows.
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All lines end with a pane frame character of either + for a corner or a | for an edge. Frame characters can be turned off for
the entire dashboard using the NOFRAMES option on the dashboard command. This is particularly useful when including
a dashboard within another dashboard.

What Is the Syntax for Creating a Dashboard?

• Starting a dashboard definition A dashboard definition starts with a )DASHBOARD=name statement, where 'name'
is the name of the dashboard. Names should not contain blanks and can be up to 16-bytes long.

• Terminating a dashboard definition
A dashboard definition is terminated at the start of a new dashboard or at the end of the file or )EOF statement.

• Defining dashboard windows and panes
Following the )DASHBOARD statement are a series of keyword-value pairs defining the rest of the dashboard.

Keyword Required Level Description

COMMAND YES PANE Pane's command to be executed.

DEFINE YES DASHBOARD
WINDOW

Defines the start of a window or pane.

FIELDS PANE The list of fields to display in the pane.

HEIGHT DASHBOARD
WINDOW
PANE

Minimum/Maximum pane height for the level specified and lower.

HELP DASHBOARD
PANE

Dashboard help member override or the name of a label within the help member override.

INITIALREXX DASHBOARD DASHBOARD | Sets initial commands to be executed at dashboard start.

LINKCMD PANE Overrides the drill-down link.

OPTIONS DASHBOARD
WINDOW
PANE

Sets dashboard, window, or pane options.

OVERVIEW DASHBOARD Sets OVERVIEW for dashboard.

TITLE DASHBOARD
PANE

Sets the title.

WIDTH YES PANE Sets the pane width.

Because there are only three required keywords, defining dashboards is fast and easy. A minimal dashboard definition
would look like:

)DASHBOARD=MINIMAL

 DEFINE WINDOW

   DEFINE PANE

        WIDTH   55

        COMMAND CPU

This example defines one window with one pane showing the CPU command.
Your dashboards likely contain multiple windows, each with multiple panes that follow a pattern similar to the following:

  )DASHBOARD=name

   DEFINE WINDOW

     DEFINE PANE

        pane keywords...

     DEFINE PANE
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        pane keywords...

   DEFINE WINDOW

     DEFINE PANE

        pane keywords...

     DEFINE PANE

        pane keywords...

   ...

Dashboard definition record processing

1. Records containing an "*" in column 1 or blanks in columns 1:72 are ignored.
2. Only columns 1 through 72 are processed.
3. Use a + at the end of the field to continue to the next line. The next line is appended starting with the first non-blank

character.
4. Definitions should start in column 2 to allow for a comment character in column 1.

Keyword Description
COMMAND cmdstring SYSVIEW command string.
DEFINE WINDOW|PANE Defines the start of a new window or pane. Windows and panes display in the order that they are defined and their identifiers are assigned as such.

The width of a window is the sum of the widths of each of its constituent panes plus two characters for each pane plus one.
window width = SUM(pane_x_width + 2) + 1
A window cannot exceed 254 characters.

FIELDS fieldnames The list of fields, space delimited, that you want to display from the command that was executed in the pane.
Fields display in the order listed. Only those fields that fit into the pane display.
You can use a single asterisk * or leave out the FIELDS statement to fill the pane with the fields from the command in the order they are defined in the
command.
Any fields in the list that do not match a field from the command are skipped.
Field lengths are determined based on the internal field length, but they can be overridden by specifying a new length in parenthesis after the field name.For
example:  Field1 Field2(10) Field3. Field2's length is overridden to 10.
To display a field that has no name (that is, field name is blank), use the format BLANKxwhere x is the xth occurrence of the blank field in the command. For
example, if the command has only one blank field then use BLANK1. If the command has three blank fields and you want to display the third one, use BLANK3.

HEIGHT  min-max Defines the minimum and maximum number of rows for the window pane. A value of 0 or * indicates no restriction.
Where possible, the command string should contain a SORT LINELIMIT xxx command to restrict the number of rows generated by the command for
performance reasons.
This keyword can be specified before a DEFINE WINDOW statement to set defaults for the entire dashboard, after the DEFINE WINDOW statement to set
defaults for the panes in the window, or after a DEFINE PANE to set the value for the specific pane. If HEIGHT is not specified at any level, the maximum
defaults to 100.
The height must include room for the command, separator, and header lines, therefore min and max values must be greater than 3.

HELP  member|label When the HELP statement is found before the first DEFINE WINDOW statement, it specifies the name of the helplib member that overrides the default help for
the dashboard.
When the HELP statement is found after a DEFINE PANE statement, the value specified identifies a label within the help member override for the dashboard.
Library concatenation determines the location of the helplib member.
The ? link on the title line for the pane overrides the default command help and link to the HELP command specifying the dashboard override help member and
this label within the help member.
If HELP was not specified at the dashboard level, the HELP at the pane level is ignored and the default command help is used.
Labels in a help member are specified as:  )LABEL label
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INITIALREXX rexx Defines a series of REXX statements that are separated by semicolons ';' which are executed at the start of the dashboard processing.

The intended use is to generate SYSVIEW commands that are executed first after the SYSVIEW API environment is created, and before any pane commands
are executed.

The commands generated can be the result of processing parameters passed to the dashboard from the command line or to have your current ASID set in the
newly created SYSVIEW API environment.

Dashboard parameters passed in from the command  line are stored in the REXX variable named 'parm'.

The following example is for a CICS dashboard. To use the sample for IBM MQ and IMS, change the CICS to MQSERIES or IMS respectively:

 INITIALREXX x = EXTRACT('ASID'); +

     initialcmd.0 = 1; +

     IF parm = '' THEN; +

         initialcmd.1 = 'SET ASID '||SYSV_ASID; +

    ELSE; +

         initialcmd.1 = 'CICS '||parm; +

         y = ASID(parm); +

    END

The commands that are generated are to be put into a REXX stem variable named initialcmd. initialcmd.0 is the count of commands, and initialcmd.1, 2, 3, and
so on are SYSVIEW command strings.

In this example, the current ASID is extracted using the SYSVIEW EXTRACT command which places it in variable SYSV_ASID. If no parameters were passed,
then a single SET ASID command is created in initialcmd stem variable 1. If a parm was passed, it is used as the target of a CICS command that is placed
in initialcmd stem variable 1. This allows for either the current ASID (assuming it is a CICS) or a passed CICS region to be set as the target for the rest of the
dashboard pane commands.

The REXX statements are put into a single variable that is the target of a REXX INTERPRET() function and must conform to the requirements for that function.

If you need to exit the dashboard within the INITALREXX code, do so by issuing a SIGNAL to the USEREXIT routine:  SIGNAL USEREXIT;

LINKCMD cmdstring By default the pane identifier on the title line can be cursor-selected to link to the command defined for this pane to allow drill down into the command. You can
override this default to link to a new command or perhaps the same command with different parameters.
<cmdstring> can be any valid command string.
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OPTIONS optionlist The OPTIONS keyword can apply to the entire dashboard, windows, or individual panes.
Window processing options
When the OPTIONS statement is found after a DEFINE WINDOW statement, and before the first DEFINE PANE statement, the options apply to the window:
ADDBLANK - Adds a blank line to the end of each pane in the window, which creates separation from the window below and can help improve the aesthetics of
the dashboard.
Pane processing options
When the OPTIONS statement is found after a DEFINE PANE statement, the options apply to the pane:
INFO -  Add informational rows to the INFO(s,e) pane. By default they are not displayed. The form INFO(s,e) can be used to display a subset of informational
rows. 's' is the starting row number and 'e' is the ending row number. The parameters can also be specified as:
INFO(s)  - Display informational rows 's' through the end of the rows.
INFO(,e)  - Display informational rows 1 through 'e'.
NOADD - Eliminates the first row of data if the row is an ?Add input line. Also, any column data that starts with ? is blanked out.
NOCMD - No command line is generated for the pane.
NOHDR - No header line is generated for the pane. Some panel displays have a single field named 'Data' that can be removed using this option.
NOROWS - Skip data rows. Most panes contain data rows, but if you want to only display informational rows, then you can use this option to turn off data rows.
NOSEP - No separator line is generated for the pane. If the option is specified and a message needs to display, the line is generated to display the message.
NOTITLECMD - The command name is not displayed on the title line and the command title is then highlighted.
Dashboard processing options
When the OPTIONS statement is found before the first DEFINE WINDOW statement, the options apply to the dashboard. These options can be overridden on
the command line:
ALARM level - Sets the terminal alarm on when data in one of the window panes contains a status condition that is greater than or equal to the level specified
by the <level> value. <level> can be one of the following values, with the minimum length in uppercase:
PROBlem -The data contains a PROBLEM level status
WARNing - The data contains a WARNING level status or above.
HIGH - The data contains a HIGH level status or  above.
NORMal  - The data contains a NORMAL level status or above.
NO - Turns off alarm processing.
INFO/NOINFO - Turns the information area of the display on or off respectively. The default is INFO.
FRAMES/NOFRAMES - Generates a dashboard with or without inner or outer frames. The default is FRAMES.
This can be used on dashboards that are included as a pane on another dashboard to improve the aesthetics of the pane.
TITLES/NOTITLES - Generates a dashboard with or without pane titles. The default is TITLES.
This can be used on dashboards that are included as a pane on another dashboard to improve the aesthetics of the pane.

OVERVIEW overkwds Controls displaying the OVERVIEW area on the dashboard. The valid keywords for OVERVIEW are the ones defined for the  RXDISP OVERVIEW option.
TITLE <opt> title If specified before the first DEFINE, the  'title' parameter is used as the title area of the SYSVIEW display.

If specified after a DEFINE PANE statement, the 'title' parameter overrides the command's title for the pane.
<opt> optional title processing options
NOMENU - This dashboard is not displayed on the dashboard list display. Use this option when defining dashboards that are used only inside other
dashboards.
MENU -This dashboard displays on the dashboard list display. This is the default.

WIDTH width Width of the pane. The minimum size is 17.
The width does not include the ending space and separator bar for the pane, but should be considered when defining the window layout.
Width can be used before any DEFINE to set the default width at that level down.

Are There Any Tips for Defining and Using Dashboards?

• Limit the number of rows returned by commands
Each window pane defines a command to be executed. When the command is executed, the fields that display in the
pane are extracted into REXX stem variables. The number of variables that are defined depend on the number of rows
returned by the command. There are several ways to reduce the number of rows returned by commands:
– Add a SORT LINELIMIT command to your command string

For displays that support sorting, you can add a SORT command to your command string with the
LINELIMIT parameter to limit the number of lines that are returned.
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For example, if you were to define ACTSUM in a window pane that has a HEIGHT limit set to 20, and there are 500
address spaces, then 480 rows of data defined in REXX stem variables are discarded. To eliminate those rows from
being converted into variables and then discarded, simply add the SORT LINELIMIT 20 command to the end of your
command string. The resulting command string is: ACTSUM;SORT LINELIMIT 20

– Use specific command options to limit the number of rows
Some commands provide options to reduce the number of rows to a set with specific characteristics. For example
the ALERTS command supports a parameter named WARNING which only displays entries with a status greater
than NORMAL.

– Add a SELECT command to your command string.
It is likely that a window pane that represents a specific set of data will require a SELECT statement. You should
consider the data that is to be represented and use a SELECT statement to reduce the number of rows.

• Take into consideration commands that have built-in delays
Some commands are required to take double samples of data over an interval to calculate realtime rates. For example,
ACTIVITY needs to take a double sample to calculate rates for metrics like CPU%. You might be able to avoid this
delay by:
– Choosing an alternate command

The ACTSUM command also shows CPU% for jobs, but there is no need to do a double sample because the
data comes from the MVS Data Collector. The data is not realtime, but that might actually be beneficial because it
eliminates instantaneous data spikes.

– Check for available command parameters that eliminate interval processing
Some commands offer parameters to skip interval processing, which eliminates the double sample, but causes
interval fields to be set to zero. If you are only interested in non-interval based fields from the command, use
the command's interval bypass parameter. For example, the MQQPERF command, which shows IBM MQ
queue performance metrics, has a NOINTERVAL parameter. This parameter eliminates the double sampling.
Metrics like Depth, Puts, and Gets are still returned with values, but rates for Get and Put are not. If you are not
interested in rates, then NOINTERVAL should be specified.

• Use SET SELECTNEXT instead of SELECT
The SELECT command can be used to filter the data that to display. It follows the primary command separated by a
semicolon
For example: ACTIVITY ; SELECT TYPE EQ TSU
The SELECT command can cause a refresh of the data which means an extra execution of the command to gather the
data.
In SYSVIEW 12.7, a new SET option was created named SELECTNEXT. The SET SELECTNEXT command specifies
the selection parameters to be applied to the next command executed that supports the SELECT command.
For example: SET SELECTNEXT 'TYPE EQ TSU' ; ACTIVITY
The command following the SET SELECTNEXT command is executed only once, which can be a considerable
savings in CPU and response time.

NOTE
If a command supports command parameters that filter the results, then parameters are the preferred
method over either select option.

• Use the NOCMD and NOHDR pane OPTIONS to gain vertical/row space
The command line can be useful to show the exact command that was issued to see any sort or select options that can
be applied, but you can use the TITLE keyword on a pane definition to describe the contents of the window and
then eliminate the command line with the NOCMD pane option.
Commands with rows and columns really need to have the header line to describe the fields being displayed.
Some commands do not have specific columns, like PLOT, but a default column header of Data is displayed. You
can eliminate this line by using the NOHDR pane option.

• Gain horizontal/column space in a window pane
There are several ways to gain horizontal space within a window pane:
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– Use the FIELDS pane keyword and explicitly define the fields you want to display.
Use the field length override to reduce the field size of fields. Some fields are defined to hold the maximum length of
data. For example a DatasetName field can be defined as a length of 44. Your data set names can actually be only
33 characters in length, so you can reduce the field width by specifying the field as DatasetName(33).

• For your operations staff, place a dashboard in update mode
You can create a dashboard that contains information that is important for your operations staff to monitor, like the
sample OPERATOR dashboard supplied by SYSVIEW. You can place that dashboard into update mode as you would
any other command.
Also, the dashboard command has an option to turn the terminal alarm on if the dashboard contains any data with a
condition equal to or greater than the condition you specified.

• If others will use the dashboard, consider profile differences
– Your fixed- and variable-length masking characters can differ

Your fixed-length variable-masking character * and variable-length variable-masking character = can differ from
other users. When defining a command string that can contain masking characters, you should use the substitution
variables &FLMC and &VLMC. SYSVIEW substitutes the masking character from each user profile at execution
time.
        For example:
Instead of
ACTIVITY;SELECT TYPE EQ SYS AND JOBNAME EQ C=

Use
ACTIVITY;SELECT TYPE EQ SYS AND JOBNAME EQ C&VLMC

The VLIST command displays a complete list of substitution variables.
– Do not use command synonyms in place of the actual command

Each command has a profile with a synonym section that allows for synonyms to be defined. The profiles of other
users profiles cannot (and most likely will not) contain the same synonym names, so use the actual command
name.
SYSVIEW defines minimum lengths for command names so that a shortened form can be used. Avoid minimum
command lengths because they can vary from release to release. Use the full command name.

What Are Widgets?

A widget represents a SYSVIEW state or variable data collection metric value and status in the form of a speedometer,
cylinder, symbol, shape, traffic light, or word. Widgets are intended to be used as part of a dashboard definition.

The widget display in a dashboard window pane has the following format:

             + GENERATED_TITLE ====== W01P01 ? +

               | ------------------------------- |

               | USER_TITLE                      |

               |                                 |

               |             WIDGET              |

               |                                 |

               | LEGEND                          |

               |                                 |

• GENERATED_TITLE - The title for the display is generated automatically. It consists of the metric name, jobname,
resource1, and resource2 for the metric requested.

• USER_TITLE - The generated display title can be sufficient to describe the metric, but a user-specific title can be
supplied.

• WIDGET -  The main body of the display is the picture representing the chosen widget.
• LEGEND - If a legend is requested, one or more lines of legend text are generated at the bottom of the widget display

containing SYSVIEW-specific details about the metric.
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The following example shows a speedometer widget depicting MVS variable STGCSA%, CSA Storage Allocated, at 70%
allocation and in a problem status.

               + STGCSA% ============== W01P01 ? +

               | ------------------------------- |

               |           40  50  60            |

               |        30            70         |

               |     20              /   80      |

               |  10            70  /       90   |

               |                   /             |

               | 00              _/          100 |

               | ______________ O ______________ |

The example has no user-supplied title or legend lines.

What Are the Types of Widgets?

There are two types of widgets:

• Value-oriented

Value-oriented widgets display the value of a percentage variable in picture form. Non-percentage variables
have no meaning inside these widgets. The widgets that fall into this category are SPEED, CYLINDER, and
BARGRAPH. Dashboard samples are provided to show value-oriented widgets.

• Status-oriented

Status-oriented widgets display the status of any variable or state data collection metric by a symbolic picture. The
widgets that fall into this category are SYMBOL, SHAPE,  SHAPEOPEN, TRAFFIC, and WORD. Dashboard samples are
provided to show status-oriented widgets.

Widgets of each type come in small, medium, or large (with some exceptions). You can pick the size that fits into your
dashboard layout.

  +-----------+-------------------------------+---------+-------------+

  | Widget    | Description                   | Size    | Dimensions* |

  +-----------+-------------------------------+---------+-------------+

  | SPEED     | Represents percentage values  | SMALL   | 25W X 6H    |

  |           | as a speedometer or dial      | LARGE   | 33W X 6H    |

  |           | from 0 to 100.                |         |             |

  +-----------+-------------------------------+---------+-------------+

  | CYLINDER  | Represents percentage values  | SMALL   | 19W X  9H   |

  |           | as a vertical cylinder that   | MEDIUM  | 19W X 14H   |

  |           | is filled in based on the     | LARGE   | 33W X 14H   |

  |           | percentage value.             |         |             |

  +-----------+-------------------------------+---------+-------------+

  | BARGRAPH  | Represents percentage values  | SMALL   | 58W X  2H   |

  |           | as a horizontal bar graph     | MEDIUM  | 38W X  2H   |

  |           | that is filled in based on    | LARGE   | 27W X  2H   |

  |           | the percentage value.         |         |             |

  +-----------+-------------------------------+---------+-------------+

  | SYMBOL    | Represents the status of a    | SMALL   | 17W X  8H   |

  |           | variable by the symbols.      | LARGE   | 17W X 12H   |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |  Symbol              Status   |         |             |

  |           |  ------------------  -------- |         |             |

  |           |  Question mark '?'   NONE     |         |             |
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  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |  Check mark          NORMAL   |         |             |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |  Exclamation mark '!' HIGH or |         |             |

  |           |                      WARNING  |         |             |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |  'X'                 PROBLEM  |         |             |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  +-----------+-------------------------------+---------+-------------+

  | SHAPE     | The shape widget represents   | ALL     | 17W X  7H   |

  | SHAPEOPEN | the status of a variable by   | ALL     | 17W X  7H   |

  |           | shapes.                       |         |             |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |  Shape               Status   |         |             |

  |           |  ------------------  -------- |         |             |

  |           |  Dashed Square       NONE     |         |             |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |  Square              NORMAL   |         |             |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |  Triangle            HIGH or  |         |             |

  |           |                      WARNING  |         |             |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |  Octagon             PROBLEM  |         |             |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           | The SHAPE widgets use filled  |         |             |

  |           | in highlighted shapes. The    |         |             |

  |           | SHAPEOPEN shapes are          |         |             |

  |           | non-highlighted outlines.     |         |             |

  +-----------+-------------------------------+---------+-------------+

  | TRAFFIC   | Represents the status of a    | SMALL   | 17W X 10H   |

  |           | variable as one of the lights | MEDIUM  | 17W X 13H   |

  |           | in a vertical traffic light.  | LARGE   | 17W X 18H   |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |  Light               Status   |         |             |

  |           |  ------------------  -------- |         |             |

  |           |  No light            NONE     |         |             |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |  Bottom green light  NORMAL   |         |             |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |  Middle yellow light HIGH or  |         |             |

  |           |     (blue for high)  WARNING  |         |             |

  |           |                               |         |             |

  |           |  Top red light       PROBLEM  |         |             |

  +-----------+-------------------------------+---------+-------------+

  | WORD      | Represents the status of a    | ALL     | 17W X  2H   |

  |           | variable as the highlighted   |         |             |

  |           | word it represents.           |         |             |

  +-----------+-------------------------------+---------+-------------+

Additional space can be added to the width and height based on the padding and legend parameters.
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How Do I Generate a Widget?

Widgets are RXDISP-based displays generated by the SVWIDGET REXX exec. To generate a widget screen, invoke
RXDISP as follows:

RXDISP SVWIDGET parameters

The parameters of the SVWIDGET exec are as follows:

widget size padleft padtop legend "title" type arguments

   +------------------+-----------------------------------------------+

   | Parameter        | Explanation                                   |

   +------------------+-----------------------------------------------+

   | widget           | The name of the widget that is to be          |

   |                  | generated. Valid values are:                  |

   |                  |    SPEED     - Speedometer widget             |

   |                  |    CYLINDER  - Cylinder widget                |

   |                  |    BARGRAPH  - Bargraph widget                |

   |                  |    SYMBOL    - Symbol widget                  |

   |                  |    SHAPE     - Shape widget (filled in)       |

   |                  |    SHAPEOPEN - Shape widget (open)            |

   |                  |    WORD      - Word widget                    |

   +------------------+-----------------------------------------------+

   | size             | The size of the widget. Valid values are:     |

   |                  |    SMALL    - The small version is generated  |

   |                  |    MEDIUM   - The medium version is generated |

   |                  |    LARGE    - The large version is generated  |

   |                  |                                               |

   |                  | If the size is not available for the widget   |

   |                  | that was requested, the EXEC will substitute  |

   |                  | either the next larger size or a default      |

   |                  | size.                                         |

   +------------------+-----------------------------------------------+

   | padleft          | The number of columns to pad the output on    |

   |                  | the left side. Use this to help align the     |

   |                  | widget inside a dashboard window pane.        |

   |                  | Valid values are: 0-100                       |

   +------------------+-----------------------------------------------+

   | padtop           | The number of columns to pad the output on    |

   |                  | the top. Use this to help align the widget    |

   |                  | inside a dashboard window pane.               |

   |                  | Valid values are: 0-100                       |

   +------------------+-----------------------------------------------+

   | legend           | The SVWIDGET exec can generate additional     |

   |                  | lines of data at the bottom of the symbol     |

   |                  | to help describe the variable that is         |

   |                  | represented.                                  |

   |                  |                                               |

   |                  | The legend is a string of single character    |

   |                  | codes each describing the line that is to     |

   |                  | be generated in the order the codes are       |

   |                  | placed.                                       |

   |                  |                                               |

   |                  | Valid character codes are:                    |
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   |                  |    D  Description                             |

   |                  |    J  Jobname                                 |

   |                  |    1  resource1                               |

   |                  |    2  resource2                               |

   |                  |    S  Source                                  |

   |                  |    N  Name                                    |

   |                  |    C  status Condition                        |

   |                  |    B  Blank line                              |

   |                  |                                               |

   |                  | If no legend lines are to be generated then   |

   |                  | use the keyword NONE as the value.            |

   |                  |                                               |

   |                  | For example, to have the description, jobname,|

   |                  | resource1, and name values displayed at the   |

   |                  | bottom of the generated widget use the        |

   |                  | string:  DJ1N                                 |

   +------------------+-----------------------------------------------+

   | "title"          | The title to be displayed above the widget.   |

   |                  | If the widget is used in a dashboard panel    |

   |                  | but is too small for the panels title then    |

   |                  | this can be used to put a title above the     |

   |                  | widget to describe the metric it represents.  |

   |                  | The double quotes are required. To skip a     |

   |                  | title then use two quotes with nothing        |

   |                  | between "".                                   |

   +------------------+-----------------------------------------------+

   | type             | SYSVIEW data collection metric type based on |

   |                  | which metric is chosen as the source in the   |

   |                  | arguments. valid values are:                  |

   |                  |                                               |

   |                  |    VARIABLE - The metric is a variable type   |

   |                  |                                               |

   |                  |    STATE    - The metric is a state type      |

   +------------------+-----------------------------------------------+

   | arguments        | The arguments that would be used on a GRAPH   |

   |                  | command to extract the variable information.  |

   |                  | See the HELP for the GRAPH command for        |

   |                  | details on the following arguments:           |

   |                  |                                               |

   |                  |    source jobname variable rsce1 rsce2        |

   +------------------+-----------------------------------------------+

The following examples use the MVS variable metric CPU% to demonstrate value-oriented widgets:
RXDISP SVWIDGET SPEED LARGE 0 0 NONE "" VARIABLE MVS CPU% 0000
(Large speedometer with no user title, no legend, no padding)
RXDISP SVWIDGET SPEED LARGE 0 0 NONE " CPU % " VARIABLE MVS CPU% 0000
(Large speedometer with a user title, no legend, no padding)
RXDISP SVWIDGET SPEED SMALL 0 0 BD1SNC "" VARIABLE MVS CPU% 0000
(Small speedometer with no user title, a legend, no padding)
RXDISP SVWIDGET SPEED SMALL 5 3 BD1SNC "" VARIABLE MVS CPU% 0000
(Small speedometer with no user title, a legend, and padding on top and to the left)
The following examples use the MVS state metric CPUSTAT to demonstrate status-oriented widgets. You can also use
variable metrics for status-oriented widgets.
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RXDISP SVWIDGET SYMBOL LARGE 0 0 NONE "" STATE MVS CPUSTAT 0000
(Large symbol with no user title, no legend, no padding)
RXDISP SVWIDGET SYMBOL LARGE 0 0 NONE "CPU STATE" STATE MVS CPUSTAT 0000
(Large symbol with a user title, no legend, no padding)
RXDISP SVWIDGET SYMBOL SMALL 0 0 BD1SNC "" STATE MVS CPUSTAT 0000
(Small symbol with no user title, a legend, no padding)
RXDISP SVWIDGET SYMBOL SMALL 5 3 BD1SNC "" STATE MVS CPUSTAT 0000
(Small symbol with no user title, a legend, and padding on top and to the left)

What Metrics Can Be Displayed Using a Value-Oriented Widget?

Only percentage variable metrics can be displayed using value-oriented widgets.

What Metrics Can Be Displayed Using a Status-Oriented Widget?

All variable and state metrics have a status and therefore can be used in status-oriented widgets

Email Notifications on Exceptions or Thresholds
When an exception alert within SYSVIEW is triggered based on a defined threshold or state rule, an email notification can
be generated. The email process uses the Event Capture facility, which allows SYSVIEW commands to be executed.
The SYSVIEW Event Capture Option license is required.

Commands to Set Exception Actions

Each SYSVIEW subsystem supports definitions that are used to evaluate exception conditions. The exception definitions
can be viewed and modified via the following commands:

Subsystem  Thresholds    States 

---------  ----------    ------ 

z/OS       THRESH        STATES 

CICS       CTHRESH       CSTATES 

IMS        IMSTHRSH      IMSSTATE

JVM                      JVMSTATE

TCP/IP     TCPTHRSH      TCPSTATE 

IBM MQ     MQTHRESH      MQSTATES

Event Capture Definition Fields

The threshold and state commands provide action attributes to the exception definitions that control when an Event
Capture process is started.

The command displays the following fields.

CapLevel:
The capture trigger level.
This keyword defines the process that is used to determine when a triggered threshold requests an event to be
captured. This function requires the separate Event Capture component.
Valid values are:
NONE:

Do not capture an event
CHANGE:

Request event capture when one of the following conditions occurs:
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• The "condition" gets worse within the same status
• The Status value changes

STATUS:
Request event capture when the status value changes.

HIGH:
Request event capture when the status value changes to HIGH, WARNING, or PROBLEM.

WARNING:
Request event capture when the status value changes to WARNING or PROBLEM

PROBLEM:
Request event capture when the status value changes to PROBLEM

CapEvent:
The event capture member name.
If "*" is specified, then the event name is built dynamically using the metric name. If the metric name includes
a "%", the "%" is translated to a "P". "%" is not a valid character for a member name. If the resulting member
name does not exist in the CAPLIB data set, a capture does not occur and a message is generated indicating the
member was not found.

CapIntvl:
The event capture interval time.
The time that is specified is used to "throttle" the number of event captures that are requested. The time that is
specified is the amount of time that must elapse between capture requests for this definition.
Minimum time = 1 minute The interval displays using an HH:MM:SS format. The display format switches to an
n.nn DAYS format based on the profile option FMTHOURLIMIT setting. The profile option FMTPARTDAYS is
processed as "DECIMAL".

Parameters Passed to Event Capture

When the Event Capture action is triggered as part of the evaluation of a monitored metric, a set of values is passed as
input parameters to the Event Capture process.
The following links show the set of parameters that are passed by SYSVIEW subsystem:

Subsystem 

------------ 

MVS 

CICS 

IMS

JVM

TCP/IP 

IBM MQ

Event Capture Members

SYSVIEW includes a set of Event Capture members to send an email notification of an exception. The members are in
the CAPLIB data set.
The list of caplib data sets in use can be viewed on the LIBS command.
The following links display a sample caplib member:

Subsystem     Template 

------------  -------- 

MVS           MVSMAIL 

CICS          CICSMAIL 

IMS           IMSMAIL
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JVM           GSVOMAIL

TCP/IP        TCPMAIL 

IBM MQ        MQSMAIL

Email Templates

SYSVIEW includes a set of sample email templates that are used to send an email notification of an exception. The
templates are in the TEMPLATE data set. You can view the list of template data sets in use on the LIBS command.
Go to the following subsystems to view a sample template:

Subsystem     Template 

------------  -------- 

MVS           MVSMAIL 

CICS          CICSMAIL 

IMS           IMSMAIL 

JVM           GSVOMAIL

TCP/IP        TCPMAIL 

IBM MQ        MQSMAIL

Email Groups

SYSVIEW supports a logical group type "EMAIL". The logical groups can be used to send a notification email to a list of
defined email addresses. The email addresses can be defined using the GROUPS command or the GROUPS parmlib
member.

The following is an example logical group definition that can be found in the GROUPS parmlib member:

 DEFINE MVSMAIL 

       TYPE    EMAIL 

       DESC    'MVS Alert email list ' 

       MEMBERS techsupport@yourdomain.com 

       MEMBERS operator@yourdomain.com 

 

Step-by-Step Instructions

The following example describes a scenario that sets up an email notification alert when a threshold is exceeded:

I want an email notification when the z/OS Common Storage Area percent used exceeds 95%.

1. Specify the SMTP Server and Port.
The email is sent using a defined SMTP server and port number. Define the SMTP Server and port in the OPTIONS
parmlib member.
Option Description:

SMTP-Hostname
The name of the SMTP host to use to send an email.

SMTP-Port
The port number that the SMTP host uses to send an email.

2. Create an exception definition.
The threshold exception definition can be created using the THRESH command or by updating the MVSTHRSH
parmlib member. From the THRESH command, update the existing entry for STGCSA% or enter the line command
"Edit" on the STGCSA% entry.
a. Set "Problem Limit" to: 95
b. Set "Capture Level" to: PROBLEM
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c. Set "Capture Event" to: MVSMAIL
d. Save the definition, press F3

+-Update fields and press the F3 key to save. --------------------+

|                                                                 |

| Variable  Resource  RsceAttr                                    |

| STGCSA%   ________  ________                                    |

|                                                                 |

| Attributes                      Actions                         |

| Rule Type           UPPER       WTO Message           NO        |

| Problem Limit       95          Log Exception         YES       |

| Warning Limit       90          SMF Record            YES       |

| Warning Pct         95          Notify OPS/MVS        NO        |

| Duration            2           SNMP Trap             NO        |

| Trigger Level       CHANGE      Trap Group List       *         |

| Exception Priority  0           Run IMOD              NO        |

| Disabled            NO          IMOD Name             *         |

|                                 Capture Level         PROBLEM   |

|                                 Capture Event         MVSMAIL   |

| Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat     Capture Interval      00:15:00  |

| SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT                                     |

| Begin Time      00:00:00                                        |

| End Time        23:59:59                                        |

|                                                                 |

+- F1 Help F3 Save F12 Cancel ------------------------------------+

The problem limit value is now set to 95%. This value triggers a problem exception alert when the CSA% usage
exceeds 95%. The Event Capture process is initiated running the script that is defined in the CAPLIB member:
MVSMAIL

3. Update the CAPLIB member MVSMAIL.
The MVSMAIL caplib member must be updated with the "From" email address. The out-of-the-box "From" email
address is "name@domain.com". By default, email notifications are sent to this email addresses defined in the logical
group: MVSMAIL. The template member MVSMAIL is used as the body of the email.
MVSMAIL CAPLIB Snippet:
....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6 

 

SENDMAIL TO       MVSMAIL + 

FROM              name@domain.com + 

SUBJECT           'Exception: &9 &10 &11 - &13 &15' + 

                  TEMPLATE MVSMAIL

4. Add email addresses to logical group.
For example, the SYSVIEW logical group definition for "MVSMAIL" must be updated to contain a list of email
addresses that receive the notification. Using the GROUPS command, add a list of email addresses:
Cmd  Type  Group   Instance Exclude Member 

____ EMAIL MVSMAIL          INCLUDE ?AddMember 

____ .     .                        techsupport@yourdomain.com 

____ .     .                        operator@yourdomain.com

Help Member Control Keyword Statements
The following keyword statements can be used with help members to provide additional functionality:

)INCLude &member
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The )INCLUDE must start in col 1 and must be followed by at least 1 blank. The &member must be 1 to 8

 characters anywhere in 

cols 10 through 71. Included members can again include other members. There is no limit to the number of

 levels. A check is 

made to ensure that no circular definitions exists.No member can include a member that directly or indirectly

 includes itself.

 

)TITLE &title

The )TITLE must start in col 1 and must be followed by at least 1 blank. The &title is the first 1 to 32

 nonblank characters 

found in cols 8 through 71. If no title text is found, then the )TITLE control statement is ignored. When

 a )TITLE 

statement is processed successfully, any subsequent )TITLE statements are ignored.

 

)LABel &name <&minlen>

The )LABEL statement defines the label &name for the line number of the next data line. You can use this label

 as the parameter 

on a LOCATE command to scroll directly to the help line. The &minlen defines the minimum length of the &name

 value that must

be matched by the LOCATE command parameter. The )LABEL must start in col 1 and must be followed by at least 1

 blank. The 

&name must be from 1 to 12 characters long. The &name can include any alphanational character or percent

 sign (%), dash (-) 

or underscore (_). The &minlen value must be from 1 to 8 numeric characters with a value of 0 to 12. The

 values 0 and 12 both 

mean that the full &name value must be specified when the LOCATE command is used. The &minlen is optional. A

 value of 0 is 

assumed if omitted.

 

 

Help Member Display Attributes
Special attribute characters can be added to SYSVIEW help members that allow the help to display using standard
SYSVIEW display attributes. The standard attributes can be viewed on the SCREEN command.

The special characters to be used for each field type must be defined in the help member. This help member can be
viewed as a sample deinition member.

Example:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7

)ATTR DEFINE

      02 TITLE

      03 TITLEHIGH

      11 DATA

      12 DATAHIGH
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The following table shows examples of all field types and current display attributes:

Keyword       Description

------------  ---------------------------------

TITLE         Title line

TITLEHIGH     Title line highlighted fields

LABEL         Input field labels

ARROW         Arrow prompts for input fields

DIVIDER       Divider lines

MSGINFO       Informational messages

MSGWARN       Warning messages

MSGERROR      Error messages

MSGACTION     Action messages

INFO          Information lines

INFOHIGH      Information line highlighted fields

PARAMETER     Parameter line

HEADER        Header lines

SEPARATOR     Separator line

COLUMNS       Column ruler line

DATA          Data lines

DATAHIGH      Data line highlighted fields

EODATA        End of data line

EODATAHIGH    End of data line highlighted field

FILLER        Filler lines

PFKEYS        PF key message lines

INPUT         Input fields

INPUTMOD      Modified input fields

INPUTHIGH     Highlighted input fields 

INPUTHIMOD    Modified highlighted input fields

INPUTND       Nondisplay input fields (Nondisplay input)

INPUTNDMOD    Modified nondisplay input fields (Modified nondisplay input)

DUMMY         Dummy data input fields

DUMMYHIGH     Highlighted dummy data input fields

LVLROWCOL     Level, row, and col field

HEXDIVIDER    Hex format display divider line

LABELHIGH     Highlighted input field labels

FINDOUTPUT    Output field data found by FIND

FINDINPUT     Input field data found by FIND

CONDNORMAL    Normal condition status field

CONDWARNNG    Warning condition status field

CONDPROBLM    Problem condition status field

BARGRAPH      Bar graph

BARGRAPHHIGH  Highlighted bar graph

BARNORMAL     Normal condition bar graph

BARWARNING    Warning condition bar graph

BARPROBLEM    Problem condition bar graph

STATUS        Status line

STATUSHIGH    Status line highlighted fields

HELP          Help data lines

HELPHIGH      Help data line highlighted fields

TRUNCFIELD    Truncated fields

LINK          Hyperlink fields
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CONDHIGH      Highlighted condition status field

ROWS          Row number field

INFOHEADER    Info header field

INFOLABEL     Info label field

DATALABEL     Data label field

PLOT          Plot field

Help Topic Naming Conventions
Suggested naming conventions for help topic members:

Commands

Each command has associated help information. The name of the help member is "GSV" plus command_key plus zero.
See the LISTCMDS command HelpMbr column for the member name.

User Commands

User commands that are defined in the GSVXUCMD parmlib member use the following naming convention: GSVUnnnn

      nnnn – numeric sequence number

 

Dashboards

Dashboard definitions that contain HELP use the following naming convention: GSVDnnnn  

     nnnn – numeric sequence number

 

Rexx Functions

Help for Rexx functions uses the following member naming convention: GSVFcccc

 cccc - function name

 

MQ Objects

Help for some MQ objects are determined by the setting of variable MQALTV1. These members use the following naming
convention: GSVQnnnn

 nnnn - numeric sequence number

 

Messages

Individual SYSVIEW messages have the following structure:

 xxxxnnnj message-text

 xxxx    - message prefix

nnn     - numeric message number

j       - action character

             I - Informational

             W - Warning

             E - Error
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             A - Action

 

Groups of messages that have the same message prefix can be found in help members using the following naming
convention: GSVMxxxx

   GSVM - fixed member prefix indicating a message collection 

   xxxx - message prefix

 

Collections of messages have also been combined into help topics that are based on the first letter of the message prefix.
These collection members use the following naming convention: GSVM$$$x

   GSVM$$$ - fixed member prefix indicating a message collection

  x       - alpha characters A through Z

             A special member GSVM$$$$ contains all messages.

 

NOTE
For users creating their own help topics, do not create help topic members with the same naming convention of
a message (xxxxnnn). When the HELP command is issued and the specified parameter appears to be a valid
message, HELP attempts to locate the specified message number in the member GSVMxxxx.

Information Topics

The naming convention of informational topics is GSVTnnnn. However, for more commonly used topics, you can use
a more recognizable name.

Installation and How to Topics

The naming convention of installation and "how to" topics is GSVHnnnn.

Included Members

Creating and using include members within help can significantly reduce duplicate information. Included help members
usually contain small pieces of help information that is commonly used in many help topics. An include member generally
does not make sense as a stand-alone help topic.

An include statement within a help topic member is coded as follows:

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4

)INCLUDE member

 

Include members use the following naming conventions:

  GSVICnnn - Include member within the Command section

   GSVIDnnn - Include member within the Data section

   GSVIFnnn - Include member within the Format section

   GSVIInnn - Include member within the Information section

   GSVIKnnn - Include member within the Function Keys section

   GSVILnnn - Include member within the Linecommand section

   GSVIPnnn - Include member within the Parameter section

   GSVISnnn - Include member within the Subcommand section

   GSVIXnnn - Include member within the Security section
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   GSVINxxx – Include member within the Notes section

  

Help Using Hyperlinks
You can use or add hyperlinks to any help member. Special keywords and characters are coded in the member to enable
the desired links.

Special Keywords
Keywords/Parms           Description

---------------------    --------------------------------------------

)ATTR ON                 Turn attributes on

)ATTR OFF                Turn attributes off

)LINKhelp member         Define member to link to

)LINKCmd cmdstring       Define SYSVIEW command to link to

Special Characters
\   start of hyperlink field

~   display help text with high intensity

`   display help text with low intensity

Hyperlink Example:

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7

)ATTR ON

)TITLE Hyperlink example

~Hyperlink example

)LINK LINKTEXT

    The text\linkhere`has been coded as a hyperlink.

    The member name LINKTEXT is the help member being linked to.

)ATTR OFF

How SYSVIEW Represents Processor Busy Percentages on Logical Partitions
The article describes the different methods in which SYSVIEW represents the processor busy percentages
MVS_CPU_Busy%, MVS_CPU_LparBusy%, and MVS_CPU_RelativeShare% on logical partitions.

SYSVIEW users can view processor busy percentages on logical partitions in several locations in SYSVIEW. For
example:

• Commands:
– ACTIVITY
– CPU
– PRISM

• Data collection metrics:
– MVS_CPU_Busy%
– MVS_CPU_LparBusy%
– MVS_CPU_RelativeShare%

• Data collection plots:
– PLOT MVS MVS_CPU_Busy% CP
– PLOT MVS MVS_CPU_LparBusy% CP
– PLOT MVS MVS_CPU_RelativeShare% CP
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SYSVIEW uses the following methods to represent processor busy percentage for logical partitions:

MVS_CPU_Busy%:
The logical partition processor busy percentage as viewed by the operating system (MVS).

MVS_CPU_LparBusy%:
The logical partition processor busy percentage as viewed by the hardware hypervisor (PR/SM).

MVS_CPU_RelativeShare%:
The logical partition processor busy percentage as viewed by the hardware hypervisor (PR/SM). The
percentage is scaled to the relative defined shared weights of the other logical partitions in the central processing
complex (CPC).

The following diagram illustrates a visual representation of the metrics.

The following topics describe the methods in greater detail.

MVS_CPU_Busy%

MVS_CPU_Busy% represents the logical partition processor busy percentage as viewed by the operating system (MVS).
The percentage does not consider the time that the hardware hypervisor (PR/SM) might have used for management time.
Instead, MVS_CPU_Busy% assumes that the logical processors were available to MVS for the entire sampling interval.

The following equation represents a generalized method of how SYSVIEW calculates MVS_CPU_Busy%:

                Interval Time - Wait Time

MVS_CPU_Busy% = -------------------------

                      Interval Time
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MVS_CPU_LparBusy%

MVS_CPU_LparBusy% represents the logical partition processor busy percentage as viewed by the hardware hypervisor
(PR/SM). The percentage accounts for only the time that the hardware hypervisor gave control of the physical processor
to the logical processor that is controlled by the operating system (MVS).

The following equation represents a generalized method of how SYSVIEW calculates MVS_CPU_LparBusy%:

                    Active Time - Wait Time

MVS_CPU_LparBusy% = -----------------------

                         Interval Time

MVS_CPU_RelativeShare%

MVS_CPU_RelativeShare% represents the logical partition processor busy percentage as viewed by the hardware
hypervisor (PR/SM), but scaled to account for processor share weights. This method can be used to determine if the
assigned logical processors are using more than their assigned share weight relative to all other logical processors
weights of every logical partition in the central processing complex (CPC).

Dedicated processors are not considered when calculating MVS_CPU_RelativeShare%.

In places where multiple processor types are summarized together, MVS_CPU_RelativeShare% is not eligible for those
summarizations. For example, the data collection metric MVS_CPU_Busy% can summarize CP and IIP processor types
together, while MVS_CPU_RelativeShare% does not perform the summarization.

The following equation represents a generalized method of how SYSVIEW calculates MVS_CPU_RelativeShare%:

                         Active Time - Wait Time   # Logical CPU / # Physical CPU

MVS_CPU_RelativeShare% = ----------------------- * ------------------------------

                                   Interval Time         Pwt LPAR / Pwt CPC

Glossary of Terms

The following list defines the terms that are used in the formulas in this article.

# Logical CPU:
The number of logical processors that are assigned to the logical partition.

# Physical CPU:
The number of physical processors that are defined to the central processor complex (CPC).

Active Time:
Time the hardware hypervisor (PR/SM) gives the logical partition to use a logical processor.

Interval Time:
Wall clock time from the beginning to the end of the sample interval in which the logical processor is being
measured.

Park Time:
Time the hardware hypervisor (PR/SM) makes the logical processor unavailable to the operating system (MVS) by
placing it in a parked state.

Pwt LPAR:
The defined processor weight of the logical processor on the logical partition.

Pwt CPC:
The sum of defined processor weights for all logical processors that are defined to each logical partition.

Wait Time:
A subset of Active Time; not including Park Time. The value is the time that the logical processor could
have dispatched work, but instead was idle.
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Library Concatenation - USER, SITE, and SYSTEM
A SYSVIEW installation is composed of several types of libraries or data sets. Each data set or library is designed to
contain a specific type of data. This is referred to as a library type or libtype.

A library type can consist of multiple data sets. If multiple data sets have been defined, the data sets are
dynamically concatenated when a read request is made for the specified library type. Only one data set can be defined for
each data set type. Therefore, a maximum of three data sets can be concatenated.

If defined, the data sets are concatenated in the following order:

libtype DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user.data.set

        DD DISP=SHR,DSN=site.data.set

        DD DISP=SHR,DSN=system.data.set 

The following are the possible data set types:

USER:
USER data sets contain definitions or overrides to SITE or SYSTEM definitions.
The USER data set names are defined and maintained in the user's SYSVIEW profile.
USER data sets are optional.

SITE:
SITE data sets contain definitions or overrides to SYSTEM definitions.
SITE data sets are optional.
The SITE data set names are defined in the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options member: GSVXGSVX.
The System Configuration Options member must be located in the data set referenced by the DD name
GSVXSCFG.
The DD name GSVXSCFG is only specified in SYSVIEW service address spaces and utility jobs.

SYSTEM:
SYSTEM data sets contain definitions or configuration options. The sets of SYSTEM data sets are those data sets
that contain the original members that are delivered during product installation.
SYSTEM data sets are required.
The SYSTEM data set names are defined in the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options member: GSVXGSVX.
The System Configuration Options member must be located in the data set referenced by the DD name
GSVXSCFG.
The DD name GSVXSCFG is only specified in SYSVIEW service address spaces and utility jobs.

Why Should I Define SITE and USER Data Sets?
SITE

The usage of SITE data sets provides the ability to more easily maintain those library members that have been
modified or customized.
The SITE data sets can be reused and carried forward when migrating to a new release of SYSVIEW.
Having a separate SITE data set that contains only those members that have been modified allows you to quickly
identify the members that have been customized. This assumes that the members in the SYSTEM data sets
have not been modified and contain the default configurations and settings that were provided out-of-the-box at
installation.

USER
The usage of USER data sets provides the same benefits as does the SITE data sets. USER data sets allow the
individual to have a customized user experience when using the SYSVIEW user interfaces.
Example:
A user may want to create a personalized menu. In this case, the user would need to define a USER PANELLIB
data set, create the desired menu and save the menu in the USER PANELLIB data set.
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Are USER, SITE, and SYSTEM Data Sets Required?

A SYSTEM data set is required for all library types. USER and SITE data sets are not required. The definition of USER
and SITE data sets are always optional.

USER and SITE data sets are not eligible for all library types. The following table shows data set eligibility by library type:

         Dsn      Data Set Eligibility

LibType  Suffix   User   Site   System

-------- -------- ----   ----   ------

CAPLIB   CNM4BCAP        Site   System

CLISTLIB CNM4BCLS User   Site   System

DATALIB  CNM4BDAT               System

HELPLIB  CNM4BHLP User   Site   System

MAPLIB   CNM4BMAP User   Site   System

PANELLIB CNM4BPNL User   Site   System

PARMLIB  CNM4BPRM User   Site   System

PLOTLIB  CNM4BPLT User   Site   System

PROFILE  CNM4BPRF               System

PROFLIB  CNM4BPDL               System

REXXLIB  CNM4BREX        Site   System

SAMPLIB  CNM4BSAM               System

SCFGLIB  CNM4SCFG               System

SECURITY CNM4BSEC               System

TEMPLATE CNM4BTMP User   Site   System

 

What Parmlib Members Are Eligible for USER Data Sets?

Parmlib members contains a list of parmlib members. Each member that is listed contains a general description of the
member as well as its intended purpose and data set eligibility.

What Data Sets Are Currently Defined?

A list of data sets in-use for the current SYSVIEW session can be viewed using the following commands:

• LIBS - Product libraries

• STATUS - Product status

Where Do I Define SYSTEM Data Sets?

SYSTEM data sets are defined in the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options member: GSVXGSVX.

The System Configuration Options member must be located in the data set referenced by the DD name GSVXSCFG.

The SYSTEM data set names are defined using the following options:

           System Config

LibType    Option               Data Set Name

--------   -------------------  -----------------------------------------

CAPLIB     Dsn-System-CAPLIB    sysview.CNM4BCAP

CLISTLIB   Dsn-System-CLISTLIB  sysview.CNM4BCLS

DATALIB    Dsn-System-DATALIB   sysview.CNM4BDAT

HELPLIB    Dsn-System-HELPLIB   sysview.CNM4BHLP

MAPLIB     Dsn-System-MAPLIB    sysview.CNM4BMAP

PANELLIB   Dsn-System-PANELLIB  sysview.CNM4BPNL
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PARMLIB    Dsn-System-PARMLIB   sysview.CNM4BPRM

PLOTLIB    Dsn-System-PLOTLIB   sysview.CNM4BPLT

PROFILE    Dsn-System-PROFILE   sysview.CNM4BPRF

PROFLIB    Dsn-System-PROFLIB   sysview.CNM4BPDL

REXXLIB    Dsn-System-REXXLIB   sysview.CNM4BREX

SAMPLIB    Dsn-System-SAMPLIB   sysview.CNM4BSAM

SECURITY   Dsn-System-SECURITY  sysview.CNM4BSEC

TEMPLATE   Dsn-System-TEMPLATE  sysview.CNM4BTMP

 

Where Do I Define SITE Data Sets?

SITE data sets are defined in the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options member: GSVXGSVX.

The usage of SITE data sets is optional.

The System Configuration Options member must be located in the data set referenced by the DD name GSVXSCFG.

The SITE data set names are defined using the following options:

          System Config

LibType   Option               Data Set Name

--------  -------------------  -----------------------------------------

CAPLIB    Dsn-Site-CAPLIB      sysview.site.CNM4BCAP

CLISTLIB  Dsn-Site-CLISTLIB    sysview.site.CNM4BCLS

HELPLIB   Dsn-Site-HELPLIB     sysview.site.CNM4BHLP

MAPLIB    Dsn-Site-MAPLIB      sysview.site.CNM4BMAP

PANELLIB  Dsn-Site-PANELLIB    sysview.site.CNNM4BPNL

PARMLIB   Dsn-Site-PARMLIB     sysview.site.CNM4BPRM

PLOTLIB   Dsn-Site-PLOTLIB     sysview.site.CNM4BPLT

REXXLIB   Dsn-Site-REXXLIB     sysview.site.CNM4BREX

TEMPLATE  Dsn-Site-TEMPLATE    sysview.site.CNM4BTMP

 

Where Do I Define USER Data Sets?

USER data sets are defined in the SYSVIEW user profile. Each user has a profile member in the SYSVIEW profile data
set. There is only a SYSTEM profile data set. The usage of USER data sets is optional.

The LIBS command can be used to modify the current data set names for USER libraries. Entering a data set name
defines the data set in the user profile. It does not physically create the data set.

The following QUERY|SET|MODIFY keywords can be used to view and modify the current USER data sets defined.

          User Profile

LibType   Keyword       Data Set Name

--------  ------------  --------------------------------------------

CLISTLIB  CLISTLIB

HELPLIB   HELPLIB

MAPLIB    MAPLIB

PANELLIB  PANELLIB

PARMLIB   PARMLIB

PLOTLIB   PLOTLIB

TEMPLATE  TEMPLATELIB
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Can Multiple Users Share a Common USER Data Set?

Yes. Multiple users can use the same data set as a USER library. This can be beneficial or useful when working in a
group setting.

Does the CICS Data Collector Use USER, SITE, and SYSTEM Data Sets?

The CICS data collector executes within the CICS address space. SITE and SYSTEM data sets are used. USER data
sets are not used. There is no concept of a user session in the CICS data collector. Online SYSVIEW user sessions may
utilize USER data sets that are associated with CICS information.

Sample JCL to create USER and SITE libraries

Sample JCL has been provided in the SAMPLIB data set that can be used to create USER and SITE data sets.

Create USER library data sets sysview.CNM4BSAM(USERLIBS)

Create SITE library data sets sysview.CNM4BSAM(SITELIBS)

What Are the Data Set DCB Attributes Required for Each Library Type?

The following is a list of required DCB attributes by library type:

LibType   Dsorg   Recfm  Lrecl  SeqNo

--------  ------  -----  -----  ---------

CAPLIB    PO|POE  FB        80  Yes 73-80

CLISTLIB  PO|POE  FB        80  Yes 73-80

DATALIB   POE     FB        80  No

HELPLIB   PO|POE  FB        80  No

MAPLIB    PO|POE  FB        80  No

PANELLIB  PO|POE  FB       100  No

PARMLIB   PO|POE  FB        80  Yes 73-80

PLOTLIB   PO|POE  FB        80  Yes 73-80

PROFILE   PO|POE  F       6144  No

PROFLIB   POE     FB        80  No

REXXLIB   PO|POE  FB        80  No

SAMPLIB   PO|POE  FB        80  No

SCFGLIB   PO|POE  FB        80  Yes 73-80

SECURITY  PS      F       8906  No

TEMPLATE  PO|POE  FB        80  Yes 73-80

 

Symbolic Substitution Variables for Data Set Names

Symbolic variable names are available that can be used to provide dynamic substitution for USER, SITE, and SYSTEM
data set names.

The VLIST command displays a list of available symbolic substitution variables.

The following is a list of symbols for data set substitution:

LibType   USER Symbol        SITE Symbol        SYSTEM Symbol

--------  -----------------  -----------------  -----------------

CAPLIB    none               &SITE_CAPLIB       &SYSTEM_CAPLIB

CLISTLIB  &USER_CLISTLIB     &SITE_CLISTLIB     &SYSTEM_CLISTLIB

DATALIB   none               none               &SYSTEM_DATALIB

HELPLIB   &USER_HELPLIB      &SITE_HELPLIB      &SYSTEM_HELPLIB

MAPLIB    &USER_MAPLIB       &SITE_MAPLIB       &SYSTEM_MAPLIB
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PANELLIB  &USER_PANELLIB     &SITE_PANELLIB     &SYSTEM_PANELLIB

PARMLIB   &USER_PARMLIB      &SITE_PARMLIB      &SYSTEM_PARMLIB

PLOTLIB   &USER_PLOTLIB      &SITE_PLOTLIB      &SYSTEM_PLOTLIB

PROFILE   none               none               &SYSTEM_PROFILE

PROFLIB   none               none               &SYSTEM_PROFLIB

REXXLIB   none               &SITE_REXXLIB      &SYSTEM_REXXLIB

SAMPLIB   none               none               &SYSTEM_SAMPLIB

SCFGLIB   none               none               &SYSTEM_SCFGLIB

SECURITY  none               none               &SYSTEM_SECURITY

TEMPLATE  &USER_TEMPLATE     &SITE_TEMPLATE     &SYSTEM_TEMPLATE

 

What Control Statements Are Available to Customize Parameter Members?

The usage of control statements within parameter or text-based source members provides enhanced functionality. See
Control statements in Parameter Members to enhance the possibilities about Library Concatenation.

In particular, the )INCLUDE control statement allows for creative ways to include data from other members and data sets.

How Do I Create My Own Menu?

A user may want to create a personalized menu. In this case, the user needs to:

1. Define a USER PANELLIB data set if it does not exist.
2. Create the desired menu.

See Menu Customization for the customization process.
3. Save the menu in the USER PANELLIB data set.

To display a personalized menu, reference help for the MENU command.

How Do I Augment the Primary Menu?

A SITE or SYSTEM menu can be augmented with additional user content. The default primary menu MENUPRIM could
have user-specific data appended to the end of the existing menu. In this case, the user needs to:

1. Define a USER PANELLIB data set if it does not exist.
2. Create a user menu, for this example we'll call it MENUMAIN.
3. Include MENUPRIM (default SYSVIEW primary menu) from the SITESYSTEM concatenation.
4. Append the information that you want to have displayed, like common commands, data set lists, or favorite URLs. See

the example below, which is not full width. For information about creating a menu panel, see Menu Customization.
EDIT MY.SYSVIEW.USER.CNM4BPNL(MENUMAIN)

Command ===>

****** ******************************************* Top of Data ************

000001 )INCLUDE MENUPRIM SITESYSTEM

000002 D

000003 F       My commands

000004  _      SYSVIEW Topics

000005         TOPICS

000006 D

000007 F       My data sets

000008  _      SYSVIEW User data sets

000009         DSCAT MY.SYSVIEW.USER

000010  _      General JCL

000011         DSCAT MY.JCL

000012  _      SYSVIEW specific JCL
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000013         DSCAT MY.SYSVIEW.JCL

000014  _      REXX

000015         DSCAT MY.REXX

000016 D

000017 F       My URLs

000018         CA Support Online - http://support.ca.com 

****** ****************************************** Bottom of Data **********

5. Save the menu in the USER PANELLIB data set

The following QUERY|SET|MODIFY keyword can be used to view and modify the current data sets defined. If you want to
replace your default primary menu with the newly created MENUMAIN use the SET PRIMARYMENU keyword. To display
a personalized menu, reference help for the MENU command.

Logical Groups
SYSVIEW Logical Groups define a list of similar items as a single logical group name. The group name can be used to
reference the entire list.

The following list contains examples of ideas for logical groups:

• Production CICS regions

• CICS MRO regions

• CICS transactions that are part of an application

• A logical group of DASD volumes for exception processing

• A logical group of related job names

Usage

SYSVIEW Logical Groups can be used in several ways.

Examples:

• Create a threshold definition that monitors CPU usage for a list of jobnames

1. Create a logical group with type JOBNAME that contains the list of jobnames.

Parmlib: GROUPS

Command: GROUPS

 

DEFINE PROD      TYPE    JOBNAME

                 DESC    'Production jobs'

                 MEMBER  CICSPROD

                 MEMBER  PAYROLL

                 MEMBER  DB2PROD

2. Create a threshold definition using the logical group name PROD.

Parmlib: MVSTHRSH

Command: THRESH

DEFINE JOBCPUT% RSCE >PROD LIMIT 90

The "RSCE" value for the metric JOBCPUT% is a jobname. Since the value ">PROD" begins with the logical group name
indicator character ">", the supplied jobname is processed as a logical group instead of a single jobname.

• Use a jobname logical group within a source member )IF statement
– Using multiple )IF statements
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Parmlib: SVWCOPTS

 

)IF JOBNAME EQ CICSPROD

   LOGGER-NAME CICSLOGR

)ENDIF

)IF JOBNAME EQ CICSTEST

   LOGGER-NAME CICSLOGR

        )ENDIF

– Using logical groups
Parmlib: GROUPS

Command: GROUPS

 

DEFINE CICSLST TYPE   JOBNAME

               DESC   'CICS jobs'

               MEMBER CICSPROD

               MEMBER CICSTEST

 

Parmlib: SVWCOPTS

 

)IF JOBNAME IN CICSLST/JOBNAME

   LOGGER-NAME CICSLOGR

        )ENDIF

– Use a jobname logical group to display a list of jobnames on the command ACTIVITY
1. Create a logical group with type JOBNAME that contains the list of jobnames.
Parmlib: GROUPS

Command: GROUPS

 

DEFINE PROD  TYPE   JOBNAME

             DESC   'Production jobs'

             MEMBER CICSPROD

             MEMBER PAYROLL

             MEMBER DB2PROD

2. Issue the command ACTIVITY.
3. Issue the command SELECT to filter the displayed information.
SELECT fieldname IN group.instance/type

SELECT fieldname IN group/type

 

SELECT JOBNAME IN PROD/JOBNAME

The "Jobname" field on the ACTIVITY display is defined to have an associated logical group type of "JOBNAME".
Therefore, the logical group type is not required on the SELECT command.
SELECT JOBNAME IN PROD

Definition Source

During initialization of the SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space, logical group definitions are loaded. The source of the
logical group definitions is based on the type of start:

• COLD - The logical group definitions are loaded from the parmlib member GROUPS.
• WARM - The logical group definitions are loaded from the SYSVIEW persistent data store (DATALIB). If a set of

definitions is not found in the data store, the logical groups are loaded from the parmlib member GROUPS.
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Maintaining Definitions

Logical Groups can be displayed, updated, or altered using the online command GROUPS.

At termination of the Main Services Address Space, the list of logical group definitions is written to the SYSVIEW
persistent data store.

If SYSVIEW is being WARM started, the definitions are loaded from the persistent data store.

If SYSVIEW is being COLD started, the definitions are loaded from the parmlib member GROUPS. In this case, any
updates made online are lost unless the same updates are also applied to the parmlib member GROUPS.

Migration

The migration of logical group definitions from one release of SYSVIEW to another depends on the method being used to
start SYSVIEW.

• Starting SYSVIEW using WARM Start

The migration is automatic if the logical groups definitions are stored in the persistent data store and WARM starts are
being utilized.

• Starting SYSVIEW using COLD Start

If the SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space is being COLD started, then logical group definitions are loaded from the
parmlib member GROUPS. In this case, it is the user's responsibility to maintain the definitions from release to release.
The use of the SYSVIEW SITE libraries will ease the need for manual changes or tracking.

See release-specific migration sections for release-dependent migration requirements.

Migration From Releases Prior to SYSVIEW 14.0

Prior to SYSVIEW 14.0 there were two separately maintained sets of logical groups.

• Logical groups maintained by the SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space.
– Parmlib member: GROUPS
– Online command: GROUPS

• Logical groups that are maintained by the SYSVIEW for CICS Data Collector in all monitored CICS regions.
– Parmlib member: CICSGRPS
– Online command: CGROUPS

Loading logical group definitions into each CICS region separately allows for the same logical group name to be defined in
multiple CICS regions, but contain a different list of logical group members.

Prior to 14.0:

CICS logical group definitions were loaded from the parmlib member CICSGRPS or the SYSVIEW persistent data store.

The CICS logical group processor supported the following logical group types:

• CICSTRAN - CICS transaction IDs
• TRAPDEST - SNMP trap destinations that are specified as IP addresses or DNS names

Starting with SYSVIEW 14.0 there is one single set of logical group definitions. All definitions are loaded each time the
SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space is started. All logical group definitions are loaded from the parmlib member
GROUPS or from the SYSVIEW persistent data store depending on the start type of WARM or COLD. The CICSGRPS
parmlib member is obsolete.

Logical Groups can be displayed, updated, or altered using the online command GROUPS.
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CICS Logical Group Migration Concerns

The CICS logical group definitions must be combined with those maintained by the SYSVIEW Main Services Address
Space.

The syntax for the logical groups definitions is the same.

• Scenario 1

COLD Start

• All logical group definitions are being maintained in parmlib members GROUPS and CICSGRPS.
• The SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space and all CICS data collectors are being COLD started.
• The persistent data store is not being utilized to maintain definitions.

The definitions that are contained in the parmlib member CICSGRPS must be copied to the parmlib member GROUPS.

If the CICS definition contained any type of )IF logic that caused the definition to only be used by a specific CICS region,
then that information must be carried forward as an "instance".

• Example prior CICSGRPS definition with no )IF logic

DEFINE CICS  TYPE   CICSTRAN

             DESC   'CICS transaction group'

             MEMBER CEMT

             MEMBER CEDA

             MEMBER CECI

             MEMBER CEBR

New definition in member GROUPS

DEFINE CICS TYPE     CICSTRAN

            INSTANCE =

            DESC     'CICS transaction group'

            MEMBER   CEMT

            MEMBER   CEDA

            MEMBER   CECI

            MEMBER   CEBR

• Example prior CICSGRPS definition with )IF logic

)IF JOBNAME EQ CICSPROD

DEFINE CICS TYPE    CICSTRAN

            DESC    'CICS transaction group'

            MEMBER  CEMT

            MEMBER  CEDA

            MEMBER  CECI

            MEMBER  CEBR

)ENDIF

New definition in member GROUPS

DEFINE CICS TYPE     CICSTRAN

            INSTANCE CICSPROD

            DESC     'CICS transaction group'

            MEMBER   CEMT

            MEMBER   CEDA

            MEMBER   CECI

            MEMBER   CEBR
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NOTE
The instance value can be defined using generic mask characters.

• Scenario 2

WARM Start

• Logical group definitions are not being maintained in parmlib members GROUPS and CICSGRPS.
• SYSVIEW Main Services Address Space and all CICS data collectors are being WARM started.
• The persistent data store is being utilized to maintain definitions.

The CICS logical group definitions must be added.

• Create a parmlib member containing the list of logical group definitions that are required.

The conversion utility GSVYLGCV can be used to create a parmlib member that contains CICS logical group definitions
that were maintained in the SYSVIEW persistent data store.

• Then from the GROUPS command on a SYSVIEW 14.0 system, issue the following command to load the definitions
from this new parmlib member.

1. Issue command: GROUPS
2. Issue command: RELOAD member

Conversion Utility - GSVYLGCV

A sample job to convert SYSVIEW for CICS logical group definitions can be found in: sysview.CNM4BSAM(GSVYLGCV)

The conversion utility processes the CICS logical groups that have been saved in the SYSVIEW persistent data store.

In previous releases, CICS logical group definitions were saved in the persistent data store. Definitions were saved for
each CICS jobname. A list of all saved definitions can be viewed using the following online command: DLLIST

The definitions are saved using the following information:

DataId  : CICSGRPS_jobname

System  : System name

SSid    : Subsystem identifier of the SYSVIEW

Bld     : The build associated with the SYSVIEW release

The utility processes the saved definitions. The goal of the utility is to combine logical group definitions that are identical
across all CICS regions for a specific group name and type. Definitions that are identical are converted to a single
definition with an INSTANCE value of "=".

Example:

DEFINE CICS     TYPE     CICSTRAN

                INSTANCE =

                DESC     'CICS transaction group'

                MEMBER   CEMT

                MEMBER   CEDA

                MEMBER   CECI

                MEMBER   CEBR

If the members of a logical group are not identical for a specific group name and type, then a jobname specific
logical group definition must be created for that jobname. The CICS jobname is used as the INSTANCE value.

Example:

DEFINE CICS     TYPE     CICSTRAN

                INSTANCE jobname
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                DESC     'CICS transaction group'

                MEMBER   CEMT

                MEMBER   CEDA

                MEMBER   CECI

                MEMBER   CEBR

Logical Group Types
            Max      Max

            Length   Length

            Group    Member

Type        Name     Name     Description

---------   ------   ------   -----------------------------------

CHANNEL          7        2   MVS channel

                              Format: FF (hex)

CICSJOB          8        8   CICS job names

CICSPLEX         8        8   CICS job names

                              Used by the GROUP parameter on CICS commands.

CICSTRAN         7        8   CICS transaction IDs

CPU              7        4   CPU processor number

                              Format: 0000 (hex)

                                      ALL, CP, IIP, IFA. SP

DBAREA           7       17   Database areas

                              Format: database.areaname

DB2SSID          8        4   DB2 subsystem IDs

DEVICE           7        8   Device names

                              Formats: DASD volume = volume

                                       DASD device = DASDnnnn

                                       TAPE device = TAPEnnnn

EMAIL            8       64   Email IDs

IDMS             8        8   IDMS job names

IMSBALG          7        8   IMS balance groups

IMSBUFP          7        4   IMS buffer pool names

IMSESUB          7       17   IMS external subsystems

                              Format: jobname.subsys

IMSID            7        4   IMS subsystem IDs

IMSLTERM         7       17   IMS Logical Terminals

                              Format: termtype.terminal

IMSOTMA          7       17   IMS OTMA

                              Format: Tmember.Tpipe

IMSPOOL          7        4   IMS pool names

IMSREGN          7       13   IMS dependent regions

                              Format: type.jobname

                              type - IMS dependent region type

IMSSPOC          8        8   IMS subsystems ID to used by the command: IMSSPOC

IMSTRAN          7        8   IMS transaction names

JESNODE          7        8   JES node names

JOBCLASS         8        8   JES job classes

JOBNAME          7        8   Job names

MQBPOOL          7        4   IBM MQ buffer pools

MQCHAN           7       20   IBM MQ channels

MQPSET           7        4   IBM MQ page sets

MQQMGR           7        4   IBM MQ queue managers
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MQQUEUE          7       48   IBM MQ queue names

OUTCLASS         8        8   JES output classes

PORTLIST         8        5   TCP/IP port numbers

SYSNAME          8        8   System names

TCPID            7        8   TCP/IP job names

TRAPDEST         8       64   SNMP trap destinations specified as IP addresses or DNS names

TYPEJOBN         8       12   Job type and job names

                              Format: Type.Jobname

USER             8      128   User defined. The members in this logical group type have no predefined meaning

 or association.

                              This logical group type can be very useful when creating a group to be used with

 the SELECT command.

VTAMAPPL         7        8   VTAM applids

WMREPORT         8        8   WLM Report Class

XSCONN           8        8   Cross-system connection

XSDS             8        8   Cross-system data server

XSHDWR           8        8   Cross-system hardware

XSLOGNNR         8        8   Cross-system logon not required

XSLOGNRQ         8        8   Cross-system logon required

XSNODE           8        8   Cross-system nodes

XSPLEX           8        8   Cross-system sysplex

XSSS             8        8   Cross-system session server

XSSYSTEM         8        8   Cross-system sysnames

The following logical group types support an instance qualifier:

                         Max    Instance

Type        Instance   Length   Description

---------   --------   ------   -----------------------------------

CICSTRAN    jobname         8   CICS jobname

TRAPDEST    jobname         8   CICS jobname

USER        anything        8   User defined. 

                                When used on a SELECT command, if a specific instance value is not specified,

 the userid 

                                associated with the session is used to locate the best match logical group

 definition.

Menu Customization
The menu system within SYSVIEW is a hierarchical menu system that you can customize to provide an enhanced
experience for each user. Menu customization is a valuable tool and both new and experienced users are encouraged to
take advantage of it.

One of the many advantages of the menu system is that commands can be issued directly from the command line,
providing a fastpath to desired data. You may want to create customized menus based on job function. This makes
commonly used commands and functions available from one location.

Menus can be accessed in one of two ways:

• Drill down from the current menu

• Use the command "MENU keyword" for Fastpath access

Each user can specify the primary menu panel that displays at logon. This information is stored in the
miscellaneous section of the GENERAL profile of a user. The current value of the primary menu can be queried or set
using the QUERY, SET, or MODIFY command and the keyword PRIMARYMENU.
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The hierarchical menu system is defined to SYSVIEW using text members located in the following data sets:

• List of available menus and descriptions VIEW EDIT

     - sysview.CNM4BPRM(MENU)

• Individual menu definitions VIEW directory

     - sysview.CNM4BPNL

If you accessed SYSVIEW through TSO and ISPF services are available, you can edit or view the members directly.

Defining Available Menus in the MENU Parmlib Member

Menu The MENU command keyword

L The minimum length required to match the MENU keyword. The
value is 1 numeric digit from 0 through 8 or blank. A value of 0, 8,
or a
blank value implies that the full keyword must be specified.

Member The member name of the menu panel in the data set
sysview.CNM4BPNL to be associated with the keyword in the
"Menu"
column.

Description A description of the menu contents. This information is not used
internally.

Example:

 Menu    L Member    Description..................................

CICS    4 MENUCICS  CICS main menu

HELP    2 MENUHELP  Online help information menu

JES2    1 MENUJ000  JES2 main menu

UNIX    2 MENUQ000  UNIX System Services main menu

 

Users can access the CICS main menu by typing "MENU CICS" on the command line.

Defining Menu Panels

Menu definition panels are text members with a record length of 100 bytes. It is best to view or edit these members with
a MOD 5 screen size (132 characters wide) so that the entire text line can be seen.

The menu panel definitions can be found in the following data set:

   VIEW sysview.CNM4BPNL

The format of the data is:

 Col 01 - Panel line type.

              T - Menu title

             I - Info line (col 2:12 is an info keyword)

             H - Header line

             F - Data header (floating header line)

             A - Highlighted data line with input fields blank - Data line with input fields

             E - Highlighted data line without input fields

             D - Data line without input fields
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             * - Comments

 Col 02:80 - Displayed data.

 Col 81:99 - Parameters. Parameters are only valid on data line types (' ', A, D, and E). On all other line

 types these columns must be blank.

 Col 81    - Parameter type

                 C - Command

                         * Specify command name as parameter 1.

                          This parameter is used for security authorization.

                         * Specify command parm as parameter 2

                 M - Menu

                         * Specify menu name as parameter 1

                 H - Help

                         * Specify help member as parameter 1

                 X - External command

                    A non-SYSVIEW primary command such as a USERCMD or a command to be validated or

 transformed using the Command exit.

                         * Specify external command name as parameter 1

                         * Specify an associated SYSVIEW primary command name to be used for security

 authorization as parameter 2.

 Col 82:89 - Parameter 1

 Col 90:97 - Parameter 2

 Col 100   - Continuation Column. Any nonblank character indicates that the record is continued on the next

 record. Non-blank continuation columns are supported only on data record types (blank, A, D, or E).

 

Additional rules for coding menu panels:

• Comment records may appear anywhere in the panel definition. They are completely ignored.
• All record types are optional with the one restriction that the panel must contain at least one displayable line.
• Only one title record is allowed and must precede all other record types.
• Up to six info records are allowed. If any are coded they must follow any title record and precede any header or data

records. If an info line specifies the OVERVIEW keyword then it must be the only info line.
• Up to four header records are allowed. If any are coded they must follow any title record and info records and precede

any data records. If any data header records are coded then one and only one header record is required/allowed.
• Data header records are scrollable data records that are displayed with the screen header line attribute (they will

look like header lines). Data header records replace the actual header record for the data rows that follow it as you
scroll down the screen. If any data header records are coded then one and only one actual header record is required/
allowed.

Information Line Keywords

An info panel line can contain any data that you want to display or it can contain any of the following special keywords
which request the display of specific sets of data fields which will be dynamically created at execution time. Each keyword
below is a hyperlink field that will take you to a sample menu panel that will illustrate the info line or lines generated for the
keyword.

 Keyword                Description

---------------------  -------------------------------------------

CFPolicy               Coupling facility policy

Device                 Current device data

JobAsid                Current job and asid

JobAsidCics            Current job, asid and CICS version

JobAsidDatacom         Current job, asid, and CA Datacom release

JobAsidDB2             Current job, asid, and DB2 version and SSID
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JobAsidIms             Current job, asid, and IMS id and version

JobAsidIdms            Current job, asid, and IDMS release

JobAsidMQ              Current job, asid, MQ qmgr and version

JobAsidRoscoe          Current job, asid, and CA-ROSCOE version

OverviewIntervalLong   System overview interval long data

OverviewIntervalShort  System overview interval short data

OverviewRealtimeLong   System overview realtime long data

OverviewRealtimeShort  System overview realtime short data

ServerStatus           Server status

ServersInactive        Server status if any inactive

Sysplex                Sysplex data

TcpJobname             Current TCP job name

Volser                 Current volser data

 

These special keywords must start in column 2, they must be followed by at least one blank and the case (upper or
lower) is not significant. If these conditions are not met then the

keyword will not be recognized as anything special and will be treated as ordinary data.

Menu panel example 1:

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5/ /+....8....+....9

TPrimary Option Menu

HOption Command        Description

_       MENU OVERVIEW  System overview                     MOVERVIEW

_       MENU MVS       MVS displays                        MMVS

_       MENU JES2      JES2 displays                       MJES2

D

_       MENU SCM       System Condition Monitor            MSCM

D

_       MENU HELP      Online help information             MHELP

D

_       END            Terminate session                   CEND

 

Menu panel example 2:

                                                                     0

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+/ /8....+....9....+....0

TUser Commands Menu

IJOBASID

HOption Description

 _ CPU usage - top users                         CACTIVITY          X

   ACTIVITY =,ALL,ALL ; SORT CPU% D

 _ Status of jobs required to be active          CALERTS            X

   ALERTS NORMAL NAME JOBSTAT

  

Menu Panel Definition Errors

When you issue the MENU command for a panel you may receive the following error message:

GSV2073E Load <member> panel failed, see LISTLOG for details

When this message displays, the following error messages are in the LISTLOG display:
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GSV2071E Invalid <member> PANELLIB record, <errortext>

 GSV2072I <panellibrecord>

The <errortext> value is one of the following:

Error Text Description

invalid title record placement A title record was found after an info, header, or data record.

invalid info record placement An info record was found after a header or data record.

invalid header record placement A header record was found after a data record.

maximum title records exceeded The maximum number of title records was exceeded. The limit is
1.

maximum info records exceeded The maximum number of info records was exceeded. The limit is
6.

maximum header records exceeded The maximum number of header records was exceeded. The limit
is 4.

continuation not supported A nonblank character was found in the continuation column of a
record type that does not support continuation. Only data records
allow continuation.

continuation record not found A nonblank character was found in the continuation column of a
record type that does support continuation but the continuation
record was not found.

parm fields not blank Nonblank characters were found in the parm field of a record
type that does not support parameters. Only data records support
parameters.

invalid record type An invalid record type character was found.

no displayable records found The panellib member does not contain any displayable records.
Either the member contained no records at all or all of the records
were comment records.

no header before floating header Use of floating headers requires one regular header.

too many hdrs for floating hdrs Use of floating headers allows only one regular header.

Persistent Data Store
The SYSVIEW persistent data store is a mechanism that allows data to be saved or hardened. Data can be saved and
retrieved from the persistent data store.

SYSVIEW maintains various types of data collection, statistics, and configuration options that control the operation of the
product. Usually these data objects are unique to a single iteration of a SYSVIEW execution. The goal of a persistent data
store is to provide an environment that allows data objects to be maintained across multiple executions of SYSVIEW. The
data objects are able to be maintained across an IPL of the operating system.

The persistent data store is located in the sysview.CNM4BDAT data set. and defined in the System Configuration Options
member. The data set can be shared across multiple instances of SYSVIEW running in the same system or within the
same sysplex.

Definitions

• Data Object - Any logical piece of data.
• Data Store - The logical repository for data objects.
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• DATALIB - The physical data set where objects are maintained.

• DataId - The internal data identifier of a data object that is maintained by the data store.

• DataKey - The full key of the data object that is maintained by the data store. The DataKey includes DataId plus
additional information to guarantee a unique key across multiple instances of SYSVIEW.

The following topics provide more information:

Architecture Overview

The Persistent Data Store is a combination of logical and physical components.

Physical Components

The physical component of the Persistent Data Store is the data set in which data objects are stored. This is
generally referred to as the DATALIB.

The data store is a standard PDSE data set that is allocated during the installation process. At completion of
the installation process, the data set contains a single documentation member. No initial data is required.

A SYSVIEW administrator may choose to have a single or multiple DATALIB data sets. Only one DATALIB can be used by
any one instance of SYSVIEW. The administrator may choose to have a unique DATALIB for each instance of SYSVIEW
or to share one of the DATALIBs.

In general, a customer will have only one SYSVIEW executing on a z/OS image. Due to restrictions of PDSE data sets, a
DATALIB cannot be shared across sysplexes. It can only be shared within a sysplex.

The DATALIB can be shared across multiple releases of SYSVIEW, making the upgrade or migration process easier.

Logical Components

The logical components of the Persistent Data Store are the programs or callable services that allow components to easily
read and write to and from the data store.

Installation

The Persistent Data Store DATALIB is allocated as a PDSE. The data set naming convention is hlq.CNM4BDAT. The
name of the DATALIB is specified by setting Dsn-System-DATALIB in the SYSVIEW System Configuration Options
member.

All information about data maintained in the data store is contained in the DATALIB data set itself. No other
associations are required.

DATALIB Architecture

The DATALIB data set consists of two types of members: a single index member and multiple data object members.

Index Member
Member name: $$$INDEX

The index member contains all of the information or knowledge about all data objects stored in the DATALIB. A
meaningful member name for a data object cannot be created using only 8 characters. For this reason, the index member
is used to maintain an index of the Data Object Members. The creator of a data object will assign a unique dataid to
the data object.

The internal key for a data object is:
dataid.sysname.ssid.build

Data Object Members
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Member names: D0000001 to D9999999

The data object members contain the persistent data. Additional internal information is added to the object. The data
object cannot be accessed directly. The member name of the data object is dynamically assigned via the index member.

Administration

The persistent data store is designed to have very low maintenance requirements. At installation, the administrator will
need to determine the number of DATALIBs that will be used.

Some monitoring of the DATALIB may be required to watch for a DATALIB full condition.

Migration

The data objects stored in the DATALIB are designed to be automatically migrated to a future product release.

When an owner of a data object requests the object to be read, the data store first attempts to provide a data object
from the matching release/build. If a data object is not available for a matching build, a search is performed looking
for data objects with prior build numbers. The data object with the highest build number is returned. The data object owner
performs any required data conversions based on release/build if necessary.

The user can delete DATALIB objects from prior releases or builds after a period of time or inactivity of the prior release.
The user can determine which objects to delete using the DLLIST command, which displays the status of each object.

Sizing

You can use the following information to determine the approximate size requirements for the persistent data store. Use
the DLLIST command to view the current contents.

The information section of the DLLIST command display contains current usage information similar to the following
example:

      Datalib SYSVIEW.CNM4BDAT

      Pages 29700  Inuse  4473  15%

General guidelines for DASD recommendations:

• 30 tracks per system/LPAR
• 1 track per CICS region

Additional CICS region requirements based on configuration options set in the parmlib member: SVWCOPTS

Option: TRANSACTION-ACTIVITY-PERSISTENT

If set to YES or RESTART, then an additional 7 tracks per CICS region is required.            

Default: NO                                      

Security

The data store is read by multiple users and address spaces. A universal read access to the DATALIB data set is
considered acceptable.

Most write functions to the DATALIB are performed by the DATALIB subtask in the SYSVIEW Main Services address
space. The userid associated with this address space requires update access to the DATALIB data set.

Additional userids for staff such as a SYSVIEW administrator may also require update access to the DATALIB data set
to perform functions described in the following section or to delete members from prior releases as discussed in the
Migration section.
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How to Copy, Delete, or Rename Objects

From time to time there may be a need or desire to manually manipulate objects in the Persistent Data Store.

The following functions can be performed:

• Copy an existing object

• Delete an existing object

• Rename an existing object

COPY

An object can be copied to a new member object within the same Persistent Data Store or to a different Persistent Data
Store data set. This process can be performed by using the "COPY" line command from the DLLIST command or the
DLCOPY primary command.

Why would I want to copy an object?

The Persistent Data Store is used to store objects that represent configuration options or definitions.

Example:
MVS threshold definitions are stored as an object with the dataid "MVSTHRSH". You may have customized the
threshold definitions on system TEST and want to copy those definitions so that they can be used on system PROD.

DELETE

An object can be deleted from the Persistent Data Store. This process can be performed by using the "DELETE" line
command from the DLLIST command or the DLDELETE primary command.

Why would I want to delete an object?

The Persistent Data Store is used to store objects that represent configuration options or definitions. When SYSVIEW is
WARM started, configuration options and definitions are obtained from the Persistent Data Store when available. If the
requested data object is not available in the Persistent Data Store, an attempt is made to read the configuration options or
definitions from the associated parmlib member.

An object can be deleted to force the configuration options or definitions to be read from the parmlib member.

RENAME

An object can be renamed within the Persistent Data Store. This process can be performed by using the "RENAME" line
command from the DLLIST command or the DLRENAME primary command.

Why would I want to rename an object?

The Persistent Data Store is used to store objects that represent configuration options or definitions.

An object may need to be renamed because the underlying owner of the object changed.

Example:
The scheduled events for a CICS data collector are stored in an object with dataid: CICSSCHD_jobname

If you change the jobname of an existing CICS from CICSPROD to CICSPRD1, you may want to
rename the corresponding data store objects to retain the same definitions. You would therefore rename
object CICSSCHD_CICSPROD to CICSSCHD_CICSPRD1.
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RXDISP Formatting Extentions
The RXDISP command calls a REXX EXEC and displays any output returned on the stack on a SYSVIEW screen. This
can be extended by the control statement processing to allow the REXX EXEC to embed statements that define a title,
info lines, header lines, link fields, and so on.

Stack Data Summary

The data returned on the stack is considered to be of three basic record types. These types are determined based on
the contents of the first byte of the stack data record.

Byte 1 = ")" Control statement record. The keyword following the close paren defines the control statement type which
defines the content of the remainder of the record.

Byte 1 = "*" Comment record. A comment record is ignored. The remainder of the record can contain anything.

Anything else Text record.

To enable the extended RXDISP processing, the first record on the stack must be a control statement record. If the first
record is not a control statement, then no special processing takes place and the RXDISP command displays all of the
stack record as is. This can also be forced by using the DEBUG keyword on the RXDISP OPTIONS subcommand.

The maximum length of a stack record is 254 bytes. Any stack record longer than 254 is truncated at 254 bytes without a
warning or error message.

Text Record Summary

Text records can be any of the following types. Each of these types is defined by its placement within the stack records
relative to certain control statement types. The initial default text record type is data.

info record Text records following an )INFO statement. The end of info records is marked by a
subsequent )HEADER, )FIELDS, or )DATA statement or the end of the stack records.

header record Text records following a )HEADER statement. The end of header records is marked by a
subsequent )FIELDS or )DATA statement or the end of the stack records.

field record Text records following a )FIELDS statement. The end of field records is marked by a
subsequent )DATA statement or the end of the stack records.

data record Text records following a )DATA statement or not preceded by either )INFO, )HEADER, or )FIELDS. The end
of data records is marked by the end of the stack records.

attribute record Text records following an )ATTR DEFINE statement. The end of the attribute definition records
is marked by an )ATTR ENDDEFINE statement or a subsequent )INFO, )HEADER, or )DATA
statement. The ENDDEFINE resumes the text record type that was in effect at the time of the )ATTR
DEFINE statement.

The first byte of info and data records is reserved for an attribute byte. The second byte is the first byte of displayable
data.

The first byte of a header record is ignored.

The first byte of an attribute definition record is not special - the entire record is processed.
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Control Statement Summary

This section contains a list of control statement keywords:

)ATTR Controls info row or data row attribute definitions. Can be placed anywhere within the stack data rows.
Any number can be coded. The special case of an )ATTR DEFINE statement begins the definition of
attributes. Following the )ATTR DEFINE any non-comment and non-control statement row is considered an
attribute definition. This state continues until the next )INFO, )HEADER, or )DATA control statement, any of
which implicitly end the attribute definitions. An explicit )ATTR ENDDEFINE can also be coded.
The use of attribute characters within info or data row records allows the display of field-oriented data.
Any field type can be displayed using a user's current screen field attribute definitions (color, intensity,
and extended highlighting). See the SCREEN command help for more information.

)DATA Defines the start of data rows (and the end of any header or info rows). Must follow any )INFO or )HEADER
statements. If no )INFO or )HEADER statements are present then a )DATA statement is not necessary.
At the start of stack data processing, any non-comment and non-control statement is assumed to be
a data row. There is no limit to the number of data rows defined. There is also no limit to the number
of )DATA statements.

)FIELDs
)FLDs

Defines the start of field definition rows. Must precede any )DATA statements or any implicit data rows. At
the start of the stack data processing a row that is not a comment and not a control statement is an implicit
data row. Following a )FIELDS statement, any row that is not a comment and not a control statement
is considered a field definition row. The end of field definition rows is indicated by a )DATA control
statement. If another )FIELDS statement is found, it and all of the non-comment and non-control records
are skipped until a )DATA statement is found.

)HEADer
)HDR

Defines the start of header rows. Must follow any )INFO statement and precede any )DATA statements
or any implicit data rows. At the start of the stack data processing a row that is not a comment and not a
control statement is an implicit data row. Following a )HEADER statement, any row that is not a comment
and not a control statement is considered a header row (up to a maximum of 4). The end of header rows
is indicated by a )DATA control statement. If another )HEADER statement is found, it and all of the non-
comment and non-control records are skipped until a )DATA statement is found.
)HEADER statements are not required. If no headers are defined then none are displayed unless
a )FIELDS statement is used to define fields. In this case a header is created from the defined field names.
If a )FIELDS statement is used to define fields and a single )HEADER line is defined then the defined
field names will overlay the defined header but only when the corresponding header line area contains
blanks.
If multiple headers lines are defined then they are used as defined and they are not modified by any field
definitions.

)HELP Defines the name of a HELPLIB member to display when a HELP command is entered with no parameters.
Can be placed anywhere within the stack data. Any number can be coded but only the first is processed.

)INFO Defines the start of info rows. Must precede any )HEADER or )DATA statements or any implicit data rows.
At the start of the stack data processing a row that is not a comment and not a control statement is an
implicit data row. Following an )INFO statement any row that is not a comment and not a control statement
is considered an info row (up to a maximum of 16). The end of the info rows mst be indicated by
an )INFOFLD, )HEADER, or )DATA control statement. If another )INFO statement is found, it and all of the
non-comment and non-control records will be skipped until a )INFOFLD, )HEADER or )DATA statement is
found.
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)INFOFlds Defines the start of info field defintion rows. Must follow an )INFO statement and must precede
any )HEADER or )DATA statements or any implicit data rows. At the start of the stck data processing
a row that is not a comment and not a control statement is an implicit data row. Following an )INFOFLD
statement, any row that is not a comment and not a control statement is  considered a info
field definition row. The end of info field definition rows is indicated by another control statement. If
another )INFOFLD statement is found, it and all of the non-comment and non-control records will be
skipped another control statement is found.

)LABel Defines a data row label. Must be encountered within data row definitions. The )LABEL statement is not
valid within )INFO or )HEADER rows. There is no limit to the number of )LABEL statements.

)LINKCmd Defines a link-to-command action to be taken for a link field. Can be placed anywhere within the stack data
and any number can be coded. The total number of )LINKHELP and  )LINKCMD statements must equal
the number of link field definitions found in info or data rows.

)LINKhelp Defines a link-to-help action to be taken for a link field. Can be placed anywhere within the stack data
and any number can be coded. The total number of )LINKHELP and )LINKCMD statements must equal
the number of link field definitions found in info or data rows.

)OPTions
)OPTs

Defines option settings. Can be placed anywhere within the stack data. Any number can be coded.

)OVERView Controls the overview display. Can be placed anywhere within the data returned on the stack. Any number
of )OVERVIEW statements can be coded. The final setting is the sum of all of their effects.

)SORT Requests that the data be sorted. Can be placed anywhere within the data returned on the stack.
Only one )SORT statement is allowed. Additional )SORT statements are ignored. If the data is sorted,
it also resequenced. The resulting sequence is base sequence for any subsequent user SORT CLEAR
commands.

)TITLE Defines the screen title. Can be placed anywhere within the data returned on the stack. Only the
first )TITLE is processed, any additional )TITLE statements are ignored.

Control Statement Syntax

This section shows the syntax of each of the control statement keywords listed above. The parameters, if any, listed for
each control statement keyword are explained in the following Control Statement Parameters section.

)ATTR      <attrkwds>

 )DATA

 )FIELDs    <fldkwds>

)FLDs

 )HEADer

)HDR

 )INFO

 )INFOFLDs

 )LABel     labelname <labelminlen>

 )LINKCmd   command <parms>

 )LINKhelp  helpname <linklabel>

 )OPTIONs   <optkwds>

)OPTs

 )OVERView  <overkwds>

 )SORT      scol ecol dir <scol ecol dir> ...

 )TITLE     <titletext>
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Control Statement Parameters

This section contains a detailed explanation of the control statement parameters listed in the preceding Control
Statement Syntax section.

Parameter Description

attrkwds )ATTR statement keywords. Any one of the following is valid:
• ON - Turns on the scanning for attribute characters within info or data rows. The initial default

attribute character definitions are as follows:
` DATA
~ DATAHI
\ LINK
• OFF - Turns on the scanning for attribute characters within info or data rows.
• DEFINE - Begins attribute definition mode. All subsequent stack text records are processed as attribute

definitions until an )ATTR ENDDEFINE, )INFO, )HEADER, or )DATA control statement is found. See the
Attribute Defintion Records section below for more information.

• ENDDEFINE - Ends attribute definition mode and restores the mode ()INFO, )HEADER, or )DATA) that
was in effect at the time of the )ATTR DEFINE statement.

• DATA - Turns on the scanning for attribute characters within info or data rows and sets the attribute
definition table to the following DATA characters.
` DATA
~ DATAHI
\ LINK

• INFO - Turns on the scanning for attribute characters within info or data rows and sets the attribute
definition table to the following INFO characters.

` INFO~ INFOHI
\ LINK
{ INFOLABEL
} INFOHEADER
• INTERNAL - Turns on the scanning for attribute characters within info or data rows and sets the

attribute definition table to the internal SYSVIEW attribute characters displayed in the "Code" field of
the SCREEN command display.

• ADD c|xx|nnn fldname - Adds an attribute character definition to the current attribute table. See
the Attribute Definition Records section for a description of the ATTR ADD parameters.

• DELETE c|xx|nnn - Deletes an attribute character definition from the current attribute table. See
the Attribute Definition Records section for a description of the ATTR DELETE parameters.

command Any valid SYSVIEW command name. This parameter is required on a )LINKCMD control statement.

fldkwds )FIELDS statement keywords. Any number of the following are valid:
• LINECMD nnn - Requests that a line command input field of width nnn be appended to the stack

data rows. The value of nnn must be from 3 to 16.
• NONDISP nnn - Defines the start column of the stack data record that should not display. The value of

nnn must be from 8 to 254.

helpname Any valid HELPLIB member name. This parameter is required on a )HELP or )LINKHELP statement.

labelname The name of the label to be defined. See the LABEL command help for more information about specifying
a label name.

labelminlen The minimum length of the label name that must be matched. This parameter is optional. If it is omitted
then the full label name must be specified.

linklabel The name of a label to be located after linking to the help for the helpname member help. This parameter is
optional on a )LINKHELP statement.
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optkwds )OPTIONS statement keywords. Any number of the following are valid:
• ADJUST|NOADJUST - Controls how the adjustment of any data following the substitution of

variable data, where the variable name length and variable value length are not equal, is to be handled.
NOADJUST simply shifts any data after the substitution point left or right. ADJUST adds or removes
blanks, as required, from strings of two or more consecutive blanks after the substitution point. The
default is ADJUST.

• ALARM|NOALARM - Controls whether the terminal alarm should be sounded. The default is
NOALARM. The terminal alarm may also be sounded as a result of message processing. The end user
may also suppress all alarms with a "SET ALARM OFF" command.

• VARSUB|NOVARSUB - Controls whether variable substitution is to be performed on each stack data
record before it is processed. The default is VARSUB.

• EOData|NOEOData -  Controls whether the "End of Data" line displays. The default is EODATA.
• SCROLL nn - Defines the data column number at which left/right scrolling is to start. The data columns

to the left of this number are fixed on the screen and are not scrolled to the left or right. The default is 0
meaning the all data columns are scrolled left and right.

• HELP name - Defines the name of a HELPLIB member to be displayed when a HELP command is
entered with no parameters.

• SCREEN name - Defines the name of the screen displayed by the RXDISP command. The default
screen name is the name of the EXEC that RXDISP is to execute.

• POSition poskwd - Controls how the display records are positioned on the screen. The poskwd must be
one of the following values:
– Same - Positions the display at the same relative row of the previous display of the same data, if

any. If there is no previous position available then the data is positioned at the top  (same as TOP
below). SAME is the default.

– Top - Positions the data at the top of the rows.
– Bottom - Positions the data at the bottom of the data rows. The last data row is the first row

displayed.
– End - Positions the data so that the last data row is at the end of the display. If there are fewer data

rows than available display rows then the data is positioned as for TOP.

overkwds )OVERVIEW statement keywords. Any number of the following are valid:
• – OFF - Do not display overview rows.
• – ON - Display the overview rows.
• – SHORT - Display short format overview.
• – LONG - Display long format overview.

– INTERVAL - Display interval overview data
See OVERVIEW help for more information about the OVERVIEW display options and screen display
content.

parms Any valid parameters for the SYSVIEW command name. This parameter is optional on a )LINKCMD
statement.

scol ecol dir The SORT start column, end column, and direction. The start and end column values must be strings
of decimal digits from 1 to 7 characters long with values of 1 to 253. The start column must be less than
or equal to the end column. The dir parameter is ASCENDING or DESCENDING. Either keyword may
be truncated to a single character, A or D. Up to four sets of scol, ecol, and dir parameter can be coded.

titletext 1 to 48 characters of text to be displayed as the screen title. This parameter is required on
a )TITLE statement.

Attribute Definition Records

This section describes the attribute definition record format. Attribute definition records are text records that follow
a )ATTR DEFINE control statement. Attribute definition records have the following format.

c|xx|nnn fldname
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Where

c One self-defining attribute character.

xx Two hexadecimal characters that represent the attribute character.

nnn Three decimal digits (0 to 255) that represent the attribute character.

fldname The field name keyword. See the SCREEN command help for a list of the field name keywords.

Field Definition Records

This section describes the field definition record format. Field definition records are text records that follow a )FIELDS
control statement. Field definition records have the following format:

fldname type scol ecol <opts>

Where

fldname A one-to-sixteen character field name.

type A field type keyword. Values can be:
• CHAR - Character format field.
• NUM - Numeric format field.
• PCT - A numeric percent field. That is, a field that contains a numeric percentage (without any

decimal point) followed by a "%".
• HEX - Hexadecimal format field. For HEX type fields, if you do not specify a sort start and end column

(see below) then a sort field is generated for you automatically. The contents of this field is the internal
hex value of the external hex characters displayed in the field. Any hex separator characters ("_", ".",
or "-") are ignored. If the display value contains invalid hex characters, then the internal sort field is hex
zeros.

scol The field start column number.

ecol The field end column number. A field must end before any NONDISP start column (see the )FIELDS
NONDISP parameter).
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opts Any of the following optional parameters:
• BARgraph - Specifies that this field is a bargraph field. This will allow the bargraph to be correctly

displayed by the ROWDISP command. You must supply the bargraph field code in the byte
immediately preceding the field for the field to actually display as a bar graph. (The field should also
contain another field code at the appropriate offset which turns off the bargraph attribute.)

• JUStify|NOJUStify - Controls whether the field data is left or right justified (CHAR or NUM) with the field
columns. The default is JUSTIFY.

• MAP mapmbr mapname asid - Enables cursor position map support for the field. The mapmbr
parameter is the name of the MAPLIB data set member that contains the map named by the mapname
parameter. The asid parameter can be CURR to indicate that the MAP command should execute in
the current ASID, HOME to indicate that the ASID should be switched to the home ASID, or the
start column number of a field that contains the character format ASID that should be switched to
before executing the MAP command. Cursor position map support requires the following profile option
to be enabled: SET CSRPOSMAPCMD YES

• REPEAT type level - Defines the field as being a candidate for repeat field processing. The type and
level parameters are both required. Type must be KEY or FIELD and level must be a number from 1
to 8. A type of KEY means that the value of this field on a row is compared to the same field on the
previous row. If the fields are equal, then the field on the second row is replaced with the repeat field
character. There must be a key for each level. When a key field is repeated then any other fields that
are defined as FIELD at the same level are also repeated. The level number defines the hierarchy of
repeat fields. Level 1 is the highest and any higher level numbers can only repeat within a previous
level. The first level must be 1 and any additional levels must be consecutive with no gaps. Repeat field
processing is controlled by a number of profile options.

• SCAle factor - Specifies the scale factor for a numeric field (type equal NUM). The scale factor is the
number of digits to the right of the decimal point. The factor must be a number from 1 to 9 and the
field's length must be greater than or equal to the scale factor plus two.

• SCRoll - Specifies that this field is where left/right scrolling should start. If SCROLL is specified on
multiple field definitions, the last value is used.

• SORt scol ecol - Defines an alternate sort field for the display field. scol is the SORT field start column
number and ecol is the SORT field end column number. If a nondisplay start column was specified
(see the )FIELDS NONDISP parameter), then the sort field must be entirely within either the display or
nondisplay portion of the stack record.

• STAtus - Specifies that this field is a status field. This allows a SELECT CONDITION command
to recognize this field as a status field. You must supply the condition status field code in the byte
immediately preceding the field for the field to actually have some particular status. (The field should
also be followed by some other field code to turn off the status attribute.) If no sort field is defined for a
status field one is automatically generated that causes the contents of the status field to be sorted first
in the status severity order (ascending or descnding) followed by the actual field contents. The status
severity order is:

none            Lowest severity
NORMAL     .
HIGH           .
WARNING   .
PROBLEM   Highest severity

Info Field Definition Records

This section describes the info field definition record format. Info field definition records are text records that follow
a )INFOFLDS control statement. Info field definition records have the following format.

fldname line scol ecol

Where

fldname The 1 to 32 character info field name.

line The info row line number.
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scol The info field start column number within the specified info row.

ecol The field end column number within the specified info row

Examples

Several REXX EXECs are provided as examples of the use of the RXDISP formatting extensions. These sample REXX
EXECs are provided for tutorial purposes only. A complete handling of error conditions has not been attempted and these
EXECs have not been submitted to formal Broadcom testing. These EXECs are distributed on an 'as is' basis without any
warranties either expressed or implied.

EXEC Description

FILELIST Multi-data set directory list

LOAN Simple loan calculator

RXDTEST Sample with status and bargraph fields

SMF Records - How to Create a Formatting Routine
User written programs to format SMF records

The SMFLOG command displays the log of captured SMF records. Each record type must have a format routine in order
to generate a report. If a format routine is not available, then the SMF record displays in dump format. Sample code has
been provided in the SMFF0017 member of the CNM4BSAM data set to format an SMF record.

The address of an SMF record is passed to the report program, which allocates a buffer and generates a report. The
address of the buffer is then returned to the calling program.

At Entry:

R1 - parameter list
+ 00(4) - Function code
01 - Format record
03 - Format summary line
+ 04(4) - @ of record
+ 08(4) - @ of summary area on summary function
call only - 48 bytes

At Exit:

R1   - @ of output structure - SMFF
R15 - Return code
00 - okay

SMFF Structure to be returned:

     +----------+----------+----------+----------+

x000 | C'SMFF'  | Total    | Free     | Record   |

     |          | Length   | Space    | Count    |

     +----------+----------+----------+----------+

x010 | +---+-----------------------------------+ |

     | | h | 79 byte record 1                  | |

     | +---+-----------------------------------+ |

     | +---+-----------------------------------+ |

     | | h | 79 byte record 2                  | |

     | +---+-----------------------------------+ |

     | +---+-----------------------------------+ |
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     | | h | 79 byte record .                  | |

     | +---+-----------------------------------+ |

     | +---+-----------------------------------+ |

     | | h | 79 byte record n                  | |

     | +---+-----------------------------------+ |

     |                                           |

     | free space                                |

     |                                           |

     +-------------------------------------------+

Each displayed data record is 80 bytes in length. The first byte (h) is defined as a highlighting indicator.

"!" = Highlight

" " = Normal

"I" = Display line in information section

 

Specifying the Subsystem Identifier (SSID)
The SSID (Subsystem Identifier) is also used to establish an anchor point and acts as a unique identifier when multiple
instances of SYSVIEW are executing on the same image. The SSID is not a formal MVS subsystem present in the
Subsystem Communications Vector Table (SSCT), so there is no need to define it in the IEFSSNxx system parmlib
member. The SSID is anchored off a slot in the ISV Anchor Table that is assigned by IBM.

The default subsystem ID is set by assembling a four-character SSID into module GSVBSSID and linking it into the
run-time load library. The default SSID delivered by SYSVIEW is 'GSVX'. If the default value is used, there is no need
to reassemble GSVBSSID. SAMPJCL member USRM0001 contains a sample SMP/E USERMOD that you can use to
change the default value.

A method of overriding the default SSID is described in the following sections. If no override is present, the SSID is
obtained from module GSVBSSID.

Started Tasks

The method for overriding the SSID is the same for each of the SYSVIEW started tasks:

• SYSVIEW - Main Services Address Space
• SYSVUSER - User Interface Address Space
• SYSVAUX - Auxiliary Services Address Space

The SSID can be passed as the first positional parameter of the PARM field on the EXEC statement. The sample PROCs
generated during the install process contain symbolics for the SSID so it can be passed on the MVS START command for
the task.

Sample JCL procedure:

//SYSVIEW PROC SSID=GSVX,

//        MEM=SVW$MAIN,

//        START=WARM

  . . . . . . .

//SYSVIEW EXEC PGM=GSV$MAIN,REGION=0M,TIME=1440,

//            PARM='&SSID,&MEM,&START'

  . . . . . . .

Example start command:
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  START SYSVIEW,SSID=SYSV

Starts the Main Services Address Space using System Configuration Options that are specified in member GSVXSYSV.

Local 3270 Interface

The SAMPJCL library contains sample PROC SYSVLCL that can be used to start the Local 3270 interface. The SSID is
passed in the PARM field on the EXEC statement:

//SYSVLCL PROC

//*

  . . . . . . .

//IEFPROC EXEC PGM=GSVXLCLD,

//            REGION=0M,TIME=1440,

//            PARM='GSVX'

  . . . . . . .

The SSID can be passed on the start command:

START SYSVLCL,/0900,PARM=SYSV

Starts the Local 3270 interface on device 0900 using System Configuration Options that are specified in member
GSVXSYSV.

NOTE
For more information, see Use the Local 3270 Device Interface.

ISPF Interface

The ISPF interface supports the SSID being passed to module GSVXSPF as a left/right paren delimited string ("(ssid)").
The CNM4BSAM library contains sample CLIST member SYSVCLST that specifies the default SSID of GSVX:

PROC 0 DEBUG() SSID(GSVX)

   . . . . . . .

ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(GSVXSPF (&SSID)) NEWAPPL(GSVX) NOCHECK +

        MODE(FSCR) PASSLIB

   . . . . . . .

When invoking the CLIST implicitly, the SSID can be passed as follows:

%SYSVCLST SSID(SYSV)

Starts the ISPF interface using System Configuration Options that are specified in member GSVXSYSV.

The CNM4BSAM library also contains sample Rexx Exec member SYSVREXX that allows the SSID to be passed as an
argument to the exec:

TRACE 'O'

parse upper arg ssid .

if ssid = ""

   then ssid = "GSVX"

   . . . . . . .

"ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(GSVXSPF ("ssid")) NEWAPPL(GSVX) NOCHECK" ,

        "MODE(FSCR) PASSLIB"

   . . . . . . .

The CNM4BISP library contains sample ISPF panel member GSVXPRIM:

 . . . . . . .
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% S +SYSVIEW       - System activity and output viewing facility

 . . . . . . .

S,'CMD(GSVXSPF (GSVX) &ZTRAIL) NEWAPPL(GSVX) NOCHECK MODE(FSCR)'

 . . . . . . .

Here, the ISPF interface is being invoked from menu option 'S' using the default SSID of GSVX.

When invoking SYSVIEW from IBM's ICF (Information Center Facility), you can use the following example. Note, however,
that you are not able to resolve the Subsystem ID (SSID) and are required to use the default of GSVX.

Invocation:

Command …. CMD(GSVXSPF &ZCMD) NEWAPPL(GSVX) NOCHECK MODE(FSCR) PASSLIB

. . . . . . .

TSO Interface

The TSO interface allows the SSID to be passed as a left/right paren delimited string ("(ssid)"), similar to the ISPF
interface. For example:

CALL 'sysview.loadlib(GSVXTSO)' '(SYSV)'

Invokes the TSO interface using System Configuration Options that are specified in member GSVXSYSV.

CICS Interface

The CICS Interface transaction SYSV allows the SSID to be passed as a left/right paren delimited string ("(ssid)"). For
example:

  SYSV (GSVX) ACTIVITY

Connects to the SSID named GSVX and passes an initial command string of ACTIVITY.

Batch API

The batch API module GSVXBAT allows for an SSID= parameter to be passed in the PARM field on the EXEC statement.
For example:

//STEP0001  EXEC PGM=GSVXBAT,PARM='SSID=GSVX,LINECNT=66,SHOWINP=NO'

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=sysview.CNM4BLOD

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

COMMAND=(ACTIVITY)        ACTIVITY command

SCROLL                    Scroll through all of the data

COMMAND=END               End the batch session

/*

//

Invokes the batch API using the SSID of GSVX.

Rexx API

In a REXX environment not created by SYSVIEW, the SSID can be specified by setting a variable that is named
GSVBSSID to the desired SSID. This must be done prior to the first ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' statement. For example:

/* Rexx */

gsvbssid='SYSV'

ADDRESS 'LINK' 'GSVXRXAA'

ADDRESS 'SYSVIEWE' 'C(STATUS) STACK(YES)'
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. . . . . . .

Establishes the API session using the SSID of SYSV. If the gsvbssid variable is set in a SYSVIEW-created REXX
environment, it is ignored.

GSS

The SSID can be specified in the GSS RUNPARM by coding a GLOBVAL parameter for global variable &GSVBSSID. The
sample member GSS in the CNM4BSAM library contains:

    . . . . . . .

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

*  Set the CA SYSVIEW Subsystem Id (SSID)                              *

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

  GLOBVAL &GSVBSSID 'GSVX'

   . . . . . . .

This affects the SSID used for the System Condition Monitor (SCM) and the Console Interface. Any user written IMODS
invoked via the scheduler or by a threshold definition will must specify the desired SSID using the same method that is
described for the Rexx API.

Roscoe Monitor

To have a Roscoe address space be monitored by a SYSVIEW subsystem other than the default SSID specified in
module GSVBSSID, a DDname can be coded in the Roscoe JCL as follows:

//GSVBSSID DD DSN=&GSVTMP(SYSV)

Depending on your SMS environment, you might need to code additional parameters on the GSVBSSID DDname, like
SPACE=, or UNIT= to avoid a JCL error. In this example, the DDname overrides the default SSID and uses the SYSV
subsystem.

Roscoe SYSVIEW User Session

To override the default SSID for a SYSVIEW user session from a Roscoe TSO environment, use the CALL command:

CALL SYSV '(GSVQ)'

In this example, the default SSID is overridden to use the GSVQ subsystem.

CICS Data Collection

The CICS data collector allows for various different start modes, each of which allows for the specification of an SSID. For
complete syntax, see CICS Data Collection Start Mode - WARM or COLD.

System Condition Monitor IMODS - SCM
System Condition Monitor IMODS

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|IMOD Name       | Description                                        |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|$CANCEL         | Function - Cancel an address space                 |

|                |                                                    |

|                | Example: CALL $CANCEL jobname                      |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|$JOBINFO        | Function - Locate JOB by name                      |
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+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|$LOCJOB         | Function - Locate/Verify jobname active            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|$NOTIFY         | Function - Notify users of condition               |

|                | Sends a notify message to a user or group.         |

|                | The $NOTIFY IMOD contains a table defining         |

|                | groups of users. A message can also be sent        |

|                | to the console by defining a userid of WTO.        |

|                |                                                    |

|                | Example: CALL $NOTIFY userid 'message text'        |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|$PAUSE          | Function - Pause nnn seconds                       |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|$PERFORM        | Function - Change performance group                |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|$READPDS        | Function - Read PDS member                         |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|$SENDTRAP       | Function - Send SNMP Trap                          |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|$SUBPDS         | Function - Submit PDS member                       |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|$SYSVIEWE_INIT  | This IMOD will execute at startup                  |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|$SYSVIEWE_TERM  | This IMOD will execute at termination              |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|ACTION_CANCEL   | Action - Cancel Jobname                            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|CONVERTK        | Function - Convert (K,M,G) values to numeric       |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|CONVTIME        | Function - Convert time values to seconds          |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|ECHO            | Echo input parameters                              |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|GBLVARS         | Return Global Variable Names                       |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|GSS_SYSINFO     | GSS System Information                             |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|IEFBR14         | IEFBR14 equivalent                                 |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|MSG_ABENDS      | SCM - Messages - ABENDS                            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|MSG_ADABAS      | SCM - Messages - ADABAS                            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|MSG_CICS        | SCM - Messages - DFH*                              |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|MSG_DB2         | SCM - Messages - DB2                               |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|MSG_GSVC        | SCM - Messages - GSVC*                             |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|MSG_GSVX        | SCM - Messages - GSVX*                             |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|MSG_JES2        | SCM - Messages - $HASP*                            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+
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|MSG_JOBTRAC     | SCM - Messages - Jobtrac                           |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|MSG_MODEL       | SCM - Messages - model                             |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|MSG_REQUEST     | Message - Process request                          |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|MSG_TSO         | SCM - Messages - TSO                               |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|MSG_VTAM        | SCM - Messages - VTAM                              |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|PARMS_CLOCKTIME | SCM - Parmlib - Clocktime by Jobclass Monitor      |

|                | A parameter member used by the IMOD SCM_CLOCKTIME. |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|PARMS_REQUEST   | Parmlib member for PERF_REQUEST                    |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|PERF_REQUEST    | Process Requests                                   |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM             | SCM - Command Interface                            |

|                |                                                    |

|                | Example: SCM <START|STOP>                          |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_ACTIVITY    | SCM - Detail - ACTIVITY                            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_ASID        | SCM - Detail - Set ASID                            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CALERTS     | SCM - Detail - CICS exception alerts               |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CDB2CONN    | SCM - Detail - CICS DB2 Connections                |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CENQUEUE    | SCM - Detail - CICS Enqueue Conflicts              |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CHANPATH    | SCM - Detail - Channel Path Status                 |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CICS        | SCM - Detail - Set CICS                            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CICSALERTS  | SCM - Detail - CICS exception alerts               |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CICSINACTIVE| SCM - Detail - CICS inactive                       |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CICSJOBS    | SCM - Entry - CICS Jobs                            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CICSPLEX    | SCM - Detail - CICSPLEX exception alerts           |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CLOCKTIME   | SCM - Monitor - Clocktime by Jobclass Monitor      |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CMQCONN     | SCM - Detail - CICS MQ Connection                  |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_COMMON      | SCM - Detail - Common Storage                      |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CONFLICTS   | SCM - Detail - Enqueue Conflicts                   |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CREMOTE     | SCM - Detail - CICS Remote Connections             |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+
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|SCM_CSTATUS     | SCM - Detail - CICS exception alerts               |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CTDATA      | SCM - Detail - CICS Transient Data Queues          |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_CUOW        | SCM - Detail - CICS Units Of Work                  |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_DATACOM     | SCM - Entry - Datacom                              |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_DCLOG       | SCM - Detail - Datacom - DCLOG                     |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_ECONFLICTS  | SCM - Detail - Enhanced Enqueue Conflicts          |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_HCHECK      | SCM - Detail - Health Checker                      |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_IDB2        | SCM - Detail - IDB2                                |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_IMSALERTS   | SCM - Detail - IMS exception alerts                |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_JOBSREQ     | SCM - Detail - Jobs Required to be Active          |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_JOBSUM      | SCM - Detail - JES Job Summary                     |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_JOBTYPE     | SCM - Detail - Job type                            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_JRESOURC    | SCM - Detail - JES2 Resources                      |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_LISTCONS    | SCM - Detail - Consoles                            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_LISTINP     | SCM - Detail - Jobs on Input Queue                 |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_MIATAPES    | SCM - Detail - CA-MIA TAPE Status                  |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_MQLIST      | SCM - Detail - MQSeries Qmgrs                      |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_MQS_OPTION  | SCM - Internal - MQSeries Options                  |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_MQS_QMGR    | SCM - Internal - MQSeries Active Qmgrs             |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_MQSALERTS   | SCM - Detail - MQSeries exception alerts           |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_MVSALERTS   | SCM - Detail - MVS exception alerts                |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_PAGEDS      | SCM - Detail - Page Datasets and Aux Storage       |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_PARTINFO    | SCM - Detail - Partition Information               |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_PRINTERS    | SCM - Detail - PRINTERS                            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_SMF         | SCM - Detail - SMF Datasets                        |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_SPACE       | SCM - Detail - SPACE                               |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_SPOOLS      | SCM - Detail - JES Spool Volumes                   |
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+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_STORGRP     | SCM - Detail - SMS Storage Groups                  |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_SWAPOUT     | SCM - Detail - Address Spaces Swapped Out          |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_SYSINFO     | SCM - Entry - System Information                   |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_TAPE        | SCM - Detail - TAPE Status                         |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_TCPALERTS   | SCM - Detail - TCP/IP exception alerts             |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_UFILESYS    | SCM - Detail - USS Mounted File Systems            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_WMSYSSUM    | SCM - Detail - Workload Manager System Summary     |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_WTOR        | SCM - Detail - WTOR Replies Required               |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCM_XSLIST      | SCM - Detail - Cross System Connections            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMCACHE        | SCM - Internal - Caching                           |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMDESC         | SCM - Internal - Entry Description Translations    |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMDRIVE        | SCM - Internal - Entry Driver                      |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMDRIVE_REFRESH| SCM - Internal - Entry Driver Refresh              |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMDRIVE_START  | SCM - Internal - Entry Driver Startup              |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMDRIVE_STOP   | SCM - Internal - Entry Driver Terminate            |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMENTRY        | SCM - Internal - Entry Details List                |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMINIT         | SCM - Internal - Initialization                    |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMISET         | SCM - Internal - Define CA-SYSVIEW ISET name       |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMJOBI         | SCM - Internal - Job Information                   |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMLIBS         | SCM - Internal - Get library dataset name          |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMLMSG         | SCM - Internal - List Messages                     |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMMSG          | SCM - Internal - Log Messages                      |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMMSGSTAT      | SCM - Internal - Message Status                    |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMNEW          | SCM - Internal - Define New Entry                  |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMPARMLIB      | SCM - Internal - Get parmlib dataset name          |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMREADPDS      | SCM - Internal - Read PDS member                   |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+
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|SCMSUMM         | SCM - Internal - Entry Summary List                |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMUPDT         | SCM - Internal - Update Entry Detail Data          |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SCMXLATE_CICS   | SCM - Internal - Transaction CICS Entries          |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SDC_CHANNELS    | Sample Data Collector - Channels                   |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SDC_SYSDATA     | Sample Data Collector - System Data                |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SYSVIEW_CONSOLE | CA-SYSVIEW Console Interface                       |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SYSVIEW_REQUEST | CA-SYSVIEW Requests                                |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SYSVIEW_SERVER  | CA-SYSVIEW Server                                  |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SYSVIEW_SRVCONS | CA-SYSVIEW Server for Consoles                     |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SYSVIEW_SRVINFO | CA-SYSVIEW Server Information                      |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SYSVIEW_SRVINIT | CA-SYSVIEW Server Initialization                   |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|SYSVIEW_SRVTERM | CA-SYSVIEW Server Termination                      |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|THR_CICS        | Threshold - CICS                                   |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|THR_IMS         | Threshold - IMS                                    |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|THR_JOB         | Threshold - JOB                                    |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|THR_JOBCPU%     | Threshold - JOBCPU%                                |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|THR_MQS         | Threshold - IBM MQ                                 |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|THR_MVS         | Threshold - MVS                                    |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|THR_TCP         | Threshold - TCP/IP                                 |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

|WTO_INFO        | WTOs processed                                     |

+----------------+----------------------------------------------------+

System Linkage Index and ASID Reuse
SYSVIEW runs as a started task and reserves a system linkage index (System LX). Such address spaces are intended to
stay up for the life of the IPL.

System Linkage Index

A linkage index will be reserved as a reuseable System LX if the "ASN and LX reuse" facility is installed. If the "ASN and
LX reuse" facility is installed, the reuseable System LX can be reserved. When the SYSVIEW Main Address Space is
stopped, the System LX can be reused by the system.
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If the "ASN and LX reuse" facility is NOT installed, the System LX will become dormant when the SYSVIEW Main Address
Space is stopped. When the SYSVIEW Main Address Space is restarted, the previously used System LX will be reclaimed
by SYSVIEW.

Reuseable ASIDs

When the SYSVIEW Main Address Space is terminated, the ASID may become unavailable for use. This is due to a
System LX being reserved. The ASID can be reused if all of the following are true:

1. ASN and LX reuse facility must be installed

2. The REUSASID(YES) must be specified in the DIAGxx SYS1.PARMLIB member

3. The SYSVIEW Main Address Space started task must be started with the REUSASID=YES parameter

 S SYSVIEW,REUSASID=YES

 

4. The IBM MQ data collection task, MQSDATA, is not started in the SYSVIEW Main Address Space.

IBM MQ does not support address spaces that are started with REUSASID=YES. The MQSDATA task uses the IBM
MQ MQI to gather MQ performance data and will abend with an S0D3 abend code, if the address space is started with
REUSASID=YES.

5. The IMS Common Queue Server task, IMSCQS, is not started in the SYSVIEW Main Address Space.

The IMS CQS address space API's do not support clients started with REUSASID=YES. The IMSCQS task uses the IMS
Common Queue Server API's to gather IMS Shared Message Queue performance data and will abend with an S0D3
abend code, if the address space is started with REUSASID=YES.

REMEMBER

• If the ASIDs are not reusable, you could run out of ASIDs, which results in messages indicating that address
space creation failed, and an IPL will be required to correct it (to obtain new SIDs).

• To prevent this from happening, ensure that RSVNONR in member IEASYSxx of SYS1.PARMLIB is large
enough to accommodate the number of times you might start and stop address spaces that define a system
LX within the life of an IPL. Parameter NSYSLX specifies the number of additional linkage indexes, LXs, to
be reserved, but since SYSVIEW reuses the System LX, there is no need to increase this number.

Translate Tables
SYSVIEW contains Translate Tables, which are similar to code pages. Translate Tables convert raw hexadecimal data into
displayable characters. Since SYSVIEW can display various data, it is important to convert non-displayable characters.

SYSVIEW converts non-displayable data to a period '.' character.

SYSVIEW provides the following user translate table sets:

SetName      Description

----------   -----------------------------

Standard     Standard translate table set

Alternate    Alternate translate table set

XStandard    Extended standard table set

XAlternate   Extended alternate table set

USER1        User translate table set 1

USER2        User translate table set 2

The default translate table set is Standard. The Standard set displays letters from the English alphabet, along with most
punctuation. The Alternate table set expands on the Standard set by increasing the number of letters that are displayed,
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along with additional punctuation and special characters. For example, if you are using the Standard translate table and
are unable to view square brackets '[' and ']', you can try switching to the Alternate table. The translate table set can be
changed using the SET TRANSLATE <setname> command.

All the available tables from each set can be viewed from the TRTABLES command. Tables can be viewed either as
displayable characters or as hexadecimal values. Each translate table set contains the following tables:

TableName        Description

-------------    --------------------------------

AsciiToEbcdic    Translate ascii to ebcdic

EbcdicToAscii    Translate ebcdic to ascii

TestAscii        Test for displayable ascii chars

TestDisplay      Test for displayable chars

TestLower        Test for lowercase characters

TestSpecial      Test for special chars

TestUpper        Test for uppercase characters

XlateDisplay     Translate to displayable chars

XlateLower       Translate uppercase to lowercase

XlateUpper       Translate lowercase to uppercase

A USERMOD is available to allow you to assemble and link customized translate table sets that might contain tables with
different special characters. For information about creating customized tables, see User Replaceable Modules.

UNIQFLDS Command
The user command UNIQFLDS command displays a list of unique data elements for a specific field on a command.

Command Syntax

+-----------+---------------------------------------------------------+

| UNIQFLDS  | field <cmdstring>                                       |

+-----------+---------------------------------------------------------+

Parameters

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| Parameter        | Explanation                                      |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| field            | The request field name                           |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

| cmdstring        | The command string to be issued.                 |

|                  | If the command string contains                   |

|                  | multiple commands, the command string            |

|                  | must be enclosed in single quotes and            |

|                  | the commands must be separated using             |

|                  | ":" as the command separator.                    |

|                  |                                                  |

|                  | Example:                                         |

|                  |                                                  |

|                  | UNIQFLDS TYPE 'ASLIST : SELECT TYPE NB'          |

|                  |                                                  |

|                  | If a cmdstring is not specified, the currently   |

|                  | currently active command will be used.           |
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|                  | Current sorting and selection parameters are     |

|                  | not maintained.                                  |

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

Example

Command: UNIQFLDS TYPE ACTIVITY

Output Display:

SYSVIEW RXDISP.UNIQFLDS ----- Unique Data Fields -------- 10:48:54

Command ====>                                    Scroll *===> HALF

-------------------------------------------------- Lvl 2 Row 1-6/6

Cmd Type  Count Pct% ...25...50...75..100

___ INIT     61   7%

___ JOB      75   8%

___ OTX      58   6%

___ STC     409  44%

___ SYS      39   4%

___ TSU     292  31%

User-Defined Commands
SYSVIEW provides users and site administrators with the ability to externally define new commands.

A user command definition provides an association between a single command name and a list of concatenated
command strings.

The user command can be associated with the RXDISP command. The RXDISP command executes a REXX EXEC. Use
the REXX EXEC to easily create new SYSVIEW displays.

Where are the User Commands Defined?

User commands are defined in SYSVIEW parmlib members. Users and site administrators have the ability to extend the
product by adding additional commands. Since the definitions can come from two different locations, it is important to
understand the order of precedence for locating a definition.

Order of Precedence

1. Internally defined command names.
2. Command synonyms defined via the user profile.
3. SET keywords if the user profile option IMPLICITSET is set to YES.
4. External USER Command Definitions

Source: user.parmlib(USERCMDS)
A user can define a set of external user commands. These user commands are specific to the user. This is only
available if the user has a user parmlib data set specified. Data sets in use can be viewed using the LIBS command.
The user profile option IMPLICITUCMD must be set to YES.

5. External SYSTEM or SITE Command Definitions
Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(USERCMDS)
A site administrator can define a set of external user commands that will be available to all users.
The user profile option IMPLICITUCMD must be set to YES.

6. INVOKE keywords if the user profile option IMPLICITINVK is set to YES.
7. ISPF commands if the user profile option IMPLICITISPF is set to YES.
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8. TSO commands if the user profile option IMPLICITTSO is set to YES.

Additional Configuration Options

Parmlib member: sysview.CNM4BPRM(OPTIONS)

Configuration Option Description
ExternalUserCommands Specify if external user commands defined in the parmlib member USERCMDS are to be

supported.
NONE - External user commands are not to be used.
USER - External user commands defined in the user's USERCMDS member can be
used.
SYSTEM - External user commands defined in the system USERCMDS member can be
used.
ALL - External user commands defined in the user and system USERCMDS members
can be used.
Default = ALL

Where are the User Commands Defined?

The command LISTUCMD displays a list of externally defined user commands.

Where Can I Find Example Definitions?

Example user command definitions can be found in the parmlib member USERCMDS.

Dynamic Command String Generation Using REXX

A user command definition can execute a REXX exec to dynamically create a command string to be executed.

When using a REXX exec to create a command string, use the following syntax. Only one REXX invocation is allowed per
definition AND it must be the first command string.

The REXX exec must return a result string to execute. The string can contain multiple commands separated by the
command delimiter. The returned result replaces the calling command string "REXX execname parameters".

Several REXX functions provided by SYSVIEW are available to the REXX exec executed as part of a user command
definition. Issue a "HELP REXXFUNC" command to display a summary of these REXX functions.

Syntax:

DEFINE rexxusercommand

       MINlen      *

       DESCription 'Execute & run result as SYSV cmd'

       CMDstring   REXX execname parameters

User-Defined Health Check Drill-Down Commands
SYSVIEW provides users and system administrators the ability to define Health Check drill-down commands externally.

Users or system administrators can create a real-time link or drill-down for a specific check, which provides a real-time
view of a check. They can also use the drill-down to help resolve problems or exceptions by leading the user to the
most appropriate display for additional information.

To invoke a defined drill-down command, the user enters the "SELECT" line command from the HCHECKER command
display for a selected health check entry.
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Where Are the Drill-Down Commands Defined?

Drill-down commands are defined in SYSVIEW parmlib members.

Users and system administrators can extend the product by adding additional commands. Since the definitions can come
from two different locations, it is important to understand the order of precedence for locating a definition.

Order of Precedence

1. USER Definitions
Source: user.parmlib(HCCMDS)
A user can define a set of external definitions. These definitions are specific to the user. This is only available if the
user has a user parmlib data set specified. Use the LIBS command to view the data sets in use.

2. SYSTEM or SITE Definitions
Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(HCCMDS)
A system administrator can define a set of definitions that will be available to all users.

Additional Configuration Options

Parmlib member: sysview.CNM4BPRM(OPTIONS)

Configuration Option Description

HealthCheckCommands Specify if Health Check drill-down definitions in the parmlib member HCCMDS are to be supported.
NONE - Health check commands are not to be used.
USER - Health check commands defined in the user's HCCMDS member can be used.
SYSTEM - Health check commands defined in the system HCCMDS member can be used.
ALL - Health check commands defined in the user and system HCCMDS members can be used.
Default = ALL

Where Can I See a List of Active Definitions?

The command HCCLIST displays a list of defined Health Check drill-down commands.

Where Can I Find the Syntax for Creating a Definition?

The syntax rules for defining a Health Check drill-down command can be found in the parmlib member HCCMDS. Along
with the syntax rules, example definitions are also provided.

User-Defined Line Commands
SYSVIEW lets users and site administrators define new line commands externally and associate new definitions with
existing SYSVIEW primary commands.

The newly defined line commands can link in context to a new display command or perform an action.

An external line command definition can execute a REXX exec to dynamically create a command string to be executed.

If a command is defined to support line command input, the following process is performed when a line command is
entered.

1. An internal line command table is searched for the specified line command. If found, the internally defined action is
taken and additional processing stops.

2. If an internal match was not found, externally defined line commands will be searched for a match.
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Where Line Commands Are Defined

External line commands are defined in SYSVIEW parmlib members. The majority of the supplied out-of-the-box line
commands are defined in this manner.

Users and site administrators have the ability to extend the product by adding additional line commands. Since the
definitions can come from three different locations, it is important to understand the order of precedence for locating a
definition.

Order of Precedence

1. External PRODUCT Definitions
Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(GSVXLCMD)
This member contains the product supplied out-of-the-box definitions. The data in this member should not be altered. It
is a good source of example definitions.

2. USER Definitions
Source: user.parmlib(LINECMDS)
A user can define a set of external line commands. These line commands are specific to the user. This is only
available if the user has a user parmlib data set specified. Data sets in use can be viewed using the SYSVIEW LIBS
command.

3. SYSTEM or SITE Definitions
Source: sysview.CNM4BPRM(LINECMDS)
A site administrator can define a set of external line commands that will be available to all users.

Additional Configuration Options

Parmlib member: sysview.CNM4BPRM(OPTIONS)

Configuration Option Description

ExternalLineCommands Specify if external line commands defined in the parmlib member
LINECMDS are to be supported.
• NONE - Externally user defined line commands are not to be

used. Product supplied line command definitions are always
available.

• USER - External line commands defined in the user's
LINECMDS member can be used.

• SYSTEM - External line commands defined in the system
LINECMDS member can be used.

• ALL - External line commands defined in the user and system
LINECMDS members can be used.

• Default = ALL

Where to View a List of Active Definitions

Line Command Assistant

The line command "?" invokes the line command assistant to display all available line commands defined to the active
command.

The list of available line commands contains:

• The command's internally defined line commands

• Product supplied external line commands

• Site defined external line commands
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• User defined external line commands

The line command assistant provides additional line command help as well as the ability to execute line commands.

Command Help

The command's help contains a line command section that lists each internal and product supplied external line
command. You can use the HELP command to navigate to a command's help or  place the cursor in the line command
area and hit the PF1 key (the PF1 key is defined as HELP unless otherwise altered) to navigate directly to the line
command section.

LISTLCMD command

The command LISTLCMD displays a list of all line commands for all commands, including line commands that are
designated as global to all commands.

Where to Find Example Definitions

Example external line command definitions can be found in the parmlib member LINECMDS.

Syntax for Creating Definitions

An external Line command entry contains multiple parts:

• The external line command definition "key"
• Option keywords
• The command string to be associated with the "key"

The external line command definition can be coded on a single line or multiple lines. The following parameters MUST be
coded on the first line of each definition:

• Command

• Linecmd

• Min

The options and command string can start on the first or second line of a definition.

 Card 1

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6

*Command.Screen... Linecmd. Min Options-CmdString..........

command.screen linecmd min <OPTS options> CMD string

command - The name of the command to which this definition applies. The maximum length is 8 characters. This value is
not case sensitive.

screen - The screen name within a specific command. For most commands, the screen name is left blank. The maximum
length is 8 characters. This value is not case sensitive. The syntax for specifying a screen name is:
command.screen

linecmd - The external line command name. The maximum length is 8 characters. This value is not case sensitive.

min - The minimum allowable length of the external line command name (linecmd). The minimum value is 1 and the
maximum value is 8. Any other value is invalid and is ignored and 8 is used instead.

options - The options to be associated with the entry. Option keywords must be preceded by the keyword "OPTS". This
indicates that option keywords are to follow.
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Valid option keywords:

PAD pad - Pad fields containing all blanks. Specifies a string to be used during variable substitution if the field contains all
blanks.

XSYS - XSSYSTEM entry only. This definition will only be used for cross system data lines where the XSSYSTEM name
is different than the current system name.

string - The command string must be preceded by the keyword "CMD". The command string to be executed when the
line command is processed. The command string can
start on line 1 or line 2 of a definition. If the string requires multiple lines, a continuation character must be used. The string
can start or continue in any column from 1 to 72.

 Card 2-n

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6

CMD command_string

The command string can be a single command or multiple commands that can span several lines. The total
command string is limited to 250 characters. Multiple commands must be separated using the command delimiter.

The command string can be continued by coding a continuation character as the last non-blank character on a line.

The hyphen ("-") continuation character indicates that leading blanks in the next record are not ignored.

The plus sign ("+") continuation character indicates that leading blanks in the next record are ignored.

The only restriction on the number of continuation records is that the total length of the actual resulting command string
cannot exceed 250 characters. Any excess characters are truncated without any warning.

Data or Variable Substitution

The command string can contain variables or symbolics. Dynamic variable substitution occurs at run-time.

DATA Fields

Fields from the selected data row can be inserted at run-time using specially named variables. The following examples
show how to code a field name for substitution:

 &F_jobname

&FLD_jobname

If a field or column with the name "jobname" is found on the current screen, the data value for that column or field from the
selected row will be used to replace the variable.

INFO Fields

Fields from the information section can be inserted at run-time using specially named variables. The following examples
show how to code a field name for substitution:

 &I_Dsn

&INFO_Dsn

If a field name "dsn" is found in the information section on the current screen, the associated data value for that field is
used to replace the variable.

The list of available information section field names display by issuing the INFOFLDS command from the desired display.

Examples:
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 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6.||7..

*Command. Linecmd. Min CmdString.................................

ACTIVITY ENQUEUE 1 CMD ENQUEUE;SELECT RNAME EQ &F_JOBNAME

 ACTIVITY ENQUEUE 1 CMD ENQUEUE +

;SELECT RNAME EQ &F_JOBNAME

 ACTIVITY ASID 8 CMD ASID &F_JOBNAME

 ACTIVITY ASID 8 OPTS XSYS CMD ACTIVITY;ASID &F_JOBNAME +

FIND &F_JOBNAME JOBNAME

 ACTIVITY CANCEL 1 CMD CONFIRM Cancel job: &F_JOBNAME +

;ASCANCEL &F_JOBNAME +

NODUMP NOCONFIRM NOMSG

 LISTDIR DELETE 3 CMD CONFIRM &I_Dsn(&F_NAME) +

;XTSO DELETE '&I_Dsn(&F_NAME)'

Command Confirmation

If command confirmation is desired, use the "CONFIRM" command as the first command within the command string. If a
positive confirmation is returned, the remaining portion of the command string will be executed. Otherwise, the remaining
portion of the command string is discarded.

Link To Commands or Drill-Down

When using a line command, it is assumed that the user wants to "link" or drill-down to the next command
level. By default, the first command in the command string is linked to if the  command is not a function command.
Function commands do not have associated screen displays. Some function commands display messages or cause
other screen activity to occur. An example of a function command is ASID. If the first command in a command string is a
function command such as ASID, you should insert a "LINK" command in front of the next primary command.

Dynamic Command String Generation Using REXX

An external line command definition can execute a REXX exec to dynamically create a command string to be
executed. The information contained in the data fields can be passed to the REXX  exec. This data can be used by the
REXX exec to determine the nature of the command string to be returned.

When using a REXX exec to create a command string, the following syntax must be used. Only one REXX invocation
is allowed per definition AND it must be the first command string.

The REXX exec must return a result string to be executed. The string can contain multiple commands separated by the
command delimiter.

The returned result replaces the calling command string "REXX execname parameters".

Several REXX functions provided by SYSVIEW are available to the REXX exec executed as part of an external line
command definition. Issue a "HELP REXXFUNC" command to display a summary of these REXX functions.

Syntax:

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....||7..

*Command. Linecmd. Min CmdString...............................

command linecmd min CMD REXX execname parameters

Examples:

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....||7..

*Command. Linecmd. Min CmdString...............................

ACTIVITY TEST 8 CMD REXX ACTTEST &F_JOBNAME &F_TYPE
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User-Replaceable Modules
SYSVIEW users can replace the following modules:

GSVBSSID - Default SYSVIEW Subsystem ID

When a SYSVIEW job, address space, or user session is started, it must be determined to which instance of SYSVIEW
is the session to be connected. Most users have only one instance of SYSVIEW executing on a system. By default, the
subsystem ID assigned to the instance of SYSVIEW is GSVX.

If there are multiple instances of SYSVIEW on executing on a system or the subsystem that is assigned to the SYSVIEW
instance is set to something other than GSVX, the subsystem ID must be specified so that the job, address space, or user
session can connect to the desire instance of SYSVIEW.

Subsystem ID can be specified using various methods depending on type of invocation: Job, Address Space, User
Session. The GSVBSSID module contains the default SYSVIEW subsystem ID.

The contents of the module GSVBSSID is used if a subsystem ID is not specified when invoking the SYSVIEW session.

There is no requirement to modify this module. It is provided as a convenience to those that are executing multiple
instances of SYSVIEW or have changed the default subsystem ID to something other than GSVX.

GSVBUXLT - User Translate Tables

SYSVIEW provides the following user translate table sets:

SetName     Description

----------  -----------------------------

Standard    Standard translate table set

Alternate   Alternate translate table set

XStandard   Extended standard table set

XAlternate  Extended alternate table set

USER1       User translate table set 1

USER2       User translate table set 2

The default translate table is Standard. The translate table set can be changed using the SET TRANSLATE <setname>
command. Each translate table set contains the following tables:

TableName      Description

-------------  --------------------------------

AsciiToEbcdic  Translate ascii to ebcdic

EbcdicToAscii  Translate ebcdic to ascii

TestAscii      Test for displayable ascii chars

TestDisplay    Test for displayable chars

TestLower      Test for lowercase characters

TestSpecial    Test for special chars

TestUpper      Test for uppercase characters

XlateDisplay   Translate to displayable chars

XlateLower     Translate uppercase to lowercase

XlateUpper     Translate lowercase to uppercase

Translate table sets are defined in module GSVBUXLT. The TRTABLES command can be used to look at the in-storage
tables. A USERMOD is available to allow you to assemble and link customized translate tables that may contain a
different set of special characters. See member USRM0002 in the SAMPJCL data set after running INSTALL.

There is no requirement to modify module GSVBUXLT. It is provided as a convenience to allow translation of special
characters that may not be handled by any of the tables in the 'as shipped' sets.
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WTO Console Messages
SYSVIEW can write many different messages to the console or job log through a WTO. Most messages are built
dynamically at runtime with data that is inserted into predefined message templates.

In most cases, but not all, extra blanks are removed from the message before writing the messages to the log through a
WTO.

The maximum message length for a single-line WTO is 126 characters. If the dynamically-built message has a total length
that is greater than 126 characters, the message is written to the log using a multi-line WTO.

A multi-line WTO is limited to 71 characters per line. The original message text is split dynamically into multiple message
lines based on blank characters in the message text. An attempt is made to use as much of the 71 characters available on
each message line.

Related Configuration Options

Configuration Options - Parmlib member - OPTIONS

Option                                 Description

--------------------------------   ---------------------------------

MlWtoEnabled                       Controls whether multi-line

                                   WTO messages are issued

                                   when the WTO message length is

                                   greater than the maximum length

                                   allowed for a single-line WTO

                                   (126 characters).

                                   If the value is set to NO, a WTO

                                   longer than the maximum length

                                   is truncated without any

                                   notification.

 

                                   Default = Yes

 

MlWtoIndent                        Controls whether the 2nd

                                   through nth lines of a multi-line

                                   WTO message is indented

                                   by 9 characters (the length of

                                   the message identifier plus one

                                   space).

 

                                   Default = Yes

 

Configuration Options - Parmlib member - SVWCOPTS

Option                            Description

--------------------------------  ---------------------------------

MESSAGE-MLWTO-ENABLED             Enable messages written to the

                                  console or job log through a WTO

                                  request to be written as a

                                  multi-line WTO. A single-line 

                                  WTO message is limited to 126
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                                  characters.

                                  If MESSAGE-MLWTO-ENABLED is set

                                  to NO, any message longer than

                                  126 characters is truncated.

 

                                  Default = YES

 

MESSAGE-MLWTO-INDENT-CHARACTERS   If multi-line WTO messages are

                                  enabled, the 2nd through nth

                                  lines can be indented when

                                  written. This can be done for

                                  readability.

                                  Default = 9

                                  Mininum = 0 no indentation

                                  Mininum = 16

XSystem Component Logical Group Usage
The SYSVIEW XSystem component uses the logical group facility to control processing.

The following table describes the XSystem component group types, group names, and group member names.

Group Type Group Name Group
Member Name Description

XSCONN destsys sysnames This group type is used by the xsystem session server to control xsystem
connections. The xsystem session server rejects a connection request if a
group type of XSCONN and group name of <destsys> does not contain a
member that is named <origsys>. If the group is not found or it does contain
the <origsys> member, then the session connection is allowed to proceed.

XSDS destsys jobnames This group type is used by an xsystem data command to determine which
data server to use on a remote system when multiple data servers are
available. For each remote system, a search is made for a group type of
XSDS and a group name equal to the destination system. If the group is
found the member names are considered to be job names and the order
of the job names is the order in which they are used, if found. If no match
is found on job name or if the XSDS group itself is not found, the first
alphabetical job name on the remote system is used.

XSHDWR hdwrname sysnames This group type is used when you have issued "SET XSREMDUP PREF"
for an xsystem capable command whose data type is HARDWARE (as
shown in the "Type" field on the XSCMDS display). The group name
must match your hardware's name. The hardware name is shown in
the "HdwrName" field of the XSLIST display. The group member names
are system names within the hardware complex. The order of the group
members in the group defines the preferred order of systems from which
you want to get data for the hardware complex. The first available system, if
any, is used. If no matching system names are found, then the systems are
considered in alphabetical order (the same as "SET XSREMDUP AUTO").
Again, data from the local system is used in preference to any remote
systems. An error is reported if the required group name is not found. No
error is reported if none of the group members match any of the available
data servers.
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Group Type Group Name Group
Member Name Description

XSLOGNRQ destsys sysnames This group type is used by an xsystem session server to determine if logon
processing is required. Logon processing prompts for user id and password.
An xsystem session server looks for a group type of XSLOGNRQ with a
group name equal to its system name. The group member names are origin
system names that are required to logon. If the group name is found but
the origin system is not a member, then logon is not required. If the group
name is not found, then a search is made for a group type of XSLOGNNR
(see below). This group type is not used when the origin system user
explicitly requested logon with the XSCONN command LOGON keyword.
It is also not used when the origin system has supplied an authenticated
user id - a user id that was previously authenticated with a password on
the destination system while "SET XSUSERIDSAVE YES" was in effect. If
a matching group of this type is found, then no search is made for a group
type of XSLOGNNR (see below). Even if the above logic determines that a
logon is not required, logon processing can still occur if the security system
rejects the supplied user id as either invalid or user access revoked. If
XSUSERIDSAVE is set to YES then after you have logged on to a remote
system you are not required to logon to it again during your original session
or until you issue the "SET XSUSERIDSAVE CLEAR" command (or until
you issue "SET XSUSERIDSAVE NO" which also causes all saved user ids
to be cleared). Saved user ids are not propagated back through multiple
hops of xsystem sessions - only to the immediately preceding session.

XSLOGNNR destsys sysnames This group type is used by an xsystem session server to determine if logon
processing is not required. Logon processing is the prompting for a user
id and password. An xsystem session server will look for a group type
of XSLOGNNR with a group name equal to its system name. The group
member names are origin system names that are not required to logon.
If the group is found but the origin system is not a member, then logon is
required. If the group name is not found, then logon will not be required.
This group type is not used when a group type of XSLOGNRQ exists for the
destination system. It is also not used when the origin system user explicitly
requests logon with the XSCONN command LOGON keyword. Nor is it
used when the origin system has supplied an authenticated user id - a user
id that was previously authenticated with a password on the destination
system while "SET XSUSERIDSAVE YES" was in effect. Even if the above
logic determines that a logon is not required, logon processing may still
occur if the security system rejects the supplied user id as either invalid or
user access revoked. If XSUSERIDSAVE is set to YES then once you have
logged on to a remote system you will not be required to logon to it again
during your original session or until you issue the "SET XSUSERIDSAVE
CLEAR" command (or "SET XSUSERIDSAVE NO" which also causes all
saved user ids to be cleared). Saved
user ids are not propagated back through multiple hops of xsystem sessions
- only to the immediately preceding session.
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Group Type Group Name Group
Member Name Description

XSNODE nodename sysnames This group type is used when you have issued "SET XSREMDUP PREF"
for an xsystem capable command whose data type is NODE (as shown
in the "Type" field on the XSCMDS display). The group name must match
your node name. The node name is shown in the "NodeName" field of the
XSLIST display. The group member names are system names within the
node. The order of the group members in the group defines the preferred
order of systems from which you want to get data for the node. The first
available system, if any, is used. If no matching system names are found,
then the systems are considered in alphabetical order (the same as
"SET XSREMDUP AUTO"). Again, data from the local system is used in
preference to any remote systems. An error is reported if the required group
name is not found. No error is reported if none of the group members match
any of the available data servers.

XSPLEX plexname sysnames This group type is used when you have issued "SET XSREMDUP PREF"
for an xsystem capable command whose data type is SYSPLEX (as shown
in the "Type" field on the XSCMDS display). The group name must match
your sysplex name. The sysplex name is shown in the "PlexName" field of
the XSLIST display. The group member names are system names within
the sysplex. The order of the group members in the group defines the
preferred order of systems from which you want to get data for the sysplex.
The first available system, if any, is used. If no matching system names are
found, then the systems are considered in alphabetical order (the same as
"SET XSREMDUP AUTO"). Again, data from the local system is used in
preference to any remote systems. An error is reported if the required group
name is not found. No error is reported if none of the group members match
any of the available data servers.

XSSS destsys jobnames This group type is used by the XSCONN, XSPING, XSMVS, and
XSSTATUS commands to determine which server to use on a remote
system when multiple servers are available and the "JOBNAME
<jobname>" parameter was not specified. When no specific job name was
supplied, these commands first try to find a server on the destination system
whose subsystem ID and build number match the origin system. If this fails
or
results in multiple matches, they will then try just the build number. If this
fails or results in multiple matches, they look for a group that is named
<destsys> with a group type of XSSS. If the group is found, then the
members are considered to be server job names and they are searched for,
in order, until a match is found. If no matching job name is found or if the
group is not found, they use the first available server in alphabetical job
name order.

XSSYSTEM any sysnames The group name for this group type is used as the value for a "SET
XSGROUP <group>" command. The members of the group are the names
of systems from which you want xsystem data.

CICS Transaction Gateway SMF Records
Learn how CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) records and log streams work on SYSVIEW systems.

Overview of CICS Transaction Gateway SMF Records

The SMF record layout for CICS Transaction Gateway (CTG) SMF records is SMF type 111. Each record contains data
that spans an interval of time for single CTG address spaces.

The following interval types cause CTG to write SMF records:
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• EOD:
Records that were written at the defined end-of-day time.

• Interval:
Records that were written at the end of a statistics interval.

• Shutdown:
Records that were written at the CTG shutdown time.

SMF records contain data that was captured since the last statistics reset event occurred. Reset events occur at the end
of each statistics interval and at the defined end-of-day time. For information about defining interval values in the CTG
configuration file, see How do I configure CTG to write SMF records?

The data that is contained in each SMF record is organized by the resource group. The resource groups are logical
groupings of statistics within CTG. The following resource groups are available:

• Connection Manager                 (CM)
• CICS Server all                          (CS)
• CICS Server Instance for EXCI (CSx)
• CICS Server Instance for IPIC  (CSx)
• Gateway daemon                      (GD)
• Protocol handler                        (PH)
• System Environment                 (SE)
• Worker thread                            (WT)
• Web service all                          (WS)
• Web service instance                (WSx)

How to Configure CTG to Write SMF Records

By default, CTG address spaces do not write SMF records. You modify the CTG configuration file to enable CTG address
spaces to write SMF records.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and open the CTG configuration file.
By default, the sample CTG configuration file is the MVS data set member CTGCONF in the CTGSAMP data set.

2. Add the statsapi handler:
In the GATEWAY section of the configuration file, add the statsapi handler.
Example:
    protocol@statsapi.handler=

com.ibm.ctg.server.RestrictedTCPHandler

protocol@statsapi.parameters=connecttimeout=2000;

                   port=2980;

                   bind=;

                   maxconn=5;

3. Specify the StatInt parameter:
The value of the statistics interval parameter defines the recording interval for statistics.
Format: HHMMSS
Default: Three hours Example: 030000

4. Specify the StatEOD parameter:
The value of the the end of day parameter defines the end of the day time.
Format: HHMMSS
Default: Midnight
Example: 000000   
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5. Specify the StatsRecording parameter:
Specify a value of on the to the statistics recording parameter. The parameter enables the CTG address space to write
statistics to SMF records.
Default: off

6. Restart the CTG address space to apply the changes.
7. Permit READ access to the RACF BPX.SMF profile of the FACILITY class to allow the user ID under which the CTG

address space runs to write SMF records.

How to Determine the Source to Use to Obtain CTG SMF Records

The MVS system logger provides a logging facility that saves application data, such as CTG SMF records, to log streams.
CTG SMF records can be written to a log stream that also contains other records, or to a log stream that is dedicated to
CTG SMF 111 records. By using a log stream that is dedicated to SMF 111 records, you can lower the processing time
needed when searching for CTG records and increase the retention period of the SMF records.

The following log stream options can be used as a source for CTG SMF records:

• SYSVIEW Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing (DSLB) component:
With the SYSVIEW Event Capture Option option, you can utilize the DSLB component of SYSVIEW to write CTG
SMF records to SYSVIEW log streams. DSLB allows you to define multiple log streams and control the record types
to which SYSVIEW is logging to the streams. The recommended approach is to use DSLB to define log streams that
contain only SMF type 111 records. For information about DSLB, see the Dynamic SMF Log stream Browsing help
topic.

• SMF log streams:
If SMF is writing to log streams, you can use these SMF log streams. See How can I tell if SMF is writing to log
streams? for information on how to check if SMF is using log streams.

How to Determine If SMF Is Writing to Log Streams

Use the SMF command can be used to determine if SMF is writing to log streams. After you issue the SMF command, you
can use the following fields on the SMF display to help you determine when SMF is writing to log streams:

• Type:
Shows the resource type that SMF is using. The value LOG indicates that a log stream is being used.

• Status:
Shows the status of the resource. The value ACTIVE indicates that SMF is actively logging to the log stream.

• RecTypes:
Shows the SMF record types being logged. The field must contain the value 111 to log CTG records.

Where to View CTG SMF Records

Use the CTGLOG command to read from a log stream and view CTG SMF records. The command presents the data in a
tabular format, which lets you sort and compare , which allows for easy sorting and comparison of the records easily. By
using line commands, individual records can be formatted and presented in an more easily viewable format.

By default, the CTGLOG command will reads from the LGLOOKUP parmlib member to identify know from which log
stream to read. The keyword CTGLOG is used in the Logname column to specify a default log stream from which to be
read by the CTGLOG command reads. The log stream does not have to contain only SMF type 111 records. H, however,
the CTGLOG command only displays only SMF type 111 records.

z/OS Connect SMF Records
Learn how z/OS Connect records and log streams work on SYSVIEW systems.
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Overview of z/OS Connect SMF Records

z/OS Connect SMF records are type 123 and consist of the following versions:

• Type 123 version 1:
Records that contain basic information about requests. There is one record cut per request received by the z/OS
Connect server.

• Type 123 version 2:
Records that contain more detailed information about requests. For example, the system of record to which the request
was sent. Version 2 records contain information about multiple requests, which indicates that the records are not
specific to one individual request.

NOTE
Version 2 records are not an extension of version 1 records. Therefore, treat them independently when
formatting the records.

How to Determine the Source to Use to Obtain z/OS Connect SMF Records

Depending on your environment, the rate at which requests are received by z/OS Connect servers can be high. We
recommend that you define a new log stream that is dedicated to processing z/OS Connect records.

When you use a dedicated log stream, you can decrease the processing time that is required to search for z/OS Connect
records and increase the retention period of the records. SYSVIEW contains the following methods for specifying the
source for processing z/OS Connect SMF records:

• Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing (DSLB) component
With the SYSVIEW Event Capture component, you can configure the DSLB component to write z/OS Connect SMF
records to a SYSVIEW log stream. The DSLB component lets you define multiple log streams and control the record
types that are logged to the streams. We recommend that you use the DSLB component to define log streams that
contain only SMF type 123 records.

NOTE
For more information, see Dynamic SMF Log Stream Browsing.

• SMF log streams
You can use SMF log streams when SMF is writing to log streams. If SMF is writing to log streams, we recommend
that you define a log stream that is dedicated to writing z/OS Connect SMF records.

NOTE
For more information, see How To Determine If SMF Is Writing to Log Streams.

How to Determine if SMF is Writing to Log Streams

The SMF command can be used to determine if SMF is writing to log streams. After you issue the SMF command, you
can use the following fields on the SMF display to help you determine when SMF is using log streams:

• Type:
Shows the resource type that SMF is using. When the value of Type is LOG , a log stream is in use.

• Status:
Shows the status of the resource. When the value of Status is ACTIVE , SMF is actively writing to the log stream.

• RecTypes:
Shows the SMF record types being logged. The RecTypes field must contain a value of 123 to log z/OS Connect SMF
records.

Where To View SMF Type 123 Records

Use the ZCNRLOG command to read from a log stream and view z/OS Connect SMF type 123 records. The command
presents the data in a tabular format, which allows for easy sorting and comparison of the records. By using line
commands, individual records can be formatted and presented in a more easily viewable format.
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As mentioned in the Overview section, SMF type 123 version 2 records contain information about multiple requests. The
ZCNRLOG command splits the version 2 records so that each request has an individual row on the display, which makes
it easy to view information specific to an individual request.

By default, the ZCNRLOG command reads from the LGLOOKUP parmlib member to know from which log stream to read.
The keyword ZCNRLOG is used in the Logname column to specify a default log stream to be read by the ZCNRLOG
command. The log stream does not have to contain only SMF type 123 records, however, ZCNRLOG only displays type
123 records.

Tailor Logstream-Related Commands Using the Filter Display
A log potentially contains a large number of records. As a SYSVIEW user, you want a customizable area where you can
easily set selection criteria for logstream-related SYSVIEW commands.

The Log Filter Display:

• Provides an easy-to-use alternative for entering selection criteria for the logstream-related commands
• Eliminates the need to issue a long command or write a custom line command

The Filter Display is available for the following logstream-related SYSVIEW commands:

Base Component Command

• OPERLOG – Displays historical plot log (GMI Component)

z/OS Component Commands

• HCLOG –Displays the Health Checker log
• LGBROWSE – Browses the log streams
• PLOTLOG – System interval data summary
• XLOG – Exception log summary

Option for CICS Commands

• CSYSDATA – CICS system interval data summary
• CTRANLOG – CICS transaction log summary
• CTRANSUM – Transaction interval summary

Event Capture Option Command

• SMFLOG  - SMF data collection

Option for IMS Commands

• IMSOMAT – Displays the IMS OM audit trail
• IMSRSLOG – IMS region summary log
• IMSTLOG – IMS transaction log

Option for IBM MQ Command

• MQRLOG – MQ historical queue usage log

Audit Events Component Command

• AUDITLOG – Audit event log

Follow these steps to set filter parameters

1. Access the SMFLOG command Filter Display using either of these methods:

• Include the FILTER keyword on the primary command syntax.
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 SMFLOG FILTER

• Enter the subcommand FILTER from a logstream-related command.

2. Enter command syntax parameters from which to filter the data.

Each individual logstream-related command has modifiable selection criteria.

All of the logstream-related command filters have the following parameters:

• Start Date
• Start Time
• Lines
• Limit
• Period
• Elapsed
• Cushion
• RecTime

3. When you finish setting the parameter values on the display, press F3.

The display refreshes and the parameters entered are used to populate the Filter display.

You can also press:

• F1 to invoke Help
• F12 to cancel and return to the previous screen

4. Change the Filter Display from SMFLOG to AUDITLOG, or another logstream-related display, by overtyping the
modifiable logstream name with the AUDITLOG logstream name.

Systems Information
Decimal and Hexadecimal Suffixes
Decimal Values and Suffixes

Decimal numbers may be displayed with lowercase suffixes, which indicate multiples of 1000. This suffix is used with
counters and non storage-related values.

+-----------+-----------------------------------+--------+--------+

| Suffix    | Suffix Value                      | Digits | Powers |

+-----------+-----------------------------------+--------+--------+

|   - none  |                                 1 |      1 | 10**00 |

| k - kilo  |                             1 000 |      4 | 10**03 |

| m - mega  |                         1 000 000 |      7 | 10**06 |

| g - giga  |                     1 000 000 000 |      9 | 10**09 |

| t - tera  |                 1 000 000 000 000 |     13 | 10**12 |

| p - peta  |             1 000 000 000 000 000 |     16 | 10**15 |

| x - exa   |         1 000 000 000 000 000 000 |     19 | 10**18 |

| z - zetta |     1 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 |     22 | 10**21 |

| y - yotta | 1 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 |     25 | 10**24 |

+-----------+-----------------------------------+--------+--------+

Hexadecimal Values and Suffixes

Hexadecimal numbers may be displayed with uppercase suffixes, which indicate multiples of 1024. This suffix is used with
storage-related values normally dealing with lengths or bytes.
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+-----------+-----------------------------------+--------+--------+--------+

| Suffix    | Suffix Value                      | Digits | Powers | 16**n  |

+-----------+-----------------------------------+--------+--------+--------+

|   - none  |                                 1 |      1 | 2**00  | 16**00 |

| K - Kilo  |                             1 024 |      4 | 2**10  |        |

| M - Mega  |                         1 048 576 |      7 | 2**20  | 16**05 |

| G - Giga  |                     1 073 741 824 |      9 | 2**30  |        |

| T - Tera  |                 1 099 511 627 776 |     13 | 2**40  | 16**10 |

| P - Peta  |             1 125 899 906 842 624 |     16 | 2**50  |        |

| X - eXa   |         1 152 921 504 606 846 976 |     19 | 2**60  | 16**15 |

| Z - Zetta |     1 180 591 620 717 411 303 424 |     22 | 2**70  |        |

| Y - Yotta | 1 208 925 819 614 629 174 706 176 |     25 | 2**80  | 16**20 |

+-----------+-----------------------------------+--------+--------+--------+

Powers of 2 and 16

+---------------------------+--------+--------+--------+---------------------+

|                     Value | Digits | 2**mm  | 16**nn |      Hex Doubleword |

+---------------------------+--------+--------+--------+---------------------+

|                         1 |      1 | 2**00  | 16**00 | 0000 0000 0000 0001 |

|                         2 |      1 | 2**01  |        | 0000 0000 0000 0002 |

|                         4 |      1 | 2**02  |        | 0000 0000 0000 0004 |

|                         8 |      1 | 2**03  |        | 0000 0000 0000 0008 |

|                        16 |      2 | 2**04  | 16**01 | 0000 0000 0000 0010 |

|                        32 |      2 | 2**05  |        | 0000 0000 0000 0020 |

|                        64 |      2 | 2**06  |        | 0000 0000 0000 0040 |

|                       128 |      3 | 2**07  |        | 0000 0000 0000 0080 |

|                       256 |      3 | 2**08  | 16**02 | 0000 0000 0000 0100 |

|                       512 |      3 | 2**09  |        | 0000 0000 0000 0200 |

|                     1 024 |      4 | 2**10  |        | 0000 0000 0000 0400 |

|                     2 048 |      4 | 2**11  |        | 0000 0000 0000 0800 |

|                     4 096 |      4 | 2**12  | 16**03 | 0000 0000 0000 1000 |

|                     8 192 |      4 | 2**13  |        | 0000 0000 0000 2000 |

|                    16 384 |      5 | 2**14  |        | 0000 0000 0000 4000 |

|                    32 768 |      5 | 2**15  |        | 0000 0000 0000 8000 |

|                    65 536 |      5 | 2**16  | 16**04 | 0000 0000 0001 0000 |

|                   131 072 |      6 | 2**17  |        | 0000 0000 0002 0000 |

|                   262 144 |      6 | 2**18  |        | 0000 0000 0004 0000 |

|                   524 288 |      6 | 2**19  |        | 0000 0000 0008 0000 |

|                 1 048 576 |      7 | 2**20  | 16**05 | 0000 0000 0010 0000 |

|                 2 097 152 |      7 | 2**21  |        | 0000 0000 0020 0000 |

|                 4 194 304 |      7 | 2**22  |        | 0000 0000 0040 0000 |

|                 8 388 608 |      7 | 2**23  |        | 0000 0000 0080 0000 |

|                16 777 216 |      8 | 2**24  | 16**06 | 0000 0000 0100 0000 |

|                33 554 432 |      8 | 2**25  |        | 0000 0000 0200 0000 |

|                67 108 864 |      8 | 2**26  |        | 0000 0000 0400 0000 |

|               134 217 728 |      9 | 2**27  |        | 0000 0000 0800 0000 |

|               268 435 456 |      9 | 2**28  | 16**07 | 0000 0000 1000 0000 |

|               536 870 912 |      9 | 2**29  |        | 0000 0000 2000 0000 |

|             1 073 741 824 |     10 | 2**30  |        | 0000 0000 4000 0000 |

|             2 147 483 648 |     10 | 2**31  |        | 0000 0000 8000 0000 |

|             4 294 967 296 |     10 | 2**32  | 16**08 | 0000 0001 0000 0000 |

|             8 589 934 592 |     10 | 2**33  |        | 0000 0002 0000 0000 |

|            17 179 869 184 |     11 | 2**34  |        | 0000 0004 0000 0000 |
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|            34 359 738 368 |     11 | 2**35  |        | 0000 0008 0000 0000 |

|            68 719 476 736 |     11 | 2**36  | 16**09 | 0000 0010 0000 0000 |

|           137 438 953 472 |     12 | 2**37  |        | 0000 0020 0000 0000 |

|           274 877 906 944 |     12 | 2**38  |        | 0000 0040 0000 0000 |

|           549 755 813 888 |     12 | 2**39  |        | 0000 0080 0000 0000 |

|         1 099 511 627 776 |     13 | 2**40  | 16**10 | 0000 0100 0000 0000 |

|         2 199 023 255 552 |     13 | 2**41  |        | 0000 0200 0000 0000 |

|         4 398 046 511 104 |     13 | 2**42  |        | 0000 0400 0000 0000 |

|         8 796 093 022 208 |     13 | 2**43  |        | 0000 0800 0000 0000 |

|        17 592 186 044 416 |     14 | 2**44  | 16**11 | 0000 1000 0000 0000 |

|        35 184 372 088 832 |     14 | 2**45  |        | 0000 2000 0000 0000 |

|        70 368 744 177 664 |     14 | 2**46  |        | 0000 4000 0000 0000 |

|       140 737 488 355 328 |     15 | 2**47  |        | 0000 8000 0000 0000 |

|       281 474 976 710 656 |     15 | 2**48  | 16**12 | 0001 0000 0000 0000 |

|       562 949 953 421 312 |     15 | 2**49  |        | 0002 0000 0000 0000 |

|     1 125 899 906 842 624 |     16 | 2**50  |        | 0004 0000 0000 0000 |

|     2 251 799 813 685 248 |     16 | 2**51  |        | 0008 0000 0000 0000 |

|     4 503 599 627 370 496 |     16 | 2**52  | 16**13 | 0010 0000 0000 0000 |

|     9 007 199 254 740 992 |     16 | 2**53  |        | 0020 0000 0000 0000 |

|    18 014 398 509 481 984 |     17 | 2**54  |        | 0040 0000 0000 0000 |

|    36 028 797 018 963 968 |     17 | 2**55  |        | 0080 0000 0000 0000 |

|    72 057 594 037 927 936 |     17 | 2**56  | 16**14 | 0100 0000 0000 0000 |

|   144 115 188 075 855 872 |     18 | 2**57  |        | 0200 0000 0000 0000 |

|   288 230 376 151 711 744 |     18 | 2**58  |        | 0400 0000 0000 0000 |

|   576 460 752 303 423 488 |     18 | 2**59  |        | 0800 0000 0000 0000 |

| 1 152 921 504 606 846 976 |     19 | 2**60  | 16**15 | 1000 0000 0000 0000 |

| 2 305 843 009 213 693 952 |     19 | 2**61  |        | 2000 0000 0000 0000 |

| 4 611 686 018 427 387 904 |     19 | 2**62  |        | 4000 0000 0000 0000 |

| 9 223 372 036 854 775 808 |     19 | 2**63  |        | 8000 0000 0000 0000 |

+---------------------------+--------+--------+--------+---------------------+

Common or Standard Naming Schemes

+------------+--------+---------------------+---------------------+

| Powers     | Zeros  | Short System        | Long System         |

+------------+--------+---------------------+---------------------+

| 10**3      |     3  | thousand            | thousand            |

| 10**6      |     6  | million             | million             |

| 10**9      |     9  | billion             | milliard            |

| 10**12     |    12  | trillion            | billion             |

| 10**15     |    15  | quadrillion         | -                   |

| 10**18     |    18  | quintillion         | trillion            |

| 10**21     |    21  | sextillion          | -                   |

| 10**24     |    24  | septillion          | quadrillion         |

| 10**27     |    27  | octillion           | -                   |

| 10**30     |    30  | nonillion           | quintillion         |

| 10**33     |    33  | decillion           | -                   |

| 10**36     |    36  | undecillion         | sextillion          |

| 10**39     |    39  | duodecillion        | -                   |

| 10**42     |    42  | tredecillion        | septillion          |

| 10**45     |    45  | quattuordecillion   | -                   |

| 10**48     |    48  | quindecillion       | octillion           |

| 10**51     |    51  | sexdecillion        | -                   |

| 10**54     |    54  | septendecillion     | nonillion           |
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| 10**57     |    57  | octodecillion       | -                   |

| 10**60     |    60  | novemdecillion      | decillion           |

| 10**63     |    63  | vigintillion        | -                   |

| 10**66     |    66  | -                   | undecillion         |

| 10**72     |    72  | -                   | duodecillion        |

| 10**78     |    78  | -                   | tredecillion        |

| 10**84     |    84  | -                   | quattuordecillion   |

| 10**90     |    90  | -                   | quindecillion       |

| 10**96     |    96  | -                   | sexdecillion        |

| 10**102    |   102  | -                   | septendecillion     |

| 10**108    |   108  | -                   | octodecillion       |

| 10**114    |   114  | -                   | novemdecillion      |

| 10**120    |   120  | -                   | vigintillion        |

| 10**303    |   303  | centillion          | -                   |

| 10**600    |   600  | -                   | centillion          |

+------------+--------+---------------------+---------------------+

| 10**100    |   100  | googol              | -                   |

| 10**googol | googol | googolplex          | -                   |

+------------+--------+---------------------+---------------------+

Operating System Names
The following is a list of operating systems relating the version and release information found in the CVT and ECVT
control blocks.

SYSVIEW commonly uses the name "MVS" when referring to any of the MVS-based operating systems. This naming
convention is used to avoid having to repeat OS/390 and z/OS in every use. OS/390 or z/OS is used when a specific
release is relevant.

CVTPRODN ECVTPVER OpSys Version Fmid

SP7.2.5 020500 z/OS 2.5.0 HBB77D0
SP7.2.4 020400 z/OS 2.4.0 HBB77C0
SP7.2.3 020300 z/OS 2.3.0 HBB77B0
SP7.2.2 020200 z/OS 2.2.0 HBB77A0
SP7.2.1 020100 z/OS 2.1.0 HBB7790
SP7.1.3 011300 z/OS 1.13.0 HBB7780
SP7.1.2 011200 z/OS 1.12.0 HBB7770
SP7.1.1 011100 z/OS 1.11.0 HBB7760
SP7.1.0 011000 z/OS 1.10.0 HBB7750
SP7.0.9 010900 z/OS 1.9.0 HBB7740
SP7.0.8 010800 z/OS 1.8.0 HBB7730
SP7.S.7 010701 z/OS 1.7.1 JBB772S
SP7.1.7 010701 z/OS 1.7.1 JBB772S
SP7.0.7 010700 z/OS 1.7.0 HBB7720
SP7.S.6 010601 z/OS 1.6.1 JBB77S9
SP7.1.6 010601 z/OS 1.6.1 JBB77S9
SP7.0.6 010600 z/OS 1.6.0 HBB7709
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CVTPRODN ECVTPVER OpSys Version Fmid

SP7.0.5 010500 z/OS 1.5.0 HBB7708
SP7.0.4 010400 z/OS 1.4.0 HBB7707
SP7.0.3 010300 z/OS 1.3.0 HBB7706
SP7.0.2 010200 z/OS 1.2.0 HBB7705
SP7.0.1 010100 z/OS 1.1.0 JBB7713
SP6.1.0 021000 OS/390 2.10.0 HBB7703
SP6.0.9 020900 OS/390 2.9.0 JBB6609
SP6.0.8 020800 OS/390 2.8.0 HBB6608
SP6.0.7 020700 OS/390 2.7.0 JBB6607
SP6.0.6 020600 OS/390 2.6.0 HBB6606
SP6.0.5 020500 OS/390 2.5.0 HBB6605
SP6.0.4 020400 OS/390 2.4.0 JBB6604
SP6.0.3 010300 OS/390 1.3.0 HBB6603
SP6.0.2 010200 OS/390 1.2.0 JBB6602
SP5.3.0 010100 OS/390 1.1.0 HBB6601
SP5.2.2 NA MVS/ESA 5.2.2 JBB5522
SP5.2.0 NA MVS/ESA 5.2.0 JBB5522
SP5.1.0 NA MVS/ESA 5.1.0 JBB5522
SP4.3.0 NA MVS/ESA 4.3.0 JBB5522
SP4.2.2 NA MVS/ESA 4.2.2 JBB5522
SP4.2.0 NA MVS/ESA 4.2.0 JBB5522
SP4.1.0 NA MVS/ESA 4.1.0 JBB5522
SP3.1.3 NA MVS/ESA 3.1.3 JBB5522
SP3.1.3 NA MVS/ESA 3.1.3 JBB5522

Phonetic Alphabet
A phonetic alphabet assigns code words to letters of the English alphabet that can be pronounced and understood by
others.

 Commonly used Hexadecimal Phonetics     NATO Phonetic Alphabet

 

+-----------+------------------------+  +-----------+------------------------+

| Character | Phonetic Pronunciation |  | Character | Phonetic Pronunciation |

+-----------+------------------------+  +-----------+------------------------+

|     0     | Zero                   |  |     A     | Alpha                  |

|     1     | One                    |  |     B     | Bravo                  |

|     2     | Two                    |  |     C     | Charlie                |

|     3     | Three                  |  |     D     | Delta                  |

|     4     | Four                   |  |     E     | Echo                   |

|     5     | Five                   |  |     F     | Foxtrot                |

|     6     | Six                    |  |     G     | Golf                   |

|     7     | Seven                  |  |     H     | Hotel                  |

|     8     | Eight                  |  |     I     | India                  |
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|     9     | Nine                   |  |     J     | Juliet                 |

|     A     | Able                   |  |     K     | Kilo                   |

|     B     | Baker                  |  |     L     | Lima                   |

|     C     | Charlie                |  |     M     | Mike                   |

|     D     | Dog                    |  |     N     | November               |

|     E     | Easy                   |  |     O     | Oscar                  |

|     F     | Fox                    |  |     P     | Papa                   |

+-----------+------------------------+  |     Q     | Quebec                 |

                                        |     R     | Romeo                  |

                                        |     S     | Sierra                 |

                                        |     T     | Tango                  |

                                        |     U     | Uniform                |

                                        |     V     | Victor                 |

                                        |     W     | Whiskey                |

                                        |     X     | Xray                   |

                                        |     Y     | Yankee                 |

                                        |     Z     | Zulu                   |

                                        |     0     | Zero                   |

                                        |     1     | One                    |

                                        |     2     | Two                    |

                                        |     3     | Three                  |

                                        |     4     | Four                   |

                                        |     5     | Five                   |

                                        |     6     | Six                    |

                                        |     7     | Seven                  |

                                        |     8     | Eight                  |

                                        |     9     | Nine                   |

                                        +-----------+------------------------+

 

 

 

PSW Command - Program Status Word
The PSW command decodes the bits contained in the first fullword of a Program Status Word.

Command Syntax

PSW   psw

Parameters

Parameter Explanation
psw Program Status Word to be decoded.

Information Fields

+-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-+ +-------+ +-+-+-+-+ +---+---+ +-------+ +-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-

|0|R|0|0| |0|T|I|E| |PSW    | |1|M|W|P| |AS |CC | | Pgm   | |0|0|0|0| |0|0|0|0

| | | | | | | | | | |Key    | | | | | | |   |   | | Mask  | | | | | | | | | |

+-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-+ +-------+ +-+-+-+-+ +---+---+ +-------+ +-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-

 0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0   0 0 1 1   1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1   2 2 2 2   2 2 2 2   2 2 3 3
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 0 1 2 3   4 5 6 7   8 9 0 1   2 3 4 5   6 7 8 9   0 1 2 3   4 5 6 7   8 9 0 1

Data Fields

00-00 Always 0

01-01 (R) Program event recording mask

02-04 Always 0

05-05 (T) DAT mode T=1

06-06 (I) Input/Output mask

07-07 (E) External mask

08-11 PSW key

12-12 Architecture

      0 - indicates z/Architecture

      1 - indicates ESA/390

13-13 (M) Machine check mask

14-14 (W) Wait state W=1

15-15 (P) Problem state P=1

16-17 (AS) Address Space control

      xx Real mode            T=0

      00 Primary space mode   T=1

      01 Access register mode T=1

      10 Secondary space mode T=1

      11 Home space mode      T=1

18-19 (CC) Condition Code

20-23 Program mask

      20 Fixed point overflow mask

      21 Decimal overflow mask

      22 Exponent underflow mask

      23 Significance mask

24-30 Always 0

31-32 Extended/basic addressing mode

      00 24-bit mode

      01 31-bit mode

      10 Invalid

      11 64-bit mode

Notes

• ESA/390 PSW

+-+-------------------------------------------------------------+

|A|          Instruction Address                                |

| |                                                             |

+-+-------------------------------------------------------------+

 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6

 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3

 

 32-32 (A) 31 bit addressing mode A=1

 33-63 Instruction address

• z/Architecture PSW

+-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-+ +-------+ +-+-+-+-+ +---+---+ +-------+ +-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-

|0|R|0|0| |0|T|I|E| |PSW    | |0|M|W|P| |AS |CC | | Pgm   | |0|0|0|0| |0|0|0|E

| | | | | | | | | | |Key    | | | | | | |   |   | | Mask  | | | | | | | | | |A

+-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-+ +-------+ +-+-+-+-+ +---+---+ +-------+ +-+-+-+-+ +-+-+-+-
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 0 0 0 0   0 0 0 0   0 0 1 1   1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1   2 2 2 2   2 2 2 2   2 2 3 3

 0 1 2 3   4 5 6 7   8 9 0 1   2 3 4 5   6 7 8 9   0 1 2 3   4 5 6 7   8 9 0 1

 

+-+-------------------------------------------------------------+

|B|0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0|

|A|                                                             |

+-+-------------------------------------------------------------+

 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6

 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3

 

+---------------------------------------------------------------+

|            Instruction Address                                |

|            Bits 0 - 31                                        |

+---------------------------------------------------------------+

 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9

 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5

 

+---------------------------------------------------------------+

|            Instruction Address                                |

|            Bits 32 - 63                                       |

+---------------------------------------------------------------+

         1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

WTO Descriptor Codes
The following is a list of write-to-operator (WTO) descriptor codes and a description of their use.

• Descriptor codes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, and 12 are mutually exclusive.
• Descriptor codes 7, 8, 9, 10, and 13 can be combined with any other codes.

Code Type Description

1 System Failure The message indicates an error that disrupts system operations.
To continue, the operator must reIPL the system or restart a major
subsystem. This causes the audible alarm to be issued.

2 Immediate Action The message indicates that the operator must perform an action
immediately. The message issuer could be in a wait state until the
action is performed or the system needs the action as soon as
possible to improve performance. The task waits for the operator
to complete the action. This causes the audible alarm to be
issued. When an authorized program issues a message with
descriptor code 2, a DOM macro must be issued to delete the
message after the requested action is performed.

3 Eventual Action The message indicates that the operator must perform an action
eventually. The task does not wait for the operator to complete the
action. If the task can determine when the operator has performed
the action, the task should issue a DOM macro to delete the
message when the action is complete.

4 System Status The message indicates the status of a system task or of a
hardware unit.
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Code Type Description

5 Immediate Command Response The message is issued as an immediate response to a system
command. The response does not depend on another system
action or task.

6 Job Status The message indicates the status of a job or job step.
7 Task-Related The message is issued by an application or system program.

Messages with this descriptor code are deleted when the job step
that issued them ends.

8 Out-of-Line The message, which is one line of a group of one or more lines,
is to be displayed out-of-line. If a message cannot be displayed
out-of-line because of the device being used, descriptor code 8
is ignored, and the message is displayed in-line with the other
messages.

9 Operator Request The message is written in response to a request from an operator
for information by a DEVSERV, DISPLAY, TRACK, or MONITOR
command.

10 Not Defined Descriptor code 10 is not currently in use.
11 Critical Eventual Action The message indicates that the operator must perform an action

eventually, and the action is important enough for the message
to remain on the display screen until the action is completed. The
task does not wait for the operator to complete the action. This
causes the audible alarm to be issued.
Avoid using this descriptor code for non-critical messages
because the display screen could become filled. If the task can
determine when the operator has performed the action, the task
should issue a DOM macro to delete the message when the action
is complete.

12 Important Information The message contains important information that must be
displayed at a console, but does not require any action in
response.

13 Automation Information Indicates that this message was previously automated.

WTO Route Codes
The following is a list of write-to-operator (WTO) route codes and a description of their use.

Route Code Description

1 Operator Action
2 Operator Information
3 Tape Pool
4 Direct Access Pool
5 Tape Library
6 Disk Library
7 Unit Record Pool
8 Teleprocessing Control
9 System Security
10 System/Error Maintenance
11 Programmer Information
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Route Code Description

12 Emulation
13-20 For customer use only
21-28 For subsystem use only
29 Disaster recovery
30-40 For IBM use only
41 The message gives information about JES3 job status
42 The message gives general information about JES2 or JES3
43-64 For JES use only
65-96 Messages associated with particular processors
97-128 Messages associated with particular devices

IBM MQ
Tuning the MQ Buffer Pool
Buffer pool management plays an important part in managing performance for IBM MQ. Specifying an incorrect size for a
buffer pool can have a negative impact on the performance of your IBM MQ queue manager.

IBM MQ uses DASD page sets to store:

• Object definitions
• Messages for non-shared queues

To reduce the I/O overhead associated with writing and reading the message data from the page sets:

• The queue manager stores the data in buffers in processor storage.
• Messages that are retrieved shortly after being put on the queue are placed in buffers.
• Buffers are also used for holding MQ object definitions before they are stored in a page set.
• Buffer Pool objects control the size of processor storage that is used for buffers.

A page set can have only one buffer pool. But multiple page sets can be assigned to the same buffer pool. Each page set
can hold many queues. Defining queues, page sets, and buffers depends on the architecture of your MQ applications.
One way to achieve performance benefits is through buffer pool segregation.

If you have applications that write short-lived messages as well as ones that write long-lived messages, it is important to
separate these message types into distinct buffer pools by assigning them to different queues on different page sets which
use separate buffer pools as we will discuss below.

Don't mix buffer pools for object definitions with ones for messages. Object definitions are placed in page set 0, so it is
recommended that you create a buffer pool that is only used for page set 0.

Buffer size is another way to achieve performance benefits. IBM recommends up to, but no more than, 70% of queue
manager private storage usage for buffers. Usually the more you have the more efficient the buffering and performance.

SYSVIEW provides several mechanisms for helping you manage buffers. A real-time display and a sample SMF report.
For real-time viewing of your buffer pool utilization use the MQBUFFER command.

If MQBUFFER fields NoBuf, CSteal, or SynWP are non-zero you should increase your buffer size or relocate page sets
that are using this buffer pool to another buffer pool.

NoBuf
- The number of times a buffer was unavailable for a page get request.
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CSteal
- The number of times there was contention when getting a stealable page.

SynW/SynWP
- The number of synchronous updates or writes that were performed because of a low availability of buffers. If
increasing the buffer pool size does not reduce this value, look for I/O contention on the DASD devices that hold
the page sets for this buffer pool.

For buffer pools representing short-lived messages (messages retrieved shortly after they were put):

• A non-zero value for DWTSt indicates that the asynchronous write processor had to be started because 85% of the
pages were waiting for write I/O. A value for the Low field that is less than 15% of the total number of buffers, can
indicate the need for MQ to do I/O instead of buffering. If increasing your buffer pool size does not reduce your DWTSt
value, then there may be long-lived messages, ones with long delays between put and get, also using the buffer pool.

• DASD reads, field DasdR, should be low unless it is shortly after a queue manager restart. The ratio of DASD reads,
field DasdR, and page get requests, field GetP, should be low. A low ratio would indicate that page requests are
being satisfied from the buffer pool and not DASD. Increasing the buffer pool size should lower this ratio. If it does not
decrease, long-lived messages may be using the buffer pool.

For buffer pools representing long-lived messages:

• It would be ideal to have enough pages to hold the entire contents of the queues. If you can achieve this, great! But
most likely that is not possible.

• Check the ratio of DASD reads, field DasdR, to total pages written to DASD, field TotPW. Ideally, this would be a 1-to-1
ratio. If DASD reads are considerably higher, it may be an indication that messages are being read multiple times. This
can happen if applications are browsing messages without retrieving them. It may also be an indication that the queue
is not indexed and you should consider indexing it if messages are being retrieved by MsgId and CorrelId.

Another tool for helping you analyze your buffer pool utilization is through SMF reporting. A sample Easytrieve report,
WMQBUFFU, is provided to process SMF 115 records and report on buffer pool utilization. You can modify the sample to
create customized reports for your environment.

TCP/IP
Diagnose Problems with TCP/IP based applications
Diagnosing problems with TCP/IP based applications can be a complex task. The easiest way to tackle diagnosing a
problem is by process of elimination starting with the stack itself and moving toward the application.

Diagnosing TCP/IP Stack Problems

1. Is the stack enabled?
Issue the TCPLIST command to get the list of stacks on the system. The display indicates the state of the stack itself.
You will be able to determine whether the stack is currently enabled.

2. Is the stack looping?
Issue the Activity line command for the stack in question. This action takes you to the ACTIVITY command displaying
the TCP/IP jobname. Examine the CPU%, CPU-Time, SRB-Time, and I/O-Count fields to determine whether the stack
is running or in a loop and consuming too much CPU.

3. Are there any stack error messages?
You can issue the L line command to take you to the LISTFILES command. You can go directly to LISTFILES from
the TCPLIST command as well by selecting LF from TCPLIST. Examine the SYSERROR and SYSPRINT DDs for
possible error messages and consult the Communications Server IP Messages manuals guides for further instruction
on any messages that are suspect.

4. Switching stacks
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Return to the TCPLIST command by ending out of the LISTFILES and ACTIVITY commands. If the problem stack is
not the default stack or not the currently active stack (the jobname is highlighted), then select the appropriate stack
before continuing.

5. Can you PING the stack?
Ping the stack using the PING line command on TCPLIST. If your stack is responding, then you can move to the
Diagnosing TCP/IP application problems section.

6. Are the devices, links, and interfaces okay?
From the command line issue the IPDEVICE command. IPDEVICE shows the status of all of your devices, links, and
interfaces. Verify that your devices are ready. If not, look at the status to determine whether the devices are in the
process of starting.

7. Are there any LOGREC events or dumps?
If your devices, links, and interfaces are okay, check LOGREC and your dump data sets for problems. The LOGREC
command shows you the list of LOGREC events. You can do a SELECT on jobname for the stack or simply browse
through looking for errors. Use the DUMPDS command to display your dump data sets for any possible dumps related
to your TCP stack.

If none of the above checks have turned up any problems, then you can move on to the next section.

Diagnosing TCP/IP Application Problems

Application problems consist of application program problems and networking problems outside of your z/OS stack.

1. Is the application server listening for connections?
If your application is a server application, one that listens for client connections, and the problem is that clients cannot
connect, issue the IPLISTEN command. The IPLISTEN command will show the jobs listening on a socket for client
connections. Find the server job in question. If the job was found it indicates that it has a listener socket. Check the
Port field to determine if it is listening on the correct port.

2. Is the application connected?
Issue the IPTCONN or IPUCONN command, depending on the protocol type of the application your are diagnosing.
IPTCONN shows TCP protocol applications, and IPUCONN shows UDP protocol connections. These connection
commands will show the list of jobs and the connections that they currently have established. If you find the application
job in the list, the application has at least one connection.
a. The application is connected.

If the application is connected, check the State field to determine problems with the connection. For example, a
SYN-SENT state can indicate that the application on the remote end is having a problem, or perhaps there is a
problem in the network between the components.
Long TripTime values can also indicate an external network problem.
If the state is ESTABLSHED, check the Idle time to see if any activity has been done on the connection recently.
You can also check the byte counts to see if activity is occurring and at an expected rate.

b. The application is not connected.
If the application is not connected, then check your application logs for possible error messages.

3. Can you PING the remote address?
Try issuing the PING line command on the connection listed. This will issue a PING to the remote address listed for
the connection. PING helps determine whether packets are getting through to the remote end and the time it takes for
the ICMP packets to get through.

4. Does a TRACERTE indicate node problems?
The ROUT line command causes a TRACERTE TSO command to be issued against the remote address. TRACERTE
shows you all of the nodes the connection is traversing. Perhaps there is a problem with one of the nodes that will
show up at this point.
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More Advanced TCP Diagnostics

At this point, you might need to continue diagnosing the problem using TCP/IP tracing. You can consult the
Communications Server Diagnosis Guide for additional information about TCP packet tracing and other steps to diagnose
other TCP components.

Security Considerations for TCP/IP Resources

What are the security requirements for the server address space?

The TCP feature includes monitoring for Communications Server resources for TCP/IP and Communications Storage
Manager (CSM).

The server needs to have access to the following TCP/IP resources:

Class Resource Name

SERVAUTH EZB.STACKACCESS.mvsname.tcpprocname

SERVAUTH EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.*

You will need one set of rules for each stack represented by tcpprocname for which the TCP data collector will be
monitoring.

To simplify the definitions and to ensure that future stacks can be monitored, the set of definitions below can be used to
cover all server security requirements:

Class Resource Name

SERVAUTH EZB.STACKACCESS.*

SERVAUTH EZB.NETSTAT.*

The server needs access to the following network management resources for CSM monitoring:

Class Resource Name

SERVAUTH IST.NETMGMT.mvsname.SNAMGMT

If the above resource for CSM monitoring is not defined, then Superuser authority is required. Superuser authority is either
a UID of 0 or READ access to the BPX.SUPERUSER entity in the FACILITY class.

What are the security requirements for the NETSTAT menu items?

The NETSTAT menu items invoke the NETSTAT command with the corresponding report option. For example, the Home
menu entry would cause a NETSTAT HOME command to be issued. Each report option has a corresponding security
resource as listed in the following table:

Option Resource Name for the SERVAUTH Class

ALL EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.ALL

ALLConn EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.ALLCONN

ARP EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.ARP

BYTEinfo EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.BYTEINFO

CACHinfo EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.CACHEINFO
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CLients EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.CLIENTS

CONFIG EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.CONFIG

COnn EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.CONN

DEvlinks EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.DEVLINKS

Gate EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.GATE

Home EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.HOME

IDS EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.IDS

ND EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.ND

PORTList EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.PORTLIST

ROUTe EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.ROUTE

ROUTe IQDIO EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.ROUTE

ROUTe RSTAT EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.ROUTE

SLAP EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.SLAP

SOCKets EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.SOCKETS

SRCIP EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.SRCIP

STATS EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.STATS

TELnet EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.TELNET

TTLS EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.TTLS

Up EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.UP

VCRT EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.VCRT

VDPT EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.VDPT

VIPADCFG EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.VIPADCFG

VIPADyn EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.VIPADYN

The NETSTAT MENU and commands also needs access to resources:

Class Resource Name

SERVAUTH EZB.STACKACCESS.mvsname.tcpprocname

SERVAUTH EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.UP

What are the security requirements for the TCP/IP commands?

All TCP commands require access to the resources:

Class Resource Name

SERVAUTH EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.UP

SERVAUTH EZB.STACKACCESS.mvsname.tcpprocname
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Individual commands require additional resources:

Command Class Resource Name

IPCONFIG SERVAUTH EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.CO
NFIG

IPDEVICE SERVAUTH EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.DE
VLINKS

IPPORTS SERVAUTH EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.PO
RTLIST

IPSTATS SERVAUTH EZB.NETSTAT.mvsname.tcpprocname.ST
ATS

What are the security requirements for the CSM commands?

CSM commands use the Communications Server Network Management Interface to gather CSM data. Superuser
authority or access to the following Network Management SAF resource is required:

Class Resource Name

SERVAUTH IST.NETMGMT.mvsname.SNAMGMT

• mvsname - represents the MVS system name.

Superuser authority is either a UID of 0 or READ access to the BPX.SUPERUSER entity of the FACILITY class.

Should NETSTAT be removed from the TSO AUTHCMD table?

If the NETSTAT command is in the TSO AUTHCMD table, data values for some commands may not be filled in.

IBM technote 1141218 describes issues with getting output from the NETSTAT command running under REXX.

NETSTAT should be removed from the AUTHCMD table and secured using the SERVAUTH class and resource names of
EZB.NETSTAT.* as described in the IBM Communications Server: IP System Administrators Commands.

Install
This section contains information and tips about the installation.

Datacom CICS Service Facility Data Collection
SYSVIEW monitors the Datacom CICS Service Facility (CSF). The monitoring is performed for each CICS address space
that uses CSF. The SYSVIEW Option for CICS performs the monitoring.

Configuration
Requirements

• SYSVIEW Option for CICS installed and active
• Datacom CICS Service Facility installed and active

Installation

• Specifying Datacom CICS Services Generation Options (DBCVTPR)
SYSV=YES
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The SYSV option must be set to YES to activate monitoring. The default is NO.
• CICS Startup

SYSVIEW Option for CICS data collection and Datacom can be started in any order.

Customization

• SYSVIEW Option for CICS configuration options parmlib member SVWCOPTS:
TRANSACTION-RECORD-CSF Yes

• CSF information is to be logged with the detailed transaction records.

CAICCI Setup Considerations
The SYSVIEW cross-system component uses CAICCI to communicate between systems. The following example
describes how to establish CAICCI connections across multiple MVS images using TCP/IP.

1. CAICCI is started through CAIENF and requires a statement in the ENF CCIPARM member. The PROTOCOL
statement autostarts the CCITCPGW started task.
Example: PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW,7000,1,SYSTEMA)
- TCPIPGW - Activates a host-to-host connection using IBM TCP/IP
- 7000 - subsystem name:port number
- 1 - Retries
- SYSTEMA - A unique 1-character to 8-character identifier that is used for this CAICCI system. This identifier must be
unique within the entire CAICCI system network.

2. CAICCI must have a unique CCI name and it requires a statement in the ENF CCIPARM member.
Example: SYSID(SYSTEMA)

3. CAICCI must define the remote CCI systems and it requires a statement in the ENF CCIPARM member.
Example: NODE(TCPIPGW,111.222.333.44:7000,3,SYSTEMB,4096)
- TCPIPGW - The communications protocol supported by the local host node to access the remote host node using
IBM TCP/IP
- 111.222.333.44:7000 - The TCP/IP address and port number of the remote system
- SYSTEMB - The unique 1-character to 8-character identifier of the remote CAICCI system
- 4096 - The maximum data packet size, which is specified in decimal

4. CAICCI can be set up to automatically connect to remote CCI systems and it requires a statement in the ENF
CCIPARM member.
Example: CONNECT(SYSTEMB)
This attempts to connect to CCI on the other systems and sends messages every minute for any systems that do not
have CCI established.

5. After CCITCPGW starts and the automatic connections are made, a message verifying the connection is issued similar
to the following:
CAS9603I - CAICCI SYSTEMA    CONNECTED TO CAICCI SYSTEMB

You can find the following sample statements in the ENF CCIPARM member on SYSA. This example connects SYSA to
SYSB and SYSC automatically.

SYSID(SYSA)

PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW,7000,1,SYSA)

NODE(TCPIPGW,111.222.333.44:7000,3,SYSB,4096)

NODE(TCPIPGW,111.222.333.55:7000,3,SYSC,4096)

CONNECT(SYSB,SYSC)

Enable SYSVIEW Displays on a System Console
The console interface:
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• Enables the user to communicate with and execute SYSVIEW commands through the use of a console
• Is implemented through the GSS product

The GSS product is a component of Common Components and Services.

Communication

GSS communicates to SYSVIEW through the supplied application program interface GSVXAPIE.

During GSS initialization:

• A server is started that attaches a long running session with SYSVIEW. All console commands that are directed to
SYSVIEW are routed through this server.
Default server name: SYSVCONS

• The IMOD $SYSVIEWE_INIT is executed. This IMOD controls initialization of SYSVIEW services.

During GSS termination:

• The IMOD $SYSVIEWE_TERM is executed. This IMOD controls termination of SYSVIEW services.

Requirements

• SYSVIEW installed
• GSS 2.7 installed and active

Installation of Console Interface

Add the following statements in the GSS runtime parameter member (RUNPARM). Some of these statements may
already exist.

COMMAND VERB SYSV IMOD SYSVIEW_CONSOLE

PRODUCT SYSVIEWE

ADDRESS SYSVIEWE GSVXAPIE 15 DETACH TYPE 0

ISET    SYSVIEWE DSN sysview.CNM4BISR SSID ISRV LOAD

Some TCP component commands require the name of a TCP stack to communicate with. If you plan on using any TCP
commands you need to set this stack name in one of two ways:

• Issue the TCPOPTS command to set the stack name prior to issuing any TCP commands:
TCPOPTS JOBNAME stackname

• Set the stack name for the GSS jobname in the SYSVIEW OPTIONS parmlib member as follows:

)IF JOBNAME=GSSA

    TCP-JOBNAME                    'name'

)ENDIF

Using the Console Interface

To execute a SYSVIEW command through the console interface, the user enters any SYSVIEW command prefixed by the
command verb SYSV specified during installation.

Syntax:  

verb  command parameters  ((console_options

Example:  SYSV ACTIVITY CICS=

The following options allow the user to dynamically alter the displayed output:

Options Description
? Display options help
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L= Area name
DC= WTO descriptor code
LC= Line count
 PREFIX= Prefix characters for each display line
W= Display width
LINECMD Display line command input column
NOLINECMD Do not display line command input column
DEBUG Display debug messages
NODEBUG Do not display debug messages
PAUSE Display output in groups separated by operator replies

Customization

Customize the IMOD SYSVIEW_SRVCONS to meet the needs of your site. Permanently specify any Options in the
SETUP_OPTIONS: routine of the SYSVIEW_SRVCONS IMOD.

Available Options:

• Attach a prefix to all output messages.
• Specify a WTO route code.
• Specify a WTO descriptor codes.
• Specify a maximum message length.
• Display the end of data line.
• Specify a maximum number of data lines to be displayed. Displaying output to an area restricts the line count to 25.

Log Streams
This section contains information and tips about using log streams with SYSVIEW.

Log Streams Sizing
The main concern when sizing a log stream is determining a size where the log stream does not completely fill up, which
is not an issue if unlimited DASD were available.

A log stream consists of two pieces that need to be sized individually but with respect to each other.

When determining the size of a log stream, the first question is: How much data do you want to keep?  If you know exactly
how much data that you want to keep, determining the required sizes for staging and offload data sets can be performed
using a relatively simple formula. Usually, things are not that simple.

The following topics contain more information about sizing log streams:

Sizing Offload Data Sets

To determine the size of an offload data set or the total size of the collection of offload data sets, you must first know how
much data you want or need to keep for review.

You can use the IBM report utility IXGRPT1 to provide information concerning how much data is being moved to the
offload data sets within an SMF interval. When you know the average amount of data being moved within an interval, you
can compute the total size required based on the number of intervals needed. The number of intervals needed become
your retention period.
The steps to determine the size of a log stream are different for each log stream. The data contained within each log
stream can be different. The differences include average record size and the rate at which data is written to the log.
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• RetPd Days
The retention period is the number of days worth of data that is to be maintained within the log stream.
Formula variable: RetPd

• Avg Rec Length
The average length of a record as it exists within the physical log stream. The records are maintained in a compressed
format within the log stream.
Formula variable: Size

• Hourly Count
The average number of records that are written to the log in a period of one hour.
Formula variable: Count

• Total Byte Requirement
The total amount of storage in bytes required to maintain the desired amount of data.
Formula variable: Bytes
Bytes = Size * ( Count * 24 ) * RetPd

• Max Dsns
The maximum number of offload data sets that you want to be used to maintain the desired amount of data. The
System Logger allocates up to 168 offload data sets. There is no parameter that limits the number of offload data sets
that are created. You should use the number of dsns in your equation to help determine the size of a single offload
data set. The more offload data sets that are used reduces the size requirement of a single offload data set. This is a
balancing act. Offload data sets are allocated on a DASD device as a single extent. If the size is too large, you have
trouble finding free space.
For log streams with a high volume of data, it is recommended to attempt to size the offload data set so that a single
day's worth of data or less is maintained in a single offload data set.
Formula variable: Dsns

• 4K Blocks
The offload data sets are allocated by the System Logger based on the number of 4K blocks that are specified via the
LS_SIZE parameter on the log stream definition. This is the number of 4K blocks that are allocated for a single offload
data set. You should try to select a size that can hold at least ten offloads worth of data. This depends on the volume of
data being written to the log stream.
Formula variable: LS_SIZE
LS_SIZE = ( Bytes / 4096 ) / Dsns

• Cyls
The number of cylinders on a 3390 DASD device required to allocate the offload data set based on the number of 4K
blocks specified. The System Logger does not use this value. It is here as a reference point. The number of cylinders
that are represented is for one offload data set.
Formula variable: Cyls
Cyls = ( LS_SIZE * 4096 ) / 712140

Sizing Log Streams - CICS Threshold and Exception Records
+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

| RetPd | Avg Rec | Hourly |     Total Byte |  Max |      4K |      |

|  Days |  Length |  Count |    Requirement | Dsns |  Blocks | Cyls |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

|     7 |     250 |    250 |     10,500,000 |   10 |     256 |    2 |

|    14 |     250 |    100 |      8,400,000 |   14 |     146 |    1 |

|    14 |     250 |    300 |     25,200,000 |   14 |     439 |    3 |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

 (Sample sizing table)

Considerations:
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• Hourly Count
This equates to the average number of CICS thresholds that are triggered plus the number of CICS exceptions
that occur per hour. If the data from multiple CICS regions is logged to the log stream, then this value must be the
combined total for those CICS regions.

• The volume of this log stream should be low. A large amount of data can be maintained.

Sizing Log Streams - CICS System Data Interval Records
+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

| RetPd | Avg Rec | Hourly |     Total Byte |  Max |      4K |      |

|  Days |  Length |  Count |    Requirement | Dsns |  Blocks | Cyls |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

|    30 |     550 |     80 |     31,680,000 |   30 |     258 |    2 |

|    60 |     550 |    120 |     95,040,000 |   60 |     387 |    2 |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

 (Sample sizing table)

Considerations:

• Hourly Count
Each CICS data collector writes a System Interval record at the conclusion of its system data collection interval.
By default, the interval is 15 minutes. This means that each CICS writes four (4) records per hour.  If the data from
multiple CICS regions is logged to the log stream, then this value must be the combined total for those CICS regions.

• The above example assumes that the system interval is 15 minutes. It also assumes that 10 CICS regions are being
logged to the log stream.

• The volume of this log stream should be low. A large amount of data can be maintained.

Sizing Log Streams - CICS Transaction Summary Records
+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

| RetPd | Avg Rec | Hourly |     Total Byte |  Max |      4K |      |

|  Days |  Length |  Count |    Requirement | Dsns |  Blocks | Cyls |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

|     7 |     150 |   4000 |    100,800,000 |   10 |   2,461 |   12 |

|    14 |     150 |   4000 |    201,600,000 |   14 |   3,516 |   17 |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

 (Sample sizing table)

Considerations:

• Hourly Count
Each CICS data collector writes a CICS Transaction Summary record for each unique transaction ID that executed
during the system data collection interval. If the data from multiple CICS regions is logged to the log stream, then this
value must be the combined total for those CICS regions.

• The above example assumes that the system interval is 15 minutes.
On average, we are assuming that 100 unique transaction IDs execute during each interval. It also assumes that 10
CICS regions are being logged to the log stream.
Hourly count = 100 * 4 * 10

• The volume of this log stream should be low to medium.
A large amount of data can be maintained.

Sizing Log Streams - CICS Transaction Detail Records
+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

| RetPd | Avg Rec | Hourly |     Total Byte |  Max |      4K |      |
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|  Days |  Length |  Count |    Requirement | Dsns |  Blocks | Cyls |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

|     5 |     600 |  10000 |    720,000,000 |  100 |   1,758 |    9 |

|     5 |     600 |  50000 |  3,600,000,000 |  100 |   8,789 |   43 |

|     5 |     600 | 100000 |  7,200,000,000 |  120 |  14,648 |   71 |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

 (Sample sizing table)

Considerations:

• Hourly Count
This equates to the average number of CICS transactions that execute per hour. If the average daily total is known,
divide the average daily total by 24 to obtain the hourly value. If the data from multiple CICS regions is logged to the
log stream, then this value must be the combined total for those CICS regions.

• The CICS Transaction log stream typically contains a large volume of data and is written to at a high rate.

• Size the offload data sets so each data set contains one day or less of data.

Sizing Log Streams - Exception Records
+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

| RetPd | Avg Rec | Hourly |     Total Byte |  Max |      4K |      |

|  Days |  Length |  Count |    Requirement | Dsns |  Blocks | Cyls |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

|     7 |     264 |    250 |     11,088,000 |   10 |     270 |    2 |

|    14 |     264 |    100 |      8,870,400 |   14 |     155 |    1 |

|    14 |     264 |    300 |     26,611,200 |   14 |     464 |    3 |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

 (Sample sizing table)

Considerations:

• Hourly Count
This equates to the average number of thresholds triggered per hour.

• The volume of this log stream should be low.
A large amount of data can be maintained.

Sizing Log Streams - IMS Transaction Data Records
+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

| RetPd | Avg Rec | Hourly |     Total Byte |  Max |      4K |      |

|  Days |  Length |  Count |    Requirement | Dsns |  Blocks | Cyls |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

|     5 |     450 |  10000 |    540,000,000 |  100 |   1,318 |    7 |

|     5 |     450 |  50000 |  2,700,000,000 |  100 |   6,592 |   32 |

|     5 |     450 | 100000 |  5,400,000,000 |  120 |  10,986 |   53 |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

 (Sample sizing table)

Considerations:

• Hourly Count
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This equates to the average number of IMS transactions that execute per hour. If the average daily total is known,
divide the average daily total by 24 to obtain the hourly value. If the data from multiple IMS control regions is logged to
the log stream, then this value must be the combined total for those IMS regions.

• The IMS Transaction log stream typically contains a large volume of data and is written to at a high rate.
• Size the offload data sets so each data set contains one or less days worth of data.

Sizing Log Streams - IMS Transaction Summary Records
+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

| RetPd | Avg Rec | Hourly |     Total Byte |  Max |      4K |      |

|  Days |  Length |  Count |    Requirement | Dsns |  Blocks | Cyls |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

|     7 |     456 |   4000 |    306,432,000 |   10 |   7,481 |   43 |

|    14 |     456 |   4000 |    612,864,000 |   14 |  10,688 |   61 |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

 (Sample sizing table)

Considerations:

• Hourly Count
The IMS data collector will write an IMS Transaction Summary record for each unique transaction ID that executed
during the system data collection interval. If the data from multiple IMS regions will be logged to the log stream, then
this value must be the combined total for those IMS regions.

• The above example assumes that the system interval is 15 minutes.
On average, we are assuming that 100 unique transaction IDs execute during each interval. It also assumes that 3 IMS
regions are being logged to the log stream.
Hourly count = 100 * 4 * 3

• The volume of this log stream should be low to medium.
A large amount of data can be maintained.

Sizing Log Streams - IMS Region Summary Data Records
+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

| RetPd | Avg Rec | Hourly |     Total Byte |  Max |      4K |      |

|  Days |  Length |  Count |    Requirement | Dsns |  Blocks | Cyls |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

|     5 |     520 |  10000 |    624,000,000 |  100 |   1,523 |    8 |

|     5 |     520 |  50000 |  3,120,000,000 |  100 |   7,617 |   37 |

|     5 |     520 | 100000 |  6,240,000,000 |  120 |  12,695 |   62 |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

 (Sample sizing table)

Considerations:

• Hourly Count
This equates to the average number of IMS region termination events per hour. The region summary record is written
when an IMS region terminates. This figure applies to message, BMP, and DBT region types. If the average daily total
is known, divide the average daily total by 24 to obtain the hourly value. If the data from multiple IMS control regions is
logged to the log stream, then this value must be the combined total for those IMS regions.

• The IMS Region Summary log stream typically contains a large volume of data and is written to at a high rate.
• Size the offload data sets so each data set contains one or less days worth of data.

Sizing Log Streams - MQ Application Request Records
+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

| RetPd | Avg Rec | Hourly |     Total Byte |  Max |      4K |      |
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|  Days |  Length |  Count |    Requirement | Dsns |  Blocks | Cyls |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

|     5 |     300 |    800 |     28,800,000 |   80 |      88 |    1 |

|    14 |     300 |    800 |     80,640,000 |  100 |     197 |    1 |

|    14 |     300 |   8000 |    806,400,000 |  100 |   1,969 |   10 |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

 (Sample sizing table)

Considerations:

• Hourly Count
The IBM MQ data collector writes a record for each queue that is used during the system data collection interval. If
multiple Queue Managers are being monitored, this value must be the combined total for those Queue Managers.

• The above example assumes that the system interval is 15 minutes.
Examples 1 and 2 assume that 100 queues were used. It also assumes that 2 Queue Managers were being monitored.
Hourly count = 100 * 4 * 2

Example 3 assumes that 1000 queues were used. It also assumes that 2 Queue Managers were being monitored.
Hourly count = 1000 * 4 * 2

• The volume of this log stream should be medium.
A large number of data can be maintained.

Sizing Log Streams - Plot Records
+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

| RetPd | Avg Rec | Hourly |     Total Byte |  Max |      4K |      |

|  Days |  Length |  Count |    Requirement | Dsns |  Blocks | Cyls |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

|     7 |     450 |    500 |     37,800,000 |    7 |    1318 |    7 |

|    14 |     450 |    500 |     75,600,000 |   14 |    1318 |    7 |

|    14 |     450 |    500 |     75,600,000 |  100 |     185 |    1 |

+-------+---------+--------+----------------+------+---------+------+

 (Sample sizing table)

Considerations:

• The volume of this log stream should be low.
A large number of data can be maintained.

Sizing Log Streams - SMF Records

Considerations:

• The number of SMF records that can be maintained in the log stream depends on the type of SMF records that are
recorded.
Each type of SMF record can vary widely in size.

• The SMF log stream typically contains a large volume of data and is written to at a high rate.

Get Statistics on the Contents of a Log Stream

You can use the IBM report utility IXGRPT1 to provide information concerning how much data is being moved to the
offload data sets within an SMF interval. This utility creates a report based on SMF 88 records.

The following sample job uses the IEBGENER utility to copy the contents of a log stream to DUMMY output. No data is
copied because the output is going to DUMMY. Statistics are produced.

//jobcard
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//*

//GENER1   EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//*

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

//         SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX),

//         DCB=BLKSIZE=32760

//*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT2   DD DUMMY

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

/*

Sample output from job:

(01) SYSUT1   Open     Log Stream TEST.SMFDATA.LOG

(02) SYSUT1   Options  GSVXLGEX

     SYSUT1   Options  FROM=OLDEST,TO=YOUNGEST,LOCAL

     SYSUT1   Options  STATS,CNT=00000000,EXPAND

(03) SYSUT1   Oldest   record read     2005/07/27 07:14:00.784201 Local

     SYSUT1   Youngest record read     2005/07/28 08:12:45.089467 Local

(04) SYSUT1   Oldest   block ID read   00000007254DFCBA

     SYSUT1   Youngest block ID read   0000000736E1FA43

     DDname   Record Type                   Count

     -------- ------------------------ ----------

(05) SYSUT1   CICS System Data                344

     SYSUT1   CICS Threshold                    3

     SYSUT1   CICS Transaction Detail         114

     SYSUT1   CICS Transaction Summary        114

     SYSUT1   IMS Transaction               62693

     SYSUT1   Plot Metric                    3508

     SYSUT1   WebSphere MQ                   1610

     SYSUT1   Other                        160985

     -------- ------------------------ ----------

(06) SYSUT1   Records returned             229371

     SYSUT1   Log records expanded         170604

     SYSUT1   SMF records expanded          57303

     SYSUT1   Average compression             46%

     SYSUT1   Max input record length       23674

     SYSUT1   Max output record length      32738

     SYSUT1   Avg input record length        1246

     SYSUT1   Avg output record length       2725

     SYSUT1   Avg expanded length            2725

     SYSUT1   Avg non-expanded length          94

     SYSUT1   CPU time used in exit        12.841

(01)
- <ddname> Open     Log Stream <logstream>
Indicated the specified log stream was opened.

(02)
- <ddname> Options  <options>
List of options used on the SUBSYS= parameter.

(03)
- <ddname> <message> <date> <time> <GMT|Local>
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Displays the date and time of the oldest and youngest records read.
(04)

- <ddname> Oldest   block ID read   00000007254DFCBA
Displays the block ID of the oldest and youngest records read.

(05)
- <ddname> <record type> <count>
Displays the number of records that are read of a specific SMF type. SMF records created by SYSVIEW are
listed. All others are listed as "Other".

(06)
- <ddname> <statistics type> <value>
Statistics Type:

• Records returned
Total number of records that are returned to the caller.

• Log records expanded
Number of records that were in a compressed format and needed to be expanded.

• SMF records expanded
The SMF records written by SYSVIEW can be compressed to save space in the SMF data sets or log. The
number of records that were compressed.

• Average compression
The average compress rate of compressed records.

• Max input record length
The maximum input length of the records read.

• Max output record length
The maximum output length of the records written. This is the length after any expansion has been done.

• Avg input record length
The average input length of the records read.

• Avg output record length
The average output length of the records written. This is the length after any expansion has been done.

• Avg expanded length
The maximum output length of the records written that required expansion.

• Avg non-expanded length
The maximum output length of the records written that did not require expansion.

• CPU time used in exit
The amount of cpu used by the exit program.

MVS Log Streams Usage
SYSVIEW uses MVS log streams to maintain historical collection data for online viewing. The records written to these log
streams are in SMF format.

Use the following commands to view the contents of SYSVIEW maintained log streams:

Command Description

AUDITLOG Audit event log
CEITLOG CICS EXEC Interface trace log
CSYSDATA CICS system interval analysis
CTGLOG CICS Transaction Gateway log
CTRANLOG CICS transaction log summary
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Command Description

CTRANSUM CICS transaction intervals
IMSRSLOG IMS region summary log
IMSTLOG IMS transaction log
IMSTSUM IMS Transaction Summary Log
LGBROWSE Log stream browser
MQRLOG MQ request history log
PLOTLOG Historical plot log
XLOG Exception log (for all exceptions)
ZCNRLOG z/OS Connect Request log

Log Stream Definitions

We recommend that:

• SMS manages your log stream data sets.
• SMS data class should support data compression.

Log stream names must be unique across a sysplex. Any naming convention that provides a unique log stream name
across the sysplex is acceptable. A log stream name can be a maximum of 26 characters.

You should use the following naming convention:

ssidrrm.taskname.type.&SMFID

ssid
SYSVIEW subsystem ID

rrm
release

taskname
owning task

type
log data type qualifier

&SMFID
System Symbol for the SMF ID If support for System Symbols is not enabled, code the SMF ID.

Log Data Types

Taskname Type

AUDIT ADTT – Audit event records

CICSLOGR EITL - CICS EXEC Interface trace records

CICSLOGR TRAN - CICS detailed transaction records

CICSLOGR TSUM - CICS transaction summary records

CICSLOGR SYSD - CICS system interval data records

CICSLOGR XLOG - CICS exception records

IMSLOGR IMRS – IMS region summary records

IMSLOGR IMTR – IMS detailed transaction records
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Taskname Type

IMSLOGR IMTS – IMS Transaction Summary Records

MQSDATA MQHR – MQ request history records

SMFDATA SMFD - SMF data records

SYSDATA PLOT - Historical plot records

SYSDATA XLOG - Exception records

A log stream can be shared by multiple log data types. You should not share log streams that contain the following data
types. The volume of data records being written to these logs is much greater than other types.

• SMFD - SMF data records
• TRAN - CICS detailed transaction records

Example of suggested naming convention:

Qualifier.Type Log Stream Name

AUDIT.ADTT ssid.AUDIT.SMFD.&SMFID

CICSLOGR.EITL ssid.CICSLOGR.EITL.&SMFID

CICSLOGR.TRAN ssid.CICSLOGR.TRAN.&SMFID

CICSLOGR.TSUM ssid.CICSLOGR.TSUM.&SMFID

CICSLOGR.SYSD ssid.CICSLOGR.SYSD.&SMFID

CICSLOGR.XLOG ssid.CICSLOGR.XLOG.&SMFID

IMSLOGR.IMRS ssid.IMSLOGR.IMRS.&SMFID

IMSLOGR.IMTR ssid.IMSLOGR.IMTR.&SMFID

IMSLOGR.IMTS ssid.IMSLOGR.IMTS.&SMFID

MQSDATA.MQHR ssid.MQSDATA.MQHR.&SMFID

SMFDATA.SMFD ssid.SMFDATA.SMFD.&SMFID

SYSDATA.PLOT ssid.SYSDATA.PLOT.&SMFID

SYSDATA.XLOG ssid.SYSDATA.XLOG.&SMFID

Configuration Options

Logname Parmlib Configuration Options

AUDIT AUDIT LOGSTREAM-AUDIT-NAME

CICSLOGR.EITL CICSLOGR LOGSTREAM-CICSEITL-NAME

CICSLOGR.TRAN CICSLOGR LOGSTREAM-CICSTRAN-NAME

CICSLOGR.TSUM CICSLOGR LOGSTREAM-CICSTSUM-NAME

CICSLOGR.SYSD CICSLOGR LOGSTREAM-CICSSYSD-NAME

CICSLOGR.XLOG CICSLOGR LOGSTREAM-CICSXLOG-NAME

IMSLOGR.IMRS IMSLOGR LOGSTREAM-IMSREGN-NAME

IMSLOGR.IMTR IMSLOGR LOGSTREAM-IMSTRAN-NAME

IMSLOGR.IMTS IMSLOGR LOGSTREAM-IMSTSUM-NAME
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Logname Parmlib Configuration Options

MQSDATA.MQHR MQSDATA LOGSTREAM-MQSDATA-NAME

PLOTLOG SYSDATA LOG-PLOT-RECORDS
LOGSTREAM-PLOTLOG-NAME

SMFDATA SVWVDSLB DEFINE log.stream.name

XLOG XLOG LOG-XLOG-RECORDS
LOGSTREAM-XLOG-NAME

Security Requirements

The SYSVIEW Main Address Space must have the following SAF authorizations:

• Class: LOGSTRM
Resource: log.stream.name
Authority: UPDATE
Note: Required to write to a log stream

The following SAF authorizations are required to define a new log stream:

• Class: FACILITY
Resource: MVSADMIN.LOGR
Authority: ALTER
Note: Required to define a log stream-related Coupling Facility structure.

• Class: FACILITY
Resource: MVSADMIN.XCF.CFRM
Authority: ALTER
Note: None

• Class: FACILITY
Resource: IXLSTR.cf_structure_name
Authority: ALTER
Note: None

• Class: LOGSTRM
Resource: log.stream.name
Authority: ALTER
Note: Required to define a log stream or alter its characteristics.

The following SAF authorization is required to read from a log stream:

• Class: LOGSTRM
Resource: log.stream.name
Authority: READ
Note: Required to read from a log stream

MVS System Logger Overview
This overview of MVS log streams covers the following topics from the SYSVIEW point of view. For additional information,
review the IBM Redbook, Systems Programmer's Guide to: z/OS System Logger (SG24-6898-00).

General Information

Data managed by the MVS system logger can reside in one or more of the following locations:
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• Interim or Processor storage
• DASD
• Tape

Regardless of where a particular record is stored within a log, the user should view the log as a single file of limited size.
The location of a given record can migrate through the possible storage locations. This migration is transparent to the
user.

For DASD-only log streams, the interim storage used to hold log data is contained within a z/OS dataspace owned by the
logger address space IXGLOGR.

Common MVS System Logger terms
Coupling Facility

CF structure.
DASD-only

Staging data set.
Interim Storage

The primary storage used to hold log data that has not been offloaded.
Log Record

A single record or "block" of data that is written to or retrieved from a log stream.
Log Streams

A sequence of data blocks or records.
Offload

The process of moving data from interim storage to offload data sets. This action is typically performed when a
high offload threshold has been met.

Offload Data Sets
Auxiliary storage on DASD. This storage is sometimes referred to as log data sets. The data sets are a series of
VSAM linear data sets. The naming convention used for offload data sets is as follows:
<EHLQ | HLQ>.<streamname>.<seq#>

Staging Data Sets
Interim storage on DASD used to duplex data that has not yet been offloaded. The DASD-only naming convention
used for offload data sets is as follows:
<EHLQ | HLQ>.<streamname>.<sysplex_name>

System Logger
An MVS operating system component that provides logging services.

Writing to a DASD-Only Log Stream

DASD-only log streams are single system in scope. Only one system within a sysplex can be connected to the log stream
at any given time. Multiple applications running within a single system can connect to a log stream.

The system logger uses local dataspace buffers for interim storage. The data is offloaded to offload data sets for long-term
storage.

When a block of data is written to the log, the data is written to the interim storage and duplexed to the staging data set.
When the volume of data within the staging data set reaches the high-threshold limit, the system logger will move the data
blocks from the local buffers to the offload data sets.

Do not be concerned about the current location of data. As stated earlier, the location is intended to be transparent to the
user.

                             Log Stream
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   +-------------+           +----------+      +-------------------+

   |             |           | Youngest |--+   | Local Storage     |

   | Application |<--------->| .        |  |   | Buffers           |

   |             | Read      | .        |  |---| or                |

   +-------------+ Write     | .        |  |   | Staging Data Set  |

                             | .        |--+   +-------------------+

                             | .        |--+   +-------------------+

                             | .        |  |   | Offload Data Sets |

                             | .        |  |   |                   |

                             | .        |  |   | ( data set 1 )    |

                             | .        |  |---|   .               |

                             | .        |  |   |   .               |

                             | .        |  |   |   .               |

                             | .        |  |   | ( data set n )    |

                             | Oldest   |--+   |                   |

                             +----------+      +--------------------

Defining a DASD-Only Log Stream

DASD-only log streams are defined using the IXCMIAPU utility.

The following is an example definition:

      DEFINE LOGSTREAM

                NAME(SYSVIEW.CICSLOGR.TRAN.SYSA)

                DESCRIPTION(CICS_TRAN)

                DASDONLY(YES)

                STG_SIZE(2000)

                LS_SIZE(10000)

  LS_DATACLAS(cisize24k)

                MAXBUFSIZE(65532)

                AUTODELETE(YES)

                RETPD(7)

                EHLQ(LOGGER)

                HIGHOFFLOAD(70)

                LOWOFFLOAD(0)

                DIAG(NO)

                OFFLOADRECALL(YES)

NAME
Specifies the name of the log stream. This name is made up of one or more segments that are separated by
periods. The maximum length is 26 characters.

DESCRIPTION
Specifies a user-defined description. The maximum length is 16 characters.

DASDONLY
Specifies that the log stream is a DASD-only log stream.

STG_SIZE
Specifies the size of the staging data set. The size is the number of 4K blocks that will be allocated for the staging
data set.

LS_SIZE
Specifies the size of each log stream offload data set. The size is the number of 4K blocks that will be allocated
for each offload data set.
Minimum = 16
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Maximum = 524287
LS_DATACLAS

Specifies the SMS data class used for allocation of log stream offload data sets.
MAXBUFSIZE

The maximum size in bytes of the largest record that can be written to the log. SYSVIEW will always use a value
between 32,767 and 65,532.

AUTODELETE
Specifies when the system logger can physically delete log data.
When YES is specified, the system logger deletes log data whenever data is either marked for deletion or the
retention period for ALL data within a log data set has expired.

RETPD
Specifies the retention period in days for the log data maintained in log stream.
Once the retention period has expired for all data within a single offload data set, that offload data set is eligible
for physical deletion.
The system logger physically deletes offload data sets only when an offload data set fills and switches to a new
one.
The system logger will not process a retention period or physically delete an offload data set for log streams that
are not connected and being written to by an application.

EHLQ
Specifies the extended high-level qualifier for both offload and staging data sets.

HIGHOFFLOAD
Specifies the percent full point a which offload processing should start for the log stream.

LOWOFFLOAD
Specifies the percent full point a which offload processing should end for the log stream.

DIAG
Specifies whether dumps or additional diagnostics should be provided by the system logger.

OFFLOADRECALL
Specifies whether offload processing recalls the current offload data set if migrated or whether offload processing
allocates a new offload data set.

Deleting Log Data or an Offload Data Set

Data with a log stream can be marked for deletion by the IXGDELET function. The system logger does not physically
delete the log data of an offload data set until an offload process is initiated. This means that you may experience a delay
between when an offload data set is eligible for deletion and it is physically deleted.

Expired offload data sets will NOT be deleted until the next time the system logger allocates a new offload data set. The
system logger cannot delete an offload data set if it is currently allocated. Deletions will be retried on the next offload.

Sizing an Offload Data Set

The total capacity of all the offload data sets for a single log stream should be large enough to hold the maximum amount
of data that you want to keep in the log stream.

The maximum capacity required is based on the following information, which you can get from an IXGRPT1 report:

• Average record size
• Record rate (average records per hour or day)
• Retention period

The maximum number of offload data sets for a log stream is 168.
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After determining the amount of data that you want to keep, you must decide on the size of each offload data set. For
higher volume log streams, select a size that will hold log data for at least 10 offloads, and try to limit the size to no more
than one day's worth of data. For lower volume log streams, a single offload data set could hold several days worth of log
data.

Process Log Streams
SYSVIEW uses MVS log streams to store data collection information. SYSVIEW writes the data to a log stream in the
form of an SMF record.

The primary purpose for using MVS log streams is to allow easy and quick viewing of historical data. All data that is
written to the MVS log streams can also be optionally written to the MVS SMF log.

SYSVIEW uses the following methods to read data from log streams:

• Write an application to read data directly from a log stream using system logger services (IXGBRWSE).
• Use the LOGR subsystem to read data from a log stream in a sequential data set format. This method allows existing

applications to read data from a log stream with no modification to the application.

Refer to the following topics for more information about processing log streams:

Can all Application Programs Use the LOGR Subsystem?

An application can use the LOGR subsystem if the following criteria is met:

The Application can only use BSAM or QSAM access methods.
Only the following macros can be used:

• DCB
• DCBE
• RDJFCB
• SYNADAF
• SYNADRLS
• OPEN
• GET (QSAM)
• READ (BSAM)
• CHECK (BSAM)
• TRUNC (BSAM)
• CLOSE

Your program cannot use:

• NOTE
• POINT
• CNTRL

BSAM and QSAM only support record lengths up to 32K.
Log streams support record lengths up to 64K-4.
SYSVIEW limits its record lengths to a maximum of 32760.
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How Can I View the Contents of the Log Streams?

All log streams that are used by SYSVIEW have a corresponding online display command.

Online Command Description

AUDITLOG Audit records

CEITLOG CICS transaction log summary of monitored or traced records

CSYSDATA CICS system data interval records

CTRANLOG CICS transaction detail records

CTRANSUM CICS transaction summary records

XLOG CICS threshold and exception records

IMSRSLOG IMS region summary records

IMSTLOG IMS transaction data records

IMSTSUM IMS transaction summary records

MQRLOG MQ Application Request records

PLOTLOG Plot records

SMFLOG SMF records that were recorded by the Event Capture Option

XLOG Exception records

A list of current SYSVIEW log streams can be viewed using command LGLOGS.
A list of all log streams that have been defined to MVS can be viewed using the command LGSTREAM.

Can a Log Stream be Used as File Input to a Batch Program?

Yes, any MVS log stream can be used as an input file to a batch program. However, the batch program needs the
assistance of a log stream subsystem exit.
IBM provides a generic log stream subsystem exit named IXGSEXIT. The exit program must be located in a link list data
set.
The following example allows a log stream to be used as an input file to a batch program:

LOGFILE  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

         SUBSYS=(LOGR,IXGSEXIT,'SUBSYS-opts1','SUBSYS-opts2'),

         DCB=BLKSIZE=nnnnn

The exit program, IXGSEXIT, receives control at the following event points:

• Converter
• Allocation
• Open
• Get
• Close
• Unallocation

The data that is stored in SYSVIEW log streams is in a compressed format. Therefore, a SYSVIEW-specific subsystem
exit must be used to process the records.
The following example allows a SYSVIEW log stream to be used as a file to a batch program:

LOGFILE  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

         SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX),

         DCB=BLKSIZE=32760
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The exit program (GSVXLGEX) processes and returns a record that can be used by any program.

How Can I Copy the Contents of a Log Stream to a Sequential File?

The following example uses IEBGENER to write the contents of a log stream to a sequential data set:

//jobcard

//*

//GENER1   EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//*

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

//         SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX),

//         DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=VB,LRECL=32756,BLKSIZE=32760)

//*

//SYSUT2   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=file.log.stream.name

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

Does the Exit Program Display any Information about the Log Stream?

Yes, the following example output is from a job using IEBGENER to dump a log stream to a sequential data set.

SYSUT1   Open     Log Stream SYSVIEW.SMFDATA.SMFD.SYSA

SYSUT1   Options  GSVXLGEX

SYSUT1   Options  FROM=(2010/201,00:00:00),TO=YOUNGEST,LOCAL

SYSUT1   Options  FORWARD

SYSUT1   Requested start time     2010/07/20 00:00:00.000000 Local

SYSUT1   Oldest   record read     2010/07/20 12:13:17.252123 Local

SYSUT1   Youngest Record read     2010/07/21 12:25:09.305807 Local

DDname   Record Type                   Count

-------- ------------------------ ----------

SYSUT1   CICS System Data                348

SYSUT1   CICS Transaction Detail         109

SYSUT1   CICS Transaction Summary        108

SYSUT1   IMS Transaction               13072

SYSUT1   Plot Metric                    4295

SYSUT1   WebSphere MQ                   3014

SYSUT1   Exceptions                      500

SYSUT1   Other                        179389

-------- ------------------------ ----------

SYSUT1   Records Returned             200844

SYSUT1   Log Records Expanded         180443

SYSUT1   SMF Records Expanded          19848

SYSUT1   Average Compression             48%

SYSUT1   Max Input Record Length       27651

SYSUT1   Max Output Record Length      32738

SYSUT1   CPU time used in exit        12.135

What is the Syntax for the SUBSYS Parameters?

Syntax:

   //ddname   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

   //         SUBSYS=(LOGR,exitname,'SUBSYS-opts1','SUBSYS-opts2'),

   //         DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=VB,LRECL=32756,BLKSIZE=32760)
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Specify the LOGR exit module:

exitname - Name of exit module. This module MUST reside in a link list data set.

• IXGSEXIT - IBM supplied exit
• GSVXLGEX - SYSVIEW exit

SUBSYS-opts1 parameters:

{ FROM=(yyyy/ddd,hh:mm:ss) | OLDEST    }

{,TO=(yyyy/ddd,hh:mm:ss)   | YOUNGEST  }

{,DURATION=(nnnn,HOURS)                }

{, GMT | LOCAL                         }

• FROM= - Indicates the start time of the log stream to be processed. The first block is the one with a time stamp later
than or equal to the specified time. The FROM keyword is mutually exclusive with the DURATION keyword.
OLDEST - Indicates that the first block read is the oldest block on the log stream.
yyyy/ddd - Specifies the start date
hh:mm:ss - Specifies the start time

• TO= - Indicates the ending time of the log stream to be processed. The last block is the one with a time stamp earlier
than or equal to the specified time. The FROM keyword is mutually exclusive with the DURATION keyword.
YOUNGEST - Indicates that the last block read is the youngest block on the log stream.
yyyy/ddd - Specifies the end date
hh:mm:ss - Specifies the end time

• DURATION= - Specifies which blocks are to be processed.
Syntax: DURATION=(nnnn,HOURS)
Requests the last "nnnn" hours up to the youngest block be processed. The "last nnnn hours" is calculated based on
the allocation time of the DD.
The first block is the one with a time stamp greater than or equal to the calculated start time. The last block read is the
youngest block on the log stream at the time of allocation.
The DURATION keyword is mutually exclusive with the TO and the FROM keywords.

• GMT | LOCAL - Specifies whether the time is local time (based on the time zone offset at the time the log was written)
or GMT time.

SUBSYS-opts2 parameters:

• FORWARD (OLDTOYOUNG) - Read records from oldest to youngest
• BACKWARD (YOUNGTOOLD) - Read records from youngest to oldest
• CNT=nnnnnnnn - Limit the number of records read  Default = 0, no limit.
• NOMSGS - Display no messages. This includes error messages.
• STATS |  NOSTATS - Display statistics report
• EXPAND | NOEXPAND - Expand compressed log records
• TRACE | NOTRACE - Display a "trace" line for each GET showing block ID and record length.

Warning: This issues a WTO message for EVERY record in the log.

• WARN | NOWARN - Display the return/reason code message for warning results.
• TRUNCMSG | NOTRUNCMSG - Display a message when an output record is truncated.
• DELETE | NODELETE - Delete blocks older than the oldest block read.
• RDW - Return record including RDW.
• NORDW - Do not include RDW, bump by 4 bytes.

Default parameters are highlighted and marked with a "*" character. You are not required to code any options. If conflicting
options are coded, the result of the last specified option is used.
Options are not required to be coded. Defaults are used.
Examples:
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   //LOGFILE  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

   //         SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX,

   //         'FROM=OLDEST,TO=YOUNGEST,GMT',

   //         'STATS,FORWARD,CNT=1000')

   //LOGFILE  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

   //         SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX,

   //         'FROM=(2010/001,00:00:00),TO=(2010/365,23:59:59),GMT',

   //         'STATS,FORWARD')

   //LOGFILE  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

   //         SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX,,'BACKWARD,CNT=1000')

The following example is suggested if a log is being used as input to an Easytrieve report:

   //SMFIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=log.stream.name,

   //         SUBSYS=(LOGR,GSVXLGEX,

   //         'FROM=OLDEST,TO=YOUNGEST',

   //         'STATS,FORWARD,NORDW'),

   //          DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=VB,LRECL=32756,BLKSIZE=32760)

Any Installation or Setup Required?

Yes, the LOGR subsystem exit must reside in a link list data set. If the sysview.CNM4BLOD data set has been defined to
the link list, no other steps are required.
If the sysview.CNM4BLOD data set has NOT been defined to the link list, the following modules must be copied to an
existing link list data set.

• GSVXLGEX
• GSVXLGXG (alias of GSVXLGEX)
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Machine Learning Capabilities
SYSVIEW offers machine learning capabilities to help you prevent downtime and optimize IT operations. These
capabilities proactively detect when systems are behaving abnormally and help expedite problem resolution.

This machine learning environment consumes the data that you specify from SYSVIEW and streams it through multiple
data science algorithms. The resulting insights help provide additional time for you to remediate potential issues before
they impact your business.

SYSVIEW supports the following machine learning capabilities:

Adaptive Thresholding
Proactively warns of abnormal patterns so that you can take corrective action sooner. You can improve mean time
to resolution (MTTR) with real-time dynamic notification of issues.

Visual Analytics
Provides reports and dashboards for viewing and monitoring performance data. You can analyze the historical
performance to identify trends and take corrective and proactive actions when necessary.

Configure Machine Learning
Machine learning lets network engineers and the mainframe management team collect, view, and analyze data from
SYSVIEW. It can predict future performance from historical data, which can help you avoid potential performance issues.

Machine learning is installed separately from SYSVIEW. You can acquire the related PAX files from
support.broadcom.com.

Machine Learning Metrics

After you integrate the two products, SYSVIEW sends time series data (TSD) metrics to machine learning. This TSD:

• Consists of performance metrics that are collected at intervals
• Is equivalent to the data collection metrics in SYSVIEW
• Is the initial type of data that is published by SYSVIEW
• Includes these types of data:

– CICS data (at both the system and transaction level)
– MVS or z/OS system data
– IMS data
– MQ data

NOTE

• To learn more about TSD, see the SYSVIEW MVSMON parmlib.
• To find out which variables are available for TSD, see the TSD column in the VARS command.

On the machine learning Alert Console and Analysis page, you see information that is related to the following alerts:

ALERTS Object
Displays MVS exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the corresponding z/OS metric or SYSVIEW
workload summarization metric.

CALERTS Object
Displays CICS exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the corresponding CICS exception alerts.

MQALERTS Object
Displays MQ exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the corresponding MQ exception alerts.
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IMSALERT Object
Displays IMS exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the corresponding IMS exception alerts.

XLOG Object
Displays for MVS, CICS, IMS, and MQ and shows historic exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the
corresponding metric.

Reviewing the historical information for an alert in machine learning helps you see how a metric has been performing and
provides a context for identifying and resolving problems.

Address Prerequisites

Before you integrate SYSVIEW and machine learning, confirm that your site has addressed the following prerequisites:

• Install any supported version of SYSVIEW, with the latest maintenance.
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the latest FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.Vx.
• Receive and apply all current Common Components and Services maintenance.
• Install the latest version of Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI). When using CSM, choose the Update Product

Release option to make sure you get the latest updates to machine learning.
• Configure SYSVIEW to send metrics to machine learning.

Integrate SYSVIEW with Machine Learning

To view SYSVIEW Version 15.0 or Release 14.2 data with your machine learning capabilities, perform the following steps:

1. Verify SYSVIEW installation.
2. Verify CCS Data Mover connectivity.

After you install and configure these components, verify that they are running. These CCS components are your
configuration to the Message Service Hub on your appliance.

3. Verify end-to-end connectivity.
After you install the remaining machine learning components, verify end-to-end connectivity using several SYSVIEW
displays.

4. Confirm that system data appears in the UI.
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Verify SYSVIEW Installation

1. Issue the TSDSTATS command to ensure that the overall SYSVIEW Time Series Data service is ENABLED:
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2. Ensure that the Collection categories are enabled:  

3. Each CICS Data Collection category can be enabled or disabled for each CICS region. Issue the
CTSDSTAT SYSTEM command to show the ENABLED status for each individual region collection category:
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NOTE
All default settings for this integration are set to ENABLED automatically, whether you are new to SYSVIEW
or you are migrating from a previous release.

4. Verify that the Schedule column is ACTIVE. You must be collecting data in SYSVIEW for it to be eligible to move to the
analytics engine. For more information about data collection scheduling, see Data Collection Concepts.

NOTE
The TSDSTATS and CTSDSTAT commands are cross-system enabled.

Verify CCS Data Mover Connectivity

1. Verify the CCS Data Mover installation.
a. Issue the CADMOVER command and verify that the STATUS is ACTIVE.
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If it shows NONE, it might mean that it has not been started or that it might not be installed.
b. Issue the START ZDMVPROC command.

2. Verify your connection to the CCS Data Mover by issuing the TSDSTATS command. The Status field indicates the
connection status by collection:

NOCONN
No connection has been established with the CCS Data Mover

• If all rows indicate NOCONN, verify that the CCS Data Mover has been installed and started.
• If selective rows indicate NOCONN, it might indicate that the data collection task for the collection is not active.
• Otherwise, look for error message GSV2314E in the SYSVIEW JESMSGLG.

INACTIVE
A connection has been established to the CCS Data Mover

• If the Subscribe field is blank, the analytics engine has not yet subscribed to receive data from SYSVIEW.
• If the Schedule field is INACTIVE, there are no schedule events for this collection.

ACTIVE
A connection has been established to the CCS Data Mover

• There is a schedule event for this collection.
• The analytics engine has subscribed to receive data.

CONNECT
The CICS data collection task has established a connection to the CCS Data Mover. Use the CTSDSTAT
SYSTEM command to see details by CICS region.

Verify End-to-End Connectivity

You can verify end-to-end connectivity using several SYSVIEW displays and the machine learning UI.

The analytics component of machine learning is based on a publish-subscribe model. SYSVIEW registers the data that it
can publish through the CCS Data Mover down to the Message Service Hub on z/Linux. The analytics engine subscribes
through the Message Service Hub. This subscription is communicated up to the CCS Data Mover and on to SYSVIEW,
which tells SYSVIEW to start sending data.

NOTE
The terms producer and consumer are used alternatively for SYSVIEW and the analytics engine, respectively.

SYSVIEW provides displays for the CCS Data Mover that show the producers of data and the consumers of that data.

1. Verify the Analytics Engine status through the CCS Data Mover as a consumer.
The CADCONS command shows whether the analytics engine has successfully registered to the CCS Data Mover as
a consumer or subscriber of SYSVIEW data. The display also shows the categories of data for which the consumer
has subscribed and the amount of data that has been received.
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2. Verify the subscriptions that are received by SYSVIEW using the TSDSTATS and CTSDSTAT commands.
The TSDSTATS command shows successful subscription requests from consumers in the Subscribe column. The
value of SUBSCRIBE indicates that at least one consumer (analytics engine) has successfully subscribed to receive
the category of data produced by SYSVIEW. After a subscription has been received and the category of data has
a schedule, the Status column shows ACTIVE indicating that the category of data has data that is published by
SYSVIEW.
Use the CTSDSTAT command to show the subscription status for categories by each CICS region:

3. Verify end-to-end connectivity in one location using the SYSVIEW TSD Dashboard (Time Series Data) as a single
point of view to help confirm that data is moving between SYSVIEW and all machine learning components. To do this
verification, issue the DASHBOARD TSD command:
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Confirm that System Data Appears in the Machine Learning UI

1. Log in to machine learning.

NOTE
For login instructions and other information about working with machine learning, see the Mainframe
Operational Intelligence documentation.

2. Open the machine learning dashboard. If you see system data in the Green Highway, SYSVIEW is successfully
sending data to machine learning.
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Command Reference
Use the Command Reference when you want to access information about SYSVIEW commands or to search for other
command-specific information.

Click here to download a PDF version of the SYSVIEW command help.
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Messages
SYSVIEW produces messages to describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that might occur.

You can review messages and can download a PDF file of all messages at the SYSVIEW Performance Management
Messages website. You must sign in to view and download a PDF.
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references, and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Mainframe Software Education
• SYSVIEW Performance Management Educate YouTube Channel
• Educate YouTube Channel
• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Product Education: Quick Reference

Product Support

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search by
product name, and select Product Details.

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more information about maintaining SYSVIEW:

• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Maintenance Philosophy for z/OS-based Products
• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• SYSVIEW Performance Management Community
• Broadcom Community Home Page
• Customer Reviews (on IT Central Station)

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• Twitter
• LinkedIn
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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